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The Big Show
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Our Winter Jinks was the biggest

smoker ever attempted anywhere. Five

thousand persons ate and drank.

The I. Y. C. sure made themselves

famous, Friday, November 3rd, at the big

Auditorium.

We heartily congratulate the Winter

Committee and Steward Moe Altmayer

for the immense success attained. Not

forgetting the talented ladies and gentlemen,

who so kindly assisted in making this Jinks

the most-talked-of stag affair of recent years.

I. Y. C. OFFICE 4. HEADQUARTERS, 612 WESTBANK BUILDING

MEMBERS, ATTENTION!

All and any Indoor Yacht Club Notices will

be published in "The Main Sheet.'' No other

notice will be mailed or given members except

the publication of same in this paper. "The

Main Sheet" (the official organ of the I. Y. C.)

will be Issued during the last week of each

month.
FRANK J. HENNESSY.

Commodore.

WM. J. LYNCH, Publisher.

612 West bank Bldg.

The town is still talking about our last show

at the Auditorium Bin] ii TOB some show

-

wasn't it? Great credit belongs to Tom Mul-

vey, Joe Watts, Joe Lewis, Tiv Kreling, and

our own "Kid" for the way they worked. And

let's see—there was Moe Altmayer. with his

"Hot dogs," the Professor, and the Immaculate

Keegan, also. If we tried to write all the

names to whom credit is due we'd have to en-

large the "Main Sheet" to a twenty-four sheet

and then some. Thanks to you all—committee,

talent, waiters, and particularly, the barten-

ders; you too, Bill Dolan.

"Wear A Benjamin
The Feature in Fall Overcoats

The Convertible Collar Raglan

$18.50 $25 $30 $35 $40

11

Market Street
East of Powell

Sole Agents Alfred Benjamin & Co.

BERGER'S Market Street
East of Powell



THE MAIN SHEET
"THE MAIN SHEET."

The members of The Indoor Yacht Club have

been receiving gratis each month a copy of

"The Main Sheet." This little publication was

inaugurated for fhe purpose of encouraging

the social features of the Club and to serve the

purpose of announcing the program of Club

events for the ensuing month. Although issued

at the expense of considerable labor and with a

financial deficit each month. It has served its

end quite well. But expansion is the order of

the Age. "The Main Sheet" is going to expand.

Journal in the hands of capable men. They are

working without compensation for your good

and the good of the Club, and encouragement

on your part should require no solicitation.

The Indoor Circus is now a thing of the past

The animals have gone into Winter Quarters

and will be well cared for by Moe Altmayer

until the swallows fly again. The Winter

Cruise will be the next feature of our Indoor

Life. The Committee having the affair In

charge expects to announce positively in our

next issue the scene of our Winter Sports. The

Bridal Veil FalU, YotemlU

It is going to increase its field of usefulness in

the affairs and life of the Indoor Yacht Club.

Its success in its new efforts depends upon the

co-operation of the Clubmen and their friends.

And co-operation means not only the payment
of the nominal subscription price of fifty cents

per year, but also in the contribution of live

news and stories and articles of literary merit

to the Editor of the paper. Let each one en-

deavor to send in something of interest to the

readers. Let us all get together and boost and
we will have, through the columns of "The
Main Sheet," a channel of inter-communication

unique in San Francisco's Club Life. The Edi-

tor has placed the various Departments of the

citizens of Truckee and Klamath Falls are vy-

ing with each other in securing the pilgrimage.

Whether we go to either of those places or

once again journey to the shadows of majestic

El Capltan, let us all feast again In anticipation

of another frolic amid Winter's snow, February

9, 10, 11, 12 (Lincoln Day).

Judge Mogan has consented to act as attor-

ney in the Mock Trial Scene on the Winter

Cruise.

Shipmate Jimmy Hatton is confined In the

American Hospital in Paris after undergoing

a serious operation.
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LOCAL YACHTSMEN HOLD HIGH JINKS

ON SHORE.

The members of the Gold Dust Club opened

their third winter season with a banquet In the

spacious dining room of Cavaliro Carlo Raggio

at Harbor View recently. Some seventy mem-

bers enjoyed the repast.

This club was organized at sea and is com-

posed of naval officers and yachtsmen. Their

purpose is to show good-fellowship on land as

well as on sea.

The following officers were re-elected to

serve for the season of 1912: President, John

Van Bergin; vice-president. Commodore Wil-

liam J. Hogg; secretary, Dr. L. J. McMahon;

treasurer, ex-Commodore W. Frank Stone; Ex-

ecutive Committee—Captain J. Harsin Keefe,

Captain J. Homer Fritch, Captain Nick Van

Bergin. Captain David Deane; Sergeant-at-

arms, Keegan Schoeber; lookout, William Kyde

Nelson; deck boy, Admiral J. Short. Lieu-

tenants C. J. Jackson, John Dempsey and M. J.

Rouilan were elected as members.

The next meeting will be called the latter

part of this month and an interesting paper will

be read by Captain Homer Fritch on his expe-

riences in Tahiti.

Tony Griffith (Noble Antonlus) and Chunk-

Golden Wedding-Piper Heidseick Arata are

to arrange the train entertainment for the I.

Y. C. Winter Cruise in conjunction with |be

Winter Committee.

At one of the campaign smokers held at Tiv

Hall, a member of the steam beer boys caught

Jim Coffroth when the evening was over and

gurgled. Wasn't it great; no use talking, Jim

we've got to get the Auditorium next time!

At the I. Y. C. Circus—same bum, same bun

—

Coffroth saw him reeling around and said:

"Well, how was it?". "Never saw anything

like it in my life; great—but Jim, what the

hell are we going to do for the next one. Even
the damn Auditorium ain't large enough for

us now!" How about it, boys?"

If people would make marriage less of a

prison and more of a privilege, less of a reform-

atory and more of a refectory, they would not

be so busy devising ways and means of escape.

Perhaps if the stork had not lost so much of

his fashionable trade to the dog fancier the

clergyman would not have lost so much of his

to the lawyer.

Techau Tavern
Corner of Eddy and Powell Streets

Phones: Douglas 4700; C 3417

A High Class Family Cafe

SOME OF Ol It Ki: ATI RES:
A specially prepared lunch, served dally from

our Kitchen on wheels In three minutes, rang-
ing from 4", cents to 55 cents, including an elab-
orate and tasty dessert and black coffee.

Inty lunch served gratuitously to l&dies
every day during shopping hours, between 3:30
and 5 p. m.

Six new daylight pictures shown every day
during shopping hours, also In the evening be-
tween B:15 and 10:30 o'clock.

Insti mcerta at luncheon, shopping
hours, ad after theater. Orchestra
under the leadership of Slgnor Glno Sever!,

'- of Italy's foremost musical conserva-
tory, who is ably assisted by talented musicians,

I Soloist.

Re engagement by popular request of the
gifted prima donna soprano. Miss Florence
Drake Le Roy. who will sing during shopping
hours, dinner, and after theater.

Inty and acceptable souvenir, presented
to ladies every Saturday afternoon, between
3:30 and 5 o'clock.

r the management of A. C. Morrlsson.

Rumor has it that Tom Powers has put

"Down Went" McGinty to shame, and has es-

tablished a new record in the Olympic Club
by diving into the tank fully dressed—or any-

way, half dressed. We hope Tom didn't swal-

low any salt water. It don't mix well with the

Chunky Arata. and then, think of the shock

One day there entered his office In Napa a

bright-looking, well-dressed Chinaman. He took

a chair and proceeded straight to the point:

"You Mr. Spencer, the big lawyer?"

"Yes."

"How much ycu charge to defend a China-

man?"
"For what crime?"

".Murder."

"Five hundred dollars,"

The Chinaman said he would call again.

A few days later he returned to Spencer's

office, gravely placed $500 in coin on the desk

before the astonished attorney, and said:

"All lite. I kill 'lm."

Spencer defended and acquitted him.

WINTER CRUISE, FEBRUARY 9, 1 0, 1 1 and 1

2
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THE MAIN SHEET

Published in the interest of

OOOD FELLOWSHIP

Official Organ Indoor Yacht Club.

WM. J. LYNCH, Publisher.

612 W^estbank Bldg., 830 Market St. ,S. F., Cal.

Subscription price, 50c. per year, by mail only.

Published November 29, 1911.

Unsigned communications will not be pub-
lished.

Correspondence and suggestions for the bene-
fit and instruction of members solicited.

,

One of the objects of this publication, like
the I. Y. C, is to promote good-fellowship.

Make San Francisco the most popular show
town in the world.

WINTER FROLIC.

On Friday evening, February 9. Return 7
a, in., February 13. Yosemite or Truckee.

Monday, February 12, will be a legal holi-
day—Lincoln Day.

Reservations now being made for Snow Fes-
tival. Send in your application, stating choice
of place,' to Commodore or this office. First
come, first served.

DIRECTORS.
Frank J. Hennessy, Commodore, 305 Grant

Bldg.; Jas. S. Mulvey, Purser, 11 Jones
street; Joseph S. Lewis, Vice-Commodore, 112
Kearny street; William H. McCarthy, Keeper
of the Log; Moe Altmayer, Steward, 421 Powell
street; A. G. Fisk, P. M. Wand, T. S. Mulvey,
Tom Corbett, Jos. A. Watts, Wm. M Cartright'
J. W.Coffroth.

You've got to give it to our Commodore.
He's certainly there with the speech! So is
our Keeper-of-the-Log Supervisor McCarthy.
Eh! Shipmates?

PROGRESS.

Sixty dollars a front foot as a monthy rental

for ground floor stores on Market street and
retail merchants elbowing each other for the

chance to be first to obtain such leases! '

This is the experience of the Bankers' In-

vestment Company, which is spending $400,000

on a new business structure on the famous
Blythe block, which is on the north side of

Market street, between Grant avenue and
Kearny. There are three applicants for every

store space in the structure, but preference is

to be given former tenants who were in the

old building before the fire. This is the high-

est retail rental in any city west of St.

Louis and Chicago. In the Phelan Building,

in the block above, ground floor monthly rents

are $56 per front foot. Immediately to the

east of the new structure and on portions of

the Blythe block, sold several years ago to

Se'ah Chamberlain and the Magee brothers for

$10,000 per front foot by the Bankers' Invest-

ment Company, monthly rentals for ground

stores are $57 per front foot. These two

blocks occupy such an advantageous position

on the leading thoroughfare of the city and Its

dominant retail business street that it is said

business warrants storekeepers paying such

rentals regardless of whether they sell candy,

clothing or stationery, haberdasher goods or

jewelry. Blythe block property, which sells

re%dlly for $10,000 per front foot now, was

worth but $5000 twelve years ago. A realty

expert predicted recently that it would sell at

$20,000 by 1920. Present rentals of its

ground space are in his opinion not cause for

surprise. Tlirrc will be eight stores on the

ground floor of the new building. The I. W.

Hellmans, father and sen, William, Thomas and

Fred Magee. Antone Borel and Christian de

Guigne are the owners of the Bankers' Invest-

ment Company.

OLYMPIC CLUB NOTES.

It is said that the Club will occupy the new
building not later than March 1st.

A casino tournament is on the cards for an

early date. Bill Mlkulich, the I. Y. C. Cham-

pion, will enter.

Accommodations now being reserved for I.

Y. C. Snow Carnival, Klamathj February, 1912.

Apply Commodore or Purser.

I. Y. C. HEADQUARTERS.
612 Westbank Bldg.

Phone: Sutter 196.
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Shipmate Bob Mitchell, having met with a

painful accident, was unable to perform at

Jinks. Bob was in attendance, tho'.

Wires received from absent members thank-

ing I. Y. C. for remembering their pals.

WINTER COMMITTEE, 1911-12.

Charley Arata. Tiv Kreling, William Kid Nel-

'son. Gene Ratto and A. J. Griffith.

GREETERS.

The greeters did noble work ushering and

i waiting on our guests. Here they are:

| Joe Derham, Hon. Jno. J. Van Nostrand,

iMlke Buckley, Hon'. E. P. Mogan. Hon. H. I.

IMulcrevy, Jno. P. Cunningham, ffm. C. Miku-

ilich, Ike Wertheimer. Mike Levy, Tom Powers,

IT. I. Pltzpatrick, Sam Berger, Jno. L. Herget,

Jjas. Griffin, John J. O'Toole, Sid Grauman,

'Ernest Howell, Matthew I. Brady, Melville Top-

jlitz. Matt A. Harris, John II. Clifford. Win. L.

JDolan, John Tait, James Woods. Jas. E. Brltt,

'A. J. Griffith, H. Keegan Monohan, Bob Dona-

•hue, Baron Long, Gregory Mitchell, Al Morris-

son, Vincent Finegan, Mike Heitman, Jim
Thomas.

I

PROSPECTIVE AND RETROSPECTIVE.
' The close approach of the holiday season

jleads us to suggest a few thoughts to the fast

'growing membership of the Indoor Yacht Club

f—thoughts which we hope will be productive

;of some good to all.

Turkeys first will occupy us—turkey feeds

.'and turkey trots and while most of the boya

incline more to chicken, it may not be amiss to

say to some who are devoted to the trot,

make haste slowly." Then comes Christmas

with its era of good will—good will that lasts

ifor a day and the bills thai go on forever. It's

.time now to be getting ready and while we can-

not advise members with matrimonial incum-

brances, we do say that ever; other fellow

had best begin to pick a fight now and get by

.the yuletide season at least solvent, even

'though lonely. Xew Year's next with the toot-

toot of horns, the ringing laugh and sparkle

<of wine. Sailors, beware! Xew Year's is only

a devilish celebration originated by John Tait

and the like to fill your stomachs and heads

frith pains and aches, and your pockets with

,emptiness. Better begin 1912 with a full

pocket than a full belly and an aching head.

Ponder well, now, boys, and if our thoughts

are heeded the dawn of the New Year will

find you peaceful, happy and contented, but if

not, our best wishes to all that at least you'll

have a good time.

YOSEMITE OR TRUCKEE?

Klamath out of consideration account of un-

certainty of weather conditions.

HE WAS FOR THE LADIES.

This man wanted a little more leeway in thje

matter of resistance to weight. This is why he
was thanked by a woman when he was not en-

titled to this politeness.

It was on the Owl coming up from Los An-

geles the other night. Half a dozen men sat

smoking in the card room of the Pullman. Onje

of them in particular voiced satisfaction that

female suffrage had carried. He believed in

the women at all times.

"We ought to give them anything they want.

It will be better for us "

"Any gem'man har got lower 6?" interrupted

the ebony-hued night czar of the sleeper.

"I'm your honey-boy," replied the passenger

who had been praising the women.

The porter wanted to know if he would swap

with the woman who had upper 6 and was

about to retire. Not by a jugful would he trade,

barter, swap or do anything else to deprive

himself of the luxury of a lower berth. Shortly

after the porter had gone, the man went back

to get something out of his grip. He saw a

woman, who appears to be as large round as a

pork barrel, getting ready to climb into upper

6. Quietly and quickly motioning to the por-

ter from the end of the car he whispered to

him:

"How much does she weigh?'

Ad u ten 280, suh, I should calkelate."

"And how many pounds can an upper berth

hold without danger of breaking through."

The porter understood it was 300 pounds.

"Well, you tell the lady quick to take lower

C. for I'll ho d d if I'll risk it with only a

margin of twenty pounds the way this train Is

running and shaking things," and, disgusted, he

went back to continue his smoke.

Presently the porter put his head in the door

and with a knowing smile, a wide expanse of

mouth and a display of ivories, said:

"Mistah, the lady gives you her powerful

thanks for your politeness."

CLUB HEADQUARTERS.

612 Westbank Bldg., 830 Market St

Phone: Sutter 19C.
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PURPOSES FROM THE ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION OF I. Y. C.

Piled, November IS, 1911

That the purpose for which said corporation is formed is to lease, hire or purchase club-

rooms, and the necessary concomitants thereof and everything thereunto appertaining; to

lease, purchase, own, hold and maintain real property in any of the various counties of the

State of California to be used as a country home, or farm; to foster, nourish and engender

good fellowship among the members of this Club; to mutually assist the mem-
bers of this Club; ta visit the sick and to do everything possible to al-

leviate the condition of members that may hereafter become in any way depend-

ent or needy; to advertise and publish to the world the wonderful resources, the salubrious

climate, and the many beauties of the State of California, which name has become the syno-

nym of beauty and grace; to conduct excursions to cities in this and other countries for the

purpose of proclaiming, announcing and exploiting San Francisco's unparalleled and myriad

attractions; to foster joy and to exterminate gloom; to oppose by concerted movement and

by legal action all violent attempts to enact vicious, prudish and theoretical reforms; to In-

vestigate, study and reform conditions in the various prisons of our State and to Institute a

vigorous effort looking toward the parole, or probation, of all persons convicted for the first

time of a felony; to ameliorate the condition of mankind, and in particular those who are un-

fortunate enough to be incarcerated in hospitals for the insane and in penal institutions; to

work eagerly, valiantly and dexterously toward a consolidation of the various towns and
cities known familiarly as the Bay Cities into one large City of one million Inhabitants, and
to be called "Greater San Francisco."

Realizing that man is likely to be relegated by legislation to an inferior sphere, that

his faculties and activities have been unreasonably circumscribed, it shall therefore be one
of the principal purposes of this corporation to engage every lawful means looking toward
the protection of the "Rights of Men"; to establish headquarters where members, who,
through intolerable conditions at home, or for whom their fireside offers no charm or solace,

may come and receive that comfort and consolation which is lacking and for which they
yearn so greatly; to do everything to better the surroundings of the members of this Club; to
inculcate, encourage and cultivate in the minds of the members a love for music, both In-

strumental and vocal; to attend at seasonable times and in a body, the leading theaters of
this and other Cities, where they may see elevating musical comedies, burlesque and vaude-
ville shows, and melodramas; to keep in touch with the various changes in the fashions of
men and to rigidly and religiously adopt and follow the same; to Instruct the members how to
be beautiful and to counsel them how to avoid as far as possible approaching embonpoint,
and to insist upon their learning the evil effects of gout, the inevitable result of high liv-

ing; to promote, engage in and conduct athletic and physical culture exhibitions; to op-
pose strenuously the abuse of spirituous and heavy liquors, and to counsel moderation In the
use of vinous products and other liquid exhilarators, and the ecstatic happiness of limited
libations; to promote, encourage and hold high jinks and entertainments of a high order, at
all propitious times and upon the least provocation; to do deeds, dominated undeniably, by
a desire to distinctly dispel despair; to exhort the members to exert every effort at all times
and in every place to exploit and promote the great Panama-Pacific International Exposition,
through the medium of which our great State has become destined to take first place among
the countries of this mundane sphere, and with that end In view to hold, operate and conduct
boosting excursions, steam voyages and trips to all climes, conveying theatrical and musical
companies to attract attention and to arouse enthusiasm; to lease, hire, charter and pur-
chase steamers, yachts, railroads and railroad trains; to make "NINETEEN FIFTEEN" the
goal and cry, and to keep the same constantly before the minds of the members.

To advocate and encourage yachting, but without experiencing the terrors of the sea,
or meeting the Captain Kids who sail thereon; and finally, to avoid the use of water except
for bathing purposes; to print and publish a newspaper.
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The Commodore has directed letters of

thanks to the following for their participation

In Jinks:

Willie Kidd Nelson, Miss Fleming, Charley

Butterworth, Kennedy and Marquard, Nat M.

Wills; Professor Heller. Miss Bobbie Pulliem,

Freeman and Dunham, Jimmy Britt, Tait's

Sextette and German Band, Miles Brothers,

Miss Betty Clifford, Al Mendell, Frank Hill

and two "Texas Tommy" dancers; American

Theater Double Octette, Mr. John Tait, Mr. Sid

Grauman.

Standing on the after-deck of the ferryboats

men discuss all things from pinochle to para-

dise. So It was that James Britt got into talk

with a little, dried-up Irishman named Fagan.

They talked of different things and held op-

posing views until they got around in the

course of events to female suffrage and its ef-

fect on the State. There seemed at last an

agreement between the two that suffrage was

a bad thing. Suddenly a twinkle in Fagan's

eye caught Britt and the latter asked:

"Fagan how did you vote on suffrage?"

"Oh, I voted for it!"

"You voted for It, and yet you don't believe

In It. Why?"

"Well, I'm getting along in years, and I want

o see all the trouble I can before I die."

Tom s Cabiin
James A. Raggett

Stanyan and Fell Streets

The Board of Directors of the I. Y. C. had

ng been anxious to give Steward Moe Alt-

ayer some token of appreciation for the in-

istry and fidelity shown by him in the vari-

is functions given by the Club. It occurred

them that his devotion to I. Y. C. and its

embers could best be compensated for by

giving him a diamond emblem of the Club.

In consequence a button with the old familiar

insignia was ordered, and when completed,

proved to be a beauty and a credit to the jew-

elers' art.

Informally the Committee gathered at

"Tom's Cabin" to surprise the genial purveyor,

and amid copious draughts of the wine that

cheers, our genial supervisor, Wm. McCarthy,

in a short, feeling and well chosen speech,

presented the beautiful emblem to the unsus-

pecting and thoroughly overcome Altmayer.

Some one in the days gone by has said that

•"he was too full for utterance," and we be-

lieve that the phrase was intended for Alt-

mayer on this occasion. He was called upon

to say a few words in response, but his appre-

ciation was so strong that he was absolutely

speechless. He seemed so fond of the token

that he would not wear it until the condition

of the Committee had a chance to improve.

This was a signal for more wine, and when
the Committee had absorbed all of the Piper

Hiedsieck in Jimmy Raggett's emporium they

repaired to the Kirk and finished up on

Cliquot.

Genial Gene Ratto was certainly pleased

to see his friends coming, but one of the more
sober members of the Committee noticed that

he was more pleased to see them leave.

At the Kirk the festivities reached their

height and every one knows how high the

I Y. C. can go when any of its members be-

come festive. Songs were rendered by a

quartette consisting of Nelson, Arata, Coffroth

and McCarthy, and everybody voted that such

discord had never been heard before.

Toasts were offered by Commodore Hennessy

uninterruptedly, and Willie Nelson outshone

his best previous efforts by reciting a cele-

brated oration at 2 a. m.

A commodious machine was obtained to pilot

the members to their respective homes, and,

as each member was ushered into his house

the aforesaid quartette insisted upon serenad-

ing until all the neighbors might awaken to

the realization of the harmony. The serenade

given to Frank Burke was. particularly long

and poorly rendered, and rumor has It • that

the keeper of his fireside has not as yet re-

covered from the shock. This serenade was

so successful that it was repeated with

renewed and increased vigor at Charley

Arata's home, and Charley thought it was

great, despite the fact that the entire neigh-

borhood disagreed with him.
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San Francisco

"Overland Limited"

The train de luxe to

Chicago in 68 hours

.... over . .
."'.,

The only block system

fully protected road all

the way to CHICAGO

Ask Agents for details

Southern Pacific
Flood Building Market StreetFerry Depot Palace Hotel

Broadway and 13th St., Oakland Union Pacific, 42 Powell St.

»The Francis-Valentine Co. Print, S. F.



READ = Why Taft, Wilson, Roosevelt
should be elected ! In this issue

%e Main Meet
Vol. II. San Francisco, October 7, 1912. No. 9

The Panama- Pacific Expos-

ition will be an event of the

century.

From the seven seas the

peoples o( the nations will come
to do honor to San Francisco

and the famed hospitality of the

Golden West.

It will never be said that

San Francisco was lacking in

hospitality. From the Farollones

to the Ferry depot there will be

found sons of the Golden West
to dispense hospitality to the

sojourner within the Golden
Gate.

But no where, it is safely pre-

dicted, will there be found host

who will be prepared to dis-

pense the honors of the occasion

with greater hospitality than

John Herget and Laz. Levy, at

their palatial and comfortable

buffet and chalet 2224-2232
Union St. between Steiner and

Fillmore Streets.

It is not neccessary to call the

attention o f San Franciscans

fame of John L. Herget, who
for two years served as a super-

visor of this city and county.

Herget's name means all that is

best in conviviality and enter-

tainment. It means all that is re-

quisite with the proper and

orderly entertainment of guests,

whether from home or abroad.

JOHN L. HERGET

His reputation as a host is uni-

versal.

Mr. Levy is equally well

known. His versatility as an
entertainer is established.

Many openings have been
held in San Francisco of cafes

but never has there been held

an opening of a cafe that has

had the auspicious inaugural of

the Herget and Levy menage.
Built at a cost of $150,000,

with 1 20 rooms, it affords

every opportunity to the transient

or the permanent guest of rooms

that compare in rest and quiet

with the most expensive hostel-

ries of the metropolis: without

the cost attendant upon taking

quarters at the expensive down
town hotels.

At the very gateway of the

Panama-Pacific Exposition the

success of the Grand View
Hotel is definitely established

when the exposition gates are

thrown open, it will establish it-

self as the best located hostelry

within the city to serve proper-

ly the visitors who will be
drawn to this city.

It is meantime welcoming

patrons and is always pleased

to receive its friends whether

they come for a temporary res-

idence or merely a social call.

There is a grill and roof garden

where the Cuisine is unsurpassed

(Ad.)

OUR FALL "BENJAMIN" ENGLISH SAK SUITS
ARE NOW ON DISPLAY

$18 $20 $25 $35 $40
SEE THE BELTED BACK KNICKERBOCKER OVERCOAT

7,000 Square Feet of

Clothing Department BERGER'S HABERDASHERS
HATTERS

MARKET STREET East olr Powell
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Semi=Annual

Indoor Yacht Club

Dinner and Entertainment

THURSDAY, OCT. 31

LIMITED TO MEMBERS
Tickets Procurable at Club Rooms.

The TIWIB
The PLACE
and The GIRLS
(a secret now, but) will be announced one week prior to

Oct. 31. A big surprise is in store for tbe Sailors.

The Biggest Thing Ever Attempted in the West

is to be pulled off.

Tickets $3.00 Per- Pet-son.

San Francisco
"Overland
Limited"
Leaves 10:20 a. m. Daily

Arrives at Chicago

In 68 Hours

Pullman equipment of latest design.

Electric lighted throughout.

Rotunda Observation Car contains

Library, Parlor and Clubroom.

Daily market report and news items

by telegraph.

Excellent Dining Car service Meals

a la carte.

Every attention shown patrons by

courteous employes.

UNION
PACIFIC
42 Powell Street

Phone Sutter 2940

SOUTHERN
PACIFIC

Flood Buildlns Palace Hold
Phone Kearny 3160

Why I am Going to Vote for

WOODROW WILSON

(By Timothy Healy. Attorney-at-L;i\\ I

I am going to vote for Woodrow Wilson because of what
he and the re-organized Democracy stand for. Personali-

ties should not influence the judgment of voters. No man
is as great as his party and each man must he the agent

of his party charged with the duty of carrying out the

promises and pledges of his party. The United States is

not. and, in my opinion, cannot get into a condition where
any one man is necessary to its well-being. Neither Theo-
dore Roosevelt. William H. Taft, nor Woodrow Wilson, is

individually great enough to shoulder the burdens of the

nation and to carry the sufferings of the people to the

brink of limbo and cast them overboard.

Politically President Taft is at the end of his career

He will retire to private life with the praises of thinking

men resounding about him, the plaudits of students having

been won by his inate honesty, integrity and high mind-

edness of purpose. A political failure, he has attained

much success as a statesman.

Roosevelt is a political success and has been a failure

as a statesman. Such praise as the historians may And
warrant lor will be on the score of his having helped Wil-

liam Jennings Bryan arouse the people to deeper Investi-

gation ; 1 1 1 < l :i livelier interesl in the workings of their

government and the talents and purposes of their officials.

Woodrow Wilson has been fitting himself since boyhood
for the highest post to which tbe people <»r the United

States may raise a man. By education, training and natural

ability he is fit. He has proved Hiis while Governor of

Few Jersey. His- abhorrence of political bosses and alli-

ances between governmental authorities ami the predatory
interests is a matter of current history thai every school

child should be familiar with.

His promises and pledges to the American people arc the

planks of the Democratic platform. Any citizen who will

read that platform—and every citizen should read all

platforms— will find sufficient in titration and compelling
justification for supporting Wilson.

A Democratic Congress is certain. There is no one who
t'isimtes that. Taft or Roosevelt as President with a De

cratic Congress, pledged as he would be to the peculiar

policies which each espouses, would be an ever negative
lower destroying all efforts al tariff revision. With Wil-

son the legislative and executive branches of the govern-

people would be working in harmony for the benflel of the

people at large without respect to the wishes ol the inter-

ests that fatten on an iniquitous tariff. The Payne-Aldrich
tariff, the nursing mother of every trust, would be eul

off in its career and the high cost of living would Ine\

itably come to its well deserved end.

Wilson and the Democratic party make no distinction

between trusts. Each trust is just a trust. There are no
g-od trusts as contradistinguished from bad trusts. Such a

distinction could be made merely by favor of mere man.
giiled by human whims and frailities, and where there is

the powrer to favor there is the power to condemn. Human
nature forces us to favor those who are good to us and
to oppose those who are bad or indifferent to us. Conferr-
ing the power to favor or to injure drives all amenable
to that power to fawn and fear and court the pleasure ol

the wielder of the scepter.

Are the American people willing to delegate that power
to one man and thus set him above the law which recog-
nizes no distinction, but applies equally to all persons and
things?

Life would be a perpetual flea hunt if a man were obliged

to run down all the innuendoes, inveracities, insinuations and

misrepresentations which are uttered against him. - Henry

Ward Beecher.
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Why One Man Believes in Theodore Roosevelt,

and Why He is Going to Vote for Him.

By the Author of "The Better Way "

I am not a politician; I am just one of many people. 1

have ti" Interest In any of the candidates, other than to
see the right man obtain the office. I am not an office
holder nor an office seeker.

Of the three men presented to the public for its con-
sideration, I favor our honorable citizen and ex-President,
Theodore Roosevelt, for the reason that he is a man who
does things Think of all the Presidents who occ
that high and mighty office prior to the time that the
American public was fortunate enough to have him oc-
cupy the place. A great many 01 these men went through
without doing anything. They were just like ships p

ing through the ocean ami all th.. evident tl

was the little splash that was seen in their wake lor a
lew moments
With Roosevelt, this was entirely different lie cut

way deep Into the granite. Take for Instance the
Panama Canal as on.- of the examples of the good work
that he peril lined. Here was a strip of land, festering
in squalor, that lent it -elf to a great purpose the join-

ing of two oceans, the possibility of shortening the dis-

tance from one end of the world to the other, cutl
out waste. Tlie way the deal was consummated wasn
attiy proper—didn't quite fit In, it is true, with some peo
pie's ideas, hut the deed was done. Mr. Roosevelt, it is

tie-, performed a little evil but for the sake ol great good.
lor which we should all thank him in our hearts not
on v thank him. hut respect him. He
liition. quelled the revolution, caused a republic to bi

up. acquired the tight of way from the new republic, and
started to build the canal, put a might] g i man at the
head of the work—and the work ol building
on. Presidents had come and gone, and tie- canal might
have i ii talked about, hut oul) in whispers, the railroads
always putting the crusher on the idea

Let us consider next the ureal arid West water in a
t» n placi s. and as far as the eye Could Bee in other p] i

waste—alkali land arid hind. It was through Mr Ro
veil's efforts that large appropriations, running into the
millions of dollars, were Jel tide to water these lands.
Mr. Roosevelt is an empire builder; he i 8 constructive
genii hi in in- feared as a radical; he is a con
strucl ervative Me does things, however The
bosses, of course, are afraid of him. thov want some potty
man thai thej can twist and turn an> vvav they wish.
Take the Pure Fool Law we would never have had a

pun- lood law it was talked aliout for years in all tin

grocery trade papers tie- thing was agitated, bu( It was in

our Mr. Roosevelt's administration that the hammer dro
the nail home, and we had a pure food law. He put action
itito the talk and the thing was done.

[tig men do big things. Thej have good iriemis and big
enemies. It was a natural thing that a big mill like
Theodore Roosevelt should have big enemies, like Hat

an, and the panic ol 1907 was a clash between the two
We are in an age of progress—if we are not, we should
be. We should all take sides in the great uplift move-
ment. Old forms of re'igion have passed away; the re
ligion of the future is the religion of the bettermen
man better the conditions in which he lives and
has his being Constructive legislation is needed We
are ni o gel constructive legislation from

i pie
whose religion is the almighty dollar. Those who love
go'd for the sake- of the power it gives have no great

'in alleviating the sufferings ol the human race
iptains of industry do not form organized bands for

phllanthorplc purposes — they do ool ask questions like
lo good can we do?" They say. how much can we

When Roosevelt qui! his office, to rest his tired
Prain alter the heroic struggles that he had made while
wearing the mantle of President of the United Slats, and
went to Africa for rest and recreation, the moneyed pow-

ers who were opposed to him immediately went into ses-
sion and engaged a large army of scribblers to work up
a propaganda to invidiously creep into the blood of the
nation, that Roosevelt, the man who does things, was
a nnnace to the progress and prosperity of the nation. He
was away—he had laid aside his position and advo-
cated i hat they give the position to his chief of staff,

which the public did. This put Mr. Roosevelt out of the
running for four years, and our moneyed friends thought
that during those four years they would have sufficient
time to villify Mr. Roosevelt so that he would never be
iblc to rise out of the muck and mire of their creation.
He was labelled as a dangerous man. a man who would

wreck tie- country, a man who was a tearer-down instead
of a builder-up; the put bloodhounds on his trail in the

of rabid orators, to play the same towns that he
did In order to villify him. these men perform their
duty in this way—they claim that Mr. Roosevelt is the
issue of th. campaign; if you don't vote for Taft, for

the Lord's Bake vote for Wilson. Anything and every-
thing to bury Roosevelt is their civ. Put I believe i-i

Mr Roosevelt Th.- more they holler, the more I feel

it 1 only had ten votes, instead of one. 1 would give
every one of them to him. I believe in reform— we need
il. Some of the new laws that we need will possibly
pinch some people for a while, hut they will all be

id ami the sting will lie taken out of them.
With Roosevelt we will get action. Some of it wi.i

m t be what we want, and some will, but it will be action.

Mr. Roosevelt has always acted conservatively; he has
never heen a hotspur; he has never plunged. He is a

a man; he is a big man; he thinks big thoughts and
docs big deeds lie love mtry; he is a true

nan. he wants to serve his country; In- wants to

help bis country and bring about reforms that his coun-
try needs

Mr. Wilson is a line, scholarly gentleman, no doubt, but
w, have in Mr Roosevell ,i man who has occupied the

ce, has had the experience "t many positions, every
' of which he has filled creditably and honorably and

than they had been filled before under similar con-
ditions Ho litis always brOUghl honor to the Office. He
is Insanely hated and despised and loathed by some peo-
ple, p. cans, thev cannol run him. and that's the kind

i
i ,i n in this country needs right now. We have a lot of

big problems before us; we have a lot of big inter,

thai would like to own everything in Bight, and these
monstrosities must he curbed, for the good of all the peo-
ple Concentration of wealth means limited opportunities
re Mi.- younger generation Too much money in too few
hands is aii awful Pad thing for the country.
This is the day of men not parties and we want, in

office "I President of the United States, a sti

man. a man who thinks thoughts, and not only thinks
'mi carries out his convictions. G.

A HISTORY LESSON.

\\ h. ii did John L. Surrender
What made Carson tan:

Who first settled Sharkey'
when did Gen. Mct'oy discover the Corkscrew?
who is the featherweight Champ?
How many freckles on Fitz'.'

Where was .Jeff born?
i From Andy Buerk's II Mile House).

RE-ELECT WILLIAM P

JUDGE LAWLOR
Judge of the Superior Court

INDOOR YACHT CLUB BANQUET Make reservations NOW at Club Rooms,
830 Market Street. Phone Sutter 196
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Quality

Goldberg,
Bowen & Co.

Service

It is possible to deal with the largest

and finest grocers without increasing the

cost of living. All the staple groceries are

sold at the same price you would pay
elsewhere.

But we have something else to offer,

that indispensable something which
makes trading at Goldberg, Bowen &
Co. stores a pleasure. Because you can
telephone your order, knowing it will be
delivered on time by a courteous em-
ployee does not mean the price is greater.

Our tremendous buying powers, our per-

fect organization enable us to serve you
promptly. Everything you receive will

be clean and wholesome, guaranteed to

be in perfect condition.

Remember—No Increased

Cost for Perfect Service

Is it not worth your consideration?

GOLDBERG, BOWEN & CO.
FOUR FINE STORES

Finest of Wines, Liquors, Cigars,

Fancy and Staple Groceries

THEODORE ROOSEVELT VS. DEMOCRACY.

By William J. Bryan.

Mr. Roosevelt does not believe in the fundamental prin-

ciples upon which our government is founded. He does
not believe in the Declaration of Independence or in the
division of powers provided for in the constitution.

There are but two kinds of government; the first, that

a government is an organization entirely independent of

the people and resting on force—an organization that can
be thrown over a weaker people as a net is thrown over
a bird. This is the old and dying idea. The second theory
is ours—the one set forth in our Declaration of Inde-
pendence and growing throughout the world, namely, that
governments are organizations framed by the people for
themselves and derive their just powers from the consent,
of the governed. Mr. Roosevelt is a believer in the old
theory—a theory that challenges the Christian civilization
of the world. He would abandon the doctrines that have
made us the leader of the nations in their progress toward
more popular government; he would put our nation at the
rear of the monarchial procession and make it a defender
of the policy of force and hypocrisy that has put commer-
cial expansion above the inalienable rights of man.
Away with the Constitution and let us decide what the

people need and then do it for them! That is the Roose-
velt program. He has a passion for power—such a passion
as no other President ever had, No other President ever
felt so rebellious against the restrictions which our fore-
fathers thought it wise to throw about the executive office.

Ladies' and Gents' Own Ladies' and Gents' Suits

Material Made Up. Cleaning and Pressing Made to Order.

ARTHUR MERMEL
LADIES' and GENTS' TAILOR

Home Phone C 4810

206 O'Farrell St. San Francisco

VOTE FOR

JUDGE
E. P.

MOGAN
Incumbent Superior Judge
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WHY I'M FOR
A. Lert

TART, A STUDY IN LEGS.

i am for Taf1 because I am a Republican. There is only

one Republican party and only one Republican candidate for

President, the candidate who was nominated by the Re-
publican National Convention at Chicago. There is only

one Republican platform, direct, consistent and feasible,

Hi- platform which was adopted by the sai lonventlon

which named Taft as standard bearer of the Republican
party.

Taft's sincerity should commend its. -If to all VOtei I

do not question the sincerity of his Democratic opponent
who is. no doubt altogether convinced of the practicability

or the policies of his party but common sense should

cause tin* average voter to question the sincerity of the

man who has introduced the third party into the present
palgn. The platform of the Bull Moms.- party reads

like an advertisement for a patenl medicine which promises
to cure all the ills that flesh is heir to. The Hull Mo
remedies for the body politic—Which Is QO( as Bich tU

pessimists would have us think are not a bit more pracl

All Republicans who have the welfare of their part}
at heart should register their vote for 'fait at tins

1 life of the Grand Old Part] is at atake
Roosevelt's campaign as far as electing Roosevell i

c< rned is utterly hopeless. Even the egotistical Colonel
himself Knows this, ah that lie hopes to do is to wi

the Republican Party because be has DOl 1 in

ruling it The votes of Republicans who believe that the
party of Lincoln is worth preserving are needed tins

as they never have been needed before.

ord has not been press agented, bul II

foi ii ell While the insidious campaign which has been
waged him through the latter pari of his admin

ition may have prevented the thoughtless from re

he has done the time is no1 far distant

when the Tafl administration will be looked bach to as a

period of constructive Legislation, progress and prosperity
Mi. \ ery bil ternesc and I he coa irdice of the

againsl Taft should cause real Republicans to Stand bj

him ;iit i he more flrmly.

Incidentally I might recall Taft's pari in the winning
ol the Panama-Pacific Exposition for San Francisco. I

do not believe that this should influei ilnsi

any voter's convictlonB nor did the President when he did
this for the city, but certainly ii should aol be
againsl him.

Talk of San Francisco

RECTORS
RESTAURANT

Will open after extensive alterations at

CORNER POWELL and ELLIS STS.

WATCH FOR OPENING DATE.

Will be San Francisco's Finest Restaurant.

J. McBRIDE, Manager

Thai was an interesting snapshot which the Examiner
published on its society page recently. It showed ;i

group of tlte elect on the piazza at Del -Monte during the
golf tournament. At one end sat Mrs. Sam Blair doing
Fancy work. Next to her and with Mrs. Temple-
tnn Crocker on his right sat Ned Greenway. The others
in the group were Mrs. Richard E. Hammond who not so

IS Maizie Langhorne, Miss Marian Zeile, Mrs
raylor and Miss Ethel Crocker It is customary to call

Ned the Czar, but in this picture, it 1 may say so without
offense, he looks Tor all the world like a Sultan presiding
over his serai. The picture shows Miss Zeile in a posture
which fillips curiosity. The question is what is she doing?
\t first sight it looks as if she is rolling a cigarette, but
that of course is preposterous. 1 am unable to solve the
puzzle. Furthermore the picture is something of a study
in legs Two of tin- estimable young ladies were unaware
that their easj attitude caused a front elevation of their
skills which exposed a great deal of underpinning to the
camera. The insult is that the sacred society leg is shown
to the public more frankly than the public has any right

lect outside a Kirmess. The public is not ungrate-
ful, l"it just the sa a fancier of legs might express disap-
pointment in this society showing. Architecturally consid-
ered the legs are substantial but ungraceful. Their con-
tours art in those bewitching curves one demands
in the teg feminine. However, let us not be to exigeant.
Studies made in windy Market Btreet may have over-
dui ated our eye.—Town Talk.

MAKING MONOPOLY OF THE TAXIS.

\V. Iv "Hurk" Travers. with ilinrm. Wingfield of Nevada
>a< i -round, is seeking to combine the taxi and an-

i"ii. ies in town, As a nucleus for the com-
bine. Travers has taxi stands at the St. Francis and Palace.

lite i" r oi machines that do a large business.
His wealtbj father In the Bast gave him his start here
several years ago. Edward Kelly, former Park Commis-
sioner, and his brother, have been approached to sell their
machines II is understood the Kellys ask of Travers

Both with their tlvery stable and machines the
Kellys cater to the best society trade. Travers does not
want their livery rigs. The deal with the Kellys has not

Offers have bee le to other and
concerns The probability is that all these nego-

tiations will eventually be closed, as Travers is under-
Bt i to have the backing Ol Wmgfield to the extent of

half a million A recent combine of sight-seeing cars in

San Francisco has turned out to be a financial success.

for since last April it has been handling at $1 per head
15, people every month. Ii contemplates many more
cars by the lini" the exposition opens Its success is said

ii Travers the Idea for bis tentative and more
expensive combination, one that is to be ready for the
world's lair croud.

JAMES A. McCALLUM JOHN J. DIGNAN

LET US SMILE.

The thing that goes the farthest towards making life worth
wbi].'.

I h ii costs the least and dors the most, is just a pleasant

Smile that bubbles from a heart that loves his fellow-

men.
Will drive away the cloud of gloom and coax the sun again;
Its lull of worth and goodness, too. with manly kindness

bent;
It's worth a million dollars, and doesn't cost a cent.

—Exchange.

20 Rounds LUTHER McCARTY
The real White Hope, conqueror of Carl Morris and Jim Barry vs.

AL KAUFMAN
Sat. Oct. 12 at 3, "*B~» Coffroth's 8%. Arena

Direction John J. O'Connell.
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Why should we call ourselves men, unless it be to succeed

in everything, everywhere? Say of nothing, 'This is be-

neath me, " nor feel that anything is beyond our powers.

Nothing is impossible to the man who can will.—Mirabeau.

Reason is the life of the law; nay, the common law itself

is nothing else but reason.—Coke.

Against the blue-tinted walls of the St. Francis Hotel's
tapestry room gracefully hangs a portrait of Gertrude
Atherton. We did not recognize the relative that Ashton
Stevens loved to claim. We wondered why not St. Francis.
George Washington or even "Jim" Rolph on those mag-
nificent walls. But nary a carde de visite of that trio of
celebrities.

Why Gertrude?
Was this a sop to the female vote? Had Templeton C.

or Henry T. permitted the last of the Athertons to be dis-
played in solitary' glory for her proselyting for Woodrow?
Maybe so, maybe not. But suddenly we remembered:

Gertrude wrote the "Daughter of the Vine."

Baron Long is thirty-five and Freddie Meyerstein is forty.
Every one thought them confirmed in bachelorhood. We
were all mistaken. Baron took unto himself the charming
Miss Martha Lincoln. Miss Lincoln is of the Pasadena
family of that name, and a grandniece of the Kentucky
Lincolns. Freddie leaves us shortly. The dinner given
to him Monday evening in the Cliff House was not happy.
It was teh leave-taking of his pals of thirty years.

Two pictures present themselves to me.
One is of a man strong, virile, comely. Rising in his seat

as a Senator of the great State of California, he declaimed
against all that was iniquitous.
The second is of a pretty town down the Peninsula An

old woman totters up to swinging doors that are closed
Despite her feebleness she is able to cause some one tocome to the door's crevice.
"What do you want?" came in gruff tones from a power-

ful throated individual.
"Please, sir, I left $136 with you that I've saved during

these last three years."
"Well, come around again. We are trying to get things

fixed up."
And the old lady sank on the pavement
The Senator was Marshall Black. The closed swinging

doors are of an institution of which the Senator was the
President

Mr. Catley, of Liverpool, on a recent visit to San Fran-
cisco, had been shown all the points of interest around
town and gently led to his hotel about 3:00 a. m. Next
morning while he was at breakfast one of his hosts of the
night before. Mr. C. L Stone, suggested that he take a
cup of clam-juice. He took the cup, looked at it a moment,
and said to his American friend: "You know, we don't
have clams in England. What is this stuff for?" "Drink
it." said Stone, "it will bring you hack."

"But. old Chap." said Catley. "I haven't gone yet"

Bob Mitchell has just returned from a meeting of the
New York Life One-Hundred-Thousand club, in the big
town.

Every Thursday evening at the Olympic Club one may
witness everything that is scientific in the game of. base
ball, when such vets as Keeg Monahan, Frank and Charlie
O'Kane, Bill McCarthy, George .lamps, Pot Lewis, Harrj
Stafford. Tiv Kreling, George Ivancovich. Harrj Goldberg,
Jim Coffroth, Duck Walts, and 'font Mulvey attempl in a. in

OnStrate to the younger set how they used to play indoor
baseball "in the old days." Lads, it's a scream!

The New York Journal, in an editorial of recent date,
denouncing the management of a number of the fashionable-
hotels for permitting women to smoke in the dining and
other public rooms, says: "-.If the fashlonab] 9 want
to puff in public, well, ie( them,' say the managers. Put
in plain English, this means that the managers have de-
cided to ignore decency and respect for the public in pur-
suit of profit The owners of various hotels, including
some of the biggest in New York, expressed grief that an
English concern, the Ritz-Carlton, should degrade the level
of hotel morals, etc.. when the Itiiz-Cnrllon offered smokes
lor women as an inducement. It will he rather sad now

i Muse gentlemen win, protested so yolubly, decide that
they, too, will permit women to smoke. If Mi. i navi
reached this decision, it is simply because thcv have round
their best customers going to the Ritz-Carlton." » • •

The editorial thru continues: The Uitz-Carlton has a'
tracted desirable customers because tin- restaurant hap-
pens to be well managed: because the manager of the
hotel—barring the affront to public decencj in permitting
women to smoke—happens to know more about note] man
agemenf of the 'ultra-fashionable.' luxurious kind lb.
majority of its competitors."
"We beg to inform teh sad-eyed Imitators who arc going

to make their hotel resorts for female smokers that the;
will simply get an abundance "l disreputable w< a that
"•'"" to smoke in public They will nol gel the desired
trade away from the Ritz-Carlton."
"They will fill their establishments with smoking women

—of the worst kind—and they will drive away many of
their decent patrons," etc. etc. * * *

"And. once more, we want to tell women that Bmoklng
is harmful, degrading, demoralizing."

f

"Women have been free ijo,,, nicotine lor centurii
I hey can no more stand tobacco than the India,,., , <

stand whisky or the American men opium."
"It will take centuries for women to become a, i u I

to tobacco and able to stand it as well as men."
"And when they are accustomed to it their faces will bo

ugly, their skins will be yellow, the tips of their noses will
be red. their mustaches will grow and their breath will
he offensive, as is the breath of all smokers and they
will have gained nothing."

A Judge Mogan rally will be held at Excelsior Hall Nine-
teenth and Mission streets. Tuesday evening. Octobei

I ith

cit
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' Entertainment and refreshments under thedirection of Charles Gallagher and Jim Mulvey.

INDOOR YACHT CLUB SEMI-ANNUAL DINNER AND
CIRCUS.

Thursday evening, October 31st. Tickets limited File
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L. M. HOEFLER.

Ludwig H Hoefler ol the Brm ol Hoefler, Cook, Harwood
* Munis, is one of San Francisco's fore s( attorneys
ii.' i counsel for the San Francisco Bn I nlted

Milk c pany, City Strei emenl Company,
various other large Interests. He is vice-president "i the

Olympic i'luh and a prpminenl member of the Bohemian
and i rnlon League < Hubs.

Mr. Hoefler is the donor or the replica
niflcent statue of Creucante, utm adorning the lobb] o

id.- Olympic Club, ami pronounced by Bculptors "i note
i'i in- almost a perfect copy of the original, located In the

in, at It e.

You want to insure

the safety of yout

Will. etc. etc., the

place for them is in a

safe deposit box.

Think of the protec-

tion afforded and all

it will cost you is

$-t per year.

CROCKER SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS
CROCKER BUILDING POST ANO MARKET STS

JOHN F CUNNINGHAM, Manager

V O T E FOR

G RAHAM

Incumbent

A n. w I Y i' vessel has been launched, if is called
"Tlie Boat, and le anchored on Forty-ninth avenue, just
smith ol 'lli Lod i

: consists of aides.
I i.ii. William II. McCarthy. H. Keesr

a. .1 \\ Coffroth. Tli Kreljng, George Salch, Harry
< .

I -. Sam Berger, Tom Mulvey, Jai I

Hunt, Fred Shale li • itts, Willie Kid Nelson and Otto
Hi' lilors play ball in bathing suits, followed

bj ;i dip hi the surl commencing at i n every Wednesday
and s -

Touring Cars and Limousines
FOR HIRE AT ALL HOURS

Douglas 2221 Telephones Home C J°05

Stand: HEIDELBERG INN, 37 Ellis Street

C. J. JACOBSON

READ WHY TAFT
WILSON
ROOSEVELT

Should' be
Elected !

In this issue of

the Main Sheet
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JOHN TAIT AGAIN!

"What's the worst thing we can wish Tait, boys?" asked

one of his guests at his Santa Cruz mountain home day

before yesterday.

"I vote him a million dollars," was the proposition of

the Olympic's president, William F. Humphrey.
"No, let's give him a steam yacht and a quarter of a mil-

lion a year to run it," was Sam Rucker's amendment.
"Buck" Travis was in the party. "Buck" had played

chaffeur to one of the three machines that had transported

the party from San Francisco. He had been less voluble

while piloting his big White than had been his wont.

"Boys," he said, "I move that we give Jack the whole

world."
No timid "aye" was recorded. No equivocal "yes" was

tagged up. There was an instantaneous acquiescence that

proclaimed every one pf the thirteen as being in thorough

accord with the motion. Each man wanted to vote him
the world and each man felt it within his province to

so do.

"Now, Jack, since you have the world, what are you
going to do with it?" was the query from Bill Lange.

This host of hosts was silent for a moment. Gathering
himself he replied:

"I'd Oslerize all the men but twenty and remove all the

women but five hundred and one."

"Why the extra one. Jack," put in Tom McCann.
"That's my wife and the five hundred you folks may be-

come acquainted with."

Thirteen has been said to be an unlucky number. George
Salch claimed it was exemplified on the trip. But the

example was Travis. Travis, be it known, played on the

football team at Harvard, drove sixteen horses, a la Roose-
velt, (of whom he is a most devoted admirer) on the
plains; rode five hundred miles in the ante-nuptial days
to a dance, drove eighty-seven miles over a tortuous moun-
tain road to keep an engagement, jumped ten feet, four
inches from a standing start, lost $7300 trying to make
a pair of trays good, and then lost his reputation on Tait's

Ranch.

John Tait is a college man. That is to say, he is an ad-

mirer of all things touching upon universities. His an-

cestral demesne in England was nearly within the campus
limits of Oxford. Why not have his suburban retreat
close by a retired university professor? So John took
up his abode near Professor Brooks. It is but a mile as
the crow flies But as Travis walked it is closer to twenty-
seven. "Buck" followed his host to show his early training.
The path led along a road for about a mile, through an
orchard for another with the sun beating down as it only
beats when tired athletes are walking along a trail that
caused each mother's son to bend in half, up a creek
whose grade would put to blush the California street,

hills and finally landed the party weak, breathless and
wordless at the Professor's.

Neither his charming daughters, his own engaging per-
sonality, nor President Humphrey's discourse on the
"Soul's Immortality" was sufficient to arouse the dispirited
Olympians. Only one thing consoled them and that was
the recital by the tailenders in the procession of the thir-
teen that Travis tried to quit. To that moment Travis'
physical accomplishments had been accepted. But Judge
Fritz, supported by Harry Keegan Monahan, Dr. McElroy
and Jimmy Coffrotb. testified that "Buck" wanted to quit.
In the vernacular of the pit "Buck" "dogged" it.

"It's a lie," he shouted, "and I'll race any man home."
The bets were made and Willie Kidd Nelson was selected

to oppose him. What Willie did to Travis on the home-
ward journey shall not be recorded Neither will be men-
tioned that Nelson was convalescing' from a sickness. Every
one now has "Buck's" number and that is why he is con-
vinced that thirteen is unlucky.

Lucullus' feasts in the Caesarian days were models of
excellence. Mine Host Tait makes that Roman's achieve-
ments in the culinary line look pikerlike. "Soup to nuts"
is an American colloquialism to describe a full dinner.
"Soup to nuts" describes each meal served by the world's
new proprietor, John Tait.

And then there was wine, and wit, and repartee that
sparkled; humor that effervesced, and stories that gur-
gled. As a raconteur "Bill" Lange shone. The ghosts
of the Tremont House in the old Chicago days pranced
forth. We had "Smiley" Corbett, between courses, between
meals, and even between the sheets, and Bill told us why
the ballplayers of ten years ago were greater than they
are today. Of course, Ty Cobb is a great player, and
great batter, but grounds have improved and they make
better bats today. And Bill should know, for didn't he
play with the Jerry Dennys, the Fogartys, the Alisons and
the Radbournes?
Here's to you, Jack Tait! May you collect every tab.

ANSWERS TO QUERIES.

In answer to many inquiries we wish to explain that Tom
Corbett was saved from drowning by a whaler returning
from the Arctic, whose crew, mistaking him for a whale,
hooked him by the snout and hauled him aboard, thereby
saving Tom's life.

GLADYS: Yes, Harry is a living "still."

JENSEN: Duffy cleared $1500 on bis last fight and has
Wolgast tied up for this month
JUDGE SARGENT: John Gallagher's machine will he

out again in a few weeks, as he only needs a few tires.

new steering gear, radiator and new carburetor.
JOHN KERRIGAN: Yes. Ed. Gilson is glad he gave

his son a pot of paint and a brush for bis birthday.
CARTER: No. Jensen does not go out nights, he gets

his in the morning.
JOE LEWIS: Thanks for your kind order, but we can-

not measure Mr. Lefty Hannon for his suit as be is s..

ticklish. McMahon & Keyer.
FAGEN: You can never catch those blind Pigs with so

much corn.

PEPARING FOR 1916 OLYMPIC GAMES.

Germany expects to outdo Mi.- world in the Olympic
games in 1916. It will have a stadium almost as big as
as that of Athens, where the first revival was held In
IS96. and the field proper is likely to be twice the size
oi that at Stockholm.
The place has been picked and the next Olympic games

will be held at Grnnewald, a suburb of Berlin, aboul ten
kilometers from the- center of the city. The place is. per-
haps not the most accessible in the world, but the beauty
of location will make up for many other shortcomings.
The most noticeable feature In which it will differ from

the stadium at Shepherd's Bush, London, is that the BWln-
ming tank will not be inside the running tracks, bul In
the line of the encircling building: This is intended to
give the stadium a more unbroken appearance, The in-

side track of the two that encircle the German Stadi
is for running and will be 400 meters (437 yards) long;
the outer one is for cycle races and will be 666 2-3 meters
(729 yards) in length.
About twenty small bedrooms will be provided for the

use of those who do their training either so early in the
morning or so late at night that they do not wish tn have
ti make the journey from or to the city. The stadium will
seat about 18,000, and there will also be standing room
for 12.000. The seats will be open to the sky.—St. Louis
Republic.

Remember that

Cresta Blanca Wines
Are the STANDARD WINES of California

Try a Bottle of CRESTA BLANCA SPARKLING
Equal to the Imported
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REPUTATION.

( By Sam Bergen
You have often met the "little" man with the "big" repu-

tation. 1 am not posing as a Columbus in the discovery
of new thought. Everyone has been conscious of a feeling
of inferiority on meeting the man whose fame has spread.
This does not apply only to celebrities, but rather to all

men who have been successes. The acceptance of a man
on his reputation, whether it be good or bad, is a weak-
ness we all possess. Shakespeare wisely remarks, "He
who steals my purse, etc." Although history does not

record that Shakespeare had ever cashed his fame for

anthing material, still the revered William certainly know
the cammercial and social value of reputation. He would un-

doubtedly have received his reward had his recognition come
to him earlier This is not intended for an argument with
the great majority who believe that Reputation means a

world. I only intend to observe the fact that many a man
can advertise a hundred dollars worth of quality in a
forty-cent article, and if he has a good press agent his

counterfeit will pass for the genuine. People are mostly
Impressionable. The right kind of boosting creates the
first impression that takes many overt actions to dispel.

You have encountered the person whose recorded accom-
plishments had raised in you a feeling of wondrous inter-

est and respect, you have accepted the revenue stamp
placed on him by public approval and on intimate asso-
ciation your wonder lias grown, hut for a very different

reason. You were disappointed and perplexed. One's lack
of confidence in their own judgment often does not permit
tli. rn to think the world mistaken, hut personal investi-

gation of a reputation, whether that reputation be good
or bad. fequently makes a cynic of an enthusiast and
transforms a knocker into a booster. Investigate and you
win find that Reputation is more often misrepresentation

NO MORE ABSINTHE.

Sim'-' October 1st the Bale i
-i absinthe has been prohibited

in the United States. This applies to both the foreign
and domestic article, The edict did not cause any wrench
in the daily routine of I lie saloons because H has never
been a drink that has been much Indulged In, Tins is not
only true of San Fran. is. o and Oakland; the same condi-
tion attains in ail American cities, excepl here and there
where a certain foreign population abounds. For several
months past, knowing about this edict, both retail and
wholesale houses have carried hut little of the stock. This
wick several of the big retail drink emporiums have had
among them but lour ( >r live bottles <>| tin- stuff, The
wholesalers have but little on hand, also, so the loss in

Ibis city will practically be nil. Several orders plai ed
by a wholesaler in the East and Europe were switched bj

him elsewhere some months ago at a Dgure to save him
from loss. The frozen absinthe as a "bia-rr, or a dash
of it in whisky are tin- two popular ways it has been used
in this country. In their experience with drunkards, hoth
of the confirmed and occasional class, the police courts
leldom have round an absinthe victim among those of

American, English or German descent The cases they
did find, and not many in the aggregate during the past
ten years, were generally foreigners from Belgium, Prance
and Switzerland and several from Holland All of these
countries by the way have legislated drastically against
this liquor.

A man's idea of economy is doing without luxuries, like

his wife's fall clothes, in order to buy necessities, like

gasoline for his motor car.

A man has advertised for a stenographer who will sign
a contract to work eight hours a day. never look at a man
and never go out evenings. Sounds as though he were
looking for a wife.

We sutler most from the ills that never happen.—Gas
coigne Proverb.

THE CLIFF HOUSE
The only reso.t of its kind in the World

Unsurpassed Cusine

BREAKFAST - LUNCHEON - DINNER
Ala Carte Service

TABLE d' HOTE FISH DINNER
SERVED FRIDAY

Vocal and Instrumental Entertainment

Dancing in Ballroom every evening

Terrace open to the public free of charge

Under the management of ROY CARRUTHERS

LINE DRAWN ON CIGARETTES.

The SI. Francis tapestry -room, with its new departure
Of tea tables and afternoon concerts by the Heller or-

malntained by the institution, will be a great
card this fall and winter. The palm court of the Palace
v. ill bave i<> look to its laurels, for it has all along been
the attraction in the afternoons lor the fair sex. with a

sprinkling <>i nun. The serving of tea is the general and
pleasing designation for the afternoon refreshment. Food
<>i any kind can In- ordered—and other things besides tea.

But there are i<> be no cigarettes The latter is no new
tule in either hotel, however, and only now and then has
if been infringed up n by Eastern and foreign women.
Cocktail drinking can be in evidence, but no smoking.
Worldly i" Hi' loriner respect, the town is still provincial

in the latter.

\inl who shall say that this anti-smoking edict is wrong
while condoning drinking of strong [leverages in public
bj Hie female?

Tlie enfranchisement of women, some predict, will lead
fo great liberty in both respects sooner or later. Hardly.
There is as much, if not more, drinking and smoking in

Eastern cities where women do not vote than there is here.

When women want to drink and smoke freely they will do
so regardless of the vote power. The vast majority do
not think of doing so because of their finer sensibilities

and those Influences art- vital, tangible and give no indica-

tion of impairment. Must women will not go where there
are female smokers. That is the reason for the edict

by the hotels. Ami the drinking is watched closer by t tie

attaches than the outside public generally knows about.

BORN UNLUCKY.

The essential thing is not knowledge, but character.
Joseph Le Conte.

I think 1 must have been born unlucky."
"What makes you say that?"

"Well, if instance, I went to a cricket match once.
There were twenty-tw-o players on the field, two umpires
and in. nun persons looking on. and—the hall hit me!"
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AN ENGLISHMAN ON BATHS.

Physician Thinks American Men Are Not Strong on Clean-

liness,

Americans who have traveled in Europe and experienced

some of the difficulties of hotel bathing pictured by Mark
Twain in "Innocents Abroad" will be surprised to learn,

on the authority of Dr. Quive, that they are not much of

a bathing people compared with Europeans.
Addressing the Sanitary Institute Congress in London

recently, Dr. Quive said that in nationalities the follow-

ing appeared to be the order of frequency in bathing.

Scotchmen, Englishmen. -Irishmen, American women,
English women, Frenchmen and Germans. American men
he probably classed, in the language of the turf, among
the also bathed, too far back in the ruck to be worth

mentioning.
The reason given by the English physician for the

greater prevalence of the bathing habit among American
women than among English women is that the former are

less bashful, which, it would seem, makes them more
bathful. "They are not afraid," he says, "to pass along
corridors to the bathrooms, while their English sisters

have strong objections to doing this." And he adds, "They
are also apparently better provided with elaborate dress-

ing gowns than English women."
It is to be feared that Dr. Quive does not know his

United States very well. If he did, he would not speak
of women here walking along corridors to the bathroom.
In this country every hotel of consequence has a bathroom
immediately connected, or that can be connected with
almost every bedroom, and to promenade along a cor-

ridor would be quite an unnecessary bit of exercise.

The mention of dressing gowns gives a clew to the pos-

sible cause of Dr. Quive's mistaken observation. He may
have watched, while in America, to see how many persons
made use of the public bathrooms, and, seeing few, have
concluded that the Englishman at home, pompously strut-

ting down the hallway in a dressing gown, typified a more
cleanly people than we.
As a matter of fact, the Englishman's supposed fondness

for his "tub" is a tradition in which there is not a little

of fiction. For if he really liked bathing so much as has
been claimed, he would not be so slow in installing bath-
rooms in bis homes. In this country a home without a
bathroom would be like a home without a mother, and if

we sometimes neither treat the mother very well, nor put the
bathroom to the best use, we at least have something
better than the Englishman's washstand and pitcher.

To rejoice in the prosperity of another is to partake
of it.—William Austin.

Those who can command themselves command others.
-Hazlitt.

Not what you do, but how you do it is the test of your
capacity.—Dr. J. M. Stud'ey.

Such help as we can give each other in this world is a
debt we owe each other.—Ruskin.

Cabaret des Relies
MONTGOMERY AVE. at JACKSON ST.

Table d'Hote

Dinner
ONE DOLLAR
Served Daily from

Six to Eight-thirty

^
<*

&

The Most Unique

Restaurant in

San Francisco

Table Reservations by
Telephone

KEARNY 3452

PLANS FOR BETTER CAR SERVICE.

Bion J. Arnold and his resident engineer, J. R. Ribbins,

Chicago experts preparing a solution of the city's trans-

portation problem, have set many San Franciscans to

seriously thinking whether they had not better devote
all of their time and means for a few years at least to

taking care of long-neglected local development problems
instead of using some of their energy and money in try-

ing to legally force the transbay cities against their will

into a Greater San Francisco municipality. Arnold and
Bibbins are pointing out how unused areas on this penin-

sula amounting to thousands of acres can be broughl
within the thirty-minute time and five-cent tare zones,

taking Third and Kearny streets as the center. Their
scheme is a .plain, practicable one, involving the con-

struction of the Twin Peaks and Mission-Sunset tunnels
as vitally essential steps, with tunnels on Stockton and
Fillmore streets as less essential but very necessary to

bring all the northern districts closer to the center in point

Oi time. The Chicago people are only telling what many
have long realized should be don.-. If the experts can
make the people and municipal authorities get to work
on the improvements and cease talking about them, they
will indeed have earned their large salaries. Fast and
direct electric trains through the proposed tunnels will

command a great area lor cheap homes for working peo-

ple lor miles south of Golden date Park and clear down
the peninsula to San Mateo, all lor five cents and within
easy reach of their places of work. This is enough for

San f'rancisco to do at one time and do it well in the opin-

ion of a loi oi its thoughtful citizens.

THE SPANISH TOREADOR.

There is probably no sport in the world so lucrative

as that of Spain's national sport, bull fighting, ami the
statement that there are twenty-three famous toreadors

who earn annually £200,000 is by no means exaggerated.
In Madrid one finds the toreador, lite fairy prince Ol

the senorita, at the Hotel Inglez elbowing rich Kim ish

and American visiters. If he dines out with friends he

will invariably choose the Ideal room, tlio imvliirj plan'

of the Spanish aristocracy and foreign diplomats. When
he visits a theatre he must have the best box in I be house.

He smokes the very best cigars, and not the tradi-

tional petillos (home-made cigarettes) so dear to the Span
iard. He drinks the choicesl wines from Southern Spain
or France's famous champagnes. He is also most fastidi-

ous in his fashions, wearing the best of English c'othes.

Indeed so jealous is he of his personal appearance that

he employs a special coiffeur who calls on him everj

morning and helps him to hide his coleta, the diminu
tive pig tail, beneath his usually heav} crop of black hair.

His nails are also de'icately manicured lest their rough
appearance should mar the brilliancy of the priceless dia-

monds which his standing as ;i toreador compels him to

wear.
He is withal a stolid and serious-minded man. I 'e never

smiles. His life has made him a stoic, and his smiles
he reserves for the ring.

He is also the most religious of mortals, at any rate
in Spain. It is indeed curious to see him invoking the in-

tercession of heaven before taking up his place in the
procession and marching into the arena.
He is likewise most superstitious. Evil befall the man who

dares open an umbrella in his presence or who passes
between him and a friend with whom he may be talking.

The toreador who on the morning of a bull fight may
have fallen a victim to any of those two events will pay,

a heavy fine rather than face the tamest of bulls.

There are at present two toreadors who earn anything
up to £50,000 a year. They are Rombita and Machaquito.
The former is married to the daughter of a French no-

bleman with a highly historical name, and the latter to a
Scotch woman.—Pa 1

! Mall Gazette.

BIG DOINGS AT THE GOODFELLOWS JINKS,
AUDITORIUM, OCTOBER 24th.
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IN PRAISE OF RAG TIME.

It by no means follows that because a work of art is

subtle, elusive, cryptic or difficult, it is to be esteemed
as a thing of beauty. It may have esoteric qualities com
mending it to the discerning or hypercritical eye or ear
of the "cultured" tew, but should it fail to enchant the
raw sense of the world it bus missed its central mark.
Hard writing has not always made easy reading; that of

Addison did, that of Walter Pater did not. Set off the
opacity of Browning against the limpid sweetness of Burns,
It is SO in painting and music; in sculpture and architec-

ture; the great enduring monuments of every branch of

art have been wrought not only in all sincerity, but in per-

fect simplicity, from the peerless temples and statues of
Greece to the matchless compositions of Raphael and
Angelo.
Which is a rather ponderous exordium to a brief con-

sideration of Arthur Parwe11"8 apology for "ragtime."
Writing in '.Musical America,'' Mr Parwel] Ifl ;ir needless
pains, we think, in protesting against the scathing censure
of so-called ragtime by lovers of higher-class music. Set-
ting out with the obvious truth that the appeal of popular
music is to the unenlightened natural instinct for melody
and rythm. it follows that the popular song rests, not on an
artistic or cultured basis, but upon a psycho-physical
"it is a matter of the feet rather than the soul." The
unique ability of the popular music composer Implies DO
musical culture; he may not even know the laws or bar
mony or be able to write down a melody, being compelled,
as was the composer of "Listen to the Mocking Bird," to

whistle or sing his tune, or pick it out with one Bnger 00
the piano, leaving to other8 the 'ask ol setting it down ;nnl

putting chords to it.

.Mr. Far well's good-natured championship of popular
music is quite gratuitous and superfluous. The one thing
he says worth while is tins That there can i"' b i and bad
cultivated music, and good and bad popular music, and
that the latter is much more closely related to nature
than to formal art. This is so Incontestably true thai

eign critics Of the first rank have found our
Chief, il DOt our stile, claim to recognition in the
world of creative music to rest upon the plaintive melo-
dies of the Southern "darkle." There is a fast shrieking
volume of vulgar ragtime minstrelsy today which Jars upon
the senses and gives righteous offense, but so do some of

the nuisances and crashing discords of the politer compos-
ers. Ragtime has been overdone, perhaps, but we b

had no surfeil of spontaneous melody, and we may rest
assured thai a tune when captiva r ol the masses
and sets the IV. m a-noim: cannot be wholh wrong, 01 Q6
cesslty it must be charged with a natural appeal and -

pressed with a simple arl it thrills the people and thai

is enough .—Philadelphia Press,

Every man should keep a fair-sized cemetery in which
to bury the faults of his friends.—Henry Ward Beecher.

He who has the truth in his heart need never fear the
want of persuasion on his tongue.— Ruskin.

You cannot dream yourself into character,
hammer and forge yourself one.—Fronde.

You must

The greal thing In this world is not so much where
we stand as in what direction we are going.— O. W.
Holmes.

VISIT
Indoor Yacht Clubrooms

612 Westbank 'Building

Everything for the Sailor

JKUSIC. CART) TUAYING. ^REFRESHMENTS

INITIAL JINKS

THE GOOD FELLOWS

AUDITORIUM
Page and Fillmore Sts.

Thursday Eve., Oct. 24th

DIRECTION OF
JOSEPH C. FREESE FRANK J. POWERS
GEO. W. LEE MARTIN McGOWAN
FRANK J. McMANUS EUGENE LEVY

Entertainment Extraordinary ! !

!

TEIN BIG NUMBERS!!!
IINVITA.TIOINAL

THE ATTEMPT TO REVIVE RACING.

(By A. Hunch)

All legal steps have been completed, I am told, for the
proposition of permitting Paris Mutuels betting on race-
tracks to be voted 'M al the November election, The
petition i" gel the subject on the ballot required 32.000 sig-

>\ i- in". were obtained. On investigation,
it was found that of the latter 74.HOO were registered

ure provides for the creations of a State

Racing C mis ton, and in general it partakes of the

ol in,' Kentucky law on the same BUbject. If the
proposition carries, California will sanction betting on the
Paris Mutuels plan as carried on extensively and suc-

cessfully in Prance and Kentucky. John M. Eshelman of

the Railroad Commission and Colonel John C. Kirkpatrick,
i and magnate, undi r appointments by

Acting Governor Wallace, have written respective^ the

for i arguments against and tor the measure. Prominent
racing people In this state were hit hard when the la*

against betting at races went into effect about two years
.i^ci. How the proposed law will fare at the hands of the

electors, and how, If it is successful, the race track peo-

ple will find the public patronage under the new condi-
. itters for the future to settle. The Tanforan

track in San Mateo county and the one at Emeryville on

easl shore will stand presumably in the name of a

company that was incorporated for a million dollars. The
company owns outright the track on this side of the bay.

The Kmervville track is held under a leasehold, which has
years to run. The anti-betting law made

the latter track lease a total loss. The land owned by the

i ompany in the track on this side of the bay is valuable.

Put yimr New Year resolutions on ice

until spring.

they may last

You ma> have brains, but can you prove it?

The sociable man is one who having nothing to do comes
round and bothers one who has.

Politeness is like an air cushion: there's nothing in it.

but it cases the jolt wonderfully—YY C. Gannett.
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Daily
Trains to

Los Angeles
Same Number Returning

Quickest Service

Shortest Route

SHORE LINE LIMITED

Lv. San Francisco (3d & Townsend) . 8:00 A.M.

Ar. Los Angeles 9:50 P.M

.

Daylight ride down Coast Line.

Observation, Parlor and Dining Cars.

THE LARK
Lv. San Francisco (3d & Townsend). 7:40P.M.

Ar. Los Angeles 9:30 A.M.

Dining Car open 7:00 P. M.
Standard Pullman and Observation Cars

THE OWL
Lv. San Francisco (Ferry Station).. 6:20P.M.

Ar. Los Angeles 8:35 A.M.

Buffet-Library Car, Standard Pullman,
Observation and Dining Cars.

Also Four additional Trains leaving San Francisco
daily with Standard Pullman and Dining Cars:

Los Angeles Passenger (Ferry Sta.) . . 10:40 A.M.

Sunset Express (Third & Townsend).. 4:00P.M.

San Joaquin Valley Flyer (Ferry Sta.). 4:40P.M.
Los Angeles and San Francisco Passen-

ger (3d & Townsend) 10:00 PAL

Protected by Automatic Electric Block Signals.

Stopovers allowed on all trains;, enabling passengers to visit Coast and Interior Resorts.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC
SAN FRANCISCO: Flood Building Palace Hotel Ferry Station Phone Kearny 3 1 60

Third and Townsend Streets Phone Kearny 1 80
OAKLAND: Broadway and Thirteenth Phone Oakland 1 62

Sixteenth St. Station Phone Oakland 1458
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Thomas Jennings

He is chairman of the committee on finance in tin-

present Hoard of Supervisors. He has occupied that po-

sition before. He has handled the Bounces of the city

while in that office as they have never been handled. Still

you seldom read his name in the papers He is not that
kind. He wants to just go along handling the twelve or
fifteen millions yearly consigned to his committee by the
five hundred thousand odd citizens of San Francisco with
DO fanfaronade.

Mr. Jennings was first elected a member of the Hoard
of Supervisors in 1899. and served in the first board, ("ru-

ing into office after the adoption it the new charter James
D. Phelan. then [Mayor, appointed him on the committee
of which he is now chairman.
As his term was Hearing its end he was, with one accord,

asked to stand for mayor. He refused that high office,
likewise another term as Supervisor.

Mr. Jennings remained in retirement, so far as political

life was concerned, for a number of years. He devoted
himself to his own large interests, and became a director
of the First National Hank. He was content to do his

duty in that office, but was forced to accept an appoint-
ment from the hands of Mayor Edward R. Taylor to the
supervisorial office. This was after the exp se of the last

so-called "Schmitz Hoard."
For years he has been a member of the Corinthian Yacht

Club, being tw-ice commodore of that splendid organiza-
tion. He was the owner of the "Speedwell," one of the
best slcops on the bay. and sailed her in many important
races. He has been guide, philosopher and parent to the
Corinthians. They would need something, and Jennings
was the first to start a subscription. Not long ago the
club found itself cramped for room in a clubhouse that
had grown antiquated. Again Jennings was to the fore.
The magnificent retreat that was opened at the beginning
of last year's yachting season owes its existence to a
small coterie of members, the leading spirit of which was
"Tom Jennings."

He is a member of most of San Francisco's magnificent

clubs, bill abides with "The Family." housed in that archi-

i. [final beauty at the southwest corner of Powell and

Bush streets. For twenty or more years a member of the

Olympic Club, its numerous boards of directors have

frequently sought his advice on matters of moment to

thai institution.

In April, 1911, the Municipal Conference was formed to

endorse capable men for the offices of Mayor and Super-
visors. Again Jennings was asked to permit h'« name to

I e used for the mayoralty i ffice. Again he refused, but

finally consented to stand as a candidate for Supervisor.

He was immediately endorsed by the Good Government
League and the Republican and Democratic organizations.

It is frequently said of a candidate that he "does not take

the trouble to have an advertising card printed." This
was so of "Tom." but. better than this, he spent the

months before the primaries, and also the weeks separat-

ing the latter from the general election, in soliciting votes

lor men who are his present colleagues. He was tireless

with energy and generous with money to secure the elec-

ta n of good men to the board. Never once did he speak
for himself.

Prior to the first meeting of the present board commit-
tees were suggested. With one spontaneous acclaim he
was proposed for chairman of the committee on finance.

This important committee is composed of himself. Daniel
c. Murphy and William H. McCarthy. It is by far the

most important committee of the eighteen that rules the

commonwealth. Hesides the ordinary budget, it has the

disposition, in a way. of tile many millions of bond issues.

It stands unswervingly for the people.

In a short time there will be another election, in which
case it is to be hoped that Mr. Jennings will change his

mind and stand for the office of Chief Magistrate.

The ".Main Sheet" wishes you success.
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Indoor Yacht Club

^\\February, 14-16, 1913

WINTER CRUISE
TO

THE SIERRAS, truckee, Etc.

Leaving Friday Eve, February 14th, 7:20 P. M.

Special Train De Luxe

Consisting of Six of the latest Model Steel Pullmans, containing Drawing Rooms, Stale Rooms and

Sections, Two Dining Cars, Theatre Coach, Buffet Bar Car and Observation

Cafe Car, Barbershop and Bathroom

Full Program in February Issue

FOR MEMBERS OINLV

Only a few more Staterooms and Lower Berths left

Make Reservations NOW with H. KEEQAN MONAHAN, Purser

612 WESTBANK BUILDING
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Some Indoor Sailors===Ocean Beach, Xmas Day
Tail, Hickey, Mulvey, Hunt. Coffroth, Wallnsh. Salch. Tait boys, Kreling and Wand.

Hollman, Cunningham, Berger and Filzpalrck.

aWEAR A BENJAMIN »?

SEMI-ANNUAL SALE
• OF.

BENJAMIN" Clothes

YOUR OPPORTUNITY
TO

Purchase A "BENJAMIN'

SUITS OR OVERCOATS AT GREATLY REDUCED PRICES

Market
Street B ergers East of

Powell
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TO THE EDITOR OF THE MAIN SHEET.

A possible toast to Sir Thomas at the recent banquet

given him at the St. Francis Hotel had not the associated

sea-going yachtsman grabbed all the time.

Through the becoming modesty of the author, and the

possibility of a riot upon his appearance in public, it is

requested that this appear anonymously.

"Kid" Nelson suggested to the toastmaster that such a

toast should be given. Out of justice to the "kid," he did

not write this one:

Sir Thomas, Mr. Toastmaster, Sea-Going Shipmates:

I am one of a crew, an humble sailor, whose only claim

to fame here is in the enjoyment of membership in that at

once unique and universal outfit, the Indoor Sailors.

The ship on which we travel flies the golden flag of

friendship, sails upon the silvery seas of good-fellowship,

and encompasses in its voyages the four points of true

comraderie—good nature, joyousness, sociability, good

times.
She sails into the mountains, the valleys, the forests and

the plains,

For there is no home port, no anchor, no log.

No orders, no rules, no work or no grog.

She fears no tempest when outside the winds blow.

For on jaunts long and dreary these lads never go.

Sir Thomas we hope these wet sailors don't tire you,

For you are our kind, and we sure do admire you.

So come quick again in an old tub, a yacht or a whaler.

Win, lose or draw, you're elected forever an Indoor Sailor.

THE '49 CAMP CONCESSION.

It is understood that on December 16th. the Panama-
Pacific Exposition directors let the first contract for an
amusement concession. A Nevada and San Francisco syn-

dicate, headed by Sam Davis, the newspaper editor and
owner of Carson, Nev., has obtained this concession. It

calls for a '49 mining camp on a large scale, for it is to

occupy five acres and have every feature and accessory of

those old and romantic camp days. A good stiff price is

said to have been paid for the privilege and its backers
are represented as having an incorporated company to

maintain the scheme on a liberal scale. The camp, with
the price of the concession, will represent an outlay of

about $S0,000 by the time the fair opens its gates to the
public. As the story runs, the promoters are to run the
camp with "the lid" practically off and expect to make a
barrel of money by means of the inducements of fun,
pleasure and pastime that will be offered visitors. A sim-
ilar camp at the Midwinter Fair back in the nineties was
run "wide open" and proved to be a star attraction for
home people as well as Easterners.

TANGO L'ARGENTIN.

The Argentine tangle dance, or the Tango l'Argentin,
as some call it, made its first local appearance of any im-
portance at the dinner and dance of Mr. and Mrs. Freder-
ick Sharon at the Palace, and so must be considered to
have received high social sanction. This terpsichorean di-
version is said to have first traveled from South America
to Paris and thence to New York, where it was favored
by Mrs. William K. Vanderbilt Jr. and others after having
been taught it in the French capital. One who has seen
it danced and tried it himself says that to the ordinary
observer the tangle combines certain points of three spe-
cial kinds of dances—the American Cakewalk, the Spanish
swaying motion and the shuffling step of the face-to-face
tightly clutched dance of the Paris Apaches. In a crowded
ballroom it would be impossible, he says, unless everyone
°n

}^
e
* ?

OT Was doing il
- Certainly, even in its most

modified form, it is far more radical than the most far-fetched elaboration of the waltz that yet has been in-

THE CLIFF HOUSE
The only resort of its kind in the World

Unsurpassed Cusine

BREAKFAST - LUNCHEON - DINNER
A' la Carle Service

TABLE d' HOTE FISH DINNER
SERVED FRIDAY

Vocal and Instrumental Entertainment

Dancing in Ballroom every evening

Terrace open to the public free of charge

Under the management of ROY CARRUTHERS

Numbers of the younger people at the Sharon ball tried

the bending backward and fori, lard movements of the

tango with much success, deeming it better and more
bizarre than the turkey trot.

Anna Pavlowa, the Russian dancer, saw the turkey trot

out here two years ago and vowed she would use it and
also introduce it into St. Petersburg society. I wonder
what she thinks of the comparative merits of the trot and
the tangle, and whether Argentine has really "put one
over" on California in the matter of pretty waltz effect.

She is on record as saying:
"It is worth a visit to San Francisco to learn that alone,"

referring to the turkey trot.

Neither the trot, nor the tangle, in any way upholds Mi<>

best traditions of the dance from the points of elegance
and grace.

See Snow Plow at work in the Sierras

I. V. C WIINTER CRUISE
February 14 = \(y

^ PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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GOOD FELLOWSHIP IN GOTHAM.

FROM HARRY B. SMITH.

There are three things that stand out in the memories

of my Eastern trip of the last two months of 19 1 -. Initial

trips of any sort are always memorable, and none m re so

than when your dyed-in-the-wool Westerner hits Broadway
and the contingent country.

First and foremost it was the reception at the hands of

Charles J. Harvey—a reception that extended from the

dav I landed in the city of cities straight thr ugh until I

took my departure from the magnificent Pennsylvania

station at an hour far too early for must of the Indoor

Yachtsmen to be able to appreciate. Early as it was, that

same Charlie Harvey was on hand with his smiling face

to wish me a safe return and with all sorts of messages for

his friends.

Again, it was the cordiality with which your real New-

Yorker greets a San Franciscan, not as a stranger from a

strange land, but as 'one of OB," and. to use the slang of

the street, a "regular fellow."

And, last, but not least, there were the queries for news

of the Indoor Yacht Club an organizati n whose tame has

apparently extended to the furtherest limits of Gotham.

Added to all that came the warmth of greetings and hos-

pitality from Jack Gleason. who is as much at home upon

his Broadway when the white lights are gleaming as he

ever was on Market street, al ng with the uiake-yourself-

at-home" style of Jim Corbett, who took me out to his

handsome country home on Long Island for Thanksgiving

dinner. Can you wonder that I pick New Y rk—next to

San Francisco?
This isn't a story of an Eastern trip, for such stories

would be old: but just a few simply told facts of how a

Californian was received. Not a dull moment in all of

the two weeks', kept en the go from start to finish.

Harvey appointed himself chairman in -, hief of the com-

mittee to greet the newcomer. Officially. Charles J. Is

secretary of the New York State Athletic Commission.

Unofficially he is the "greeter" for strayed Callfornlans

and if any San Francisco chap can lay claim to knowing

Jim Coffrcth, Tommy Mulvey or any of the boys, the latch

string in the big Hark Row building where Harvey holds

forth will always be out.

He knows everyb dy worth knowing in "little, old New
^ork," can tell you what was on that corner a few years

ago, and where this street was enlarged, and. what Is more
to the point, he makes you see It all.

From every angle, theater-going, cafe-dining, sight-seeing

and motoring, my obligations are due and gratefully ac-

knowledged.
As to the Indoors. I didn't go into a newspaper office

along the row that they didn't want fresh word of the

famous banquet at Blanco's on Hallowe'en eve. Unfortu-

nately for the scribblers who had their appetites whetted

by whispers of what had happened, the writer had taken

his departure just before that event, but there can be no

questioning that the I Y. C. bunch is well known as well

as extensively advertised.

Perhaps it was because I was to i
closely "herded" by

tn v friends, but 1 must say thai the heralded coldness of

the average New Yorker struck me as being more or less

bosh. At least. I couldn't find thai aloofness, and i

went out of my way to tackle strangers with tool questions,

only to discover that one and all were mighty decent ah pu(

answering them.
As to Californians. you meet them mi every corner

and in every walk of life. Then' is .lack Gleason, ol

course, who knows every theatrical manager of note, ami

knows them intimatelj Also. Jack can go int
i

tin- -

ger cafes and have the hat boys and waiters call him

Mr, Gleason." which is proof positive that he isn't a new-

comer.
In the newspaper world you can find Bud" Fisher, win

has forsaken the night life, and when he isn't on the road

in vaudeville, is at his Riverside Drive apartments with

his little wife, an ornament to any man's h me. Bud is

cleaning up so much on the road shows of Mutt and Jeff

that whether William Randolph Hearst pays him a salary

for drawing cartoons is a minor matter.

' Rube" Goldberg, of "Foolish Question" fame, has just

signed up a new c:ntract with his people that permits of

his drawing down part of the syndicate profits, and they

do say that the check he sends back to San Francisco every

week to be invested isn't half bad.

Tad" Dorgan is the same chap that he always was and

ever will be. He can't help but be funny, and the thou-

sands who follow his "stuff" don't want him to be anything

else. Dorgan, by the way, lives out in Bayside, on Lcng
Island, not far from Corbett. and they while away their

evenings playing pinochle.

Bob Edgren is just as much in vogue as ever when it

i omes to fight matters, and up in his little old den in the

World building he draws cartoons and writes sporting

stories with just the same indefatigablity that character-

ized his wcrk in Reno.
Among the new comers in the cartoon line there is Leroy

Ripley, not so long ago from the "Chronicle" sporting staff.

"Rip" has caught on in no unmistakable fashion, and it

needn't be said of him that he will make good. He has

already accomplished that feat. Ripley has a studio with

Paul ferry, another San Francisco artist, and if you want

to know how prosperous they are. I'll just say they are

both planning a trip to Europe.
Harry Cashman. before the fire sporting editor on the

San Francisco "Chronicle." and later with the Hearst

papers in New York, is now comfortably establshied as

sporting editor of the Sun. The Sun is waking up under

the new management, and Cashman is turning out a good-

looking page.
Jimmy Britt. unfortunately, wasn't in New Y< rk at the

time of my visit. He was out on the road filling in time

lor Corbet) until the latter was in shape to report for duty,

but every one has a good word for James Edward.
of the n. art'alil'ornians—those New Y rk.-rs who like

the Golden West- there is Jimmy Johnston, right-hand

bower for Charlie Harvey, manager of fighters and booking

agent for vaudeville acts. You may remember that Jimmy
refereed a preliminary bout when Ritchie and Wolgast had

their four-round encounter. Well. Jimmy's crazy to come
out lure for good, and may do so.

Then there are Harry P. Burchel] and E. B. Moos, sport-

ing editors, respectively, of the New York Times and the

Bvenlng Sun. They had their first peep at San Francisco

just before Reno, and will be here in 191". if net before.

and 1 almost forgot our old friend. Billy Roche. Wil-

liam, who appears to lie anchored in New York, is the same

teller of hard luck stories that he was when the Willis

was running lull blast out on Ellis street. To hear Billy

talk. v. u would think the wide, wide world was all against

him.
And so. with just a dash of color, much as I dashed

from one end of that big city to the other, we'll say good-

bye to New York. It's a fine place for a few weeks every

year— if you've a pocketful of geld.

New Orleans is due for a word of praise as we rush on

back to San Francisco. What with Tommy Walsh, who
does the tight promoting, and Jack Dillon, a boxing fan

of the right s it. I couldn't help seeing the Mardi Gras
in in the right light. We viewed everything and every-

body hi mil.'. Including Joe Mandot and his father, both

,.l whom are considered some heroes in the French quarter.

Don't miss the far Eastern and the Southern stopping

placet H >"<i want t.i enj y yourself.

s.i here we are. back in little, old San Francisco. It's

better than a stopping place. It's home.

A THOUGHTLESS QUESTION.

"I wasted a full hour yesterday." "How?" "Asked

Green how his baby is getting on."—Detroit Free Press.

TALLER BEER.

I see that beer is higher."

"That's all right, if you mean that schooners are taller.

No true tab' is fit to tell—the naked truth must be

adorned.
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FLAPS FROM THE JIB.

We ncte with pleasure the appointment of Harry Mc-

Kenzie, our strong-arm shipmate, to chief cleric in the

District Attorney's office. The appointment is a just recog-

nition of ability and loyalty.

Some obscure, alleged jurist from the county known as

Alameda has sentenced a woman to jail for making a bet

on a horserace. While we have opposed the recall of the

judges, we recommend this sentence to the friends of the

measure. We at least favor recall of the boobs.

The taxeaters and pollies are all ag:g over the appoint-

ments of January 8th. It is understood that Works Com-
missioner Casey and Police Commissioner O'Grady are to

do "the slide to work." O'Grady has "done noble," but

hardly expects a reappointment. There has been a str:ng

movement on foot to get Charley Jones, our genial ship

doctor, to announce h.mself for the Police Commission.
The doc likes peace better than j;bs. and wouldn't go in

the running.

It will be a brave official who tries to raise his salary

after looking at the votes on the amendments. It surely

wras the taxpayers' innings.

It may not be so, but still it looks as if Doctor Dodge
was as lucky in leaving the Assessor's office as he was the

Titanic.

The Olympic Club bull outfit made a hit at the Society

Circus. The little sergeant had the bulls well in hand.

Jim Brennan refused to go on until he was fed spare ribs

and Tiv had to give in.

Willie Lynch is a lucky guy. Nobody can take a whack
at him in the Main Sheet unless he knows who they are.

Jim Coffroth was entertaining a bevy of friends on a

personally conducted tour through many gallons of vintage
after the Society Circus. Amid the corks this was sprung"
"It never rains on Coffroth day and it's never dry on
Coffroth night."

Between drinks during the next year or so we ought to

enjcy some fine legal battles and skirmishes.
Four fat federal jobs await four Democratic judges in

this state. In all probability Governor Johnson will have
the appointment of four Superior Judges in San Francisco.
The Governor already has on file 4282 applicaticns, includ-
ing Frank Schilling.

Then little Bradley Sargent and Frankey Kerrigan are
anxious to get in the ring. Bradley says with the cow-
boys, the ladies and the Democrats he can't lose.

Also rumor has it that Judges Angellotti and Lennon
are both after the Chief Justiceship,
Even with all the appointments and vacancies, it looks

as thcugh California will have enough unselfish citizens

to take the soft seats.

Keegan says Jack Rose will cut his throat to give Gyp
the Blood.

Jack Johnson gave his bride a $2500 ring, let her weai
it for a few hours and then returned it to the jeweler. The
minister who performed the ceremony received $5. From
the public the minister will receive enough abuse to keep
him warm during the winter.

PULL.

Our readers will pardon a "Tadism." The situation in

local police circles is more than we can resist. Men have
long wondered who put the stars in the police department
and they are now wondering who put the "moon" in

mooney.
The astrologist of the Detective Bureau says that the

police are afraid of a pull—horrors!
When the murders are dull, the boycotters sleepy or

there is a scarcity of some dame with frenzied morality
arriving on a liner and making a speech, the reporters run
right to the police.

It has saved many a city editor a restless night. Too
little or too much pull makes the police department.
Highwaymen, yeggs, pickpockets and burglars never

have a pull. They never need one. They are never ar-

rested.

The man who sings on Market street, who plays the fid-

dle too late at the beach, who doesn't stop at the shriek
of the traffic whistle, who expectorates on Pacific street,

he needs a pull. So does the chink who indulges in the

awful game of fan-tan or the Dago who catches a crab
a millimeter too small. He needs a pall. The less you do
the more pull you need.
But don't take it too seriously boys, the "pull" and its

strength depends on the proximity of the election.

A "pull" is always traded for a vote. Around election

time everyone has a pull. A pull is a grand thin- [1

helps many of us. Without the pull some of us would
have to go to work and some to jail. All hail the pull

because when the pull is equal the law prevails and lew
of us can stand the law.

APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP TO INDOOR YACHT
CLUB.

Wm. P. Wobber, Bode K. Smith, J. D. Reardcn. I.mien
B. Johnson, Lee H. Landis, Walter S. Levy, Ernest D.
Simpson, .1. M. Yount. Gerald Griffin, Harry P. Foley. Jas.
H. McCullough, W. T. Bivins. Thus. Chapman, A! \V.

Brandt, Thos. A. Cashin. Reuben C. Hill, Henry lluber.

Fred J. Butler, A. E. Anders n. Ed. Cunha, Edward Abranis.
Walter Abrams, Louis Schatz, I. G. Cohn, Jno. E, Cosgrove,
.1. M. Hockmuth, Lee Landis. H. T. Jones, Edwin ('. Hammer,
Sid Pollard; J. O. dwell, Medford, Ore.; R. H. Dunn. Win
nemucca. New: Clifford G. Cook. Northspur, Mendocino
County; J. E. Weller. Fort Bragg; Win. Rodgers, linns
K:ng; William Bar. Paris; Lieut. .1. B. Howell, U. S. Navy.

ELECTED TO MEMBERSHIP IN INDOOR YACHT CLUB.

SAN FRANCISCO— Henry Huher. Thos. A. Cashin, Thos
Chapman, Al W. Brandt, W. T. "limns. Jas. H. McCullough,
Dr. Reuben C. Hill. Fred J. Butler. .1. M. Yount. Martin
Canevascini, Jere J. Driscoll. Louis Ghirardelli, Meyer Al.

Lowenthal, Joseph Magnin. Michael Savannah. Dr. Quido B,

Caglieri, J. A. Levin, Harry Breitstein, Captain Patrick
Shea, Joseph H. Deering. Captain Fred Jepsen.
OAKLAND, CAL—Wm. J. Baccus.
NEW YORK CITY—Louis Garby. Lcuis Levy. Norman

Spiesberger, Senator James J. Frawley.
BROOKLYN, N. Y —Senator John H. Cullen.
ELMIRA, N. Y —Hon. John F. Murtaugh.

CANNY ANDY.

Lots o' folks would be alive t'day if they hadn't waited
till they'd saved enough t' take life easy.

Andy Carnegie has either changed his mind aboil Hie
disgrace of dying rich or else he has concluded that he Is

going to live for a considerable time vet.—Washingl in

Star.

Mary Garden fixes the age limit for women at 35. This
is the age for a woman to have full possession of her
beauty and worth, says Mary, who will not admit having
attained that birthday yet. Fifty is the age for a man.
His thirties are the "prep" of life—under thirty he is as
much of a nuisance as a growing calf or puppy.

TIMOTHY HEALY
ATTORN EV-tT-LAW

861 PHELAN BUILDING

g^THE ADVERTISERS MAKE THIS PUBLICATION POSSIBLE
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TAMMANY HALL FROM 1789 TO 1913

By HON. JAMES J. FRAWLEY

In 1789, a citizen of the City

ol New York, William Mooney,
conceived the idea of funn-

ing a great patriotic organiza-

tion, and, having communica-
ted his views to other citi-

zens. "The Society of Tain
many" or "Columbian Order,"
whose motto is "Freedu
Rock," was established. By
the terms of its incorporation

it is a social, patriotic and
charitable organization.
To most outsiders it is more

or less cf a mystery how a

society incorporated as a

purely benevolent association
has grown to represent the

in' tl permanent and powerful
political organization in the
country. The society was

called after Chief Tammany of the Leuni Lenape tribe

of Indians, with whom William Penn had dealings. The
first meeting place of the infant S:ciety of Tammany was
at the City Tavern. located on Lower Broadway. New York
City. The corner-stone of the present quarters, known as
the Wigwam, was laid in 1867. The meaning of the word
"wigwam." as is very generally supposed, is not a tent, but
a communal house.
The officers of the S ciety were Grand Sachem, twelve

Sachems, one Treasurer, one Secretary, and one Door-
keeper. It was divided into thirteen tribes, and each bribe

had its own Sachem. The honorary posts were two in

number, those of Sagamore and Wiskinkie.
As warriors and hunters are not practically called for

in modern times, the duties .of these officers have naturally

become more pacific. That of Sagamore may now be de-

scribed, in a general way. as master of ceremonies, and
custodian of the regalia, etc. The duties of Wiskil
include that of a doorkeeper, who holds the password, and.
in a measure, he occupies a similar position to that of Tyler
in a Masonic lodge
The device, or certificate of membership, is quite elabo-

rate. It represents a pointed arch, composed of two
cornucopias resting on two columns, on each side of which
are two figures— Liberty and Justice. Below this is an
Other arch resting upon a rocky base; this arch is com-
P sed of thirteen Stones, eat h hearing the name of one of

the original thirteen states. The keystone is Pennsyl-
vania, and from this fact arose the custom of speaking of

that state as the "Keystone State." Below this arch of

rocks is a view of land and water, containing appropriate
iOls of agriculture and commerce.

Prom its organization the Indian nomenclature was
adopted as to divisions of time, and to indicate the seasons
as well as in the titles cf its officials. The notices of the

meetings even bodas are printed in the same symbolic lan-

guage, as. for instance, the "month of snows." the "month of

tl wers." the "month of fruits." calling their place of meet-
ing a "wigwam." and their conferences "council fires."

Tammany Hall, which is the political organization which
L;rew out of the Tammany Society, is divided into thirty-

six assembly districts, each of which elects what is termed
a leader. The executive committee is composed of these
leaders. Each of these districts is divided into election
districts, presided over by a captain, who is selected by
the leader. What is known as the general committer
a committee composed of one man to every fifty votes
who are supposed to be representatives of the entire as-

sembly district. The captain selects a commit:
forms the nucleus of the election district organization,
The captain and committee of that election district are
in constant touch with all the movements of that district.

The leader of the assembly district at all times during the
year is cognizant of the affairs of each election district

through the captain. He reports to the leader the char-

acter of his voters, the removal of voters and the sentiment
of his voters. The captain and his committee are thor-

oughly acquainted with the condition of the people finan-

cially, and when he finds some cne of his constituents in

distress, and he thinks the case a worthy one. he reports

it to the leader, who thereupon renders assistance. When
a constituent is in trouble for violation of any of our
laws and ordinances, it is the captain's duty to rep rt

again to the leader. If the case is a worthy one, he, or

one of his lieutenants, will appear before the committing
magistrate or prosecuting attorney and put before him the
real merits of the case.

Each assembly district has a clubhouse, which bears the
Indian name of some chief of the Tammany tribe. This
clubhouse, which is open three hundred and sixty-five days
in the year, is used as a headquarters. The leaders make
it a practice to be in attendance about five nights a week
some attend every night— so that at any and all times
they are familiar with all the happenings in the territory

known as the assembly district.

The executive members, or leaders of the thirty-six

assembly districts, report to the main organization from
lime to time the sentiment and condition of their districts.

This executive committee elects from among its Dumber
a man who is commonly known as the leader of Tammany
Hall. As various conditions and questions arise the dis-

trict leader consults with him as to the proper and best

methods to be pursued for the advancement and betterment
of the organization.

In conclusion would say that during the life of Tammany
there have been many internal differences, with the result

that many of its prominent members have seceded and
formed other political parties, with varied success; but
invariably these seceders have returned to the fold, so that

the Tammany Society founded in 1789 is the oldest po-

litical organization in the country, attributable, no doubt,

to the fact that it was founded for charity and benevolence
and the welfare of the common people.

i.Mi'. Frawlej i^ oi t" the lifty gentlemen comprising the
New fork Stat nting a New York City dis-
trict. He Is Hi.- most Influential member of the Tammany
organization and > B ma iter of fact, the leader then of

ough the titular head is riiarles M. Murphy. Hi
San P'rancisco the unanimous

vote <>r the st.it'- <•! New STork'S Congressional delegation
when the question ol where the world's fair should be lo-

cated "i favor of San Francisco. Subsequently, he had
led ; bill thro houses of the New fork Legisla-

ture creating a co to selei t a Bite for his state and
t.i report on the amount to t..- expended for handing pur-
poses, II.- was chairman or this committee and lead i

t to
- in November) 1911. San Francisco can thank

Senator Frawles for the magnificent sum appropriated by
the Empire State. He la "Tammany" to the backbone, but

n the above article. The writer had th<
oi hearing Senator Prawley at a Thanksgiving dinner in

1!'M give expression to the following: "Tlu- story of Tani-
man I is the people's organization, or the organ-
ization for tin- masses, as distinguished from the classes.

r -i~;iinst the elasses. The district le.idei

feeds tiii' hungry, succors the sick, buries the dead, and is

i he k i nd 9hep erd r) day in the year.")

i
! i. i lub extends thanks to the following

. n for their kindness in making up the Halloween
fohn Tail T Mi i lann, B Bai ne n g, Sam

Sucker, Tom Corbett Harry Monahan, Phil Livingston,
i Woods, Arthur Fish . Joe Watts, Moe Al t nia> ei\ JOS

i Phil Wan. i. Harri Schwartz, Tim Fitzpatrlck, Bob

Donahue, Chas. A rata, Ben Seltg, Jack Cunningham. Frank
Hennessy, Chas McClaln, Sam Berger, James Coflfroth, Tom
Mulvey, Judge E. P. Mogan, Pete .Moreno. \vm. II. McCarthy,

Goldberg, Jas. Griffin, TIv Krellng, Louis Metzger,

. o Salch, Al w hlte, Tutu Knight.

We can never retain a friend long if we are not willing

to take pains to find out his peculiarities and respect them

KRUG Private Cuvee
That's the beverage for me
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Strength of character consists of two things: poa-er of will and
parser of self restraint. It requires two things, therefore, for its existence:

strong feelings and strong command over them.—Robertson.

The "Olympian" has appeared. The "Main Sheet"
wishes it success.

We wonder how many persons saw that magnificent
issue of the "Referee" just before Xmas. It modestly
claims a circulation locally of but six thousand, but its

style and worth demand a hundred thousand readers. How
somnolent have become the other weekly papers by com-
parison.

In other columns of the "Main Sheet" will be found in-

teresting articles by our Congressman, the Honorable
Julius Kahn, and Senator James J. Frawley, of New York.
Both were written expressly for the "Main Sheet." and
you will enjoy reading them.

My, but wasn't there a dearth of names mentioned in
connection with the recent Society Circus that move
through the pale realms of "among these present were" in
the society columns of the daily papers. One looked Ions
and fruitlessly for names like McMullin. Latham, Tobin,
Scott, Martin and Blair. Perhaps it was for the best.

The dinners by personal friends to one of their set,
lately inaugurated at the Cliff House, are m:st interesting,
entertaining and flattering affairs, but the different wine
agents are beginning to complain of their frequency.

Let us try the people out on a proposition to build a

breakwater to permit swimming on the ocean beach. It

would cost but little, one-twentieth, perhaps, of what was
asked for the Twin Peaks proposition. Our winter climate
is better than Los Angeles, and the ocean permits of swim-
ming the year round. A rope or twro to a buoy or a few-
piles would remove all danger of undertows. Think it

over, Supervisors, and you may be able to do it out of the
ordinary revenues. It is for the plain people, too.

The "Call" burned the hammer Christmas eve. But
some one said that was only a wcoden one, and that it

burnished the sledge.

The "Chronicle" opposed local option, which would have
set the town by the ears, and the "Examiner" straddled
the issue.

Hurrah for the "Chronicle!"
The "Examiner" was strongly for the beuatification of

the city through parks and drives, and the "Chronicle"
opposed.
Hurrah for the "Examiner!"
How we do pull together!

As it is fashionable now for the daily papers to make
comparisons between this and other Coast cities, the "Main
Sheet" may possibly be pardoned for entering the social
swim. Here's one:
Los Angeles has nineteen boulevards leading into it and

they are all admirable. San Francisco has one", and it is

execrable.

Los Angeles has an ostrich farm located in aristocratic
Tasadena, and its fame is world-wide. Some persons were
delayed two months before obtaining permission to es-
tablish the same sort of farm within our limits, ami then
their project >vas permitted only with irksome limitations.

NEW YEAR'S EVE IN THE OLYMPIC CLUB.

The Olympic Club, for the first time in it s history, enter-

tained ladies within its walls on New Year's Eve. We
congratulate it on the innovation. It was successful in

every way. The dinner was splendid, the lighting effects

wonderful, the entertainment modest, but select.

Directors Dr. McConnell and Samuel N. Rucker were
Indefatigable in their labors, and President Humphrey was
here, there and everywhere. So were Vice-President Noel

tier and Director Fitzpatrick, while the genial Fred IVn

wick's absence was conspicuous thereby.

There are many members of the Olympic Club 2' ir

more—and nothing better than this is calculated to make
them well and favorably acquainted with each other.

SAN FRANCISCO NOT BACKING UP.

Mr. Edward H. Hamilton, our esteemed friend, wrote
an article recently that San Francisco was backing up. It

was a sort of aftermath of the recent bond election, when
nearly all were defeated.
San Francisco is not backing up.

True, she refused to vote a million or two dollars for a
fire alarm system that is badly needed, and by a scant few
hundreds v ted a couple of millions to finish a hospital;
but didn't she vote a couple of millions in Unix, which was
said to be more than sufficient for hospital purposes?

But it will be said that money was wasted by the ad-
ministration preceding the present. Very good. Hut for
a year past the commissioners who wasted this money
have been retained in office.

Why was there not a clean sweep made of the commis-
sioners that showed such incompetency?
The people voted millions for an auxiliary water sys-

tem. It is unfinished. Why? Well, it was not enough,
although considered ample at the time it was appropri-
ated.
Are the spenders of this money, the men appointed to

carry out this auxiliary system, still holding down their
jobs?
Have they held them down all the past year?
Wasn't an investigation started by the Board of Super-

visors over these very matters one year ago this month?
Wasn't pretty conclusive evidence submitted as to where
the fault was? Was anything done about it?

Therefore, it is no wonder the people are commencing
to say NO to voting sums of money to be expended by
men who have already wasted it, but have not been re-
moved from office.

Complete Program I. Y. C. WINTER
CRUISE in next issue.
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A FEW COMPLIMENTS TO THE INDOOR YACHT CLUB.

Seattle. Wash., Dec 85, 1912,

Indoor Yacht Club, San Francisco:
Wishing all the members of the Indoor Yacht Club a very

Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.

TOM McCANN.

Silver City. X. M„ Dec. 31, 1912,

Indoor Yacht Club, San Francisco:
New Year's greetings to all my brothers and pals in the

Ind or Yacht Club, and may the good Lord take a liking

to you all, but not too soon, is the wish of your friend.

hector d Mckenzie.

Chicago? Dee 25, 1912.

Frank J. Hennessy, Commodore Indoor Yacht Club:
The season's compliments to the intrepid and valorous

crew which constitute your shipmates and co-workers
aboard your piratically noble craft Thine always.

LOT M HOUSEMAN.

State of New York,
Panama-Pacific Exposition Commission.

Elmira. X. Y.. Dec 18, 1912
Indoor Yacht Club.

Gentlemen: I trust you will pardon my tardy acknowl-
• il-inent of your kindness and courtesy to us on our re-

cent trip to the Coast.
You certainly have the faculty of extending hospitditv

in a most gener us and effective manner. All the boys
felt very grateful for your thoughtfulness We would
like to have been with you all the time, but the commis-
sion kept us on the move in re this visit than on the
previous trip. We returned rather tired, but more deeply
impressed with San Pranclsco than ever before.

1 am writing Senat r Frawley. telling him how nice
you were to us. and I will take occasion to tell tin- same
tn Mr Harvey when I see him in New York City,
With kind regards and wishing you the compliments o'

the season. I am.
Very truly yours,

JOHN F. McMURTAUGH
And so many more that space will not permit their pub-

lication in this issue.

Percy Dana, the Official Photographer of the Ind or

Yacht Club, is arranging to have a complete photo Btudio

on board the train that will carry the Yachiless Sailors

into the Sierras next month. One end of the baggage

car will be fitted up as a dark r oui. and Dana will have a

Crew stationed therein to develop and print the pictures

as fast as he can take them. In this way the Hardy Tars

will have pictures of the day's events to look at when they

sit down to their evening "mess."

When you take a

vacation and leave

your valuable

papers unguarded,

you are not acting

wisely you can

rent a safe deposit box of us for $4.00 a year.

CROCKER SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS

THANKS TO ALL.

Through the columns of the "Main Sheet" the Indoor
Yacht Club wishes to extend its thanks to so many persons
who have Favored us the past year. Many times during
the year gone by requests have been made of the local

playhouses and the call never was refused.
To all the gentlemen and ladies who have so kindly

volunteered on different occasions; to the railroad com-
panies and the crews that have helped to make our cruises
enjoyable; to all the members who have given so unstint-

ingly of their time and money, in fact, to all the people
of I he whole wide world, we extend our thanks and bestow
our blessings.

And at this time we want to acknowledge with thanks
so much cheer received from Julius Rosentield, he of Krug;
to Ed. O'Brien, whose Cresta Blanca vintages are so pal-

atable; '" Jimmy Cheetham, whose wares befuddle at night
ind clear in the morn; to Phil Wand, and his Cllquot; to

Mr. Atheret n Macondray. of Roederer fame; to Parker
Whitne> and his oranges, and may lie never grasp a lemon;
to Jimnn McCallum, and to Joe Deering. whose platform
is Moei & Chandon, "The Hubbies That Wash Away
Troubles for Mini

AN O. C. CONTENTION.

"I'm the oldest boy in the club," remarked a bellboy in

the Olympic Club corridor the other evening.

"No, you ain't; how long you been here?"
"Two weeks." replied the first speaker.
"You win."

Gralt is what makes some politicians explain why they
are rich and the rest why they are poor. (This also ap-

plies to policemen).

A successful administration, like a barnstorming troupe,

should always carry its own gallery. Some administra-

tions do.

CROCKER BUILDING POST AND MARKET STS
Jchn r Cunningham, man

The bonds not only fell off Twin Peaks, but were finally

drowned in the Aquatic Park.
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THE LABORS OF A CONGRESSMAN
By HON. JULIUS KAHN

(Written expressly (or The Main Sheet)

The average constituent of a Congressman can have no

conception of the numerous duties that his Representative

is called upon to perform every day during the session. In

his mind's eye he pictures the Representative in his seat,

in the House, occasionally arising to throw some light upon
the many and complex questions that Congress is called

upon to decide. As a matter of fact, in the case of most
members, the work on the floor of the House is the least

onerous of all the work that the Congressman is called

upon to perform. In the first place, the bills that are con-

sidered by the House have been carefully investigated by

various committees who have jurisdiction over the subject-

matter contained in the bill. Hearings are had before the

committees, and the various departments of the Govern-

ment send their bureau chiefs, even department heads, to

these committee hearings, in order that the department's
attitude on the pending question may be fully determined.

Of course, the adverse report of one of the executive depart-

ments on any bill that has been introduced usually sounds
the death knell of that bill. In case the committee should
report it favorably against the protest of the department,
and Congress should ultimately pass it, it would probably
have to run the gauntlet of a Presidential veto. For when
the President receives a bill, duly engrossed from Con-
gress, he again refers it to the proper department that has
jurisdiction over the subject-matter for a final opinion be-

fore he will affix his signature. If the department still

insists that the legislation should not pass, the President,
in all likelihood, will veto the measure.
Membership on important committees means constant

committee hearings.
The House and Senate meet promptly at 12 o'clock.

The mornings are occupied by the members in attending
committee meetings, going to the executive departments
upon requests of constituents for information or for relief

of some kind or other, as the case may be.

I receive on an average anywhere from forty to eighty
letters a day during the session. Each letter requires an
answer, for if the constituent takes the trouble to write a
letter to his Congressman, I have always contended that
he is entitled to a prompt acknowledgment of its receipt
and prompt attention to his request. All of this takes con-
siderable time, but after awhile one is able to systematize
the work and thus turn out a great deal of it every
day.
The sending of seeds and Government publications is a

matter that rests largely upon the will of the member.
Each member's allotment of seeds is about 22,000 packages
every year. He can send them out to his constituents or
he can fail to utilize his quota, in which case the Depart-
ment of Agriculture would probably send them out upon
the request of individuals and members. I have always,
since I have represented the Fourth District, given my
constituents the benefit of this distribution. San Fran-
cisco is a city of homes, and some of the varieties of seeds
that have been sent out in recent years have helped ma-
terially to adorn the gardens of our city. Some years ago
I sent out a large assortment to the school department,
with the hope that these seeds would be planted in the
vacant lots so that their unsightliness might be covered
by the blossoming plants that would spring from the seeds,
but I have found that the distribution to the individual
constituents is really the better way of sending them out.

Then, too, if a member takes a hand in the discussion of an
important question of general public interest, he sends cop-
ies of his speech to his constituents. Usually the speeches
delivered by the members contain considerable research
work, and the facts are invariably trustworthy and reliable.
In fact, if a member were to deliberately misstate facts on
the floor of the House, he would soon lose whatever influ-
ence he might have had among his colleagues. The im-
pression prevails in many quarters that the Government
prints the speeches of Congress for this kind of distribu-
tion without cost to the member. This is not the case.
Not only does he pay for the printing of the speeches in
pamphlet form, but he pays for folding them and their
preparation for mailing.

Some years ago an item went the rounds of the news-

papers to the effect that any member could get live animals

at the Bureau of Animal Industry for distribution among
his constituents. At that time I had numerous requests

for goats and dogs and cats. While the Government is

constantly extending its activities so as to conduce to the

comfort and welfare of every citizen of our country, we
have not yet reached that condition of paternalism which
would require the Government to furnish domestic animals

free to all who would like to have them.
I find that the men who ccme from the large maritime

communities of the country have more department work
than those who come from rural constituencies.

All kinds of requests are brought in the mails. I remem-
ber, in my early Congressional career, I received a long,

rambling letter from a constituent, who called his missive

"A Bill to Penetrate Heavenly Bodies." Attached to his

letter was a photograph of a piece of mechanism that

seemed to have a score or more of wheels of all sizes con-

nected with it. He had taken the trouble to send a dupli-

cate copy to the Clerk of the House of Representatives.

He wanted his bill passed, and passed quickly. It was a

most important matter—to him. I finally convinced him
that Congress had no jurisdiction over "heavenly bodies"

and I have not heard from him since.

At another time I received a letter from a man who
wanted to know whether I could find him a wife. I told

him frankly that my duties were so numerous that I did

not have a minute to spare in trying to select a wife for

him. I told him, in short, I thought he would be better

able than I to make the selection. I have not heard
whether he was successful or otherwise.

It frequently happens that constituents come to Wash-
ington, and, of course, while here they want to see as much
of the Nation's Capitol as they possibly can. It is always
a pleasure to provide them with notes to the chiefs of im-

portant bureaus and to present them to the President of

the United States. The City of Washington is undoubtedly
one of the most beautiful capitals in the world, and every
American citizen feels proud of it and his country when-
ever he has the opportunity to visit it. It is always a

pleasure to meet one's constituents, and when they come
from a long distance, such as that which separates San
Francisco and the National capital, the meeting is doubly
gratifying.

It is only wheh the constituents see their Representatives
at work that they really learn to know and appreciate Hi''

many duties that devolve upon the latter.

Remember that

Cresta Blanca Wines
Are the STANDARD WINES of California

Try a Bottle of CRESTA BLANCA SPARKLING
Equal to the Imported

art Jflorai Co.

P. VINCENT MATRAIA,
Manager

2 55 POWELL STREET

Telephone Number : : Kearny 3524
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SAM BERGER. Dana hoto

Sam is the director of entertainment of the Ind or

Yacht Club. Sam has assistants, but he is the brains ano
ginger of them all. He comes naturally to his position.

Associated with Harry Frazee he conducted the tour of

James J. Jeffries through the United States prior to Jef-

fries' contest with Johns n. This was the greatest finan-

cial success of any sporting celebrity. That wonderfully
successful play, "Madame Sherry." a BUCcess throughout
Kurope, was "turned down" by all tin.- New York managers
Sam read the manuscript, corrected snine of the lift

introduced some new "business." interested Frazee ami
one or twa others, and the result was that hundreds of

thousands of dollars were made by them, and million

Americans were entertained.
He is a born showman. Although his nanu d0<

appear as manager, from behind the scenes he directs most
of the successful amateur entertainments of San Fran* i

Althcugh a born showman, he prefers to remain one of

San Francisco's prominent merchants. One cannot say he
has "missed his vocation" following the career of a hut

'it. but it would be UOt far amiss to state be would
find his best field in the world of theatricals. He numbers
among his friends Klaw A Erlanger, <'.eorge M. Cohan.
Sam H. Harris, William A. Brady and all the rest of the

theatrical world.
He thus came naturally to the position he occupies in

the Indoor Yacht Club. At the annual winter cruise in

February he has full charge, and promises many new.
startling, interesting and pleasing surprises.

IN A NICHE OF FAME WE'LL SHELVE ZIEGFELD'S
"FOLLIES OF 1912."

By Hank.
There'll be millions of shows, and millions of rows of

girls in the years to be; there'll be millions of lights and
millions of sights for the future folks to see, but no matter
bow hard each writer and bard endeavors in beauty to
delve, they'll never quite beat this prismatic treat. "The
Follies of Nineteen-Twelve."
We've had millions of hits, and millions of skits on the

street people call Broadway, but never a show with the life

and the 'go" like the Moulin Rouge has today. The pret-
tiest maids, all kinds and all grades, flash smiles at the
bald heads below; if you're lacking hair and have evenings
to spare you should surely and certainly go.

Ida Adams you'll view, and Miss Samuels, too; both will

capture your heart en the spot; Bert Williams, of course,
' Nicodemus," a horse, will take all the laughs that you've
cot; and Elizabeth Brice, who is awfully nice, sings melo-
dies tuneful and sw€et; they are songs that endear; very
soon you will hear them whistled around on the street
Then follows a cast that has nailed to the mast any other

Bb W like it in town; there are beauty and grac
leathers and lace adorning each pretty girl's gown; and
the scenes that amaze your bewildered young gaze are cre-

ations surpassing divine. If your eyes you would treat.

scatter both of your feet i nthe "Follies of Nineteen-Twelve
line.

Whether bright or blase, see this wonderful play, see
the girls, hear the songs, join the fun; see the whirls and
the dance, buy ycur seats in advance, for they're selling

them out by the ton. When you've once seen this show
you will vow, that I know, all other creations to shelve.
With its dazzling delights it is one of the sights, that's "The
Follies Of Nineteen-Twelve."

AFTERTHOUGHTS ON THE VOTE THAT DEFEATED
PARK BONDS.

This is a good time lor afterthoughts on the bond prop
OSitiOns Which failed to cany last month. True, such
reflections will not bring hack lost opportunities. Yet they
are not without value, for they may teach laggard voters
a lesson in citizenship,

S:m Francis. » has more than 130,000 registered voters.

Sureb in that total are 35,000 citizens who favor the pur-

of Sutro park by the municipality . If that number
of citizens had voted for the Sutro padk bonds the propo-
sition would have carried. But only 28,845 affirmative
\otes were cast, and the chance to acquire Sutro Baths and
Sutro Heights at a remarkable bargain was lost.

Doubtless at least half of the registered citizens of San
Francisco favored the establishment of a new fire and
police alarm system. This should have meant 65,000 votes,

but it didn't. Only XI .492 voted aye and the proposition
failed of approval by the narrow margin of 727 votes.

The objection might be made that the non-voters were
divided in the same proportion as those who voted, but

that wouldn't be true. Citizens who oppose bond issues
make it a point to vote, while most of those who favor them
consult their own convenience and are as likely to stay
awav Horn the polls as cast a ballot.

Moral: In matters of direct legislation people can obtain
what they want— if they vote.

ST. FRANCIS IMPORTATION CO.
350 Geary Street

WINES AND LIQUORS AT RETAIL
FINEST GOODS - LOWEST PRICES

PROMPT HOLIDAY DELIVERIES

IF YOU ARE WITH US GIVE OUR ADVERTISERS A TRIAL
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"THE BOAT" ON THE OCEAN BOULEVARD

ri'
^E»^W!
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Mulvcy, WoU6sh. Kreling, Watts, Fitzpatrick

XmasDay. 1912

HIS APOLOGY.

A Fatuous Fable in Four Foolish Fragments.

Good friend, dost think that thou couldst stand a rhyme.
Instead of package fat, this Christmas-time?
Truth is—though surely only for the minute

—

Your brilliant (?) literary friend is "up agin" it!"

His comedies and farces, born in laughter,
Are labeled: "Great! But not the stuff we're after!"
His poems—lyric, epic, roundelay

—

Are marked: "We sometimes print this truck—but not for
pay!"

His walls are plastered with rejection slips;
His desk is filled with unsold manuscripts;
His shoes are sicklied o'er with leather patches:
His clothes are "shiny" where he strikes his matches!

So, praying once again your toleration,
He'll taper off into the peroration

—

And say this at the end (where you may scan it):
He hopes you'll have the merriest Christmas on the planet!

EDDIE BURROWS.
December 25, 1911.

THE CROCKER SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS.

Common prudence indicates that the form of safety that
will create a peace of mind in the owner of any kind of

treasures is such as is provided by the great vaults of the
Crocker Safe Deposit Vaults. These vaults, of the most
modern and approved construction, are absolutely proof
against attack of any kind. This composite construction,
of the hardest chrome steel and reinforced concrete, will

withstand the worst earthquake, the fiercest fire and the
most astute burglar. Of course, protection against bur-
glary is simplified by the utilization of watchmen and
concealed electric wires, interference with which would
sound an alarm that would bring the police up:n the tres-

passer. To enter one of these great vaults the burglar
would require time and opportunity he could not hope to
have. As for the danger of fire, it is removed utterly by
the construction cf the vaults and their location in the
basement of a fireproof building. Mr. John F. Cunning-
ham, the manager, who has been identified with this de-
partment for many years, will be glad to show the un-
equalled facilities, not alone of the safe deposit depart-
ment, but of the companion vault that is devoted to the
storage of bulkier articles of value.

THE SOCIETY CIRCUS.

Society at the circus comported itself well, both in the

sawdust ring and in the grandstand. In the ring there
was evident a strenuous desire to perform effectively; in

the grandstand a good-natured determination to let it be
seen that everybody was getting his mcney's worth. Where
such an extent exists criticism seems out of order, and
yet it may he said here that the circus was not overwhelm-
ingly exciting. People with weak hearts were in no dan-

ger of severe shocks. Performers were in no danger from
hair-raising feats. In fact, there were no hair-raising feats.

There was riding and tumbling and dancing and the put-

ting of trick dogs through their paces, and lemonade and
peanuts and chewing gum. Really, the star events were
hardly less innocuous than the lemonade. And the patter

of the peddlers in yama-yama costume was as amusing as

the antics of the clowns. This is not depreciation; it is

the award of praise where praise is due. All who took

part are deserving of praise for attempting something very
difficult and "getting away with it" as well as they did.

Charity benefited exceedingly, so all hail the energetic
men and women who worked so hard! The ball after the

horse show Saturday night was a gay affair. There was
an enormous throng, and everybody was doin' it. The last

dance was romped at four o'clock Sunday morning.—Town
Talk.

WHEN CORBETT LOST CHAMPIONSHIP.

They were discussing the Philadelphia dispatch about
the surgeons' operation on Corbett, the former champion
pugilist, when the subject of his Nevada fight at Carson in

1S97 came up. It was on that occasion that Corbett got

the famous solar plexus blow from Fitzsimmons that cost
him the championship all unexpectedly. Corbett, his father

and a brother were permitted to come down to the city on
the Examiner's special from the ringside. The fighter and
his father were in tears. Corbett was still somewhat dazed
from pain when the train left Reno. He became very sick

from nausea later on, and a Santa Fe Railroad surgeon,
who had been taken on the special at Reno as a guest, put
him to bed in the drawing room and administered opiates

to relieve him from bis suffering and distress. The medico
was especially interested in his condition, knowing what
it resulted from, and studied it closely. It was his profes-

sional opinion that the blow Corbett got had temporarily
paralyzed nearly all the nerves in the abdominal region,

notwithstanding his fine physical condition and the shield

of tough and hardened flesh and muscles over them. Once
on awakening from the influence of the medicine, Corbett
startled those in the car near where he lay by yelling:

"Who hit me?"
The doctor informed him he would feel the effects of the

blow for several weeks, and he did.

THE LARGEST HOTEL IN THE WORLD.

New York, Jan. 6, 1912.

It is rumored that negotiations are under way for the
consolidation of the new McAlpin Hotel, at Broadway and
Thirty-fourth street, with the Waldorf-Astoria, at Fifth
avenue and Thirty-fourth street, the two hotels to be con-
nected by a tunnel and to be under the single direction of
Geo. C. Boldt, present manager of the Waldorf.

There is no true criterion of a man's happiness but his
own belief in it.

If many other states had voted like California, the entire
nation would have nervous prostration by this time.

H. F. SANDERS A. J. SCHULER

DEL MONTE AUTO RENTAL CO.

SUTTER 215 HOME C-6666

TOURING CARS AND TAXICABS
OFFICE. 105 POWELL STREET, SAN FRANCISCO
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BUSINESS IN SAN FRANCISCO.

There Is Now Very Decided Activity in All Lines of

Business.

THE CHARTER AMENDMENT ELECTION.

The clearings of San Francisco for the week ending No-

vember 23 were in excess of J61.000.000. and were exceeded

in but five cities in the United States. Mortgage loans

were unusually large, which will soon be reflected in new-

building operations. All the banks report active inquiry

for funds, which is a better evidence of activity in all lines

of trade than the affidavits to that effect of every person

engaged in trade.

This business activity is by no means confined to the
city proper, but extends in an equal degree to all the terri-

tory of Greater San Francisco.

In particular the progress of Richmond is remarkable.
While but a decade ago Richmond was but a name and a
possibility, today the city has an assessed valuation of
$14,000,000. with a certainty of exceedingly rapid increase
in the future, is erecting an excellent class of public build-

ings, is issuing bends for the development of its water
front and generally growing into a prosperous industrial
center.

The influence of the exposition is now clearly to be seen
in all parts of the city, although actual expenditure has
hardly begun. And it is noticeable that the business plans
are by no means of a character looking t i temporary busi-

ness, but to the needs of a ciry rapidly growing as a result

of the opening of new avenues of commerce Most interna-
tional expositions have marked the close cf an era for the
place of their location. The Panama-Pacific Exposition will

be the opening of an era for San Francisco,

The important thing for us is not the expositii n. but the

event which it celebrates.

Unquestionably the exposition is a powerful factor in

stimulating our people to the beautification of our city.

Latent civic pride proves its existence by the universal
desire to make cur city attractive to visitors. Except for

the exposition, we should not have got our civic center at
this time. And the exposition is equally at the bottom of

the determination to get rid of the ruins and all other un-
sightly objects. The shacks must go. In all parts of the
city there is evidence of the desire of each resident to

make his environment attractive. Residences are being
repainted everywhere, new window gardens are seen on
every street, and lawns and gardens are being made more
sightly.

In nothing is this desire for beautification more appar-
ent than in the general rush to acquire homes in the re-

stricted residential districts. Elsewhere, however effec-

tively one may beautify his own home, he has no control

whatever over its environments. From a beautiful room
in an attractive residence one may have to look out on
a most disagreeable landscape.

But in the restricted district by simply agreeing to

oneself observe rules designed for the pleasure and comfort
of all. he may be assured that bis neighbors, their heirs

and assigns forever will be bound to protect him from
unpleasant sights.

And therefore there is a rush to the restricted residence

districts. There are no shacks there.

At 6:30 on Friday evening, February Nth, the jolly tars

of the I. Y. C. will assemble at clubrooms and led by the

Indoor musicians, will march, arrayed in grosteque costumes,

to the (erry, embarking on the 7:20 boat (or the summit of

the Sierras. Dinner will be served in diners upon arrival of

excursionists at pier.

A lot of interesting observations and comments may be
drawn from last month's election on the charter amend-
ments. The defeat of the amendment giving street rail-

ways franchises for longer than twenty-five years is de-
plorable. It was only beaten by about 2400 votes, too.

The defeat imperils good and fast street railway facilities

for the exposition. At this writing, President Moore and his

associates of the fair have no idea how this vital problem
can now be solved. It is true here, as well as in other
cities, that capital will not invest in electric street roads
en twenty-five-year franchises. Unless something is done
and done socn. it looks as if the bulk of travel to and from
the exposition grounds will be by ferry boat from the foot
of Market street and by boat from Oakland. Alameda and
Berkeley. Xo doubt the defeat of the measure was in part
due to the active work of theorists like E. P. E. Troy and
Max Popper and their following, and the opposition help
Kiven them by the Labor Council. Mayor Rolph and the
Supervisors come in for some criticism. They turned out
some thirty-eight amendments for the people to vote upon,
and then never said a word about this and that measure
as being worthy of support for the good of the town and
the exposition.

NOT AN ELTINGE.

The exigencies of what passed for a plot in "Campus
Mouser" compelled Austin Sperry to rig himself out in

woman's clothes. There is none of the Eltinge artistry in

Sperry. You'd never mistake him for a girl. The same
said of Stewart Kendall, who also wore feminine

togs. I'm glad to record this. There are a lot of effemi-

nate youngsters in our gilded society circles, and I'm de-

lighted to see that the mistake of allowing any of them
to play these parts was carefully avoided. Some of them.
I'm sure, would have played them too well. Sperry. by the

way, displayed the only good voice of the evening. He
should have had more singing allotted to him. Mrs. Mac-
Donald Spencer carried off the acting honors in a character
part, and nearly gave us a sensation. Her skirt started to

fall off. and there was a good deal of laughter as it slipped

a half inch at a time. But Mrs. Spencer caught it this side

of catastrophe.—Town Talk.

OVER OUR HEADS.
By Tom Corbett.

The highbrow readers of the Main Sheet are in revolt.

The editor has worked as hard in reading expressions of

ii ion as Arthur Fisk has in delivering them.

To epitomize, the question asked by our readers is:

"Upon what groceries doth this, our Goldberg, feed that

he hath grown so great?" They are at a loss to under-

stand why the author of "The Better Way" should assume
that his expressed knowledge could not penetrate the

cranial crevices of our readers. They seem to think that

the only way Harry's articles could go over their heads

would lie to put the articles in their hatbands.

We unite believe that the genial Harry forgets the varied

readers of the Main Sheet. He forgets that each issue

is memorized and is the literary manna of the day for such

ities as Woodrow Wilson, Judge Almon, Theodore

Roosevelt, Eugene Debs, David Starfish Jordan, Ad. Wolgast,

Dr. San Yat Sen. Ortie McManigal. Benjamin Sidewheeler,

Supervisor Oscar Hocks, Jim Griffin, Joe Redmond, Chief

White, Jerome Bassity, Andrew Carnegie, Governor Dix,

Dr. Naked, Joe Rivers, Oscar Straus. Mary Garden, Owen
Moran. Maxine Elliot, Jane Adams, Maude Allen. Chief

Justice Beatty, Judge Cherokee Treadwell. and, last, but

ii. i Last, that clever Havana Filler, "the Professor."

Now, Harry, your stories are as welcome to us as cus-

tomers are to your many stores. So, come, rack your

auburn-topped casket, give us from Plato to Walt Whit-

man, from John of Gaunt to Jeanne D'Arc. We are con-

ceited enough to assume that we can mentally digest your

most highly seasoned articles. Aud to reassure you.

Harry (because we know you are kind), none of our read-

ers are yet suffering from "mental gout."

THE ADVERTISERS MAKE THIS PUBLICATION POSSIBLE
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WHISKED FROM THE GREAT WHITE WAY.

December 14, 1912.

My Dear Shipmates:
.

Your good letter of December 7th has arrived on Broad-

way, and all the fellows here are glad to hear that all the

fellows there are in prime shape and getting their share

of the national currency. Just now we are all scrambling

for the price of a winter overcoat, or getting the old one

oiled up to go another season. New York hasn't really

begun to get cold yet, though we have had a couple of

crisp days which reminded me of Truckee in January,

minus the snow. The "raging blizzard" we were supposed

to have on Thanksgiving Day (according to the San Fran-

cisco 'Examiner") consisted of a light, feathery snow,

which melted as soon as it reached the ground. Overcoats

were actually uncomfortable.

Interest here during the past week has entered in the

six-day bike race at Madison Square Garden, though to a

Westerner this appears to be about the saddest term of

entertainment ever devised. Yet an average of 25,000 per-

sons per day has crowded into the Garden, reeking with

the odcrs of stale tobacco smoke and booze, to watch
fifteen men chase themselves around a soup-plate track!

At $1.50, $2.00 and $2.50 you can see what a soft thing it

is for the promoters. They took in more than $1S0.000.

The McGoorty-Gibbons battle for the middle-weight

championship was an awful flivver, despite the fact that

one of the greatest crowds ever assembled in the Garden
was on hand to witness it. These men are of no such

caliber as Ketchel, Langford or even Papke when he was
good. Gibbons has a wide streak of orange running down
the middle of his back, and McGoorty is none too aggres-

sive. Ketchell would have licked them both in the same
ring.

Christmas here will find the California gang pretty well

separated, almost every one of us having been invited

somewhere for turkey and plum pudding. Talk about
"Western hospitality," you don't have to go around with
a dark lantern to find "Eastern hospitality" if you're a
regular fellow. Ask Harry Smith, if you don't believe

me. Harry was here ten days, and made a big hit with
the bunch. Consequently they gave him a great time.

Charley Harvey, Jimmy Johnston and Harry Cashman
head an entertainment committee that is hard to beat.

They have Santa Claus and Andrew Carnegie looking like

Jack Gleason and Tom, Jones!
You ought to see Gunboat Smith these days. The awk-

ward, gawky bluejacket is going like a whirlwind under
the management of Jim Buckley, and has come to be a
candidate for heavy-weight honors. He has a fearful

punch, but otherwise don't loom up very dangerously.
However, we understand that you are staging him with
Moran next month, so you will have a chance to see for
yourselves.

A young chap named Johnny Lore (133 pound9) is about
the best-looking piece of new material I have seen in the
East. He fought Knockout Brown off his feet, beat Joe
Coster to death, and has never lest an engagement. He
will bear watching.

Outside of boxing and billiards there is little sporting
news in Gotham. Rube Marquard is still cavorting around,
on and off the stage, with Blossom Sealy. George Cohen
in "Broadway Jones" is the Broadway knockout, with
"Yellow Jacket" (a Chinese play) and "Within the Law"
following close behind. "Boxing," a new sporting paper
with which I am connected, is catching on nicely, and
promises to be a money-maker. Do you see it on the
Coast?

Give us a line occasionally, and give our regards to dear
old Market street and the dear old gang that hangs out
there. Yours, as ever,

E. D. BURROWS.

" Gentleman Jii

Empress Theatre.

Corbett will appear shortly at the

I. Y. C. Winter Cruise to the Sierras,

leaving Friday Eve., Feb. 14th, 7.20 p. m.

THE KID'S GOT RELIGION.

Since the Kid has got religion, the old town ain't the same,

Since the Kid has got religion, we needs must change his

name.
We used to hear our Willie, and his voice could ere be

heard,
A-mingling at the Cabarets, while no one spoke a word,

Above the din of dollars and corks popping high in air.

We used to hear our Willie, Cute Willie, with the shortened

hair.

That voice so clear, so strong, so sweet,

Resounded through our worst-known street.

It woke the coppers on their rounds,

Those dulcet, sweet-toned, harmonic sounds.

II.

'Twas different then, as it's different now.
As a high brow differs from the low brow.
Now in sackcloth and ashes does the Kid bedeck,

And waits to hear the angels' call and beck.

In place of stcries. prayers he tells,

And warns of his brothers of the forty hells.

He's no kinder, he's no better, but still he's awfully good.

The wise guys say he's wailing to get planted in the wood.
We've no hammer for the clergy or those who save lest

souls.

But we like to see religion make men not glooms- and moles.

So here's hoping that the New Year, with its roundabout
of cheer,

Will baptize "Our Willie" in wine, whiskey and beer.

THE DEFEAT OF LOCAL OPTION.

One word about the local option measure which was
beaten by a big majority.
The city is unquestionably "wet," but the way the meas-

ure was drawn lost it many supporters. There are many
poeple who favor a great curtailment of saloons in the resi-

dence districts who voted against this measure. It provided
that local option districts could be formed in any fifty con-
tiguous blocks, and when once formed under the amend-
ment, then the question of excluding saloons from them
could be voted upon by the people in those districts. Under
such a charter law there was nothing to prevent the mak-
ing of a shcestring district that would stretch from the
heart of the residence district and run clear down town,
taking in the Fairmont, or the St. Francis, or Palace,
saloons on Market street or even at the ferry on East
street. Designing persons could have used this district
plan downtown and not wholly in the residence districts.

NEW YORK THEATERS.
Now playing at the

—

Hippodrome—"Under Many FlagfS."
"Winter Garden—Gertrude Hoffman. "Broadway to Paris."
Knickerbocker—"Oh! Oh! Delphlne!"
Liberty—"Milestones."
Moulin Rouge—"Ziegfeld's Follies."
Casino—Harrv Lauder.
Lyric—Trentini in "The Fire Fly."
Weber & Fields—"Roly Poly."
39th Street—Annie Russell's Comedy Compr.ny, In "Tii*

Rivals."
,Broadway—"The Red Petticoat."

Maxine Elliott's—"Hingle Wakes."
Comedy—"Fanny's First Plav."
Manhattan—"The Whip."
West End—"Every Woman."
Berkeley—"His Wife by His Side."
Playhouse—"Little Women."
48th Street—William Collier In "Never Say Til.-."

Cort—Laurette Taylor In "Peg 0' Mv Heart."
Park—Lina Abarbanell in "Miss Princess."
New Amsterdam—"The Count of Luxembourg." Next

week—"Eva."
Gaiety—"Stop Thief!"
Empire—Maude Adams In "Peter Pan."
Wallack's—Nazimova in "Bella Donna."
Lyceum—Billle Burke in "Mund-the-Paint Girl."
Garrick—"The Conspiracy."
Criterion—Robert Hilliard In "The Argyle Case."
Fulton—"The Yellow Jacket."
Hudson—Mrs. Fiske in "The High Road."
Harris—"Cheer Up."
Globe—Montgomery and Stone and Elsie Janis.
Little Theater—Rutherford and Son.
Century—"The Daughter of Heaven."
Eltinge—"Within the Law."
Joe Weber's—"Alibi Bill."
Belasco—"Years of Discretion."
Republic—"The Governor's Lady."
Cohan's—"Broadway Jones."
Astor—Douglas Fairbanks In "Hawthorne of tbe U. S. A.'
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Thank? The same to you

!

Yes, indeed, il was one large hilarious night, filled with bubbles and laughter, songs and smiles! What
matter if the early dawn found us pale and indisposed or that bronio seltzer had superseded the "embottled

laughter" in '>ur affections? What a great old welcome San Francisco gave to Nineteen-Thirteen. On
street and i n cafe, in home, in club and at hotel the carnival ran riot and here. ;h in no other city of the

world, beneath a starlit sky in an atmosphere scarcely crisp, we paid <>nr glad adieu to the . «1<1 and our

homage t" the new born year of hope The tears, the trials, the tribulations of yesterday were forgotten

as one more year went ringing and re-echoing down the long corridor of time and with faces bright with

hope and eager with expectancy we confidently and unhesitatingly grasped the new link in the chain of years

that are to be ours. May they l>e many for you, my fellow yachtsmen and may Xineteen-Thirteen bring

three hundred and sixty-five days of sunshine, happii — and prosperity

winged its flight, may it be joined by years unnumbered each happier and brighter than its predecess

In a somewhat reflective and retrospective mo, id 1 awoke on New Year's Pay it isn't essential to men-

tion the hour or where. I felt like . well like most of the members of the Indoor Yacht Club Felt and

whenever I u>t that way 1 always become retrospective and reflective. \\ hile nursing the first gin fizz I was

thinking what a great old town this is and what a great people we are and how we throw ourselves with

unrestrained enthusiasm into every celebration.

"Turning to mirth all things on Earth
\s i mix San Francisa i can."

But your Mr. Doctor Aked would stop such things. In even tool of the horn he can hear th- Devil

calling and leering and peeking, from behind each bright light he can see old Beelzebub himself "One

hundred years behind every other city in the marchof moral progress" is the tvaj ih ; s gentleman of the

cloth put" it to the Chamber of Commerce when i sponding to the toast "San Francisco! The City of

My Dreams." Stop this sinning -close up your saloons your cafes your Barbary I strict youi

people by puritanical legislation and then, and then only will the joyous sunshine smile. Away with the

laughter'; the cap and the bells and with lengthened faces and pious souls let us all pray long and fer

vently. Oh, Mew York! Dear old, great old, s intito.ting, shining, smiling, bright Broadway! You've

been good to us and you love us, and we love yon. but why why send this Dr. \ked? You found him and

he's yours. We don't need him don't want him. Take him back please and lose him iu the vorti

millions Leave us with the city that Mark Twain. Bret Harte and Stevenson loved—San Francisco with her

and her follies buried beneath her sunshine and her smiles "The City loved 'round the World."

"We burned the hammer on Christmas Eve but we bought a sledge." The attitude of our great in

ing dailies is sufficiently ludicrous to cause a laugh and yet pathetic enough to draw tears. 'The great

campaign of I si inaugurated while the bells of old St. Mary's chimed "Peace on Earth, Good Will t

Men'' iias produced more discord and dissension tha.i ever heretofore existed in our truly remarkable

newspaper row. Like three strange bulldogs, the ( all on one corner, the Examiner on another and the

Chronicle on the third, have been growling ever sinci Gel together gentlemen! Never mind the
1 'Yo i

!
You're another !" ne\ ei

gol anybody very far-never will. Pattern by 1 os Vngeles, if yon must, and whatever helps the town col

lectively or individually, give il your unanimous and sincere support. If the daily newspapers will do this,

more real g 1 will be done San Francisco than from all the hammer burnings, committees of one

thousand and the like put together.

Bandmaster Eugene M. Levy has ..died a meeting of Indoor Yacht Club musicians for Thursday.

January "th. at 8 p. in., ill room 518, City Hall. Aspiring musicians united to attend. The hand is nov

practicing three times a week for the Winter Cruise on February 14-16.

* * * *

The Vnnual Banquet of the Past I •residents' Association, X. S. G. W., in honor of Marshall, discoverer

of -old. will take plaee on Saturday evening, [anuary 25, 1913, at , :30, at the St. Francis Hotel.

The Governor, Mayor, Presiding Judge of the Supreme Court, Pioneers, \nm and Navy Officers, will

attend. \ very pleasant time is assured. All members of the Order are united to attend - $5.00 per

plate.

The Olympic Club Boxing Tournament will begin Friday evening February 24th.

you are with us. patronize our advertisers; theyhi \ make this publicatii hi p. issihle.
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The most beautiful Swimming Pool in the World,

THE OLYMPIC CLUB PLUNGE

¥ TPOX entering- the gallery around the swimming pool, to the north we view the beautiful stained glass
^-^ window symbolizing the origin of the waters. Viewing the window but little imagination is re-

quired to see the clouds break and the waters fall and dash past the rocks, to which two Indians, the orig-

inal athletes, cling, and flow into the pool, the apparent source of its waters. On one side of the window,
Neptune is resting, calmly viewing the creation of the vast deep over which he is to be lord .-1111] master;
on the other side, a mermaid rests in anticipation of the pleasures to be enjoyed in her future home.

The two domes in the swimming tank are elliptical in form and of art glass. In the south wall of the
building covering the swimming pool is an art glass window, through which the light finds its way to the
salt water in the pool below. The walls and domes of the building covering the swimming pool imitate
Caen stone. Around this gallery is a wrought bronze railing of great beauty.

The basement floor is on a level with the swimming pool. From litis floor beautiful Corinthian mar-
ble columns rise as supports to the gallery above. The walls are of Italian marble. The pool itself is one
hundred feet long by thirty-five feet wide and is lined with white glazed bricks. This | 1 is supplied daily with
filtered salt water from the Pacific Ocean. A specially constructed filter to remove the mechanical im-
purities from the water, without depriving it of the life that differentiates salt water from fresh water, has
been installed.
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Black
AND

White
SCOTCH WHISKY

THE

HIGHEST STANDARD OF QUALITY

ALEX. D. SHAW &. CO.

EDWIN C. HAMMER, MGR.

AGENT PACIFIC COAST

' 'In a Class by Itself

Best Food and Finest Service in the City

Table D' Hole ard A La Carle

VOCAL AND INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC SUNDAYS

BANQUET HALLS FOR

WEDDINGS AND PARTIES

McMAHON &
KEYERi^

TAILORS

DESIGNERS AND MAKERS
OF MENS CLOTHES

119-121 Kearny Street

IMPORTERS OF
CONFINED WOOLENS

I am a power for great good if you do

not abuse my use.

In cases of need— I do my work well.

I am a builder up of health and strength

—in the hospital pr in the home

For the invalid or the convalescent

—

for the tired or overworked I offer a

great help.

A little of me goes a long way.

I have been among you for three

generations.

I'm known as Cyrus Noble throughout the world.
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Sunset Limited
Train de Luxe

Winter Season 1913

From San Francisco 6:00 p. m. ''

[Third St. Station]

From Los Angeles 8: 1 5 a. m.

A Once =a=Week, Extra Fare Train

With every comfort and convenience for travelers, including:

Barber Shop Ladies' Maid Stenographer

Shower Bath Manicuring 5tock Report*

Valet Service Hairdressing Buffet

Will leave San Francisco on Tuesdays, Los Angeles on

Wednesdays, and save 24 hours in running time to New
Orleans.

Observation-Clubroom Car with Ladies' Parlor and Library.

Compartment Car. Two Standard Drawing-room Sleeping

Cars, providing Three-Room Suites if desired. Dining Car

Service unexcelled.

The route through the South is most interesting and delightful,

and particularly enjoyable at this season.
> t

Close Connection at New Orleans with fast trains to Eastern

cities: also with Southern Pacific's commodious Atlantic

steamers sailing to New York on Saturdays and Wednesdays.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC
SAN FRANCISCO: Flood Building Palace Hotel Ferry Station Phone Kearny 3 1 60

Third and Townsend Streets Station Phone Kearny 1 80

OAKLAND: Broadway and Thirteenth Phone Oakland 1 62
Sixteenth St. Station Phone Oakland 1458

101
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ALL ABOARD FOR SHASTA!
THE I. Y. C. SNOW PICNIC!

WINTER SPORTS INDOOR YACHT CLUB

The Indoor Yacht Club Special Train de Luxe is scheduled to leave the Ferry Depot at 7:20 p. m. next Friday evening. February 14th. for Sisson

and (he McCloud River, where snow sports will be indulge J in. visiting the Hatchery, Shasta Springs and the McCloud River via special train, and on

Sunday, at Zick Abrams' Ranch at Upton there will be a bear barbecue. On Saturday evening at Sisson Opera House, a big I. Y. C. Show, concludng

with a carnival and dance. Return ng, stopovers may be had at Shasta Springs. Dunsmuir and Redding, arr ving at San Francisco Monday at 8 a.m.

The Transportation Committee announce that the capacity of the train has been reached and that no further reservations can be made. Tickets

heretofore ordered, now ready for delivery at 612 We;tbank Building, and will not be held after Wednesday, February 12th.
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GEO. BOGAN GUS WHITE

American

Caxttab Cmnpanp
POPE-HARTFORD

TAXICABS AND TOURING CARS
AT ALL HOURS

Limousine Machines for Balls and Weddings

stand: ferry building

Day Phones Until Midnight Phones After Midnight

SUTTER 3674 KEARNY 2575
C 6682 C 331 1

NEW YORK THEATERS.

Now playing at the

—

HIPPODROME—"Under Slanv Flags."
MAXINE ELLIOTT'S—"Anatol and Snow White."
WEBER & FIELD—"The Man With Three Wives."
CASSINO—Trentini in "The Fire Fly."
PLAYHOUSE—"Little Women."
COMEDY—"Fanny's First Plav."
LY'RIC—Sam Bernard, "All for the Ladies."
18th STREET—William Collier in "Never Say Die."
MANHATTAN—"The Whip."
WEST END—"The Red Petticoat."
CENTURY—"Joseph and His Brethren."
CHILDRENS'—"Raeketty-Packetty House."
LITTLE—"Rutherford and Son."
CORT—Laurette Taylor, "Pes o' Mv Heart."
ELTINGE—"Within the Law."
BELASCO—"Years of Discretion."
REPUBLIC—"A Good Little Devil."
EMPIRE—"The Spy."
LYCEUM—Charles Cherry and Marie Doro in "The New

Secretary."
GARRICK—"The Conspiracy."
CRITERION—Robert Billiard in "The Argyle Case."
HUDSON—"The Poor Little Rich Girl."
NEW AMSTERDAM—Christie MacDonald in "The Spring

Maid."
LIBERTY'—"Milestones."
KNICKERBOCKER—Julia Sanderson and Joseph Hawthorne

in "The Sunshine Girl."
GAIETY—"Stop Thief."
GLOBE—Montgomery & Stone & Elsie Janis.
COHAN'S—George Cohan in "Broadway Jones."
ASTOR—"Fine Feathers."
GRAND—Chauneey Olcott in "The Isle of Dreams."

INDOOR YACHTSMEN
For your valuable pa-

pers of all kinds is in a

safe deposit box. Then

there is no possibility of

them being destroyed by

fire or stolen. Every

modem device has been

used to insure the safety of our vaults. Boxes rent at $4 per year.

CROCKER SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS
CROCKER BUILDING POST AND MARKET STS.

John F. Cunningham, Manager

1

3

4

WILF1RD J. GIRARD
President

STANLEY J. GIRARD
Secretary and Manaser

GIRARD'S
GRILL

AND

Oyster Parlor

Oysters, Terrapin, Crab Stew, Steaks,

Chops, Oyster Loaves.

UNION SQUARE AVE.
Phone Douglas 3454 San Francisco. Cal.
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DANA
Percy Dana, the Official Pho-

tographer o( the Indoor Yacht
Club, will have a complete

photo studio on board the

1. Y. C. Special Train.

Fotos
344 Kearny St., S. F.

THE CLIFF HOUSE
The only resort of its kind in the World

Unsurpassed Cusine

BREAKFAST - LUNCHEON - DINNER
A' la Carte Service

TABLE d' HOTE FISH DINNER
SERVED FRIDAY

Vocal and Instrumental Entertainment

Dancing in Ballroom every evening

Terrace open to the public free of charge

Under the management of ROY CARRUTHERS
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THE DEAR GIRLS AND THE OLYMPIC CLUB.

With that mad impetuosity which only the rustle of a
skirt can inspire, those two ubiquitous parties, "A Pro-

gressive" and "An Olympian," have rushed into print in

the last issue 01 The Olympian" to debate the pros and
cons of admitting women to the Olympic Club and the

enjoyment of its privileges.

Once upon a time there lived a man named Adam, He
had a cinch Through the hours of daylight he strolled

idly in a garden wherein the head gardener. had done hie

noblest work. He had the music of birds to regale his

ears, nature's own bountifully-spread table t<> regale his

appetite, Bweet-tempered lions and bears and tigers for

his playfellows. No tailor with an over-due Mil came
Heating in his domain. Once again, .Mr. Adam had a cinch.

And then came a woman. Since that time the sons of

Mr. Adam have had one heluvatime. For biological rea-

sons the advent of Mis Adam provides cause i

ing. Hut following ner came the serpent, an. I thus ii

with the daughters of Eve ever since. Nevertheless,
man seems still of tie- opinion 'hat he likes to have her

hanging around, and now thai she has taken all the best

in the street cars, invaded the sanctity "i 'he elec-

tion i Mshed up numerous windows In Hie name
of maidenly and matronly militancy,
the Idea that exclusive masculinity should I" 'linen in, in

ol 'lie earth.

She will have her way she always does. Those Olym-
pians who have looked upon their club as an E\>.

Eden and win, -.mi drea i keeping II bo, may just as

well turn their energies toward staving off the evil day.

Heretofore they have lounged in contentment, wandered
in pajama-clad comfort through corn.:

|
fer-

vently before the shrine ol Bacchus in the knowledge that

they would he treated with masculine tolerance and would
wake on the i' 1

" tucked into bed Here alone
could they find surcease from the follies, tiills, foibles

and frivols of fair femininity. \ ght have put it:

There was a door to which she had no

There was a veil past which she could not
. here.

And then? Well, then, m> more of thee and me.
However, there is much to be said for thi

may be that, realizing their "A
Progressive" risks being counted as a mollycoddle in the
hope ot becoming a moll-cuddler. This is Indeed ..

ge. Woman is coming Into her own, ami
Own is apparently all that is upon H trth, beneath ii.

in ti. e i'. and the Beas that Burround it.

She is developing, Intellectually, practically, spiritually

and physically.
Ii the Olympians would profit by tin- blowing of the

wind, let Hi. in admit the w en and trust to time to

develop a race of white hopes that would make the palmy
pal,. Into tnslgniflca

Think of the Interest In Borne such announcement as this:

Archie Johnson *s Miss Pinkie tfcGlnnis
For the Amu. i : iffrage Championship,

There indeed would he a battle' Ami even 'la' governor
dare not attempt to stop a woman lighting ii she wants
to light' Splendid it would he, too. when lie- strenuous
.Miss I'mi

i n tist againsi the juvenile
jaw of treble and Bent him reeling—or should it be flop-

ping, tumbling, i m mil- or sprawling! upon the padded
floor with several ounces of aristocratic gore
from his proboscis.

But this is all a circa I the Inline, of twenty years

hence, perhaps. The Olympians Beem to be concerned
with the present.
To admit them, or not to admit them, that is Hi.

tion. Whether 'tis nobler in tin- mind to stand pat in an
Eyeless Eden, or I., Lou down holorc all Skirtdom ami
say, "Welcome, fair ones, within our Bacred portals!'" n
depends upon the point oi view M.n there are. no doubt,
who believe it impossible to have too much of a good thing.

They have women at breakfast, women in their offices,

women ;,t lunch, women al dinner, women for joy rid. s.

women a! parties, women, women, women! That is regu-
lar enough. These men doubtless feel constrained, un-

natural, like a fish out of water, as it were, when they
get into an atmosphere unhallowed by the breath of
women. They are willing to make some sacrifices. They
would like to have the dear girls come in every morning
and make use of the plunges and the apparatus. Why,
any gentleman would gladly put himself to such slight in-

convenience as this might cause him! And it would
have such a splendid influence for refinement!
To which there are others who reply:
Pish' Also Tush! Who wants to be refined? Can't

there be some place outside of a saloon where a man
can 1..' just a man and not have to keep on his drawing
loom manners? The Olympic Club is a great institution,
proud of iis history, of its membership, of its prosperity.
It has had nothing to complain of heretofore, and while
this is truly a progressive age, here is one case where
it is wise to let well enough alone. None ot the Olympic
Club members an- desirous of joining the Ebell Club.
or Hi,- Women's Sewing Circle, or the Society for the

nation ami Protection of Motherhood. They are quite
willing lo let the women alone in their clubs, and they
ask only thai i hi

| be Ii tl alone in turn.

Furthermore, now as through all time, the inch of con-
i ,-ssioii Invariably grows Into a mile. Some of the Olym-
pians Objecti I to tie- New X"ear ball, which admitted
women True, ii was a greal party. Everybody had a
glorious time Hut that was the inch of concession, and
now less than a month later, tin- women want to be
admitted privileges. Let them in. and thi

la not haul io foresee. They would be running the joint
in about i w o more elect Ions.

it.- of all which, you and I should worry and waste
away. The club is still doing business and apparently is

in good health. And a fair share oi the membership
seems to he familiar with the declaration of Mr. Kipling
that

\ woman is only a woman.
But a good cigar is a smoke."

THE TEHACHAPI LINE.

ithuataatlc i oxlng, whose home is now in

.New fork, inn who ca recently from San Francisco,
ii Los Angelea is to blame for the present

i ..ii :
1-

i :.\ hi; a division ol I he

lecause.oi It. "Why thej don't divide California gets
me.' ril i oul Tehachapl are as

different from a
I a] nders! Let them have their half

and we'll tak irs- there's plent] o tor both!"
II is really true thai the San Franciscans and Los Ange

lans an- ;l s dlffi rent as daylight and darkness. The former
fee, pleasure-loving B hemians, who work hard

and plaj bard and want things with red-blood in them for

diversions. The average Los Angolan is a lotus-eater—

a

slow-pulsi d mnd I

"' son of chap
who doesn't car,, about the kin, I of entertainment which
involves excitement or extra-exertion. Tennis is about

be can Lo go
Yoi e\ en In Los bl game has a swarm of

Iplea II loin McCarey was onh a Jim Coffroth he

would have bis patrons organized against the anti-boxing
-

I

i,i :n -ii. h a way as i.. rendi r the Brown bill impossi-

bli However, there is small chance "i Ho- bill getting

past the San Francisco delegation, from all I can learn.—

A

New Voi K Exchange.

ST. FRANCIS IMPORTATION CO.
350 Geary Street

WINES AND LIQUORS AT RETAIL
FINEST GOODS - LOWEST PRICES

PR< iMl'T DELIVERIES
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THE MODERN STREET
By EDWARD L. NOLAN,

Member Street Committee, Board of Supervisors

This is a little observation on a street in our town. Or
rather one block of a street. It is the block of Powell

street between Ellis and O'Farrell streets. The interest

in streets is in one respect about the same as the inter-

est in children. Twins born in our block are a thousand

times more interesting than triplets born in the next

county. So, too, is the local citizen's interest infinitely

greater in the streets of San Francisco than it possible

can be in the streets in any other city.

Good roads as an absolute necessity to the comfort of

people and the material progress of both people and State

is a proposition too old to be disputed. Millions of per-

sons hear of the movement for good roads and think it

refers to the highways that pass the farms. In those

cities where citizens realize that good roads are even of

greater importance to the cities than they are to the coun-

try, the better streets are found.
In the past few years street conditions in San Francisco

have been a source of much serious thought and frequent
experiment after a fashion. The latest and most promis-
ing experiment in street work is that of which I write,

the paving with vitrified brick of that block of Powell
street between Ellis and O'Farrell streets.

To me that experiment has a most absorbing interest.

The matter of good roads has been an appealing sub-

ject to me. The material used for paving city streets
has been a subject of many years of study. And I have
been studying the use of vitrified brick as a pavement
ever since that block was laid last November. All the
reports that have been made on the use of vitrified brick
in other cities I have followed and applied their lessons
to the block in Powell street.

The result is that I am unequivocally in favor of ex-
tending the use of vitrified brick throughout the city
generally. And I am not ashamed in this connection to
admit that the lesson to be learned from the experience
of Seattle should not be disregarded and really has been
of value to me in reaching my conclusions on that sub-
ject.

I feel that I can take the advice that was given the au-
thorities of New York City two years ago when three of
the largest daily newspapers of the largest city in the
country recommended that New York appoint a commis-
sion to visit Seattle and learn how they should pave the
streets of New York. Seattle has put into use the vitri-

fied brick as a street pavement more extensively than any
other city.

Other Pacific Coast cities are following the example
of Seattle and so are many eastern cities.

Why shouldn't San Francisco do the same?
San Francisco should do so.

The block in Powell street is the strongest argument
possible to support that answer to the question. It bears
out in every respect the statement made by Paul Beer,
superintendeat of the Barber Asphalt Paving Company at
Des Moines who said in a written articje:
"As to the safety of brick pavements, it is conceded

by the best authorities to be the most satisfactory of all
paving materials both in dry and wet weather.

"It might also he well to add that the wear of a pave-
ment also depends largely upon the smoothness of its
surface; the impact to which the material is subjected
produced by irregularities, from which it follows that the
most durable material does not give the greatest resist-
ance to wear. This is especially true of the stone block
street under heavy traffic, it being ascertained by obser-
vations that under like conditions of traffic a vitrified
brick street will have the greater life."

A vitrified pavement is the cheapest of all pavements
and the most satisfactory, everything considered. It is
durable, easy of traction, sanitary, clean and safe. Prop-
erly laid it should last from fifty to seventy-five years
without the necessary of repair or replacement, provided
the street is not torn up for service pipe, sewers, etc.

These are my views after long and careful study of the
whole subject of street work and the character of the

materials that should be used in street construction in

San Francisco. The vitrified brick roadway is prettier

than any other, it is safer, more durable, cheaper, more
sanitary, the rain washing it clean and the surface offer-

ing no means for the retention of dirt of any kind. Weather
changes do not effect it and the cost of maintenance is

nothing from year's end to year's end, it being seldom
necessary even to take out one brick and substitute an-
other.

It has been demonstrated that vitrified brick when prop-

erly made and laid is practically indestructible and costs
nothing at all for repair for the first twenty-five years of

its use.

Let anyone contrast those facts with the everyday ex-

perience he has with the street work in front of his own
home, or place of business, no matter what kind of pave-
ment is used in his street, whether block or asphalt.

At present in the list of cities using vitrified brick the
name of San Francisco does not appear. I hope to see that

list some day with the name of this city at the top or
very near the top. And on that day there will be hardly
any business to be done by our street repairing depart-
ment and men and money will be used on extensions and
cleaning of streets.

Also, there will be no chuckholes in the streets on that
day.

J. H. DEERING
Offers the Celebrated

MOET AND CHANDON CHAMPAGNE
WHITE SEAL, VERY DRY

IMPERIAL CROWN BRUT CUVEE, A. A.

Tobogganing at Sisson—A Spill. Dana Foto

CfK

&rt Jfloral Co.
p VINCENT MATRAIA,

Manager

255 POWELL STREET
Telephone Number : : Kearny 3524
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HAVE WE THE MAN 7

John Stuart Mill exercised a profound influence over

the times in which he lived. Mill was a philosopher and
student ot government. He never held public office.

In these days of social unrest it is well to reflect upon
the sober thought of the great English logician.

In his essay on "LIBERTY. " Mr. Mill expressed these

apt thoughts:

"The will of the people, means the will of the most
active majority, or those who succeed in making them-
selves accepted as the majority. The people may desire

to oppress a portion of their number and precautions are
needed against this as well as against any other abuse of

power. This view is recognized by thinking people and
is now termed "the tyranny of the majority" and is gener-

ally included among the evils which society must be on
its guard against.

Like other Tyrannies, the tyranny ot The majority was
at first and is still vulgarly held in dread chiefly as oper-

ating through the acts of the public authorities. But re-

flecting persons perceived that when society itself is

tyrant—society collectively its means of tyranny are not

restricted to the acts it may do through its political tune

tionaries.

Protection therefore against the tyranny of the magis-

trate is not enough, there needs to be protection against

the tyranny of the provuillng opinion, against the tendency
of society to Impose its own ideas and practices on those

who dissent from them; to fetter the development and if

possible to prevent the formation ot individuality, not in

harmony with its own.

There is a limit to the legitimate interference of col-

lective opinion with individual Independence and to find

that limit and to maintain it against encroachment is as

indispensible to a good condition ot human affairs as

protection against despotism The only purpose tor which
the power of government can be rightfullj exercised over

any member of a civilized community against his will, is

to prevent harm to others."

If a public man, a man of power should act or declare
for the wisdom of John Stuart Mill, ho would mayhap
for a time be decried as a puppet of tin- "interests."

He would be received by thinking people as a patriot

and a true democrat. II.- would ho followed by tin- great

mass of the people who are heartily sick of legislative in-

terference over their private wishes anil Ideas. We have
had such men and our hope is that wo will have more.

There are too many laws, too much so*cal]ed reform,
too much cry "down with the constitutional barriers"

that keep the fifty people from trampling on the forty-

nine.

It is refreshing to turn to the earlier judicial opinions
in California written by such men as Judges Temple.
MacFarland anil lie Haven. It is comforting in the ex-

treme to read that these men held Cast to the consti-

tution as the saving grace of a democracy How these

times have flown.

California today has. for example, abolished the appeal

in a criminal case. After the twelve devoted beer drink-

ers composing the average jury or when a weak or biased

judge has said "Guilty," till our well paid upper courts

can say is the familiar "We timl no substantia] error in

the record and the judgment is affirmed." What is meant
by substantial error is that the dofemlant would have to

have been in Africa, when the burglary was committed
in Oakland.

California, in lb'- van of so-called reform treats reputa-

tion, life and liberty lightly. The courts are no longer to

give relief or correct abuses of these great privileges.

They are maintained to reverse with all technicalities

matters c •ruing dollars', not men. Some of the judges
are not to blame. The blame Is to be attributed to the

people who followed the spasm that led to the adoption
of a vicious so-called constitutional amendment.
We cite this merely to show our readers that other laws

and other amendments and equally unfair and undemo-
cratic legislation will from time to time be proposed.

Voters must be on their guard. We are not to be in

San Francisco at the whim and mercy of everything that
is regarded by some as sinful. There are a number of
people who regard card playing, dancing and theatre-going
as sinful; they would prohibit these amusements. There
are others who would incorporate into our city and State
the Blue Laws of New England without the witch regula-
tions.

It is time for some giant to wax forth from his cave of
silence and let the world know that San Francisco is
San Francisco and intends to be San Francisco. That
the care free city is not to be treated as an idiotic de-
pendent. That the mass of San Franciscans and Califor-
nians have determined to take care of their own morals.
That we have just about decided that we will recall the
recall and reform the reform. We have the votes. Have

e the man?

SHASTA.

And thou wilt greet the ages yet to be

—

The past and future in one strong flight-
Forever mantled in celestial white.

Proud Shasta, emblem of purity!

Smoke From the Galley.

Police Commissioner Roche Is a motor enthusiast. He
drives a fierce-Arrow around the streets and a White
around the Hall of Justice

Bob I )uke is in favor of a closed season on the attorney
for the Game Commission. Does anyone blame him"

Charles Montgomery is a respected citizen who has de-

vote d much time and money to charity and prison reform.
Ho is a splendid type of citizen and has accomplished a

great deal of goovj. Mr. Montgomery, who is seventy years
of age. addressed a woman's meeting the other day in

behalf of Judge Weller. Mr. Montgomery was booed,
and cat-called. He was forced to retire. Evidently

reform and manners do not go together

"Colonel" Dennis M. Duffy is no more. Not that the

genial Denny has flown this dull fever tailed life. Indeed
no— he is actively engaged in looking for a perfumed
1 t Hut as a military man the Colonel is dead. It

happened at the Olympic Club bar the other night. Kid

Nelson asked why "they called Denny Colonel." Duffy,

with his usual modesty, did not reply. Ike Wertheimer.
to assist Duffy, said, "Well, till lawyers know how to

charge, so I guess Duffy is entitled to Colonel."

The San Francisco school children are surely being

shown some fine examples of reverence for old age. It is

a beautiful sight to see the sturdy Sallie Jones protecting

the aged Mr. Pratt from the wind and politicians. Colonel

Jim Towers is about as welcome as peace in the Balkans.

Governor Johnson believes in home rule in the Johnson
family as well as in Ireland. Exit Archie as a Champ.

Shipmate Billy Caitbu is -till hankering after that Police
Court Judgeship. Caubu is not losing any time and has

already started ins campaign.

Commencing with the March issue, subscription to the Main

Sheet will be one dollar per year.
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Shasta county's grand jury, in recommending that one

of the county's superior judgeships be abolished, would cut

off Judge Head, but won't shave Judge Barber.

The District Attorneys of the State have recommended
some laws to "make it easier to convict." It is most
reprehensible and we are surprised to learn that there

was not some among them who would protest. We are

inclined to think that too many judges and district attor-

neys pay more attention to the election returns than to law
and justice. When the reaction comes, as it surely will,

watch the fakirs run to cover. What we need is more
men and less politicians in office.

One of the worst abuses in this city is the speed with

which municipal motor vehicles operate. A plan to limit

them to 25 miles an hour was rejected by the Board of

Supervisors. The Board thought it best to wait until half

the people were killed. The law ought to be twenty-five

miles or twenty-five years.

The Rolph administration went into office under the

most favorable circumstances. Much good has been ac-

complished by it. However, the crisis whether we are to

have "San Francisco Gay" or "San Francisco Gloom" is

near at hand. The Sheep and the Goats must divide.

The administration must declare for the long hair or the
short hair. If it stands in the middle it will get bald.

It has lost some hair already.

Portola Festival Again. HURRAH!

Governor Johnson invented the recall and the Governor's
son Archie was thinking of invoking it on his dad for in-
terfering with his appearance 'in the Olympic Club tourna-
ment.

Some of the most learned and practical men in the State
were opposed to the recall of judges. Not so some of the
boxers in the recent Olympic milling.

Some of the damsels urging the recall of Judge Weller
take umbrage at the statement that the attempt will cost
$37,000. "What is that," they cry, "so long as we can get
our names in print?" A careful examination of the As-
sessor's rolls show that all the ladies together pay just
$7.15 taxes.

Why not put our schoolteachers on election boards as

precinct officers? This will solve the problem of the effort

to get all men to the polls.

A subscriber asks w;hat has become of the Examiner's
Committee of One Thousand. You might write Mayor
Rolph if he has given it out for publication.

Senator Brown's anti-fight bill contains a clause making
it a misdemeanor for any one to take, receive or accept
a ticket for a fight, boxing or sparring exhibition. If the

army of deadheads could be organized the Los Angeles
solon's bill would stand a mighty poor chance of passage.

A big New York publication has this to say of the recent

editions of "The Main Sheet": "'The Main Sheet,' newsi-

est publication in San Francisco, blossomed forth in a

beautiful color-cover recently." And "Tad" Dorgan. the

world's greatest cartoonist, writes: "Continue my sub-

scription to 'The Main Sheet' and permit me to doff my
.
tile to your clever publication. You look like the big
circulation, kids. Keep up the good work. I'll do my
share."

Ned Greenway was in Los Angeles recently and was
suffering from the cold. He went into a telegraph office
and handed the girl a message saying it was freezing in

Los Angeles and directing his valet to send him his heavy
coat forthwith. The girl read the message and said it

was a shame to say that about beautiful Los Angeles.
Dubb Greenway and the girl both got hot and so did the
wires with the message. While the Grape Merchant stood
shivering and waiting for his coat the thermometer was
flirting with Zero. SHU everybody that Ned met said it

was very warm. Ned says they are great liars In Los
Angeles, not boosters.

APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP IN INDOOR YACHT
CLUB.

E. O. McCormick. A. Macondray, J. E. Beaufort, A.
Koenigstein. Louis McLane. Arthur A. Knapp, A. Attell,
E M. Levin, Elb Dickinson. Richard Kipling, I. Harris,
Luigi Parente. Chas. M. Gallagher, W. C. Allis, O. C.
Bunster. Fred J. Gantner, Edward Dunand, Paul H. Bush,
John Pupaux, William H. Hicks Jr.. W. K. Stevenson, John
Mooney. Ives Cobb, Rudie H. Fischbeck. Jack Elerick, W.
H. James, Jack Davis, George Redmond. Captain Harry
O'Day, all of San Francisco.

Portland. Ore.—B. F. Dowell. Chief Engineer, P. F. D.,
and Thomas Fallon.
Truckee, Cal.—Benj. Klernan.
Los Angeles—William Curley. Los Angeles Herald.

ELECTED TO MEMBERSHIP IN INDOOR YACHT CLUB.

Wm. P. Wobber, Bode K. Smith, J. D. Rearden, Lucien
B. Johnson, Lee H. Landis. Ernest D. Simpson, .1. M.
Yount, Gerald Griffin. Harry P. Foley, .las. H. McCul-
lough, W. T. Bivins. Thos. Chapman. Al \Y. Brandt. Thos.
A. Cashin. Reuben C. Hill. Henry Huber. Fred J. Butler,
A. E. Anderson. Ed. Cunha. Edward Abrams, Walter
Abrams. Louis Schatz, I. G. Cohn, Jno. E. Cosgrove, J'. M.
Hockmuth, Lee Landis, H. T. Jones, Edwin C. Hammer,
Sid Pollard; J. O. Olwell. Medford. Ore.; R. H. Dunn. Win-
nemucca, Nev.; Clifford G. Cook and J. E. Weller. Fort
Bragg; Wm. Rodgers, Hongkong; William Bar. Paris;
Lieut. J. B. Howell, U. S. Navy.

Shipmate Lucien B. Johnson, formerly with Wetmore-Bowen
Co., is now selling Murom.
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DR. AKED IS A-KIDDING AGAIN!

Elbert Hubbard. I think, wrote "The hands that help are
better far than the lips that pray " If the good Doctor
would only read this into his diatribes and practice the
moral then, perhaps, he might be accepted seriously and
accorded at least the credit of common honesty. But no!
Whether we will or not. this Brobdingnagian reformer,
catering and pandering like the harlot of the street, in-

sists and persists in parading our sins and our vices to

'satisfy only the mental lust of those who crave hysterical
sensationalism and who hue to condemn what they fear

to condone and help. With a love born of two years' resi-

dence in our midst, accentuated Bomewhal by a ten
thousand dollar salary— with the kindly solicitude and for-

giveness that characterized his Puritan forebears—with
a devotion to duty that comes only to the few of the
Lord's appointed and anointed, Dr Aied has constituted
himself the self authorized custodian of the morals o(

this great city of ours and will reform, remold and re-

model us.

A week or so ago a meeting was held in the Pacific

Building of persons interested Id the suppression of vice

—

suppression not exploitation! Like rats that fear the day-
light the meeting was held behin I closed doors and pre-

sided over by that puerile, old mollycoddle, Harris Wein
stock. Some there were who came with an honest and
sincere desire to help, others only for publicity and noto-

riety. Dr. Aked opened the discussion and I >r Aked was
angry—Dr. Aked was hurt— his heart bled an 1 bis

was heavy and sore.

-] know Chicago and ,\.w York and Liverpool—a sea-
port town not unlike San Francisco I know London and
I know Paris veil. And 1 declare that you cannot find

in Chicago and New York, in Liverpool Or London or

Paris the sights of San Francism s nights! rlundn
thousands of young men and boys are surging through
those districts, going through those houses, onlj to see
the sights, the indecent exhibition of women and girls

—

you can't find that in Chicago or New Ymk nr anj Of the
cities I have named.'

And then Dr. Aked told oi what he could do might do
would do, if these conditions were imi changed. The
world should know our Bbame and San Francisco beet

a plague spot— a Stench in 'be nostrils of the righteous

—

a religious Sah.im banned, barred and untorgiveB.

A grey haired man. who has lived torn

midst, answered him. Rev. F W Clampett, pastor of

Trinity Episcopalian Church, rose t«. the defer
Francisco. In clear, concise and vigorous language he
denounced the denunciator and threw the lie in Ai

teeth. To those, who. lik-' myself, have known 1 >r Clam-
pett, with his quiet, unassuming lovable manner— to

those who have watched ami followed bini tor what lie is

and what he stands tor to those who do not know him,
must come an increased admiration and respect. We
glory in you Dr Clampett in your sn< pour
courage— in your manhood' Honor and respect pou
always had in this city of ours, and honor, love and re

spect you shall continue to have from San Francisco,
which you have not hesitated to defend, even from a cleri-

cal blackmailer!

The social problem is as old as the world — older than
the Bible itself. It existed in the days of Sodam and Go-
marrah and before. Prostitution was, is and will be It

has absorbed the study ami the time of the sociologist

Of every age and of every land. And toda\

seem to be as far from a solution of the prob-

lem as ever In an open letter to William R.

Hearst lor the "Bureau of Social Hygene of New
York." John D. Rockefeller Jr., after two years of

careful study, writes: "It is the hope of the bureau that

there may be devised a practical plan for dealing with
the social evil in New York City a plan which public

opinion can be brought to support." No one knows H.

facts better than Dr. Aked. No one knows better than he

that nothing can be accomplished by blatant sensation-
alism or sentimental hysteria—by criticism of public offi-

cials who are doing the best they can to cope with a
problem which is world-wide in its scope and which can
only be solved, if at all, by calm, deliberate, scientific,

constructive thought, study and legislation.

It is an awful thing, this trafficing in human souls and
bodies—this white plague, more ruinous, more devastating,
more destructive than all the ills that flesh is heir to.

And yet the men and women who barter and trade and
sell their all for the sake of gold are doing no more than
this same Dr. Aked, who so bitterly condemns. They are
prostituting their bodies for pecuniary profit—he is pros-

tituting the "House of God"—his calling and his creed
lor the same end. Traitor to the land that bore him, false

to the God. whom he swore to serve, disloyal already to

the city of his adoption, be stands the cynosure of con-
tempt—a religious mendicant—a thing unclean. And on
that great day when we must all appear to answer before
the Great Master of the Universe, I'll take my chance with
the Peters and the Pauls and the Mary Magdalenes to

hope again to hear those words— "Rise child—thy sins
have made thee whole"—than with the Akeds and
his ilk whom Christ scourged From the temple "My House
is a House of Prayer, but you have made it a den of

thieves."

3nt>oor

laci)t

Club

33anb

<£ugrnr #1. irt)v.

Our genial friend VI Levy, whose portrait ap-

through Ins Indefatigable efforts and
energy succeeded in organizing the members of the In-

r Yachl Club with musical accomplishments into a

band Tb ganization will be known as the Indoor

Yacht Club Band. It is composed exclusively of members
of the club and will he heard only at Chib functions. The
band will accompany the boys on the Sisson cruise,

concert will be given In the nave ol the Perrs Building

prior to departure and sacred music will he rendered

in the Public Square ol Sisson on the afternoon of Sunday.

February 16th. Lei as hope that the labors of the band-

master will he appreciated and that the harmony of the

tones of our hand will sirenlike lead us to new avenues

of pleasure and ol i<>>

The members ol the band are: Eugene M. Levy, man-
ager ami drum major; E. Laselle, leader; Leo W. Meyer.
-, ,

i tary; V. T. Garibaldi, librarian; tal.a, (', A, Harwell;

altos, L. .AI. Waite and F. Albrecht; trombones. H. Mallum
and E. M. Wright; baritone, G. Briggs; drums. Chet Allen

and L. K. Newrield; cornets, E. La Selle. G. Martin, R.

Merritt and F. H Conley; t larionetts. L. W. Meyer. E. C.

Dutton. S. Parker and G. H. Degener.
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Friday, February 14, 1913.

6:30 P. M. Assemble in front of Taits on O'Farrell

near Powell for Motor Parade via

Powell and Market Streets to Ferry

—

Band, fireworks, etc.

TRAIN LEAVES FERRY DEPOT, SAN FRANCISCO,

7:20 P. M., VIA SOUTHERN PACIFIC.

Leave Oakland Pier S : 00 P. M.

Leave Oakland, Sixteenth Street 8:10 P. II.

7:40 P. M. Dinner ready in diners—buffet bar and

observation car open.

9:00 P. M. Casino Tournament commences.

9:30 P. M. begins Theater

11:00 P. M.

Entertainment
Coach.

Willie Nelson greeting the cruisers.
Sensational motion pictures by Miles
Bros.

Concert in Observation Car.

Sailor Chorus; General Almon and
Company; Freddie Thau in special-
ties; Steve Douglas and Company,
musical turn.

12:00 midnight. Buffet Supper ready in Buffet-
Bar Car.

Drawing for prize of $ 1 00.00 in

Theatre Coach.
Daffydils and Club Songs by choir.

Wm

Toast to Our Absent Members.

Jimmy Hatton Paris

Eugene Corri London
"Tad" Dorgan, Bud Fisher, "Ike" Jno.

Dorgan, Charley Harvey. Rube Gold-

berg, Geo. "Honey" Evans. Nat Willis.

Richard Carle. Harry Cashman. Harry
Burchell and J. E. Britt New York
"Doc" John Day, Congressman Fred

Brittain Chicago

*£

ei£

«s£

«c£

Saturd

PLEASE don't lea

party with panoramic

6:30 to 9:00 A. M. I

9:00 A. 11.

10:00 A. II.

5

11:00 A. H. !

(

(

12:00 to2:00 P. II. 1

1:30 P. M. 1

<

2:ou 1>. II. I

t

2:30 P. M.
'

3:00 P. M. i

r,:00 P. II. i

5:30 P. M. I

6:00 to 8:00 P. II. 1

8:30 I'. II. I

1

SISS

Saturd:

STAGE ONDEH
Overture by Indoor
Song, Walter Bailey,

Rare animated plctui

Torredore ' >pera Troj

Boxing Acl Burli
i

I ollle . I, Y. c.

Modern Dances for |>

key Trot. Texas
'

Choruses bj the I. I
New Year's Eva

2:00 A. M. I>:iii.. .

Supper in Buffel Car.

7
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MIDWINTER OUTING
3RUARY 14, 15, 16, 1913
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15, 1913.

I DANA photos entire

Diners,

parade by citizens of

Shasta Springs,
kilns, skating.

;am v. Owls,
nnessy—Percy Dana.

iners.

00.00 prize in Theatre

ag, mountain climbins,

to McCloud River.

MeCloud.

libition.

itTet Car.

rs.

-Dance. Sisson Town

OUSE.

O'Clock.

)F SAM BERGER,
n.l

)y Steve Douglas

ngo. Bunny Hug, Tur-
il Plain :

II luding with a Frisco

«J*

tSgt

*&*

<£

Sunday, February 16, 1913.

6:30 to 9:00 A. M. Breakfast in Diners.

9:00 A. M. Excursion to Hatchery.

Sleigh ride.

10:00 A. M. Snow sports.

11:00 A. M. Tobogganing.

12:00 M. Bear Barbecue at Zick Abrams Lake.

Cpton.

2:00 P. M. Leave Upton for Sisson.

3:00 P. M. Indoor Baseball. Town Hall—Sisson
\s Olympics.

4:00 P. M. Street Parade. Major Eugene M. Levy

and I- Y. C. Band leading. Farewell

songs by the Company.

EM

5:15 P. M.

!' M.

6:00 P. M

6:15 P M.

P M

IP M

: p. M.

I P. M.

Leave Sisson for moonlight ride

through the beautiful Sacramento
Canyon. Stops will be made at points

ut interest.

Dinner in Dining Cars.

Arrive Shasta Springs.

Leave Shasta Springs.

Dunsmuir.

Dunsmuir.

Entertainment and Courl Martial Bur-

lesque in Theater (' h

i l by I Y C. Hand in Observa-

tion Car,

Living pictures par excellence by
vi

li i '.mis. in Theater Coai i

12:00 M. Arrive Redding,

Monday, February 17, 1013.

i 20 \ M Leave Redding.

\ M. Leave Red Blufl

V M. Arrive Oakland Mole.

^ P

«**£.

"<i \

>,/ &

fa
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Next Month's News

The following news will positively appear in the San

Francisco papers during March, 1913:

San Francisco Is Hell!

Doctor Charles E. Aked yesterday denounced San Fran-

cisco as the most wicked city in the world. He said Market

street was paved with brimstone and dotted by male and
female devils. m

The learned divine also said that He would not leave

San Francisco until he had cleaned it (financially) and
until the newspapers stopped noticing him.

Big Work Completed.

Harris D. H. Connick, the engineer with more initials

than brains, has just completed the $12,000,000 frog pond
for the Exposition. On inspection it has been found that

the pond will not hold water. Connick says it will make
no difference as the Fair officials can stock it with stuffed

frogs.
News for Fans.

Cal Ewing announced last night that he had sold all his

baseball stock 'to Finnigan. Cal says he does not know
Finnigan's first name or where he lives. A search for

Finnigan proved unavailing, but there seems no reason
to doubt Mr. Ewing's statement.

Pretty Vicountess Arrives.

With the arrival of the liner Hong Kong Tabu came
the Vicountess De Notoriety. The countess looked modish
in a smart German walking hat. The countess \yas for-

merly Miss Dynamite, daughter of a prominent I. W. \\". of

Indianapolis.
The Countess stated to one of our reporters that she did

not believe in love, marriage or divorce. That under no
circumstances should people raise children. "I love Amer-
ican women," said the Countess with a bewitching smile,

"but they wear too many clothes when swimming." The
Countess was the life of the party on the trip and in-

dulged in the tango until the wee small hours. The Cap-
tain says it was easier to steer the ship than the Countess.
The Countess would not make public her plans for the
present, other than to say that she would be the guest
of the James Griffins for several evenings.

Vicious Gambler Caught.

Three hundred and four patrolmen under secret orders
of Chief White raided the Commonwealth Club last even-
ing. The janitor was arrested and booked for gambling.
Two brooms one slop bucket, a bar of soap and four vol-

umes of Wordsworth were seized and booked as evidence.
The janitor was released by Judge Shortall on $1,000,000
bail. Captain Mooney when interviewed last night said
Chief White caused the arrests. Chief White said when
told of Mooney's statement that Mooney had forgotten
that Mooney had ordered White to cause the arrests.
The case came up for hearing before Judge Deasy today

and was dismissed for lack of evidence. Deasy held that
the janitor would have to be seen cleaning the floor before
he could be convicted of gambling.

After the case of the janitor was dismissed. Chief White
said: "What can the police do. We secure the evidence
but the courts will not convict. If we had Maxwell the
Nut prosecuting the case we would have won. We will
keep up the good work. We will stamp out janitors and
gambling. It is more important and far easier to catch
janitors cleaning floors than it is to catch yeggs, thugs
and buncomen. No man can dictate to me, but I always
do what I am told."

Fatally Hurt in Riot.

A riot that wrecked the rooms of the Robert and
Elizabeth Barret Browning Club and badly injured
William Bull, was quelled last night only after the arrival
of one hundred officers from the Central station. Mr.
Bull while addressing the meeting suggested that the Fair
Directors hold another banquet. Immediately confusion
reigned. Books, ink wells and satin pumps were thrown,
at Bull. Several women fainted and black eyes and
brcken noses were in abundance.

Bull was removed to the Central Emergency Hospital
for treatment and was at first thought to be suffering from
concussion of the brain. Medical examination later re-

vealed that he had no brain.

Efficiency Committee Finds Leak.

Startling disclosures of the waste of public funds was
made yesterday at the City Hall, after E. Z. Zion dis-

mounted from his bicycle. Zion said that the clerks and
stenographers in the office of the Board of Supervisors
used the city soap and towels at least twice a day. Zion
has been put to great expense and trouble in ascertaining
the leak, but finally found it. Zion is making an effort

to have the soap and towels removed at once. He says
the city employees get enough salary to buy their own
soap and towels. Zion today asked an appropriation of

$10,000 from the Finance Committee to stamp out this

evil.

THE I. V. C. WINTER CRUISE.

[ndbor Yachtmen Intending !• take pari In the winter
sports and members unable to take the trip are requested
tn assemble al John Tail Cafe Friday evening, Februarj
14th, mi 6:20 p. in. for the pun— ol taking part In an
tomobile parade to the Perry, vie Powell and Market

Automobiles will be furnished for ttiis purpose.
The parade will be led bj Major Bugene M. Levy and his
Indoor fachi Club Band, followed b3 auto truck for bag-
gage of excursionists and tor car containing n-ii Arc
and fireworks. Members kindly nMnhi I'm ,:i|ix u<v usr
in parade and trip from Berger's, .ii 50c each.

DIPLOMA HUNGARIA MEMBER
)IC SOCIETY OF CALIFOBN
ATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
IMISOPOOIBTS. STATE OF

DR. G. KOEIMIGSTEIN, D. S. C.
SURGEON CHIROPODIST
ALL INSTRUMENTS STIRiLiiCD

46 KEARNY STREET
301-302 Maskev Building

TELEPHONE DOUGLAS i
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THE CONSEQUENCES OF WINNING A JACKPOT.

New York, Jan. Js L91S

Dear Mr. Editor:

Just returned from Europe
and received your letter in

relation to the uplift you pro-

pose giving American le

and I would be glad to pul
my shoulders to the wheel
in this enterprise if it were
not for the fact that I am
simply over-bored in work
trying to retain my imposing
gothic girth.

time in the near fu-

ture when the press of busi-

v ea me elbow ri

will set you up some slight

I
nought that you

may exhibit to the dazzled
jaze Of my fellow "Native

Djru. Photo Sons." The fact that Mr.
Berger, he of the Bworded commercial intellect, is

your collaborator, is a bit depressing to me as the in-

vasion of art by capitalists has always brought about
styglan darkness, but nevertheless 1 hope that your finer

sensibilities will prove ;i counter-irritant to his be

baseness. To prove to you that I have weathered some
I want to tell you Indoor Sailors that 1 arrived

- relay on the Kaiserin August.- Victoria from Europe
after ten days at sea which I hope will lie deducted from
my future sojourn in purgatory.

No such storm lias been mustered together in the last

forty years, so with my usual luck I. who get seasti h

watching the leader of an orchestra, had to be on board.

For ten hours the wind blew 1 Hi miles an hour, breaking
the record, and also the Instruments tor measuring its

velocity. Thereafter, the captain kept it timed with his

whiskers, which, used to this sort of thing as they were,
also balked.

I had been feeling liberal from the start. Now I started

to give up things I really needed.
It was a maddening sea one that carromed off the dia-

phragm into tiie brain.
Lifeboats went by the board. Portholes crashed in

like eggshells, even the bridge, sixty feet above the normal
water line, awash.
How does this seem to you of craven stomachs Let

us ilraw over it the green curtain of nausea.
And for these several benefits, and for -being consci-

entious in saving his own life, » e tendered the captain
a gaudily -worded lestimonial.

Messrs. Evans and Sham m the gentlemen with

whom i had contracted to travel as rar as their money
lasted, were luckily in a cabin far irom mine, so it was
possible to bolt and chain my door and be sate from phys-

ical violence at least.

As I learned from a fat-jowled Steward, they blamed me
exclusively for their misery, and with some ground, for

be it remembered that tour weeks ago. here in New York,
we three had cascaded much glittering gold and vari-

colored poker checks into a jackpot with the understand-
ing that the winner would take the other two. as his

guests, as far as the money lasted.

I had won, and at this storm period had some velvet

remaining. And they, knowing they were about to die.

resented this. So to my troubled brain every commotion
I heard was either Evans and Shaughnessy or a rush to

the lifeboats—each equally terrible.

Others on this staggering and wind-dazed vessel may
blessed the calm that followed and the glow of the

tardy sun, but I had double reason for thanksgiving, and
even signed the testimonial to the captain, which drooled:

"We, the undersigned passengers o\ the Kaiserin Au-'
guste Victoria, desire to express to Captain Dempwolf
our very sincere appreciation for the masterly manner
in which this splendid ship was navigated during the hur-
ricane of .January in. 1912."

The signing of this seemed proper on the heel of the
tempest, but as safety began to become commonplace the
absurdity of this thing increased, for the good ship had
only been in the water at rare intervals, and to all intents
and purposes w^as about as subject to masterly handling
as the Johnstown flood.

Nevertheless the passengers must testify to the grati-

tude that filled them— they were surely empty of all else
iid their names rushed on to paper.

Every one was thankful, especially those who had em-
barked full of German cooking.

\ programme, disguised as an entertainment, was got-
h[i up as a sort of "noodle" garnish to the greasy presen-
ter Ion dish..

Heir M. V. Testa, a German actor, recited in his native
tongue, which sounded like the recent storm and the in-

ition which accompanied it. In fact, it was most
vivid and disgusting. I have since learned it was a love
lyric.

Mr. Evans had volunteered to oblige on the accordion,
bill was so moved by i he actor that he retired to the
<i 'l., where he was later found leaning over the rail.

nled any weakness, however, and pretended to be
Simply looking for the tire escape.

Mr. W. Bourke Cockran made a thirty-second oration,

which took half an hour, in which he heartily commended
the Captain for still being among us, for his self-sacrifice

in not deserting the ship, lor his love of humanity in not
making his wife a widow and his children orphans, while
over Ms fringe of whiskers the Captain beamed like the
-mi on an ad. for a shoe polish.

It was all very serious— but what's the difference; we're
home, and things look better for the trip, which is as
feeble a boost as ever was handed friendly old New York.

Your pal. WILSON MIZNER.

Black
AND

White
SCOTCH WHISKY

THE

HIGHEST STANDARD OF QUALITY

ALEX. D. SHAW & CO.

EDWIN C. HAMMER, MGR.

AGENT PACIFIC COAST
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PERSONALITY IN VAUDEVILLE.

By Walter Anthony.

• Of all the reasons for going to a vaudeville show the

most important is the desire to see a personality. Folks

flock to get a squint at Elbert Hubbard, though without

doubt he is the worst monolo'gist extant. The show girls of

Broadway have taken to shooting up "friends" for the

notoriety the exploit yields, after which an enterprising

showman books them over the vaudeville circuits and bills

them as the "Gun Girls." If the newspapers would only

give Luther Burbank just a little more publicity he would
be a great card for vaudeville—making an odorless onion

or a digestible rarebit for instance. Think what an attrac-

tion Roosevelt would have been a few months ago; the

success of Carrie Nation would have been instant had she

elected to smash vaudeville records instead of perfectly

fine mirrors.

No class of enterprising young men attract quite so

much publicity as boxers. This is because the world is

yet vigorous and youthful enough to crowd an arena and
flee from peace councils. It is a poor champion who isn't

eligible, after a gory go, to advance the cause of theatrical

art by "accepting" a few months on the circuit, there to

excite the admiration that goes freely to victors.

But it sometimes happens that a stranger in vaudeville,

lured thither by the salary and the publicity gained in some
other line cf endeavor, surprises the world by "making
good" as a stage star. In that case, he is invariably han-

dicapped by his previous fame.
Suppose, for instance, that Roosevelt should succumb

to the offers of Martin Beck, Sullivan and Considine or
Alexander Pantages, and make a smashing hit as a come-
dian—which isn't at all impossible—the time might come
when he'd say to the interviewer:

"In speaking of me, please don't refer to my past. Don't
mention the unfortunate fact that I was once President."

Lily Langtry as a capable actress has a hard time to

make the public recognize the fact and forget that she was,
in the '80's, the greatest beauty at large in a susceptible
world; and as for Sarah Bernhardt, she will be tottering
through "Tosca" for our grandchildren.
There are two notables coming to Sid Grauman's home

of vaudeville soon who are trying to shine legitimately in

the new light of theatrical achievement. James J. Corbett,
pride of Mars and Olympia, is one, and Jimmy Britt, dapper
and game, is the other. Both have left boxing, but not
struggling, behind them, and both seek with difficulty to

elude the fame of the past.

When Corbett was here in 1908 he told me how hard
it was to make the world forget a champion. The critics

everywhere gave him credit for being a very superior
light comedian. Tom, his brother, told me that Drew had
nothing on Jim, as a player, but that Broadway refused to

forget the fact that the redoubtable gentleman had once
whipped the greatest Roman of them all—Sullivan, the
ogre cf his age.

Corbett, indeed, has cause to be proud of his successes
on the stage and if he comes over the vaudeville circuit in-

stead of appearing in a legitimate play it is because the
light of other days makes it difficult for the public to accept
him in any role other than that of James J. Corbett. When
he played "Cashel Byron's Profession" in London it was
easier for him to succeed, because famous as he was in
England as a boxer, he "was less known there in that
capacity than in his homeland and could easier hide his
identity under that of a stage characterization. Thus
he justified the judgment of George Bernard Shaw,
author of the play, who selected him for the role of the
hero. Corbett made good with emphasis in London.
He has a nice sense of humor, a graceful stage
presence—which means, among other things, that he is

still light on his feet—and dramatic intelligence far be-
yond that of the majority of stage celebrities. He ap-

pears at the Empress shortly in a little comedy and that
he will be greeted by a host of old-time friends is as cer-

tain as that he will make new admirers for his achieve-
ments who were not old enough to have placed a small
bet at fabulous odds on the lad that chased Sullivan
around New Orleans.

Britt is another who has developed unexpected theat-
rical gifts of comedy. His monologue at the Empress
a year and a half ago, gave everybody in the house, as
he used to give other audiences, "a fine run for their
money."
About the time that Britt appears at Sid Grauman's

.house, John L. Sullivan comes to ths Pantages.
Sullivan makes no pretense at being a Thespian star.

but goes his way telling stories from the glorious past,
living it all over again, and pleasing all those who appre-
ciate the difficulties confronting a game boxer in a new
kind of battle.

Corbett tells a story of his early career in vaudeville.
It was about twelve years ago when, with a thirty weeks'
contract in his pocket he headed for the tank towns to try
his comedy on the dog. Vaudeville was new to the Rubes
of twelve years ago.

"I struck a town I never heard of before." says Corbett.
"and walked up Main street to see the pastoral sights.
The burg was plastered with 'Quo Vadis' billing. Hen
Hur' was playing twentv miles away and the citizens
were urged in 'two sheet' displays to take the long jour-
ney. There were also some 'stands' announcing 'Vaude-
ville.' Two bucolic gentlemen, whose hoots were splashed
with milk, stood before the sign and chewed the cud of
reflection. 'Are you goin' to the oprey house tonight?'
said A. Rube.
"What's the show?' replied B. Rube.
"'Vaudeville.' said the other with an original pronun-

ciation.

"'Nope.' said his friend. "I'm not a goin'.'

"Why not?'
" Aw. hell, I've read the hook."

RECALL OF JUDGE WELLER.

"The Main Sheet" lias always opposed the recall. It

pointed out the dangers of this measure long before it was
adopted. "The Main Sheet" has no reason to believe that
the recall is not a riotous measure which will do far more
harm than good. We have remined our readers time and
again that the tyranny of the majority is as bad as any
other tyranny. So Is the corruption of the majority.
The present agitation to recall .Judt;r WVller is a sample

of what may be done by the recall. Weller has been a
good Pclice Judge, lie has held men to answer without a
brass band and has dismissed men without tears. It is

true, he has kept out of the press. This seems to be his
failing.

The charges against Judge Weller are not sufficient
to recall him. If it was charged that he was either corrupt
or incompetent, a different case would be before the people.
We feel that the sane voters will be in the majority and
Weller retained. The tax-payers should not relish a $10,000
election every time some "club women" wish to rush into
print.

KRUG Private Cuvee
That's the beverage for me

H. F. SAWDERS A. J. SCWJLER

DEL MONTE AUTO RENTAL CO.

SUTTER 215 HOME C-6666

TOURING CARS AND TAX1CABS
OFFICE. 105 POWFXL STREET. SAN FRANCISCO
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SAN FRANCISCO HAS BOTTLED HERSELF UP.

It Is Up to the Authorities to Find a Way to Get to the
Exposition.

A gentleman largely interested in the securities of the
I'niteil Railroads, but not connected with its management,
recently remarked that the street railroad laws of this
city were the worst in the I'nited States, and that by thi

defeat of charter amendment No. 34 at the recent election
San Francisco had simply "bottled herself up." As in-

terested in tbe tJnited Railroads, he was glad that the
amendment was defeated, for he did not believe thai
dollar could be got to build railroads in this city under
conditions which permitted the people to take them over
after five years.
That statement was true. With the exception of the

Parkside mad and one or two small extensions, Imilt by
the people themselves by subscription, hardly a mill
new track has been built for the last Bve years, while
hundreds of miles of new electric roads outside our limits.
built during that time, have opened up new territory
the benefit oi other cities.

Nobody will put a dollar into street railroads in this
city under our present charter requirements, ami it will
be two years before any new charter amendment can be

tted—and 1915 before a legislature could ratit] it

What is to become of the expos! inst the > >i

dent desire of an enormous majority of our people and
the advice of i id men to place the exposl
where transportation facilities were best, it was located
on the north beach.

That site is tint only now inaccessible to any consider
able number <>i people at one time, but it cannot be made
accessible except by heavy expenditures in tunneling
the construction and equipment of raili

Who is going i" do it? The Exposition Companj has
no money with which to build railroads. Anil if it could
build them, or it the city or am one else Bhould build
them who would equip an them? The United
Railroads authorities say that they would have nothing to
cin with them, for it requires all the money they can get
to equip and operate the lines where they have Iranch
and must operate.
They cannot divert their cars ii their regular runs

to serve the exposition, nor would the people on their lines

permit it.

Who would equip a road where they had no franchise
with costly cars for which there would be no
ten months?
What are we going to do about it'.' What can we do?
The exposition directors are face to face with th<

lent f»f conveying the multitudes to ti xposttion grounds
and can see no solution.

Without ample transportation facilities to the exposi-
tion grounds our great exposition would be a monumental
failure.

The directors will prepare the exposition, but it is up
to the city authorities to find means of getting the people
to it.

And the problem is imminent. Even now few of those
who desire to visit the grounds can do so. As more
workmen are employed it will be an impossibility to trans-
port them.
And it takes time to prepare plans, to provide capital,

to build roads, to secure equipment. We need the roads
now. and no one is lifting a finger. What possibility

there "f transporting the multitudes during the exposition
year?
We have stated the situation. We have not exaggerated

It is precis* I > have set forth. The success of the
exposition is in danger. The directors see no way out
'.Hon of some kind must be had and had now.
Under our present charter nut a dollar will be invested

to build, equip or operate roads to connect the exposition
grounds with nut present street railroad system.

It is up to the authorities t,, devise a plan to meet the
situation, ami t,, do it now. It should lie obvious to all

that immediate action is essential.

(granti Buffet
35 flfto jHontgonim' 5>t.

•Opposite palace liotcl

K. .1. < '. >n u

REILLY BROS, and GENE RATTO
Phone SUTTER 3885

CARRIES

WHITE ROCK
EL BART GIN

WILSON WHISKEY
175 O'FARRELL ST.

Dana, Foto

Majestic Mount Shasta, in isolated grandeur, rises 14,000 feet from the level of the sea, dominating the

landscape during many hours of travel with its silver-crowned serenity.
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BITS FROM BROADWAY.

NEW YORK, January 30, 1913.

What has happened to my copies of "The Main Sheet"?

You have no idea what the receipt of that clever little

paper means to a poor Californian stranded on the great

desert which stretches from 23rd to 49th street, along Broad-

way. (Neither have I, for I have yet to receive a copy

since my arrival in this man's town.) Won't you arrange to

have a back file of the last three or four numbers sent to

me at the Friars Club?
Broadway is certainly chortling at Market street these

days. Imagine you poor geezers having blizzards and icy-

winds and frost, while little eld New York is basking in the

most remarkable weather of her history—weather in which
B. V. D.'s are the only comfortable things to wear—and
they more for decency's sake than for warmth. I would
have enjoyed seeing some of you poor cold-blooded pin-

ochle players hovering in the steam-room of the Sultan

Baths trying to keep warm! It would have been an edu-

cation.

The "expatriates" are all seemingly well and prosperous.

Joimes Edward Britticus, fresh frcm a successful campaign
in England, Scotland, Wales and Jersey City, bumped into

me on Lobster Boulevard the other afternoon, looking like

ready money. "Big Frank" Thompson, the baby barytone,
waddled in last week prepared to give the Keith patrons

a treat. Frank grabbed a try-out before he had been in

town twenty-four hours, and bids fair to become the big

noise on Broadway before the robins nest again. He is

there with the voice and patter every second cf the time,

you know, and his size makes an awful hit with the

U. B. O.
Thompson and I took in the Cross-Rivers contest from

seats right under the lee of the ropes last Tuesday night.

Cross put up one of the greatest battles cf his career and
gave the Mexican a merry argument—but Joe handed him
an awful lacing in the last two rounds and only needed
about thirty seconds more to finish his man. Like many
of the good old jockies at Emeryville, he made his move
a trifle too late. There was a great pack at the Manhattan
Casino and half the ticket-holders could not get it. And
then they say the fight game is not papular.
One thing I must mention about Broadway: Since I have

been here—about three months—I have yet to hear one dis-

paraging word about San Francisco or the Pacific Slope.
Nothing but words of enthusiastic praise from those who
have been there and expressions of "h^pe-to-go" stuff from
those who haven't. According to the New York idea, there
is no place west of New Yrork hut " 'FRISCO"—and you
can't get them to say anything hut 'Frisco to save your
life. The ether night, at a Friars Club dinner, a bunch of

Coast entertainers sang "Dear Old 'Frisco Town," and they
had to sound a riot call to restore order! The cheers and
applause lasted longer than they did in Chicago when
Roosevelt nominated himself to lead the Digressives into
battle.

Charlie Muehlman was here last Week, looking for some
new stuff for Kolb and Dill, and we helped him to have a
good time—at least, he said so.

We often get off into a corner, we poor expatriated ones,
and talk about the dear old bunch at the I. Y. C, and spec-
ulate on what you all are doing. Wonder if your ears
tingle when G-il Boag, for instance, starts telling a bunch
of Friars about the trip he had to the Coast?
Anyway, be good.

Shipmately always,
EDDIE BURROWS.

THRIFT.

There is a persistent rumor that Jesse B. Cook will re-

sign from the Police Commission. It is rumored also that
Mayor Rolph will shed no tears in accepting the resigna-
tion. Cook has not mixed well. He is not the type of either
Commissioners Rcche or Woods. He has too many pets
and enemies in the department to make good Commis-
sioner.

Cook has long been a feeder at the public crib and the

Mayor might possibly be able to find a man equally h;nest
to fill the job. Cook draws a pension of $70 or there-

abouts from the city each month as a retired police ser-

geant. He also gets a hundred a month frcm the city as a

Police Commissioner. Despite the fact that he is physically

unfit to be a police officer, he holds a lucrative job with
one of our largest banks as manager of the safe deposit

vault. He is employed by the bank en the theory that

when you can no longer work for the city you can for the

bank. Banks always employ so many physically disabled

men to guard their millions.

When the Mayor was about tD appoint Cook he .inquired

of Percy long if he could appoint a man in spite of the char-

ter provision that no man can hold two jobs. Percy bucked
at first, but finally hurdled it. Percy is some legal athlete,

having run from San Francisco to Washington several

times for nothing, so he still retains his amateur standing.

OLYMPIC CLUB.

Encouraged by the success of the tournament just con-

cluded the Olympic Club has arranged another series of

games of indoor baseball which commenced in the gym-
nasium on Thursday evening. January 30, and will con-
tinue for several weeks. Four teams have been organized
to take part in the series and President Humphrey has
offered prizes to those finishing al the bead of the per-

centage table.

Games will be played on Tuesday and Thursday even-
ings.

The schedule for the next few weeks has been an-

nounced as follows:

Tuesday, February 11— Red Sun vs. Pirates
Thursday, February 14—While Sox vs. Cubs.
Tuesday, February 18— Pirates \s. Cubs.
The following players will make up the playing strength

of the lour teams:

Red Sox— Cubs
' : Irich Ma honey
Vsh Condon
swanton ECorbel
Watson '

'
' I'Kane

Kennedy Grllit
P.lppon Hoo i

Svetnich Lew is
i anaugh Flynn
Grifnn Con
Scotl Long
Bond emann
Maris, li I.unt

Lamont

rii ati - White s..\
I iwens '

' Ka ne, Franb
I vancovli h Ja mea
I'm ran I lass
Costello Lyona
Cereghlno Muni
Trowbridge Sharp
M< Mlllan M. i.

Bwlng Gnllagher
Ellioti MlHi i

Larzelori
i : lal

Covert Phillips
Monahon w .nn... i.

On January L'lih the tubers of the 0. C. saw their

first night of glove sport in their new I and as the
bouts arranged between the best amateurs on the Coast
were snappy and spectacular, the Olympians seemed to

enjoy a most exciting evening. The accommodations
proved ample for the large crowd, and a complimentary
word of praise is coining to the architects or C mmittee
who fashioned the ring for the boxers at the big Post-
street establishment The padding was perfect, and the
ropes padded with rubber tubing in a manner which made
it impossible for a boxer to be scarred or scratched from
contact with them.
The big event was between Bob McAllister and Tad

Darbyshire, McAllister showing all kinds of class, although
he looked more like a welter, than a heavyweight Bob
won his bout with ease and the writer predicts a bril-

liant future for him in even the professional ranks.

Remember that

Cresta Blanca Wines
Are the STANDARD WINES of California

Try a Bottle of CRESTA BLANCA SPARKLING
Equal to the Imported
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OMAR, OLD BOY
will lay a nice

packy snow ball

on your ear at

Mount Shasta,
February 16th.

* ^~ "For I'm a royal

5 3! "I'm the Boy!"

B- ** "The Gladsome Guy. that put the OY In

g' >S lay!"

i.

"

"Omar Khayyam, of ant tent Htoh Brjiv

n -^ fame."
' The Omar Cigarette ndtv bears my name.

'

< •< •*

Beautiful illustrated booklet

containing several modern

adventures of Omar Khay-

yam, sent free upon request.

THI: AMIRICAN
TOBACCO COM PAM

otUK DEPARTMENT
III Filth Avenue. Hew York Clly

"In a Class by Itself"

Polk

Best Food and Finest Service in the City

Table D' Hote ard A La Carte

VOCAL AND INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC SUNDAYS

BANQUET HALLS FOR

WEDDINGS AND PARTIES

William L. Crayton,

one o( the rounders of

the I. Y. C is now

Chief Outside Sales-

man for Harry J.

Moore Furniture Co.

Bill may be seen

around town daily in

his big new motor-car

hustling business for

his enterprising em-

ployers. More power

to you "Bunny"

Dana Foto

C. W. Shatv R. H. Fischbeck

^tsrijuTcVa
San Francisco

Phone Sutter 3t>29 844 Market Street

I am a power for great good if you do

not abuse my use.

In cases of need— I do my work well.

I am a builder up of health and strength

—in the hospital or in the home.

For the invalid or the convalescent

—

for the tired or overworked I offer a

great help.

A little of me goes a long way.

I have been among you for three

generations.

I'm known as Cyrus Noble throughout the world.
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"Wear a BENJAMIN
99

The Clothes of a Gentleman

SPRING MODEL
BENJAMINS

ARE ARRIVING DAILY

Priced $ 1 8, $20, $25, $30, $35

Sincerity is the key note of the Benjamin

production. A Benjamin Suit or Overcoat

stands for all that is sincere in fabric, make

and durability.

Remember, our guarantee as well as that of

the maker backs up every garment we sell.

Market St. BERQERS East of Powell

Indoor Sailors may obtain Caps for Cruise at Bergers, 50c.

101



PORTOLA FESTIVAL 1913 - Oct. 13-19, San Francisco's Carnival Week

%e Main Meet
Vol. Three San Francisco, March 8, 1913. No. Three

A~r> NOSE

t

M C0R8ETT A*c

WHEN THE MAIN SHEET HITS BROADWAY Sy TAD

ATTENTION, INDOOR YACHTSMEN!
Don't fix your vacation period until you ascertain what the I. Y. C.

Summer Committee has to offer.

Maybe a ten-day cruise in a palatial steamer during August.
Whatever the Committee's decision is will be well worth ycur consideration

Full particular* In the next luue o/ the Main Sheet
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Being The Modem Advemurn o! Omar Khayyam, ifie Cre»i r*nian
Philoiopher, »ho« Poelry on (lie }*y ol Lilt mail* hi* F»mc F.irmal

ADVENTURE 1

Omar Khayyam Drops In on Powell Street

Old Pegasus back from Olympus brought
.Omar Khayyam, that Ancient Persian Sport,

And dropped him in on POWELL WAY. "Pipe the Turk,"
The Crowd yelled, "He's some Circus Aeronaut."

"You've got me Wrong", cried Omar, "I'm the Boy!
"The Gladsome Guy, that put the OY in Joy!"

"Omar Khayyam, of ancient High-Brow Fame.
"The Omar Cigarette now bears my Name."

OMAR, the new Turkish blend cigarette of
exceptional quality—"like the word of a gentleman"

2(M5<t
Remember that

Cresta Blanca Wines
Are the STANDARD WINES of California

Try a Bottle of CRESTA BLANCA SPARKLING
Equal to the Imported

VtlLFIRD J. CIRARD
President

STANLEY J. CIRARD
Secretary and Manaaer

GIRARD'S
CRILL

AND

Oyster Parlor
a3*r ft5*

Oysters, Terrapin, Crab Stew, Steaks,

Chops, Oyster Loaves.

UNION SQUARE AVE.
Phone Douglas 3454 San Francisco. Cal.

1

3

4

DANA
PERCY DANA

Official Photographer of

the Indoor Yacht Club.

Fotos
344 Kearny St.. S. F.

THE CLIFF HOUSE
The only resort of its kind in the World

Unsurpassed Cusine

BREAKFAST - LUNCHEON - DINNER
A'la Carte Service

TABLE d" HOTE FISH DINNER
SERVED FRIDAY

Vocal and Instrumental Entertainment

Dancing in Ballroom every evening

Terrace open to the public free of charge

Under the management of ROY CARRUTHERS
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THE SLIDE ON THE SLOPE OF MOUNT SHASTA

wear a "BENJAMIN NORFOLK"
The Clothes of a Gentleman

The EASE
The COMFORT
The STYLE

of a Benjamin Norfolk Suit

"Stands Out" in a crowd

Priced: $18, $20, $25, $30

MARKET STREET BERGER'S EAST OF POWELL
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IN ERIN.

There's a woman o'er the water, boy.

A-thinldn" on this day
About her lad. her own heart's joy.

"Who's here to fight his way;
She kissed you when you started out.

Those many years ago;

She hugged you. then she turned about

To hide her load of woe.

She has wept for very joy. my lad.

Whene'er your letters came;

She's prayed to shield you from all bad.

To never smirch your name.

And though you may not see her more.

She'll die a-blessing you, '

And pray that on the Other Shore

She'll greet you pure and true.

So while you're marching out all proud.

On tins St. Patrick's Day,

And while the cheers are ringing loud

For the Grand Young U. S. A.

—

Don't forget that feeble figure dear,

Who's in the Emerald Isle;

In spirit she is with you here

—

She's your mother, you're her child.

ERIN'S SONS HAVE BEEN POTENT FORCES IN MANY
LINES FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE NATION.

Out of Europe, for more than two centuries, there have

been flowing streams cf humanity, always hastening, like

the affluents of some mighty river, toward the west. And
for more than one century, at least, those who earliest

found their place in this once-welcoming continent have
been staring with open "or covert contempt at those who
have followed them.

Until now, when cur national intelligence has broadened
beyond the purblind narrow vision that could see in an
immigrant only his ignorance, his poverty and the uncouth-

ness which, in the land he has deserted, may be the best,

approved mode of living for people of his class.

We are looking at the essentials now—at the brain and
the brawn, the health and the courage; at the race, the na-

tional history, the adaptiveness—of all this raw material

for citizenry. These latest comers are reaping the fruits

of the lessons we have learned while seeing their fore-

runners emerge from the poverty and want that made
them reproaches in our eyes and by their own inherent
strength rise to the full level of American skill, energy
and—what has always been their conspicuous trait—pat-

riotism.

No single stream that trickled first and then came in

flood had to fight its way more hardily here than the im-
migrants who hailed from Ireland; and if one were to cast
everywhere to find immigrants and their descendants who
have most potently wrought for the development of the
nation, he would see none more numerous, more strong
and—final verdict of the land of their adoption—more re-

spected than those very Irish.

The United States for them, owes England a debt which
neither nation may ever acknowledge; but the time is not
far away when England seems fated to realize the enormity
of her loss and the vastness of America's gain.

VERY MUCH SO.

"So Bill has gone into real estate, eh?"
"Yes, we buried him last week."—St. Louis Post-Dis-

patch.

ST. FRANCIS IMPORTATION CO.
350 Geary Street

WINES AND LIQUORS AT RETAIL
FINEST GOODS - LOWEST PRICES

PROMPT DELIVERIES

THE ETERNAL FEMININE AND THE WELLER RECALL

"A woman moved is like a fountain troubled:

Muddy, ill-seeming, thick, bereft of beauty."

So said Shakespeare in "Taming of the Shrew." With
what a prophetic eye he must have looked upon these
woman movements of this day!
There is a vast difference between the knowledge that

conies from years of reading and wisdom that flows from
ages of experience. Woman seems proud that she has
learned so much—man is humble that he knows no more.
It is not cause for criticism that the world has produced
no female Phidias, Tacitus. Plato. Cicero or Euripides. In
time, yes, the female philosopher may appear. And she
may run the government in the days to come, but not
row, my son. Our own mother is an example of this
political infirmity. She may solve any problem in calculus,
but Flie will never know "Why is a poundkceper."
To be endeared to herself and see her name in print, one

type of womanhood will make it no conscience to destroy
a king, or a premier's country home, or BQjne one else's
mail. Justice and tolerance and mercy are all subordi-
nated to her demand for prominence.
The other type—thank goodness she is in the majority

—

is fair and reasonable; an appeal can be made to her con-
science and her honor, to her sense of right and wrong.
The Weller Recall is the most recent example Of the

unreasoning mi li spirit that prevails is one of the type. It

h n d its inspiration in the ii< sire of some dowager dames to

attract attention to themselves; ii was augmented by a few
old women in male altiio (breeches, perhaps), and catered
to by the nickel-loving newspapers,
Wbal is this Weller fues about?
A man was arrested for a felony—whal difference does

it make as to the character of the felony; they are all
bailable offenses, except 'der. Bail was fixed by one
judge al the sum of $3000. The defendant was unable to
raise thai ; lunl and application was made to Judge
Weller in reduce tie- bail to an amount thai could be fur-

nished by him.
Judge WeHcr beard the representations of the defend-

ant's counsel that the accused was a man of family, re
filing and engaged In business In ibis city, and. very
properly, reduced his bail lo an .-11111111111 commensurate
with li

! s means,
Whal is wrong about this action? Is any corrupt or im-

proper motive charged or insinuated?
II was the duty of Judge Weller I" lix ball, as H would

have been the duly of any other judge of either the Supe-
rior or Police Courl The objeel of "bail" is to obtain the
release fiom jail of 8 person accused ol crime, and it is
only made in such an amount as will reasonably seem''
his attendance for trial. The amounl ol bail is lefl to the -

wisdom of the court, n is nol based upon the nature of
the crime, but upon the conditii the prisoner, h
far graver offense againsl society to demand excessive
1 1 prohibitive bail than l| is to be charged with the offense
upon which release on ball Is sought
Some of ih° women concerned- in this movement have

•erne to a realization of n.e injustice of their attack upon
Weller. Mrs. Alice Besl is a notable case. Bui many
others lather than surrender the niche in the newspaper
allotted to (hem. say "We are dissatisfied with the con-
duct of the Police Courts generally, and Judge Wi Her must
lie the victim.

Yes. the women who don't seek notoriety are lair. They
will consider all phases of any matter presented to them;
they will learn that no rational, reasonable excuse exists
I r the present recall of Judge Weller. They will conserve
their husbands' their own and the city's finances by voting
against this recall and not impose upon themselves the
burden of a $40,000 expense for another recall election.

If there is any merit in the charges against Judge Wel-
ler an ample remedy is provided by Section IS. Article
XVI. of the Charter, which gives the Mayor power to re-
move any elected officer "for cause."

If they had a valid case against the Judge, why not have
presented their charges to the Mayor? Is it because such
a method would not lead along the path of notoriety''
Judge for yourself.
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THE INDOOR YACHT CLUB ADVERTISING
CALIFORNIA.

From the San Francisco Call.

Every winter Easterners by the thousand come to Cali-

fornia to avoid the snow and rigors of their native dim >

What do Californians do? Do we, out of business hours.

Btay under our sunshades anil in our bathing suits. lolling

in February dolee far niente, picking those oranges which
escaped the January accident, basking in the perpetual full

moonlight twenty-eight nights in the month?
No, not at all.

We leave our balmy anil aeeustumed California to the

Easterner for the weekend and skip to the exotic California
of the Sierras, the Calii'oniia at the 6000-foot elevation.

where there is snow, skis, ice, toboggans, skating, sleigh-

ing, snowballs, snowsheds. snowplows, snowmen; where
the cows give ice cream and the brooks run water ice,

California being a confectionery country, no matter where
you go.

The railroads are as busy hauling the tanned denizens
of the valleys and coast line into the Sierras, from Sisson
to Yosemite, as they are in hauling frost-bitten Bostonlans
into Pasadena. Santa Harbara, San Diego and San Fran-
cisco. The Indoor Yacht Club went to Sission the other
day. Its members were seeking the snow. For five

past the organization has made these annual pilgrimages
to Snowland. Its cruises have attracted world-wide atten
tion.

It is what you haven't that appeals. The novelty of

snow to the average Californlan makes winter tourist

and will, in time. m:il:,- ol Sisson and Truck' i

nent winter resorts as Santa Barbara and Ps Irieft)

and chastely expressed. California "gets i and

I. Y. C. WINTER CRUISE.

A Word of Thanks.

When our committee of arrangements c posed "i

Brothers Moe altmayer ami Joe Watts retur I a month
or so ago and reported at the clubroom of the splendid
enthusiasm of the citizens ol Sisson. their unselfish hos-
pitality and the beauty of their i

Professor Fernandez in moving that tin- report be laid

upon the table, was beard to murmur: "Cum grano Balls."

And so. to he frank, were we ill somewhat skeptical as to

the character of our reception at the hands of the mi
Siskiyou, John Hergel couldn't see Sisson at all. II"

said .. a goo,

I

there. Well, anyhow, Skipper Hennessey brougbl
into port. The greeting that we received upon dl

ing exceeded our fondesi antlcipatloi red at the
station was the entire population of the little town on
our left were the towering and forbidding Black Unites.
and on our right tin- mighty Shasta, with its eternal st.

sparkling in tie- BUnli ami
hut Bill Almon and Con i rtosenfl'eld

joined the I I in om the train. The Sisson
committee, headed by Mayor Kuek and i 1 has-

tened to greet us, and in an eloquent address, full ol

and humor, Mr. liaise, the orator of the occasion, pres' I

the club with thi the city. And then we were es-
'I to tie- slide and to the toboggans and given ct

blanche for a reign of fun. Too much cannot lie said in

grateful remembrance of ti the i Itizens of
Sisson. They seemed to have laid aside all tie

in their efforts to make our stay a pi And we
only hope that in their appreciation of the splendid enter-
tainment furnished Saturday evening by our vaudevillians
they found some small meed ensation for their

trouble. The memory of the few hours passed by the In-

door mariners with the good and generous people of Sisson
shall always be a pleasant one. and our cruise Df 1913 "ill

ever mark an epoch in the annals of our organization.

PERFORMING THE DUTIES OF A PULLMAN PORTER.
Being the Observations of Eddie Healey. Disguised as a

Colorado Madura on the Indoor Yacht Club

Special Train to Sisson.

Tlie porter in my car said "he never in all his twenty-
three years of railroading saw such a jolly trainload of
good, congenial Caucasians pull out of any man's town,
with such a mighty tine equipped train."

Killing our talkative session this Colorado Madura chap
was receiving tips right and left from the hearty crew.
This :;ni' me an idea in get some dough, as the , ards I

helil tin night before made my bank roll look for a hos-
. and when those fellows refused to announce my num-

ber, alter tiie various lottery drawings, I was financially de-
serted: so my only "out" was to do a Dorothy Russell
stunt— mingle with the blacks and surround some of those
tips So I applied for work as a Black and White porter
on that great De Luxe special.

After I had my makeup on I immediately got acquainted
with the crew, and found the glooms as scarce as John
Tail's hair. The first bell I answered was none other
than genial Louis Metzger. "Hid you ring, sir'' said I.

An. r Louis looked me over, he politely versed: "llring on
a quart of Krug." "Yas sir. thank yon sir." as he handed
me enough of the happy material t" purchase fourMS F
On the way back from the observation cafe with the

"joj liquid" one Kduardo O'Brien, the guy that put the
spark in wine, kind oi crowded me, and in b Eoggy expreS'
sion announced: "Say, hie lack Johnson—hie—er is

tift> pennies—hie—hic-o. Take me to my home." "Where
Is your hangout. Mr. Man." said 1. "Oh—hie—hie—any
quiet spot will be appreciated," So. like a regular porter,
1 placed Eddie i pardon me tm liar) in Mr.
James Qriffin's lower Bat, No. '.'. Pullman Alley—the quiet

on the De Luxe special Do you -et me
quietest Spot?
Then I reported back with the $4.50 of Metzger rain.

Before the flrsl 'ill for breakfast Saturday morning a
husky newsboy, by the name of Fish or Hunt, came quietly
lushing through the alley, sho'itinc, "Morning papers;
Morning papers," until the noise awakened those that

Van mil in a half-dazed slumber they
would reach from Minder berths for the morning paper,
only to receive a clinging mass of tanglefoot. I hear that

sir, but it is only the tanglefoot Btl

ordering more wine and enjoying a hearty laugh, which
ended the morning paper scene.
The only mistake I thought the committee made (speak-

orter, mind you, sin was to bring along sleepers,

io sailor—no time ' Say, port
up my berth." The most work I had was to bring on more
Wine : fellow quiet liV the Uattie Of .lames
About 3:68 A. M. Sunday morning, after that great show

Mr Merge.- put on at Sisson. the shipmates arrived ai

llarriman yacht, where those quiet mortals, Messrs. Hunt
Wallflsch, put en the Ignited firecracker dame, with a

e non-water wagon members, ami
lieve me. sir. it was a tie .mil crowded with a

that would wake George Washington
Henneest pi oi the Indoor

Yacht cluli. I want to congratulate your excellent com-
ihe way they worked together mi that February

in prett] Shasta, ami the pleasing way they all

.
. which resulted in their never-

tiring efforts to mak happy and glad that they
the trip to Sisson. It was one big success, and no

matter where the Indoor Yacht sails for in the future, and
I should i 1 shall surely hock the family jewels
to be

Yours very sincerely,

EDDIE HEALEY.
"Per Porter."
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FIELDS, MINISTERS AND POETRY.

And now its the Reverend Doctor Hubert Cowley-Carroll

whom, rumor hath it, has wandered afar and afield. The
little town of Ross—quiet, dignified Ross—is astonished and
astounded and horribly shocked. Hoary headed old men and
toddling- infants; society mesdames and timid misses:

thoughtful businessmen and brainless chappies, the butcher,

the baker and the candlestick maker are all whispering an.

*

wondering "Did he or did he not?" And it all came about

because of the Doctor's poetic soul 'for the Doctor is poetic

if nothing more), crying out from its depths for its mate
to take a peek. Nothing particularly wrong about that, was
there?

"Through the windows, bright windows of your soul.
Look at me dear: look long, look deep.
And there your heart shall see
The love light burning in my heart for three."

Who could withstand such an appeal—who resist the

temptation to peep into the window of the soul of the Rev-
erend Hubert Cowley-Carroll? Fortunate soul-ma te! Of

course, the good Doctor didn't invite the lady to move in an 1

take possession. Not at ail! He simply wanted her to look.

Hubert Cowley-Carroll, if we may take this poetic familiar-

ity without disrespect, knew that the windows were nicely

washed and the light was burning brightly and he only

wanted his rhythmic protege to see whal a perfectly go
soul looked like when it was all lit up. Simply this

nothing more!

Now the lady was sad and lonely and while, of

she had a husband, still he was just a common shtnglei' and
hence "tempermen tally unfit'" Had he been a glazier or
a lamp-lighter, it might have been different, but a shingler

—

—what did he know about soul windows or love lights? So
the lady looked and hark to what she saw

—

"Your eyes were cold when you looked ;it me.
And love was never there.
That sign in the windows of your soul
Was only an empty stare.
Your eyes can smile. Your lips beguile
And your heart lie empty and bare;
While never a truly loving thought
Has ever found lodgment there."

Think of that: Instead of finding the love light burning
brightly, the whole place was in darkness and on ea<

of the windows was a big sign "To Let!" Could anything
be more depressing OP more exasperating? But fortunal. !y

or unfortunately budding genius is not so easily discour-
aged. When the la ly could not tin. I what she wanted from
her soul gaze she determined to have another look, this time
through a real, though no less poetic window. She hied hei
to the Rev erend Doctor's church and there mounted on i

ladder peeked in through the stained gla ss—perhaps the
picture of St. Anthony—and sure enough she found her
soul's affinity. Naturally she started to climb righl In, bul
as she lookel in the Doctor looked out and as she cllmbi l

in, the Reverend Doctor beat it out and once again tin

was no responsive glance—no love light either in soul oi

church.
If faint heart never won fair lady, then neither did faint

heart ever win fair cleric. The poetess decided on on- lasl
effort to pin the Doctor to ins promise. She was going to
find that love-light as evanescent as the will-o-wisp, or else
the why and the wherefore oi its disappearance. Window
gazing was discouraging, however, and this time she en-
tered the church boldly through tin front door and sure
enough she found the Doctor once again. But worse and
wor.se! Not alone was the light out. but the windows wi
all covered with frost and on the front door there was an-
other sign "No pedlars!" Turning to the Reverend Doctor,
as she gently twirled a twenty-two-inch hat pin in her
hand, thus she spoke perchance:

"Thro -

the windows of thy soul. Hubert Cowlev-Carroll,
Oft I've looked and looked in vain.
Naught was there but emptv darkness.
Naught I've felt but endless pain.
For the tears that you have caused me,
For the love that might have been.
This bright steel shall pierce the window
Ne'er the love light shine again!''

Happily, the Doctor, with his cultivated mind, was quick
to grasp the poetic thought and she lunged for his right
optic, he ducked and swung one on her right window. Bang!
The light went out and all was blackness. Then Hubert
Cowley-Carroll bundled up his clerical robes and did a hun-
dred yards in nothing down the main aisle closelv pursued
by his soul-mate. She tried to bowl him over 'with the
"Book of Holy Writ"—it proved too heavv, s0 she extracted
a few pages and as the D.D. dashed into "Shadv Lane" around

his ears flew the "Book of .lob" the 'Gospel of St John"
and the like, hut the only one that hit him was the "Ten
Commandments."

Quiet, dreamy, peaceful. Silurian, fashionable Ross is
shaken to its foundation. The lady has been arrested ami
charged with everything from battery to assault to murder
and Hubert Cowley-Carroll swears he'll put her where thes
have bars on the windows and the lights are extinguished
at seven o'clock. Well, perhaps, dear Doctor you shouldn'f
be severe. After all. as she says, "she's only a woman"

JACK LONDON'S START.

I notice that Brother Cahill, "The Candid. Friend" of the
Call, who is usually accurate, and always interesting, makes
a small slip in regard to the literary genesis of Jack Lon-
don. Cahill speaks of Ihe novelist having had his h. gin-

ning with the Wave as a writer of serial stories, but .lack's

entry into literature was made per medium ol serial letters
written to the storekeepers, butchers and other" trades-
people, whom he described as varlets and caitiffs when they
refused him credit. To the storekeeper who refused to
furnish any more bread unless Ihe disciple of literature
came through with the wherewithal be wrote a prose poem
so replete with violent expletives, sparkling phrases and
epigrammatic lines it was published in tin- Examiner. So
perfect was its reply to one who had dared to ask for his
own, the letter elicited a wide approval and drew attention
to the distinctive style of the socialist-author, 1 forget the
exact language, but i can never forget the closing lines,

in which London expressed surprise that a common store-
keeper should not feel it an honor t merely serve a liter-

ary gentleman.

A LETTER FROM A FRIEND.

Dear Struggling. Striving. Surviving Sun Francisco: Why
don't you make them leave yon alone" If you find some one
generous soul filled with an unselfish desire to n ally

help, place ins willing shoulder to ihe million-spoked
wheel <U commercial necessity that surrounds you and
bend his criticism with his memoirs. You need many
things, I'll admit Your boulevards are nowhere; your
car mia ice to develop; your peninsula districts are inade-
quate; your manufactures are a cipher. The people who
are drawing youi sialics are living across the bay. These
are vital issue.-,, dear city, and to promote the remedies
you need able-bodied, clear-headed, square-jawed, regular
men—boys with a zip who do things; constructionists;
builders ol ideas and organizers of effort You have them,
too. Yon have men who in seven years builded you a city
that centuries might not surpass. Why turn to them the
deaf ear of indifference and hearken to those Insincere,
elf-advertising retailers of purity; those phonographic
records Of discontent whose soims are perpetual Why
headline your newspapers with raids of gambling joints,
<iis and sporting houses. Every city has more or less
of them, and every city has its peevish rabbis, their rabid
priests and their specimen of that new];, .. red bac-
teri i "Doctor-Ached." Bui they don't brag about it.

Whether the so called evils should or Bhould UOt exist Is
not the issue of my argument- Bui even if they are wrong,
sweet city, they affect the prosperil oi yovu municipality
as would a typhoon in Patagonia

(lei wise to this: Bach administration has so much noise
to 11 ake and so much time to make it in. The placating of
their voters is their regular business. Don't be annoyed
by it, and above all, don't dignify it with attention. They
may stop the sale of drinks in a few houses of pronii
ous wcoing. That won't benefit anyone but the policeman
on their beat (providing he is a wise one), so don't be
concerned.
Now. my dear city, if worries seem to overcome you,

send your Mayor and Secretary to Washington; authorize
him with the purchase of carloads of cement gags; dis-
tribute these judiciously to an editor or two. a few mem-
bers of the clergy and the recall petitioners, and. under
ihe soothing influence of the quiet that ensues, put your
"big" men to look on the "big" things that await them.
With best wishes for 1915, I am

YOUR LOVING FRIEND.
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BURROW'S BREEZY BROADWAY BANTER.

Ken York City, March 1. L91S.

Pear Shipmates

:

if I am not already a regularly enrolled member of the
indoor Yacht Club, with all the privileges of boasting about
it openly, 1 want you to see thai I am made one without
delay. I want t<> wear an I. Y. C. pin on my lapel every
time I hit Broadwa> and tell the boys hack hero that !

"belong." Believe me, ir is beginning to mean something
in New York to be abl< to say thai you are one of the
famous "ind< i r sailors" ol San Prancisco town'

For instance, I was talking the other evening with
lads who occupied adjoinii i mine at the I *

Cross-Young Shugrue controversy, In Madison-Square Gar-
den, "So yon are from 'Frisco, eh?"
number. "Well, say, tell me whal thai Indoor Yachl i

is.' It's gol the gang all winging Do they
actually have ari ticlosed

of big things? i >erned If I'd be a

I Cross, he more i ban m< I hie match
tangled with this Joe Shugrue, tt aw was the

I could give the youngster In the light of what bappi
Idently thought he had ano

i d bis old tactii aing groggin der to

bring Shugrue in reach of his terrible right. The Jersey
City lad was too wis »wevei

i rm*s
way on all bul on, when Cross floored him with
a sizzler just as the bel] rang. Outside of thai sin-
deserved the decision.

Tab this fellow .Johnny Dundee, who boxes Kflbai
the title in April Unless I am very much mistaken and
I have been. I admit there will be another featherw<
champion the morning after th< I saw Kill

box ten rounds with a tyro last evening, and can't possibls
figure how be can take what Dundee has in store for him'
Kllbane is surely the original Captain Gorgonzola of the
good ship "Che<

Speaking theatrically. New York is somewhat of a flivver

this season. Henry SV. Savage has been a heavy loser,

three of his productions having gone by the board al-

ready, while Weber A Fields' "Holy Poly" only lasted a few
short weeks, and the "Follies" hit the road quicker than
they have ever done before. "Within the Law." "The
Whip,* 1 Montgomery & Stone i with Klsie Jants . and
"Racketty-Packetty House" are playing to capacity, and
Willie Collier is doing nicely. The rest haven't shown
much.

Harry Polloh has dropped out of ili»* boxing game tem-
porarily, having sold his Forty-fourth Street Sporting Club
to "John the Barber' and Abe Attell this week. Abe de-
clares that be is going bach Into the game nexl month, but
I think it is only a stall for publicity, and that he will

tent himself with making matches for the new club,

"Oihey" was pretty nearly right two months ago when be
bold that st. Louis crowd he was "in." Even as grand a

little fighter as he cannot expect to last forver.

New York is at lasl beginning to freeze up a bit, though
I have not yet had occasion to change from my little

B, V*. D.'s to heai ler undi r-sulth Bti ong it

may come now, the spring equinoxes are In light and there
• r\ much unbearable weather This has been

the most remarkable winter Gotham known. I

guess. We 'late of San Francisco" birds surely got Ofl i

this season.

See the same old Call ia-lovei i wi

fiom time to time Harry Cashman is down at Pinehurst
trying to teach the millionaires how to plaj g« it; Bob
Edgren is laid up at home with .1 Bevere attack ol muscular
and Inflammator) rheumatism Otherwise w< the
same, thank you, one and all! And every fellow I meet
who has ever been to the Coast, says: "Give 'em all my
love'"—and means it!

Keep us posted, pals, for we never get tired hearing Hie
news from Homeland.
With an oceanful of regards

Always affectionately.

EDDIE BURROWS

THE IRISH BARBER SHOP.

BY. Euf

i'in 1 n my face the < Jei mans
Same ra^ ages hai e n

To pa m Inured, [*ve oft endured
The keen Italian blade

me
chair 1 drop—

with charm and gra
In Dugan's barber shop.

He hails from Balls hooly

—

Corkonlan born
win!.- and green-

The greet
And when he taki 1 azor

!
,..

"The Foggy Dew" rings clear and true
In Dugan's bai be n >p

w hen 1 -i -i Qro IngT.

'Tis h< can tell I he tales
i ir byRon e thins ent kings

in Brln'i reraanl
Mis work Is neat and dainty—
So dlfferen t n om th< wop."

Wi 1 ii ba s 1 urn, I
-

1 ratal n dew
1 n 1 tugan'a barber Bhi

.

Willi
;

Will 1 ake j our fa' el
\ n i pound It out ol

why mj own complexion
W hen 1 go to ball "i hop,

1 shines with a glow
Of D shop.

OLD AGE SHOULD BE MADE BEAUTIFUL.

"Has the old man a right to live?" was a question dis-

cussed at a recent meeting of the St. Louis society for

Medical Research. And the general opinion was -that if

OH does not willingly support an aged and needy father,

the law should compel him to do so.

There are in the news every few days stories of court
ns brought by helpless old people urging that their

prosperous children be required to give them a livelihood.

The "longing, lingering look" which the aged cast hack
upon their youth is very often only a pathetic memory of

days free ol the dependence which makes age hitter.

Old age ought to he made beautiful It ought to he made
so by the roung with the constant vision before them that

they, too, one day will need affection and respect.

1
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A SPILL AT HOWARD. ON McCLOUD RY.
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Rudolph says what Jim is, and. Jim says what Rudolph
is. and some people are unkind enough to think they are

both right.

Mr. Grauman had "The Girl From the Mission District"

advertised at the Empress the past week. The next at-

traction will undoubtedly he "The Girl .'rom the Red-
light District."

Collier's says San Francisco is afflicted with vice and
calls on the Y. M. C. A. to help it. Collier's says we are

suffering from "commercialized vice," and it wants our
vice to be "religionized vice." (Portland papers please

copy.)

Mayor Rolph has indicated that Zion must get back on
his bicycle and ride away. Mr. Mayor, take your trusty

right boot and kick this public nuisance out. Your shoe
would have more efficiency in it if you so used it than all

Zion's bureau.

Nine Supervisors who declared for arbitration before
State Railroad Commission issue statement explaining ac-

tion. No need to apologize, gentlemen, for refusing to

stand for what you believe to be a hold-up price for

Spring Valley properties.

We are told that some of the taxeaters and politicians

are peeved over the criticisms ot the Main Sheet. Indeed,
we are very sorry, and we promise not to repeat. We
also promise not to waste any of the nice spring afternoons
that are coming worrying over the peeve or the peeved.

It used to be a term of reproach to be called a member
of the "Solid Nine." An insult that only blood and guns
could erase. But the times have changed. To be a mem-
ber of the so-called "Solid Nine" of the present Board of
Supervisors is to belong to the honest and independent
half of the board, and the only ones who stand a possible
chance of re-election.

Surely the Fair officials are going about their work with
the idea of helping San Francisco. So far there have been
about fifty good positions filled, and the "fillers" have been
brought from Oshkosh and Cairo and every place but San
Francisco. San Francisco can furnish money—not brains.

It begins to look as if the only San Francisco contribu-
tions will be Moore's iron and Connick's stupidity.

John Tait left San Francisco alone last week. The Main
Sheet uses "alone" advisedly, as Mr. Tait has not left it

alone for some years: he is always doing something new.
Even now his journey is to bring all the novelties of the
East and Europe in quick succession to his justly famous
cafe. It wouldn't surprise the Main Sheet if Tait returned
with Gaby Des Lys. More power to you, John.

Tom Hanton, the well-known hotelkeeper of Chicago,
has been in our midst for more than a week. Tom came
West with the White Sox. He is a great friend of "Jimmy"
Callahan, the White Sox manager, and a great follower of

baseball. Julius Rosenfield has had him under his wins;

all the time Hanton wasn't confined to his apartments in

the St. Francis with a grippe attack.

There is a firm in this city that deserves special mention.
We refer to Gantner & Mattern. Mr. Gantner found his

firm needed a large factory. He was offered an acre of
ground in Oakland and three or more in Point Richmond,
not mentioning the several offered in Daly City. He was
also told that labor would be cheaper in those places. In-

stead of accepting, he purchased for fifty thousand dollars a
site at Mission and Tenth streets, and is starting the
erection of a $200,000 building. That's civic pride for you.

This is getting to be the non-interference era. There
are fights in Mexico, but President Taft has refused to
intervene. The other day the Legislature of New Jersey
voted to have boxing contests, or "fights." as they are most
generally called, in that State, and Governor and President-
elect Wilson refused to interfere by vetoing the measure.

During the first thirty days of the Legislature's exist-
ence lour thousand new laws were proposed. My. haven't
we been bad boys all this time. Still, things seem to go
along all right.

Some one writes that inasmuch as the Legislature meet-
ing every two years proposes so many laws to upset existing
conditions, that it would be well to have it convene but
once in eight years. Then the members would introduce
thirty-two thousand measures.

The new Grand Central terminal station in New York,
which was opened to use last month, cost ?">ii,000,000.

That is an eighth as much as the Panama Canal will cost
when completed. The way other cities are ^ . 1 1 i n ^ tin..

railroad stations and San Francisco isn't is ratln-r discom-
forting to the people of this city.

The Main Sheet had only a chance. to say "Hurrah" in
the last issue when the news thai there would be another
Portola Festival was announced. We are pleased to con-
tinue to say and give ven, to man; hurrahs, and many
huzzas, loo. It was in the middle of 1909 thai a modes!
committee of young business men of San Francisco at-
tended a dinner and decided on that memorable pageant
that was held in our midst in October of that year. Those
same gentlemen have gone quietly about another festival
for the same month during the current year. Without any
fanfare or red fire, they are busily at work. The Main
Sheet wishes them all success and pledges its support in
every way. It has been authorized to announce that the
Indoor Yacht Club is already preparing a burlesque to add
to the festivities and that that organization will he engaged
boosting the October entertainment from now on all over
California.

THE
ROLL OF HONOR.

DR. FRANK HORN
Richmond.

REV. DR. KELLEY
San Jose

DR. HUBERT COWLEY-CARROLL
Ross.

Under Advisement

DR. AKED
London and San Francisco.
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A JUDAH BOAS STORY.

One day about a year ago Judah Boas, the stock broker
and money lender, met a young man in Market street.

'"What are you doing these days, Tom?" he inquired. "I'm

working in the Assessor's office out at the City Hall." said

Tom. Whereupon Judah Hoas grunted and went on his

way. A tew days ago Boas met the young man again.

"And what are you dong now. Tom?" he asked. "I'm

working in a stable." said Tom. "That's good, Tom." said

; "that's good. Some day y nay own the stable,

but you could never own the City Hall."

Understanding does not always drive onward like an
arrow. The mind sometimes by making a halt, and going

round for advice, moves straight on none the less, and
hits the mark — Marcus Aurelius.

The Daughters of the Revolution at Philadelphia do

not want the Liberty Bell removed to San Francisco for the

Pan-American Exposition. They are mighty selfish with
their cracked old bell, considering it belongs more or less

to America at I irge San Francisco is likely to give some
freedom to its guests, bell or no bell.

Avabm has gone dry. Catalina is now a narrow neck of

land entirely surrounded by water and nothing else. The
quality of water in Avalon's wells is quite enough to drive

any one to drink something besides water We wonder
how many inspectors will be required to examine the bag-

gage of each arrival to be sure that no man carries his

own life preserver in a bidden flask.

Ily a mans excuse for spending his evenings
down town is that he's married to the wrong woman.

WINTER CLIMATE IN LOS ANGELES AND SAN
FRANCISCO.

Strange, that our San Francisco Promotion Committee,
our Chamber of Commerce and all kindred organizations.

have never discovered what the Main Sheet presents to the

world to-day: All tourists, all San Franciscans, have gone
along, firm in the belief that as between l.os Angeles and
San Francisco, the former was many degrees warmer than

this city.

From the United States Weather Bureau we learn that

the average low temperature in Los Angeles during Feb-

ruary was 48 1/7 degrees and that of San Francisco 48 de-

grees.

Six days out of seven the temperatures in both cities

were the same; on the seventh day Los Angeles was
degree warmer But for extreme cold during February
Hie thermometer in the southern city wenl as low as I".

while the minimum temperature of San Ft > I"

degrees. This also prevailed in tin- month of January,
when the thermometer registered as low as 28 degrees in

Los Angeles, against San Francisco's extreme cold of '

I

degrees.

Cf)r

art jFioral Co.
p. VINCENT MATRAIA

Manager

255 POWELL STREET
Telephone Number : : Kearny 3524

MAKING OTHERS HAPPY.

The pleasure of giving is greater than receiving. The
pleasure of making others happy is the greatest pleasure
most of us can find.

The Indoor Yacht Club has never adopted those mottoes.
It has no particular shibboleth. It tries for the betterment,
pleasure and amusement of its members. But all the time
that it endeavors to furnish amusement to its members,
others are being amused and made happy.
The recent trip to Sisson and the Sacramento Canyon

country is an example. There have been others, but we
will take that one.

I'osters were sent ahead announcing that in the town
hall an entertainment would be given for the town's peo-
ple and all the surrounding country. Everything would be
free.

On the Saturday night of the boys' arrival the town hall

or opera house was crowded to the doors. Old women,
middle-aged women, young children and babes in arms were
crowded in the hall.

A brass band of sixteen pieces discoursed music on the
stage. Those plain people have been limited to a drum,
a "fiddle" and a piano. It was a revelation. But that was
not all. An entertainment was furnished that will live
as long in their memory as that of their first-born.

They were supplied with confetti, with serpentine, and
with cookies, cakes and lemonade. The children with
rattles and other noise-producing instruments.
The show kept up half the night. The people had come

from miles around. A man who was bewildered by all that
was being done told a newcomer that "the darn fools were
giving everything away."
This same thing was repeated in Dunsmuir, in Redding

and in other places on other trips.

One hundred and fifty members of the Indoor Yacht
Club journeyed up Shastaward to have some fun. Thej
had it. and along with their own tun gave pleasure to two
or three thousands of others

LOYALTY.

1 ; .: Hatthe* Adams.

Be Loyal

To be Loyal is to lie square with yourself. And you
can't be square with yourself without being a pretty good
sort of a Boss—of yourself. The trouble with the people
that fail is that they let sonic one else run their shop.
Then disloyalty creeps in and sours and sucks and saps
the life of a man away from himself.

Be Loyal.

You know your own possibilities better than any living

being, (let next to them without delay and learn to be
Loyal to them. It's a quality beyond prict this Loyalty.

Be Loyal.

The Loyal man ofttimes is of all men with discourage-
le.iit tempted. But the fellow who sticks to his Faith is

Loyal— is the man that finally feels growth and equipment
and power becoming a part of bin

Be Loyal.

Loyalty means sacrifice. But sacrifice means Success!

Bi Lo

levemcnl and honor and satisfaction are

all rock-rlveted to Loyalty.

I: I

Benefits redound to the fit and worthy. Your work to-

... fin mean ire indeed to yourself. But
Hi . i

1

• i vi rywhere," and the least neglect or slight

lo what you hi Id In h-ml today may reflect and loom large

In the completed work. Loyal attention from the start

to the tin fairest and surest path for you
to pursue. Do but this and Results will take jealous care

of you.

Be Loyal.
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INDOOR YACHT CLUB CRUISE
PRESENTING THE KEY TO SISSON TOWN FELICITATIONS FROM THE SISSON BALL TEAM

OTTO HAESE AND MAYOR KUCK PRESENTING THE KEY
TO COMMODORE HENNESSEY •Doro Folo

Sir Commodore, Friends, Navigators and Circumnavigators:

When your formidable, proud and peaceful armada hove

into sight of the Port of Sisson, it is but natural that trie

capta.'n of the port, Admiral Kaupp. and his able assistant.

Commodore Kuck, should exert their utmost to bring you

to a safe anchorage.

You are here, and we are glad of it, and it s time for

felicitation upon your safe arrival. Undoubtedly, you may
have encountered some gales and other untoward condi-

tions. Sailors are used to that. Your reputation as brave

seafarers has preceded you. It is good; it could not be

otherwise. River steamboat men generally boast that they

can navigate upon a heavy dew; that is going some—but

you gentlemen of the Indoor Yacht Club of San Francisco
beat that to a frazzle. Our woods are full of cruisers in the

summer time, hence I speak advisedly in defying the world

to prove anything contrary to my statement. It is this:

You can navigate your craft without any moisture at all

surrounding it or buoying it, providing plently of it is in

the interior. This brings me to remember the lact that

ships and shipping at times come to grief. Here in Sisson
we have all facilities for repair. We have drydocks of

modern construction and large capacity. Only our dry-

docks are decidedly wet, and that is no detriment.

Since you And yourselves in Siskiyou the golden, you
may readily understand the purport of this tremendously
large golden key I hold in my hands. It is for you. It not only
opens the gates of our town, but the hearts of our people
also. Their hearts are large and require a key in propor-
tion. It is yours, Commodore Hennessy, for keeps; a
token of your sojourn among us. You are welcome, thrice
welcome and I feel that you are a lot of men that will

make themselves at home among us.

Sisson, Siskiyou County, Cal., Feb. 17, 1913.

ilr. Tiv Kreling. Captain I. Y. C. Ball Team, San Fran-

cisco. Cal.:

Dear Sir: The members of the Sisson Indoor Baseball

Team wish to extend to you and the members of the I. Y.

C. Indoor Baseball Team our hearty appreciation of your

sportsmanlike conduct during the hard-fought game you

gave us yesterday. We appreciate the fact that you were

handicapped in playing in a strange hall, and that you did

not have proper shoes and other appurtenances to make

your game faster. We realize the handicap you were under

in this respect, and must say that you certainly made us

hustle to trim you. although the game was not finished,

and we would be pleased indeed to hook up with your team

sgain, or any other team that you could arrange for us to

meet.

I am ouly sorry that we did not have time to meet

you and the various members of your team in a more
heaity way. and fraternize more closely. I also wish to say

that it is the opinion of all Ihe citizens of Sisson thai the

Indoor Yacht Club gave this town one of the best times

thai it has enjoyed in a long while, is greatly appreciated,

and "ill not be forgotten,

Willi best regards, I remain,

Yours most sincerely.

B. W. GOOGINS,
Manager Sisson Ball Team.

P, S.—Our Mayor arrived Ibis morning, claiming be had
been "shanghaied " but wished he could be again. I Should
like lo be shanghaied by a bunch of good fellows such as
the "I. Y. C.'s." B. G.

APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP IN INDOOR YACHT
CLUB.

San Francisco— ClilTord McClellan, John S. Hale, Ham
Carlton. Dan Casey. Porter Mickle. A. H. McCoy. William
Kyne, Lieutenant H. J. Wright, Ralph Friedman. Julius
Dohrmann. Captain Geo. F. Hornsman. William A. Mann,
Eugene M. Levy, E. Lasalle, Leo W. Meyer. V. T. Gari-
baldi, C. A. Harwell. L. M. Waite. F. Albrecbt, II, Mallum,
E. M. Wright. C. Briggs. Chet Allen, L. K. Newfleld, S
Martin, R. Merritt, F. H. Conley, E. C. tuition, S. Parker
and G. H. Degener.

Cincinnati. O.—John .1. O'Brien.

New York City—Joseph Qarneau, Lawrence Ryan.

Chicago—Tom Hanton.

ELECTED TO MEMBERSHIP IN INDOOR YACHT CLUB.

E. O. McCormick. A. Macondray, .1. E. Beaufort, A.
Koenigstein, Louis McLane, Arthur A. Knapp. A. Attelll
E. M. Levin. Elb Dickinson, Richard Kipling, I. Harris,
Luigi Parente, Chas. M. Gallagher. W. C. Allis. O. C.
Bunster. Fred J. Gantner, Edward Dunand. Paul H. Bush.
John Pupaux, William H. Hicks. Jr.. \\". K. Stevenson. John
Mooney, Ives Cobb, Rudie H. Fischbeck. Jack Elerick, W.
H. James, Jack Davis, George Redmond. Captain llarrv
O'Day, all of San Francisco.

Portland, Ore.—B. F. Dowell, Chief Engineer. P. F. D.,
and Thomas Fallon.

Truckee, Cal.—Benj. Kiernan.

Los Angeles—William Curley, Los Angeles Herald.
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SNOWBALLS.

Drink buttermilk and live to be a hundred years. Live

to be a hundred years, and may be you will drink I tetchy

Hetchy. , . .

Louis Magnin remarked what a clever lo1 of vandevlllians
on the Stsscm trip. But his friend. I>r. Waste, had it they
were just plain viliians.

• • •

It is said that the theory of the Police Commission in

closing up the Coast is to let Coppa's ami Cat u run.

and in a short time the proprietors will become so rich

they will retire. Meantime the owners of the less fortu-

nate joints will commit Bulcide through despair.

Politics without discrimination is rare.
• • •

Sargent says he had a great trip, lie Bays thai-

it will he easier to w in the Appellate Court Bght by 100,

majority than it was to sleep in the same car with .lark

Hunt. ...
Otto Haese has been recalled District Attorney

in Sisson. They are going to use Otto for an alcohol Btove.

Editor: Will send marked copy.
• * «

A correspondent writes us that "Max Kuhl. on the i'"

lice Commission, is as much out of place as a horse in a
garage." Another says: "Max is a lime, which is the
sane- as a lemon, only smaller."

Such are the trials of the obscure ritizen who is sud-
denly cast into the calcium, and then doesn't know how to

act. , , .

w [row Wilson, Mayor itolph and Mayor Gaynor have
not as yet acknowledged the telegrams from the Mayo
Sisson. • • •

Any judge that would have reduced George Dealey's bail

would have been recalled.
• • •

The .Main Sheet is in receipt of a letter from Mayor
Kuck of Sisson asking us to tell hint what stati-

on* at. • » •

When geniaJ Jim Buckley entered the rin^ with his

lighting Harlemite on Washington's Birthday, a spectator
asked "who the short guy in tin- sweater an,i mustache
was." a wag replied: It looks like one of Tad's car-

toons." ...
Maxwell MeXuti. it is said, is Ljiiiiif; into vain

He will play the leading role In tie- pathetic drama en-
titled. ' Von May Not Want Me. hut I Will Not Quit

"

• * «

x<> man ever lived who didn't firmly believe in offering
a woman a kiss in place of an apology, a pose I]

repentance and a box of roses in place "i an explanation....
It is hard tor a man to hear the "call of duty" above

the clink of a wine glass, the jingle of coin or the whisper
of love

HE GOT THE NAME.

A snob was once put up tor a prominent club where
men meet night!) t" discuss political or billiard questions
ot the hour. Unfortunately for him he was not elected,
and his wrath was terrible

nil of English manners and customs, he wrote an
indignant letter to the secretary of the club, demanding the
name of the member who blackballed him.
The secretary's reply was
Dear Sir: His name is Legion."— London Tid-Bits.

INDOOR YACHT CLUB BARBECUE
At THE BOAT ON THE OCEAN BEACH

Sunday, March 30th
VAUDEVILLE— RACES GAMES BASEBALL—

/. Y. C. w. OLYMPICS

NEW YORK THEATERS.

Now playing at the
MAXINB ELLIOT, "Romano
HIPPODROME, "Undei Mam Flas
WINTER GARDEN, "Honeym press," Gab; Deal

ami A I JolSOn,
THIRTY-NINTH STREET, The Bridal Path."WEBBER ,v FIELDS, "The Man With Tin,. Wives."
l'l.Ai HOUSE Little Women."
FORTY-EIGHTH STREET. William Collier in

Sa\ Die
BROADWAY. Harrj Laudi i

CASINO, Treotlnl in "The Fin
- OME1 iY, ••Fannh First Play."
LY RH ' S mi Bet 1 1 .->

i-
I, "All tor the I- tdlt

MA Nil \TTAN. "The V,

WEST END, Marie Dressier, Jefferson De Angii
CHILDREN'S, Rat ketl Packett: Siousi

Peg o )h it. i

ELTINGE, "Within the Law"
COHAN'S. Ma) Irwin in 'Widow bj Proxy."
AST' iR I'm, Feathi
GRAND. G' '

i in 'Rioadu .
i

BE1 kSCO Yeat ol t its,
i etton."

REPUBLIC \ < I Little Devil."
EMPIRE ' The S].\

"

: \ RRICK The i

KNIC1 i on in "The

LYCEUM, Chas. Chen i i

i

CRITERK in Rol Illard
Di'usi in. ' The Poor Little Rli r, Girl."
HARRIS. "The Mastei Mind
PARK, The Mn
NEW AMSTERDAM. "I 'IT Oh! 1 •• ii

LIBERTY M a

GAIETY. "Stop. T
GLOBE. Montgomery and stone and Blsii

Sunshine

"The New

GOOD ADVICE.

Willie Papa, Fldo was just hit by s taxi.

i All riuht. Willie; telephone for a taxidermist.-

The Pathfinder,

OLD
BUSH
MILLS

IRISH WHISKY
10 YEARS OLD

purl: darley malt
-—-—

o

ALEX. D SHAW & CO.
edwin c. hammer, mgr.

United States agents
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THE CALIFORNIA OBERAM MERGAU.

The annual play, given but once by the Bohemian Club

of San Francisco in its grove, has now attained the dignity

of a sort of American Oberammergau. The public is not

admitted to the performance, though this has been fre-

quently proposed. It is one of the lew spcntaneous mani-

festations of a real esthetic spirit in the states, is dis-

tinctively Californian in inspiration, and is supported by

the money, loving enthusiasm and talent of the club. The
plays are always the work of some literary member of

the club, usually a poet. The composer, the actors, the

mere stage hands, are all well-known and often distin-

guished Bohemians. No expense is spared, and large sums
are lavished on the single performance. Compared with
the natural majesty of the effects achieved in this awe-
inspiring forest theater, the triumphs of Gordon Craig and
Max Reinhart appear almost trivial and meretricious.
There is no curtain, no footlights distort human faces,

there is no painted scenery, and the various stages, one
above the other, and masked by the natural undergrowth,
have the advantage of unlimited height overhead. The
play, the players, the lights and the music appear to be
naturally engendered by the very spirit of the environ-
ment. Every year many distinguished men come from all

parts of the world to be the guests of the Bohemian Club.
Each of them, on leaving, confesses that he has undergone
rn overwhelming emotional and esthetic experience which
is a revelation.—Herman Schaeffauer in Wide World Mag-
azine.

POLICE CENSURED FOR NEGLECT.

The Police Department is coming in for severe censure
on account of their utter failure to prevent the loss of life

and property following the celebration of Robert Emmett's
birthday.

The splendid hall of the Knights of the Red Branch, on
Mission street, was totally destroyed and several of it.-;

prominent members fatally injured. The catastrophe oc-

curred when Shipmate Jim Brennan got past the third

word of the illustrious Emmett's speech from the dock.
The first bellow from Brennan caused the windows to

break and the plaster to fall, and the second bellow, to-

gether with the rush of the audience to get out, caused the
steel girders to give way, and the building to collapse.
The Fire Department responded promptly, and immediately
commenced excavating the ruins. Two days after Bren-
nan was found in the basement, under a boiler still spout-
ing parts of the address.

Chief White should issue strict orders to prevent Bren-
nan from again indulging in dynamatic elocution within
the city limits.

The Italian residents ol
!

this city have invited Brennan
to deliver Garibaldi's last address from the end of Fisher-
man's Wharf, in April. It is the purpose of the Italians
to shove Brennan off the wharf as soon as the noise gets
under way. It will thus be the last address of both Gari-
baldi and Brennan.

The plan of the Italians has the endorsement of the
Fire Marshal, the Merchants' Association, the District
Attorney's office. Judge Cabainss and the Committee of
1000.

H. F. SANDERS A. J. SCHULER

DEL MONTE AUTO RENTAL CO.
PHONES .

SUTTER 215 :: HOME C-6666

TOURING CARS AND TAXICABS
OFFICE, 105 POWELL STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

INDOOR YACHT CLUB DROPS ANCHOR HERE.

Dunamufr Plain Dcali

The Indoor Yacht Club of San Francisco cast their an-

chor in th" barbor of Dunemulr aboul 5:30 o'clock Sunday
evening after a stormy and turbulent trip from the port of

Sisson. In fact, some of the Jolly tars state that It was a

"sizzin" trip overland from our sister city. After turning

Sisson Inside out the bold bucannneers beard that Dunemulr
was a rich port, teeming with jewels and other rare and

costly riches. On their arrival at this port they bud some
trouble in getting their "laud legs" in order to form a liii"

of parade to march the length of our main street. The ere

was met at the port by members of the Dunsmuir Com-
mercial Club and on disembarking from the ship, violent

hands were laid on them by the reception committee of

the club and they were promptly tagged with appropriate

badges before being turned loose. It was not necessary
to present them with a key to the city, as they needed
none. They have the happy faculty of making themselves
thoroughly at home whenever they touch port. They are

a bunch of go 'd fellows out for a good time and they have
it. Overtures have been made by the Commercial Club to

make Dunsmuir their port on their next cruise and they
undoubtedly will. Here's hoping so.
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DISSIPATING LUCKY BALDWIN'S MILLIONS.
The late "Lucky" Baldwin arrived in California in the

early fifties. He didn't carry a hod or mulct the innocents
of gold dust as a bartender, but donned the red shirt and
sojourned for many moons in the Bret Harte district.

Some persons even have it that he was Bret's inspiration

for his story on John Oakhurst. Anyway, no one accused
him of being the progenitor of The Luck of Roaring
Camp." If you remember that story, a wee bit of a babe
was fatherless and soon became motherless, and some
Samaritan adopted the infant, which obtained the soubri-

of "Luck." "Roaring Camp" was what its name im-

plies a "gold diggings' in the early days.
Perhaps it was "Lucky" Baldwin who adopted "The

Luck." Anyway, he disclaimed ownership in many other
tiny morsels of humanity ushered into this terrestrial

Bphere. One woman shot at him because he refused pa-

ternity to her youngster in the early nineties, and that

same youngster, having attained buxom womanhood, upon
his demise claimed a share of his estate, but better law-
yers with more pull prevailed, and she was refused a por-

tion in a patrimony variously estimated at fifteen mil-

No kick was made, aside from the above, to the claims
of Mrs. Clara Baldwin Stocker, daughter of one wife. No
whispering tongue of calumny laid siege to Baldwin's pa-

ternity, so in due course our higher courts distributed six

or more millions to her.

Clara is sixty and past. She has led a varied existence.
As the mistress d'botel of the Clara Villa in Arcadia she
has played hostess to thousands of Los Angeles' sportily

inclined. Clara could mix the Cocktails as well as any
bartender and bad a cheery weird lor the "live one." no
matter what the hour.

As has ben said, Clara is past sixty—away past it. She
must have a borne, but one ready made. It takes some

with gallons of water to make a Southern California
home. So she grabbed up one, already built, the first of-

fered, at a fabulous price. She would have Btven more if

asked.
What next, then, to startle the multitude? A private

car was hit upon. The Pullman Company was given carte
blanche. It turned out a symphonj in "Alice" blue It had
a d ning room, reception room. bath, three bedrooms, and a

lot of othei ments. Furniture was then-, and the
bill accompanied the whole thing. No curtains were on
tin- ear windows, so the "Clara Villa equl tloned
to furnish the cheap and tawdry hangings that had served
t'> conceal many a mesalll
The car is stocked with the ehoi< And this

old v usists in Indulging in dim
s in her rolling booze emporium, satisfied to end her

life in thai manner No thought i- had of the dozen and
one children that bear the relation o er or half
brother to her. Not one word or dollar is expressed or

ailed on tin- nameless youngsters her father had
I

to remenii'
All of which proves how fortunate a marriage certificate

is when papa leaves something behind.

LOUIS METZGER SURPRISES A NEW YORKER.
Joseph Garneau of New York b the tars who

made the Sisson trip, lie is a splendid fellow, and many
of the boj tor his amusement

lb- doesn't dance, but nevertheless was encountered in

all in sisson where "terpslchorean exei fe be-
ing indulged in."

"How are you enjoying yourself, Joe?" was the query
from a self-nominated Committee on Entertainment

"Fine, due," saiil the New Yorker. "It's a great sight,
tie- way you fellows do things. I belong to Tammany, but

they couldn't get a bunch together like this Ind v. fel-

lows. I watched Louis Metzger playing poker three hours
today Its wonderful!"

"Well, .inc. suppose you saw Louis dancing?"
"No. that's in

i

p. ssible and could ticv.-r be."
Would it, eh! Look there!"
\icl Louis was espied on the crowded floor, gliding grace

fully, easily, sinuously ami rhythmically to the strains of

"The Blue Danube." with a Siskiyou belle hanging lan-

guorously and in tender dreaminess on his arm
"I'll be damned," was all Garneau said, as he rubbed

his eyes.

INITIATIVE PETITIONS GET MORE SIGNERS THAN
VOTES.

Evidently there are numerous citizens of San Francisco
who do not realize the responsibilities of direct legislation.

When an elector signs a petition for the submissi n o! a

proposed law, it is assumed that he or she favors such a
change and will not fail to take advantage of an opportu-
nity to vote for it. Yet, as a matter of fact, two out of

three important questions on which a vote at a recent
election was brought about by initiative petition had more
sponsors than approving ballots.

The petition for the two-platoon system desired by the
firemen had 45,000 signers, but received only 33,721 votes.

If all its sponsors had voted as they signed, it would doubt-
less have carried by a good majority instead of being badly
beaten, for surely, while many signers stayed away from
the polls, as many more were included in the total of 46,-

000 negative votes.
The petition for a department of electricity was signed

by 9000 citizens, yet it received only 7106 votes.

Naturally one would suppose that every petition repre-

sented many electors who were not approached by the
canvassers or for some other reason did not sign, but here
we have two Instances in which the petitions did not even
represent the sentiment of the signers.

inother petition fared little better. Local option had
15.000 signed spons rs. The actual test at the special elec-

tion resulted: Yes. 16,087; no. 63,770. From a compari-
son of the number of signers and the affirmative vote, it

.might be assumed that a vigorous campaign by the advo-
cates of this measure attracted only 87 citizens who had
nut already pledged their support in writing. Plainly such
an assumpti n would be untenable The true explanation
is that many of San Francisco's electors signed one way
and voted another. This is a practice which has a ten-

dency to bring direct legislation into disrepute, and no
believer in popular legislation should encourage it. no
matter how fervent the appeals to "give us a chance ''

put it up to the A signature I appeal should
mean a vote. If it doesn't, the signer is trying t" serve
two masters, face two ways and carry water on both
shoulders.

INDOOR SPECIAL AT ANCHOR AT SISSON

MR. INDOOR YACHTSMAN
Why take the risk of

guarding your own

treasures when a box

in our vaults insures

iheir safely during

your life time and

their delivery to no

one but the person entitled to receive them at your death ?

CROCKER SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS
CROCKER BUILDING POST AND MARKET ST S.

Jcmn F. Cunningham, m»n»ow
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JAMES WOODS.

The retirement of James Woods from the Police Com-

mission was likened to the breaking of the steering gear on

an automobile. There is nothing so helpful or destructive

to an administration as the Police Commission.

Jim Woods is an honest man. He has no hobbies. He
played no favorites. He did his duty as he saw it. He
claimed no monopoly on virtue.

His appointment was without doubt the most popular and

best that Mayor Rolph made. We trust that the new Com-
missioner will restore the balance to the Commission which

it so sadly needs. Let the new Commissioner emulate

Jim Woods as nearly as he can. Let him tolerably succeed

in so doing and that is all the Mayor and the public will

ask. In the meantime let the Mayor do the best he can in

avoiding some of the "limes" that have been mentioned
unless he wishes to make a lemonade out of the Commis-
sion.

INDOOR YACHT CLUB
CONTRIBUTIONS THAT ARE GRATEFULLY

ACKNOWLEDGED.

THANKS! And, then again, thanks to all who helped

towards the success of the Sisson cruise. But while we
are inditing this to all, let us mention some that come to

mind. Sherman & Clay, through Andrew G. McCarthy,
furnished a piano, and Issy Laventhal sent down some
Silkwood whisky in the same truck. Pete Mereno furnished

a wagonload of Wreden's beer, and filled the interstices

between the barrels with Napa-Sonoma wines. Cal Mc-
Mahon was on hand with Bartlett water, and Jim Griffin

would not be denied with several cases of fine Cyrus Noble.

Jim Cheetham sent his regrets at the last moment and in

his stead came lakes of White Rock, Wilson whisky and
El Bart gin. Lucien Johnson was thoughtful with two
cases of Cordon Rouge of the Mumm vintages and George
Dealey generously brought a stock of Lacey. Jack Sulli-

van was to the fore with an assorted case of gin and ver-

mouth, while Charley Landau went down in his pocket for

four barrels of Pabst's Blue Ribbon. The parade had no
time to stop at Rudie Fischbeck's, but he rushed out with
many gallons of cocktails, which were relished along with
the Golden State Champagne given by the Italian-Swiss
Colony. The Kolokina from J. F. Plumel & Co. was a new
one to the sailors, but was as palatable as the Carstairs
Rye or the Burlingame whisky that came at the last mo-
ment. Winton Gibbs didn't overlook sending a case of
the well-known liquid that bears the family name and it

was consumed as rapidly as the case of Golden Wedding
Rye donated by Chas. Meinecke & Co..

Of course, there were other things besides the "solids"
mentioned above. For instance, John Tait gave us all the
horns, Mardi Gras hats and serpentine that we could use
and Pat Hayes insisted on the club keeping one of the
prizes he won in the daily drawing.

We had to get all that and ourselves to the ferry, so we
are indebted lor the use of autos to the Pioneer Auto Com-
pany, the Locomobile Company of America, the Taxicab
Company of California, "Happy" Sanders of the Del
Monte Auto Company, Charley Landau for four machines.
Bill Gallagher for as many more, "Jimmy" Ryall, Matt
Harris, and, oh, so many others.

To the band, to the entertainers, to the train crews, por-
ters, waiters and all the members who voluntarily worked
during the entire trip, some more thanks. Also, to the
cafes on Powell street that blazed our path with red fire,
and to Shipmate Charley Jenkins, who handled the parade.
Major Eugene Levy and the band were ubiquitous and the

music they rendered was enjoyed from Tait's Cafe to the
base of Shasta and all the way back again.
And in closing, full meed must be given to Earl Miles.

Mr. Miles furnished all the pictures, machines, operators

—

in fact, everything necessary to make the cruise so pleas-
ant—as well as the entertainments given in the different
towns and cities visited.

UMPIRE TIM HURST ON SENATOR MURTAUGH,

Tim Hurst, the well-known National League umpire,
spoke interestingly on Senator John F. Murtaugh of New
York the other day. Murtaugh has been in our midst twice
during the past two years at the head of the New York
Commission to the Panama-Pacific Exposition. He will

reside in San Francisco with his family during the entire

period the Exposition gates are open.
Says Tim:
"I can remember of only one instance during all those

years of umpiring." said Tim, "where I was in danger of

losing my reputation.
"I was assigned to umpire the early college games at

Ithaca along about the spring of '97, and as it gave me a
chance to get into good condition for the more strenuous
season to follow in the National League, I gladly ac-

cepted.
"Princeton and Cornell were to play this particular day.

It was nearly time for the game to be called and I was get-

ting into my uniform, which included an old cap and a pair
of spiked shoes, when a mild-mannered young fellow came
over to me and introduced himself as Captain Murtaugh
of the Cornell team. He impressed me very much by his
actions, but not nearly as much as he did later on in the
game.

"I called play, and Murtaugh was the first man up, He
looked one over and on the next ball pitched turned his
back into the ball and trotted down to first. This was a
trick that McGraw, Jennings. Kelly and, in fact, most all

of the old Baltimore players used to try. and get away
with. However, I never did give a college player any credit

for pulling any of the inside plays of the game, so I let

Murtaugh go on to first,

"The next time he came up I looked him over a little

more carefully to see if I could detect anything about bis

actions that would convince me that he was Irving to put
one over on me. lie was rubbing the spot where he got hit

before and was to all appearances sore on the opposing
pitcher for hitting him. As he stepped into the batters'

box again I asked him if the hall hurt him. and he replied,
'No, I guess not.' Well, he let the tirst one go by, which
was a strike, but on the next ball pitched he awkwardly,
as I thoughl then, turned his back into another fast one
and grumbling something about the lack of control on tin

part of the Princeton pitcher, limped down to first,

"He bad scored before as the result of his getting hit,

and it ticLrnii in worry me list s I the Princeton play-
ers might think I was favoring Murtaugh.
"About the seventh inning he was due lor his turn a1 the

bat again and 1 was watching the Cornell bench like a
hawk, hut more particularly Murtaugh. As he came out
from the bench I detected just what I was looking for, a
very foxy smile on the captain's tace. I was mail clear
through now as I realized that this young collegian was
gloating over the fact that he had put one over on me.
Taking off my mask I nut him hall way as he approached
the plate, and I said: Say, young fellow, it you gel down
to that first bag again, tiny will have to carry you down' on
a stretcher.' He made it worse by cracking mil a two-ba 6

hit and winning the game for Cornell.
"Shortly afterward he was highly recommended to the

Giants and received a very flattering offer to join them,
but he stuck to law and is now a New York State Senator.

"The game lost a great hall player by his refusal to join
the Giants, but I am sure the people of New York State
are the winners."

QUESTIONS FOR THE EDITOR.

Oh, tell me, does the setting sun e're feel a sinking pain?
Why is linform a "Puzzled (>ne"i a weathercock so vane?
Do stars require a gun to shoot? What makes a bucket
pail? What tailor makes the chimney's soot? Who writes
the comet's tail?

And why are dogs so lovable, however much they whine?
Pray tell me. Mr. Editor, what makes the fir-tree pine?
Why is a vessel's hind part stern? Who sings an old

hen's lay? Please tell me, for I'd like to know, who wears
the close of day?
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GEO. BOGAN GUS WHITE

American

'Ca.TtCai Company
POPE-HARTFORD

TAXICABS AND TOURING CARS
AT ALL HOURS

Limousine .Machines for Balls and Weddings

STAND: FERRY BUILDING

Day Phones Until Midnight Phones After Midnight

SUTTER 3674 KEARNY 2575
C 6682 C 331 1

J. H. DEERINO
Offers the <^oleh>r£iteU

MOET AND CHANDON CHAMPAGNE
WHITE SEAL, VERY DRY

IMPERIAL CROWN BRUT CUVEE, A. A.

OSTRICH FEATHERS, PAF RETTES
CLEANED. REMOUNTED ud W, ED \N> SI

GERTRUDE WENZLICK
FEATHER EXPERT

Telephone Sutler 4377

130 GEARY STREET Opp. Whitney Bldgf.

DIPLOMA HUNGAP.IA
•rote Socibtt oi CmifOHNi

A«»OC'*TIOM Of
D1»TS, St»H or

Dr. g. koenigstein, d. s. c.
SURGEON CHIROPODIST

46 KEARNY STREET
301 -302 Maskcv Building

C. W. Sh.i<w R. H. Fischbeck

jftSCljuCOVs
6<3n Francisco

WHY NOT THREE BALCONIES IN MUNICIPAL OPERA
HOUSE?

ribers of The Bulletin, win i

its indorsement of the plan for a second balconj
!• in the municipal opera house, insists that such a

inadequate Instead o

with i nts for Beal
lion, he would b s, « Ith a si

lining from 25 to 75 cents. "I se>

sun." be adds, "why Milan should b

s in its famous La S
opera bun-

In other words, the critic of the plan proposed would
have San Francisco follow the example of Milan Thl

ful consideration. If pos-
it should be adopted. As the author of the sug|

tion points out, the cost would he small in proportiol
the a tain increase in returns. "Our people," he

from lowest box to topmost balcony, will pay the
price for really good 0]

bt that the public, if given an opportu-
nity, would enthusiastically indorse such an arrangement
As the opera house is eventually to become a muni,
institution, what the people waul is as important as the

ol the subscribers. The plans of construction
sh uld satisfy both, for the support of both is necessary to

of the venture.

REILLY BROS, and GENE RATTO
Phon« SUTTER 3685

CARRIES

WHITE ROCK
ELBART GIN

WILSON WHISKEY
175 O'FARRELL ST.

I am a power for great good if you do

not abuse my use.

In cases of need— I do my work well.

I am a builder up of health and strength

—in the hospital or in the home.

For the invalid or the convalescent

—

for the tired or overworked I offer a

great help.

A little of me goes a long way.

I have been among you for three

generations.

Phone Sutttr 3b29 844 Market Street I'm known as Cyrus Noble throughout the world.
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to New York
By the Rail and

Ocean Route
Another Way to Go

The Rail Trip to New Orleans

—

SUNSET EXPRESS— From San Francisco, Third Street Station,

4 p. m. daily, via Coast Line, through Southern California, Arizona,

Texas and Louisiana to New Orleans. Electric lighted. Observation

—

Library—Clubroom Car. Pullman Sleepers, Reclining Chair C»rs,

Dining Car. All classes of tickets honored.

SUNSET LIMITED DE LUXE — From Third Street Station.

6:00 p. m. every Tuesday. Extra Fare, $10. Arrives New Orleans

7:20 p. m. every Friday. Stenographer. Barber Shop. Shower
Bath. Valet Service. Ladies' Maid.

The Ocean Trip to New York

—

Five delightful days, New Orleans to New York, on Gulf and Ocean,
by Southern Pacific's commodious 10,600-ton steamers. Excellent

Service throughout. Promenade decks. Staterooms single or en suite,

with parlor and bath.

Rates same as All -Rail, but include Berth and Meals on Steamer

1ST CLASS 2D CLASS 1st CLASS
ONEWAY ONEWAY ROUND TRIP

$77.75 $65.75 $145.50

Southern Pacific
SAN FRANCISCO: Flood Building Palace Hotel Ferry Station Phone Kearny 3 1 60

Third and Townsend Sts. Station Phone Kearny 1 80 32 Powell St. Phone Sutter 980

OAKLAND: Broadway and Thirteenth Phone Oakland 1 62
Sixteenth St. Station Phone Oakland 1 458

101



PORTOLA FESTIVAL 1913 - Oct. 19-25, San Francisco's Carnival Week

She Main Meet
Vol. Three San Francisco, April 8, 1913. No. Four

Dana Foto AN I Y. C. GROUP ON THE OCEAN BEACH

Almost any Saturday afternoon or Sunday will find hundreds of bathers, men and women, on the beach just below the Park

The Indoor Yachtsmen are about to launch a movement for the betterment of the beach as a pleasure ground and for the

protection of bathers from the undertow by the installation of piling or a breakwater. That we have the climate is proven by

the great number of I. Y. C. who rarely miss a day during the year through the inclemency of the weather.

The initial beach celebration will take place Sunday, April 27th, in the form of a barbecue, outdoor vaudeville show

and baseball games.
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Omar Introduces the Persian Flop

He blew into TAIT ZINKAND Cabaret.
They thought him in the Show. He was, you bet.

The Whole Show when he pulled off his big Act-
First giving Each an Omar Cigarette.

With Angel Shape he Danced the Persian Flop;
You Smoke an Omar while around you Hop.

The Smoke soon Hides you—and that's just Your Game-
Fof if that Dance were Seen, 'twould bring a Cop.

OMAR, the new Turkish blerrd cigarette of
exceptional quality—"tike the ucrdo/ 3 gentleman'

2(W5«

WILFIRD J. G1RARD STANLEY J. GIRARD
President Secrctai

CIRAR
GRILL

AND

Oyster Parlor

Oysters, Terrapin, Crab Slew, Steaks,

Chops, Oyster Loaves.

UNION SQ UARE AVE.
Phone I -I San Francisco, Cal.

^LEY J. GIRARD
relary and Manager ^H

D'S
|

3

4

DANA
PERCY DANA

Official Photographer of

the Indoor Yacht Club.

Fotos
344 Kearny St., S. F.

THE CLIFF HOUSE
The only resort of its kind in the World

Unsurpassed Cusine

BREAKFAST - LUNCHEON - DINNER
Ala Carte Service

TABLE d' HOTE FISH DINNER
SERVED FRIDAY

Remember that

Cresta Blanca Wines
Are the STANDARD WINES of California

Try a Bottle of CRESTA BLANCA SPARKLING
Equal to the Imported

Vocal and Instrumental Entertainment

Dancing in Ballroom every evening

Terrace open to the public free of charge

Under the management of ROY CARRUTHERS
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THE GRAND VIEW

Dana Folo

rohn '

I Grand View Hotel
and Edi 1

I 5th. It rombim
loom Blu< i

d root garden, and Its appolntmi
li is si'

i

d en-
joys the in ilif city, li is a

ms lor those w hi •

i 1 isit

the Exposition Grounds and witness the buildings now In

rourse Di erection.

A MAN ASKS HIMSELF

"What benefits will I derive from proper systematic
ercise that will seem like play, that will be-

come a pleasant and profitable habit?" It' he is n

will answer truthful]}
I. ii'e.

Greater F.i Qciency,
Bettei Health,

Finer Children,
More Friends.

Fewer Hn. in. Hills

tain confidence and satisfaction from the knowl-
edge that In- is making the most of tlie opportunities that

ave linn ami that his strength of mind will sure)]
a of h

Mental vigor without bodily vigoi lamp without
much oil ii g burns out, Its Light may he Just as

while it lasts, hut it s. h
.- r { - owa dim, fiickei

out.

John Tail has return< "• Sort after having

ear at the Tait-

luring 1

SAILOR'S DAY AT THE BEACH, APRIL 27th

Commodore F. J. Hennes6V has appointed the following

sailors as Committee on Cuisine; Wm. L. Crayton, Judge
Barney Hood, John F. Cunningham, Jos. S. Lewis, Hon. John
L. Herget, Hon. 1 I. I. Mulcrevy, Denis M. Duffy and Bob
Donahue.

"Wear a BENJAMIN"
NORFOLK SUIT

CORRECT FOR TOWN AND COUNTRY

Benjamin Clothes are best appreciated by men who wear them.

The time lost in thinking about it could be more enjoyably

spent in wearing a "BENJAMIN"

Priced: $18, $20, $25, $30

MARKET STREET

WE ARE SOLE AGENTS

BERGER'S EAST OF POWELL
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FROM MERCURY, THE LOS ANGELES ATHLETIC

CLUB'S MONTHLY.
STOP LEGISLATIVE TYRANNY.

What Scared Him.

There is a quiet little laugh going about town at the

expense of Palmer of the "Express," who "covers" the

L. A. A. C. news. Directly after the big rain he was sent

down to investigate the Los Angeles River, the bank gave
way and dumped him into the torrent. It was a close call,

but what worried the scribe most was the fact that it was
the Los Angeles River. "Fancy being drowned there, of

any place in the world," was his disgusted comment when
they dragged him to safety.

Swim to Catalina.

Speaking of water recalls to mind the project Les
Henry has afoot to hold a swim from San Pedro to Cata-
lina. It would be some swim, but by no means as diffi-

cult as crossing the English Channel. Nothing stands in

the way of the project, but the securing of an A. A. U.
sanction, and an injunction against swordfish interference.

We Should Worry.

Professor Frederick Starr predicts that in the near
future the human race will be toothless, four-toed and
bald. "We have no further use for hair and little toes,"

he declares, and adds that the invention of new kinds of

foods which require no mastication makes teeth super-
fluous. Oh, well

—

Is Rugby Doomed?
California is one of the few places in this country which

has thought it could see anything in Rugby, but latest

reports are that Stanford and Berkeley are both goini:

to discard the game, as it has practically resulted in the
severing of athletic relations between the two institutions.
Taking a chance that the rumor is true. Occidental, which
is even now making up its schedule, has asked both for
American football dates.

Too Many Laws.

We are suffering now from too many laws, made with-
out due consideration. The people who are to be gov-
erned should have some hearing and some consideration,
whether "amateur or professional," and in the meantime,
with all due regard for our respected Supervisors, who
have attempted to create by legislation a ten-round ama-
teur, we confidently proclaim to the world our belief that
"there ain't no sech animal."

Ccast Championships.

One of the biggest sporting events of the year promises
to be the Coast championship track and field meet which
the Multnomah Club of Portland has secured for the 14th
of June. Ralph Rose, George Horine and Forrest Smith-
son have already been entered. June 14 is the day of
the annual rose festival, and with an estimated influx of
40,000 visitors to draw on, the meet should be a financial
as well as athletic success.

World's Record Broken.

Speaking of Ralph Rose reminds me that he recently
broke the world's record with the twenty-four-pound shot
at the Pastime A. C, hurling it 39 feet Vi inches. The pre-
vious record was 3S feet 10 and 11-16 inches, made by Pat
McDonald, Irish-American A. C, Celtic Park, in 1911.

New Coast Marks.

On this same occasion Robert Vlught, of St. Mary's Col-
lege, made 1000 yards in 2 minutes and 20 seconds, clip-
ping two seconds from the best previous time, and Oliver
Millard, of the Olympic Club, ran five miles in 27 minutes
and 2-5 seconds. Hitherto the Coast record was 27 min-
utes 37 seconds.

ST. FRANCIS IMPORTATION CO.
350 Geary Street

WINES AND LIQUORS AT RETAIL
FINLST GOODS - LOWEST PRICES

PROMPT DELIVERIES

Permit Men and Women to Live Decent Lives After Their

Own Fashion.

That form of "altruism" which consists in atiempis to

regulate by law the habits and daily lives of other people
is detestable and hateful and the people will not endure it.

What are known as the "Wylie bill" and the "'Kehoe
bill"—measures advocated and pushed by the administra-
tion forces at Sacramento—proposing to regulate the sale

of liquor, are expressions of the will of bigots differing in

no way except, the subject and the penalty from those who
a few hundred years ago used to burn men and women
alive because they would not believe as thy did.

To prohibit, by Sta*e law, families from the use of bev-

erages in common usi by two-thirds of the families of the
world, or to place obstacles in the way of supplying them-
selves, or to prevent travelers from obtaining at their

hotels whatever they are accustomed to use at home, or to

in any way interfere in this connection with personal or
family freedom, is atrocious legislative tyranny.
The Kehoe bill proposes to prohibit the sale of Hquor "in

State-aided expositions." That is a slap at the Panama-
Pacific Expi sition, where, of all places in the world, there
is the least likelihood of anything offensive being permit-
ted. There will be a prodigious display of wines, in which
our own State will bear a conspicuous part, and we should
make ourselves the laughing stock * « r the world to prohibit

the sale of commodities which we produce in great quan
i.tii s and earnestly desire mankind to buy.

The Wylie bill is far worse. It amounts to a ruthless
and reckless destruction of values legitimately created in

pursuance of law by extending the protective limit drawn
about public institutions to Include areas in which millions

have been Invested in hotels ami other public places.
It would prohibit the sale of liquor within four miles

el any ruin 1 States military or nava] post or school. Not
a drop could be sold in the exposition and in all the Rich-

ml district and half of North Beach families and in-

dividuals would have to go all the way from ten feet to

four miles to supply their tables. The Hotel del Monte
would be put out ol business,
To attempt to prohibit or make it impossible or difficult

by law for people to live as the majority of mankind al-

ways has lived is bigoted, hateful and tyrannous and will

umi be endured.—The Chroniele.

THE PASSING OF A DIPSEA HERO.

..{ nlghl were tailing I

o was. "ii • win. Btaggered past

—

tep :i ppa rently his last—
Sheoul i ' '

iii- "dome" si' thinly fringed with hair;
The sweal had flattened the few left there;
Who once was, now no longer there:

Sheoul Boas.

II.

I ii:s eyes were glazed, hfa nose was red,
Ihs '"pep" was gone, his "kick' had

" •'. 1 1) help in-' mi v
'

t hen Bald
Sheoul Boas.

"I will." ;i passing auto crl< d,

"Give a poor old man a ride!"
. tooli I i ' Inside

Sheoul Boas.

Marg
The

III.

and Freddie T . were who
i ke*r" succor gave unto..

.ii'ii ti,i \ i- ii ii i n.
,\ in., "four-flusher" through and through,

Sheoul Boas,
Without ;i ha<k. without a brougham,
They saved him in in- hour of t;ioom.
Who couldn't walk across the room?

Sheoul Boas.

IV.

Alas! t he passing of I he grea I
.

No more shall Dlpsea's log
I

The wonders (self-told) of the late
Sheoul Boas,

Now AVatts and Griffiths well may feel.
They may he heavy around the heel,
But they don't need an automobile

Like Boas,
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CALIFORNIA'S MOST POPULAR SWEET SINGER INDOOR GOLF INSTANTANEOUS HIT.
From L. A. A. C. Mercury.

WM. KID NELSON
Umpire Corinthian Olympic and indoor yacht Clubs

WOMANLY CHASTITY.

Thank God the moralists and idealists who bold to the
theory that female virtue is merely the difference between

;iinl twelve dollars a week are mistaken in thier esti-

mate of American womanhood, indeed, the estimate is a
gross lihel on women tin world over. Womanly chastity
does not rest on a foundation so sordid and slender.

I. Y. C. BEACH BARBECUE

Commodore Frank J. Hennessy has appointed the following

Frolic Committee for Sunday the 27th Inst.; Capt. Mike

Hannan, Matt Harris, Phil Livingston, Dr. Jno. J. Driscoll,

Harry Stafford, John Tait, Hon. Geo. A. Sturtevant and Hon.

John J. Van Nostrand. The Committeemen are requested to

communicate with Sam Berger at once.

Indoor golf has caught the fancy of some of the staid

tubers of the Los Angeles Athletic Cub, and the new
sport bids fair to become one of the most popular indoor

aes on the I.. A. A. G. calendar. Already there is talk

of a tournament, and nearly every man in the club who ever
wielded a golf stick has tried his hand at the new game
and stamped it with the seal of his individual approval.

George ('line. Ed Tufts and Norwood Howard have been
selected as the golf committee, and among the most en-

thusiastic fans are numbered Dr. Guy Cochran, Cotton

Smith. Tom Williams, Dr. Wallace slinks. Robert Tatum.
.hick Tehan, Hugo .Johnston and G. M. Purcell.

lie outdoor golf,

ini; that there is no need of a caddy, and one does not have
it ali afternoon for the elusive gutta percba.

By the simple device—a blackboard and a piece of

chalk— i> to play ovi rse in the coun-

l,y, ii t!,, distances from hole to hole have
.sure-

ill the well-known links on the Pacific Coast, and
ilenionslrat.il that the score- made in the

lly with those made
tin the outdoor field.

.lust at the present moment the hart of the Los An-

ati ) Club links is mo and tnosl

tried it have accomplishi d tl

practically the same number of strokes used on the

ud green,

it is Uhl !

i - thi

. iiization of its kind to install the new game.

Then Golf Club in Sal i
and

it had an bership of nearly two

tin usand.
The gam.- is pla exactlj the sane as out-of-

,,. iB a teeii ind, and one uses the

Chlbs, the same stroke and sane- ball as in the out-

I he gold ground resembles nothing so much as a large

i ihe farther end of which is a three-tier arrange

Eacb is labelled with the number of yards

an varied in accordance

With the clubs used.

For example, if the upper left-hand bag is worth 200

1; ,,-,i i.i, with the driver, it is worth but 17a with

rassle, etc As each bag is labelled with the distance

nice, ill • player, in negotiating a selected course, can

,1 any clubs he chooses, and if he overruns the

.
, must pla> back to the g

AM ,i; 'he edge of the green. This is to-

il feet long, with the

on it. Thus a man playing tic

last stroke to a hole and overrunning his approach eight

hall that distance into the green before

ailing his putt.

.line has an appeal for all. and especially those

o iln l.o- Angeles Athletic Club who have found

r sports a l"t '"o Btrenuous. Many dislike the gym
it ,,f the necessity of getting into a gym

suit, hut th.- indoor golf requires nothing in the way of

ration.

REILLY BROS, and GENE RATTO
Phont SUTTER 3885

CARRIES

WHITE ROCK
ELBART GIN

WILTON WHISKEY

17S O'FARRELL ST.
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GOVERNOR JOHNSON AND THE LEGISLATURE.

You are a big man, Hiram Johnson—a great, big man.

It won't be long before a nation-wide slogan may call you

to the chair that has been occupied by twenty-eight Presi-

dents. , . ,

You are now Governor of California. You were elected

by the votes of all the people; better if it is put by all

kinds of people.

Theodore Bell, your opponent, was specious in his prom-

ises. You were not. The great pee-pull just recognized

in you a fair man. They wanted no ranting Heney nor

weak-kneed Gillet. They wanted you.

Mind you, Hiram Johnson, all kinds and all sorts of peo-

ple wanted you. All kinds and all sorts of people voted for

your opponent, but the majority saw you and you were

elected.
' Two years after the same dear pee-pull elected a Legis-

lature. That Legislature wants to do a lot of things. It

is now in session. You cannot prorogue them like a

Charles I nor throttle them like a Louis XIV, but you can

come pretty near indicating your wishes.

And your wishes are what?
Please don't ask your friends to say that they are in

favor of the bills that have been introduced or those al-

ready passed—you're too big for that.

Many of the bills pending before the Legislature have

for telling the people of San Francisco how to run its

government.
San Francisco pays a great deal of money in the form

of taxes into the State Treasury. More than one-fifth of

the total amount of taxes collected in the State of Califor-

nia comes from San Francisco. Many of its citizens are

larger taxpayers than whole counties in the State. In the

city's forty-two square miles of territory is living one-sixth

of the State's population.

Mr. James D. Phelan of San Francisco pays more taxes

into the State Treasury than the entire county of Del

Norte, or Mono, or—but why continue the reiteration? Mr.

Phelan and countless others of his co-taxpayers have not

asked the Legislature of California to tell the people of

San Francisco what time it shall close its saloons, how
long the dresses of its women shall be worn, nor what
house is clean and what isn't.

Perhaps the Senator from Del Norte and the Assembly-
man from Imperial are better equipped to decide
such questions. True, they live many hundreds of miles
away, but maybe their eyesight is better for that. But
there is an abiding faith in the ability of the people of the
biggest commonwealth west of the great divide to decide
those questions for themselves rather than country store-

keepers and villag smiths.
If the people of San Francisco wish to drink and play and

dance during certain hours, let the people of San Fran-
cisco decide those hours. There are plenty of enactments
in their own well-law-soaked community to handle those
questions. If they have not enough they have commissions
to regulate and bodies to legislate.

Why the Senator from Humboldt, whose very appearance
causes a certain comment, to say the great exposition can-
not do its own regulating?

This man—Kehoe is his name—wants the fair to be con-
ducted his way. There are forty men on the directorate
of the Panama-Pacific Exposition, taken from all walks
and professions, who should know better how to conduct
a great universal exhibition.

California does not need the character of "progressive"
legislation now offered in Sacramento. Many of the pro-
posed laws may be found in the statutes of Connecticut
passed in the seventeenth century. They have since been
known as the Connecticut "Blue Laws."

So, please, Governor Johnson, get rid of this present
Legislature as soon as you can.

A FLOCK OF INDOOR TARS AT HOWARD

Don't pray cream on Sunday and live on skimmed milk
the rest of the week.

Lazy men are just as useful as dead ones and take up
more room.

Keep an even temper, no matter if Julius Saulmann
butts in.

SMILE.

Like bread without the spreadlu',
Llk>. i puddin' wiUiinji s:i uce,

Like ;i mattress without Im-.IiI in".

Like ;i cart without a boss,
Like .< <l ' without si latchslrlng.

Like a fence without a Btlle.
Like .' draa ami barren creek bed,

Is a face without a smile!

Like a house without a dooryard,
Like a yard without a Rower,

Like a clock without a mainspring,
Thai will never toll the hour;

A thing I hat sort o' makes yo' feel
A hunger all the while

—

Oh, the saddesi slghl thai ever was
Is a face without a smile!

Tin- r. f man was built fer smiles,
An' thereby is he blesl

Ahoy,- ili,. critters of the field,

The birds an' all the rest;
He's jest a little lower
Than the angels in the skies,

An' the reason Is that he can smile;
Therein his glory lies!

So smile an' don't fergit to smile,
An smile, an' smile ag'In;

'Twill loosen up the cords o' care,
An' case the weight o' sin;

'Twill help yo' on the longest road,
An' cheer yo' mile by mile;

An' so, whatever is your lot.

Jes' smile, an' smile, an" smile.—Augustin W. Breeden In National Magazine.
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AN OPEN LETTER TO JAMES ROLPH. JR.,

SAN FRANCISCO.
MAYOR OF

Mr. Mayor: Discontent and dissatisfaction are charac-

teristics of our political system. No administration is im-

mune, nor in this land of boasted freedom of thought and
speech is it to be expected. The disappointed office-

seeker the chronic kicker, the social neurotic, the economic
theoriest at all times combine in one inharmonious whole
to rend the atmosphere with their plaintive protests. So
those of us who have studied political conditions pay but

little heed and less attention to their everlasting howl.

You. Mr Mayor, however, confront a somewhat different

and more serious situation in the conduct of your adminis-
tration. At no time in the history of San Francisco has
the discontent and the criticism and the complaint been
SO general. It is not confined to any particular set of men
or to any particular section—it is universal. The great

body of the electorate is lot lence. Like an un-

checked plague, it is spreading and spreading, and some-
thing should be. must be. done to stop it before serious

Injury is done our city. We have had an overdose of this

kind of epidemic, and the run- is in your hands.

No man doubts your bom Srity N
- rer I

• fore

has a Mayor worked so earnestly, so industriously or with
such untiring zeal and energy Bui work is ni I all

people of San Francisco paid you the highest compliment
in their power by electing you at the primary with a gre it

majority. Why? Because they respected you, believed in

you. and expected you to remedy conditions which they did
not a pi

This. Mr. Mayor, frankly you have not done. That you
have been ill-advised, that you have hesitated when you
should have been strong, that you have sacrificed much to

the siren strains of popularity, perhaps, you yourself will

admit. And so people call you weak a trimmer—a man
without backbone. It's time to prove this untrue- it's time
to stand up and fight— it's time to slow thai you don't lack

the stamina or the punch, Success can be snatched from
the teeth of defeat' Like Paul Jones, when called upon
to surrender, shout hack "Why. sir. by the living (Jod. I

have not yel lie tight!"

Take your Board ol Works. We don'l know Mr. Juddell
but if lie were as able as Goethalls he could not accom-
plish much, handicapped as he i n be is capable,

have one man and two nothings controlling the must im-

portant branch of our affairs You km".', tin- Mr Mayor,
better than any one. As Samuel Weller
would say. "Put a rope around Laumeister and Frasler and
throw them into the river and tie- only thing lost will be
the rope."
Some one called Max Kubl a li a miniature lemon.

Intellectually, perhaps, but politically be resemble!
grape fruit rather than the lime In Hie sheri period of

three months he has done more to injure your administra-
tion than can he counterbalanced bj the good wrk of

Woods or Roche. Take ihe Barbai I nasi egre-

gated district Under the pressure of a lot of emontional
know-nothings he has forced, through the Police Commis-
sion, resolutions which begin nowhere, accomplish noth-

ing and satisfy no one. Never mind .Mr. Mayor, the loud-

mouthed, hysterical preachers Consult men like Patrick
\v Riordan, Rabbi Nieto, Dr. Clam pett, Bishop Nichols, it

you will, and outline a policy. The} will probably advise
you to leave existing conditions alone, but irrespective of
this, when you have made up your mind, tell Mr. Kubl and
Ihe other Police Commissioners anil make them obey your
wishes. Max Kuhl may imitate and emulate, but Is

from a Teddy Roosevelt.
The Fire Department is next Men grown gray in serv-

ice say thai never before has this department been in sucfc

a turmoil—in open insurrection. Two of your appoint
Brandenstein and Hammer, are openly opposing and accus-
ing you, and the former is reported to have made the sur-

prising statement that "he hadn't started to attack the
administration yet." Chief Murphy is the most notorious In-

competent that ever disgraced a fireman's uniform. The
whole department, lock, stock and barrel, has been turned
over to the Maxwells and Finnigans, and you are being
traded and betrayed at every turn. Reposing in your desk

are sworn charges sufficient to break twenty chiefs. Men
ir whom you have confidence have told you the story over
and over again. You have promised to act. When? Why
not now? Delays are always dangerous, but more so in
this case. "Do it now" is a mighty good motto, Mr.
Mayor.
There is more or less comment on the other departments.

Honestly, you have been most unfortunate in your selection
of commissioners; but if the three great branches of our
municipality are straightened out, time will care for the
others.

This letter. Mr. Rolph, is not published in a spirit of
criticism or reproach, but with the fervent friendly hope
that a public statement of facts, to which you must agree,
may hasten action on your part—action long needed and
much desired. Hiram W. Johnson may be sacrificed by
the stupidity of his party adherents and representatives.
but not through his own weakness. If you are sacrificed,
you and you alone will be to blame.

"THE EDITOR."

THE EXAMINER'S STORY OF THE BAKER "SUICIDE.'

torj printed in the Examiner last month and taken
up by die Call in its early-morning edition, about the sui-

cide ei Baker, the defaulting cashier of the Crocker Na-
tional Bank, -Ms to inimi a boas perpetrated by a local

iper on one of its rivals in ihe eighties.

riii' Dalrj Repi rt ami the Post were strenuously bidding
for patronage and never missed an opportunity to deride
the other. The Post bad a bit i! ol it, as it received
ill, Associated Press Service and could thus give its read-
ers Hie telegraphic happenings of the day. This was before
tin United Press came Into being ami the Associated had a
monopoly.

Evening papers issued but one edition those days. The
Post appeared i n the streets at :, p. m., and almost simul-

1 shouted through the thor-

oughiaies also containing the world's news. The Post pro-

is were in s quandary as to where their rival got its

information. Suddenly a light dawned on the managing
i ditor. On the street in from of the office on a large black-

he Post's custom to chalk up an epitome
of the telegraphic news of the day as soon as it was re-

ii from the Associated Press. The Report had a man
on the jc b copying it as fast as it was written and relay-

ing ii in ihe Report's editorial rooms, where it was padded
out and sent to the composing rooms So the Post chalked

up a lurid story of a man eating his child in "Swenehtlaet-
Bew, Russia." which duly appeared that afternoon in the

lay the Post came "hi wiih the story of how
its rival was stealing its news and printed the odd name
of tl

u

town backward, which spelled:

WE STEAL THE MOWS.
I'm.m that day ihe circulation of the Report waned and

it soon passed mil ol existence.

THE WELLER RECALL.

The Main Sheet stnmgl> ur"es on its readers to go to

Hi, pells .m April 22nd and vote against the proposed re-

call ni Judge Charles i. Weller

The present movement is an echo of the hysteria which
en hold of a certain class of women in London.

Some of the leaders of the recall movement now instituted

in San i ini co Ic not know really what it is all about.

It is something for them to do besid. s playing bridge or

solo.

There are ton many officials afraid to do their duty tor

n it will not phase ihe mi.Ts, and with He
over their heads these weaklings will be

, ,i , i ban e\ ,,]-.

To the people el San Francisco the approaching election

|a , important than one in which a President is to be

el) , ted After all. one President is as good as another so

lar as the well-being of this city is concerned. But this

much interested in preventing special elections

ii i .1 forty thousand dollars and more every time

someone has a grievance againsl an elected official.
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A crank reports that the Geary street cars are not

washed. The matter was referred to E. P. E. Troy, who
says that Spring Valley is too high to use, and he is wait-

ing for Hetch-Hetchy.

Brandenstein and Joe Walcott are having a grand battle

of words. Joe says a chief must be fat and Henry says he

must be lean. Why not get together, boys; what you both

want is a political test.

We note that Chief White wants an increase of $500,-

000,000,000 from the city for the Police Department, and
also wants 2S0 more policemen. Go slow, Gus, they might
find a new chief in that 280.

We hope that the boys and girls at Sacramento who
want to turn down the red lights so low will go into one
large room and turn on.the gas. This is the best solution

of the problem as old "as the hills. We think one large

red light in our town is better than 10,000 small ones in

our residence district.

Captain Moons Mooney says that the burglaries of San
Francisco are all caused by burglary insurance.
Teddy Roche says that the burglars are the cause of the

burglaries. ,

Jesse Cook says Chief White's hat is too big and he
can't see what is going on.

Max Kuhl refused to be interviewed by the "Main Sheet."

A dignified old lady entered the Temporary City Hall last
week and asked a gentleman in the corridor "where the
Board of Public Works was." The gent replied: "I don't
know; but the Board of Works the Public is on the third
floor."

"Thank you," said the lady; "that's the plaee."

The measure of San Francisco's political intelligence

will be best demonstrated on the returns of the election

to be held on April 22, 1913.

The lower Market street controversy is settled and there

is no use of slopping over and standing in the suds.

VOTE YES.

The telephone question savors of petty graft and seems

to be a more fit subject for the Grand Jury than for an

election booth.
Vote No.

The recall of Judge Weller is vicious and unjust. Join

the overwhelming majority who believe in fair play and

Vote No.

California is the land of fruit, flowers and freaks. The
Chief of Police of Oakland lectures in the pulpit on Sunday
and the chaplain at San Quentin grafts on the unfortunate
inmates every day in the week.

"We are acting like a lot of kids," says Assemblyman
Inman, speaking for the lower house of the Legislature.
Yes, and sometimes a lot of kids would be better for a
spanking.

Criticism of the new five-cent pieces on the ground that
they contain too much art for a nickel and don't look like

money is general, but so long as they are accepted for

street car fare and soda water they fulfill every necessary
purpose.

That Chicago bartender who won scholastic honors at

Princeton had one big advantage over his classmates. He
had probably done his drinking before he went to college

The stork brought 3676 boys and only 3378 girls to San
Francisco during 1912. At least the stork has escaped the
blandishments of the suffragette.

The pursuit by public authorities of strictly hygienic and
sanitary conditions waxes hotter and hotter. The drinking
water on railroad trains is to be certified and individual
drinking cups have to be provided. In Pennsylvania a bill

has been passed requiring the thorough antiseptic purifi-

cation of finger bowls. Soon it probably will be required
that there must lie aseptic knobs on every door and call

buttons that automatically sterilize themselves after each
time they are pressed. It is a wonderful age.

King Constantine of. Greece says he was "called by Prov-
idence" to fill his office. When will kings and princes dis-

cover that Providence is no more concerned in their doings
than in the recall of Judge Weller? Wouldn't it be funny
if Ty Colib should pass away and the new rightflelder of

the Detroite uttered the same exclamation? Why not?
There are more people interested in baseball than there are
in the King of the Hellenes.

The Washintgon Post says Joe Ettor, the will-known in-

dustrial shirker of the world, has been deported from Can-
ada, showing that when foreign countries once get rid of
their undesirahles. they're too foxy to take 'em back.
Joe is now preaching tbrou our glorious State.

I will sing to yen more next year.'' said Madame Tetraz-
zini, at the close of her engagement. Of course, Louisa
will—and at $7 a seat, too.

In the publicity given the Rcdlight Bill the effusion of
our esteemed fellow-townsman and friend, Senator Gerdes,
has been overlooked. Senator Frederick makes the com-
mission of a certain action a felony, altho his erudite prede-
cessors who framed the Ten Commandments failed to put
it among the 'Thou Shalt Nots."

Evidently Lieutenant-Governor Wallace didn't forget the
big majority the people of San Francisco gave against him.
He took care in naming the Committee on Public Morals
in the Senate to "stack" it with four of his cronies from
below Tehachapi. This gave him a majority of one in that
committee and he saw to it that all bills affecting San
Francisco should be referred to it.

The Main Sheet opines that Bryan will not last out Wil-
son's term in the Cabinet. History shows no Secre-
tary of State that was continually butting in ever got along
with the President. But it will be funny if Wilson re-

leases the Great Commoner and the latter won't stay
"fired."

HAPPY DAY.

We can't all live on Easy street,

Each day can't be a May day;
But there's one day when life seems sweet,

And that old day is pay day.
—Cincinnati Enquirer.
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A TIP TO THE LEGISLATURE.

Father Joseph McQuaide, Rev. Doctor Clampett and Rev.

Jacob N'ieto aptly expressed the views of the great ma-

jority of the people of this State when they said:

You cannot legislate the people into morality and

truth. Law cannot enforce the uplift, but sane regulation

can. We are face to face with a freak Legislature which
cannot do things sanely because they cannot do them rea-

sonably. Awakening the public conscience will do more
In a day to conserve civic morality than laws can do in a

year."
We have faith that Governor Johnson will use a good

stiff kick and put most of this legislation in the place where
i.t belongs.

We did not send our Legislature to Sacramento to weai

white ribbons and flirt with a few ill-guided ministers and
inn with nothing else to do but sit around the lobby

and applaud hypocritical speeches.

If any of the politicians think thej have made a hit with

this legislation let them walk a few feel from the lobbies

of both houses.
The men who propose the bills do nol believe in them

and the people who seem to applaud them are hopelessly

in the minority.
From a political standpoint, it is suicide, anj from a

legislative standpoint, a crime. Let us pray that the Goi
emor will rescue the Legislature from criminal suicide.

SPRING VALLEY AGAIN.

Mayor Rolph and the Spring Valley are again In

The Mayor and the charitable corporation have decided to

commence condemnation proceedings. This is a step that

could and should have boon taken years ago.

The method by which the plant is to be condemned is

at least unique. It is to be tried by three Superior Judges
who are to be selected from twelve, sin of whom are to be
named by the company and six bj the city,

in course, dealing with the Spring Valley is a private

matter: the only thing public about it. is the public money.
H will perhaps never be known what six Judgi

chosen by the company. It would bo interesting, neverthe-

less, to know the six jurists whom the company will s-

Both sides reserve the right to appeal to the higher
courts and of course the highei the right

to reverse. It is apparent that we are on the verge of

litigation which may outlast the memory Of the public ofti

i ials who are entering into it.

We may do tin' impeccable Spring Valley an Injustice,

but it looks to us that the Jig was up for them They are

afraid to face the Wilson administration on the lletch

Hetchy question and they have tailed, thanks to the so-

called "Solid Nine" of our present Hoard, to put over their

price.

San Francisco must rest on the strength of the Supei
visors who refused to permit the leak Horn the municipal
Treasury to the Spring Vallej Treai try and have the rest

to fate.

If It were not for the charity of the Spring Vail

the fearlessness, acumen and ability of our City officials,

some people might suspect a negro in the timber.

Cl)f

art jfloral Co.
p. VINCENT MATRAIA,

Manager

255 POWELL STREET
Telephone Number : : Kearny 35 24

SATAN WINS AGAIN.

Satan has triumphed again. A resolute reformer who
has withstood the assaults of corporate influence and the
wiles of politicians has fallen—rather, ridden from grace.
Good, old, honest virtue again got it in the neck when

the Pride of the Mission Improvement Club caught Adolph
Koshland sipping cherries from bohemian cocktail glasses
in a madhouse, while the city automobile chugged out mu-
nicipal gasoline.

'dolph wanted to steal a march on his brother Super-
visors. He wanted to take a polite, private political joy
lide in a public automobile. This is no small thing to

accomplish, and if you don't believe it. ask Fred Churchill
o: Jerry O'Shea. It takes a genius to accomplish a ride
like that, and no wonder Adolph failed.

To make the ride private and polite he took the ladies.
This has been done before! To make it public he trusted
to the Mayor—-thai wasn't done before. And to make it

political he trusted to fate

Tuesday. April 2nd, was a great night for the Sullivans.
The olympians gave a dinner to James K. in the Olympic
-'lull friends of Judge John J. dinel and wined him in a
Montgomery-strei t cafe, and s, me old pals of John L. had
him as their guest at Tails.

THE PRICE OF WHITEWASH SOARS.

The price of whitewash has risen beyond all expectations.
The Increased demand for the white product by rectors
nd vestrymen of various churches has caused a shortage

in the market.
So many recreant clergymen need a coat and so many

"soul windows" have to be ealsomined that the gravest ap-
ision is felt in certain uuarters.

Denny Duffy has decided that tin- white product is too

expensive for the state to buy, and he has kicked the Rev-
erend Mister Call, Bible and all, out of San Quentin with-

i
coat of this costly liquid,

Si\ oi tlie nine Supreme Court judges today bear my
Isslon. Forty-five per cent of the Federal Judiciary

have been appointed by me. That is the reason why I

could DOl practice law as an allocate While \ oil and I

and the average man would know- that this circumstance
would not affect any court in any degree, the fact is that

QO matter bou fairly a case Blight be decided, the inclina-
tion of the man who lost, if the side I represented won.
<• oiild be to attribute the defeat to the fact that I appointed
the judge 'licit iii Itself is something thai must be con-
sidered, What is ne< ded these days is thai nothing should
be done that would ever give justification for even the ap-

trance of a suspicion against the courts."—President
Tuft in a stat anient before quitting the White House,

'There was no grafting in ancient Babylon. But I tell

yov tin they did have. They had post cards, little clay
tablets, oti one side of which they wrote the address and
on the other side the message of love. The divorce laws
an g Ma' pre-Babylonians were delightfully simple. We
ret I

on one of the law tablets: 'If a woman says to her
husband you are not my husband, she shall be thrown into
the river.'"— Professor Karl Bezold, of the University of
Heidelberg, Oriental expert, who is in New York for a
lecture tour.

First Citizen—Why do they call it the Temporary City
Hall!
Second Citizen Because most of the officials in it will

be there but a very short time.

If there is any other way to teich viitue than to prac-
tice it. the I. Y. C. would like to know.

Reformers remind us of the crocodiles of the Nile: they
are never happy unless they are wallowing in muck and
tilth
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ANOTHER SHIPMATE HAS THE OREGON BOOT

Shipmate M. J. Buckley was married on Saturday even-

ing March 15, 1913, to Miss Emily Jose at the residence
of her brother-in-law, Jas. A. Watts, No. 180 Twenty-second
avenue, and on the Saturday eve prior to his taking the
plunge into the sea of matrimony a goodly crew of yachts-

men gathered around the table at the banquet room at

Tait's and gave him what was entitled an "Oregon Boot
Dinner"—and it was. A real live ball and chain lay in

tLe center of the table, covered with flowers, and after
the black coffee, at the given word four good brother sailors

pulled the ribbons and removed the floral covers and tlv>

ball and chain were locked on "the little bridegroom's"
ankle.

What the brave lads then did to "Little Buck" would
fill more space than the "Main Sheet" can spare in this

issue.

The evening was enlivened with some high-class iro

promptu entertainment, the feature being a one-act skit,

in which J. Horn Suits took the leading part. The skit
was entitled, "Who Threw the Banana Stock in the Garbage
Can?" and shipmates Otto Wallfisch and Willie Kid Nel-
son were featured in delivering their parodies on the song,
"Oh! Bananas."
Supervisor Wm. H. McCarthy responded to the toast of

"Married Life," and in doing so in his usual brilliant style
painted a beautiful picture of connubial bliss, with the
"reverse English."
The only regretable incident of the evening was the

conduct of Shipmate J. Horn Suits, who was so carried
away with the success of the rendition of his skit that
he continually interrupted the delivery of the toast by
Supervisor McCarthy, and was only suppressed when Ser-
geant Tiv Kreling, assisted by the "Siamese Twins,"
Otto Wallfisch and Jack Hunt, lifted him bodily and de-
posited him in one of his own green enameled garbage
cans.

Before the evening was over every "freebooter" present
vowed that if it was ever their misfortune to have the
boot slipped them that there would not be any announce-
ment of the event until the nuptial knot had been tied, for
fear they would have to undergo the same treatment ac-
corded Buckley.
The dinner was presided over by "Big Chief" T. I. Fitz-

patrick, of the Dipsea Indians, and the following brother
yachtsmen attended: Jos. A. Watts, A. J. Griffith, Jack
Suits, V. F. Finigan, Geo. Mackay, John Plover, Oscar
Turnblad, Bert Kleinhans, Luke Flynn, Geo. James, Dr.
B. F. McElroy, Wm. M. Mikulich, Geo. A. Habenicht, Chas.

Arata, Otto Wallfisch. Gerald A. Griffin, Jack Hunt, T. I.

Fitzpatrick, Ben Boas, Dr. Connie Bricca, Wm. H. Mc-
Carthy, Willie Kid Nelson, Tiv Kreling, Matt Harris, Phil
Wand. Wm. H. Mead.

Leadville, Colo.. March 24, 1913.
Indoor Yacht Club, San Francisco, Cal.

Gentlemen: We have received your pennant, and thank
you very much for the same.

If any of your members ever visit Colorado, and espe-
cially Leadville, our clubrooms are at your disposal.

Yours very trulv,

OLYMPIC ATHLETIC CLUB,
By E. Owen, Secretary.

ELECTED TO MEMBERSHIP IN INDOOR YACHT CLUB.

San Francisco—Clifford McClellan. John S. Hale, Harry
Carlton. Dan Casey, Porter Mickle, A. H. McCoy, William
Kyne. Lieutenant H. J. Wright, Ralph Friedman, Julius
Dohrmann, Captain Geo. F. Hornsmiin. William A. Mann,
Eugene M. Lew. E. Lasalle, Leo W. Meyer, V. T. Gari-

baldi, C. A. Harwell, L. M. Waite. F. Albrecht. H. Malluni.

B. M. Wright. ('. Hnuss, Clu-t Allen, L. K. Newlield. G.
.Martin, R. Merrilt. F. II. Conley, E. C. Dutton, S. Parker
and G. H. Degener.
Oakland—Captain Thorvald Brown.
Cincinnati, O.—John J. O'Brien.
Chicago—Tom Hanton.
\ew York iCty—Joseph Garneau, Lawrence Ryan.
San Quentin—John E. Hoyle,
Represa, Cal.—Jas. A. Johnston,

APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP IN INDOOR YACHT
CLUB.

San Francisco Lawrence Brandt, Edward Plume.
Cleveland, O.- Hal H. Hill.

Erie. Pa.—Thos. E. Durban.
Chicago. Ill Thus. Hamilton.
Evanston. 111.—Thus. Hamel.

KRELING VS. SAULMANN.

Julius Caesar Saulmann lias a Formidable name, but thai
is all. Tivoll Kreling bag a musical cognomen ami a muscu-
lar arm. The Sergeant-with-Arms ot the Hoard of Supervis-
ors recently ousted Julius from a reporter's seat. They tell

us that the only report Julius ever made was when he hit
the floor after Kreling started.

Now we suggest that Tlvoli be given a raise in salary
and a week's vacation and told to round up the following
persons and ship them to Oakland, Mexico or Los Angeles:

1. 10. P. K. Troy.
2. II. D. H. Connick.
3. E. R. Zion.
4. Rev. Doctor Aked.

A "fashionable" SI. Louis church will have a roof gar-

den over the chancel. Won't do. Fashion demands a

cabaret in the crypt.

THROBLETS.

By Our Local Elbert Hubbard.

One sky pilot begins a whisper; another makes it a re-

port, and the third makes it a calumny.

Take off your hat to the man who minds his own busi-

ness.

Life is too short to spend in chewing the rag and knock-
ing.

Talk less and listen more.

The habit of borrowing small sums of money is a per-
nicious practice and breaks many a friendship.

The only way to secure friends is to be one.
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FOLSOM PRISON. NEW YORK THEATERS.

By Sam Berger.

Prison institutions at best are hardly the place one would
select to spend their summer lay off.

Physical or moral courage does not thrive under physical

restraint.

The principles of freedom on which our constitution is

founded, the atmosphere of liberty that lures the foreigner
to our United States, that independence of thought and
action which pending legislation may dissolve into tra-

dition, is too thoroughly inoculated in our native Ameri-
can to allow the hard hand of prison repression to either
dignify or enhance his intellect. But, granting that for
lack of contrivance of some other method of education
that prisons are necessary. I feel duty bound to pay tribute
to the new warden of Folsom prison who is leading the
way in the work of uplifting those sufficiently unfortunate
to have been caught—they, whose i ick of discernment and
education rendered them unable to distinguish that dim
line beyond which they must nol step without paying the
cruel wages.

Diverting momentarily. It is the writer's opinion that
the noblest work of all is to prevent men fro titeril

penitentiary and becoming branded with those tat I

lines the impression of which society makes si> indelible

Our legislature at Sacramtnto is busily engaged enacting
laws to enable men and boys to slide more gracefully ami
less interruptedly into penitentiary garb—and—as it se
impossible to stay misguided hands from making it easier
to place men in prison. Then indeed it is worthy work to

assist those unfortunates to retain some small portion of
those qualities intended to make them men In this

department of humanity's scheme .lames Johnston, the new
warden of Folsom, is playing a leading and impressive role.

He is a man first and a warden afterwards. He realizes

that penitentiaries hold but a minority of those win. have
ignored and transgressed the strict Interpretation ol tie

law.

He tmdersands the humanity of erring and the divinity
of forgiveness.

Real red corpuscles flow through his veins.

He knows that applying the heel to the individual who
exchanges a name for a number does not either help the
man or society.

He probably was blessed with a father whose Intell

and kindliness prompted him to substitute reason for the
rod.

He knows that few men are totally vicious and though
the percentage of bad may at some time counterbalance the
nobility within a man influencing him to momentary irre-

sponsibility, that there is still that good no matter how sub-

merged, which can be appealed to.

J;i nies Johnston realizes ami thinks these things, so be
has placed into experimental practice human principles

that are sowing their seed.
There are many things to do and he is doing all things

allowed by the limitations of his power.
There are about one hundred men working on the outside

of Folsom prison without guard or vigilance excepting
their conscience impelling gratitude for the confidence im-
posed in them.
The red shirt formerly used to distinguish very bad men

from the mild, has been discarded.
The folded arm march to the dining room is no longer

in evidence.
These and many other things calculated to crush men

I loser to the animal have been eliminated in Folsom. The
eyes of the country are watching your experiments. Mr
Johnston, and you can't have better luck than I wish you.

KRUO Private Cuvee
That's the beverage for me

This w.ek at the
HIPPODROM] cus and Under Many Flags"WINTER GARDEN Gaby Deslys and At Jels'on.
4tTH STREET—"The Geisha."
J<TH STREET—Francis Wilson. "The Spiritualist"CASINO—"The Beggai Student."
PRINCESS- Comeds and Thrills
89TH STREET—"I he l'i. , l ;

I'l.AVIIi IUSE—"Little \V
LYRIC- Sam Bi
maxim-: Kt.t.ii .T -"Romance."
COMEDY—"Fanny's First r
MANHATTAN—"The Whip."
CASINO—' Liebe Augustine."
FULTON—"What Happened to Mary."
CENTURY ihren.

i IREN S— l

EMPIRE—"Liberty Hall." with John Mason.
KNICKERBOCKER lull Sandersot and roseph Caw-

hlni
LYCEUM H B. Wart I: ker."
GARRIi !K— ' 'l'i - Consplrl
CRITERION Robert H wgyle Case."

SON—"The i

I Girl."
HARRIS—' Tie .Master Mind."
NEW AMSTERD \M Ine."
GAIETV i f!"

and Stone and Flsie .Tames.
«

'i >\ I EN'S in "Widow t Pro
ASTOR \ Man's Friend."

i ; RAND— "Miles!
CORT Taylor, "Peg o' My Heart."
BLTINGE—"Within The Law."
BELASCO- A'.ai- ei Discretion."
REP1 BLIC—"A Good Little I"

\ny man who plots another's undoing is arranging his

own.

Are yen a cheerful loser? If so. you are bound to win
out in the long run— take your medicine.

lie a man and a friend to everybody. Be gentle and keep
your voice low. Blessed is the man who does not knock.

COATES ORIGINAL

PLYMOUTH
DRY GIN

THE GIN OF THE CRITICAL
CONSUMER

THE FINEST GIN IMPORTED

ALEX. D. SHAW & CO.
EDWIN C. HAMMER, MGR.

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS
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THAT MOST WONDERFUL BALL.

Although two months have elapsed, the Sharon ball still

fills the imagination and jogs the memory with compari-
sons. There was so much to tell over the teacups that the

daily papers did not print. For example, the menu, which
read like delicious food, but looked unlike any food ever
served in this paradise of edibles. Both terrapin and frogs'

legs have many times been rolled on the tongue with much
savor, and no longer excite the palate of our smart set.

It is as difficult to get society into an "Oh, my!'' state of

mind over anything to eat as it is to get a laugh out of

one's own family over last year's joke. We are so used
to being fed the best earth-brew of nectar and ambrosia
that our palates are rather jaded.

Mrs. Sharon realized that the manner in which the
courses are served is all that distinguishes one lavish
supper from another. The manner in which this supper
was served was after the manner of kings and fairies

and dreamers and artists. The most tremendously fed-up
men who just tolerate the "in the meanwhile" of a ball for

the sake of the supper, were given pause at first sight of

.the supper, and hesitated to destroy the beauty cf the
dishes. Some of the secrets of construction were brought
from France by special envoys. All of the chefs at the
Palace massaged their imaginations night and day for
three months to produce ideas that were blended into the
perfect whole cf that six-course supper. It is said that
the man who produced the ice cups for the salad was so
pleased when he saw the sample one come out just as his
fancy had pictured it that he wept.
Can you imagine three hundred glittering cups of a salad

that is a color scheme as well as a salad? Don't fancy that
-cut-glass has come hack in style and that you can get the
effect with your discarded cut glasses. These salad cups
were made of ice frozen to show a thousand iridescent
lights, and it was just another proof that seeing is believ-
ing, for every man and woman at the table just had to
touch the cups to find out if they really were ice. and three
hundred hands were lifted as simultaneously as in a well
trained chorus, and the whisper came all in the same key.
"It is ice!"
We have had salad served on blocks of ice—but to com-

pare these crude affairs with the works of art at this ball
would give the creator of them grounds for damages. They
were beautiful enough for the ice kings to use for stork
certificates, and would not melt away any faster than Hip
average Polar investment.
There were those who thought that the terrapin was

even more remarkable than the salad. By the wizardy "I

the chefs the terrapin came in the forms of all sorts of
tiny fish more beautiful than those found in the seven seas
of the earth. Terrapin Maryland and Terrapin GreenwaJ
are ubiquitous and much appreciated, but this wonder way
of serving it has never before been attempted here. Dr.
Jordan, who is authority on fish, and also on eugenics,
might have made scientific objections to the forms that
were masquerading as perfectly gcod fish, but while they
may not have followed the lines of science, they were very
pretty and interesting to regard. One can't be a scientific
snob and get much out of life, anyway.
The ices at the ball came in the disguise of flowers, and

on each flower was poised the most dazzling butterby, made
out of spun sugar that had caught and imprisoned in its
sticky state all the colors of the rainbow and of moonshine
and of sunrise, and then it had been spun into butterflies
by the nature-fakers of the staff, and even the chef jellied
with pride under the starched crispness of his white apron
when the waiters bore them to the tables. The picture
was marred by the waiters. Young Hebes should have
borne them aloft. In New York, at the very successful
new little theater, which is the smartest thing in the way
of a theater, they have beautiful young women ushers
in gray gowns, with deep lace collars and cuffs, and these
Picturesque Quakerish girls serve black coffee between
the acts.

Much has been written about the decorations of the
Sharon ball, but the true story of the way in which the
effects were obtained has not yet been told. Three months
ago Mrs. Sharon sent for the decorators and told them
that she did not care anything about the expense of the
thing, but that she wanted something really beautiful.

Two ycung women decorators, an architect and an artist,

assisted by Dr. Harry Tevis and Mrs. Sharon herself,

worked out the plan. When the scheme was finally de-

cided upon, blue print plans were made, so that the line of

beauty might not be destroyed by the haphazard placement
of a bit of shrubbery or a vase. The decorations were set

up in as strict accordance with these plans as though the
Board of Public Works were inspecting for violations of

the plans.—News Letter.

LET US TRY AND DIVIDE CALIFORNIA.

The above title is a suggestion.
When the- writer visited Southern California several

years ago, a newspaper article in the "Los Angeles Times"
came to his notice. The article in question favored the
division m' the state.

As a loyal California!] it created a treasonable impres-
sion on the writer. To him, a native-horn Californium it

was a truly villianous idea. California seemed such a great,

big, beautiful, whole-souled state and it seemed to him to

he all California. The very idea of splitting up the state
appeared to be the ravings of some modern McCullough.

Conditions have changed Southern California is no
longer ruled by the spirit of tin- native-born Californian.
Southi in California is dominated by tin- "Easterner."
As long as state <ii\isii>ns exist in the United states, mid

as long ;i- these divisions continue having "states rights."

then the state has to ho considered not only from the Bent]
mental standpoint, hut from the standpoint of practica-
bility.

I'm driving at this the Interests ol Southern California
are no longer tin- same, as the Interests of the northern
population. We have nothing in common. Theirs is a

new population, and is being continually augmented by an
influx of new arrivals and different bloods, recruited from
the Eastern States. They bring with them Eastern ideas,
immediately on their arrival, after b< coming acclimated,
they study the situation. They study the laws under
which they live in their new environment. If the laws
iiiai exist do not exactly suit their tastes, they set about
making la as that will.

That is what is happening at present in Sacramento,
All Hie freak legislation Unit lias I u going on can lie

traced to its source Southern California,
What we old Californiahs need is separation more than

anj i hing else i. (i us draw an Imaginary line at Tehachapi
and let them take their halt and we ours.

Let's make a devilish bard fight to retain the name of

California nol Northern California, like North Dakqta, bu:
"CALIFORNIA," ami let thn,. retain their title, which has
been theirs by force of habit Southern California.
Then we can make laws to suit ourselves- laws that will

do us the mosl - 1 ami he the least binding on ns.

We have nothing in common with the long haired cranks
and highbrows of Soul hern California.
We are a cosmopolitan seaport town, and we haven't

any lemon groves around us. either, and we certainly have
been passed a lot of le s by our southern Friends
There's only one way, boys—unllmber your guns and gel
your K I ship under way and let the cry ting out, "Cali-
fornia ier Californians!"

We'll let Wallace pack his trunk an I lake his capital
down to Monrovia. Let him silently fold his tent, like the
Arabs, and as silently steal away.

Cutting out all the comedy stuff, the only thing Tor us to
do is to nip it in the bud, while there is yet time. Don't
wait too long, because the sedition of the southerners is

spreading in our own camp, and if we do not cut out the
cancer in a hurry, we'll all be invited to a wake.
Remember, boys, we all love California, but times change,

and we have to meet new conditions. This is a new con
dition. We in the north became weakened by our disaster
of 1906; the south has gone ahead by leaps and bounds.

In the old days we controlled Sacramento. Since the
fire there has been a new order of things—the aggressive
southland has captured all before it. Let us call quits and
give them their half and take ours.
Get busy. Do it now.
It is for the "I. Y. C."—the San Francisco Tammany

Hall— to call the shipmates to the attack.
All hands on deck. Let the password be "Do or Die."

A SHIPMATE.
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A SPLASH IN THE FOUNTAIN.

R. G. Hanford's home in Pine street is one of the most

interesting places in San Francisco. It looks like some

sort of mysterious medieval castle, but is. in tact, a very

up-to-date and luxuriously fitted dwelling. Not the least

ot its attractions is the beautiful garden with its splashing

fountain. Hanford gave a merry party not long ago, and

when the jollity was at its height the guests left the house

to enjoy the cool air out of doors. There was much romp-

ing about the garden, and general admiration of the beau-

tiful fountain with its waters silvered in the moonlight.

And then one of the women suddenly jumped into the

fountain. .lust why is not known. Nut it is said that some-

body dared ber.and she scorned to show the white feather.

Anyway, she plumped to the general amazement cf the

guests. She looked, in her low-cut evening gown, like a

very modern, but very bewitching mermaid. Everybody

enjoyed the sensation except her husband, who was furi-

ously angry. "Come out of that fountain at once." be CI m
manded. She laughed a musical laugh at hubby's discom-

fiture and answered: "Come in and get me." Hubby

didn't go in and get her. but she was finally induced to

leave her unconventional setting.

INDOOR YACHT CLUB •DISCOVERY" OF SAN FRAN-

CISCO BATHING BEACH.

From the Referee.

The Indoor Yacht Club has accomplished something
which the chami.cr ol Commerce and the Commonwealth
Club have failed to do -lit years of effort and an
expenditure of just Lotions 0]

The Ocean Surf below the Cliff Mouse is actually

ing popular as a bathing resort. The Indoors have brought

such a condition about. As recentlj as three years ago a

man or a girl in a bathing suit out there create!

tion. Then a few Eastern strangers began to defy 'he

proverbial "fog and dangerous undertow." The Olympic
Club New Year's splurge with b due exploitation from
Miles Bros, films helped a bit, too. But the Indo

the climax and forever established our Pacific Ocean Beach
as one of the most delightful and logical watering spots in

all the world—perforce a bit rigorous and gamey.
A tew months ago Commodore Frank C Heni

the Lubers established a chalet ou( on the Ocean High-
way—a regular bathing house and club qua: ined.

Soon a half dozen fellows appeared in their Gantner £
Matterns. After an I -'s baseball thej wound up with a

frolic in the surf. Then gradually the crowd began to grow

until here in the month i i Decembi r you many find on any
Wednesday or Sunday afternoon fifty or sixty bathers and
sandcombers didoing in the sanil and briney. For tortj

years the San Francisco Ocean Suri has stood unappre-
ciated and it has remained for that little band of Live
Wire Apostles ol the Life California to awaken our city

and the world to its virtues. If the Indoors do nothing
else, the "discovering" of our Ocean Beach as a hale and
well-met watering playground has earned for them ever-

lasting distinction and the city's gratitude.

H. F. SANDERS A. j. SCHtJLER

DEL MONTE AUTO RENTAL CO.

SUTTER 215 HOME C-6666

TOURING CARS AND TAXICABS
OFFICE. 105 POWELL STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

Hades, April 1. 1913.

Editor of "Main Sheet."

My Dear Old Pal in Sin: I thought that you would be

glad to hear that I arrived back safely in Hell, where I

belong. I hated to leave your dear country, I had such a

good time during the past few years teaching your "best"

people the rag and the tango and the proper pose for hold-

ing a perfumed cigarette. But I thought I would get out of

San Francisco before the town became thoroughly steril-

ized.

As I look back I have every reason to feel sore at the

reformers. Look at how they turned me down! Guy Eddie

queered me in Los Angeles: Jere Cook drove me from
Boston; Frank Horn double-crossed me in Richmond;
Golden Rule Rohler showed me up in Cleveland; Hubert

Cowley-Carroll ditched me in Ross, and the Y. M. C. A.

exposed me in Portland.

I was tipped off to get out of Frisco by Max Kuhl. Of

course. Max told me that the lid was to be just a bluff,

but then Max being a lawyer. 1 thought maybe that he

meant to throw- me over the bluff. You know you can't

trust lawyers. So I decided to get out. and I'm glad I did.

That earth of yours is far worse than my Hell.

I have a i ham • to set even with the reformers here, and,

believe me. I will. I have added a lot of new punishments.

I make fake reformers tell the truth—that hurts them.

I make politicians look at the returns of future elections

—

that cures them. I make double-crossers keep both prom-
ises—that bankrupts them. I make suffragettes dance the
rag with lame clergymen, who have catarrh. That is

pretty tough: don't you think so? You see. I have no other
kinds of people hi re and I'm kept pretty bus:

I just returned in time, because the reformers were so
well organized thai they were going to steal hell itself.

It reminded me of some of the situations I saw when I was
with you
Send my best to the boys and girls, and tell them I hope

to see them soon. Yours always,
THE DEVIL.

Keep your Insur-

ance papers, deeds,

leases, etc., in one

of our Safe Deposit

Boxes.

You can rent a

box here for $4 a

year.

CROCKER
SAFE
DEPOSIT

VAULTS

Crocker Bldg.

Post and Market

JNO. F. CUNN1 NO
Manarer

THE ACME OF PROTECTION
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HE WON ON A BLUFF.

A San Francisco man relates the following story relative

to Ephreni Zimbalist, the worlds greatest violinist. Zim-

balist, who is a great traveler, crossed the Atlantic and

played polrer constantly with this Native Son. He is an

adept at the game, and tells of an interesting play in which

a young friend of the violinist and a Russian general were

in the game. The betting became very heavy over one

hand. The yuung friend, who is only a hoy, put as much
as 50,000 roubles at one time, and the general raised him

until there were 300,000 roubles on the table. At this

point Ihe boy got up and said: "I have spent all my own
money. I can't risk any more without consulting my
father." It was 3 o'clock in the morning, and the boy lived

some distance away, but his cards were sealed and the

party sat around the table awaiting his return.

The boy rushed home, awoke his father and told him the

situation. "I have four kin?s." he explained, "and it is

impossible for the general to have four aces, as I saw one

fall on the table during the deal."

The father arouse, dressed, collected a suitable sum of

money and accompanied his son back to the gaming table.

There they found the others waiting for them. The father

unsealed the boy's hand, gave a glance at it, and without

a word put 200,000 roubles on the table. The general hesi-

tated for a fraction of a minute and then threw his cards,

four queens, on the table. He did not call it. The father

drew in the 450,000 roubles—a sum equal to $225,000. After

he had placed the notes and gold in his pocket-book, he

gave his son a swinging blow on the face which knocked
the young man off his feet, and left him sprawling on
the floor. Then he turned up the boy's hand. There were
three kings and a knave. The boy had, in his excitement,
mistaken the fourth card for a king.

He won the bluff.—News Letter.

And now comes Mel Toplitz and says that the son of

Napoleon buried in Laurel Hill Cemetery was not Gordon,
but Dampierre. Mr. Toplitz claims to have attended the
old Winkem School, at the corner of Sacramento and Pike
streets, with Dampierre, in 1861, and that Dampierre con-

fided to him the fact that he was the son of the great Cor-
sican.

/inkand

O'Farro
Opp. OrphGttm

BEST OF ENTERTAINMENT
SERVICE AND FOOD

Tait's is San Francisco's most popular cafe. Always
something doing here. Perfect cuisine and quick and
faultless service. Artistic and pleasing decorations.

Follow The Crowd To Tait's

HARD WORK TO MAKE A BORROW.

A leading banker, who has taken a small part of the

Austrian loan for himself and a few associates in town as

an investment, through his New York connections, tells

me the actual rate of interest is about 6M» per cent, due
to the fact that the bonds, or rather treasury notes, are

obtained below par and for other conditions attached to

them. This, he says, is an unheard-of rate of interest for a

government loan by a first-class European power. It indi-

cates the financial weakness of Austria and also that of her
associates in the Triple Alliance. The Rothschilds of Vi-

enna, the Austrian branch of the big banking family, took
part of the $2r>,nno,000 loan and then had to float the rest of

it in the United States. Germany needs all her own money
and Italy has no money to pose in the rule of a lender. So
the House of Hapsburg could get nothing from its two
allies in the Triple Alliance. France could have loaned
the money, lie says, but would not as a member of tbe

entente, along with Russia and Great Britain, which is

opposed to the Triple All 'anee, and particularly against
the altitude of Austria in the Balkan situation. For tin1

same reasons Great Britain could have loaned, but would
not. Russia, he says, is hard up, but would QOt loan if

she could for similar reasons. Tbe banks of Germany al-

ready owe this country JluO.ouO.uuii. Austria came here
to sell srme of her notes, or bonds, because she could not

find anywhere else to place them even at the tempting
rate of interest.

This is an interesting picture of International politlCB

and finance my informanl draws. His conclusion is that

the stringency of money in Europe Is what is holding in

Leash the dogs of war and may. ???????
THAT WOULD HAVE BEEN DIFFERENT.

"Not by a jugful.'" and he snapped bis jaws light as lie

finished reading a letter, tore it into bits and threw it into

a spittoon where a match, lilt'- a miniature h>g, was float-

ing on the surface of its half-tilled watery contents.
Tiic wife oi :iu Eastern man. who had had many business

dealings with this San Franciscan, was passing through lie*

city on her way hone' tnuu ;i visit to Southern California,

She had from her husband a letter of Introduction to the

local man. who, measured by the monej he has, is a suc-

cess. She had presented the letter. Mo was all atlentlon

to her for a couple of days, bul in a way that (lid not speak
very Pavorablj lor ihe woman, It would have made her
better-half fighting mad had he had the |e;is1 inkling of the

wining and dining affairs the two indulged in :ill alone, and
while the local man's wile thought he was out of town on
business.

It is the old, old story. You have heard of them before.

But enough of that.

In due time the lady got back home and with a lively

imagination told hubby how Mr. of this city and his good
wife had entortained her royally. So pleased was he with
her account of her reception here during her short stay
that he expressed regret she did not remain a few days
longer in San Francisco. He chided himself for his selfish-

ness in hurrying her back to him. Then he hastened to
write a letter of thanks to the local man for his kindness
to his wife, ending it with the remark:

"If ever your wife comes East, I want to show her the
same hospitable courtesies you accorded mine."
This explains why Mr. said so vehemently to him-

self, "Not by a jugful." He did not mention her name.
That was the only bright spot in this man's sordid tale of

his latest conquest. That this man is one of the- directors
in an important .public welfare movement merely empha-
sizes once again the difference between reputation and
character.

Jno. F. Gallagher court stenographer, has the endorse-
ment of the Indoor Yacht Club for the position of Official

Reporter in one of the recently created Superior Court de-

partments. Jack, besides being a member of the Press and
Olympic clubs, occupies the office of Boatswain in the In-

door Yacht Club.
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THE IRISH DEAD.

OSTRICH t'EATHF.RS. PARADISE. Nl MIDI, COL'RA -nd AICRI

CLEANED, REMOUNTED . : DYED AM sllADE

GERTRUDE WENZLICK
FEATHER EXPERT

Telephone Sutler 4377

130 GEARY STREET 0pp. Whitney HMg.

DIPLOMA HUNGARlA WKM•«
Pecc Socurrv or C*n-*0.-i*-i

N«'ONU AssOCraTiON O"
C»i«ohoo.»h Statu o'

New ro'K

DR- G. KOENIGSTEIN, D. S. C.
SURGEON CHIROPODIST
ALL INII.U.mn ",'IBH'KO

46 KEARNY STREET
301*302 Maskcy Building

C. W. 5/ijto R. H. Fischbeck

jftsdjtorcU's
i>*n Francisco

Phone Sutler 3629 844 Market Street

There is so much good in the must ot us.

Think twice before you speak, and then talk to yourself.

There may be some substitute for good nature, but so far

It has remained undiscovered.

It is a wise guy who does not monkey with his destiny.

the Emer-

ind and, thii
I wtih

1 no epitaphs; their s un-

.Ml.

Will nd rath ami I under the grass up-

I- mourning wreath; Erin's soft

1 of Ireland's thou-

And the Round Towers Btand as monuments to the far-off

so

ion of Irish Dead.

Dead in their thousands they sleep on the
si rick

Where they fell under alien banners with the courage thai

never yields.

Ions to l'i am strength to the
n's paw;

The gayesl and darli irs ihat ever the old world

Unmarked are thi es, but the nations remember the
Irish name

And the Irish note thai is blown on the battle-trumpet of

While Valor, dropping her sword-point, dreams with down-
Ihiw . ,1 bead

(ii the valorous suns thai she numbered in the legion of
Irish Dead.

The Irish Dead- in their thousands they sleep in their
quiei graves,

Some In the bind that bore them, some in countries beyond
the wave;

But the shamrock still is springing from the soil of the
Emerald isle

And the living sons nl" Ireland see the vales of Ireland
smile.

So we drink a toast to the future, as we proudly think of
the past,

To Ireland, the crownless nation, that comes to her own at
last

Slain the spirit of Erin, proclaiming with upraised head
That her sons will be worthy of Ireland and the legion of

Irish Dead.
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Golden State
Limited

VIA EL PASO

Through Daily Service

Between San Francisco, Los Angeles,

St. Louis, Kansas City and Chicago

From San Francisco, Third St. Station, 4:00 p. m.

Electric-Lighted Equipment of highest standard.

Drawing-rooms,Compartments,Sections and Berths.

Observation-Clubroom Car from Los Angeles,

containing Ladies' Parlor, Library, Magazines,

Writing Desks and Stationery. Stock Reports and
News Items by Telegraph. Valet Service.

Dining Car Service Unexcelled.

Only First-Class Tickets Honored.

The Californian
Standard Pullman connection and through Tourist

Sleeper from San Francisco

Through Pullman and Tourist Sleepers and
Reclining Chair Cars from Los Angeles.

Dining Car.

All Classes of Tickets Honored.

Southern Pacific
SANIFRANCISCO: Flood Building Palace Hotel Ferry Station Phone Kearny 3 1 60

Third and Townsend Sts. Station Phone Kearny 1 80

OAKLAND: Broadway and Thirteenth St. Phone Oakland 162
Sixteenth St. Station Phone Oakland ! 458

101
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'Dana Folo BEACH DAY. UNDER AUSPICES OF THE INDOOR YACHT CLUB

"When the last surviving member of the Indoor Yacht Club wends his way to his nick in God's acre, no greater solace can

he find than the reiterated cries of those behind: HE ONCE PLAYED HOST TO THE PEOPLE OF A GREAT
CITY." Jack London.
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ADVENTURE I

Omar Introduces the Persian Flop

He blew into TAIT ZINKAND Cabaret
They thought him in the Show. He was, you bet.

The Whole Show when he pulled off his big Act-
First giving Each an Omar Cigarette.

With Angel Shape he Danced the Persian Flop;
You Smoke an Omar while around you Hop.

The Smoke soon Hides you—and that's just Your Garne-
Fof if that Dance were Seen, 'twould bring a Cop.

OMAR, the new Turkish blend cigarette of
exceptional quality—"like the word of a gentleman'

?0>i5«

1

3

4

A

WILFIRD J. GIRARD
President

STANLEY J. GIRARD
Secretary and Manager

GIRARD'S
GRILL

AND

Oyster Parlor

Oysters, Terrapin, Crab Stew, Steaks,

Chops, Oyster Loaves.

UNION SQUARE AVE.
Phone Douglas 3454 San Francisco, Cal.

1

3

4

DANA
PERCY DANA

Official Photographer of

the Indoor Yacht Club.

Fotos
344 Kearny St., S. P.

THE CLIFF HOUSE
The only resort of its kind in the World

Unsurpassed Cusine

BREAKFAST - LUNCHEON - DINNER
Ala Carte Service

TABLE d' HOTE FISH DINNER
SERVED FRIDAY

Remember that

Cresta Blanca Wines
Are the STANDARD WINES of California

Try a Bottle of CRESTA BLANCA SPARKLING
Equal to the Imported

Vocal and Instrumental Entertainment

Dancing in Ballroom every evening

Terrace open to the public free of charge

Under the management of ROY CARRUTHERS
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I. Y. C. BEACH DAY
I From the Call. I

INDOOR YACHTSMEN. WHOLE FLEET OF 'EM. LURE
CHILDREN TO SUNSHINY EDGE OF PACIFIC.

WONDERS OF NEW JOYLAND ARE REVEALED
TO TWENTY THOUSAND OF CITY'S YOUNGSTERS.

PROGRAM AS VARIED AS ANY THREE-RING CIRCUS.

Burlesque Bullfight Staged on Beach; Cowboy Moving Pic-

ture Actors Rescue Beautiful Girls and Fill

Air With Pistol Cracks.

Dip your ensigns, all loyal Indoor yachtsmen, in salute to

that adventurous skipper who piloted a squadron through
Golden Gate Park to the ocean beach and found there a

new and pleasant playground for San Francisco's children.

\\'h;ii one crew saw was reported to the commodore, and
he In turn called out a whole Beet to accompany the chil-

dren to that sunshiny edge of the Pacific. Yesterday the
yachtsmen and their proteges, -".' children arrived
from paved streets and brick walled houses to frolic in the
sand,
When In.mho people are expected to gather in one spot

on the same day. officialdom in frock and coat and tile

hat usually turns out to cast an air of gloom over the

proceedings, hut yesterday's celebration was marred by
no such untoward incident.

Unpretentious Spectators.

Hair the crowd was composed of youngsters who like top
hats for targets, but not for headgear and the other
was made up of Indoor Yacht Club men. who scorn frock
coats, and the plain ordinary public thai likes to gel 8

breath of fresh air on Sundays without worrying about its

clothes.

The affair was held from II till I o'clock on the
beach, near Hie junction of the Great Highway and P
street, and consisted of sports of all kinds, from fool

races to trotting horse contests, and from a burlesque bull

fight to cowboys moving picture actors who acted out
thrilling scenes of shooting and brave rescues.

Lest the public become anxious to know whether the five-

hour performance had no interruption, it must be stated
that an interval occurred about noon, when the attention
of all was diverted to an enormous number of sandwiches
which were produced from somewhere. John Tait said
he knew where they came from, but he refused to tell.

All Kinds of Ocean Breezes.

Old Sol was not invited to lunch, but he came after
breakfast and stayed till dinner time, nevertheless, radiat-

ing good nature and sunbeams without cessation and allow

ing no clouds whatever to get between himself and the
beach. There were all kinds of ocean breezes too, and
although they whirled the sand, hats and skirts around in

unceremonious fashion, they were completely dry and put
no damper on the proceedings.

Tiv Kreling said the occasion was a successful combina-
tion of a three ringed circus, a picnic, a band concert,
and a moving picture show, and he didn't miss it very far.

There was no Julius Caesar to be ejected, and so Tiv
enjoyed himself to the limit.

To tell the truth, the Indoor Yacht clubbers got so much
enjoyment out of it themselves they forgot they were
grown up and couldn't be picked out from among the other
children.

Every One Romped.

Every one romped up and down the beach, obstructed
the view of the police detail that wanted to see the races,

and acted like all true Indoor yachtsmen should when
they gel near that strange element known as water.

Billy McCarthy ruled, as judge of most of the races, that
Jchn Doe won more points than any one else, coming
in first in practically every event, and therefore should be
awarded first prize.

It has since been ascertained, however, that the Olympic
Club beat the Sand Crabs, the bush leaguers of the beach
district, H to 5, in a baseball game, when the program

in the morning.
After that there were a lot of special acrobatic stunts

li> I ih rupic clubmen and then real boxing by other Olympic
stars.

Exciting Bullfight.

Harry HcKenzie, Jack Hunt. Jim Brennan and Otto
Wallfiseh pulled off a highly exciting bullfight and matador,
picador, toreador and bull chased each other around the

ring on the sand to the accompaniment of enthusiastic
cheers fi tfte grandstand.

\ natural grandstand it was on which the kids could
perch, for it was nothing more than the steep slope from
the boulevard to the beach, but it served its purpose.
No one doubts now that the ocean beach is the real

and only playground, for the boys who ran footraces there

yesterday put more energy in their stride and got more
excitement out of it than any made to order track meet
ever held. Jack Hunt says so. and he ought to know, for

In- was Btarter, judge of the finish and awarder of prizes
all at the same time.

There Was Music. Too.

There was music, too. furnished by the Indoor Yacht
Club band. Pacific Hebrew orphan asylum band and a

Chinese boys' band, which played away cheerfully and
continuously, without any long delays. Perched on a
wooden platform, eight feet or more above the sand, they
might well have considered that they were in a grand-
stand just to see the shun, but they did their part in great
style.

In the afternoon G. M. Anderson's moving picture cow-
boys, in chapparejos, sombreros and gay colored shirts,

galloped out on their cow ponies and went through all sorts
of thrilling feats. One make believe horsethief was shot
in the back and rolled off dead from the back of his gal-,

loping horse time after time, while his pursuers thun-

dered by him.
Hair Raising Rescues.

Beautiful maidens were rescued from villainous abductors,

in spite of the crowd of spectators, which nearly blocked
pursuer and pursued alike, and then the entire outfit swung
their horses down to the water's edge for several grand
races.

Next came trotting horses dragging sulkies, and General
Director Sam Uerger needed no megaphone to get the
crowd interested.

No man saw quite everything of a three ringed circus,

and even a small boy finds his ability taxed to its utmost,

so no description can be given of yesterday's complete pro-

gram.
The yachtless tars have introduced the kids to their new

playground, the ocean beach, and if the kids have as much
fun there in future as they did yesterday the downtown
playgrounds will be quite deserted.
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DIRECTOR-GENERAL OF ATHLETICS, 1915.

It is generally felt that the appointment ot James E.

Sullivan, secretary-treasurer of the Amateur Athletic

Union, to the director-generalship of athletic events of

the P. P. I. E„ was a wise one. It is approved throughout

the world of amateur athletics.

James E. Sullivan is the best friend that clean Ameri-

can sportsmanship has ever had. Many are the honors

that have come to Sullivan as a result o£ his life-long

interest in amateur sport. They have been bestowed by
rulers of nations. He has been the recipient of special

commmendation for his many valuable services not alone

in the field of athletics but in many public enterprises.

A member ofthe Board of Education of New York and of
several municipal commissions, he serves without com-
pensation. Beginning as a contending athlete when a boy
at public school No. 18 in New York in 1S7T, he has
been intimately identified with amateur sport ever since
and more than any other man was instrumental in organ-
izing the Amateur Athletic Union with which he has
been affiliated since its inception in 1887, spreading the
religion of wholesome sport and clean living.

No man is belter qualified to round up the athletes of

the world in San Francisco in 1915. As an honorary mem-
ber of the Olympic Club, the oldest institution of its kind

in the United States, Sullivan is locally identified. He lias

never missed an American championship meeting since

1888, and—for time brings changes—he is the only one
left of the officials who served at the initial meeting. For
the last twenty years he has visited Harvard, Yale and
Princeton to serve as referee, and for the past twelve
years he has been annually invited to officiate in that same
capacity at the American Intercollegiate championship con-

tests.

The first recognition of amateur sports at a world's fair

was at Chicago in 1893, when Sullivan was chairman of

the Amateur Athletic Union championships committee. In
1900 President McKinley appointed Sullivan assistant
American director at the Olympic games in Paris to or-

ganize the American end of the sports. In Unit he was
the chief director of the department of physical culture
at the St. Louis Exposition and also of the Olympic games
of that year. By appointment of President Roosevelt, he
was the American director of sports during the Olympic
games at Athens in 1906 and London in 190S. President
Taft designated Sullivan as the American special repre-
sentative to the Swedish Olympic games in 1912. The
success of the American team on that occasion was the
crowning achievement of his career. Mr. Sullivan has also
directed games at the Expositions of Buffalo, Jamestown.
Va., and Seattle.

Mayor McClellan appointed Mr. Sullivan to the Board
of Education of New York City in 1907. Recently Mayor
Gaynor named him as a member of the City Record Com-
mittee for the celebration of the "Sane Fourth." That he
will prove an invaluable asset to the Panama-Pacific Ex-
position goes without saying. Nothing excites more in-

terest at an International Exposition than the athletic
contests, and Mr. Sullivan because of the relations estab-
lished at the Olympiads of Paris, Athens. London and
Stockholm will be able to accomplish much that was
beyond the power of any other individual.

Mr. Sullivan was entertained during his visit to San
Francisco by Wm. H. McCarthy, Win. F. Humphrey, Tim
Fitzpatrick and J. W. Coffroth.

ST. FRANCIS IMPORTATION CO.
350 Geary Street

WINES AND LIQUORS AT RETAIL
FINEST GOODS

- LOWEST PRICES

PROMPT DELIVERIES

OUR TRAMWAY SITUATION.
Bion J. Arnold Gives Us a Fair and Probably Final

Warning.
Bion J. Arnold's report filed with the Supervisors makes

a perfectly clear statement of the situation which the
city is in in respect to its traction system. The report
makes it plain that unless we co-operate with existing
systems instead of harassing and fighting them, expan-
sion of this city must cease, to the great profit of other
communities, both across the bay and at other Coast
points.

City Engineer O'Shaqghnessy's report on tramway con-
nections with the exposition shows that the cost of really

inadequate connections will be $6,580.700—assuming that
the city will purchase current. The interest on that sum
for three years at 5 per cent will be $987,505, while upon
the estimate of all traffic which the lines can possibly
carry the receipts available for interest payments for the
three years will not exceed $413,000.
At the close of the exposition the city would be in pos-

session of a great amount of costly equipment for which it

would have no use for years, nor could the lines possibly
pay after the close of the exposition lor a long time.
This computation Is on the assumption thai the United

Railroads will abandon, during the exposition period. Hn
Fillmore-street line from Geary street north in order to

permit the city to use its tracks.

it is improbable that the United Railroads would <)"

anything of the kind or that by any stretch of the power
of regulation it could he forced to assist in that way to
build up the fortunes of a competing line.

And. whatever (he t nlted Railroads might agree or be
hired to do, it is certain Hint the disirieis which it serves
would never permil ii ii law could in- found to stop it.

We may as well recognize that the tranches of street
railroads vest rights in the companies which cannot be
confiscated or Impaired and can only be got by the public
i

| i ondemnation,
•!-'i hi r

-.
»

in., ii or not, will have to be
recognized. The citj can co-operate with Its traction com-
panies during the life ol their franchises or not, but If it

<!o< s not that ends all chance of expansion.
The exposition will open in twenty-two months. The

< ity Enginei r states that ii will take twenty months to

build the railroads upon which be estimated, provided the
tunnel work is done in time so as not to be a hindrance.
We are squarelj up against it. it is by no means cer-

tain that the city could borrow for this purpose at 5 per
rent, or for making extensions anywhere unprofitable " :

themselves. And the fighting and threatened paralleling of
its tracks has Impaired the credit of the United Railroads.
There must be peace and co-operation or we shall not

get railroads from any source

SOME CUBIST VERSES.
Sine the new French ael i of Cubists, or Futurists, is

depicting everything In art aa grotesquelj b< shaped,
why not a school of i !ubia1 poel ry, hini aft< M i

of the following
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"Dana Folo FRANK MARISCH
of the Olympic Club, Crack Diver and Swimmer

FIT2PATRICK OFF TO EUROPE.

Able Seaman of the I. Y. C. and Olympic Director, Mr.
"Tim" Fitzpatriek. if off to Europe with the Winged O
far countries for to see. He was the guest of honor at

a dinner given by his associates of the I. Y. C. \pril 6th,

at Tails, and by the Board of Directors of the O. C. on
the night of April 21st. at the Cliff House; on the latter

occasion President Humphrey presented tiirn wiih a stack
of guide books three feet high which he was urged to

study faithfully that he might not lose himself in the wilds
of the Continent

Parisian shipmate Jimmy Hatton has been instructed to
tie on the lookout for our 'Tim" upon his arrival in the
French Capitol.

The Olympic Club has completed arrangements to hold
a personally conducted outing to Yosemite Valley over a
period of three days. .May 30, 31 and June 1.

\ lioxing tournament will be held at the Olympic
Club on the night of May lfith. It will be a tournament
for local talent.

FROM THE CATACOMBS OF HISTORY.

Once upon a time there was a man elected Mayor of
Rome. At first he was very popular. He attended all the
banquets, kissed all the babies, and none of the daily-
papers were complete without his picture or one of his
dogs.
There was another young man in Rome who had come

in from the Germanic forests. He wore glasses and trained
his recreant locks just as Napoleon did. Quoth the young
man. "1 will try to lnok as wise as some people are." This

tng man. not being over busy, was chosen to hold the
sai k that the conference from the busy marts of trade had
gathered to elect a business man. The youth faithfully
guarded the sack and the business man won.
After the election the young man was forgotten. He

couldn't even set a pass to hear the municipal band in
Golden Gate Park. He was peeved. So as legend says
he attended a barbecue of one of the secret tongs in Rome
one night and a speaker referred to the youth as a "friend
of the Mayor." The youth waxed wroth, and gathered up
his tunic and did spake: "I like jests and am fond of my-
self, hut I «ant everyone to know I am no friend of tie
Mayor. The only place for a trimmer is in a manicure
shop."

lory was carried to the Mayor, and the Mayor sent
for the fearless youth. He finally appointed the young
man on the Hoard of Gendarme Commissioners. The
young man tcld the Mayor. "I will be free: I shall be
righteous." lie kept his word and immediately started a
religions crusade on the Harbary Coast.

Moral: A cook is not the only person who can make a
-tew.

I. Y. C. AT THE BEACH
i From the News Letter.)

I'nder the auspices of the Indoor Yacht Club, fifty thou-

sand San Franciscans visited the Ocean Beach on Sunday
lie members of the club wanted to let the citizens

see what a tine playground is at their doors.

To attract the people the Indoor men arranged sport

of a varied nature. They bad swimming and running
es. Horsemen and horsewomen displayed their skill

in the saddle, and demonstrated that the beach is a fine

place for a ride. Olympic Club men played a game of in-

door baseball on the sand and members of the San Fran-
cisco Driving Club raced their horses on the hard sand
lint borders the ocean's edgi

In spite of a high wind that prevailed, the day was a

Ill • ess. To thousands of the city's residents, the sight
of dozens of men romping on the beach in bathing suits

and the exhilaration of the salf sea air was something that

they had not e\: re, and it is a certainty that
many new adherents to the lovers of the beach were se-

cured through the Indoor Yacht Club's entertainment.
One of the features of the day was the distribution of

candies and other "goodies" to the youngsters, who were
there by the hundreds. There were hags of sweets there
galore, but the members of the "candy committee" saw to

it that all of them went to the "kids" for whom they were
intended.

REILLY BROS, and GENE RATTO
Phone SUTTER 3885

CARRIES

WHITE ROCK
ELBART GIN

WILTON WHISKEY
17 S O'FARRELL ST.
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DON'T BELIEVE THIS.

(New York Mail.)

A ship with a cargo of forty elephants was anchored off

the coast of Zanzibar in a perfectly smooth sea. A phono-

graph belonging to the sailors began playing -Everybody s

Doing It." Gradually the ship began to roll back and

forth and soon was dipping dangerously, as though m
a violent storm. There was a general alarm on board

and the captain ordered an investigation of the remarkable

phenomenon.
It was found that the forty elephants were swinging

their trunks in unison with the music and swaying back

and forth The huge beasts seemed to be enjoying it im-

mensely. The ship was riding light, with no other cargo,

and the rolling of the vessel became so great that there

was danger of it turning clear over.

The music was stopped, the attendants hurried down

and with much shouting and thumping managed to stop

the dangerous amusement.

IT'S ALL OFF WITH THE "ROUGH STUFF.".

Clean Lauguage Hatches Frame-Up to Put Kibcsh on Low-
Brow Noise.

The Clean Language League of America, which is plum

nuts about being dead set against slang, cuss words, risque

stories, purple ragtime and wriggly cabaret shindigs—not

because it cares a whoop, but because such things always

sound like heck to strangers—held a wild-eyed jamboree

in Chicago recently and, according to the New York Tele-

graph, cooped up plans for a grand hallelujah campaig

induce everybody 10 climb into the pure words wagon and

swear off on throwing the low-brow lingo. Quite a con-

siderable hunch of language bugs took the splurge and

the enthusiasm was all to the velvet.

According to the dope that was passed out by one of the.

high moguls, Tommy Russell, the main doings, was lo

pick out a publicity gang, which will have the job of

throwing this line of bull into every state in the union,

being particularly strcng on the schools and colleges and

not passing up the educational hang-outs for skirts. The
side show of the movement will he to go after the kind of

music that you hear in the all-night dumps and at public

tog-rassles. Brother Russell declared, bo, that his crowd
had already framed it up with some of the big guys in

the music world to put the kibosh on this line of junk, and

that it was only a question of time before they would have
such pieces as "When I Get You Alone Tonight" completely

on the pizzazz.

Would Spread the Doctrine.

Another idea of the league is to put a straw boss in

every other state for the purpose of hitching up with

mutts as dippy as himself in order to help the good word
along. This state gink is to be a sort of an Old-Miss-Over-

AH and the purity expert in his particular neck of the
woods.
The crowd passed a whole lot of hifalutin resolutions.

They said that it made them as sore as a goat to have
to hear their mothers using slang in the presence of the
kids because it was a ten to one shot that it would put
the little duffers' morals on the blink. They said that

sister must not say "fudge"—not even when there was
nobody but guineas around—because "fudge" wasn't a
proper dido to find in a flossie's vocabulary.
They pulled quite a bunch of stuff about what was

O. K. for little brother to let himself loose on, but they
swore to goodness that "doggone it" was a doggone bad
thing to say, and that "gosh darn" was putrid, and that
"bully gee" and "I'll he swimdiggled" were expressions
that a mucker might use, but that a gilt-edged young gazabo
would never attempt to play up, even before a coon.

Rough Stuff Is Banned.
The league, said that fathers must not say !*? '

!, no matter if a guy waltzed up and walloped poor
old pop on the beezer, and that only pie-trammers and hash-
slingers would ever condescend to come across with such
rough stuff as "Aw, nix on that," "Cheese it" and "Shut
your trap."

As for the risque stuff, there was quite a lot of hot air

about that, too, and everybody agreed that if America

was ever going to do the nobby and quit being a home of

roughnecks, it was about time that the chickens and other

young boobs let up on swapping yarns about what used

to happen on Uncle John's farm.

DO YOU KNOW HIM?

I know a man who's always got

A quick and certain cure

For every ill or ailment that

A mortal can endure.

lb' always wants to try it out

Whene'er his friends are sick.

But when he's feeling punk himself,

He calls a doctor quick.

I know a man who knows just how
To fix your touring car;

He stands upon the curb anil tells

You what a chump you are.

But when his lawn mower siarts to squi all

lie knows just where to drop
The oil to make it run again.

And semis it to the shop,

I know a man who tells you how
You should Invesl your dough;

Low you should place your bankroll bo

That it will thrive and grow.

rut still this tn uzii d financier

I las never -"' a ci nl .

I
'!- « Ife takes in plain BOWing so

That they can pay Hi" rent.

Whenever 1 encounter one
Who blows and blows and blow

I have my opinions on
HOW much he really knows.

The convt isai lonal gazabo
lias gnl if. hi ad

The quiet parly is the
Who's eerlain In make L-cinil

—Chicago Journal,

PREPARED.

Edith—Seems to me thai you arc buying an awful lot of

clothes even for your marriage.

Marie—Well, you see. papa, is liberal when he thinks

that hi' is getting me off his hands, and there's i Illng

what he'll do when he finds thai he has Fred on his hands,

—Boston Transcript.

NATURAL QUERY.

"Ma, does Pa help to clean the streets?"

"What a question! of course, he doesn't."

"But I heard him telling Mr. .laggs that he fell off the

water wagon the other night."— Baltimore American.

SUSPICIOUS MOVE.

"I fear I have made a mistake."
"Why?"
"He proposed in a taxicab. The minute I accepted him

he paid the hill and we got out and walked."—Kansas City

Journal.

The Indoor Yacht Club. 012 Westbank Building, City:

Gentlemen. I take this opportunity of tendering my
thanks to the Club for the handsome cup which was given
me "Beach Day" for the Ladies' Horse Race.

I feel very grateful to the Club, not only for the cup,

but for a most enjoyable day's sport, and sincerely hope
that "Beach Day" and the good time that goes with it will

fie an oft-repeated occasion.
With many thanks, I am,

Very truly,

FRANCES LAPLACE.
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EDNAH NOLAN Dana Folo

Daughter of "Supervisor Edw. L. Nolan and winner of ftnt prize I. Y. C. Baby Contest

at the Beach. Ednah is among the top-notchers in the Bulletin

"Shouer of Cold " Competition.

The following advertisement is published in a New York
financial paper:

"An English earl, of business ability, strong personality.
formerly naval officer, strong executive, thoroughly experi
enced in modern business methods, has just arrived to con-
nect himself in a commanding capacity with a reputable
American concern. Manly, clean-cut appearance, 35, club
man and society favorite, practical and adaptive, this gen*
tleman would lend his title and talents to a decent and
wholesale enterprise of unquestioned integrity."

Without inquiring into the talents of a "gentleman/ 1 who
advertises himself as a society favorite." it is to lie hi

for the sake of the poor stockholders, that liis title will

not be loaned to any "decent and wholesome enterprise of
unquestioned integrity."

Such enterprises do not need titles nor even talents,

nearly so much as tl re plain buslm -city,

under which they usually worry along, unaided by coro-
ners, with a satisfactory decree . success. The history
of projects that have been promoted by English earls.

French counts, former Presidents. Former Governor
adler-Oenerals, Rear-Admirals, footlight celebrities and dis-

tinguished divines has been so unfortunate that the mere
association with such a title or dignity of a new enterprise
is sufficient to turn underwriters anil intelligent investors
from it in fear or disgust.

There is no reason why an investor should 'ill on
tingaished divine for advice concerning Investments any
mere than one would ask ,i, Pierponl Morgan to expound
an obscure doctrine in theology, and any English earl
who wants successfully to engage in stock or bond flota-

tions in this country should straightway forget that he
ever had a title.

THE PACIFIC CAPITAL.

Engineer Says San Francisco Is by Nature and Design Pre-

Eminent.

Ir is good to leai- good things said about our citj

when they are uttered more out of courtesy than convic-

tion, but when the compliments are fortified by logical

argument there is excuse for giving them every publicity.

Such tributes are paid to San Francisco by a distinguished

Eastern engineer, who recently had occasion to furnish re-

ports on the transportation facilities of the four leading

cities of the Pacific Coast.

In a letter to the Chronicle, this transportation expert
begins by a general survey of the features distinguishing
New York. Boston. Philadelphia. Chicago and other great
commercial centers, and makes the assertion that they
illustrate the truth that commerce thrives only where
transport facilities are nearest perfection; that is. where
ample free water ways are supplemented by broad avenues
with easy grades for traffic.

New York, he contends, owes her commercial supremacy
in the East almost as much to the great breadth and great
length of her Broadway as to her mighty harbor with its

I'ii miles if water front. That thoroughfare, supplement
ing a woncerful water way, has made possible the rapid

and vast internal development of Manhattan Island.

Boston. Philadelphia and Chicago are each hampered
by having no main artery that can begin to compare with
Broadw r ay, and for that reason, though they may challenge,
they will never rival New York as commercial centers.

The writer then proceeds to draw a parallel with the
leading cities of the Pacific Coast. Seattle, he says, has a

fine harbor and wide streets of easy grades for short dis-

tances, but the "killing strain of those ubiquitous hills are
a perpetual bar to metropolitan domination."

Portland is dismissed in a sentence to the effect that in

s|i eadlng out over the eastern plain she has made no
provision of wide thoroughfares for great commerce.

Los Angeles comes in for considerable praise, qualified

by the charge that "she lacks enough of the Seattle spirit

to remove even the one hillock that blocks circulation righi

at her business heart. The crucial test of water ways
and thoroughfares she cannot stand. Her narrow principal

streets are already as congested as the streets of down-
town New York."

San Francisco, concludes our correspondent, has harbor
and water front the full equal of New York's."

\ htrbor possessed of the amplest, easiest and pretti-

est front door of any harbor of my knowledge. A water
front only measurable by the dredge. Her Market street

parable with Broadway. Her commercial trans-

portation facilities will make San Francisco the New York
of the Pacific Coast."

In a postscript written, not as an engineering expert, but

as an average mortal with the average man's liability to

error, he offers a little kindly advice to the effect that w-e

should not endanger the future of our city by passing

narrow-minded and restrictive laws "Great states and
great cities are built best when built broadest in every

Following as it does upon such discriminating praise San
Francisco will not object to advice so sensible, especially

when it concludes with an expression of belief that to the
i nature and the genius of our pioneers we are capa-

ble of adding the worthiest of civic achievements.

True love is an emotion of the heart, the mind and the

senses; a man may lose the first a number of times, but

b< never marries until he loses the other two.

Sometimes a woman prefers an admirer to a lover, and
yearns for attentions in which there are no intentions—but

nit make any man believe this.
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Now that the pursuit of "bunks" has become popular we

suggest that the authorities do something toward curb-

ing the biggest "bunk" in the town. That is the speed

and noise with which the motor vehicles of the fire depart-

ment fly through our streets.

If a fire department consisted of breaking speed laws

and making noise ours would take the grand prix. The
sight is inspiring to idiots. Indians and lunatics only.

Some drastic measures ought to be taken to stop this.

We suggest that a speed limit of 25 miles an hour be

placed on them going to a fire and not more than 30 re-

turning therefrom.

"Boost the Beach." says, that little thoroughbred Black

and Tan, The Professor. The Professor says. "Make the

beach as alluring in the day as it is at night."

The Legislature has decided that San Quentin is run

according to Hoyle. Congratulations, Warden.

We exptess no opinion on the Alien Land Bill, but some-
thing must be done for our boys. The youngsters must
throw rocks at some one.

1st Bunk:
2d Bunk:

Why is the Chief's office like a stable?
Because it's full of stalls.

Those curious people who stood outside of the I. Y. C.

"BOAT" on last Sunday in hopes of seeing a yacht were
very disappointed. Those fortunate enough to get inside
saw many schooners.

Although the editor's name is "Lynch,'
would like to change it to "Lynched."

a great many

The Army advertises its need of additional mules.
Apparently it has not thought of the donkeys in Sacra-
mento.

Rumor has it that Rudolph Spreckels refused the Am-
bassadorship to Berlin because he had too much to do in
San Francisco. Mayor Rolph has taunted Spreckels of late
and it is rumored that Spreckels is getting ready to start.
Rudolph has the dough and is willing to spend, and there
is apt to be a great battle on between the Reformers and
the Reformed. If this happens, perhaps the "Sinners" will

The Sells-Floto Circus has come and gone and it did not
take E. R. Zion with it. It is still up to the Mayor to re-
move the director of inefficiency.
The latest from the bicycle-riding statistician is that

the fire boats be used to catch crabs. Zion says that the
city could go into the crab-fishing business and raise cain
with the garlic-breathing crab trust. He also says he has
it arranged so that there would be no fires while the boats
were cut fishing. We heartily approve of the plan and
suggest that a net be thrown over Zion and that he be
so!d 'or a crab. He has a hard shell and we are sure he
would p?ss for a fresh one.

A prize of $100,000 is offered to the person who discovers
or perfects a fuel that will take the place of gasoline in

explosion motors: and with such a stimulus for experiment
announcement that a fuel sufficiently volatile has been
found may be expected almost any day.

Bills designed to restrict the marriage of imbeciles and
other defectives have also just been introduced in the Leg-
islature of Pennsylvania and Utah. The problem in such
legislation is to benefit the State without interfering with
the personal rights or personal liberty of all other persons.
It is not an easy problem.

When a woman is abstracted and silent a man always
feels guilty; his only doubt is as to what particular thing
she has found out.

Now that tin- Geary-street cars are going to run to the
Ferry, we suggest that the following be tied on the track:
Doctor Charles E. Aked.
Harris I). 11 Cuiniirk.

E, It. Zion.

Doc Calageri promised us a hospital for drunks, and nil

we got was a muzzle for dogs.

Now thai tlf Red Light Bill is passed we suggest that
the friii- cratched off the windows of the i

studies.

Jesse Ccok ins swallowed a bottle of Nervine ami his
shown marked improvement. Take a whole case, Jesse,
and stand pat with Shumate and Roche,

When will municipal extravagance stop? We employ
detectives to catch buncomen and buncomen to catch
detectives. Alter nil. there isn't much difference between
a btincoman nuil n dctrctin'.

Bion J, Arnold, in an extensive report, has just told the
Supervisors that electricity is necessary to run electric
cars.

All political Ills are curable, except curvature of the
spine.

Spinsters are always self-opinionated; it takes a few-

years of married life for a woman to discover that her
opinions are of no importance whatever.

THE REFERENDUM TO BE INVOKED.

What proposed laws will be referendumed after the
assembled freaks in Sacramento have gone to their homes
is a question of earnest debate.

It is known for certain that the so-called "Red-Light
Bill" will be one.
And the movement will be championed, not by the

saloon element or the gilded life, but by the hotel keep-
ers, who feel that this law makes it possible to ruin their
properties, through no fault of theirs, and no matter what
precautions they may take to avoid trouble. The hotel
people consider that it ought to be labeled "An Act for the
Propagation of Blackmail." so Ihey are organizing to con-
test the matter before the people. Their opposition, it is

understood, will be led by Dr. Aked. the head of the "Joy-
Killers' Society." who believes in the killing of everything
and the regulation of everybody.

KEY TO THE SWITCHBOARD..

When there are no wine agents around, drink the wine
you really prefer.
When one is around, drink his wine.
When two come, drink water.
With two or more about, let them buy.
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ELECTED TO MEMBERSHIP IN INDOOR YACHT CLUB.

T>ana Folo

GILBERT M. ANDERSON AND THE CHARACTER HE
CREATED. BRONCHO BILLY.

i M Anderson, the moving picture magnate, author,
actor and financier, presents a striking example of ver-

satility. Mr. Anderson is the largest stockholder in the

Essanay Film Co.. who in conjunction with nine other
companies, form the so-called Moving: Picture Trusr.

When the moving picture industry was in its infancy, the
keen mind of Gilbert Anderson discerned what the future
held in store. Mr. Anderson at this time was a leading
man of- great ability and was considering a lucral

offer from Klaw & Erlanger to star He immediately
discarded his opportunity to make history on the dramatic
stage and directed his energies towards the development
of the moving picture industry, with the result that in ten
short years, besides accumulating several millions of dol-

lars. Mr. Anderson has become the most dominant figure

in the motion picture world.

Mr. Anderson writes the sketches that are presented in

motion by the Essanay Film Co., he acts all of the lead-

ing roles wilh the Western Company, he directs the poli-

cies of the business, in conjunction with his partners,

besides finding time to devote to his real estate interests,

of which he has many.
On first meeting, one is impressed with a man. who.

while possessing great personal magnetism, is inclined to

allow his guest to do the talking. His dreamy expression
gives little idea of his emotions. Not one word of a con-

ation escapes him. and should it be a business venture,

plans of which he may be considering, bis ability to g]

the meat of the argument, is immediately evident. A
shrewd judge of human nature, there is little to be won-
dered at in his remarkable success.

It seems so unreasonable of man to expect woman to

think straight, walk straight or talk straight, considering
that she was made from his rib—the crookedest bone in

his body.

Beware of long engagements! When two people insist

on monopolizing each other for several years without
marrying love just naturally dies of old age.

A woman may forgive a man for his sins, bnt he needn't
expect her to let him forget them. That Is asking more
than lies within human power.

San Francisco—Lawrence Brandt. Edward Plume.
Cleveland. Ohio—Hal H. Hill.

Erie. Pa.—Thos. E. Durban.
Chicago, 111—Thos. Hamilton.
Evanston, 111.—Thos. Hamel.

APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP IN INDOOR YACHT
CLUB.

New York— Marco H. Fleishman. Oakland—Roy M. Reed.

Ralph Lee Robert Edeson, and Wilton Lackaye.
San Francisco— E. W. Hearn. Edward J. Samter. Dr.

Adolph V. Guntz. A. Bearwald, Frank Edwards. Frank
Homer Perm, J, A. Hammersmith. V. .1. I.ind-

guist, Al Coney, P. B. Jeffries, Win. Leslie Coombs, L. H.

Westdahl, and Daniel P. Regan.

San Mateo—John H. Coleman and Robert Shcpard.

Mayor Rolpb alighted from his car in front of the City
Hall the other morning during a rain. His face beamed
with a smile as be said:

"Good morning, Mr. : pretty wet this morning."
said the sour one. "and it's all Ralney up in your

Miles %ros.
Manufacturers and Dealers in Moving Picture Films, Slides,

Complete Outfits, and Everything Pretaining

to the Business.

1145-47 MISSION STREET
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

\ Market 195
Phones

1 Home J 1252

41 1 WEST EIGHTH STREET
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Pho
t Main 4455

1

1 Home A 2024

ClK

art Jfloral Co.
p. VINCENT MATRAIA

Manager

255 POWELL STREET
Telephone Number : : Kearny 35 24
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WM, J. BACKUS, I. Y. C.

It is not generally

known that Ship-

mate Wm. J. Bac-

cus of Oakland was
horn in San Fran-

cisco, but such is the

fact. Billy, as he is

popularly called by
his friends, first saw
the light of day in

San Francisco. No-
vember 17. 1S74. In

1884 his parents
moved to Oakland
where, after gradu-
ating from the com-
mon schools, he
learned the trade of

brick laying, during
which time he was
secretary of his

union, afterward
president, and also

served seven years
as secretary of the
Building Trades
Council of Oakland.

In 1902 his friends

prevailed upon him
to be a candidate for

Councilman, representing the Sixth Ward, to which he
was elected for four consecutive terms of two years each
under the old charter, and occupied the position of Chair-
man of the Committee of Public Streets and Highways for

the last three terms.
Under the new charter he became a candidate for

Commissioner of Streets, being elected by a big majority
and on the 15th day of this month he qualified at the pri-

maries for re-election by a handsome majority, which in-

sures his re-election.

Being a mechanic, he has given a great deal of time
and attention to street work, having made several trips

of inspection throughout the East to add to his fund
of knowledge on street work.
While the youngest in years in public life in the city

across the bay, Shipmate Baccus is the oldest in point
of service as a public servant and may he never retire
from public life until he has become the executive head
of the city of his adoption. He is a member of Oakland
Lodge, B. P. O. Elks; Past President of Piedmont Parlor.
N. S. G. W. : a member of the Loyal Order of Moose and
a member of Oakland Aerie No. 7, F. O. Eagles.

A SIGN OF THE TIMES.

A few nights ago two handsomely gowned, comely
women dropped into one of the most noted French res-
taurants in town with a hotel attached to it and inquired
if they could get rooms. They were told that they could be
accommodated, and, after ordering some liquid refresh-
ment sent up to the room, they sent for the proprietor
and asked him to send out for some pleasure-loving rich
men around town to come and enjoy the evening with
them.

"This is a hotel." replied the proprietor, shortly; "not
the kind of place that you imagine it is. You will have
to get rooms somewhere else," and he incontinently turned
them out of doors.

In telling of the incident to some of his patrons next
day, he said: "That is one of the fruits of the red-light
law. Those women were seeking a pretext to blackmail
me and whoever I might be induced to invite here. They
came to trap me and some wealthy victims."
And so reform goes.—The Knave in the Oakland Tribune.

STOCKING EXPOSITION WITH TENDERFEET.

An Oaklander sends me a letter from New Orleans ex-

pressing his dissatisfaction with the way the exposition

managers are passing over California men to select East-

erners for the important salaried positions. He was par-

ticularly disgusted with the selection for chief of the min-

ing division, which be believes should have gone to a Cali-

fornia man above all others. Then he goes on to say:

"Though sorely disappointed. I was not altogether un-

prepared for the news, for I recently heard related an in-

cident which would signify that the fitness of a candidate

entered less into the calculation of the men in charge of

appointments than the desire to fill the salaried posts with

Eastern men. The man who related the incident is the

passenger agent of a railroad having a terminal at New
Orleans, and in such capacity he had been asked the

question more than once. 'When is the exposition to open
and close, etc.?' Not knowing himself, he addressed the

directors in San Francisco, asking where authentic in-

formation could be obtained in New Orleans, and they

responded that they had no representative here. That
the official to consult would be Colonel Satnbola Jones of

Baton Rouge, who was the authorized representative of

the exposition in Louisiana.

Fancy a busy passenger agent at New Orleans being
obliged to communicate with a citizen of Baton Rouge
before he could answer the simple query of an intending
tourist. Furthermore, if one were fortunate enough to

know that the fair directors were represented at Katon
Rouge, what would be the value of the date that a Baton
Rouge man could give concerning conditions In Califor-
nia?
"Why not a well-informed Californlan in this position

and located somewhere along the line of march rather
than hiding behind the levees in a town known simply be-

cause it happens to be the capital of the State. The
newspapers here, the Picayune and others, have recently
had several editorials in which condolence was expressed
with California for its having been handed a lemon when
San Francisco was named as the exposition city. If this

is a sample of the way directors direct, it would seem
that if the great fair is to be a success it will he in spite of
the directors rather than because of them."

KAUFMAN THE SERMONIZER.

Another of the mighty has fallen. Here we have Her-
bert Kaufman, the inventor of the lay sermon, sued for

divorce on statutory grounds. Mrs. Kaufman says that she
has just learned "what everybody else knew," namely, that

Herbert had been consorting with other women. And so

Herbert is toppled from his pedestal. He fell the way
that very moral Elbert Hubbard fell a short time ago.

Hubbard could not resist printing lickerish stories and
jokes in his East Aurora paper. Kaufman could not keep
his steps in the straight and narrow path of domesticity.
While Herbert's pen dashed off columns of sanctimonious
platitudes he couldn't make his own morals behave. It's

too bad that men whose flesh is weak cannot refrain from
preaching to other men. Kaufman was out here last year
to attend the Bohemian Grove play and made quite a fa-

vorable impression on those he met. His lay sermons
used to be published in the Sunday Call, but after a time
Ernest Simpson decided that he could write that sort of

stuff as readily as Kaufman and so save money for the
paper. Simpson wrote the sermons for several months,
but discontinued them when the irrepressible Phil Francis
parodied him in the Stockton Mail. To do Simpson justice,

he held no grudge against Phil when the latter became
editorial writer for the Call.—Town Talk.
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The following farce has been accorded first prize in the

competition for the best farce ' w Municipal Opera
.1 i< The Main Sheet will publisl i third In
future issues.
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THE "TEMPTATIONS" OF STAGE LIFE.

By Frances Starr.

Whenever anybody
; begins to talk about

the "temptations" so

called, of stage lite,

I always lose my
temper. That is. if

I make an attempt
to refute any of the

popular fallacies that

obtain regarding this

age-worn subject.
For in spite of the

fact that we are liv-

ing in a highly en-

lightened and pro-

gressive age which
recognizes in the

theatre a potent

force for culture

second to none, we
are still childish

and mediaeval
enough to want to

believe that the

stage per se is the

natural habitat of the

Devil. Infant damna-
'Dana Foto tion was no more ab-

surd nor at the time that pleasant and cheerful tenet

some several years ago, at last, formally gave up the

ghost, was it any more obsolete than the belief held

by hundreds of thousands of intelligent people today

—

the belief that the girl of the stage is likely to "go

wrong" a little more readily than the girl of the factory,

the shop, the office, the school-room, or, if you will, the

home itself.

As a matter of fact, the very opposite is true. That

stage life makes for unconventionality of manners; that

it breeds a certain laxity in the observance of social forms,

is so notoriously a fact that it will admit of no denial. How-
ever jealous any individual member of the theatrical pro-

fession may be for -its high repute, he must be prepared
to confess that the stage, whatever else it may be, is

not and can never aspire to fulfill the mission of a young
ladies' finishing school. And such a person must also be
prepared to recognize and confess that owing to the

peculiar exigencies of the life that circumscribes the av-

erage player, he finds himself in constant conflict with
his own best social instincts and cultivated habits of

gentle breeding. In other words, however well-bred a
man or woman may be, and however fine and polished bis

or her manners, the earnest pursuit of the acting pro-

fession is bound in the very nature of things to demand
large concessions. More, much more, than any other avo-
cation.

But drawing room manners, social observance or the
lack of it, strict interpretation of polite etiquette, have
after all, absolutely nothing to do with specific morals,
although in the minds of most people there is a strong
prejudice against differentiating between offences that are
merely against what they consider good taste and
offences intrinsically criminal or immoral.
For this reason, and for no other, the stage has earned

a reputation for moral laxity which the facts in the case
give absolutely no warrant. For this reason, and no other,
stage life has come to mean, in the vulgar mind, a life

in which it is easier for a girl to be "tempted" than any
other she might adopt. Whereas, the truth is that all

else being equal, a girl is actually safer on the stage than
anywhere else she might go to earn her livelihood.
This statement I have never yet made without raising

a storm of protest, but nevertheless I insist upon repeat-
ing it. "What!" cries the business man, "you surely would
not argue that the pretty young woman down town in
my office is not infinitely better safeguarded morally
than she would be were she acting for a living instead

of running a typewriter? Why this girl is as safe work-

ing in my office as my own daughters are at home with

their mother! She has easy hours, and is always able

to be home from work before dark. She works side by

side with clean, decent young chaps who treat her with

the same courtesy and respect they pay their own sis-

ters. It's absurd to say that the social environment that

would necessarily circumscribe the same girl on the

stage can compare favorably with that afforded her in my
well-regulated business establishment."
But even in the face of such firm confidence as this,

I insist that all else being equal, the same girl is as

safe or safer on the stage.

You will notice I make a point of emphasizing "All else

being equal." And now for a word as to that. The girl

whose career we have under consideration is. we assume,
the average normal, decent, well-disposed American girl

who has been brought up in moderate circumstances and
who is either through choice or necessity about to enter

into the making of her own livelihood. The sort of girl

who, were she born and bred in England, would be char-

acterized as middle class. That is the only type of young
woman that I am at all considering in any of these arti-

cles. The rich girl, or the girl of distinguished lineage,

who turns to acting in lieu of a social career, or the

Sirl endowed with superabundant brains and distinct-

ive, unmistakable genius for the stage—with none such

have these articles aught to do. NOR. what is more to

the point, have they anything to do with the type of girl

to whom a career, on the stage or elsewhere, means mere-

ly an escape from the responsibilities Imposed upon her

by family or society in general. Precisely as the college

or the university makes it clear to the parents of under-

graduates that its function primarily is the imparting
of knowledge, not the conservation of morals, so the

stage would have it understood that it is not an institu-

tion of moral regeneration. The attitude of the high-

class, artistically conscientious manager of a theatre
towards candidates for the stage is exactly that of the

college president, towards the prospective student. Just
as President Thomas declared in a public address the
other day that Bryn Mawr was not any sanitarium and
that weak, nervous and hysterical girls were positively not
wanted there for the reason that college is not the place
for a young woman to build up her health, so the theatrical

manager will tell you that the theatre is no place for

any such young woman. The theater, he will also tell you,

is not the place in which a young woman is supposed to

build up her health, either physical or moral. She should
have an abundance of both kinds before she steps upon
the boards at all, and this being so she has as good or

even better chance of retaining them than she would
have in almost any other work she might take up.

Perhaps you don't think physical health has anything
to do with moral health, but if you are a truly enlightened
person you will agree with me that in ninety-nine cases
out of every hundred a healthy body produces a healthy
mind, unless that mind is allowed to assimulate the In-

fluences of an illegitimate environment—a condition fre-

quently developed by lack of healthful exercise and definite

physical and mental application. The athletic girl rarely
figures in a social scandal—the busy woman who assid-

uously applies her natural forces to the amenities of life

has little time to stray from the straight and narrow path;
as Shakespeare says "To thine own self be true," that's

the great and all-important slogan—live right—work faith-

fully and honestly—and whatever you are assigned to do
—DO—and give the best that's in you always. And the

stage will offer no greater temptations than any other
decent occupation if you yourself are decent.

KF^LJQ Private Cuvee
That's the beverage for me
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THE DISTRICT ATTORNEY TO DR. AKED
Shipmate Charley Fickert has written a reply to the

Rev. Doctawh Ached, my word. The only criticism that

we have to make of it is, that it is too polite. Fickert

has shown the presence of a good deal of spinal column in

meeting the issue and as we have the letter between the

lints lie lias the religious "bounder" or "trotter" correctly

sized up.

Doctor Aked has sent to Cairo and Southampton for

statistics liofore he will reply. Would that more of our
officials would stand up when they should

April 26,

ad Charles F. Aked. San Francis, I

! ornla.

Reverend Sir: In reply to your communication, 1 beg
to advise you that I was correctly reported in the San
Francisco Chronicle of April llth. My information con-

cerning lit- Parkhurst's attitude on tie qui gre-

gation was received through the public press, and in view
of his subsequent telegram to you. it appears that this

information was erroneous.
As yi ii Btati d in your letter that you v

ment words," l desire at this time in state fully

my views on the subject under discussion si' tl

can he im misunderstanding as to my attitude,

Preliminarily let me say, that I enter into this discus-

sion with full realization ol the fact thai the d

the ignorant, and tl e I, will doubi!

occasion to 'listen my attitude ami views im

most D rid moral pro But 1 think

1 can i plain as n

to an bonesl mind, even if that mind with my
convictions. Ami finally, it may tint he amiss to ri n

you that as your high profession deals primarily with the
spiritual and ethical betterment of mankind, and as

medical profession deals primarily with thi I Im-

provemi ut of tl deals

ril; ,- ith thi nt in the
nil the i" il the

individual in bi

distant points of view from which th ma;
consiil,

Thus you would he quite within ethical rights in

ing that tl ompromise with sin. and thai

Sinn,', ii i abandon her sins or be driven, like a le]

to the ,1, ,i i places of the earth th h. 1

physli ii, in of ii :euei and of the

loathsome dlseas* 'he welfare <,'

the rare de "is thi extinction ami extirpation of all

such But to me. a lawyer, ami
the public prosei utor "i San Francisco, the single question
is: What i method, the best fur the miini
llir hest 1 1 ,1- the women themselves, of dealing with the

social evil as it now exists?
It is ot course true that from the dawn oi civilization

the laws of man. ami th,- laws claiming divil have
thundered against prostitution ami its suppression has

been attempted In manifold ways. The result to date has

been oothing Prostitution has not been suppressed, and
so far has i

I unsuppressible. We have 1 In our
civilization a large class of social outcasts, bul I ask you
to ret thai these women are uol legal outlaws.

Under our government they are still entitled to live.

ression, nol being possible, or lei us say (looking

hopefully to the future) not possible with the present
generation of prostitutes, the single question for

to solve is what is l,,st to do with them, and to do for

them; ami the only possible alternatives of solution n' 1

segregation or scatteration,
The attempted enforcement of all laws for the Buppres

sion of prostitution has never resulted even in a diminu-
tion of the evil, hut has uniformly accomplished three
results:

First: Graft, in the protection by the police of unlaw-
ful houses; to this it should be sufficient to cite the
graft scandals of New York City which is operating under
such suppressive laws.
Second: The driving of these women to the streets,

plying their trade by public solicitation, and for this New
York and London, both operating under suppressive laws,

beyond all cities of the world, are a stench to the nostils
of decency, and

Third: The scattering of these women through'

respectable residential portions of the city, ami into the

respectable apartment houses. Where by day and by night,

they are a temptation and a lure to destruction to the

youth of both sexes. True, that when an individual case
is discovered, she will be driven out, but it will only
be to take refuge in like surroundings, thus shifting the

evil but not curing it.

.Manifestly, medical testimony is of value, upon this ques-

tion insofar as it effects the physical well-being of society.

Let us consider that testimony. Says the editor of the
last edition of Dr. Sanger's great work on Prostitution,

speaking of the suppression laws and their effect in spread-
evil;

New v., k has witnessed such an effort, led by a cler-

gyman, ami there is no well-informed observer of the
i Its who will assert that prostitution

in that city ba: • qr that there is one less prosti-

tute now than there was before. If such there he. he has
to consull ih, records of New York's hospitals and

Infirmaries, where the statistics acident to

1 1 1 ut ion att, '
i, ,,i prostitution, to find a

I ion oi any claim ot increased virtue

in thai city."

It ie torious houses of prostitution have
,1 thai prostitutes have keen driven out

,xls which were hitherto their haunts.

and thi se women ba\ e nol lefl th,- city,

where are the\ ' Or to use the king nag,- of a physician who
i priva e practice among them, ;h1 rather

ask. 'V nei are they not.'
• I'ut if hist,, i

i s that prostitution can not b

11 also ,1 strati - that it can he regu tted,

ami directed into channels where its most injurious re-

sults can he encounter, ,1. ami its dangerous tend, mi
r materially weakened. This is

tin- i- im-li , Ii ilized riniiiiiiii, riding, and
in aid the movement it is needful thai the e:

d ,-v, a at ih,- nsi, of ih,' o orld's contumely."

Dr. i in--, ih,' recognized authority on such diseases,

says

uld i"- a matter of di ep interest, and. in

point ,,t view
, of tin le i alue, 11 we could
,, approximately, the extent ot syphilis in

our cities i

towns hut for - 1" b e deci Ion thi n
•

i littli ll •
- Ii','-' ever, he assn I

ioi lions , and thai II is poisoning,

and slowly, hut surely, undermining, the very foundations

of life in every direct!* n sowing the seeds of death among
our people, ami gradually di the national health."

Anil what Bays Dr. .Morrow lamous tor his mediCO-
soclological simli, s "The regulation of prostitution and

i ttrol ol ire bul com ei i tble terms."

Any anally, lei us take the testimonj ,,i the army sur-

as and physicians at the Presidio, to the effect thai

under exl tlatory laws, crude and inefficient as

admittedly thej are, venereal diseases amongst the sol-

diers have decreased 70 per cent.

There can he no doubt that the dical point of view

lav,,, , ..1' ii"i deplores attempted suppression

which results only in scat n rat ion, and thus multiplies a

thousandfold the evil, without the slightest compensatory
good.

E pially th, no doubt but thai the lawyer's point

of vi with the physician's, because the lawyer

sees not only tin , vils that are apparent to the physician,

but knows moreover that suppressive measures tend to

add to the long list of crime, by graft, by felonious as-

saults, by insults to respectable women and by facilitating

the ruil - girls and boys.

Their is bit then the ethical view, of which I conceive

you to I e the exponent. You will permit me. without

personal application, or intended offense, to say that in

the past pulpit intolerance has often done much to retard.

rather than to advano desirable reforms. Y'ott will recall

.Macauley's apothegm. No man is so merciless as he who
under a strong self-delusion confounds his antipathies with

his duties." Y'ott will remember we are to consider not

only the lives and souls of the living members of

this unfortunate class, hut the lives and souls and

future welfare of all the rest of the community. You
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will also bear in mind that our laws should be framed

so as justly to meet existing conditions, as well as those

that may rise in the future.

I am strongly convinced that the present condition of

prostitution calls for -wise regulation and for nothing else;

that wise regulation includes medical and police supervision

under conditions, easily to be drawn, where there will be

no opportunity for graft or scandal. I am profoundly con-

vinced that soeh regulation will do more to decrease

disease than any other method; that it will do more for

the protection of the home and of our youth than any
other method; that it will do more to suppress prostitution

itself, than will any other method. The ultimate sup-

pression of prostitution will in my judgment come only

when God, in his infinite wisdom, sees fit to withdraw
all of his degenerates from this earth, and when, through
the working out of His just and perfect purpose, man has
taken to himself more nearly the attributes of his Cre-

ator. Men and women are not, and cannot be made vir-

tuous by law, but solely by the development of their higher
natures. This high work is your life work. In this work,
to the extent of my poor abilities, but always under the

urge of my own honest convictions, I am your hearty coad-
jutor.

J. H. DEERING
Offers the Celebrated

MOET AND CHANDON CHAMPAGNE
WHITE SEAL, VERY DRY

IMPERIAL CROWN BRUT CUVEE, A. A.

OSTRICH FEATHERS, PARADISE. NUMIDI. GOURA >°d AIGRETTES
CLEANED. REMOUNTED and DYED ANY SHADE

GERTRUDE WENZLICK
FEATHER EXPERT

Telephone Sutter 4377

130 GEARY STREET Opp. Whitney Bldg.

Xinkand

Opp. Orpheum

BEST OF ENTERTAINMENT
SERVICE AND FOOD

Tai^s is San Francisco's most popular cafe. Always
something doing here. Perfect cuisine and quick ar.d
faultless service. Artistic and pleasing decoratiens.

Follow The Crowd To Tait*s

San Francisco, April 28, 1913

Indoor Yacht Club,

Gentlemen:

—

Permit me to take the liberty of congratulating you gentlemen for the

splendid show at the beach Sunday and for all the "trimmings" that went

with it.

If San Francisco had more boosters like your club, instead of the long-

haired croakers, she would go ahead with bounds.

As a suggestion gentlemen, why not have the same affair once a month

and try and have the Chamber of Commerce advertise the affair throughout

the state. Then we would have thousands of people coming into the city

instead of going away. Again I might suggest that the city have the Muni-

cipal Band play at the beach on these occasions.

Judging from the favorable comments of persons to whom I compared

opinions 1 think you have started a most commendable innovation.

Yours very sincerely,

B. MIRSKY

NOT A CITY, BUT A CONSPIRACY.

It may not have been original with the gentleman, but

it is worth repeating. He hails from Pittsburg, and has

been visiting many points of interest on the Coast for the

past two or three months in a leisurely way, finally regis-

tering at the St. Francis for a week preparatory to going

back home. Much of interest he has to say about the

Shasta country and the Yosemite. He is very fond of this

bay region, and its stalwart quartet of cities. The South-

land comes in for praise and some censure. Los Angeles

seemed bent on taking some of his money under the guise

of suburban-lot investments miles away from the court-

house center, and would hardly he said nay.

"What do you think of the city of Los Angeles, any-

how?" inquired one of the group in the hotel lobby being

entertained by the observant Easterner.

"Los Angeles is not a city; it is a conspiracy," was the

quick response.

"And yet the conspiracy has some mighty fine points

about it," he went on to say, after the hubbub bad sub-

sided. "For instance, you inquire from a merchant how
his competitor in the same kind of a store three blocks

further along is doing and he will give him a good send-

off, saying: 'He is having a fine trade and Is prospering.

We are all doing well here, no matter what the business le.'

"That is going some, eh? In truth, I heard no knocks."

H. F. SANDERS A. J. SCHULER

DEL MONTE AUTO RENTAL CO.

SUTTER 215 HOME C-6666

TOURING CARS AND TAXICABS
OFFICE, 105 POWELL STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

C. W. Sham R. H. Fischbeck

jftsrfjueck's
San Francisco

Phone Sutter 3629 844 Market Street
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"Wear a BENJAMIN"

THE NORFOLK

The Proper Summer

Clothes for Style

and Comfort

Proper for Street Wear

Comfortable for the

Mountains or the

Golf Links

We have the Benjamin

Norfolk m Scotchy

Fabrics, Plaids, Checks

and Government Cloths j}enjarr\in Ootf\es

$15 AND UP $15

MARKET STREET BERGER'S EAST OF POWELL
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Pacific Limited
New All-Steel Train

Southern Pacific—Union Pacific—Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

Daily to Chicago

in 69 Hours
From San Francisco (Ferry Station) 10:20 a. m.

From Oakland (Sixteenth St. Station) 10:58 a. m.

Arrive Chicago (Union Station) 9: 1

5

a. m.

(3d morning)

Observation Car

Ladies' Parlor-Library

Writing Desk and Stationery

Stock and News Reports

Drawingrooms Compartments

Sections and Berths

Tourist Sleeping Car

Dining Car

All Classes of Tickets Honored

Connecting at Chicago with Limited Trains

of Eastern Lines Arriving New York fourth

morning out of San Francisco

Southern Pacific
SAN FRANCISCO: Flood Building. Palace Hotel. Ferry Station. Phone Kearny 3160

Third and Townsend Streets Station. Phone Kearny 180.
U. P. R. R., 42 Powell Street. Phone Sutter 2940.

C. M. & St. P. Ry., 22 Powell Street. Phone Sutter 3220.
OAKLAND: Thirteenth Street and Broadway. Phone Oakland 162.

Sixteenth Street Station. Phone Lakeside 1420. First Street Station. Phone Oakland 7960

101
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LOUIS W. JUILLIARD
Mr. Juilliard completed his first term in the State Senate tins year, having been a member of that body the thirty-

ninth and fortieth sessions. Previously he had been a mniber of the Assembly respresenting the county of Sonoma.

No greater friend of San Francisco and the State at large could be found in the State Capitol than Senator Juil-

liard. He refused to vote for certain "moral" bills aimed at San Francisco on the ground that this city had competent

Commissions and Supervisors who should know more how to handle the city's affairs than cow county Senators or

barnyard Assemblymen.

Along with Senators Boynton. Cartwright, Conn, Btrdsall and Hans, from the interior, he stuck loyally with Sen-

ators Finn, Regan, Bryant, Gerdes. Beban and Cassidy whenever San Francisco was attacked. His speech on the

so-called "Redlight Bill" was a masterpiece of elegant diction and bristled with humor that was not offensive.

Senator Juilliard is a Democrat I'nlike many of his fellow-Senators of that party, he was not a candidate for

any Job within the gift of the Federal administration. Han] of his colleagues had to turn flipflops on the alien land

legislation when the big stick commenced to be wielded from Washington. Juilliard pursued the same course this ses-

sion as he did in the previous one on the Japanese alien land bill. Two years ago this bill was proposed as a Demo-

cratie measure and he was for it. This session it bore a Progressive pilot, but the Sonoma County representative

continued to advocate what he thought was right. Irrespective of who was the proponent.

The Senator comes from an old French family, but his forefathers have been Americans so long that the memory
of man runneth not to the contrary. The name is pronounced "Jule-yard."

Some say Senator Juilliard will be a candidate for congress from the Second District, but many others have it

that a Gubernatorial nomination will be forced on him.

Good luck to you, sir.
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MAYOR, SUPERVISORS AND THE FERRY CAR.

The topic of conversation this week, aside from the

"bunko men's" trials, has been Mayor Rolph's efforts to

get the cars running down Market street from Sutter.

The people voted for this, two to one, on the refer-

endum petition, submitted by Rudolph Spreckels. Alpha-

bet Trov and Modesto Easton.

When the matter was submitted to the Supreme Court

to ratify the stipulation of the city, arising from Judge

Seawell
:

s decision. Modesto Easton. on behalf of Spreckels,

filed an opposition.

Early in the week the Supreme Court unanimously swept

this aside and confirmed the compact. Then, in the Ian

guage of the street, "the Mayor got busy." Anyway, he

thought he did. But he was soon to discover what an in-

surmountable obstruction the stupidity and political hum-

bug the Board of Supervisors is to progress.

Everybody but the Mayor has known this for a long

lime; liuown that San Francisco cannot grow through the

brains of the present board.

No sooner was it proposed to carry oui the will o[ the

people and the decision of the Supreme Court than Super-

visors Koshland, Paul Bancroft and George Gallagher pro-

ceeded to block the will of the people and to continue ihe

disgrace of the horse-cars for a few days longer.

These cheap politicians saw an opportunity for a little

political notoriety.

As political demagogues they began the usual spout

about their love of the people and their opposition to cor-

porations, which, in this particular instance, had no rela-

tion to the case. They soon found they were "in wrong."

Not only were the people filled with astonishment that

their mandate should be defied by a few noisy political

hacks, but the Mayor promptly proceeded to business.

He wrent after the rest of the Supervisors by telephone
and telegraph until he had secured the promise of a ma-
jority of the whole board to execute the people's wishes
and then announced that on Tuesday the horse-cars would
pass into history and the Sutter cars go to the ferry.

The Mayor was determined, and this happt

MUNICIPAL CONFERENCE ADJOURNS.

The general disgust with the Board of Supervisors Ins
caused the Municipal Conference of two years ago to
adjourn sine die.

It was responsible for the nomination of nearly all the
present board, nine of whom come up for election this Call.

These men were nominated on the theory of construc-
tive administration to help the Mayor develop the city.

They have hindered or opposed every suggestion for ad
vancement. and the general berating that has been given
their conduct has fallen on the individuals constituting
the "Municipal Conference."

This has become so acute that these individuals are
very sensitive over their position, and when a poll was
taken to ascertain the pleasure of the members, as to con-
tinuing organized political activity, the objections were
almost unanimous. So the Municipal Conference is no
more.—The Knave.

Mexico has been quieting down since the announcement
that the treasury is empty.—Syracuse Post-Standard.

In leaving a baseball game with the score tied President
Wilson proved that there is no sacrifice which he is not
ready to make for his country.—New York Sun.

Revising the tariff may not make living cheaper, but it

makes life more interesting.—Washington Star.

Remember that

Cresta Blanca Wines
Are the STANDARD WINES of California

Try a Bottle of CRESTA BLANCA SPARKLING
Equal to the Imported

1W1LFIRD J. GIRARD STANLEY J. GIRARD m
President Secretary and Manaaer IH

GIRARDS
I

rt GRILL
J AND J

J Oyster Parlor J

4
Oysters, Terrapin, Crab Stew, Steaks,

Chops, Oyster Loaves.

UNION SQUARE AVE.
Phone Douglas 3454 San Francisco, Cal. 4

DANA
PERCY DANA

Official Photographer of

the Indoor Yacht Club.

Fotos
344 Kearny St., S. F.

THE CLIFF HOUSE
The only resort of its kind in the World

Unsurpassed Cusine

BREAKFAST - LUNCHEON - DINNER
Ala Carte Service

TABLE d' HOTE FISH DINNER
SERVED FRIDAY

Vocal and Instrumental Entertainment

Dancing in Ballroom every evening

Terrace open to the public free of charge

Under the management of ROY CARRUTHERS
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THE CLEARINGS OF FOUR. CITIES
Showing the largest business, for the four months

ending with Apnl. were as follows

:

San Francisco . . . $882. 1 67,000
Los Angeles. . . . $428,676,000
Seattle 206.712,000
Portland 206.140,000 841,528,000

San Francisco over all

.

$40,639,000

OUR MILITANT YACHTSMEN
Prexy Wilson and the Laird of Skiboo, to the contrary

notwithstanding, the estimable Mr. Hearst and his equally
estimable disciple. John Temple Graves, have almost con-
vinced us that we shall shortly be compelled to go abroad
with a collection of gats and slay, kill, destroy and extermi-
nate a few hundred thousand Japanese. Being first, last
and all the time in favor of peace, as long as there is fun
in it, the Main Sheet deplores this tendency to rush head-
long into battle. Let us deliberate. The good, old TJ. S. A.
has a reputation as a fighting nation, and it should not
risk wrecking that reputation without a big. fat guarantee.
Japan is apparently willing to sign up. but if Tom Jones
were put on the job he might be able to get us a better
match.
Contemplating the possibility that we may have to go

forth and blow a few hundred thousand Japanese to Nir-
vana or some less desirable state of kingdom come, we
would suggest that the intense silence prevailing through-
out California is the expression ot grief over the prospect.
Popular vote on the question of fixing a scalp bounty on
those Little Brown Brothers who insist on living with us
whether we want them or not. would not be carried unani-
mously. Dr. David Starr Jordan would vote against it.

However, since war threatens, do not forge) that the
Indoor Yacht Club expects every man to do his duty. The
club is full of veterans who haven't missed a battle since
Sullivan and Kilrain fought. Hottle-scarred veterans they
are. In the heat of every conflict they have always been
where the bottles were thickest—and coldest. They have
suffered the awful hardships of Sisson in the dead of

winter. They have undergone the torture of cruising
through the snow-bound, treacherous Sierra in a train of
Pullmans with a buffet attachment.

If the nation should call upon us. we could put into the
fray an aggregation of warriors so formidable that the
Hon. Mikado's blood would freeze into another attack of

pneumonia.

For example, let us point with pride to thai noble yachts-
man, that brave and courageous land-sailor, that worthy
patriot. Colonel Choynaki. (To digress for a moment, we
would call your attention lo lb.- tail that "Colonel" and
"kernel." while having the same pronunciation, are totally

different in meaning. A kernel is the inside of a nut.)
Colonel Choynskl is a sure-enough-honest-to-Oodness

colonel. He commands a regiment of militia. He served
his nation with distinction during the Spanish-American
War. being stationed at Fori Baker, oeai Sausalito, where
he is alleged to have made many a pool-room killing. Many
a night and ott upon the Rialto and the ramparts he bossed
the brave boys who held tin- invading fog off at bayonet
points. The colonel is known to favor a Japanese scalp
bounty and a twelve-months' open season.

Still another colonel may we boast—Colonel Denis M.
Duffy of the League of the Cross Cadets. Even the gov-
ernor fears him. From the same organization we have
drafted another Swedish officer of distinction. Major Wil-

liam McCarthy. Nor should we overlook Colonel Arthur
Fisk, whose uniformed minions march upon our highways
every day and fight valiantly with the boobs who refuse

to understand the intricacies of the parcels post.

Of course, the ranks of the 1. Y. C. may be a few chips
shy on veterans who have fought, bled and died for their

country. The majority are familiar with the smell of

powder—face and insect. Some of them have sniffed the

acrid smoke of gunpowder in the duck-infested swamps of

Suisun. But we are not without our veterans of real war-
fare. As that gifted orator. T. Proboscis Corbett, would
say. were he to introduce our one warrior to the assem-
bled multitudes of Sisson:
"We have with us today a man who has been where

the bullets are thickest, where the shot and shell scream
with their flying death, where the sacred flag of our great

and glorious nation, waving its folds as a symbol of freedom
from the vine-clad hills of Cyrasella to snow-capped peaks
of Shasta, from the orange groves of Florida to the chicken
yards of Oakland, has flaunted its challege to the whole

wide world above the hosts that would march for it to
death, e'en as the Six Hundred rode to death at Balaklava.
etc., etc." (Pause for applause, and to let the bull catch
his breath.) "I refer to that distinguished citizen of our
commonwealth. Professor Ernest Fernandez."

Tis true. Professor Fernandez is a veteran of the Span-
ish War and saw service in Cuba. He also saw a number
of Cubans. According to report, the professor is alleged
to have left a considerable portion of himself on the slope
of San Juan Hill, but there is much debate as to the por-
tion. Nevertheless, shame upon those heartless persons
who say that he left the better portion there.
The I. Y. C. is strong on officers, but we can muster one

private. Private Jim Mulvey is alleged to have done time

—

er. that is. to have marked time as a bold sojer boy in the
Philippines. He is said to be one of the original persons to
put the "fil" in Filipino.

We tire a bit weak on generals, although Colonel Arthur
Fisk might qualify as General Delivery, and General De-
bility is with us always. (These two generals have been
mentioned several times since the invasion of Xerxes.)
Judge George A. Sturtevant might qualify, as he was for-

merly an employee of the attorney-general's office. We
nave also General W. H. Almon, who has a commanding
military appearance, and gets his title through his resem-
blance to the late General Shatter. Inasmuch as General
Almon weighs 300 pounds, it may well be said that we
have plenty of general.

For a position of high standing, should the I. Y. C. be
called upon to rush to the defense of its country, we place
in nomination Judge Thomas F. Graham. Having been
present at mote domestic battles than any other man in

San Francisco, the judge knows more about war than the
man that wrote the book. Furthermore, he is a strategist

and a diplomat. He has blarneyed many an unfortunate
gink who was on the high road to happiness into calling

for a new deal in the matrimonial game. He has brought
warring tactions into council under a flag of truce, and
deftly, tint successfully, persuaded husbands that blacl

and crania] contusions which they foolishly believed were
the result of fielding errors in the household game of "chuck
the Qatiron," really came from bumping into a half-open door.
He has opened the eyes of flirtatious benedicts to the fact

that they had been in the habit of buying wine for the

wrong women, and he has sent many a disappointed wife
who would fain slip him the wink over the top of the bench,
hack to the arms of the weary guy who doesn't want her.

Think what a man like that could do in wartime.
Jim (Wroth was at one time a messenger in the A. D.

T. service, and what he doesn't know about scouting might
just as well be left unsaid. Dependence could also be

placed in Tiv Kreling, who could be trusted to look after

the eats. Tiv was once a waiter on an Australian liner,

though 'tis whispered the passengers did more waiting than

he. He had a contempt for trays, figuring that inasmuch
as a waiter takes a tray, a waiter isn't much above a four-

spot.

Our soldier possibilities figure into the hundreds. Some
of them would distinguish themselves beyond doubt. Sam
Bcrger would make a great sutler. Jim Griffin has already

been disqualified as referee, inasmuch as he has expressed

himself concerning that cunning little man, the Jap, in this

fashion:
•'

! ! ! x x x ! ! !"

Disqualification also is the lot of Keegan Monahan. On
the best of authority it is declared he is absolutely a cow.

ard. He is afraid to shadow-box, fearing the shadow might

wallop him. He will not walk the streets after dark,

fearing a policeman might pick bis pockets. He will go

blocks out of his way to avoid meeting a Japanese, fearing

he might be tempted to smite said Japanese on the conk.

Take the I. Y'. C. as a whole, and it is a grand organiza-

tion. It consists of several thousand officers and one pri-

vate and Keegan Monahan—and it is ready at any time

to go out and do battle. Were the greatest bunch of fight

fans in the world.
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TOM HANTON DIES.

Fine, brave, lovable Tom Hanton died in Chicago last

week. Tom spent a couple of weeks in San Francisco a

lew months ago. He came West with the White Sox, of

whom he was a most ardent admirer.

Hanton lived in Chicago for forty years and was one of

the most esteemed of its citizens. For years he represented

the firm of Geo. A. Kessler & Co. in Illinois and adjacent

States.

At the time of his death he was one of the owners of the

City Hall Square Hotel in Chicago, his associates being

"Jimmy" Callahan and "Smiley" Corbett.

Tom was long a member of the Indoor Yacht Club and

will be mourned by all his shipmates particularly Jack

Welch, Joseph H. Deering, William A. Lange, Sam Rucker,

Jas. W. Coffroth and Harry Monahan.

Books, like friends, should be few and well chosen.

Do not lean on any one and let no one lean on you.

Do not think the other fellow's opportunities have been
greater than yours; he made them.

Do unto others as though you were the others.

Is the world all wrong? Reform yourself.

Endurance is one-half of life; doing, the other

Folks who never do any more than they get paid for,

never get paid for any more than they do.

Happiness is a habit.

He who lives but to enjoy, never enjoys anything.

If we have pleasant thoughts, even when alone, we have
good company.

Nature never did betray the heart that loved her.

I. Y. C. RELIGION.

Work, play, breathe, bathe, study, live, laugh and love.

A good laugh is sunshine in the house.

ST. FRANCIS IMPORTATION CO.
350 Geary Street

WINES AND LIQUORS AT RETAIL
FINEST GOODS LOWEST PRICES

PROMPT DELIVERIES

SUBJECTS FOR THE RECALL.

The man who eats garlic and gets confidential.

The man who always wants a dollar until tomorrow.
The bum story teller.

The man who sprinkles you when he talks.

The man who crosses his legs in a street car.

The cut-up who hollers at every girl he sees.

The nut with the 2x4 auto and the 30x15 horn.

—Cincinnati Enquirer.

WILSON MIZNER REACHING TOWARD FAME.

Wilson Mizner has given London a sensation in the
revue he has written in collaboration with Max Pemberton.
It has taken the London public by storm, and is the real

spectacle of his spectacular career, Wilson, it seems, is

rising rapidly as a playwright of ability, and seems to be
able to tackle anything, from a melodrama to a musical
comedy. His first real success was "The Deep Purple," in

which he collaborated with Paul Armstrong, and his abil-

ity to rise as an associate of Pemberton seems to point
to a future of assured success. Since the annulment of

his marriage to Mrs. Yerkes. he has been rapidly scaling

the ladder of fame, until he is now regarded as one of
California's brilliant luminaries. Several years ago, when
he was basking in the fertile and torrid sun of Honolulu,

he and Ethel Watts, who was not yet Mrs. Mumford, con-

cocted the "Cynic's Calendar." The clever little booklet
was gotten up really as a lark, but some friends urged
Wilson to show it to a publisher, and it was immediately
accepted, and since then there has been a new date book
for cynics every year. While in the flower isle, Wilson
met the Princess Anna Koannanakoa. and showed his

marked devotion. But Ihe affair, precipitated by the trop-

ical climate, congealed into a mere friendship when he
came back to the states. The Mizners are all clever, but
Wilson has always been the star of the family, although
he has not yet achieved fame through solitary endeavors.
Edgar is one of the popular standbys of the old guard at
the Bohemian Club. Addie has made a success as an in-

terior decorator, and some of the finest homes of the New
York "400" bear the signet of his genius. Lansing is an-
other favorite about the clubs. Mrs. Horace Blanchard
Chase, the sister of this brilliant quartet, is noted for her
bon mots and bright sayings, and is a special feature of
any dinner when a guest of especial note is to be enter-
tained.—News Letter.

CONTRETEMPS IN A CAFE.

Some strange things happen In the "Rag Cafes" here.
Something good enough to be staged took place the other
night when a military man and his spouse found them-
selves sitting at separate tables staring and glaring at
each other. Of course. I am told, 'twas the man's fault.

It always is. Anyhow, lets say so. The son of Mars, afore-
said, has an eye for beauty outside his own cottage in the
Presidio, and yielded to the temptation to become one "i

a jolly party of four—two and two—which rendezvoused
at the "Rag Cafe." He had reason to believe that his
faithful and trusting wife was away down the Peninsula,
visiting friends, for had he not escorted her to Third and
Townsend street and placed her safely aboard the train.
She had telephoned him of her safe arrivel, and there was
nothing to suggest her return to the city for the best part
of a week. But the automobile is an annihilator of distance,
It is nothing now for residents of Burlingame to jump Into
their motor cars, after the chickens roost, and be in time
for the theater at San Francisco and take in the cafes
afterwards and get home to the suburbs in time to catch
forty winks of sleep before breakfast. So it happened that
after an early dinner at the home of the ISurlingame
friends, that the army officer's wife was visiting, an auto-
mobile trip to the city was suggested. SVie complied, and
after supper the family party adjourned to a cafe. By an
unfortunate coincidence the army man and his friends
had been seated at a nearby table and one of the first

things the astonished and indignant wife saw was the
last thing she wished to see. What the sequel of the
contretemps will be remains to be told.
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YACHTING SUPREMACY.

Race at Sandy Hook Will Help to Advertise Golden Gate
Contest.

In a sportsmanlike spirit the New York Yacht Club has

iccepted the sportsmanlike challenge of Sir Thomas Lip-

Ion to race for the America trophy. Tor nearly a decade It

seemed as though the cup would have to lie put

n some museum and labeled as a relic of an obsolete sport.

S'ot that yachting itself has shown any signs of decadence,
nit that international competitions seemed no longer pos-

sible.

The event which will take place in the fall of next year

s one upon which the interest of not merely the aquatic,

at the general sporting world will be closely riveted.

\nd many niilli"iis who could not tell a mainsail from a

spinnaker boom will feel the thrill of international rivalry,

Peace has her victories no less exciting than war, and

Lhe struggle for yachting supremacy will be followed

almost as keenly as if the contesting crafts were super-

Ireadnaughts matching their titanic strength.
A sport to the finder tips. Sir Thomas Lipton is as con

Sdent of victory as though he had won instead of having
lost each of his attempts to secure the coveted prize. For

ill his wealth and social honors he has over and over

igain declared that he can never die happy unless he wins

:hat cup. His three Shamrocks having failed he now pins

nis faith to the fact that the Shamrock IV will havi thi

luckiest emblem that ever blessed Ireland—the four In d

shamrock."
In this hope Sir Thomas has been fortified by the assur-

ance of his latest designer, who declares it possible to

build a yacht safe enough to cross the Atlantic and yet

have the best chance of winning.
A- ii^ainst this optimism the New York Yacht Club is

equally confident that American skill in designing and nav-

igating racing craft has no peer in the yachting world.
Certain it is that the burden of proof rests upon those
who dispute a contention fortified by so many years of con-
tinuous supremacy.
The acceptance of the challenge has a special signifi-

cance for San Francisco since it assures the greatest pos-
sible stimulus to the international yachting contest to
take place here during the Panama-Pacific exposition.
Should Upton win the cup in 1914 there will be feverish
excitement aroused by the event in 1915. but whichever
ivay the result goes at Sandy Hook it will serve to focus
worldwide attention upon the races scheduled for the
Golden Gate.

RANDOM THOUGHTS.

Hurrah! Summer is here! Y'ou know the time when
you grow- restless, fidgety and uneasy; when you yawn and
mope and perspire and your thinkery thinks only of treezes
and breezes—of shady nooks and babbling brooks. The
Spring fever epidemic is spreading with alarming rapidity

and thank the good Lord there is but one cure—back to

nature—back to Mother Earth. To the devil with doctors
and prescriptions. Hurrah for the hills and mountains
—hurrah for the lakes and seas and hip hip for good free
life and good fresh air!

"Going away?" "Well, I guess yes!" Going to spend
a few weeks with good old genial, jovial, lovable John
Tait, perched like eagles on the topmost point of Ben
Lomond where you don't see a newspaper once a week
and a human being is as scarce as a tip in a cafateria.

.lawn has invited a few quiet boys for the annual round up
of the Indoor Y'acht Club at the Whoopee Ranch Jawn
would like to invite the whole Indoor Yacht Club, but the
mountain wouldn't hold them, so we'll tell you all about
it when we return. Xo! We don't expect to starve to

death, because we can always find enough wild fruits

should provisions run short. Oh. yes! We'll eat and
drink and sleep all night and we'll return as fit as fiddles.

Good-bye sailors, and may your vacation, wherever it's

spent, be as bright and as happy—as full of sunshine and
smiles—as ours.

Envious, indeed, are all except the following: Tony
Griffiths, Willie Mickulich, Joe Watts. .Major William H.
McCarthy, Otto Wallfiscb, Frank Honinski, Jack Hunt,
William E (Buck) Travis, Fred Salch, Dr. Buncho Ander-
son, John II. Suits, William Kldd Nelson, Harry Monahan,
Samuel llerger. Sam N. Rucker, I>r, B. McElroy, Charles
Arata and Thomas S. Mulvey.

ELECTED TO MEMBERSHIP IN INDOOR YACHT CLUB.

San Francisco—E. W. Hearn, Edward J, Samter, Dr.

\dnlph V. Guntz, A. Bearwald. Frank Edwards, Frank
Marquis. Homer 1'enn. .1. A. Hammersmith, V. J. Lind-
guist. Al Coney, P. B. Jeffries. Wm. Leslie Coombs, L. H.
Westdahl and Daniel P. Regan.
Sin Mateo John II, Coleman and Hubert Shepard.
New York— Marco H. Fleishman,
Oakland Hoy M. Reed, Ralph Lee. Robert Edeson and

Wilton l.ackaye.

APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP IN INDOOR YACHT
CLUB.

San Francisco—Frank B, Connolly, Fred. Knerr. Frank-
' ii B Morse. Seibey Oppenheimer, Daniel c. Murphy, J. E.
Foley. Herbert M. Brown. Jesse 11. Steinhart, Hon. D.

Regan. John D Rutledge, Dr. F B w. Leland, Dr. Chas.
V Cross, Geo. Schroeder, Milton G. Banner. J. P. Healey,
A T. Baum, Wm. Morrison. Thos. P, Curran, W. D. Potter,
las, .1 Ollmartin, E. T. Rawlinson, c. F. s.dams, Wm. Mc-
Donald, Rodney Snider. Joseph Sturn, John C. Brickell,

Edgar Mizner. D. J. Tarr.

New York Win. Gibson.
Sacramento—Jos. Frank.
Folsom—Hon. P. C. Cohn.
San Mateo— J. H. Coleman.

REILLY BROS, and GENE RATTO
Phont SUTTER 3685

CARRIES

WHITE ROCK
ELBART GIN

WILTON WHISKEY

175 O'FARRELL ST.
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WILLIE NELSON IN A NEW FIELD.

Willie Nelson, known quite frequently as the "Kidd,"

has entered a new field of endeavor. He is now connected

with the Krug Champagne agency. Julius Rosenfield, the

Pacific Coast agent for Krug wine, discovered the Nelson

capabilities, and secured from the home office a contract

for Nelson lasting a considerable period. Willie's job

opened when he accompanied the Elks on their visit to Tal-

lac, Lake Tahoe, last week.

CHARLES LOESCH.

President of the California Baking Co., Olympic Club
man, philanthropist, all-round-good-fellow, is a striking
example of a true Bohemian. Mr. Loesch's commercial
success has not in any manner diminished those qualities
that have endeared him to his friends. He is an earnest
worker in behalf of all charitable projects and at the
Indoor Yacht Club Beach Day his donation of one thou-
sand pies and one thousand doughnuts was characteristic
of his generosity.

He has endeared himself to his many friends by his wil-
lingness at all times to put his shoulder to the wheel of
helpfulness, and though modesty characterizes his every
effort, his philanthropy knows no limits.

It was men like Chas. Loesch, whose energy and enter-
prise was responsible for the rebuilding of our beautiful
city. In 1906, when the fire had destroyed every baking
plant in San Francisco with the exception of the California
Baking Company, located at Turk and Fillmore; Mr.
Loesch issued orders to his managers to work as fast as
possible turning out bread for which he would accept no
pay. He did not three-sheet his benevolence but went
about the work of succoring the needy in a quiet unosten-
tatious manner.

Good luck to you, Charles Loesch. The "Main Sheet"
hopes that your success may only be limited by your
desires.

WHAT SHE NEEDED.

Agent—Madam. I'd like to show you one of the best

cream separators on the market.
Farmer's Wife— I don't want it; but if you have a coin

separator that you can guarantee to work on my husband
I'll buy it.—Indianapolis Star.

PAW KNOWS EVERYTHING.

Willie—Paw, what does walking with measured tread

mean?
Paw—Using two feet at a time, my son.—Cincinnati En-

quirer.

THE NEW VERSION.

Mother, dear mother, come home with me now,
The clock in the kitchen strikes eight;

Father is raising a horrible row,

For supper's all cooked and you're late.

Weary is he with the getting of meals,

And tired of sweeping the house;
Worn with the care that the true father feels

Who is tied to a suffragette spouse.

Daily you've gone on this weary campaign,
And left him to run things alone;

Faithful he's been and from cussing refrained,

Though his fingers are scorched to the bone.

Mother, dear mother, come home with me please
The clock in the kitchen strikes eight;

Suffrage is noble, but harmony flees

When supper is cooked and you're late.

W. .1. W.

JIMMY BRITT'S RETURN.

Clean-limbed, clear-visaged. well-groomed James Edward
Britt will return to his native heath in two more days,

lie opens at the Empress Theatre, June fifteenth. What
a time his old pals will give him, what a pleasure his

myriad of friends will have in looking at this wholesome
chap, still in his youth, telling the stories of his travels

abroad.
Britt has talent. He does not attempt to "get away with

bis act" because he was once a fighter. His "act" is intrin-

sically and histrionically meritorious. Jimmy has seen it

all and observed everything whether the lights were white
or the light burnt red. It is thus lteeness of perception
that makes his present act so Interesting.
What a royal time he will be given at his opening and

each succeeding day! Why not? He deserves every bit

of all that will be accorded him.

PATHE FRERES SHOWING BEACH DAY FILMS.

The Pathe Freres, or Pathe llrothers, seek the best. On
the afternoon of Sunday. April L'Tth. this splendid company
of moving picture operators had three moving pfcture cam-
eras at work taking the multiplicity of sports, human in-

terest photographies at the Ocean Beach. It was the

occasion of the great movement inaugurated by the Indoor
Yacht Club to boost the beach of San Francisco and en-

deavor to obtain a bond issue or money for the erection
of a breakwater.
The result of their labors will be that simultaneously

on June tenth, whether in San Francisco or Bagdad, Paris
or San Benito, St. Petersburg and Ceylon, will he Bhown
in their weekly output the effort of the Indoor Yacht
Club to boost the ocean beach of San Francisco.

Time was when the name "Esola" was an open sesame
to the inner sanctum of the Examiner. The Monarch of

the dailies boosted Fred for Chief of Police during the
Phelan days and assisted in getting Frank on the police
force. Today the Examiner is the most ardent desirer
of the conviction of Frank, judged by the space it gives
the bunco cases, and only the other day In a parallel col-

umn was recited the story that Fred was sued for a tailor

bill.
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ROBERT C. MITCHELL Dana Photo

Tars of the Indoor Yacht Club are bound to pick a win-

ner. One of them is Robert ('. Mitchell, better known as

"Bob," who has won the distinction of being one of the

greatest friends of widows and orphans in the known world.

He has, in short, written the largest volume of life insur-

ance business of any California operator in that philanthro-

pic business.

He doesn't say so himself but the records of the New
York Life Insurance Company attest the

In 1901 he won the prize trip to the East, offered by his

company, and sine- then has never failed to be a record

winner every year— and this by reason of the attractiveness

of the policies be sells and bis way of going about it.

In each year since 1903 be has achieved the honor of be-

ing the only California winner in the "Two Hundred Thou-

sand Dollar Club," known in the language of underwriters,

actuaries and Insurance men generally as "The Aristocracy

of Life Insurance Writi
is In' is after the record again this year. Nothing

succeeds like success, so he'll win!

"A LITTLE WINE WITH MY DINNER."

Note the champagne n President Wilson sat

at table with the Gridiron Club of Washington, which ban-

queted the Nations Chiel Executive arc! his Cabinet in

New York, April 12. 1913, This was the menu:

... ins
Cell Olives Salted Nuts

I irtle

Soft Sinn Crabs, Tartare
Tenderloll I

Pique Fresh Mushrooms
orlda Beans New l

mil

Roast Guinea Chicken
Mount Veri

Maple Mousse
Assorted Cakes

• ",-rfee Cigars ettes
Martin] Coi kt.iiis Haul •

Moet & Cnandon Imp' i Crown Brut
I maris

PUT YOUR LIFE insurance

In BOB MITCHELL'S HANDS

Ask htm for the real dope on LIFE INSURANCE

WOMEN PILFER. SAYS CLERGYMAN.

A d.-rgyman of a large church has issued a plaintive and
printed appeal to lady worshipers not to steal such small
and portable objects as may happen to be within their
reach during divine service. It is true, he says in effect,

that they belong to a privileged sex. but none the less
there should be some limitation to their immemorial right
to have whatever they want and to do whatever they
please. Perhaps they cannot help pilfering in a general
way. but at least they might refrain from pilfering in

church. He may be squeamish in such matters, over sen-
sitive, so to speak, but there does seem to be an incon-
gruity involved in going to church and then stealing the
books.

'I'ht' clergyman in question relates the experience of a
seatholder who found himself displaced from his usual seat
by two ladies. On the book rack was his parish magazine,
rolled, wrapped, sealed and addressed. Toward the end
of the service he was surprised to see one of the ladies
tike up the package examine it, read the address, and
then tranquilly place it in her muff. Why not? She
wanted it.

The clergyman then goes on to speak of the women's dis-

honesty in general. They steal like rats or lawyers. They
infest the hotels and rpstaurants not that they may eat,

for of course, they would have to pay for what they ate,

but in order to use the writing paper provided for patrons,
ami the dressing rooms that are furnished with pins, tapes
and the thousand trifles that women use to hold themselves
together. Some of these surprising women carry on a reg-
ular and extensive correspondence upon hotel and restau-

rant stationery, and of course never pay a cent for it. direct-

ly or indirectly. When they use the dressing rooms they
Steal the towels, soap and hair brushes, and if they should
be forced to take a meal away from their homes they steal

"ins. napkins and even the small cruets. Men. says
this indignant clergyman, are bad enough, but they don't

pilfer.—The Argonaut.

STAR I LING, IF TRUE.

Phone Kearny 526 NEW YORK LIFE

A horrible rumor is running through the town to the
effect that all the French restaurants -I mean those of the
high-class, fashionable type— will close down in July or

ed up li is proposed that the provisions of the

redllghl law Bhal] be made more onerous by drastic police

regulation which will make it impossible for the French
restaurants in Keep open. Hut I think some of them will

continue to run. notwithstanding Dr. Akeil. Max Kuhl and
the redligbt law.

All the leading French restaurants are run ostensibly

as dining room attachments to hotels, It is claimed that

this is merely a device ror evading the law and the police

regulations. Bui to all outward appearances, the French
restaurants are run in an exceptionally decorous manner.
They keep hotel registers for the people occupying bed-

rooms and. if not too inquiring as to the antecedent of

their patrons, will not permit any outward appearance of

impropriety.

Hut there are people in this town who are firm in the

belief that fondness for good cooking is evidence of moral
degeneracy. They believe French cookery corrupts morals
anil fosters vicious habits. Indigestion colors their views
of life and gives a s:tleratus hue to everything which they
have no taste for and do not understand.

inly, the French restaurant keepers are in a panic

and their patrons are still worse frightened. I mean those

patrons who go to the French restaurants to eat. and not

to indulge in high jinks. About town men say San Fran-

cisco would not be San Francisco without the French res-

taurants which have been a notable feature of life in this

city since the beginning. They have helped to make the

city celebrated as a place where the best eating in the

world is to be had. But the hot-cake habit has got into

the morals of the community and political indigestion is

the consequence.
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Police Judge Harry H. Rose, running as an independent

candidate without the support of one of the city's six daily

newspapers, was elected Mayor of Los Angeles. He defeat-

ed John W. Shenk, Good Government and Municipal Con-

ference Candidate.

The election followed a remarkable campaign, which was

more so in view" of the result. Rose's candidacy was assailed

by practically every minister of the city, the "long hairs" and

the "chemically pure", on the ground that his election would

be followed by an "open town" regime.

Newspapers controlled by factions bitterly opposed in pre-

vious elections, were solidly for Shenk, while one afternoon

paper, which supported the Socialist ticket, opposed Rose.

It is conceded on all sides that the city must own the

Spring Valley properties.

The Supervisors' weekly meeting has become a sort

of "cackle-fest" where cackling is done for political effect

and in the hope of publication in the newspapers.
It is dawning on the saner journalism of the town that

San Francisco is being talked to death, and that the news-
papers, no less than ethers, have been the victims of these
political talking machines.
The latest proposition to have three judges agreed upon

and to conduct a condemnation suit promises one of the
longest-drawn pieces of tom-foolery that has ever aggra-
vated the city to the limit of endurance. Nobody, includ-
ing the newspapers, can see the end of it.

The question before the public now is, "Will the people
ever learn that intelligence is as necessary in the Board
of Supervisors as directors of a public corporation, as it

is in directors in any private corporation."

A distinguished Socialist who recently confessed that
reform was the most profitable of all professions now ad-
mits that "you cannot equalize anything about human beings
except their income." If this be true then what becomes
of the plea that Socialism is an instrument for securing
social justice? Equal pay for unequal works means that
those who do more than the average will get less than
they earn, and those who do less than the average will get
more than they earn. Competition gives each man an ap-
proximation to his social value: Socialism would establish
automatic social injustice.

He hit me in the riggin",
He hit me in the hull,
Of jolts and jabs
And swings and stabs
There wasn't any lull!
Believe me, bo, if seeking
To try conclusions with,
Take my advice

—

At any price
Avoid this Gunboat Smith!

That vaudeville actor who plans to get married anew
every time he plays a two weeks' stand missed his voca-

tion. He should have been a sailor.

The woman at the wheel of an automobile has a charm
to which only a safe distance lends enchantment.

Confidence in the almightiness of a dollar has proved the
undoing of several plutocrats.

A task to be honest, to be kind; to earn a little and to

spend a little less.

WELCOME BACILLI.

The Municipal Clinic is a thing of the past. It is a diffi-

cult task to combat disease and crazy clergymen. Hut
after all. it is better that disease should be rampant than

to afford a number of idots the chance to yell "graft" in

a Christian spirit each Sunday.
We suggest that for the benefit of those bored church

goers who have imported "talent" that they secure Edi-

son talking films.

These moving pictures would be far more pleasant to

look upon than most clergymen and they have the happy
advantage that they can be turned off at will. Edison had
no idea of the value of his invention along these lines

and it is his greatest achievement.
There will be no excuse for church slumming commit-

tees now. So. "Vale Clinic—Welcome Bacilli."

"AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A CROOK."

Jes' Willard, that's all!

I was horn in Trouble, forly years ago. Like most small

boys, I ran away. Of ionise my parents were noble, hence
1 could not live wilh them.

I went to sea just as all small boys do. I skinned every
one I met, lied i verj chance I got, stole the life earnings of

old women, framed stories on every one who opposed me.
1 was always fond of coppers ami washers. I Bpenl till my
leisure in jail or in the best hotels.

I have been lo Grand Juries more often than to church,
And now before taking a post-graduate course in The Dnt
versity of San Quentln, I assure you ladies and gentlemen,
that Hie straightesl things about me are the stripes on
my convict suit.

The crowning effect of my bunco feat is my autobiog-
raphy. Good bye for five years.

MARTINI COCKTAIL.

THE LONG BEACH DISASTER.

The Long Beach disaster, with its list of dead and
wounded, was a terrible thing— terrible for ten thousand
trappy souls to be plunged in one moment into a trampling,

tussling, hysterical seething mob fighting, each one for

hims-elf. for freedom, for air, for life. Terrible, too, to think
of the sorrow, the heart aches, the grief— all because
someone had blundered—someone had failed.

The proposed investigation will develop nothing except
a stainless coat of whitewash and the Indefinite and In-

tangible "someone" will be censured, but never discovered,
Try as they will, the authorities of Long Beach cannot
shirk or evade responsibility and they deserve all the cen-
sure that can be heaped upon them. If the authorities of

Long Beach, instead of peeking and prying, like mother
huhbarded old women into every nook and corner, for
trivial violations of trivial ordinances, had attended to

their sworn obligations this catastrophe could have—would
have—been avoided. So far as we can learn, from Mayor
to Scavenger, the most important duty to date in their

eyes has been to deteel some individual selling or even
giving away rum. What matter if bridges or wharves or
auditoriums are poorly and insecurely built? What matter
if lives are imperiled while grafters thrive and grow fat?
Better this by far than that the weary wayfarer should
quench his thirst and better a thousand times this than
that the holy town of Long Beach should be scandalized and
damned by even one unholy love. Reform run riot again
and this time thirty-nine lives have been sacrificed. How
long—oh Lord—how long?
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A WORD TO OUR OWN.

Speaking of the authorities at Long Beach, reminds one
of the authorities in our own town and perhaps it might be
truly said. "Physician, heal thyself." Any person who can
afford the time should not overlook the Monday meeiing of

our Hoard of Supervisors. Fortunately or unfortunately,
we're cursed with more Councilmen than the average com-
munity; quantity rather than quality; but be consoled, for

in the eighteen we picked at least a few good ones—names
furnished on application. Barnum and Bailey, Sells and
Floto and Ringling combined, never presented a greater or
more amusing show, and like the rircus clown or political

gymnasts, each individual Supervisor tries his best to win
the plaudits of the press, the people and the
ticoat! Propositions of incalculable good to the com-
munity are voted down because some individuals

or some organization or some improvement club
scowns disapproval, and vice versa. Crack goes the whip,

and away they flip and flop! It's too bad that over the
portals of our legislative hall there could not be emblazoned
in letters of geld, so he who runs (for office) may read
Abe Lincoln's sage advice "You can't fool all of the people
all of the time." Popularity is all right, but popularity
bought at the sacrifice of self-respeel is mighty expensive,
and no man who has lost his self-respect can long retain
the confidence of the people. Beware the ides of Septem-
ber!

THE FIRE DEPARTMENT.

Judge Murasky has sustained the majority of the Civil

Service Commission in its contention thai physical exam-
inations were not an essential requirement of law in ex-

aminations for chief of the Fire Department Good! By the

way, Shipmate Win. A. Kelly argued for the Bremen and the

greater credit of the victory is his Mayor Rolph, its your
move next! There i-; a well-founded rumor current in the
Fire Department that you promised a certain committee
which waited upon you that you would straighten matters
out provided this decision w:ls ravorable. The decision has
been rendered; 'he decision has sustained you and the
greit majority or the Fi re Department, and this is the time
for action, net for Indecision. Act. Mr, Mayor, and ever]
fireman will respect you, ;is will < very other decent citizen

who has the interests or the Fire Department and the city

at heart. You cannot, must not. have anything in common
with the clique which now controls and which is moving
heaven and earth to undermine you. Speed the day. Mr
M;i>or—oh, speed the day -when we ran hid a fond and
lasting farewell to the Chief and elan of Murphy.

•OUR FIRE MARSHAL."

Fire Marshal ( h irles A. Towe is indignant, incensed
and wrathy that the Kditor of the Main Sheet" should
have referred to Chief Murphy as a "notorious Incompe-
tent." His wails have penetrated even to the sacred edi-

torial sanctum and frankly we don't know what to say or

do. To have offended Chief Murphy was bad enough, but
with the same shift to have penetrated the tender and sus-

ceptible feelings of the venerable old Fire Marshal is in

deed melancholv. Still dear Marshal, the province of the
"Main Sheet" is to tell the truth, even though it hurts, and
we intend to continue, your objections to the contrary not-

withstanding. So just run along and tend to your [tots and
pans, the boilers ami tincans; see that the backyards are
nicely cleaned and remember what the burnt child dreads.
There are a lot of nice old ladies who wash every Monday,
any one of whom knows more about putting out real fires

than you and your Fire Chief together.

The Chinese tongs in New York are reported to have
signed a treaty which calls for the throwing away of

guns and the submitting to arbitration of all disputes.
This should be the severest possible test of both arbitra-
tion and Chinese emancipation. San Francisco papers
please copy.

FLAPS FROM THE JIB,

It is a good thing for them that some of the fellows who
<damor for justice do not get it.

Despite criticisms from some Quarters, Police Commis-
sicner Roche has earned the plaudits of the fair-minded by
in t [inssiiii; the accused police officers to trial before the
Commission before their cases were tried in the courts.

Regardless of the merits of the case it was the only fair

thing to do and we are glad that Roche exhibited the cour-
age for the occasion.

The city has not yet repaired the Twin Peaks reservoir
in which Harris Dig Holes Connick stewed the beans. By
1920 the Fair Commissioners will realize that Harris
should have been in a side show instead of the Depart-
ment of Construction.

Those "champeen Chimpanzees of the dear people,"
George Eatsum Up Gallagher and Adolph Kosherland were
seriously injured last week when they refused to get out
of the way of the Sutter street cars.

Shipmate Judge Cabanise is a wit of no mean ability and
he has the happy faculty in appreciating it in others. A
few weeks ago a young offender appeared before him for

grand larceny. The youth was without a lawyer and
pleaded guilty and asked for probation.
The .ludge with his usual kindness commenced the in-

quiry.
What is your business?" asked the jurist.

Promptly came back the reply: "Violati'n the penal code,
ye'r honor, but I want te'r give it up."
When the laughter subsided the probation was granted.

lib' recent edict of the Police Commission that David
Augustus White climb into the blue cloth and brass but-

tons and drop the over large Stetson has done Gus a world
of good.
The Grand Jury sought to give Gus a whitewash suit

for the summer but some pikers would not eat up the
programme that Johm Dumbells had arranged. It looks as
if the only suit that Gus will get will be a "duck."

A young cop was recently dismissed for taking $3.10 in

silver from two boys. He forgot that silence is golden.
We commend the Commissioners—don't leave any cut-raters
in the department.

The I. Y. C. flag was in evidence in the big yacht race.

Tom Mulvey and Harry Stafford proved great indoor sail-

ors. They remained in the cabin while the "Presto" made
the course under the skillful hands of that boniface, Cap-
tain Frank Stone.

Water, it has been found by the dairymen, is too ex-

pensive to use in the adulteration of milk. Which suggests
that dropping off the water wagon may be ascribed to

the high cost of riding.

When a grown-up man meets the sweetheart of his

youth, he often wonders why some one did not silence his

passion with a baseball bat.

Chr

art jfloral Co,
p. VINCENT MATRA1A

Manager

255 POWELL STREET
Telephone Number : : Kearny 3524
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REMINISCENCES BY HARRY COOPER

Harry Cooper reluctantly admitted that lie wasn't born

in San Francisco, but was proud that he had picked it

out as the place for him. And he did that at the immature

age of fifteen. Those of us who happened to meet our par-

ents here have nothing on Harry, who ran away from home to

get here. Not that he really ran. He told me that he

rode, but it took all his money and when he arrived he

was just two dollars strong. He says that any man with

two dollars and a tenor voice can get along in San Fran-

cisco, but what he means by that I don't know.
Anyhow, parental interference was the cause of Harry's

long journey from New York to San Francisco about

twenty years ago. It seems that Harry's father was a

Rabbi with notions about the theater, and he didn't want

his tender lad snared up with any Thespis or Hermione
or such. He wanted him to sing in the choir, get fifty

cents every time any couple became married, and later go

abroad in Wall street seeking bears or bulls or both.

Harry had his own ideas, he tells me, about waiting for

folks to get married—times got hard and couples were
scarce. So Harry with his savings hied him to San Fran-

cisco where he went to work for Schwartz who gave him
a job after a Thursday afternoon tryout.

It's a shame to have to tell you, but Harry has for-

gotten the name of the historic playhouse of Schwartz,
where his youthful soul found expression in song for a

consideration of twenty-five dollars per week—a princely

income for a lad who formerly made fifty cents at some-
body else's expense. However, Harry hasn't forgotten the
name of the song. It was "I Love You Both," the selec-

tion of which for the head of his repertory, it seems to

me, argues a nice precocity in a sixteen-year-old artist.

Of course Harry didn't work every week and picking
was rather close at times but Harry kept up his faith
which is the "badge of his tribe," and worked hard to

learn to be an actor.

That he has succeeded I leave to you who have seen him
in "Hanky Panky" at the Cort theater.

"I used to spend my spare time over across the street
where Junie MeCree and Matt Travers were starring to
the delight of audiences sitting on chairs on the sawdust
floor. I used to watch them work. And there was Billy
Gould and Johnny Ray and Ralph Post, who is now dead,
and Billy Gilbert, later to become famous with Goldie, and
Arthur Rigby."

Harry chuckled at the name of Rigby.

"You know," he said, "Rigby was married and amassed
quite a nice pile. He turned everything over to his wife
as fast as he made it, and she banked it in her own name
or bought property with it and had the deeds made out to
her. But Bigby didn't care. As long as it was in the
family it made no difference to him. until Mrs. Rigby
departed this life. Then it was that the widower found
out that he had cause to mourn like Shylock for his ducats
and his daughter; only with Rigby it was his ducats and
his spouse. She had willed everything to her mother and
her sister. Rigby didn't have a cent. He looked the ques-
tion over carefully. Should he marry his mother-in-law
or his sister-in-law. If the former he'd get a little more
and he'd get it a little quicker, perhaps; but as history,
so far as Rigby knew it, offered no precedent for a man
to marry his mother-in-law, he decided on his sister-in-
law, who accepted his ardent advances on her pile, suc-
cumbed to his talk and became Mrs. Rigby No. 2."
"Do you recall," I asked, "any episode of your early

days in San Francisco that would interest your old time
friends?"

"I recall one episode very distinctly," said Harry, "but
it concernes a more recent time. Besides I hesitate to
mention it, because it is a very sad story."
"Never mind," I reassured him, "whether it's sad or not

The question is whether it's short."
"Yes, it is very short, but very sad."
"Slip it," I begged.
"I remember the night," said Harry, as an expression

flitted over his face like that which is seen in a summer

meadow when a cloud passes before the sun. It was an
expression at once tender and wistful, sadly retrospective
but not despairing. It was the expression of a man hurt
to the heart but not crushed. "I remember," repeated
Harry, "the night when I bet $1000 to $900 that Sam Ber-
ger could lick Kaufman."

• . * • *

Harry Cooper has been coming out to San Francisco
for twenty years— ever since Senator Hartman was a lad
in knickerbockers and voting for himself in a youth's lit-

erary society.

"What's coming over this good town?" he asked me,
and when I didn't seem to know he supplied the answer to
his own query. "You're having a regular orgy of sup-
pression here. Thank heaven, though, you're not ever
likely to be in Los Angeles' class. And speaking of Los
Angeles reminded Harry of a pleasant little party that
he and his old-time friend James Coffroth and Senator
Hartman attended against their host's wishes.

' Yen see." said Harry, "Don Leno. who is Gus Edwards'
cousin, was traveling with Edwards' "Schooldays" com-
pany as personal representative and manager. It was
Christmas or Xew Year's or Thanksgiving Day and Ed-
wards wired from New York to his cousin In Los Angeles
to give the troupe a little banquet after the show. Just
why Coffroth and the Senator and I wanted to go to this
function I can't seem to remember just now. Perhaps it

was because there was nothing else to do in town. Any-
how we yearned to become a part of the party and so
invited ourselves around. Don Leno wasn't very cordial
and in fact he was distinctly inhospitable. He said he
didn't want us around; or at least he intimated as much
by not letting us in.

Naturally Senator looked upon that as an affront to
the legislature of the sovereign State of California and
we encouraged him to take that view. So we broke into
the party, and everybody else. I am bound to tell you was
glad we came. The wine was giving out, however; but
Gus. with his usual urbanity and prodigal generosity was
equal to the occasion and provided some himself, of which
Don Leno partook, though it isn't like he would have
deigned to do so had he known from whence the spark-
ling vintage came.

• • • *

Cooper's enthusiasm for the fighting game was not utter-
ly killed out of his system by the loss of a mere thousand
placed on a good fellow. He happened to be in town when
Young Corbett and Eddie Ilanlon had their niixup; but
as he was playing at the Orpheum at the time with his
Empire City quartette of harmonious and lamented mem-
ory, he didn't see exactly how he was to make the fight
and earn his daily wage. He implored John Morrisey to
help him out by placing the qmirlet high up up the bill
This John would not do for reasons which have to do with
the difficult art of programme making. Said John to
Harry, write me your request care or the Clipper. But
the fight was only twenty-four hours away, and Harry
didn't waste his stamp. Instead, he went to every act on
the bill and lie went to Harry Orndorff, who sympathized
with Cooper. The result was that the curtain at the Or-
pheum was rung up on the first number five minutes ahead
of time. Each succeeding act heroically discouraged en-
cores and cut out stuff with reckless disregard for the
interests of the ticket buyers. John Morrisey was at the
fight anyhow, watching the preliminary teasers. By ten
minutes after 10 p. m. the Empire City quartet was bow-
ing its exit into the wings and Harry was running out
the side way with a can of cold cream in one hand and
a towel in the other. He wiped off his make-up on the
way to the fight, changed from his stage to his other suit of
clothes and reached the arena at 10:20, where a kindly
manager reinforced the goodness of providence by holding
the fight, per agreement with Harry for twenty minutes,
when it was supposed to get under way at 10 flat. Harry
was happy. The usher took him to a fine box seat and
sat him down next to Johnny Morrisey!

—WALTER ANTHONY.
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THE BREADBREAKERS

Our dear city besides being daring, inspiring, enterpris-

ing and Bohemian has still another shade of greatness.

It can boast of being the scene of more banquets given
under the auspices of its countless Improvement Clubs.

Up-Town Associations. Clamor Leagues, etc., than any of

her sisters. And why not? No harm can come from these
gatherings at the festive board where Banker. Binder,

Butcher, Baker and Broker pay their respects unto each
other. What matters it if the kind words spoken are not
sincerely felt, or if the praise so bountifully lavished is

presented for this occasion only. It's nice—it's pleasant
—and everyone seems to enjoy it. Even the gentleman
from Oakland who assures us that Oakland is at our
back—lest he dampen the spirit of the party he neglects
to state whether the instrument at our back is blunt or
sharp.

in the center we see the I'p-Town Association. These
gentlemen fired by the enthusiasm of having just seen
their Dame spelt correctly in print, are daring anybody
to ask them the excuse for their existence. Presently
we behold one of these civic giants beckoning the singers

to sing a song around their table so that they may shine
in the reflected glory of the entertainers' song and so duly
impress their presence.

Then arises a "speaker." There is sometimes one clever

wit at a banquet who has something to say and proceeds

to say it entertainingly—He is the man and the amuse-
ment and enlightenment in connection with the speeches
begins and ends with him for immediately after follows

a laboring, tiresome, gifted orator, who has a reputation

to live up to and who is bound to do it.

His work is cut out for him He having spent the pre-

ceding night memorizing so that he might say. cheese it

—without anyone being able to distinguish the meaning.
He has lifted the snow capped Sierras several hundred
feet higher than the records show when he takes his

sat midst a burst of applause because to refrain from ap-

plauding might be construed to mean ignorance of the

English language.
And so—we wend our way from the banquet board feel-

ing sure we have assisted in a noble work, totally un-

mindful of the loss of sleep until the cold grey dawn of

the morrow brings with it the realization that five dol-

lars will purchase food anywhere and that banquets are

mostly feeds after all.

LITTLE ARGUMENT AGAINST BOXING.

When Luther McCarty, pugilist, was killed in a prize-

fight at Calgary, Can., last Saturday, there was much < > >i

i

jecture as to what effect it would have upon boxing. When
an autopsy developed the fact that death was due to a

dislocated neck, presumably caused by a blow to the

taw, it was conceded the sport was hound to come in for

a certain amount of criticism, which it will.

Yet the death of McCarty is little argument against

prize fighting and practically none against boxing. The
astonishment with which news of the tragedy was re-

ceived all over the country is a sufficient indication of

its unexpectedness and unuBUalness. Pelkey. when he
Stepped into the prize ring, doubtles had no more idea

o! killing his opponent than has the average autoist of

running over somebody when he starts out in his machine.
Unquestionably, every sport has its dangers. Only yes-

terday a suit wis begun in Kansas City, wherein a man is

attempting to get $20,000 damages for injuries received

GEO. bogan GUS WHITE

AMERICAN TAXICAB COMPANY
POPE-HARTFORD

TAXICABS AND TOURING CARS
AT ALL HOURS

Limousine Machines for Balls and Weddings

stand: ferry building

when a foul ball struck him at a ball game. Yesterday,
too. it was announced the manager of the Chicago White
Sox ball team had ordered one of his star pitchers to un-
dergo a medical examination to ascertain whether he had
not been seriously injured from being struck by a pitched
ball.

It was something of a coincidence, too, that on the very
night of the fight in Calgary a noted wrestler was pitched
from the ring in Chicago and fell unconscious with what
at first was reported to be a fractured skull.

Without doubt there are better modes of exercise than
boxing, for the reason that it is excessively violent exer-
cise. But so is wrestling. So is running, especially for
long distances. So is football. That these latter sports
are more pleasant to watch and more genteel because
there is not generally so much blood shed is true, but is

hardly a legitimate argument against boxing for those who
like the sport. And there are plenty who do.

A poor man is always saying he would like to be rich
because of the great amount of good he could do with the
money.
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OUR AWFUL PENITENTIARY.

If San Quentin is so terrible a place as it has been pic-

tured and Folsom is really a delightful place for sojourners

far from the maddening crowd, then why are not all the

prisoners over in Marin county clamoring to be transferred

to Warden Johnston's salubrious resort? Prison Commis-
sioner Duffy is reported to have said that he will favor

the transfer of those that want to go. Apparently Prison

Commissioner Duffy is not at all appalled by the harrow-

ing tales of cruelty that have been told by those most
veracious of men—ex-convicts from San Quentin. Yet Com-
missioner Duffy is one of the most mild-mannered of men.
His friends have always suspected him of being actually

soft-hearted. They have laughed at him for wasting
sympathy on prisoners, in whose cases he takes a deep and
personal interest. It is almost incredible that he and
Warden Hoyle are such monsters as they have been pic-

tured, but you never can tell. Here is the testimony of

ex-convicts who would probably scorn to tell a lie.—Town
Talk.

SOME OF OUR CLUB MEN.

BRUTALITY IN THE JURY ROOM.

A member of one of our most exclusive clubs recently

was called upon for a speech following a dinner given to

a foreign nobleman in this city. In the course of his re-

marks he delivered himself of a quiver of typical epigrams,
some of them being as follows:

"Every man is to himself the most important thing on
earth."

"The rarest thing in humanity is thinking for one's self."

"Respectability is what most people think."
"A gentleman is one who doesn't care a rap whether he

is one or not."

"There is nothing so pleasant as a swell head. It is the
subsequent shrinkage that hurts."

"It is the great artists of the world who will be remem-
bered when the great slaughters are forgotten."
"The rain falleth alike on the just and the unjust, but

chiefly on the just, for the unjust has his umbrella."
"The really great man is one who sympathizes with the

less fortunate, thereby reflecting a divine power."
"The handling of a rifle is a great leveler of mankind."
"There is no class so intelligent as that making a liveli-

hood at sea, because it deals with the elements."
"Be one's self—it is the one important thing."
The foregoing shows that our clubmen do something

besides clip coupons and gaze at our matchless views from
their wide windows.

PANAMA-PACIFIC EXPO.
Financial stringency has struck the exposition. The

directors are making heroic efforts to harmonize ways
and means; they are trimming the estimates and' cutting
down the pay roll. The huge force of supernumeraries,
including architects and near-architects and landscape
artists, has been reduced with a rough hand during the
last few days.
Even some of the Stanford graduates have been dis-

charged, and this is a convincing proof of acute distress,
because hitherto the exposition directors have regarded a
Stanford graduate with the same sort of reverence that
an East Indian regards the sacred ox. But some of them
had to go. There is not money enough to go around and
something must be left after paying the employes to put
up the buildings and arrange for the display of exhibits.
However, none of the high-salaried talent that Director

Skiff imported from the East has lost his job; they all
have long term contracts and are safe from the ruthless
ax of economy. It is only the local hoi-poi-loi that have
got it in the neck.
The directors have discovered that in addition to carry-

ing too much overhead expense, their building plans were
altogether too ambitious for the money in sight The
necessity for erecting a building for the county exhibits has
compelled the directors to economize in expenditures and
they have also discovered that the estimates for the build-
ings projcted far outrun the means at the disposal of the
directors, hence they are cutting down in every directionAs usual it is the small salaried subordinate who suffers
first. It is saving at the spigot, but letting the bungholerun wide open. 6

Do some men cease to be human when they become
grand jurors? Does the instinct of the hunter destroy the
instinct of humanity? One is tempted to believe so. learn-

ing of the things that happen in the grand jury room.
There is a deal of brutality shown there. The men who
show it are not such as we should ordinarily call brutes.

The grand jury system unsettles their equilibrium for the
time being. Perhaps when they get outside in the clean
open air they blush for some of the things they have
done in the grand jury room. It is a curious and difficult

study, this of the special psychology of the grand juror.

Let us take an instance. During the early stages of the
police and bunco investigation Lallo Pellegrini disappeared
from the city. As he bad been the proprietor of a hotel in

the Latin Quarter where the buncomen made their head-
quarters, the district attorney was anxious to capture
him. So his daughter. Vanda, a girl of 14, was summoned
before the grand jury and quizzed as to her father's where-
abouts. Here is the report of the inquisition to which the
little girl was subjected:

Q. Where is your father now?
A. I don't know.
Q. Yes, you do.

A. I do not.

Q. Now, you are under oath.
A. I am saying the truth. 1 don't know where is my

father.

Q. How long since he left San Francisco?
A. 1 don't know.
Q. When did he leave? You ought to know. Do you

know when he left home?
A. No.
Q. You have got an awful short memory. When did

you see your lather last?
A. I can't remember.
Q. Who told you not to tell?

A. No one.
('.rami Juror. What cliil your lather say in that letter

the other day?
A. He didn't write no letter.

Q. How did you find out where he was?
A. I don't know where he Is.

Q. I mean your mother.
A. 1 don't know. 1 can tell you the truth, that I don't

know.
Q. How do you know he never wrote a letter?
A. 1 don't know if he wrote a letter. If he wrote a

letter he didn't write it to me. If he wrote to my mother,
why. mother would show it to me.

Q. Your mamma wouldn't tell you, "Your father sends
his love." or anything like that?

A. No.
Grand Juror. Did you hear your father was murdered

last week?
At this point, I am told, the little girl broke down and

cried. I don't wonder. Let me explain for the benefit of
those who are not familiar with the case that there was
absolutely nothing to indicate that Lallo Pellegrini had been
murdered. There was not even a rumor that he had been
murdered. The grand juror who put the question to
Vanda Pellegrini was merely trying to frighten her. He
evolved the question from his own brain with no shadow
of fact to base it on. It was that grand juror's idea of
the way to deal with a recalcitrant witness. He reasoned
that if he could make the child think that her father had
been murdered she would speak more freely. That grand
juror probably thought that his question was a triumph
of cross-examination. It was actually a triumph of unmil-
igated cruelty. It showed what a distorted view point a
grand juror may arrive at in his great enthusiasm for the
public weal.—Town Talk.

KRUG Private Cuvee
That's the beverage for me
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GUNBOAT SMYTHE WINS GREAT SEA FIGHT IN SAN
FRANCISCO BAY.

By Eddie Burrows.

New York. June 3.—The night was cold, stormy, jet

black and generally forbidding. The waters of San Fran-

cisco Bay—usually regarded as one of the safest inland

harbors of the world—churned restlessly in and out of

the Golden Gate, and the mournful sirens from ship and
shore seemed to breathe, on this night of May 20, the

breath of impending disaster.

Riding at anchor off the Barbary Coast—that treacher-

ous shoal upon which so many brave craft have found

disaster- lay the monstrous Kansas liner. The Willard,

known throughout the world because of her elongated

hull and the reach of her yard-arms. "Serene. Indifferent

to fate," she rode peacefully on the bosom of the dark
waters. Below, in her cabin, a merry party sat around

the stout oak dining table bandying jests and prophesying
the future, giving little heed to the cry of the sirens or

the warning clang of the fog bells outside.

What have we to fear?" cried the bold captain of The
Willard; "there is no ship on earth that can hope to vie

with my ship! Are we not bigger, faster, stronger, and
altogether superior to any other heavyweight sailing ship

in the world?"
"True for you," says Commodore James Coffroth of tin-

Indoor Yacht Club, "but has your vessel the armament,
the war knowledge, the staunch aggressiveness that char-

acterize some of these lighter, hardier, steel-plated gun-

boats which have been threatening you of late?"

"Ho—ho—ho!" roared Captain Gorgonzola. "just try

us and see!"
Hark' What is that mysterious noise abaft the bin-

nacle?
Quietly, with engines muffled and lights out, the awk-

ward, ill-fealured gunboat Smytbe. with the Irish flag

waving on her taffrail. has glided past the batteries of

Fort Mason and Fort Myers: evaded the searchlights on
Alcatraz Island and Lime Point, and ranged herself in

full fighting arrray alongside the ill-fated Willard. The gun-

boat. Captain Buckley commanding, has her eye on the
strong box in the hold of The Willard, in which are price-

less papers marked Championship."
And now the lookout on The Willard has discovered

the evil-looking gunboat scarce twenty fathoms away.
He throws the searchlight full upon The Smythe and cries

out "Gunboat ahoy'" in a voice that reaches to the cabin
below and brings the captain and his guests hurrying up
the main hatchway. As they gain the deck an answer
comes from The Smythe—a six inch occipital shell which
tears through the rattlines of The Willard and causes the
big Kansas liner to shiver from stern to stern.

"And now." says Commodore CofTroth "we will see what
we will see!" Declaring which he drops quietly over the
leeside of The Willard into a launch which has been await-
ing him!

By ibis time a great crowd has gathered to witness the
battle between The Willard and the gunboat Smythe The
bay sparkles with myriad lights, each swinging from the
masthead of some curious craft which—keeping well out
of range—has brought its owners near to the scene of con-
flict.

And now the battle is on in earnest! The captain of

The Willard. realizing that this impertinent Irishman
means business, unlimbers his batteries, fore and aft,

and returns the fire of the enemy. Even yet he does not
take the controversy seriously, nor does he apparently fear
the outcome. Nevertheless, he is serious at last, and
resolves to give The Smythe a thoroughly complete thrash-
ing.

The first bombardment is all in favor of the gunboat,
whose stinging bullets rattle effectively into the hull and
rigging of The Willard. The second and third likewise
result favorably for the smaller craft, but in the fifth

bombardment a shell from the liner caught The Smythe
fairly amidships, carrying away a smokestack and shaking
the smaller fighting ship till her superstructure groans.
The gunboat replies with a broadside, but the aim is bad
and the liner escapes serious injury.

In the tenth exchange a shell from the gunboat tears
away a section of The Willard's port superstructure, re-
cently repaired in Cramp's shipyard, and the liner lists

heavily. The eleventh and twelfth find the crew of The
Willard at the pumps, instead of the guns, while The
Smythe pours pitiless broadsides into the disabled enemy.
The leak, however, is plugged with collodion and The Wil-
lard crew returns to the gundeck.
The fourteenth finds both ships wobbling, but the bom-

bardment continues unabated. Captain Buckley is seen
on the bridge of The Smythe. yelling orders at the gun-
ners, while, aboard The Willard. Skipper Ten-Percent
Jones waves his bejeweled hands aloft and shrieks com-
mands through a borrowed megaphone. The last shot
of the fourteenth broadside comes from the Kansas liner
and almost makes the Irish fighting craft turn turtle.

And thus it continues until the twentieth bombardment
is finished and the two ships draw apart, having exhausted
their ammunition. The Willard is badly disabled and
splintered, while The Smythe is barely able to limp out
through the Golden Date and off in the direction of Buck-
i< * Bay, for repairs.

unboat is adjudged the winner- but in the excite-
ment some chump seized tlie chest labeled "championship"
and dropped it overboard!

Matrimony will not always reform a man. but it make
him more cautious.

« II IT C III VI*.

It isn't the money be makes that rni i

It isn't the ni'iiu-y he ci
The height he r i mount

ir false is the life he lives.

He may hoard up wealth and garner fame.
He may rule men with a nod,

e is a failure, lust t he sa me,
if tie- path isn't straight in- trod

If his road isn't marked by kindly deeds.
If fur self he h;is lahored here.

And youth dare not rollow where he lea

He has I'm rchased but hollow cht

If he hasn't helped when he could or should.
If he's trample, 1 the weaker down,

Ami lived te his ell made code of good.
Then tawdry is his renown.

Por it isn't result in gold thai counts,
And it isn't the gifts he gives.

Te nothing his world-wide fame amounts
If false Is the life he lives.

—Detroit Free Press.

THE MEN AND THE SCARF PINS.

In the scramble that followed a premature discharge

of dynamite in the building lot. the stout man lost a scarf

pin. After he began to search for it he noticed that an-

other man was poking around in the dust and debris.

Sir." said the stout man. I do not wish to give offense,

but I must ask you to refrain from assisting me in the

Bearch I appreciate your willingness to help, but as a

means cf self-protection I long ago made it a rule never

to ilii strangers to assist me in a search for a lost

article."

"Oh, very well." said the stranger. "You have no objec-

tn ii to my looking on. I suppose?"

He sit down "n the curbstone and watched the stout

man sift dust and overturn stones. After twenty minutes

oi painful stiiiiping the stout man found a scarfpin.

lint it is not my pin.' he said dejectedly.

"No, it's mine," said the other man. "I heard it strike

some place hereabouts. That was what I set out to

look for. but when I saw how anxious you were for

the job I let you go ahead. Your own scarfpin. if you

want to know, is sticking to the flap of your left coat

pocket."
Well, well!" said the stout man.
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AN OVERWORKED RECITER,
Once there was a little boy whose name was Robert Reece,
And every Friday afternoon be had to say a piece.
So many poems thus he learned that soon he had a store
Of recitations in his head, and still kept learning more.
And now this is what happened: He was called upon one

week.
And totally forgot the piece he was about to speak!
His brain he cudgled. Not a word remained within his hear!
And so he spoke at random, and this is what he said:
"My beautiful, my beautiful, who standest proudly by.
It was the schooner Hesperus—the breaking waves dashed

high!
Why is the forum crowded? What means this stir in Rome?
Under a spreading chestnut tree there is no place like home!
When Freedom from her mountain height cried, Twinkle,

little star;
Shoot if you must this old gray head. King Henry of

Navarre!
Roll on, thou deep and dark blue castled crag of Drachenfels;
My name is Norval; on the Grampian Hills ring out, wild

bells!
If you're waking call me early, to be or not to be;
The curfew must not ring to-night! Oh, woodman, spare

that tree!
Charge, Chester, charge! On, Stanley, on! And let who will

be clever.
The boy stood on the burning* deck, but I go on forever!"
His elocution was superb, his voice and gesture fine;

His schoolmates all applauded as he finished the last line.

"I see it doesn't matter," Robert thought, "what words I say.
So long as I declaim with oratorical display!" —Tid-Bits.

J. H. DEERING
Offers the Celebrated

MOET AND CHANDON CHAMPAGNE
WHITE SEAL, VERY DRY

IMPERIAL CROWN BRUT CUVEE, A. A.

OSTRICH" FEATHERS. PARADISE. NUMIDI. GOURA and AIGRETTES
CLEANED. REMOUNTED and DYED ANY SHADE

GERTRUDE WENZLICK
FEATHER EXPERT

Telephone Sutter 4377

130 OEARY STREET Opp. Whitney Bldg.

mkand

Opp. Orpheum

BEST OF ENTERTAINMENT
SERVICE AND FOOD

T ait's
,

is San Francisco's" most popular cafe. Always
something doing here. Perfect cuisine and quick and
faultless service. Artistic and pleasing decorations.

Follow The Crowd To Tait's

THE INDOOR YACHT CLUB EXTEND THEIR THANKS
TO THE FOLLOWING FOR THEIR ASSISTANCE

IN MAKING BEACH DAY SUCH A SUCCESS.

Gregory Mitchell
Theo. Lunstedt
Wm. K, Nelson
Tom Jones
Hannah Nolan
John Cunningham
J. Rafferty
Vincent Finegan
Chas. Laudau
Charles Arata
John Tait
Fred Stanle
R. J. Welch
John J. O'Toole
Ralph McLaren
Geo. Bogan
John Plover
Harry Schwartz
Arthur Fisk
Tom Powers
Jos Watts
Hon. B. V. Sargent
Thos. S. Mulvey
Jos. S. Lewis
Al Herbert
Henry Simmons
Ben Selig
Jos. Deerlng
Roy Carruthers
Shorty Roberts
George Hart
Mike Sheehan
"The Crest"
Tom Corbett
P. H. Livingston
Louis Metzger
J. w. Coffroth
Julius Rosen field
Prof. Fernandez
Harry Monahan
John T. Clark
Dr. Arthur Beardslee

John F. Gallagher
Capt. H. Gleeson
Barney Barneberg
Wm. H. McCarthy
Wm. Dolan
J. W. Marchbank
Bob Donahue
F. J. Hennessy
Pat Hayes
Jim Buckley
Jim Donovan
.las. Woods
Dick Eisert
Edward O'Brien
Gene Sheeny
John Glynn
Wm. Cravton
Jas. Griffin
Sam Berger
Dr. Bernard MeElroy
Hon. B. P. Mogan
Mat Harris
Tiv Krellng
Ed L. Nolan
Mike Hannan
Moe Getz
Gene Ratto
Pete Moreno
Nell Duffy
A. J. Coffey
<;. V. snleh
J. F. Cheetham
1 r. T. Mulcrevy
Moe Altmaver
Phil Wand
Sam Raphael
A I* Meyersteln
L. J. Scoffy
Harry Foley
Lou Pa rente
Percy Dana
Sam Ruoker

VISIT JOII* L. HERGET*S
GRAND VIEW HOTEL \M> EDELWEISS CAFE

FAMILY RKSTVI RANT. GERMAN ROOM
BLUE TAPESTRY ROOM IM) HOOF <.\l(l>r.\

2228-2232 UNION STREET, AT FILLMORE.
Entertainment by Fomoai opernti«- Stars nmi Orchestra*

HIS HOBBY.

"I wish I had Rockefeller's money."
"Is there something you wish to do? Would so much

money make you happy?"
"I believe It would, old top. Then I could run a chicken

farm properly"—Pittsburg Post.

H. F. SANDERS A. J. SCHULER

DEL MONTE AUTO RENTAL CO.

SUTTER 2l5»i'::"r HOMEIC-6666

touring;car;s and taxicabs
OFFICE. 105 POWELL STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

C. W. Shavu R. H. Fischbeck

jftscpeca's
San Francisco

Phone Sutter 3629 844 Market Street
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FALSE PRETENSES.

Governor Johnson, in signing the alien land bill, made
a protest against the false pretenses of those who endeavor
to promote a referendum on this subject. He concedes
the consistency of those who do not desire an alien land
bill, in signing a referendum against it. but be
justly opposes the fallacy of those who pretend
to desire such a bill, and still promote a referendum.
These persons, with Theodore Bell and John I'.unyon San-
ford, as purely Democratic politicians at the head of one
[action, and Olaf A. Tveitmoe. temporarily released from
the Leavenworth penitentiary, as head of the other fac-

tion, profess to object to this bill on account of its leas-

ing clause. Sufficient answer to their protest is that the
1 bills which they themselves promoted contained

the same clause in terms even more liberal to the Japan-
ese. It has never been purposed to pass a law completely
abolishing the leasing right, and it is not honestly pro-

now. The only purpose of a referendum is to pre-
vent any alien land law of any sort. A referendum peti-

<>uld be signed only b3 those who desire this result.
And even those should think twice before signing such

a petition. Thus, who are opposed to the alien land lav,

desire to minimize trouble in Japan. The worst possible
way to exaggerate that trouble is to throw this State into
two years of unrestrained turmoil over a referendum elec-
tion on this question. The only possible result of such

Hon would be to sustain the present law. or lo
substitute an inexcusably radical bill for it. Those who
feslre that radical bill may properly sign an Initiative
petition in its favor, though it is to be hoped that they
will not be numerous enough to succeed. Those who do
not desire it will bi rheir purpose bj signing BO
petition In an) event, both radicals and conservatives
will serve each their own purpose by refusing to siai any
referendum petition, no matter how many initiative peti-
tlons they may sign.

HELPFUL HINTS TO HUSBANDS

I By Commodore Henness;.
i

When you bring your wife home a box of candy always
eat it all up yourself. It will make her glad to see you
enjoying yourself.

Don't ever listen to anything your wife is telling you.
You might make her think you are her equal.

Always come home with a smile on your face. It will
make your wife wonder in whose company you have been.

Never talk to your wife at the breakfast table. If you
say nothing you never can be accused of saying sarcastic
thiir- 9.

.Never commend the coffee. Your wife will be sure to
imagine that she can try a cheaper grade and save some
of her housekeeping money.

Let the children use all the slang they want to. By
doing this you may pick up some forceful new expressions
yourself.

If you are going to be late for dinner never take the
trouble or time to telephone. The servant may quit, your
wit.' won't.

a regular allowance, but borrow most of
it ba< k during the week- This will teach her economy,

in economical wife is a husband's blessing.

r to lift your hat to your wife when you
meet her in the street. Too much attention makes any
woman vain.

Never let your wife know when yon tire uoing to bring
a in to dinner. The little surprises are the

ol married life.

46Wear a BENJAMIN 55

Be the Shepherd=Not the Sheep

In a B E N J A M 1 N

NORFOLK SUIT
YOU TRAIL BEHIND NO MAN IN CORRECT STYLE

YOU FOLLOW NONE IN THE VANGUARD OF FASHION

NORFOLKS Twinkling with Newness

$* ^_ Tingling with Smartness

^T AND
Crackling with Sightliness

I ^ J (JP Sputtering with Sprightliness

MARKET STREET BERGERS EAST OF POWELL
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Low Rates East
via

Southern
Pacific

Limited Trains,

Also Fast Express

Trains With Tourist

Sleeping Cars.

Excellent

Dining Car Service

on All Trains.

Stopovers

Both Going

and Returning.

SALE DATES
Jane. 11, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 21, 22, 23,

25, 26, 27, 28.

July 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 11, 15, 16,

17, 22, 23, 24, 30, 31.

August 1, 2, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 14, 20, 21,

22, 26, 27, 28.

Sept. 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 11.

In addition to the above, tickets wi

Final return limit three months from date

Round Trip
Baltimore $107.50

Boston 110.50

Chicago 72.50

t Cincinnati 84.50
1 July 22. 23 and 24 only

Colorado Springs 55.00

Dallas 62.50

Denver 55.00

Duluth 83.30

I Gettysburg 103.80
1 June 25. 26 and 27 o ,ly

Houston 62.50

Kansas City 60.00

Memphis 70.00

Minneapolis 75.70

Montreal 108.50

New Orleans 70.00

New York 108.50

Philadelphia 108.50

Quebec 116.50

Rochester 96.40
July 1, 2 and 3 only

St. Louis 70.00

St. Paul 75.70

Toronto 95.70

Washington 107.50

and other point;

11 be sold to Baltimore July 28 and 29.

of sale, but not later than October 31, 1913.

Southern Pacific
SAN FRANCISCO: Flood Building. Palace Hotel. Ferry Station. Phone Kearny 3160

Third and Townsend Streets Station. Phone Kearny 180.
U. P. R. R., 42 Powell Street. Phone Sutter 2940.

C. M. & St. P. Ry„ 22 Powell Street. Phone Sutter 3220.

OAKLAND: Thirteenth Street and Broadway. Phone Oakland 162
Sixteenth Street Station. Phone Lakeside 1420. First Street Station. Phone Oakland 7960

101
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W. W- NAUGHTON

"The Dean of Sporting Writers," Jack London named Uncle Bill,"as he is familiarly known, some years since.

Mr. Naughton has been with the Hearst papers more than twenty years, most of which time he has been here

in San Francisco on the Examiner. Mr. Hearst brought "Uncle Dill" to New York when he started the "Journal"

in the middle '90s, and availed himself of his valuable services when he launched the Chicago American in 1901.

Naughton's articles are read by millions of readers every morning, for every word he writes is published sim-

ultaneously in all the Hearst papers. Among athletes of all kinds a "Naughton Approval" is equivalent to a cham-

pionship belt or medal.

Mr. Naughton is an author of merit. Two of his books, 'Kings or the Queensberry Realm," and "Heavyweight

Champions," are read round the world and considered authority in all discussions. It was T. P. Magilligan of the

S. P. Bulletin who first said that "The Kings of the Queensberry Realm" would interest anyone whether he saw

a boxing contest or not, on account of its perfect English and literary style. George Sterling, the poet, consid-

ers it the most valued book in his library.

Mr. Naughton is now president of the San Francisco Press Club and is completing his second consecutive term.

During the last twenty years he has been president several times. He did not wish the position on any occa-

sion but was forced to accept by his newspaper colleagues.

"Bill," as we like to call him. is also a prominent member of The Family and the Indoor Yacht Club.
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REILLY BROS, and GENE RATTO
Phone SUTTER 3885

CARRIES

WHITE ROCK
ELBART GIN

WILSON WHISKEY

175 O'FARRELL ST.

H. F. SAWDERS A. J. SCHULER

DEL MONTE AUTO RENTAL CO.

SUTTER 215 :: HOME C-6666

TOURING CARS AND TAXICABS
CFFICE. 105 POWELL STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

C. W. Sha<w R. H. Fischbeck

jftscpecfe's
Sa.n Francisco

Phone Sutter 3629 844 Market Street

ST. FRANCIS IMPORTATION CO.
350 Geary Street

WINES AND LIQUORS AT RETAIL
FINEST GOODS - LOWEST PRICES

PROMPT DELIVERIES

Remember that

Cresta Blanca Wines
Are the STANDARD WINES of California

Try a Bottle of CRESTA BLANCA SPARKLING
Equal to the Imported

1

3

4

WILFIRD J. G1RARD STANLEY J. G1RARD
President Secretary and Manager

GIRARDS
GRILL

AND

Oyster Parlor

Oysters, Terrapin, Crab Stew, Steaks,

Chops, Oyster Loaves.

UNION SQUARE AVE.
Phone Douglas 3454 San Francisco, Cal.

1

3

4

DANA
PERCY DANA

Official Photographer of

the Indoor Yacht Club.

Fotos
344 Kearny St., S. F.

THE CLIFF HOUSE
The only resort of its kind in the World

Unsurpassed Cusine

BREAKFAST - LUNCHEON - DINNER
A' la Carte Service

TABLE d' HOTE FISH DINNER
SERVED FRIDAY

Vocal and Instrumental Entertainment

Dancing in Ballroom ever evening

Terrace open to the public free of charge

Under the management of ROY CARRUTHERS
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THE CLEARINCS OF FOUR. CITIES

For the four months ending with April

San Francisco. . . $882,167,000
Los Angeles $428,676,000
Seattle 206.712.000
Poitland 206.140.000 841.528.000

San Francisco over all $40,639,000

THE BEN LOMOND BUCCANEERS
W irden Hoyle isn'l the cnl

John Tait say? his job is easy compared with keeping a

bunch of iry workers" out of mischief at

Whoopee ranch.
It is understood, of course, thai the expression,

story workers." is Tait's, not the writer's, who wouldn't
kniiw a second-story worker it" he saw one.
"Keeping such a crowd as I had to lock up nigl

the Whoopee ranch." said Tail, for twelve days and nights.
preventing riots, guarding against salughter, and pn
ing Ihe peace generally was almost to a in n h for me. Next
year 1 am thinking of inviting the inn the violent
wards of Napa to in> pi: way of a cluing : t nd
of rest.

the return of Tai annually in

on his estates near Hen Lom I igue rumc
fluttering like gentle breezes through the rigging about the
Indoar Yacht Club's quarters, Ii haa

lal John unknowingly had ventured amain with pit

—the bloodiest that evi to make litera-

ture for the young. What his guests didn't do to John
was not to be imagined by the mere lay mind, and finally,

so i' thi

Lock" was mild reading and free from [nti tared
with the devastating riot that lasted for twelve
nights at the Whoopee ranch, v ding to his usual

om John Tail too n of the Indoor Yacht
Club up to his, mountain home to Indulge the i

simple life that is the pre-eminent characteristic of in

Seeking for infoi I

the twelve nights during which ieil throughout
titty.two Innocent acn s at the I p ol the Santa Crui \l

tains is Wie getting at the i wn on the nebular
pothesis or the origin of the Pelasgans. There's a lot of talk
but little to paste in your emaciated scrap booh of facts. In

deed, some of the rumors had so vivid a color as to suggest
the need of an expurgating pencil in order to make
story fit for the mails. Naturally this is due to a tendi
notable in salts to exaggerate
However, in order to get at second hand something that

seemed reliable about the "outing," the present quite inno-
cent writers appealed to John himself. I need not say that

I looked him up at bis establishment In O'Farrell street,

but I deny that the nour was arranged with any ulterior
motive, .lust because 1 interviewed John at lunch timi

no sign that I accepted an invitation to dine, and lest I be
accused of setting forth certain statements In return for

my host's hospitality, let me hasten to add that I am far
from being influenced by a single meal. Besides. Mr. Tait
assured me of the truth of everything he told me. and it

is most impolite and difficult to doubt your host. One
might as well refuse to laugh at his boss' jokes as return
incredulity for food.

1 hope it Is perfectly clear that what John Tait told me is

quite true.

"Of course," said he, "Sam Herger may deny that he took
part in a relay race. He may say that he's as fit as when
he fought Kaufman, and it is possible he may deny that
little William Kid Nelson walked him into a state of oozy
perspiring unconsciousness. Hut let him. I have wit-

nesses who bulled Sam up the mountain on a fourteen-
mile hike, and who saw him melt his immaterial self down
bill while his corporeal self tolled up the grade, despite
Phoebus' malignant beams.

"Arthur Fisk may also come forth with a denial or seek
lame explanations to account for the expensive trip he
took to the Whoopee ranch. He may even assert as an
imperinence the intimation that his trip cost him $210.
which sum he left on the table absent-mindedly and which
the band of pirates gloated over and kept.

"And .lames Coffroth. will he deny the soft impeachment
of witness Kid Nelson? Will he deny the hearing of his

and his conviction? A more eminently fair and im-
parl ial trial a man never hid than that which distinguished
the hearing of the cause of Kid Nelson versus James Cof-
froth.

Such men—and friends of the accused they nominally
too—as Grave Tiv Krelling, Honest George Salch,

Judicial William .McCarthy. Unprejudiced Tom Mulvey,
Solemn Harry Keegan Monahan. Courageous Tony Griffith,
Ardent E. .1 Travis, Methodical Arthur Fisk and Sober
•lack Suits, sifted the evidence and arrived at the verdict;
while the capacity of the ludgee to make the punisl mi
lit the crime would haw delighted even such a stickler for

i\ as Gilbert's immortal Mikado.
due of the principal forms of entertainment indulged

at the ranch was handball, and some experts emerged at
the end of the vacation with Hying colors and assured
standing in the field of sport. Of those who distinguished
themselves principally in this particular variety of exer-

Dr. McElroy, Mr. Travis, Tony Griffith anc[ Joe
Wills. I can truthfully say that no aggregation of four
handball champions in the world can play like this quartet

nders.

\nd everybody went determined to reduce.'

"

.Mr. Tail gin d a contented smile.

I he more they exercised the more tney ate. If Sam
1 st twenty pounds trying to demonstrate his athletic su-

ompensated bj devouring twenty-two pounds
oodstuffs. What they did to my chicken ranch was

nothing short of slaughter. They were a devastating band
"I b How pirates, who stripped the ranch clean of vegeta-

ns! animal life. Gaunt famine stalked behind them,
and consternation spread before.

Hid I stay there myself for the whole twelve days?
I should say I did.

"Will I have another annual outing at the Whoopee
ranch next June?

"I certainly will; but whatever happens and whoever
goes, there never will lie gathered, even in such an expert

tion as the Indoor Yacht (Tub. such a fine body of

gentlemen as comprised my guests for twelve busy days
a nd as many merry evenings in June, 1913. Never will
there be such a speech as Tony Griffiths delivered on the
last night ol the parly—such pathos, such oratory, such
rhetoric and such feeling! Never will there be such a
peroration as his. nor such an eloquent finish! Never will

there be such a valorous horseman as Tony, either, whose
horsemanship was the marvel of us all; nor will there ever
be such midnight parties indulged as that which separated
Coffroth, McCarthy and Tiv Krelling from the rest of the
crew; never such Felton dances; never such charming
naiads of the woods; never such gallantries; never such

tites. and never again such innocent pranks of grown-
up boys—at least. I think now there'll never be such an-

i party; hut another June comes 'round each year, and
if they will take another chance, the latchstring of the
Whoopee ranch is always out for this roll of honor piratical

buccaneers:
"Arthur Fisk. Joseph Watts, Tony Griffith, Jack Suits,

Charles Arata. Dr. McElroy, E. J. Travis, James Coffroth.
Tiv Krelling. Sam Berger, George Salch, William H. Mc-
Carthy. Tom Mulvey. William iKidl Nelson. William
Mickilich, Harry Keegan Monahan, Otto Wallfisch and
Harry McKenzie."
Mr Tait told me that he thought he had not forgotten

any of the names, because he had their owners visualized
indellibly as they sat at table.

Meanwhile there was evident on the part of Mr. Tait a
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disposition to quote poetry, and this was what he adduced

from the archives of his memory:
"Oh, Bananas, Oh, Bananas,

Stock is selling all the time.

Buy all the stock you want for a dime.

Oh, Bananas, Oh, Bananas,
They gave Jack Suits an awful pan,

When he tried to sell the city an old ash can,

Oh. oh, Bananas, follow me.

For it's Sam, Sam, Sam.
There's no one bigger

Than our Sam, Sam, Sam
And his manly figure.

He'll greet you with a smile,

Talk to you a while,

Talk a bit and bull a bit

About the Benjamin style.

Then he'll rave, rave, rave, a little longer about the days
when he was young.

Then he tells you with a grin

That now he is all in,

Does our Big Boy Sam.

— Walter Anthony

INVENTING NEW CRIMES.

It appears to be the guiding rule of conduct for busy-

body legislators that the man who invents a new crime
is a public benefactor. In effect he is mostly a public

nuisance, or would be in San Francisco were any atten-

tion paid to his grotesque endeavors to make crimes of

the merely harmless amusements of a full-blooded people.

In the result as it works out in San Francisco he merely
loads the statute book with head letter laws, which the
common sense of the community agrees to ignore. In

Los Angeles it was different, and the attempted enforce-
ment of silly restrictions on harmless amusement has
produced a resentment and reaction which not long ago
found expression in the remark of Secretary Zeehandelaar
of that town when he said that "everything was forbidden
except going to church," and he added that this condition
was responsible for the public belief that "San Francisco
was the only place on the Coast where a man might go
to have a good time." In these comments of an influential

man you may find some explanation of the upset of the
Los Angeles applecart. The busybodies were hurting busi-
ness.—The Candid Friend.

H. T. JONES EARNS PROMOTION

H. T. Jones, Division Superintendent at Turk and
Fillmore Streets, has been promoted to ihe position of

Acting General Superintendent o( the United Railroads.

He succeeds to the position made vacant by the death

of E. D. Hibbs. Mr. Jones will take up his head-
quarters in the railroad's offices at 58 Sutter Street.

Since the days of the ancient horse cars, Mr. Jones
has been connected with the street transit business of this

city, and his rise to the position he now occupies is an
expression of appreciation of his abilities and justification

in the theory that " you can't keep a good man down."

For twenty-five years Jones has been constantly in the

employ of the United Railroads or its affiliated interests,

beginning with the old Market Street Railway Company,
for which corporation Mr. Jones worked in the capacity

of conductor on one of its cars.

His many friends will be pleased but not surprised to

hear of his merited promotion.

J. H. DEERING
Offers the Celebrated

MOET AND CHANDON CHAMPAGNE
WHITE SEAL, VERY DRY

IMPERIAL CROWN BRUT CUVEE, A. A.

OSTRICH FEATHERS. PARADISE, NUMIDI. COURA .od AIGRETTES
CLEANED. REMOUNTED »nd DYED ANY SHADE

GERTRUDE WENZLICK
FEATHER EXPERT

Telephone Sutter 4377

130 GEARY STREET Opp. Whitney Bldgf.

I do not remember that in my whole life I ever wilfully

misrepresented anything to anybody at any time. I have
nevei knowingly had connection with a fraudulent scheme.
I have tried to do good in this world, not harm, as my
enemies would have the world believe. I have helped men
and have attempted in my humble way to be of some ser-

vice to my country.— .1. Plerpont Morgan.

Live and think.—Samuel Lover.

ORIGIN OF THE CLUB SANDWICH.

Like Many Excellent Things It Was Born of Accident and

Necessity.

It will iint surprise any who know how frequently most

excellent things are born of necessity, to know thai the

i lub sandwich, favorite bit that it is. originated through

accident and necessity. A man, we are told, arrived at

Ills I" me one night after the family and maids had re-

tired, and being hungry, sought the pantry and the Ice

chest in search of something to eat. There were remnants

of many tilings In the source of supplies, but no one thing

thai seemed to be present in sufficient abundance to sat-

isfy his appetite. The man v,

;

(] nnvwny, some toast.

So he toasted a couple of slices of bread. Then he looked

for butter, and incidentally something to accompany the

tcast as a relish.

Besides the butter he found mayonnaise, two or three

slices of cold broiled bacon, and some bits of

cold chicken. These he put together on a slice

of the toast, and found in a tomato a complement
for all the ingredients at hand. Then he capped his com-
position with the second slice of toast, ate and was happy.
And his success was too good to keep. So he tohl his

family, the cook and all his friends, and since then the

club sandwich has had an honored place with those who
have once tried it.

The name "club" was given to it through the adoption
by a club of which the originator was a member. To his

friends, also members of the club, he spoke of the sand-
wich, and they had one made, then and there, at the club,

as an experiment, and referred to it afterward as the
"club sandwich." As such its name went out to other
clubs, restaurants and individuals, and as such it has re-

mained. At least, this is the story as it is generally told.
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THE STAGE FOREIGNER.

The author who pokes fun at the people of another race
on the stage in these days should be prepared to have
his work completely made over when it undergoes export.

So strong were the objections of certain persons of Slavonic
blood in Paris to Bulgarian officers being held up to ridi-

cule in The Chocolate Soldier" that the scene of the play

is to be shifted from the Balkans, and the Bulgarians are
to be transformed into Persians or Siberians. As Persia
and Liberia furnish few spectators at the Paris theatres.
there will probably be an end of the trouble.

To avoid future complications of the kind, some sort

of international understanding ought to exist for the guid-
ance of theatrical managers. Most countries enjoy laugh-
ing at their own comic types on the stage. But when the
foreigner is brought on in queer raiment and with a
strange accent, and made to play the buffoon, it becomes
a delicate question. Even along Broadway nobody can
ever be sure that some Irish-American, German-American,
Italian-American or Hebrew-American will not raise a
protest if something offends his racial pride.

For general convenience, in France the character who
figures as a vulgar, gilded millionaire might always be
called an American, and in America the character who
stands for the fortune-hunting villain might always be de-

scribed as a Frenchman. In the same way Germany and
England might agree between themselves upon the Foreign
types to he used in Berlin and London for comedy pur-
poses.

In these sensitive days, with the telegraph working
Light and day, no lover of peace wants diplomatic com
plications to arise between nations because of a chance
comic opera situation. Any conscientious playwright would
be willing to sacrifice the best joke he ever perpetrated
to avoid such an awful emergency.— New York World.

HOW TO LIVE WITH A GROUCHER.

Emerson said: "The power men possess to annoy me
I give them by a weak curiosity." Xo one can affect you
by his mental attitude if there is nothing in you that cor-

responds with that attitude. I'nlcss you vibrate, in some
degree, with another's mental attitude, it will not and can-

not affect yon.

Instead of trying t" "overcome" conditions as they are,

accept tht in bo far as others are concerned, but keep your
own attitude right.

Remember, every one has a right to make bis own mis-

takes.

If others enjoy the grouch, let 'em.

Good will is lor the one who gives it.

is for the lover.

Walt Whitman says in one of his poems that once he
was tilled with fret because in- gave nut unrequited

I

Anil yet, he said, out of his unrequited love he had written
all his poems.
The same principle is true in the lesser ties of life.

Of course, we need reciprocity somewhere, but we are sure
to get it if we do our part, though we may not always
get ii as we expect.

l! \uii will let go in thought all desire to have those
around you different, and keep your own attitude as near
cheerful and bright as possible, you will find things more
bearable. In any event, you can make them better for
yourself, whether there is any response from others or not.
You simply allow yourself to he hypnotized by the atti-

tude of those around you.
Your own thought world is your kingdom, and you rule it

if you will Concentrate your attention upon the good
qualities of those around you and forget the rest. It

will bring results within yourself if nowhi
I

You
will be surprised to see how you will grow in strength
and breadth of outlook and contentment if you will really
practice this. Must of the inharmony in families comes
because one thinks only of tin- unpleasant, or what seems
to him unpleasant qualities of another. These unpleasant
qualities are dwelt upon ami magnified until they blow out
everything else in one's mind.—Elizabeth Towne in Nau-
tilus.

ELECTED TO MEMBERSHIP IN INDOOR YACHT CLUB.

San Francisco—Frank B. Connolly, Fred. Knerr, Frank
lin B. Morse, Selbey Oppenheimer, Daniel C. Murphy, J. B
Foley. Herbert M. Brown. Jesse H. Steinhart, Hon. D
Regan, John D, Rutledge, Dr. F. B. W. Leland. Dr. Chas
V. Cross. Geo. Schroeder. Milton G. Banner, J. P. Healey

:

A. T. Baum, Wm. Morrison, Thos. P. Curran, \V. D. Potter,
Jas. J. Gilmartin. E. T. Rawlinson, C. F. Adams. Wm. Mc-
Donald, Rodney Snider, Joseph Sturn, John C. Brickell
Edgar Mizner. D. J. Tarr.
New York—Wm. Gibson.
Sacramento—.lis. Frank.
Folsom—Hon. P. C. Conn.
San Mateo—J. H. Coleman.

APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP IN INDOOR YACHT
CLUB.

San Francisco— Edward F. Perry, L. C. Bozarth, Cyril
Appel, Walter N. Parrish. G. D. Phillips. H. T. Morrison,
E. A. Gruby. Oscar A. Schlam. Wm. Duff. Clifford A. Smith,
Russell P. Tyler. Eugene S. Riordan. Cornelius W. Kelly,
Jack Davis. I. Goldman. J. Friedberg.

New York—Harry D. Cashman.
Pleasanton—J. Dunn.
Fresno—G. E. Wentzel.
Oakland—M. E. Murray.

I never make the mistake of arguing with people for
whose opinions I have no respect.—Gibbon.

A reputation is the work of years; into it a man puts
his whole life. Any malicious human insect can destroy
it in a moment, or damage it.

A slanderer is on a level with the bomb-thrower; he is

tlii- spiritual nihilist. With a few dollars' worth of dyna-
le anarchist can blow up a building; with a few

choice words the blackmailer can wreck a family.

Visit these splendid

vaults and investigate

our methods o( safe

gaurdiug your prop-

erty. Once you learn

the value oi having a

sale deposit box with

us you will never be

without this insurance

against worry.

BOXES RENT
From $4.00 a Year

and Upwards.

CROCKER
SAFE
DEPOSIT
VAULTS

Crocker Bldg.,

Post and Market Sts.

.John F. Cunningham,
Mgr.

Phone K earny 7
Ht acmc or pbo
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FICKERT.

Shipmate Charley Fickert is beginning to get the credit

due him. With vicious criticisms and sneers from jealous

quarters, a hostile police department and treacherous wit-

nesses he has done what he set out to do.

The victory of Fickert is personal. He shouldered the

responsibility and to him is due all the credit. Without

hurrah and without immunity baths he has succeeded

in finishing what others would still be playing an over-

ture on.

And not the least to be noted is his generous spirit.

Fickert did not make his fight a personal one. The van-

quished did not find in him a man who gloated over a

fallen and less fortunate one. Quite on the contrary, he

showed a commendable and magnanimous spirit when the

men were sentenced. It pays prosecutors to temper jus-

tice with mercy.

BRANDED BUT NOT ROPED.

Let them get the pound of flesh but the people never
enjoy seeing them wallow in the blood.

I hate the man who keeps fat carriage-horses in his

stable and doesn't even know their names. I hate the

man who keeps a dog or two about the place and never
takes them into the house or feeds them himself. And
in the same way—only more so—I hate the man who
keeps books and doesn't use them. Your horse must turn
his head to you when he hears your step; and your dog
rush at you and fight you when you have been an hour
away from him—and your books, your books, must gleam
back at you when you glance at them, and this one sing to

you when you touch it; that one set your blood drum-
ming; and all of them teach you and help you to what is

best in life—A. S. M. Hutchinson.

Lord H. Keegau Monahan of London and Hayes High-
way gave an indoor grape festival the other evening. The
Lord had a swell chosen party and to the surprise of his
guests he introduced the "silk shirt tango" to the Cliff

House. At first Carruthers frowned but under the grace
of Silk Shirt Harry he fell, and he says it is now the
thing proper.

Harry with his silks and his title bids fair to roust the
over-fed Greenway from the circles he thinks he has ruled
for years.

What is that which the Madonna holes in her arms?
It is the Future!—Mangasarian.

Those who bring sunshine into the lives of others, can
not keep it from themselves.—J. M. Barrie.

VALE, CAESAR! CITY IS SAD.

Ernest Wiltsee learned to rag down there. Mary Gar-
den, one memorable night, fled the place in a fit of jeal-

ousy, which she cloaked under a pretense of being shocked
by the turkey trot. Pavlowa visited there to see our
famous dances and went away charmed. Florenz Ziegfeld
took Lillian Lorraine there one night, and the next year's
"l-'ollios" had a San Francisco cabaret scene. Maxine
Elliott peeped in one night on her tour of the "high coast
of Barbary." Adeline Genee did not disdain the descent
of those steep, narrow steps. Bill Lange, Charlie De
Young. Cyril Tobin—ajl our famous dancing men liked
that crowded little dancing space. And now the license
has been revoked! Helas! Ah, me! Imperial Caesar,
has license gone astray, must stoop to work to keep the
wolf away! Caesar immoralis, mortuum te salutamus.
Hail and farewell!!—Town Talk.

Dr. Cook of the North Pole must give way. The Cook
ranch of Walnut Creek has taken his place. At least
ninety per cent of the Olympic Club members think more
of the maligned doctor than they do of The Cook Ranch.
If the proof of the pudding is in the eating then the end
of the ranch was in the seeing.

All the good stories, all the good drinks, all the good
talent, all the good time did not "get" the good judgment
of the O. C. .Membership.
The inspired realty promoters had huge placards pasted

on the fields and hills, that the gophers scorned marked
"Golf Course." It might just as well have been labelled
"Moving Pictures [or a Blind Man." For the boys couldn't
see it.

A big hole in the ground was strewn with logs and
named •Amphitheatre" because it was large enough to

permit Harry McKenzie to sing in.

Over a steep hill was a green coated lake where four
million Polywogs died of thirst. This was where the much
heralded aquatic events did not take place.
Oh! the imagination of the real estate promoter sur-

passed out understanding,
When the boys had left the festive board "Nix Mayor"

Daniel Audacious Ryan who is the advocate of the two
jobs arose and called for a vote. "Shall we buy the
farm," asked the near Mayor. "No! A thousand limes No!"
echoed the lusty chorus. Tommy Alton saw all his Wie-
land's gone to waste. George ESmmons' trucks couldn't
pull a vote. Burr Mcintosh grabbed a sponge to catch
the tears from Hammersmith and Son. Another flirtation

with Dame Fortune had failed. Lud'vig Hoefler beat it

for his S. G. V. Bill Humphreys was lucky to be East
Promoter Burgess grieved as he looked at the lately

wasted white wash on the ancient fruit trees.

"Sell it to the Y. M. ('. A." yelled Jim Brennan.
"Try it on the Turn Verein." bellowed Otto Wallflsch.

But the promoters and their friends are game. We un-
derstand they are to get a vote by mail. We advise the
gentlemen to be less careless lest the statutes for using the
mails to defraud are enforced. For Heney is coming!

It was a great day and a fine vote. The Olympic Club
was branded hut not roped in.

INTIMATE INTERVIEWS.

Hello, Market ::ill »

This is Market 301.

Is that you. John?

Yes. this is John L. McNab.
This is "Main Sheet," John.

Oh. hello. Main Sheet!

Well, John; you started something.

Yes, I'm great on principle. Main Sheet. I wont' stand
for anything wrong.

Well, what's the real dope, John?
Just as my telegram stated.

What do you mean?
Oh nothing, hut I heard

—

You heard what?

Well, that you were about to be put on the toboggan and
you wanted to grease it so you could be governor.

Is that so? Well, you go to h , Main Sheet.

Bang.

TIMOTHY HEALY
ATTORNEY-AT- LAW

861 PHELAN BUILDING
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Wilton Lackaye, the actor, once made a dramatization of
"Les Miserables." He had spent much time on his work.
The dramatization of the Hugo masterpiece had been one
of the dreams of his early youth. Truly, the completed
drama was to the actor as a child he dearly loved. But
when Mr. Lackaye tried to interest theatrical capital in
the production he found dearth of enthusiasm. Everyone
knew that Lackaye had dramatized "Lea .Miserables" and
it was cne of the live topics of Broadway. Oscar Ham-
erstein met Lackaye in this particular period and his first
question was:

'Willon. have you got a manager to produce 'Les .Miser-
ables?"
And to this Lackaye sarcastically replied:
"A manager to produce it: 1 haven't found a manager

that can pronounce it."— Kansas City Star.

When Some Fellows say "I Got Mine." we Never Know
whether they've been trimmed or whether they've Suc-
ceeded in Nicking Somebody Else!

When we Begin to Blubber Around that we're "Over-
worked," a Sibilant Little Voice in the Hack oi the Can
informs us that we're Using that Old Comedy as
cuse for Soldiering!

APPROPRIATE TOASTS.

The Musician's— May a crotchet in the head never bar
the utterances of good notes. .May ihc lovers of harmony
never be in want of a note, and its enemies die in a com-
mon chord.
The Baker's—May we never be done so much as to make

us crusty
The Painter's—When we work in the wet may we never

want for dryers.
The Glazier's— Here's to the praiseworthy glazier who

takes panes to see his way through life.

The Lawyer's—May the depth of our potations never
cause us to let judgment go by default.
The Teacher's—Here's to the three It's— Reading. Riting,

and 'Rithmetic.
The Grocer's—May we spring up like vegetables, have

turnip noses, reddish cheeks and carroty hair, and may our
hearts never be hard like those of cabbages, nor ever
rotten at the core.

SALUTATIONS.

"How do you do?"—English and American.
"How do you carry yourself?"— French.
"How do you fare?"— Dutch.
"How can you?"—Swedish.
"How do you perspire?"—Egyptian.
"How is your stomach?" "Have you eaten your rice?"

—

Chinese.
"How do you have yourself?"— Polish.
"How do you live on?"—Russian.

A FEW CONUNDRUMS.

On what day of the year do women talk least? On the
shortest day.
When has a man four hands? When he doubles his fists.
What is it that will go up a chimney down and down a

chimney down, but will not go down a chimney up nor
up a chimney up? An umbrella.
Why is the parlor mantel like Westminster Abbey? Be-

cause it is over the ashes of the grate I great I.

What is it that we see every day, kings seldom see, God
never saw nor ever can see? An equal.
Why is a locomotive like a belle? She scatters the

sparks and transports the mails.
Why is a comet more like a dog than the dog star? The

comet has a tail and the dog star hasn't.
In what part or the church do thev ring the bel!(e)s? At

the altar.

TIVISMS.

Be moderate in all things save fresh air and sunshine.

r The devil gave us our relations, but thank God we can
Lclchoose our friends.

The gossip habit is a disease.

Blessed is the man who is fond of work.

The leader of the orchestra is always the man who has
played second fiddle.

i We are punished by our sins, not for them.

Imagination is sympathy illumined by love and ballasted
by brains.

Logic is an instrument for justifying a prejudice.

Do not keep your kindness in water-tight compartments;
if it runs over a bit it will do no harm.

To escape criticism:
Do nothing.
Say nothing.
He nothing.

To lepeat an unkind truth is just as bad as to invent a

The men win do things and not the men who merely
talk al out things are the men who bless the world.

The right to be useful is the only rihgt I want.

The sweetest thing on earth is the pleasure of pleasing.

There is but one road to art. and that is the steep and
toilsome pathway of fact.

[ I re is no joy in life equal to the joy of putting salt

on the tail of an idea.

friend and credit pursue the man who does not need
them.

The man that endures is the man thta wins.

Patience makes kings.

JIM CORBETT SCORES ONE MORE KNOCKOUT.

(From the Scoop.)

At the recent stag jinks given by the Press Club in

honor of Jim Corbett, one time heavyweight champion of

the world, Gentleman Jim, with Brother Tom as second,

scored another knockout—nay, several. Jim and Tawm
got to bandying uncensored reminiscences of them happy

days when the Ex-Champ was en tour, theatrically and

pugilistically, and before they got through several mem-
bers had to be carried from the jinks room in a state

of collapse. Sam Berger, one of the guests, had apoplexy,

and L'ncle Bill Naughton, in the presiding chair, verged

on a stroke himself. Tombstone beat it for the kitchen

and had a fit.

KRLJG Private Cuvee
That's the beverage for me
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From New1 York comes the report of a voluntary com-

mittee of nationally prominent social workers, who for the

past two months have been conducting an investigation

into the alleged relation of low wages to the recruiting of

the under-world. The committee finds that "injustice has

been done working girls, especially to the employes of de-

partment stores, by the widespread publicity given to a

mistaken interview of industrial responsibility for the so-

called white slave condition."

The New York committee says an injustice has been
done working girls by declaring that their morality de-

pended upon the wages received. The insult is far more
sweeping than that. It embraces all womankind, since it

implies that the virtue of all women is in the last resort

an insufficiency of temptation, and that purely a monetary
one.

The British Press scorns the entre of the reverend doctor
Charles e. aked to American citizenship. Why there should
be any fuss we are at a loss to understand. They have lost

naught and "we have gained less.

A short time ago a young man appeared before Judge
B. V. Sargent who is sitting in the Superior Courts here
The young fellow was charged with a felony and was too
poor to secure a lawyer. He wanted to plead guilty and
have it over with. When he offered the guilty plea the
Judge refused to take it until he looked into it. When he
had investigated it, the jurist found that the young fel-

low had committed no crime.
The Judge so informed him, dismissed the case and got

him a job. The boy went his way—happier and better.
Such acts as this has endeared Judge Sargent to the San
Francisco people.

Some men never need a suggestion that is not accom-
panied by a kick.

Speaking of perches, the pinnacle of fame is the most
uncertain of all.

When matrimony brings a man a lot of trouble he seems
more anxious to take a second chance.

A man who attempts to reform the newspapers of a town
bites off the biggest chunk of trouble of all.

When a good man goes wrong, he generally gallops down
the broad pathway of sin.

Soup of Schools Alfred Roncovieri is brave at least. He
has told the sturdy Sally Jones that she is too careless with

our hard squeezed taxes. Sally seems to think that a

a public office is the same as a bargain counter and month's
salary. We always regarded Sally as one of the Mayor's
practical jokes and have admired her strong right arm
much more than her ability or culture.

"Ronci" you had better duck the next time Sally heaves
in sight.

A Los Angeles man. returning from a visit to the East
by way of. San Francisco, met a friend in this city just

piior to the recent election in his home town. The Sun
Francisco man brought up the subject of the then coming
poll and remarked:

' I suppose Shenk's election is assured. I see that all

(he Los Angeles newspapers are supporting him, and they
are strongly backed by the clergy."

"I have been out of touch with home for some time."

said the Los Angeles visitor, "but if what you tell me is

Shenk is beaten, sure."

It was, in fact, a most extraordinary campaign, in which
half a dozen newspapers that hate each other cordially

and do not hesitate to say as much with less reserve than
common, were joined in their support of Shenk, not omit-

ting, however, to indulge on occasion in vicious sidewind-
ers directed at their temporary allies. Indeed, a local

cynic remarked that everything the editors said of each
other was true, and it may even be that this state of mind
had some effect on the result.

The so-called third degree is a Twentieth Century re-

version to Middle-Age inquisition. The police are the

least qualified to elicit evidence. A man is presumed
to be innocent until he is proven guilty. The police have
no right to anticipate the trial of an accused man. Evi-

dence secured by them through third-degree methods is

always thrown out when the case comes to trial. The
police are not the men to judge the motives and to extort

confessions from arrested" men.
If there is sufficient sense of righteousness among the

people, these third-degree methods will be discontinued
by laws framed to make such brutal treatment of prison-

ers impossible.—Jenkin Lloyd Jones.

It is evident that Secretary Bryan intends to make the
chariot of state a water wagon.—Chicago News.

All records for continuances in the trial of a lawsuit
in Cool; County have been broken, according to the Chi-
cago Examiner, on .May 11, in the Injunction suit of County
Civil Service Commissioner Robert Catberwood against
his mother and two sisters, whose demand for an account-
ing of the proceeds from the farm of the Catherwood
estate at Amhia, Ind., he is asking the Circuit Court to
restrain.

Wasn't it a great old Fourth ! Our one hundred and thirty-

seventh anniversary at least found us safe, sane and sensible in

its observance. The heretofore customary list of catastrophies

and calamities — conflagrations and explosions, lost eyes and
limbs— was missing. Instead the "sojers" marched, the bands
played, the patriots proclaimed and everybody seemed to be
happy. Sometimes we wonder though, does young America
get the same thrill, the same patriotic exhilaration, the same
give-me-a-chance-to-die spirit, as when the crackers popped,
the rockets whizzed and the cannons boomed ? We've cut

the riot out of patriotism, but have we left it just the same ?

Time alone can tell.

Speaking of patriots, there seems to be an over-abundance

of them at present in the national capital —patriots of peace,

but not of war ! The mad scramble for jobs is on and oh, ye

office holders beware ! Without knowing much of the relative

merits of the controversy, it would seem that the United States

District Attorney, John I. McNab, tried to beat the adminis-

tration to the kick and succeeded fairly well. He raised an

awful rumpus anyhow, but John is now looking for a job and

twenty odd applicants are looking for his. Wouldn't it be nice

if Tommy Hayden were appointed ? Lord knows he's tried

for every job, appointive and elective, within the gift of the

people, but if persistency counts for aught Tom should receive

ninety-nine and nine-tenths per cent. In the event that Tommy
is successful, it is common rumor that Mrs. Lovell White will be

made first assistant. That's nice.
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CHIEF WHITE. THE VIRGINIA JUDGE WRITES.

The attacks of some of the press in order to "get"

Chief White are hardly worthy of contempt. During one
of the recent bunco trials the Chief at a recess and in

open court, in full view of the District Attorney passed a

few pleasantries about a ball game to a few of the jurors.

No one in the court room noticed the inconsequential in-

cident. But the next morning the papers were filled with
an attack on the Chief. They almost had photographs of

the Chief bribing the jury! Why the papers are so care-

less and scornful of a man's reputation is a mystery.
What ever may be said of Chief White in his official

capacity it stands out pre-eminently that officially and pri-

vately Gus White is an honest man. Tlis administration

of the office has been as free from scandal as any man
who ever has or will hold the job.

There are rumors of a change in the Chief and from
those mentioned we have no hesitancy in saying they are

not the equals of White.

THE "WILD WOMEN. 1

When the English women first started on a crusade for

votes they were looked at with good natured tolerance.

This attitude changed to ridicule as they brought them-
selves into the limelight by various ludicrous methods.
But now, if the British courts were to put the militant

home and human life destroyers in prison and keep them
there, these justly called "wild women" would find little

sympathy.
What good do these belligerent women do the world?

Fire and devastation are all they are contributing. By
reason of their wild actions they prove that they at least

should never have the vote.

What would the country come to if maniacs like these

were to have control? England shows her wisdom by not
proposing to yield until they prove themselves worthy of

voting for the welfare and happiness of their country
and not for its upheaval. Measures taken against these
women can hardly lie too strong, and the British courts

will be upheld by all intelligent and sober minded people.

and especially by those women in this country who have
demonstrated that they can secure the ballot by rational,

peaceful methods and arguments which show they are en-

titled to vote.

The acts of the "wild women" make the severest blow
the cause of worldwide woman suffrage has received in any
quarter.—San Francisco Call.

WARDEN HOYLE.

When the Prison Commissioners re-appointed John E.

Hoyle they merited the gratitude of the community. We
expected nothing else of the Duffy board, but It was par-

ticularly fitting in view of the recent attacks made on
Hoyle.
When Hoyle took charge of San Quentin some years ago

it was a national disgrace. By quiet, careful and intelli-

gent attention he has raised it to a high standard.
John E. Hoyle is a man of worth, warmth and magnet-

ism and it is difficult to understand why he should have
been subjected to the misrepresentations he has been.
The Wardenship of San Quentin is no sinecure. Aside

from its other troubles it is no easy task to keep men
locked up longer than you would wish to. The real blame
for the undue sentences lies with the judges who think
that strength of character is shown by the length of the

terms they utter. Our prison system is not without fault.

San Quentin is too small and the appropriation too meagre
but Hoyle took conditions as they are and has made pro-

gress.

It is to be hoped that the time is not far distant when
every worthy prisoner will be given a chance to redeem
himself at the end of a year. In a great many cases it is

entirely long enough.
Such men as John E. Hoyle and Dennis M. Duffy have

done and are doing more toward practical prison reform
than all the ranters, bigots and critics combined.

London. England, June 12, 19t3.
The Main Sheet:
Just a line to let you know that although seas and moun-

tains divide us the smiling visages of all the good fellows
in Frisco flit now and then across the tablets of my mem-
ory bringing many pleasant recollections to a lonely
dweller in the Land of Make-Believe.

I arrived in London last week via the Mauretania. One
of the first to greet me was Polly Moran and over a glass
of foreign vintage we sang praises of California's proud
sons.

I leave London next week to open my provincial tour
and for several months will be carrying the Cross of Com
edy to the benighted denizens of this sad, old land. Will
return to America late in the Fall laden with the spoils of
an artistic conquest and wearing lightly the laurel wreath
of Prince of Patterers.

I never step boosting your Portola celebration nor your
1915 Fair. I have taken it upon myself to get at least
one hundred persons to go to each event.

In conclusion convey to all my inquiring friends assur-
ances of my kindest regards and with salutations most
fervent and cordial to everyone in dear old San Francisco,
believe me to be

Sincerely yours,
WALTER C. KELLY, I En Tour).

P. S.— Tell Jin) Woods the St. Francis Hotel is better
than any hostelry in London.

BY WIRELESS, STEAMSHIP "YALE.'

Pacific Ocean. June 30.—We are some place off the Coast
"i California and it just rang two bells. That's either

o'clock at night, 1 o'clock at night, or 5 in the morn-
ing. Anyway, it isn't daytime. We are bound for Los
\ngeles and may continue on to Mexico City if Keegan's
bankroll holds out. Captain Bennett is all attention and
the appointments are fine. Regards to all.

JULIUS KRUG ROSEXFIELD.
JAMES W. COFFROTH.
WILLIE KIDD NELSON,
KEEGAN BUBBLES MONAHAX.
JOE DEERING.

And others.

Jack Hunt has been heard from. Be it known Jack
missed the trip to Tail's Whoopee Ranch in the Santa Cruz
mountains and all wondered thereat. He is up in Florence.

Oregon, the drum major of the village band which he
speedily organized on his arrival. The cornetist is a lady

and Hunt stopped the friction 'tween the drummer and
trombone player, both rivals for her hand, by winning her

out for himself. They'll marry soon. Jack says his band
plays the "Star Spangled Banana" with only one mistake;

they don't get the tune.

Working because it is right to work—working to make
the best of one's self—working because unfoldment to

self means good to all surrounding, are the true incen-

tives to enable man to accomplish purpose and to unfold

godship within. Always there is work to do. Reward
for doing what one ought to do is a fallacy of the past.

—Floyd B. Wilson.

There is no love like the good old love—the love that

mother gave us.—Eugene Field.

Push on—keep moving.—Thomas Morton.

Look ere thou leap.—Heywood.
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SECOND

Portola Festival
At SAN FRANCISCO

October 22-23-24-25, 1913

Commemorating, as a Special Event, The

400th Anniversary of 'Discovery of the

'Pacific Ocean by Vasco Nunez de {P,alboa

A Four-day Carnival and Fete with Unlimited

Attractions and Entertainment.

Fleet of American and Foreign War Vessels.

Large body of Land Forces. Grand Parades in-

cluding Military, Fraternal and Civic Organizations.

Floats characterizing notable events in National

and State History, with features most unique.

Athletic, Aviation and other Contests.

IT SURE WAS A HELL OF A WAY TO FIGHT.

Now and (hen the scribes in other phases of the great-

est game in the world love to break into the sport end of

it. Occasionally one has to willy nilly. Walter Anthony's
boss made him interview John L. Sullivan a couple of

weeks ago.
Walter didn't want to—but he spat on his hands and

went to the mat with John like a man. And no sport
scribe could have depicted as did Walter the way gruff old
John L. described his defeat by Jim Corbett, the exponent
of swift stepping: "

"That was a hell of a way to fight!"

It is difficult to keep secrets from those who have your
friendship.

WHAT'S THE BEST DAY?

(Louisville Herald.)
The best day in the year. What day is? Why, tomorrow,

of course.
We don't know whether it will be rainy or fair—but why

care? Rain or shine, it will have twenty-four hours. Time
for honest work; for honest play, for sound, refreshing
sleep.

Time to let you take a lesson from the breaks and mis-
takes of yesterday and today, and, starting anew, dig your
toes into the sand and make things hum.
You know you can't call back the past.
So why fret about it?

Look ahead!
Take a new grip and tackle the future.
If you're not a hopeless dub you'll be wiser tonight than

you were this morning. Wiser by a whole busy day's rich
experience. Wiser by what twelve hours in the most
eventful, interesting, instructive period of human history
have taught you.
Which means that you'll be riper, braver, better fit to

go to the tasks, the opportunities, the victories, stronger to
bear the sorrows, able to value the joys, that lie ahead

-bate may have dealt you poor hands yesterday
You may have played your cards like a chump today
But tomorrow you have the chance of your life, because

its a new day, a clean day, a day you can make what

ILLUMINATED BUOYS FOR THE CANAL.

The Panama canal channel will be marked about every
mile by gas buoys, consisting of a cylindrical floating steel
surmounted by a steel frame, which supports a light and
and lens at a height of fifteen feet above water level. The
body is eight feet in diameter, made of five-sixteenths-inch
steel plate witb dished heads, to the bottom of which is

attached a steel tube and counterweight. The draft of
the buoy will be twelve feet, and it will be moored on its

station by a heavy chain and a concrete sinker.

The source of light will be a small acetylene flame ot
about forty candlepower. but when projected through the
lens the rays produce a light of 450 candle power. The
acetylene gas for each buoy is stored, under 150 pounds
pressure, in four tanks technically known as accumu-
lators, each accumulator being inserted in a pocket in the
body of the buoy, from which it may be withdrawn when
empty and replaced by a fully charged accumulator with-
out taking the buoy out of the water. The gas of the four
accumulators is led through piping to a manifold, thence
up one leg of the steel superstructure to a governor in

the base of the lantern. This governor reduces the high
pressure to a uniformly low pressure, which is required
;il the burner.

Each accumulator is a steel cylinder nine inches in

diameter and sixty-nine inches long, tested to seventy-
five atmospheres and completely tilled with a porous mass
possessing a porosity of 80 per cent. Half of the porous
space is occupied by acetone, which is a peculiarly ex-
cellent solvent for acetylene, which dissolves in it as free-
ly as sugar does in water, and the solubility increases
with the pressure applied.

Acetone dissolves twenty-five times iis own bulk of the
gas at ordinary temperature and pressure, and for each
addition! atmosphere of pressure to which it is subjected
a similar quantity will be dissolved. Compressing acety-
lene to more than two atmospheres at a temperature of
71 degrees Fahrenheit makes It liable to explosion; but
when i In- gas is forced into acetone a mixture Ib secured
which is free from danger of explosion, and, therefore,
available for safe transportation and handling.

All (he gas buoys will have flashing and occulting lights.

To obtain the flashes and occultatlons, the gas Issuing from
the governor at the base of the lantern passes Into a small
device known as the flasher through a valve which re-
mains open during the whole dark Interval. When a cer-
tain predetermined quantity of gas lias passed Into the
flasher, so that a flexible leather diaphragm Is at the
top of its stroke, the Inlet valve closes, and simultaneously
the outlet valve of the main burner opens, allowing the
accumulated gas to pass to the main burner, where it Is

ignited by a constantly burning pilot flame The gas
outlet remains open until the total quantity of gas has
been consumed in the main burner, whereupon the outlet
closes and the inlet opens, remaining open until a similar
quantity of gas accumulates in the flasher, when the cycle
of operations is again repeated.

The gas supply in each of the buoys will last three
to seven months, depending upon the characteristic of
the light, and will burn continuously day and night dur-
ing that time. The acetylene gas will be made at the
oxyacetylene gas house at the Balboa shops, where it

will be compressed and forced into the portable accumu-
lators.—Isthmian Canal Commission.

FREDDY GREER'S BANQUET.

Freddy Greer, fired from the county civil service board,

now out of a job, arranged a banquet at the La Salle hotel

last week.

He expected twenty-five professional "bugs" on civil

service to attend. Edward T. Griefenhagen was the only
one to show up. He had a speech prepared to deliver. Five
waiters and a hat checker watched Greer and Grief depart.
Not even a nickel for the hat checker.
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HOW HAYDEN CAME TO BE APPOINTED.

The appointment of Hayden for District Attorney has
filled the California Democrats with astonishment.

Hayden. never, as far as anybody is informed, tried a

civil or a criminal case.

Since he reached San Francisco some ten years ago he
has been an applicant lor any office in sight.

The regular organization found him a small deputyship
in Pen y Long's combination in the City Attorney's office.

This, he afterwards lest by reason of some political row
with the regular forces.

Dr. E. R. Taylor, then Mayor, being angry at the regular
Democratic organization, which refused to take his orders,

appointed Hayden, believing that he was achieving an
affront.

After Hayden was dislodged from this job by a change
of administration, he made his peace with the regulars
and last year ran for Congress as against Steve Costello
in the Filth District. He was overwhelmingly beaten, as
neither the regular Democrats nor those opposed to the

regulars voted for him.

When Wilson was elected In- laid plans h.i the Gov-
ernorship of Alaska, but nobody paid any attention to him.

read) to accepi a deputyship or any other political

employment.

By a streak of luck he landed in Washington at the
time of the McNab episode, when demoralization was com-
plete.

President David stair Jordan of Stanford, from which
Hayden graduated, marched to the President and

begged Hayden's appointment.

Rudolph Spreckels, in Germany, cabled to Wilson what
amounted to a demand that Hayden get the job. This
resulted in this almost absurd selection

The acknowledgment of Hayden's lack of qualifications
is immediately recognized by the administration in the
appointment of Matt Sullivan to try the cases, which
makes the situation utterly ridiculous.

Showers of telegrams are reaching Washington from
leading Democrats and members of the bar, protesting
against what is claimed to be almost a farce. It is not
likely that any change will be made. If the appointment
stands, however, it is not going to add to the popularity
of Wilson or Rudolph Spreckels in this environment, and
will be abundantly criticised as an abuse of public service.

THE POPULATION BUGABOO.

The Los Angeles City Directory, just out, has given
timid San Franciscans another fright. The Angelanons
are never modest, and their lack of modesty is conspicu-
ously displayed in this directory. It contains over 214,000
names, and the rapid-fire mathematicians of the Angel
City have figured out a population for Los Angeles of
484.000 from the directory, which probably includes the
hotel registers during the past twelve months.

Rut directoiies do not make people any more than they
make business, and I can't see for the life of me why
San Francisco people should care a button about how
mmv people live or stop over night in Los Angeles. No
Bomber of people that can be gathered together in Los
Angeles can ever take from this city its pre-eminence
as a commercial and shipping center, and San Francisco
has grown like a weed since the census was taken in 1910.
Ft cm till reliable evidences the population of San Fran-
cisco is tcday considerably larger than it was before the
fire in 1906. It had 416,000 population in 1910, and must
be considerably in excess of one-half million now.

Bank clearings and trade statistics tell a truer story
of commercial growth and prosperity than city directories
and hotel registers. San Francisco has no one-lung tourist
business, and doesn't hanker alter any, so why should
San Francisco worry about the claims of Los Angeles,
whether ill or well-founded? A city is not made up
meiely of inhabitants.

Still some of our people can't get over the idea that
San Francisco will be ruined if Los Angeles ever outstrips
her in population. It is a serious notion, derived from the
village standard of civic greatness. The population within
the incorporated limits of San Francisco is no measure
of the importance of this city. To judge the relative im-
portance of Los Angeles and San Francisco, one must
count in as a part of the people of San Francisco the
inhabitants of every city around San Fraocisco Bay.
When that is done, the claims of Los Angeles will look
like thirty cents THE KNAVE.

_^wp Jfy/wr^H The Continental Hotel

San Francisco

Mr. Carr was a newcomer at the boarding-house. One
night lie rang the door bell. After a long wait a head ap-

tred at the window and a voice asked: "Who's there?"
"Mister Carr," was the reply.

"Well," replied the voice at the window as he banged
it shut, "what do you suppose we care if you missed a
rat.' Why don't you walk and not wake up people about
it?"—Exchange.

Ci)e

art jfloral Co.
p. VINCENT MATRAIA,

Manager

255 POWELL STREET
Telephone Number : : Kearny 3524
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KNOW!

If I were selling nails or glass, or pills or shoes or

garden sass, or honey from the bee—whatever line of goods
were mine' I'd study up the special line and know its

history.

If I a stock of rags should keep, I'd read up sundry

books on sheep and wool and how it grows. Beneath my
old, bald, freckled roof, I'd store some facts on warp and
woof and other things like those. I'd try to know a spin-

ning-jack from patent churn or wagon-rack, a loom from
hog-tight fence; and if a man came in to buy, and asked
some leading question, I could answer with some sense.

If I were selling books, I'd know a Shakespeare from an

Edgar Poe, a Carlyle from a Pope, and I would know
Fitzgerald's rhymes from Laura Libbey's brand of crimes,

or Lillian Russell's dope.

If I were selling shoes, I'd seize the fact that on goose-

berry-trees, good leather doesn't grow; that shoepegs do
not grow like oats, that cowhide doesn't come from goats

—such things I'd surely know.

And if I were a grocer man, I'd open now and then a
can, to see what stuff it held; twere better than to writhe

in woe and make reply, "I didn't know," when some mad
patron yelled.

I hate to hear a merchant say: "I think that this is

splendid hay; I guess it's first-class tea." He ought to

know how good things are, if he would sell his silk or
tar or other goods to me. Oh, knowledge is the stuff that

wins; the man without it soon begins to get his trade in

kinks. No matter where a fellow goes, he's valued for

the things he knows, not for the things he thinks.

—Walt Mason, in "System."

Politicians who have interests aside from the interest

of the people, are—that is, most of them are, taken as a
mass—at least one long step removed from honest men.
I say this with the greater freedom because, being a poli-

tician myself, none can regard it as personal.—Lincoln.

ROBERT C. MITCHELL d™p*<*

PUT YOUR LIFE insurance
In BOB MITCHELLS HANDS

Ask him for the real dope on LIFE INSURANCE

Phone Kearny 526 NEW YORK LIFE

M:i'<>r Fitzgerald of Boston, on account of the 100 per
cent increase in the price of gasoline, plans to supply auto-

mobiles of Boston with motnr oil at wholesale rates.

"Greed," said Mayor Fitzgerald the other day, "greed is

the sole reason for the rise in gasoline. That is admitted
frankly. Well, such incredible greed as that reminds me
of Sanders MacHoot of Peebles.

" 'Sanders, have another drink,' a man said, entering a
liar where MacHoot was just tossing off a glass of whisky.

" 'Na. na,' answered Sanders MacHoot, 'I winna hae an-
ither; but ye can pay for this if ye like.'"—Washington
Star.

WHEN CARUSO FAINTED DEAD AWAY.

Caruso continues to be far and away the most popular
of the operatic singers, so far as London is concerned,
and he is the bright particular star that is making the
present Covent Garden operatic season a sensational suc-

cess. So tumultuous was the reception accorded him in

Pagliacci that he was overcome after responding to four
encores. The audience couldn't understand why Caruso
should come before the footlights only four times. There
was one man on the stage who realized what was about
to happen— Scotti, the ever-faithful pal and companion of

Caruso. Scotti motioned to have the curtain lowered. As
it dropped Scotti jumped forward in time to catch Caruso
in his arms. The great tenor had fallen into a dead faint.

With Scotti on one side and another giant on the other
they carried Caruso to his dressing room, where the

bravos of the audience followed him, but he was deaf
to them. For several minutes he lay on a lounge with his

eyes closed and breathing heavily. A physician had been
summoned, but Scotti, who probably understands his

friend better than any one else, waved him away. Finally

Caruso awoke, rubbed his eyes and gazed around the room,
slowly sat up, took a drink of water and then asked for a
cigarette. "He is all right again now," said Scotti. "Just
listen to him in the next act." And Scotti was right, for

Caruso sang as he never sang before, with such fire and
enthusiasm that Londoners were astonished.—Wasp.
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THE GAME ONES.

Here's to the game ones. I would render them in pass-

ing just a word of appreciation, the while forgetting that

in the world there he any who are not always game.

The game ones! Should you ask them they will tell

you that the only paths they ever trod were the prim-

rose paths of dalliance; that the only days they ever

saw were cloudless and of blue skies; that their nights

were not for sleep, but for the admiration of the soft,

soft moon and the love-engendering stars.

The game ones have never a tale to tell except it be of

the joys they have known, the friends they love, and the

kindness that has been extended to them.

They dwell not upon the future except in the bounding

belief that it will briny full fruition of all their hopes.

In the days that are passing, the game ones may be

carrying heavy hearts because they live in a world where-

in are many tragedies, but ever, even wheu their hearts

be heaviest, they have time to give heed to the sorrows

that seem heavier than theirs, and all sorrows, when told

them, seem heavier—because they are game.

They do much work in the world, and carry many bur-

dens, but they carry them—ah. so lightly that he em >

tbem their weight. When the plans of the game ones

miscarry, you shall never hear them say that this one

dens, but they carry them—ah. so lightly that we envy

ml8Cary, you shall never hear them say that this one or

that had aught to do with the result. They merely laugh

lightly in their own disparagement, but always they try

again, and dream not but that finally they shall win.

If they known of you that which you would not have

the world know, fear not, they will never tell. Their

creed is the simple one of love and faith and hope, but

it carries them far. and finally the high rewards of the

world are laid at the feet of those who are game.

They regret that here and there may be found one who
is not game.
They rej Ice that every morn extends to them the opu

lent band of generous opportunity, whose eyes look ever

Into tin- future, but may never peer backward into the

past. They have lull faith in the value of life, in the law

of compensation, in the power of love, and the eternal

utence of 1:

They are incredulous of evil and deny despair. They
rejuvenate Hit- world, give its color to the rainbow and

its fragrance to the rose. They only are real in a world

which is the reflex of their minds, and which his no ex-

istence except as it is mirrored from their generous-

minded conception. They are the real ones, these £

ones, and their histories are to be found in the records

that we have of high accomplishment. Music, art, litera-

ture and wisdom are of their domain. Seek to join their

stately company, for. soon or late, you must become of

them or render homage. Here's to the game ones, the

eventual winners in the pace of life.

—Arthur Amundsen.

GEO BOGAN GUS WHITE

AMERICAN TAXICAB COMPANY
POPE-HARTFORD

TAXICABS AND TOURING CARS
AT ALL HOURS

Limousine Machines for Balls and Weddings

stand: FERRY BUILDING

A great ship asks deep waters.—Herbert.

The idle descendant of a Crusader is a sucking pig.

The Yankee heiress is a peacock. Why should they wed?

God only knows. The mating of such can do no good,

since it is almost opposed by nature. It is his lust for

money and her desire for a title. Heaven defend us.

—

Henri Rochefort.

Proclaim not all thou knowest. all thou owest, all thou

hast, nor all thou canst.—Benjamin Franklin.

Honesty, disinterestedness and good-nature are indis-

pensable to procure the esteem and confidence of those
v ith whom we live, and on whose esteem our happiness
depends. Never suffer a thought to be harbored in your
mind which you would not avow openly. When tempted
to do anything in secret, ask yourself if you would do
it in public; if you would not, be sure it is wrong. In

little disputes with your companions, give way rather
than insist on trifles, for the love and the approbation
of others will be worth more to you than the trifle In

dispute. Above all things, and at all times, practice
yourself in good humor; this, of all human qualities, is

the most amiable and endearing to society. Whenever
you feel a warmth of temper arising, check it at once and
suppress it, recollecting it would make you unhappy
\ithin yourself and disliked by others. Nothing gives
one person so great an advantage over another under all

circumstances. Think of these things, practice them, and
you will tie rewarded by the love and confidence of the
w. ii Id.—Jefferson.

Oat Phones Until Midnight

Sutter 3674, C 6682

Phones After Micnight

Sutler 4462, C 331

1

GOATES ORIGINAL

PLYMOUTH
DRY GIN

THE GIN OF THE CRITICAL
CONSUMER

THE FINEST GIN IMPORTED

ALEX. D. SHAW & CO.
EDWIN C. HAMMER, MGR.

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS
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JOHN L. HERGET
PROPRIETOR OF THE GRAND VIEW HOTEL

AND EDELWEISS CAFE

PASTOR PROMOTER.

Rev. M. P. Heffernan, pastor of the Catholic church at

Sayville, L. I., enjoys the distinction of being the first

clergyman to apply to the State athletic commission for

a boxing permit under the new boxing law.

WORLD'S LARGEST LINER.

Imperator's Unexpected Powers of Speed Surprise to Ship-

ping World.

There was something of a surprise in the news that the

Imperator on her maiden voyage from Hamburg to New
York had broken the world's record for speed by steam-

ing 707 knots on the third day's run. The best performance
prior to this was put up by the Cunarder Mauretania in

January, 1911, when her log showed 676 knots. In beating

this the Imperator established an average for the twenty-
four hours of twenty-nine and one-half knots, or exactly

seven knots more than were claimed for her by the de-

signers.

In all the stories furnished the press by her owners

twenty-two and one-half knots were announced as the

speed desired and intended. Eloquent as to the facts that

she would be the most colossal piece of mechanism ever

constructed hy the hand of man; that she would eclipse

the Olympic, sister ship of the ill-fated Titanic, by 5000

registered tons; that she would have an invulnerable

"skin" or outer frame four feet apart from her inner hull,

and many other respects in which she was to be the para-

gon of liners, there was yet no mention of the Imperator's

surpassing speed.

As it is not reasonable to assume that the constructors

and engineers could have been ignorant of her racing

powers, the result may he construed as an evidence of

astuteness on the part of German shipbuilders. By con-

centrating attention upon the vessel's strength, safety and

mammoth proportions they were preparing for a spectacu-

lar surprise in her steaming powers.

It is a marvelous performance and a striking tribute

to the genius of German engineering, and sets one won-

dering whether a recent prophecy as to ships of a thous-

and feet and longer, with proportionate carrying capacity,

is about to be fulfilled. The Imperator is 900 feet long,

96 feet wide and has a displacement of 65.000 tons. It

remains to be seen if. on attaining that length and dis-

placement, there arises any serious problem as to increased

cost of propulsion or additional difficulty of control.

So far it is claimed that increased size makes for In-

creased safety and decreased cost of working, and if these

qualities can be carried to and beyond a thousand feet

in length, we may he on the eve of a revolution in trans-

portation almost as great as that which began with the use

of steam in ships.

The world moves, and if ships keep on getting bigger,

one-half of the world may soon be able to move in one

in them. As it is. a liner like the Imperator is a small

world In itself.—San Francisco Chronicle.

The chief reason that everybody is not successful is

the fact that they have not enough persistency. Do one
thing well, throwing all your energies into it. The suc-

cessful man, unlike the poet, is made, not born.—John
Wanamaker.

Miles fires.
Manufacturers and Dealers in Moving Picture Film!, Slide

Complete Outfits, and Everything Pretaining

to the Business.

1145-47 MISSION STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

I
Market 195

Phones
( Home J 1252

41 1 WEST EIGHTH STREET
LOS ANGELES. CAL.

„, ( Main 4455
PhtmK

1 Home A 2024
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The house of Moet & Chandon, Epernay, France, the old-

est and largest producers of Champagne in the world, take

great pride and pleasure in announcing to the American
public that their celebrated Moet 4 Chandon White Seal

Very Dry and Moet &. Chandon Imperial Crown Brut Cuvee
A. A., now being shipped to the American market is un-

questionably the highest grade of Champagne before the

public today.

Since the establishment of this famous house in 1743

Moet & Chandon Champagnes have continued to enjoy a

world renowned popularity, the consumption of this brand

far exceeding that of any other Champagne. In the 1" nit >-<!

States particularly Moet & Chandon White Seal Very Dry

and Moet & Chandon Imperial Crown Brut Cuvee A. A.

have always been the choice of the Connoisseur and the

Bon-Vivant. these famous brands also being served exclu-

sively at nearly all Banquets. Weddings. Social Affairs,

Gala Events, etc . etc., throughout the country.

U you are a lover of a fine dry, delicate and delicious

glass of Champagne, Moet & Chandon White Seal Very

Dry or Moet & Chandon Imperial Crown Brut Cuvee A. A.

are commended to you for your approval at all times.

Visit JOHN L. HERGETS

Grand IJieW Hotel and Edelweiss Cafe

Family Tfestaurant, German Ttpom

{Blue Tapestry Tipom and T^pof Garden

2228-2232 Union Street, at Fillmore

Entertainment by Famous Operatic Stars and Orchestra

San Francisco
t-o

Los Angeles

in 1 8 Hours

And at the same time enjoying freedom from
smoke, dirt and noise on the

Yale and Harvard
"America's Fastest Ships"

These ocean greyhounds have every wanted
comfort and convenience. They are patronized

by those who demand the best in ocean travel.

For tickets, folders, etc.

apply

Pacific Navigation Co-

680 Market St. Phone Sutter 310

86 Market St. Phone Kearny 142

1130 Broadway. Oakland

Berkeley Office 2011 Shatluck Ave

44Wear a BENJAMIN 59

Semi-Annual Clearance Sale
of

BENJAMIN CLOTHES
jk jt j*

An event of vital interest to the man looking for

economy combined with snap, style and quality.

> j* ..*

MARKET STREET BERGERS EAST OF POWELL
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Daily Trains
to Los Angeles
SHORE LINE LIMITED

Lv. San Francisco Town^Ud - - - 8 A. M.

Ar. Los Angeles - 9:50 P. M.
Down Coast Line by Daylight

Observation Car, Parlor Car and Dining Car

THE OWL
Lv. San Francisco station - 6:20 P. M
Ar. Los Angeles 8:35 A. M

Buffet-Library Car, Standard Pullman,

Observation Car and Dining Car.

THE LARK
Lv. San Francisco Town^nd ... 8:00 P. M.

Ar. Los Angeles - - - 9:45 A. M.
Standard Pullman, Observation Car

and Dining Car.

COASTER
Lv. San Francisco Town_4"d - 7:00 A. M.

Ar. Los Angeles ... - 10:30 PM.
Chair Cars, Smoking Car and Dining Car.

All tickets are honored on this train.

Also Four Jlddilional Trains leaving San Francisco

c
Dail\) with Standard 'Pullman and ^Dining Cars:

Valley Express, IS. - - •
1 0:40 AM,

Sunset Express, TownJnd ... 4:00 P. M.

San Joaquin Valley Flyer sSn - - 4:40 P. M.

Los Angeles and San Francisco

Passenger, TWn^nd - - - 1 0:00 P. M.

Southern Pacific
SAN FRANCISCO: Flood Building. Palace Hotel. Ferry Station. Phone Kearny 3160

Third and Townsend Streets Station. Phone Kearny 180.

OAKLAND: Thirteenth Street and Broadway. Phone Oakland 162.

Sixteenth Street Station. Phone lakeside 1420.

101
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ARTHUR G. FISK.

Arthur W. Fisk took office as |>ostmaster of San Francisco December 31st, 1903, having been appointed by Presi-

dent Roosevelt some time prior to that date. He was re-appointed by Roosevelt four years later, and at the ex-

piration of his second term last year was continued in the position for four more years through the courtesy of Presi-

dent Taft. Mr. Fisk is thus in his eleventh continuous year of service, which is a greater length of time than any
other person has held that office.

Arthur graduated from Harvard University some twenty years back and entered upon the practice of law, asso-

ciating himself with Morris M. Estee. In 1901 the people of the old Thirty-seventh Assembly District beckoned
to him and he was elected by a nearly unanimous vote to represent that district in the Legislature. Two years later

he was re-elected and was made Speaker of the Assembly of 1903. In the long list of able speakers in the Califor-

nia legislature, none filled the office with such fairness and ability as Mr. Fisk.

Arthur suffered but one defeat in his political career, being beaten for District Attorney by Louis Byington

by a scant few hundred votes when more than 60,000 votes were polled and against a strong Democratic wave. He
declined to be a candidate for Governor in 1906 and refused to have his name submitted for Mayor to the Municipal

Conference in 1911.

The present Postmaster-General requested Mr. Fisk's resignation scon after President Wilson took office, which

he resolutetly refused to tender on the ground that he had been appointed for a term of four years and the appoint-

ment had still more than three years to run. This was to make room for a "good" Democrat and is a commentary

on the spoils system in public office when a competent official is sought to be removed from an office he has

capably filled to give a job to some one who has "done politics of the right kind."
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REILLY BROS, and GENE RATTO
Phone SUTTER 3685

CARRIES

WHITE ROCK
ELBART GIN

WILSON WHISKEY

175 O'FARRELL ST.

H. F. SANDERS A. J. SCHULER

DEL MONTE AUTO RENTAL CO.

SUTTER 215 HOME C-6666

TOURING CARS AND TAXICABS
OFFICE. 105 PCttELL STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

C. W. Sha<w R. H. Fischbeck

jftscpecfe's
San Francisco

Phone Sutter 3629 844 Market Street

ST. FRANCIS IMPORTATION CO.
350 Geary Street

WINES AND LIQUORS AT RETAIL
FINEST GOODS - LOWEST PRICES

PROMPT DELIVERIES

Remember that

Cresta Blanca Wines
Are the STANDARD WINES of California

Try a Bottle of CRESTA BLANCA SPARKLING
Equal to the Imported

STOP your Auto at the

HOPKINS
Formerly Bohemian Villa

MEALS SERVED AT ALL HOURS
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS

Entertainment during Afternoon and Night

The Pacific Ocean U My Bath Tub. 1938 Ocean Boulevard

1

3

4

WiLFIRD J. GIRARD
Preident

STANLEY J. GIRARD
Secretary «nd Manager

GIRARD'S
GRILL

AND

Oyster Parlor
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PERCY DANA

Official Photographer of

the Indoor Yacht Club.

FOTOS
344 Kearny St., S. F.

Come !n, the Water's Fine. Phone Sunset 960

San Francisco
t,o

Los Angeles

in 1 8 Hours

And at the same time enjoying freedom from

smoke, dirt and noise on the

Yale and Harvard
"America's Fastest Ships"

These ocean greyhounds have every wanted

comfort and convenience. They are patronized

by those who demand the best in ocean travel.

For ticket"!, (olders, elc.

apply

Pacific Navigation Co.

680 Markel Si. Phone Sutter 310

86 Markel St. Phone Kearny 142

1130 Brojdway. Oakland

Berkeley Offic; 2011 c hattuckAve



San Francisco
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Financial

the Center

9he Main Meet Wealth in California.

The gain in savings bank deposits in

California since June, 1912. reached

*30,000,000

The Slit Skirt Influence on the Seals.
By Knoti A. Fhann.

Not bi ing a fan, the writer confi |y that he is

tackling tliis jib of discussing the baseball situation in
about as happy a frame of mind as though lie were paying
the gas hill. .Not being a fan, he hasn i ipathy

or with the genus that wild ass of the grand-
i quirk hack his ears and emit mi

i leu than his brother of the Neva
That I am not a fan does not necessarily imply thai I

don't know a ba rom a bass note. Unfortunat
I am unable to i nthus over the sight ol a la »e nut
of able-bodied young teen who seem miscast o

ing van. raj .ball
ind a meadow lot with a big stick, while some few-

thousand maniacs si air with unearthly noises
n to call for regulation by the Anti-Noise Cru-

saders. To my way of thinking, the only man who has
isht to sit up 1 ti. 1- bark out loud al a is the
w « ho sticks the two-1 t pieci ...

: tank to his
own credit.

Yet it l! Ban Johnson. Got ernoi Jol
al other Johnsons and a certain distinguished a

ber of the Wilson family, have said it. When I see 2

persons attending the two Sunday games here, thereby
proving that the opinion of the Johnsons. Wilsons. .

is generally prevalent, only the circumstan
in being a hopeless minority prevents mj climbing right
upon the hack seat of the bandwagon and making a lol

all music myself.
ma a fan, I can be a fair and inij

crit! o difference to me whether San Fran-
cisco wins or loses, or whether Jimmy Johnston Btei

id with the bases full, or whether Jerry Downs turns
down an offer to sell his skull to a billiard ball factoi
1 can Lai and watch the games with a mind absolutely un-

idiced, and keep ; till the ton bell
of doom for something to happen that will justify my at-
tendant .

do not think that 1 am a knocker of the stand old
national pastime. Not at all. It has man> things in its

favor. For instance, it keeps several nice young men oon-

rs from idling around the Y. M.
C A. and -Meet Countr] Club. Also It provides
them with ai to tid thereby figures as

ket, And lor another thing, it. Is boost
[or our climate.

I'll confess that I should shell'.
I

1 1 ion provid-
ing lor the suppressi n ol Doc Frost, and to being of the
opinion that gray matter hasn't been equitablj di

gh our little old I ';n iri. Coast League. I might re-

i lopes who si., old never
risk taking a piti I i

.1 ball on tin- hip purl,, t Thej an- apt
to suffei

11 has i

- s uses. I' brings . ul the t)

Once it was said that more pretty women could he seen
on Saturday afternt on in Market street than anywhere
else in the world. That n ..Id. old days of our

' rails invitingly
hut i. .air main thoroughfare, setting us
agasp and inspiring to write sonnets and
I. undelets and foolish.

es in the i ;.n game, scatters over the
d, and howls and hoots an.! yowls and roots like old

: femininity is ba d, Put whether
madness for the r the players is not for us

;n it is ih it la-it I. well never had
our own Honns McArdle as a matinee idol, and

-i- ones an- daffy over Jack Killilay

fell for .lames K. Hat I

What has all this to do with has. Pall' A heap. Isn't

any institut re the eyes worthy
of commendation? Art is beauty, hence baseball should
be looked upon as a friend of ail. Croat is baseball, great

the clubs of the Pacific Coast League, and greatest
of tlose is the San Francisco Club, and I den't care if they
are so far in the cellar that they owe a few games to the
board.
Having kept a percentage table of drawing power for

I would
i

'

!uhs in this fashion:
100; Wolves, .".mi; Angels, 450; Beavers

Perhaps that table needs explaining. It is constructed
is ol attracts eness. The a Mr.

Fan unes out and roots for the home team when it is up
in the first division and he think's there is a chance to win
the pennant; but. oh' how he will toast them on the

tempt when .. the bottom!
ith Miss 1 Or shi Lss Fannie?

I', rh ip lie-
i

I'uimy
nston or • Cack" Henli Hundorff lo

before her mind's eye as symbolical of the whole club, but
who :u lies at the P.. ii

i her
liyalty? S tier sympathies on the one color, and

e she sticks through thfi k and thin-thick heads and
thin averages. And the thicker the heads and the thin-
ner the averages, the stouter does her loyalty become.
she is perhaps stirred to pity, and pity is akin to love.

believe me. Percival, yours truly would gladly be a
vlpi' hi. with his shoulders bending under the
awful weight of ivory, just to he loved for a season or
two I.; a Hock at Recreation Park

Recently il bas been announced that Manager Mitze of

and is about tu make further inroads upon the Three-
League tor pi .. lit. Why go East to get

Three-Eye Leaguers? The grandstand of a Saturday and
Sunday is full of them. They keep one eye on the batter,

ii ih.- field, and one eye on the baby dolls.

This is no digression from the subject of baseball. The
suggestion w is made thai the baseball situation should

tiscussed, and the writer has merely discussed its most
tling phase. It might even be discussed in the par-

• of the pitchers, with particular reference to curves,
ones, etc

it seem that some search should be
made for a favorable point of view from which to survey
the Seals? Suspicion exists that they cannot play base-

ball. Further suspicion exists that, were a bare half-dozen
i

; them in be eliminated, the brains of the remainder
might be turned into dynamite and exploded without doing

any skull in which they might be encased. But,

oh' how they can draw out the ladies! Queens, every one
oi thi 'i leaning the ladies, and not the Seals. They're
a fine little hall team, and personally I'm for 'em—mean-
ing the Seals.

Gladly would I interest myself in baseball proper were
it not for the supreme attraction of its most adorable by-

product. Gladly would I take up seriously the study of

lull's problems, thereby relieving Del Howard of much
ponsibility, as is the wont of that species of fan com-

litonl; I as Nuts' I would suggest the hiring of

pitchers v. lui .mi pitch, Patters who can bat, fielders who
runners who have had police department

ise stealing, and run-getters who can "get."

Sin I to me, is the Pest recipe for baseball suc-
',

, i ile s.als should not be counted a failure. We'll

it lo the girls— no. better yet, let us leave it to the

Satin i on grandstand.

stion: Are the Seals a failure?"

a roar, a thunderous, masculine roar that

iwl: "Yea, ho' Punk' II heads
'

Hush-

Bring on the tin can' Good-night!"
Ami i, 11. iv ing ,t tin- negative vote, shrill, piercing, es-

sentially feminine, and so unanimous and overpowering

that the very echoes of the male roar sink away in shame:
Indeed not' Of course, they don't win very often, hut

just the loveliest things to look at?"
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SURPRISE FOR THE TARS.

Watch out, shipmates! A committee of tars recently

went to the southern part of the State on an indoor

scout.

The committee consisted of H. Keegan Monahan. Julius

Rosenfeld, W. Kidd Nelson, J. W. Coffroth, T. S. Mulvey,

and Harry I. Stafford.

They are full of enthusiasm and secrecy. They hint

that we may throw oranges this winter intead of snow-

balls. Who knows? That boniface and good fellow.

-Baron Long, had them in charge and they all say that the

Baron is the Southland's greatest asset. Los Angeles

met the Committee in a near-San Francisco spirit and

surprised even our own dear Keegan. It seems that the

Baron's cheerful manner has done the south a world of

good and if the good work keeps up they will claim they

named Long Beach after the Baron.

Let us spend the effort on the Portola instead of the

bonds.

With the naming of the new Judges comes the going

of some of the extra session jurists. Among these is

Shipmate Judge Sargent. The Judge will be with us in

spirit. He has caught San Francisco, and San Francisco

has caught him.

We will miss him as a Judge, but have him as a ship-

mate.

Shipmate Charley Fickert works under difficulties.

Every time he prosecutes anyone but an American he
has trouble. Cunha pulls for the Portuguese. Brennan
and Roche and Nagle yell for the Irish. Ferrari plead3

for his scavengers. Caubu joins forces with the French.

Becsey assists the Germans. Oppenheim comes to the

rescue of the recreant pawnbrokers, and McKenzie al-

ways goes to the front for the Scotch.

Considering the angles, Fickert does well.

I saw Shipmate Jim Woods in his grill the other even-

ing. He had just returned from a Portola boosting trip

and looked the picture of health and comfort. Jim. we
hated to see you leave the Police Commission, but you
were right. If you were there to-day you would be abused
for courage and broad-mindedness.

If Roche could follow his wishes, he would resign. But
he wants to remain loyal to the Administration and stay

with the wreck.
It takes a big man to stand up when the press sneers

and the mob howls. Little fellows like Kuhl join in the

chorus.

WET FACTS AND DRY FACTS.

It is generally thought that Germany drinks more beer
than any other nation in the world. This is a mistake.

Germany comes second. The United States consumes
more beer than Germany. Russia leads the world in its

use of distilled liquors, and the United States comes sec-

ond, with its consumption of 133,000,000 gallons. Although
the United States is first as a beer-drinking nation and
second as a consumer of distilled spirits among the na-
tions of the world, the liquor dealers of America are hav-
ing a desperate fight for the life of their traffic.

The saloon has been expelled from one-half of the popu-
lation and from two-thirds of the geographical area of the
country. In 1869 there were 3.500,000 people living in

territory where the drink traffic had been outlawed; in

1900 the number had increased to 18,000,000; in 1909, or
only eight years after, the number had doubled to 36,000,-

000, and today there are 46,029,750 persons, or a fraction
over one-half of the country, living in no-license territory.

In the last five years the no-license population has in-

creased a little over 10,000,000, which is more than 10 per
cent of the total population of the nation and 30 per cent
increase in the number living in "dry" districts. Since
1868 the population of the country has doubled, while the
number of inhabitants of "dry" territory has increased
over thirteenfold.—American Review of Reviews for July.

INSPIRATION.

(A Clever Conceit From the Land oi the Chemically Pun i

PRESS the button and soar on high,
A little corn and a little rye.
Sip the nectar and climb some trees

—

Drink—and call it Los Anghy-lees!

CLUB- the waiter and name your soup;
Drink a dozen, then loop the loop.
"What do we care for the ffuy who pays?
Drink and call it Los Angha-lays!

OF all sad speeches that twist the tongue.
The saddest are always the first ones sprung.
But drink, you lubber, and start a Cuss,
Drink—and call it Los An-ge-lus!

LOS ANGELES—Oh. keep the change;
Brand whatever comes on your range.
Call us whatever you think you think.
But always call us to have a drink!

A MAIN SHEET L'ENVOI.

But my. oh, my, how you kid yourselves,
You mental, moral, antiseptic elves;
You've abolished sin and all bacteria,
But God Save t*s from Cafeteria!

THE BONDS.

San Francisco is soon to be asked to vote on three
million five hundred thousand dollars' worth of bonds for

street railroads.

The Issue has been bandied about as II it were between
the United Railroads and the Administration. This is not
and should not be. The issue seems to us to be between
the tax-payers and just plain horse sense.

Plainly, the time is not ripe for voting the bonds and
they face almost certain defeat. The Geary-street road
has not as yet proven a success or a failure. It is far too

early to judge.
If it proves a success it will be the first municipal ven-

ture that has done so. We have bonds for the City and
County Hospital, but no hospital. Lots of jail bonds, but

no jail. Reservoir bonds, but nettling but Connick's
leaks. The high-pressure is not nearly completed under
the bond issue and still it leaks, thanks to the same Con-
nick, nearly 250,000 gallons a day. We have garbaga
bonds, but no crematory. We have Hetch Hetchv bonds,
but Lake Eleanor is still far away. Tbe Spring Valley

mess is about to enter the courts and we will never get
out of it at best, less than forty millions. The Civic

Center bonds are yet to be sold and it is yet to be fairly

started. The school bonds are unsalable and the con-

tractors have to take their pay in bonds. We fear the

Administration is getting banquets and bonds mixed.
Bonds are promissory notes and only a fool or a thief

signs beyond his means.
It < annot be urged that these bends are necessary for

the Fair, because the Fair directors have not endorsed
them, and even the skillful O'Shaughnessy's report is full

of glooms and almost a direct statement that they can-

not be completed in time to aid the Fair.

There is no immediate hurry for these bonds. They
can be voted any time in the future we desire. Let us

get something done first. Let us dispose of bond issues

over five years old which have thus far proved failures.

We don't want the taxes of San Francisco higher than

the Ferry Building tower.
Get in and vote a big sensible "NO" on August 26th.

Sunday, Sept. 14 th

i. v.

BARINUIVI <Sr BAILEY

BEACH DAY
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HOW I SAVED THE CANYON.

By Puss" Hall.

Don't misconstrue me. I didn't do it with an ax. Al-

though I did he;1 " that some sort of work was done with

this kind of implement. Only the boys who go over on
the six-forty-flve, the workingnten's boat, were equipped
with axes. I don't know just how it happened, but I

wasn't around when the picks and the axes were given

out. In cne way. I wish that I had been. This old ax
down on the ark is getting kind of dull.

Don't misconstrue me. I'm nut saying that axes and
picks are not good things to fight fires with. I guess they

have their value. The point I make is that the men who
go over on the "seven-forty-five" weren't called upon to

swing them. What they were expected to give was intelli-

gent direction. There you have the whole story. Intelli-

gent direction! It's the only thing that puts out forest

fires.

Don't misconstrue me. I didn't dash up to the ridge

when the fire started to come down. I saved my strength.

I knew it would be needed. Never start to fight a forest

fire until you know just what you are going to do. That's

1 1
1
> motto. It accounts for my success. I was determined

to have my plans all ready before I dashed into the fight.

All day Tuesday and all day Wednesday when the six

forty-five" boat crowd were up on the mountains destroy-

ing the beauty of the country with spades and shovels and

hoses, 1 was down in my study on the ark drawing plans

and specifications whereby my beloved town and canyon
might be saved. I was doing my best to conserve my

ngth. I knew how mj services would be needed. I

saw that the critical hour was yel to come.

Don't misconstrue me. I'm not criticising the fellows

i h pped up the end of the canyon. They were under

a great strain and didn't know what they were doing.

They didn't wait for intelligent direction. Perhaps they

didn't knew that I was in town. They didn't wait lor the

al hour. That's why their efforts didn't count. When
that critical moment came I was ready lor action. I did

the right thing at the right time. That's what won the

day You see it was on Wednesday evening and the fire

was coming right down the canyon. They had sent to the

City for engines. Now I knew the engines would turn the

trick. If they could only get up to the tire Yes. that was

the rub. The drivers might not know how to get up to

the flames. They didn't know the road. That's where
intelligent direction counted.

Don't misconstrue me. I didn't think it all out at once.

1 it I reasoned that it was my duty to stay right there at

ihe station and give intelligent direction. I gave it.

When the engines clanged into town I was right on the

Job. "This way. This way." I shouted at the top of my
voice, as I pointed out the road that led up to the canyon.
'! here wasn't a moment lost. The sturdy steeds turned

their heads towards the canyon. I had shown them the

right road. There was no chance of going astray then.

There was no confusion. The drivers knew just where
to go. After that my mind was relieved. A great burden

off my shoulders. I knew that the engines were on
tie way to the (lames, I knew that the fight had been
went Intelligent direction had done it all.

Don't misconstrue me. I didn't stop working ail

Mi,, engines up to the dames. After 1 had given my
Intel] ion I stood by and gave my attention b

those who needed aid. I saw my duty at once. Food
needed Puss." I said to myself, "the town needs

your skill Just put some of that experience you got as

chief of the commissary department under Eggers to

work and take earn of the task of lee, ling the hungry."

That's just what I did. I dwiches and iced tea.

Don't misconstrue me. I don't like to hear a man talk-

ing about himself. I'm not one of those fellows who rush

Into print But It's hard for a man of action to keep out.

Did ypu see that piece in The Bulletin? "Hilly" V
beimer's going to have it framed. It wasn't much. Why.
one of the ladies up in the canyon said that we deserved

a whole 1 redit than was given us. But I'm not

claiming any credit. I didn't do much. I only did my
duty. I hope 1 won't be misconstrued.

J. R JEWELL & CO.
GENERAL INSURANCE BROKERS

FIRE. OCCIDENT, LIFE. CPLATE GLASS

AUTOMOBILE. BONDS. LIABILITY. ETC.

Consistency is a "Jewell"

We are the "Jewells" of the Insurance Business

SHREVE BLDG.

210 POST ST., SAN FRANCISCO

PHONE PARK 1587

3foscpi) tflulbifotli

WESTERN DAIRY CO.

359-61 WALLER ST. SAN FRANCISCO

Visit these splendid

vaults and investigate

our methods of safe

gaurding [your prop-

erty. Once you learn

the value of having a

safe deposit box with

us you will never be

without this insurance

against worry.

BOXES RENT
From $4.00 la Year

and Upwards.

CROCKER
SAFE
DEPOSIT
VAULTS

Crocker Bldg.,

Post and Market Sts.

John F. Cunningham,
Mgr.

Phone Kearny 7

H( ICMC OF PROTECTION
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WHAT THEN?

We hear well-defined rumbles from certain quarters that

the opponents of the present administration will seek to

force a primary election for Mayor, eighteen Supervisors

and various other offices this September.

It is claimed, that charter amendment No. 7, which was
adopted at the last election, provides that the election

commission shall prepare and hold a primary election

every two years for the office of Mayor, eighteen Super-

visors and other offices.

Charter amendment No. 9, which was adopted at the

same election, provides for the Mayor and the highest nine

Supervisoi-s to hold office for four years.

These provisions are obviously in conflict, and the claim

is made that it is a nice question for the courts.

The people who take the view that the primary election

for a Mayor and eighteen Supervisors should be held this

September claim further support in another charter pro-

vision, which provides that where amendments are in con-

flict the amendment securing the highest vote shall prevail.

They also point out with some force that amendment
No. 7, which seems to provide for the two-year term
received four thousand more votes than No. 9, which pro-

vides for the four-year term.

The amendments were stupidly framed, and we may
have a long pull between lawyers, courts and politicians

If we have physical tests for firemen, why not mental
tests for commissioners?

The Kuhn project in the Sacramento Valley has failed.

There must have been a nigger in the woodpile.

Max the Nut says he will "frame' an ordinance against
gambling. Mayhap he will. He is clever at "framing."

A bevy of patriots were discussing the Yankee prowess
in sports the other evening, after the victory of Maurice
McLaughlin at tennis. It was suggested that the Yankees
could win everything from the English but cricket and
hockey. Michelle Levy entered a vigorous protest. He
claims "hockey" is strictly a Yiddish sport, and is played
in championship form on Third street. Michelle won.

The professor insists that unless President Wilson In-

terferes in Mexico soon that he will take one of Keegan's
silk shirts and conquer the country.

Willie Kidd Nelson is going so strong with his wine
venture that the French vineyard employees claim they
are overworked.

THE COMMITTEE OF ONE HUNDRED.

He who laughs first is sure of his laugh, but the old
adage that he who laughs last, laughs best, again demon-
strates its truth. How the wise ones laughed when the
Mayor sidestepped, deserted and forgot the Committee of
One Thousand last New Years.
But the Mayor came back! At least he kept one-tenth

of his promise when he appointed the Committee of One
Hundred. Perhaps the committee means no more than one
hundred votes for the bonds. However, it has succeeded
in getting some very obscure personages into print and
some cosmopolitan mugs in ink. After all, that is all a
committee is for.

It is announced that immediately after the defeat of the
bonds the committee will disband.

THE OLYMIC CLUB.
On Tuesday evening last the following gentlemen were

named as candidates for election to nominating Committee
The five receiving the greatest number of votes, to constitute

the committee that will suggest directors for the ensuing year:

J. C. Nealon, F. C. Roberts, M. A. Harris, John F. Farley,

Wm. A. Breen, James Foley, Phil Wand, Wm. R. Berry,

Kenneth Melrose, Harry Young, Dave Wolf, Stanley Fay,
Wm. McKevitt, J, R. Hanify, Al. Morrow. The election

takes place in the gymnasium Tuesday, August 12, at 8 p. m.

A TALE OF TWO CITIES.

San Diego does not love Los Angeles, and the Tribune
of the former city prints these sardonic remarks:

"For tearing through the water at the terrific rate of
five miles an hour, for a distance of three miles, the steam-
ship Hermcsa of San Pedro has cost its captain the sum
of $500 or an option of ISO days in jail. The steamship
company has appealed the case.
"The laws of San Pedro harbor are to the effect that

steamers must go slow. Four miles an hour is the limit.

If that speed is insufficient for maintaining headway, the
steamer ought to be fixed, say the Pedro pool commis-
sioners.

"Another case is pending there, that of Captain Jepson
of the steamer Harvard. Captain Jepson is accused of

speeding his 20-knotter at a six-knot clip. He says he
cant' go any slower and get action from his rudder. It is

expected his fine will be $500 also."

In a postcard circular issued by a San Diego real estate

firm showing a map of the coast line of California one
finds San Pedro harbor labeled "Butt in Bay," with the
warning to mariners, "Go outside to turn around," and a
tracing of the Owens River aqueduct runnnig down to the
water front "to keep the bay filled." Los Angeles is

shown on the map with a shoestring extending to San
Pedro marked "23 miles from the harborette."

HOW TO GO AROUND THE WORLD IN 36 DAYS.

Time.
I.v. New York, Friday 2:00 p. m.
l.v. Chicago, Saturday (1:30 p. m.
Lv. Vancouver. Wednesday 9:30 a. m.
l.v. Yokohama, Sunday 9:48 p. m.
l.v. Tsuruga, Monday 11:00 p. m.
Lv. Vladivostok, Wednesday ... 5:40 p, m.
Lv. Moscow. Friday 10:46 a. m.
Lv. Paris. Monday 10:58 a. m.
l.v. Cherbourg, Monday 6:00 p. in.

Ar. New York, Saturday G:00 p. m.

ays Hours.

1 4%
4 21V4
15 7%
16 9

IX 3%
26 20*
29 21
30 4

36 4

OPPORTUNITY.

Master of human destinies am I.

Fame, love and fortune en my footsteps wait,

Cities and fields I walk: 1 penetrate

Deserts and seas remote, and passing by
Hovel and mart and palace—soon or late

1 knock unbidden once at every gate!
If Bleeping, wake if [easting, rise before

I turn away. It is the hour of fate,

And they who follow me reach every state

Mortals desire, and conquer every "foe

Save death; but those who doubt or hesitate,

Condemned to failure, penury anil woe,
Seek me in vain and uselessly Implore
I answer not, and I return no more!

—John James Ingalls.

ASK FOR

A SERVICEABLE SHOE

A Californian Product

United Workingmen's
Boot and Shoe Co.

SAN FRANCISCO
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ELECTED TO MEMBERSHIP IN INDOOR YACHT CLUB.

San Francisco— Edward F. Perry. L. C. Bozarth. Cyril

API" 1. Walter N. Parrlsh, G. D. Phillips. H. T. .Morrison,

E. A. Gruby, Oscar A. Schlam, Win. Duff, Clifford A. Smith,
Russell P. Tyler. Eugene S. Rlordan, Cornelius W. Kelly,
Jack Davis, I. Goldman, .1. Frindberg.

X.-v. York Harry D. Casllman
Pleasanton—.1. Dunn.
Fresno—G. E Wentzel.
Oakland— M. E. Murray.

TIV1SMS.

APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP IN INDOOR YACHT
CLUB.

San Francisco—John Exnicios, Al McAllister, A C St in-

nard. II. W. Force, Rohm.! Becsi . Ed McKenzie, Kd Kelly,

William Regan. Charles McConanghy, H. F. Igoe, Joseph
Mulvihill. F. J. O'.Wil, Judge \ I Barnett, J. P. liolan.

Hugo A. Asher, Sid V. Cavill, C. J. Stafford. Al. F. Andrews.
George D. Mackay. J. P. Doran.

New York—James E. Sullivan.

Chicago— E.ldie Geiger.

Si. Louis—Chades L. Slone.

MAX THE NUT CRACKED.

The name McNutt has always afforded a smile around
the Hall of Justice. At last it has broken into a roar.

tfax was neatly floored by Attorney Hennessy in a re-

cent skirmish in one of the much agitated gambling cases.
McNutt with his usual professional cowardice was de-

nouncing the defendant in scathing terms. His language
soon became as low as his ability and his popularity.

When he became sufficiently vituperative he was inter-

rupted by Hennessy, who reminded McNutt and the jury
that McNutt would nit dare to use such language about
any man outside of a courtroom.

The Judge, the jury and even McNutt immediately rec-

ognized the truth. Max stalled and squirmed and finally

a blush permeated his thick hide. He stammered some
more and sat down. The jury retired and immediately
acquitted the defendant.

.Max gathered up his seldom-used lawbooks and went
back to Fickert's office without a break in his long list of

defeats.

EDDIE BURROWS MARRIED.

"New York. July 16, 1913.

"The Main Sheet. San FTancisco:

"Au revoir.

"EDDIE BURROWS."

That is quite an ambiguous telegram to receive, and the
editor was in doubt as to its meaning until the cards came
announcing the marriage on that date of Edvard Dudley
Burrows and Mary Anna Carr in the Little Church Around
the Corner in New York City. Then came another—get
this one:

'Until September 1st, Hotel du Nord, Interlaken, Swit-

zerland."

We are proud of yon, Eddie. Y'ou are one of the clever-

est newspapermen that ever left the shores of a place
famous for turning out the great ones.

God bless ycu and the lady, is the wish of your myriad
of friends in California.

THE PASSING SHOW.

In front seats were Mikulich and Arata. There was a
bad odor in the house.

"That smell must come from a broken sewer," remarked
Bill.

"No, it's the show," said Charley.

A saloonless United States by 1920 is the Christian En-
deavor program; but they must have forgotten a cipher.

The San Francisco Press Club has a regular chaplain.
He must be a Spiritualist.

Mr. Rockefeller's predisposition to arise at 4 o'clock in
the morning bears out the theory that if a man doesn't

to get up early he doesn't mind doing so.

rney for the Defendant: "Isn't your husband sub-
ject to insomnia?"

Prosecuting Wife: "Insomnia? Well. I guess not! That
man couldn't be kept awake if his pajamas were lined

iiti mustard plasters."

Health brings happiness to all save the doctor.
A woman in the kitchen is worth two in the polling

booth.

San Mateo ladies run behind automobiles to lose fat. A
quicker method would be to run in front of one.

No one who loves misunderstands.

Aim high and consider yourself capable of great things.

As we grow better we meet better people.

Be content .with your condition cr else improve it.

Better mend one fault in yourself than a hundred in

your neighbor.

Character is the result of two things: mental attitude
and the way we spend our time.

In men whom men pronounce as ill

I find much goodness still.

—Eddie Graney.

It is easier to lay out a scheme than to land the Angel.

—

Jack Suits.

It is more shameful to distrust people than to be de-

ceived by them.

It's nothing to give pension and cottage to the widow
who has lost her son.

Keep your mind on great and splendid things you would
like to do.

.Nature never did betray the heart that loved her.

A faint heart never provoked a breach of promise suit.

When truth and falsehood enter a race, the lie appears
to travel on a thousand legs.

One way to judge the effectiveness of a Sunday sermon
is to count the coins in the contribution box.

Man may build a windmill, but the Lord must raise the

breezes.

Better take care when we take Columbus' bones through
the Panama Canal. He might wake up and claim it.

KRUG Private Cuvee
That's the beverage for me
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The Park Commission is holding up the permit to

erect the memorial to Reverend Father McKinnon, chap-

lain of the California Volunteers. The Park Commission
is seldom heard of, but when it is, it manages to get in

"wrong."

1 he statue is dearer to San Francisco than the Com-
mission, and they had better give way or get out. They
need less art and more common-sense.

If you believe the newspapers, Chief White ought to be
called Chief Black.

Every politician you meet could have "named" the four
new Judges. Now that so many of them are wrong, they
will tell you the switch was thrown in at the last minute.

Now that the Railroad Commission has cut Wells-Fargo
$8,000,000 a year, we would not be at all surprised if the
poor company expresses its feelings.

The only sure leak from the Governor's secret to date
has been the appointment of Frank Griffin to Superior
Judge. A good appointment and congratulations to the
Governor and Frank.

What has become of Cook's Ranch. It was so well-
rcasted it is now called the Cooked Ranch.

Al Herbert got married last week. According to the
California law a wife is entitled to a portion of her hus-
band's estate, but Mrs. Herbert is going to have a hard
time taking an inventory of the Powell-Street Bachelor
Apartment unless the rules are changed. You have good
taste, Al.

Mark Twain was a reporter on The Morning Call, San
Francisco, in 1865. He wrote "The Jumping Frog of Cal-
averas in 1S67 and "Tom Sawyer" in 1867. In 1861 he was
private secretary to his brother, who w-as then territorial
secretary of Nevada, and in 1862 he was city editor of
the Territorial Enterprise, published in Carson City, Nev.

WITH THE VACATIONISTS.

F.ank Stone is starting up the river in the Presto. His
crew will consist of Willie Nelson, Keegan Shoeber and
Jack Short.

Eddie Healey and Gene Sheeny walked from Sausplito
to Mcnte Rio Inst week. With their handsome counte-
nances and quaint garbs, they were the center of attrac-
tion in that land where Kreling. Wallfisch and Jack Hunt
are known so well.

Jack Plover is spending most of his time on the new-
launch Dipsea. Jack will soon drop that, name for the
more dignified "John." as his pals are all anxious to send
him to the State Senate from the Twenty-fourth Sena-
torial District.

Oscar Hocks wrote from Bartlett Springs that he had
lost fifteen pounds. Whin the editor reminded him thai

lie had nothing on Sam Berger, who had dropped sixty odd
pounds. Oscar retorted he wasn't as fat as Sam.

John Tait has cards out for another Whoopee Ranch
cuting, from August 14th to L'lth. Hope we are lucky
enough to be invited.

Jim Brennan recently returned from Tallac. He says
that the lake is as smooth as his tongue.

Rudie Fischbeck reports from Los Angeles that the

canals of Venice are filled with Krug,

Jce Watts sent greetings and a call for more money
from Bartletl springs.

Tim Fitzpatrick's friends insist he was the physical

marvel of Paris.

President William K. Humphrey returned from Ml "'

York after a Portola boosting trip.

Jim Griffin returned from Sausalito on the 9:15 boat

Keegan Monahan has finished his summer school, hav-

ing taken a course on the Yale and Harvard.

Colonel Dennis Duffy was again back in San Quentin
last week.

Mike Levy worked heroically at the recent fire on the

side of Tamalpais. Mike stamped out the fire on at least

twenty acres, and didn't take many steps at that.

Matt Harris will sp?nd the Fall in the Olympic I lull

The Holluschickels will be the losers.

Phil Wand returned from an extended and highly suc-

cessful business trip in Western Canada.

Al McCabe. the Governor's Secretary, reports he en-

joyed his Catalina trip of last month.

Shipmate Harry I. Goldberg arrived in Paris ihe day
after Tim Fitzpatrick sailed homewards, and is bankrupt-
ing the postal stands on the boulevards for cartes postales
of damsels in chic lingerie. Harry certainly has taste.
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TERSE TRUTHS

Colonel Arthur Fisk is still on the job and we hope
will remain. The President sent several California nomi-
nations to the Senate the other day, but the postmaster
of San Francisco was not mentioned. It looks as though
the Postmaster-General had made a worse mistake with
Fisk than McReynolds did with McNab; that is, if we
know anything about the retort courteous. Better have
well enough alone, -Mr. President. Fisk may not be a
Democrat, but he is a mighty good official, conscientious
and competent, and possesses the respect and confidence
of the community.

"A Voice From the Underworld" is the caption of a
story now appearing nightly in one of our evening papers.
Those who have not followed it are assured that the tale

will be published in book form, and that the returns will

go to the unfortunate who has so considerately recorded

—

and apparently is anxious to perpetuate—the history of

her shame. It is a sad commentary on the morals of

American journalism that it could descend to publish a

story such a this—it is a sadder reflection up< the morals
of a community which permits such a publication. Step
by step and inch by inch, sparing no succulent detail, the
writer narrates her life's journey from home to hell.

Under the guise of a great moral effort, day after day
and night alter night, the women anil children of San Fran-

cisco are treated to a realistic and vivid narrative of all

that is vile, immoral, depraved, debased and rotten. It

is rot such as would not be accepted by the Police Gazette.
Ilie wonder is that the Government does not forbid the
use of the mails to a paper which drags the mud and filth

of the sewers in such a fashion to the door of every home.
It must pay, however, and no doubt interests many, ao
matter what the harm may be; so we ma> expect as soon
as Crothers is through with Alice Smith that tin next efforl

will be "The Memoirs and Conquests of a White Slaver."

The police situation in San Francisco is enough to make
angels weep. If the united efforts of the three morning
papers are successful. Chief White is doomed to go. and
the three morning papers have apparently determined to

stop at nothing to accomplish this What White's crime
has been, we do not know. Certainly he was not varied

his course in the past few months, and there has been no
change in police policy, that we know of, at least, that
could warrant all this frantic, volcanic, hysterical criti-

cism and abuse. It is true that some members of the
department have been convicted of dishonesty. In any
body i f eight hundred men, subjected to every dangerous
temptation as policemen are. some, unfortunately, are
bound to fall. Is the Chief to blame for this? Is he, and
he alone of all men, responsible for the acts and morals
of every individual subordinate? II so, why in common
justice should he not be permitted to appoint them?

Again, take the gambling question. Incorporated clubs
have existed since time immemorial, and no head of the

Police Department, or commissioner, either, from Crowley
to White, from Alford to Kuhl. has or will be able to stop

them until the laws which legalize them are changed. The
papers know this, just as they knew of the existence of

these clubs yesterday, anil a week ago, ami a year ago.

Bnl because a poor, old. maudlin, whiskey-soaked captain
suddenly discovers what every one else has known for

years, out comes "The Call," "The Chronicle" and "The
Examiner with column after column of sensational print,

and White is branded the crooked chief of a crooked
inent."

We have not always agreed with White, lie has made
mistakes many of them, but what chief has not.' Too
nit' 11 he has been weak, listening to the same influences

Which would now destroy him Hut White is honest, and

all in all White has made a good chief. In line of succes-
sion we have had three civilian chiefs of police—Sullivan,
Biggy and White. No one could conscientiously assail the
honesty or the integrity of either; but Sullivan and Biggy
are dead—murdered by the unjust and malicious attacks
made upon them by these same three dailies. Must White
be sacrificed, too? It is to be hoped for the sake and the
respect of the communitv that this time their efforts will

fail.

If the papers are really sincere, why not turn their atten-
tion to the Fire Department? Here the situation is posi-

tively reversed. Chief Murphy is incompetent and should
he removed. But the city pays Long Tim Harrington one
hundred and forty-two and a half dollars monthly to act
as the chief's personal reportorial bureau. And the chief
himself is a very busy rooster when it comes to publicity.

So betwixt the two the papers are loaded up with a lot

of linguistic twaddle while the truth is cleverly concealed.
The public learns only one side, if the public can learn
anything from such a source.

An editorial was published the other day in "The Chron-
icle," inspired, of course, by Murphy, Harrington et al.

Its object was to discredit the written examinations for

assistant district chiefs; to advocate physical examinations
instead, with the chief engineer then being permitted to

choose his own assistants. Think of it! It isn't essen-
tial that fire chiefs should know the building laws which
they administer and enforce. It isn't necessary that they
should understand the operation of our five and a half

million dollar auxiliary system. It isn't requisite that

they should know anything of the rules of the department,
of the apparatus itself, of pressures and hydrants, and the

million and one things that fire chiefs come in daily con-
tact with; not at all' .lust run a hundred yards in ten

flat, and you'll make the best fire chief in the world; bat
i iin i hundred or over and you've got a Scannell, a Sulli-

\an and a Shaughnessey combined.

Then from out these athletics the chief must make his

own selections. If you've been very good to him— flat-

tered and fawned— you get a nice, bright-red. six-seated

auto with a chauffeur; but if not. it's you for the wilds.

According to "The Chronicle" this is the way a fire de-

partment should be organized. True there may not be

much discipline—good men may be disheartened and dis-

couraged—a few churches, as, for instance, St. James,
may be destroyed, but on the whole you have a wonderful
department, athletically and socially, at least, and your
ball team will beat anything East or West. And this is

the department San Francisco will have if Murphy has his

way

EVAPORATION OF HAYDEN.

An unexplained mystery is the sudden evaporation of

Thomas E. Hayden. He went to Washington expecting to

be appointed United State District Attorney, and was told

when he got there that the President had changed his

mind. Then he disappeared. What has become of him is

a mystery as yet unfathomed.

Hayden's selection for the office of District Attorney

was the most notable victory yet achieved by David Starr

Jordan. Dr. Jordan presented him as an ideal man to

succeed John L. McNab and everybody cried "boo."

Hayden promptly blew up. The President rescinded his

promise to appoint him and Hayden was called to Wash-
ington to be firmly hut gently told that he would not do.

Then he vanished into thin air, and returned to his original

element without noise or confusion.

Dr. Jordan has resumed his lectures on fishes and inver-

tebrates.

BOOST THE BEACH!
SAN FRANCISCO'S PLAYGROUND
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SECOND

Portola Festival
At SAN FRANCISCO

October 22-23-24-25, 1913

Commemorating, as a Special Event, The

400th Anniversary of T)iscovery of the

'Pacific Ocean by Vasco Nunez de {Balboa

A Four-day Carnival and Fete with Unlimited

Attractions and Entertainment.

Fleet of American and Foreign War Vessels.

Large body of Land Forces. Grand Parades in-

cluding Military, Fraternal and Civic Organizations.

Floats characterizing notable events in National

and State History, with features most unique.

Athletic, Aviation and other Contests.

A NEW HORROR.

A new dress, called the lamp-shade dress, is headed
this way. It looks like a horror. Yet so did the dresses
women are wearing now look like horrors five years ago.

And the dresses they wore ten years ago look like horrors
now.

Yet all time the women were pretty, and had no trouble
proving it. Women were attractive and men went jumping
in rivers and shooting themselves for women even ten
years ago and five years ago and now, and they will con-
tinue to do so five years from now when the lamp-shade
is a memory.

It isn't what a woman wears; it's what she is that drives
us crazy. Eve didn't wear much of anything and Adam
traded Paradise for her. And the old Adam today will

trade paradise for her and keep his paradise even when
she wears the next new style of dress.

Put rings in her nose, strike her forehead, scar her face,
or put her in the plug hat of the simple child of the forest,
and she still remains the most wonderful thing our blessed
Lord ever made.

AN OBITUARY FOR ANYONE.

Millions and millions and millions of them are born
and live and die—over and over and over as the genera-
tions pass; not flies, or birds, but men and women. Men
and women store their knowledge in speech which passes
into tradition, and in writing that passes into wise saws
and modern instances. The art of living wisely and well
is known so well that even little children can go over by
rote the simple maxims.
Yet few people live wisely or well. Most people think

that maxims are for the fools. Most people think they
are able to beat the game of life. Most people slyly try to
slip around the ropes of good conduct set down by the
wisdom of the ages.

So they fail. Life's failures are made by men and
women who try to beat the game of life. Health, fortune,
good name, happiness—the way to them is plain. It is all
writ down in books, all in the common wisdom of the
people. Yet these things are attained by few people. Mil-
lions and millions and millions of them are born and live
and die—over and over and over as the generations pass-
not flies or birds, but men and women who are as blind
and foolish and miserable, and seem to be as incapable of
learning the truth of life as though there were no human
speech, no traditions, nor books.

THE SOCIAL WHIRL.

The king is dead! Long live the king! Hark ye back
to the old days, when society was ruled by Ned Green-
wa\—dear old Ned—when the mammas and the papas,
too, with their blushing debutantes, were wont to culti-

vate, patronize and pay homage to him. For Ned was
truly king in the visionary realm of the elite and ex-
clusive, and right royally and with iron hand King Ned
ruled and reigned. The few warmed and sported in his
smile; the many withered and shivered at his frown. His
suppers were marvelous; his cotillions. as famous as the
vintage he still sells, and old King Cole, the jolly old
soul, was a rank outsider when compared to Ned.

But Time—heartless, relentless, merciless, pitiless, cruel
Time, laid his heavy hand upon poor Ned, and lifted him,
fat. bald and bowlegged, bodily from his throne, and sat

him down, alone and unhonored, amidst his reflections and
memories. Sic transit gloria mundi—so passes away
earthly glory.

Just who succeeded Ned is hard to tell. There were as
many claimants to the social throne as there are to the

presidency of Mexico, and so, to simplify matters, society

paid homage to many kings and many crowns. It was
actually bewildering, and it looked as though the exclusive
four hundred would be enlarged to the inclusive four thou-
sand. Once it seemed as though Bill Lange had seized

the coveted sceptre, but, sad to say. it was only a flash

ia the pan. Yet that rag dance at the German House will

live long in the memories of those who were in, and longer
in the memories of those who were out. But just as we
were lost to know where to find a leader (for society must
be led and fedi. a new light appears, another king is born.

Will Dolan— familiarly in the old days we called him
Bill, but times are changed since mother was a girl

—

William Dolan is the newest, latest leader in the winding,
devious, mystic ways of society. Will has inaugurated his

social career with two successes—barn dances he calls

them—at the Dolan home, Twenty-ninth and Mission
streets. The limitations of space prevent a complet de-

scription of the last affair, held a few nights ago. Cards
and been sent to a hundred guests, and more responded.
Supper, under the direction of Mr. John Tait, was served
at twelve sharp, and the dance continued until the wee
small hours.

Mr. Dolan was assisted in receiving by Messrs. Frank
Clinton, Charles Horning, Joe Watts, Tim Fitzgerald
(lately of Dublin), Dr. Bernard McElroy, Dan Kemp, Dick
Cox, William Williams, Bill McCarthy and Lord Keegan
Monahan. The orchestra was concealed behind a hedge
of flowers, lighted with myriads of incandescent lights

—

which, by the way, was only one little part of a wonderful
and beautiful scheme of decoration.

All in all it was a night to which the memory of man
runneth not. The king is dead—long live King Dolan
(pronounced with the emphasis on the "an," as in Bogan),.
prince of leaders—prince of hosts!

CONGRATULATIONS, MR. JAMES E. SULLIVAN.

Signally honored is Thomas S. Mulvey, secretary of the
Superior Cou'.'t of San Francisco, in being picked out by
James E. Sullivan as his "righthand bower" for all work
connected with the big Exposition.

Mr. Sullivan was appointed athletic director of the Ex-
position by the Fair directors and last week he wired
Mulvey asking him to act as chairman of the athletic

committee. Mr. Sullivan in his telegram urged Mr. Mul-

vey to accept and asked him to come to New York in Sep-
tember for a conference. These duties will probably take
Mulvey abroad during the latter part of this or beginning
of next year.

The Main Sheet saw fit to congratulate the directors of

the Exposition when they selected Mr. Sullivan, and it

now congratulates the athletic director for his admirable
appointment of our local friend.
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CICERONIAN FRIENDSHIP AND
LATTER DAY FRIENDS

By \v \V. Naughton.

I'tt.r will be pleased to open thi eolun ol thi Main Sheet

tetters on this subji ct. I

I read with considerable interest once a discussion in

an English publication as to what requirements entitled

a man to be called A GENTLEMAN",
The range of opinions was very wide, beginning with the

London cabby, v. ho held that a gentleman is one who does
not count his change, and extending to the more erudite
philosopher who opined that a gentleman is one who com-
bines the gentleness of a woman with the bravery of a
man.

I was reminded of the matter recently, when I heard
an argument as to what constituted friendship. It was
precipitated by a reference to two young men who are
rarely seen apart.

"It's a regular Damon and Pythias proposition." said

the man who started the discussion. They dress alike

and they order alike Alien they visit a restaurant. What-
ever one says the other swears to. I never saw such
friends."

"Friends," blurted another of the party. "They're not
friends. They're sweethearts."

• **»•••**
Then the thing was threshed out and all manners of

views were sired. The trend of opinion seemed to be that

the solid, loyal brand of friendship does not call for the

semblance of

"Two souls with but a single thought,"
and that unless mutual candor in regard to shortcomings
is the basis of a bond of camaraderie between two friends

insincerity lurks at the bottom of things and the connec-
tion is unlikely to last.

One of the bunch scored to some extent by stating that

in his idea a true friend is "one who will defend you in

the presence of critics and give you h— 11 when he gets

you alone."

This view was regarded as original and neatly put rather

than convincing, and after hearing from everybody within

earshot, it occurred to me that the Main Sheet might So
worse than inaugurate a discussion lor the purpose of

ventilating the question, 'WHAT IS FRIENDSHIP?"*********
JubI to start the ball rolling I might mention that a

gentleman of h-tiers who lived in the old centuries wrote
a treatise on FRIENDSHIP which has come down through
the ages as a classic and a masterpiece. His Dan
Cicero— Marcus Tallius Cicero, to give him bis mil title

and in dealing witli his subject he hit out from the ihoul-

der.

a modern reader would not wade very far into

Cicero's discourse before he would decide that the an
cient philosopher i:' entirely too rigid in defining the basic

prl ilei i friendship In Hie main, Cicero is right, just

as the Bible is right, but all we can say is that if the men
he lirsi wrote for filled the requirements he sets down
there is no denying that this old workaday world is a

mightily changed place.

Cicero begins with saying thai friendship is a subject
worth everybody's investigation. Then he takes the
stand:—

"Friendship can only exist between good men."

You prick your ears at that and you stiffen your aural

appendages srill further when, a little later, you read his

definition of "good men."

Here it is:—
"Those whose actions and lives leave no question as to

their honor, purity, equity and liberality; who are freed
from greed, lust and violence; and who have the courage
of their convictions."

Whew! How many of your friends come up to that
standard?
Now. it's no use delving into Cicero's ideas of what con-

stitutes friendship at this particular time. It will suffice
to say that if you could only fill the Ciceronian bill in the
matter of qualifications the rest would be easy, for "it must
follow as the night the day" that a man who could estab-
lish the necessary number of credits to enter a Cicero
friendship contest could easily adapt himself to the code
laid down for him and live up to it.*********

It might be mentioned that Cicero in one portion of his
treatise—he is still harping upon qualifications—says that
"Virtue is the parent and preserver of friendship, and
without it friendship cannot possibly exist."

In another part he says, "The character of two friends
must be stainless."
Now. without wanting to remind any of my brother

yachtsmen that we live in a sinful age, I will simply say
that it is harder to get past Cicero than it is to get on the
police force. Jim Ford, the well-known literateur, once
coined the word "culturine" to describe the superficial
quality that passes muster as true culture, and I'd like
some one to invent a name for what we call friendship
and which, if Cicero is right, is merely an imitation article.

While in the main he dabbles considerably in glittering
".'ties. Cicero gets down to cases novt

For instance, he says:—
True friendship is very difficult to find among those

who engage in politics and contest for office."

Worse and worse, for seventy per cent of my friends
are politicians.*********
Now, here's the thing in a nutshell. Cicero is undoubt-

edly right, but the world has changed since his day. The
question is:—
"What is latter day friendship, or what is A Friend?"
Let the Main Sheet open its columns to a discussion of

the subject.

COATES ORIGINAL

PLYMOUTH
DRY GIN

THE GIN OF THE CRITICAL
CONSUMER

THE FINEST GIN IMPORTED

ALEX. D. SHAW & CO.
EDWIN C. HAMMER, MGR.

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS
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WITH THE HEADLINERS.

Jimmy Britt is breaking records for house receipts on

the Empress Circuit. He drew' crowded houses last week

in Denver.

Walter Kelley, "The Virginia Judge," has refused an

engagement at the local Orpheum the coming Xmas. Wal-

ter does not believe in displaying his wares oftener than

once in two years in the same town.

Richard Carle is the only person known who refuses

to wear suspenders with a dress suit.

We nearly lost George "Honey Boy' Evans a couple of

weeks back. He was fished out of the breakers at Brigh-

ton Beach just in time to save him for many pleasant

nights in San Francisco when he again visits us.

Texas Guinan, recently at the Cort with "The Passing

Show," offered to donate $250 to the local Texas Society

towards the sum being raised for a reproduction of the

Alamo at the 1915 Exposition.

England has gone daft over American artists. Over
eighteen hundred of them are now showing in the United
Kingdom, with nearly every act introducing ragtime.

May Tully is in town after a sojourn of three or more
months in the Sierra Madre Mountain country in the south-

ern portion of the State. May has entirely recovered her

health and will be ready for her pleasing work this fall.

Helen Trix made the Orpheum bill by an eyelash last

Sunday evening. She received notice Sunday afternoon

that she was to open, and at a time when her trunk was
already in the S. P. baggage room for transportation to

Salt Lake City. There was but an hour to get it out of

Oakland and to her dressing room on this side, but with
the help of a big motor car and stalwart Harry Stafford

and John Exnicios to carry her little portmonteau, which
only weighs 250 pounds, she opened on time.

Sam Berger started reducing a month ago and during
the first three days of the reduction process he received
a black eye boxing with Archie Johnson. About sixty-five

pounds of Sam's tissue left him, but the "eye" refuses
to leave.

THE McKINNON MEMORIAL.

The refusal of the Beard of Park Commissioners to per-

mit the erection of the heroic statue of Father McKinnon
has been the cause of caustic comment from many quar-
ters. The movement to establish this memorial to the
beloved clergyman was in no wise sectarian. It was
joined in by Americans to do honor to a patriotic and
worthy priest. Father McKinnon was the chaplain of the
First California Volunteers. His courage and ability was
soon recognized and he rendered signal service to his
country during the Spanish War.
He gave his young life to his country, but left an in-

delible memory of gratitude and reverence.
The refusal of the Park Commissioners is, as we under-

stand it, based upon some alleged artistic defect in the
sculptor's work. The Commission did not deem itself com-
petent or was not possessed of sufficient courage to refuse
permission to the statue on the basis of their own artistic
judgment. They selected a few unknowns to decide that
they did not want it. A number of competent artists de-
clared that the statue was all that could be desired. The
people who support the Park and who tolerate the Com-
mission would very much like to see the statue placed.
It is sufficiently artistic for the taxpayers.
The occasion of a memorial for Father McKinnon should

not be thwarted because a few clay-puddling artists, loaded
with professional jealousy or bigotry, do not like it.

To add to the mistake of the Commissioners is the re-

ported statement of John McLaren. The bold old tax-

eater is said to have remarked that "The Golden Gate Park
is no place for dead priests." The remark is typical of
this incompetent bigot.

The name of McKinnon will sound in reverence when
the name of McLaren will be enveloped in embalming
fluid.

If McLaren made the remark as reported the Commis-
sion ought to fire him forthwith. It would do the Park
good and would probably give a 1'road-minded American
the soft job.

Wilson Mizner gave a dinner in London last week to

Irving Berlin, whose ragtime hits have created such a

furore in the London Hippodrome. A skit was put on

called the "Get-Away," and the program follows:

RENDEZVOI > RESTA1 It 1ST THEATER.

\VIIn»d M,/, i. r rrrNPittN Irvine llcrlln In flic Great \incrl-

t'fin Drnnin. "The <<< Awny," liy George HriintHlilrNl.

London, July 15th, 1913

••Tin: get-ayv \v."

Cast,- of Bad Characters.

(Order of appearance y«t unknown.)
Tillman Joy (escaping to r. s. A.) [rvlng Berlin
Ivors Scratcher (Staunch & Tin,') CI1H KefiS
Backdrop Kill (An Agent with an Act) W. Hurley
Burnt Kork (Suit; t Morocco) lack Wilson
Doublecross Secrecy (Music Publisher) Uvie King
Worthless Worder <a Wandering Bard) I'M Madden
M.ii Cut! (An Itching Palmist) Henrj
John Ball (A Toreador) Wilson Mizner
.Mary c A Wife) Beth Tat*
Sunshine 'A Home Girl) Evelyn Neabtt

.,1,1

Little Daisy (The Village Belle) Grno.- Washburn

Master "f Properties William Waldorl latOI
1 Ian Tims A ii

.

Costumes by Larceny Scenery by O. Scope
Napkin Rings up at 11:1.1 p. nt.

Aet I—Scene One Rendezvous Restaurant
(Interior Decorations bj John Dewnr.)

Mobs, Low Persons, Evil Characters and Mountebanks
chosen haphazard from Berlin's Intimates.

discovered devouring the following
MENU

Caviar i t'Aetrachan
Cantaloup I

- Rlt i

Filet •]• Sole Jolnvllle
Mousse dt Jaml Aspic
' lal lie fle Vlgne Sui Canape

I-- Laitut
Souffle 'i Pal iii'-san

Bombe Alexandra
i

ndise
Martini's Cocktails, i h a 1'Amcrli

Just try and gel some of this.

A swell gathei ghl to a head bs a pool tlce oi rart

old wines and wlttli 4od< i can be mi
for their food In private. Guests will sit :: (eel from the
table and eat tin the) touch, I'nti. i n be provided
wnii nosebags..

IMPORTANT NOTICE.—The tow, -Is and In

hostelry are not stage struck, ami have
n show Tea m i Ime been "K no :

"Riots," "i "Sensal 9, lared to repeat the achieve-
ment. The table silver has been carefully counted: so don't
go south with tin I- tools. Any guest
stating his or her salary will he summarily eji i ted History
makes no mention of an after-dinner speech being too

short. Drop curtains will l„? furnls ed etiuest for tooth-
pick wlelders. When not actually engaged, hands and feet

can be kept out of the trough. Male guests need have no
forebodings of an Impending; hill. "Check-dodgers" feigning
sleep or deep mental abstraction at the approach of the

waiter are wasting their energies, as everything had to

be paid for before we got In here. Lost articles may he
found on the guests.
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I. Y. C. Sailors on the Bounding Main.

The good ship "'Dipsea." a twenty-six-foot motor boat,

has just been built by William Cryer of Oakland for sev-

eral "braves" of the "Dipsea Indians" of the Olympic
Club. who. in addition to being "fans" for hiking over the

"Lone Pine Trail," have for several years maintained
headquarters in Belvedere Cove, ever since the destruc-

tion by fire of the Old Olympic Club boat house, and are
now going in for motor-boating in real earnest.

The boat has been designed with a view of carrying a

goodly number of passengers and its big roomy cockpit
and deck are so arranged that twelve or fifteen passen-
gers can be accommodated in comfort,

"Big Chief" T. I. Pitzpatrick, Bert Kleinhaus, Luke
Flynn and Vincent Finigan are the officers and crew of the
little craft and the above picture was taken on one of the
maiden voyages to McNear's Point.

In addition to the above crew, there were on board Dr.

Arthur Heardslee, Commodore John Plover and Sergeant
Tiv Kreling.

The 'Dipsea" is equipped with one of the famous Hicks
engines, operated by Chief Engineer Luke Flynn, and is

proving herself such a seaworthy boat that the crew con-

templates taking her up to Holinas on the event of the
next "Dipsea" race, which will be held over the course
from Mill Valley to Willow Camp on Sunday, September
21st. 1913.

The old song. "Oh, Where Is Life So Fair and Free,"
will now be heard as often at Paradise Cove as on the
"Hogsback." and I. Y C:
"Glad to see you aboard the boat."

MR. KESSLER'S CONSISTENT ROLE.

The activities of Mr. George A. Kessler do not seem to

lie entirely devoted to even such a philanthropic mission

as selling Moet and Chandon champagne in the United

States and Canada, if one may judge from a recent slory

from Paris published in the local morning papers to the

effect that he had come nimbly to the help of the lads of

the Columbia Park Hoys' Band, which was, if not exactly

stranded in foreign parts, at least worried a bit finan-

cially. Mr. Kessler joined with others in providing imme-
di te hinds and his subscription of $200 was really four
times that sum. because in Paris it is francs instead of
dollars, and giving quickly, you know, is giving twice. The
story of Mr. Kessler's philanthropy, however, will not sur-
prise two rather extended classes of persons—those who
drink Moet and Chandon Champagne and those who re-

member Kessler's haste to aid the needy after a recent
catastrophe in the East.

TIMOTHY HEALY
ATTORNEY- AT- LAW

SUITE 1501-1506
HUMBOLDT BANK BUILDING

Bob

Mitchell

New
York
Life
Insurance

THE "DIPSEA."

GEO. BOGAN GUS WHITE

AMERICAN TAXICAB COMPANY
POPE-HARTFORD

TAXICABS AND TOURING CARS
AT ALL HOURS

Limousine Machines for Balls and Weddings

STAND: FERRY BUILDING
D»r Phones Until Midnight

Sutter 3674, C 6682

Phones Atter Mionight

Sutter 4462, C 33 1

1

JULIUS EPPSTEiN
FRANK H. FORREST

\ SUTTER 1372

J
KEARNY 5198

%\)t California Jflorist
344-346 Geary Street

and hotel st. francis

artistic decorating and
Designing Our Specialty

San Francisco.
CALIFORNIA-
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EUROPE AND THE EXPOSITION.

The exposition directors are feeling rather blue over

the rebuffs they have received from England. Only France

of all the great European powers has officially signified

an intention to be represented at the exposition. Eng-

land, Germany. Russia, Spain and Italy have thus far

held aloof and will probably make no government ex-

hibits. In fact, they have positively declined to make

any display. England is holding off because of the canal

dispute and Russia is holding off because of the abroga-

tion of the commercial treaty during Taft's administra-

tion. The Germans are offended over the failure to get

the concessions for German manufactures in the new tar-

iff bill they desire. The depression in Italy is probably

responsible for the failure of that government to par-

ticipate. However, the directors are confident that Italy

will yet come in, as Austria has signified a tentative de-

sire tc be represented.

But the refusal of England. Germany and Russia to offi-

cially exhibit at the exposition is not so discouraging

as might seem at first glance. Those countries v. ill all be

represented by individual exhibitors. The display, there-

fore, will be comprehensive and represent commerce and

industry all over the world. The Japanese government
may stay cut, but citizens of Japan will be represented.

The disturbed condition of China is not a hopeful sign,

but the chances are that the political conditions there

will become more settled in the near future. It is the

intention of the provisional government of China to make
a great shewing. The Japanese will not allow themselves

to be left behind.
The Balkan states and Turkey are out of it. Protracted

war in the Balkans has so torn the whole region up that

it is quite impossible for those small and impoverished
countries to make creditable exhibits. They have no
money. But Asiatic Turkey will be represented by cred-

itable exhibits of an interesting character. North Africa

or the portion of it under the dominion of France, will be
splendidly represented.
However, the exposition will be conspicuous as

onstration of enterprise and progress en this continettt.

Practically all the States in the Union will make a brave
showing and all the countries of South America am
tral America, Mexico excepted, will have exhibits far sur-

passing any ever heretofore made. South America is

to put her best foot forward and will make a distinctlvi

showing of a mest interesting character. So tl'

flies in the ointment will not spoil it. Europe will not

be left out and America, taking it as a whole, will make
a display that will astonish the world. The combined ex-

hibits from American countries will be an instructive les-

son to the European nations which labor tinder the im-

pression that nothing can succeed unless it has their aid

and favor.—The Knave.

Ci)r

an dfloral Co.
p. VINCENT MATRAIA

Manager

255 POWELL STREET
Telephone Number : : Kearny 3524

Telephones

Douglas 1453

C6258

44

SAM BERGER
NAT BERGER

Wear a BENJAMIN
BERGERS

95

MARKET STREET EAST OF POWELL

Exclusive Agents

ALFRED BENJAMIN CLOTHING
HABERDASHERY
HATTERS SAN FRANCISCO

Custom Shirt Tailors

For Men and Women
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iblANO
.RRIGATEDfARMS

Solano Valley is famous for its berries. Think of it

Not only an assured independence, but

Solano Valley truck gardeners are raising bumper

crops of peas, beans, beets, potatoes, sweet potatoes,

squash, onions, lettuce, tomatoes, sweet corn, water-

melon and cantaloupe and all low standing crops.

There is no finer alfilfa land in California— - S and 6

cuttings a year yielding 8 to 1 tons per acre.

Alfalfa is bringing $ I 4.00 a ton today in San Fran-

cisco! A big revenue is absolutely assured.

We offer you ideal land—perfect drainage—perpet-

ual water rights with every acre--no land subject to

overflow.

The finest transportation on the Coast with quick,

cheap freight hauls.

All Offices open Evenings

a sure, safe, certain income frcm a 10-acre truck farm,

deal climate, with 300 sunny days a year.

Oakland, Antioch & Eastern Electric trains-main-

line service Southern Pacific--big river steamers. Ex-
cellent suburban electric service shculd alone double

and treble our values!

Fine 10 and 2C-acre farms are nov ready '0'

or 20' . down—-balance easypajmenls—6years' time.

Lease your land back to us for five years—we will

plant it to alfalfa, farm it scientifically without extra

cost to you and pay you one-third the whole crop

every year.

No salaried man can afford to pass this cppcrlunily

by---no man with capital will overlock this inVeslment.

Mail coupon right new. Special excirscn next Str.day.

A. J. RICH & CO.
General Sales Agents, Choronicle Building, San Francisco.

PHONE SITTER SISI

Branch Sales Office---OAKLANI), I0»6 Broadway
Demonstration Sales Office---528 Market S(. Sacramento-- 910 K St.JIH

Suisun—Opposile S. P. Depot Santa Rosa- -414 4(h Slreet

Foreign Dep.—2347 Mission Street Slockton--25 North Sutter St

i. J. RICH 4 CO., General Sales Agents
Chronicle Buildint. San Francisco

CENTLFMEN kir.dk and at all literature and
details cf the Solano Irrigated Farms.

Name

Ciiy

Street

County and Slate Main Sheet 8-8-13

#£w/yr. s.*:
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See the Wonders

ofYosemite
Only a Day or Night
From San Francisco

Leave Ferry Station 8:40 a. m. 9:40 p. m.

Leave OaUand ( 1 6th St.) 9: 1 4 a. m. 1 0: 1 7 p. m.

Arrive El Portal 6:20 p. m. 7:00 a. m.

(Pullman Sleeping Car on Night Train)

DURING AUGUST
Round=Trip fare from San Francisco, in=

eluding stage fare between El Portal and
Sentinel Hotel, in center of Park, 14 miles $18.90

Stag< fare from Sentinel Hotel to Wawona,
Mariposa Big Trees, 25 miles, and return, $1 5

Southern Pacific
THE EXPOSITION LIIME IQ15

SAN FRANCISCO: Flood Building. Palace Hotel. Ferry Station. Phone Kearny 3160

Third and Townsend Streets Station. Phone Kearny 180.

OAKLAND: Thirteenth Street and Broadway. Phone Oakland 162.

Sixteenth Street Station. Phone Lakeside 1420.
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JOHN TAIT
Jack Tait!
Our one best bet!
The man who discovered salt water in the ocean and pure air on the mountain top!
The likeness scarcely does him credit, for it cannot portray the characteristic smile that someone said was

"prodigal of summery shine."
Few men in San Francisco are better known than Jack Tait—few men are more successful, and still fewer

are more popular or better liked. Not popularity and success achieved one because of the other, but both earned
and deserved by years of honest effort and labor.

Perhaps some biographer of the future shall record the time and place of John's birth. It isn't particularly im-
portant anyway, but frankly all we know is that some time a little over forty years ago he first smiled upon a loving
mother in dear old sunny England.

His parents were of the good old peasantry stock that have been the backbone of the British people almost
since time began—strong, willing, temperate, healthy and hospitable.

The land beyond the Atlantic lured Jack, however, and while still a boy he became a permanent resident of
the United States, locating at first in the East, but finally coming to California in 1890.

Most San Franciscans are familiar with his career here. The present Portola Louvre site was his first ven-
ture—then Tait-Zinkand, opposite Mason street, in the old days—after the fire at Van Ness avenue and Eddy street,

and finally his present location on OFarrell street. Each of these ventures eventually proved more successful than
its predecessor, until to-day the fame of Tait as a restaurateur is international. What Rector is to New York, Tait
is to San Francisco.

The personality and character of the man have gone far to accomplish his success. His whole desire seems
to be to give pleasure to others, and he fairly radiates good-fellowship and hospitality. Oh. those days, those happy
days, on his ranch in the mountains of Ben Lomond!

Tait is an enthusiastic lover of outdoor life. Two or three times a week finds him with some of our other "In-

door Sailors" and "Olympians" playing for hours on the ocean beach. In fact, he has probably done more to preach,

practice and develop the advantages and possibilities of our beach than any other San Franciscan. Salt water and
fresh air are the tonics he recommends as a breathing example of their benefits.

Uncle Bill Naughton in last month's issue of the 'Main Sheet" invited the members to discuss friendship

—

what constitutes a friend. Record our answer. Uncle Bill—brief, sine ere and expressive—Jack Tait!
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REILLY BROS, and GENE RATTO
Phone SUTTER 3885

CARRIES

WHITE ROCK
ELBART GIN

WILSON WHISKEY

17S O'FARRELL ST.

H. F. SAMDERS A. J. SCI-HJLER

DEL MONTE AUTO RENTAL CO.
• PHONES

SUTTER 215 HOME C-6666

TOURING CARS AND TAXICABS
:OFFICE. 105 POWELL STREET, SAN FRANCISCO

C. W. Shatv R. H. Fischbeck

;!ftficj)utcl*'0
San Francisco

Phone Sutter 3629 844 Market Street

ST. FRANCIS IMPORTATION CO.
350 Geary Street

WINES AND LIQUORS AT RETAIL
FINEST GOODS - LOWEST PRICES

PROMPT DELIVERIES

Remember that

Cresta Blanca Wines
Are the STANDARD WINES of California

Try a Bottle of CRESTA BLANCA SPARKLING
Equal to tke Imported

STOP your Auto at the

HOPKINS
Formerly Bohemian Villa

MEALS SERVED AT ALL HOURS
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS

Entertainment during Afternoon and Night

The Pacific Ocean is My Bath Tub. 1938 Ocean Boulevard
Come In, the Water s Fine. pnone Sunset 960

1

3

4

WILFIRD J. GIRARD
President

STANLEY J. GIRARD
Secretary and Manager

GIRARD S
CRILL

AND

Oyster Parlor

Oysters, Terrapin, Crab Stew, Steaks,

Chops, Oyster Loaves.

UNION SQUARE AVE.
Phone Douglas 3454 San Francisco, Cal.

1

3

4

DANA
PERCY DANA

Official Photographer of

the Indoor Yacht Club.

FOTOS
Market St.

Opp. Mason, S- P.

San Francisco
to

Los Angeles

in 18 Hours

And at the same time enjoying freedom from

smoke, dirt and noise on the

Yale and Harvard
"America's Fastest Ships"

These ocean greyhounds have every wanted

comfort and convenience. They are patronized

by those who demand the best in ocean travel.

For tickets, folders, etc.

apply

Pacific Navigation Co.

680 Market St. Phone Sutter 310

86 Market St. Phone Kearny 142

1130 Broadway, Oakland

B:rke1ey O.T.c: 2011 Shattuck Ave
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FRIENDSHIP: BY A CYNICAL OBSERVER.

What is a friend?

Uncle Bill Naughton suggests a discussion of this un-

answerable question in the Main Sheet.

This seems appropriate enough inasmuch as The Main

Sheet is everybody's Friend

But Uncle Bill would know the definition of friendship

from its personal, intimate point of view. He would know

If there is among us a Twentieth Century Cicero, capable

of defining friendship under 1913 conditions when the only

gcod men under the rules laid down by dear old Marcus

Tallins are dead ones. From intimate childhood con-

versations with a great-grandfather who was as good an

old scoundrel as ever wielded a blackjack—the family

bible has him down as ' Reverend"—! am of the opinion

last of Cicero's good men was a creature of mere
legend in grand-dad's great-grandfather's day, Also, the

hey were the longer thej h been dead.

i. bees sad, degenerate, worser and » days, when
rates upon the principle of "each man for himself

and the devil take the hindmost.'' friend" is best defined

as a word occupying a small amount of space in the dic-

tionary. It is a noun, common and neuter Referring back

to that quotation concerning the devil, I feel inclined to

: something of a real deity out of the old boy with

oven hoof, and spell him with a capital "D."

But taking friendship out of the dictionary for

mlnuti s, I will concede that "A friend" has an indefinite

suggestion cf a meaning to all of us.

To me. for instance, he is the addle-brained nincom-

ites me letters of criticism in which he spells

with ;i "u" in the final syllable, lie alwa>

"a Friend."
To persons of essentially esthetic tastes, he is the fellow

who will lend one his tooth-brush. Sometimes, you know,

one really forgets one's tooth-brush, particularly if one

Is going on some sort of a wild woods expedition, say to

the Bohemian Grove.

To the congregation of the Second Baptisl Church he

is the mysterious person who according to the announce-

ment of the Rev. Charles F. Saphead has just sent in a

check for a hundred and does not want anybodj but

God and the Rev. Charles—no. no. 1 mean the Rev.

Charles and God— to know bis name
To Nellie McNoodle, who spends her week days hopping

calico at the Emporium and her week nights between

o great romanticists. Laura lean Libby and Alice

Smith, he is the "gen'lemun" who takes her to the Chick-

" Ball on Saturday night.

To the scribes who toil in the territi ry around Lotta's

Fountain, he ranges in variety according to the neces-

ol the moment, from the cashier who will oblig-

ingly pass over a couple of in n men two days before

salaries are due. to the visitor from the country who in

Ids i-norance and affluence is enticed into Ben's when
the cashier's bounty is gone and the house has quit buying.

But we are no closer to answering the question pro-

pounded by Uncle Bill, are we?
Certainly friendship does not imply two seals with

but a single thought." The two fellows who were stranded

on a desert island had the same thought, which was that

one of them was going to eat the other. But that was
nt exactly a friendly thought, was it?

I am inclined to think that old Cicero was right—let's

call him Cic for short. "Frendship can only exist between
good men.'' And regarding men today—men in general,
of course—their "actions and lives leave no question as
to their honor, purity, equity and liberality."

The majority have sufficient honor to keep out of jail,

they possess as much purity as a running sewer, they be-

lieve in equity on a basis of 90 for themselves and 10 for
the other fellow, and they are liberal enough to give away
their last dime, if they can get a dollar back for it.

lint as for true friendship, latter day friendship, hon-
•stly. Uncle Bill, we are not even old fashioned enough
o pretend that any such sentiment exists any more, are
we.
Oh. yes—we talk about our "friends," boast of them.

You're willing to "go to bat" for Pete, and Pete—maybe
— is willing to go to bat for you. Freindship? No!
Merely selfishness. You stand by Pete because of the

ility that you may need Pete some day to stand
,ou.

Damon and Pythias might have been willing to die for

each other, but presuming they were capable of looking

upon members of the opposite sex with genuine affection,

how long do you think that friendship would have lasted

il Dam b's girl bad suggested to Pythias to meet her down
in old Agamemnon's candy store about curfew time?

Pythias v ould have been on the job and Damon would
have fibbed a large stone from the soil of Hellas and

i ed it off his blooming block.

Lets quit kidding ourselves. Let's quit thinking we
believe the things we know we don't believe.

Friendship as you and I and all the rest have in the

poet soul of us conceived it is as extinct as the stero-

i

i tyll It is a beautiful thing to conjure with—like the

of gold in Heaven or a snowstorm in Hades, some-

thing none of us shall ever see.

Let us come down to cases. We say "friend" too often

when we mean merely an acquaintance."

We say friend" much of the time when we mean "fool."

Therefore, a definition. Twentieth Century Standard:

FRIEXD—The familiar acquaintance we keep on tap for

future use.

iif .,11 II.. -hips that sail ttie sea.

Bringing theil cargoes to you and me.

v small ei- he they great,

Ships of war. en- ships of state.

Merchant ships, heavy with wealth untold,

laden with bars of gold.

Emigrant ships with foreign churls,

Indiamen freighted with silks and pearls.

No ship ever sailed the ocean blue

Like the staunch old "Friendship," strong and true.

And her precious cargo of love and truth

You'll find stowed away in the Good Book.

Ruth 1-16.
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THE OLYMPIC CLUB ELECTION.

There are one or two lessons to be learned from the

Olympic Club election. Neither side will profit to forget

them. The election was bitter and close and the Progres-

sives, so-called, made a much better showing than was
expected.
The majority of the Olympians have declared in favor

of President Humphrey and the present Board of Direc-

tors. Despite the fact that the board now has one. -if not

two "Jonahs," their administration was approved. The
"assumed aristocracy" of a member or two of this board

has not had a good taste. Their logic seems to have been
that beer is good and beer-makers are good; but retail

beer-sellers are bad. They do scorn the base degrees bv
which they do ascend.
These faults, together with a few others, were quicklv

overlooked when the test came. The progressive ticket

suffered the rumor that "Red Jack" Sullivan was to dis-

place Humphrey; that the Olympic Club was to suffer

guffaw in its presidency instead of ability and culture. The
club members could not and did not forget the work and
ability of the present directors and their esteemed presi-

dent.

The trivial faults of the present administration shrunk
from view when members contemplated turning over the
club to the ear-splitting Lyons, the ungrammatical James
the youthful and unknown Witter, the- cantankerous
O'Kanes, and that irrepressible jester, Al Coney. In I his.

the real progressives were not to blame, but they faced
disaster when they had such support.

It was a pity that such men as Bill Breen. Phil Wand and
Nick Pendergast and a host of others had such an unso-
licited following.
The present directorate must wake up. It must, if possi-

ble, either cure their "aristocrat" or get rid of him. Wp
hope he can be cured. This "imported aristocracy" is the
merest sham and it will not go. The club can be fairly
and decently operated, and, after all, this is all the real
progressives want. What the others want does not matter

ITALY AT THE PANAMA-PACIFIC EXPOSITION.

The staid, blonde Englishman may not officially be pres-
ent at San Francisco's fair. The bearded Russian may sip
his vodka elsewhere. We may look in vain for our sub-
stantial German friend discussing his beer with a splendid
indifference to time. But the vivacious son of Italy will
be on hand, and his gay, gesticulatory presence will do
much to console us in the absence of his more solemn
fellow-Continentals.
The Italian Chamber of Deputies has authorized an ap-

propriation of 2,000.000 lire for an exhibit at San Fran-
cisco. Just how far a solitary lira would travel in this
era of proud princes we have no idea. But it may be
assumed that 2.000,000 lire will make a rather merry jin-
gle.

.
There is a melodious suggestion about the word

"million," regardless of the creed or color of the coin.
With 2,000,000 lire Italy may be counted on to acquit her-
self dlistinctively, attractively, captivatingly.
The fact is the Italian exhibit, whatever the appropria-

tion back of it, will be brightly individual. In it we shall
behold glimpses of the art which still calls the world to
Rome and Florence and puts the traveler forever in Italv's
debt. We shall be privileged to associate with the death-
less in letters. Possibly in the flesh, anyhow by phono-
graph, we shall hear the greatest of all the great tenors
at the fair and again make our bow- to Italy. The genius
that destroyed isolation by compelling the air to carry
greetings across all distance will, of course, be exalted,
and in the works of Marconi we shall see the achieving
Italian.

And, of course, the oil, the fruits and the wine; the hus-
bandry and fascinating craftsmanship of a people which
having lost its heritage has regained it; a people that has
"come back," He will miss much of the San Francisco
fair who does not put in a day or two in "the Italian
quarter."—St. Louis Republic.

J. H. DEERING
Offers the Celebrated

MOET AND CHANDON CHAMPAGNE
WHITE SEAL, VERY DRY

IMPERIAL CROWN BRUT CUVEE, A. A.

OSTRICH FEATHERS. PARADISE. NUMIDI. COURA »nd AIGRETTES
CLEANED, REMOUNTED and DYED ANY SHADE

GERTRUDE WENZLICK
FEATHER EXPERT

Telephone Sutter «77

130 QEARY STREET Opp. Whitney Bldg.

MINUTES.

(Not in Municipal Record.

I

The Mayor and his bold eighteen sat with a bored look

as Clerk Lynch read : "Resolved, That the sum of $3500 be

and the same is hereby ordered paid out of the Easy Money
Fund for a five-passenger automobile for the Board of

Supervisors." The Mayor thereupon ordered the roll call,

with ihe following result: Ayes—Supervisors Bancroft,
Coghlin, Andy Gallagher, George Gallagher. "No." yelled

Glannini, "I no vota the mon unless da buy an Italian ina-

chine. That i :i mucha better than American machine,^
Then the row started. Alexander Vogelsang arose and told

the Board that he was close to Ihe Mayor and the Mayor
wanted a new machine, and he was In favor of it. Ivish

land then wanted to Know if it wouldn't do to buy a second-
hand machine, whereat Moving Pictures Hayden told him
ii would never do for a son of Kosherland lo journey in

Tom's Cabin in a second-hand machine. Adolpb accepted
the amendment. Bancroft arose and changed his vote on

ili" B i mid that the Standard Oil C panj would furnish

thi gasoline and that the Standard Oil opposed his Pro-

gressive Parly, and besides, he s.iid. he used his machine
for Ihe last eighteen years and ii was better known than

he was. The latter remark was ordered spread on the

minutes. Then up spake Georgie Gallagher: "The chaufl

feur does not wear my hats and I :un against buying any
more machines." Ililiner followed with ;i remark that a

cousin of the chauffeur's wife didn't eat his butter and Dj
was against it. Oscar blocks, when pressed for his views.

said: "I do not care to eggspress my opinyons. Ven der

time comes for municipal viskey, I vill speak." Byron
Mauzy proposed that the Hoard buy an autopiano as a
compromise. The Mayor promptly called him out of order.

The Mayor said there were only two things before the

city— Bonds and automobiles—and thereupon a janitor who
was shaky in the job led the cheering. Andy Gallagher
grappli cl his 300 pounds from the seat and announced that
he had heard that the natives of Amazon who gathered
the rubber for the tires were not union men and therefore
he was against it. Murphy said he had just rung up
Phelan. and that James had advised the purchase of a

French machine. Major McCarthy insisted that a sight-

seeing bus be purchased, so they could all go out with

Koshland and let the people see their mistakes. The
Mayor then proposed a bond election for the purchase of

the New Auto. Ed Nolan said he had to go home to cook
supper, and the Board adjourned with their usual serious-
ness.



Til E M A IN SHEET
WITH THE NEWSMEN.

Bud Fisher started six years ago with the Chronicle at

$::5 a week. Today lie is being paid fifty thousand a year.

Tad Dorgan started with less. He was grabbing twenty-

five per on the Bulletin when the New York toesin sounded.

Now he's up with Fisher.

Homer Davenport was once the wonder of the news world

in the salary line when he was cashing his warrant at the

rate of $1S,000 yearly.

lint those are just artists, some will say. Julian Haw-

thorne, a writer, received $12,000 from Hea st, and grad-

uated into $75 '< and pleasant home in Atlanta.

Who says paper men are not well paid.'

"Ned" Hamilton—to be more proper, Edward H.— was

Once managing editor of the Examiner. Ned did not like

the job—wanted just to fling his pen and not boss. The
London Tim is, named the "Thunderer," off. red Ned a big

salary, but he preferred the climate of Frisco.

While on Ned. did you notice or read his copy a week
or so ago in the Examiner on the Diggs trial, and then

his co-laborer, Mr Aked? That beautiful, soft, flow-

ing, smooth English Ed employs was in pleasing contrast

grandiloquent sentences of the ad dors, who
wanted Sinner Diggs sent tip for all lime tor a trans-

gression that we are taught in Sunday School to forgive

Not the particular Diggs offense, but all sins.

Hamilton Marshal, now deceased, was delegated by \\

R. Hears! to meet the Spanish warship Vlscaya Wwhen she

entered the port of New York. Feelings wen ti ilm I be-

tween Spain and the United States, and while on the high

seas the Maine was blown tip in Havana Harbor The
aya's captain knew nothing of that episode as his

vessel steamed up New York Harbor and received cor-

dially the representatives from all Gotham's papers One
was missing—our own Ham. lie was to inten p for

the New York Journal. A bit perturbed as the result, of

the previous evening's imbibitions, Ham awoke to find the
"firs! edition- with stories of the other men. and be had
never been aboard the Viscaya. A happy thought struck
him. Dashing into the Journal sanctum, brushing through
managing editors, et cetera he reported to Hearsl that

the reason his story was not turned in before was that

the Yiscaya's captain refused to meet a Journal represen-

tative; that when he insisted the captain ordered him be

low; he had escaped by plunging through a hawse hole,

and could only report Ihe Spanish captain would give, no in-

terview to 1 Journal representative. The glaring head
condemning the captain's action and urging a war

declaration was responded to by Congress within two
days. Who was responsible—Hearst or Ham?

The new Press Club is a thing of beauty and joy forever!
Why isn't it? Oh. you two o'clock law

TJnweary is the head that wears a crown' Sure, it is.

but we will take a chance unless the crown is worn by one
on a sold newspaper.

Charlie de Young is now publisher of the Chronicle
rather than business manager. A distinction without i

difference, coz he was the whole thing down there. anj
way.

While on Charlie, did you ever reflect he is the youngest
publisher of a metropolitan daily in the world? He is. and
he will get away with it. too.

Hearst started a paper in Los Angeles called the Her-
ald. Its street sales used to amount to less than five thou-

sand daily. Something was wrong. It was decided a
"booster" was needed, so from out of 'Frisco town was im-
ported a live wire named George Hussey. Now the street

sales of the "Herald" total 3o,000 daily. Is it the paper
or the "booster?"

Who would think that the highest-priced sporting editor

in the United States divided his time between Denver and
Kansas City? Such is the case, and the editor is Otto
Floto. who directs the sporting pages of the Kansas City

and Denver Posts. Floto receives a salary of $150 per
week, which totals J7S0O a year. Besides, his bosses,

Bonfils and Tammen. when they bought the Kan-
sas City plant four years back, recognized Flotc's worth
and faithfulness to the extent of giving him o one-sixth

interest in the paper. Inasmuch as the Post in Denver
earns $400,000 a year, one can imagine what the profits

of such an interest will be in the Kansas City paper when
it is thoroughly established in a territory that is much
larger than Denver.
That Floto deserves this goes without saying. Although

seventeen years at the head of the sporting desk, he still

possesses "dash." something strange in a newspaper man
as remained many years in one line. He is a booster

all the way and loyal to his friends.

T. P. (Paddy i Hagilligan, after four years on the Bulle-

tin sporting staff, goes over to the Post. Reason: More
salary.

OUR PORTOLA CANDIDATE.

Nominations for the contest to determine which twelve

girls of those employed in and around San Francisco will

be fortunate enough to take a ten days' tour through the

Northwest at the expense of the Port, la Festival have been
oming in fast to the Portola committee.
First to enter in the Portola girls' tour contest was Miss

Ethel Mulligan, a petite brunette. According to her friends

she will be certain to start north on the maiden Pacific

nip of the most luxurious vessel in the coastwise trade.

the new $1,250,000 liner, which is now coming around the

Horn.
Sam Berger Her Manager.

Miss Mulligan is cashier at Merger's. 856 Market street,

and was nominated by her fellow employees, and her cam-
paign will be managed by Sam Berger. for each contestant

must have a campaign manager.

BOOSTING THE HARBOR.

There is a scene in McGroarty's play where the superiors
of all fhe California!) missions gather at San Carlos to

report to Father Junipero Serra as to the progress of their

missionary work. He calls upon them one by one. When
the superior of San Gabriel reports he mentions that the

Indians under his care have built a fine ship which is

now used "in our beautiful harbor of San Pedro." I heard
some irreverent people snicker at this boost for the Los
Angeles harbor.

Shipmates William H. Mead and John F. Gallagher were
selected as official stenographers for newly-appointed

Superior Judges Franklin A. Griffin and Marcel E. Cerf.

respei lively. The Main Sheet congratulates these gentle-

the bench on their selections. It would indeed be

some task to have found a more popular pair of pencil-

pushers. Bon voyage.

SOME CLASS.

"You and McAllister are very chummy."
Why not? We were members of the same class at col-

lege."

"What class?"
"The one hundred and fifty-eight pound class—middle-

Ms."

Beach Day, which was advertised in the last issue of the

Main Sheet for a Sunday in September, will be postponed

until later in the year.
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THE MEGALOMANIA OF RUDOLPH.

Mr. Rudolph Spreckels has just had a severe attack oC

his recurrent malady—Chronic Megalomania, complicated

with acute megalocephalous conditions. Naturally, in the

midst of the brain storm, he cut a ludicrous figure.

Contrary to common opinion Rudolph Spreckels means
well. His faults are not of the heart, but of the head.

In constructing this last mentioned piece of cabinet work,
nature was too lavish of ivory and a bit stingy of gray
matter. The consequence is that with the best intentions

in the world, Mr. Spreckels accomplishes nothing except
to keep the country guessing what kind of a johnass
he will be next time.

Of late years, Mr. Spreckels' megalomania has taken
the form of imagining that he is the most impcrtant fig-

ure in national politics and his time is spent in hurried
trips across the continent. He flies from San Francisco
to Washington to instruct the President and Senate as
to the insidious, perfidious and hideous machinations of

the Southern Pacific Company, whose dark design is to

make Tom Fox postmaster at Sacramento, with the hell-

_ish ulterior purpose cf blowing up Mr. Spreckels' person-
ally constructed Wilson-La Follette League the first night
the moon is dark; and he is no sooner in Washington than
he starts to fly back to California to rescue this imperiled
commonwealth from some new attack of the justly cele-

brated octopus, which drags the sovereign people of this

sovereign State, my countrymen, to its lair on the sev-
enth floor of the Flood Building. Whenever Rudolph re-

laxes his vigilance, it is a fearsome sight to look into the
window of that awful den when Rudolph is engaged in

other parts of the country, coyly confessing in public his
own virtues and charms; to see President Sproule. at the
head of the table, carve the unhappy sovereign citizen
who has been dragged into the lair of the octupus; to see
him suck the victim's blood and hand a marrow-bone to
E. O. McCormick, or a choice rib to C. S. Fee, or a fat
slice of the raw ham—with just a spoonful of blood, please—to the gloomy and saturnine Mr. Shoup, or a few
knuckle-bones to the uproarious Mr. Calvin. To see the
octopus thus in his lair is to understand why Mr. Spreckels
has bad dreams at nights.
According to last reports, Mr. Spreckels has discov-

ered that he made Hiram Johnson Governor, and did a
bad job—and that he also made Wilson President. Works
Senator, Bryan Secretary of State and Heney the world's
champion noise. Mr. Spreckels has also announced that
Johnson, Heney, Theodore Bell, Caminetti and Tom Fox
are all crooks, which shows that he can guess right at
least half the time, anyway, and so is still entitled to be
at large.

Take him all around, Rudolph is a queer mixture of good
purposes and poor performances. His intellect is not equal
to his intentions. He thinks himself capable of being
a dictator in National policies, whereas nature, in con-
structing his parts, seems to have had her eye on the build-
ing specifications for a village scold.
Reforms in politics and social relations are excellent

in themselves, but their invariable history is that before
being taken up by sensible men and being quietly and
usefully put in operation, they first attract and then, for
a period, fall into the hands of those most unpleasant of
the afflictions of a chastening Providence—the narrow,
crack-brained, conceited, megalomanical, verbose, plati-
tudinous, pig-headed, pestiferous damkranks, known as
"Reformers."

Of this sort, brethren, there abide amongst us these
three—Alphabet Troy, the Wild Ass of the Desert and
Righteous Rudolph, and the greatest fool of these is Ru-
dolph.

ALL AT SEA.

"My friends," fervently exclaimed one of the temper-
ance spellbinders in the recent campaign for local option
in an up-state county, "if all the saloons were at the
bottom of the sea, what would be the inevitable result?"
And from the rear came the loud and emphatic answer:

"Lots of people would get drowned."—Gargoyle.

one on e. o. Mccormick.

E. O. McCormick, vice-president and general manager
of the Southern Pneilie Ruilrcad. v. us seated in his office

in tlic Fl' oil Hnilding one day last week when the door
was suddenly and abruptly pushed open and an Irishman,
hat on head and pipe in mouth, walked in.

Mr. McCormick looked up in astonishment.

"I want a pass to Fresno." said the visitor.

"Who are you?" came the indignant reply.

"Mickey Doyle, sir—Mike Doyle, one of your switchmen."

Mr. McCormick with a keen sense of the proprieties,

but at the same time a keener sense of humor said:

"Now .Mickey I am not going In say that I will refuse
/. Mil

1 rei|ue> i li'u there me certain polite forms t hat ;i nun
—an employee particularly—should use in asking a favor.

First you should knock at the door of my office and enter

only when I say "Come in." Ycu should take off your hat
and remove the pipe from your mouth and say "Are you
.Mr. McCormick'.'" I would reply "Yes, sir! who are vim''"

Then you should say, "I am Mike Doyle, one of yout
switchmen," and I would probably answer "What can I do
lor you, Mike?" Then you would make your request and I

would be glad to do whatever was possible for you. Now
you go out and come back in a little while and see if

you can't do better than this time.

Mike walked slowly out and carefully closed the door.

Mr. .McCormick had almost forgotten the incident when
about two hours later there came a gentle tap at the
door.

"Come in!"

In walked Mike very demure and respectful, hat and
pipe in hand!

"I beg yer pardon, sir, but are you Mr. McCormick?"
"I am," said Mr. McCormick. "Who are you?"

"I'm Mike Doyle, sir, Mickey they calls me, one of your

switchmen."

"Well, well, Mickey, what can I do for you?"

"You can go to hell, Mac! I've got a pass on the

Santa Fe!"
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FRIENDSHIP.

I By \V. D. Potter. I

As rhe world grows older, competition becomes keener,
and friendship becomes scarcer. Oliver Wendell Holmes
says. "All men are bores except when we want them."
A well known song writer says. "Your pocket book is
your best friend." Disregarding the opinion of these two
authorities, let us proceed.

It is only one who has been down and out. or nearly
out, who knows the real meaning of friendship. The poor
and seedy know best who are their friends. When you are
prosperous, the birds sing and the flowers bloom, and
everybody is there with a smile and the glad hand. About
this time you have it all figured out that you are a grand
little fellow. Like Mr. Dooley. there is nothing great you
wouldn't be. there is nothing good you wouldn't do. Don't
fool yourself. Wait until you have a little hard luck. Of
course it isn't advisable to deliberately go broke, or get
into trouble just to find cut how many friends you have
unless you are very young. A young man has a chance
to come back and he is better than ever after a beating.
We must learn one thing. A man is his own best friend

or worst enemy. After all we must in the main depend
on ourselves.
Much of our happiness depends on our making a wise

choice of our companions and friends. We are very care-
ful when it comes to buying a dog or a horse, but are
poor pickers of friends. Lots of fellows will join with
you in hiring a machine, buying a lot of food and drink
and all the rest of it. spending maybe forty or fifty dollars
with the best of grace and the utmost of liberality, who
wouldn't loan you ten cents if you were up against it

A good fellow of that kind is not necessarily a friend
then. As a matter of fact, the man who might deliver
best in a pinch and prove to be your lust friend is a
fellow who is always "crabbing" at you about the
you are doing. You rant tel). Tq determine friendship,
one must use the acid test. What a man d -; for you
when you are in the hole, and does it without hope of
immediate return, determines whether be is a true ttiend
or not. The best friend to most of ns is the little old
lady who started us on our journey through life, and to
whom we are no great credit She surely outclasses the
fellow who says. New Bill, you are a good fellow and
I'd like to do you a favor, bnt ."

FREAKS IN THE UNITED STATES SENATE.

Governor Blease of South Carolina has resolved the Sen-
atorial situation in that State to simple terms by declaring
in a just-published letter that !)• will be the next Senator
if he lives and keeps his health. At last reports he was
in vigorous condition, with no suggestion of latent disease
of body, and there is the best possible outlook thai on this
basis the gentle-spirited, conservative, modest man who
now holds the r.-ins of authority at Columbia will succeed
Senator Smith at the expiration of the hitter's term cm
March 4. 1915. Washington is not shocked by the pros-
peel It rather welcomes it. It has seen many a one come
to the Senate here now, with a national reputation as a
wild man. only to find him fizzling as a spectacle within
six months. Rarely do these political acrobats perform
up to their billboard proclamations when they get into the
Senatorial arena. So often has this occurred that the sus-
picion has been bred that the ground and lofty tumblings
engaged in at state capitals are solely for the purpose of
landing the performers under the big tent at Washington.
and. having accomplished that purpose, these feats and
specialties are abandoned as of no further value. Blease
is to-day the best advertised Southern Governor, and he is

playing the part very shrewdly to keep constantly in the
headlines, and. reckoning in terms of other successes,
there is no reason to doubt his own prediction that he will

be the next citizen of the Palmetto State to stand before
the Vice-President and take the oath of office, and this

without any deprecation of the virtues and merits of the
Senator whose seat he has thus confidently pre-empted.

—

Washington Star.

MIKE" KNEW HIS FIRST NAME, BUT-

' Mike" Kragen is one of County Clerk Mulcrevy's dep-
uties who can call neatly every man in town by his first
name. Such a talent is, of course, an asset to a man
in political or near political life, but sometimes it brings
the owner to grief, as witness:

"Mike" was sent up to one of the new departments of
the Superior Court the other day to take the place of
'Tommy" Manning, who was unavoidably absent. A jury
trial v, as on the calendar and the courtroom was packed.
"Mike" helloed a few "Jims" and a couple of "Toms" and
"Jacks." and then when a tall, trimly built chap with a
pleasant face and a twinkling eye strolled into the court
sang out. "Why hello, Frank! Well, Well! How've you
been? Haven't seen you for several years. Remember
our old talks on baseball?

Frank did remember the old talks and started a diserta-
tion on the Seals and the Oaks.

It was ten o'clock, the Judge was due to arrive almost
any minute and 'Mike' was anxious to bring the baseball
talk to a speedy end. When Frank insisted on continuing
the conversation. "Mike" excused himself and started to
busy himself with the calendar on the Judge's desk. Frank
followed him inside the railing and proceeded to rum-
age through His Honor's private papers. This was too
much for "Mike."

"Look here, Frank," he expostulated. "These are the
Judge's private affairs. I can't have you butting into
them. I'll have to ask you to step outside the railing.

Judge Griffin might be here any minute now."
"Oh. that's all right." was the reply. "The Judge won't

mind. Look here." and Frank handed "Mike" his card.
It read. "Franklin A. Griffin, Judge. Superior Court.'
Then as Judge "Frank" Griffin quietly took the bench,

it all dawned on "Mike," who blushed furiously as he
obeyed Frank's" admonition to "call the calendar."

TAIT'S RANCH.

Fortunate indeed is he that receives a "chit" Inviting
him to spend the week-end with that "prince of hosts,"
Jack Tait.

Last week John entertained the following members of

the Indoor Y'acht Club: Meyer Loewenthal, Mike Savan-
nah, Charles Pearlstine, Henry Goldstone, Bob Green,
Louis Gassner, Hen Scheurman, Charles Loesch, Sam Ber-
ger, Tom Mulvey. Tiv Kreling, Max Kollman, Al Loewen-
thal. L. J. Wirtheimer.

Athletic rivalry develoi>ed some exciting contests, and
it required many games of "pinochle" and "klondike" to

relieve the strain of the athletes. Max Kollman was the
bright performer in the athletic competition, he having
"melded 150 trumps, 100 acres, 80 kings and double
pinochle three times in the same game. Ben Scheurman
enjoyed every moment of the trip, the only marring feature
being the fact that his appetite seemed to have entirely
forsaken him. He succeeded, however, in bringing a suit

case full of pies home with him. which he will enjoy when
his digestive organs become normal. Charles Pearlstine
distinguished himself in the "quoit" competition by trump-
ing his partner's ace. Meyer Loewenthal, as usual, kept

rj one from going stale by his continuous good humor
and his insistent demand that they refrain from over-

training.

From every standpoint the outing was a success, and
Mike Savannah is repairing his car in anticipation of next
year's trip.

KRUG Private Cuvee
That's the beverage for me
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With Tammany helping Sulzer to get out and trying to

stop Gaynor from getting in, it looks as if the Tiger will

have a busy winter,

Rudolph called the roll of notable Californians at Wash-
ington, and called them all "crooks" or near crooks. With
so much sugar in your make-up, Ruddie. we wonder how
you can be so soul'.

With all tbe sour grapes at Washington over the Sacra-
mento Postofflce, it looks as if the Fox will grab the
cheese.

Why not call the Hetch-Hetchy the Hitch-Hitchy.

Could you imagine any changes in the policy of the
present administration if the Supreme Court had decided
against the four-year term?

Chief White has received his coat of whitewash. It was
deserved. Chief, and wished on you by the Main Sheet.
Let us hope that your vision has cleared and that you will

not play into the hands of those who so viciously attacked
and betrayed you. Roche as your Moses has led you out
of the land of darkness. Let not reporters lead you to the
Vale of Tears again.

Collier's Weekly says: "San Francisco is in dire need of
water. The outgrowing districts are served with the bar-
rel and dipper. In some parts of the city it is necessary
to keep the spigot open all night in order to have water
for breakfast."

Is that the advertising we are getting in Washington?
Is this all we are to get foi Dunnigan's trips and tele-
grams? Up to date we thought Dunnigan had done the
city no harm by going away, but rather a good by keeping
away.

Isn't it time some one would put the crusher on such
arguments and statements?

Mrs. Sydney Van Wyck announces the candidacy of her
husband for Governor in 1914. (Please omit flowers.)

If transparent skirts, why not incandescent lamps on the
garters?

The Call has vanished in the shades of night.

Hill Boards are perhaps bad enough, but our officials
ought to worry over the Board Bills of their constituents
first.

After the Bulletin had run out of putrid phrases and Don-
ald was stumped for further filth, we understand the Post-

oftice officials tolled the knell of Alice Smith.

"Alice" fell from grace rapidly, for she appeared shortly

after in the Police Court charged with booze and her usual
occupation.

Then up spake Sam Leake, who used to be as well ad-

vertised as the Solano Irrigated Farms. Sam had just

gained a decision over Demon Rum in a gruelling battle. He
missed the advertising that he was wont to get with the
wine and song, so he determined to get it by talk and
printers' ink.

Sam was always an interesting critter, and in his day
he kept many a vineyard from a foreclosure suit.

We are glad to see you stand right up in meeting and de-

clare yourself, Sam.

We guess the Bulletin Is better off for Alice Smith and
Sam Leake even if the world isn't.

Oscar Hocks says if Sam had drunk his whiskey he
wouldn't have lived to be healed.

The Police Department has found a new use for patrol

wagons. They are stationtd In front of all suspected
gambling places. This is surely a coup d'etat. It reminds
one of the up-State constable who requests that all burg-

lars dress in red suits so that they may be easily appre-

hended.

We often wonder how Portsmouth can remain square.

It Is so near the Hall of Justice.

Kipling says, "For the sins we commit two by two, we
pay for one by one."
Diggs and the Reverend Claude Kelly of San Jose say

the British bard is daffy.

"Bought and Paid For" promises to be much more popu-
lar lhan "A Trip to Reno" this winter.

Rev. Jere Knode Cook traveled while the traveling was
good, otherwise we might have had moving pictures of

Jerry on trial in a Federal Court

Lola Norris has turned over a new leaf and will remain
in the State Library. (Capitol Joke.)

Sacramento had a scandal, but all over the nation it Is

known as the "Diggs Case of Frisco." Haven't we trou-

bles enough of our own?

The appointment of Charles Wesley Reed to the Civil

Service Commission is enough to warrant it being called
the Uncivil Service Commission hereafter.

And now comes the transferring of John O'Meara, clerk
to the Chief of Police. And why? In these piping times
of peace one wonders why the right man in the right place
must be dispossessed unless it be excused on the ground
"Some changes must be made." O'Meara has occupied the
position of clerk to the Chief under Biggy and various other
Chiefs down to the incumbent. They will have a time get-

ting any one to fill his place half so well.
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RANDOM THOUGHTS

"A Voice From the Underworld," the "Saving of Sam
Leake" and the "Confessions of a Clergyman." What
next, Lord, what next!

*****
The politically progressive evening paper which is pub-

lishing the "Confessions of a Clergyman'* has now printed

the confessions of a paroled prisoner, a political boss (not

paroled), a bunko man, a spotter, a prostitute and a re-

formed drunkard. It will be interesting to learn what

crimes not covered in the above category the Reverend

Robert Whitaker of Los Gatos is to confess. It would

even be more interesting to record the confessions of the

Reverend Claude Kelly of San Jose. If we must have such

slush, why not a good one? It would surely be rich read-

ing to have Dr. Kelly write "Why Calleth Thou Me Holy?"

• * * • *

It locked fcir a while as though the Campbells had the

Police Department on the run. The Police Commission,

after all. is a rather harmonious whole, if you overlook

an occasional jar from the prodigious Max Frost. It

works quietly, sympatheically, and effectively, and the meet-

ings, with our Teddy in the chair, are marvels of parlia-

mentary etiquette and decorum. You can honestly hear

a pin drop, so I am told, and the regulars in attendance

don't even dare to move for fear the shuffling feet may
disturb the impressive silence. But finally fat Mrs Oamp-

bell came, and fat Mrs. Campbell brought skinny Mr
Campbell, and skinny Mr. Campbell brought a few more

insurrectos, and they all brought troubles galore. Nothing

was right—nothing at all! Oh. it was terrible! Even our

Teddy almost succumbed, and such lambastings as Chief

White got! The Campbells would not quit until White

quit, and they proposed, like General Grant, "to keep it

up if it took all summer'' Meting after meeting they

ranted and roared, and the Barbary Coast was, if their

story could be believed, an Elysian field of virtue in con-

trast with the Ocean Beach.

Naturally the papers took it up. and the fat Mrs. Camp-
bell with the skinny Mr. Campbell were heralded, published

and portrayed as public benefactors. This served to fur-

ther fire their ardor, and every Monday night this femi-

nine Don Quixote led her vocal onslaught upon the appar-

ently helpless chief and commission. Small wonder they

looked worn and worried when the outside sentinel, look-

ing in. whispered to the inside sentinel, looking out:

•T'inna yc hear the slogan—the Campbells are comin'?"

*****
Just about a week or so ago everything was going great.

Fat Mrs. Campbell, cheered by the approving glance of the
skinny Mr. Campbell, was swinging verbal crosses and
jolts and straights at the poor chief's head, and he was
plainly in distress. Then some little woman, I wish I

knew her name. God bless her anyway, asked for permis-
sion to speak. What she did to the fat Mrs. Campbell
and the skinny Mr. Campbell was a sin and a shame. She
represented some five hundred residents of the beach
who were tired of having their district paraded as San
Francisco's favorite spot for assaults, rape and kindred
crimes. Instead, she told of a city of homes—happy
homes, where crime was unknown—where policemen were
unnecessary, and where nature had provided a natural
nursery along the sandy beach where their many children
played and prospered. A veritable unending happyland!
"Take your policemen away. Mr. Chief, we don't need
them, and we don't need carpet-baggers like these Camp-
bells, either—you can take them, too. Why the only

things they own are an empty suit case, a dog and a
jimmy They are trouble-makers pure and simple, spying
and prying into windows and keyholes until we have
christened that (pointing to the skinny Mr. Campbell)
Peeping Willie.' God made him small, but he's smaller
than God made him." The chief smiled, the commission-
ers grinned; the tipstaves laughed and the fat Mrs. Camp-
bell, leading "Peeping Willie" by the hand, faded silently
into the night unwept, unhonored and unsung.

But apparently the troubles of Chief White are not to

end so happily. Twain Michelson, whom the directory
libelously describes as a lawyer, has preferred charges
against him, and demands his removal. Goodness! Think
of that! Who can Twain be? His Christian appellation
would indicate that he was named after the great humorist,
but Mark was never, never quite as funny as Twain. In-

deed not! Twain's principal claim to fame is that he is

a brother to Miriam, whoever she is. Please do not hold
her responsible for this, we beg of you, gentle reader, but
join us in the sincere hope that the Good Lord, who wished
this on her. has compensated to some extent by endowing
her with an unlimited supply of fortitude and endurance,
as well as a plentiful supply cf humor. She will need them
badly, or we miss a guess. But to return to the charges.
Wmte is accused of everything from failure to provide to a

violation of the 14th Amendment to the Constitution. If

the Police Commission has the same desire to amuse the
public as the members of the Women's Political Associa-
tion, at a small cost, for heaven's sake please hire Dream-
land Rink and let us all in on the fun.

Here surely is enough trouble for almost Atlas to bear.

Yet on top of all this the Board of Supervisors have gen-

erously donated three "women police officers," or "cop-

ettes." or social service workers," to poor David Augus-
tus. What to do with them, where to assign them or how
to keep them out of trouble, will prove a problem more
difficult than the Gordian knot. And who shall select or

eleel them? Will the age limit be increased or reduced?
Will they be fat and forty or petite and twenty? It is re-

ported that some one asked one cf the city fathers of Los
Anrjeles what his experience had been with women police

officers. Well," came he answer, "we have only two of

them, but they can make a damned site more trouble

than the other six hundred officers and Chief combined."
And he really swore, too! Poor David Augustus! When
Shakespeare wrote 'Uneasy rests the head that wears
a crown," he little knew of the Chief of Police of San
Francisco, else perchance he had written "Uneasy rests

the besom that wears a star marked Chief."

*****
Apropos of women police officers, some wag has indited

the following to each member of the Board of Supervisors:

Board of Supervisors:—
Honorable Sirs:

For pity's sake, gentlemen, decide soon upon the offi-

cial name of your female police and let's have an end to

tin' Drat act of the farce. And as long as ycu are bound to

give us these Amazon gendarmes, let me suggest that they

be good-looking, with split skirts, so that we "brutes"

of men will enjoy going along with them. The writer, lor

one. v. ill positively resist being "pinched" by a "coppette"

w ho is fat, forty and four-eyed.

The innovation of female police is a good one. for

women have always shown that they could not be bought,

bribed or purchased, and with a female force we shall

never again have the cry of "Graff raised in connection

with THE DEPARTMENT. Oh, no!

Looking confidently forward to a spotless, sexless, and,

I may add. cheerless, 'Frisco, and congratulating THE
BOARD upon the wisdom that it has shown in sidetrack-

ing all trivial municipal matters until this very important

question of petticoated police was settled. I am, with the

utmost respect and admiration.

Yours very truly,

I. GETCHER GOTE.
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AN I. Y. C. CHARTER FOR LOS ANGELES.

It was a local newspaperman that said the Indoor Yacht
Club was a big thing, that its membership spread the

world over—from San Francisco to New York, from Lon-

don to Paris, in Rome and other places, but the head and
front of their undertaking was on the shores of the Pacific

by San Francisco Bay.
Now comes Baron Long, H. W. (Beanie) Walker. Jay

Davidson and many other good fellows in Los Angeles
and are clamoring for a charter for a council or club or

lodge or log or whatnot in Los Angeles.
And it is going to be cheerfully extended to them but

some one has to suggest a proper appellation for the ad-

junct to the parent body.

ELECTED TO MEMBERSHIP IN INDOOR YACHT CLUB.

San Francisco—John Exnicios, Al McAllister, A. C. Stan-

nard, H. W. Force, Roland Becsey, Ed McKenzie, Ed Kelly,

William Regan, Charles McConanghy, H. F. Igoe, Joseph
Mulvihill, F. J. O'Neil. Judge A. T. Barnett, J. P. Dolan,
Hugo A. Asher, Sid V. Cavill, C. J. Stafford, Al. F. Andrews,
George D. Mackay, J. P. Doran.
New York—James E. Sullivan.

Chicago—Eddie Geiger.
St. Louis—Charles L. Stone.

APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP IN INDOOR
YACHT CLUB.

San Francisco—H. G. French, Harry G. Jenkins, Lester
Lupe, And Cruster, Jack Densham, E. A. Johnson, J. Sandy

McNaughton, Henry Goldstone, Louis Gassner, Benj. Scheuer-

man, Chas. Pearestein, Bert Wertheimer, M. Kollmann, Alfred

Loewenthal, Saml. Nussbaum, Chas. Skelly, Tom O Day,

James McLaughlin.

Chicago—John J. Coughlin.
Los Angeles—George A. Hussey.
Sacramento—Eugene Mulvey, Charles McCarthy.

Shipmate Wm. P. Caubu is a candidate for the office of
Police Judge. Bill has been an Assistant Prosecuting At-
torney in the Police Court ever since District Attorney
Fickert first took office. He has a host of friends who
are desirous of seeing him on the police bench.

Sam Berger, I. Y. C. Stage Director, has a treat in store
for the sailors. It is said to be a monster show—some-
thing never before attempted in America. Sam promises
full particulars in time for the next issue of the Main
Sheet.

It is proposed that the Indoor Yacht Club place a float
in the naval parade to take place on Columbus Day at
Aquatic Park, foot of Van Ness avenue. The celebration
is to be under the auspices of Recreation League. Judge
Thos. F. Graham is the live wire of the parade committee.

Shipmate Jesse H. Steinhart was about to be appointed
a Judge of the Superior Court by Governor Johnson, but he
called on the Governor and thanked him for the distin-
guished compliment and declined. Jesse is too busy a man
to take the job.

Colonel Farley ought to be promoted to Major after the
Olympic Club fight.

We hope that at the next election, the Olympic Club
management will arrange it so that a member can vote
"secretly." The method of making members mark their
ballots in the open at a table in the main corridor mid the
slants and glances of ill-mannered partisans ought to be
done away with.

Shipmate Neil T. Duffy is a candidate for Tax Collector.
Undoubtedly Neil will receive the Democratic and Non-
partisan indorsements.

FRANKLIN K. LANE.

Discusses Policies and Public Affairs with Frances Wayne
and "Jimmie' Coffroth—Declares Nation Should Stand
by the Man, Not the Money.

(By Frances Wayne in The Denver Post.l

Colorado Springs, Colo., August 26.—Franklin K. Lane,
Secretary of the Interior, will accept the invitation of the
Denver Publicity League, delivered by John B. Maling,
to be the guest of Denver within the next two weeks. Im-
perative business takes him to the coast at this time, but
his desire is to visit Denver at his earliest opportunity,
which opportunity he has agreed to make.
A big, blond, Bob Ingersoll sort of man leaned on the

top of a sofa in the Antlers' lobby last night. He was
talking to Jimmie Coffroth, prize-fight impresario, as one
lost brother talks to another when they have at last met
after many years.
Around the lobby buzzed the talk of many Governors,

come to this city to hold their annual convention.
"Interview Jimmie." said Woodrow Wilson's Secretary

of the Interior. "He can talk about all people. I can only
talk about things."

"Interview Frank; he's one good talker." said Jimmie,
moving away.
There is a. compelling geniality in Lane. He is approach-

able as one's own fireside and comfortable as the slippers
one puts on to sit beside it. There is this geniality and a
certain efficient energy, combined with perfect courtesy.

• • • • •

And listening to Lane and remembering the policies of
Wilson, one realizes (bat the same nation-wide vision can
come to two men in different ways. Lane sees it with the
eye of the man who has mixed with men; men who. like

James Coffroth, call him "Frank," without any trace o(

familiarity, and men who. after the manner of Governors,
say "Mr. Secretary," with no trace of truckling.
"Take it from me," said the sluggerie impresario, when

Secretary Lane bad said. "Until to-morrow, good night,"
"there's some man. I've known him from the days when
he was a reporter on 'Mike' de Voting's Chronicle.

Lane Always the Same to His Old Friends.
"He's always been the same in his regard for those he's

known in the good old days. Many a night we've sat until

morning in those old San Francisco havens of good fel-

1' \vshi]>. discussing the world and what is going on in it,

and to the time when we meet again—Frank's handclasp
is just as warm, his way just as hearty as It was then

—

and he is some person in this republic."

It is Lane's training as a newspaper man thai nives him
his manner and talk the touch that tells. He is an econ-
omist. A few words trace up big ideas and the ideas are
mastered like soldiers on drill.

looking at our Secretary of the Interior and at the Gov-
ernors gathered from sixteen States, one is inclined to be-

lieve that this best of countries is in pretty safe hands
and that it is in no danger of going to the bow-wows—but
of the Governors, their ways and backing, more anon.

Second Portola Festival
At San Francisco, Oct. 22, 23, 24, 25, 1913

Commemorating, as a Special Event, The
400th Anniversary of Discovery of the

'Pacific Ocean by Vasco Nunez de fT$alhoa

A Four-Day Carnival and Fete with Unlimited Attraction

and Entertainment.

Fleet of American and Foreign War Vessels. Large body

of Land Forces. Grand Parades including Military, Fraterna

and Civic Organizations. I

Floats characterizing notable events in National and State

History, with features most unique.

Athletic, Aviation, and other Contests.
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HON. JOHN J. SULLIVAN.

In recommending Judge Sullivan to all who will vote at

the September primaries the Main Sheet will not attempt
to extoll his virtues further than to say that the Judge
has been fair to all persons haled before his court Xn
partisan politics has influenced any of the Judge's actions

since he baa filled his position on the Police bench of this

city for the last few years.

Judge Sullivan has the endorsement of different political

bodies in San Francisco and we trust that better than all,

that he will receive the endorsement of a majority of the

voters in September, thus ensuring his election at that

time.

HON. E. P. SHORTALL.

Nominated for the third time by the Union Labor con-
vention. Judge Shortall goes before the voters of San
Francisco for the office of Police Judge. Strange as it

may appear, all of the different conventions, so-called, or
county committees, failed to put the stamp of their ap-

proval on a Judge who has occupied the difficult position

of presiding over one of our Police Courts so ably for the

past eight years. No doubt the Judge refused to do "poli-

tics" for some of the members of these self-appointed

bodies, hence their passing him by. But the vote Shortall

will receive the end of this month will be a sufficient tes-

timonial to him for the able manner he has filled his

position.

We commend him to the people of San Francisco.

ASK FOR A Serviceable Shoe

A California Product

United Workingmen's Boot and Shoe Co., San Francisco

THE QUEER SEX.

"I always knew women were inconsistent, but I heard
of one today that took the cup cake."

What did she do?"

"Chased her husband out of the house with a stove lifter

and then cried because he left her without kissing her
good-bye."

CONSOLATION.

Young Lady—No, mammy. I have no beau. I guess I'm
to be an old maid.

Mammy—Well, honey, dey say dem is the happiest of all.

once dey quits strugglin'.

A SWIFT ONE.

Employer— It takes half my time rectifying your mis-

takes.

Office Boy—Oh, well. I take my vacation next week and
you can rest up.

A CRYING SHAME.

Punk Town Postmaster—The advance agent in that

Uncle Tom Company told me that they wouldn't have to

take the road at all. but could show in New York the year
around but for one thine.

Farmer Ruby—What's that?
Postmaster—Why. the Gerry Society won't let little Eva

act down there.
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BATHHOUSE JOHN COUGHLIN.

A peculiar personage is this Bathhouse John, leader of

his ward in the Tenderloin District ot Chicago. They
tell me they try to beat him year after year, but each suc-

ceeding election he goes in with increased majorities.

We saw him in a resort just outside Colorado Springs,
called the "Zoo." It is a summer park and has all the
attractions of the Chutes that once was with us.

The soubriquet' "Bathhouse" is enough to attract atten-
tention; but when you are told that the Hearst papers in

Chicago have endeavored in every way they could to

defeat this man, he becomes a bit more interesting. What
is to him that brings about his continued success? You
look and find a rather ordinary-looking person. He is pro-

prietor of the "Zoo." His clothes are ill-fitting, his stom-
ach large, his general appearance negligee. You engage
him in conversation and find his grammar faulty and his

pronunciation on a par with the ward politician's who
formerly controlled San Francisco's destinies.

But there is an intensity of expression, a force that will

not be denied despite the rough exterior. You ask him
where he received the name "Bathhouse," inwardly figur-

ing that he conducted a cleansing establishment.
"I'm a great believer in cleanliness. The poor people of

my ward needed a lot of things—first in importance was
baths. I gave them tickets to a bathhouse and they
called me by that name."
He drops a few remarks on the inequalities of man. You

think him a Socialist and venture the remark.
"I'm not a Socialist; I'm a revolutionist."

"You don't appear so, Mr. Coughlin: in what way?"
"Because I believe the majority should rule and that is

not the case in this country. The minority rules the
majority, and until some great upheaval, revolution, or
whatever you wish to call it, takes place, things will go
against the poor man. It's the poor man who makes this
country."
"And, Mr. Coughlin, if we cannot bring about that con-

dition in the regular way, do you believe in drastic
measures?"
The most interesting feature of the strong Coughlin face,

his eyes, threw out a warning to discontinue, and left us

conjecturing on bombs, torpedoes and whatnots that might
be hurled to gain a point.

He is credited with the making of one hundred thou-
sand a year in Chicago. He is charged with losing one
hundred thousand per annum in this summer park ven-
ture of his in Colorado Springs, where he spends his sum-
mers. There are a couple of creeks rushing through his

grounds separating at the northern end and joining at

the southern, thus forming an island. There is a bridge
across one. As we bid him adieu we thought of this man
who amounted to so much in a political way in the
purlieus of Chicago town interested in this garden spot
in Colorado, content to keep it a-going notwithstanding
his tremendous yearly loss.

"Good-bye. Mr. Coughlin: I hope to see you some time in

Chicago, and I hope your revolution is successful."

"Thanks; it will be."

And he crossed the bridge to his "island."

TIVISMS

Money by any other name would worry the world just

the same.

Some persons don't care what route money takes, so

long as it arrives.

A pound of candy will outweigh a year of devotion with

some women.

Luck and industry are closely related.

Malice often furnishes its own punishment.

A fool can tear down in a month what a wise man spends
a life time building up.

Wit is the wine of intellect which ill-nature turns to

vinegar.

When a woman's age begins to tell on her no power on
earth can shut it up.

Life is a hurdle race, in which we are always jumping
to conclusions.

An optimist is a man who laughs at misfortune, never
having had any of his own.

POPULARITY OF THE DEMON.

Prohibitionists have been astounded by the discovery

that notwithstanding the vigor of their propaganda and the

tremendous efforts that have been made to cripple the

Demon Rum, there has been an increase since 1880 of

two hundred and fifty per cent per capita in the consump-
tion of alcoholic liquors. They are asking what is to be

done about it, but apparently nobody knows as nobody has

answered. And nobody has even thought of suggesting

that perhaps if Prohibitionists would abate themselves

they might assist the cause of temperance and reduce the

output of the breweries and distilleries. Prohibitionists

have decreased the number of saloons in the country and
increased the consumption of liquor in homes. They have

passed many laws that have tended rather to increase in-

toxication than to discourage drinking. Prohibitionists are

a source of great annoyance and inconvenience, and evi-

dently they are not compensating for the evils they do bv

achieving anything of benefit to mankind. Indeed, it is

by no means certain that their cause is not positively

immoral. We have the testimony of the editor of the

Bulletin that when his paper was publishing "The Life

in the Underworld" the per capita consumption of it was
greater in Pacific Grove than in any other community in

California, and Pacific Grove is the model Prohibition town.

Perhaps there was greater significance than commentators
have been able to conceive in Paul's advice to Timothy.
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HONEYMOONING IN EUROPE—EDDIE BURROWS.

[Sir. FiMie Burrows, for years one of the leading ne«>[.apersnian ol
i with the "Bulletin" and the "Post," wrote the

g letter to "Jimmy" Coffroth, and the Main Sheet obtained per-
lish it.—The Editor. ]

Aix la Chapelle. Germany. Aug. 26th, 1913.

Dear "Joimes":
Do unto others as ye would they should do unto you

—

but do it first! This being the law and the prophets. I

sit me down this somber Sunday afternoon to indite a
"stick or so" to me old side-kick of the Titian hirstute
adornment, in the hope that he will retaliate by the time
we reach the Champs Elysee. if not before. Gord knows.
there isn't so terribly much to do in Aix of a Sunda}

—

nevertheless, I hope you will realize that you have been
singled out from some 75S palpitating Polydeuceans for a

letter. If I hated you with true Medici fervor I'd probably
pour some of this accursed "kur-wasser" into the en-

velope—but being as I am merely a pal, I will content my-
self with telling you about it

!

Ugh! If anybody ever gets me within an ocean-width
of this German cesspool again there'll be a perceptible rise

in the chloroform market—and the guilty party had better

run when I come out from under the anaesthetic! What
I can't understand Is where they get all the antique eggs,
finmin haddie. discarded Camambert and putrescent Egyp-
tian mummies which must be necessary to obtain the

proper flavoring for their diabolical brew '

Well, I'm ilet-p in it now, so suppose I will have to see
it through— but never again, Joimes, believe me! If the
doctors say "Aachen" (the brutal Deutch name for this

burg!) to me next year, or an subsequent year. I'll chal-

lenge them to mortal combat in the Colma arena, soft sur-

gical bandages barred!
They all tell me the baths and the internal visitations of

liquid sewage are good for what ails me— but, take it from
me, 111 stick to my gocd old Doctor Krug in the future

and let them have their "cures"!

Europe— what I've seen of it—looks pretty good, Jim.

but I guess I'm a dyed-in-the-wool Yankee, for I can't see
anything over ht-re that compares with "Samland." Of
course, Paiis. Nit,-. Monte Carlo and Vienna are still only
names to me and I may fall for one or the other of them
pretty strong. On the whole, however, I'm afraid I'm like

Nigger Jim when Huck Finn asked him what he'd answer
if a man stepped up to him and queried:

T.trlez vous Ftancais?"
' Ah wouldn't answah nuffin'." replied Nigger Jim. UTd

Jest haul off an' bus' him over de eye! Hat is. if he warn't
a white man—I wouldn' allow no nigger to talk to me dat

way
'

"

And I'm rapidly coming to the same state of mind.
When they stint to gurgle Dutch at me I ache to hear
•['ml,- Billy" Jordan's voice say, 'Let 'er go!" so that I

i] into "em! The Kaiser is the only intelligent-look-

ing thing I've seen in Germany-- and I bet he has a stiff

himself to his job!
Aix ( "aches," as the dear wife insists en calling it'i is

I imperial city, founded by Charle-

magne on account of its sulphur springs and still reeking
v.ith noxious odors, fortissimo music and pee-wee cadet1

with story-book scars all over their faces. The cathedral
and Rathaus (city halll are really very line

—

think I sent
"i card of i iM' or the other a few days ago. They are

(to use an expression employed by you when writing me
go at Fontainebleau) vis-a-vis to our windows

at tiiis dandy hotel (Nuellensl and the panorama some-
times almosts reconciles me to the place—for a minute'
Oh, well, it will soon be over (one week more i an
ho! for Switzerland, Italy, the Riviera, Paris. London—and
—about October 2"th—good old. God-blessed New York!
You must not think that the wife and I are not having a

peach of a "treacle moon." despite my grumblings! She is

one in twenty million, Jim-boy, and has made life look

like a "$50,000 house" to me. where before it looked very-

much like a "treat." Hence, as you tan see with your
promoter's eye, it's a "good match," and my hat's off to

"Sunshine Jim" Cupid, the lad who coaxed us to sign ar

tides! (Excuse me for "talking shop"—the allegory was
too good to miss! i

Anne is all that the critics demand, and 100 per cent
more' We get along like Pete Merino and a pint of
Clicquot, or Kid Nelson and a B-fiat ballad—which is pretty
near perfect, eh? She's a grand little dapple-gray stake
horse, Jim, and I know you two will shine up to each ether
like a pair of patent leathers in a Greek polishing narlo-
when you meet! God grant it be soon! I often tell her of

the good old "Bulletin" days and how you saved my press-
seat for me afterwards, and together We wonder ii

"gang" is as happy as we are. Here's hoping that they
are'

Well, this is enough jabber for one day. Napoleon. I

have some other notes to get off and by the time they are
finished I will be due to drink that thrice-accursed water
again! Do let us hear from you, care American Express
Company, 11 Rue Scribe, Paris, by September 20th. Give
our best to all the stalwart I. Y. C. Sailors with whom you
and I once played at "pints and quarts." and save for

yourself the little "lagniappe especial" which you will find

concealed somewheres in this excuse for a letter.

She joins me in greetings and regards.

As Ever Your Pal,

"EDDIE."

All the world loves a lover, but if he attempts to recipro-

cate his best girl is apt to object.

DISCONCERTING.
"We formed a club of girls sworn to marry no man com-

manding less than ten thousand dollars a year."

'And what broke it?"

"A young fellow came along who was earning thirty dol-

lars a week."

A FINE THING.
"This Maxim Silencer is a great invention," remarked the

Boob. "It would be." remarked the wise Guy, "if they
could attach it to soupeaters at the restaurants."

COATES ORIGINAL

PLYMOUTH
DRY GIN

THE GIN OF THE CRITICAL
CONSUMER

THE FINEST GIN IMPORTED

ALEX. D. SHAW &. CO.
EDWIN C. HAMMER, MGR.

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS
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IN THE NAME OF JUSTICE

Norman Hapgood, the brilliant and effective editor of

Harper's Weekly, takes a fling at the Mann Act.

He argues with much force that the Government never

intended to regulate the sexual affairs of the nation The

act was passed to break up a notorious traffic. Under

the terms it has made possible the prosecution and convic-

tion of a sole unmercenary sinner. Within a stone's throw

of the Federal edifice where the trial took place are perhaps

a half a thousand professional white slavers. But what of

these' Nothing. It was newspaper sensationalism, inde-

fensible conduct and partisan polities that secured this con-

viction.

It may not be generally known, but let it he said to the

credit of Governor Johnson that he vetoed a law which

would have made the provisions of the Mann Act appli-

cable between counties of this State.

The Governor undoubtedly had the clear vision to see

the drastic results of the Mann Act. We are told that

Representative Mann is ashamed of it already. Instead of

breaking up a vicious traffic, it has afforded newspapers

an opportunity to be salacious, morbid crowds to follow

recreant youths and lewd conversation to invest the com-

munity.
It was appropriately named if it be called the •Man''

Act. It makes the man the legal sinner and legal sufferer.

It provides no penalty for the necessary and only too will-

ing accomplice who could sit at a table with a wife and

children and then befoul the marital bed chamber.

Now that an ordinary police court scandal has been

raised to the dignity of a trial in a Federal Court and an

easy conviction resulting, what has been accomplished? Is

Marsha better off? Is Lola now white as the driven snow?
Had not the wives and children of the unfortunate de-

fendants been scarred sufficiently without rubbing in the

salt of publicity? Point out what good has been accom-
plished, if you can.

The conduct of the defendants toward their family is

the blackest spot on their names.
Let the Mann Act be amended to stop the traffic or pun-

ish the women as well.

FUTILITY.

Jules Verne's Phineas Fogg took eighty days to put a

girdle round the earth. John Henry Mears, representing

a New York newspaper, has turned the trick in something
under thirty-six days. Thus does fact better fiction.

America now holds the championship in fast travel, for-

merly the property of M. Andre Jager-Schmidt of Paris

—

a newspaper man. It is demonstrated that a man may
rush round the world—more precisely, round the North
Pole—at an average rate, by land and sea, exceeding
twenty-seven miles an hour. But it is a futile experiment.
There is little to be learned from it, least of all by the

traveler himself. Speed is the last desiderium in travel

for pleasure, whatever may be said for the exhilaration

of aeroplaning and joy-riding. Kipling invented a char-

acter who raced against time in a hammock. At this hot
season, it seems to us that his device was a great deal
more reasonable than John Henry Mears'.

THE SAME OLD ISSUE.

Lindsey baiting in Denver continues. This time it is an
organization called the Woman's Protective League which

is planting the banderillas. The specific charge is that

despoilers of children have got off too lightly in Lindsey's

Juvenile Court. Agitation is on for a recall campaign
against him. Pending a careful analysis of the evidence,

people at a distance will fall back upon a well-founded

faith in the personal integrity of Judge Ben B. Lindsey.

They will bear in mind that for a decade he has stood

with a protecting arm about the child who conies in con-

flict with the law; and in view of the wisdom, sympathy
and courage which he has manifested will find it difficult

to believe that he is justly chargeable with too great

leniency toward monsters who debauch little children. It

will be much easier to conclude that this is only one more
plot of the selfish interests which have fought Lindsey
savagely and vindictively for years, holding of small ac-

count the protector of the morals and happiness of chil-

dren, when he stood between a reckless political machine
and its designs.

4k
ELECT

Billy Caubu
POLICE JUDGE

#P

THE WORM.

"The worm will turn," a lad once spoke.

He wan a wise, old guy.

He was an educated bloke

And what he said got by,

'The worm will turn," he said, and men
Spoke lightly of his name.

But all interred the hammer when
The Seals would win a game.

MR. INDOOR VACHTMAN:-Your office desk is no

place in which to put your valuable papers even

overnight. You would not have found them

gone if you had rented a SAFE DEPOSIT
BOX in

J, i
Crocker Safe Deposit Vaults
Crocker Bldg., Post and Market Streets

San Francisco, Cat. Phone Ky. 7

JOHN F. CUNNINGHAM, Manager
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JOSEPH MULVMUX CHAS. EVANS

flUcatmt Batrp Co.

PHONE PARK J587

359-6J WALLER ST. SAN FRANCISCO

GEO. BOGAN GUS WHITE

JULIUS EPPSTEIN
FRANK H. FORREST

PHONES *
SUTTER ,372PHONES

j KEARNy 519B

%\)t California Jflorist
344-346 GEARY STREET

AND HOTEL ST. FRANCIS

ARTISTIC DECORATING AND
DESIGNING OUR SPECIALTY

SAN FRANCISCO.
CALIFORNIA

AMERICAN TAXICAB COMPANY
POPE-HARTFORD

TAXICABS AND TOURING CARS
AT ALL HOURS

Limousine Machines for Balls and Weddings

STAND: FERRY BUILDING
Day Phones Until Midnigh

Sutter 3674, C 6682

Phones After Midnight

Sutter 4462, C 331

1

TIMOTHY HEALY
ATTORNEY-AT- LAW

SUITE 1501-1506

Humboldt Bank building

Fine Clothes to Order Moderate Prices

Jordan ^altering *£&

828 Market Street

No Branch Stores San Francisco

Telephones

Douglas 1 453

C6258

SAM BERGER
NAT BERGER

44Wear a BENJAMIN 5?

MARKET STREET BERGERS EAST OF POWELL

Exclusive Agents

ALFRED BENJAMIN CLOTHING

HABERDASHERY
HATTERS SAN FRANCISCO

Custom Shirt Tailors

For Men and Women
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Overland Limited
EXTRA FARE — TRAIN DE LUXE

Southern Pacific Union Pacific

Chicago & North Western

To Chicago in 632 Hours
Lv. San Francisco (Ferry Station) 4.00 p. m.
Ar. Oakland (Sixteenth St. Station) 4.32 p. in.

Ar. Chicago (North Western Station) 9.30 a. m.
(3rd Morning)

NEW ALL-STEEL EQUIPMENT—ELECTRIC LIGHTED

Barber Shop Manicuring

Shower Bath Hairdressing

Valet Service Stenographer

Massage Stock and

Ladies Maid News Report

Observation Car — Ladies' Parlor — Library-

Buffet Clubroom Car Dining Car

Drawing Rooms Compartments Suites of Three or More Rooms

First Class Tickets Only
Connecting with Limited Trains of Eastern Line* Arriving New York

fourth morning out of San Francisco

Southern Pacific
THE EXPOSITION LIINE 1915

SAN FRANCISCO: Flood Building. Palace Hotel. Ferry Station. Phone Kearny 3160

Third and Townsend Streets Station. Phone Kearny 180.

TJ. P. R. R., 42 Powell Street. Phone Sutter 2940.

C. & N. W. Ry., 878 Mailed Street. Phone Ke.rny 3735

OAKLAND: Thirteenth Street and Broadway. Phone Oakland 162.

Sixteenth Street Station. Phone Lakeside 1420. First Street Station. Phone Oakland 7960

• 101
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DR. CHAS. EDWARD JONES
When Keegan Monahan, or whoever it was. invented the phrase "They broke the mould when they made him." he

must have had in mind none other than Doctor ('has E. Joni on was made to fit the man.

When the Indoor Yacht Club elected him a member irds, and with cheers let this be re-

corded, thej the best liked, the best thought of, the be: I n in San Francisco. A broad statement.

Dr. .1 s ...-bom in ISti.s. His pare] oneers in California—real ones who braved the dangers and pri-

18 of the plains in the ttled in Calaveras, the spot that Mark Twain and Iiret Harte

made famous in California's history His father was a disciple of Aesculapius, so it was but natural that the son

should follow in

At Santa Clara College they still refer |i ly and admiringly to "Soapey Jones." A natural

-the captain of the college ball-team—a hunter—a fellow full of fun and with all the natural ability

to lead his class in study—small wonder students and faculty alike admired and respected him.

Dr. Jones has been a practicing physician here for almost twenty years. This story would read like an ad

d our opinion of his ability, so just let's say that he's as good as the best. Probably no man in his pro-

real good or more real charity for the poor and sick than does "Charlie Jones."

re are some people so endowed by nature that men and women are intuitively and unconsciously drawn to

sonality is attractive ami reassuring

They breathe and radiate confidence and hope. Of suchis Dr. Charles E. Jones, likeable and lovable, the one man
whom "even envy dared not hati

id luck to you. Dr. Jones—its a good, old world at that, because of men like you.

THE BIG SAIL— IN DREAMLAND— OCTOBER THIRTIETH
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REILLY BROS, and GENE RATTO
Phone SUTTER 3885

CARRIES

WHITE ROCK
ELBART GIN

WILSON WHISKEY

175 O'FARRELL ST.

H. F. SANDERS A. J. SCHULER

DEL MONTE AUTO RENTAL CO.
PHONES

SUTTER 215 HOME C-6666

TOURING CARS AND TAXICABS
OFFICE. 105 POWELL STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

C. W. Shavj R. H. Fischbeck

jftgcpecfe's
San Francisco

Phone Sutter 3629 844 Market Street

ST. FRANCIS IMPORTATION CO.
350 Geary Street

WINES AND LIQUORS AT RETAIL
FINEST GOODS - LOWEST PRICES

PROMPT DELIVERIES

Remember that

Cresta Blanca Wines
Are the STANDARD WINES of California

Try a Bottle of CRESTA BLANCA SPARKLING
Equal to the Imported

STOP your Auto at the

HOPKINS
Formerly Bohemian Villa

MEALS SERVED AT ALL HOURS
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS

Entertainment during Afternoon and Night

The Pacific Ocean is_ My Bath Tub. 193S Ocean Boulevard

1

3

4

Wll FIRD J. CIRARD
President

STANLEY J. GIRARD
Secretary »nd ManaB«

GIRARD'S
GRILL

AND

Oyster Parlor

Oysters, Terrapin, Crab Slew, Steaks,

Chops, Oyster Loaves.

UNION SQUARE AVE.
Phone Douglas 3454 San Francisco, Cal.

1

3

4

DA N A
PERCY DANA

Official Photographer of

the Indoor Yachl Club.

FOTOS
Market St.

Opp. .Mu«<in, S. I".

Come In, the Water's Fine. Phone Sunset 960

San Francisco
to

Los Angeles

in 18 Hours

And at the same time enjoying freedom from

smoke, dirt and noise on the

Yale and Harvard
"America's Fastest Ships"

These ocean greyhounds have every wanted

comfort and convenience. They are patronized

by those who demand the best in ocean travel.

For tickets, folders, etc.

apply

Pacific Navigation Co.

680 Market St. Phone Sutter 310

85 Market St. Phone Kearny 142

1130 Broadway. Oakland

Berkeley Office 2011 Shattuck Ave
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IF HISTORICAL LOVERS RAN AFOUL OF THE MANN ACT

Jupiter, whose amorous adventures as set forth in classic

mytholi gy were wont to arouse our envy of the god of all

the Greeks in the old days ol our schoolboy unsophistica-
tion, gazed upon the fair Europa as sta< d afield,

and. sizing her up for one swell chicken, promptly took
ilon, as was his habit. Disguised as a big white

bull, says the myth, he got Europa upon his hack and fled

away with her to the retreat of the gods On high Olympus
And in so fleeing he crossed the bonier tine ol Attica.

maybe; and maybe also he behaved like an obstreperous,
rampant bull and kicked up a few yards of dust around the
Peloponnesus. For that matter, Jupiter; being omni
and also much givt n to traveling, possibly invaded the
sacred soil of Nevada

Now, Kuropa apparently fell lor the bull, but that is en-

tirely aside from the purpose of this discussion. No one
will dispute that Jupiter was t It ** original bull artist The
writer merely wishes to call attention to the flagrant vio-

lation of the Mann White Slav.* Act Certainly under the
provisions of that act. Jupe. speaking of him sort of famil-

iar like, was a real white-slaver For that matter, so was
Pluto. He swooped down upon the unsuspecting Fros.-r

pine. W'ho was plucking sweet eabbages in Ma Minerva's
trd. and carried her off to the lower regions, where

she probably drank Pluto water and raised hel—er, that is,

generally.

The Greeks built altars, before which they mad,
flees to Jupe and Piute, and worshipped them evdri above
the worship of A, Carnegie for the beautiful \ta

(felt] ill' is stamped with the portrait of Mr
I

And for doing the same thing almost we, in a

more enlightened age, are sending Maury Diggs and Drew
Caminetti to jail

Think not thai this is any white slaver's cry "To urns'"
nor that there is inti ndi d any defense for those persons In

Bale attire who "stand around cigar stores and wear
green hits," That, by the way. is the only line from "The
Lure" thai San Francisco seems to recall Nor do we
regard the wearing oi a green hat as necessarily a symbol
of mora] delinquency, More often it is a symbol of mental
delinquency. Several distinguished and eminently re-

Bpe< tizens of San Francisco seem to be hopelessly
addicted to the green hat habit. We would not put the

g of a green hat above tin- two young men who art-

right now in such serious trouble with Uncle Sain. Nor
do we defend them or their acts either by raising our voice
or a linger. Having gazed at Reno from the observation
car Of the Overland Limited, the writer is of the opinion
that anybody who uoes there ought to be arrested, and a
man who would take a woman there should be punished by

made to stay.

i
ver, careful consideration of the Mann White Slave

"is one to the conclusion that the world needs to
congratulate itself that Mr. Mann is a modern reformer,
For certainly this old world of ours would have Buffered bad
the .Mann Art been iti fore.' twenty centuries ago. and the

it would be somewhat different
Mark Antony ami the voluptuous Cleopatra rambled reeU-

and wantonly over the civilized world. It does not
that Mark was exactly the ringleader of the ex-

Ms, rmr that be invariably provided the transporta-
tion. But the suspicion exists that he and Cleo occupied
compartments none too widely separated, and even though
Cleo led Marcus around by his aristocratic Soman snout,
he was nonetheless a Mann white slaver. Yet it never
occurred to the wise old Roman law-givers to lock Anton>
up for carrying his amours and his amorosa over the state
line. Tempora mutantur! Antony is well off dead, for to-

day he would be lucky to be out on bail.

Ports of the tender heart sing t" us of Abelarde and
Ileloise, of the wonderful love that was carried into a
grave, and. that, alt the world loving a lover, must keep
[dace in our memories and our histories and our poems
until eternity, and maybe for sometime afterward. Yet
AN laid.- was a white slaver. He was even more of a white
slaver than Diggs or Caminetti, for he was a priest, sworn
to celibacy, virtue and a lot of other swears Hut in spite
rf priestly vows he debauched the fair niece of the Canon
Filbert and carried her off from Paris to Brittany, and if

that isn't just about the same thing as taking her into

Nevada, something is wrong with common school geogra-
phies Yet Abelarde died full of years and honors, and

11 the object oi his lifelong adorotlon subsequently
aided the undertaker to beat the high tost of living, she
was planted snugly and comfortably beside him. Also a
tomb was built above them, so that future generations
might gaze Upon their last resting place and sifch for a love

that was undying. That was several centuries ago. To-
day Abelarde would be sent to McNeils Island and HeloiSe
would be hehl up to public scorn.

Jusl to 1).' a little more modern, w might give a mo-
ments consideration to Lord Myron and the Countess
Gulccloll, Readers know a heap more about i^ord Byron
than they do about Abelarde, or Antony, or Jupiter. He
didn't live so long ago that his misdeeds have all b<

gll rilied 01 course, we have reached that point where we
are content to condemn him by saying thot he was "a

devil of a fritow." and we read bis poetry ami stfgely con-
clude that the Countess or any one o! a dozen other inam-
oratas of this real poet of passion was his inspiration. Now,
the Countess was somewhat stuck en Lord George Gordon
Byron. That cannot he denied Hut she was a naughty,

hty female to run away with him. lor she had a bus-
aimless, gullible old duck Of about SO sum-

iti-is and no teeth, Yet she gave Friend Hubby the once
over and want traipsing over Europe with George, thereby
making of George a white slaver and Inspiring him to write
much poetry and to commit other immoral acts in numer-
ous states. Supposing the Reformers, with the Mann Act
back of them, had grabbed bis Lordship and srnt him to the
Florentine hoosei;ow under the provisions of the Mann
Act—just how much would the world of art and letters

have lost? Truly, we could have done without Byron had
he never existed. Yet there is a suspicion that we could
have done without the great masterpiece of Congressman
Mann had be never existed. And for my own part, despite
l.eander wasn't above taking a woman to Nevada, only he
would probably have played foxy and taken her to Oakland
instead. What would Mr. Mann have done about this?

Truly is this an age of gross materialism. No longer does
the poet sim^ of love. There is no Young Lochinvar to

inspire him. lor Young Lockimar would to-day be taken
into custody, branded as a depraved, degenerate wretch,

and sloughed into the ignominy of a white slaver's cell.

One wonders just what course Mr. Mann and his dis-

Ciples would have pursued toward Hero and Leander. Lean-
der was a wise young man. He did not take Hero travel-

ing, but to be at her side he swam the Hellespont, thereby
going into another state, which is merely a technical eva-

sion of the law. We respectfully submit that in his heart
Leamler wasn't taking a woman to Nevada, only he would
probably have played foxy and taken her to Oakland in-

stead. What would Mr. Mann have done about this?
"To love and to be wise is not granted even to the gods,"

runs an ancient Latin quotation. Yet to love and to be fool-

ish is not granted to anybody today. The poets of other
ages saw romance and beauty where the practical, unro-
mantie. unsympathetic reformer of today sees only gross
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LOW DOWN FROM THE CITY HALL

"Some day these attorneys will wise-up and not try to

beat the newspaper reporters by putting their divorce com-
plaints on the secret file,'' muttered the assistant elevator

starter at the city hall as he snapped his clicker and sent

another car load of passengers towards the seventh floor.

"Some day the lawyers will wake up and realize that there
isn't a chance in the world to keep their secret divorce
suits under their hats, and that they might just as well

file them out in the open.

"But, of course, you can't talk to some of them. They
know it all. They don't give the reporters any credit for

ingenuity. They don't know that the surest way to get

a seven column line on their divorce suits is to stick the

complaint on the secret file. They don't figure that the

newspapermen know anything about pleadings and filings

in the county clerk's office. Why those reporters could
make most of the lawyers in town look sick when it

comes to a knowledge of the filing system In the county
clerk's office. They sure know the ropes.

"Take the case of Duncy McLeod. Duncan didn't want
the whole town to know that he was divorced from his

fair bride of three or four months so he framed to have
the proceedings in his divorce suit stuck on the secret file.

Dunk was divorced and nothing was printed in the news-
papers—for awhile. Court-room attaches, deputy county
clerks, bailiffs and stenographers were all pledged to

secrecy. Dunk and his attorneys had a most elaborate
plan for putting it over on the newspapermen, the best

scheme I've seen framed around these pans for many
months.

"Well, they got away with it for a few days. Then thi

started to chuckle. The laugh was on the newspapermen,
they thought. Every morning. I'm told, the attorneys in

the case would ring up one another and say. "well, they're

not on yet."

"Then after ten days had gone by Dunk and his attor-

neys and the principals in. the case woke up one afternoon

to find the story of the divorce smeared all over the pages

of the evening papers. What a fine panning Dunk and his

attorney got. Now they're sorry that they didn't lei thi

newspapermen in on the story ai first.

"Howard Harron didn't profit by McLeod's examp
when Harron had a complaint for divorce to file for John
Rogerson, who used to be superintendent of -streets, he

stuck it on the secret file. too. Well, you know what hap-

pened. The newspaper boys went to it for a couple of

columns. Harron and Rogerson might have been let down
with half a column if they had let the newspapermen in at

first.

"And so it goes. The lawyers will continue to stick their
complaints on the secret file and the reporters will con-
tinue to get the complaints and give them a couple of hun-
dred words more than they are worth.

"The reporters don't give a hang. They have a lot of
fun over the secret file, which after all is a joke. No-
body ever got by with a secret file divorce and nobody
ever will. The reporters don't want it abolished. It

gives them a tip that something's doing whenever they
find a secret file complaint. One of them says that the
secret file is the reporter's one best bet. Between you and
me it is, too."

"There's one of the eight judges who is going to be
elected at the next general election," confided the assistant
elevator starter as Superior Judge Franklin A. Griffin
stepped into the elevator on his way to his court-room
on the fourth floor. And a prince of a fellow he is, too!"

"G i if fin. you know, was the governor's secretary and
has a lot cf warm friends in San Francisco. He deserves
(hem, too. He's a champion, as Tommy Manning says.
And Tommy ought to know!
"They tell me that Griffin is a mighty hard worker. He

is one of the first judges I see come into the building every
morning and he is one of the last to go out at night Af
Nagle, the notary in the law library, says that they almost
have to kick him out of the library when it's time to
close up at night. Seems thai the judge gets engrossed
in his work and doesn't know when to stop. He's a mighty
;reeable sort of a fellow and he knows how to uphold the

dignity of the bench. Me always has a cheery g i morn-
ing fcr me when he comes into the building and out of

court he doesnt' put on any frills In court he's all busi-

ness. Ill' Ml seem to like to get their

BSlgned to bis department. Sam and Bob and the other
I <iys on the cats say thai he looks like an easy winner
in the next election."

"I'm sorry to hear that Frank Deering who is in i

i i the law library, has been laid up," remarked the assist-

ant elevator starter as he returned to his post alter hav-

i
ing directed a couple to the marriage license bureau.
"Deering has Friends in every room in the building.

Everybody swears by him and is ready to go to the bal

"i him at tiny time He was stricken while at his work
in the library about a monlh as;o. and had to be rushed
out to the German Hospital for an immediate operation,
lie came out of the operation all right and after being at

the hospital for about two weeks was taken home where
he is new recuperating. The boys all hope to see him
back again in a little while."

immorality. Love's wondrous thrills have been vivisected

and labeled as mere sensuality. The world is indeed grow-

ing better, but is it not possibly sacrificing a lot of the real

sublimity of living? Or, to put it another way. are not our
modern reformers tearing the veil of romance from the

great lovers of history, legend and poetry, and displaying

them in undraped infamy in the full glare of the Mann
White Slave Act spot light?

Twenty centuries ago Diggs and Caminetti would prob-

ably have escaped even public censure. Then some unsung
Milton might have found in them inspiration for his great
masterpiece, and in our public schools we would be teach-
ing the young idea how to shoot with elaborate lectures on
the divine love poem, "I'm on the Way to Reno."
Yet there is onother angle to be considered, too, as long

as modern and ancient standards are up for comparison.
Much is said of the degradation, disgrace and humiliation
to which the young women of this Reno affair were sub-
mitted during the famous trial. They were held up to

public scorn, contempt and calumny, and all that sort of

thing, according to several columns of let-'em-alone sob-
stuff gushing from the Juvenile Court of Sacramento. As
a matter of fact, they were lucky not to have been in court
in the age of Pericles.

For it was in the age of Pericles, was it not, that the
charms of the courtezan Phryne were displayed before a

jury of long-whiskered Athenians? The orator Hypereides
oration pulled a gee string and thereby removed everything
stood Phryne before the jury and in the midst of his

she wore except a smile. History relates that but one

J. H. DEERING
Offers the Celebrated

MOET AND CHANDON CHAMPAGNE
WHITE SEAL, VERY DRY

IMPERIAL CROWN BRUT CUVEE, A. A.

Ask for

Serviceable Shoe California Product

UNITED WORKINGMEN'S BOOT & SHOE CO.

SAiN FRANCISCO

word more of Hypereides' address was heard, but he won
his case.

This is all apropos of nothing, but just supposing Marsha
and Lola had been haled into court in Pericles' time, with
Hypereides making a speech

—

Well, just supposing!
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RALPH McLERAN DANIEL C MURPHY
FRED L. HILMER ANDREW J. GALLAGHER GUIDO E CAGLIERI

EDWARD L NOLAN CON DEASY

THE ELECTION FOR SUPERVISORS.

Among the thousands of members of the Indoor Yacht Club are seven who for the past month have been candi-

dates for the office of Supervisor. At the recent primaryone of the shipmates, Andrew J. Gallagher, was elected.

His Mother siilors. Dr. (Jtiido E. Cagllerl, Con Deasy, Fred L. llilmer. Ralpb MrLeran. Daniel ('. Murphy and Kd-

ward L. Nolan, qualified at the primary and come before the voters at the November election.

Dr. Caglieri, Pied Hilmer, Ralph McLeran, Dan Murphy and Ed. Nolan are members of the present Board.

Their conduct in that office is such as should commend them to the people of San Francisco for reelection. Many

important propositions have been proposed during the past year. These gentlemen have been active in their ad-

vocacy of them and should be continued in office to complete the good work which is under way.

Shipmate Deasy was a member of the Board during 1910-11, and only missed re-election two years since by a few

votes.

There are eight vacancies to be filled, and it is the club's wish that six of the seven sailors pictured above will

receive handsome majorities. For the seventh—Andrew J. Gallagher—congratulations

THE BIG SAIL— IN DREAMLAND— OCTOBER THIRTIETH
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HOW ABOUT THAT BEACH BREAKWATER?

By W. W. Naughton.
What has become of the Indoor Yacht Club's scheme

for having a breakwater built .at the Ocean Bench in order
that bathers might enjoy a roll in the suit' without being
harassed by the fact that they might be snatched out to

sea by the undertow?
Was it merely a passing thought or an idle dream? If so

the writer for one is genuinely sorry and he knows or

veTy many others who are similarly affected.

Let us hope that agitation of the project will be revived
for it must appear to any thinking man that in affair

of that kind would be one of the greatest boons that could
be conferred upon the residents of this lavored locality.

As it is there are miles and miles of fleecy breakers an !

bright blue water literally going to waste, for although a

certain degree of pleasure can be derived from contem-
plation of the ocean what we need is the assurance that
it is ours to lave and tumble in without the dread of
being sucked under by a treacherous current when we
are in the height of our enjoyment.
The fact that the Indoor Yacht Club promulgated the

thing and then seemingly dropped the subject with tlK'

suddenness with which it was taken un is a reproach t"
our organization for since the period of first mention the
undertow has been lamentably active in taking its toll

of human life. On one occasion—not so very long ago at
that—two lads were whisked away and drowned in lull

view of their companions and there have been other eases
of fatalities of a like character.

If anything is to be done it is high linn- the ball wis
set rolling and the Indoor Yacht Club hav:ng made tl •

suggestion it would seem as thcugh it should tike the
initiative and earn for itself the credit of such a

worthy undertaking.
San Franciscans, while energetic, enterprising u id c

sighted in the main are prone to slight their op 10 ml
ties in many directions, when they finally re cgnl I at

they have overlooked certain things, bi wi \ thej display
feverish haste in making up lor losl tim

I ea:s un-
told sea-view homesites, which are always iti i i to
be snapped up in cities situated .

begging. Now the reverse is the case and whole blocks
are being graded and laid out in the via.

i

Heights and Lincoln Park.
In like manner I am sure v.lnn t',

bathing at Ocean Beach are duly exti II
! thi n

gain champions by the tens of thousands and th
water will become an assured fact.

One of the gieatest incentives to organized effort along
the lines mentioned shou'd he the refle foil th">1 i

in the purest of sea water is [h atesl ol
(

i h Ith
tonics.

This is penned in total ignorance as to whether the
scheme from an engineering point is pn ticable but I om
the fact that a spidery construction such as the Olympic
Company's perr can hold its own with the t imb ing I reik-
ers it seems to me that there is no Question as to th"
stability of the style of breakwater originally suggested
by the Indoor Yacht Club.

It is time to be up and doing. Let us get an opinion,
or report from some one like Willis Polk cr Clarence
Ward. I do not know how far distant the date of the
annual Indoor dinner is—I hope not far—but the cccasi m
would be an excellent one on which to devote one-hair
hour to the reading of such report, or opinion, and the
launching of the breakwater scheme either by subscription
or petition to whatever government department or muni-
cipal source is considered the rightful one to furnish the
sinews of war.
Think it over yachtsmen, and lets get together on the

biggest proposition that was ever sprung so far as San
Francisco is concerned.

The rriends of Hector McKenzie will be pleased to learn
that he is temporarily residing in Denver and is enjoying
excellent health. He is entirely recovered from the illness
that took him to Silver City. Writes the Main Sheet that
he filled Thomas S. Mulvey's stateroom on the Cedricwhen that young gentleman departed tor Europe with
Pommery. and wants particularly to be remembered toJohn Tait and James Woods.

ONE in- thi: mi i.\i:\ iivmh ETS.

Thomas S. Mulvey, Secretary of the Superior Court of this
city, :u» panted i-\ his wife, left for a tour «-f Burope Q
few days since. Prior to Ills departure he was tendi red
iiitny banquets. The .

1
1

- ,
,
%

, pi ture In one of the numerous
affairs In which Ills friends gathered to wish him bon vol
age. A( the head Df the table In tl"- foregi' I will be seen
John Tait. and then in the fashion the cards are dealt you
will recognize J. W. Coffroth, Gregory Mitchell, Harry Mona-
han, John J, Glynn, Jos. Campodonlco, T. 1. Fltzpatrlck,
[frank J. Hennessy, Jos. A Watts, the guest of honor, Hon
win. It, McCarthy, Harrj 1. Stafford, John n Suits, Anion.-
Griffiths, William Nelson, Joseph A. Lewis, John i" Gal-
lagher, and that retiring young gentleman, Mr Krcllng

Mr. Mulvej will return In
i iple of months.

BEAUTIES OF THE NEW PRESS CLUB.

Have you noticed that the newspaper men of San Fran-
cisco appear to be walking on air lately and that they
give you tile high band shake— that is If they deem you
a proper peTBOD to shake with at all. It's a case of "what

long tail our cat's got," for the press boys are just

bmbling with delight and importance over their new homfl
on the corner of Powell and Sutter streets,

Of a certainty the New Press Club is one or the dain-

tiest and completes! headquarters In the city, n is cun-

MUiient, spaclcus and finely furnished and the boys are
justly proud of it. There was an election recently and
W, W. Naughton was made president lor the filth time.

Tom Bellow ol the Evening Call, Is the vice-president)

rnd Tom Boyle, the citys auditor, is treasurer. In ol)

something like thirty thousand dollars was spent In fur-

nishing the club.

A teatuie of the club is its dining room, the

being extremely moderate and the cuisine— whatever that

is

—

eo excellent that lunching and dining at the Pre- Clutl

l'as become a fad among those who, through active
elate or life membership, enjoy the privilege or taking
their meals in the handsome quarters.
As ever the club extends its hospitality to all the uota-

bles who visit the city? In the past presidents of the

I'nited States, secretaries ol' war, and the like, have re-

sponded with alacrity to the club's invitations and it is

very evident that under the new order of tilings the dug
will continue to play host to such celebrltieB.

During the past week the club had a dinner dance
which means a dinner tollowed by* a dance. It was a

'sweethearts and wives" night and one hundred and fifty

couples "chased the glowing hours with flying feet."

All hail to the New Press Club!

SO WHAT'S Till'. lllhTERKXCHi

As I walk .1 by myself,
Anrl talked lo myself,
Myself said until me.

Look to thyself,
Take care of thyself,
For nobody cares for thee.

I answered myself,
And said lo myself,

in the self-same repartee.
Look to thyself,
Or not look to thyself.
The selfsame rliing will be



TH E M A IN SH E EJT

JUDGE COOPER ON JUDGE VAN FLEET.

The Pacific-Union Club continues to chatter over the
scoring given to United States District Judge \V. C. Van
Fleet by Judge Cooper, former presiding judge of the
State Appellate Court for the San Francisco District.

Judge Cooper, being a man of large means and holding

a high social position, is much courted at the club on
the bill, and his standing as a jurist gives his views on

the law and morals of a court a high place in the opinion
of the members.
Now Judge Van Fleet was swelling himself a good deal

over the way in which he was conducting the persecu-

tion of Maury I. Diggs and F. Drew Caminetti on the

silly charge of white slavery, and he approached Judge
Cooper for commendation. Then he caught a tartar.

That eminent jurist turned on him and skinned him there

and then befoie his fellow club members. He told the

swelling Van Fleet that his conduct on the bench was
outrageously unfair and that his interpretation of the law

was foolish. Particularly did Judge Cooper lay stress on
Van Fleet's manifest leaning toward the prosecution in

all his rulings on the law of the case.

I find that Judge Cooper is generally applauded for his

stand even by club men who think his langiage was very

sharp •""! Bi 'ere when directed at a judge before whom
he may be called upon to practice. Hut there is a great

revulsion of Feeling in the community about the Diggs
and Caminetti cases, and. as George A Knight said

week, if they were to come up for trial again they would
be acquitted, even with Van Fleet hounding them and
attempting to browbeat the jurors into convicting ver-

dicts

The fact is. Diggs and Caminetti were victims of political

ambitions and that sex mania that is now sweeping the

country. They committed a crime of deserting their wives
and Children, and should have been punished for that

under the State law.

But John I.. McN'ab, as United States Attorney, was nurs-

ing an ambition to be governor of California, and he saw
in that Reno escapade ol the two young men and the two
flighty girls an opportunity for a little free advertising.

So lie started 'he prosecution under the Mann white slav-

ery act. which never was intended to cover any such

elopements as that from Sacramento to Reno.
And. then Judge Van Fleet. Forgetting the gayeties ol

his own youth, started in to gel tin- applause of the sex

maniacs by aiding and abetting the expensive special

prosecutors in the case. Hi' kept up his unfairness to the

end. Baying, when he passed sentence, that he didn't con-

sider the offense of Diggs and Caminetti the gravest under
the Mann law. and then giving them harsher sentence?

than he had given men com h ted ot real whin- slavery

the lowest of crimes.
Then dongioni s Federal .ludg. Pollock, an experienced

judge of the no. bib- west, and taking a common sense view

ol the Maun act, decides that it was not intended to cover

es like that of the Reno elopement Bat perhaps we
shouldn't expect common sense ftom Judge Van I

who has developed as a prohibition crank as well as a

person afflicted with the prevailing sex madness.
i] honor to Judge Cooper for publicly calling down

the United States judge who runs his court with the

tyrann) of a kindergarten teacher and who seems to think

Hi lost duty of a judge is to be a prosecutor.

ELECT <%

Billy CAUBU
POLICE JUDGE

ing at the Panama I'.'

SENATOR
JAMES J. FRAWLEY.
The .Main Sheet re-pub-

- a picture of the
Hon. James J. Frawley of
the New York State Sen-
ate, it was the commit-
tee headed by Senator
! i a « ley that proposed the

articles of impeachment
ust Governor Sulzer

of New York. Senator
Frawley is a frequent

< ontributor to the Main
Shi et. It was Senator
Frawleys efforts that ob-

tained t'tom the New
York Legislature an ap-

propriation of $750,000 for

tie Empire State's build-

Exposition.

THE DECADENCE OF THE STAGE.
Bj Walter Anthony.

It is pleasant to record the lailure of "The Lure." "The

Traffic" at the Savoy seemed to have appeased local curi-

osity concerning the unheal,. ... and the diseased elements

which like the poor, we seem likely to have

with us alv

The modern playwright of the Scarborough-Marshall

type seems to forget that just as it is conceivable that i

in 111
1 > permit himself to do things that be will

not permit himself to talk about, so an artist should

posit ion to picture the gross, the animal,

the li wd, i he obsci ne and the vicious.

It Is an assumption of the hypocrite that good may
come i' : evil,

i the < out- tnplation of good.

No gin .vis ever restrained From treading the path that

leads to the steps that take h Id on hell through reading

phy.

No evil of while slavery was or ever will be corrected

is horrors, leal and imaginary, to white

haired dan lea, modest girls, emphatic club

Children, suffragettes or useful heaj-

tiiui women No "popular knowledge of the facts ol

es is going to correct medicine or a. id to the

happiness ot the world Doctors are trained to that pur-

pose—not pi 13 a 1 ighl

To v.lMi - all this tilth spilled, stinking, on the

lyward girls, obstruct the appe

of youth, alia} Intemperance, or sen up the knee sin

of a skirt' li merely emphasises the importance of a

subi. humanity, according to experts, alreadv

s up two-thirds of its time in contemplating; it leads

into paths . 1 nauseous thought, minds that were tetter

LUtieS 01 nature, the fairness of art

and the righteousness of God. A Barrie with his "Peter

Pan" or h Pound Look" is worth a regiment ol

reformers, though thej be headed by even so for-

m dable a pel Bon 1 a Bi leux

A SCUUberl song al the Nixies tnat sing to the watl-

jerer, :l choral ol Bach, an andante by Beethoven; a min-

uet by Haydn; a verse of Poe; a canto by Dante; an act

by Shakespeare, a poem by Keats or an essay by Lamb
the pi 3 and evil that were.

,,, ever will be written. After the public has held its

noses long enough over the syphillis of a Brieux drama

and the monstrouslj emphasized sex importance of a

Seal Ugh play, it will return, as fish lor air, to the

the l,|, p. of the sky and the clean breezes

;,e sea may refresh, strengthen and ennoble. Like

,,.,,,, [I, we 11. ay say with deep gratitude.

1 1,1, , aga in « s behi id the stars."

\ lot g 1 ago 1
pli 1 1 i

Gautier said in a preface to

,
,,,. o|

i

i; books live forgotten which) something to the

thai if the then present tendencies in art prevailed.

novels would he written about the lavatory. We have

,,,.,,,, n ,,;,,,! thai delectable point in the art of the

theatre.
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Some clergyman wants to know "Why callest thou me
good?" Easy. I guess he is not like the others.

Willie Ritchie says he will fight any one in the world.
"Boy, page Paddy Magilligan."

Sam Leake is asking contributions for his Christian
diatribe on Pagan Booze. Is it possible the thirst has come
back?

District Attorney Fickert is to be commended for the
speed and courage in having a social service "worker" In-

dicted. The lady took a promissory note to square a
white slave case. The only regrettable feature is that it is

putting the workers wise to the safe methods of graft.

Sametimes intelligence and courage go hand in hand.
Judge Cabannis some time ago sustained well-founded de-
murrers to certain indictments involving the anti-ra. in--

law.
The Appellate Court became sufficiently befogged to re-

verse him and the Supreme Court unanimously revi

the Appellate Court.
When lawyers disagree, Cabannis is usually right, and he

is never wrong for lack of heart.

The closing of the Coast may mean the beginning of the
Roast.

A great many persons delivered the Fire Department on
September 30th, but it didn't arrive until October 1st.

The Barbaric Coast is gone. Now won't some of the dear
busy-bodies go home and wash the deserted dishes?
The Skinny Mr. Campbell also ran.

Warden Jim Johnston of Folsom was an interested on-
looker at the returns coming in the Registrar's Office at
the recent primary. After looking the crowd over, Jim
announced he had better men in Folsom.

The administration police commissioners did a smart
bit of politics for the administration supervisors in acting
on the Barbary Coast matters when they did. It switched
fully five thousand votes away from the incumbent super-
visors.

The appointment of Judge Richards of San Jose to the
Appellate Bench is no surprise. In the early scramble to
get some one to take the job, Brad Sargent of Monterey
was favorably spoken of. Brad had every qualification
save the label "progressive." Two vacancies in the First
District will occur next year and Judge Sargent is des-
tined for one of them

Rumor has it that Charley Fickert would much rather
see Maxwell McNutt reporting at Murray & Ready's than
at the Hall of Justice.

CONTRIBUTORS TO THE MAIN SHEET.

The last issue of the Main Sheet brought forth many
compliments on the clever stories in it. Why not, when
some of the cleverest writers in America have contributed

to these columns during the last few years and continue to

write for us?

Among them may be mentioned W. W. Xaughton, San
Francisco Examiner; Edward H. Hamilton, San Francisco

Examiner; Al C. Joy, San Francisco Examiner; Jay Dav-

idson, Los Angeles Herald; Harry B. Smith, San Fran-

cisco Chronicle; Frank Herman, San Francisco Post; Wal-

ter Anthony, San Francisco Call; Harry I. Stafford; Eddie

Burrows, New York Commercial; Tad, New York Jour-

nal; Rube Goldberg. New York Mail; Sam Berger, W. D.

Potter, Harry M. Goldberg, Hon. Julius Kahn, Senator Jas,

J. Frawley of New York, Mike Buckley, C. Westover, S. F.

Post, Otto Floto, Denver Post, Add H.D.Cashman, New York Sun

and many others.

The milling of the unfit cannot be prevented by /cite. This

is a mailer of morals and conscience.

It is estimated that fixe million American adnlls have .»

cipient disease without their knowledge, which could he it

tected by medical examinations and arrested or cured.

BUD FISHER RETURNS

After an absence from San Francisco for more than

four years. Bud Fisher, the celebrated cartoonist and

creator of the "Mutt and Jeff" picture series, returned lo

San Francisco yesterday.

Bud left San Francisco on May 8, 1 909, to take the

position he has since occupied on the New York

American. Famous when he left here his name has

since become a household word. Many persons believe

that a large part of the big circulation of the Hearst

papers is due to his cartoons.

Leaving here single he returns with a pretty wife

whom it is a pleasure to meet.

Bud will be entertained by his old pals in the Indoor

Yacht Club, an organization of which he is a charter

member.

Shades of Brete Harte! In his day the gambler's word

was better than the banker's bond. The other day we

found one of the Berry family pleading that the $2300 note

he signed was in payment of a gambling debt, and there-

fore illegal. Oh, Clarence, Frank and Henry!

The Indoor Yacht Club had rented Dreamland Rink

for its annual big show on Halloween Eve, October 31st.

The local Japanese Colony desiring to obtain the rink for

the purpose of celebrating the birthday of the Emperor

of Japan, which occurs on that date, the officers of the

club withdrew their claim to the date and advanced the

big show one day—to the 30th. It was a graceful act.
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RANDOM THOUGHTS
San Francisco Chemically Pure "Clerically'Conlrolled"—"The Clean City Movement"— The Barbary Coast Dr. Aked and others The A. P. ^.

Movement Will it be Revived?—The Eagle and The Snake Other Reverend Akeds What Nezt ?

There is a deeper significance to the present moral wave
sweeping over this city than most good people seem to

appreciate. The effort to make San Francisco "chemically
pure" and "clerically controlled" carries with it a more
sinister meaning than would appear on the surface. I

moral movements must be judged by the character and
sincerity, the honesty of motive and the integrity of pur-

pose of those who inaugurate and conduct them. Good can
no more spring from hatred, bigotry and viciousness than
flowers can be taught to bloom or fruits to fructify on
the trembling, fire-eaten slopes of the volcano. Christ, the

Great Teacher, taught the doctrine of love, and through
the unending years His words have come down to us,

treasured by all men—by all creeds and by all times. The
dissembling ophidian reformer, whether gowned in clerical

robes or garbed in petticoats, can produce no more lastiim

effect than the braying ass or the barking dog.

The clean city movement is not common to San Fran-
cisco and is not new. It has been worked with varying
success in almost every city and town in the country
from Seattle to New York. If any fair-minded man or

woman wishes to know the true meaning of it. let them
learn the experience of towns such as Denver, St. Paul.

Chicago, Portland and Seattle. Let them study what hap
pened when the clerical buccaneers stole the wheel of

municipal government; when the bars were let down and
the tenderloin and the dives scattered like some dread
plague throughout the entire length and breadth of thes>

cities. Any sociological student will teil you that you

cannot succeed in this work by fighting symptoms rather

than causes. You do not cure the smallpox by picking

at the sores. You cannot fight an epidemic by raising

the quarantine and letting it spread broadcast. l>r. Aked
knows this—Mr. Hearst knows it. too. and so does every-

one of the others But that is nothing. The rallen woman
and the drunken workingman and the segregated vice

district make an ideal way to publicity; publicity to promi-

nence; prominence to control! li the dec c-nt people of

San Francisco want Or. Aked and his ilk to control the

town, as the Dr. Akeds of other towns haw done, just

let his "clean city movement" grow and watch results.

The city will be cleaned all right— financially, surd'

though not morally.

The Barbary Coast will shortly be a memory! 'I h

that Stevenson, Harte and Twain loved will soon be no

more. Whether for good or ill. time alone will tell. Ours
is not the task to prejudge or prognosticate. Hut the

great moral movement which succeeded in convincing the

Police Commission and the Mayor that this quarter or

institution should lie abolished was led by who and what .'

Dr. Charles F. Aked and the San Francisco "Examiner,"

aided and abetted by a score or more nondescript minis

ters, a like number of gossipying old women, under the

caption of club women," and a few unsexed sapheads,

physiologically known as men The ordinary citizen mlghl

feel that this was a work well done. And were these men
and women honest and sincere, perhaps, it might have

been. But the closing of Barbary Coast was only a means
to an end. Little these people cared for the Coast, except

for the publicity achieved for themselves; less they cared

for the sailor and the fallen, save that here was the chance

to burst into the limelight; naught they thought of theit

city, except that here was the golden opportunity to take

the first step in the mellow scheme that has been hatched

to lay San Francisco, roped, thrown and branded, into the

lap of the late lamented, but never to be forgotten. Amerl
can Protective Association—the A. P. a

The order itself is dead, so dead that even the Angel

Gabriel will never, never be able to resurrect it. It is

buried deep and fast to hide the stench of its own rot and

decay. But the spirit which conceived it. the hatred which

gave it birth, the men and women and the descendants ol

i he men and the women who promoted the A. P. A. of

other .lays, are still very much alive. They do not meet as

of old in darkened halls and deadened walls to repeat with
uplifted hands, "Catholics first and .lews next." No, in-

deed! They have profited by the lessons of the past, and
have devised a new method of putting ther nefarious
schemes into operation. The order is dead, but the spirit

lives! You cannot kill the spirit of bigotry and hatred.
Years have not softened it. 'lime has not changed it, and
these men now cloaked beneath the cover of a "clean city

movement" are the same old. narrow, un-American per-

verted bigots of twenty years ago. They are determined
to control, and the Lord help poor old San Francisco when
they do.

The Machiavellian head .>> the movement is the Chris-
tian, charitable, conscientious follower of Christ, the pastor
of the First Congregational Church, Charles F. Aked It

is told that in the early days ot the West the eagle built

his nest upon the great rolling plains, and with his mate
ml their brood dwelt in unclouded and untroubled secur-
ity But one day the snake found the eagle's home and
drove him, fearful lor bis mate and Little ones, to look
lor another and safer spot. He soared away higher and
higher and on the mountain's topmost peak he perched
.mil built another nest. But the anake from below looked
up aie] slowly and laboriously, his skin scintilating and
sparkling in the sunshine, crept through grass and morass.
along rock and crevice until lie, too. had reached the

mountain top. The eagle joyously returning with his mid-

da) ileal found mate and brood dead. Sorrowing he dis-

covered the snake, and in angry surprise asked: "Why,
le.w did you get here?" The answer came with a hiss,

I i raw led here!" Allegorically Dr. Aked is not the eagle.

\'o man in San Francisco can doubt that Dr. Aked is a

bigot. The Creator placed the indelible mark of the nar-
row tninded in every line ami lineament of his face. It

requires no physiognomist to discover this. At every op-

portunity he blatantly breathes his denunciations of Cath-
.- and Catholicism. To him and to his perverted mind

Home is an everlasting, ever-constant ami ever-present

nightmare. Sent to criticise "The Mission Play." he turns

from dramatist to historian and bitterly denounces the
\\ork and the memory of Junipero Serra and his loyal

Franciscan monks in the early settlement of California.

Lecturing on Jeanne d Are Instead of telling the beautiful

story of the beautiful life of the "Maid of Orleans," he
bitterly assails Rome and accuses the Pope and the Cath-

olics of having lur condemned as a sorceress and burned
at the stake. Commenting upon the recall of Weller and
the victory of Crist, to whom we shall pay our respects

later, his mouthpiece. Twain Michelson, deacon in Dr.

A Led's church, made this statement: "This is only the

beginning We (mark the we) do not intend to stop

until every Roman Catholic- is driven from public office.

They are the curse of this and every other municipal gov-

ern in." And in line with this patriotic declaration this

same Dr. Charles F. Aked a few weeks later bitterly as-

sail- in tie- "Examiner" Police Judges Shortall and Sulli-

van and urges a confiding public to defeat them at the

polls, because some woman's club had dubbed them "tem-

peramentally unfit." Lord, save the mark! We hope none
ol the good ladies who spend most of their time in the

police- courts, when they ought to he pot-walloping or

scrubbing floors, contract the disease. And so we might
u and give instance after instance to prove that Dr.

iles Finance Aked is the prince of bigots, the blacl.es;

son of the sons of night.

But enough of aches and Aked. Alone he would not

amount to much, but to his banner valiantly rushed, like

hungry dogs at a bone, his brothers in cloth and spirit.

We print herewith the list of those who have been and

are still actively engaged in the "clean city movement."
Two have deserted the cause of saving souls for the more

peaceful and remunerative avocation of embalming bodies.

there were who would have joined had not Warden

Hoyle prevented their participation. But the Lord knows
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there were enough left! Read this list and then draw your

own conclusions. See if some of the old familiar names
of long ago are not still with us, preaching the doctrine

of hate and intolerance. See if the bigots have not banded
together to control San Francisco.

Rev. E. R. Dille, Rev. H. S. Hanson, Rev. Geo. Laugh-
ton, Rev. S. Quickmire, Rev. J. W. Horn, Rev. W. R. Mc-
Night, Rev. J. E. Squires, Rev. B. E. Paddock, Rev. YV. W.
Case, Rev. William Henry Towner, Rev. G. E. Burlingame.

And then the clubs. There is the crux of the situation.

Presumably in many of these organizations, and they are

manifold, there are a lot of poor misguided, but well mean-
ing, women. Presumably, we say, tho' to be honest, we
have yet to see the slightest evidence of it. Their efforts

to date have been as foolish, stupid and barren of re-

sults, as those of the child who tries to shoot the stars

out with his pop-gun. But the reverend doctors saw the
opportunity and hiding behind the petticoats of these
women, who by some unfortunate coincidence they seem
to control, they launched the "clean city movement." It

is too bad that where so much good could be accom-
plished, where there is so much real charity to be per-

formed, lasting good to be done, that these womens' clubs
would permit their activities and efforts to be misdirected
and misguided by a gang of clerical misfits and religious

misanthropists. Then to the pulpit and the petticoat was
added the press and the song was complete. The 'Ex-
aminer." the great moral paper of the day, swung in val-

iantly behind the movement. Why, we know not, but this

is not the first time that this wonderful daily has joined
with the forces of bigotry and darkness. It never goes
very far, however, and from present indications it woul '

appear that Mr. Hearst is anxious to take his clerl

reform in homeopathic doses.

The first battle has been fought and won. Hardl]
battle, only a skirmish, but the ministers and the apes arc
chuckling in unholy glee. Now for reform and more
form. The closing of the Coast was only an incident
the great "clean city movement." The pulpit howls ;

still ascending Heavenward and more positive and mi
drastic measures are demanded. Mayor and police ci

missioners are still derided and damned, nor will it s

until the decent people, the self-respecting, tolerant I

loving, liberal people of San Francisco speak up. An
we, whose forefathers pioneered across the plains to peo '

a pleasure city "loved round the world" now to perml
band of clerical Bashi Bazouks to steal our birthri
from us? Are we. who breathe the air of the great pla
to the east and the great ocean to the west, to be domi-
neered and cowed and ridden by a gang of puritanical
bigoted religious freebooters? Is the old spirit of the
west dead? Are "Portola' and "New Year's Eve" and the
fun and the frolic of other nights and other days to be
only memories? Is San Francisco, the Exposition Citj
of 1915, to greet the world like our sister cities on the
north and on the south as "chemically pure" and "cler-
ically controlled?" If not, men and women who love San
Francisco, it's time to speak up!

CHARLES LOESCH
Manager

PHONES \ Wat 3555
'/ Wat 3556

%alihrnia

ftaking %o.
Largest and Most Modern

Bakery in the West

CAPACITY

100,000 Loaves
DAILY

S. IV. Cor. Fillmore and Eddy Sts.

SAN FRANCISCO

hi- m:\tii tiii: seedi.fss lemon tkke o\ tuts
it v\< II.

Outings ,,t T.ni . Whoopee Ranch, fai up the side of Ben
I.,, in, in,] Mountain, in the Santa Cruz Range, are 1 mlng
justly famous. Tii, ,i i

i q picture of a gathering held
there ;i few days ago. Ai ig the number will be recognized
a Sandy McNaughton, Henrj Qoldsi , Charles Loesch,
Louts Gassner, Thomas s. Mulvey, Tiv Krellng, Ben Scheui
mini. Charles Pearlstine, Sam Berger, Mike Savannah, \ir

W'lrthelmer, M Kollman, Alfred Loewenthal, Sam Nuss-
paum, Meyer 1 wenthal and Jack Suits. They nil returned
with t! pinion thai you can'l beal Tall for hospitality.

SEND US FIFTY WORDS ON FRIENDSHIP.
r Main Sheet:
ropos of Uncle Bill Nnughton's invitation to discuss
iiilijeot "Friendship" don'1 you think ii would be a
idea to solicit brief opinions say of fifty words each
m the members of the Yacht Club?

i this nn. his tin' subject, which is an interesting one.

1 he kept alive until every member or the organization
i chance to ^<> on record in the connection,
eider to get tin- matter before the bouse i will offer

following answer in lite question, WHAT IS A
:.vi>?

friend is one win, will make sacrifices for you without
of favor or reward. Of course it could be urged
a philanthropist, who, may he. never knew you and
recognized you as a member of the suffering human

ly would do as much. Even so the philanthropist is

nd in the true meaning of the word, for he is a friend

mianity which includi s you. But I have reference to

one who knows you and sei s in von qaulitles which

draw you to him.
As Dick Swiveler said, "May the wing of friendship

never moolt a feather."

Yours, STARBOARD BILGE.

ELECTED TO MEMBERSHIP IN INDOOR YACHT CLUB.
San Francisco— II. G. French, Hairy G. Jenkins, Lester

dupe, And Cruster, Jack Densham, 10. A. Johnson, A.

Sandy McNaughton, Charles Pearlstine, Henry Goldstone,

Louis Gassner, Ben Scheurman, M. Kollman. Al Loewen-
thal, Samuel Nussbaum, Charles Skelly, Tom O'Day and
James McLaughlin.

i bicago—John J. Coughlin.
Los Angeles—Geo. A. Hussey.
Sacramento—Eugene Mulvey, Charles McCarthy,

APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP IN INDOOR YACHT
CLUB.

San Francisco—Charles Hornung Board of Supervisors,
Res. 422 Church street; J. Frank Moroney. Insurance. l.",4

California street; Edward Mero, 23fi Powell street; C. I'..

Lusk. 620 Post street; William C. Murphy, Musician, -19th

avenue and Fulton street; Jerry Kenny, Musician. 169
Powell street; Charles Schoene, 765 Market street.

New York—Bert Igoe, 4241 Broadway; John Bannon,
23 W. 63rd street.

Alameda—C. W. Hopkins. Purser. S. S. President, 2241
Clinton avenue.

Portland, Oregon—Frank Cody, Merchant. 215 Third
street.
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PIOUS PINHEADS PUBLISH PROTEST.

The other day the Recreation League and Civic Center
proposed that the public school buildings he thrown open
as halls of neighborhood entertainment, particularly tor

dancing in the evenings. Libera] peraonB, in church and
out— Catholic, Protestant and Jew —agreed that tip' pro-

was si nsible and should he carried out at a

And then uprose to the scared stars the tumult of the

Baptist clerics, in ministerial convention assembled. "Danc-
ing is a device of tin' Devil," they solemnly resolved. "This
church ami its pastors are immovably opposed to all c "

premises with Satan, and we hereby enter our earnest pro-

test against the use of the schools, or any other pul

buildings, supported by taxpayers, as places for prom
ous dancing indulged in by the two sexes."

There are always extremists in every class. Ai one
end of the liquor argument is the prohibitionist, at the

other end the chronic drunk. Both are nuisances who
neither reason nor rhyme can abate. In religion, in pel

I

in all the relations of society, the tool positive is obnox-
iously ami noisily in evidence. But of all the pin beaded
and pestiferous peddlers of piffle and flap-doodle, defend
us from the noisy pulpiteer, expounding bis pitiful plati-

tudes and amazing ignorance in the ridiculous belief that
e .inn religion.

These Baptist parsons are curious survivals, overlooked
lets if the fool-killer, lelics of the black ages when bol)

preachers made bonfires of anybody who was so unhappy
' have a mind and so wicked as to use it. Their

tion of a world pleasing God is one in which everybodj
pays dins to the parsons, and which is Bucb an excellent
imitation of bell thai the miserable inhabitants will give

all they have to bu> a one-wa> ticket out of it. It seems
to me that those of us who want to see San Fran.

bright, cheerful and full of fun; these of us who want the

better class ol saloons open, and who like to attend sport-
is of all kinds, and who think that folks who

want to dance should have places in which to dance; those
of us who I Sunda> spa ball parks and
the picnic grounds; those of us. in sine', who are liberal

in our views and i ontenl i" lei our aeighl ors amu e thein-

seves as I] in. within the bouuils o! the law' and
common decency, should not make the mistake of these
laisons and be as Illiberal in our way of thinking as they
are in lino- We should respect public sentiment,
if it is not out individual sentiment. We should not com
mil the error of overdoing a good thing the Stupid and

iiv lack ei hindsight and foresight, which is about t"

kill spoits in l.os Angeles, which destroyed the spiril ol

horse-racing in California, which lids lair to bring in

prohibition alter the World's Fair, unless brewers and
wholesalers leain a lessi n in the primer of common sei

l.ei us take example [rom 'be Immoderation of these
unreasonal and be modi rate In our own conduct
Divorce clean, square sport from the ladies of the bunko
crook. Play the ;am i 'In- level. Separate the saloon
from i lie strong-arm joint, (let in behind the liberal and

enable men who want a town with as lew petty larcenj
crooks and as many square, manly sports as possible That.
.Mr. .Main Sheet, in the opinion of your humble though not
too d d humble—contributor, is the true way to prevent
the destruction of all sport, good and bad. by such bellig

. rent cranks as these parsons, who brawl raucously age
even the gay and harmless amusement of dancing in the
public school rooms

"CLEAN UP THE CITY."

The .Main sheet is never behind in a movement to better
San Francisco. Accordingly, we sent our staff to vlsil

prominent San Franciscans and to obtain their views. We
append them:

COLONEL FARLEY.
"I am heartily in lavor of cleaning up the city I am

getting to old to enjoy myself—so close them up."

GILUKRT ANDERSON.
"Public vice is a poor advertisement for cities; it d es

not. however, apply to men."

ROT CARRUTHERS.
"Every joint In the city should he closed but the ('lift

House."

"BUCK" TRAVIS.
"The city hr>s cleaned the taxicab business, so let's put

the vacuum cleaner on every one elsi

LIEUTENANT MATHISON.
If I were Chief, I'd close them up. While White is on

the j b. I hope they'll run."
PHIL WAND

"Politically I'm for closing them—socially, I'm against
it."

GAVIN McNAB.
all the joints and let the Hats and apartments 1"

rented. Don'l drive the girls in the streets, send them
into the residence district to get culture."

TOM HICKEY.
"Whatever Mr. McNab has told you is my view ol the

matter."

CHARLEY AXli NAT BOAS.
"Close lb' ni up but tell us where they'll open

"

JUDGE LAWLOR.
"For the protection of all married men. I heartily en-

dorse the crusade of the Main Sheet

DOCTOR SHUMATE.
Phase call to-morrow. I want to Bee Roche i"

talk,"

MAX ECUHL.
insider it impertinent of the Main Sheet to Inti

me. I started all this crusade. I don't believe in playing
favorites Distribute our ..•'*• through the Mission, Sun-
set and Richmond. The Barbary Co si Is not entitled t"

all our joy. The outlying districts will long remem
me for this Me and Theodore Roosevelt bath got our start

as Police Commissioners "

SPIDER KELLY.
If >' n this village any more than then

done already— go to it. You could carry away the bank
rolls of tie uie wheel of ;t baby carriage."

REV. CLAUDE KELLY.
'.i i in sin ei it w in ah illsh th.- terrible

tempt i young girls and old sailors. When the
Coast is cleaned up the only pitfalls in the wak.

men n ill be w e clergymen."
i: i' E TROI

ieve in municipal ownership of the Barl
It is a splendid Investment for the city if the Tax Col-

lector instead of the policeman would get its revent
I shall Bee m] .Mayor and have a bond election for it."

PROMINENT BANKER,
a p '

i :.kir. whe. I. -, reasons, did not

wish his name mentioned, said: "It is a splendid fight

you :
- to clean up San Francisco. I am going

to advise all my clients to invest in French restaurants.

Keep it up. Main Sheet; the people who own the Coast
iy have too long had a cinch on the high rents,'

FRANK .1. SULLIVAN.
"I thought my brother-in-law, Mayor Phelan, was bad,

but—"
.HILIUS KOSENF1ELD,

"Westward the course of vice wends its way. and Krug
will go with it."

MAYOR ROLPH.
"I'm not civil service, you know, so I really haven't

given the matter any thought "

JIM GRIFFIN
"Ah. you guvs have got as much chance to clean this

town as Diggs had with Van Fleet."

REV. DR. WHITAKER
"I don't know why you call the Coast bad and in

MAURICE DeMARTlNI.
"It's going to be hard on the coppers if all the collection

spots are closed. These boys can't live on one twenty a

month. However, I was always for (leaning suckers' and
evidently San Francisco is one—so go ahead."

A POLICE CAPTAIN' WHO DIDN'T WANT NAME
MENTIONED.

With the Coast closed and our revenue cut. off, the

Supervisors ought to raise our salaries."

OSCAR HOCKS.
Me question is too big lor me to straddle I want to

who wins and then I'm against the loser."

MR. HEARST.
"

1 am now and always have been strong on morals for the masses."
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CHASING COMFORTS IN ENGLAND AND SCOTLAND.

HARRY I. STAFFORD

Mr. Stafford is one of the rising young attorneys of this

eity. Although only 25 years old, he is a very broad young
gentleman and bids fair to be one of the biggest members of

the San Francisco Bar. He is an ardent Indoor Yachter and
is shown above in his sailing uniform.

NEW VERSIONS OF OLD PROVERBS.

Spare the rod and spank the child.

One man may lead a horse to the water, but gallons
won't make him drunk.
Never put on today what you want clean for tomorrow.
All swells can spend well.
Too many cooks are better than none.
Give a pinch and cause a yell.

First buy your hair, then wear it.

A kiss is as good as a smile.
Look before you lend.
Only a wise politician knows his own bill.

Hard-earned, seldom spurned.
Continual dropping in wears away welcome.

JUDGE SHORTALL'S APPRECIATION

San Francisco, October 1, 1913.

To the Editor of the Main Sheet:

I want to thank my friends in San Francisco, and par-
ticularly the Indoor Yacht Club, through the columns of
the Main Sheet, for their intelligent and energetic efforts
in my behalf at the recent primary.
During the campaign many of my friends remarked to

me that as the Indoor Yacht Club went, so went San Fran-
cisco. The recent election makes me a believer in that
prophecy.

Gratefully yours,

EDWARD' P. SHORTALL.

By Pauline Moran.

I'm in Sheffield to-day, and it's a pippin of a town, with
the reverse English. Nothing but rain all the time, al-

though midsummer: and so cold. They are years behind
the times over here—no steam heat.

If you can get courage to get into one of their bathtubs
it takes you an hour afterwards to pick the splinters out.

coz they are horrible wooden affairs. This is the town of
famous cutlery. I shall invest in a putty knife and use
it instead of soap and water.
Back to the States for me soon, where people are human

and take baths whether they need 'em or not.

You ought to see their Johnnies over here. The Amer-
icans call them Boy Scouts. Nearly all of them in Scot-
land wear beards that sometimes get caught in the swing-
ing stage doors.

I was in Aberdeen last week. That's a fine place in

Scotland. One may as well be in the wilds of East Africa
as to be up in that God-forsaken part of the world. It's

so far north that you have daylight at midnight. Seemed
as if I could lean out of my window and whisper a mes-
sage to the moon. Wish I could. Would have given him
a dandy message to deliver to the boys when he goes
peeping over those divine California hills and mountains.

You know this is a great place for fish, and instead
of using (lowers for decorations, they use lovely garlands
of herring and kippers, and it is quite a compliment l"

receive a nice halibut or haddock over the footlights,

Newcastle-im-Tyne is a line place. I think John Tail

came from there. In that town you can get apartments,
which they call "digs," and avoid their beastly hotels.

My mother and I had one that had the prettiest horse-
hair furniture, pretty wax flowers and stuffed birds under
gloss cases to decorate the rooms. Then there was a
superb memoriam of Willie's death in paper immortelles,
which hung over the bed. Willie was the landlady's son.
She had him by a red-nosed comic singer, who, after mar-
rying her. bent her out of two week's lodging and left

John Willie as a gentle reminder.

All the Americans in this country want t<> take tin In

perrator back. They say it's grand; but lo me not half so

Krand as the ferryboat that takes you from Oakland In

'Frisco.

Will lie with you for the 1910 Fair.

SANDS FROM SANDY McNAUGHTON.

The spine is more important than the smile.

A dead politician is the safest.

A mooch from a beggar costs less than a booze-tab from
a millionaire.

Always do less for a politician than he will do for you.

Reform, like the rabies, needs a muzzle.

Dead men tell no tales.

I was only hysterical once—from laughter. That hap-

pened when Colonel Kowalsky asked me to cash his check
for one hundred dollars.

San Francisco needs a few first-class funerals.

Kansas, you take Judge Van Fleet, and send us Judge
Pollock.

As Fremont grows older he doth become bolder.
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FATHER MacKINNON AND WHAT THE PARK COM-
MISSION DOESN'T KNOW.

By W. D. Potter.

"He whose own worth does speak, need not speak his

own worth,'' said an ancient philosopher. This may have
been true once, somewhere. It certainly is not true today

in San Francisco, if the way Father MacKinnon's memory
has been treated by the Park Commission of San Fran-

cisco is any criterion.

They tell you that the statue of Father MacKinnon was
not given a place in Golden Gate Park because it did

not come up to the standard required. If you undertake to

show them that the statue is well made and as worthy
of a place as nine-tenths of the statues there already, si me-

one of the commission will try to squelch you by telling

you that Golden Gate Park doesn't need monuments to

Catholic priests.

Father MacKinnon is entitled to a statue because he

was a great man— so much greater than McLaren, who
runs the park and commission, that it is a shame to make
a comparison.
As a matter of fact. McLaren, superintendent or Golden

Gate Park, is incompetent as well as narrow-minded. All

that he knows he learned in the park on the city's pay roll.

Let us be lair and say th it as a gardener he passes mus-

ter. Let us also remember that nature has been kind

to San Francisco and its parks. Nearly everything thai

you plant grows without any trouble. Geraniums that

you carelessly toss in your yard or a vacant lot surpiisc

you by taking root and growing without any human ail

at all. It certainly takes no great talent to attend t,> the

cutting and the watering "i the grass ami Rowers in Golden
Gate Park "r any other place m San Francisco, especially

iu hue an army of help to 'In it for you. California

is tilled with good gardeners, most ot them humble men
who don't have much to say about themselves.

In regard to statuary, who can say what is a good statin-

,1,1 . |ci i
i

It is a matter ol opinion Art i ritfes

tidiculed the Washington monument anil it stood uncom-
pleted You look at a statute of Halhoa. Frank-

lin, Lincoln, Verdi or Dewey, and you think of what the

man did for tin world we live in. not about the width ol

the hand or the length of the statin's eyebrow. Win u

see Balboa's statue you think of the discovery of the Pacific

Ocean; Franklin's makes you think of the discovery thai

lightning is electricity; Lincoln's, the freeing of the

slaves; Verdi's of II Travati re ami other operas; anil

Dewey's statue reminds you of Manila Hay and the e

maud. 'You may tire whenever you arc read, Gri,ll

Father .MacKinnon died thousand of miles away from
home. He was in many ways the greatest man who went

to the Philippines, Manila surrendered on A 1 1 m i
.-

1 13,

1898, ami much was heard of the eaptine of the city hy

Merritt and Otis. As a matter of fail. Father MacKinnon
had been going through the Spanish lines lor days aii.m-

ing the surrender. The Spanish leaders, as a result ol

his arguments, fired a lew shots for the sake of appeal
, before surrendering, so that they could say that thej

fought to the last when they went back to Spain. They
had to do this to avoid being courtmartialed and shot,

for Spain requires that its armies shall only surrender in

battle, father MacKinnon helped save thousands of Amer-
ican and Spanish lives by this act alone

After the surrender, when ether men were hurrying
home, lie stayed in Manila and organized the school de

partment, becoming the first superintendent of schools.

He started the present school department, which has ,1"

,1 thousands. This done, he turned the work over
to tin n sent out from the states and labored among the

sick, the criminal and the ignorant. Catholics, Moi
Protestants, .lews and non-believers looked alike to this

iroad man. They were all God's children to him
ithei tcKinnon could have been a bishop or an arch

bishop, lie remained a simple priest and so he died away
frcm the ciiv and friends and brother and sister he loved

so well.

To my notion, Father McKinnon was a great man
i, ess, hie true art. is a matter of opinion Some

a think thai a man is great because, like Hannibal,
he slays thousands. Carlyle says somewhere that the

nameless boor who first fashioned and hammered out an iron

spade was really greater than he who first led .armies

over the Alps ami gained the victories of Cannae and

THE FINISH OF THE 1913 D1PSEA RACE

Thrasymene. Surely then we can say that the modest
priest who arranged a bloodless surrender, thereby si\

ing countless lives, ami started a greet school department
that has already educated thousands of people, is worth
a little remembrance in his own city

ELECT

Chas. A. Nelson

Supervisor

GOATES ORIGINAL

PLYMOUTH
DRY GIN

THE GIN OF THE CRITICAL
CONSUMER

THE FINEST GIN IMPORTED

ALEX. D. SHAW & CO.
EDWIN C. HAMMER, MGR.

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS
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RE-ELECT JOHN J. SULLIVAN, POLICE JUDGE

THE ROUND TABLE.

Before you might regel it see that any valuable papers you might have are in one of our
Steel Safe Deposit Boxes. PRICE $4.00 A YEAR. Open from Bam. to 6pm.

Crocker Safe Deposit Vaults

Crocker Buiuini John F. Cunuinjbao. Mir.

i The Main Sheet has gone to considerable expense to se-
sure the artieles which will lie published from time to time
under the title 'The Round Table." The name springs from
the location—a large, snowy white. Ilower-bedecked dln-
ing-table—which has long attracted the attention of mem-
bers of the Olympic Club. Us devotees sit both morning and
night, and there one may hear a character blasted—a secret
made public— a boost .< .old—a man or woman exposed- -

or a republic saved. It is the clearing house of our city's
gossip— the mere crumbs of the news of the Round Table
would make the inviolable secrets of the emasculated
"Cabinet" look like the reputation of Marsha.—The l-:dltor.>

"Good evening." purpled Colonel Farley, as he took his

seat, after the kindly ministrations of Schroeder.
"Good evening. Mr. Farley: how is the peer of all ex-

purveyors of alcoholics to-night?" piped Willie Nelson,

seller of Krug, but drinker of water.

The Colonel either ignored or didn't hear, and Willie

continued:
"What's new to-night. Colon. il?"

"Nothing, Willie, my boy. I saw Major McCarthy to-

day. He's looking well—

"

Manners are naught at this table, for before the vener-

able Colonel finished in jumped Charley O'Kane with:

Well, he never looked good to me."
"Oh. well." said George .lames, "he looks as good as

them other Supervisors you know. If I'd been elected I'll

tell you
—

"

When the laughter subsided in broke Pookwltz with:

"Say, that guy Giannini was leary lo run again; say.

he would have been beaten so badly he'd a-gone back to

Fisherman's Wharf and drown-ded nil the nab boats with

his tears. He's too busy to run, but he'd take an appoint-

ment in a minute Say. If Rolph would listen to me—

"

"He would be In jail or in pawn." Interjected Harry Mt>

Kenzle, much to the delight of the assembled gentlemen
Politics are queer things," said Colonel Parley,

"Indeed they arc." said Dave Wolf. "There's a lot of

guys around the Olympic Club who would be posted it it

a'l tor politics. Why. politics railroaded Dlggs and
Camlneta."

"How's that'"' asked the unlearned .lames.

"Well. Van Fleet was always a railroad man. and when
the boys got arrested he checked their baggage via Mc-
Neil's Island."

"That's right." said everyone, and for the first time the

table was a unit.

"Say." went on Pockwitz, "I see Fickert fired that guy
McNutt."

Who is McNutt?" asked Major Farley.

"Oh." said O'Kane, "he's the guy the Main Sheet is al-

ways hamming."
"That's the best thing 1 ever heard of him." rejoined

Jim Brennan,
lis one of the best things that Flckerl ever did," said

Pockwitz.
"Yes," said Jack Cunningham, "and I hear that John

O'Toole is going to take his place."
"Well." said Dave Wolf, "what d'ye think of closing the

Coast?"
"The Coast," said Pockwitz. "Why, it's the biggest bunk

ever tried to be put over. I'll tell you this guy Rolph is

sorry he ever put Kuhl to work. Johnson had the right

tip when he passed him up, but Kolph fell for him."
"Those people who talk so much about pressure make

me sick," said Colonel Farley. "They boast of our high-

pressure system; what we need is a high-pressure system
on the Police Commission. Nine or ten pew-renters and
the Examiner put them all on the run. Burbank and his

cactus is no marvel when one considers our spineless

Commissions."
"Oh, well," said Pockwitz, "if Rolph had only listened to

me I would have—

"

"Oh, lay off." yelled James, "You don't know nothing
about politics."

Even Schroeder was forced to join in the laugh.
"Well, boys. I must be getting upstairs to see if my boy

Nelscn is in bed. Good-night, boys," and as Colonel Far-
ley marched to the elevator the emaciated waiters
laughed.
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JOSEPH MULVIHILL CHAS. EVANS

©Hcstmt Bain? Co,
„* j* ..<

PHONE PARK 1587

359-61 WALLER ST. SAN FRANCISCO

GEO. BOGAN GUS WHITE

AMERICAN TAXICAB COMPANY
POPE-HARTFORD

TAXICABS AND TOURING CARS
AT ALL HOURS

Limousine Machines for Balls and Weddings

STAND: FERRY BUILDING
Dav Phones Until Midnight

Sutter 3674, C 6682

Phones After Midnight

Sutter 4462, C 331

TIMOTHY HEALY
ATTORNEY-AT- LAW

SUITE 1501-1506

HUMBOLDT BANK BUILDING
JULIUS EPPSTEIN
FRANK M FORREST

\ SUTTER 1372

I KEARNY 6198

Fine Clothes to Order Moderate Prices

%[)<: California jfionst ^erJm qaUeri <fa344-346 GEARY STREET +* W — W—344-346 GEARY STREET
AND HOTEL ST. FRANCIS

ARTISTIC DECORATING AND
DESIGNING OUR SPECIALTY

San Francisco
california

828 Market Street

No Branch Stores San Francisco

-ABC
STYLE to the man who has it at his finger ends is as easy as A B C

To make the acquisition of style as easy as the first three letters of the alphabet, WEAR

Alfred
Benjamin
C loth e s

WE ARE SOLE AGENTS

856 MARKET ST. BERGER'S EAST OF POWELL
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Tait=Zinkand Cafe
168 O'Rwrell Street

(Opposite Orpheum)

The most popular and widely known Cafe in the

West. Its patrons include notables in every walk

of life from all parts of the world. Here service

and cuisine is each oi the highest order; here

novelty and quality in entertainment reach the

highest degree; here decorations and appointments

are beautiful and in perfect taste.

• 101
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WHEN I GOT BACK TO BROADWAY

is kee&^oNOHAN,
STILL ACTING AS
CO ^sett's PIN

OJ5HIO.N ?

N&V6R WIND
THE CLttAOrrB ,

DO YOUT^NK
YOU COULD &£'

JIN\ COFFKoTH To

hey; how
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ALONG WITHOUT
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/. HAMMERMANN C. McCLAIN
Telephones: KEARNY 2178 - . HOME C 5803

Cfre Criterion 3Sar

CARRIES

WHITE ROCK
ELBART GIN

WILSON WHISKEY

181 O'FARRELL ST.

DEL MONTE AUTO RENTAL CO.

phone SUTTER 215
LIMOUSINES
LAUNDAULETS

WEDDINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

OFFICE, I05 POWELL STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

CABS
TOUR1NQ CARS

C. W. Sha<w R. H. Fischbeck

jTtstpecfe^
San Francisco

Phone Sutter 3629 844 Market Street

ST. FRANCIS IMPORTATION CO.
350 Geary Street

WINES AND LIQUORS AT RETAIL
FINEST GOODS - LOWEST PRICES

PROMPT DELIVERIES

Remember that

Cresta Blanca Wines
Are the STANDARD WINES of California

Try a Bottle of CRESTA BLANCA SPARKLING
Equal to the Imported

STOP your Auto at the

HOPKINS
Formerly Bohemian Villa

MEALS SERVED AT ALL HOURS
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS

Entertainment during Afternoon and Night

The Pacific Ocean is My Bath Tub. 193S Ocean Boulevard
Come In, the Water's Fine. p|,one Sunset q60

1

3

4

WILF1RD J. G1RARD STANLEY J. GIRARD
President Secretary and Manager

GIRARD S
GRILL

AND

Oyster Parlor

Oysters, Terrapin, Crab Stew, Steaks,

Chops, Oyster Loaves.

UNION SQUARE AVE.
Phone Douglas 3454 San Francisco, Cal.

1

3

4

DANA
PERCY DANA

Official Photographer of

the Indoor Yacht Club.

FOTOS
Market St.

Opp. Mason San Francisco

PUT YOUR LIFE

INSURANCE

BOB MITCHELL'SW HANDS

Ask him for the real dope on

LIFE INSURANCE

Phone KEARNY 526

NEW YORK LIFE
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AS I SAW THE SHOW IN DREAMLAND
By Walter

Commodore Hennessy in his "thirty seconds of welcome"
certainly spoke a large earful when he said that the

Indoor Yacht Club was the most inclusively cosmopolitan

in its organization of any institution located anywhere out-

side of heaven or hell—or words to that effect.

Can you imagine a Chinese band, led to Dreamland Rink
by a gentleman of the name of Billy Lynch (my respect-

ful editor), playing on American-made instruments. Ha-
waii's "national" nine, "Aloha." written by a German of the

name of Berger (not Sam), and directed in their efforts

*-»y a musical conductor of the emotional Italian school,

earned John Dominick Nagle? If that cosmopolitan com-
bination can be beat outside of the Indoor Yacht Club, it

hasn't been heard about since Babel was a talkative tower
All this and more happened at the "Annual Sail" of the

Indoor Yacht Club, cruised last Thursday night at Dream-
land Rink a day in advance of Hallowe'en. It did not

occur to me why this switch from a time-honored custom
was made—why Thursday of last week was chosen Instead

of Friday. According to Messmate William H. McCarthy,
the Keeper yet the Dispenser of the Log. it has been the

usual thing, since 1906, when the Club found itself, to

celebrate the event on Hallowe'en. Appropriately enough
this day was selected, because, still according to Mr. Mc-

Carthy and other undeniably accurate, though Celtic, au-

thorities, Hallowe'en is the time when sprites and spirits.

merry and mischievous, escape from their haunts and
mingle, to our infinite advantage, with mere human beings.

Hut this celebration, of which I speak, was an event of

Thursday night, and I didn't know why, until Chopin's
cheerful music, sometimes called "The Funeral March."
tempted the sprites of many p grot from the vasty regions

of many kitchens. They held aloft above their heads mar-
velously cooked pigs, lambs, and, as some say, to com-
plete the chef's menagerie, 'hot dogs." As one who on a

weekly occasion is sometimes fond of fish. I can sense
the disaster that would have followed such a pageant had
the procession passed on a Friday.

Merely as a matter of record and to identify the sprites,

indicate the cosmopolitan nature of the affair and suggest
in a slight degree the charm that attaches, through di-

versity, to the doings of the Indoor Yacht Club—and per-

haps to supply somebody with an alibi let me give you
the cast of characters in the funeral march that preluded
the final interment of the sacrificial victims:

First, for his most acceptable handling of the difficult

role of chief mourner, let me mention Mr. Harry Monahan.
His behavior was so exquisite and proper, as he passed
slowly down the long ai '.es. that there were some who
said he must be his own brother. He behaved as though
he was nourished on funeral marches. "Press the third

button of his uest." I heard Jim Coffroth say, sotta voce,

which means "soft." "and he'll weep." Then there were
these who behaved with such dignity that one would say,

offhand, they were not hungry, nor thirsty, either:

1 in Gleeson, Con Deasy.
Judge Shortall, Phil Livingston.

Harry Stafford. Judge Bradley Sargent,

Sandy Mc.N'aughton, Joe Deering,
Jack Suits. John F. Gallagher,
Phil Wand. Sam Raphael,
AI Herbert. Tom Corbett,
Julius Rosenfield, Joe Berendsen.
Judge Creighton. Wesley Elgin Travis.

Judge Mogan, Supervisor Murphy,
Judge Griffin. Jacfc Cunningham.
Captain Hannan. Ralph McLeran,
Charlie Arata, Judge Flood,

Judge Sullivan, Judge Conlan.

Anthony.

And doubtlessly, as they say in the old chronicles, there

were others, but the memory of the writer runneth not
further.

Certain persans who insist upon accuracy insist that

the foodstuffs had nothing whatever to do with the selec-

tion of Thursday night instead of Friday night for the

banquet and performance that constituted the "Sail," and
in deference to the truth and because it further helps

out my cosmopolitan hypothesis, be it acknowledged that

the date was altered in deference to the Mikado. Friday
night was the anniversary of the birth of the Mikado, and
although the Indoor Yacht Club had an option on the

Dreamland Rink for that date, it willingly relinquished its

rights in favor of the little brown men who dearly wanted
to come in a crowd Friday night. October 31. to utter a

benzai or two and get some pent-up patriotism off their

little brown chests. Whichever explanation suits you bet-

ter you may take. Personally I like the one about the
food, because it is more imaginative.

But we should begin to examine the program. Two
faults, speaking seriously, may be urged with propriety

against the program. It wasn't long enough. The eager-

est seeker for an alibi could easily have stayed out later.

It was all over at 11:45. The other fault to be found

arises out of the fact that Tom Kelly didn't appear; but
this wasn't the shipmate's fault, so it was explained. Mr.

Pantages didn't show a disposition to rival Mr. Sid Grau-
man of the Empress, Mr. Ralph Pincus of the Wigwam
and Columbia, or Mr. Sam Berger of the Gaiety. "The
fellow of infinite jest." Mr. Jim Morton, from the Orpheum,
"filled in" with demt cratic spirit and made some inimitable

announcements in his infinitely inimitable manner. In-

deed, all of the theaters with acts worth while were repre-

resented. save that from whence Tom Kelly did not emerge
to our advantage.

He who is known to the elect as "Our Own Dear Kid"
sang some songs of the Emerald Isle with clear, clarion

tones, and then came one. Miss Edythe Thero. who sang
a pretty ballad or two, while somebody off stage— I think

it must have been Berger (Sam. I mean, this time) sug-

ted giving his rival house, the Orpheum. another good
act by "doubling up"; in consequence the twain sang
without rehearsal, "Apple Blossom Time in Normandy,"
and so disposed of the dainty melody that if either doesn't

get an offer from the Orpheum it will be clearly the other's

fault.

Steve Douglas pretended not to see anybody when he

played Bartlett's "Dreaming," and to see everybody when
he played an inimitable "rag." Douglas' tone is the despair

of many a violinist. It has that rare quality of heart

that isn't learned in any school.

Let me talk about Captain Lewis for a few minutes.

He came with Sid Grauman's blessing from the Empress
Theater, and played ancient things on a violin. Admitting
to 80 years of age, and confessing a son of 50. the captain

managed to put so much ginger in his rhythms that it

required the sight of his venerable heard, his seamed face,

his sparse gray hair and his boots of three generations ago
to convince the beholder he was not as youthful as Harry
Green's voice, which warbled freely with Ralph Pincus'

consent from the pleasant confines of the Wigwam Theater.

When the Martin sisters boxed there was disruption

in the crew. Everybody wanted to be a second. Tiv

Kreling managed to get in the unroped arena first, how-

ever, and Willie Xelson, who. as announcer, had the best

of it in location, was already there. Jim Griffin got aboard

as referee. Being merely the dramatic critic of the show,

I do not pretend to discuss the fistic ability of the pair.

I can't even dodge the issue and say: "The best man
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wins." I may, however, timidly suggest that Tiv Kreling

behaved the more decorously of the two seconds.

Clyde Westover reflected credit upon the "Post" and
himself by a series of rapidly contrived cartoons. He
wasted time, however, when he attached the names. Every-

body knew his originals.

Miss Ambrose may have a small voice in court suing

Kitty Gordon, but I have the word of a deaf man who
stood at the Steiner street entrance and who said he heard

and understood every word of her German and French
songs. I asked him to translate the French, but he said

that I was much too young.
Miss Helen Gough added vocal pleasure to the program;

Leslie and Leslie did some clever dancing, and M'lle Es-

trella Rodriguez, in some Spanish dances, completed a

program that even had there been nothing to eat. and no
speeches, would have justified a deep reach in the family

roll to see and hear.

But these didn't close nor complete the program. Wil-

liam Rock and the Gaiety Theater company were there

through the courtesy of Mr. Gilbert Anderson and his

manager, Sam Berger. They put on the "Whitewash
Man" from "The Candy Shop," and inspired a general

desire to see the whole show in O'Farrell street.

And now we come to a very difficult number on the

program for a dramatic critic (alleged) to review. 1 have
seen "Carmen" many times, but the bullfight is always
off stage. Nobody sees it, and I am templed, sometimes,
to believe that Escamello fights no bull at all. I have
seen pictures of bullfights, too; friends in Mexico and
Spain have sent them to me, economically saving the price

of postage on a letter, but not till Thursday night—and I

always thought that Friday was the unlucky day—did 1

ever see a real bullfight. The participants, none of whom
I propose to praise, were as follows:

Otto Wallfisch, Carl Cole, Lecn Wing. Dave Sullivan.

Eddie Healy and Harry McKenzie. Carl Cole was the bull,

but I thought the impersonation inadequate by two legs.

The toreador seemed unconscious of any Carmen; the
matador smoked a Turkish cigarette; the picador had no
conception of the extraordinary seriousness of his job, and
I looked in vain for a Spanish dancer.

But the Chinese band was better from a point of view
of nationality; they were the cosmopolitan kids, and they
expressed themselves beautifully in the universal language
of harmony.

Which was—harmony, I mean—the keynote of the meet-
ing. There wasn't any dissonance there at all, except
when some inelligihles wanted to act as seconds when the
Martin sisters boxed.

As the announcements read: "IT WAS ONE BRIGHT,
RED NIGHT!"

RALPH McLERAN.

Received highest vote at September primarv of incum-
bent Supervisors, with exception of Andrew J. Gallagher.
Will surely be elected November 11th, but that shouldn't
prevent you voting for him. Carried many travs at Indoor
Sail.

MAYORS OFFICE
San 1- rancitco

October Twenty-Eighth
Nineteen Hundred Thirteen

My Dear Commodore:
I have received your very kind invitation to be the guest of

your Club on Thursday evening, October 30th, but regret
exceedingly that absence from the City will prevent. 1 am
leaving to-night for Los Angeels, and do not expect to re-
turn until the end of the week.
1 hanking you for the remembrance, and trusting thai yuu

may have a most enjoyable affair. I am.
Verv sincerely vours,

JAMES ROLPH JR.,
May«_>r.

Mr. Frank J. Hennessy.
Commodore. Indoor Yacht Club.

$30 Market Street. San Francisco.

JOSEPH E. BLACK
Lawyer

Richmond, Missouri
October 27. 191S.

Frank J. Hennessy.
Commodore. Indoor Yacht Club,

San Francisco, California:
My I 'car Commodore:

Peimit me to thank you for the invitation of your Indoor.
Barbecue, to be held at Dreamlan(D)rlnk, mm October 30th,
and to express my regrets at my being unable to be pres-
ent upon this particular occasion, trusting, how thai at
SOme future date, 1 may be able lo accept another invit.i-
tion from yon.

This, by the way, is not n su s^.stion to invito me again,
hut l feel that by the present Invitation you have [eft the.
latchstrlng hanging on the outside.

Permit me, my dear Commodore, to say to you, that your
name sounds good lo me. In fail, It brings bach some
pleasant recollections of a man by the m of "3-Star Hen-
nessy," wiiii whom 1 was. at on,, time in my in*'', upon
terms of Intimacy.

Tin- floating object in iin- upper Left-hand corner of you*
invitation, the hieroglyphics on which I w'aa unable to de-
cipher until l called into council some of my former con-
vivial friends, and after placing the magnifying glass in
Lhe proper position, i found it to be the name of i id

acquaintance, Sparkling Champagne Reims, with whom
l have enjoyed many sails on tin- Bacchanalian waves In
linns past, and whose acquaintance I won hi be delighted
to i enew.
Many others have sailed this same sea Blnce i was a wor-

shlpei al the Bhrlne of Bacchus, but fond recollections still

linger In the cobwebs of my memory, of the days when i

was .in expert sailer, and could steer my craft In tin- most
approved zigzag direction.
This character to which i above refer Is like a beacon ol

g i cheer, or, more properly speaking, an oasis in a desert)
the slghl of wiiich should cause anyone lo throw up hlg
hands and exclaim "At Last, at last, do I see the sign of
civilization."
Again permit me to thank you for your kind Invitation.

and regret that I am unable to be present, and trust that
the time is no) very distant when i may be able to partake*
, t your hospitality.

Truly yours.
.!« iSKPH K. BLACK.

NEW JTORK STATE SENATE
ALBANY

Judi«'lar\ i
' mil '

. i-

ELMIRA, N. Y.. October 30, 1918.
m j i tear I Jommodoi •

\

Allow Tin- io acknowledge recelpl or your kind Invitation
to attend the Annual Sail of the indoor Yacht Club. If I

were not three thousand miles away, I assure you i would
be only too glad to accepl the Invitation of so man; g I

fellows.
I trust some time when I am in San Francisco during thfl

i position, i will have tin- pleasure of enjoying one of your
sails.
With kind regards to yoms.ii'. .Mr. Coffroth. Mr. Mrf utby

and my other friends, i am.
Very sincerely yours,

JOHN F. MURTAUGH.
To Frank J. Hennessy, Esq.,

Indoor 7/achl Club,
s.i n Francisco, California.

KRUG
Private Cuvee
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VICE SCATTERATION IN EUROPEAN CAPITALS

By Edward Dudley Burrows.

New York, October 30th.
My Dear Editor:

Well, here we are, back on land again—where, as the

old Philadelphia lady said, there is less "terror" and more
"firmer"—and jolly well pleased we are to set solid foot

aboard this gee-lorious country of the bur-rave and the

fur-ree! A fortnight of America has convinced me that

the man who invented Europe should be forced to eat

oysters in August and ice cream in December as long as

mortal things obtain.

Europe, taking it by and large, is one vast lump of Gor-

gonzala, no single portion of which looks very appetizing

under the microscope! Give me a "baby grand" table at

Shanley's or Tait's. with covers for two and a bank roll

commensurate with my plans for the evening, and Europe

can go to the ding-busted bow-wows for all of me! (which,

by the way), I thing she's doing anyhow, by jing!)

Robbers? Why, our good old standbys, Robin Hood,

Captain Kidd, Jesse James, Raffles and the American

League umpires, look like the graduating class of a theo-

logical seminary when stacked up beside an equal number
of European landlords, waiters, cab drivers, bell-hops and

storekeepers! An American bank note has about as much
chance to make a round trip from New York to Europe

and return as "Uncle Bill" Naughton has to cross the Sa-

hara Desert on roller skates.

Every hotel over there has a big gong (or a piece of

railroad iron) hanging at the door, with a sledge hammer
beside it, and a detective—whose business it is to spot
your nationality—squatting close by. If you happen to

be an American (and these "spotters" are bright birds,

believe me!) whang goes the curfew and down comes an
avalanche of smug, fawning, boot-licking Uriah Heeps.
grabbing at your luggage, grinning like Cheshire cats and
executing every fandango and absurdity they can think

of, in the hope of weaning you away from a tip!

Once settled in your hotel—with your door locked and
the trunk (also locked) against the door—you are com-
paratively safe, as long as you make no attempt to escape.
The minute you steal a look at a timetable, however, or
casually inquire about the distance to X— . woe be unto
you! The "gongmaster" arises, spats on his hands, seizes

the sledge hammer and welts the bell. Immediately from
all corners of the city comes a vast fraternity of menials,

I) IMHI, I . Ml HI'lll .

Incumbent Supervisor, Served San Francisco honestlv,
faithfully and efficiently for many years. Should be kept in
office by the votes of all good citizens.

every one with his hand out! And if you don't slip a coin

into each one—well, I don't believe your life would be
worth that of a fat yearling in the Armour packing house!
The Gimme Club originated in Europe, and the pass-

words— "trinkgeld," "pourbois" and "lagniappe"—are still

working overtime.

As for vice—well, when I took a few squints at the

seamy side of existence In London, Berlin, Milan, Vienna
and Paris, I rushed to the nearest cathedral and burned
three dolles' worth of candles at the shrine of Saint
Francisco, hoping he'd forgive me for any little things I

may have said about "vice" in his little patronage on the

Pacific Slope. We don't know any more than the birds of

paradise what real, sordid, nasty, revolting, cheap, soul-

defiling "vice" really it. We don't even know what
"naughtiness" or "indiscretion" "or Bohemia" or any other
inoffensive little words, means when translated and ap-

plied to the European code. In Europe "Bohemia" is a

debauch, "indiscretion" an orgy, "naughtiness" a prosti-

tute's boast, and "vice"—well, I won't tell you, more than

to say that the lowest form of San Francisco's so-called

"wickedness" looks like a church service in comparison!
In our country, and our cities, we at least have "vice"'

more or less segregated, and. as a rule, the man who has

found it lias bad more or less of a hunt for It—sometimes
an eager hunt. I admit—but a hunt! In Europe vice flaunts

itself in your face at every corner. In every precinct. It

perksatyou from behind cathedra] corridors; it smirks at

you in the cemeteries; it ogles you, and leers at you, and
beckons to you even as you sit at your own hearthstone.

or lie in your own bed chamber! It is no respecter of

persons, religions or the souls of men!

Do you want any better proof of this than the signs

In every cathedral I saw in Europe—"Beware of Pick-

pockets"—or the intimation of a hotel clerk ( I won't say

where) to a friend of mine, that "M'sieu" need not worry

about company, for "Madame," in case he desired to go

out for the night with a demi-monde! Thank God! San
Francisco has yet to have her churches plastered with

thief warnings—and her womanhood is safe from polite

insult and lecherous longings (expressed, at least) by the

menials who serve them!
Believe me, our reformers would do well to "let sleep-

ing dogs lie"—or at least to take a trip to the other side

and see what real vice" Is. before drowning our naturally

good instincts and our comparatively innocent digressions

in a succession of what they are pleased to call "moral

waves."

More later. Excuse writing. I hurt my hand on the

jaw of a certain hotel clerk some few weeks back.

\s ever, your pal, EDDIE.

x^i ^^mm^m
«~ -

1

1

1ilk
The Krug Handicap Winner at Vancouver
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THE ROUND TABLE.

"Bring me some Romaine salad, Schroeder, with my own
brand of dressing," asked General Farley, as he winked at

Willie Nelson.
"Well, colonel," tenored the painless songster, "how did

you like the show of the Indoor Yacht Club the other

night?"
"Willie, my boy, it was stupendous. It was the biggest

thing pulled off since Father Yorke knocked out Doctor
Dille in the first round. I enjoyed myself so much that

—

"

In broke O'Kane with the green-eyed monster of jeal-

ousy stalking through his half-opened eyes: "I didn't

think much of it; you know that Indoor outfit is
—

"

"What's the matter," said Dave Wolff; "didn't you get

a bid?"
"Yes, I got a bid," returned O'Kane.
"But you didn't have a dress suit," yelled McKenzie.
"That wouldn't make any difference." said Major Farley.

"You know you can rent them now."
"But," peeped Willie Nelson, "remember, major, those

renting places require a deposit."

Up jumped O'Kane. The attack on his social and finan-

cial ability was too great. He left as quietly as McNutt
deserted the municipal pay-roll.

"Well, I'm glad that guy is gone from the table," said

James. "He don't know how to take no jokes."

"Either do you," said McKenzie. "I heard you crabbing
because the "Main Sheet" joshed you."

"Me! Never! I knowed why they joshed me about my
grammar," said the almost supervisor.
"And you never will appreciate," said Captain Farley.

"Well," went on Farley, "it amused me to see the gath-

ering at the Indoors—doctors, lawyers, bartenders, mer-
chants, bankers, capitalists, brokers, Jews and gentiles.

I have seen a great deal of the world, thanks to having
been a merchant, but I have never seen such cosmopolitan
gatherings as we tars get."

"Oh, well." said Joe Hickey, looking up from his time-

honored rice and skimmed milk, "it's easy to get a crowd."
"Oh, come on," said Dave Wolff, "you are sore because

they put the rollers under your plans for director of the
Olympic Club."
Ludwig Hoeffler heard this newsy crack and Joe blushed

and dropped his eyes.
"Did you have a candidate?" inquired Hoeffler of Joe.

"No," said Joe; "'accurately speaking I didn't. I nomi-
nated Witter, but he really couldn't be called a candidate."
The few who knew Witter laughed as the contest of

noises between soup, salad and crackers went on.

"There is a lot of guys goes to cheer Indoor shows he

cause they is afraid to stay away." said James.
"It's nothin'—just politics." said Hickey.
"Well, if it is, it's good politics," rejoined Sergeant

Farley; "because.as Shortall said, as the 1. Y. C. goes, so
goes this village."

"Yes," said Jack Plover, "they went after McNutt and
the "Main Sheet" announced him fired when the morning
papers denied it; but the "Main Sheet" had the dope."

"I could tell you his successor," said Corporal Farley,
"but we can't be too careful at this table. Even things
I don't say they charge to me."
"Me, too," said Cunningham.
"They tell me Jim Brennan is going to run for Superior

Judge next year," cut in Jack Plover.
"Yes," said McKenzie, "under this new primary law you

can't stop any one."
"I was out at the fair grounds the other said," said

Farley, "and it's amazing the work that is to be done."
"Yes," said McKenzie, "they won't let you take cameras

in so you can take pictures of Connick's mistakes."
"Ah, that's the reason for that order," said Cunningham;

"I've been trying to guess it."

"Say, look at that guy, Bill Lange, over there," came in
Plover. "He certainly is trying to run me a race as a
social climber."

"Well," said McKenzie, "the race is strictly between
you—no one else seems to want to enter."

"Boys! Boys, I say! No knocking at this table," noised
Second Corporal Farley. "The first thing you know you'll
see it in the "Main Sheet." A man with a future should
keep away from a woman with a past, and a man with
friends should stay away from knocks."

"That's right," said Plover; "you're dead right, colonel."

"Schroeder! This coffee is too weak," shouted Farley.
"Blow your breath on it. colonel, and it will be stronger,"

said McKenzie.
Willie Nelson tittered at this, and Farley refused to sign

his check.
"Say, wasn't that Portola queen the bunk?" remarked

Plover.
'They went to Mexico for a chicken and they got it

served with tartar sauce," said Dave Wolff. "Why, she
wouldn't parade or she wouldn't bow to Mayor Rolph!"

"Well, maybe Rolph wanted to do all the parading,'

blurted Sandy McNaughton.
"Oh, no; she was simply swelled up," said Plover. "You

know if the immigration officials did their duty California

wouldn't be troubled with bunk queens like Conchita and
bunk ministers like Aked."
"You know I heard a good one on Aked," said the

choleric Farley.

"What was it?" piped his interlocutor, Nelson.
"Why," said Farley, "he paid $9000 to wreck bis church

and there were 90.000 people in San Francisco who would
have torn it down for nothing."

"Ha! Ha!" laughed a waiter, who was immediately re-

proved by Schroeder for laughing at Farley's joke.

"Waiter," said Schroeder. "ven you haf bean here as

long as me you will know dat Cardinal Varley always
laughs first and den eats up de vaiters."

"You know ven I first came here," went on Schroeder,
"Varley called me and said: 'Schroeder, let me give you
a tip.' 'Certainly, Cardinal Varley,' as I put out my hand.
He whispered to me: "Ven 1 spring a joke you mustn't
laugh unless the peoples at the tables do—if you laugh
alone it embarrasses me.' 'Yes, Mr. Farley.' I said, but
vere's der tip?' 'That's your tip, you darn fool,' said

Varley. So you see dere ain't no use to be nice to him."
"Ahem." said the waiter as he rushed to bring Joe

Hickey more skimmed milk.
"Well, boys, the service at this club is rotten," grum

bled Farley. "I must see the directors of my home. Why.
In the hatroom they give Berger's overcoats to Roos' chil-

dren, they are such dummies."
"Well, I must get home to my family," said Cunning-

ham, "so good night, boys."
"Good night." went the chorus, as they dropped their

food tools.

"A lovable character." said John Farley after Cunning-
ham retired. "A sweet, pure soul," went on the colonel,

"as brave as the waves I encountered when I crossed las!

year. You know when I went to Europe—

"

The colonel got just that far. Up jumped every one at

the table. Farley was left to survey the soiled linen and
the jaded carnations.
"My goodness!" said Plover; "I can never sit down un-

less Farley wants to tell of Europe."
"It's too much for me," said McKenzie.
"I notice he never tells of the first trip he made over

in the steerage," said Nelson.
"Ah, well," soliloquized Farley. "I spent a lot of dough

to go to Europe, and those fellows won't even listen to me."

CON OEASY.
Been a Supervisor and served his city with credit to him-

self. Is an ardent member of the Indoor Yacht Cluh and
can sing better than any man on the board. Should be
elected.
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IMPRESSIONS AFTER A EUROPEAN JOURNEY.

By the author of "The Better Way."
I am a shipmate of the Indoor Yacht Club, and not long

ago returned from a trip abroad. My impressions? Just
a moment on my town.
San Francisco is a great little city— it has a fine climate—

it has nice people—but it has not the same attractions to

offer to a man with money as can be had elsewhere. In

other words, it cannot deliver the goods. I am talking, not
as a knocker, but as a friend of San Francisco. I am a
friend because I like the climate and the town. It suits

me, and my business interests are here, and here I must
stay, because I am making my living here.
We must build up—we must manufacture things—we

must beautify our city. Don't lay down like a lot of moon-
struck children, but stand up. and. as Jack London would
say, "Fight like hell," and mould a city that will command
the attention, respect and love of everybody. We must
offer many times more in value than any other city that
I know of. Why? Because we are so far away. The
duty that lies before us is to build up an empire. We
must build up the surrounding country—we must go to the
bat and make the Government of the United States irri-

gate the desert that lies between here and Chicago, so
that when people come across that desert and look out of

the windows on the train, they will see a beautiful, rich,

green country and not an arid waste. It can be done!
Why do people go to Paris, London and Berlin? Be-

cause they can enjoy themselves in many ways. There is

music for the musical—art for the art-loving—night life

for the gay—business houses and factories to buy from
for the merchant and everything else. There are all sorts
of doors to be opened by any one who has the key to fit

them.
Has San Francisco any statues? No. The City of Paris

has a statue of the Bard of Avon. It is a French commu-
nity and has a statue of the great Englishman. Has San
Francisco such a statue? Has San Francisco a statue
of Washington. Lincoln or any of the great heroes of the
Civil or Revolutionary Wars? No! It is true we
have a few statues, but very few. It is a commercial
necessity for us to honeycomb the town with attractive

propositions to gratify every taste possible for men and
women to possess.
Not only that, but after we get all these things we must

do something to get away from being parasites! We must
not only be distributers and shopkeepers, but we must
manufacture for the surrounding country and build up
that country. If labor conditions are wrong, we must make
them right. The unions might be right and the unions
might be wrong, and I am not saying anything either way.
but one thing I do say and know is that we are not getting
the business. We have no factories belching forth smoke,
which is a sign of prosperity. What is the matter with us?
Why are the little towns of Germany honeycombed with
smokestacks, and every time that I looked out of the car
window, why did I say to myself. "Poor old San Fran-
cisco!"

Again, our own Indoor Yacht Club has a beach day and
makes a great stand for a breakwater to make San Fran-
cisco a summer resort, as well as a metropolitan center.

The boys go to the bat and work with heart and soul, but
their appeal falls on deaf ears, and if it wasn't for Ship-

mate Naughton we ourselves would have almost forgotten
our dream. The whole proposition simmers down to the
fact that we are dead and we think that the world is going
to come to us and hand us something on a silver platter.

We must organize against those "commercial talkers."

too—those self-constituted oracles, who hurl forth empty
words from places man has been led to believe were re-

served for the men who are the spiritual leaders of the
race.

They speak of "commercialized vice." How about "com-
mercialized" hot air? The sooner we can convince these
people to hold their peace, the better for all of us. America
has been made more or less hysterical. The one-penny
legislators in every county and stale are anxious to show
what manner of Clceros they are. and we poor people who
do not go about preaching how the land should be gov-

erned are. to a great extent, the vicllms of these "howl-
ing Dervishes." I, for one, am for good government, but
even I feel sometimes like slipping over with the bunch
and giving the bunch anything they want in order to give
us a little peace of mind from these people who inject into
our midst their wild political ideas.

I dislike very much to end this article with a roast, for
within my soul, fellow shipmates, this article is a prayer
I am absolutely sincere! I am not paid to write, but 1

write because I love—because I am native born and one of
you all. and I am anxious to go forth from my native city

next time and hold up my head and say that we have the
greatest place, not only for climate, but for everything
else, that is possible to have, and that is why this is a
sincere prayer that we should do all we can for San
Francisco. Our preachers lrom the pulpit and others,

from other walks of life, should stop tearing up the roots
of what we already have and leave these roots until new-

seeds are planted, and we are given something in their

place! Don't continually take away from us what we
have—for, believe me, gentlemen, we have but little.

I do hope with my heart and soul that those who read
this article will go forth with the spirit to give the best

that is in them for the betterment of our city! Let us
have art, culture, fine streets, and all that goes toward
making a wonderful city. Then, when all this is accom-
plished, the world shall look to us and say, "What a city!''

"What a people!" We shall not only be known for our
art and culture, but for our commerce, too, and if there

is anything wrong with that commerce, for the Lord's sake

let's fix It now! Let us have smokestacks—for we cannot
buy statues and make fine streets until we have the money
to do it with! And, lest we forget—for it bears repeti-

tion—it's not a criminal offense to accept a gift from rich

people, and also It doesn't harm anybody to ask them,

either. Decoration is attraction, and attraction brings

people, and people make for prosperity!

SENATOR lll« »lll> r. Pill \\T.

Candidate for Tax Collector. As member of n

ate the last two sessions, was un Indefatigable worker fur

the Interests of San Francis. .. Was the father of -

the most Important legislation placed on the statutes Op-

posed all freak legislation, particularly such ..

curtail the liberties of the people of this city. Deset

support of every voter.
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Mrs. Pankhurst denied In New York that she was to

receive any guarantee for her lectures. But one or the
promoters of the affair writes the "Main Sheet" that he is

giving her a guarantee of $1500, with the privilege of

taking forty per cent of the receipts every time she ap-

pears. He adds that he failed to make any particularly
large sum on her first appearance in New York.

The Secretary of State reports that there is now invested
$181,000,000 in automobiles in California. That's nearly
as much as it cost to rebuild San Francisco.

Mrs. A. P. Black and Mrs. Louis Hertz say the amuse-
ment piers in Venice, Ocean Park and other places in

Southern California are objectionable. That may be true,

but a million persons are attracted to the beaches each
week and enjoy themselves as the result of those piers.

If there were a dozen strung along our own ocean beach
thousands of persons who now cross the bay for amuse-
ment would remain in town.

Charles A. Son, after looking at the moving pictures of
the Indoor Yacht Club's big boost for the ocean beach last

April displayed on a screen the other evening in Dream-
land, remarked that the organization was a credit to San
Francisco.
Every one who contributed dainties, eatables and drink-

ables at the Annual Sail was thanked on the program that
evening but Ben Selig. Ben was overlooked some way, and
that, after donating fourteen lambs and six suckling pigs,

all cooked by Victor Hirtzler of the St. Francis Hotel
cuisine, and served by five chefs sent out by John Tait.

The San Franciscan stared with surprise and disgust
the last eve of Portola when there was handed him the
card bearing the words, "Order all drinks NOW as bar
closes at 2 A. M.

The supervisors are to be congratulated by voting al-

most unanimously against destroying the heating plant on
Meacham Place. It is stated that the chief croaker was
trying to hold up the heating plant people to buy his
property at an exorbitant figure.

1913.Paris, October 30,

Indoor Yacht Club, San Francisco:
Wish we were with you in Dreamland tonight. Good

luck to all. THOMAS S. MULVEY,
JIMMY HATTON.

We lose our friend, Fisk, as postmaster and gain our
friend, Stanley Fay's brother, Charles W. So our sorrow
is forgotten In our joy.

One reason many like election time to come around, for
with it comes thousands of candidates' cards that can be
used as memo tags.

There is nothing in a name. It took Doctor Short a
long time to marry the used-to-be Mrs. Moroney.

Some dear lady dishwasher is raging about the lotteries.
She lost in the lottery of love, so now she is "pussy boot-
ing" after the cripples who sell lottery tickets to help
policemen's families.

Shipmates and Judges Griffin, Graham, Sargent and
Mogan were all on board and ready to issue a writ of
habeas corpus to any sailor who got in the brig.

If we have war with Mexico, let's elect our new and
undesirable citizen, Aked, to lead the first regiment into
the trouble.

The courts get criticized enough without Judge Lawlor
dyeing his hair and Barney Flood growing a moustache.

The only joy a motorman has in life is to pass a crowd
waiting for his car on a rainy night.

Jack London sent Keegan Monahan an author's copy of
his latest work, "John Barleycorn."

The champagne agent's cup of bitterness: when tlio

other fellow's wine is on surrounding tables.

Sulzer will go to the next New York Assembly. It

couldn't be thoroughly crooked without him.

The Bird didn't fly fast enough in Massachusetts.

The more the Republicans fight the more Democrats go
to work.

Colonel Farley has a secret. A widow in Sacramento
has the same secret. Now you all know it.

If Mrs. Pankhurst will come West, Hobo Dougherty
says he will let the militant and Rev. Dr. Aked lead the
grand march at his rag ball.

Whoever the young man was who impersonated Balboa,
we hope he won't go the route like the Don Gaspar of the
celebration before last.

San Francisco Is suffering from high taxes and Max
Kuhl. Dear Lord, deliver us from both, but start on Kuhl
first.

Now that Max the Nut is out of work, we wonder if he
would defend a gambling case If any one would hire him.

I met Phil Wand the other evening. He was coming out
of the Olympic Club smiling a'glee. "Why so happy,
Phil?" I asked. "Why," he said, increasing his jubilation,
"I put my hat in the O. C. hatroom and actually got It

back."
As Sandy McNaughton looked over the big show the

other night, he said: "This is some crowd. They've all

either graduated from college or been indicted, or both."

Bud Fisher's cartoon in the Hearst papers on his return
to New York was much enjoyed by the Indoor Yacht Club
members when they espied the I. Y. C. pin and emblem
on Jeff's hat. It was published a few days ago In the
Examiner.

Moving pictures you will never see:
Colonel Farley enjoying the "Main Sheet."
Joe Hickey in society.
E. R. Zion at work.
Doctor Jones sending a bill.

Mayor Rolph a Governor.
Mr. Campbell going joy-riding.
The Committee of 1000.

Queen Conchita in the next Portola.
Judge Crist taking another vacation.
Chief White catching a burglar,
Mayor Rolph reappointing Sally Jones.
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RANDOM THOUGHTS
Proposed Pto « Ocean Beach-Opposihon of Park Commission-Superintendent McLeWs Numerous Salaries-Incompe.en,

-Aked
in Public Office

and

e—The Fire Chief and One of His Captains— Fire Protection m F,.„ .

the K.ev Case-The Five Hundred ^omencZZS^T£%S£ pIT""
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Portola has come and gone—the Land Show and the
Mechanics Fair are but memories—the Exposition is boom-
ing, and it rather looks as though San Francisco was Anally
coming into her own. Let the boosters boost and mav
the croakers choke.

Eastern capitalists are anxious to erect a pavilion at
the ocean beach, and have asked the necessary permission
of the Park Commission. The investment will amount
to between three-quarters and a million dollars. The plans
for the structure, prepared by a firm of local architects,
show a concrete building infinitely superior to any beach
pavilion elsewhere, whether at Coney Island, Narragansett
Pier, Atlantic City, Venice, Santa Cruz or Catalina. The
present Cliff House would look in comparison like the
shed in Mrs. Murphy's back yard. But the project Is
halted, discouraged and condemned by that wonderful
conglomeration of balloon heads who constitute our Park
Commission, and who appear to be eternally and perpet-
ually suffering from a cerebral dysmenorrhoea. They are
constitutionally and temperamentally opimsed to everything
except Scotch whiskey. They do nothing and they want
nothing done. The park is by no means kept up as it

should be—the roads are vile—its improvement is station-
ary, considering the vast sums expended annually, and
each time a public betterment is suggested it is ignored,
frowned upon or pigeon-holed.

These gentlemen are apparently under the mistaken
idea that Golden Gate Park is maintained as a sort of
private garden for their exclusive use and pleasure. Ru-
mor has it that their homes and tables are well supplied,
gratuitously, with the choicest flowers from hothouse and
hillside. Granted that the appropriation allowed by char-
ter is insufficient for all the betterments that could be
desired, are there not sufficient methods available for
increasing the revenue? The children's playground is con-
ducted at a loss. The Beach Chalet is a losing venture.
Why, no one knows. Thousands of dollars of slips and
Mowers are annually given away for nothing. The water
is bad—awful. To quote Kipling, "It's crawlin' and it
stinks," and yet you cannot purchase a glass of liquor
of any kind. The Museum costs almost twelve thousand
dollars annually for wages alone. There is room for any
number of clean, legitimate concessions from which ad-
ditional revenue could be derived, and each of which would
add to the attractiveness of the park and conduce at the
same time to the enjoyment of the public. But no! The
public be damned! And while the commissioners slumber
with Pickwickian simplicity, Superintendent .McLaren rides
about In the city's machine, drawing his several salaries
from Municipality, Exposition, Forest Hill, Adolph Spreck-
els and the Lord only knows who else.

The park and the beach are the playgrounds of San
Francisco and San Francisco is to be the playground of
the world. They are of the people, by the people and for
the people, and the people are entitled to what they want.
Aestheticism should have no place where it interferes with
the people's wishes or enjoyment. Whatever development
can be made or whatever enhanced attraction may be
mlded to the park or beach becomes a municipal asset
in that it increases the number of visitors and keeps
within the confines of the city our own citizens, who here-
tofore have gone elsewhere to seek the pleasures we
could not supply. That great old beach of ours, barren
and destitute of improvement as it is, with but one con-
venience station from Cliff House to Sloat Boulevard, has
become the greatest recreation ground In San Francisco.
Thousands frequent it and thousands prosper in health
and vigor. To say now that it shall not be improved by
the construction of this wonderful pavilion because private
enterprise may profit thereby is as puerile and silly as to
say that all the beach resorts from Cliff House to Mur-
ray's—the Sutro Baths, the Ostrich Farm, the Olympic
Pier and the hundred and one other enterprises along the
Great Highway should all be closed, and this great natural

asset of ours be left a forsaken, uninviting and unvislted,
sandy Sahara. Whatever concessions may be granted,
whatever licenses allowed, will mean in itself an Increase
In revenue, and must of necessity be under municipal
regulation. To hesitate or to delay is only to discourage,
and if John McLaren and his Park Commissioners will
not act. then the Mayor and the Supervisors should act
for them.

Speaking of incompetency In public office, unfortunately
the rule rather than the exception brings to mind the fact
that the Chief of the Fire Department has blundered
again! Nothing remarkable, 'tis true, because scarcely
a month or a week passes by that some new evidence of
the absolute incompetency and stupidity of Chief Murphy
is not apparent. His incumbency has been marked by
such a series of mistakes, of petty persecutions, of inane
orders and of silly performances as would be tolerated
by no other commission or by no other administration.
Any old woman fighting a fire in her back yard has more
real fire-fighting sense in her little finger than there is

in Murphy's carcass. An appropriate word, by the way.
sometimes given to a perforated shell filled with combus-
tibles and used to set fire to buildings, in which regard
our chief excels rather than the contrary.

Captain George Brown is one of the most capable, pop-
ular and efficient members of the San Francisco Fire De-
partment. Like most men, successful in their particular
sphere, he enjoys the respect and confidence of the other
firemen, irrespective of rank or station. He has not
agreed, he could not as a fireman, with Murphy's policies
and practices, nor has he hesitated to express, so far as
a subordinate may, his reasons for differing, with the
inevitable result that he has incurred Murphy's enmity
and hate. This is the one particular in which Murphy
seems to excel. George Brown is the captain of Engine
Company 39, situated on Geary street, near Divisadero, In

the very heart of a district composed almost entirely of
wooden houses and structures. It has been there for

years. Any one familiar .with the district will recognLe
the importance of this company. However, when the con-
tractors who are building within the Exposition Grounds
asked for fire protection. Chief Murphy immediately or-

dered 39 Engine House closed and the company and ap-

paratus transferred to a temporary shack located on a
swamp within the fair site. Those who investigated re-

ported that "a rat wouldn't live there," which probably
convinced the magnanimous and considerate Murphy that

here was an ideal place for Brown.

Several of the contractors are notoriously friendly to

Murphy, indicating at least strong stomachs, even though
rather weak mentality. The insurance rates for the Ex-
position buildings are high, almost four per cent, which,
however, has been figured into the cost of the buildings by
these contractors, and is actually returned to them out

of Exposition funds. As additional fire protection in-

creases and the fire hazard diminishes, the rates decrease
automatically and proportionately. Therefore the transfer

of this company logically meant a decrease in insurance

cost, or, in other words, an additional profit to Murphy's
friends—the contractors—and at the same time the hu-

miliation and punishment of Captain Brown, but all at the

expense and risk of the little householder In the Western
Addition. Unfair, was It not? In addition, it is distinctly

provided in the ordinance of the Board of Supervisors

granting the directors of the Exposition Company the ex-

clusive control of the fair grounds, that they shall pro-

vide, equip and maintain, without cost or expense to the

municipality, an adequate fire protection system. This or-

dinance was then in effect—this obligation then rested

upon the Exposition Company, so that the action of Chief

Murphy was a positive violation of an ordinance, the

provisions of which he himself had recommended and

agreed to.
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Captain Brown was not transferred and Engine Com-

pany 39 is back again on Geary street, near Divisiadero. Even
the Fire Commissioners apparently couldn't stand for such
manifest injustice, although to date they hare only acted
as lap-dogs for Murphy. Perhaps the Mayor took a hand.
If he did and is aware of the facts here recorded—if he
knows that Captain Brown is only one of the many who
have been treated with equal injustice—if he realizes that

only discontent, dissatisfaction and distrust can be en-

gendered by such treatment, the petty work of a petty

mind, then may we hope that the dawn of a new day is

not far distant and that San Francisco will soon have a
fire chief in whom citizens and firemen alike may repose
their confidence and respect. If not, beware the threat-

ening epidemic of Murphyitis!

A Sunday or two ago the Jewish people of San Francisco
met in mass meeting to protest against the charge of

ritual murder preferred by the Russian Government against
a poor, defenseless Jewish workingman, Mendel Beilis, then
on trial at Kiev. In that protest they were joined by
every decent man and woman—by every human being with

a conscience and a heart. Men of every creed, of every
faith and of every belief, throughout the world, stood side

by side with the Jew to voice their indignation against
the unjust, horrible and inhuman revival of a rumor as
old and as false as superstition itself. Among those pres-

ent at Dreamland Rink was the Rev. Charles F. Aked.
He was not the only hypocrite. Quite a few of the breth-

ren were also on hand with faces sad with holy horror.

The opportunity for publicity was too good to be over-

looked, and Aked"s mighty voice rose in bitter wrath
against the government which permitted or countenanced
the revival of this barbarous belief of medieval times. He
was truly eloquent and made a deep impression on the
unsuspecting and sympathetic audience. Even before he
spoke, editorially in the Examiner, his belicose pen had
breathed its fiery denunciation. It almost seemed as
though, like Peter the hermit of old, another crusade
would be preached and Aked with his valiant patriots
rush to the defense of the Jew in Russia, perhaps, as
Gibbon says, "to leave a pyramid of bones to tell the world
of their defeat."

Just about six Sundays ago the Rev. Charles F. Aked
delivered an address on Joan of Arc. The press did not
dare to report it. His entire theme was a bitter denun-
ciation of Rome and Catholicism, and time after time
with irritating repetition he repeated, "she was butchered
and burned by the Catholics." The charge of ritual mur-
der against the Jews of Kiev is the same identical black,

barbarous, bigoted charge against the Catholics for the
burning of the "Maid of Orleans." The only difference is

that of years—the one in 1913, the other in 1431. Joan of

Arc was sold a political prisoner to the English by John
of Luxenburg, a Burgundian officer allied with them.
She was flung, fettered and bound by English soldiers,

into an English prison, and she was charged as a sorceress
by the English Government, after being subjected to every
form of shameful brutality. Finally she was burned at

the stake to satisfy the vengeance of the English Govern-
ment, just as Mendel Beilis will be condemned to die if

the protests of the civilized world are unheeded—to satisfy

the hatred of the Czar. In the light of years the charge of

sorcery and the charge of ritual murder are equally unjust,

barbaric and inhuman. And just as the Russian Govern-
ment will be held responsible for the death of Mendel
Beilis. so also the English Government, but not the Cath-
olic Church, must forever bear the everlasting stain of the
execution of Joan of Arc.

And what of this Dr. Charles F. Aked—what of this

expatriated Englishman—what of this upstart, this re-

ligious intriguer, this man without a country—what of this

clerical vaudevillian, wearing beneath the livery of Christ
the morals of a courtesan. Read here from his own speech
delivered at Dreamland Rink:

"We are met, not as Jews or Christians, not
even as American citizens, but as men and women.
We are not here to testify to the Torah nor to

glorify the Gospel. We are coerced by the im-
placable despotism of our own humanity. We are
shocked and horrified by the revival in Russia
of a hidden superstition. We are angry, and we

do well to be angry, when we see a medieval lie

invade the courts of justice of the twentieth cen-
tury and even mount the throne of the Czar.
"It is intensely humiliating to the pride of human
intelligence to find the government of a great em-
pire groping back to the dark ages. The charge
which the pagan brought against the follower of
the Nazarene in the first century, the professed
follower of Christ brings against the Jew in the
twentieth. We thought, in Browning's phrase,
that this old lie was dead and damned while truth
stands up instead."

Read these lines, you Jews and Christians, and then
tell who is it made the same charge a few days ago.
Who. while hypocritically defending the Jews against the
charge of ritual murder, but three or four weeks ago re-

vived the same old medieval lie against the Catholics?
Out of thine own mouth, oh fool—oh, Aked, you stand
condemned—a loathesome thing, unclean, vile, befouled,
insincere.

FRED l.. ilILMER.
Held office for pnai two yenrw anil should be eontlnuel

for four years more Merchant, Rood fellow, ami father nf

in.' largest family .if an-. ..i n Isrhteen city fathen U
October Sail .a' Indoor Vachl Club contributed Beveral thou-
BBnri i-ui.-s In tin- lanli-r Via.' f..r lain

The Acme of Protection

"Old Clory" on Dresj Parade passina CROCKFR SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS
Porlala Festival Day. October 24tr.. 1913

JOHN F. CUNNINGHAM, Manajer
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JUDGE EDWARD P. SHORTALL.

Winner Tray-Carrying Contest. Dreamland Rink.

Little did the many Indoor Yachtsmen carrying trays

of good things to eat and drink at the Annual Sail of the

Club the other evening know thai there was a prize of-

fered for the member carrying the greatest number of

trays to the thousands of shipmates and guests in the

audience.

From 8:30 until 11:30 P. M dozens and dozens of the
sailors rushed from bar and iunch counter down the
numerous aisles with heavily laden platters. A commit-
tee of three looked on and cheeked them up. The nun
mittee could have been better ami mint' profitably em-
ployed carrying a few. but then it was there to see the
work was well done, and what work can be carried on
without a boss?

The committee hail a hard time choosing Judge Shortall.

It was urged that Al Herbert carried more on bis tray
than the judge, but that was answered by the statement
that Al is bigger. Then Joe Berendsen, one of the cam
testants. claimed Al made an error. Inasmuch as he
dropped a tray with 43 glasses on ii Captain Gleeson
had strong support for first prize, and Judge Bradley Sar-

gent was right up in the running. Fred Shanley, too. was
hard to turn down lor the blue ribbon; likewise Hob Mr-
Gibbon, but then he also is bigger than the ludge. Charley
Arata's friends claimed first prize for him, but Harry
Stafford s^id he was only carrying his own potatoes as
salad. Joe Decring might have won, but they had Joe
at the door too long giving out programs. Phil Living-

ston, Jimmy Fagin, Bene Ratio. Charley McClain and
Ben Kreling all demurred because tiny were put on other
work, and each claims he would have won. However, .lack

Plover, Judge Flood. Joe Watts. Ray Gleeson and Billy

Guilfoyle did not kick al not being let in the competition,
as they were busy where the talent was the thickest

First prize will be presented to Judge Shortall at the
next big gathering of the organization, and second and
third prizes will go to two of the gentlemen whose names
follow and who now receive honorable mention for their

faithful work:

Bert Kleinhans, Harry Stafford, Judge Shortall. Al Her-
bert. Mike Levy. Ralph McLeran, Julius Rosenfield, Tom
Corbett, Fred Shanley, Judge Sargent. Judge Sturtevant.
Billy Caubu, Con Deasy, Sandy McNaughton, Charley
Arata, Captain Gleeson. Bob McOibbon. Fred Hilmer. Jack
Cunningham. Judge Creighton, Jim Griffin. Major William
H. McCarthy, George Bogan. Joe Deering, Johnny Glynn.
Keegan, Frank Corr, Xeil Duffy, BiHj I 'elan. Joe Berend-
sen, Captain Mike Hannan, Jack Gavin, Ben Selig. Jimmy
Mulvey. Jack Beaufort, Commodore Hennessy, John Kx-
nicius. Sam Raphael. Vincent Finnegan, Joe Derham, Joe
Lewis, Dave Sullivan. Eddie Healey, Ben Brahame, Henry
Simmons. Ted Pritcbard, Jack Rafferty, Frank Shorten,
Senator Juilllard, John Nagle and Joe Niderost.

It is hard to decide whether it is better to be a specialist

in your own line or an expert in the other fellow's.

A philanthropist, boys, is a man who gives his money
away to the people he did not take it from.

'"I cannot sing the old songs."
She sang, and all were moved.

Until some person rose and yelled:

"Sit down! Your case is proved!"

.Never judge a man by what he has been so long as he
isn't a has-been.

The rich man's dollar will not buy any more than the
poor man's—but the poor man hardly ever has his dollar.

Once in a while a man loses his character in trying to

save his reputation.

There are plenty of people of few words—but they cer-

tainly overwork the few.

Truth is mighty—considering how little exercise it gets.

Most of our local politicians either say nothing or too
much.

There's one thing in favor of the fellow who is always
talking about himself—he is not knocking somebody else.

"Clean the City's Morals" and "The Uplift" are subjects
of lectures by long-haired men and short-haired women.

J. H. DEERING
Offers the Celebrated

MOET AND CHANDON CHAMPAGNE
WHITE SEAL, VERY DRY

IMPERIAL CROWN BRUT CUVEE, A. A.

Ask for

Serviceable Shoe California Product

UNITED WORKINGMEN'S BOOT & SHOE CO.
SAIN FRANCISCO
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PROGRAM.

INDOOR YACHT CLUB'S ANNUAL, SAIL.
Dreamland Rink. October 30, 1913.

Diebert's Full Orchestra, S:00 to 8:30 p. m.
Commodore Hennessy in Thirty Seconds of Welcome.
"Willie Kidd Nelson—"Our Own Dear Kid."

"Go Get a Sweetheart From the Emerald Isle."
Miss Edythe Thero, assisted by Willie Nelson.

"Peg o' My Heart."
Jim Morton in "Announcements."
"Parade of the Lambs."
Steve Douglas and Bert Donaldson.

"Violin and Piano.
Captain Lewis.

The Oldest Fiddler in Colma.
Major William H. McCarthy, Keeper of the Log.

"The Indoor Yacht Club's Work."
Shipmates Crowley and Cohen present

Phil Price, Al Mendell, Fred Bell and Nick Micholas,
Rose Murphy, Bella Grant. Marie Gaspar (The Portola
Queen), Bella Howard, Babe Lloyd, Bess Hayes, Irene
Hamilton, and Bess Fuller, with Charles Ridley.

I. Y. C. are the cheers you hear,
I. Y. C. are the ones so dear.
Now, let's all get Happy, Happy, HAPPY,
Drink to the health of dear old friends,
Clink your glasses end to end,
And cheer away to Judgment Day

For the I. Y. C.

Mr. C. Westover of the San Francisco Post.
In Caricatures of the "Wellknowns."

Burlesque Bullfight.
Otto Wallnsch, Eddie Healy, Dave Sullivan, Leon

Wing. Harry McKenzIe and Carl.
A Picture Surprise—Presented by John Talt.

The Misses Ray Carter, Alice May, Helen Assalena,
Hattie Krauskil, Thelmaire, Fifle, Kirksmlth, and
Messrs. Harry Dudley, Freddie Thau and Arnold John-
son.

Our Own Chinese Band of Thirty.
Miss Helen Gough.

Soprano.
Miss Ambrose.

In French and German Cabaret Scenes.
Mile. Estrella Rodriguez.

The Flying Spanish Danseuse.
Moving Pictures.

The Indoor Yacht Club at the Ocean Beach.
Leslie and Leslie.

Artistic Dancers.
Harry Green.

In Stentorian Tones.
Billy Sheer.

In Things the Girls Do Like.
Moving Pictures—First Exhibition.

The Portola Exhibition.
11:30 p^ m.—Gilbert M. Anderson offers
The Gaiety Theater Company, with Rock and Fulton.

Stage Directed by Chas. TIv Kreling. Announcements by
Willie Kldd Nelson. Gentlemen in Waiting on Talent

—

Judge B. Flood, Senator John A. Plover, Ray Gleeson. Joseph
A. Watts and John H. Suits. Greenroom Director. Sam
Nussbaum.

ELECTED TO MEMBERSHIP IN INDOOR YACHT CLUB.
San Francisco—Charles Hornung, Res. 422 Church street:

J. Frank Moroney, 454 California street; Edward Mero, 236
Powell street; C. B. Lusk, &20 Post street; William C. Mur-
phy, 49th avenue and Fulton street; Jerrv Kenny, 159 Pow-
ell street; Charles Schoene, 765 Market street.
New York—Bert Igoe, 4241 Broadway; John Bannon. 23

W. 63rd street.
Alameda—C. W. Hopkins, Purser, S. S. President, 2211

Clinton avenue.
Portland, Oregon—Frank Cody, Merchant, 215 Third street.

APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP IN INDOOR Y VCI1T
CLUB.

San Francisco—R. S. Moyle, McNear Brick Agency, 417
Berry street; J. W. Egan, 201 Lick Building; Geo. A. Beinltr.
Merchant, 242 B street; Charles Goldberg, Dreamland Rink;
Fred W. Salter, 105 Powell street; Leon A. Stowell. salesman,
Goodfriend Hotel; Dr. H. I. Cacoset, Alexander Hotel; Harry
Hunt, Jesse Moore-Hunt Company, 199 Second street; E. W.
Prentice, Secretary Phoenix Desk and Chair Company, 243
Bush street; Edgar F. Bryant, 353 Prospect street; Emrv
Rolph, Manager Grand Hotel, Taylor and Turk streets;
D. E. Leahy, salesman, 1326 15th avenue; Watt Brown, news-
paper man, St. Francis Hotel; A. W. Schroeder, Olympic
Club; Charles A. Nelson, 200 Guerrero street; Dr. N. Rosen-
crantz, Examiner Building; D. O. Druffel, 177 Stevenson
street; John J. Preston, Steward, 1385 Clay street; Emil
Fonteille, restaurant, 151 Ellis street; Charles Mitchell, cafe.
29 McAllistetr street; J. H. Cline. Chrystal Cafeteria, Phelan
Building; Henry Peterson, 7 Market street; William J. Rud-
dick. Insurance, 239 Sansome street; Joseph B. Duggan,
real estate and insurance, 2027 Pacific avenue; Karl Eber,
diamond dealer, ISO Sutter street.

- Oakland, Cal.—P. H. Rosenheim, real estate, 420 Four-
teenth street; C. V. Massey, cigar dealer, 4 23 Fourteenth
street; Jos. A. Farry, attorney-at-law. Kohl Building
Alameda, Cal.—Frank Dunleavy, 3017 Santa Clara avenue.
West Berkeley—C. T. Faw, salesman, 593 Twentv-eighth

street.
Gonzales, Monterey County, Cal.—J. C. Lazier, banker.
Colma, Cal.—Art McQueen, care Joe Mlllett.
Tracy, Cal.—Lawrence Fabiar.
Hammond, Ind.—James Clabby, Jr., 664 Hohman street
Butte, Mont.—John T. Regan, 33 North Main street.
Carson, Nevada—G. C. Ross, Lieutenant-Governor of Ne-

vada.

THE SLINGSBY AIR.
The British Lieutenant and his wife either did or his

wife did and he didn't, or he did and his wife didn't, or
neither of them did. At any rate, if he is the goods, why
doesn't he try again. Two heirs are better than one. It

might cause twice the fuss. George Knight would yell

twice as loud. Attorney Squibble would do more quib-

bling. Andrew with the Thornes would pay out a $1000
instead of $500.

"Doctor" Fraser would then displace Doc Cook as the
champion liar of the world. Dr. Snow of the Board of
Health would fall in and then melt away with some freez-

ing remark, and the printer's ink trust would declare an-

other dividend.
Everybody except the sane and the disputed heir has

taksn it too seriously.

George Knight, who has been locked in the cellar of

newspaper oblivion ever since he proclaimed for both Taft
and Roosevelt, got busy with his voice that drove many
national conventions from their duty to their feet
Fred Berry went to defend his job. Some one froze him

with a look, then stepped on him, and he had a crushed
fruit flavor.

The real trouble lies in the fact that the poundmaster
and not the District Attorney should have been called in.

There have been many banquets gone by since San Fran-
cisco has seen such a case of barking, whining, snapping
and biting as in the Slingsby case. "Doctor" Fraser, who
betrays lawyer, patient, fortunate or unfortunate, on the

slightest suggestion, is the prize "cur" of the year.

Poundmaster, do your duty. Fraser has no license.

James Brennan had thrown back his ready-made coat

from his manly breast and exposed a couple of municipal
pencils.

He clenched his fist and opened his jaw. "Gentlemen of

the jury," he shouted, "in the language of the street I say,

I care not for this case, but for the protection of the

women and children of San Francisco; not for my fame,
my glory or my salary, but do your duty."

"One moment," said Judge Sargent, the stern and fair

jurist. "Unfortunately, Mr. Brennan, when the architects

designed this building they planned it for a courthouse.

If they had wanted a theater they would have put In a

gallery. You are forgetting this, Mr. Brennan. Proceed."
Verdict, not guilty.
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EDWARD L. NOLAN.

His two years in the Super-

visorial office proved his effici-

ency. Springs from the ranks

of labor, being a journeyman

bricklayer by trade. Been true

to labor as well as capital.
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WHAT'S WHAT AND WHEREFORE.

This is a testimonial by a newspaperman to a news-
paperman—or rather to a former newspaperman. For
Charlie Brennan. for many years a star among the star re-

porters in the local newspaper game, has pulled the cover
over his typewriter in the Associated Press local room
and has accepted an inviting positicn as secretary to Dis-

trict Attorney Fickert. Even while these lines are being
assembled Charlie is busily engaged with the multitudinous
duties Of bis new position.

The newspaper game isn't exactly the same old game
with Charlie out of it. It has been robbed of a genial

face and a broad, merry smile and a voice and a fellow-

ship that radiated good cheer. There isn't a man on any
of the beats, be it police, water frcnt, federal or superior
courts, who wasn't glad to see Charlie come marching over
the threshold into the reporters' room. They are missing
bim these days down on police and on the water front,

where he spent a great porticn of his time and where he
turned up many a cracking good story.

Brennan was a newspaperman who was in the game for

pure love of the game. He wasn't a journalist, and didn't

want to be referred to as such. He was a reporter, and a

darn good one at that. He could go out and gather up the

threads cf a big story as last as any man who was ever
given an assignment. He would rather have it slid that

he could go out and get a good story and write it up in

rattling got d time and in rattling fine manner than to

have it said that he was a good managing editor or a good
telegraph editor. Charlie didn't ambition
an editor. He wanted to be. what in reality be was,—a re-

porter, and a good one.

Brennan has had many opportunities to accept lucrative

positions during recent years. Fickert isn't the first man
who had tried to get him to leave the newspaper business
for pastures new; but Fickert is the first man t

in having his Invitaticn accepted. Ami in this I

serves a word of congratulation. Tho newspaper game has
lost C'barl

i

What the newspaper game has

Charlie Fickert has gained. And Fickert's gain is grerft.

Shipmate Judge Griffin was aboard for the Big Sail

October "" His Honor dropped in during the earl] mo-

ments of the festivities, and enjoyed every minute of the

time. He met a host of friends, and when tho sail was
ever and the yachtmen were homeward bound the judge
was beii)g voted a joll ellow by all those who bad
the good fortune to meet him.
The Judge Griffin smile is getting to be one of the lit;

attractions at the events staged by the Indoor sailors. But.

icr all his smile, it seems that the judge can become In-

censed as rapidly as anybody else. At any event. It would
seem so from the way he has been keeping Sheriff Bggi
busy executing commitment orders for husbands who

I

a penchant for neglecting to pay alimony and maintenance
money to needy wives and mothers. More than one hus-

band has be'-n mighty near Eggers' bastile for failing to

make provision for the support of children pending Ihe

outcome of divorce proceedings. Yes. the Judge Griffin

smile does sometimes wear off. as many husbands w-ho

have failed to make satisfactory provisions for their wives
and children have already found out.

It's dollars to doughnuts that the Board of Education
balks at making Serra Day— .Monday. November 24—

a

school holiday. Governor Johnson has declared November
24 a legal holiday, but this does not mean that there won't
be classes in our public schools. That s a matter that's

entirely i the Hoard of Education, and the word is

out that the majority cf the members of the board in < n

triving 10 keep school in on the two-hundredth anniversary
M Junlpero Serra's birth. The fact that the board let the

students lite Wednesday and Friday of I' rtola week and
required them to attend school on Thursday is looked upon
by many of the school teachers in the department as an
effort on the part of the board to fix up aa uiak-

the kids go to school on Serra Day. too. Let's wait
and see!

Grant Munson the happy pair took the elevator to the
fourth floor of the City Hall building and were hitched
up by a Justice of the Peace. And the justice was such
a kind, noble and handsome man! The happy and blush-
ing bride was too preoccupied at the time of the ceremony
to learn the name of the justice who did the hitching
But when the honeymoon was over and the young thing
and her husband had settled down in a quiet little bun
low in the Sacramento Valley the bride evinced a desire
to have her marriage license returned. So she wrote to
Munson to aid her in her trouble. She told Grant in a
letter which has since become famous around the City Hall
that she would like to write personally to the Justice of
the Peace who had performed the ceremony, but hastened
to explain that she didn't know his name. The best she
cculd do was to describe him. And this she did by writ-

ing: "He was a tall, finely built, noble-looking fellow with
a scarred face."

"Bob" Dennis, the clerk in the justice's office, and Mun-
son are still searching for the justice who fits this descrip-
tion. They have already eliminated Justices Barnett.
Flood, Creighton and Conlan from the list of suspects. At
this writing Dennis and Munson declare that Ihey have not

solved the mystery, but that they have some valuable
clews.

ELECT

Chas. A. Nelson

Supervisor

A charming > ung thin- irem up country dropped into

town with the gentleman of her choice to get a in

early last month. When the necessary papers
were signed in the presence of Deputy County Clerk

COATES ORIGINAL

PLYMOUTH
DRY GIN

THE GIN OF THE CRITICAL
CONSUMER

THE FINEST GIN IMPORTED

ALEX. D. SHAW &. CO.
EDWIN C. HAMMER, MGR.

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS
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A COURAGEOUS CHIEF OF POLICE.

"Do you think the opinions of a man like Aked are worth
discussing?" asked Chief of Police Petersen of Oakland.
"Do you?" I parried.
"Well," said the Chief of Police of Oakland, "the man

does a good deal of harm. There's no question about that.
Eut of what value are the opinions of a man who is not
a thinker?" Aked is not a thinker.
"What is he, then?" I inquired.
"He's an emotionalist," answered the chief; "an emo-

tionalist with his ear to the ground. He is trying to fur-

ther his own ends by voicing opinions which he thinks are
popular in certain circles."

"You question his sincerity?"
"I must question either his sincerity or his common

sense. As between the two, I am inclined to think that
he is not sincere."

Chief of Police Petersen, it will be seen, is not a mincer
of words. Plain, blunt talk is characteristic of the efficient
policeman, and Chief of Police Petersen of Oakland is

one of the most efficient policemen we have in these parts.
* * * * *

"How do you regard Doctor Aked as a debater?" I asked.
"Aked is not a debater," answered the chief. "He ad-

vances no arguments. He merely makes statements and
indulges in criticisms. And he is not a fair opponent.
He takes dirty side slaps at you. He is unjust, unfair
and ungentlemanly. He has not the first elements of a
gentleman in debate."*****
"Reform committees are always made up of untried

men and women, usually dominated by clerical influence.
I don't think their opinions should control a city. Cer-
tainly I am out of line with their emotionalism.
"But to end where we started," concluded the chief,

I think Doctor Aked will last about six months more.
After that he'll blow up and be forgotten."—Eddie O'Day
in Town Talk.

nil. i.i im. B. ( aci.ieri.
Candidate for re-election as Supervisor. Is the onl\ doc*

tor running, and cue is certainly needed on the Board. Mis
vote has always been with the people during his two years
incumbency.

CHARLES LOESCH
Manager

PHONES \ West 3555

j Wai 3556

California

flaking %6.
Largest and Most Modern

Bakery in the West

CAPACITY

100,000 Loaves
DAILY

S. IV. Cor. Fillmore and Eddy Sis.
SAN FRANCISCO
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JOSEPH MULVIHILL CHAS. EVANS

Sffiicstmi Batrp Co.
*

JC J*

PHONE PARK 1587

339-6J WALLER ST. SAN FRANCISCO

JULIUS EPPSTEIN
FRANK H FORREST

* SUTTER 13T2
i KEARNY 5198

%\)t California Jftortot
344-346 GEARY STREET

AND HOTEL ST. FRANCIS

ARTISTIC DECORATING AND
DESIGNING OUR SPECIALTY

SAN FRANCISCO
CALIFORNIA

GUS WHITEGEO BOGAN

AMERICAN TAXICAB COMPANY
POPE-HARTFORD

TAXICABS AND TOURING CARS
AT ALL HOURS

Limousine Machines for Balls and Weddings

stand: ferry building
D*y Phones Until Midnight Phones After Midnight

Sutter 3674, C 6682 Sutter 4462, C 33 1

1

TIMOTHY HEALY
ATTORNEY-AT- law

SUITE 1501-1506

Humboldt Bank Building

Fine Clothes to Order Moderate Prices

Jordan tailoring *(£&

928 Market Street

No Branch Stores San Francisco

Remember, the rain is here again, and these

are raincoat days. The weather sharps all

predict a rainy November, so be prepared

BERGER RAINCOATS
In Gabardines, Rubberized Wool Fabrics and Priestley Cravenettes.

ALL SHED WATER LIKE A DUCK'S BACK.

$5, $10, $15, $20, $25, $30, $35 and $40.
CHEAPER TO KEEP DR Y THAN SEE A DOCTOR.

856 MARKET ST. BERGER'S EAST OF POWELL
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NOVEMBER 16™
AND DAILY THEREAFTER

THE NEW

"Sunset Limited"
NO EXTRA FARE

Will leave San Francisco for New Orleans via Los Angeles

DAILY SCHEDULE
Lv. San Francisco (Third St. Station) 5:00 p. m. Sunday

Lv. Los Angeles - - - 8: 1 5 a. m. Mond'y

Ar. New Orleans - - - 8:50 p. m. Wed.

TIME

San Francisco to New Orleans - 73 hours, 50 min.

Los Angeles to New Orleans - - 58 hours, 35 min.

EQUIPMENT
Observation Sleeping Car with Drawing Room, Compartments

and Ladies' Parlor ; 1 2-section Drawing Room Pullman Sleeping

Cars and Dining Car.

A Tourist Pullman Sleeping Car will be run daily from San

Francisco to Washington, D. O, in connection with this train.

At New Orleans connection will be made with fast trains to New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore,

Washington, Boston, Atlantic, Chicago, Cincinnati, St. Louis and other points in the East and

Middle West.

Also with steamers of Southern Pacific Atlantic Steamship Line, sailing to New York every

Wednesday and Saturday.

FOR RATES, SLEEPING CAR and STEAMER RESERVATION ASK AGENTS

Southern Pacific
THE EXPOSITION LINE 1915
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THE MILLION-DOLLAR PIER AT THE BEACH
A couple of young men were driving along the I leva

90s oj the world's Foremost Inventor and the other the
Phej bad walked along the board walk at Atlantic City,

Ostende, romped on the splendid structures thai pierce

al Nice Both had recently arrived From Southern Cali
sorts extending over tin* wain-. To each occurred the

i he Inve itor'a son planned and the other raised the ra

the East, where be told Its capitalists ol the wonderful
Starting to build, they encountered obstacles on all si

ors claimed control tor themselves. The City

Practical! j i verj club rg inization In San Pranclsd
C< Bioners have not yel granted permission to the
to thi pier w it h I he ( Sreat 1 1 igh a] so I hal pe< >ple may

ni.

Who ou us this Gr< at Highway?
Not the Pari* Commission, surely.
Tin- plain people of San Francisco do not get manj

these refusals to .accept gifts from pe joni d1 posed to do
\ M.: in .. ab< til the man who n orks when he thinks ove

beach Improvements? And does the one who toils think

dci ol these proposit i

The laboring men oi San Francisco would be employed
1

Take the pier a* tie. Roughly, three hundred
and emplo nc in for twenty-five or more weeks; three
Same length Of time: and then there would be eight bun
and fifty days, tioi to si.e.,1, of hundreds of p 1 ; i

s

t • :

in fact, even known trade and craft in union labor.

And If we add a small army of decorators to the ab0V<
Do you want this pier built?

The Main Sheet believes you do, and is in consequent

id on the ocean beach some months since One was the
scion of a wealthy New York family. Both hud traveled.

viewed the magnificent purs extending into the sea at

the English i !fa am i at Bi [ghton and the Mi diterrane u

fornia, whose watering places abound with pleasure re-

idea, Whj not build one into the Pacific Ocean?
not a dollar in San Francisco, but all from out of

Western countrj

.

des The Park Commission said it had jurisdiction, and the
Attorney decided in favor of the former.

o bas endorsed this improvement, but the Beard of Pari
builders of this great enterprise to connect the approach
walk from the highway to a place dedicated to their

things offered them. Pretty soon they are going to

i bing for ibem.

i thi i millions that would be spent on opera hous<
might receive immediate benefit from the ;

by the thousands In the completion of this pier and opei i

structural iron workers, who receive $6 per day, would
hundred concrete artisans would get ? i or more for the

dred carpenters who would earn $5 e day for two hundred
piledrivers, plumbers, rooters, painters, electricians, and,

table we find it will also apply to the proposed opera bouse.

e heartily in support of it.
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Ask for

ORO
SERVICEABLE SHOES

California Product

UNITED WORKWOMEN'S BOOT & SHOE CO.

SAIN FRAIVCISCO

J. H. DEERING
Offers the Celebrated

MOET AND CHANDON CHAMPAGNE
WHITE SEAL, VERY DRY

IMPERIAL CROWN BRUT CUVEE, A. A.

C. W. Sham R. H. Fischbeck

jftacfjbeck's
San Francisco

Phone Sutter 3629 844 Market Street

ST. FRANCIS IMPORTATION CO.
350 Geary Street

WINES AND LIQUORS AT RETAIL
FINEST GOODS - LOWEST PRICES

PROMPT DELIVERIES

Remember that

Cresta Blanca Wines
Are the STANDARD WINES of California

Try a Bottle of CRESTA BLANCA SPARKLING
Equal to the Imported

STOP your Auto at the

HOPKINS
Formerly Bohemian Villa

MEALS SERVED AT ALL HOURS
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS

Entertainment during Afternoon and Night

The Pacific Ocean is My Bath Tub. 1938 Ocean Boulevard
Come In, ihe Water s Fine. phone Sunset 960

1

3

4

WILF1RD J. GIRARD
President

STANLEY J. GIRARD
Secretary and Manager

GIRARD S
CRILL

AND

Oyster Parlor

Oysters, Terrapin, Crab Stew, Steaks,

Chops, Oyster Loaves.

UNION SQUARE AVE.
Phone Douglas 3454 San Francisco, Cal.

1

3

4

JOSEPH MULVIHILL CHAS. EVANS

®2Bnstmi ©atrj? Co.
ji jt jt

PHONE PARK J 587

359-61 WALLER ST. SAN FRANCISCO

/. HAMMERMANN C. McCLAIN
Telephone. : KEARNY 2I7N - - HOME C 5K03

Cftc Criterion 3Sar

CARRIES

WHITE ROCK
ELBART GIN

WILSON WHISKEY

181 O'FARRELL ST.

DEL MONTE AUTO RENTAL CO.

phone SUTTER 215
LIMOUSINES
LAUNDAULETS

WEDDINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

OFFICE. 105 POWELL STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

CABS
TOUR1NQ CARS
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THE SO-CALLED RITUAL MURDER

By R\BBI JAC03 C. NIZTO

It Is with more than usual ; lacrlty that I hasten to say

a few words on the aspect of the ritual murder trial re-

cently enacted in Russia, end which, in my judgment, should

more than ordinary interest for Christians, believing

on-believing.

The exoneration of the accused man is one of tho

peculiar phases of modern life which leads thinking peo-

ple to conclude that the world as a whole will no Ion

stand for nor tolerate injustice When the plotters

against France, to avoid detection, fastened the blame
upon Dreyfus, the world resented the injustice, not be-

cause Dreyfus was a Jew, but because it was an insult to

modern civilization that such a flagrant attempt should

be made to commit so great an act of injustice. Dreyfus

was probably selected not because he was a lew, but be-

cause he was the most unpopular man amongst that group

of officers.

That Beilis was not guilty, all the world knew, and all

the world resented the attempt to fasten a crime upon
an innocent man. Hut all the world is not yet alive to the

real situation, nor can accurately understand what the

contradictory and confused veroict of this jury means
not only to the Jews of Russia and the Jews of (he world,

but to Christianity itself. For centuries the world has

been asked to believe a most absurd and outrageous fab-

rication, and to accept as an absolute fact, a mere crea-

tion of venomous minds, whose only purpose was to inject

a spirit of disunion and animosity between and amongst
peoples who otherwise would be living at peace and in

amity with one another. Sometimes for the purpose of

spoliation, sometimes for the purpose of averting revo-

lutions by giving up Jews to massacre, this charge of

ritual murder is brought out of the church property

museum, dusted and polished, and presented to the un-

tutored peasants just at the season when they are told

that Jesus shed his blood to save them all. After their

feelings of gratefulness are worked upon so that they feel

thoroughly tearful, they are then incensed or made to

feel incensed against the Jews, because they, forsooth,

accomplished the honorable purpose of causing the shed-

ding of the blood which saved them—the Christians. In

order to raise their resentment to frenzy, and to make
nominated or called Jew, I would never rest till this vile

calumny against the intelligence of my fellow Christians

and the sanctity of my Savior were absolutely expunged
from the minds of all men. .1 certainly think that the

followers of Christ owe it to Christ to exonerate Christ

by removing this foul stain and blot from the religion

and character of the people of Christ.

DELUDING INTELLIGENT CHRISTIANS

In the verdict rendered by the jury that just tried Heilis.

there were practically two verdicts: one uttered almost
breathlessly and with great trepidation by the foreman,

and the other in positive, emphatic and almost stentorian

tones. The first question asked was as to the number
of wounds on the body of the boy, and the probable

amount of blood what was collected from each aperture,

ider, please do not laugh, though it has its comical
side; yet this is a serious matter. Perjured and hyper-

fanatical priests have been discovered who know exactly

how many re necessary to a ritual murder vic-

tim, and how much blocd. precisely to the drop, is neces-

sary tor the making of the Passover bread. The question

asked the jury on this was. whether it was proved that the

number of wounds required was on the boys body, and
Whether the exact amount of blood was obtained.

To this, in almost a whispering voice and with great

trembling, the foreman replied "yefl." This means that

the Government of Russi 1 all the force and
power of which it is capable to fasten a strong enough
their resentment more Immediate lhan remote, they tell

n em that Jews used Christian blood to make their Passover
bread. This is an infamous lie. but it serves the pur-

pose. And like all other so-called religious persecutions.

is used merely for political or predatory purposes.

In my judgment, the attempt to foist this story upon
the minds of modern men is an insult to human Intelli-

gence, and an outrage against the character of that very

Man who is said to have given his life to save the world.

It must be remembered that the Last Supper was a Pass-

over meal, held to celebrate the exodus of the Israelites

irom Egypt. Jesus partook of that meal. Can any sane
or intelligent Christian allow himself to be deluded into

believing that this gentlest of all men. this lowly and hum-
ble man. great in his capacity lor soreseeing and suffer-

ing, would have been guilty of such inhuman conduct as

to partake of food in which there was blood of any kind''

Has not Christianity for centuries, debased and degraded
its ideal of Jesus by allowing militant church leaders to

impose this fallacy upon it?

RUSSIA'S FORCED VERDICT

Strangely enough, when the charge of ritual murder was
first heard in the world, it was made against the Chris-

tians and not against the Jews. It was alleged by the

Romans that the early Christians did make use of human
blootl in their ritual ser\ 1( es. That it was absurd needs

no statement from any modern man to other modern men.

All the world knows that it was an outrageous lie.

To retain the charge against the Jews or to allege it

against them is in my opinion a blasphemous lie. an act

oi Bacrilege as against the founder of Christianity himself.

Were I denominated Christian as I happen to be de-

peg in the minds of the populace, so as to be able on all

future occasions to hang another charge of ritual murder.

The Russian church, when called upon for political rea-

sons, will no doubt with undiminished celerity, communi-
still again this infamous libel to the unthinking hut

devout peasant. Whenever it shall appear to the rulers

of Russia that the Russian people is growing restive under

restraint and likely to assert itself, they will again bring

forward this piece of church property, hire a few strange

ruffians to start a massacre, anil when the sight of blood

and loot is observed by the peasant, like any other man.

he will forget the restraints of civilization and join the

massacring mob.
While it may be consistent with the policies of despot-

isms lo have some means at hand by which it may averl

the minds of its subjects from the work of striving to at-

tain greater liberty. Christianity should see to it. that

the means adopted be not a defamation of the name of

Jesus, and a desecration oi God atid humanity.
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Shipmate A. C. Hall, whose picture appears above, is

one of the new members of the Indoor Yacht Club hailing

from the Empire State.

By special resolution of the Board of Stewards, the usual
probationary period was waived in his case and he was
unanimously elected last week.

Mr. Hall is prominently identified with both financial

and political activities in Xew York City, and more par-

ticularly in the Borough of Brooklyn, where he makes bis

home.
He is a captain in the Fourty-Seventh Regiment. N. G.

N. Y., an active member of the Jamaica Bay Yacht Club
and an officer of the Seneca Club, a political organization
that is to Brooklyn what Tammany is to Manhattan.

Besides this, he is a loyal booster for San Francisco and
never misses an opportunity to sing the praises of the
Exposition City.

BEACH PIER ENDORSEMENT.

Oceanside Women's Educational Club.
126S Forty-Fifth Avenue, San Francisco, California.

November 11, 1913.
Indoor Yacht Club.
Gentlemen: At a recent meeting of the Oceanside

Women's Educational Club a resolution was unanimously
adopted in favor of the beach amusement pier. Copy in-

closed, which we trust you will publish in the Main Sheet.
Respectfully submitted,

CATHERINE CANNING, Secretary.

Resolved. That we, the members of the Oceanside
Women's Educational Club, do hereby endorse and com-
mend "The Beach Amusement Pier" proposition, believing
that it will be a benefit to our district and the city in
general; and,
Whereas, The adult population of this city is steadily

increasing, employment for our people may become at any
time a serious problem; therefore, be it

Further Resolved, That we favor and encounrage all
lawful enterprises which serve to increase the sources of
employment in order that we may maintain our present
and future prosperity.

CATHERINE CANNING. Secretary.
ANNA McAULIFFE. President.
MARY LEONARD. Vice-President.

LOST.

At Annual Sail in Dreamland Rink. October 30th. a cane.
Owner values it for its associations and will pay liberal
reward for return to this office.

AN INDOOR YACHTSMAN'S IDEA.

Elaborate plans illustrating a practical and economical
method for transferring the old palings of granite and iron,

which have stood in McAllister street on the site of the

old City Hall for many years, to the ocean beach at the

terminus of the Geary street municipal railway, were sub-

mitted to the Park Commissioners at their last meeting,
and will probably be adopted.
Shipmate W. R. Castagnetto, a deputy in the office of

H. I. Mulcrevy, County Clerk, prepared and presented the

plans to the Public Welfare Committee of the Board of

Supervisors, which were approved by them, and in turn

referred to the Park Board. The members of the Park
Board were of unanimous opinion that the idea, when car-

ried out. will greatly improve the looks of the beach.
Commissioner Cummins and Superintendent McLaren

were appointed a committee to investigate and report at

the next regular meeting. Mr. Castagnetto stated the

palings could be moved for a nominal sum. their original

cost being about $50,000. He stated they would serve as

a rest station, and would make an artistic finish at the

beach when illuminated at night: also be a priceless relic

to future generations, being the only preserved mementos
of our destroyed but famous City Hall.

OBEDIENCE.

"Bill's going to sue the company for damages."
"Why. what did they do to him?"
"They blew the quitlng whistle when 'e was carrying a

'eavy piece of iron and "e dropped it on his foot."

FRED I,. IIM.MIK.

The c-lectorate of San Francisco paid a high compliment
to Fred Hilmer when it -ontinued him In the office of Super-
visor for four more years. There were eight Supervisors to

be elected, one Tax Collector and one Police Judge. For
these ten positions, exempting the judicial office, every suc-

cessful candidate was a member of a labor union, past or

present, witli the exception of Fred Hilmer.

His shipmates extend him congratulations on his unusual
victory.
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WE WANT WHAT WE WANT WHEN WE WANT IT

By Walter Anthony.

I was at the Orpheum last Sunday night. There was
a monologist. Mr. Hazzard. on the stage telling some stor-

ies, and telling them well. He was later followed by an-

other monologist. a Mr. Barnes, whose offerings were
made in a fine spirit of foolery.

My friend was standing next me—a gentleman by the
way whose acquaintance may we never make profession-

ally—said "We're certainly a frivolous people."
I was too busy with the monologists to reply to the re-

mark, and anyway I didn't think of it until later. But the state

uient. by dint of much repetition has come to be believed
as though it were something of which secretly we should
be ashamed.

It is a statement to which remarks such as those re-

cently quoted from the lips of "Doc" Leahy seem to con-
tribute; the comic monopoly of daily papers, the stressful

modern dances, the ceaseless search for distraction and
the hastening after amusement, all conspire to lend color
to the platitude.

All of this, and more, would 1 have said to Mark Noon, for
he is the Penitential gentleman who was doing his Sab-
bath evening devotions at the Orpheum and who suffered
himself the reflection that he too was a frivolous person.
There are a great many who think thai because their

particular enterprises fail, the world is going all wrong,
and it is quite in line with human nature to conclude the
general from the particular, .My good friends, Messrs.
Ettore Patrizi and Eugene D'Avigneau arc persuaded thai
love of opera has died in the land because their worthy
efforts to provide it were unrewarded; "Doc" Leahy is

sure that we are most frivolous because we didn't patron-
ize opera, the frivolity of which was popular 30 years ago.
The former are mistaken in their conclusions because San
Francisco has never been an opera loving community, and
the latter is wri te the frivolity of a genera I

ago has merely been exchanged for frivolitj ol the present
Vi'Ia" nor "Otello" were ever intrinsically popular with

the rank and file of San Francisco theater goers. Avedano,
Ltasa ami Tetrazzini were. There was so Avedano, nor

and Salassa nor any Tetrazzini in the recent grand 0]

forces at the Tivoli. and grand opera as an abstraction is

not nor never has been self sustaining iti this city. As
for switching tastes in comic Optra, nothing ages so soon
as buffoonery, and Offenbach, so fas as I can see. didn't
have "anything on" Oscar Straus as a composer. The
letter's "Chocolate Soldier" Is just as fine as any Can-Can
that ever Offenbach put his pen to, and much better or-

chestrated. IT IS ALSO .Jl'ST AS POPULAR So is The
Merry Widow." and so, too, will any work be in these days
that reflects the genius of merriment in music as well as
these light operas do.

We seem to think that twenty-live years ago all com-
posers of light opera were glittering geniuses. We for-

get that such a conclusion is only reached through the
works that have survived. The mediocre we no longer
remember. Good light music has always been rare, and
like perfect white diamonds the market will ever be.
The trouble with Mr. Leahy was that he thought the

clock of popularity ran backwards, and so he gave us
the ancient masterpieces of what is now stiff and formal
comic opera If we didn't like it. it wasn't because our
tastes were vitiated, but because our tastes in frills !

changed several times since "The Begg r Student,"
Chimes of Normandy" and "Tin' Bohemian Girl."—oh most
formal and stolid music—were placed for our grandfathers
on the stage.

Put "Hoc" would give it to us whether or no.
What money he saved in royalties was lost in the non-

attendance of the public. Perhaps if he had I n able
to secure for us modern works of the order of "The Spring
Maid." The Chocolate Soldier." "The Merry Widow," and
the like, and freshened up his company with a soprano thai
didn't render the musical person continually nervous by
her congenaially faulty ear, he might have succeeded in

keeping his old patronage and building up a new: but
I very much fear that there isn't enough such opera ma-
tterial at hand, and long runs such as used to prevail, are
nowadays, harder to achieve because there are so many
more amusement places beckoning the public today than
there were twenty-five years .ago. The "movies" have
hit the gallery hard, while the automobile has bumped the
orchestra.
What has done more than anything else to alienate the

theater-going public and send them to the movies or to

the neighborhood theater, has been the $2 prices asked

for a seat in the "high class" play houses.

It needs no very long memory to recall the $1.50 prices
that prevailed at the Baldwin theater, when Madame
Modjeska played "Camille," or "The Lady of Lyons," or
Portia in "The Merchant of Venice," or when light opera
organizations with a Digby Bell and a Laura Joyce, to give
it merriment, played extended seasons at the same price.

Are the attractions now being offered, from which it is

complained that the public remains away, worth 50 cents
more? I doubt it. Rather. I think they are worth 50
cents less. Particularly with eggs soaring to points be-

yond the reach of afflnence.
Henry Miller, in a charming comedy is excellent enter-

tainment, but he used to support Modjeska I believe and
the twain were seen for the price of two lottery tickets

less, than now his fragile comedy invites you to pay over
the box-office counter.

Perhaps the trouble is that an ever-increasing number
of theaters demands an impossible quantity of play

—

material for presentation; that in order to keep the doors
open, productions of less than mediocre merit find their
way to the stage, while managers hope that a freely ex-

ploited name or a highly advertised star will do the rest,

awhile the owners of the expensive property, in a
reasonable expectation of a reasonable percentage of

income on their investment, maintain the prices of admis-
sion to and beyond the point that prevailed when the law
of cost, based on supply and demand, ran in favor of the
few theatres, while now it runs against the many. With
triple the supply of entertainment, seat prices have gone
up— which is an economic paradox—whatever that may be.

There is just, one theater in town supplying the demand
lor frivolous amusement—aside from the vaudeville

houses. It is the Gaiety, and it is the legitimate successor
to Fisher's which in turn was the legitimate successor
to the Tivoli in the esteem of lovers of light musical en-
tertainment.

It will be remembered that before the fire, when Kolb
and Dill introduced the then popular variety of Weber and
Fieldian entertainment, (the taste of the times having
changed Prom that to which the Tivoli catered J those who
wanted an evening of light entertainment gradually with-

drew their patronage from the Tivoli which continued
stubbornly in its career giving the old light operas, while
the public went to see Kolb and Dill. Long runs such
as the Tivoli used to enjoy became the rule at Fisher's,

and he waxed prosperous, while the Tivoli under Hart-
man's touch was empty.

This continued until the fire; then afterwards was re-

sumed in a tent and later still at tl:e Davis out in Mc-
Allister street. But this form of musical comedy reached
its climax and it too began to languish. Its ultimate
finish was hastened by feeble imitators of Kolb and Dill

and by feebler imitators of Weber and Fields. In San
Francisco, however, it survived for sometime owing to

the personal following that Kolb and Dill had estab-

lished. Hut Kolb himself realized that what used to "go"
bad become ancient, and was reluctant during his last

engagement here to revive "Fiddle Dee Dee" knowing that

! lost it- power to tickle.

The Gaiety seems to have caught the trend of the pop-

ular taste in musical entertainment, and is providing it.

The public is crowding the theater.

The answer is that the theatrical manager who wants
to win a clientele with offerings of intrinsically light and
Frivolous material must follow the taste of his public. He
cannot force it. any more than a single expression of en-

is going to alter the cut of this season's collars.

To those who would provide the more meaty offerings

of solid drama, the success of such writers as Eugene
Walter. Augustus Thomas. Charles Rami Kennedy, .lerome

K. Jerome, Edward Sheldon, should be evidence that for

the man who has a message ami can write it, there will

always lie a public to listen, it not to heed.

Witness Robert Mantel], too. in his Shakesperean reper-

toire. Madame Schumann Heink in her wonderful song
recitals, the perennial popularity of Kreisler. and Kubelik,

tin- violinists. Paderewski the pianist, and others whose
annual return to any city is always profitable to the artist

and to the public.

Hut we will think carefully, nowadays, whether a light.

Irothy comedy is worth t2. which if one does not go alone,

means $4 without the carfare, the after theater bite to eat,

to say nothing of the intermissions which in comedy are

usually two and long.
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This is a view of the central Court of the Sun and Stars,

which will he the climax in the architectural scheme of the

Exposition. It is in the direct line of the main entrance

(Scott street) and the visitor, after passing through the

Alameda, with its tropic palms and broad green sward

and its artificial lake mirroring magnificent piles of sculp-

ture, will pass under the Tower of Jewels, the domed top

of which, 426 ft. high, will blaze at night in the flare of

a battery of search lights. Passing on he enters the main

court proper from which entrance may be had into the

four exhibit palaces which are the center of eight.

The accompanying illustration shows the court alter

passing the Tower of Jewels, and looking north towards

the hills of Marine county. In the center distance rises

the graceful Column of Progress.

JACK HUNT REJUVENATING MARSHFIELD.

Say, Mr. Main Sheet Editor, I can't help writing you to

tell you how good it is to get word about all the boys.

You know I have been in this Oregon country for some
time past, and the arrival of "our paper" is like a Fourth

of July and Christmas rolled into one.

No doubt you have seen Roland Bescey. and he will tell

you how I have been trying to wake this town up. If my
political pals in Frisco drive all the joys away, I'll have
this burg prepared for you to move right in,

I want you to wish all my fellowsailors ahoy. It's a

tough old hike from this village to the bright lights on
Powell street, but every time I receive a copy of the Main
Sheet I take out the walking shoes and brush them tip.

and it's only the fact that I might crowd in front of Tiv

Kreling in one of the pictures that deters me.
This village is a world by itself, and it doesn't seem to

bother the natives whether there is a United Stales or not,

and every time God's country (meaning Frisco) is men-
tioned they give you the vacant stare that Author Gold-

berg (he of the Better Way stuff) affects when double-
crossed by a fair one.

I have injected a lot of "pep" into the live ones by
organizing an Outing Club and putting on a series of

feeds, which, needless to say, are a great success, copied
as they are from the famous I. Y. C. spreads. A side issue
of the organization is the Cotillion Club, and the dances
we put on would make Ned Greenway brown with envy.
I expect a wire any time from Elinor Martin or Glyn to

bring on my dancing girls and do a tango a la Cyril—the
new dance up this way.
The Round Table gossip in your paper has my goat, and

it is such good stuff that I get homesick every time I

read it.

Tell me where to send my bill for the press agent work
I have been doing for the 1915 Show. I've been touting
Frisco and the Fair so strong up here that there will be
no one but the watchmen in the mills on the job when
they throw open the gates a year hence.

Trusting all the sailors get a lot of goodies at Xmas
time, I remain,

Your loyal seaman,
JACK HUNT.

(Note ll'-e [Iranil of Chnmitu&ue used nt the follo« lug
ljuno.net: i

COPY OF MENU OF DINNER GIVEN BY THE ROYAL
ORDER OF SCOTLAND AT RABSCHER'S, WASH-

INGTON. V. C. OCTOBER 21, 1013.

MEM.
Hops d'Oeuvre, Dundee Harlequin Sandwiches

Clear Green Turtle Soup.
Olives Curie.) Celery Salted Nuts

Chicken Halibut a la Joinville
Cucumbers TImbale a la Reine Fresh Mushrooms

Bllet ot Beef a l'Anglaise
Sherbert a la Scotland

Boas ti i Ro: i Squab on Toast
Salad a la * !o\ atl

Bombe Ecosaisse Glacee
Fancy Cakes Ws Cers

Demi Tasse
Sherry
Chateau Laflte. 1900.
MOET & CHANSON WHITE SEAL- VICKY IKY
M [m ral Water
I.:. in. ra

Ci^.i

Macari >ons

is and Cigarettes
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For its beautiful borders, the Panama-Pacific Interna-

tional Exposition will be 'provided with an esplanade

—

The Marina—along the northern line and The Alameda
along the southern.
The Marina, like Edgar Allan Poe's "Domain of Arn-

heim," is the dream of a landscape artist come true.

Skirting the north walls of the Exhibit Palaces and
edged in by the waters of the bay, which here sweep out

lowards the Pacific, the grand esplanade of The Marina
will stretch its mile length. It will be the finest road

that engineers can construct, and its tree-shadowed
course will be outlined on one side by the green of a

llower-dotted lawn, and on the other by the strip of yellow

sands that, eternally fretted by the waves of the channel,

will be the northern limits of the magic city whose up-

springing is surprising all who go out to see. At one ex-

tremity of the esplanade—towards Fort Winfield Scott

—

is the beautiful yacht harbor, already constructed. At the

other end are the ferry slips, at which the transbay hosts

of visitors to the Exposition will land.
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POLITICIANS—REAL AND PICTURED.

By Sam Berger.

Have you ever observed the wide difference between the

stage hero and the hero in real life; the soldier of the

novel and the soldier of the barracks; the official as pic-

tured in the newspaper and the same official as he appears
when you meet him?
And did you ever stop to consider the difference between

the real politician and the politician as pictured by the
newspapers?

In the columns of the press the politician is always a
sinister being, seeking by obscure means to wreak his evil

designs on the community. He is never pictured as having
a single honest thought or performing a single commend-
able deed.
Do you happen to know any politician personally? If

you do. you will not have failed to note the difference

between the real man and the newspaper picture of him.
For. after all, politicians are only men. and many of them

have kindly impulses and human sympathy and honest
principles just like the rest of us. In fact, the possession
of those v. r traits is usually what brought them Into poli-

tics. When the Utile fund is being made up at Christmas
time, who is it that is first asked for a contribution, and
who is it that never fails to respond? The politician, is

it not? It is the politician of the ward to whom we go
when we want the little favor at the city hall or at the
county building, when we want the alley cleaned or some
poor soul released from jail, or when we want advice on
some matter where we are touched by the municipality.

It is the politician who gets the job for the man who is

temporarily down and out; it is he who remembers the
man that is sick, and it is often that he is among the few
that are on hand to help bury the dead. If you know any
big politicians, you know a man large in charity, not too
busy nor too proud to talk to the humblest and give counsel
and assistance in their difficulties and ever ready to aid

in anything that will help and please the people.
The politician is pictured in the papers as being ever on

the side of the grasping corporation. If that were true, he
would not be long In politics. For politicians are kept in

politics by the votes of the people and the people, as a
rule, vote for those they know and like and trust.

If you want to find how popular you are—or are not

—

go out and run for office. That is so true it has almost
become an adage. That goes for the politician. He is in

the public view all the time, and the fact that he is not
retired to private life attests to his popularity—for the
people are not obliged to vote for anybody except their
deliberate choice, and nothing is easier than to remove
from power an unpopular politician.

And bear in mind that popularity, in the case of the poli-

tician, is based solely upon having long and consistently
done the things that the people wanted done. Any poli-

tician who did the reverse would not be liked, and when a
man in politics is not liked he is beaten
Not many politicians are rich, and the few that are have

made their money, you will find, not in politics, but in busi-

ness. From a money standpoint every one of them would
be better off out of the political game. The iVw who make
large money also spend and give away their money freely

How many big politicians have you read of, who, long
prominent, have died in comparative poverty?

Don't let the newspaper judge your politician for you

—

judge him tor yourself.

There once was a damsel named ivnrlie—
Irascible girlie;

She pounded her head
On the foot of her lied

If they called her to breakfast too early.

INTERESTED.

Husband: (at police station)
—

'"They say yon have
caught the fellow who robbed our house night before last."

Sergeant: "Yes, do you want to see him?"
Husband: "Sure! I'd like to talk to him. I want to

know how he got in without waking my wile; I've been
trying to do that for the last twenty years."

ALICE LLOVD.

Daintv. clever Alice
Lloyd is at the Cort
this week in Jardin
De Dansf. Miss Lloyd

bed 1 1
- "Eng-

land's I lalntlest Com-
e d i e n n e." "T h e
Twinkling Star of
Two Continent?," by
the press agents, and

.ill of t hat.
She la ni' ii - to the
members of the in-
door y a cht ' Hub,
whom she has
ored on more than
one occasion at
Jinks' time.
The members <>f

the Club will attend
the Cort on many
evenings during Bliss

short en-
gagement of one
week.
And besl

ing the dear little
lady, they will be
amused by our old
friend Prank Fogar-
t v. F rank hadn't
1 pen with us since
i in summer oJ

I
! I

"

and ii will be
to have him again 11

only for one week.
- ishes to you

both.

ELECTION ECHOES.

I think Rolph made a fight for the sixteen candidates for
Supervisor.— Byron Mauzy.

Reform and reelection don't mix.—Dr. Caglieri.

A bricklayer's card is worth ten holy reformers' endorse-
ments.—Shipmate Ed. Nolan.

You will have pacific service from me.—Shipmate Con
Deasy.

If I had received more votes than Bryant I would hava
won.—J. O. Low.

When they closed the Barbary Coast they closed the
Auditor's office for me.—Shipmate Dan Murphy.

I hope the next time I run I get some more of that

clever eleventh hour political knocking. My regards to the
Mayor.- Colonel Jim Bower.

Bath is my name—some day I will be in the swim! —Ed.

Bath.

It is strange that people will forget to say their prayers
but never to wind their watches at night.

Man is like a watch. After a woman gets him she dis-

;s he is either too fast or too slow.

JULIUS EPPSTEIN
FRANK H FORREST

\ SUTTER 13T2

/ KEARNY 5199

CI)c Caltforma Jflortst
344-346 GEARY STREET

AND HOTEL ST. FRANCIS

ARTISTIC DECORATING AND
DESIGNING OUR SPECIALTY

SAN FRANCISCO
CALIFORNIA
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PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS.

Editorially, we are going to ask you to patronize our ad-

vertisers. There are not many, because we do not want many.

There are just enough to help us get this paper out and

we do not want any more than that. In that respect the

Main Sheet is unique, as all other papers are hounding
everyone for advertisements.
Furthermore, no advertisement is permitted in this paper

unless the articles advertised are as represented.

We commend you to all of them.

Hector McKenzie will be in San Francisco over the

tenth of December, Is coming out to visit his old haunts,

shake hands with his friends, and challenge the winner
of the Murphy-Ritchie contest on behalf of Bob Vernon.

Shipmate Ben Kiernan of Truckee has written Commo-
dore Hennessy of the Indoor Yacht Club extending an in-

vitation "from the citizens of Truckee to the famous or-

ganization of which he is Commodore." The Indoor Yacht
Club has not yet appointed a committee to decide on the

annual cruise.

Dear Mr. Mayor: After reading your appeal to vote for

Supervisors whe were in accord with you. we had to

'em, so we tried Fred Suhr. Jim Power, John Walsh, '

Deasy, Charley Nelson, Ralph McLeran, Eddie Nolan and
Fred Hilmer. Did we do what your appeal asked?

The Examiner. Chronicle and Call asked the voters in

September to vote for John O. Walsh for Supervisor at the
primaries. None of these papers asked for John in Noven
ber. Now, we would like (o know if John was O. K. in

September, why was he unworthy of recommendation In

November?
Paddy Magilligan is being heard in the Southland. He

is sporting editor of the "Family Bible." otherwise the
Express. Taypay is certainly stirring things up in sport-
dom.

For a while it looked like Los Angeles would allow the
month to go by without a scandal, but the government
stepped in and indicted a lot of its wealthy men for
swindling operations. But you can hardly blame tli"

swindlers when such easy prey is offered. The Angel City
has the softest, most gullible population in the world.

The Main Sheet is on sale at most news stands

As many of the subscriptions to the Main Sheet expire
with this issue, it is hoped that subscribers will remit
without further notice.

Dr. J. C. Smith of Fresno continued his subscription lo
the Main Sheet with the words, "It's a fine little paper."
True enough. Doctor, but it will be larger.
The wonderful success of the Gaiety proves that San

Franciscans will liberally patronize high-class attractions.

Senator John B. Curtin of Tuolumne and other counties
is likely to be the Democratic candidate for Governor.
Won't the Progressive papers aligned behind Governor
Johnson have a "pippin" of a time playing up "Constitu-
tional John's" former record in the State Senate?

Colonel Power )

Oscar Hocks )

Thomas F. Finn )

J. O. Low )

Judge Sargent )

Frank H. Kerrigan )

John W. Richards )

F. M. Angellotti )

Walter Bordwell 1

Judge Conley )

Harry I. Mulcrevy )

Fiank H. Dunne )

John Hunt )

Frank Griffin )

John Van Nostrand )

James Brennan )

George Sturtevanl i

Adolphus Graupner )

Bernard Flood )

.laiv.-l (Vrf )

Joseph O'Donnell i

Edward Shortall I

George E. Crothers i

Roland Becsey )

to James Rolph, Jr.

to Miss Assessor,

to Work.

to Appellate Judge.

to Chief Justice Supreme Court

to County Clerk.

to Miss Superior Judge.

DIED—In San Francisco, November 11. 1913, Byron Mauzy,
beloved political orphan of Charles Finance Aked, LL. D.,

D. I)., a Dative of Japan, aged twenty-four months.

His few friends are invited to attend the funeral, which
will take place Wednesday, from the parlors of Rainey

i Rolph, 1231 Market street, thence to the Registrar's
office. Interment very public.

Brother Mauzy having been snatched from our midst, all

minis of the Society lor the Prevention of Joy will at-

ihe obsequies of our deceased Supervisor.
KKV. I0VI0K KAXTIX I.l.V. I>. I>., Director.

Deacons, Vestrymen and Collectors of Our Bunch will

walk as near behind Byron as we can
CHARLEY AKED, Chief Mourner.

i of the Anti-Jap Laundry League are warned
from making any disturbances at this political funeral.

I). A. WHITE, Chief of Police.

DIED -In this city, November 11. 1913, Adolphus Kosh-
land. dearly beloved son of the Municipal Conference, a

of Thereabouts, aged two years.
Enemies and rejoicers are Invited to attend the funeral

si trices tomorrow (Wednesday) from the Registrar's of-

ii idiately afler the official count, thence to the
incinerator, Please omit bombs.

Municipal Joy Riders' Society No. 1 will attend the
funeral of our late comrade, and though we can't go by
the beach, still we will go anyway.

FRED W. CHURCHILL, Concierage.

"From the Living and the Dead."

Had I served my Mayor as I did the city's automobile,
he would not in this hour have forsaken me and left me
naked unto mine enemies.—Ex-Supervisor Koshland.

THE JAMAICA BAY YACHT CUT.
of New York City

cordially extends to the
Flag Officers and Captains of the

INDOOR YACHT CLUB
and their guests the privileges of their

Club House and Anchorage
at Rockaway Beach

for the season of 1914.

Respectfully, W. E. Lowry, Secretary.
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RAN DOM THOUGHTS
Christmas Nineteen Thirteen —The Letter Carrier How He Is Overworked and Overlooked His Salary Should Be

Raised— The Defeat of Tax Collector Low A Possible Reason— The Main Sheet's Open
Letter to the Mayor The Late Election— A Reason— Perhaps

Christmas, Nineteen Thirteen! Let's try to be kiddies

again. After all. beneath the veneer of years and the har-

dened heritage of time we are, or should be only G. U. K's.

at heart—just grown up kids. True, we won't await with
feverish anticipation the coming of Christmas morn. Xo
letter will go to the Santa of our childhood to bring us

tops and marbles and toys. We will not hang our
ings by the burning yule log. No mother will smother us

with loving Kisses and tuck us in our beds on Xmas eve
to wait, to listen with baited breaths, or to hear in dream-
land the coming of the reindeer ami the Bled. And when
the morning breaks crisp and clear and cool we will not
steal in nighties to view with wondering bewilderment
the sparkling tree, glittering with dazzling lights and
groaning with tinsel and pop-corn and presents. No!
All these are only memories, happy ones, that will live

for ever in the land of thoughts and things that never
come again. But we can chuckle and smile and laugh and
breathe again the spirit of those golden days. We can
give where before we took—cheerfully, not begrudgingly;
with smiles, not frowns. We can forget the bank account
—to the devil with expense. We can forget too that we've
grown to be stern, forceful, unbelieving men and as we
play with blocks or dolls, velocipedes or coasters, live

again in the sunshine of childhood, the happy hours of

our youth. For Christmas is a wonderful tonic for young
and old and it's a wise man who carries his boyish heart
to old age.
Whenever we think of the holidays there comes visions

of tired workers—shop girls, clerks and merchants. The
slogan "shop early" lias done much and will, we hope, do
more to relieve the awful rush and crush at the last ino-

Inyway the press generally is doing its part to

help matters along. Hut won't someone say a word, can't

do a little to assist that overburdened, over-worked
and almost overlooked daily perambulator, the letter car-
rier. The Lord knows for three hundred and sixty-five

staggers under a pack that a lai I would shy at.

The Parcel Post has doubled his work and whether he will

or no the natural increase of correspondence at I

mas will make his work sufficiently arduous. So let's

try and lighten it as far as we ran. Let's try and give
a friendly lift t.. that pack. Shop early, but write early,
too!

Somehow or other the letter carrier seems to get the
worst of it all along the line. We were reminded of tlii

v the other day when one of the sub •

of the San Francisco department asked us to speak a word
new postmaster in his behalf. He has only worked

for Uncle Sam for twenty six years. He has handled a
half a million dollars worth of stamps and the equivalent
in coin annually for over twelve years. He has probably
forty men under him and lor all this he receives the

sum of twelve hundred dollars per annum—one
dollars per month. Just about ten dollars more

than the city of San Fr pays a laborer. Think of

it! The three familiar faces that we meet in our daily
lives are the policeman, the 8reman and the letter
the two the servants of the municipality, the one the serv-
ant ol Uncle Sam. Relatively it would be hard to

necessary or useful. Certainly the
most Intimate is the postman who ailing to our

lis merry "Hello" two or three or four times
daily. There is no room for .a grouch in tie- postal serv-
ice. II,. knows and shares our trials and trouble!
sorrows and joys. He is a member of a hum!
a partner in every business. Physically he requires the

duranci and ability eithei or fire-

Sunshine ami storm to him are the same. Intel-
it.. r things are demanded or him. if

walking encyclopedia, r. And for
all this our munift philanthropic
eminent pays him six! : two-thirds dollars per
month and after decorating him with a few red sins.
eventually one hundred. If In- lives Ion,' enough he still
gets this salary, that is, as long as he earns ii

iks down he's thrown Into the discard. If sick he
i 'il for a week, a day or an hour. If. thro i

ness or an accident, he cannot report for a year he is

automatically dismissed. For him or for his widow there
is no pension.
Wise Congressional committees and stern Senators in-

vestigate and debate the high cost of living, but the Postal
Service lik<* Longfellow's "Brook" "goes on forever." un-

interrupted and undisturbed. And this in the greatest busi-

ness concern in the world. For be it known that the
postal establishment of the United States handles more
pieces, employs more men, spends more money, brings
more revenue, touches more interests, reaches more homes
than any other human organization, public or private, gov-
ernmental or corporate, in the civilized world. Isn't it

time to speak up? Isn't it time to apply some progres-
siva ideas to the postal service? Win spt-ak of abuses
while this fundamental violation of governmental power
continues? Here iml I is a work worthy of a states-

man—here a reform that the world will approve. Why-
talk of trusts and the regulation of trusts when the great-

est of them all is maintained by the government itself?

Whether the recent defeat of the incumbent Tax Col-

lector was responsible, or whether it was simply due to
inadequate accotn lations and an insufficient number
oi employes we do not know, but the manner in which the
public was compelled to wait in line to pay the first in-

staUmiiii of taxes was disgraceful. For two or three days
at least two long lines of people extending far along
Market street waited impatiently for hours for the privi-

Of making their annual contribution to the city's ex-

chequer, One would think it was a bargain sale instead
of a cleaning process, a dividend instead of an assessment.
It reminded the passerby of the days of the run on Hie
Hibernated Tobin Hank. We happened to be among them
and listened to the prolonged and merited criticisms as
we stood in line for one hour ami forty minutes. There
is probably but little use in criticizing. J. O. Low, tho'

punster, called it a "Low trick." His successor,
however, should remedy this condition. Apparently there
were plenty of clerks not over busy and all that was
required were a few more receiving windows. If the pres-
ent accommodations of the tax office are insufficient the
plain duty of the Tax Collector or of the municipality
is to provide additional space. Hire a store or a dozen
of tin hi, but don't make the sustaining and supporting

i nship of the city stand for hours like hungry pau-
pers in a bread line.

In April of this year the editor of the MAIN SHEET pub-
lished an open letter to Mayor Rolph. It contained no
abuso. no unjust or unfounded criticism, but simply a
plain unvarnished statement of facts. It was written with
the firm conviction that the electorate were losing con-

ace, that distrust and discontent were rampant and
thai through deception and ill advice the administration
was i led like preceding administrations, to political

lltion, Candidly we ho would give ear
to our warning. We were with him in his candidacy—we
believed in him and we were interested in his succt

le' warning was ignored and unheeded. Perhaps we
overestimated our importance, but in the light of the re-

cent events we at least were not poor prophets. The
last election was a deliberate repudiation of the I;

administration and frankly, though we worked for and
sympathized with some of the defeated candidates, it was

It. will not do to say that the Union Labor
was organized and made an organized fight-

belped, but even with all their Btrength, if unaided by
i universal dissatisfaction, they could not have

triumphed, It will not do in ascribe it to letharg] in the
pari in the public generally because indifference is begot
of dissatisfaction and discontent. Much like the fellow
who dropped the five-dollar piece in the collection box,
thinking ii was a nickel, and when he discovered the mis-

laimed: "Oh. to Hell with it it's gone anyway!"
No' The one and only reason was that the people are
dissatisfied and are looking for

II would require no Bocial or political economist to dis-

cover th.' cause of this. In constructive legislation, if we
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could only forget the recent veto on the Opera House and
the decision on the Beach Pavilion, the Rolph administra-
tion has been to the tore. In the things that intimately

concern the people, their pleasures and their social life,

the Rolph administration has been primitive, provincial

and puritanical. In the selection of commissioners and
heads of departments it would be difficult to find a more
incompetent or impossible lot, with of course a few ex-

ceptions. The board of works, the board of education, the
civil service commission, the board of health and the fire

commission are notoriously inefficient and have accom-
plished nothing except the estrangement and enmity of

those who came in contact with them. The ruling of the
police commission on the two o'clock closing law and the
passing of the Barbary Coast raised a powerful, even
though silent, opposition. And on top of it all was the
widespread and general opinion that the Mayor has been
weak, spineless and vacillating, trimming and trading.
All these causes blended into one inharmonious whole have
created such distrust and dissatisfaction as even San
Francisco has never seen. The result of the recent elec-

tion could be foretold months in advance. Unless there
is a marked change it will not be hard to foretell what
will happen in Nineteen Fifteen. Just who the Mayor's
advisers are is difficult to discover. Some say one and
some another. We have no advice to give. Unsolicited
it is usually unwelcome and ignored, but this much is

certain; that unless public confidence is restored, unless
conditions are righted, Jim Rolph, who entered public
service as our most popular official, will leave it the most
abused and despised. Ours is not the task or the desire
to criticise or abuse, but we think we have seen the hand-
writing on the wall and it is stated here so "he who runs
may read."

We speak of a Merry Christmas,
And many a Happy New Year;
But each in his heart is thinking
Of those that are not here.

—Longfellow.

At Xmas play and make good cheer
For Xmas comes but once a year.

Heap on more wood, the wind is chill;
But let it whistle as it will.
We'll keep our Xmas merry still.

—Walter Scott.

No trumpet blast profaned
The hour in which the Prince of Peace was born;

No bloody streamlet stained
Earth's silver rivers on that sacred morn;

But o'er the peaceful plain
The warhorse drew the peasant's loaded wain.

—William Cullen Bryant.

At Xmastide the open hand
Scatters its bounty o'er sea and land.
And none are left to grieve alone.
For love is heaven and claims its own.

CHARLES LOESCM
*ac tS£ Manager PHONES J Wat 3555

| Wtsl 3556

^alihrnia

flaking %<s.
Largest and Most Modern

Bakery in the West

CAPACITY

100,000 Loaves
DAILY

S. IV. Cor. Fillmore and Eddy Sts.
SAN FRANCISCO

< II villi's JENKINS.We hope Mis. Whitman, nee Jennie Crocker, will spc the
nbove picture. Miss Crocker, as she was In February 1918was dangerously near being cut down by an aul bill
as she emerged from the Mardl Gras In the Palace Hotel
during that minitb who. CWfcy uvtd hei.He want her In see that pi. -lure, so she will know who It
was, for as soon as she arrived home ami related her experi-
ence, she wound up with the remark. "And he was such ahandsome man!

if Mrs. Whitman hail a. hied "So pleasant an I genial, too!"
there would have been no exaggeration.
Charley's work In the Police Department Is the Important

one of marshaling the cabs of San Francisco al all Im-
portant functions. He an. i Sergeant Gorman have been on
this detail fur many years and the theatrical managers, coin
proi tors and people of San Francisco have on many occa-
sions thanked these gentlemen for their efficient services
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THE DONATED OPERA HOUSE.

Shall We or Shall We Not?

The Main Sheet has interviewed many of San Francisco's

citizens about the opera house rumpus. We serve to our
readers their expressions:

MICHELLE de YOUNG.
I am glad that Malt Sullivan's mayor vetoed the ordi-

nance. It gives me a chance to lambaste him from am-
bush. I suppose there is no use in beating a mute, but
there is a little satisfactii n.

McKENZIE GORDON
I was In favor of the Municipal Opera House until I

tlut Willie Kidd Nelson was tn be the Municipal Caruso

til IRLEY AKF.Ii
i Auctioneer and Clergy man.

'

I hate to take sides between my pals, Hearst and Rolph.
But Hearst made me the highesi bid, so I think James from
the Mission pulled a bounding bloomer.

\.\i.Y GALLAGHER.
The splendid vision and engratia;ing democracy of

Rolph has saved San Francisco its heritage of
—

'

WILLIS POLK.
The street called "Veto" does not lead to Sacramento.

FREMONT OLDER
I know I'm wrong, but 1 can't let Hearst and de Young

get away with it.

REV. DR. DILLE
I have been so busy minding other people's business

1 haven't given the matter any thought.

HARRIS H. I). CONNICK.
It requires brains to answer your question, so you'll have

to excuse me.

SAM BERGER.
ugh— I could have sold a lot of dress suits to the

ushers.

TOM BUCKET,
McNab is for the opera house and Matt Sullivan is

against it, so I am for the Opera and against the House.

EMMET HAYDEN.
IS build the opera house ami 1 will glvi

Bptlcon lectures in it. Then neither tie- rich nor poor will

want seats, and that will end all the fuss.

I \('K CUNNINGHAM.
1 live near Mr. Kolph and work for Mr. Crocker. Lay

off me. please.

SECRETARY RAINEY.
My hair is gray, but not with years. I thought I could

hold the newspapers in line but

—

i DGE SARGENT.
Lei me cross my lingers. I'm running lor Appellate

Judge.

HARRY STAFFORD.
i as as hard a blow to the city as Caubu's defeat was

to III.'

COLONEL CHOYNSKI.
an please some of the newspapers all of thi

and all of the papers son,.. ,,i" the time, bul you can'!
please all the editors all of the I

GENERAL WM. II. ALMON.
My own town ol I on't quibble; we'll take it If

you'll give it to us.

l.oi is METZGER,
n't see the veto at all.

JIM BUCKLEY of X. Y.
Eveu my pal. Sulzer. wouldn't have done it.

JACK JOHNSON.
I'll have to see Archie.

ARCHIE JOHNSON.
I'll have to ask Jack.

EX-GOVERNOR SCLZER.
I congratulate your mayor. Him and me are for the

common people.

MAX KI'HL.
It's great. It's hurt the Mayor almost as much as I have.

DOCTOR GIANNINI.
The mayor is brave, generous, kind, strong, good and

wrong.

W. H. CROCKER.
It's very seldom you find a mayor who won't take a i;iit.

JIM GRIFFIN,
I had sincerely hoped to listen to the entrancing strains

of Martha and Lucia, anil the soporific notes of Caruso and
Mary Garden, but mini dieu. mon dieu, art is fleeting!

john McLaren.
I've been trimming in Golden Gate Park for years, and

I'll have to trim on this question.

OSCAR HOCKS.
I am always in favor of what the majority wants. It" I

knew what most of the voters thought, I could give you
my opinion,

BYRON, THE PIANO MAX
I don't care much. After being defeated I wouldn't have

much chance in getting my pianos in the new opera house.

<:.\YIX McNAB
They say if you give a cow enough rope, she will hang

herself, ami I think that is also true ol' a mare.

RED KELLY.
Thank the Lord, there's only 25 more months of this.

JACK BONNET.
ore. The veto is Town Talk instead of me.

Private %uvee
CHAMPAGNE

REIMS, FRANCE

Julius M. S^osenfield

San Francisco Office

CHRONICLE BUILDING, 420-421

Telephone Douglas 5399
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THE ROUND TABLE.

"Good evening, Schroeder," smiled Senator John Plover,

as he entered the dining room; "have you a seat for me?"

"Shure, Mr. Plovers, right heah at de round table."

"Oh, no! Schroeder, not for your moustache—didn't

you see what I got for sitting at that table last month?

No more for mine," rejoined the handsome senator.

"Veil." continued Schroeder, "dat's funny, I can't get enny

of de boys to sit at dot round table anymore ever since

that 'Mange Sheets' writes dem up when de don't say

such things no how."
"Oh, well," said the Senator. "I don't blame them; I

wouldn't sit at it. I'll take a seat over in the corner," and

Plover plodded to a safer place.

"Good evenings, Mr. Nelson," beamed Schroeder. "Sit

right down here, Mr. Nelson at de round table."

"Haven't you any other seat?" wistfully inquired Willie.

"No," replied Schroeder, "I haven't a seat in de house

tonight but at de round table."

"Oh, well, I guess it's all right," said Nelson, "but I've

been steering clear of it lately. It's enough to ruin many
a business venture and I have lost a very dear friend

through it," went on Willie.

"Yes," said Schroeder, "some of de members iss very

mad."
But the Round Table is not to be denied by fortune if it

would be by men. In walked John Horrigan. Charley
Arata. Jim Brennan, Billy McCarthy and Jack Suits.

"Gentlemen," said Schroeder, "you'll have to be seated

here," pointing to the Round Table.
"All right, boss," said the hungry Arata. "Gentlemen, be

seated."
"You know," said Brennan, "the last time I sat at this

table I caught the deuce."
"How's that?" asked Arata.
"Well," went on Jim, "the Main Sheet joshed me about

running for Superior Judge and I'm dead serious."

"I don't know about you being serious. Jim, but you
surely are dead," cut in Suits

Brennan looked crestfallen after the laughter subsided.
"Why worry," said Major McCarthy, "if the boys didn't

like you they wouldn't josh you."
"I guess that's true," came in Horrigan.
"Oh, don't worry," said Arata to Horrigan; "there are

some exceptions."
At this juncture in came Charley Yates with his guest.

Mel Toplitz. They were properly seated at the Round
Table and the others couldn't leave because they had
already ordered.

"Well, what's become of Colonel ?"

"Shush! Shut up!" interrupted Will Nelson. "Don't
mention his name! He's so sore he don't sit here any
more."

"But," interrupted Schroeder, "in his honor I always Uap
von vacant chair."

" 'Tis pity, 'tis true," said McCarthy, parading his
Shakespeare.

" 'There is no flock however watched and herded but
one dead lamb is there;

There is no fireside how e'er defended but has one vacant
chair.'

"

This was murmured by Jim Brennan, whose familiarity
with literature is appalling.

"Schroeder," commanded Nelson, "bring the Vacant
Chair a bit of Romaine salad, with his favorite dressing.
~We must make this dinner realistic."

"Why is it they call it the Round Table?" inquired
Stranger Toplitz.

"Because no one who sits at it is square," replied Arata.
The Major's choler began to arise, but it was dispelled

by a reassuring glance from the Potato King.
"Well," said Willie Nelson, "what did you think of Mis-

sion Jamie vetoing the Oprey House?"
"It was—it was an awful shame," asseverated John Hor-

rigan. "Just think of a sane man iefusing a gift. I can't
get over it."

"Oh, I heard a good one on the Opera House," chuckled
Arata. "You know this humanaphone Pockerwitz?"

"Yes," reluctantly admitted the others.
"Well, you know just to get his name in the papers

without committing a murder he subscribed twenty dollars

to the opera house fund. Of course, he wrote it like it

was $2000 and some of the newspapers ran it as $2000, but
those who knew him, of course, knew he didn't, and those
who didn't know him didn't notice it; but I'm missing
the point," went on Charley. "Poor Pockerwitz was scared
to death afraid the Mayor was not going to veto it and
he would have to kick through with his twenty. He's
been knocking Rolph for a long time but now he is back
in the fold because the Mayor saved him his twenty iron

men."
"That's just like him," said John Horrigan, and there

was no dissent audible.
"Well." said Charley Yates, "it's dangerous to tell them

stories here."
"Is that so," whispered his guest, Mel Toplitz. "I hate

to admit it but I always read the Main Sheet— it's so

newsy, and I noticed in it that the service at the Olympic
Club was severely criticized by Colonel "

"Sh-sh-sh!" whined Nelson; "don't mention his name."
"Well, at any rate," continued Toplitz, "It's a whole lot

better than the Family Club. Why, if you order mushrooms
they bring you scrambled eggs. The service is really poor

in my club."

"Where's the Family Club?" inquired Suits.

"Cross from the Elks' Club," answered Brennan.
"Oh. is that the joint?" inquired Yates, and he con-

tinued: "How is it 1 bring you to my club and you never

bring me to yours, Mel?"
"Oh. well." butted in Suits, "the Family Club is somewhol

particular."
Even Schroeder smiled at Yates.
"You fellers better be careful," counselled Yates, "or all

Ibis gab will be in the Main Sheet."
Not a chance," assured Jim Brennan, "Marty is not

around tonight."
"Schroeder!" again ordered Willie Nelson; "bring the

Vacant Chair a small black coffee and sprinkle a few
gray hairs around it for old times sake."
"Very well. Mr. Nelson, I would, but if the directors

caught me I'd be fired."

"Oh, well," said the generous Arata, "let it go. Pock-

erwitz has already nearly drowned the directorate In tears

trying to square himself without you adding to the senti-

mental brine."

"Coming back to the service," said Major McCarthy,
"I can't see why they kick at the Olympic Club. It Is all

that could be desired. Now the directors are going to

have a new system of 'paging' and they are doing all

they can."

"Oh, gwan, McCarthy; what's your game? When Is the

next election?" asked Arata.
"Oh, lay off. my pal, the Major. He is dead right; the

service is good," insisted Nelson.
"They tell me Harry Spofford thought the service waa

great the night of the election." piped Arata.
"You mean Harry Stafford, don't you?" corrected Brett;

nan.

"'Whatever his name is," asquiesced Arata. "Schroedel

told him Sullivan had beaten Caubu before the votes were
counted."
"Bring me another small black," requested Horrigan.

"Abuse and small blacks are the only things I get free In

this world. You know I have jusl figured if I bad been

paving for black coffees all my life I would have been out

$17. SI."

"My, what a saving!" commented the Sixth-Streel Cant

talist, Nelson. "When the old Vacant Chair used to be

filled, my old pal who used to sit in it didn't care how
much he spent. He was my grand old friend and I curse

the guy that drove him from this table—and me."
"Who are you talking about?" asked Suits.

Why Colonel ", ventured Brennan, but he was
interrupted.

"Sh-sh-sh! don't mention his name," pleaded Nelson.

"No," said McCarthy; "let honor supplant buffoonery.

There are too many jokes in our midst to make the former

occupant of the Vacant Chair the Chief Pantaloon."

"Oh. I thought that was great stuff about Colonel
"

said Arata.

And Willie Nelson was again in evidence with his

shushes and the admonition that the name should not be

mentioned.
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"Well, boys, I must be on my way," said Yates. "I

didn't eat much tonight because I have some sardines
left over at home.''

"Well," yelled Arata, "that's a pip! There's one guy
who's got Horrigan beat!"
"Tomorrow night, boys," gossiped Suits. 'I'm going to

tell you about Phil Wand and his
"

The last word was missed by the noise of John Hor-
rigan's lamentations over a mistake in his chock, but
some one caught ii as is evidenced by the following:

"All right, but remember you have got to be careful
what you tell at this table

"Good night, gentlemen," bid the Major and the boys
drifted off—some to good and some to evil.

(The Main sh.-.-r through its mystifying soui
Jack Suits' promised story on Wand and we assure oui
era if will be :i feature of our New Year's Issue The
Editor.)

llov \imiiii: (.. ilM\ BANQUETED.

Saturdaj night rifty friend: gathered a I a farewell din-
ner i«, im g I luck am
rui' he had .in.n^r,i that Sundaj a ft

e

Us ai 1

furniture, he was to 1 Pasadena an3 become .1 cltl
en of the Southland. Since being appointed mai 1

ite "i Mi McClaughry, daughter oi I
; Baldwin.

lie had come and gone between L01 1

the real
10 ' i"- Inner circle ol his Friends ca me to drln k b I

honor anil tn his 1

. iet ha II at Tall Flsk sat at
one end with Tali on his 1 Jimmy Coffrotl or
left, and BUI McCai 1 the other, actel ;<- toast-
master and ki

1

moving The Gibson Boozars weri
out in force; the casino table sented by some of
its ablest experts; the postal service senl

lcI km ii; everj on< tl t
> big ts lalm to

fellowship with the winged O ' As .< delicate compllmenl
to Flak's future activities the table was laid >

with bales of hay and barnyard fowls and
from a mass of moss and autumn leaves strewn thick down
the center, and when all were seated h troup of rube walt-

mers with chin beard
dusters and bandannas, appeared) and proceeded to keep

a nd glasses full.
The entertainers came up from downstairs—all ol I

'luring the salad—and when they left Freddie Than
with the bunch and lei the crowd In songs and choruses
right through to the coffee. \n<) Willi-- Nelson cleared '>i s

pipes arrl sang > 01 1 he can sing when the mood is on
him.

At the second cup of black coffee Bill McCarthy t<-.,k up
the order of business, tin- first Hem i>c which was the pre-
sentation of a punch bowl set With a few opening words
of raillery, he dwell on the coming departure of the guesl
of the evening, and then gra< efully he paid tribute to the go«<]

fellowship that bound the bu ther and found its
-•in to leave. With the good

of friends present, he presented the bowl to 1 Isk,
ope thai somi time a to the

Southland might bi mad< jo mid drink
from (in- bow] and with the •

><-

Bob VIi en calh 1 upon to speak Eoi tin Gibson'
t that under Colonel F1

aftei campaign foi the annihilation of
I Rum. He spoke of ; that would be left

In the ranks of the n glment an I of the
events of Its history un.hr the leadership of its chief, con-
cluding with a pledge to keep r greei 1

nor whene^ er he might
wish to return.

Dr. Barney McElroy spoke for the casino players, He
d .1 financial depression ai the card tables after

Risk's departure. He also said the surest way to pi te
•

1 fellowship between San Francis* and
the South was to send the best we had to them—as he said
would be done when Flsk went down there.

Billy Burke, the Assistant Postmaster, told of Fisk's
years of service in the postofnce; how he had won the
hearts of all who served with him. as well as the pn

administration ai Washington during his term.
Jack Tall added a word of g 1 wishes and good luck,

and then Flsk was asked to speak foi himself. He did—
bul the farther he went the mote and more it became
apparent that it will take years of the South and a tre-

• a mount ol to set San Fri side from
first place In his affection. This has always been my

said, "and it always will be." He promised to
keep the piunh bowl full and string out and a
tender memory for all he left hehind.

It was a si Ing with the free and
eaay friendship thi good mra lea and keeps alive

gave It a quiet to
nt when tii 1: take the field and the "hi

over 1 1 1

"
e if t hey want to," said ike

1 1 mer.
"I never saw s<> many sober men in in Lid Dave

Wolff, as he di "k his head slowly,
as if in reminiscent m<
Among thos< around

Ice, William H, McCarthy, Dr. B. P. Me Kin. 1 ,.

Burke, w. A. Tllley, 1 Werthelmer, William 1

1 tarry Hal I ell. John 11 Suits.
rtz, Dave Wol ff, Jamea J Griffin, Harry Mon-

ahan, Mr I'm. us. Joseph P. Lewis, A. J. Griffith, Jos A,
Watts, John T W Coffroth, Matt A. Harris, Frank

1 1

1

. 1 1.. Ben Boas, Chai lea Boa Ca] Lin Westdahl,
William Kewln, Dr, Pflal eri Robinson, John Horri-
_-.i 11 Robert I O'Connor. Tim I.

Fltzpatrick, Vincent Plnnegan, William U MIkullch, Louis
ley, Willie Nelson and Charles Arata.

The Acme of Protection

"Old Glory" on Dres» ParadeH Parade pacing CROCKER SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS
Portola Festival Day, October 2Mh, 1913

JOHN F. CUNNINGHAM. Mutaer
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APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP INDOOR YACHT CLIB.

San Francisco—Eugene Moran, hotel man, Hotel Stewart;
S. Shaen, clerk, 159 Powell street; Thomas J. Henry, hotel
man. Hotel Alma; William P. Henry, Hotel Stewart; ChaS.
Malmquist, 192 O'Farrell street; R. Taylor, photographer.
Examiner, Eddystone Apartments; F, JR. Conway, 20 Sixtli
street; W. G. Dewey, 126 Baker street; Chas. J. Powers,
contractor, 3879 Twenty-sixth street; D. R. ConnefT, 817
Dolores street; A. E. Kroenke, Secretary Union Brewing
and Malt Company, 1516 Waller street; James Reilly, High-
land Apartments, 1385 Clay street; Mr. Newman, merchant.
704 Ashbury street; E. A. Baer, capitalist, Keystone Apart-
ments; E. I'". Fahrbach, 1430 Washington street; Nat Jacobs,
merchant, 3485 Washington street; James E. Power, Super-
visor, 2361 Brvant street; A. Nestori, 516 Pacific street; Neil
H. Dunn, 2052 Golden Gate avenue; Leo. E. Banner. 2207
Bryant street; F. D. Richardson, oil business, 154 Cole street;
Frank Nevitt Jr., manager Monarch Manufacturing Co., 1216
Jackson street; Charles Osman, buyer, The Emporium; Larry
Kohler, Wells-Fargo messenger, 1451 O'Farrell street; J. B,
Stewart, salesman, 715 Bush street; Charles ["rank, haber-
dasher, 104 Powell street; Chas. Burrell. merchant, 844 Mar-
ket street; Theodore H. Conrades. Anheuser-Busch Brewing
Company, Eleventh and Bryant streets; M. L. Jenne, Golden
Gate Compressed Meat Company. 26 Mint avenue. Harry F.
Sullivan, attomey-at-law, 1108 Humboldt Bank Building;
Daniel J. Murphy, Crocker National Bank; F. A. Costello, at-
torney, 759 Eleventh avenue; A. R. Theirsen, manager, 301
Golden Gate avenue; H. S. Strasburg. salesman, 1264 Fifth
avenue; Sam Blair, promoter. Hotel Eugene, O'Farrell street,
near Mason; G. B. Monk, investments. Hotel Alexander; Al-
fred Ehrman, cigar merchant, 134 Front street ; Arthur
Lund, merchant. 10 Geary street; Harry Pendleton, Te
Kiteroa Apartments, Van Ness and Pacific avenues; E.

R. Schiff. 6000 Fulton street; James l", Newlands, Palace
Hotel; B. L. Schiff, 6000 Fulton street; Nell Campbell. Hotel
St. Francis; Sam Jacoby, manager. 374 7 Jackson sii .-<-i ; T.

C. Morris, purchasing agent. 49 Broderick street; E H.
Kenney, 140 New Montgomery street; R, s. I.. Morris, Union
Steamship Company, 50 Piedmont avenue; A. II. Phillips,
clerk, 311 Church street; Robert J. Castro, 650 California
street; William Marshall, steward, Olympic Club; Sher-
bourne Lowe, Insurance, 496 Third avenue; Gus Flanagan,
622 Riverside Apartments; Kenneth Melrose. Olympic Chili;
Nat Cohen, accountant. Hotel Dorchester; L. Kellner, broki r,

58 Second street; John McCabe. U. S. -Mini; Michael Malloy,
clerk, 255 O'Farrell street; W. J. Jordan. 1'. s. Gauger, 1200
Treat avenue; J. Arthur Ebert, clerk, 206% Fair Oaks street;
Morris F. Harris, Assessor's Office, 1743 Buchanan Street;
Edward J. Martinez, clerk, 14 04 Leavenworl h street; John
McKenna, clerk, 144 Eddy street; Jarry Franklin, 578 Elev-
enth avenue (Richmond); Wm. Akers, Gates Apartments,
Post and Fillmoie streets; Al Block, merchant, inn, pine
street; Eugene Wackerow, pianist. 135 Crescent avenue;
James Burke, 140 Trenton street; H. Griffith, L645 Fillmore
street; Thos. C. Nodden. salesman. 12 \\i Broadway; Judge
Daniel C. Deasy, 955 Ashbury street; Thomas F. Delury,
Pacific Telephone Company, 64 1 Clayton street; -Dr. i '. A.
Glover, 1350 Leavenworth street; Phil Knell, 1 " II Claj
street; Eric T. Rosinstern, attorney-at-law, Holbrqok Build-
ing; E. L. Waight, automohile dealer. :>7* i;,i| ].n ('al..- av.--

nue; C. LaRue Shaffer, manufacturer, ::7s Golden Gate ave-
nue; Thomas McDonough, 700 Kearny street; Chas, Wels-
heimer, merchant, 123 Albion avenue; Janus S. Fennell,
contractor, 330 Frederick street. Herbert Newman, sale m m
2128 Van Ness avenue; Gen. Shipley, nianat,-.- . 1 In Mason
street; J. S. Mackay, merchant, 17 6n Hyde Btreel . Maurice
Van VIeit, jeweler, 35 Kearny street

, J. < !, Rapp, garagi
owner, 181 O'Farrell street; w. W. Vaughn, electrician, 1534
Laguna street; Joseph Michaels, 1551 California street; P.

S. Walsh, merchant. 144 O'Farrell street; Fred J. O'Connell,
bookkeeper, 346 Eighth avenue; Dan < ''Oallatfhan. real es-
tate, 41 Montgomery street; C. F. Collonan, contractor, 61
Valley street; Rudolph Eh r hart, contractor, Olympic Club;
I. S. Van Dyke, Tillman & Bendel, Pine an I Davis streets;
Morris Barrett, 3160 Sixteenth street; Rueben C. Haas, mer-
chant, 660 Bush street; Charles A. Glvnn. 1533 McAllister
street; Edward C. Glynn, 1533 McAllister street; Jonn P.
McLaughlin, 94S Market street; John o. Walsh, Supervisor,
312 Fourteenth street; Wm. L. McGulre, promoter, 1062
Crocker Building; Jesse Andrews, hatter. 227" Broadway;
Joseph J. Fagen. 600 Gough street: William .\. KHly. at-
torney-at-law, 3462 Seventeenth street; Marty Brandensteln,
"M. J. B.," Spear and Mission streets; Bert Malaby, clerk.
776 Bush street; Dr. Wagner, dentist. 1173 Union sir,-oi;
Ted Grethen, manager. St. Francis Hotel; John I-'- Crowley,
56 Mason street; Richard Costello. O'Connor. Mofntt < '"..

Kearny street and Union Square avenue; Meyer Cohen, ~>(>

Mason street; John D. Griffin. 14S7 Sacramento street; Geo.
H. Delmas, auto agent, 346 Sutter street; Alexander Mi Part-
land, merchant, 14 04 Leavenworth street; Frank A. Schivo,
promoter, 560 Pacific street: L. A. Wittenmeyer. Olympic
Club; Cyril Wynne, lawyer, Merchants" Exchange Building;
Maurice Dillon, Dillon Teaming Company. Builders' Ex-
change; Leo Hampton, salesman, Hampton Court Apa rl -

ments; Willie Ritchie. 210 Dorland street: George L. Ran-
dich, real estate. 2657 Washington street: Walter Hood.
Oakland, Cal.—James Miller, manufacturer. 115=3 Twenty-

fifth avenue.
Verano, Sonoma County, Cal.—Paul Vennucchi.
Col ma, San Mateo County, Cal.—Merle V. Fabei
Capitola. Cal.—Nicholas C. Neary.
Sacramento, Cal.—Charles Butterworth, Thomas Cafe, K

street.
Oxnard, Cal.—Frel C. Snodgrass, ballplaver.
Santa Cruz. Cal.—Morris F. Pope. Hotel St. George
Brooklyn. N. Y.—A. C. Hall. 275 Rutledge street."
Cincirnati. Ohio.—Charles R. Atherton. 407 Neave Bldg.
Port Washington, Long Island, N. Y.—S. Miller Kent.
St. Louis. Mo.—F. H. Montgomery. Anheuser-Busch Brew-

ins: Company.
Sydnev. Australia—J. D. Williams, Tivoli Theater; Allen

Mark McKinnins, Eox 471. G. P. O.

THANKS FROM INDOOR YACHT CLUB.

Vhe i'ig Sail in Dreamland on the evening of October
30th was only possible b> the donation of many things re-members < f che rndoor Yacht Club. Even then many Items
"i i icpense came up ami other members came quickly to the!
Core with the necessary .ash- The Board of Stewards ot
the Club wishes to extend thanks to the following gentle-
m< n whose cash donations defrayed the expenses of tint
evening:
Charles Arata, James Woods, Jas. .1. Griffin Moe Alt-

mayer, Judge E. P. Mogan, Tlv Kreltng, Eugene Ratto, Nell
Duffy, James F. Oheetham, Phil M. Wand. Daniel C Mur-
phy, Al Andrews, William .1. Nixon, Judge C. !:. A Creigh-
lon, .hid-.;.- E. P. Shortall, James F. Brennan, Frank P
Shanley, Judge Jas, G. Conlan. Michael Levy. John P. Sulli-
van, Theodore Lunstedt, John F, Cunningham, John Raffertj
John Tail. .Joseph Berendsen, John Glynn, Sam Sergei Di
B. F. M Elroy, Matt A Harris, Mike Hannan, Peter Moreno,

1 eorge \ Salch, Harry I. Mulcrevy, Fred L. Hllmer, Harry
I. Stafford, John II. Suits. William I. Cravton, Judge <:•<< \

Sturtevant. Joseph Mulvlhlll, Dr. C. E. Jones, James B R ill
i'" i' Mitchell, Gus Dorn, Gregory Mitchell, Willi.- Kidd Nel-
son, I.e.mi las .1. Scoofy, Vincent Flnnegan, Senator It. J
Welch, Ralph McLeran, John a. Plover, Tom Powers Judge
Bradlej V Sargent, A. J. Griffith, Al Herbert, Henry SimmonsTom Corbett, John T. Clark, Harry Monahan, Phil Livingston
Captain Henry Gleeson, John F, Barneberg, J. W. March-
I ark, Frank .1. Hennessy, Jim Donovan, William L. McGulre
i:. I i. Lamm, Julius Rosen field. Weslej Elgin Travis, Arthur
G. Flske, Pal Hayes, George Bogan, Harrj Schwartz, Joseph
a. Waiis. Charles McClatn. Joseph P. Lewis, Judge Bernard
I. Flood, Ben Sellg, Professor E. G. J. Fernandez, s. )

Raphael, i "-, a. Beardslee, John F, Gallagher, William n
McCarthy, William Dolan, Robert Donahue, J. F. Ba Ity,
Leon Carrau Nal Berger. William F. Hanranan, Andrew

i u i— "ii Coffee, James w. Coffroth, Louis Metzger, Con
i leasy.
And for t; i things, blessings be upon:
Fred Stante; Julius Levin Co.; Julius Rosen field, Krug

Champagne Agency; Joe I ring, Moel & Chandon; E Mai
itn .v Co., by Sand] McNaughton; Oscar 1 1 • R ^ . Sutter Home
Whisky Company; James Gibhs; Geo. I.. Dealey; Wreden
Brewing Co.; Majesl Ic Bottling Co.; The Club Bottlers; Wilson
Distilling Co.; Julius Eppstein, California Florist; St. Francis
Hotel Cuisine; California Baking Co., by Chas, Loosen; Fred
I- Hllmer < !o. .

Arata & Peters; Tatt-ZInkand Co.; Nathan.
i "-I ann Co.; Berger's; Tax lea b Co. of California; Del
Monte Auto Service Co.; Woodlawn Auto Co.; American
Taxlcab Co.; Miles Bros.; Turner & Dab n ken; Francis-
Valentine Co.: Sherman & Clay; Charles Goldberg; Lincoln
Sightseeing < tampan)

.

JEST 'FORE CIIIIISTllAN.

Eugene Field,

Father rails me William, sister calls me will,
Mother calls me Willie, bul the fellers call me Bill,
Mighty glad i ain't a girl—ruther be a boy,
Without them sashes, curls an' Hunks that's worn hy

i

'
1 1

<

i oy!
Love to chawnk green apples and go awlmmln' In the lake;
Hate to take the castor-oil they give for belly-ache.
Most all the Lime, the whole pear round, there ain't no Fllei

on no'.

Bui Jesi afore Christmas, I'm as good as l kin be!

Got a yaller dog named Sport, sic him on the cal

;

Flrsi thing she knows, Bhe don't know where she's at
Got a clipper sled, an' when us kids go out to slide,
i in-

i omes the grocery cart an" we all hooks a ride!
But sometimes when the grocery man gets worrited and

cross
He reaches a I us with his whip and larrups up his i" 1

An' then I laugh an' holler, "Oh, ye never tcched me!"
I Jut jes' 'fore Christmas I'm as good as l kin be!

i 'i anmar says she hopes that when I git to be :« man
I'll be i.i mlssunaryer like her eldest brother Dan,
As was et up by the cannibals what lives on Ceylon's Isle(

Where ev'ry prospect pleases an' only man is vile.

Bui granmar sh,- has never been to see a Wild West
Ner read the life of Daniel Boone, er else I guess ahe'd know
That Buff'lo Bill or cowboys is good enough fer '

But jes' 'fore Christmas I'm as good as I kin be!

An' then old Sport he hangs aroun' so solemn like' and still,

ills eyes they seem a-sayln', "What's the matter, little

Bill?"
The old cat sneaks down off her perch an' wonders what'fl

become
' f them two enemies of hern that used to make things hum,
But I'm so perllte and tend .so earnestly to biz,
That mother says to father, "How Improved our Willie IsCl

But Father, bavin' been a boy hlsself, kinder- 'splrions me
When jes' 'fore Christmas I'm as good as I kin be.

For Christmas with its lots and lots of candy, cakes and
toys,

Was made, they say, for proper kids, an' not for naught]
boys.

So wash yer face and brush yet* hair and mind yer p |

ami q's,
An' dont bust out yer pantaloons, an' don't wear yer

shoes;
Say "Yessum" to the ladies and "Yesslr" to the men,
And when (hey's company don't pass yer plate for pie again.
But thinking of the things yer'd like to see upon thai trefli

An* jes' l"< re Christmas !» as ^ I as y.-r kin be!
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GEO. BOGAN GUS WHITE

DANA
PERCY DANA

Official Photographer of

the Indoor Yacht Club.

FOTOS
Market St.

Opp. Mason San Francisco

AMERICAN TAXICAB COMPANY
POPE-HARTFORD

TAXICABS AND TOURING CARS
AT ALL HOURS

Limousine Machines for Balls and Weddings

stand: ferry building
Day Phones Until Midnight Phones After Midnight

Sutter 3674, C 6682 Sutter 4462, C 331

1

TIMOTHY HEALY
ATTORNEV-AT- LAW

Fine Clothes to Order Moderate Prices

SUITE 1501-1506

Humboldt Bank Building

Jordan fjaibring *£&

928 Market Street

No Branch Stores San Francisco

€l)c art jflorai Ca
P. VINCENT MATRA1A,

Manager

2 55 POWELL STREET
Telephone Number : : Kearny 3524

OPTIMOS vs.

PESSIMOS
The man who wears a smile that won't come The man with the grouch is a flat wheel in the

off gets many a pleasant good morning. He ir- car of life, pounding and thumping and annoying

radiates good nature and cheer. ever one he comes in contact with.

Put Mr. Grouch in a Benjamin Suit

and presto! Pessimo becomes Optimo. No wearer of Benjamin Clothes sees anything but the sunny side of life

DOUBT IT—TRV IT
$18 to $40-DOES IT

DO YOUR. XMAS SHOPPING EARLY

BERGERS856 MARKET ST. EAST OF POWELL
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3=Daily Trains=3
to Portland, Tacoma, Seattle

Shasta Limited
TRAIN DE LUXE -EXTRA FARE $5

Lv. san Francisco (Ferrj Station) ....11:20A.M.

Ar. Portland I 2:30 P. M.

Ar. Tacoma Next day 7:1" P.M.

Ar. Seattle ^
;

. 9:00P.M.

Drawing Rooms Ladies' Parlor Barber Shops
Compartments Library Shower Bath

Three-Room Suites Dining Car Valet Service

Berths and Sections Stenographer Ladies' Maid
Observation Car Stock Reports Hairdressing

F1BST class TICKETS ONLY.

Portland Express
Lv. San Francisco (Fterrj Station).... 1:00P.M.

Ar. Portland, Nexl n.>y 10:30P.M.

Ar. Tacoma, Second Day 4:45 A.M.
Ar. Seattle. Second Day 6:15 A.M.

Standard Pullman and Tourist Sleeping Cars.

Observation Car. Dinir.g Car to Portland.

ALL CLASSES OF TICKETS

Oregon Express
Lv. San Francisco (•FerrJ Station) .... 8:20P.M.
Ar. Portland, Second Morning 7:20 A.M.
Ar. Tacoma. Second I 1:40 P.M.
Ar. Seattle, Second Daj 3:15P.M.

Standard Pullman anci Tourist Sleeping Cars.

Cining Car to Portland.

ALL CLASSICS OF TICKETS.

Southern Pacific
THE EXPOSITION EIINE 1915

.101
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JUDGE GEORGE A. STURTEVANT

Hon. George A. Sturtevant, who has lust been elected Pre Idlng Judge of the Superior Court, Is '»n» of the most dis-

tinguished Jurists In California and well deserves the honor I en unanimously voted t" him by i. is associates

on the i" nch in this county. Judge Sturtevant's election to the Presiding Judgeship took place January r.th and has al-

met with widespread approi il. The office ltsell 1 i" his capacity of presiding officer of the

, Court, Judge Sturtevant will be able <• .1" much to facilitate the progress of litigation in the various depart-

The Main Sheet feels that il Is performing
I

to its readers ami t.. the puidi. in general in referring

o i ireer of Judge Sturtevant on the Superior bench of San Francisco, it is hard to refer to his splendid

work without >isi,,,_. mii- \ brilliant lawjrei
i

leep student, an Indefatigable worker and a gentleman with

iihies for his fellows in .listless, he Is held in the highest esteem by the men and women of San

Francisco and is regarded as one '-f tie ents to tie bench in California.

During his rudge Sturtevant has tried son r the most Involved civil cases to come before the local

it. lie decides cases with skill and dispatch and dees not let his calendar I me congested.

Before nkint: his place mi the Superior lie,, eh. Judge Sturtevant tilled the office of Deputy Attorney General with

tlon in appointment to the bench met with the prompt ami enthusiaalc approval "f the public His present

.pi res in January of next year, whe landseve : his colleagues will come before the people tor re-election. His

is such that he has the support of the Union Labor Party of this city and the endorsement of the leaders of the

hi iml Rei II '..ii parties HI will be supported also by the men and women of San Francisco

who st., ,,,i i luality before the law and who are ready to, .ward the splendid achievements of one of the city's most

ibli and popular officers. The Main Sheet and tht membersof the Indoor Yn.iu Club wish him the rich measure ol suc-

1

I i ssuredl: ' ervei
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C. W. Sham R. H. Fischteck

San Francisco

Phone Sutter 3629 844 Market Street

ST. FRANCIS IMPORTATION CO.
350 Geary Street

WINES AND LIQUORS AT RETAIL
FINEST GOODS - LOWEST PRICES

PROMPT DELIVERIES

Remember that

Cresta Blanca Wines
Are the STANDARD WINES of California

Try a Bottle of CRESTA BLANCA SPARKLING
Equal to the Imported

WILFIRD J. G1RARD STANLEY J. C1RARD
President Secretary and Manager

3

4

GIRARD'S
GRILL

AND

Oyster Parlor

Oysters, Terrapin, Crab Stew, Steaks,

Chops, Oyster Loaves.

UNION SQUARE AVE.
Phone Douglas 3454 San Francisco, Cal.

1

3

4

JOSEPH MULVTHILL CHAS. EVANS

TOcstmt ©atrp Co.
.* j* j*

PHONE PARK 1587

359-6J WALLER ST. SAN FRANCISCO

/. HAMMERMANN C. McCLAIN
Telephones: KEARNY 2I7K - - HOME C SS03

Cfrc Criterion Bar
CARRIES

WHITE ROCK
ELBART GIN

WILSON WHISKEY

181 O'FARRELL ST.

DEL MONTE AUTO RENTAL CO.

phone SUTTER 215
LIMOUSINES WEDDINGS CABS
LAUNDAULETS OUR SPECIALTY TOURING CARS

OFFICE. 105 POWELL STREET. SAN FRANCISCO



1913 POSTAL RECEIPTS—San Francisco $3,166,944
Increase, \L per cent

Los Angeles, $2, 152,759
Increase, 7.1 I per cent
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WHY I AM FOR PROHIBITION
By Hi N. Waggin.

Having just signed another petition and being in a

solemn and thoughtful frame of mind. I am moved to

philosophize briefly over petition signing, which has
spread lo such popularity in these last few progressive
years that it is rivaling pinochle, free lunch, and measles
as an indoor sport. Count that day lost whose low. de-

scending sun views net thy name on a new petition—
or rather, count it as nearly lost, for you still have a
chance to sign something at night.

Since the good people of the sovereign state of Cali-

fornia decided by vote that the initiative and referendum
were necessary to their peace and happiness, opportune
ties for initiating and referring have become as plentiful

as teeth in a jig saw. For my own part I have signed
enough petitions during the last year to make our old

friend John Hancock look like an amateur penman. If

all those petitions were gathered into one heap, there
would be enough of them to paper the new city hall, and
the rest of Ihem would make an effective series of panels
around the walls of the P. P. I. E. Palace of Machinery.
If the sheets were pasted -nil to end, they would stretch
twice around the world and perhaps even as far as Oak-
land.

Pi tltions waiting to be signed confront one a! every
methtng after tli>' manner of a J. Charles

n billboard. The man with the petition lies in wait
for the unwary and helpless citizen, springs upon him
even as a henhawk swoons down upon a gosling, and be-

fore he has a chance to recover from his fright has his

name properly inscribed on tin- list. Whereupon the 'iti

homeward with troubled mind, wondering if he
signed a petition, a lease, a promissory not.- or a

bank check. Once I spent much time dodging bill col-

..i ome them, hill collectot

tin.- be talked int.. waiting another week, and while one
is busy with a t.ill collector be is safe from the assaults
of the petition peddlers And the petition peddler is not
to he talked out of anything.
When one springs out at me now. I run. If he catches

me. 1 sign. It lie doesn't, I congratulate myself only be-
• the evil day h; med. From all quar-

ters of the city of late have come reports of hoid-i

of bold, bad highwaymen who have stepped from behind
no light poles and confronted the belated pedes-

trian, who has invariably given himself tie- grand frisk

and passed over everything but his right to vote without
asking a question. In my humble opinion, the majo
of these highwaymen have been innocent of any intent
to do wrong, and have simply had unexpected loot thrust

upon them. They were merely out seeking signatures to

a petition.

Having cultivated the petition-signing habit, or rather
having acquired it when 1 was endeavoring strenuously
not to cultivate it. I slip my name down these days with
the sang froid of Harry Mulcreavy signing municipal re

cords with a rubber stamp. Sometimes when it is all

over I pause and wonder what 1 have signed, but ii

me little cause to worry, lor not all my piety nor nil shall

lure it back to cancel half a line, nor all my tears wash
out a word of it. Therefore, even at the expense of

- bromidic. I must remark. Ish ka bibble!
This brings me back to the petition I was Inveigled Into

signing just a few hours ago. I was pounced upon in

front of the Call building, the Committee in Waiting cou-
' g of Two Sweet Young Tbins's of about fifty sum-

mers and insufficient number of hard fallG, and a sancti-

monious looking dyspeptic whose clothing partially sug-

gested that he belonged to the male sex. They all called

ne "Brother!'' At that moment T saw my old friend

Spike Slattcry making violent signs to me from the

corner, so I signed the petition and rushed on to see
what was the matter with him.

Spike was leaning against the wall apparently in a

faint. He revived under certain ministrations applied at

the Third Street Country Club, and when he could speak
again he gasped:

You signed it'"

"Signed what?"
"That petition to vote the state dry!"

Whereupon he fainted again, necessitating further first

aid-to-the-unconscious measures. Had it not been for

Spike. I should probably never have known the nature of

that petition. But its being brought so violently to my
attention I

- caused me to rise up in my defenre. I line

myself up heart and soul with those valiant patriots

wins.' battle cry is. Down with the Demon Rum!" The
nation is in peril, and who am I that I should not save

it? Mm : putting Into his mouth an enemy to steal

away his brains, and therefore shall I gird on my armor,

equip myself wi h a bungstarter, and proceed to smite

that enemj hip, thigh, brisket, pony, split, liter, stein and

ki .

us beautiful pictures of the Bac-

chanalian orgies of the ancient Greeks. Once upon a

in,,,, i truly believed that Bacchus had inspired much
that was sal. line- in literature, in art. in sculpture, in

1 fellowship. Dm' very drama had its origin in the

hip ol this mythical god of the vine. Yours truly has

eyes and imagined himself back

in i i
gi 'skin over his !

ami
I
om filled with a juice of the forbidden

fruit clutched in bis good right band, while he danced in

mitation ol a Maud Allan classic around a

Friend Bacchus. There was the birth of the

a. ami in of the theatre I have bless. .!

I:, ,t thai before I climbed upon the H-2-0 vehicle Now
, niffi ,',

i i || _'i Baci ii" o and

the police of Attica must have been getting theirs from

oints, or they would have run him in. Of course.

not have had so mini, literature, or sculpture,

would probably Inn.- had no drama
Instead if lewd and indecent plays such as

•Tin- Blue Bird," we should doubtli jome sort

of coo i :n tin' town hall, with Parson Gilhooley'S

oring us with a solo such as "Father, dear

home with me now!"
es to mind a 'ah- in a certain Book which

Ing i
utleman named

Noah, who know more aboul water than the gink that

invented seltzer. Having associated for forty days and

forty nights with the original water wagon, Noah grew
i ' idj iii. 'i ai ning went on a grand

car( ,

: ..i |,' "i hooch. Noah was also

Ol a son ikii I Ham. who discovered tho old

ng off the boat with only a crop of 900-year-old

.is to cover him from the cold, and thereupon went

forth and babbled it to his brothers.

When Noah heard about this he got as sore as Willie

Ritchie's nose and. having some kind of a pull, he put
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a curse on Ham, whom he condemned to be the father

of a race of black people who should forever serve their

brethren. The Sons of Ham do not always serve today,

but we still suffer from the curse, which is undoubtedly
accountable for the terrible black cloud on our pugilistic

horizon. Also, putting I wo and two together, it isn't

at all improbable that this curse upon Ham has some-

thing to do with the present high price of eggs. Notice

that drink was the cause of this.

Down with the Demon Rum!
Then there is the story of Jlr. Lot. who got the worse

of an encounter with J. Barleycorn and quite improperly

and unknowingly became the father of a couple of bis

grandchildren. Oh. it's true. I assure you. The human
race might have petered out of existence if this hadn't

happened, but it shouldn't have happened, and In my
new born virtue I raise my hands once again and loudly

shout,
Town with the Demon Runt!
With the blush of shame mantling my brnv.

those unregenerate days when I laughed loudly and

boisterously at the ribald jests and coare

disciple of the flesh-pots. Sir .'ohn Falstaff. Foolishly 1

thought that Sir John was the most
I

nip in a'l

my Shakespeare, lie drank, he ate, !< joked, he laughed,

he was full of pranks and n t-d t" me II Bet

he had more fun than any other t ; t man thai ever
died the earth. Now I know th:t he drank to

he ate with a false, alcohol-inspired appetite, and
knew not Of Ms jests and his wit and his laughte

use liis poor old brain was addled or cuddled by the

booze. Sir John consumed many "tankards of all

somehow bas e poetical, romantic sound, bul as a matter
of fact he was just a plain ord tund.

in in', mind's eye I set a pit tu fai mo
Far he it from nn' to bring Carrie Nation back from
bourne from which no I Can
with us. so may she resl

s& Ei si lot ake no chani
Hut beside tin- singing and dancing Be as. the

stupefied Noah, the unconscious ami incestuous Lol,

1
1 jovial, uiii h-ii plred Fa 1

loi ins in im fancy this in.' aifti of .1 arrle

and of other and more recenl i

i can see her, face agio
in avriy rh uting tin' bead oul ol a barrel ol J i

with a hatchi i. smi and ulterl] u i

bits a $2111111 back-bar mirror,

good and entirel} in nl

into nice stove-length kindling. Ami above the crashing
of the ulass. and tlio rt nding of Ihe wood, and
splashing of th" Prid icky, l can hear her mourn-
ful, mi'ii on inn might] ci j

"Down with the i lemon Rum!"
Oh, you modem r I, and mm

and dancers, who 'urn i!" or In-

spiration and si if originality in a vain ait'

to imitate tin i rs, drop Bacchus ami
.our own da] . Glvt

chance. In this r.i of petltli

of tin

ciples com fetel: oul >i business, and Ihe genl win.

seen fit to Immortalize Carrie in statue on

in song, will right tin
i i

alitj himself.

Perhaps I have wandei in- purpose ol my dis-

cussion, i wished merely to poinl out tin ,, why
I have not hastened to gel mysell oil thai anti-saloon
petition. I am entirely willing thai such ol the -

as lies south of the Tehachapi mountains shall i

dry. If it becomes dry, it may be hoped some of its citi-

zens will dry up with it. and only an act of God or a

of the people will ever suffice to stop the conversational
flow of an Angeleno. Also 1 am quite willing
to have all the State dry for a portion of Hi.

say from 4:59 a. m. till 5:01 a. m. Being now upon
dry territory myself, I can sit back in righteousness and
see the evils of strong drink. I am proud of my reform
tion. I take pleasure in throwing back my head, filling

my lungs, and shouting to all the world with the gusl
of an I. W. W. orator who is just about verbally iu assas-
sinate another capitalist who has offered him a job:

"DOWN WITH THE DEMON RUM!"
But the deg-goned stuff won't always stay down.

m \ i n ti>\\ i:ii.

'rh.- Main Tower of thi lied the To

Itlon win, i the ijit.i Tom

'

I i n

t.nt will'. .. ,,r tli.. v liolc
r i, uulliern

i
. . i ,,f

. . i it

Wilt !
, ,

1 III Hi-

II

BETTING IN ENGLAND.
i in his recenl trip here Jimm.} Brltl was explalnlnj

bis friends In the Olympii Ciuh lhal the amount ol mo
when inn

I
on tin- rm ' ,ii

land v iitioind,

"You know," said .lit y. "I was much amused ti

men say. ti be! you a pony'- that's $125. But It cap
Umax with inn during one ol tin' rests in mj contesl

with Johnny Summers when I heard one swell yell out:

ill go you a monkey.' That's $500."

"Lucky Pockerwltz wasn't over there." replied Sam
Joseph, "or no would bel a whole menagerie."

VOTERS! In order to vote during 1914

EVERYBODY MUST REGISTER,
Notwithstanding any previous registration.

Prim Election 1914
General Gubi Election . .N'm. ember 3, l»n
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CANT CLCP.IC VS JUST JUDGE

We read thai our newspaper reporterauctloneerrti.irni. r

clergyman Is again on the trail ol some publi.
This mercenary raker of the Now Churcb and fierce D
taohe is again ringing the whit.' slave alarm- What
charm has the name "white slave" that this Christian re-

porter seems to literally roll about with" Do<
jure with the term, the occupation or the thought ot ' white
slavery." Truly he displays the curiosity and tenacil
a country bumpkin being steered through the tenderloin of
a metropolis by a sophisticated city cousin We have our
suspicions of the divine doctor; haven't you, dear reader?
Bui outside of the people who rent pews in his temple, no
one should worry. If a man has a good night's rest and
eats a hearty breakfast, the articles ol rued

Ic are funny. Who wouldn't trade a glimpse of Fit
s or Tad for a laugh with this rani rite?

If a ni in h is any sympathy in ins make up he must feel
that a •reporter" who gets $5000 a year has to Bay some-
thing.
The other morning, right after I had devoured B grape

fruit. I turned to the ex-auctioneer's article on Wldnej
Judge Dunne. Vked was much wrought up because the
judge had admitted tins recreant youth to probation. He
knew naught of the facts and less of the truth, but truth
and Aked are not even acquaintam

\ curse upon you, Dunne!" hissed this Christ-liki
porter. "Do you not fear 'we' clergymen and our
ladie , ,iKl i you wonl gel the endorse-
ment of the 'Petroleum Preacher' at the next election?"
Bui Dunne Is nothii adent, and the i lergy-
man raves with .1- much effect as he preaches. It Is far

easier for an unknown petty larcenlsl or a" poor burglar to
get probation than a fairly prominent man who has d

a mistake to attain this clemency. Ii requires courage in

a judge to do it. A and Dunne, give us
ten years from the r than ten blessings from
this crawling clerical critic

FUNNY.

if our politicians would only pursue knowledge as ener-
ally 1 lie nexl few years as they b

other the past u w months, we would soon have the great-

est civilization the world his 1

Service..

All the funny things in this city are not confined to the
Hoard of Education. The rumpus that the Doctor with the

it name made over the Public Schools Athletic
League was amusing—not harmful

The feministic Doctor, the Masculine Sally, and the adol-
escent Mary promptly threw up the sponge when it bei

public that it cost more to :>ills and gasoline to
bring these useless folk "to work" each day than it did
to permit 15,000 Bchool children to enjoy themselves under
the direction of the underpaid Public Schools Atli

League officials.

The efforts of the School Hoard to stop the League vied
with the futility of the Park Commission to stay the storm
last week at the Beach
The I'm ate became restless ami wanted to take the

Ocean Beach to sea with it Promptly the Commissioners
and the many salaried M. 1 ,1 a resolu-
tion to defy the angry surf
They cut down handsome trees and plai in the

Band to defy the on rushing waters. Hut the ocean his
humor than the Commission, for it took everything

on the beat lie chalet.

Ii 11 had not sought to rival the lm
King Cole. I am unite <ure we would have been rid of the
foul and unkempt structure which 1,,-iies its foreign name.
Oh that tlie t'. .inn ami John McLaren had

I',! themselves in the wake of the raging surf instead
of the noble ti

Then would the storm have been a blessing and thi

a heritage still.

my platform: moet a chandon

annual t.

ters, Hearts
,,f 1 .

-

• -[-.ii -

Tet-
l tdo,

M... 1 .

INDOOR YACHT CLUB-

ENTERTAINMENT
XTRAORDINARY

SATURDAY EVE.. FEB. 14

BALLET I. Y. C. commencing at 9.30 p. m.

CAFE DANSANT!
MARDI GRAS!

DIRECTION

Prof. Ramon Bayard

Lalc of the Bal Tabarin, Paris

B A I MASQUE! Metropol Paris de Dance, Berlin

FIRST TIME IN AMERICA!
BIGGER AND BETTER THAN THE BLANCO-BAL BANQUET

JOHN TAIT. SAM BERGER. TIV KRELING. MATT HARRIS, EARL MILES. Committee

[PLACE WHERE ABOVE IS TO TAKE PLACE WILL BE ANNOUNCED LATERI
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IN THE OLD DAYS.
The above photo was taken Sunday, August 27, 1896, at Gene Escalle's. in Marin County, a resort famous to

this day. The occasion of this happy gathering was the picnic run and jinks of the Olympic Cyclers, an organiza-
tion composed of the wheelmen of the Olympic Club. This was really one of the first runs or outdoor frolics ever
conducted by the Olympic Club or any annex within this famous athletic association.

The picture may recall to many of our readers the happy days of long ago— to sonic a fond friendship thai

the years have cooled or the Great Reaper has broken, anil remind others of the days when they were young and gay.
Among the faces, some of the best known have passedaway. Every Olympian during the '90's knew instructor

Harry Clarke, the swimming champion; all Frisco ha heard of Pred Bushnell, famous as a photographer; and
Willie Finnie. a popular singer of note; also Harry Kohler, < > 1 1 .

. Elckholz, JullUB Leaker, Ward Baton, Frank 1'iobasco,
Billy Williams, Gwedo Kengler, and A. Crandall, who have all passe,] to the Greai Beyond,

Of the others. Billy Halletl is singing in New York.; Cant Smith, of the Garden City cyders, is In San Jose;
Lloyd Conkling is treasurer of Honolulu; Howard Smith is manager for Robert Mantel! and was in San Francisco
two weeks ago; Jimmie Swinnerton is in New York with Hearst; Leonard Gill Is somewhere in t lie far East; Hunt
Smith and Charley Jarman are in San Jose.

The following are still in their old home town: Harry Orndorff is Orpheum manager; I'liil Newman, Al. Hoffman.
Stanley Fay, Al. Hampton, Roy Harney, Rudie Schluter. Sum Pauson, Russ Eaton. Tlv Krellng, Jack Cosgrove, Ar-
thur Pollexfen, Judge Bahrs. J. W. Coffroth, ivy Blake, Bob McGlbbon, Ben Tarbox. .Mm and Tom Mulvey, c. Bacon,
Joe Reay. Noble Eaton, Fred Adams. Fred iiutz. Ferris Harlman. Pete Itreen, Danger McClellan. II. Keegan Mono-
han. Jack and Joe Cooney, Nal Hewson, Harry Green. Col. H. Cnoynski, Billy, Frank and ('has. O'Kane, .lack Shee
ban. Anslem and Jack Duffy. Milton Hayes. Paul Dunphy, .las. it. McElroy, \l Evans, I'bil Wand, I'liil Fay. Hill

Stinson, Gene Escalle, Tom McGinnis, Geo. James. Will Shea, Doc .lack Driscoll, Bob Mitchell, Chas. Tldball,
Charley Morell and Oscar Davis.

CHARLES LOESCH
Manager

PHONES \ Wal 3555

California
I
Wal 3556

ftaking %<s.
Largest and Most Modern

Bakery in the West

CAPACITY

100,000 Loaves
DAILY

S. W. Cor. Fillmore and Eddy Sts.
SAN FRANCISCO

JULIUS EPPSTEIN
FRANK H. FORREST

\ SUTTER I3T2

I KEARNY 5198

%\)t California jflorist

344-346 GEARY STREET

AND HOTEL ST. FRANCIS

ARTISTIC DECORATING AND
DESIGNING OUR SPECIALTY

SAN FRANCISCO,
CALIFORNIA
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IN THE RANKS OF THE UNEMPLOYED
By Walter

Senator Ingalls. or maybe it was somebody else, being
nemployed at the time, was asked by a friend wnat

he was doing. The ex-Senator replied: "I am a statesman
out of a job."

A statesman out of a Job may be a pltable object,
clamoring for the sympathy of all wage-earning pat]

but I tliink he is not so much entitled to the tear of com-
miseration, as a dramatic critic out of a job. The sfa

man. working or idle, can always pass bills; but a dra-
matic critic! He can only conll

There are. however. Bomi which
the unemployed dramatic critic may cherish.

For one thing, be doesn't have to go to the theater.
And for another, nobody asks him to "use his intl

at the Orpheum and "get a couple down front on tbe
aisle" for Sunday night. I . he may miss the
press agents' significant suppers and other like invita-

tions of cordial al hospitality but at least b<

eat at home.
Hut the thing he misses most of all is tbe Nov

greetings and tbe Christmas cards fi

is t in Interviews.
What tided annually by the

—actorial. mam itle—to Ihe end thai
their ardent sentiments o onveyed on
more or less artistic posl dramatic critics they
do not know' Sometimes, Indeed, when tbe secretary
is careless or the list of names badrj
matic critic may get TWO cards from the sun
This has 11

ceived THREE. Such attention is natural!] to b

cepted as emit agularly •

when the dramatic critic loses his Job. Whether Ihe
affection wanes with misfortui r whether I

after all is said, is only fond of critics and Indiffi

to all other persona whatsoever, are points thai I am not

likely to settle. Is that

the prevalent notion which tins it That actors bate critics

ill wrong. The evidence of his regard is found in the

Yuletide greetings annually sent forth by the player to

bis friend, the critic.

This year I dldn'l gel any.
Well a tew tint tins were sent from lists

that hadn't been reviaed tor three months, and the send-
ers didn't know they were ad ere private
citizen.

For fear that this might ring like the knell of parting
day that such

rested friendship as is sometimes established between
a critic and an not suffer

I

to altered

conditions any more than other friendships do. and that
some actors tire capable of that sort of sentiment which
is not contingent upo ol ns.- These
rare, of course, but rare only because real friendship is

arily rare.

The childlike simplicity, howevei player
producer is Itself so charming that one would

have it otherwise. When Mr. John Jones, producing man-
in New- York, sits blmsell at Ins desk and dashes

off a telegram of holiday greetings to a man whom he

has never seen, it strikes the recipient if he Is provided
with a sense of humor as funny, and he is grateful t to,

that the message is prepaid. The Frenchman's dt

tion of gratitudt lively expectation of favors to

come." is applicable ht growing out of the warmth
enkindled by sut it is reasonable to

be producing manager hopes 'hut a klndlj

Ing of personal acqualntai Mid its way into the

future reviews of such dramatic productions as
under the observation of tbe rt ram.
Hut it inn i Oil the part

of the naive Bender to believe in bis trity.

Perba ps the I unnlesl thins aboul drami
of a jot, is tbal they themselves become press agents.
It may It,- in th lidgmenl or . the e^ I-

dences of natures immutable handling of the Ian

compensation, hut it is true that th critic un-

employed Is is certain to become a press agent, and a

member of the has incontinently cussed, as it

Anthony,

is for effect to precede from cause. I do not know why
this is so. but it is. I can prove it, and to make the
matter still more complicated, the critic no
sooner turns press agent than he at once resents all

critics with the firm vigor of his whole soul. He says
to himself: "What does so and so know about the
drama"" or "who ever gave him a license to expla
symphony?" He comes to believe that newspapers
shouldn't accept money for advertising a show and then
send a man to roast it. and he tells himself that the ad-
vertiser is really ti partner in the publication of the news-

r and then he asks himself what kind of a man it is

who will "toast" a partner. He comes to believe at
once that readers have no rights that a newspaper is

bound to i. 'I that only the advertiser should be
tion. Th.se. and all of the Othei

mentS of the tribe become settled convictions in the
' of the dramatic critic turned press agent, and be

as intolerant of other critics as he formerly
was intolerant of publicity prole
au of which goes to prove thai ckle and that

Mr. i .1. Rosenthal, o I

which hears on this point. He tells about meeting Ja
O'Donuei; i Herald during

partures from the role of critic. Mr.
Bennett was taking a Beast i the road advancing the
Interest ol Solhern or some other equally noted actor. It

was it night, and Bennett was on his way lo

\eW Yorlt hotel He eatt'led a lilllldle of HeWspapiTS
under hts arm and stopped under a lamp post to look

page. Mr. lien-

turned over tin fresh from the press II..

in- started
backward and examined minutely every item on every

thai stood behind, observing the one-lime
The latter, with a sigh as of pain, gave up his

rch, tucked his newspapers under bis arm and trudged
towards his hotel. Mr. Rosenthal lipped him on the

ind said to this one-time ogre of press agents:
Wei. Jim. it dldn'l get in. did it Now. how do you

like it?"

I think if e\.r I became dramatic critic again. I'd he the
ttic in the world with press agents

%rug
Private 'Ciwee

CHAMPAGNE
REIMS, FRANCE

Julius %.. flosenfield

San Francisco Office

CHRONICLE SUILD1NQ, 420-421

Telephone "Douglas 5399
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The Main Sheet desires to apologize to some of its sub-
scribers who have received hills after having paid their
subscriptions. The Main Sheet has lots of brains, but few-

clerks. And at this writing we would like to call the at-

tention to a number of subscribers who. in the patois of
the pavements, have not "kicked in."

The tide lands decision didn't affect the storm at the
beach.

Senator Sanford and Senator Curtin are looking at each
other askance. Let us hope that neither of the
telling tales out of school.

There seems to he much rivalry over the lirst boat to
sail through the Panama canal. If T. I! was in the saddle
he would no doubt select the V. S. S. Gunboat Smith.

The money we used to lose on I • races, tan-tan an.

I

poker is now collected bj the burglars. Such is reform.

Wonder how much the annual
cltj beat - i" .hi. :-

, nil ton Marie KincaUl and Dr
d'Ancona t" work each

Let's let Drolette, eph and Sullivan oul
they ca n catch s burglars.

Robbery is fast taking away tin ol white
slavery.

Beachey Looped the loop and some supervisors flipped the
Hop.

A lot of t lie unemployed seem very busy in the evening.

The e are thlrly-four men In the traffl tad, twenty to
stop tie Chinese fr s king opium and none to i

burglars.

There are not half as in ployed in from of the
City Hall as there are In It.

it's :i tough winter. What tin- highwaymen leave the
income tax will pet.

A yegg in jail Is worth three In the

if the crime wave noes higher, the coroner win b<
than the police.

Why can't we have prohibition of the prohll

If the administration hail a different policy in the sum-mer they wouldn't have to teed the unemployed In the
winter.

Just think of what might happen if anything should hap
en to Johnson ami Walla, e wool.] happen to be K0

'Officer, what is this man charged with?" asked JudKO
Sullivan.

"Vagrancy, your honor." came the repp,
"Where did you arrest him?" Inquired the judge
"At the tea dance, your honor."
"Find the defendant guilty. Sixty days

"

Why didn't they put At to the Fritz on the pedestal in-
stead of a marble prize fighter?

James D. Phelan brought back Hetch Hetchv on the same
train with Gaby Deslys. Good for you. Jim— it's a wonderGaby didn't get it awav from you.

The way women are being held up it looks like the yeggs
are in favor of equal rights.

I have brought home the bacon," said the Mayor after
bis recent trip to Washington. It sounds like a ham.

The "friendly" condemnation suit of the Spring Valley
looks like it will turn Into a war before Long.

Bye tie bye, who are the judges who are to try that
$43,000,000 for the city? But. then, what right have the
ta xpas -is to know-.'

w. n. McCarthy is in favor of the street danci i

helps the shoe business.

ope tie tow marble boxers in the Olympic Club
Settle their dttiel'ell.es lnfole the a II t I - t >n \ i II g hill i^ |.

We legalize what we want to do. then we penalize what
we don't want other people to do to us. and we call thai
justice.

The "glass case" in the Olympic Club will have a great
many more names in ii this month. Stanley Fay was so
much Impressed with Pelkey's showing when ho boxed
in the Post street institution, and the hoys had such
high regard for St inley's ability to pick winners that tl

are many depleted pocketbooks. The crack Olympic- am-
ir referee and boxi r says be never said anj such thin'-:.

Kddie Martinez, r. presenting the Indoor Yn, in Club, al-

thoui i came within ;m ace of winning
the Bulletin's cross-city New Year's race. Now, who will
he surprised when tin- club turns out other champii

Marion Salu/ir of the Bulletin is using a lot ol ink, and
.Mm Buckley, manager ol Gunboat smith, is Bpllling a lol

Marlon sacs the fighters ol todaj are as
decade or two ago, and Buckle] retorts thai thai

lor some Bportlng editors Really, gentlemen, this fued
is one thai should he settled in a lot

Trouble arises largely from eacb nan regarding him-
Keeper, and ceasing to he hi- leu iol

Nature Intended woman to take care of herself, ami in

children.

'I he i entitle or other, who never make
mistakes are those who do nothing

The average low temperature in Los Angeles in Decem-
ber was IT decrees. The average temperature in San
Pram n \n.i stiii a lot ol people think
the cafeteria town has a warmer winter clim h

FIGHTS.

nine, with this issue the Main Sheet, ever to the
lore, will give description! ..i manj ol the rights thai take
place iii San RrandSCO and ils environs. While the spoil

-of San Francisco receive munlflcenl aalarli

I lironielin i i,| B pugilistic eln, in. lor. it 1b hut
al that some of the contest thai take place may he

overlooked bj them II will be the aim of the Main Sheet
readers all the news,

December 14 Elbows (Sandy) McNaughton vs. Kid
(Roy) Carruthere; won by Elbows; i round.

!'• "in her L'n Milton Haley vs. Lulgl I ih irardelll. Lulgi
r than ills cocoa, lost in i round,

December 22—Paul Bancrofl vs. Secretarj Ralney. There
were numerous touls committed in this contest, and Paul
would have won earlier had he been shaved. However, the
supervisor proved a winner In ft rounds.
December 31—Al Block vs. Sam Rosenborg. When this

affair was just becoming Interesting there was Interference
by persons outside the ring. However, Al easily proved
his superiority in one round (of ammunition).

NOTICE!

Subscribers receiving subscription blanks enclosed with
this issue of the Main Sheet are notified that their sub-
scriptions have expired and are requested. If they wish
to continue subscription to remit at once.

W. .1. LYNCH, Publisher.
612 Westbank Bldg.
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RANDOM THO UGHTS.
Nineteen Fourteen and its Cares—The New Year's Problems—The Unemployed— Itinerant Vagrants and Those Deserving

—

Police Should Act—The Wave ot Crime Newspaper Knocks on San Francisco The Motor
Cycle Cop—The Prohibition Petition—Divide the State.

Time rolls its ceaseless course. Another year has passed
to memory another hour lias truck in the chronicle of

liim it-collections ami falllt reminiscence only may
recall the sins and the sorrows— the tears and the trials

—the work and the worries of the year that lias gone. For
that belongs to yesterday and we are of tomorrow Into
the never-never land of yesterdays, n old in a

i Much has Btrayed and is forgotten. But
Nlneteen-Fourteen is ours. Happy New Year laden with
Bunshlne ind imlles peace and prosperity

—

health and
happiness' .May it bring this and more to each ot

•rs and members. We cannot express our thoughts
and wishes to each in person, but they are with you just

the s And whatever Of |0y or sin cess COmeS to you.

issured that we will have wished it multiplied a

dredfold.

Tie brought its problems with it of which
Ing at the moment seems t'> i>e tin- ques-

111 MlllS

and with the advent oj the Pair, this question has now
I alarming and the

ii simple The mlgratot
grant and seasonal worker have been cared for with com-
parative ease and little publicity. But the hundreds bave

usual by the
town is overrun with a lot of ne*er>do-well and
hums. No man can deny thai there are many worthy
men in need of food and employment How tu deal with
tti.-ni. bow to help and aid them is. indeed, a haul prob-

lem. Apparent!} neither our laws nor cur treasury will

ill the municipalit lodg

and food The Idea o one dollar and a

for four hours work was worth] of an ass and Instead ol

heipni tuation only brought Increased d

upon us. Were this continued a tew days longer, we would
have solved the problem for our Blstet Bvery bum

e coast would he In San Francisco.

Tic right of every man to have a chani
earn a living Is Indisputable It some work, then
be undertaken by pi

I

work could he afforded the opportunity of earning a living

wage during the winter months, it would ind i be help

ful. While from a labor standpoint we realize the danger
,tiil we feel that the

extremity of the situation would ml tor not

only permitting, bui encouraf Otherwise, the
work would he usei. , id.' other day when

odd laborers working lor the Bants i-v in Richn
quit in a bods and came to Ban Francisco They were
receiving a dollat nine hours n i

>

and could hardly he i
. Idea of one dollar at

half for four hours appealed to them. Three dollars for

hi evell more so. It might be that a fund
lor the reconstruction ot Bloal >!.l on .1 I

Qg auto owners or those interested in good ro els We
honestly hope bo, as this would be aa i

nt. as the work Itself would he welcome in this ililli

cult dilemma.

Anil for the hum. ttie Itinerant vagrant, the shiftless

loner, who threatens destruction hut who don't waul
..-it work we i mend the rock pile or the

San IJlego treatment of tar and feathers These M ,

men who are absolutely a menace and who must he dealt

with as severely and strenuously as the law will permit
and even stronger, if need demands. No soft, half-hearted,

namby-pam ent will do, These so-called Industrial
Workers of the World— the disturbing, riot exciting, law

ding element of the unemployed should he given short

A load of coal was sent the other day to the ten

rv municipal lodging house in the Marshall Hotel

Several of the men were asked to carry it inside. Their
so-called leaders instantly warned them not to touch the

and they oheyed. while the leaders themselves, sent
a peremptory demand to the Board of Works to detail

laborers for the purpose. This merely exemplifies the atti-

tude of a considerable number of these undesirable and
unwelcome hobos. Anarch} is preached openly ami sedi-

tion publicly proclaimed. Trouble is Imminent, almost
hi mill the lime for the police to act is now. The

lest antidote for anarchy and riot that we know of. is a
free and generous external application of a patent rub-
down, commonly called a "blllle."

It was hut natural that the coming of winter and the ad
vent ot bo man] unet hould bring the inevitable

ami consequent Increase of crime. Thai this is not as
us as some 'ily journals would ha'

lice, is a safe assertion, hut the daily publication of a

lisi of purported burglaries, bold-ups and petty larcenies

is certainly not the kind ot publicity this city needs. Our
own p. -el.!. aed ami hysterical ami vislton are
frightened to presumably safer spheres The duel' ot

d ill,- police come te thai the
ton. mand is Insufficient and perhaps

However, that cannot he remedied now so thi

partment of the means at its com-
. i ions as w

i ed to be-

llnary methods must i.e adopted and
ortanl work temporarily dlscot sta-

tion ami particularly in the upper office, there are any
number of plain clothes men detailed rot that

purpose. All \. -ml necessary In normal limes.

lillles, it i Win II, 'I

ilii'in out doing patrol duty? Down at the Perry Building
policemen at all bout ol the

not gUeSS, per-

|0 keep the I|eWsl.O\S ill lilie. t.llt is l' lO'

polic-mei, i en,- ih, r tor this purpose?
why not Bend some of them to catch thieves? Tin- Traffic

celleni work and is ven desirable ami i

ble thai is in times i But we an- told that this

is war and if so war is Hell why not hi some ol

Khaki-ciothed traffic regulars give the burglars heir.' Were
tics done ih.- present force would he Increased by tie

i a hundred men and it would not be long
before tie- crime wave was broken

nt com to sit in the ' ind "crab"

and H reallj seems a certain ami
ctlve method ol helping a very unfortunate and, per-

haps, serious situation Again, we firmly believe in the

icy ami efficiency of tl rele if a foot pal

man la good, a horse mounted patrolman is better ami for

the same reason, the motor-Cycle cop' is easily as good
as I nil live of the former. In the outlying
or realdeni streets are at least tairlj good
and where it is : Bible fOr a patrollnali to tra\

twenty or twent] Bve Mucks, as is expected of him. it could

be e.i ten, yes twenty times in eight hours
with a motoi cyi Ii and still with hours to spare. The ma-
chine, Itself, COUld I fUlpped with a pivotal electric light

al rolled ami Baal " as occa-

sion might demand. l-'itiv motor-cycle police would do as

much work as live tunes til t > ordinal) patrolmen and live

- as well. Please remember that we have no motor-
- to sell we have no ax to grind and we have confi-

White, inii these suggestions are prompted
by the lirm conviction that the means are available for

Hie suppression of crime without further expense and with

but little effort.

And while we are on the Subject, there is one particular

spot where the motor-cycle is not needed or wanted and
this is along the Bands of the Beach. The INDOOR yacht
CLUB and the MAIN SHEET claim ... not

ut to protect this great natural playground.
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which evea if we did not discover, we at least helped to

develop. It is a sad looking sight today with the tides

breaking clear to the boulevard, the pier washed away
and the chalet almost destroyed. But nature is kind and
in a few weeks or months the sandy shore will be restored
and hundreds will romp and play as before. Again it will

be the playground and health ground of San Francisco for

young and old and it is absurd to endanger their lives

by having a lot of idiots racing up and down on motor-
cycles. If they must race there are two great roadways
where they can choo-choo and lull themselves to their
heart's desire, but keep the Beach for the kiddies.

The so-called Prohibition petition has received more
than the necessary number of signatures and will be put
on the ballot the latter part of this year. As was ex-

pected, Los Angeles contributed more than its proportion
of names. The bill is one of the most drastic ever presented,
forbidding not alone the sale and distribution of spirit

liquors, but the possession and giving away as well. It

draws no distinction between home and saloon, club or
cafe. Its provisions practically forbid the living of com-
munion in church and while, perhaps, this will be
looked, yet unless we miss our guess, some of its bigoted
advocates would willingly enforce it. li Is timed to Insure
absolute abolition and if the referendum carries the thir^v
will have as much chance to quench their longing al thi

Bacchan al font as the proverbial snowball ;

spot in the hereafter where prohibition is likewise en-
forced. The question will be bitterly fought. It would
useless to attempt to argue it here, or in tact al all, so Far
as hoping to make converts is concerned nailed
fanaticism that advocates such a measure
tically dependent on its grape industry is not BUBCentlble
to reason or argument. Twenty million dollars is thi
proximate value of California's annual \ in.- crop, If to
this be added the other Investments, direct]] or Indln
connected with the manufacture, sale and dlstributlot
spirituous liquors, the value would reach closi
thousand million dollars. In San FranclBCO alone mir
one million dollars is contributed to the city's reve In
license fees by the saloons outside of their appri
uation and consequent tax. Yel I tnperate temper-
ance theorists would absolutely and completely annihilate
and destroy all this in a moment. Truly this is r>

run riot. Surely this is the limit of progressive respectl-
biliousness.

And yet this referendum may win. Twenty-one States
of the Union and the District of Columbia ir\ ."

A great many counties of our own Stale are "dry" and
paradoxically we apparently are riding on a dry wavi
pronounced Prohibitionist. Wallace, was elect,, 1 Lit
ant Governor, although every efTort was made to defeat
him. So it is well to beware and it is high tint,

to fight back. The curse of California is the nondescript
conglomeration of Missourians, Kansans. [owans and long-
necked, narrow-minded, beetle browed Middle Westen
who have located south of the Tehachapl. They are as
generous as the land from which thev sprung, as broad as
the edge of a Gillette blade. With their two by four com-
prehension of things they have completely obliterate. 1

native Californian and the true spirit of the West and
this portion of the State is as foreign from the North in
habits, characteristics and desires as a gorilla is to an
eagle. The sane and sensible thing to do is to dl
the State. Both North and South would be agreeable and
the referendum, or the declaration of policy would unques-
tionably carry. Just what the necessarv procedure may bewe do not know, but with the people's command the legis-
lature would be compelled to follow and congress undoubt-
edly lend a willing ear. In size, perhaps, we might losemuch, but we would have preserved the land that our
forefathers left us and we would have retained the free-aom of individual right, the right to live—the right tolaugh—the right to enjoy without bigoted and puritanical
molestation, the greaterst blessing of anv commonwealthWhy not start the petition now?

1XSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Dear Editor: Why de they charge to set In the- Expo-

sition Grounds?
Editor: To make money.

Dear Editor: What are the chief products of Southern
California? Josephine.

Editor: Trouble and

Dear Editor: Where does Gabs Deslys go after the show?
iry .Mitchell.

Editor: T..

Sdltor: Was Bogan's party a grand afffl
Julius Etosenfleld.

Editor: Indeed it was— for yen.

tor: I lew old is K mahan?

prl i

Al Herbert

tor: lias 1 ir. Ake.t aii i license?
Tommy Manning.

Editor: No—nor any other.

Dear Editor: How can 1 hide .. mole on my chest?
Ait

Lie en your stomach.

y don't thi catch a burglart
Samuel,

toney.

Whj •'»*' Maj or Rolpti appoint Sail:

Publh us.

Edltoi i > • Lions were all filled.

in you I'll me how man) Pol
A !:

Editor; Thn e and Mas Kuhl.

toll m.- how many voti'a Koshland
got li Jack I

Editor: Twenty-two and hla own.

i ii i >, ii i ill k director >*f « a1
.1 iin Brennan,

Edli Irector "t mlatak

Why does Emmel >

.lark Hunt.
Editor: T" sa* <• hall

Editor; Does John McLaren grow gra
Mike Levy,

EdltOI ; Y

WHEN MARRYING, THINK OF THIS.

They were Beated in Tnlt's.

"What itter, Bill?" ask<-d .loo Deerlng of the
Winged O'b presu
I'm tired! Joe, and can'l

\\'h> lion t you gel mai i led?"
"Well, ti I do i will marry n tattooed woman, so h my

insomnia comes on I can sit up nil night and look at the
pictures."

SOME I'ERSE THAT II \s i \i sin « OMMENT.

N<-« \ i»rk.

f i he Big Village.*'
Vulvar of manner, o\ ei tea,

,i ii. i underbi ed.
Heartless, godless, hell's delight.
Rude by day and lewd by night,

the- brute,
ute,

and papi >

:
m.i ten, mono) - r

•
^ i *

i

id Bh,
A wilderness of human flesh,

> ami rum,
"New York — 1 1.

•. name's I «-iir ium.—Tti. Glmh t.

The commodious launch "Dlpsea" has been housed for

ter frolics. Captain Fltzpatrick, liosun Klelnhans,
Mate Finneyan, and I Flynn will keep busy
entci i. leir friends during the rainy season. They

putting In a full twelve months 'cause they were busy
with invitations all the past summer. The opening cruise
will be in April, and up the Sacramento River.

CALIFORNIA FRUIT CROP $90,896,000.00 $100,000,000.00
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A WASHINGTON MEMORIAL

Our shipmate, Eugene M. Levy, has drawn to our atten-

tion his worthy object of having the coming Washington's
Birthday celebrated in San Francisco in a manner befitting

the occasion. The patriotic Colonial societies are with
him in these efforts, and a good boost by the i. Y. C. will

not be out of place. Washington is not so antiquated a
hero; but in our rapid American ways we have come to

look on him as one of those dim figures of the past who does
not merit present consideration. This movement for a

coming celebration on his anniversary is only an Incident
toward an object of greater r which our Shipmate,
Eugene M. Levy, lias been working for the past two years.

In fact, considerable organized already been
achieved toward erecting in this cits a fitting monument
to perpetuate the memory of George Washington.
This monument, it is proposed, shall occupy some of the

park space of the new civic center and contributes t" Its

adornment. Other organizations in this city have been
devoting their time towards raising funds for tl

to be srected t" Lincoln, Broderick and Baker, it is now-
proposed that all iln In tlie con-
Btruction "i ;i memorial temple built "ii heroic lines to con-
tain busts, Btatues, bas-reliefs and a tablet of all our hi

i ling a place therein, a monument which is to be
pi ictlcal in its housing of thesi art : and to be
beautiful in design and allegorical in Its c leption, appro
priately surmounted by the spirit of San Francisco ri

descent, carrying out in Btone the Bame happy idea that
is pictured on our cltj seal, the regem i aiz.

The city of Washington is now actively projectii

memorial to Lincoln, costing a million dollars, and New
York City is likewise engaged In raising nearly two mil-

lion dollars for .similar mei nils As the greatness of our
new civic center will permit of nothing but Hi'' best

and equal to the accomplishment of other cities, it win be
at once sen that ibis is a project which win ultimately
inn-rest every individual. With an appreciation of what
is good the I. Y. C, declare themselves In line at once.

I. Y. C. TOUR.

The Indoor Yacht ion a special train
tour to New York, during September-October this year, I'

ike in Chicago, Niagara Kalis, v.

taller ton ns en route;
est i>" Journej i" consume about four »

The I'liri ilpal objei ' of the tour will be tie

tie- pa cldentally the advertising of thi

imposition and San Prancl CO California
and fruits in abundance will be taken along to be distrib-

uted in the cities ol the east; vaudeville ti band
will ii. i onipan the loi

made io plaj man] tov, ns

auspices of thi imber of Commerce. An:
athletics win also accompany i. v C. to compete in pre-

viously arranged amateui
i

ilors have
already signed up for the journey.

INDOOR YACHTSMEN TO DANCE.

The indoor facht Club ims decided t" conduct a Berlin
ball cafe dansant, mardl gras and ballet beautiful, on
unlay evening. Februarj II. com DCing at 9 p m
Frolic Committee promises something never before

re 1 1" pectacle will even the
" Banquei ol 19 12 it w ill be held

is a secret. See later announcements in daily papers and
Main Sheet Make no conflicting appointments for

evening, February 14th, St. Valentine's night.

9 p. m. to 4 a. m. Bring your wives or sweethearts.
John Tait. Ball Chief; Matt Harris and Sam lierger. Mal-

let Ms

THE CLUB BOTTLERS.

Sweet Soda,
r —Apple and Champagne.

: Ale
Near lleer.

Iron Brew.
Works. 2108 Polk St, San Francisco.

GUNBOAT SMITH WINS OVER JACK JOHNSON.
Paris, July 4.—The world's heavyweight championship

contest between Gunboat Smith and Jack Johnson drew
10,000 people from all parts of the world to the Louvre.
Promoter Coffroth estimates the house at 1,000,000 francs
and Gregory Mitchell is still trying to figure bow much
that is in real money. The fight was Smith's all the way.
the Gunboat outpointing the black all the way. Johnson
did his best but Smith's cleverness was too much for

the big black, who hit the mat in the third round and
refused to get up. Monsieur lames Griffin, the referee, had
no hesitation in raising the hand of Monsieur Smith. The
President of France immediately burst into the ring and
decorated t with the ribbon of the Legion of

' and made him a Knight of the Frontage de brie.

Johnson makes the excuse that h [ted "II 111'' advice
of Im tkhurst w-ho was his chief second. She ad-

11 ry a brick with him when be entered the
ring The brick fell on his foot causing concussion of the
brain, which left him in poor condition for the gruelling go.

The Kaiser, who was in the Gunboat's corner, seemed
i now every angle ol the game, ii was rVllhelm wiio

taught the Gunboat the pretzel hook, the blow which sent
Jack Johnson to the mat tor keeps. His voice bellowing,

llii him by the porch once alrady yet" could be heard
all through tic fray. As a corner general the Kaiser has
Spider Kelly faded.

Tin- Czar of Russia, who with a number of other royal
like Jack Johnson, is said t<> be walking back to St.

Petersburg. He is reported i" have hocked the crowd
I, rubles ($6.85 Vmerlcan money)

on Johnson.
Kim: I England had the right bun.;

to b .' ' "boat, but his better-half refused to let him
plungi 'i a crown He is bitting the high

In Paris with the winnings. King Victor Emanuel
have gathered in a few hundred soldi on

the result.

During the flghl the Mona Lisa again disappeared from
Hi. Louvre. When last seen the lady was being lot

ii'tiiiessy of tin- Indoor facht Club
of San FranclSCO. The gen d' amies are searching the

rlennessy and the lady. \ com-
patriot of Monsieur II ays that there is no chance
of finding the Monsieur Hennessy is a bear.

i"i i s of the Indoor Yacht Club refuse tu dis-

! hunting grizettes, which
as.—From C ! pe

There's war on between Jim Buckley, manager of Gun-
smith, and Marion Salazar. sporting editor of the

"i today are not

ood - they used to be, and the Gunn i
i t re

torts that i" Hi'- i
."• 'i"

i
oi ii"" 'lnors.

MUNICIPAL ACROBATS.
Now that we lime tb. municipal unemployed, municipal

t in fact T'l

except a municipal opera bouse whj not have < municipal
vaudeville bouse, wiien we have rial?

ical trapeze, boys, and the lights

As a siimple. we give:

I'". lor I'.iannini (NOV.; 1918) I am heartily in favor of

tl p.ia ho mayor made a terrible mistake."
hector G (Dec, 1913) t'n second consideration, I be-

lieve I was wrong and the mayor right. I seldom vote

o I'll be w it Ii the mayor."
Supervisor Munlook (NOV., 1913)- i is an out-

rage. It shows an absolute servility to mobs ami social-

1 1. ' 1913) or of the veto. Long live the

lloi Pollol! Great Is Rolph!"
Byron Mnu/.y ion the Square), Nov.. 1913 'I cannot con-

ceive of any reason to. The mayor must have
I . en under the Influence of an opl

Rolph for his veto. It

is undo: and l vote io sustain the m
Henry I'ayot (Nov., 1913) "Art has Buffered a terrible

blow. Rolph is to San Francisco what the Turks were to

(Dec, 1918)
—

"I realize that the mayor was right. The
plans for the washstand in the rear of the stage of the
new opera house were wrong. Yes. I will vote for the

veto."
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THE ROUND TABLE.

"Call fer Mr. Joseph Mcllroy: Call fer Mr. Joseph Mc-
Ilroy!" screeched an unlettered boy. much to the disturb-

ance of the gentlemen who had gathered about the Round
Table.
"Go and answer your dame, Joe," suggested Jack Suits;

and Mcllroy deserted his salad for gab.

"You know," said Mat Harris, "those bloody kids paging
our prominent members make more noise than Doctor
Aked collecting dough for his new church."

"This paging system is terribly absurd." said McKenzie.
"I knew a certain candidate during the last political cam-
paign who had his wife ring him up every night at six, just

for the ad."
"Right here," said Schroeder, as Joe Mcllroy returned

to his soiled tablecloth.

"Gee!" he gasped; "she was a 'pip*! Oh. you fellers is

jealous because you can't get the ladies like I can." re-

plied Joe.

"Tut. tut," said Willie Xelson; 'this table is dangerous
enough without starting the woman stuff."

"Well," grated Joe, "I'd like to see the danio who
wouldn't fall fer me."

"Shut up!" said Arata. "I'd like to see the dame you
wouldn't fall lor. There's nothin' in yer head but a CO
cover!

"

"Now, boys, don't get personal." said John llorrlgan. "It

may get in the Main Sheet; they had a lot last month I

never said."

"Well, it would be tough If they put in just what you
did say." put in Sandy McXaughton.
"Oh!" yelled Arata, "did you hear about Sandy and

Carruthers?"
"Ah, lay off!" pleaded Sandy.
"What was it? We want to know'" demanded Ml
"Well. Sandy did up Carruthers worse than you did Pay

on the progressive water front Insurance," came bach
Suits.

"Boys, please let Arata tell his story," requested
McElroy.
"Go ahead. Dago." said Hoi- McMahon.
"Can I tell it. Sandy'.'" asked Arata.
"Yes," answered Sandy; 'I'm proud of it."

Then began Arata: It seems thai Roj Carruthers had
roasted Bill Lange for his dam m- at the Clin House, and
had ordered the ex-ball tosser off the floor, one nlghl B
few weeks ago. He insisted that Hill wa
his cafe, and Sandy, who was slimline by. said to Car-
ruthers: 'Roy. you run a joint, and 1

me, that joint of yours was nevi lor Bill I.

at his worst" Carruthers got mad and made a pas
Sandy's nose, eyes, ears and chin, and missed all lour
The whisky salesman came back with a left hook, and
Roy's nose looked worse than Ritchie's did. Take it from
me. that just because Sandy we
of his green bat is no sign he can't Bght!"

"Gosh, I hadn't heard that." said Martin Bcandensteln.
"Of course, you didn't." said Willie Nelson, "or i

would have known it." And Marl in smiled as weak as
"M. J. B."

"Speaking of fights." said Suits, "it's a shame the way
they go on without paying a license. I was

I

Board of Supervisors the other day and 1 saw Gunboal
Bancroft and Dreadnought Rainey mix it. This guj i;

busts into the room and started in to tell the i hat
a hard time he was having getting any one but a

holder to meet the mayor on his return from w .

No one seemed very sad, but Bancrofl 1 ci i thi onl
when he started to sing that popular refrain:

"Oh. Mission Jim! Oh. Mission Jim!
Wait till we get a crack at him!"

"Rainey was wild and demanded to know what Bancroft
meant; and, believe me. that guy Bancroft told him what
he meant. He says to Rainey: 'We are all on to him: be
is the bunk: the next time he runs he will onl'
vote. Matt Sullivan's and Doc Aked's.' 'I won't stand tor
that,' yelled Rainey. 'You can't insult the mayor- 'You're
right!' replied Bancroft, and with that Rainev's lo-
gave way as he grabbed for Paul's rare but hands, mi
whiskers. But Bancroft was there, and soon Raine-.
on the municipal floor. The fight wasn't interesting, and
the less told of it the better for Rainev—at anv rate be-

lieve me. boys, Rainey has more respect for Bancroft than
Bancroft has for Rainey."

"And there was one more fight you're overlooking," said
Joe Hickey. "Now, boys, don't tell any one about it. be-
cause they are friends of mine: but Haley and that Adri-
atic Demon Ghirardelli had a grand fight out at the Ger-
man House last week. Haley walloped Ghirardelli on the
eye and ever since the Italian has been on crutches. To
tell the truth, I was glad to see him set it, because he
thinks he is up in society like me, and he ain't," finished
Joe.

"Schroeder," sang out Doc McMahon, "bring me one
cigar for myself; I'm on the good-fellowship committee."

"Gee. that's a pip of a committee," said Joe Mickey.
"Yes." agreed Ellis Parrish. "there are some guys on

there who haven't laughed since the Spanish-American
war."

"Schroeder. where's that cigar?" called the political
dentist.

" Yite here, doctor: vlte here." mumbled Schroeder
•Schroeder. what do you think of the Hound Table?"

asked the Doc.
"Doctor, you shouldn't ask me: I'm afraid I'll lo

job. All the directors is watching me in case l should
write that stuff fer the Main Sheet. I never say a word.
but they always say 1 do when I don't, see' I remember
ven Colon. -1 V irley used to set lore and spill the Remain,
salad on bis vest bul no more. He eats up in his room
now. afraid the Main Sheet vould hear him and write what
be don't say. The only things he says out loud now is

his prai.T-. ami to hell mil dor Main SI I

"

Whoops, my dear' Thais a |iip!" said Harry Sullivan.
(ih. «eii. you fellers ought to lay off Farley," Bald Nel-

son; "In- blames me for It all. I'll never I" mentioned in

his will."
' Bring some more rolls. Schroeder." cried Suits, "so

Arata wont make so much noise with bit soup"'
"Oh, do fresh," said Arata io Suits; "I know one

i n you."

"Teii ii t,i us." in-, d s, nator Plover.
Nothing loath. Aral iimmI "Well, will know Ia8t

month suits promised to tell aboul Phil Wand, bo Wand
sol on the Job the next day and wenl down to Bee Willie
Lynch, Ho editor ol the Main Sheet Wand lambai there

il two o'clock, and iminediateis ordered vintage. The
editor bet ited with tin- expensive, ami when

blew in . o'l IOCS lo tell aboul Wand. I.yneh
wouldn't listen to i Pool lack had as mucb chi

that .-lory in on Wand as he had to gel his ash cans on
the Btreel
The chorus ol howls and laughter at Suits aim,

iiishecl his la, nous brass.

'Schro Mr. Suits s i- bananas for dessert,"
said Mr, Mikullch.

"( Ih, don't mine]
'

ed Suits: "you have all

3 an do io feed Borne ,,i your progressive friends."
"Hoys. ;.,,n bell, r la

I

ell H ii, 'I I nil or ii w ill

iii the Main Sheet," advised John Horrlgan.
Bald Tom i .1 ight."

'lb. lie Maill Sheet be halted'" insisted Miklllich.

"These -" an attacking too many fellows; it oughl to

be stopped."

"Well, can you beat that?" said Marly Brandons!, in

"What's thai?" asked Jim Brennan.
"Why. pipe Uueker and Hill Humphrey eating and

at the same tabli red Marty.
"Why. what of that?" asked .1,,,. Walts.
"Why. didn't yen hear It?" a I'd Martin ii ni

"Aw, shut up!" commanded Doe McMahon. I told you
i was cm ih- good-fellowship committee, and you birds have
to lay off that gossip; Kill nive in to Sam and i» an
pals ag:

"Well. boys. I must so ami E lor the Protestant
Orphan Asylum. He- Catholic Ladies Aid and the I

i." informed Nelson.
ain't that Nelson a card?" inquired Suits.

"He sure is," said Arata; "I wonder il h lo run
for office?"

"My. wasn't Hie club dance on New Year's a grand af-

fair"' interrupted Dr. Keegan Monahan.
' Dec McConm II i- surelj cut it led to great credit," put in

Roland Becsey.
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'You know, if they could run the bar like they do the

dances, it Mould be great for the club." suggested Mart;
ndensteln.

•How do yon mean?" sii.i Tim Fitzpatrick.
"I'll tell you." insisted Hurry Goldberg, "me and Martin

wuz talkin' it over the other night The bar ought to pay
more profit." declared the rotund grot

"It would if it was all profll like mj were to
thrust in the defrauded Arats

Bui Goldberg did not notice
continued his demonstrate n. Last mi >k in

iriil the total profll was only $1,899 IV Why, Tiv
Kreling told me a bai ought to paj al le Bl thlrtj pet-

cent.
"

"It would, it you used citric add, like he used to!" cried
Nelson.

Ah. lay off that mean stuff'" again demanded McMahon.
"Well i said Fitzpatrick. "I suppose

sore bet ize off you!
"

And tin
1 [ai rj b Itfa lei rs, I

didn'l Ir minds.
"Well, - said

1 night
boys."
"Good evening, gentlemen' I r . w ltb re-

the crew desi

SISSON'S KEY TO THE I. Y. C.

-

regati
..1 Ml

Tl .

Tlits k.

Aw iln,

J. P. Kli'K.

SNOWY SHASTA SEEKS SAILLESS SAILORS

a'l k

I

1 1 1 NS.

PORTLAND ASKS AN I. Y. C. CHARTER.
Portland Oregon. Dec L'le 1913,

Indoor Yacht Club, San Fr&ni
\\'e wi n. get a copj of the constitution ami by-

laws "t tie' Indoor S 1 ild like to Btarl
one here right :i\v:iv. We haven't so niai lloWS
here as you have in San Francisco, hut wil miza-
lion like our San Francisco I'lub it won't take long.
My regards to all the shipmates

JAMES .1. RICHARDSON,
A '.

. VENICE. CAL., Dee. 30, 191a.

A Happy anil Prosperous New Year to the 1. Y. ('

STEVEN I
•••

I

ii is predicted that the Ritchie-Murph) Bghl will out-
draw the Nelson-Britt affair at Colma, which drew $48,1

Keegan Monahan says the advance orders now coi

in to the Wi sthank offici

IS I efore the 01 n the
ast

I us INGELES I'M 1913
Indi or

Merry Xmas to all my ship] couple quarts
on me: will drink to your health in this eit\ :

-eon. II l.ll'S \1. ROSENFIE1

WATERBURY, CONN D 1913.

Indoor Yacht Club, Westbank Building, San Francisco, Cal.

to Club and JIMMY BRITT.

NEW YORK. DEC. 31, 1913

Indoor Yacht Club, San Francisco.

May Nineteen Fourteen be but beginning of many years

of perfect health, happiness and comfort ; may the diligent

plow of endeavor bring heavy crops of success to all of you

with each rising sun and loyalty and true friendship faithfully

serve you. Deep down hearty best wishes for a happy new
year. CHARLES J HARVEY

LOS ANGELES. DEC. 31. 1913

Indoor Yacht Club, San Francisco.

Wish you a very Happy and a Prosperous New Year.

This goes double for John Tail and the Bunch.

HECTOR D. McKENZIE

lesson do rom the busy

Tommy Tuffnut—Not to get stum; Kansas Citj

Say, pa, why do thej stamp eagles on our

I'; Probably as an emblem of their swift flight, -
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ELECTED TO MEMBERSHIP IX INDOOR YACHT (LIB.

San Francisco—R. S. Moyle, McNear Brick Agency, 417
Berry street; J. W. Egan, 201 Lick Building; Geo. A. Bender.
Merchant, 242 B street; Charles Goldberg, Dreamland Rink;
Fred W. Salter, 105 Powell street; Leon A. Stowell. salesman.
Goodfriend Hotel; Dr. H. I. Cacoset, Alexander Hotel; Harry
Hunt. Jesse Moore-Hunt Company, 199 Second street; E. W.
Prentice, Secretary Phoenix Desk and Chair Company, 243
Bush street; Edgar F. Bryant, 353 Prospect street. Emry
Rolph, Manager Grand Hotel, Taylor and Turk streets;
D. E. Leahy, salesman, 1326 15th avenue; Watt Brown, news-
paper man, St. Francis Hotel; A. W. Schroeder. Olympic
Club; Charles A. Nelson, 200 Guerrero street; Dr. X. Rosen-
crantz. Examiner Building; D. O. Druffel, 177 Stevenson
street; John J. Preston. Steward, 13S5 Clay street: Emil
Fonteille, restaurant, 151 Ellis street; Charles Mitchell, cafe.
L'y McAllistetr street; J. H. Cline. Chrystal Cafeteria. Phelnn
Building; Henry Peterson, 7 Market street; William J. Rud-
iick. Insurance, 239 Sansome street: Joseph B. Duggan,
real estate and insurance, 2027 Pacific avenue; Kail Hi-ei.
diamond dealer, ISO Sutter street.
uakland, Cal.—P. H. Rosenheim, real estate. 129 Four-

teenth street; C. V. Massey. cigar dealer, 123 Fourteenth
street; Jos. A. Farry, attorney-at-law. Kohl Building.
Alameda, Cal.—Frank Dunleavy, 3017 Santa Clara a

West Berkeley—C. T. Faw, salesman, 5!'3 Twent:-
street.

Gonzales, Monterey County, Cal.— J. C. Lazier, banker.
^olma, Cal.—Art McQueen, care Joe Milieu.
Tracy, Cal.—Lawrence Fablar.
Hammond, Ind.—James Clabby. Jr.. 564 Hohman Street
Butte. Mont.—John T. Regan. 33 North Main .street.
Carson, Nevada—G. C. Ross, Lieutenant-Governor of Ne-

vada.
San Francisco—Eugene Moran. hotel man. Hotel Stewart;

S. Shaen. clerk, 159 Powell street; Thomas .1. Henry,
man. Hotel Alma; William P. Henry. Hotel Stewart; Chafl,
Malmriuist. 192 O'Farrell street; H. Taylor, photographer,
Examiner. Eddystone Apartments ; F. It. Conway. 2" Sixth
street; W. G. Dewey, i-»'. Baker street; Chaa. J. Powers,
con tractor, 3879 Twenty-sixth street; I>. R. Conn.-n*. BIT
Dolores street ; a. E2, ECroenke, Secretary Union Brewing
and Malt Company. 1516 Waller street; James Keilly. High-
land Apartments. 1385 Clay street; Mr. Newman,
704 Ashbury street: E, A. I'.aer. capitalist. Keystone Apart-
ments: E, F. Fahrbach, i t::<> Washington Btreet; Nat Jacobs,
merchant, 34Sn Washington street; James B. Power, Super-
visor, 2361 Bryant Btreet; A Nestorl, ."

i *. Pacific mi-.m-i, Nell
H. Dunn, 2052 Golden Gati I E Banner, ::"7
Bryant street; F. L Richardson, "il business, i :. i Col
Frank Nevitt Jr.. manager Monarch Manufacturing <"<>., L21G
Jackson street; Charles Osman. buyer, The Emporium; Larry
Kohler. Wells-Fargo messenger, 1461 O'Farrell street; .i B
Stewart, salesman, . i

"• Bush street; CI
dasher. 104 Powell street: Chae Burrell, merchant, mi Mai
ket street; Then.l. i. li ' '-nrailes, Ani.

I
,\ ihk

Company, Eleventh and Bryant streets; M. L. Jenne, <:

Gate Compressed Meat Company. _ • Mum avenue; I
'

I I

Sullivan, attorney -at -law. 11 08 Humboldl B
Daniel J. Murphy, Crocker National Bank; F. A Costel I o, at-
torney, 753 Eleventh avenue a r, Thelrsen, manager.
Golden Gate avenue: H. s. Strasburg, salesman, 1264 Fifth
avenue; Sam Blair, promoter. Hotel Kupcni'. < >'Karrell Street,
near Mason; G. B. Monk. Investments, Hotel Alexander; Al-
fred Ehrman. cigar merdhant, 134 I eel; Arthur
Lund, merchant. 10 Geary street . 1

1

ndleton, Te
Klteroa Apartments. Van Ness and ivenues; E.
R. sch iff, 6000 Fulton streel . James F Newlands, Pi
Hotel; p. L. Sch iff, 6 eet; Nell Campbell, Hotel
st. Francis; Sam Jacoby, manager, 3741 Jai et; T.
C. Morris, purchasing agent, 19 Broderlck street; E H.
Kenney, 140 New Montgomery street; R s i, Morris, Union
Steamship Company, 50 Piedmont avenue; a, R Phillips,
clerk. 311 Church street; Roberl J. C
street; William Marshall. Olympic Club; Sher-
bourne Lowe. Insurance, 196 Third avenue; Sue Flai
622 Riverside Apartments; Kenneth Melrose, Olyn

i

Xat Cohen, account,mi, Hotel Dorchester; I Kellne . broker,
5S Second street: John McCab V. S. Mint

I
Hoy,

clerk, 255 O'Farrell street; W. .1 Jordan, >' S, Gauger 1200
Treat avenue; J. Arthur Ebert, clerk, 206 V6 F
Morris F. Harris, Assessor's Offlci
Edward J. Martinez, clerk. 1404 Leavenworth street; J

McKenna, clerk. 144 Eddy streel Jarry Franklin, 579 E
enth avenue (Richmond); Win. Akers, Ga1
Post and Fillmore streets; Al Bio 1091 P
street; Eugene Wackerow, pianist,
James Burke, 140 Trenton street; n Gi Ifi Pi 11more
street: Thos. C. Nodden, salesman, 1242 Broad t*

Daniel C. Deasy, 955 Ashbury street; Thomas F. Delury,
Pacific Telephone Company, 641 Clayton street; Dr. C A,
Glover. 1350 Leavenworth street; Phil Knelt. 1044 I

street; Eric T. Rosinstern. attorney-at-law, Holbrook Build-
ing; E. L. Waight, automobile dealer, 378 Golden Gate ave-
nue; C. LaRue Shaffer, manufacturer, Gate ave-
nue; Thomas McDonough. 700 Kearny street; Chi
I eimer, merchant. 123 Albion 3 1 i

contractor, 330 Frederick street; Herbert :

212S Van Ness avenue: Geo. Shipley, manager, 1 i<i M
street; J. S. Mackay, merchant. 1760 Hyde street; Maurld
Van Vleit. jeweler. 3.". Kearny streel; J. C Rapp, gi

owner, 1S1 O'Farrell street; W. W. Vaughn, i

Kapuna street: Joseph Michaels. 4551 California streel P
s. Walsh, merchant. 1-J-J O'Farrell street; Fred J. O'Connell,
bookkeeper. 346 Eighth avenue; Dan O'Callaghan, real es-
tate, 41 Montgomery street: C. F. Collonan. contractor, 61
Valley street: Rudolph Ehrhart. contractor. Qlvmpic Club;
I. S. Van Dyke, Tillman & Bendel, Pine ani Davis strei
Morris Barrett, 3160 Sixteenth street; Rueben C. Haas, mer-
chant, 660 Bush street; Charles A. Glvnn. 1533 McAllister
street; Edward C. Glynn. 1533 McAllister street: John P.
McLaughlin, 94S Market street; John O. Walsh. Supervisor,

312 Fourteenth street: Wm. L. McOuire, promoter, 1068
Crocker Building; Jesse Andrews, hatter, 2270 Broadway;
Joseph J. Fagen. 600 Gough street; William A. Kelly, at-
torney-at-law, 3462 Seventeenth street; Marty Brandenstein,
"M. J. B.." Spear and Mission streets; Bert Ma lab v. clerk,
776 Bush street ; Dr. Wagner, dentist. 117:1 Union street;
Ted Grethen, manager. St. Francis Hotel; John F. Crowley,
56 Mason street: Richard Costello, O'Connor, M of hit Co..
Kearny street and Union Square avenue; Meyer Cohen, 56
Mason street; John D. Griffin, 1 I S 7 Sacramento street; Geo.
H. Delmas, auto agent. 346 Sutter street; Alexander McPart-
land. merchant. 14"4 Leavenworth street; Frank A. Schlvo,
promoter. 560 Pacific street; L, A. Wlttenmeyer, Olympic
Club; Cyril Wynne, lawyer. Merchants" Exchange Building;
Maurice Dillon. Dillon Teaming Company, Builders' Ex-
change; Leo Hampton, salesman, Hampton Court Apart-
ments. Willie Ritchie, 210 Dorland street; George U Ran-
dii-h, real estate. 2<:.".7 Washington street: Walter Hood.

' Oakland, Cal.—James Miller, manufacturer, 1163 Twenty-
fifth avenue.

Verano, Sonoma County, Cal.— Paul Vennucchl,
Colma, San Mateo County, Cal— Merle v. Knber.
Capltola, Cal.—Nicholas C, Neary.
Sacramento, Cal.-—Charles Butterworth, Thomas Cafe, K

si reel
Oxnard, Cal.—Fred C. Snodgrass, ballplayer.
.^anta Cruz. Cal.—Morns l Pope, Hotel St, George.
Brooklvn. N. T.—A. C Hall. 275 Rutledgr street
i Inclnnatl, Ohio —Charles n. Atherton, 107 Neave Bldg.
l'.>rt Washington. Long Island, N V. S. Miller Kent.
st. Louis. Mo.— F. H. Montgomery, Anheuser-Busch Brew-

ing Company.
Sydney. Australia— J, D. Williams. Tlvoll Theater; Allen

Mark McKlnnlnS, Box 471. G. P

\r »I*IC ITIONS Hou MEMBERSHIP i\ imhhhi \ \« IIT
( i.l ll.

San Francisco— E, C. Healy, manager Miles pros,, inr.
Mission; Ahel Freedman, 230 Eleventh avenue; James
Thompson. :»7 1 Mission ; J. H Foung, civil engineer, l :U5
Jackson. M Kast. Board of Supervisors. City Hall; lliik'li

Connors. 868 Haighl Btreet; William R Berry, cashier
Crocker National Bank; Arthur M Rosenberg, 718 Golden
Gate avenue; Patrick King, fireman, i*»i Commercial; Ho
Marks. 1260 O'Farrell; Richard C Cllne, 614 Cits Hall;

t.i a. Edwarda 614 Cltj Hall; Judge Frank H, Kerri-
gan, Wells, Fargo building; w. B Craig, 60 California; John

mpodonlco rdj Ira ' wolfe, Hotel Herald;
Frank Lyman, maatei plumber, 160" McAlllstei H n Go
man. 1716 Kewcon Frank ' Slme, manager Watar-

il i .., :
': .. i

.

i O'Brien architect, * llunle
bull lint;. C ii Stom .

' m \uist. i , Bauer Hess, cigar
n Hotel Alexander; Thomai

vim. editor "Wasp." 121 Second alreet; W, H
treet: David S Bachman, i

ries A. Son, merchant, 2124 Broadway; i. F.

i, ];,, |fl. <;.«- & Ele tin- Co .
i 16 Sutti

i
John S i

Jeiinski. pi Inti r, 61

TuTk; Charles Long, chief engineer S. F. Hospital,
Mission; W H. Telford. 100 Ninth avenue, coi I tk< I Van,

estate, 18] O'Farrell: Val Rltschy, barber, 1816 Broad-
Stephen A. Rau, Magnln A Co,

. Jackson; Dr. Clement Moon rttlsl 1621 v.

lnKi"n t ' i set . John E Contl nen tal Hotel
. ikland, Cal. L B.Anderson, druggist, 686 Thirty-eighth,

Stockton, Cal, n J. Cunningham, chief clerk. Hotel
Stock I

Vailejo, Cal. —F. Fred inclfortjs

street.
i

.

i ihn P. Atkln, baseball club owner,
716 West Second

Brooklyn N v. Thou F. Slattery, 322 Sixtieth
A*M bur t I b I French Line, I D State

inn, Nate C, Hers, 1 16 Bank street.

No right-minded advertiser would cut off money from
;. publication because it differed with him on politics, re-

ligion, community or governmental policy. But when the

printed articles carry a sentlmenl of hate towards all bust
and against thrifty, deserving citizens, and persist-

ently appeal to and cultivate the spirit which flames forth

in mobs, no level-headed man will allow his money, or his

firm's money, to pass out to such publications to be used
again and again in the nefarious work of destruction.

—

C. W. Post.

W'

Crock*

THY take the rill

of guarding your

own treaiuret when •

box in our v.mlr in-

sures their safely dur-

iiy^rfS4*
I ^^^^^' i^B y°ur ''^c ,imc an<^

their delivery to no one

but the person entitled

to receive ihem at your

death)
CROCKER SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS

' Building Post and Market Streets

JOHN F. CUNNINGHAM. Manager
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Ask for

OHO
SERVICEABLE SHOES

California Product

UNITED YVORMNGMEN'S BOOT & SHOE CO.

SA1 PHAMJISCO

GEO BOGAN GUS WHITE

AMERICAN TAXICAB COMPANY
POPE-HARTFORD

TAXICABS AND TOURING CARS
AT ALL HOURS

Limousine Machines for Balls and Weddings

stand: ferry building
Day Phones Until Midnight

Sutter 3674, C 6682

Phones Airen Midnight

Sutter 4462, C 331

1

Fine Clothes to Order Moderate Prices

Jordan yaikring ^c.

928 Market Street

No Branch Stores San Francisco

STOP your Auto at the

HOPKINS
Tormerly Bohemian Villa

MEALS SERVED AT ALL HOURS
WINES. LIQUORS AND CIGAR.

Entertainment during Afternoon and Night

The Pacific Ocean is My Balh Tub.
Come In. the Water's Fine.

1938 Ocean Boulevard
Phone Sunset 960

€I)c art jfloral Co,
P. VINCENT MATRA1A,

Manager

2 55 POWELL STREET
Telephone Number : : Kearny 3524

KlVOltV
ANDNOW

BERGER'S is a house of "Now", of "To-day" and to-morrow—living

in the present and looking forward to the future.

TO-DAY and NOW
WE FEATURE

Our Winter Models in Ultra-Smart BENJAMIN OverCOatS
Medium Weight

$25.00 and $30.00

856 MARKET ST. BERGER'S EAST OF POWELL
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"Pacific Limited"
69 Hours

To CHICAGO
Southern Pacific Union Pacific

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

Lv. San Francisco (Ferry Station) 10:20 A. M.
Lv. Oakland (Sixteenth St. Station) 10:58 A. M.
Ar. Chicago (Union Station) 9:15 A. M.

Connecting with Trains Arriving New York 4th morning

Observation Car with Ladies' Parlor and

Library, Writing Desk and Stationery,

Stock and News Reports by wire.

Pullman Drawing Room Compartment

Cars with Sections and Berths. Pullman

Tourist Sleeping Car. Dining Car.

All Classes of Tickets

Protected by Automatic Electric Block Safety Signals.

Union Pacific
-42 Powell Street. Phone Sutter 2940

Southern Pacific
THE EXPOSITION LIINE 1915

SAN FRANCISCO: Flood Building. Palace Hotel. Ferry Station. Phone Kearny 3160
Third and Townsend Streets Station. Phone Kearny 180.

C, M. & St. P. Ry.. 22 Powell Street Phone Sutler 3220
OAKLAND: Thirteenth Street and Broadway. Phone Oakland 162.

Sixteenth Street Station. Phone Lakeside 1420. First Street Station. Phone Oakland 7960

.101
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Warren

Shannon
(SHANNON-CONMY PR1NTINC COMPANY) wmmCVc'lM

tfperting

Xegal

Political

deeletif and

Magazine

Printing

Printer
and

Publisher

* w

509 tfanseme 6t.

a ut X.'/di/

C. W. Sha-w R. H. Fischbtck

jftstpecfe'g
San Francisco

Phone Sutter 3629 844 Market Street

ST. FRANCIS IMPORTATION CO.
350 Geary Street

WINES AND LIQUORS AT RETAIL
FINEST GOODS - LOWEST PRICES

PROMPT DELIVERIES

Remember that

Cresta Blanca Wines
Are the STANDARD WINES of California

Try a Bottle of CRESTA BLANCA SPARKLING
Equal to the imported

1

3

4

WILFIRD J. GIRARD
President

STANLEY J. GIRARD
Secretary «nd Manager

GIRARD S
GRILL

Oyster Parlor

Oysters, Terrapin. Crab Stew, Steaks,

Chops, Oyster Loaves.

UNION SQUARE AVE.
Phone Douglas 3454 San Francisco. Cal.

1

3

4

JOSEPH MULVMLL CHAS. EVANS

TOrstrrn Bain> Co.
* j* j*

PHONE PARK 1587

359-61 WALLER ST. SAN FRANCISCO

/. HAMMERMANN C. McCLAIN
Typhoon: KBARCn 8178 - HOMI C 8803

C!)c Criterion Bar
CARRIES

WHITE ROCK
ELBART GIN

WILSON WHISKEY

181 O'FARRELL ST.

DEL MONTE AUTO RENTAL CO.

phone SUTTER 215
I.IMOI SINES
LAI NDAULETS

WEDDINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

OFFICE. I05 POWELL STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

CABS
TOURINU CARS
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THE ROUND TABLE
"Yes, you're right," said Farley, "if it wasn't for a few

of the Duffy's, the Welch's, the Powers', the Griffin's, the
Sullivan's, the Mulvey's, the Humphrey's, the Horrigan's,

the Gallagher's, a lot of insects like Pockerwitz would be
auctioning off our marble fighters downstairs.'"

"Hooray," shouted Arata, "when it comes to that I am
with the Irish."

And Col. Farley basked in the mental smiles of his

hearers.
Sit down here Mr. Costello, and Mr. Costello did as he

was told.

He quietly folded a napkin in his collar and then burst

into a roar: "Who wants to buy a ticket on my automo-
bile?"
"Why," said Jack Suits, "steer clear of selling that kind

of stuff to your friends."

"Yes, its a good idea." agreed the copper King. Mikulich.
"Oh. well, it's different with Mr. Costello." urged his

valet, Ivancovich.
"Say, this is a game that demands investigation," said

Ed. Cunha.
"What's the stunt?" demanded Becsey.
"Well," confessed Costello, "Ivancovich wants to make a

touch, and I am going to sell my machine to help him."
"Oh, I see," said Becsey, "it's really a benefit for Ivan-

covich. Why don't you give a dansant?"
"Yes, and it must cease," said Farley, "because I'm on

the House Committee."
So with the fear of apoplexy from Farley, or disgust at

the tightness of the crowd, Costello put the tickets bark
in his vest.

"Oh, that kind of business should not be allowed in this

club," said the sugar-cured ham, Harry Goldberg.
"Neither should you." shouted Arata. But Harry has

too much regard for Charley's punch, and he made no
reply.

"By the way," asked Matt Harris, "why didn't you go to

Taifs the other night. Mister Goldberg?"
"Oh I'm sore at Talt," replied Goldberg.
"Well, ;Sf* everybody your sore at, and everybody that's

sore at you would hold a meeting they would have to cut

down the ,trees in Golden Gate Park to accomodate the
crowd." rejoined some one.
"That's the dope." smiled business-like Brandenstein.

"The more "enemies the Goldbergs make, the more coffee

the Brand^nsteins sell."

"Schroedifr," requested Jack Plover, "bring me some
more broth so I can drown this business controversy."
"Your remark is very pertinent," suggested Harry Cos-

griff. "Up at my Family Club, we never have any dis-

turbance like you have here."
"Turn over here, Joe. turn over here," pleaded Conley.

as Joe Hickey hove in sight. "Tit right down here. Joe,

my boy," importuned the grape juice peddler. "Tit by
yer, all friend Al." Even Hickey blushed at the warmth
of the reception.
"Whad yer boosting him fer, Al?" asked Jack Hunt; "he

never buys Golden State?"
"Dat all wight, dat all wight. Hickey is me friend,"

mourned Al.

"Oh I guess that's why they gave him the leather medal."
piped Archie Johnson.

"No," explained Harold Maundrell. "We gave him the
medal for being the softest guy mentally and physically
in our handball tournament. We all pulled to him and
he won't believe it."

"Well," commented Greg McEvers, "I'm very glad, in-

deed, you explained the reason you selected leather for
his adornment."
...Whereat everyone tittered.

"Jack. I guess we can't call you Senator any more," an-
nounced Harry McKenzie. - _

j
"No," replied the polite Plover, "I have taken my derby

'fronutlie ring."

I "But," suggested Jack, "my old pal, Matt Harris, is going
ito takfe my place and he will win further than I expected
I woufd."

"And, by the way," said Phil Wand, "did you know that
Nick Pendergast is going for the Assembly in the Twenty-
Seventh?"

;

"Well, that's good news." came back Dave Wolff, "maybe

with Matt and Nick and a few others like them, Califor-
nia will quit imitating Kansas."

"I hope so," suggested Frank Sutton; "that last legisla-

ture was crazier than Diggs," and in this smile even Harry
Goldberg joined.

"Now boys, don't pan the progressive legislature," re-

quested Doc MacMahon, with visions of his salary warrant.
"Speaking of Progressives, did you hear what happened

to the Sacred Table." queried Megaphone Lyons.
"I'll tell you." said Marty Brandenstein, taking the re-

cord off Lyons' machine.
"It seems that Denny Duffy, Joe Dwyer, Dan Ryan.

Teddy Roche, and a few other Bishops of the Progressive
Party used to sit together and discuss everything from
wooden wharfs to Ruef's release. The meetings were
great social and political successes until Warren Shannon
decided that he wanted to sit with the deacons of humani-
tarianism. Well. Warren wasn't invited and the Pro-
gressives weren't rude so he sat in for days until every-
body thought he was in line for United States Senator, but,

to make a long story short, they don't talk politics there
any more. All the talking is done by Warren and always
on the same subject. ".Me and the K. C.'s."

"Ha, ha, ha," mused Judge Griffin, "I'm glad I sit with
the rabble."

"Well. Judge, you sit with the Judges, and I know all

the boys are going to see you continue to." said Major
McCarthy. While Jim llrennan looked on like a hearse
with a broken axle.

"Schroeder. bring me some carbolic acid." grunted Al
Coney.

Yes. Mr. Coney, mit pleasure," smiled the genial Schroe-
der.

"Bring him a whole lot," said Geo. James.
"And bring it quick." pleaded Jack Hunt, "it's an easy

way to get rid of him."
"All you fellers is der same," went on Coney; "youse

is all swimmers and fair wedder friends. Individually by
myself I treated them fellers from de Islands."

"Yes." interrupted Suits, "you did It at the expense of

the Olympic Club.'

"Well, nebber mind." continued the grouchy Coney, gib

to Coney what belongs to Coney and to der world what
belongs to der world. I'm interwested in amachoor swlni-

ming and ——

"

"Amateur wine you mean," sent in Jack Plover with a

directness that almost went through Coney's alligator-like

hide.
"Amachoor wine, huh," quered Coney, "I'll tell you, der

baby wine makes all you blokes jealous."

"Ah gwan," said Arata. "yer wine is worse then your
grammar."
"Lay off your belly aching and quit slandering Bill Hum-

phreys and John Elliott." demanded Al to the Fritz.

"Dem guys can't be slandered," insisted Coney.
"Well, now, boys," said the rejuvenated Colonel Farley.

I am on the House Committee and I will not tolerate."

"Oh," shut up!" shrieked the envious John Horlgan. "you

ought to be on the Bar Committee."
"Boys, boys," says Tony Griffiths, "there are few enough

Irish left in the Club without gentlemen like you fighting."

"By the way," asked John O'Toole, "what is the matter

with the District Attorney's office?"

"In what way do you mean," Inquired the startled Ed.

Cunha.
"Well." said Harry Stafford, "I've been thinking that,

too. I was down there the other day and they all looked

as if their salaries had been attached."

"There's too much Brennan in that office— that's the

trouble," declared Kid Nelson.
"You don't mean Jim Brennan, do you. Kid?" asked

Harry McKenzie.
"Indeed, I don't," went on the emphatic Kid. "I mean

'Oakland' Gharley Brennan.
"He imagines since he busted in.to the Budget that he's

more important that the Budget.
. "Yes, he certainly ought to buy a muzzle and go back

to Oakland. 'He has all the boys daffy with his orders and
demands.

"You'd think the District Attorney's office was a busy

restaurant kitchen to hear the orders he gives."
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And then the Kid paused while all the attaches of

Fiekert's office cheered the Kid on.

"No— no more will I say." said Nelson, "but he better

be careful. You all know a job is a job. but a job isn't a

job unless it's in the Budget."
"Oh. now. boys, don't knock." pleaded Colonel Farley,

"even though you're right."

"All right. Colonel; anything lor you."
'Come with me. Willie," requested the Colonel. 'I must

go down and see that the bottles are filled, the boys on
the job. the hats in the racks and the books on the shelves.
I'm on the House Committee, you know."
"Good night, boys." said the Colonel, and another Round

Table passed into print.

Beach Day" was our crowning achievement lasi year There were many other days of frivol and frolic In the
year aeonr. but "Beach Day" looms upon the calendar of 191 I la the Big Date of Indoor Yacht Club accomplishment.
We can't have too much of a g i thing:, bo "Beach Daj or 'Kiddles' Day" is to be an annual event. When the club
played host t" the city on April 26th last, sixty u sand i

pi" gathered on the sands t<- enjoy the entertainment we
provided. Forty thousand were youngsters, ami it is a matter of history thai we distributed 26.000 bags of oand>
doughnuts. I plei and several tvagonloads "f fruit to this army of boys and girls. We're going t" do tilings on a larger
seale this year—every year hereafter—and we're not going to tax the generosity .>r a few providers >! b I cheer
as «e did last April. Tin- funds for "Kiddles' Day" will be raised by means of a swagger Fancy Dress Ball on St. val-
entine's Night, February nth. This party win eclipse i hing of the sort ever given. St. Valentines will he a night

Bf terpslchorean revelry, but It win lie a great deal more. The merrymaking throngs win foot it to the continuous
music of alternating orchestras in big Pavilion Kink, while a program oi paceantry. i.aliet. vaudeville, tango ami
maxlxe exhibitions will be given in Dreamland, win ii will be accessible from the Pavilion. Everybody Who is Any-
body has signified ar, enthusiastic intention of attending this unique fete. Figure for yourself what this Incursion of the

Indoor Ya< in Club into the sacrosanct precincts of social entertainment means—THE hai'uhty LAI HES i >F St ICIETT s

MARD1 GRAS COMMITTEE FILED AN INDIGNANT PROTEST WHEN THEY LEARNED THE PLANS FOR THIS
ST. VALENTINE'S FANCY DRESS BALL, WHICH ANTEDATES THEIR SMART FUNCTION BY TEN HAYS' The plans

for this affair were formulated by an executive committee consisting of Shipmates John Tait, .tames w is. Matt A.

Han-is and L. J. Sc !ey; and thi various details are engaging the attention of a i '..mini tteo of iin" Hundred and
Fifty, divided Ino a number of sub-committees which have been meeting every night for the past two weeks, tr St.

Valentine's Night doesn't establish a precedent for high-class hilarity and abounding joy, the most conservative oaleula-
tors will give up guessing. And the funds will be spent on the Kiddies; on those poor youngsters especially whoSi
existence is passed within the walls of our orphan asylums, (lav homes and other eharltahle Institutions; youngsters
who smile too seldom and for whom Hod's free sun shines none too warmly. The beach Will be theirs one rare day In

June. We shall motor them to the ocean after a drive through the World's Fair grounds, and supply them with lunch-
eon, candv, fruit and a monster Wild West and athletlo entertainment. To the end that "Kiddles' Day may be a

grand success, come with your wife, your sweetheart or your sister, and revel on St. Valentines Night.

California Product Serviceable Shoes

UNITED WORKINGMEN S BOOT & SHOE CO. San Francisco
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At a CKCeeting of 150 or More Members of the I. Y. C. at
c
Uait's, on Wednesday, January 28th,

Commodore Frank J- Hennessy appointed the following Committees on the Pageant-Dansant '

Finance Committee—James Woods, John Tait, Matt A.
Harris, L. J. Scooffy.

Pageant Committee—Director, Samuel Berger, assisted
by Prof. Ramon Bayard, Otto Wallfisch. Frank Shanley.
Gilbert M. Anderson, Jack Hunt, Wm. H. McCarthy. Chas.
McClain.

Directors of Dancing—Wm. A. Lange, assisted by Jos.
E. Derham Jr., John Dixon, Jos. B. Duggan, T. I. Fitzpat-
rick, Thornwall Mullally, Alfred W. Meyerstein. Judge
Thos. F. Graham, Hiram W. Johnson Jr., J. A. Mcllroy.
W. Elgin Trayis, Edward M. Greenway. Robt. McCracken.
John H. Suils, Warren Shannon, Frank Moroney.

Competition Committee— ( Dancing, Costumes. Floats,
etc. I Harry I. Stafford. Albert F. Andrews, Archer M. John-
son, Fred M. Fenwick. J. Parker Whitney. Luke Flynn. Dr.
C. A. Glover, John L. Herget, W. J. Baccus. John J. O'Toole,
Edgar Mizner, Wm. L. McGuire. Atherton Macondiay.

Musical Arrangements—Tiv Kreling. Lloyd Dibert, Louis
Aguirre, Dr. John J. Driscoll. Major Eugene M. Levy, Rob-
ert Mitchell, Harry McKenzie. Thomas M. O'Connor, Al.
Herbert. Dr. Arthur Beardslee, M. Heitman. Dr. B. Mc-
Elroy, Ralph Pincus.

Cafe Committee— M. A. Allmayer. Charles Loesch. Vic-
tor Hirtzler. Eugene Ratto. Frank J. Corr. Wr. Dolan
Judge B. J. Flood. P. H. Livingston, Johu F. Gallagher!
Edward O'Brien, Edwin C. Hammer, P. Hayes. Roy Car-
ruthers, Stanley Girard, Lucien B. Johnson, Harry M.
Goldberg.

Reception—Geo. C. Salch. Thos. F. Boyle, J. C. Berend-
sen. Judge John J. Van Nostrand, Geo. Bogan. Judge Fred'k
W. Henshaw, D. S. Bachman, Jas. F. Cheetham. Judso
Franklin A. Griffin. Judge Geo. A. Sturtevant. H. I. Mul-
erevy. Judge Frank H. Dunne. Captain H. Gleeson. J. E
Beaufort.

Lighting Commission— Earl C. Miles, Jos. Mulvihill. E.
L. Xolan, Julius M. Rosenfleld. James S. Mulvev. E. A.
Homan, R. J. Welch, Jos. H. Deering.

Publicity—Edward F. O'Day, John F. Cunningham. Robert
Donahue, J. Chas. Green, E. A. Hoeber, Edw. H. Hamilton.
W. W. Naughton. I. Tuchler, Joseph S. Lewis. Leon Wing.
Moses Getz, Wm. J. Lynch.

Pavilion Patrol— Captain Patrick Shea. Lieut. John J.

O'Meara, Captain Geo. F. Brown. Col. Herbert Choynskl.
Lieutenant John Gavin, Edward Healey, E. W. Hearn,
David Sullivan, Lieut. H. J. Wright, Chas. Jenkins, Capt.
Michael Hannan, John D. Nagle.
Committee of Admissions— Louis Metzger, John Glynn,

Fred Hilmer. M. Levy. Myer Loewenthal, Benj. Sellg, Dr.
J. C. Nieto. John Costello. Dr. C. E. Jones. Commodore Wm.
L. Hogg. Oliver Olson. Jos. Dixon, Joseph A. Watts, chair-
man.

Philip Livingston. Marshal of the Pageant.

Depositary—Savings I'nion Bank & Trust Company.

Quality Service

Uenii-inli't —Xo I n.i lus.-.l

Cost for Perfect Service

Is It not worth your consideration?

ii is posslbh i" deal with the largest and finest

. ocers with, hi Increasing the cost of living. \n

the staph - 'lea are Bold :ii the same prlc< ou
would pay elsewhere.

But wr- have something else t.. offer, thai Indls-

somethlng which makes trading hi Gold-
berg Bowen & i'". ' .i pleasure. Because you
-.ii i .ii j.i, your order, knowing it win
on time by a courteous employee does n-.t mean the

prlci Is greater, fur tremendous buying powers, our
perfei I organization enable us to serve you pro
everything you receive will be clean and wholesome,

nteed to be in perfect condllton,

Goldberg, Bowen & Co.

FOUR FINE STORES

Finest, of Wines, Liquors, Cigars,

Fancy and Staple Groceries
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•CHARITY."
"What subject shall I write aboul
"Charity," said the bystander.
" "Charity' it will be."

Charity means the spirit of charitable giving. "The
Indoors" are about to give an affair to have a good lime
themselves— and incidentally for the benefit ol others.
The event will long be remembered. Whal becomes of the
proceeds of this gcod time? The moue> derived from a
night of rejoicing will so to the "Kiddies." It will qo
io an endowment in a hospital it will not go to a re
ligious fund of any kind, but it will go to a big moment of
Joy—something that will be remembered forever after.
A good time on San Francisco's great beach. It will 9

to bring them all there in .1 bodj gcod things will be
distributed amongsl them and it will be the 1 hildi
moment It will not only be the children's moment but
all the grown-ups will grow spirituallj and loyously from
what they see of the happiness of the child

Charity is not cnl) the giving away ol : things
su -h as money; charitj lias a broader meaning and much

to the n eipic nl ol . hai itj il only a
kind word is added a word that will help to start one
on the right pathwaj Give of yourself—thai is charity!
Anybody can give ley. bin bow few can give of their
soul? You are accosted on the street i>\ a poo
and he speaks to you in the usual bi

1

nsl it pard, give me a piece ol change for something
to eat and a place to laj my head." The usual run of
giver when asked this question hardlj gives a second
thought to him who asked it. was

mper his material kindness with only a few words ol
helpfulness, how much more good would the tilt be to him
who asked for material help. After this 11 man just e
bit of YOURSELF.

Thi Indoor Yacht Club, are a bunch of good fellows and
I am sorry to say that the good fellows nowadays an
ling much the worsl of the game, but tins ins-

men are game to the core. They are going to give a little
party and they are going to have some fun. so lei

tope they will make money. They are going to entertain.
tt'iio" The child—Hie little human fruit that will some day
grow to be the moving principal of this life, and let us
hope that these youngsters, when they grow to manhood's
estate, will remember the kindness 01 the yachtsmen and
the good time they received at their bands out in the big
boscm of nature where they heard play, the music of God's
great ccean.
The world needs more of this kind of yachtsmen on

lift's great ocean. The world needs builders-up and joy
givers.

What we need in life is something added to whal we
have and not a continual taking away without anything to
take its place.

We need — Charity—and— Kindness.
Courage LADS—Xo matter how rough the sea—do not

let outside influence ruftle tin- inner feelings. All will
I e well. A SAILOR.

THE ALMIGHTY AND NED HAMILTON.

Xed Hamilton of tin- Examiner returned to San Fran-
last Friday after a lengthy visit in Washing! in and

Xew York as the miest of William K, Hearst He- wis
unaffectedly glad to be back and was at no pains to con-
cea] his delight. James K. Armsby promptly gave an
informal dinner in his honor at the Family Club, and Xed
expatiated in his most eloquent style on the superiority
1 1 San Francisco over everj other spot mi the globe. He
was telling Armsby. Harry Hornberger, Kllis Parrish, I low-
aid Brickefl, Clarence Waul and the others who attended
;he dinner how good it was to be welcomed warmly after

ojourn in the East, when a slight earthquake was felt,

Xed promptly arose from the table, raised his eyes and
his hands to heaven and said: "You. too. I thank lor this

reception, O. God!"—Town Talk.

INDOOR YACHT CLUB-

ENTERTAINMENT
XTRAORDINARY

SATURDAY EVE., FEB. 14

BALLET I. Y. C. commencing at 9.30 p. m

PAGEANT—
DANSANT!

Pavilion and Dreamland

Prof. Ramon Bayard

Late of the Bal Tabarin, Paris

Metropol Paiais de Dance, Berlii

FIRST TIME IN AMERICA!
BIGGER AND BETTER THAN THE BLANCO-BAL BANQUET

Tickets, admitting Gentleman and Lady (or two Ladies). $3. On sale at St. Francis and Palace Hotels and I. Y. C.

Club Rooms, 830 Market Street.
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Who stole the coal oil from Sandy McXaughton's Search-
light?

The "Town in Review" makes many a man blue.

The Police Committee needs a policeman to keep order.

Surprise: We are not going to say anything in this issue
about Max Kuhl.

Andy says "If Jim runs I will not." Andy knows Jim
will not run.

Does the City Hall need a "steel" or "steal" investiga-
tion?

Leah Alexander was a bad girl but a good shot.

One of the unemployed leaders said, "If words were
food we would have the gout." No wonder Mission Jim
has deserted them.

Methinks Aked knows more of "Sordid Deception" than
Immaculate Conception.

Even the ministers are on to Charles Finance Aked.

$1000 reward for a magazine, a sermon or a movie film
without white slavery.

If Maury would only woo and jilt Leah and Leah would
shoot Maury, we all would get a chance to read the sport-
ing page.

Will Huerta or Wilson go first?

The Western Fuel case looks like more smoke than fire.

Will some or those impolite Democrats stand back and
give .Miss Van Wyck a chance?

Senator Curtin is going to run for Governor Well he
has nothing else to do.

Hocks says Xolan is worse than Hilmer. Nolan savsHocks is worse than Hilmer. Hilmer savs Hocks andNolan are just alike.

If you shoot a duck in the bay vou are arrested Ifyou shoot a man you are a heroine.

The McCreery sentence was a cushion shot for publicity, but it seems
to have had some reverse English.

If we only spent a little of the money we do in preserv-
ing game in protecting married men!

Sheriff Eggers is having a tough time. Esola in thepapers m the morning, the Grand Jury at noon~
and his wife at night. Poor Fritz— poor Fritz."

Now that they have moved the cage out of one of the
Police Courts, why not the grandstand out of one of the
others?

The female soul-savers and case-fixers of the Hall of
Justice are fast being exposed. The "grass" has been
short and the winter a hard one. with the result that two
of the "wolves," Vaughan and Evarts. have been trapped.

Jack Sullivan is to have a Turkish exhibit backed by
Chinese capital in 1915. We fear for the Turks and the
Chinks.

The storm added another halo to Connick. A sewerless
sewer on Nineteenth avenue. Let us hope we won't have
an exposed exposition.

Diggs is a-pearing again.

It's too bad there isn't some one in San Francisco to fill

that Supervisorship but Eustace CulHnan.

There was one vacancy in the Fire Commission and
three "absolute" promises.

We have hopes that Tim Reardon will make it Ihe Hoard
of Works instead of the Board of Shirks.

Jim Brennan and all his friends are taking particular
pains to explain that he is not "Oakland Charley" Bren
nan of the District Attorney's office,

Tendons, tariffs, trusts, taxis, tangoes, taxes, tempta-
tions and truths all tantalize.

They tell me Shipmate Al McCabe won't even take
sugar in his coffee he is so sore at Spreck.

We don't mind General McReynolds unscrambling, but
we don't want him to stew the beans.

Mel Toplitz wants to resign. Can't let him. We must
keep a Jonah

Rudolph despises the Democrats, abuses the Progres-
sives and deserts the Republicans. Rudy will not n

Last reports from the insurance race give: Lange one
kilometer ahead of Maroney, and Humphrey cheerlti
contestants. Mikulich stumbled at the quarter.

The "Main Sheet" has in preparation stories on the
"Political Bosses of the Last Two Decades." One will
be published each issue. We assure you that they will
be interesting reading. It will go into the methods that
made them successful and what they are doing i

When you visit other places on this terrestrial sphere
you wonder why you have left San Francisco.

Many papers in the State are trying to find out whether
they shall make an active campaign for the anti-prl
initiative petition. Papers like to be what tin

want and they have learned that the Los Angeles Ex?
press has lost a world of subscribers over it.- all

boxing. Clever Clem Arnold, for years business manager
of Bill Dargie's Oakland Tribune, occupies the same posi-
tion in the "Family Bible." as the Express has
termed. He has threatened to resign unless Earl, the
Express' proprietor, quits his unpopular crusade.

Los Angeles has an ordinance for everything except the
length hair should be worn.

It is claimed there is more noise in Los Angeles during
the evening meal in a cafeteria than that made
waves splashing against the Cliff House walls. They
tnust have been "eating" soup.
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RANDOM THOUGHTS
Chief of Police Peterson of Oakland hit the nail on the

head when he said that he couldn't last six m< nths! They'i e

begun to throw the stones already. The Evangelical
churches of San Francisco have suddenly discovered that
the Rev. Charles F. Aked is neither evangelical nor an-
gelical. The good doctor has apparently been obtaining
money under lalse pretenses for the past twenty years and
ii his brethren in cloth are to he believed, is simply a

irocked bunco man a clerical Mike Gallo. Aked has t i

Chairman of the Church Federation, whatever that is,

January L't'.th and might have continued had not his

garrulity proved his undoing. Two weeks is net a long
time, but it was weeks tun long fur Aked, This chairman-
ship was only incidental, however, to his employ men! in

other capacities, principal among which were Ins Sunday
efforts in his own church and his editorial work fur tie-

Examiner in addition he was San Francisco's self eon
stituted Walking Delegate— the business agent Of divin-

ity—and tie- guardian of the political and social rights ami
welfare of the community. Nothing was right, no contract
was sacred, no condition sound, until ratified by him and
he who doubted or disputed was outside his Union— a scab,

Of course, this brought a whole let of publicity, Si

aj passed bul ii was llr, Aked this and Hr Aked
—Dr. Aked here and there. Verily he was both omnlp
ent and omniscient and the people flocked to barken and
revere. Bul to every church there are two doors— the

where the people are attracted in. the other where thev

are preai h. (I out. Sllentlj rl e\ tip toe hi but with rbytl
clatter they march out. Of late the exodus from the Dot

tors church looked like the match of tie- Army of He- Un-

employed, 'i he reverend gentlemen had tugged too long

at the coat-tail of progress shoutinq whoa. He bad bi

to slip on some of th»- peels which he. himself, had dn
|

along the line of march. Ami saddei and sadder the

Li n kael was fading like mis! before the morning sun.

So in desperation the learned gentleman announct
new faith and launched a creed all his own "Akedism,"
whose fundamental dogma is to deny the divinity of the

Master, the Christ, whose disciple he purports to be.

With the utmost respect for the beliefs of all men. ours
is neither the right not this the ]d ire to dt)8CUSS lie- the

ologieal question here Involved. We leave that to al

pens and other columns. Cut every man who worships as

his conscience dictates in* his belie! or creed whal it may.

cannot bul feel contempt for the man who. for a few lit

or a few dollars, would repudiate the God whom he pro-

fessed to serve. Fur twenty years, if Dr. Aked is to

believed, he has held opinions contrary to the tenet* of 'ii

faith and in opposition in the doctrines ol Ins I'ligion.

Yet for over twenty years he has stood Sunday a

laj as the "Million Dollar Preacher" telling truths Hi t

to him were lies, teaching doctrines that to bim wen
It is told of Judas Iscariol thai when he had sold his

ter for thirty pieces of silvei, he had tie- grai i
and

hang himself. Even so, his nana- is held in lasting execration,

hut alongside ol it must stand the name of this latter daj

Iseariut Charles K. Aked And lust as Judas banged him
e now i end to Or. Aked the words of Holy Writ

— "Go thou ami dn likewise."

ii ever there wt 3tj on lustice, it was in the ac-

ruin a nder If i \ er mi:- jury s\ stem was
ridiculous it was when twelve men declared thai Leah Al-

as temporarily sufferini ttional insanity

and, therefore, not responsfl e shooting of her re-

puted affinitj Tie* lesson is likely to be far reaching and
a tell what further crimes may be Invited and

encouraged i>> this woeful miscarriage of Justice The i

does not and should not recognize any distinction between
sex. Murder is murder, whether committed by 'In- har-

dened hand of crime or by the hand that rocks tin- cradle.

Yet through the suit hi of twelve > and
true, prompted bs an aid.- and clever attorney, this won

'.ii of a crime as deliberate and premeditated
was evei plated by the code Civ,- times sin- -

and each time with telling effect until her victim lay dead
at her reel Then she threw the smoking gun awaj

.ent to a paroxysm of grief. Her insanity lasted only

during the time it took to tire five shots. Leah Alexander
is free, her sanity is row unquestioned, but the law- still

teaches the lesson— "Thou shalt not kill."' Last Sunday
on the arm of a new lover, she basked in the sunshine at
the Peach. The oC

I
H toda Thompson, rumor says.

was there too. But a lonely little woman in black wept
silently alone in her deserted home for the hwiband who
is gone forever— Fiat .Itistitia. Ruat Coelum." And this is

justice!

The trouble is all with our t wo-dollar-a-day professional
jury system. On almost every panel, at least a majority
ne what may lie termed regulars. With no conception of

the responsibilities, the main idea of these professionals
is to ingratiate themselves into the good graces of both
the District Attornej and the lawyers who appear to have
considerable practice Justice is meted out only with the
hope of perpetuating 'he income of two dollars per day
and nun are sen! to jail or freed, not because of IffW but
with hope of favor. It is the sublimity of the ridiculous

and small wonder ilia' we are rearing an army of misan-
thropists and :i who openly duty and brazenly
laugh at law and justice and order. Our judges must be
aware nf this and as the remedy is in their hands, so the

i sii City must rest upon lie

Walter AnthonJ published an article in the -Main Sheet"
a i'«. months eg id called it "The Decadence of the

it might be revamped ami rewritten new ami thi

tit'e ii. moralizatfi a of the Stage." Our
enterprising theatrical managers appear to be specializing
in tie- exploitation of the so-called White Slave Traffic.

To date the muvies have practically usurped the field, but

if the gate continues to draw we may confidently expect to

-> the bill-boards proclaim "so ami so" starring as "The
White Slave." At least three films have been presented
within the past month, which not only should have been
prohibited, but the managers who attempted to exploit

them sent to jail. "The Inside nf the White Slave Traffic."

"Traffic in Souls" and "Vice" are the captions under which
appear and as we go lO press the ultra suggestive

word "Vice" is placarded mi every wall in San Franrisrn
To interest who" The curious boy and girl of fifteen or

sixteen, mi that he and She may hear and see the rot and
filth the festering seres, that till tinla> Society has triel

Ide.

Yimr theatrical manager, your very mural theatrical pro-

moter, will tell miii that there is do wrong in this but on
the contrary a gnat lesson to be learned That children
should be educated SO that thereby they may avoid the sins

losed And so against the righteous protest of the

Board of Censors, befori packed audiences, which waited

in line for hours, the first picture was shewn Overdrawn
and exaggerated, 'i course, truth sacrificed to fiction, but

I'hy and rotten as was expected. The manager was
arrested. He wanted to be because it meant more parked
houses \ learned he pictures. Nothing
particular^ wrong as far as be could see. Oh yes' It was
ordered that the scene showing the cribs, the cheap ho

prostitution, should be eliminated and this done, the

manager was set free and gleefully the shew went on. To
the shame, to He- disgrace, to ihe lasting infamy of San
Francisco, night alter night and day after day your boys
and girls are lured to see Bights and lights that mark tin*

i along the pathwaj to Hell

Some years ago a French author, named Brieux, wrote a

piaj . the title ni w bich translated I d Qi ids

it dest ribi i tie dangers of < disease tin- name nf which it

is net .mii permissable to print The play was promptly
prohibited by the I i I Board of Censorship which, un-

like our own. possesses the power and the authority to

condemn immoral plays Subsequently an effort was made
to produce it in London and in an exhaustive article Ber-

Shaw justified it as a great moral effort of incalcu-

lable benefit to the education of old and young The Eng-

lish Beard of Censorship refused to permit the prest

tion That play is in m drawing bir. houses in New York

and that play is now- booked for production in San Ft

P lis could not tolerate, what London would
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not permit, is welcomed here. And yet bad as it may be
to tell the story of a disease as fearful and loathsome as

leprosy itself, is far, far better than daily to conduct sight-

seeing excursions into the houses of prostitution and into

the lives of harlots and their consorts. It is a serious and
a dangerous thing to arouse too much curiosity in the

minds of the young. Nature endows them with sufficient

and Time will bring unfortunately sufficient experience to

most of them. The traffic in human bodies and human
souls is a fearful thing and yet the term "White Slavery"

has become a household word. You do not make your
house clean by bringing in the mud and slush of the gutter,

nor will you make your children clean by bringing into

their lives the sins and crimes of the underworld.

MINSTREL ENTERTAINMENT AND DANCE.

National Parlor Minstrels—N. S. G. W. Hall, 430 Mason
street, Tuesday evening, February 10. 1914. Entertainment,
at S P. M. Dancing, at 10 P. M. Admission, 30 cents.

CIVILIZING INFLUENCES.

Education, travel, commerce, science, art. are among the

unifying and civilizing agencies. Make the individual man
finer and better and he will help to create a sound and
healthy public sentiment. International amity and good
will imply the existence of such a public sentiment In

every state.—Chicago Record-Herald.

He was a poor, miserable-looking dog. and the stranger's

heart was filled with pity. For the dog was howling and
it was only too evident that he was suffering pain. So he
asked the tired hobo who lounged near by why the dog
howled.
"Him?" asked the hobo. "He's just lazy, that's all."

"But laziness doesn't make a dog howl, surely."
1

qui Tied

the benevolent one.

"Does him!" said the tired owner. "Only lazy."

"But how," queried the persistent questioner, "how can
laziness make him howl?"

"Well, you see," said the tramp, "that pore dog is sittin'

on some real tough thistles, and he's too lazy to get off, so
he just sits there and howls 'cause it hurts so."

9rwatc %uvce
CHAMPAGNE

REIMS, FRANCE

Julius M. $lesenfield

San Francisco Office

CHRONICLE BUILDING, 420-421

Telephone Douglas 5399

FIGHTS.

Finding again that the sporting editors have missed
some of the important fistic combats that have taken place
in this city during the past month, the "Main Sheet" is

again tirst with the news of the following:
Julius Rcsenfield vs. Walter Reed.—Won by Julius in

one round. The statement that Mr. Roseufield won in

one round demands an explanation. It was more a lin-

gual battle than an exchange of blows. Walter made a
frontal attack on Julius' wine and the bubbles agent bided
his time until an opening presented itself, when he tore
in with a line of chatter that caused wonderment even
among the midnight spectators. Sam Berger, who ref-

ereed. says he learned words lo add to a vocabulary of

expletives. Advice: Don't fool with Julius,

Marty Murphy vs. George Andrews. Won by Andrews
in one round, lasting a trifle over the regulation three
minutes,

.Marty has a long string of victories, lie has trounced
many and been trounced by few. Andrews is not con-
sidered great in tin- profession Willie Ritchie hasmadefa-
mous. He bas bad a bout or two and came through with
indifferent success. His victory over Marty has hurled
him with one fell swoop into departmental fame. Tne
Fire Department is not international, but contains nine

hundred wagging tongues and 850 arc peddling the dis-

comfiture "i tin- Pride of the Murphys. The Murphy
Di las been conjured with in the department, hut like

the sun thai sets each day in the Pacific, quietly and un-
obtrusively, so, ii is said, the Murphy clan in FYisco's

Fire Department is going. Unlike the sum. the clan will

drop with a bang.
Jack Suits vs. Charlie Brazil. Won by Suits quickly. One

round.
1 his was ile nlect de resistance in fightdom during the

last thirty days. There was class all through it. No words
were uttered like the preliminary between Rosenfleld and
Reed; no begging for quarter thai was exhibited in tne
Murphy-Andrews s| lal .vein. And what an arena to

bring "II Hie affair! An Ellis-street, barbershop!
John was immaculately arrayed In a new Arthur steil.

The latest Merger derby was <u his head. Carried in bis

left mitt was a rraglle reed, yclept cane A boutonnlere
was prominent, it was a white carnation, symbolical of

purity, the emblem ol the Suits. Charley, envious, per-

haps, ol Suiis' attire., vented his spleen on the pink,

He deftly plucked II from Its place. Suits demurred and
he it known a Suits i|i imiMei is cue ol' forcible kind. He

eked ' h: ii. mi the knob with the aforesaid cane. It

didn't hurt the Brazilian, who arose and tore In. Zowle!
out shot a left and down went Anita's countryman. He
arise, was feinted at, a right came forth, and Roy Walker

at him Into the oblivion ft which be sprang.
We feel C< iiain we inn assure our readers of many bat-

ties of importance In our next issue. As ihis is nearing
the close season and the Lenten period is coming ap
many society functions are on the tapis. From forth the

loins of these affairs conic disputes. All the knockdowns
will be faithfully recorded.
See the next issue.

Pageant; Dansant, Saturday Eve., Feb. 14

Mr. Moe Altmeyer has embarked in a new enterprise. He is now
President of the "Club Bottling Co.," a corporation engaged in ihe

manufacture of soft beverages, g nger ale, soda, etc. Moe is consequently

encouraging his shipmates to climb on the water wagon.

When you rent a box

in our safe deposit

vaults, your valuables

are guarded against

loss through theft, fire

or careleesncss. You

can tent a box for $4.00

per year.

CROCKER SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS
Crocker Building Post and Market Streets

Under Management of JOHN F. CUNNINGHAM.
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SHIPMATE BURCHELL WRITES OF BASEBALL TRIP. I. Y. C. NOTES

Says World's Tourists Had No Char.ce to See Japan.

Harry I'. Hurt-hell, sporting editor of the New York
Times, who has been traveling with the Giants and White
Sox on their world's tour, but left them in Japan, w I

Ti\ Kreling an interesting lettei

trip and the entry of the baseball players into the Orient.

His letter is as follow s:

Near Omsk. Siberi; Deci mber iwth.

r Ki eling Like a lot of othi i
I .mi t

to do anything ..nee. and if I am spared I win

have den.' the Eastern conti

iy, when we are due in Paris. But ne

In. Japan was all right, and mighty interest-

ing, li looked particularly good to us after thai sir, nu<

voyage across the North Pacific. Tl. than

a few who would have liked to beat il back to civilization

with me after learning of my plan t" leave the baseball

patty in Japan. They were sick of the sea and en

count of it.

It was a tough voyage, all right, and Japan looked as

good to us as America would have under other circum-

stances. Only one of the bunch was able to break away
with me Hi'. Kinley of Pittsburg, McGraw's pal.

They were all interested in my account of that unique
organization which I have the honor o

The Indoor Yacht Club. I showed them the little club em-

Mem 1 wear. Oh! and by the way. when the conductor on

the Shasta Limited saw that pin. he was so pleased that

be wanted me to ride for nothing. He told me of one of

the picnics you had to Mount Shasta on bis train when
an Oakland member jumped into the spring at Shasta
Station in his pajamas.

It seemed a waste of good effort to have that long trip

from Seattle not to be able to spend more time in what
is to my mind the most interesting country in the world out-

side of America. Y'ou see. our ship arrived in Yokohama
three days late and left again at daybreak the next morn-
ing for Shanghai. Those who were not actually parti'

ing in the games were compelled to get aboard at night

and sail again. The teams stayed in Yokohama and Toklo
until the next night, when they had to leave in a Bpei lal

train, which caught up with the Empress of Japan at the

last point she touched in Japan—Nagasaki. None of the

tourists saw much of Japan.
The three games the Giants and Sox played in Tokio

were brimful of interest both to the Americans anil Japan
ese. They were keen about the fast playing of the pro

fessionals, and appreciated good work on the field. The
phantom baseball, such as the teams did in San Francisco.

caught the Japanese more than anything.
The game between the combination team and Keio Uni-

versity was interesting, because it showed how our na-

tional game has taken hold in Japan. Of course, the ama-
teurs were outclassed, but they rank as high as similar

in the States, and their pitcher is as good a pi

saw on an American college team.
Finley and myself have been traveling through Korea

and Manchuria. It is the most uninten solate hole

I have ever seen. The best thing about it is this railroad,

which goes traight a line as possible foi civiliza-

A HIDDEN PAGE FROM A DIARY.

The Washington Street Mulveys left their spa ions and
stateroom and proceeded to the best inn in

Queenstown. It was n >1 'The Half Way lions. " After

ring tie- front door the seeretarj remai i
his wife:

"I don't like tin- Icoks of this joint. I think I'll hide mj
roll." Trie- to his thought, when he retired he carefully

put a roll of currency in a pillow case and slept on it.

In the morning hi nd after < poor breakfast be

hastily departed. He had gone about a hundred miles in

a "tram" when be suddenly missed his roll. He jumped
from the window and got the Half Way Ileus,, on the

11.. anxiously inquired for bis roll, leaving

e.xplieit directiot ch under his pillow With th

bling heart he held the receiver while the lnnk<

room. So he ^..t the reply. Did you tin. I It?

eeched poor Tom. "1 did." said the innkeeper. "We
1 like and found 'inly half of It."

At a meeting of the Hoard of Stewards of the Indoor
Yacht Club the following membi rs were dropped from roll:

Michael B. D'Arcy. Oscar Edwar ue, Warren Tra-
\ista. Joachim X. O'Brien.

The Indoor Yacht Club House Committee is negotiating
for new and commodious clul rooms and expect to make
a report on same at March meeting of Directors.

Shipmates Martin and Wm. hireling won a $2500 Maxwell
Automobile in a rei ry drawing. Congratulations.

The Committee in charge of the St. Valenine's Ball wishes
to thank the members of the Indoor Yacht Club for their
splendid support, financial and otherwise. Each member
was sent one ticket and the responses were more than gen-
erous. However, a feu have no! been heard from, and the
Committee earnestly requests the return of the ticket should

any member he unable to use the sain...

JULIUS EPPSTEIN
FRANK H FORREST

( SUTTER 13T2

I KEARNY 5198

Cl)e California Jflorist

344-346 GEARY STREET

AND HOTEL ST FRANCIS

ARTISTIC DECORATING AND
DESIGNING OUR SPECIALTY

San Francisco
california

Copy of MENU of the Annual Dinner

WASHINGTON CORRAL
MILITARY ORDER of the CARABO

held at the NEW WILLARD:

WASHINGTON, D. C.

December llth, 1912

Celery Nuts
Chatham Oysters

Radishes Olives

Clear Green Turtle, a la Moro
Striped Bass. Lagun

Hothouse Cnrlli

Sweetbreads en Croustade, Pampanga
Tenderloin ol Beef, Luzon

Etesh Mushrooms Potatoes, Palestine

Sorbet Mindanao
Virginia Squab en Casserole. Mindoro

Salad, Philippine

Maple Mousse ikes

are Coffee ettes

Martini t'tu I. tails

MOET & CHANDON WHITE SEAL VERY DRY'.

PageanL-Dansant, Saturday Eve., Feb. 14
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LOUIS HOEFLER'S PRINCELY GIFT.

On New Year's Eve. the two splendid marble

statues presented to the Olympic Club by Louis

M. Hoefler, were formally unveiled. To say that

the gift is princely is not exaggeration. It is to be

hoped that the Olympians appreciate fully the

generosity of their popular vice-president.

Judging by the expressions of admiration and

appreciation heard on New Year's eve. Mr. Hoefler's

splendid gift is not

misplaced in any re-

spect.

The two statues

are of heroic size and

are exact reproduc-

tions of the figures

by Canova. that ex-

cite the admiration

of all visitors to the

priceless art collec-

tion in the Vatican.

\\ hen Mr. and Mrs.

Hoerler were vis-

iting R o m e . Mrs.

Hoerler remarked to

her husband -that

the two heroic stat-

ucs by Can o v

a

would make an ad-

mirable addition to

the decorations of

the new Olympic

Club. Mr. Hoefler

pondered on the

idea, and the re-

sult is that the
Olympic Club has

two great marble

statues in its hall

that are unequalled

by any athletic club

in the world. The . , „
, ,

Statue of Kreugas, now
work on these mar-

ble replicae is flawless. The huge blocks of Car-
rara marble were chosen with the utmost care and
Italian sculptors, highly skilled in reproduction of

classic models worked long and faithfully on the

figures. Then they had to be brought from Italy

to California, and Uncle Sam insisted on his pound
of flesh in the form of duty. All this represented
outlay, for it costs good money to make heroic
marble statues eight feet high, after world-famed
originals by the great Canova. No mere stone-

cutter can do the work. It is an artist's task.

The ( ilympic Club, through its efficient and
painstaking President, Win. F. Humphrey, in ac-

cepting the princely gift, which Mr. Hoefler pre-

sented in a most modest speech, paid a well-

deserved tribute to Mrs. Hoefler whose original

suggestion at Rome had proved so valuable to the

Olympic Club. As a token of the club's esteem
and appreciation, Mr. Humphrey presented Mrs.

Hoefler a beautiful jewel.

The cere m 1 1 n y
proved to be a mosl
interesting prelude

to the enjoyable din-

ner and dance w hich

next claimed the at-

tention of the hun-
dreds of clubmen
and their I . i

< 1 \ guests.

I'ausanias, a < Ireek

writer on An who
lived in the seen.

I

century, relates the

story of Kreugas and
h i s terrible adver-

sary Damoxenus.

AS TOLD BY
PAUSANIAS.

The p e 11 p I e of

Phiglia h. a v e also

in their market place

the statue of Arra-

chion the pancrati-

ast. an an tic pic one

in all i ither respect-,

and not least so in

its shape. The feet

are not very wide

apart, and the hand-

are by the side near

the buttocks. The
statue is of stone

and thev say there was an inscription on it which

time has obliterated. This Arrhachion had two

victories at Olympia in the two Olympiads before

the ?4th. through the equity of the umpires and his

own merit. For when he contended for the prize

of wild olive with the only one of his antagonists

that remained, his opponent got hold t.f him first

and with his feet hugged him, and at the same

time grappled his neck tightly with his arms. And
Arrhachion broke the finger of his antagonist, and

the Olympic Ctub.
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gave up the ghost being throttled, and his antago-

nist also, though he had throttled Arrhachion,

fainted away from the pain his finger gave him.

And the people of Elis crowned the dead body of

Arrhachion and proclaimed him victor.

I know the Argives did the same in the case of

Kreugas. the boxer of Epidamus, for though he was
dead they gave him the crown at Xemea. because

his opponent Damoxenus, the Syracusan violated

their natural agreements. For as the} were box-

ing, evening came on. and thev agreed in the hear-

ing of all the audi-

ence that they
should strike one

ail' ither once in turn.

Boxers did not at

this time wear the

ce>tu~ loaded with

iron, but they wore

leather thongs
( which they fastened

under the hollow oi

the hand that the

fingers might be left

uncovered), made of

ox hides and thin

and deftly woven

together after an old

fashion. Then Kreu-

gas delivered t h e

first blow on Da-

moxenus' head, and

Damoxenus bade
Kreugas hold back

his hand, and as he

did so struck him

under the ribs with

his fingers straight

out, and such was
the hardness of his

nails and the vio-

lence of the blow

that his hand pierced

his antagonist's side

whereupon Damox-
enus. seizing the

b < w e 1 s. tore them Statue of vamoxcaui

out. Kreugas imme-
diately expired. And the Argives drove Damoxenus
off the course because he had violated the condi-

tions, and instead of one blow had given several to

his antagonist. To Kreugas though dead they as-

signed the victory, and erected to him a statue in

ArgOS, which is now in the temple of Lycian Apollo.

THE GREAT CANOVA.

Antonio Canova was born at Possagno, Italy, in

1757. and died at Venice. Italy, in 1SJJ. At seven-

teen he made the statue of Orpheus and Eurydke for

l;dieri. which brought him commissions for Apollo
ami Daphne and Daedalus and Icarus. In 1779 he

obtained a pension from the municipality of Venice,

and went to Rome. His first work of importance in

Rome was Theseus and the Minotaur. For the re-

mainder of his life he was established in Rome, al-

though he made various journeys in Europe, and was
three times in Paris—twice to execute commissions
for Napoleon I and his family, and once, after the bat-

tle < >f Waterloo, on a mission from the Pope to recover

the works of art

taken from Italy by
the Emperor. At thi-

time he was called

to London to pro-

nounce upi 'ii the ar-

tistic importance of

the Elgin Marbles,

which statues the

Earl of Elgin had

brought from Athens

in 1803. They are at-

tributed to the great

sculptor. Ph id i a s.

who died 430 B.C.

Canova possessed

commercial ability

as well as great

yen ins as an artist,

and organized a sys-

tem of reproducing

hi^ models mechan-

ically which enabled

him to produce a

vast amount of w< irk.

Among his most cel-

ebrated productions

are the Perseus of

the Belvedere, made
to replace the Apollo

Belvedere while the

latter was in Paris

:

the two bi ixers. Kreu-

gas and Damoxenus.
also in the Belvedere!

the Venus which

stood on the ped-

estal of the Medici Venus when the latter was taken

to Paris; the Cupid and Psyche of the Louvre; Paris

of the Glyptothek, Munich; Hercules and Lichas, in

Venice; and the great group of Theseus and the

Centaur which was suggested by a metope of the

Parthenon: it is in a specially designed temple at

Vienna. At the end of his life Canova projected the

temple of Possagno, in which he combined the char-

acteristics of the Pantheon and Parthenon, and even

modeled some of the metopes before his death.

—

From the Wasp, Jan. 10. 1914.

in the Olympic Club
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ELECTED TO MEMBERSHIP IX I\DOOR YACHT CUB.

San Francisco—E. C. Healy, manager Miles Bros., 1145
Mission; Abel Freedman, 230 Eleventh avenue: James
Thompson, yd Mission; J. H. Young, civil engineer. 1315
Jackson; M. Kast, Board of Supervisors, City Hall; Hugh
Connors. S5S Haight street; William R. Berry, cas ier

Ciocker National Bank; Arthur M. Rosenberg, F13 G l len

Gate avenue; Patrick King, fireman. 101 Commercial; Mo
Marks, 1250 O'Fanell; Richard C. Cline. 614 City Hall;
Richard A. Edwards. 614 City Ha!!; Judge Frank H. Kerri-
gan, Wells, Fargo building; TV. B. Craig, 63 Californi i: Jol n
B. Campodonico. 460 Lombard; Ira J. Wolfe, Hotel Hera d;
1* rank Lyman, master plumber, 1507 McAllister; Harry Gor-
man, 1716 Neweomb avenue; Frank J. Sime, manager VVater-
bur.y Co.. 113 Davis; Walter J. C'Biien. architect, Clunie
building; C. H. Stone, 2531 McAllister; Bauer Hess, clg i

dealer, S4 4 Market; Gus Hartman. Hotel Alexander; Thomas
E. Flynn, editor '"Wasp." 121 Second street; W. H. Sch< i

salesman, 3545 Nineteenth street; David S Bachman, broker,
421 Powell; Charles A. Son, meichant. 2121 Broadway; L. F.
Walsh. Pacific Gas £ Electric Co., 445 Sutter; .1 hi S Cui
ran, cashier Humboldt Bank: Artie JelinskI, printer, B6
Turk: Charles Long, chief engineer S. F. Hospitfl i. 202

1

Mission: W. H. Telford, 100 Ninth avenue, cor Lake; E Van.
real estate. 1S1 O'Farrell; Val Ritschy, barber, 1316 Bn ad-
way; Stephen A. Rau. secretary-treas urer Magnin A Co.,
3355 Jackson: Dr. Clement M -e Carter, dentist 1527 Was i-

irgton street; John E. Ryan, Continental Hotel
Oakland, Cal.—L. B. Anderson, druggist, 6S6 Thlrtj

street.
Stockton. Cal.—H. J. Cunningham, chief clei k, Hotel

Stockton.
Yallejo, Cal.—F. Fred Urn Ian 1. merchant. 301 Brant

street.
Col ma. Cal.—John Gartlan 1, hotelman.
Los Angeles, Cal.—John P. At kin. baseball club owner,

715 West Second street,
Brooklyn. N. Y.— Thos. F. Slattery. 322 Sixtieth street;

Arthur T. Henderson, agent French I. in
Bridgeport, Conn.—Nate C. Herz, 116 Rank .-

APPLICATIONS F<IU UTBMBERSHIP.

San Francisco—Eugehe Avy, 2 22 I n on street: Harry B
Adler, 329 Devisidero street; John I >. Alie n, 125 Duboce
avenue; F. w. Alsing, 25S3 Thirty-flrsl streel D ' r
Bodkin, 495 Haight street: Thotms Bauman 1027 Fell street;
William Blackwell. Crown 1 istlllerl r

. .
, \,

streets; David A. Barry. 1269 Green street; Ma
1-127 Haight street: J. P. Begun! 1161 Dolores Ptr el i.

Butler, 550 Market street: Dr. E. J. Casper, LS99 Callfo nla
street; Dan Collins. 1126 California streel i Coffi
Valencia street; Edward M. Connolly, 149 California street;
Hon. Marcel E. Cerf, City Hall Hon. Wiles P '

Fifth avenue; B. H. Chambers, King E Iwai d Apartments;
'Jeo. Cuthbertson, in i Guerrero si eet; Tom Dillon 720 Mar-
ket street; William F. Dunphy, 102 Centra! avenue; Steve
Dabovtch, 2301 Polk streel Julius Eppsti n Hotel \

ar Ier; Frank H. Forrest, 1127 Hyde street: Ra n Grei
Keystone Apartments; Henry Gollsmith, i i

'• i n
Charles Gill. Sorrento Hotel: Andrew GIlmarMn, Sti
and Ecker streets: .1. 0. Gaffney. 987 Li mbfi d si I rol n
Han nan, 67 6 Howard street: Edward Halllnan 1412 Mc-
Allister street: J. C. Heimerdlnger. 7*-7 Markei street: E \
Homan, .929 Devisidero -street; George Harl Th< i >d
La Playa street; Jesse D. Hanna, v- Leivtnwori
John G. Hecker. Second anil Folsom streets; Jami H
968A Hayes street; Ham Jacobi, 2i Battery str«
Kittle, S72 Sutter street; Frank if. Keyi
street: Philip Kronberg, 2053 Sutter street; Orle Kei ly
,,L"' isidero street; 11. Koh«. 540 P
Eafee, 849 Fell street;-James H. Lewis. 133 Aiu>- Build IncW. A. Lamont. 3330 Twenty-third street: Berl Lacha
Sutter street: Harold L. Levin, 1170 California si
T. Leahy, 233 Ninth avenue: Herman M
street; Louis Marks. $Tl Market street; Nat G tfi

pierce street: Eugene w. Mullane L060 i

L. Maisel, 660 Push street; P J. Neuma
street: Arthur O'Brien; Clunie Building; Cha • 3 Pi

i

153S Ninth avenue: Edwai
I PI Parkei I23A I

nue; L. La PI ace. 257 4 Thirty-firs) avei J - R i*llns
Masonic avenue; Mas Rosenthal. Wes WalterH Reed, 203 Postal Telegraph Building; Chas Randal] i: 5
Vallejo street: Harry Sett. «?t Francis Hotel: Chas r Sul-
livan, To l Gough street: Joseph J, Schmeer 77 i Gi Id.
avenue: Henry stem. 316 Bush street; Orlanlo Stevens 121
Lake street- w. D. Squires, 540 Powell street; Hi
Schober. (50 Bryant street; Ferno 3. Scbuhl 315 Ruis
ing: L'rban F. Stewart. 6S6 Fell street AW I s
Francis Hotel: Bunker Vincent, Olympic Club N
Walshe. 2261 Pine street; Walker Walsh,
William F. Wright St. Catherine Apartments Bush and
Polk streets; W. H. Westphal. 2513 Pacini .... C
AA yman. 422 Presidio avenue: John Riley, chief engim

i

City Hall: Nat Goldstein. 501 Pantages Building loseDti
Poheim, 804 Market street; Raphael Gordon, 5S Si I streelJohn Marisch. 20 Stanyan street; B. G. Dietterle
street; T. R. Manning. County Clerk's Office 1349 Twentietl
street: John J. Whelan. Manager Kni edits of Columbus Hall
150 Colden Gate avenue: Joseph R, O'Donnell, Attorne\ phi
'an Building-: Thos. J McG>nnis. 6iS G^ove •street*' WmCannon, Corporal of Police. 1626 Florida street; i> \ White
Hall of Justice: Robert McDonald. Olympic Club: 'Charles N
Bills. lo3 Twelfth avenue; J. H. Barter. 540 PowellFrank J. Blake, St. Francis Hotel: D. Zelinsky. 564 Edd
street; Stephen P. Vicini, 4140 California street; Capta iBernard J. Judge, 1894 Turk street: J C Birk^nmaier Ar-
lington Hotel; Charles A. Boudin. 327 Seventh avenue- Jules
C. Boudin, 4440 California street; John P. Costello Republi--

Rubber Co.. Hyde street and Golden Gate avenue; Charles L.
Asher, 1326 Geary street; Andrew Mahoney, 871 Clayton
street.
Cannon, Corporal of Police. 1626 Florida street.
Oakland, Cal.—Charles Burman. 2418 Broadway, Union

Savings Bank Building.
Martinez, Cal.— Frank Burnham,
Sacramento, Cal.— Frank C. Jordan, Secretary of state.
Los Angeles, Cal — Ed. R. Maler, -Un Aliso street; 'Hap"

Hosan. 440 Al 1so s treet
Kent field, Cal.—Sydney H. l. Cavill.
Portland, l ire.

—

Joseph A. Stutt, Sixth an 1 Washington
sfeets
Marshfield, Ore.— C. J. Montgomery.
A b< rdeen. Wash,—Arthur Cody.
Chicago, HI. Milton Stern, 7 North Wabash ave.
Philadelphia, Pa,— EdJle Burns. Philadelphia National Ball

Clnb.
Ketch iskan, Alaska.—William Wood worth. Dream The-

atre; Edwa: d l irake, Dream Theatre,

According to the laws of Nature, man must earn his

bread by the sweat of his brow, and if he does not, he
must die from food -poisoning. This law is enforced from
the cradle to the grave, faith-cures to the contrary not-
withstanding.— Doctor J. H. Tilden.
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Ci)c art jflorai Co.
P. VINCENT MATRAIA,

Manager

2 55 POWELL STREET

Telephone Number : : Kearny 3524

Fine Clothes to Order Moderate Prices

Jordan j ailcring ^c.

928 Market Street

No Branch Stores San Francisco

KIVOIS^
AND

BERGER'S is a house of "Now", cf "To-day" and to-morrow—living

in the present and looking forward to the future.

TO-DAY and NOW
WE FEATURE

Our Winter Models in Ultra-Smart BENJAMIN OverCOatS
Medium Weight

$25.00 and $30.00

BERGER'S856 MARKET ST. EAST OF POWELL
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Southern Pacific

"First in Safety"

^ In competition with all steam railroads in the United

States, the Southern Pacific has been awarded the Harriman

Memorial Safety Medal by the American Museum of Safety,

for the best record in accident prevention in year of 1913.

^ During a period of five years, not one passenger's life

has been lost through collision or derailment of trains on

Southern Pacific lines, involving the movement for a dis-

tance of one mile of eight thousand million passengers.

44Safety First"
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FRANKLIN BURT
Mr. Franklin Burt, Director of the Division of Concessions and Admissions of the Panama-Pacific international

Exposition, lias met the difficult problem of selecting from tl iicatlona the best and mo
to be presented at thn 191 on. The task which he undertook has proven an

enormous one and the unusual cleverness and judgment which be has l^en displaying in his selections will be re-

To add to the labor Iders, all the money paid in the amusement
i and at the gat' are among the most difficult ani of all

exposition and a large pari of the revenue from the 1915 event will be due to his effl-

ad skilled management of affairs.

Mr. Burt is recognized as one of the most Bkilled purveyors of amusements in the Dnited States, and his long

lence in thl d to fill the responsible position that he now holds. Inselecting con-

ns for the i
ment with i and the com

'anama-Pacil 'hat they will afford Instruction as well as pleas-

on to the million

that from $10,000,000 to $12,000, will be expended In the installation of the amusement con-

cessions. Tl osition work requires unusual judgment as to

amusement values and Mr. Hurt is giving the exposition lultltude of prospective visitors the full advantage
of his extraordinary experil

At the age of 22 years. Mr. Hurt first entered the show business as treasurer ol G al St.

Louis. When he was 26 years ol irted in the park business at Capt Girardeau as a builder and producer.

He built the West End Park at NVw Orleans, Lake Erie Park at Toledo. Euclid Beach at Cleveland and San Souci

Park at Chicago.
He has built theaters in Toledo. Youngstown, Akron. Erie. Peoria, Springfield, Findley, Port Huron, Brooklyn,

Patterson. Wilmington, Steubenville, Lima, Fort Wayne, Lafayette, Peru and elsewhere.

Mr. Burt first began his busines career at the age of -14 years, clerking in a grocery at Cape Girardeau.

A year later he moved to St. Ixmis. where I"- engaged in the dry goods business. Ambitious, energetic and persever-

ing, he was successful In whatever he undertook and his position in the world of amusements to-day is a fitting

reward to his business ability and high virtues.
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ST. FRANCIS IMPORTATION CO.
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WINES AND LIQUORS AT RETAIL
FINEST GOODS - LOWEST PRICES

PROMPT DELIVERIES

Remember that

Cresta Blanca Wines
Are the STANDARD WINES of California

Try a Bottle of CRESTA BLANCA SPARKLING
Equal to tke Imported
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Secretary and Manager

GIRARDS
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Oyster Parlor
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THE PAG EANT- DAN SANT
By Edward

That must have been a brilliant ball Lord Capulet gave
the sultry night Romeo of the House of Montague ob-

tained his first vision of the ravishing beauty of Juliet.

Shakespeare says so. and we are not inclined to dispute
his word. We have Byron's authority as well as Thack-
eray's for the gorgeousness of that affair in Brussels the
night before Waterloo. And if we may believe the writers
of memoirs, the most dazzling function of the Third Em-
pire took place that memorable night when the Birenic La
Castiglione first burst upon the gaze of the amorous Napo-
leon III. winning his fickle fancy by the daring scantiness
of her attire and the challenge of the Jeweled bi trl she
wore, not upon her sleeve (for she had no sleeves i. but

in a suggestive position which drew from the Empress Eu-
genie an innocent it" i i udre which set all l';iris

laughing.

Bui what shall we say of s ball al which were gath-

ered not one but hundreds of Juliets and Castigliones?
At which the chivalry of San Fiancisco did homage to

the beauty of the city whose daughters are acclaimed for

their surpassing fairness all over the world'.' Gentlemen,
lift your bubbling beakers and drink to the Pageant-
Dansant of the Indoor Yacht club'

A heller night could not have been chosen. It was the

night dedicated to "the model saint of all the baglology,"
that mischievous saint who "rescues prisoned damozels by
climbing up their back tresses, and brings to sentimental
youths the autographs of actresses"; in other words, it

was St. Valentine's Night. As became that merry night,

brooding care was whistled down the wind; melancholy
was jibed and fleered to his favorite haunts of darkness;
jocundity was regnant; joy waved his magic sceptre, and
lo! a smiling throng danced light-footed about his ruddy
throne.

To describe the scene when the revel was at its height

would just be possible if one wielded a poet's pen or used
B typewriter ribbon shot with all the iridescent rjory of the
rainbow. If one could catch the rhythm of a thousand
feet gliding to and fro to light-winged music; if one could
set words to the murmurous melody of haunting airs that

"weave new patterns of romance for bosoms of new-fallen

snow"—then the description might be adequate. As it is.

only a pedestrian, commonplace narrative can be given of

this night of nights, this crowning date in the crowded cal-

endar of the Indoor Yacht Club.

Brilliantly illuminated and most tastefully decorated.

Pavilion and Dreamland Kinks presented an inspiring spec-

tacle when Mayor and Mrs. Rolph stepped out to the music
of the big biass band at the head of the grand march.
Pavilion Rink held more than two thousand people at that

time, most of them seated in the grand stands, but a g.'eat

throng also accommodated at tables ranged round the danc-

ing floor, where waiters were already busy adding the

music of popping corks to the symphony of merry nuking.

Cnder the able generalship of the experienced members
of the floor committee, a great procession of the city's

most prominent people gaily executed the conventional

figures of the grand march, while the spectators pounded
their palms in approval and shouted gaily to those they

knew.
Followed the Pageant: This was the particular care of

Master of the Revels Sam Merger, an entrepreneur of

mirth, who received his cachet that night and will hence-

forth be reckoned by the experts among that exclusive

little band of amusement Impresarios which includes

Camillo Blanc of Monte Carlo. Rivarol-Cauchard of Paris.

Stephane Malines of Ostende and several others with

whose names those who have puttered about the Riviera

and the watering places of the Basses-Pyrenees must be

thoroughly familiar. It is not too much to say that the

Master of the Revels struck a new high note of original-

ity that night, that he established a standard which others

will find it difficult to maintain, practically impossible to

surpass.

F. O'Day.

The exotic note that was sounded throughout the Pa-
i was first struck by the dainty Chinese maidens in

silken costumes, who walked in the grand march. As soon
as that formal feature was completed, the principals of the

Yanducci Opera Company appeared and filled the great

auditorium with their golden music of Verdi and Donizetti.

Came next the locally famous Indoor Yacht Club Band in

grotesque carnival uniforms. Before them came Charles

Judels in the costume of a ballet dancer on skates, exe-

cuting a comic tango with a tatterdemalion. After the

band followed three yachtsmen in grotesque makeup, one
representing a champagne bottle with mast and sail, an-

other walking before ami sprinkling the floor from a gar-

den watering-pot and the third agitating the sail with a

huge Japanese fan. It was a keen bit of comic symbolism.

the perfect expression of indoor yachting and particularly

appropriate because in the rigged wine bottle it showed
the famous insignia of the club. Needless to say this

clevi r fooler] was received with applauding laughter.

Who would have thought of such a feature as that out-

or Yacht club?
\mi then the Dame of the lira]"'. In a bower such

might have cradled the infant Bacchus reposed eight

beautiful ! Ig girls who seemed to be aroused from lotas

dreams when the sensuous strains of Rubin!-Jem's Caprice
swelled ,m the air Slipping from a great basket that tilted

them t" the Boor, the] went through the graceful postures

of a vintage dance. They were bare limbed and bare-footed

bus treading out the rich juice of cham-

i
. ,ne. and their Inspirational movements were exceed-

n glj graceful.

We bad the oriental note again in the Cathay Military

Band of youthful Chinese San Franciscans, and the Orient

and Occldenl were bewilderingly blent when an octette

of lads and lassies of the Flowery Kingdom stepped

gravel] through the movements of such a tango as was
nevi i si in before anywhere.
Then Armstrong's Beauties' Eight lively kickers full

of saucy insouciance, dynamos of femininity that generated

the Joy of life, madcaps each and every one. with piquant

faces and siren smiles, tossing their limbs like slim flower

stems in a zephyr. It was the lyric poesy of motion. And
how they brought down the house!

Everybody thought. Surely, this is the climax of the

Pageant! The resources of Berger can no further go!

And everybody was wrong. For they were followed by the

sidesplitting interlude of the Ham Tree's Mule, Ebeneezer,

whose antics tilled that great hall with laughter till the air

vibrated mirth. No sooner had Ebeneezer made his triumph,

ant exit than the Indoor Yacht Club Craft of Goodfellowship

sailed into ken. In its center was a great wine bottle

surrounded by ten girls, who sang "Sailing. Sailing." as

the erafl breasted the waves of applause. Suddenly the

wine bottle opened and standing there was Miss Jeanne

Lansford, a Junoesque queen, in classic draperies, who

lifted her beautiful voice in the words of "California." the

ten attendant goddesses taking up the inspiring chorus.

The Craft of Goodfellowship disappeared beyond our hort

zon to the strains of "Maryland."

Next came the .Marvelous Millers in their whirlwind of

terpsichorean ecstacy and Tait's Tango Team in such

steps as are rarely seen this side of Buenos Ayres. And

to bring this incomparable entertainment to a close, the

greal Gaiety Chorus of fifty-six burst upon our sight headed

by Gene Liineska. In numbers inspiring, in beauty of face

and figure and costume a treat to the eye. in the volume of

sweet sound thrilling and exciting, this was a Pageant

number such as we have never seen before and may never

see again in a ballroom. They sang two new songs. "Cali-

fornia 1915" and "Tango Mad," and the assemblage went

wild with enthusiasm over them. Thus the Pageant ended

as a Pageant should, leaving the spectators with an appe-

tite not wholly sated. We should have liked more, but

we had enough.
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Of course everybody was eager to dance. The big brass
band in Pavilion Rink crashed into the music of a tango
number and immediately the ballroom was covered with a
swaying multitude. The crowd had increased enormously
by now, and Dreamland, too, was filled with revelers.

There was a band in that rink, too, so everybody danced
in comfort.

I shall not attempt to reproduce the delight of the fol-

lowing hours. Pent-up spirits burst their bonds and over-

flowed in heady joyousness. For every couple that stopped
from temporary exhaustion there were two stepping out
upon the floor, and the music never faltered, never ceased.
It was a tour de force of pleasure, the perfect expression
of that Dionysiac possession which has come upon the
world and bewitched the feet of old and young. No need
to say, "On with the dance." for the dance's mad intoxica-

tion was in every brain and all that throng was swept
rhythmically to and fro as though by a power none could
resist.

Artistically a triumph, the Pageant-Dansant was also a
financial success. There is nothing mercenary in this con-
sideration, for the affair was given for one of the grandest
charities conceivable. It was "all for the kiddies." and
every merrymaker who footed it that night contributed to

a day of summer joy which will be red-lettered in the
young lives of the poor youngsters who are dependent upon
alien aid for the brightening of their existence. The suc-

cess of that big affair will be crowned later on when
"Beach Day" is celebrated.

It was an innovation. It was an innovation overwhelm-
ingly successful. And so it is to be perpetuated. There
is to be a Pageant-Dansant every year. To forecast is

futile, but there is no hazard in saying that next year's
will transcend the glory of this St. Valentine's Night All
who were present are eager to go again, and those who
missed the first Pageant-Dansant have scored an error
against themselves, and will see to it next year that they
don't make the mistake again.

They danced the night away in madcap mirth;
They reveled till the dawn was in the sky:

They scorned awhile the cares of sorry earth
And saw the blissful hours wheeling by.

And while they laughed in very lustihed
Or quaffed a toast to prankt Hilarity.

The orphan kiddy, dreaming in his bed,
Tasted the fruit of Indoor charity.

9rivate YZuvee

CHAMPAGNE
REIMS, FRANCE

Julius M. flcsenfield
San Francisco Office

CHRONICLE &UILDINQ 420-421

Telephone 'Douglas 5399

FINANCIAL STATEMENT TO MARCH 4, 1914.

PAGEANT-DANSANT.

Receipts.

Received from sale of tickets $4196.75
Profits on cafe 4^2 13
Return on hire of club costumes lMhOO

Total $4728.88

Disbursements.
Entertainment $1052.67
Committee costumes (actual cost) 362.00
Committee badges 20.50
Hall rent 300.00
Music 283.00
Printing 299 .00
Cuts for printing 61 . 20
Carpentry in preparing halls, etc 183.30
Employees, Bpei lal officers, stamps, drayage, trans-

portation, special electric service, etc., etc 199.30

Total $2760.97
The above statement shows actual financial transactions

of every character to date. There are a few outstanding
bills.

We have in process of collection for tickets out-

standing $ 327. QO
Estimated returns from cafe from sale of goods

purchased and not used
I

$483 .is
it is estimated that the utlmate results will be:

Received from all sources $5212.63
Expenses in their entirety 27t:n 97

Net results $24.". I .lit!

The Finance Committee .u'preciates sincerely the prompt
response to its various circulars sent to the members, and
for the uniform assistance rendered it by the members la

contributing their time and money so checrlully.

The funds have been transferred into a savings ac-

count, there to remain intact until the "Kiddies' Day."

Respectfully submitted,

FINANCE COMMITTER
JAMES WOODS.
JOHN TAIT,
I.. J. SCOOFFT,
MATT A. HARRIS.
Treasurer,

JOS. A. WATTS.
Secretary.

The Indoor Yacht Club extends their thanks to the fol-

lowing tor their kind assistance in making the recent

Pageant-Dansant such a success:

James Woods John Talt
Earl C. Miles Charles J. Harvey
Mr. Van Vlelt Carrau & Green
.Matt A. Harris .1. Charles Green
Eugene P. Egan W. E. Travis
Thos. O'Day Harry Sullivan
II, KeeKan Monahan Prof, .hum Fernandez
Eddie Kenny Chas. S. Stanton. Examiner
Edw. I). Coblentz. The Call Fremont Older. The Bulletin

M. H. de Young. Chronicle Theo. F. Bonnet. Town Talk
Tom Flynn. The Wasp Editor Daily News
Sam Berger L. J. Scooffy
Carl Wallen Eugene P. Eagan
And the committee who tendered their services.

FRANK J. HENNESSY,
Commodore.

WOMAN.

To keep out of the alimony class, a hubby must be a
cash register, sweetheart, philosopher and humble slave,
A woman demands: That hubby be head of the house.

BUT permit his wife to say where they shall live, what
they shall spend, where they shall go. whom they shall
know; that he will be adept at love making. BUT never
utter a word of sentiment to any woman except herself.
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The famous Olympic Ciuti Base Ball Team, the Olymi i ere, who won the championship in 1897

Reading from left to righl (top row); Jos. Head, pitcher; alei Bradley, shortstop, Chas. E, L, HUdebrecht, out-

field; John E. Cosgrove, third base; Herman J. Cordes, flrsl base; Fred R. Hut/., outfield, Middle row: Harry
iKeegan) Monahan, outfield; John (Jack) Gleeson, Associate Manager; Charles Derham, outfield. Bottom row:
a. \v. Follansbee Jr., second base; Geo. H. Hoyle. catcher.

The Olympic Cyclers ol 1897 was one of the best amateur baseball teams ever organized. They were practically

all veterans; while nol probably aa fast as some of the other teams, they knew what to do in a pinch, and could
all hit the ball on the nose.

Head, the pitcher, was a wonderful southpaw, and was practically the hest hatter in the team. He is today a
lieutenant of the Custom HouBe Inspectors, and his nana- appears regularly when there is any important seizure of

opium or Chinese. His eye is as good to-day in locating contraband as it was formerly in locating the ball, or weak
In the batter.

Hoyle, catcher, is the son of the late Denny Boyle, one of the leading horseshoers of San Francisco, and is fol-

lowing in his father's footsteps. He was a great hatter for a little man
Cordes, the big bald-headed first hase man. has for over a quarter of a century heen connected with one of the

oldest and largest Importing wine and liquor houses of the city, and is still alive in spite Of that fact.

"Lonny" Follansbee, second base, was one of t he greatest hall players that ever lived. Had he desired to play
professional hall, he would have I r, an Eddie Collins, as he had the brains, fielding, hatting and base-running ahilty;

but he preferred the commercial life, and is now Marine Seen in \ of a local insurance Company.
Bradley, shortstop, was a brillant fielder and base-runner, but a little weak at the bat. and all his friends regret

ii- away some years ago.
Cosgrove. third base, was a good and able fielder and batter, and is now connected with a prominent fire

insurance company.
Of the outfielders. Derham was a consistent batter, and for a number of years has been prominent in the busi-

ness life Of Manila, P. I.

Butz, although his looks would him. was the fastest man in the team, and could go 100 yards in about
10% seconds, lie is now in the advertising line, and just as fast in business as he was on foot in the old days.

HUdebrecht, long and narrow, a tine Pall player in all the departments of the game, has lately been connected
with the Importing wine business.

Monahan, a tine hatter, fielder, base-runner and coacher, ha£ been for years associated with James \V. ISun-
shinei Coffroth, who was Associate Manager of the team with Jack Oleason, whose picture appears with the team.

Coffroth at that time still had tie- bloom of youth on his face and hair, and was too modest to have his photo
appear. He has since gotten over this.

Glenson. Monahan and Coffroth represent the finest type of the sporting game of to-day—straight and above
board in every way, as everybody knows.
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BASEBALL.

After the newsiest and gossipiest winter in many years

for the faithful members of the Hot-Stove and Brass Rail

Leagues, real baseball is in the air again. The onslaughts

of the Federal League; the much-discussed Herrmann-Eb-
betts-Tinker deal, followed by Joe's leap to the "opposi-

tion"; the "canning" of Johnny Evers by Charles Webb
Murphy, which resulted in the crafty Cub boss' self-weak-

ened ladder being kicked out from under him and his

elimination from the National League; the entrance of

"Big John" Tener into the turmoils of the "real game"

—

all these, together with the news breaks of our own league,

which included Cal Ewing's victory in his long battle to

give the local followers of the game a ball park in keeping
with their loyalty, and the actual building of that park,

have given the fans plenty to think about and plenty to

talk about through the long, wet, hard winter. In fact,

there hasn't been a dull moment for the faithful. And
that's saying something, when you think of the many
newsless days of winters past and the agony of the "bug"
who had to fall back on record books or other dull reading
to fill in the gaps.

The Federal League, so far, hasn't extended its attack
to the Coast League to any extent, but undoubtedly will

worry the other two big minor leagues, for it is certain
that when the "enemy" has coaxed away all the major
leaguers possible, it will fall back on the big minors. The
American Association and International League, being in

the war territory, must stand the brunt of battle. As the
leader of the Feds has declared that his league will not
sign a player under contract to a league in organized base-
ball, the Coast League managers have nothing to worry
about this season, at least, as most of their important
players have signed.
Can the Federal League succeed? Many think it can

and will. And still men largely interested financially in

major league clubs do not appear to worry. Julius Fleiscn
mann, capitalist and former Mayor of Cincinnati, and the
largest stockholder in the Cincinnati Club, said during his
recent visit to this city that any business man connected
with major league baseball could sit down with paper an 1

pencil and show that the Federal League could not pos-
sibly pay such big salaries and exist, even though they
drew as well as the big leagues. He pointed to the tacl
that two or three of the National League Clubs would
lose money with' their present salary rolls if it wem't for
the fact that they had the big "gates" in New York to help
meet losses in other cities. Have the Feds a "big gate"
city? As some one said wisely, "A baseball league is as

financially strong as its financially weakest city." Even
if Weeghman sticks in Chicago and Stifel in St. Louis and
several others stick, can some of the weaker cities stand
the strain of the certain losses that must follow, for a

time at least, in the effort to enter the baseball field?

As to the ousting of Murphy from the National, the

vote is easily a thousand to one all over the country that

it was the best move for the betterment of the great game
that has been made in a decade. Murphy undoubtedly
has made many friends through his polished and ever-

ready affability, but his countless "boots," climaxed by
the deliberate firing of Evers right in the middle of the

Federal League attack, resulted in what so many people
thought was impossible—the sudden ending of the much-
abused Murphy regime.

All of the fans who have visited the site of this city's

new ball park and watched the progress of its building

are enthusiastic, and unanimously declare that we are to

have "some ball park." Cal Ewing still has hopes that

the opening game may be played there, but it all depends
on the weather from now until the end of the month and
the hustling of the various contractors. But. at any rale

the opening won't be postponed for long, and Cal still has

the old Recreation Park in readiness. His lease on that

lot doesn't expire until about May of 1916, so he will have
two parks on his hands for a couple of years.

Speaking of Recreation Park, wonder what the bunch
represented by Ed Walter, of Oakland, ; re going to do
with the expensive re-lease of that park, that they evi-

dently thought Swing would have to buy in order to have
a ball lot after 1916? Ewing won't need it. that's sure.

And the warm squabble that followed between Ewing and
Walter, foimerly boss of the Oakland Club, and Cal's right

hand man. Is there anything significant in the report

that Walter, who w:is cashier and vice-president of the
First National Hank of Oakland, is now "superintendent
of the building?" Is that a promotion?
Another subject of gossip among the fans on both sides

of the bay is tin' ingratitude of Tyler Christian. "Morse-
shoe Tyler" was taken down with typhoid in the middle

ol last season, and did not work again last year. The
club owners took i sr of hir» i tor an I hos-

pital bills, and paid him bis full salary for four months of

ionvnlescfnre, Fow Tyler was a hold-out. demnnding sev-

eral hundred dollars more than he was willing to take last

season. What is the answer?

Absolutely pure— "The Club" (linger Ale.

The Club Bottling Company—Manufacturers of pure ear-

In nated beverages.
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SOITH AFRICA.

Miss Pauline Moran.

after a triumphant tour

of England, Ireland and

Scotland, is kodaked

perusing the "Main

Sheet." in Durban, South

East Coast of Natal.

South Africa, where she

was a big hit. Miss

Moran will return to

America shortly, open-

ing at Hammersteins,

New York, and later

playing the Orpheum
circuit.
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THE ROUND TABLE
"It looks like a viet opening tonight.*' murmured Sehroe-

der to a waiter.
A huh?" returned the waiter. "Ah." said Sehroeder.

' here comes der Colonel." as he brisked forth to seat his

evening guest.

"Good efening. Colonel." spluttered Sehroeder. with his

Hollandaise smile. But, alas, no reciprocal remark ram-
bled forth from the Colonel as he took his seat and called

for his favorite salad.

"Py goodness." confided Sehroeder to the waiter. "I

vunder vat iss de matter mit Colonel Varley. I speaks to

him nice tonight and de does not answer. Vat haf I done!"
"Oh. you big chump." replied the unsympathetic waiter.

"you joined the Indoor Yacht Club."

"Py golly. I'll bet dat's id. but I don't give a damn. I'd

rather be in the steerage of de Yacht Club than in his

best graces—dat's easy. I don't care now."
And while Sehroeder and the waiter were analyzing the

Colonel's silence the dear old round table rapidly filled up.

Barney Flood. Doc McElroy, Charley Arata, Doc Beards-
lee, Dave Wolff. Al Coney. Roland Becsey, Phil Wand and
a score of greater and lesser lights crowded around the
tahle where a man gets twenty-five days' credit.

"Colonel." said Coney on tin- side, "will you have a

of der baby wine?"
"I will not." answered the Colonel. "I do at time u e

tad language, but never bad wine."
"Oh. you've reformed, have you?" saiil John Horigan,

with a sneer.

"Sh. sh!" insisted Doc McElroy. "Horigan. you an I

Farley must cease your babble."

'•What you say about one another is true," suggested
Wolff, "but we are all bored of hearing it

"Besides." cautioned Barney Flood, it may find II

into the Main Sheet."
"Yes. assented Farley, "that's a matter which shouldn't

be overlooked. You know. boys. I think I've found out who
that stuff."

"Tea?" came back the melodramatic question from halt

a dozen throi

"Who? Who? Tell us. please," said Dave Wolff, 'I'd

like to shake hands with him."
"Ah, you're off." spurned the Colone It's > whole

crowd of spies. Willie Nelson. Marty Brandensteln, Tiv
Kreling and some mote sit here night after night and bring
the news to Willie Lynch, and that's the secret

"Colonel, you accuse me falsely." protested Nelson.
"Though I lose your estate. I do deny."

Yes." said Harney Flood. "I'm beginning to think the

Colonel himself writes it. and he pretends he is sore for

the bunk."
"1 wouldn't be at all surprised." said John Horigan. "only

he can't spell."

"Oh. those linotype things they have nowadays could

make even the Colonel write literally," suggested Judge
Griffin.

"Well, whoever writes it tells the truth, except when it

comes to me!" laughed John Horigan, as he dodged a su

bowl from George Ivancovlch.
"1 think its a shame: the Indoors ought to stop it aid

their good friend. Al Fitz.

"It's all right." said Fitzpatrick, "it never tells a lie. and
anybody who gets sore either has a guilty conscience or

no sense of humor."
"You know." said .lack Plover, "they do say some tunny

things in the Main Sheet. I particularly enjoy the fights
"

"Now that you're on fights, let me tell you of one

Vince Finnigan. "You know the Turnblatt brothers, Russel
and Oscar 1 '" asked Vince.

"Yes," assented the crown.
"Well. Oscar hid an edge like a new Gillette the other

night, and he insisted upon singing. The noise become un-

bearable and Geo. Maekey said to him, 'You're a great pair;

when you're stewed you sing and when your brother is

he whistles. Y'ou Swedes should realize that you got hit"

America to work, not to sing and whistle' Well, Oscar
deserted the singing fur the George Green's. He passed
at Mi Mackay shot back a short jolt and
Oscar's remains were carried out by the Porters.

iee. that's great news." piped Arata. I hope that gets
into the Main Sheet."
"Lemme tell yer one." interjected Dave Wolff. "You

all know Dave Sullivan, the peerless policeman?"
Indeed we do," agreed several one time defendants.

"Well, it seems," continued Dave, "that Marie Dressler's
husband was trying to Whitneyize one of the Gaiety
chorus, and in his efforts called a special copper to assist
him. The copper called Dave, and Dave called the hus-
band. The husband called Dave, and Dave swung one.
Well, after they wiped up the alleyway and gathered parts
of his clothes off Tait's wall. Marie took the rest of him

as a souvenir."
"Dave would have made a better fighter than a copper,"

suggested Archie Johnson.
"Hut that's not as bad as Jim Brennan," commented

Jack Suits.

How's that?" querred Bill Mikulich. "Why. I asked Jim
how he enjoyed Hadley at the concert, and Jim told me he
was the greatest singer he ever heard."

Ha. hi' chorused the eating mob. and each smile meant
new joy to Frank Griffin and Barney Flood.

"My, eh my. but yon boys like to expose Jim," said
Colonel Farley.

lib, no. it is not exposing him, it's publicity for him."
Roland Becsey.

Exposing is what Douglas got when he stacked the
deck," said .lack Costello

Yes, and he got publicity too." answered Dave Wolff.
"Well, that's bad stuff," broke in Sandy McNaughton.

"I in going to see my friend .Judge Shortall and have him
pinch George Oxnard for the great diamond robbery. Why.
Nat Huston bought two hundred tickets at a dollar api
and the' ring wasn't worth a hundred bucks. Even Doc Mc-
1 m II hail to smile when be suctioned it off."

i'h well." urged Suits, "if Huston had won it he'd have
hi'i another auction."

"Quit your knocking, hoys." commanded Doe MacMahon.
It won't do you any good, and you're liable to get into

print."

Y.s." said Harry Cosgrlff, lets have a good time."
inn had a pip at the I. Y. C. dance," said Marty Bran-

denstein.
Yes." came on Charley Goldberg. "Harry Cosgrlff and

Jack Spreckels created a sensation at the pageant-dansant.
Yon Know Harry hutted in without a ticket and Spreckels
came in late and wanted half rates. The sugar magnate
claimed as long as he ealile alter one o'clock he only should

a dollar and a half, and the box office man let him in.

He said the story would be worth more to the M. S. than
l he Spreckels buck and a half to the orphans."
"My word, you don't toll me he did that!" said Bill

I'm going to bar him from my set We ought to
get Harry and .lack for our minstrel show and put them
on in the skit entitled "For Sweet Charity's Sake."

"Oh, lord, why don't you fellows quit that scandal."
pleaded Doc MeKlroy. "Here comes Yates and we'll get
more."

Come on, boys, here comes Charley Y'ates, let's get out
oi here bl lore he comes," commanded the Colonel
The table was emptied, hut more because of Yates than

the ' olonel's demand.
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Why don't the "good fellows" who contributed to Leah's
defense aid Parker's?

Morcney may beat Lange at dice, but never at dancing

Too bad that the cornerstone didn't lay Aked instead
of Aked laying the cornerstone.

Now that the auto tax will stick, the autoists say it is

properly termed the "Highway Commission."

The Supreme Court reversed a criminal case. From
whence the moral courage?

Grove L. Johnson is throwing bricks at his son, Hiram.
Seme sons can't get away from good luck.

A duck is the most awkward creature on earth a<

ing to the prize-winning answer in a contest recently held
in Missouri—perhaps the duck who has to carve the duck
was not entered.

Anyway, nobedy will have to lay awake nights worrying
where they'll get money enough to pay their income tax.

Aviator Beachey was recently sued for divorce. Perhaps
his ambition—too fly—formed the complaint.

They danced the tango in a special car on a train going
fifty miles an hour the other day; some trains are better
adapted to the hesitation.

Work is not man's punishment. It is his reward and his
strength, his glory and his pleasure.—George Sand.

Good salesmanship is selling goods that won't come back
to customers that will.

Never dictate to your customers in regard to what they
should buy, unless you know those customers very well.

Don't underrate your predecessor nor forget that you may
in time become one.

The reason why some men are in authority is not appar-
ent to many, but if given a chance at the big desk they
would soon find out.

The value of traditions depends upon whether or not
they were founded on solid bottom or just stuck in the
mud.

Last week, after many years of prohibition, twenty-one
cities in Vermont voted to license the sale of liquor. Pretty
soon it will be puritanical California instead of prudish New
England.

FREES AND PRESTON.

'Twas Victor Hugo who wrote in speaking of Javert,
"The wickedness of goodness, the passionless, pitiless vil-

lainy of virtue." 'Tis a shame to associate the superb
Hugo with the ridiculous Preston, hut the quotation out-
weighs its company.

Preston, our new United States District Attorney! He
bespeaks Ukiah insane asylums and new mown hay. Pres-
ton, priest of prudery, humorist of humorists' We thought
that with the exit of McNab that once again law would
reign on the second floor of the Post Ofice Building.
'Twas known that McXab from Mendocino's wilds had a
motive in his publicity—he had a soft spot to find and a
future to <•• rvt . Inn Preston lacks motive.
What this young giant from Ukiah wouldn't do to get

into the public prints! Can you picture his rural eyea
[easting upon his sapient remarks on the Parker Whit-
ney episode? "Pis not the morals of Parker, nor the
marriages of Genevieve that worry us. but tint we should
lose a McNab to do worse.

Hit.' is a sworn officer of the law Irving his case in the
newspapers. Preston is no doubt too honest to dismiss
a case or cause an indictmi n( lor land or gold! Verily
does he out Aked— Aked!

Preston, you have broken all precedents by asking for
the appointment of a lady lawyer—merely because she Is

a woman. You have been brought into a large city from
the home of the maniac. Raise your eyes to heaven
thank the Democrats who appointed you, the train that
bro-ght you. and resolve thai while your job holds mil i.ai

will not fill for the velvet swish or soft throat of a
Genevieve or the darkened ink of a newspaper,

'Twill not take you long lo make up your mind (because
you needs musl realize the paucity of its area) thai the
Main Sheel wants a lawyer In the Posl Office, nol a

press agi i'

i

When you must listen to while slavers ami wind' slnv
esses, dn sii quietly, speak gently ami keep your voice low.
Remember. Pri ston without the press is small, but smaller:
is Preston with It.

There may be a thousand reasons why a thing can't
be done, and only one way to do it.

The man who is worth while won't waste your time and
his trying lo "stand in" with you.

There are men who slill make a distinction between
loafing on an organization and robbing the till.

There is only one way to make real friends, and the way
is perfectly simpli— Be One.

Don't expect everyone to be loyal to his work. That Is

a privilege reserved for the leaders.

Strong men must expect to be mi: Icrsloud ami criti-

cised. That is part of the price of rising above mediocrity.

Everything that was ever accomplished on the face of

this earth was achieved with the same equipment thai you
possess.—Herbert Kaufman.

Nobody ever started anything good but that a dozen
others tried to jump in and grab off the glory ami shekels

Accept no substitutes for work. There is nothing "Just as

good."—George Lorimer.

Don't joke your customers until they begin joking you.

Even then, be cautions—v-e-r-y cautious Some inveterate

jokers have a very poor sense of real humor. This applies

even to persons you think you know. And oh. so many of

us frail human beings are ever so much better at giving

jokes than at taking them.

"Oh wad some power the giftie gie us
To see oursel's as ithers see us!

It wad frae monie a blunder free us,

And foolish notion."—Burns.
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RANDOM THOUGHTS
epidemic of reform still continues unabated and un-

restrained. The world seems to have gone mad and what
between eugenics and hygienics, performers and reform-
ers, economists and theorists, the precious Eagle of Lib-
erty, with a farewell screech of disgust, will be supplanted
by the garrulous and domesticated Poll-Parrot. There is
not a single day that some ion- ri form is not advocated or
advanced, each on.' of which, in common parlance, is

hased upon the simple theory. "I don't dare and yon must
mil " Everything is anti—anti-cigarette, anti-sill, stocking,
anti-slit skirt, anti-rum, anti-fight, anti-vivisection, antl-
Eegregation, anti-this and anti that and anti-everybody.
Since the time of Satan, who. by the way. was the first

and from whom most of our present daj reformers are
lineally descended, no age has had so much hysterical,
fanatical and emotional tomfoolery and damn Denser to

contend with. To quote the sat;,- of Aurora. ' When <!od
sent a current of common sense through the Universe most
of our reformers put en rubber boots and stood on glass."

The other day .Indue Edgar M. Cullen retired as Chief
Justice of the New York court of Appeals. In his farewell
address to the public, in calm, temperate and judicial
words, he cautions the people to beware of the reformer
who in his desperate struggle to remodel everybod] and
everything, would absolutely and completed deprive every-
one else of the right of thought and the liberty of personal
rights. They would create a special class whose Bole duty
would he to "regulate all human conduct by statute along
lines which they would indicate, but who would be lirst

to resent legislative or other interfere with their own.
The great question, he says, 'is whether individual liberty
is still to obtain in America " Whether the rights thai
obtained under the lieilaration of Independence and the

Constitution of the United states shall continue or whether
the courts, the legislatures or the people themselves shall
le permitted to disregard the most fundamental principles
of personal liberty To-day." .lodge Cullen says, "accord-
ing to the notion of many, if not most people, liberty is the
right of part of the people to compel the other part to do
what the first part thinks the other part ought to do for its

own benefit."

Some economist, some philanthropist, some patriot,
should place a copy of this address in the bauds of ever]
thinking man and woman in the nation, with two copies
to every voter in California Apparently here we possess
the maddest of the mad. In the march of delirious reform
we are in the van. Individual right and individual liberty
seem to be unknown terms in the lexieon of our law-
makers and between initiative and referendum, our prayer
will ascend with the prayer of Kipling:

"Ship me somewhere East of Suez,
'Where the best is like tile UOTSt;
Where there ain't no ten commandments.
And a man can raise a thirst."

Next November the ballot "ill be as long as the delta-
qui tit tax list The antis will have their inning and if they
are not retired in one. two, three order, then most of us
luei in tter jump to the Federals
And while we are on the subject, simple in passing, what

have your reformers accomplished in San Francisco? They
closed the Barbary Coast 'tis true and pity 'tis true—but
then what? Is there less crime— is there less drunken-
ness—do girls no longer stray- do men no longer wander
from the family hearth— is fornication a forgotten art

—

do the lights no longer twinkle along the Qreat White
Way? All this was promised, but the result has simply
been to drive these people t,, ether parts of the town You
have not checked the trouble, only scattered it. and now
instead of being sequestered in a district all its own, it Is

leering and laughing and mocking from new spots and
other places. The Barbary Coast may have had its vices,

but better vice confined than vice rampant.

Supervisor Emmett llayden says they will never build

the elevated ferry loop except over bis dead body Not a
very secure or sound foundation, but nevertheless no great
impediment to traffic.

Marie Lloyd, the English comedienne, is a great friend
of Sam Herder's and as is the custom of most of the ' pro-
fessh," called on him at the Market-street store. Sam
was more than gracious and they chatted for an hour of so
until the conversation, steered by the ever-thoughfu] Sam,
drifted to commercial channels and finally to dress goods.
Meanwhile W. Elgin, more familiarly known as Buck
Travis, dropped in and finding Sim busy, stood in a statu-
esque ami immobile pose waiting an audience, while his
thoughts drifted slowly to— well, say Italy. The door sud-
denly , pened and Miss Lloyd appeared, glancing hurriedly
here and there Suddenly she grasped Buck's coat, ex-
claiming: "This is the very kind of material I mean,
Sam"' (if course liuck jumped. "Beg pawdon " continued
the lady, as she discovered that Elgie was real, "but you
had every appi arance of a dummy."

Tie- opi Ding Dumber at the Supervisors' weekly vaude-
ville shew last Monday was Harry Lauder, entertainer and
philanthropist—the closing, Teesdale. presumed leader of
tie unemployed, in "A Bum's Appeal" The intervening
numbers were contributed by the Supervisors themselves,
and it is difficult to say which carried off the honors -

the comedian, the clowns or the tragedian. Verily, it was
a wonderful show '

It is unfortunate that the sun spot theory of Father
Ricard could not be applied as successfully to the political

solar system. What a wonderful relief it would be, if some
student of horoscopy, gazing into the heaven of the office-

seeker, could forecast the result of the November elections.

Think of Ibe worry, the time, the pleading, the effort that

could be saved, ami think, above all else, bow convenient
it would be for the claimers to get on the right one But
come to think of ;t. the right one wouldn't need the claim-

ers or the trimmers cither, and what would become of

them? However, the politician, like the poor, is always
with us. and at pros, nt is clamoring for recognition. The
"Main Sheet" is neither a prophet nor the offspring of a

prophet and we have no Ricard to foretell with mathemai
i<al precision the relative location of the votes and their
probable effect en the political barometer. Therefore, we
shall not even venture a ^hp'ss. nor attempt a forecast.
latei' perhaps, we will. Our onlj suggestion to those who
contemplate running, particularly for local office, is to

think it over carefullj before you start. Defeat does not
help in anj way That there will be candidates galore for

i
>i ,:n:iue\ gues without saying, but we would hate to

see any of our good friends enter the lists, tempted by the
siren status of popularity, only to be wrecked on the

ol disappointment and failure. "If at first you don't

succeed" may be a mighty good motto generally, but
politically it is usually twaddle.

They were telling -lories the other night around the
St Francis bar about Harry Lauder and his reputed nig-

gardliness. It was a good thing .1 ini Buckley wasn't pres-

ent, or there would have been murder. Someone said that,

when fairly well grown, his mother had sent him to the

village -ton- to exchange an egg for a needle. They were
naturally a frugal Scotch family anti this was not uncom-
mon. The store-keeper, after some haggling, agreed and
then Lauder asked if be wasn't going to treat. The mer-
chant boiled with anger, but finally asked his pleasure,
only to almost swoon when Lauder said "I'll hae a wee bit

o' sherry ami egg;V He broke the same egg that Lauder had
brought him into a glass and by a coincidence found it had
two yolks. Quick as a Bash, Lauder shouted. "Don't cheat

me. mon; don't cheat me; ye owe me anither needle!"
When the laugh had subsided, someone remarked "That
Lauder must be a tough bird—almost as bad as doe Mc-
Ilroy."

Fat Mrs Campbell is at it again. This time she threat-

ened to recall poor Oscar Hocks because he wouldn't vote
to close the Beach resorts. One of our local fight promot-
ers threatened to do worse than that, but somehow Oscar
*vas equal to both occasions. He shook hands with Fat
Mrs. Campbell and he made the promoter smile, too. All

of which proves that "a soft answer turneth awaj wrath."
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THE NEW CURRENCY AND BANKING ACT.

It is first in order to consider the organization of the
system. It is proposed to divide the continental United
States, excepting Alaska, into not less than eight, nor
more than twelve, Federal Reserve Districts, in each of

which a city shall be designated as a Federal reserve city,

there to be located the Federal reserve bank of the dis-

trict. The Secretaries of the Treasury and Agriculture
and the Comptroller of the Currency are constituted an
organization committee to determine the number and ex-

tent of the districts and the location of the reserve cities.

It is for this purpose that the Secretaries of the Treasury
and Agriculture, a majority of the committee, have been
visiting the principal cities and have recently been in

San Francisco. That this city is the logical place for the
location of one of the banks is beyond question, and it

seems a foregone conclusion that to her many other dis-

tinctions is to be added the possession of the "Federal
Reserve Bank of San Francisco."
The governing body of the system is styled the Federal

reserve board, and its headquarters and offices will be
with the Treasury Department at Washington. It will

have complete supervision, control and regulation of the
Federal reserve banks. There will be seven members of
this board, two of whom will be the Secretary of the
Treasury and the Comptroller of the Currency; the other
five will be appointed by the President, with the consent
of the Senate. Of the first five appointed, one shall be
designated by the President to serve for two years, one
for four, one for six, one for eight and one for ten yeais:
each member appointed thereafter shall serve for ten years.
In selecting the members of the board the President is to

have due regard to a fair representation of the different
commercial, industrial and geographical divisions of the
country. Each member so appointed must devote his entire
time to the business of the board, and will receive a

sr.lary of $12,000 per annum and actual necessary traveling
expenses. At least two of the members appointed shall

be persons experienced in banking or finance, lint no mem-
ber can be an officer, director or stockholder of any bank
or trust company.

An advisory council of bankers is provided for, com-
posed of one member from each Federal reserve district,

to meet at Washington at least four times each year, or
oftener, if called by the Federal reserve board. Their
powers, however, are, as suggested by their title, only
advisory.

It is the exclusion of bankers from membership in the
central governing body and the placing in their stead of
political appointees, that arouses most apprehension as to
the success of this Federal reserve system. Its best
features are taken from the report of the Monetary Com-
mission, of which Senator Aldrich was chairman, known
as the Aldrich plan, made after careful and scientific in-

vestigation of the world's national banking systems, but it

provided that the central governing body should be com-
posed of bankers elected by the banks of the system. How
the political appointee feature is regarded by the world's
bankers may be inferred from a speech recently delivered
in New York by Dr. Jacob Riesser, of Berlin, president of
the Central Association of German Banks and Bankers,
and one of Germany's leading financiers:
"From our point of view, a banking law is doomed to

failure if it gives any power in any important part of the
management, except in supervision, to politics, or to lead-
ers in politics, who generally lack banking experience.
Politics may sometimes spoil the character; they will
always spoil business.

"We are further convinced that all banking legislation
must, in the long run, suffer shipwreck, if, perhaps, with
an eye on popular currents, it excludes the expert ele-
ments—banks and bankers—from the management of the
central note bank, or if, in other words, it treats them
as enemies instead of friends. We believe that any bank-
ing legislation which is guided by purely impersonal mo-
tives must secure for the management of the central bank
of issue the co-operation, though not the domination, of
those expert elements, as such a bank can only fulfill' its
duties to the nation when working hand in hand with the
other banks. When I want to build a house, I call in
architects and bricklayers, not fiddlers—not even good
fiddlers."

SPRING AGAIN.
(Carveth.)

The gushing spring will shortly gusli;
We'll wade around in grime and slush
And likewise some old-fashioned mud.
We'lf see the little budlets bud
And barken to the merry birds
A-warbling songlets without words.
The gia.ss will grow beneath our tread
Just where it should—not overhead.
The days will lengthen

—

nights will shrink,
And many a mushy, gushy gink
Will unload dreamy, springtime verse,
Both good and better, bad and worse.
Old Winter will be loathe to unit.
But he wilt have to rise and git.
We'll lay our overcoat away
With moth-balls till some future day.
The babbling brook will start to bab;
The bugs and grasshoppers will grab
At every doggone thing that glows.
We'll change our winter underclothes,
Whereat Pneumonia may come
And change our thoughts on springtime, some.
The doctor, too. his change will seek
Ami that will leave us thin and weak
In person and In pocket, so
Don't rout Cor spring until you know-
She's here with balmy Mir and skies
As blue as sunn- sweet damsel's eyes.
in spite of nil. we love the spring
For nil the gladsomeness she'll bring;
So while wiih joy our system's Mush
We'll let the gushing springtime gush.

lie walked briskly into Merger's and thus addressed the
clerk: "Show me some neckties, please; yes, half-a-dollar
ones,—oh, blue or black,—and those shirts in that case,

—

let me see one of 'em,— not Inn giddy, size fifteen, and,
er . Say. what is the latest style in collars? I'd like
to look at some, not Quite so high as that, and—oh, yes,
some socks. Size? Why, about ten. I think, and black;
you're sure tlv.it those will really wear? And say, while
you're at it you might show mo a pair of suspenders, just

I
lain while— yes, fifty cents Is enough—those look all

right; ami Bome handkerchiefs, too, with an initial n.
something abouj a Quarter apiece; and show me a

\i i Ins "Din Hi,, perspiring clerk gazed over the hill of
toggery upon the counter and Inquired: "You'll have these
soni, l pr isume?"

"Soul? Oh, no,— I'm not going to buy all this stuff.

\\ li.it I really came in for was a collar-button, hut I know
that you'd be anxious to show me all these things, so I

thought I'd have it over with right away."

i: CERTAINL1 win mi:

I'm thankful Ihnl tin sun nml moon
A re bOt li I e. up s.i hie. h

That iii, reforming hand can reach
And take them from the sky.

I'm it they weren't, I have no doubl
Tha l some pi esumptuous ass

Would try in take them from their place,
Ami light the world wiih "gas."— Exchange,

Ask for
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THE CENTIPEDE PRESS.

By Walter Anthony.

Though it may be egotistical to say so, I doubt that
there is a person in the world who is .more of an en-
thusiast than I am in favor of morals for the masses.
For years I have preached it; but it doesn't seem to

have done much good.
In fact, to be frank, sometimes it seems as though folks

were getting worse and worse, and I have made my own
investigations before arriving at such a disquieting con-
clusion.

I bope that I am mistaken, but I give you the benefit of

my careful scrutinies.

All of us philosophers seek an explanation for any given
phenomenon.

It is well known to a few of us that every effect must
its cause, ami this statement, I assure you, is sus-

ct ptible 01* no successful contradition, as I Id demon-
strate if this were that kind of a paper and larger.

Thus, I sought a reason for the prevalence of evil which
Rachael Marshall. Dr, vked 'ni the prosecuting attorney
assure us is on even hand, even in jails.

It may interest you to know that I found one of the
reasons in the newspapers. It is seldom nowaday! since
I ceased to write for the papers—that reason can be found
in the daily press, but in the case at preseni under con-

sideration it was, in tact, in the newspapers thai I located

at least one of the reasons why they're beginning to teach
sex hygiene in the public schools.

I tefer to the I

Now listen.

No family newspaper is competent to enter a respec-
table family, particularly on Sunday, if it hasn't as many
legs as a centipede. There are legs of blonde ladies

climbing on hoard a steamer or standing in the shrouds;
there are legs of brunette ladies leaping carelessly from
limb to |imb at the park, or wading at the beach on a very
cold das; there art the ex] I limbs of a leader of so-

., Will) OUViOllSly Seeks the occasion to (lispOSC O I' all

doubts as to her means of support, and there tire legs of

miscellaneous others who board street ears in hobble skirts

tew boats, climb rocks or pose in slit skuts .ill for

edification of a public which till then didn't have any
opinions or concern on or in the subject what
The reason for all this, like the rhyme in Alice in

Wonderland," isn't verj clear; hut the fact remains that
a notion in publicity circles is prevalent that nothin
tracts so much attention as a lady's leg on tie front

of a newspaper.
The musical corned] people are greatly opposed to this

general dissemination ol the likeness of the feminine leg.

more particular eneral revealmenl on
streets of the city. They believe in moral

I

too.

You see, if thes- exhibitions art to be siven free of

rge, where will musical I off? If you can wi»-

ness an Amazon march down Market street, will you pay
i> couple of dollars to see it on the st; you
will not.

\s press ;<^ent of the Gaiety, I at

lie exhibitions. The;, are Indeo mid be tol-

ted only on I
should he very few-

passes issued.

The necessity for reform in woman's garb is pressing.

Something shonl
to what extent the musical comedy producer will have to

go to attract t! a that his i

and desei ,

We view these public exposures with ahum and point to

them with shame. When women, in the effort to emulate
and then to outdo each ether in the exten inti-

II have educed the stock of wearing
apparel to the minimum and with just enough on to cover
the law—what will the musical shows have to do? Noth-
ing. The world, perhaps, will then become as chaste as a
Hottentot and as unconcerned as a Fiji [slander, who don't

have any such thing as a musical comedy.
But to revert to the newspapers, which, of course, since

I left the game have deteriorated wonderfully.
The generous exhibitions of the undrnped Inn neatly gar-

tered limb, are not made, even though you may think the
contrary, to antagonize home circulation. Father will be

sure to buy one. He says that he likes the editorials.
Brother reads the sporting page, and sister, the advice to
the young. Only mother reads the editorials and she goes
to the club and makes speeches. Thus the home is dis-

rupted—which was the point I sought to indicate in the
very beginning that the multiplicity of legs in the papers
is the cause of the growing wickedness of the world, the
tango, the hesitation waltz, the bunny hug, the two-step,
turkey trot, grizzly bear and a lot of other things like that;
beside the alienation of conjugal affection and the divorce
mill.

Perhaps, however, there may be a serious note struck
that will ring to the key.
There is still a type of man who admires old-fashioned

modesty, who prefers that the lady he marries, like a
keeper of his reputation, will reserve for him some expres-
sions of confidence that she does not give to the public.

Perhaps there are those who believe that the finest proof of

hospitality is to offer your honored guest a home, the ex-
terior of which does not betray the beauties of its interior;

and who will see that he who is honored with an invitation
to that house shall find within unexpected charm, warmth
and chaste beauty.

Perhaps I do not make myself plain.

There \v:is a lop arrested, who, when searched, was found
to be without underclothes. His shirt was a dickey, his

cuffs were dirt;, at the other end and everything he had
on wis what snowed But then is a delicate and implied
compliment on the part of the woman who reserves for the
man she loves those Intimacies of revealmenl which mod-

to the labble and which only love, like the sun
on a flower, unfolds.

JULIUS EPPSTEIN
FRANK H. FORREST

PHONES I
\ SUTTER 13T2

) KEARNY 5198

d)r California Jflorist

344-346 GEARY STREET

AND HOTEL ST. FRANCIS

ARTISTIC DECORATING AND
DESIGNING OUR SPECIALTY

SAN FRANCISCO
CALIFORNIA
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Shipmate James

G. Conlan needs
no introduction to
the members of
the Indoor Yacht
Club. Among the
large number of
the local judiciary
on the Club roll,

none can exceed
the genial Judge
Conlon in mod-
esty, ability
or popularity.
When elected a
Justice of the
Peace some four
years ago. Jimmy
Conlan received
a vote of over
•10,000. Besides be-
ing active in our
organization.
Judge Conlan has
served as Presi-
dent of Stanford
Parlor, N. S. G. W„
and is at present a
District Deputy
Grand President
of that order. He
is also an active
member of the

Olympic Club and of San Francisco Lodge X.,. ::. B. P. O. K.
If conscientious performance of duty counts for anything
among our electorate, then the future certainly holds rich
treasures in store for the capable and worthy Judge.

JAMES G. CONLAN

A PAGEANT-DANSANT HIT.

Did you hear of the excellent showing the Indoor
Yacht Club Band made at the Pageant-Dansant? When
Shipmate Eugene M. Levy collected the crew of wind,
string and horn artists he earned the thanks of the club
from commodore to cook. Major Levy was fortunate in

having Professor H. W. Hulen, formerly with John Philip
Sousa, as musical director. So with the Professor, the
Major and the talent in the band, the club has one of the
best bands in San Francisco, comprised entirely of club
members.

1. Y. C. NOTES
Now that Xed Greenway has been deposed as Czar of

the Tango Set, the I. Y. C. have crowned Bill Lange King
of the Dansant. Long may he reign!

William Kyne, Albert Herbert and Moses Getz all ran a
tie for first place as hosts at the Pageant-Dansant.

Our absent members responded nobly: Charley Harvey,
Rudie Fischbeck, Jack Gleeson, and many others purchas-
ing tickets that they did not use.

IN MEMORIAM.

Two brave, strong and tender spirits have passed from
the living rolls of the I. Y. C. into the never-never-Land
since the last issue of the "Main Sheet"—James 'Fred"
Jensen slipped to the Great Beyond after a two months'
illness; and the other. "General" Wm. H. Almon, quietly
passed out very suddenly at his home in Colma on the
second instant.

Sleep on, dear sailor lads, beneath the waving grasses,
secure in the knowledge that your shipmates on the great
million-masted vessel called "Life" will mourn for you and
some day clasp you to their hearts on the larger ship
called "Death."

ST. PATRICK'S DAY.

Every year through long centuries the Irish have cele-

brated the great religious and patriotic event—Saint Pat-
rick's Day. Looking back with gratitude to the noble man
who taught and worked in the island to which he was taken
a prisoner as a mere child, his loyal followers find it

impossible to exaggerate the value of the teachings and
example of Saint Patrick.
A teacher, a patient reasoner, a bold fighter— in his spirit

were combined the noblest qualities of humanity. Not
only in Ireland, but to distant lands, where those that
studied under him traveled, were taught the truths they
had heard him teach.
Not only to the Irish and those that believe in the Cath-

olic religion is St. Patrick's Day important, but those that
know history realize how men of every nationality and of
every religious faith have loved and reverenced the great
Patron of Ireland for years and centuries past.
Because the Irish as a race have taken to heart the

teachings of St. Patrick, because they have followed his
example of fearlessness—and St. Patrick proved that cour-
age is the great asset of the human being; and that what
a man is determined to get he can gel if he will fight per-
sistently and without fear—they celebrate at the present
time .1 victory, the sure accomplishment of a wish and
prayer of thousands of her brave sons who. like their gal-

lant hero and patron, si. Patrick, have worked unceasingly
for what they knew to be for the betterment of their Na-
tive Land—Ireland, which next to their God, they love

—

its freedom and that of its people.

SHAKING HANDS.

Shaking hands is a very simple thing and yet in moal
instances it is a matter of no little importance, and sonic-

times ;< c,nod hearty handshake is worth a fortune to a

man. There ought, always, of course, to be good cheer,
sympathy, friendship, yet an inspiration in the hand-
shake. Here is a little story giving the origin of shaking
bands, from which it will be seen that there has been
wonderful progress in the hand-shaking custom since it

first began. As a bit of ancient history it is interesting:
In olden days when every man who had any pretensions

of being a gentleman carried a sword, it was the custom
for men when they met to show that tiny had no intention

«f treachery to offer each other their weapon hands, or in

other words, the hand that would be used to draw the

sword, and to hold back the hand was usually a signal for

a fight. This habit became so fixed that long after men
ceased to wear swords they still offered the weapon hand
to a friend and declined to offer it to an enemy. To this

day when you reluse to shake hands with a person it

signifies that you are at war. Among savages who never
carried swords the practice of shaking band;, is unknown,
and it affords them a great deal of amusement to see

white men do it.

Tait: "Do you play golf?"
Gwendolyn: "No, I merely speak it."

Assume a complexion if you have it not.

BOTTLING CO
J. W. COFFROTH. I'res. M. W. ALTMAYER, Vice Pres. JNO. S. MACKAV. Mjr.

PURE CARBONATED BEVERAGES

THE CLUB GINGER ALE
Phone Prospect 1389 2108 Polk Street
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PALACE OF FINE ARTS MIRRORED IN WATERS OF
FINE ARTS LAGOON UPON THE GROUNDS

OF THE PANAMA-PACIFIC INTERNA-
TIONAL EXPOSITION.

The Palace of Fine Arts will be the architectural gem of
the Panama Pacific International Exposition. It will I..- ;i

i shaped trin pie in Graeco-Italian style, with a
central dome projecting out into the waters of the lagoon,
and shadowed by groves of cypress and eucalyptus. It will

house the greatest collection of art treasures of all nations
and periods ever assembled in modern times. World'
famous pictures and great pieces of sculpture that never
before have been allowed to leave the greal museums and
galleries of Europe will be brought to San Fran
enrich this greatest loan collection of art of the age.

THE IRISH HEART.

It's Patrick's Day in the marnin'. so come on ye ould
spalpeen, I'll give ye full, fair warnin' that I'm "wearin' o'

the green"—it's bloomin' in me garden, it's on me coat's
lapel, it's tangled in me heart-strings—an* lis in me eye
as well, fer any man that laughs betimes when lie should
only smile and feel a lovin' comradeship fer good ould
Erin's Isle. Maybe ye came from Sligo. maybe ye are
from Kerry—today wherever I go ye must be gay and
merry. Folks say our smile is misty, and over close In

tears. They say the Stone we've kissed- that we've bad
to dwell with fears. I'm thinkin' that we're just plain
folk, an' no different the while, though we chanced to wake
to livin' first in good ould Erin's Isle. It's Patrick's Daj
in the marnin', and I'm wearin' o' the green, an' my heart
is just fair bornin' for the land I have not seen since I

took the ship at Queenstown and gladly Balled away. To
the land that gave me promise I could go home some da]
with me pockets full o' silver chink, an' me bal -nit an'
bold for that me peat could always burn against (he mist
and cold. Well. I've no success to boast on. an' the
money has not come, while the new land keeps me workin'
as I never woiked at home. My eyes are often misty
when I lie in bed of nights an' think of the fairies. Whist.

An Irish heart sees lights it knows are el\es an
fairies, an' they live in ould Ireland's hills. I know I 11 be
goin' back again, for me heart it bumps an' thrills when I

think of the dear ould sod out there in He nit gray rain
Shure. this is a line, big country, but I km>w I'll g<> home
again. It's Patrick's May in the marnin'. an' I wear the

n an' I smile whiles me heart is proud, it's yearnin'
fer dear ould Erin's Isle.

STOP your Auto at the

HOPKINS
Formerly Bohemian Villa

MEALS SERVED AT ALL HOURS
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS

Rntertainment during Afternoon and Night

The Pacifc Ocean is My Bath Tub.
1 938 Ocean Boulevard

Come In, the Water's Fine. pnone Sunset 960

TO KEEP DISEASE DOWN, KEEP THE WINDOWS UP.

Fresh Air. Which Costs Nothing. Is More Important to
Health Than Any Food.

COLD DOES XOT KILL YOU—but germs and bad ven-
tilation WILL.
Remember that in fighting cold you are apt to fight vour-

self. to fight your lungs and to invite disease.
A man can be perfectly healthy at the north pole, with

the temperature 40 degrees below zero, because he gets
fresh air.

And the same man might die in our present weather, fool-
Ishlj imagining that he could protect himself by shutting
out the oxygen upon which his blood and his whole body
depend.

Please read the following statement from the very wise
Chicago Health Bulletin that we often quote in this col-
umn, and which, while applying directly to conditions in
Chicago, may be considered locally as well, even though
our weather is entirely unlike Chicago's frigidity:

"With the onset of a "cold snap." which the weather man
tells us is imminent for Chicago, there is sure to he a very
pronounced increase in the city's death rate, which at the
Pre- en t time and for the entire winter has been extraordi-
narily low. the result of an extremely mild winter.
"When it turns cooler the people much ton generally will

the "comfort" of closed, warmed quarters, and then the
trouble will begin.

"The trouble will arise from the fact that the quarters in
which comfort will be sought will be. in the great majority
of cases, grossly underventilated and overheated, a combi-
nation of conditions which spells T-r-o-u-bl-e. with a cap-
ital T.

"The first positive evidence of trouble resulting from this
closer housing will he a decided rise in the pneumonia
death rate. Colds and bronchitis will he more prevalent;
there will be many complaints of so-called 'la grippe.' al-
though few, if any. of such cases will be genuine influenzal
Infections Conditions will be right also for the develop-
ment of tuberculosis and for hastening the end of many
now in the last stages of this disease.

lint all of such unpleasant results can he avoided. All
tbat need be done is to keep the air of your living quarters
fresh and pure, and avoid close, stuffy, unventilated places.
especially those where people assemble in considerable
numbers. Keep your house thoroughly aired, avoid over-
heating and get as much outdoor exercise as possible.

"Remember that pneumonia, tuberculosis, bronchitis and
colds are diseases of improper housing; they are not dis-
eases that you contract in the open air.

"To keep the pneumonia death rate DOWN, keep your
windows UP.*'

OUT WHERE THE WEST BEGINS.

(Arthur Chapman. 1

Out where the handclasp's a little stronger.
Out where a smile dwells a little longer.

That's where the West begins.
Out where the sun's a little brighter.
Where the snow that falls is a trifle whiter.
Where the bonds of home are a wee hit tighter,

There's where the West begins.

Out where the skies are a trifle bluer,
Out where friendship's a little truer.

That's where the West liegins.

Out where a fresher breeze is blowing,
Where there's laughter in every streamlet flowing.
Where there's more of reaping and less of sowing.

That's wdiere the West begins.

Out where the world is in the making.
Where fewer hearts with despair aie aching,

That's where the West begins.
Where there is more of singing and less of sighing.
Where there is more of giving and less of buying.

Where a man makes friends without half trying,

That's where the West begins.
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ELECTED TO MEMBKRSH IP IN IXDOOR YACHT CLUB.

San Francisco—Eugene Avy, 2422 Union street; Harry B.
Adler, 929 Devisidero street; John D. Ahem, 425 Duboce
avenue; F. W. Alsing, 2583 Thirty-first street; Dr. Thos. P.
Bodkin, 495 Haight street; Thomas Bauman. 1027 Fell street;
William Blackwell, Crown Distilleries, Beale and Mission
streets; David A. Barry, 1269 Green street; Max Breitman,
1427 Haight street; J. P. Beguhl. 1161 Dolores street; Louis
Butler, 550 Market street; Dr. E. J. Casper, 1899 California
street; Dan Collins, 4126 California street; Louis Coffey, 504
Valencia street; Edward M. Connolly, 149 California street;
Hon. Marcel E. Cerf, City Hall; Hon. Wiley F. Crist. S4
Fifth avenue; B. H. Chambers, King Edward Apartments;
Geo. Cuthbertson, 104 Guerrero street; Tom Dillon. 720 Mar-
ket street; William F. Dunphy, 402 Central avenue; Steve
Dabovich, 2301 Polk street; Julius Eppstein, Hotel Alex-
ander; Frank H. Forrest, 1127 Hyde street; Robert Green,
Keystone Apartments; Henry Goldsmith, 1401 Haight street;
Charles Gill, Sorrento Hotel; Andrew Gilmarlin. Stevenson
and Ecker streets; J. C. Gaftney. 9S7 Lombard street; John
Hannan, 676 Howard street; Edward Hantaan, 1412 Mc-
Allister street; J. C. Heimertlinger, 7S7 Market street; E. A.
Homan, 929 Devisidero street; George Hart, The Lodge Cafe.
La Playa street; Jesse D. Hanna, 94S Leavenworth street;
John G. Hecker, Second and Folsom streets; James Hughes,
96SA Hayes street; Sam Jacobi, 24 Battery street; Fred W.
Kittle. S72 Sutter street; Frank H. Keyes. 335 Stockton
street; Philip Kronberg, 2053 Sutter street; Orie Kennedy.
929 Devisidero street; H. Kohn, 540 Powell street; Manuel
Lafee. 849 Fell street; James H. Lewis. 433 Mills Building;
W. A. Lament. 3330 Twenty-third street; Bert Lachan. 653
Sutter street; Harold D. Levin, 1170 California street! Prank
T. Leahy. 233 Ninth avenue: Herman M. Levy, 190'] Pierce
street; Louis Marks. S31 Market street; Xat <:;. Messer, 3024
Pierce street; Eugene W. Mullane. 1060 Clayton street; Owen
L. Maisel, 660 Bush street; P. J. Neumann, 947 Broderick
street: Arthur O'Brien. Clunie Building; Charles s IV. iv,

153S Ninth avenue: Edward W. Parker. 423A Eleventh ave-
nue; L. LaPlaee, 2574 Thirty-first avenue; .1 s. Rawlins, 819
Masonic avenue; Max Rosenthal. Westbank Building; Walter
H. Reed, 203 Postal Telegraph Building; Chas. Randall, 1385
Vallejo street; Harry Scott, St Fran is Hotel; Chas. C. Sul-
livan, 731 Gough street: Joseph J. Schmeer, 77 1 Golden Gate
avenue; Henry Stern, 316 Bush street; Orlando Stevens, 121
Lake street; W. D. Squires. 540 Powell Btreet; II.nn .1

Schober, 750 Bryant street: l-Yino l Schuhl. 316 Russ Build-
ing-; Urban F. Stewart, 686 Fell street: W. I'. Shin.-. SI.

Francis Hotel; Bunker Vincent, Olympic Club: John J.

Walshe. 2261 Pine street; Walker Walsh, 183 Pierce Btreet;
William F. Wright. St, Catherine Apartments, Bush and
Polk streets; w. H. Westphal, 2513 Pacific avenue; Charles
Wvman, 422 Presidio avenue; John Riley, chiel engineer,
City Hall; Nat Goldstein, 504 Pantages Building; Joseph
Poheim, S04 Market sti t; Raphael Cnr.li.n. 5s Second st'cct;
John Marisch. 20 Stanyan street: B. G, Dletterle, I-. Capp
street; T. R. Manning, County Clerk's i if lice. 4349 Twentieth
street: John J. Whelan. Man;i-n Kniuhls ..f Columbus Hall,
150 Colden Gate avenue; Joseph E. O'Donnell, Attorney, Phe-
lan Building: Thos. J. McGinnis. 648 Grove street: Wm
Cannon. Corporal of Police. 1626 Florida street; 1' A White.
Hall of Justice; Robert McDonald. Olympic Club: Charles N.
Bills, 153 Twelfth avenue; J. H. Barter, 5 10 Powell street;
Frank J. Blake, St. Francis Hotel; D. Zelinsky. 56 1 Eddy
street; Stephen P. Vicini. 4440 California street: Captain
Bernard J. Judge, 1894 Turk street; .1. C. Blrkenmaier, Ar-
lington Hotel: Charles A. Boudin, 327 Seventh avenue: Jules
C. Boudin. 4440 California street: John P. Costello, Republic
Rubber Co., Hyde street and Golden Gate avenue; Charles L.
Asher, 1326 Geary street; Andrew Mahoney, 871 Clayton
street; Paul Dunphy. 41 Post street.

Oakland, Cal.—Charles Burman, 241S Broadway. Union
Savings Bank Building.

Martinez, Cal.—Frank Burnham.
Sacramento. Cal.—Frank C. Jordan, Secretary of State.

Los Angeles, Cal.—Ed. R. Maier, 440 Allso street; 'Map"
Hogan. 440 Aliso street.

Kentfleld, Cal.—Sydney H. L. Cavill.

Portland, Ore.—Joseph A. Stutt, Sixth and Washington
streets.

Marshfleld, Ore.—C. J. Montgomery.
Aberdeen. Wash.—Arthur Cody.
Chicago. 111.—Milton Stern. 7 North Wahash ave.

Philadelphia, Pa.—Eddie Burns. Philadelphia National Ball
Club.
Ketchiskan, Alaska.—William Woodworth, Dream The-

atre; Edward Drake, Dream Theatre.

APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP.

San Francisco—Charles Francis Adams, S32 Mills Bldg.

;

Austin Arnold, Department 12, Hall of Justice; S. T. Bush,
Monadnock Bldg.; Edmund Barnes, 1434 O'Farrell street;

T.-D. Black, 343 Frederick Street; Edward Belasco. Alca-
zar Theater; Dr. W. B. Coffey, 162 Post street; J. I. Clarke,
1480 Guerrero street; John J. Casey, 190 Liberty street;

Thos. H. Commins, 3247 Mission street; Thos. T. Clarke, 62

Post street; Milton H. Cook, 37 Howard street; S. V. Cos-
tello, Phelan Bldg.; Chas. Cleaver, 2085 Sutter street;

Louis M. Cahn, 201 Montgomery street; H. E. Chambers,

3349 Montgomery street; J. C. Corbett, 2046 Greenwich
street; Ernest M. Doyle. 140 McAllister street; M. H. Del-
field, 154 Ellis street; C. J. Deasy, 413 Hill street; Ben
Davis. Alexander Hotel; Morris Dale, 6000 Fulton street;
J. E. Dolan. 3311 Mission street; Geo. A. Dixon, Hotel Ar-
gonaut; E. R. Eyre. University Club; Frank W. Ewan, 800
Market street; Elmer J. Esperenee, 940 Shotwell street;
A. C. Eisen. 57 Post street; Dave Englander, 597 Mission
street; F. J. Fallon. 709 Merchants' National Bank Bldg.;
Chas. Fulton. 545 O'Farrell street; Ernest C. Flynn, 1014
Valencia street; Guy Fisher, San Francisco Examiner;
Phil Freedman, 1148 Ellis street; T. A. Fuller, Studebaker
Company; Archie Fegenbush, 54 Ellis street; H. M. Far-
rar, 310 California street; John Ginty, 1245 Market street;
Al Gordon. 20S Powell street; Mark A. Greely. 367 20th ave-
nue; W. H. Gorman, S23 Sansome street; Milton P. Hayes,
room 523, City Hall; C. M. Heberer, 4 Ellis street; Dan 0.

Hoffman, lie's Market street; W. G. Hinkelbein, 064 Mar.
ket street; O. F. Hoyt, 44 Lyon street; .1. L. A. Jaunet, 603
Folsom street; John A. Jordan, care llealy-Tibbitts Con-
struction Company, Main and Market streets; C. J. Jacob-
son. Hof Brau Cafe; W. P. Johnson, 1219 Flood Bldg.; Ben
Jacobs, 135iv Washington street; Tom Jarvis, 2065 Market
street; John L. Kerns, Breakers Cafe, southeast cornet-

Ellis and Mason streets; Joseph M. Kidd, 512 First avenue;
ion. K. Koimian, 612 Cap]) street; E. A. Klose, Phelan
Bldg.; Frank Kenney, Moore-Watson Dry Goods Company;
\V. R. Lash, 22X Mil street; Charles Levy, Assessor's Of-

fice. 1245 Market street; Wm. Larzelere, 203 Drumm street;

Bert Levy, 105 Montgomery street; J. t'al Ewing, 129
Stevenson street; A. S. Goggin, 4ml California street; S.

Louis, 44 1 California street; Lars C. Larsen, 601 Crocker
Hhlg.; .las. ('. Martin. Humboldt Hank Bldg.; Otis N. John-
son. 467 Mills Bldg.; T. I'. Martin. Humboldt Hank Bldg.;

BenJ, McCloskey, 361 Fait' Oaks street; R. B. Moore, 657

Bryant street; Chas. McDonnell, 39 Isis street; George
Nickel. 21ul Laguna stteet; Hilly Murry, 199 Eillls street;

Chas. A. Miller. 15 Main street; Edward J. McDevitt, As-

sessor's Office; Syl A. Newman, 11-17 Beale street; II. D,

O'Brien, 826 Market street; Howard Park. 491 California

street; Dr. E. W. Parsons, 2197 Mission street; A. Posener,

10 Kearney street; S. Richardson, 306 Crocker Hhlg.; Wm.
Redding. 212 Powell street; A. F. Rousseau, 441 Monad-
nock Hhlg.; O. M. Rousseau. 441 Monadnock Bldg.;

F. 1". Rowe, Motel Argonaut; E. A. Riley. As-

sessor's Office; It. F. Sanford, St. Anthony Apartments; J.

M. Soldanels, 736 Stanyan street; J. A. Swain, 201 Califor-

nia street; Daniel A. Sylvester. 1374 42nd avenue; T. A.

Sohlke, 430 Battery street; Dr. J. F. Sullivan, 434 Guerrero

street; O. ('. Sttne, 2:: Montgomery street; C. G. Sheffield,

Olympic Club; W. W. Shannon. 5n'.i Sansome street; Iv W.

Sinclair, Olympic Club; A. V. Thompson, 814 Iiiullo Hldg.;

J. Trewavas, 204 Phelan Bldg.; William S. Taber. 33 Kear-

ny street; Charles A. Warren, 921 Kohl Bldg.; Wm. Wel-

don, 2142 Fillmore street; Bernard Collum, Ocean and San

Jose avenues.

Vallejo, Co.— Henry F. Stahl.

New York—James Mclntyre, Southampton, Long Island;

Tom K. Heath, 1358 Setuket, Long Island; Edw. S. Holder,

Hiedberg Bldg.; Jno. J. Gleason, Hotel Longacre.

Chicago, 111.—Louis Loeb, 3620 Michigan avenue.

MEMBERS!

JUSTA
When you rent a box

in our safe deposit

vaults, your valuables

are guarded against

loss through theft, fire

or carelessness. You

can rent a box for $4.00

per year.

CROCKER SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS
JOHN F. CUNNINGHAM. Mm.

Crocker Building Post and Market Streets
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BOB SMITH Phon* Kearny

5168

P. M. BAMBINO

BAMBINO & SMITH

EXCLU SIVE TAILORS
I

1

415-16-17 EXAMINER BUILDING

3rd and Market Street SAN FRANCISCO

%\)t art floral Co.
P. VINCENT MATRAIA,

Manager

2 55 POWELL STREET

Telephone Number : : Kearny 3524

Kiixrowf
AISO

BERGER'S is a house of "Now", of "To-day" and to-morrow—living

in the present and looking forward to the future.

TO-DAY and NOW
WE FEATURE

Our Winter Models in Ultra-Smart BENJAMIN OverCOatS

$25.00 and $30.00
Medium Weight

856 MARKET ST. BERGER'S EAST OF POWELL
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"San Francisco
Limited"

Chicago in 692 Hours

EASTBOUND
Leave San Francisco, (Ferry Station) 5:00 p. m.

Leave Oakland (16th St.) .... 3:36 p, m.

Arrive Chicago 4:30 p. m.

WESTBOUND
Leave Chicago 9:30 p. m.

Arrive Oakland (16th St.) .... 7:05 p. m.

Arrive San Francisco (Ferry Station) 7:50 p. m.

Standard Pullman and Tourist Sleeping Cars. 'Dining Car.

Southern Pacific
THE EXPOSITION LINE—1915

.101
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scenes of surpassing tropical beauty. A delightful

trip for Health, Recreation, Pleasure.
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cioon hve, "i nclb mi

By Annie L

So you've pone have you, old friend and old companion

—

the dark river that swirls 3i i so far
away from us all

I >1<1 you know you were crossing", I wonder and did your
irl quail at the swirling of It out there In the dark -

ive heart thai ne i a friend, the kin.i heart
that never hardened to one lri distress.
Vou were always fond of the water, I remember, old

friend— [ wonder what became of the poem you wrote on the
white ship that sailed out from the sunset — ao full of

and thai afterwards turned out to be s
coal barge full of dirt and prime—you pretended it was all

a joke— the poem and all—but it wasn't, was it. old friend?
why were you always so careful to bide ail that was

beautiful and noble in your mi ml—or to try to hide it. I

mean?
Vou never succeeded—you great, big, courageous, simple.

loving, generous soul, you—why. the very office hoy knew
you for what you really were— a gentleman without fear
and without reproach—and a poet, though you made your
living writing about prize fights and football and horse
race:
How you hated it all—the atmosphere of bi kerlng and

! Ing and bragging—ami how you
iwaj from some big "sporting event" and sit down

and work a while on the l k that was the core of your
heart—your anotations on Shakespeare.

* • *

Li are you doing now, i wondei across the black
water that separates you from your friends who loved you
i-" and who must wait a while longer foi the call of the old
boatman"

met you first—over there—on that other shore, old
friend?
Was It the big bluff fellow from downstairs In the busi-

eard the boatman's cry just a year or so
ago. dldn'i h.

Why, he was a "Townle" of yours, wasn't he. as

in your queer Australia, where you both came from—he was
fond of the water, too—wasn't he. one of the few men who
ever breasted the tide at the Golden Gate when the flood
was .in —and lived to swim across''
Or was it .hit* other friend—the man who made pictures—

-

rest his soul—who met you beyond the roar of the black
river?

i
I

: imi from Or< gon called by the voice ol Ins Genius.
What a raw country lad he was when we first knew him—

1 ad been to SChOO] a day in his life and never did
learn to spell—but he could think all right, and he could
draw—as some of the bullies of the world found out to
their chagrin, when he made them the laughing stock of
the nation.
How still they are today, the restless hands that made

i i I'lous pictures—and how empty in the world is the
place he fllled, and now the chair is empty at your desk.
old friend—and you are gone—and the world is just so
much sadder and the less hopeful place.

• * •

What did they say to you over there—when they saw
you landing?

Did you know them—or were they changed so that even
we who knew them so well would not recognize them now?
Do they speak a language we would understand—not

always celestial that language—-was it. old friend—when
something bad gone wrong with the presses and the extra

bit late—don't you remember how we had to pretend
nol to hear when the other man from Australia came charg-
ing down the hall, giving his opinion of things in general
and presses In particular, In language so pirtures<iue that
II was sometimes just a trifle startling?

1 wonder if they make him cut out all the startling
phrases- when he talks— o' er there it wouldn't seem quite
like him ii" t hey did, would It, old fi lend?
And Hi-- artist— did he have a sketch or two to show you

the minute you landed: a caricature of a few of those we
av« always been taught to consl ler saints—oh. he's seen

through them by tins time, be sura- of that, if Napoleon
Bonaparte was at heart a coward—they've found it out
where he is now—after seen the sketch that our
friend, the Artist, has made of him.
What a boon that lock Of hair must have been to him

by this time
\\ i iy, It's as good a sign manual as the dollar by which

he put his mark on the political leader he did so much
at—jusl with a few strokes of his pertinent pencil.

Did thej want to know who was "on the desk" in the city

room, and what was the latest beat in local circles?
Did Tom ' ask "how are the ads. coming, old man ; did

you happen to hear before you left"—and did "Davey" want
to know who was running things for the Boss at the New
^ ork end of the line?
What dil thev tell you about this new life of then 11 I

they look happy or, honest Injun, now. weren't they just a

little homesick for the old town and the Old shop and the
mis when they looked into your kindly face and

your honest
What—vou do not answer?
You cannot hear us asking --or are vou too busy to listen?

Today we shall all go together to the church, and we will

listen to what som.- good man ha< tO say of you when lie

stands at the head of the coffin where we have laid our
Rowers— but, oh. he will never be able to tell much about
the real you— the you we knew so well and loved so dearly.

• • •

Good-by, old friend— farewell. "Uncle Bill" Xaughton, the
pose there that lies above your quiet heart is no sweeter or
more fragrant than the memory you have left behind you.
Mow quiet it Is there in the little room at the head of the

passagi i where you always sat and worked.
Will yoi me and sit there again—some night when

the paper's gone down and there's time for a bit of a chat

—

the sort you Liked to have, about old friends, old times, old

in. smoi ies.

How empty they are—the old rooms—how empty

—

without
vou

—

and I he ot hers.
.

Light lie the soil above you, Billy Naughton—and whis-
per— isn't there any way at all that you can tell us anything
about the Great Story we are all so eager to learn?

It would be a scoop, you know. Billy—a great big heat.

Can't you get it for the Boss somehow—you know- how it

would phase him—and how proud we'd all be of you.
There's the wireless—have you thought of that?
No?
Vuii can't make the connection'
Who's got the wire, some fool telegraphing from some ship

at sea about stock and bonds, perhaps?
Well, well

—

some day. old friend—some day—until then

—

Good -by.—Examiner.
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POOR RICHARD!

By Walter Anthony.

The only man who should take criticism seriously is the

fellow who reads it. The writer should possess a sense

of humor and a wide reach of sympathy, but shouldn't

regard himself as oracular even when right.

As an evidence of the truth of this, the writer would like

to make a confession. After eight years of musical and

dramatic criticism. I don't mind admitting to a limited cir-

cle however, that I made several mistakes—at least three

or four!
There are no standards of absolute criticism, because

there isn't any recognized standard of perfection in any

of the arts. A mathematician may be right; if so, it can

he demonstrated; but an explorer in the realms of art has

no multiplication table to guide him. Two and two make
four; but paint and canvas do not necessarily make a

picture.
The critic is himself. What he writes, if he is honest,

is only of what he sees and hears. He is his own limita-

tion. I have known a musical critic, for instance, who was
sensitive of ear sufficiently to detect a wide variation

from the pitch. A delicate swerving from the correct, such

as Fritzi Scheff is constantly guilty of, never touched his

sensibilities. Still, he was wont to say that he had a very

delicate sense of hearing, and the reason why he thought

he had was that whenever the singer or the player was
badly enough "off" he detected it, and at all other times,

being blissfully unconscious of any deviation, there was,

to him, no fault to be found in singing or playing that to

others was excruciating agony.
This sense of pitch, on which the tone science and art

rest, varies in different persons. Kreisler, like another
Mozart, cannot hear "untempered horns" without pain.

Kreisler cannot hear a piano without some sense of un-

happiness. There are few ears as singularly correct as
his, and those whose ears are less delicate, are inclined

to assume that the pain on the part of a Kreisler or a

Mozart is simulated and the criticism mere affectation.

Because you do not see or feel, is no sign that another
may not.

And that is a long enough prelude to what I started out
to talk about.
John D. Barry whose "Ways of the World" in the Bulle-

tin compass a devious and diversified routing through the
domain of science, art and sociology had recently to say
some things about Shakespeare and Wagner under the
title of "Drama as Recreation."

Mr. Barry is not the first writer to condemn Shakes-
peare and Wagner. Tolstoi did it. long ago, and Mr.
George Bernard Shaw is serene in his fatuous folly that

his plays will outlive those of the Bard.
What drew my attention to the article by Mr. Barry, was

the latter's assumption that impressions made upon him
by "Parsifal," were the only normal ones. Because he
didn't like it, therefore nobody could.

"Think," he says, "of the fatigue that has been spread
through the world by the ambition of the seekers after
culture to understand and to enjoy Wagner, to secure re-

freshment from what was accepted by authority as the
highest expression of music-drama. I felt with them and
for them the other night when for hours I sat through a
performance of 'Parsifal.'

"

I am inclined to believe that the fault was not Wag-
ner's, but Barry's. I know a young woman who for those
"hours and hours" during which Mr. Barry sat, stood on
her tired feet in an intelligent rapture under the influence
of the music. I know a youth of eighteen who stood from
S till 12 to hear "Die Walkure," and it was the first Wag-
nerian opera he had ever heard. Surely there was no
"culture" in this! There was just a sympathetic ear.

It is almost as silly to defend Wagner as it is to criti-

cise him, in these days after as much literature has been
written, of, on and around the great Richard as there
has been penned about the new testament, but the crit-

cal attitude which assumes the oracular air of one whose
tastes, tendencies and training are alone to be accepted as
"standard" is always offensive to me, and I wonder, with
relation to Mr. Barry, whether his ear is acute to tone.
I wonder if he could sympathize with a man whose sensi-
bilities, nicely adjusted, wept with sheer joy and emotion
at "reading" a score of "Tristain and Isolde,"—hearing it

with his inner ear.

"I know enough about music to like tune," says one,
with the air of a person who is convinced that anybody
who likes anvtMng more graceful than jerky ragtime or
silly sentimental songs, i; giving himself airs. Another
says, "I like good rouMc but not this classical stuff," and
you discover that nothing more "beautiful" than Nevin's
"Roserie" will ever penetrate the inner consciousness
of that soul. Still anrther "likes classical music," and you
find that he means "William Tell" overture or "Poet and
Peasant," perhaps. Each of these is firmly persuaded that
he alone is sincere and that special training in hypocrisy
is needed before a person can sit comfortably through
"Parsifal."

I know a little lady of seven whose feet turn parlor
wards as soon as her mother plays Beethoven or she
hears a Franz or Brahms song. Hypocrisy doesn't begin
so young, but good ears do.

REGISTRATION BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL DISTRICTS
AT END OF APRIL.

In order to facilitate registration by residents of all sec-

tions of the city, branch registration offices will be openefl
for five days from April 28 to May 2, inclusive, at the fol-

lowing locations;
Booth, Battery and Market; booth, northwtst corner Fill-

more and Sutter; store, southeast corner Twenty-second
and Bartlett; store, 1993 Mission, near Sixteenth; booth,

southwest corner Post and Stockton; hall, 1111 Masonic
avenue, near Haight; booth, northeast corner Fourth and
Natoma; booth, northwest corner California and MontgODE
cry; store, L'22i> Union, near Fillmore; booth, northwest

corner Washington and Fillmore; booth, southwest corner

Sacramento and Polk; booth, southeast corner Broadway
and Stockton; store, northeast corner Chenery and Dia-

mond; store, 4841 Mission, near Onondago; booth, north-

east corner Sixth avenue and Clement; hall, southeast cor-

ner Railroad and Newcomb; store. 2611 Twenty-fourth
street, near Potrero; hall, 2570 San Bruno avenue, near

Peltonj store. Twenty-ninth and Mission; hall. 106 CostrOj

near Market; store, 530 Haight. near Fillmore; store 4108

Twenty-fourth, near Castro; store, southwest corner DivlsSJ

dero and Oak; store. 355 Presidio avenue, near Sacramento;
store, 1304 Eighteenth street, near Texas; store, 1290 Ninth

avenue, near Irving; Emporium, .Market, between Fourth

and Fifth.

ALL citizens of San Francisco must be registered this

year, notwithstanding any previous registration.

Private *Giwee

CHAMPAGNE
REIMS, FRANCE

Julius M. flosenfield

San Francisco Office

CHRONICLE BUILDING-, 420-421

Telephone "Douglas 5399
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BASEBALL GOSSIP.

Baseball on the Pacific Coast opened with a bang as
had been expected. All the cities where opening games
were played reported increased attendance—Sacramento
leading with "" per cent more fans on hand to cheer Harry
Woherton's team than were present on opening day last

season.
Locally uncertain weather threatened to break a record

of many years— San Francisco never having lost an open-
ing day on account of rain. In spite of the clouds, how-
ever. Howards men played to a capacity grandstand and
well-filled bleachers on the first day and it's a safe guess
that Ca] Ewing regretted more than anyone else the fact

that he was unable to get his new park ready for the
start. On Sunday it was necessary to put the ropes in

the outfield, many late-arriving grandstand patrons who
would have found ample rcom in the hig new park at the
foot of Lone Mountain turning away rather than stand.
From gossip around town the local fans appear to have

but one grievance— the weakness of Cartwright at first

Carty is more or less popular with the "bugs" because of
his ganieness and the fact that Ire is always trying, no
matter what the handicap and in the face of much criti-

cism. But as a first baseman the vote of fandom says he
will not do. although it must be admitted thai be showed
much Improvement in the final games of the series with
Venice. Manager Howard, who has been weakened by a
cold, promises to get back into the game and stay there.
This will undoubtedly improve the infield. If Howard
does get back and hits his old-time stride at the bat, the
seals will have a strong hitting club. None other than
Hap Hogan, who is seldom ready to admit the prowess of
the enemy, tells his friends that San Francisco has the
team to beat in the league. With the pitching that can be
expected from such men as Fanning. Liefield. liartnr and
others, says Hap. and the hard swatting that the local
are expected to show, only bad luck in the matter of in-

juries or sickness can keep the Seals out of the race.
Another good point in the Seals' favor, as shown in the

first series, is the strength of Howard's substitutes.
Charles apparently fits in nicely for the infield positions, has

been hitting well and running the bases. Cartwright is

also a good substitute and with Fitzgerald and Hogan to
drop into the outfield positions, a few temporary injuries
would not weaken the locals to a great extent. Muggsy
McGraw has always said that the strength of a champion-
ship club lay in its substitutes, good men to throw into
the game in emergencies. In this respect Howard is well
fixed. His catching staff looks particularly strong with
three high class backstops ready to don the protector.

And while on the subject of catchers, old timers tell us
that little Sepulveda looks like one of the greatest young
catchers ever seen in this part of the country. They pre-
dict a great future for him and rumor has it that scouts
are already whispering to Boss Ewing about the "Million-
aire Kid" from Southern California.

Despite the awful showing made by the Oaks in the
South last week no less a personage than our good friend
"Beany" Walker, versatile sporting writer of Cafeteria, in-

sists that Devlin has a good team. Beany having seen the
Oaks in action before he arrived for the Murray-Clabby
fight. Walker is particularly boosty for Manager Devlin's
hard-working methods and aggressiveness.

The featirre of the opening week was surely the clever
pitching of "Doc" White, the first White Sox star, now
pitching for Venice. Doc pitched two games for the edi-
fication of the local fans and a brainier exhibition of twirl-
ing has never been seen on the local lot. In spite of the
fact that the Seals got twenty hits off his delivery in the
two games, but one run was scored. White showing remark-
able headwork in the pinches.

Lefty Uefleld pitched a wonderful game Sunday after-

noon, too, and only the oft-abused right field fence at Re-
creation Park kept him from holding the Hooligans run-
less for nine innings. This ex-big leaguer is evidently in

for a great year.
Thank goodness, when the Seals move to the new park,

that fence will be left behind. Although such handicaps
are supposed to be as fair for one side as for the other,
it is a matter of history that the Seals have lost three
times as many games as they have won on account of fly

balls against that right field wall.

The above photograph was tak.cn many years ago in the Olympic Club; it is a picture of the opening act of the crisp burlesque "The Mikado, " as

presented by the Club talent, which included Bilh Hynes in the title role ; Bob Mitchell as Ko-Ko ; Tiv Kreling as the delicious Yum Yum : and

the other ' 'little maids from school
'

' were Put Jackson and Jack Cathcart : Willie Finnic as Nanki Poo ; Charlie Cathcart as Katisha ; Alexander

Rosborough as Pooh Bah ; Ben Tarbox as Pish Tush ; and the chorus included : Phil Wand. Jack Cunningham. Jack Gleason, J. W. Coffroih,

Tom Mulvey. Howard Smith, Marry Clark. H. Keegan Monahan. Martin Kreling, Jack Cooney. Harry Green. Harry Cosgriff, Jimmy Sainnerlon,

Howard P. Taylor. Jr. , Charles J. Morel. Richard Hotaling. Frank Coffin and Dave Finnic.

(The Edilot ha> been feq tested by one of (he above mentioned tAlenled gentlemen to omit the exact date ol this entertainment.)
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THE ROUND TABLE

"With me bundle on me shoulder,
Shure there's no man could look bolder,

For I'm off for Philadelphy in the mornin'."

"These brave words, emitted only as Willie Nelson can,
nearly caused the Round Table the loss ot its best and its

bravest," commented Leonidas Scoofy.

"Do you mean me?" inquired the modest Rearden Lyons.

"Would it were so," echoed the chorus.

"And now," continued Mr. Scoofy, "if Mr. Lyons will
permit, I will tell you what I mean. It seems on last
Saturday night Willie Nelson sang that pathetic Irish ditty
and Mr. Col. John Farley overheard him. John paused
but a moment, and with a Siberian leap he commanded
the lackeys about the club to pack his grip. With a stern-
ness all his own he announced he was off to Ulster. John
Byrnes, at the door, threw in a bottle and a box of talcum
powder and some calomel, and bade the Colonel an affec-
tionate farewell, and as the Colonel paused to get applause
Schroeder caught sight of him."
"Good-bye," called John to the head of the Starvation

Room.
"Vat vat you mean?" quickly asked the Teuton.
"I'm off to Ulster," sighed Farley.
"Vere is dat—a new joint out on der beach, Colonel?"

politely suggested Schroeder.
"No, you boob," said John with disgust; "I'm goin' to

the Irish war."
But tears are ofttimes stronger than words. Schroeder

broke into a nephew's wail.
"Vat, leaf us forever. Colonel Mr. Farley? Blease. blease,

stay. I beg you. I'll give you bigger portions it you stay.
Colonel, if you go the Round Table will run short of Ham."
cried Schroeder. Whereat the unpatriotic Horrigan jeered
as only he can.

"Well, Schroeder. dear, wipe your tears; the Colonel will
stay," said Farley, with all the airs of a Southern gentle-
man.
"God bless you, Colonel." muttered Schroeder, while

Bunyan, Burns Foran and Sinclair silently cursed the weak
German, who saved Farley from Ulster, or Ulster from
Farley.

"Goodness." said Will Nelson, "I'd have sung the second
verse if I thought he would go."

"Oh, he's the bunk," said Doorkeeper Burns. "He
wouldn't go to Ulster unless he got paid for it."

"Good for you, me boy," shouted John Horrigan. "You
fellows are all a talking about Ulster. You're all like Tim
Fitzpatrick—you travel ten minutes through Ireland and
you know more about it than Parnell. Why, if Captain
Shea would give me a patrol wagon and four Irish coppers
from the Potrero I'd end the Ulster movement within ten
minutes after I got into Belfast."
"Three cheers for John!" yelled Jack Hunt, and they

were given with such a gusto that John Horrigan didn't
know whether he was a prophet or a patriot.

"Yes, yere all cheerin'," went on Horrigan, "but I. notice
you stand fer an Eyetalian night here. Your President is
Irish, but the other night I blew in the door and I was
met by garlic, dentists, bankers, gardeners, vegetable men,
escaped scavengers, and worse. Sez I to my friend John
Cunningham, 'What's this?' 'I don't know,' says Cunning-
ham, 'unless we're in the Banca D'ltalia,' and all vou Irish,"
continued John, "stood around and let them Dagoes get
away with the club."

"Well, those Dagoes you refer to got the worst of it"
suggested Barney Flood.

"In what way do you mean." inquired Tom Johnston
"Why," said the little jurist, "Doc McMahon got up the

worst show he could, and they all had to listen to it."
"Well, that's one on me," said Frank O'Kane. "You

know I wondered whether the show was meant for one or
whether it was a ham."
"Why, it was a 'ham,' of course," said Jerry Griffin
"Sure," urged Roland Becsey. "Doc McMahon told me

that they made him give a Dago night, and he didn't want
to, so he got even."

"Oh, don't fall for that stuff." said Tiv Kreling; "he
didn't realize it until the day after."

"I'm glad it wasn't good," said Martin B. "Me and Henry
Stern and de Boas boys and a lot of us fellas is going to

give a night. We are going to bring the tables from the
Concordia Club and the money from the store. We will

give an evening—no ladies, no minors, no paupers allowed

—

just rich fellas like ourselves."
"That's fine," urged Kreling, "but I'll bet you my job

against a cup of M. J. B. that you and Goldberg can't act
on the same committee."

Before Marty could answer the wealthy politician the
young British page called "Mr. William J. Burns; call for

Mr. Burns," and Marty, smarting with the alias, went to
answer the call of some young but wild goose.
With Marty gone, the table drifted to gossip anew.

"That's a fine new peg board they have down at the door
now," said Al to the Fritz.

"Yes." assented Dave Wolff, "but I've had some of the
boys in this club pegged long before the directors got that
brass."

"Boys," broke in Doc Beardslee, "did you hear about
Arata.'"'

'Why. no: what of it?" inquired the peaceful Tony Grif-

fiths.

"Why, he got married," shouted the doctor, amid con-

vulsions.

"Well, the poor sucker," muttered Jack Suits: "did In-.

leally?"

"Sure as you're alive." corroborated Vines Finnogan.
"Gee, that's rich—that lettuce-gatherer getting married."

repeated Mike Buckles
"I pity him," interjected Pally Erhart.
"Yes, he went to a suburban town and done the dastardly

deed." announced Nelson.
"But you have to hand it to him." pleaded Harry

Schwartz. "He has made arrangements with his wife to

get every other Sunday night off with his old pals, and she

lets him go to work from 3 In the morning till 7:t."> at

night."

"Well, he came over here to work, so what's the differ-

ence?" said Jack Suits, and thus did the greatest event of

Arata's career end, as far as the Round Table was, con-

cerned.
"Boys," admonished Col. Farley, "don't talk so freely

here; it may get into print."

"Oh, there are some fellows who can stop it," said Jim
lin-nnan. "Take my Oakland namesake. lie stopped It.

You didn't see his name in the last issue, you bet. He
went right to the editor."

"Oh, lay off that stuff, you young candidate. It's only
because he's been behaving; don't advise your friends to

become too boastful, fer Willie Lynch is afraid of no one,"
counseled Tlvoli Kreling.
"By gosh," may be that's right," said Jim. "I never

thought of that."

"Well. Jim. how's the campaign getting along?" asked
Andy Gallagher.

"Great, Andy, great; I ought to have the support of the

Labor Party."
"No, neyer," said Andy, "unless you keep union hours In

your campaign."
"I heard a good one on you. Jim." said Roland Becsey,

another candidate. "Some fellow told me that an Irish-

man said after you recited Emmet's speech from the dock,

that if Emmet spoke like you. 'twas no wonder he was
hung."
Whereat the throng roared and Jim, with his (isual gr;i<

joined in.

"That's enough of that stuff from you treasury pirates.

This table hears enough from you politick lis," grunted
Otto Walfisch.

"I see." said Archie Johnson, "that 'Governor' Rolph is

going away for sixty days to the South Sea Isles. He says

he needs a rest before 1915."

"Well, he will surely get one after 1915," shot in Sandy
McNaughton. "It's too bad he couldn't make it 600 days,

and take Max Kuhl. Judell, Sally Jones and some more of

his personally conducted disturbers with him," went on

McNaughton, while Jim Nealon made a report in his note

book for the Mayor.
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"Maybe Fred Eggers would like to go with him," sug-

gested some one.

"Oh, about Eggers," said Sandy; "did you hear it? Well,

love is blind," went on Sandy—but here he was stopped
by Doc Bacigahipi.

"I'm on the Good Fellowship Committee, and we permit
no such stories here. Mr. McNaughton."
"Very well, doctor," accepted Sandy; "besides, it

wouldn't be fair, because if I tell it here it might prevent
Tom O'Connor and Harry Stafford from getting some more
publicity."

"Publicity," repeated Willie Xelson. "Why. my friend

Tom paid a $25 fine to Judge Crist and got $28 worth of

publicity."

"Lord, this is a tough table; all the talking is done by
judges, candidates, lawyers and politicians." s;iid Doc Mc-
Elroy.

"Oh. well, you talk enough when you get started." said

Senator Harris, without a dissent.

"Boys, we ought to save some of this w'it for the Min-
strel Show." admonished Doc McMahon.

"Well. Doc, the best of luck to your show," said the
Colonel, "and I hope it will be good enough to let us forget
the Eyetalian night."

"Thank you." said the genial Doctor, "and if we run out
of crab at the table, I'll have Schroeder crack yon "

Whereat the members arose out of respect for the Col-
onel's characteristics.

I'll bet you a million
—

" croaked a voice from a small
stand to the left of the round table, and several of the
diners looked for the plunger, but the rest all knew who
spoke in such golden tones.

It was Pockerwitz wanting to bet this amount with a

poor waiter who disputed the vocal millionaire's word on
the cost of potato salad.

"That gentleman," said Keegan Monnhan. "has no re-

gard for ciphers."

"He would almost rather make vocal bets than figure
interest," said Charley Boas.
And the table over this startling gambling announcement

turned again to baked halibut and mashed potatoes.
"Get out of here," yelled Sleuth MinebaD at Schroeder.
"Vat's der matter?" pleaded Schroeder.
"Why. you big Dutch stiff." slid the copper, "you didn't

have an Irish dish on this card of a St. Patrick's day."
"Well." said Schroeder. "I gave up ven my friend the

Colonel was eating with Percy Henderson and the Colonel
ordered English sparrows."

'Well, that makes no difference." replied Bill. "Ireland
is lucky that such fellows as Farley left it."

me some more bread." demanded Stanley Fay.
"The service here js terrible."

And Schroeder departed to where his presence would be
more welcome.
We would have had more, but the noise the boys m ide

sipping Hi'- free small blacks made the catching of further
gossip impossible.

TOM O'DAY.

In these days of "Newspaper-Made Big Men." how re-

freshing it is to discover in human shape one who. while

possessing every qualificaton of greatness, prefers to blush

unseen.

A philosopher well said that there is no true art without

humility, and truly through life we find that the broad
gauge meritorious men are oftener those who, content with

the good effect of their achievements, find no pleasure in

exploiting their virtues or their deeds.

Such a man is our fellow-yachtsman, Tom O'Day. "Of
course I am only a grader." says Tom O'Day, when ventur-

ing his opinion on a subject presumed to be without his

scope, and let me remark that there are few things this un-

assuming chap is not in touch with. Out in the Mission.

where he is loved by his friends and feared by his enemies.

they will tell you that Tom at twenty years of age was the

shrewdest grading contractor in our city. He seemed to

have an uncanny ability to know whether or not they would
strike rock, thereby determining the loss or profit on a job.

In the intervening fourteen years since O'Day first

started his career, he has deviated many times from his

initial enterprise with the same marked degree of success.

Our city can boast of few realty operators who have the

foresight and knowledge of real estate that our friend Tom
has evidenced in his investments. Once O'Day blossomed

as a fight promoter, not in the big noisy way. but with his

accustomed modesty, he was the man behind, in several of

the big pugilistic undertakings. When Nelson forfeited his

title to Wolgast at Richmond, it was O'Day's money and

brains that promoted the deal, which resulted in financial

success for all concerned.

When the big guiding lights of the moving picture trusts

were negotiating whether or no they should pay what was
asked for the Jeffries-Johnson fight pictures, it was O'Day
who stepped in and paid Johnson $50,000 lor bis third in-

terest, while these wise ones paid Jeffries $67,000 for his.

When meeting O'Day one is reminded of the winds that
blow o'er the moor on a wintry night. None of the accus-
tomed "bull" greets you. Just a plain little Irishman,
under medium height, with a big. round head and an
honest, searching eye, that hits you square and gives you
the impression that he is determining whether or not your
underwear is B. V. D.'s.

All the composite parts of a real man has Mr. O'Day

—

clever, clean and kind. It behooves the writer that there

are many big pages yet to be written in his autobiography.

Yosemite Valley Yosemite National Park
CALIFORNIA'S GREATEST SCENIC ATTRACTION AND OUTING PLACE

Yosemde becomes more popular each year. Thousands
visit it as a sightseeing trip, while other thousands spend

their vacations there and live for weeks amid the master-

pieces of Nature.

THE RAIL TRIP TO THE PARK LINE.
It is a delightful, picturesque ride through the Merced

River Canyon, from Merced to El Portal, via the Yosemite

Valley Railroad. Observation-Parlor cars by day, Pull-

man cars by night.

AUTOMOBILE SERVICE IN THE PARK.
Aulo stages now carry the visitor between the railroad

terminus and Yosemite, one of the finest auto trips in the

world, without extra cost. The El Portal road has been

converted into a Government boulevard, and is sprinkled

daily during the summer months.

THE QUICK COMFORTABLE WAY TO YOSEMITE
Take Southern Pacific or Santa Fe to Merced, Thence Via YOSEMITE VALLEY RAILROAD
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Chief White has asked for $100,000,000 to entertain visit-

ing detectives. We don't think he needs it. It ought to

be sufficiently amusing for any officer to watch Gus playing

Chief,

We were amused at a dialogue in the City Hall hist

week. An elderly gentleman addressed the elevator starter

with this: "I want to see the Board of Public Works."
"Why," returned the starter, "there goes Mr. Reardon

—

he's just going out the door."
We are glad that this situation is the truth about the

hall. Tim promises to make up for some of the harm the

ridiculous Mr. Judell has accomplished.

Oscar Hocks is in favor of keeping the resorts on the
beach, and a number of the ladies favor putting them in

the ocean. Oscar will probably propose piers for the road-

houses as a compromise.

Some day, when the Park Commission has a wagon idle,

we suggest they bring a load of sand to the Police Com-
mission. It's badly needed.

"The Barbary Coast will not open," says Max.
"Max's mouth will not shut," said Red Kelly.

Free tol's may not be popular at the polls.

The treatment of the President by the Hearst news-
papers may soon start something. The bullet that sent
Goebel of Kentucky to his bier and also ended McKinley
won't be stopped until it adds Wilson to its list.

The Federal Grand Jury has sat on Preston. It could
render no better service.

The Department of Justice won't appoint a woman. Cer-
tainly not. Isn't District Attorney Preston old woman
enough?

Judge Dooling's most arduous work seems to be teaching
Preston.

The truth is as clear as a bell, but it is seldom tolled.

The Anti-Saloon League has split. We didn't think it

had that much sense in it.

Mexican atrocities seem to be rivaled by recent reports
from Folsom.

Mayor Rolph wants to take a sixty-day vacation. No
objections.

Can't Dr. McCarthy afford a Maxim silencer for his po-
litical spouse?

Judge Dooling uttered some wisdom on the Mann Act.
The distinguished jurist would make it the Woman Act
also. As usual, the Judge is right.

Doctor Aked wrote an article against the Ulster move-
ment. It would have hurt the cause more had he written
it for it.

"White slavery" begins when the checks stop.

Judge Sargent worked hard and well in San Francisco
to be rewarded by some cub reporter's spleen.

The following gentlemen would like to act as pallbearers
for the Sheriff, according to rumor: Holland, Casserly,
Hocks. O'iN'eill. Kleversahl, Byrnes and Donahue.

President Charles C. Moore of the Panama-Pacific Inter-

national Exposition has telegraphed William K. Vanderbilt,
making a formal application to have the Vanderbilt cup
race held in San Francisco in 1915 as a feature of the
Panama-Pacific International Exposition.

The first exhibit palace of the Panama-Pacific Interna-
tional Exposition to be completed is the Palace of Machin-
ery, and the first exhibit will be installed in it about July 1,

Cardinal Gibbons, in a recent interview, gave a clear and
brief statement of the futility of prohibition as a remedy
for the liquor evil. "While I am an ardent advocate of
temperance," said the Cardinal, "I am intuitively persuaded
that prohibition can never be enforced. It is calculated to
make hypocrites and to lead to the manufacture of illicit

whisky, replacing the good material with bad, while at

the same time robbing the Government of a legitimate tax.

Prohibition will never be enforced in any Christian coun-
try," declared the Cardinal with emphasis. "It can be en-

forced in Mohammedan countries, because the Mohamme-
dans object to the manufacture of whisky, but not else-

where."

Caminetti has not decided on the Governorship. A rep-

utation in peace is worth ten in a fight, Tony.

The Ulster movement is not half as dangerous as the
Budget movement. Reform seems to get all Its support
from the treasury, and corruption gets it outside of it.

We are glad to report that either most of the clergy have
been sick or the police asleep, for we haven't heard of a

ministerial felony for a month.

The Eggers recall seems to be the political gossip of the

day. No less than ten candidates have announced their

willingness to act as pallbearers for the Sheriff. Manners
at least require that the corpse become cold before the

funeral takes place.

ALL citizens of San Francisco must be registered this

year, notwithstanding any previous registration.

Are you in favor of depriving California of $20,000,000

business annually? No?
Then register NOW, so you can vote against enactment

of law compelling the vlneyardists and wineries to go out
of business. This is what the prohibition Initiative means.

After James B. Ryall spent time and money endeavoring
to get Willie Vanderbilt interested enough to bring the

Vanderbilt cup race to this city in 1915, President Moore
stole Jimmy's thunder and pet scheme and rushed into

print that he was trying to bring the race here himself.

Wonder if President Moore's ears burned the other even-

ing when a scion of the Benecia house of Mizner was dis-

cussing the early history of the MooTes and Mizners in the

Tannery Town.

LABOR URGED TO FIGHT MOVE FOR "DRY" STATE.

Resolutions have been adopted by the Building Trades
Council urging all its affiliated unions to request their

members to register and work and vote against the consti-

tutional amendment prohibiting the manufacture, sale or

giving away of liquor in California.
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RANDOM THOUGHTS
When The Southern Pacific Controlled Politics—Working the Old Bugaboo—Gubernatorial Candidates—"General" Caminelti-

—The Delectable Curtin—Scramble For the Superior Bench—Lodi's Mayor and Prohibition

—

Aked Again "Alice Smith" Back to Work—Judge Crist Sees the

Light—Our Supervisorial Gymnasts.

Once upon a time away out West, as the stories go. the
Southern Pacific Railroad Company was a dominant and
controlling political factor. The memory of men runneth
veil to the time when Collis P. Huntington and William F.

Herrin, with lieutenants and subordinates galore, ruled
and reigned supreme. The legislative, the judicial and the
executive officers of State and county and city were sub-
ject to their dictation and desires. No party was immune.
and Republicans. Democrats and Laborites obediently and
supinely endorsed or rejected, nominated or defeated, those
who listened or who failed to listen to the "toot of the
whistle." But Time changes all things and all men. Either
of their own volition or because of the evolution of gov-
ernment and the progress of our political and economic
development or, shall we say, because of the fulfillment of
the pledges of Hiram Johnson and aggressive, perhaps,
rather than progressive legislation, the Southern Pacific
Railroad Company is, professedly at least, no longer inter-

ested in politics. They are. so 'tis said, quite willing to
"go the even t.nor of their way" if unmolested and undis-
turbed and even then to trust their cause on merit alone
to court or commission as the law may provide. So fainter
and fainter and less distant grows the "toot of the whis-
tle" and bolder and bolder grow the onslaughts of the pa-

triots, ever keeping their ears attentivel] attuned t" the
reverberating sounds, which with barometric certainty, in-

dicate the weight of popular opinion. Old but true then
the lines

—"But yesterday the word of Caesar might have
stood against the world, now none so poor to do him rev-

erence."

In the coming Gubernatorial contest, or perchance pres-

ent is the more correct word, there can he no doubt that
.lohnson will present the argument that he has fulfilled

his pledge to drive the Southern Pacific from politics in

California. Whether this he true or no matters not in this

discussion. But every other candidate, and it*s a long
time since, like the rain, we had such a downpour, will

also be on the job with what he would do and will do to
the poor old whistle that toots no more. Of those who
have been suggested for Governor, or rather who have
suggested themselves, the majority, of course, cannot be
considered seriously. The White Wilms Squad would be
more befitting. Out of the "scrum" from quaint old So-
nora, however, comes one John Curtin. sometimes known
as Honest John—on other occasions. Constitutional John,
whichever you please. John would like to he Governor and
John is being groomed for the race! Shades of Peter
Burnett! Immigration Commissioner General Caminetti
of Jackson, another old war horse, also started, but upon
reflection, concluded to withdraw so that he could continue
his work for the Hindu bill, the Mann Act and other
national legislation vital to California interests. Wise
forethought' But to return to Honest John. Anytime a
man finds it necessary to alibi himself by such a prefix, he
will stand a great deal of watching. Honest John will

stand all the watching possible, but mighty little investi-

gating! Lord help him if one of the lads with long mem-
ories ever start to whisper the tales of legislatures of
a few years back. What a shame it will be and how So-
nora will smile when they tell of how Honest John tuned
his voice, and vote too, to the toot of the whistle—and
'tis even said, to the tinkle of the till. They'll tell other
things too. that will make the prefix "honest" need a re-

vision. For John B. Curtin of Sonora who has served
through nine consecutive sessions of legislature, though
bitter now in his denunciation of corporate influence and
corporate greed, was simply "one of the boys" before re-

ligion reached him. Pity is that such men can even be
considered for Governor, but pity surely 'twould be, were
such a man nominated. -If the Democrats cannot bring
forth a better candidate, then in truth they are poor indeed,

Locally, we seem to have the usual and customary
scramble for the Superior Bench. If what we hear of the
large fees made by lawyers is true, then their philanthropy
and magnanimity in relinquishing, or offering to relinquish,
such lucrative incomes for the sake of serving the people
at five hundred per is both patriotic and touching. Just
how many members of the Bar Association there may be,
in mil known to us. but it is a certainty that those who
aspiri* to the bench and whose candidacy has been sug-
gested, are far in the majority. Apparently not to be
mentioned is something of a disgrace. It is somewhat con-
soling, however, to know that most of those named are
sufficiently satisfied thereby and will not venture further.
While' rather early to attempt a guess, it is a safe assump-
tion that the old incumbents, Dunne, Hunt. Van Nostrand and
Sturtevant will be re-elected. Of the four appointed by the
Governor. Griffin seems to be the most popular and will

undoubtedly be successful. Graupner. Cerf and Crothers.
while men of unquestioned ability, are practically unknown
and will have a hard time winning the race. Of the out-
s tiers. Judges Flood. Shortal] and Deasy, with Brennan of
the District Attorney's office, appear to be the contenders
in the older named. They are all seasoned campaigners,
well known and well liked, but of course, some dark horse
may upset these calculations. It will be a great fight any-
way and good luck to all of them. To Jordanise—"May
the best man win."

t'|i in Lodi they have a .Mayor—a real one. Lawrence is

his name. He believes in speaking right out in meeting
and letting folks know where he stands. In refreshing
contrast with the usual mayor, he apparently hasn't learned
the meaning, or the need, of the word "trim." There is

to be a special election in Lodi on April thirteenth, when
the voters are to determine whether the town shall go
"wet" or "dry." And here is the message that Lawrence
la- delivered to his constituency: "Who can estimate
the moral effect that it will have on the State dry elec-
tion, if it is proclaimed from the housetops, from one end
of the State to the other, that Lodi. the center of the grape
industry has prohibited wine from its public tables and
closed its wine stores? They can safely add that Lodi
has quit and gone out of business, for this is the industry'
that supports our city. Do not be deluded into believing
that you are voting on the saloon—the saloon is only used
to hide the real issue." What the Mayor of Lodi has
said to his people, can be said with equal force and truth
to the entire State. We hope that Lodi won't vote "dry"
and we hope that California won't vote "dry"—otherwise
get ready for the "To Let" signs.

While on the question of "Prohibition," it is sad to re-

late that we have lost one of our stanchest advocates.
Something has happened to our dearly beloved and much
revered friend. Doc Aked. For the life of us we can't
imagine what the trouble is, but sure as anything the
Doctor has evoluted—convulsed and turned turtle. It may
be the climate, it may be the new church, it may be that
the dear kind Doctor has seen the error of his ways or
it may be a hundred and one other things, but the fact
is self evident that Aked is a new- and changed man.
Never in our wildest moments, never in the height of
our delirium did we conceive that we would read the bit-

ter denunciation of the Mann Act from the pen of Aked.
The "Muddle of the Mann Act" he calls it and for once,
Doctor, we are with you. But scarcely had we recovered
from the shock of learning that the Doctor was only
opposed to commercialized prostitution which he shows to
be decidedly and distinctly different from uncommercialized,
when we again find the Doctor on our own side of the
house. Oh you Irishmen and you sons and daughters of

Irishmen, how the blush of shame must have mounted
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your cheeks; how you must have regretted the unkind
words, the abuse heaped upon him, when you read Doctor

Charles F. Aked's story of the situation in Ireland, which
began and ended with the Doctor's prayer, "God save Ire-

land." Wonder if that wily old reprobate isn't trying to

fool someone? Wonder if he really didn't mean damn?
Doctor, we really hate to lose you, because heretofore you
have at least been amusing, but now—well, now you have
spoiled everything, because everybody will be on! You
can cry "God save Ireland" and you can damn the "Mann
Act" from now until the Devil claims you for his own,
hut the only one you'll fool will be your own very dear
hypocritical self. —
Here's a story on Judge Crist that the subsidized press

didn't get. The successor of Weller, it seems, has a pen-

chant for forfeiting bail immediately upon the failure of

bondsmen to surrender those charged with crime in court.

All of which is strictly in accordance with law and proper
legal procedure. Naturally when the public or those most
interested note the order of the court, and it is invariably

reported to the daily papers, the impression prevails that

the matter is ended. Not so, however, because when suf-

ficient influence is brought to bear, Judge Crist in marked
contrast with his associates, quietly makes another order,

vacating the forfeiture and the bondsmen are thereupon
reimbursed. A new and ingenious way of hoodwinking
the public. All of which is prefatory. The author of the
"Alice Smith" stories of the Underworld recently published
in an evening paper, is known to the tenderloin and the
police as Mabel Phillips. When the United States postal
authorities notified the Bulletin that the purported story
of her life was unfit for publication and must cease, Mabel
was naturally out of a job. With commendable enterprise,
however, she immediately returned to her original avoca-
tion and opened a house of prostitution on Ellis street,

near Fillmore. But even the police couldn't stand for this

and Mabel with two of her "rescued ones" was promptly
pinched. The case was to be tried in Judge Crist's court,

but the defendants failed to appear. The court grew ex-
ceedingly wrathy and in making the order of forfeiture
of bail, took occasion to denounce commercialized vice in
general and Mabel in particular. The admiring representa-
tives of the Women's Political League smiled approvingly.
"Another Daniel come to judgment!" Two days later some
wiseacre whispered to the Judge that Mabel Phillips in
real life was really the famous, or infamous, "Alice Smith"
and the change was wonderful. The forfeitureWas imme-
diately set aside—the minutes were corrected—perhaps,
the court apologized, and anyway Mabel got her hundred
back. All of which proves that the wheels of justice, like
the "Mills of the Gods," grind exceedingly strange. And
Weller was recalled for less!

Over in Berkeley, a sixty-two-year-old councilman slid
on a rope from the cupola on the city hall one hundred
and fifty feet to the ground below. They wanted the mayor
to try but as there were no kodaks on hand, he balked.
And does Berkeley really boast of this? Why here in San
Francisco we have supervisors who touch first, second,
third and home in one slide. In fact, you can't get them
to stand up. Acrobatically speaking, they lead the world
and the triple flop, which Barnum said was impossible,
is a matter of weekly occurrence. If Berkeley thinks it
has anything on us—well just challenge us, that's all.

MEM
Of Welcome Hume Banquet Given to the World"* Touring

Bnseunll Tennis, the OhlouKo White Sox mid the NewYork GinntN, nt the Biltmore Hotel, New
York City, March 7, 11114.

Russian Buffet.
Blue Point Oyster Cocktail.

Clear Oxtail Soup
Supreme de Sea Bass "Victoria."

New Boiled Potatoes
Medallion of Tenderloin of Beef Bordc-laiT

Brussels Sprouts Stuffel Tomatoes
Mousse of Virginia Ham. PaDrika Sauce.

Fresh Mushrooms in Cream.
Roman Punch.

Squab Guinea Hen, Polish Style.
Heart of Lettuce.

Fancy lee Cream and Cakes.
Cafe.

Sauterne 1909 Pontet Canc-t 1808MOET & CHANDON- WHITE SEAL VERY DRY.
Mineral Water.

Cigars Cigarettes

CANAL TOLLS.

By Sam Berger.

Soothed and sustained by the courage and honesty of his
convictions, it appears to the layman that our able Presi-
dent has committed his first grave error.

I desire to preface these remarks with the statement that
I voted for Wilson. I believed in him then; I believe in
him now. I would vote for him tomorrow with the same
confidence and respect. Any mistakes he may make in
the future cannot sacrifice my reverence for what he has
already done. By this same token. I. as one of his satellites,
as is usually the case, presume to be one of his severest.
critics. A mistake honestly made may have only a tem-
porary reflection, and only those with the omnipresent axe
to grind will cry out in virtuous hysteria that the President
did anything but what he believed was right in principle
and wise in practice.
From a superficial survey of the facts it appears that, in

his conscientious desire to adhere to the principle, that our
contracts must be kept, our President accepted the English
misinterpretation of the treaty.

The language of the treaty, as generally recorded, states
that all nations are to be treated alike. Now. if it was the
intention of the diplomats that all nations should pay toll,

then no patriotic construction should influence us to amend
a mistake in bargaining. Our Government, which is sup-
posed to typify the highest standard of integrity and prin-
ciple, should indeed be the last to evidence a desire to
equivocate. "To pay off as the ticket reads" is a maxim
to be observed by king and gambler alike. The gambler
may welch, the king never,
The majority in Congress decided that our country was

included in the designation of "All nations." This decision
in itself means nothing. Majorities are more often wrong
than right. Majorities simply signify the right of might.
Inferiority is always in the majority. The prevalence of
politics—the swinging of the patronage stick—the hysteria
of the mob—the braying Of the ass—these factors always
swell the majority. It is not difficult to imagine how ma-
jorities are established, hut is hard to figure what inspired
I he Pig powerful lever— this combination of intellect and
sincerity, moved by honest impulse, to swing the majority
in what is obviously the wrong cause.
Of course, it was meant that all nations are to be treated

alike. Surely it was agreed and understood that no one
nation was t" !»• given any advantage over another. Hut
on what theory can you construe me to mean, when I put
a sign "Do not pick the flowers" on my garden, which T

have planted, nourished and paid for— by what, process of
acrobatic reasoning can you imagine that I therefore forbid
myself to enjov the fruits of my own property? When 1. in

a commercial establishment, give notice to my patrons that
there is but one price to all, by what eccentricity of Ides
do you contend that I forbid myself from appropriating my
own nierehninli.se without paying the advertised retail

price?
Perchance there may lie an English tradition justifying

this line of thought; perhaps some regal lord served notice
that every one was denied the pleasure of kissing his wife
and with an ulterior motive included himself, thereby estab-
lishing this principle. Perhaps thai portion of the treaty
not commonly known may show equity from the standpoint
that while we built the canal, England agreed to supply the
ocean. All this may be true, but we Americans, striving

for success through an age visited by floods, earthquakes,
the unemployed and Dr. Aked, will never circumscribe to

this belief.

JULIUS EPPSTEIN
FRANK H. FORREST

\ SUTTER 1372

) KEARNY 5198

Cf)e California florist
344-346 GEARY STREET

AND HOTEL ST. FRANCIS

artistic decorating and
designing Our Specialty

SAN FRANCISCO,
CALIFORNIA
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IRISH PATIENCE.

SHOEING A CHICKEN

Gipsey Haywood may not be a great actress, but she is

one of the best that ever played in Merger's. Her capacity
to depict the passions of a Shakespearean heroine may be
somewhat shy, but she can upset the solemnity of com-
merce and trade jusi as easy!

It occurred recently to the Daily News that a story of
a girl masquerading as a man about town, taking a drink,
i/ she wanted to, and visiting cafes ordinarily closed ta
sweet femininity, would make entert lining reading, and so
a member of the Gaiety Theater company was elected to
make the effort. Gipsey, who did a Tango in The Candy
Shop," said she didn't mind, but where would she get the
clothes?

That's where Sam Merger was elected. As one of whom
history has no mention of e\er disdaining the i lir or refus-
ing aid to the distressed female, Sam was selected as the
likeliest to provide the pretty little lady with such garmenl I

as her brother might more properly wear.
Accordingly Gipsey was escorted to the third floor of fie

Benjamin—or was it the second?—and Sam. with his blind-
est smile selected the pants. A curtain hid the damsel, the
while Sam. outside, with shirt in hand, stood ready to Lend
any assistance that might be required While hundreds
of customers waited to buy goods, clerks hung anxiously
about, likewise willing to do what they could should the
lady need help. No aid was required, however, until if

came to the shoes, and these Miss Gipsey couldn't possibly
button. She and Sam agreed that as the clothes were to
come back to the store, it were best not to tax the trousers
too much, and stooping over seemed to be a dangerous feat
to attempt; which is why you see Sam in the picture playing
valet in Miss Haywood's masquerade corned}
As the jaunty figure passed out at the door in the care of

a stalwart News reporter, Sam said, eyeing the journalist
with envy: "Gee, it must be great to he an author!"
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There are ominous mutterings of actual civil war in Ire-
land, which may break out at any moment. The world
will hope that these mutterings may prove to have been
mistaken. But in the event that they prove well grounded,
the revolution in Ulster will serve by contrast as a measure
of the infinite patience of the Irish people. The Irish
people submitted first to conquest and then to exploitation
and needless famine. Their most lawless act has been
sometimes to refuse to pay the rent when their children
were actually starving and it was a case of lawlessness or
death. Through at least a whole generation in which the
overwhelming majority of the Irish people have believed
in their right to home rule and have known that the senti-
ment of the world sustained this claim, they have been
patient with the slow forms of British government and
have approached the goal only by the processes of law.
The land which had been stolen from their ancestors was
recovered from the heirs of the original plunderers only
by the process of buying and paying for it. and they did not
even do this until a whole generation of rack-rented ten-
ants had waited patiently for a law permitting the next
generation to labor for a whole lifetime in order that a
third generation of the Irish people might themselves own
the land which had always been their own by right. Hot-
blooded and quick-tempered as the Irish race is supposed to
be, this is its record of loyal submission to even unjust law.
But now, when in the low march of events, justice to

Ireland is at last in sight, the small minority of English-
thinking people in the north of Ireland, who do not desire
home rule threaten that if it is granted they will rise at
once in armed revolution against both Ireland and England.
They will not permit themselves to be out-voted or over-
ruled, even though they are guaranteed imperial protection
against anv possibility of oppressive action by the majority
i I the Irish people. This minority in the north of Ireland
belongs to the Church of England, The bare possibility
that the Catholic majority in Ireland might do to them what
their own taction by imperial power long did to those Cath-
olics, they regard as sufficient reason for revolt, even
though there is no probability and there is a strong guar-
antee that the risk will never be realized.

Of course, if there is such a revolt in force it must be sup-
pressed by force. But the impressive thing in the mere
discussion of the situation is the enormous contrast be-

tween the total lack of patience on the part of the Ulster-

ites as contristed with the centuries of patience on the part
of the main body of the people of Ireland.

COMPLIMENT.
"Miss Passee just dotes on the landlord of the Vendome

Hotel."
' Why so?"
"Why, when she went there they gave her Suite Sixteen."

An economical way of furnishing a ring before propos-
ing—telephone.

9hone Kearny 506 tttablisked 1860

Xenri( dteil to.

ytrtist Pailers and Jmperters

tialifcrnia 9atifk itjuilding

105 Mentgemerii 6t. dan Jraneisee

Ask forORO SERVICEABLE

SHOES
California Product

UNITED WORKINGMEN'S BOOT & SHOE CO.
SAO PRANCISCO
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Monsieur CHARLES McCLAIN

Who will provide Refreshment! for the I. Y. C. Transcontinental Tourists

TENTATIVE ITINERARY.

Trans-Continental Cruise Indoor Yacht Club.

Lv. S. F. (Ferry) . 11:40 p.m. Sat Sr|i|. 26 So. Pac.

Lv. Oak. Pier, Special. . 12:10a.m. Sun Si pt. 27 So. Pac.

Ar. Lake Tahoe . 10:00 a.m. Sun. Sept 27 I.TKy&TCo.
Lv. Lake Tahoe ' 7:00 p.m. Sun. Sept 27 LTRv&TCo.
Ar. Ogden " (PTI 11:45 a.m. Mm Sept 28 So. Pac.

Lv. Ogden "(MTi 1 :00 p.m. Mon Sept. 2s 1'n. Pac.

Ar. Omaha 7:ii(i p.m. Tue. Sepl 2!' 1'n- Pac.

Lv. Omaha "
.

7:15 p.m. Tn.-. Sept. 2:1 C&NW
Ar. Chicago " 9:00 a.m. Wed Sept. ::ii C4NW.
Lv. Chicago " 5:40 p.m. Thu. Oct. 1 Mi.-h Cl hi

Ar. Buffalo " 7:20 a.m. I'll. (irt. 2 Mich. Cent
(Visit Niagara Falls

Lv. Buffalo Special . 12:00 in ii Prl. Oct. 2 NYC
Ar. New York 9:25 .i.iii

Return Tr

Sal.

P-

net. :: N.Y.c.

Lv. New York, Special . 12:.14 m.n Thu . let 8 Penn.
Ar. Washington 7:15 a.m. Fri. Oct. 9 Penn.
Lv. Washington " 6:15 p.m. Sat. Oct. 10 Penn.
Ar. St. Louis 5:50 p.m. Sun. Oct. 11 Penn.
Lv. St. Louis . 9:10 p.

m

Mon .Oct. 12 Wabash
Ar. Kansas City " 7:40 a.m. Tue. Oct. 13 Wabash
Lv. Kansas City " lt:45 p.m. Tue. Oct. 13 Un. Pac.
Ar. Denver 3:45 p.m. We . Oct. 11 fn. Pac.
Lv. Denver . 11:30 a.m. Thu Oct. . 15 Un. Pac.
Ar Ogden . 7:00 a.m. Frl. Oct. 16 Un. Pac.
Lv Ogden " 7:15 a.m. Fri. Oct. 16 O.S.I.

Ar Salt Lake 8:15 a.m Frl. Oct. 16 O.S.L.
Lv Salt Lake 4:00p.m Frl. Oct. 16 O.S.h
Ar Ogden "(Ml') 5:00 p.m Fri. Oct. 16 O.S.L.
Lv Ogden (P rD 4:15 p.m Fri. Oct. 16 So. Pac.
Ar San Francisco "

. . 7:10 p.m Sat. Oct. 17 So. Pac.

A REFORM OF THE RECALL.

Now that we have the initiative, referendum and recall

as part of our governmental! machinery, we are beginning
to see glaring defects in their operation.
As to the wisdom or expediency of these instruments, it

it. too late to discuss. They exist, whether wisely or not.

San Francisco has had some difficulty with these new
cure-alls. The Weller recall nourished and triumphed in

1913 and in 1914, it is discovered that many of the names
to the petition were forged.
Then came the Redlight Bill. This being not such a

religious movement, the frauds were more suspected and
more quickly exposed.
And now. like a healthy, bouncing boy, comes the Eg-

gers recall. Already the charges indicate every crime but
murder, so we may expect to hear forgery, perjury and
blackmail extolled and defended to such an extent thai

the poor citizen will be wondering whether they are crimes
1 r virtues.

Deliberate forgery or perjury is. of course, a serious
matter
Hut consider a deacon (and a good one, if possihle) of

rne of 1 ur most militant churches. Picture this holy mili-

tant taking out, we will say, a petition to recall Judge
Weller. He accosts a man in the street not in sympathy
with him or the recall, but in a jocose mood the stranger
signs a name and residence other than his own. The
sacred deacon thanks him and they both go on their waj

In due course the holy politician "swears" before a notary
public that the persons whose names are on the petition

signed the same. Obviously one of the names is forged.

and it follows that the deacon is a political liar and a

"perjurer." The missing stranger is a "forger." On such
antics as this may an expensive election he called and ,1

man deprived of his office and name.
It is most unjust and unfair.

It is, an invitation to commit a felony and a request to

loot the treasury.

To petition lo recall a man is as sacred as a vote or a
right of suffrage. It should be so measured and conducted.
Recalling a man is simply discharging an employee.
A recall may be very salutary. Each case presents Its

own reasons, but a weapon which can bring into play the
massive arm of the law and call an expensive election

ought to have safeguards cast about It.

the law should he amended so that every elector who
signs any petition for the initiative, recall or referendum
should personally appear before some officer of the lev
or registration department and there be compelled to

identity himself and swear to his signature.

No matter how welcome some "recall petitions" may
seem to the disgusted citizen, nevertheless a reasonable
safeguard should be placed about it so that it may be hon-
ored In Its use.

THE OLYMPIC CLUB DIRECTORATE.

The popular Fred Fenwick retired last month from the

Olympic Club Hoard of Directors on account of business,

which calls him mest of the time to Merced and Mariposa
Counties. Fred will be missed. In his place genial Jim
Woods of the St. Francis Hotel comes in. It is a compli-

ment to the club that Woods has accepted the position,

as a world of work will be thrust upon him. and it is not

generally known that Mr. Woods has refused this position

1 1 1 he different clubs of the city. Woods last year was
offered the management of the elegant Hotel Belmont. In

\i « York, at a salary that would compare with that of any
railroad president in the United States, but he declined on

the ground that he preferred to remain in San Francisco.

Fine for you. Jim.

BOTTLING CO
J. W. COFFROTH. Pres. M. W. ALTMAYER, Vice Pres. JNO. S. MACKAY. Mtr.

PURB CARBONATED BEVERAGES

THE CLUB OIINGER ALE
Phone Prospect 1389 2108 Polk Street
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TO COMMODORE PRANK J. HENNESS V, !. \. C.

Fill .in your - lasses Cull tonight,
The W IM.I is ..it the si

And be it feast or be it light.
We pledge t ii>- Comi to e

Through days <>f storm, through days ol calm.
On broad Pa Ifii seas;

At anchor off the 1st.- of Palm
Or with the i u

Ashore, ,i lt-.;it, "(i ib-rk, he|u\V.
i ii- wher 11 bulldog a roar,

To back a friend or breasl s toe,

We pledge t he < lommo lore

We know out honor'll be unstained
Where'er his pennant Hies;

Our rights respected and maintained
Wha tevei pi >w er defies.

Ami when he fakes the i leward tack
Beneath an Admiral's Hag,

We'll hall the day that brings him back,
And have a notner jag.

INDOOR YACHT CLUB PROGRAM.
1914.

May 1

7

Clambake
August 30 Beach Day Kiddies" Day
Beptember 20 Transcontinental Tour
Oct< ber 31 ... Hallowe'en Ball

1915.

It is the purpose of the I. Y. C. during the coming year
and 1915 to urge with all means at its command the per-

manent improvement of the ocean beach, particularly south
of Lincoln Way; to advocate the erection of convenience
stations of appropriate architecture for the exclusive use
of ladies and children; to provide bathhouses or dressing
rooms for male bathers; to obtain funds for the construc-

tion of glass windbrakes, for the purpose of protecting th.*

public from heavy winds; to use every endeavor to pro-

Mi the glory of the ocean iieach as San Francisco's

natural playground.

The I. Y. C. House Committee expects to make its selec-

tion of downtown club rooms within the next two weeks.

Shipmate Ike Tuckler is now assistant manager of the Hofbrau.

THE MISSION1TES.
An organization has been started In the Mission known

;ts the Misslonites.
By the roll of its members it looks like the goods, an 1

by its articles of faith it Is a most welcome thing to the
trimming and trimmed political situation in our fair city

The club has been organizing for some time, with Dr,

Jones. Dick Welsh, Charley Powers, Jim Anthony, Billy

McCarthy, Bill Kelly, Harry Stafford. Fred Struven, Jo
(Ij'Ungher. .lark Na^le and scores of others laying plans
and IcrtirN pi Ions

The VisioritHN have pore forward with a manly and
able creed Thej are agiinsl trimmers, clalmers, pro-

hlbitlonists and fake reformers. It is a treat to see a

representative body of men. aucb as the Misslonites, declar-

ing themselves along these lines mid preparing a fight.

We hear it rumored, too, that other organizations to '
known as the Westernites. the Sunsetltes and the Beach
Combers are under way to join with the Misslonites in

e and war
The Mlssionites are most needed and welct me and they

Will have SUCC€SP

PANAVtA-PACIFIC ATHLETICS.

Phil

THE WINE MEN.
Wand went East last week.

Some say it will mark the displacement of the debonair
M< ' Iracken.

Phil denies this, and claims it is purely social, and that

state to State will not involve him in any
legal entanglements

Jack Beaufort's friends say he is the best-dressed of

the bubble agents. Ed Greet demurs, stating that
he is Arthur Stell'S best model, -artorially and otherwise.

Joe Deering's White Seal is exclusively used on Presi-

dent Wilson's table, but the world hears of it as grape juice.

Julius Rosenfield says his ECrug v. ill sell, even if the
redlight bill goes Into effect.

Plans already made and others under way are conclusive
proof that athletics in every fcrm will lie properly cared
fci al the Panama-Pacific International Exposition. Tbe
a t announcement to claim the attention of the sporting
wcrld was the one on April 2. that $100,000 hsd been ap-

propriated to bring the world's greatest polo teams into a

v
' rid tournament.
hi teadj of bringing the champions of the American and

National Leagues into a post season world championship
eon test, it is probable that an all-star team from each
league will he selected for a series of games, and this

will no doubt be better proof of the moot question of the

true supremacy in the two bodies than the present method
The growth of the Federal League may cause a third team
to be selected, and this will mean a baseball series worth
while.

President Manning of the United States Football Asso-
( iation has written the exposition that England and Aus-

tralia will probably send soccer teams to enter the inter-

national events in football.

Yachting events have been given a great impetus by
the offer of two cups, one by President Woodrow Wilson
and the other by King George V. A schooner race to

Honolulu is also being arranged, and a big race for motor
boats is expected soon.
Teams from the armies that will be encamped on the

drill grounds will compete in the various athletic events.

and the representatives for the 1915 Olympiad will prob-

ably be chosen in the field and track meet.
A special aquatic program will be one of the features.

Contests Of every sort will be held in the area between
the wide stretches of the mile track where $227,000 in

prizes will be raced for.

Much time will be set aside for the events that will

show the development of foreign types of athletic work
A week will be given to the display of Swedish gymnasts
and a week to the drills of the German turners. Irish

Sports and pastimes will also be shown.
There will be competitions between the various play-

ground tesms of the United States and schoolboy contests

for the Olympic Championship Trophy. New York Citv

now holds this trophy, as it waa won at the St. Louis Ex-

I
osition. The schoolboy athletes of New York City are

preparing to come to San Francisco to defend their present

honor and try to retain the trophy.
\ navy week, an army week, Boy Scouts' week. Young

Men's Christian Association week and other periods for

inized athletics are being arranged daily, and 1915 will

i banner year for the athletes of the world.

Qualify Service
i;, m . mil. i —Nn Increased
(est for Perfect Set

i s .i nol worth your consideration?

it is possible i" deal with the largest and finest

gToi • i
- wit houl Increasing the cosi of living. All

the staple groceries .,-, old tl i - ime price you
would pas elsev

I
i

Goldberg, Bowen & Co.
FOUR FINE STORES

Finest* of Wines, Liquors, Cigars,

Fancy and Staple Groceries

LANKERSHIM HOTEL
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Fifth Street Adjacent to Market St.

Rates $1.00 lo $3.00 per Day

Cafe and Buffet European 'Plan Every Modern Convenience

Strictly Upto-Date Fireproof Construction Concrete. Steel and MaMe

SEVEN STORIES OF SUNSHINE

Frank Klein, Manager'THE hotel that
KNOWS HOW"
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ELECTED TO MEMBERSHIP IN INDOOR YACHT CLIB.

San Francisco—Charles Francis Adams, S32 Mills Bldg.

;

Austin Arnold, Department 12, Hall of Justice; S. T. Bush,
Monadnock Bldg.; Edmund Barnes, 1434 O'Farrell street;

T. D. Black, 343 Frederick street; Edward Belasco, Al-

cazar Theater; J. "I. Clarke, 14S0 Guerrero street; John
J. Casey, 190 Liberty street; Thomas H. Commins.
3247 Mission street; Thomas T. Clarke, 62 Post
street; Milton H. Cook, 37 Howard street: S. V. Cos-
tello, Phelan Bldg.; Chas. Cleaver, 20S5 Sutter street;

Louis M. Cahn, 201 Montgomery street; H. E. Chambers.
3349 Montgomery street; J. C. Corbett, 2046 Greenwich
street; Ernest M. Doyle, 140 McAllister street; M. H. Del-

field, 154 Ellis street; C. J. Deasy, 415 Hill street; Ben
Davis, Alexander Hotel; Morris Dale, 6000 Fulton street;

J. E. Dolan, 3311 Mission street; Geo. A. Dixon. Hotel Ar-

gonaut; E. R. Eyre, University Club; Frank \V. Ewan. 800
Market street; Elmer J. Esperence. 940 Shotwell street;

A. C. Eisen. 57 Post street; Dave Englander, 597 Mission
street; F. J. Fallon, 709 Merchants' National Bank Bldg.;

Chas. Fulton, 545 O'Farrell street; Ernest C. Flynn. 1014
Valencia street; Guy Fisher, San Francisco Examiner;
Phil Freedman, 114S Ellis. street; T. A. Fuller. Studebaker
Company; Archie Fegenbush, 54 Ellis street; H. M. Far-

rar, 310 California street; John Ginty. 1^45 Market street;

Al Gordon, 208 Powell street; Mark A. Greely. 367 20th ave-

nue; W. H. Gorman, 823 Sansome street; Milton P. Hayes,
room 523, City Hall; C. M. Hebeier, 4 Ellis street; Dan E.

Hoffman, 1638 Market street; W. G. Hinkelbein, 664 Mar-
ket street; O. F. Hoyt, 44 Lyon street; .1. L. A. Jaunet, 603

Folsom street; John A. Jordan, care Healy-Tibbitts Con-
struction Company, Main and Market streets; C. .1. Jacob-
son. Hof Brau Cafe; W. P. Johnson. 1219 Flood Bldg.; Ben
Jacobs, 1350 Washington street; Tom Jarvls, 2065 Market
street; John L. Kerns, Breakers Cafe, southeast corner
Ellis and Mason streets; Joseph M. Kidd, 512 First avenue;
Geo. F. Kopman, 612 Capp street; E. A. (Close, Phelan
Bldg.; Frank Kenney. Moore-Watson Dry Goods Company;
W. R. Lash, 22S 8th street: Wm. Larzelere. 203 Drumni
street; Bert Levy. 105 .Montgomery street; J. C. Ewing. 129

Stevenson street; A. S. Goggin, 400 California street; S.

Louis, 444 California street; Lars C. Larsen. 601 Crocker
Bldg.; Jas. C. Martin. Humboldt Bank Bldg.; Otis N. John-
son, 467 Mills Bldg.; T. P. Martin. Humboldt Bank Bldg.;

Eenj. McCloskey, 361 Fair Oaks street; R. B. Moore. 657
Bryant street; Chas. McDonnell. 39 Isis street; George
Nickel. 2101 Laguna street; Billy Murry. 199 Killis street;

Chas. A. Miller. 15 Main street; Edward .1. McDevitt. As-
sessor's Office; H. D. O'Brien, S26 Market street; Howard
Park. 491 California street; Dr. E. W. Parsons, 2497 Mis-
son street; A. Posener, 10 Kearny street; S. Richardson,
306 Crocker building: Wm. Redding, 212 Powell street:

A. F. Rousseau, 441 Monadnock building: O. M. Rousseau,
441 Monadnock building; F. F. Rowe, Hotel Argonaut; E.

A. Riley, Assessor's Office; R. F. Sanford. St. Anthony
Apartments; J. M. Soldanels. 736 Stanyan street; .1. A
Swain, 201 California street; Daniel A. Sylvester. 1374 42nd
avenue; T. A. Sohlke, 430 Battery street; Dr. J. F. Sulli-

van, 434 Guerrero street; O. C. Stine. 23 Montgomery
street; C. G. Sheffield. Olympic Club: W. W. Shannon. 509

Sansome street; A. V. Thompson, 814 Rialto building:

J. Trewavas, 204 Phelan building: William S. Taber. :::;

Kearny street: Charles A. Warren. 921 Kohl building; Wm.
Weldon, 2142 Fillmore street; Bernard Collum, Ocean and
San Jose avenues.

Vallejo, Co.—Henry F. Stahl.

New York—James Mclntyre. Southampton, Long Island;
Tom K. Heath, 1358 Setuket, Long Island; Edw. S. Holder,
Hiedberg Bldg.; Jno. J. Gleason, Hotel Long? ere.

Chicago, 111.—Louis Loeb, 3620 Michigan avenue.

APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP
CLUB.

IN INDOOR YACHT

San Francisco—Henley C. Booth Law- Department. South-
ern Pacific Company. Flood Building; Arthur E. Bowman,
Salesman. 1007 Fell street; Joseph Bury, Merchant. L' I Ellis
street; Rohert B. Butler, Clerk. 152 Fillmore street; Fred A
Buckley. Oldsmobile Auto Co.. Van Ness avenue and Fulton
stieet: P M. Bolser, Clerk. 7(14 Pine street: P. M. Bambino.
Tailor. 1S14 Mason street; Nathan A. Cahn. Druggist. Z102
Baker street: A. .1. Cloud. Deputy Supe intend. -nt i.f Sol Is,

176 Belvedere street; Emil Etienne. Draughtsman. 2826 Union

street; James Jellison. Clerk, 112 Taylor sin et H w Frltch-man, Special Agent. 7 :< 6 Pine Street: Leo. R Friedman At-
torney. 3S2 Geary street; Al Goodman. 309 Pacific Building,Market and Fourth streets; John Hefternann. Salesman 586Howard street: Joseph Harney, Contractor, 1217 Fulton
stieet: Donald C. Hoyt, Bookkeeper. White House. Hotel Leo.
410 Eddy street: Bert Howard, Concessions, P P I E
Continental Hotel: Ralph C. Hanua, Zellerbaeh Paper Co'
62 Alvarado street; Al Ruthenberg, Wholesale Liquors 137
Eddy street; C. L Jones. 377 Bush street; Walter Karr, 545O Farrell street; Harry Lambert Loss. Commercial Towel
Company, 169 Jessie street; Marshal Lewis. 22F>7 Fulton
street: Hugh MeCurdy, Attorney, 516 Ellis street; Edward .1

D. Nolan. Liquors, 1111 McAllister stieet: C. A Newman
Salesman, 276 Turk street; A. n. Newman, Diamond Im-
porter, 203 Koenlg Building, Kearny and Post streets; Dr.
D. B. Plymire, 1 7 r. i Grove street: Thos, F. Prendergast. At-
torney, 126 Seventeenth street: O, i: Rosl g. Sheriff's "t"-
fice, 117.'. Twentieth street; Berl Slims. m Cafe 829 Broder-
Ick street; R. A. Smith. Tailoring business, 1019 Masonic
avenue; J. w. Sehmitz, Howard Auto Co., California street
and Van Ness avenue; Geo. v. Vandever, Dentist. 2975 Pa-
cific avenue; Rovt, S. W Iward, Engineer, Hotel Sutter;
Arthur c;. Wllkle, Stewart Hotel, Geary street, near Powell;
Caldwell Hunter, Kentucky Mercantile Company, iss Sutter
street; William Murray, Geary Hotel, Geary and Mason
streets; Louis S. Haas, Crown Distilleries, Beale and
Mission sir- ets;

Emigrant Gap, Cal.- S. .v M Wardlaw, Chief Steward.
r g. .v a co.
Larkspur. Marin Cointv, i ';i I l.t ;it.l v.. mm. l.irkspur

ll.i.l
Fruit v.-iie. Cal.— Lawrence Meehann, ::i7i Brookdale avenuej
San .l'>s.-. Cal.— Ed M ty, St. James lintel
Stockton, Cal.- Geo. K Boydston, lis E Main street; R I':.

Clancy, I IS E. Main street.

OCEANIC
STEAMSJim—
COMPAN
American A}

Australian
Line t

Splendid

Steamers

Sierra

Sonoma

Ventura

SYDNEY

SHORT

LINE
19 OHS-San FraneUeoloSydnev-19 DATS

Round World - In CL» 565! 30

-2ndCla» 400.00
Sailing Honolulu every 2 weeka

Sydney " 28 dayi
SI 10 -HOK0LULU-.t.d Return- In Ciu. $110

You can makethuteipdrom San Franci»co)in 19 day*. 6 1-2

day! each way al tea. 5dayion Mand». Ticket, good 9 monlha.
OCEANIC S. S. CO ST3 Maikit St.. Sin rtinclico

Members!

A Good investment
For you Ihn year would b» to rent a safe deposit box (or

the iafe keeping of your valuable documents.

You can tent a box for a year (or ai little a* $4, and that much invested at the Crocker Soft
Deposit Vault* may save you thousands of dollar* and much worry and

anxiety in case of fire or other disaster.

Nearly every person has valuable papers of some sort, and many have cosily piece* of jewelry

which should be in a safe place. Don't leave them at home, even though they may be locked

Up in a strong-box. for ordinary safes can not protect their contents against a hot fire.

Use Crocker Safe Deposit Vaults and be SAFE.

Crocker Safe Deposit Vaults
Hours 8 a. m. to 6 p.

Phone Keamy 7

C » f> -. C '. T IN THE WCST
CROCKER BUILDING

Post and Market Sts.. San Francisco

L'nder Management of John F. Cunningham
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Low Fares East
via

Southern Pacific
ROUND TRIP

Chicago $ 72.50

St. Louis 70.50

Kansas City 60.00

New Orleans 70.00

New York 108.50

Boston 110.50

Montreal 108.50

Washington 107.50

and many other points

Limited Trains Also Fast Express Trains with Tourist Sleeping Cars

Going Limit 1 5 days. Return Limit 3 months from date of sale

SALE DATES

May 12, 14, 15, 16. 19,20,24, 25,26, 31.

June 1,2, 3, 5,6,8,9, 10, II, 15. 16, 17, 18, 19, 20,22,23,26,29,30

July 2, 3, 7,8,9, 10, II, 14, 15, 16, 17,20, 21, 25, 27,28,29,30, 31

August 3, 4, 1 1, 12, 17, 18. 20, 21, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29

September 4, 5, 9, 10, II.

ADDITIONAL DATES TO NEW YORK, APRIL 29, 30. MAY I.

For Particulars See

Southern Pacific Agents
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ST. FRANCIS IMPORTATION CO.
350 Geary Street

WINES AND LIQUORS AT RETAIL
FINEST GOODS - LOWEST PRICES

PROMPT DELIVERIES

Remember that

Cresta Blanca Wines
Are the STANDARD WINES of California

Try a Bottle of CRESTA BLANCA SPARKLING
Equal to the Imported

C.W. Shaw
R. H. Fischbeck

Phones
(Douglas 5930

I Sutter - 3b29

Handsomest 'Buffet in the West

MAJESTIC
"Best of Everything JO''

I am a power for great good if you do

not abuse my use.

In cases of need— I do my work well.

I am a builder up of health and strength

—in the hospital or in the home.

For the invalid or the convalescent

—

for the tired or overworked I offer a

great help.

A little of me goes a long way.

I have been among you for three

generations.

I'm known as Cyrus Noble throughout the world.

DEL MONTE AUTO RENTAL CO.

-hone SUTTER 215

C. H. Bacon,

Mjnager

844 MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

LIMOUSINES
LAI MHU.ETS

WEDDINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

OFFICE. 105 POWELL STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

CABS
TOURINCI CARS

SPRI NG'S
AROUND THE CORNER

Get the First Peep at the Spring Styles

in Benjamin Suits and Overcoats

WITH
PATC H
POCKETS

$ oo

THE SHEPHERD PLAID BRITISH SAK

856 MARKET ST. BERGER'S EAST OF POWELL
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HON. FRANK H. DUNNE

All our jurist's have distinguishing charact are known for their knowledge of I'.lackstone, others

for their dignity, others for their wit, and BO on, until you name as many qualities as you have judges.

If the editor of the "Main Sheet" were naming nanus and were asked what distinguished Judge Frank H.

Dunne above his fellows, he would use two words: "oo id Independence." In no judge do these qualities

stand out stronger than In Judge Dunne, lie [ears neither power nor influence; no favored lawyer has private

access to his chambers; no corporate magnate can give him orders.

On the bench he treats the great and small alike. No one can get more from him than he is justly entitled

to; and. after all. isn't that the kind of a judge we want; one thai we know some one else is not running; one that

does hy us what he would do by our neighbor?

We have seen Judge Dunne in many trying places. We In • u big lawyers before him and big offenders

after him; we have setui public clamor demanding that he do thus and so; but never have we seen him fall down

one or the other. He h:t> put big offenders on trial when they were trying by pull to escape; he has

dismissed men from wrongful indictment when the public wanted their blood; be has set busybody grand juries right

when they were running amuck; he has shown meddling preachers and misguided woman the right when they

wanted the wrong because it was sensational; he has always 1 n on the judicial tiring line, until today there is

not a man In San Francisco who knows anything who does not know of his courage and independence. Even his

enemies—and no man can stand hard and linn as Judge Dunne has stood through the years without having

admit that he stands out among his fellows for those two qualities. And in these days of pulls, recalls

anil newspaper clamor, not much else counts in a judge.

Triumphant re-election should and will be his reward in November.
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OCEANIC
STEAMSHIB.-
COMPAN&

Splendid

Steamers

Sierra

Sonoma

Ventura

SYDNEY

SHORT

LINE
19 DATS—San Francisco to Sydney— 1 9 DAYS

Round World - I si Class SS52.30
" " -2nd Class 400.00

Sailings Honolulu every 2 weeks
Sydney " 28 days

SIIO-HONOLULU-and Relurn— Isl Class S110
You can make this trip(from San Francisco)in 16 days, 5 1-2

days each way al sea, 5davson Islands.Tickel* good 6 months.
OCEANIC S. S. CO.. 673 Market SI.. San Francisco
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WU.FIRD J. GIRARD
Prraidenl

STANLEY J. GIRARD
Sccrclary and Manager

GIRARD'S
GRILL

AND

Oyster Parlor

Oysters, Terrapin, Crab Stew, Steaks,

Chops, Oyster Loaves.

UNION SQUARE AVE.
Phone Douglas 3454 San Francisco, Ca).
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s
isrjrz HOPKINS

Formerly Bohemian Villa

MEALS SERVED AT ALL HOURS
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
Entertainment during: Afternoon and Night

The Pacific Ocean is My Baih Tub. |93g Ocean Boulevard
Come In, the Water's Fine. Phone Sunset 960

LANKERSHIM HOTEL
SAIN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Fifth Street Adjacent to Market St.

Rates $1.00 to $3.00 per Day

Cafe and Buffet European 'Plan Every Modern Convenience

Strictly Up-tc-Date Fireproof Construction— Concrete, Steel and Marble

SEVEN STORIES OF SUNSHINE

Frank Klein, ManagerTHE HOTEL THAT
KNOWS HOW"
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LOOKING BACKWARD
i Written in 1934. i

By The ilr-i Reverent Dr. Cbas. Fat. Fake-Head.

This is an age of corruption. Hydra-headed vice grins

and leers- and lures—from the market places. Pretended
usness stalks our streets with sin lurking at its

PossiblJ we have impressed toward right living

wenty-three years 1 have devoted to the reforma-
tion of San Francisco. Possibly we are nearer to the
proper ideals of existence—as I conceived them a cpiarter

of a century ago—than we were in those awful days when
Ben Francisco was a hell-hole wherein decent men and
Indecent women had daily to bow their heads in shame.
But we have not yet put down vie- We have chopped

off B lew of its many heads, and from the bleeding wounds
have sprung. I am moved to speak of this be-

venturing out to day upon Powell strt

I seemed almost to feel the contamination of that other
hen hell-inspired vices -sneh as drinking highballs

laying up after '.» o'clock at night—flourished upon
tin- thoroughfare, I bee; i conscious of a

dency toward lax morality.

Gilded palaces, devilish in their vers elegance, are
flaunting their disguised viciousness wantonly under our
very nos, . i hi | are corrupting the morals of our young
men with vili troying concoctions, such as root

ad lemonade, Think of it' And this is but three

short blocks from Lotta's Fountain, gurgling with chem-
ically-pure water, sweet and hot from the sun kissed hill-

sides. Some of the young.-i el. -me i our civic inuueil

have at the devil's n suggested Ice for this foun-

tain but thanks to the sober-minded superior Judgment
of the older women this nefat idly movement was
nipped e'en while it was budding.

Still, wickedness flourishes. Women gather til

tiously and drink tea. and unseemly laughter has shocked
nip often of late as I have strolled along Marl -i street

and marveled at its unappreciated beauty. 1 c innol un-

derstand how people can laugh in the face of all the se-

rious things of life of which I have hern preaching these

many years. Laughter is the devil's own cackle, ami un-

less steps are taken to suppress it our cltj is doomed and
we -hall suffer again an influx of tie- ungodly
Dpon Powell street, too, of late I have noticed young

men with carefully trimmed locks and shaven faces, which
leads me to believe that somewhere in our midst a barber
is operating a hirsutic blind pig. For mau> years we of

San Francisco have been numbered among the long hairs

of the earth. Now comes a male Delilah, shearing our
youths of the locks that have been as It were the badge
of their strength and their steadfastness to my teachings,
instilling vanity into their very souls. Are such things
to be? Never! The devil might easily swoop down upon
us and wrest the morals of our city from our grasp while
our citizens are getting a hair cut.

For several years we have tolerated tin evil and de-

grading sport known as tiddledyw inks This has always
-ainst my better judgment, for I believe it excites

low passions, breeds envy and malice and evil thoughts,
and in some minds arouses a speculative instinct that is

almost akin to gambling. Presently we must abolish this

sport, or else put it in the hands of a commission for

proper regulation.
Since the first day of my arrival in San Francisco I have

crusaded for purity. I have seen the city get better day
by day as under my leadership its people have been turned
away from sin. When I arrived here it was a community
of a half million persons, nearly all of them ungodly and
vicious, addicted to unspeakable practices, like theatre-
going These have gone We have made it impossible for

such persons lo exist here. We have starved them out
To me it is strange indeed that more god-fearing persons
have not come to take their places, and that our popula-
tion should have dwindled to a few thousands and our

beautiful opportunities should be wasted upon the desert
aii- of non-appreciation. Here we have the greatest har-

bor in the world, the greatest climate in the world, the
most perfect government in the world, even though it has
not yet reached real perfection, and the greatest preacher
in the world. Yet. since that memorable campaign in 1914,

twenty years ago, when we smote the devil hip and thigh

and drove him and his disciples from our midst, our pop-

ulation has dwindled alarmingly. In this there is consola-

tlon in knowing we have a city of quality rather than of

tity, a i Its populated by a few of the best of us.

It was in that year that the criminal sport (tilled boxing
under ' laws. Men were in the

habit ol going out ill holidays I" watch train. -d athletes

with :: their bands in exhibitions of a fiercely

combat In ancient days the same wild
1 thai inspired boxmg Inspired the gladiatorial com-

bats i - of the middle ag.-s. eon-

Spaiu still has its bullfights,

am] nil. still have our tiddledyw inks.

!n wild blood of our barbaric ancestors has come down
ut praise heaven and my own

huml we of this generation have nearly con-

quered it. In 1914 when we voted boxing to he a crime

did a i thing for the advancement ol mj partic

ular brand of civilization. We also rid the community
of several thousand persons who wer lable thereafter

to make > living ami who had theretofore been idle spend-

.ii thoroughfares.

It was in 1914, too. that we saw tin last ol the saloons

ami of all forms of alcoholic liquors. The great State of

California had for half a centun profltted bj its manu-
re ,,i wines ami other liquors. Bui we voted to dis-

ci ntinue all manufacturing ol alcoholic beverages and we
are proud of the tut that we made paupers of these

thousands who had devoted themselves to aiding the devil.

i icn of grapevines have been torn up since

thru Thousands of ungodh p.-rsons, unable to find work,

were obliged to leave our midst.

In San Francisco we were a. > ustomed to the visitations

of persona tiom the country, journeying here to find pleas-

ure, to the coming of deep-sea vessels with their crews.

godless men seeking enjoyment. Oh, curious idea of pleas-

and enjoyment! Those .nine no more. The saloons

have gone None visit San Francisco now save those who
wish to attend services, and certain tourists who. not

understanding the noble work of reform accomplished

h.-r.- and not appreciating that our vacant buildings and

eta am merely monuments to the memorable
election of 1914, when the wicked were driven out, look

about them curiously and say, "Isn't this terrible!"

Great was that year when the devil was flayed with the

ballot and si nt forever from our city and our State. At

the time there were in progress preparations for a world's

I. in- The unrighteous over the world had babbled in glee-

ful, wicked anticipation of 191a. They planned coming
here in thousands, to revel in cafes, where women laughed

and music played Satan's melodies and inspired dreadful
orgies of dancing. Tim city had spent millions in building

ai showy palaces in which these thousands were to be
entertained. The Panama-Pacific International Exposition

was to have been the greatest exposition the world had
i attempted, an ungodly, vulgar, unrestrained period

of light-heartedness. silly laughter, unbridled merry-

making.
But the exposition was a failure, and to those of us

who so valiantly fought the devil and reformed the State

in 1914 its Failure was due. Ours is the credit, and we are

proud of it. When we stopped the manufacture of all

sorts of alcoholic beverages, we killed the wine industrj
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of California. We sent thousands and thousands of per-

sons elsewhere, out of the borders of the State, seeking

residence in remote corners of the earth where they might
live with their evil consciences and eke out wretched ex-

istence in the only way they knew. These thousands could

not contribute to the fair as they had hoped. Neither

could those who had conducted saloons. For the benefit

of mankind, we put restraints upon personal liberty, and
this helped to drive out countless frivolous, unthinking per-

sons who were not the type of citizens we desired.

Over the world spread the news of our great triumph.

The weak, the devil-owned, the careless, those who had
found pleasure in laughter, wine, women and song, those

who had planned coming to the exposition because they

thought they could have here that sort of excitement
which mere uncultured man once thought was pleasure,

shunned San Francisco as though it were a plague. As for

the others, the godly, the serious, the sober-minded, the

thoughful, they would not have come anyhow. They re-

mained elsewhere, doing their best to reform the world,

exulting in what we had accomplished here. Verily, this

was the greatest deed of the righteous. We had stopped

the whole world from having what it had in its ignorance

looked upon as a good time.

The year of the exposition saw the great exodus from
San Francisco. None but Christians have been permitted

to remain, and those who remain are only those Christians

who adhere to my views. Some day this will he my ideal

of a city. There will be no emissaries of the devil here.

The wretched game of tiddledywinks. which lingers with

us yet to satisfy that same horrible spirit of sport which
twenty years ago was sated in the contests of the boxing
ring, will be banished. We should spend our spare mo-

menta thinking of our souls, and of our sins. These Powell-

street dens of iniquity, with their ices and their s

wherein our young men satisfy that barbaric desire for

social intercourse which twenty years ago they satisfied

at the bars and in the clubs, shall be no more. They ap-

peal to the senses in unseemly fashion and have a tendency

to divert the mind from serious tilings. There shall he

ordinances prohibiting any citizen to be abroad after sun-

down. Laughter shall be made an oltense punishable

by a term of imprisonment.
The age is still wicked. My teachings somehow seem to

be forgotten by the young and careless, but eternal vigi-

lance is the watchword of success, and success I am sure
will crown my efforts. Not as long as I am in San Fran-

cisco shall Mirth. Music. Merriment. Good Fellowship, or

Any Human Desire, all inspirations of the devil, have
chance to gain a foothold, to tempt our young people with

their false excitation away from the straight and narrow
path. Our young people are few and we must protect

them.

THE POWER OF ELOQUENCE.

Harry Stafford was trying a case in the Superior Court
of a negro accused of grand larceny. After he was ac-

quitted Stafford asked him "On the square now did you
really steal the pin?" "Well, Mister Stafford, it was just
like this, I really thought I did steal dat pin, but after 1

hear'd what you said to the jury, honestly I know I didn't."

BOUND TO OCCUR.

Lots of fellows lose their goats but quickly recover—lots

more lose their dogs and likewise recover, but the experi-
ence cf Dr. Beardsley is harrowing and sorrowful in the
extreme. The doctor lost his English setter and adver-
tisements and inquiry failed to discover him. It seemed as
though the ground had swallowed the beast. Dave Sulli-

van, recognized as one of the best sleuths in the depart-
ment, couldn't even locate poor Fido. Poor old Doc was
in despair and in vain he sought and hunted while his few
lingering locks grew scarcer and scarcer. Then one of his

lady patients suggested a medium, one whom she could
recommend highly and who specialized in the location or
rather discovery of lost mines, jewels, pocket-books, goats
and dogs. She lived somewhere in the neighborhood of
Hunter's Point but distance meant nothing to the Doc, so
humbly, yet hopefully, he betook himself to the mystic.
She was as big as a dreadnaught and as black as night but
guaranteed to locate the dog for the modest sum of twenty
bucks. The money was paid with a sigh, the fit thrown
and the Doctor informed that the dog would be discovered

on Stewart street somewhere between Market and the
Mail Dock. Patients and practice were neglected and for
two days Beardsley patroled Stewart street, unavailingly of
course. The natives looked at him suspiciously as he in-

quired, "Have you seen a dog that looks like so and so?"
"No!" was the invariable answer, sometimes soft and
kind, oftener harsh and loud. Fred, troubled and dis-
couraged he returned home and there was his little girl
fondly caressing the long lost Fido. "Where did you Hud
him?" gasped the doctor. "Oh, papa! I just loaned him
for a few days to Willie Jones and he brought him back
today!" That loan had just cost the Doctor forty-seven
dollars and thirty cents net cash and many a trip and
heartache, too.

THE COWARDICE OF THE BLACKBALL.

The prevailing system of applying for admission to social
and athletic organizations is usually to refer the name of
the applicant to a secret admission committee, and on
their approval subject the name to a secret vote of the
board of directors or the members of the club as a whole.
The qualifications for membership in an organization may

be enumerated in the by-laws, but nothing is ever said of
the petty spite or jealousy that may prompt a man to black-
ball an applicant, and so declare him unfit for member-
ship. A man only achieves bigness when he can forget
a quibbling difference, and it is surprising how many sup-
posedly broad fellows will stoop to register a knock when
thej feel they are safe from detection. Secret ballot af-

fords them this protection, and it encourages and ^ives
the opportunity to any one of small calibre to vent their

spleen.
There is an ideal we all possess; a plan of action we

all admire, and that is courage lo tell a man to his lace

any difference we may have with him. How different is

the system in a club. A man may sneak into a lodge room
with a smiling face that may conceal a heart full of hatred

ilousy. iir deposits his little pellet without any
fear of being compelled lo explain his grievance and thus
is cowardice and deceit encouraged.
Through this system the well-known man—one whose

very achievements have engendered jealousy— is refu i

admission, while the unknown, though he is often a mad
of neither character or ability, easily slides into member-
ship.

You will find men a-plenty who have been guilty of what
society calls Infamous conduct, ruled off until the healing
balm of time anil the short memory of the public (for it is

only what is made public that's really Infamous) restores

them. Then ofttimes the) become directors, or. who can
say, sometimes chairman of the admission committee.
And passing strange, loo, that many times this perpetrator

of youthful indiscretion, finding himself rehabilitated ami

wishing to revenue stamp himself, becomes the harshest
critic.

Private "Cuvee
CHAMPAGNE

REIMS, FRANCE

Julius %.. i^csenfield
San Francisco Office

CHRONICLE &UILDINQ, 420-421
Telephone <Douglas 5399
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THE NEW INDOOR YACHT CLUB.
Upon the recommendation of the Building Committee, the Board of Pilots lias closed a deal with

the Alaska Club and the Wall Estate Company by which the Indoor Yacht Club is to take over the
clubrooms of the San Francisco Alaska Club. The agreement also provides for the transfer of about
one hundred and forty members of the Alaskan organization to membership in the T. V. C.

The rooms occupy the entire top floor of the Techau Tavern building, and consists of an elegantly
furnished lounge and music room, covering all oi the Powell street front, a cafe-bar. card and billiard

rooms, on the northerly wing, and the office, hat and coat checking rooms, kitchen, reception hall, and
private card parlors, on the Eddy street side. The entrance to the club is by elevator at No. 4 Eddy
street.

The Indoor Yachtsmen can now boasl of the most centrally located clubhouse in San Francisco.

The clubrooms are now open to I. Y. C. members.
Commencing June 1st the dues will be 50 cents per month, payable semi-annually in advance.

INDOOR YACHT CLUB PROGRAM.
1914.

May 23 Opening New Club Rooms

August 30 Beach Day—Kiddies' Day

September 26 Transcontinental Tour

October 31 Hallowe'en Ball

1915.

It is the purpose of the I. Y. C. during the coming year
and 1915 to urge with all means at its command the per-

manent improvement of the ocean beach, particularly south
of Lincoln Way; to advocate the erection of convenience
stations of appropriate architecture for the exclusive use
of ladies and children; to provide bathhouses or dressing
rooms for male bathers; to obtain funds for the construc-

tion of glass windbrakes, for the purpose of protecting the
public from heavy winds; to use every endeavor to pro-

claim the glory of the ocean beach as San Francisco's
natural playground.

JACK BEAUFORT WATCHED.
Jack Beaufort has been the agent for Pommery on the

Coast for the past nineteen months. In that time Jack
Beaufort has made friends such as few men make in a life

time. His quiet unassuming ever gentlemanly disposition

and manner has endeared him to all with whom in either

a business or social way he came in contact. So when his

house called him to New York to the "big league" Jack
Tait acted as host at a farewell dinner to some thirty of

his more intimate friends. It was surely some dinner and
before the dancing girls arrived, the host expressed the

good wishes of all, the regret at his enforced departure
and the best of luck to him. Then Bill McCarthy presented
a gold watch from the assembled friends and Beaufort
feelingly responded. Buck Travis "boshed" up, Sam
Burlier looked disgusted at the Harvard wonder, Jim
Woods beamed. Fred Fenwick and Scoffy argued, but Bill

Lange ended, or rather started, the trouble by leading in

girls aplenty. In the many kind things said we concur
and offer our best wishes and hopes for the untold success

of Jack Beaufort, whereever he may be. Honestly we hate
to see him go but we must admit that our regret is soft-

ened by the knowledge that our own Hector MacKenzie,
hale and hearty and strong, will be back with us again.

Good luck to you both, surely a great pair to draw to.
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THE GOSSIPERS
The Main Sheet has for the time being discontinued "The

Round Table." The folks who used to furnish the tales
at the festive board are very circumspect. It has become
almost impossible to gather news.
We have, however, secured the services of a new writer,

and lie has discovered that some of our most prominent citi-

zens tell more to Ellis-street manicurists than they do to
their lawyers, confessors or doctors.
The Ma.in Sheet is after news—and has gone to the last

place in the world to get it—a Barber Shop.—The Editor.

"Mame, pass me them scissors," requested Cuticle Kate,

a bedimpled beauty; and as Mame complied she walked
over to Kate's table and began:

"Did yer have a good time at the ball of the Nations.
Kid?"

"Did I have a good time? Does an undertaker enjoy a

funeral? Say Kid, I never had such a time in my life. I

went out with Louie Ghirardelli, but I stacked my cards and
went home with an American," volunteered Kate.

"Ah, you're always doin' somethin' like that. When a

guy's good enough to take yer, yer ought to stick," re-

proved Mame.
"Say, lay off; save some of that advice until yer over

thirty—that's when yer need it most. I danced with the
swellest guys in the village. They wuz all crazy to make
me."
"You know I went as Bo-Peep and I had a good laugh on

that feller that used to play with the Chicago ball team
what's his name—you know what's his name?" went on
Kate.

"Bill Lange?" queried Mame with a raise of the left

eyebrow.

"Naw>—naw—William Lange. He is the same feller, but
he pronounces his name different now." insisted Kale.
"Does he really? Well, he couldn't do it with me. I've

known him before he stole bases."

"Well, so have I for that matter; but yer know ever since
some people kidded him about takin' Greenway's place as a
social lion, he's changed the accent in his name," giggled
Mame.

"Yes. he's got as much chance of bein' a social czar as
J. B. White has of convicting Diggs."
"Mame, who d'ye think 1 had in this morning for a mani-

cure?"
"How do I know," said Kate peevishly,

"Well, ye needn't be so sassy," rejoined Mame; Inn it

was Marty Brandenstein. He was telling me about the big
minstrel show at the Olympic Club. He said Doc McMahon
had done very well, but that Warren Shannon thought it

was goin' to be a frost and ran out on the end men stuff,
and at the last minute they had to get Jim Brennan to
take his place."

"Say, that guy Brandenstein tells you everything he
knows, doesn't he." went on Katie. "Why only the other
night he comes in and tells me the sad news of Market
street. He sez to me 'Did yer hear of Willie Nelson?'"

" 'Course I heard of Willie Nelson,' I comes back and
then I says, 'why?' "

"Why?" says Marty. "Didn't you hear about his quitting
the 'legit' for the movies? And yer know I thought he
was kiddin' at first, and when I wouldn't believe him he
told me to go up next to Hale's old store and see Willie,
and I went and there was Willie yelling, 'Come right in
gents! You see the same show for ten cents that the su-
pervisors see fer nothin.' The great Ritchie-Murphy con-
test.' He was pulling great stuff. Mame. but I hate to see
the Kid go for the pictures."

"Oh, well, Faversham, Bernhardt and Roosevelt all went
to the films, so I don't see why yer worrying about Nel-
son."

"No. that's true," assented Kate, "but still I hated to see
Willie with the movies; so when Mr. Coffroth came in
the next day I roasted him. I says to him, 'What are
you putting up a boy with a million dollar voice to speil for
a thirty-thousand dollar fight?' But he only laughed at me
and sez, 'what is a ten thousand dollar beauty like you
trimming nails for 50 cents a day, when a carpenter gets
four dollars for driving them?' Well, I had no come-back
so I let it go,"

"Hist—hist"—said Kate, "here comes Senator Welch,"
as the portly Senator scrambled down stairs.

"How do you do," said the patronizing Senator to Mame.
"Fine, Senator, how are you. Say, Senator, what's this

I been readin' about you in the paper?" queried Kate.

"Oh." laughed the Senator, "that was due to the prize
press agent of the West, John Cunningham. You've got
to hand it to Jack; when we acquitted a poor fellow of
passing b3d money, we not only gave him our votes, but
Cunningham takes up a collection from each of the jurors
and when he got twelve bucks he tells the fellow to come
down to the Crocker vaults and rent a box so he wouldn't
lose the money."

Then the Senator removed his Berger tie and his 18 col-

lar and sat with the lather and linen.

But the fair young trimmers were to do better in a
moment when Roy Ryone blew in.

"Howdy, Kate; how is my little girl tonight?" asked Roy.

"Fine. Kid; how are you?"

"Oh." replied Roy, "I'm so tired. 1 was at the ball and
it just seemed that everyone was after mo to dance. I'm

getting tired being so sought after. 1 like the quiet of my
club."

"Whaddye mean—what club?"

"Why, the Bohemian," chested Roy. "You know I've

belonged to the club for years."

"Oh, is that the place next door to Tlv Kreling's club?"
asked the ignorant damsel.

"Yes," blustered Roy in reply.

"Oh, I see where some dude by the name of Lynch is

giving it a mummy, and I thought that was funny, because
it's already overcrowded with them."

"Say, you're a fresh chicken," gasped Roy.
'Why do you say that to me, Roy?" demurred Katie.

"Tell me please, won't you, why did Mr. Lynch give it to

the club?"
"To tell the truth, little girl, he couldn't do anything else

with it. Now don't quote inc. because I shouldn't say that,"

counselled Roy, as be tipped the girl a newly minted quar-

ter and went his way.
"Roy Is a great boy," mused Katie as he went out.
"lie sure is," assented Maine.
"Say, Maine, did you read about Mrs. Fearing giving the

turkey dinner at her house?"

"Yes," laughed Kate; "George Began told me that Diggs
furnished the turkey and old lady Rearing the chicken."

"That's a good one," remarked an Interested barber as ht

cut an extra hair from Keegan Monohan's already spare
diuue

But the girls were not long to be idle, for in walked
John Morgan of the Beard of Works.

"Well, how's the Board of Works, John?" asked the Boss
Barber.

"Oh, looking up, looking up," said John; "It will be bet-

ter soon."
"Yes," inquired the barber. "How?"

"Why, Freddy Churchill will soon be back from Japan.
You know things have been at a standstill since he went
away."

"Well," butted in a well-advised friend of Willis Polk,
"1 guess the municipal automobiles have been at a stand-

still. I wonder how Freddy liked Japan if he had to pay
for his joy rides?"

"Ha! Ha!" tittered some stranger from under, the razor

and lather.

"Why, the Mission Political Promotion Association hasn't

had a quorum since he went away. Bill Kelly told me,"
said Mamie.

"Yes, and Ben Selig told me that the Missionites had
been formed and were going like the Eggers Recall since

Fred went away," chipped in Kate. And while this gab
was in full sway in ran the Professor to tell Keegan Mon-
ohan that Al Jolson wanted to bet $2000 in a certified check
that Woodrow Wilson had been elected President. And
this poor overcrowed shop was yet to be burdened, for in

walked that political cask of Sutter Home wines, Oscar

Hocks. . ...Jfcwri
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"Good evening, Oscar,'' grinned everyone in the joint.
"Good evening, boys and girls," grunted Oscar; "how is

de world tonight?"
"Say, Oscar," asked Dick Welsh, "are you going to run

for Sheriff?"
"No. I ain'd." said Oscar. "Dey can't get me to lose

sight of McLaughlin and Gallagher waiting for John Ginty
to go on the ballot. Besides, I'm going to let Fred Suhr
and Fred Eggers have their own fight out; may the German
wid the most votes win," said Oscar in his truest style and
tone.

I'p popped Oscar into a chair and called for a hair cut.

And the fresh barber asked him if he meant one for his

head or his moustache, and poor Oscar replied, "Yes, I

dink so."

"Say, Oscar, may I ask a question?" said Gene Ratto.
"Shure," said the good-natured Oscar. "Go ahead."
"Will you tell me why they raised Dunnigan's salary?"
"Veil, Gene, I tell you the down low," and Gene got

close so as not to miss a word of the basement stuff.

"Der truth is dis: Us boys want to make that job so
good that we will be able to fire Dunnigan. We really
don't like him and if we raise the salary high enough,
some good strong feller will come along and get the place."

"I got to hand it to you, Oscar; that's killing a squirrel
with sweetbreads instead of buckshot." said Phil Wand.

"Shure, shure," chuckled Oscar until the calico over his
portly form shook like the angry surf.

"Well, if they really wanted to get him I think they'd
look up how his expense account figured on the Hetch-
Hetchy trips to Washington," said a job chaser.

Why. some one told me it would cost the city less to
fettlng lletch Hetchy here than send Dunnigan east again,"
said Cuticle Kate.

"My' ray!" gasped Oscar; "where do you girls get the
news'"

"Oh, that would be telling," said Mamie, and Oscar again
reposed in the soap.

And with this the porter began scrubbing and the girls
put away the scalpels and peroxide and the poor writer,
shorn of further opportunity for news, dug out to the foggy
air of Ellis street.

WILLIS AND JAMES. JR.

Willis Polk is always in front. Willis declared war on
Mexico two years before Wilson did and he has declared
war on James Rolph, Junior ,a year before the people will
have a chance to.

Willis is a plus architect. He builds as well as he lives
and his opinions and declarations of war have no inverse
ratio to the vintage or cocktails he consumes.

Willis is constructing a building on Market street, but
James and his municipal minions have told Willis that he
is no constructionist. Willis merely says that he is for
construction and Mission James for obstruction and once
again we string with Willis.

After Willis erected his readable sign he went across the
street to view the painters' handiwork and his own head-
work.
His eye struck on the phrase "Everyone knew where P.

H. McCarthy stood, but no one knows where James Junior
Rolph stand." Alas and alack a day, said Willis. "Of
course they don't know where he stands because he
crawls," and thus did Willis acknowledge the first error of
his busy career.
Everybody in San Francisco is amused at your sign. Wil-

lis, except the Mayor. You are an architect, patriot, bon
vivant and now a statesman.
The Mayor has made a thousand mistakes, not counting

the appointment of Mr. Judell.
You, Willis, haven't had such an opportunity. You did,

however, make three. When you built the Phelan Fountain
you forgot to provide pipes, water or cups; when you
erected the garage for Mr. Carroll you forgot the doors;
when you built the chimney for the Press Club you forgot
that smoke had to get out of chimneys just like steam does
out of you.

Truly, Willis, we like your audacity. A man who de-
clares war on Mexico, the Panama-Pacific Exposition and
James Rolph, Jr. is a foeman worthy of our ink.
Go to it. Willis, you won't be hurt. After all. the Ho-

bart Building and the St. Francis Bar are the safest places
in the world to declare war on foreign nations and muni-
cipal officials.

Yosemite Valley Yosemite National Park
CALIFORNIA'S GREATEST SCENIC ATTRACTION AND OUTING PLACE

Yosemite becomes more popular each year. Thousands
visit it as a sightseeing trip, while other thousands spend

their vacations there and live for weeks amid the master-

pieces of Nature.

THE RAIL TRIP TO THE PARK LINE.

It is a delightful, picturesque ride through the Merced
River Canyon, from Merced to El Portal, via the Yosemite

Valley Railroad. Observation-Parlor cars by day, Pull-

man cars by night.

AUTOMOBILE SERVICE IN THE PARK.
Auto stages now carry the visitor between the railroad

terminus and Yosemite, one of the finest auto trips in the

world, without extra cost. The El Portal road has been

converted into a Government boulevard, and is sprinkled

daily during the summer months.

THE QUICK COMFORTABLE WAY TO YOSEMITE
Take Southern Pacific or Santa Fe to Merced, Thence Via YOSEMITE VALLEY RAILROAD
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Have you noticed how terrible the condition of affairs

is in our city? Murder, arson, rapine and slaughter are
amuck. Judges no longer go to work. The Board of

Works still shirks. The jails are empty. The hospitals

as full as their doctors and nurses. Truly, the days of

judgment are on us.

The above was the dream of our ex-Grand Jury after it

was fired.

The last Grand Jury was perhaps no worse than former
ones. But it's the last straw that breaks the camel's
back that gets blamed for the whole load.

Grand Juries are an unnecessary evil. It is seldom one
is really required. They are simply a body of overgrown
tax-eaters prying into people's affairs with an official per-
fume on their unwelcome snouts.
They, individually and collectively, pay up obi grudges.

They indict through malice, fear, hate, and stampedi
They pay compliments to officials who deserve indict

ments and sometimes they reverse the order of things.
There is one thing to do with a Grand Jury ail—that is.

fire it as soon as you can.
Possibly during the regime of Sturtevant as Presiding

Judge, none will- be drawn. .Necessity will be the mother
If it must be born, and we are sure our Presiding Judge
vill not play wet nurse for a meddling crowd of over-fed
iax-eaters who usually adorn the panel.
San Francisco has much to be grateful for in its abol-

ishment at least for the present.
Sometimes a little backbone and horse sense makes a

Judge as popular as tears and moving pictures.

Millions for defense and $2500 for a fine.

Why not give Diggs a new trial and let him save up
$2500?

The most expensive part of the Mexican war is buying
"extras."

Begins to look as if we can live without a Grand Jury.

Col. J. Emmett Hayden wanted to go to the Mexican
war. Perhaps that is why some people are kicking at
mediation.

"Hell hath no fury like a woman scorned."—Shakes-
peare.
"A woman's scorn is hell."—Fred Eggers.

Arabian Nights a $2500 fine.

Parker Whitney says, "This is the life—but don't cross
the border doing it."

Judge Cerf recently gave $15,000 in a breach of promise
case. Judge, have you no regard for ciphers?

Some think it the Grand Jury, but Sturtevant thought it
the Grand-stand Jury.

Maxwell wanted a civil service examination for Chief
of the Fire Department. He got it.

There are twelve sane men in the city. Diggs was ac-
quitted.

Joe Scott declines Governorship. Better now than in
November. Joe.

Mayor Rolph to buck the Coal Trust.
Congratulations. Mr. Mayor. Greetings on getting ag-

gressive.

Willis Polk is peeved and James the Mayor is grieved.

Jack Cunningham, Dick Welsh, Charley Belshaw and
some others took up a collection for some defendant they
acquitted in Judge Dooling's court last week.

I hear it rumored that the same jury will take up an-
other collection to buy Preston some illustrated law
books.

Whitney fined $2500. White slavery is as luxurious ;is it

is mythical.

Judge Dooling could have done a hundred times hitter

by making it $2".

Grape juice in the White House, lemonade in the Navy,
and Roosevelt in South America!

The election of Underwood was not Hobson's choice.

Prettj - Daniels won't let our sailors box the com-
pass,

Tax-payers, breathe easy! Freddy Churchill, Seen I u
of the Hoard of Public Shirks and the .Mission Political
I ramotion Association, will soon return from Japan.

Fred tipped ii nil' to his fellow Ireasun pirates that he
would make an extensive study ol the sewer system in
Tokio and la- ida. lb' expected to learn in Japan how
to give a Japanese laundry permit without publicity.

We, tie' peopl San Francisco, should Indeed be
grateful to Fred. Mow lie must have suffered riding In a

pay-as-you-enter rickshaw rather than a gratis-propelled
municipal automobile!

As s as Fred comes back, work will start on the
Van Ness avenue car line, the Civic Center, and the Mis
Ion Political Promotion Association will again have a

quorum

Con Deasy threatens to introduce an ordinance making
it a crime to yell "Extra, all about the war." after mid-
night and before sunrise.

"Punctuality meets an engagement. Promptness meets
a situation. Proficiency meets both."—George Lorimer,

1 A vigorous temper is not altogether an evil. Men who
are as easy as an old shoe are generally of as little worth."
—Spurgeon.

"There are two kinds of salesmen: one gets business
through friends, and the other develops friends through
business."— Bill Wright.

"Some people bear three kinds of trouble—all they ever
had, all they have now, and all they expect to have."—
Edward Everett Hale.

Strange that Mr. Hearst is terribly perturbed over the

brutality of boxing matches and at the same lime wants to send

the nation's young men down to get shot up by the Mexicans

That the other fellow's grouch is a poison that can't
hurt you—unless you swallow it.

Motto of all tax-eaters: "All together; let's budge the
Butget."

Mayor Rolph wants to change the name of Polk street
to Willis avenue.

The Bulletin has an open letter to Doctah Ached! Most
people would have to send them open to him—they couldn't

dare send them thru the mails.
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RANDOM THOUGHTS

REGISTER NOW—THE ANTIS DO, WHY NOT YOU—THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE AGAIN BUTTS IN— ITS
NEGLIGIBLE INFLUENCE—DANCI NG IN CAFES—IF IN ONE. WHY NOT THE OTH ER—DISSEN-

SION IN FIRE COMMISSION—WILL MAYOR ROLPH ONLY ACT—THE RESIG-
NATION OF NIXON—HOW WAS IT OBTAINED?

It's time to register! Procrastination and indifference

are dangerous factors in every walk of life but possibly

more political fights have been lost because of them, than
for any other reason. There never was a bad administra-
tion, never a bad piece of legislation that could not be
directly attributed to apathy on the part of those who
should be most interested. It is not so much the ayes
that are counted as the nays that are never heard. The
right of suffrage and the right of citizenship carry a re-

sponsibility and he or she who is indifferent to it is un-
worthy of that right. Refusal to register or subsequent
refusal to vote should ipso facto disenfranchise those who
so refuse. Those who decry and denounce existing con-

ditions most are frequently the ones who by their neglect

and indifference have created the conditions of which they
complain. For instance, had those who by their refusal to

vote, indicating at least opposition, availed them-
selves of the basic right of citizenship there was no pos-

sibility for women to become enfranchised. Women rote

in California, not because the majority wished it but be-

cause a majority were too lazy to cast their ballots against

it. In the last municipal election out of a total registra-

tion of 146,673 just 7l'.."i"i1 votes were counted. Not even
one-half could spare ten minutes in which to vote. Speaks
well for our citizenship, doesn't it? And probably one
hundred thousand would not even take the trouble to

register. It would seem as though graft administrations

had their indirect advantages after all U leaal they

serve to temporarily awaken the lethargic sluggish voting

public to its responsibility and to the dangers of indif-

ference and neglect.

It's time to register! Not alone must you determine ill

whose hands the administration of the State must lie for

four years—not alone must you decide locally to whose
hands the administration of justice must be entrusted, hut

of equal, if not greater importance, will be the decision

under the initiative and referendum of those questions of

policy and law which must make for the perpetuation or

the destruction of the State. For instance, lak.' the eight

hour work day. II Congress will enact such a law there

will be few to oppose it. Then so far as the United States

is concerned it would he universal in its scope. It would
militate neither against the East nor West, North nor

South, lint the passage of such a law at this time in

California alone would undoubtedly be fraught with the

most serious consequences. Our industries arc in their

infancy and manufacturers are struggling against insur-

mountable difficulties. The East with few legislative re-

strictions is taking the cream of our trade and we cannot
afford to further encumber or jeopardize interests, whose
preservation is as vital to mechanic as merchant—to

laborer as capitalist. On prohibition we have already ex-

pressed ourselves. It is not an anti-saloon fight— it means
the extermination of the wine and liquor industries of

California. It means that miles and miles of vineyards
which trellis our entire State will be left to rot and ruin

and decay—that thousands of busy hands will be idle

and that the financial loss to the individual and the State
is beyond comprehension. And these are but two of many
questions that must be answered. Don't you think it's

time to register? Won't you take the time to register?

The San Francisco Chamber of Commerce is a highly
commendable organization, if— and there is always that
terrible if—it confines its activities within its proper
sphere. From the very name its work should be re-

stricted to matters pertaining to the commercial growth
and development of the city. In legislation affecting eco-
nomic conditions or dealing with subjects vital to the
city's mercantile interest it has an unquestioned right

to voice its opinion. But the trouble is that there exists
no well marked line of demarcation, there are no positive
limitations, there is no sign marked "Trespassing not
allowed." Hence the ever present danger that it will

engage in work which is neither within its province nor
' "Hi, in plated in its organization. At present its member-
ship is being polled to discover whether the Chamber

shall favor or oppose the proposed "Dry-State Amendment."
In addition the question is asked shall the Chamber pre-
pare and present some plan of its own for the regula-
tion of the liquor traffic. The directors, or whoever is

responsible for the circular, modestly suggest the answers
to be given and apparently will be instructed according
to their own suggestion. The San Francisco Chamber of
Commerce would do well to keep out of such matters en-
tirely. Its influence on such questions is negligible and
at best confined to its membership. If Mr. A votes affirm-

atively in the poll of the Chamber, the fact that a ma-
jority may not coincide with him will not alter his de-

termination and he will undoubtedly vote the same way
in November. The contrary is equally true. No one out-

side of its members cares a continental what the Cham-
ber of Commerce thinks. So the poll really amounts to

nothing and will not affect the ultimate result one way or
the other, except, perhaps, to awaken a little additional

interest.

Rut the serious question involved is the author-
ization to prepare and submit a plan for the regula-
tion of the sale of liquor. Here the power of the Cham-
ber of Commerce will be felt, not. we repeat, because of
its moral or political influence in the community, but
rather because of the stimulus it will give to the antis
who are ever willing to grasp at straws and willing too
to ally themselves with anybody or anything to gain one
more inch in the march toward prohibition. The plan
which will be recommended has for its object the elimi-

nation of the saloon from the residence districts, to be
accomplished by a higher license, affecting saloons, res-

taurants and the ordinary grocery and vegetable store
or the like. Licenses are to be graduated, saloons cost-

ing one thousand dollars per annum, restaurants five

hundred and all other dealers approximately two hundred
or two hundred and fifty. A somewhat lingering but de-

cldedly effective way of killing the cat. This regulation

is to be proposed as a charter amendment. Now we can-
not believe that the membership of the Chamber of Com-
merce will ever endorse such a plan but even if it does
it will never, never carry. Meanwhile, the leading com-
mercial body of the city will have aligned itself with the

"camels" and will deserve all the censure and criticism

which must certainly follow. Regulation is all right, but

strangulation, even by so clever and adroit a method, is

neither wanted nor welcome.

It is gratifying to note the trend toward a more liberal

policy in the matter of dancing in the downtown cafes. We
don't dance ourselves—neither do we eat hay, but we like

to see others enjoy it. What possible harm can come,
for instance, from the Friday night dance at the Portola
is beyond our comprehension, nor can we differentiate

between the dansant and the dance. If the Palace and
the St. Francis can have their dansants. and they can
and' should, then there is no sane reason for stopping

the other, even tho' less pretentious, affairs of the same
Character, And if the "Portola" can dance, why not

•Caesar's" or "Coppa's"? In other words, how is it pos-

sible for any commission to say that dancing is all right

on Pacific Avenue but all wrong on Pacific Street—to

draw the line which distinguishes full dress from shirt

waists—the proletarian from the plutocrat. Dancing should

not only be permitted generally but encouraged and while

we would not turn our Police Commissioners into danc-

ing masters, we would make each individual cafe or hotel

owner responsible for the respectable and decent conduct

of his place. This would solve all difficulties and no one

could or would be harmed or discriminated against.

The civil service examination for first and second as-

sistant chiefs in the Fire Department has proven a sad

blow to the powers that be. The Murpheyites went out in

one, two. three order, and although Commissioners Bran-

denstein and Hammer still persist in the necessity of an

athletic test, it looks as though the reign of tyranny and
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favoritism is soon to end. This cry for a physical test

is absolutely ridiculous. The examination was restricted

to Battalion Chiefs. If these men are physically unable

to fight fires they should be retired but the mere fact

that they are permitted to act in such a capacity day
after day and year after year is proof positive that they

possess the required physical ability and power of en-

durance. After all the duties of an assistant chief are

neither as arduous nor as trying as those of his immedi-
ate subordinate, the Battalion Chief. The latter is the

real practical worker; the former largely ornamental. If

your home or place of business is afire, the first man in

is the Battalion Chief. He heads the actual fire fighting,

up ladders into smoke and soot and falling timbers. But
the fellow who dashes down Market street in a big "Red
Devil" amidst clanging bells and screeching sirens and
calmly takes his place on the sidewalk, safe and secure,

is either the Chief or one of the assistant chiefs. But to

return to the examination. It was one of the most severe

and searching ever held but the position warranted it and
the results unquestionably show that the best man won.

There were some disappointments but they were to be ex-

pected. A man had to be a thorough fireman to pass and
he had to know what a fireman should—building laws,

high pressure workings, location and operation of cisterns

and the like. And when the results were announced they
were what every fireman in the department expected. The
fire fighters won and the fakirs failed. With one possible
exception, not a Murphy favorite qualified and deep is their

indignation and chagrin. The Main Sheet offers its hear-

tiest congratulations to Russell, Conlan. Boden, Murray.
Laydon, Radford and Murphy, and so that there may be

no misunderstanding, the latter is a different breed than
the Murphy who heads the department. Now, Mayor
Rolph it's up to you to get busy and re-organize and put

the San Francisco Fire Department in competent capable
hands.

With regret we learn that Wm. .1. Nixon lias or is about
to tender his resignation as Chief of the Department of

Electricity. Regret not so much because of any loss that
he, individually, may suffer, but rather that the munici-
pality should lose the services of so capable an official. The
position itself is a thankless one controlled by the joint

hoard of Police and Fire Commissioners, the majority of

which are prone either to neglect the work entirely or

else interfere in matters where they are usually misin-

formed and ill-advised. Despite these disadvantages. Nixon
has brought the department to a degree of efficiency

which none of his predecessors could claim. Whatever
criticism might have been directed at him was simpl] in-

spired by the discontented, dissatisfied and incompetent
employes with which this particular department seems
to abound. Then, too, Nixon did not happen to agree
with the fifteen thousand a year engineer's office as to
what constitutes proper, adequate and safe equipment. And
this was treason! It doesn't matter, of course, that
Shaughnessy and his assistants never saw a fire alarm
station; never even knew how an alarm was turned in;

wasted almost three thousand dollars tinkering over plans
which had to be thrown away. Not at all! The mere fact
that they determined to equip the central alarm station
after their own ideas should have been sufficient, but
Nixon didn't think so and didn't hesitate to say so. His
resignation was secured by the most cowardly, contempti-
ble, cheap, underhand means. Abused by incompetents,
betrayed by those he trusted San Francisco has lost one
of its few public officials who really was bigger than the
position he filled. It will be interesting to learn who is

to succeed him.

New York, April 16. 1914.
Last evening the Hotel Men's Mutual Benefit Associa-

tion held a banquet at the Hotel Biltmore. The following
Champagnes were listed:

Mumm's Extra Dry.
Mumm's Cordon Rouge.
Krug Private Cuv^e.
Pommery Sec.
Pol Roger Dry Special.
Moet & Chandon White Seal.
And we are told that there was a greater demand for

Krug than for any of the other champagnes, and in fact
larger than for all the others combined.

Yours very truly,

G. S. NICHOLAS & CO.

IK I KNEW )Ol AND VOV KNEW ME.

If I knew you and you knew me,
'Tis seldom we would disagree;
But. never having clasped your hand,
Both often fail to understand
That eacli intends to do what's right
And treat eacll other "honor bright."
How little to complain there'd be
If I knew you and you knew me.

Whene'er we ship you by mistake,
Or in your bill some error make.
From irritation you'd be free
If I knew you and you knew me;
Or when the checks don't come on time.
And customers send us nary a line.

We'd wait without anxiety
If I knew you and you knew me.

Or when some goods you "lire back."
Or make a "kick" on this or that,
We'd take it in good part, you see,
If T knew you and you knew me.
With customers ten thousand strong.
Occasionally tilings go wrong

—

Sometimes our fault, sometimes theirs

—

Forbearance would decrease all cares;
Kind friend, bow pleasant tilings would tie

If I knew you and you knew
Then bt no doubting thought abide
in* linn good Faith on either side.
Confidence to each other give,
I ,t\ Ing 'selt es, Pi others live;

Bui any time you come this way,
Thai you will call we hope and pray;
Tihen face t" face we each shall see,

\m,i in know you and you'll know me

Thai if you think more, you'll knock less.

Some men are such slaves to precedent that they are

willing to follow it to the jumplng-off place,

Part of a liberal education should be to find out how
hard it is to earn a dollar.

Us an easy matter for one to say that he can accomplish
wonders, but it sounds more convincing for a disinterested

person to make a favorable statement.

Taking on avoirdupois doesn't mean developing brains

—

: Ittin a leather seat doesn't signify easy sledding—the
satislied man is usually the stagnant man.

flaekscn

Brewery's Own Bottling

A New Beer of Excellence Made by

an Old Company

flaekscn fftrewing *Gc.
ESTABLISHED I860

Telephone

Market 2068
Eleventh and Folsom Sts.

San Francisco
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A REVIEW OF THE BALL
San Francisco's Kail of All Nations now adorns a glori-

ous page in California's history. Never before, say the
Exposition experts and statisticians who attended, has so

great a concourse of people assembled at one time under
a single roof for an evening's entertainment. Again it

has been demonstrated that San Francisco "knows how.''

and that she possesses the industry and application to put
her knowledge to a good use. Again the Portola Execu-

tive Committee has set a new record and established a

new precedent for future municipal festivals

And it may be mentioned in passing that the Indoor

Yacht Club is receiving its full meed of praise for the

splendid part played by its members in this gorgeous ex-

travaganza which united the nations in a mass ol scintil-

lating color, linked them like so many precious sti

flashing every ray of the spectrum and tilled the great

Machinery Palace with a volume of radiant joy and rev-

elry which burst forth as spontaneously as a mountain
geyser and was carried on singing electric wires to the

lour corners of the earth.

Exposition officials and officers of the Regular Army
stood side by side in the boxes reviewing the pageant

of the queens, the military parade, the grand march in

which more than four thousand in fancy dress and mas-
querade costume took part, and the staging of the dances
of all nations. These made their way in turn to the

of the Hall Committee to compliment Chairman Mullally

and his associates on the splendid manner in which the

pageant was handled. Spectacle followed

smoothly and as consecutively as the cogs of a well oiled

machine. There was no haste and no delaj The great

polished five-acre floor filled with a medley of three thou

sand costumed dancers or cleared before a column of light

infantry with a precision that suggested weeks of dress

rehearsal, yet even a single night's rehearsal of any of

the parts had been impossible.

When the Hall of All Nations was projected two prob-

lems presented themsehes to the committee—how to fill

chinery Palace, the largest wooden structure In the

world, and how to handle the enormous crowds alter the

ball should be tilled. How successfully these problems
were solved all who attended which includes practically

the entire membership of the Indoor Yacht Club can at-

test.

About the middle of the evening, after the ucci

the ball was fully assured. Chairman Mullally of the Hall

Committee, made the following statement:
When San Francisco does things, she does them in a

big way. When she plays, she plays big. When she wins

she wins big; that is what she has done tonight. This

Ball of All Nations is the greatest thing of its kind ever

held in the world. It has occasioned a gathering of the

clans of the earth in a universal brotherhood
A success? 1 should say so. Ami too much cannot be

said of all those who have lent their good thought and
efforts to it. It is really the beginning of the Imposi-

tion and an augury of its success. I voice the thanks of

the committee to the San Francisco public for the suc-

cess of tonight. It was great."

Brigadier General Arthur Murray, commandn
the Presidio, said:

"I attended General Grant's sec-end inaugural ball in

Washington in 1ST:: and 1 have been attending such affairs

in all parts of the world since that time but I have never
seen nor dreamed of anything to compare with the Ball

of All Nations.
"The orderliness of it was as surprising t" me as the

merriment, the coloring and the loyous spirit that reigned

over the fete. It was a delight to behold and I left won-
dering what San Francisco cannot do."

F. .1. V. Skiff, director in chief of the Panama P

Exposition, fairly glowed with pleasure as he witnessed
from his box the kaleidoscope of the ball. To him it was
a propitious omen of the great Exposition spectacles which
he hopes to see staged here next year.

"Without doubt." said Director Skiff to the press, this

Ball of All Nations is the most remarkable social affair

I have ever seen in my life. For numbers, color and the

spirit that prompts the gaiety I have seen nothing that

can approach it.

"Of other affairs with which this is comparable I re-

call a few which 1 attended. The dedication of the Chi-

cago Exposition in 1S93 was in a larger building, but it

was not nearly so prolonged nor so brilliant and the crowd
was not nearly so large.

"In Paris the Revue of the Nations in the Salle des
Fetes in 1900 was held in a hall about one-third as large
as Machinery Palace and there were about one-half as
many present. The Pageant in Paris was more elaborate
than ours but the celebration lacked the impulsiveness of
the Hall of All Nations and the amazing color effects ol

Saturday night were not approached.
" There was a crowd of about 13, in the Liberal Arts

Building in St. Louis which is about two-thirds the size
Machinery Palace. The excellent management of the

Ball ol All Nations proves to me that San Francisco can
ct a great organization at a moment's notice, and that

she can take care of any thing that obtains her approval."
only a month ago the Hall of All Nations was planned.

At thai time it was suggested that a fitting Fete should
be held in the Machinery Palace at the Imposition grounds
before the exhibits are installed there. It was then agreed
that, the Fete should be under a special committee to be
appointed by the Portola Executive Committee. Thorn-
well Mullally ol the Portola committee was named chair-
man. With him were associated Marshall Hale, Dent H.
Robert. James. Woods, M. II. de Young, P. T. Clay, F. W.
Kello T. Burt, R. A. Crothers. H. D. H. Connick
A t; McCarthy. Walter S. Hobart. Walter S. Martin, e!
M tin, i, Kilmer. .1 Frank Moroney. Vincent
Whitney. Charles A. Cooke, Frank .1. Foran and Loring C.
Pickering

President Moore id' the Exposition Company by formal
proclamation turned over the grounds of the' Exposition.
Including tie- finished palaces, to the special committee
and Mayor Kolph issued a municipal proclamation calling
upon all citizens to lend their efforts toward making the
Pete occasion. Equipped with these credentials
and with unmeasured energy, enthusiasm and fortitude the
committee Bel to work.
Sub committees ware appointed to take charge of the

id' seals and boxes, on decoration, foreign participa-
tion, fancy dancing! concessions, press and music. Thirty
of the leading society and club women of San Francisco
were selected as patronesses and a floor committee was
named el i iuent in San Francisco's social life.

But as is customary in such affairs, the actual work de-
veloped upon the chairman of the committee and a dozen
willing helpers, 'lie sale of boxes was unpre-
cedented; the original number. 180, was increased to 350
and there was a demand for still more. Three grand
stands for reserved seats wire erected at points of vant-

in the ball; these were sold out before they were
finished. By noon Friday the pressing question became how
to handle the enormous crowds which were certain to be

i sent. Chairman McCarthy of the Press Committee had
eeded through intelligent use of generous space in

the daily press in raising public interest to a fever heat.
This was a big problem lor the reason that nothing ap-

proaching the size id these crowds ever assembled before
in San Francisco umb-r one roof; before the great Palace
el Machinery was built not one-third of the crowd could
have been handled. It became apparent that even the
great eajiaiit\ of the Machinery Palace would be taxed to

its utmost.
Telephones were installed connecting the executive box

with all parts of the great hall, the Exposition guards were
detailed for service and other special details were secured.
I'm -eats all the available chairs in San Francisco and
Oakland were secured and still there w-as demand for

thousands more. Four acres of floor space in the great

centra] arch of the palace were polished and waxed for
dancing. Thrones were erected for the two queens and
three tiers of boxes were constructed. Two bands of music

secured before the ball opened and a third band
was held in reserve. But the reserves were all called
into action by the music committee before eleven o'clock
in the evening.
Frank Moroney of the finance committee. Horace Allen

of the committee on decorations, Jerome B. Landfield of
the special events committee. Otto Schiller of the Oriental
participation commitee. James Woods of the committee on
special awards, C. A. Cooke of the admission committee
and J. H. Hammersmith of the Sand Bag committee, were
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among the most active workers. Frank Burt, chief of the

concessions department for the exposition, rendered dili-

gent and effective service.

More than 17,000 attended the ball; but the arrange-

ments were so perfect that there was no crowding either

at the entrance or within the hall and no confusion. About
3500 were seated in boxes, 2500 occupied grand stand seats

and more than 11,000 used general admission tickets,

more than half of these because no more box or reserved

seats were obtainable. But when they once entered the

great hall there was a general exodus from the box and
reserved seats to the dancing and refreshment floors where
all class distinction was lost as the representative of the
"400" and the 400,000 mingled in the confluent streams
of humanity which dashed against the sides of the ma-
chinery palace in scintillating bursts of rich color like the

waves breaking over the Seal Rocks.
In the refreshment section 1000 tables were placed,

yet for more than four hours there was a waiting line of

varying lengths at the two entrances. Before 11 o'clock

the caterer was telephoning wildly for both reserve forces

of waiters and for additional supplies of refreshments. Of
champagne alone five truck loads were consumed.
Through special arrangements the municipal and the

United Railroad lines ran all night long. All the taxi-

cabs in the bay cities were installed into service, a spe-

cial ferry service was run from Oakland direct to the

exposition grounds. During the evening 1200 private ma-
chines were parked inside the exposition grounds. Danc-
ing did not cease until 6 o'clock of "the morning after."

JUDGE B. V. SARGENT.
Nowadays the people are seeking judges who have hu-

manity and heart as well as legal lore and brains and those

American jurists who interpret the laws leniently for the

erringly weak, strictly for the wilfully wrong, stand as

high above their fellows on the bench as do the pinnacle

peaks of the California Sierras.

Judge B. V. Sargent is superior judge of Monterey county,

and his work, like his record at the bar and on the bench,
is so cleancut and efficient that San Francisco borrows
him almost permanently to preside over extra sessions of

her superior court. Moreover, it may he possible that the

state will use him on the bench of the court of appeals, for

the first judicial district, if friends can persuade Judge
Sargent to become a candidate.
Judge Sargent, of pioneer stock, began life on his father's

cattle ranch in Monterey county. He studied assiduously
after work hours, -and entered Santa Clara College at the

age of IS. Three years afterward he was graduated, the
next year took a post-graduate course, and about all the
degrees that lay loose around the college. Thence young
Sargent went to Yale University, and after his graduation
was admitted to the bar of Connecticut. While at Yale,
Sargent was a favorite baseball player and track athlete as
well as a leading debater.

Returning to California after leaving Yale, Judge Sargent
was admitted to the bar of the State, and in 18S9 was ap-
pointed assistant district attorney of Monterey county.
He was elected district attorney in 1891, refused re-election
and resumed the practice of law in 1893. In 1903 Judge
Sargent was elected superior judge of Monterey county,
and has held the office ever since then.

WHITNEYISMS.

(By Our Released Wire from Rocklin.)

"Bought and Paid For," by Parker Whitney.

A chicken in the State is worth two in a Pullman.

Ha! ha! Uncle Sam got the money Genevieve Hannan
wanted.

Shouldn't Doc. Aked get a commission on that twenty-
five hundred dollar fine?

$2,500.00—FINE!

Many travel, but few get caught.

I don't know whether it was the cost of high living or
the high cost of living.

My order the rest of my life—chicken, country style.

Let's remove the "pips" as well as the "tips" from the
Pullman cars.

SAN FRANCISCO'S NEW BASEBALL PARK.

San Francisco will come into its own in a baseball way
on Saturday, May 16th, when Ewing Field, the magnificent
new playing ground, will be formally opened to the fans.
Compelled by force of circumstances to stay at Recreation
Park on Valencia street much longer than the needs de-
manded, Cal Ewing has at last realized his ambition to
give the patrons of the sport a baseball field commensurate
with the loyalty of San Francisco's lovers of the game.
No more talk of short fences, over-crowded stands and

congested entrances on busy days. Ewing Field in all

respects is as fine a minor league baseball park as there
is in the country and the equal in playing space and com-
fort to any of the major league parks.
At a cost of approximately $100,000 for building, the local

magnates have furnished seating capacity for about 18,000,
equally divided between grandstand and bleachers. There
will be six hundred box seats and 3500 chair seats. The
center field fence in front of the bleachers is 400 feel from
the home plate and the respective foul lines over 350 feet

from the plate, assuring plenty of room for long distance
hitting and little danger of fluke home runs and against-
the-fence smashes which have dissatisfied many a fan at

Recreation Park.
A bunch of good fans has started a movement to make

May 16th a day in baseball history. A Baseball Boosters
Committee was formed about a week ago with sixty well-

known names on the list and with all of these working for

the success of the celebration listen for the noise next
Saturday.
The feature of the committee's plans is a monster lunch-

eon to be given at 12:15 next Saturday at the Palace Hotel,

at which 1000 fans are expected to dine. Governor John-
son, Mayor Rolph, Mayor Mott of Oakland will be special

guests along with members of the various courts and city

Officials of both Oakland and S:in Francisco. Supreme . I no-

tice Henry A. Melvin will preside as toastmaster and It is

promised that the speeches will he few and short as the
committee plans to start a big automobile parade from the

hotel at 1:30.

This parade will be in charge of a committee headed by
Chief of Police White and from last reports of the number
of machines promised for this turn-out it will be the big-

gest thing of its kind. The ball players in uniform, who
will also be guests at the luncheon, will ride in the parade.

At Ewing Field the dedication of the grounds will take

place at 2:30 p. m. with Superior Judge Thomas F. Graham
as Master of Ceremonies. The program will include the

burying of a metal box at the home plate to contain the

usual ornaments and historical documents.
Two bands of twenty pieces each, which will render a

continuous program during the parade, will combine ;it tin-

grounds and start the ceremonies with the Star Spangled
Banner and the raising of L \ large American Hag on the big

flagpole in center field. The players of the Oakland and
San Francisco clubs will then march across the field for

the dedication. The game is scheduled to start at 3 p. m.
Almost every club in the city is represented on the Base-

ball Boosters Committee, including the Olympics, tin- In-

door Yacht Club, Bohemian. Family and others and many
box parties are being made up for opening day, which
promises to be the greatest San Francisco has ever had.

At the first meeting of the committee last Wednesday,
Judge Graham was selected chairman and the following

committees were selected:
Committee on luncheon—F. J. Corr (chairman), John

Mahoney, L. J. Scooffy.
Committee on autos—Frank Carroll (chairman), C. A.

Jory, Bauer Hess and Frank Luther.
Committee on parade—Chief of Police D. A. White

(chairman), Captain of Police Al Wright, W. Meyer,
Committee on tickets—B. A. Nelson, Ed Kinney, R. Ehr-

hart.

Committee on notification—James Newlands, M. A.

Fisher, James A. Snook.
Committee on decorations—L. J. Scooffy, D. W. Long, C.

A. Jory.
Printing committee—D. W. Long, L. J. Scooffy, W. A.

Lange.
Finance committee—F. J. Corr (chairman). W. A. Lange,

M. A. Fisher.
Publicity committee—Ed O'Day, W. J. Slattery, Douglas

Erskine, H. L. Baggerly, Harry B. Smith, L. Balthazar.

These sub-committees will report back at another meet-

ing of the general committee next Wednesday at 12:30 at

the Palace Hotel, at which meeting final arrangements will

be made, including the choice of a line of march for the

auto parade.
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Art In San Francisco and the
Lascivious in Los Angeles
(By Walter Anthony)

The point of the puritan is sharp if not acute. It di-

rectfi itself to the discovery of evil with the accuracy of

morbidity seeking sensations. It misses the finer things

and that is why I say that it is not acute. One of this

"school" of alleged propriety had rather discover vice than
correct it and is never so happy as when upholding sol-

emn hands in horror at indecency and never so holy as

when observing the improper, improperly sought.

Los Angeles, which may vote the State 'dry" contains

many misguided good folk who can only scorn evil after

wing it. Morality in the abstract is their aim and
they would have their neighbor good by all means. It is

also a highly religious city where the churches as well

as the cheap theaters are filled every Sunday
But the expensive theaters are empty,
Wherefore this tale.

John Blackwood conceived a splendid idea Since Los

Angeles was crammed to its ultimate and reunite limits

with "high-brows," learned and g 1 people, why not give

them a theater in which the advance of the drama from

a literary point of view might be disclosed? Mr Black-

wood is a business man as well as a visionary. His busi-

ness acumen - - excited by the possibilil and

his vision was inspired by the thought that Lo
harbored not less than five hundred men the

Drain;; Li With these as a nucleus, and assuming
that each member had at least two friends not an ex-

traversed notion even for a Drama Leaguer Mr Black

hat he could easily till a "Little Thi at

for Indefinite periods with high class drama ol latest up-

lift Impulse:
So the theater was built 11 had Beats for about 300

ami a Btock company ol great excellence was orgai

Qailsworthy's "The Pigeon" was u] a hearing and

Mr Blackwood sent personal invitations to each of the

five hundred members of the dram;; league In and around

Los Angeles The invitations were to be presented at

the box office and upon the presentation of the same
were to entitle the bolder to a material discount on the

purchase price of two reservations.

llii» manj responses do you suppose Mr Blackw I re-

celved from these five hundred imitations?

.lust one.

Out of all the learned, virtuous and good folk who had

joined the drama league in order to show their contempt
for the frivolous and their concern in the lofty, only one
was willing to pari with his money to prove it.

In consequence the "Little Theater" at Los Angeles is

for rent It isn't big enough for a movie house nor small

enough for a cigar stand, and so it is vacant, and Mr
Blackwood says he is cured of his malady—the disposi-

tion to give the people something that they pretend to

but which they really do not want.

In that connection is it not interesting to notice the at-

tention paid to Evelyn Nesbit Thaw in Los An--

When that most delectable of damsels was in San Fran-

cisco and playing al the Cort Theater, she attracted but lit-

tle attention. Frequently there were more peopl i the

sidewalk in the afternoon waiting for her to emerge from

the stage door than there were in the audience, and this

in spite of the finest line of publicity that any player had

enjoyed In San Francisco for many months.
Over at the Columbia Stratford on-Avon players In a

superb line of Shakespearean presentations were crowd-

ing the house at every performance—after the first ni^lit

Shakes] was given a hearing such as would have

cheered the heart of the most confirmed Baconian. The
little hen ; I the nastiest story that has graced a front

page of any newspaper since they were invented, was

Btarvlng to death, as they say in the parlance of the play.

bouse.
lust the opposite was the case in Los Angeles—the city

of the angels.
Crowds flocked to see the wife Of Harry Thaw and for-

got that Shakespeare was in town.

Which proves that morality and a sense of the beautiful

cannot be instilled by law but must be inherent in the

hearts of a people regardless of the police commission-

ers and laws regulating private conduct.
. til, saloons lose at 2 o'clock doesn't mean that

propriety reigns thereafter. The fact is that puritan laws

do not con., i the desperate and it is true that self re-

spect and sensibility' for the beautiful are beyond the
i each of the statutes to secure.

Evelyn may thrive in Los Angeles, but San Francisco
prefers Benson and his players. We do not need a drama
league for leagues of that sort are only organized by
those who love to pose. Nobody has to join a club in
order to read good books, enjoy good music and see good
plays. Browning may need a cult but Shakespeare doesn't.

In any event Mr. Blackwood is looking for somebody to
buy his "Little Theater," for he is through. "The Pigeon"
flew away with his hopes.

AS THE PRESS CLUB LIGHTS WENT OUT

Yes, it was quite a little coterie, thank you. They at-

tended the Press Club show and then they attended" the
I 'less (Tub. The party which ensued was very recherche.
Harry Goldberg is responsible for both "coterie" and

"recherche" he says the latter word is pronounced "ree-
shershay" and not "rekerkey," and, being a leading lit-

terateur, of course he knows.
Each of the dry land tars was accompanied by a natty

little craft of the "lay alongside and be sociable" variety
and everybody was quite sociable.

Of course the feature of the evening was Willie Ritchie's
.-hirt front. Willie in evening dress is always a delight
to the eye but on this occasion he wore that shirt, not by
the acre but by tile square mile It was a glistening ex-
panse of—expanse that is just the word for it—and every
time he moved it crumpled and creaked and had to be
given a gentle push to make it behave.
Jimmy Coffroth was the first to espy Dougie Erskine.

Dougie was feeling remarkably fit and it took hut little

persuasion to get him to do a Gillie Callum all over the
floor with two walking sticks for swords and he never as
much as toed those sticks. Somebody said the reason
was that he never got near enough to them, but still it

was one grand dance and set everybody to talking with a
.ail-

Julius Rosenfleld may ha\e had something to do with the
burr. He ordered out a case of ammunition and began
popping corks in a quite promiscuous manner, all the time
singing that gentle little refrain

My name is Julius Rosenfiehl,

As host to no one I will yield.

A rampant cork upon my shield.

Singing Yo heave Ho pop-pop.

At the eighty-third pop Billy McCarthy insisted on mak-
ing a speech. He said that they called him the silvery-

tongued kid ami he was going t" give an exhibition. Fi-

nally they stood him up a corner, placed a screen to hide
all hut his hands when he gesticulated and left him there
blowing off steam quite happily.
Meanwhile Harry Goldberg induced his fair companion to

listen while he composed an nt\>' to rhetoric. It could not
have been very much of an ode because at the third stanza
the lady refused to listen to any more. The only part of

it that anybody heard was:
Love is like a foaming highball.

Drink, enjoy it while it foams.
But they all turned right side up for the 5:30 a. m.

breakfast and they all went home quite happy.
Yes, indeed, that was a very nice little party at the

Press Club.

Copy ef

MEND
Heme Coming Banquet

tendered I i

CHAS A COMISKBY, JOHN J McGRAW, JAS. J CALLAHAN,
Tuesday evening, March i". 1914,

Congress Hotel,
Chicago.

e, gtera Mlgnonnet te

Celery. Almonds. < Hives
Clear Green Turtle.

Diamond Back Terrapin a la McGraw.
tons Mell.a

Tournedos ef Argentine Beef a la Comlskey.
Potatoes Louisiana i Hinge Glace.

Imported Royal Pheasant a la Brush.
WiM Rice ' 'ai

gala i

Bombe a la ' 'allalian.

Petite Fours Mlgna i

Asserted Cheese. Crackers.

Martini cocktail. Amontillado. Pontet Canet.

MOET & i 'HANI" 'X IMPERIAL CROWN BR1 T Cl \ LE A. A.
Mineral \\

Comlskey Cigais Cigarettes.
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ELECTED TO MEMBERSHIP IN INDOOR YACHT CLUB.

San Francisco—Henley C. Booth, Law Department, South-
ern Pacific Company, Flood Building'; Arthur E. Bowman,
Salesman, 1007 Fell street; Joseph Bury, Merchant, 24 Ellis
street; Robert B. Butler, Clerk, 152 Fillmore street; Fred A.
Buckley, Oldsmobile Auto Co., Van Ness avenue and Fulton
street; P. M. Bolger, Clerk, 764 Pine street; P. M. Bambino,
Tailor, 1814 Mason street; Nathan A. Cahn. Druggist, 2102
Baker street; A. J, Cloud, Deputy Superintendent of Schools,
176 Belvedere street; Emil Etienne, Draughtsman, 2S26 Union
street; James Jellison, Clerk, 142 Taylor street; H. TV. Fritch-
man, Special Agent, 796 Pine Street; Leo. R. Friedman, At-
torney, 352 Geary street; Al Goodman. 309 Pacific Building,
Market and Fourth streets; John Heffernann, Salesman. 5S6
Howard street; Joseph Harney, Contractor, 1247 Fulton
street; Donald C. Hoyt, Bookkeeper, White House. Hotel Leo,
410 Eddy street; Bert Howard. Concessions, P. P. I. E.,
Continental Hotel; Ralph C. Hanna. Zellerbach Paper Co..
62 Alvarado street; Al Ruthenberg. "Wholesale Liquors, 437
Eddy street; C. L. Jones. 377 Bush street; Walter Karr, 545
O'Farrell street; Harry Lambert Loss. Commercial Towel
Company, 169 Jessie street; Marshal Lewis. 2257 Fulton
street; Hugh McCurdy, Attorney, 516 Ellis street; Edward J.
D. Nolan, Liquors. 1414 McAllister street; C. A. Newman,
Salesman,, 275 Turk street; A. H. Newman. Diamond Im-
porter, 203 Koenig Building. Kearny and Post streets; Dr.
D. B. Plymire, 1751 Grove street; Thos. F. Prendergast, At-
torney, 126 Seventeenth street; O. E. Rosberg, Sheriff's Of-
fice, 4175 Twentieth street; Bert Stimson. Cafe, 829 Brpder-
ick street; R. A. Smith, Tailoring business, 1019 Masonic
avenue; J. W. Schmitz, Howard Auto Co., California street
and "Van Ness avenue; Geo. Y. Vandever, Dentist. 2975 Pa-
cific avenue; Rovt. S. Woodward, Engineer, Hotel Sutter;
Arthur G. Wilkie, Stewart Hotel, Geary street, near Powell;
Caldwell Hunter, Kentucky Mercantile Company. 188 Sutter
street; William Murray. Geary Hotel, Geary and Mason
streets; Louis S. Haas. Crown Distilleries, Beale and
Mission streets; Dr. W. B. Coffey, 162 Post St.

Emigrant Gap, Cal.—S. A. M. Wardlaw, Chief Steward,
P. G. & E. Co.

Larkspur. Marin County, Cal.—Leonard Young. Larkspur
Hotel.

Fruitvale. Cal.—Lawrence Meehann. 3471 Brookdate avenue.
San Jose, Cal.—Ed Moody. St. James Hotel.
Stockton, Cal.—Geo. K. Boydston, 44S E. Main street; R E,

Clancy, 44S E. Main street.

SPEED MANIA.

With fevered haste he leaped from bed
And shaved and bathed and combed his head
And kicked the eat. dressed, ate some food
So quickly that it was not chewed;
Then, lighting up a big cigar,
He hopped into his motorcar.
Threw in the clutch, yelled back "Good-by!"
And turned the corner on the "high."

His face bent o'er the steering wheel.
He did not hear or see or feel.
He struck a peddler's cart and horse.
But on he went without remorse.
He struck a man. The corner cop
Came out and yelled at him to stop.
But on he went; ho did not pause.
He broke all speed and traffic laws.

He reached his office door at eight.
Glanced at his watch. Was lie too late"?

Nay; here lie grinned and said. "At that
I made it here in twenty Hat!"
Did death or fortune, then, betide
That lu- should take that Frantic ride?
Against his time he soughl to win
And see what lie "could do it In!"

—Chicago Newa.

MEMBERS!
For your valuable papers

of all kinds is in a safe

deposit box. Then there

is no possibility of them

being destroyed by fire or

slolen. Every modern de-

vice has been used lo

insure the safely of our

vaults. Boxes rent at

$4. per year.

Crocker &af& Deposit Vaults
Crocker Building Post and Market Streets

Under Management JOHN F. CUNNINGHAM

*2
~T&Jk

-~-*ST

i

T3fie
Besti
PI a ce

Low Pares East
via

Southern Pacific
ROUND TRIP

Chicago $ 72.50
St. Louis 70.50
Kansas City 60.00
New Orleans 70.00

New York 108.50
Boston 110.50
Montreal 108.50
Washington 107.50

and many other points

Limited Trains Also Fast Express Trains with Tourist Sleeping Cars
Going Limit 1 5 days. Return Limit 3 months from date of sale

SALE DATES
May 12, 14, 15, 16, 19, 20, 24, 25, 26, 31.

June 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11,15. 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 22, 23, 26, 29, 30
July 2, 3, 7,8,9, 10, 11, 14, 15, 16, 17,20,21,25,27,28,29,30,31
August 3, 4, 11, 12, 17, 18. 20, 21, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29
September 4, 5, 9, 10, 11.

For Particulars See

Southern Pacific Agents
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Phone Kearny

5168
P. M. BAMBINO

BAMBINO & SMITH

EXCLUSIVE TAILORS

415-16-17 EXAMINER BUILDING

3rd and Market Street SAN FRANCISCO

JULIUS EPPSTEIN
FRANK H. FORREST

\ SUTTER 13T2

I KEARNY 5198

Qualify Service
Hemember—No Increasi d

i Service
Is it not worth your

• to deal wit 1, est a nd finest

without Increasli cosl of living AH
'

.i. re sold at the same price you
would pay : ere

Goldberg, Bowen & Co.
FOUR FINE STORES

Finest, of Wines, Liquors, Cigars,

Fancy and Staple Groceries

Ask for

CIic California Jflorist

344-346 GEARY STREET

AND HOTEL ST. FRANCIS

0R0 SERVICEABLE

SHOES

artistic Decorating and
designing Our Specialty

San Francisco
california

California Product

UNITED WORKINGMEN'S BOOT & SHOE CO.

SAP" RRAINGISCO

The Club Bottling Co.
J. W. COFFROTH. Pres. M. W. ALTMAYER. Vice-Pres. JNO. S. MACKAY. Mgr.

PURE CARBONATED
BEVERAGES

THE CLUB GINGER ALE

PHONE PROSPECT 1389 2I08 POLK STREET
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ST. FRANCIS IMPORTATION CO.
350 Geary Street

WINES AND LIQUORS AT RETAIL
FINEST GOODS - LOWEST PRICES

PROMPT DELIVERIES

Remember that

Cresta Blanca Wines
Are the STANDARD WINES of California

Try a Bottle of CRESTA BLANCA SPARKLING
Equal to the Imported

C.W. Shaw
R. H. Fischbeck

Phones
I Douglas 5930

"i Sutter - 3629

Handsomest 'Buffet in the West

MAJESTIC
"Best of EverythingW

C. H. Bacon,

Manager

844 MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

I am a power for great good if you do

not abuse my use.

In cases of need— I do my work well.

I am a builder up of health and strength

—in the hospital or in the home.

For the invalid or the convalescent

—

for the tired or overworked I offer a

great help.

A little of me goes a long way.

I have been among you for three

generations.

I'm known as Cyrus Noble throughout the world.

DEL MONTE AUTO RENTAL CO.

phone SUTTER 215
I IMOl SINES
I.AUNDAILETS

WEDDINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

OFFICE. I05 POWELL STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

CABS
TOl'RINO CARS

UWEAR A BENJAMIN
FOR THE MOUNTAINS
FOR THE SPRINGS
FOR THE VALLEYS
FOR THE SEASHORE

The BERGER Norfolk Suit, Flannel Suits, Army Cloth

and Outing Garments offer an unlimited selection.

59

856 MARKET ST.
EAST OF POWELL BERGER'S SOLE AGENTS

BENJAMIN Clothes

.101
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FRANK BARNET
"None knew him bul to la imed him but to praise." That is rather extravagentj but If Frank Bar-

ii. t i-n"t the "him." we don'l know who Is He certainly is the mosi popular man In Alameda County, of which subdivi-

sion of this glorious State he has >-»-*-
t i Sheriff for elghl

Prank didn't come In with the purple. Before entering polities he was a paperhanger and lakland. All

the time he was pursuing th arnlng something1
. After the work of the day, far Into the night he

studied stenography. Mastering thai, he i""k up a numberof lawbooks and was qualified to apply for admission to the

bar when the shrievalty was offered him.

He was elected as a Republican and upon entering office he continued the deputies in office that he found were

capable, whatever their party affiltai i years later he was endorsed by all three parties—Union Labor, Republi-

Bven now the new progressive party has re] Ion in his office. He doesn't ask about the

politics of ins subordinates; he asks simp)) f..t the faithful discharge --f their duties.

Frank has given the County of Alameds on the beBt jails In the state. It seems a jest to speak of a jail being

imt it means a whole lot to unfortunates confined therein. With his entire staff, he treats all his

"guests -,', it 1

, uniform gentleness. As a consequence, only four out of 7000 of his hoarders deeamped. And two of these

were soon returned. This Is a most enviable record and one thai cannot be shown by any Sheriff In the State.

Frank Is a is., an economist He has saved the taxpaj ers thousands of dollars during his incumbency In office, last

year alone saving $4000 on the feeding <>f federal pi if still raising the quality of the fare.

He has been a staunch member of the Indoor Yachl Club for some years and around the cl one hears as he en-

i and H,. ates the affection his shipmates have for him.

And It's good lurk to Frank, all tin
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Auto at the HOPKINS
Formerly Bohemian Villa

MEALS SERVED AT ALL HOURS
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
Entertainment during Afternoon and Night

The Pacific Ocean is My Baih Tub. 1938 Ocean Boulevard
Come In, the Water's Fine. pnont. sunsel %n

OCEANIC
STEAMSHIP—

Splendid

Steamers

Sierra

Sonoma

Ventura

SYDNEY

SHORT

LINE
19 DAYS—San Francisco lo Sydney— 19 DAYS

Round World - 1st Class $652.30
"_ " -2nd Class 400.00

Saitinin Honolulu every 2 weeks
Sydney " 28 days

S110—HONOLULU—and Return— 1st Class $110
You can make this triptfrom San Francisco)in 16 days, 5 1-2
days each way at sea. 5days on lslands.Ticke!»socd 6 months.

OCEANIC S. S. CO., 073 Market St.. San Francisco
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WILFIRD J. C1RARD
Preridenl

GIRA
GRILL

AND

Oyster Parlor

Oysters, Terrapin, Crab Stew, Steaks,

Chops, Oyster Loaves.

UNION SQUARE AVE.
Phone Douglas 3454 San Francisco, Cal.

STANLEY J. GIRARD gJ
Secretary «nd Manager

RD'S I
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Phone Keamy

5168

P. M. BAMBINO

bambino A Smith

Zxelusive Haikrs

4I5-16-J7 EXAMINER BUILDING

3rd and Market Street SAN FRANCISCO
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THE NIGHT WE MOVED IN.

< '.nii.i i remember al t of it

in joyous pride I'd set me down
An. I with my muse
i would enthuse.

And kiss the hem of mem'ry's gown
in very grtee; I'd tell the town

In merry rhyme.
h h a time!

Could I remember all of it.

Id I remember all of It,

Or could I hut remember half
Of what occurred,
In simple word

I'd paint the Joy of every laugh.
I'd ten of jest, of quip and chaff.
Alas! Instead.
I feel rnv head—
l wonder who put me to bed?

Once upon a time a long-whiskered party with knees
baggy from too much rubbing on the floor, stood forth and
shouted, "By prayer mountains can be moved." Maybe
he didn't say it just that way. hut as he up and died

alter saying it we are willing to submit this version with-

out fear of successful contradiction.

It may be so, but if this baggy-kneed party will come
hack and listen. I am empowered to inform him that it

takes a lot more than prayer to move the Indoor Yacht
Club.

We have moved. We are in possession of quarters as

cozy and comfy and up-to-date as any of our Yachtsmen
have dreamed of in all their visionary cruises We have
all the comfort of home, with ease and luxury on every
side, and it needs only a few old gentlemen with the gout
sitting around to lend the last picturesque touch and con-

vince us all that we are embarked on the sea of high.

living.

The Indoor Yacht Club was not moved by pray) r M

was moved by hard work, by energetic hustling, by tire-

less effort on the part of the leaders of the merry crew
sailing under full canvass on the good ship Fun.

Of course, all of us didn't know about this. When we
moved we did it by walking a couple of blocks farther up
the street and helping ourselves to first cabin berths. Ev-
erything was ready for us—white-coated waiters, accom-
modating stewards, dead and gone walruses and seals
to grin us a welcome from the floor, easy chairs and easier
laughs, old friends with old stories, new friends with
older stories. Rastus and Jasper to take our hats and
coats and make us feel like gentlemen (Oh. strange, de-

lightful sensation)—and last but not least, the kind-
hearted, unidentified person who took us home some time
after the view became muddled, and gently and consider-
ately poured us into bed. In our heart of hearts we sus-
pect .Mike Levy, this being one of his specialties.

This night of May 23. 1914. will not soon be forgotten.
Possibly those who came late got in on the greater hilar-

ity. Those who came early got in on the greater enter-
tainment. Did you ever meet Sam Berger when he was
in action?

Sam had the tiller in the early watch, and he steered
everything and everybody. Suggestion has been made that
there is little difference in meaning between "steered"
and "bulled." but we must do Sam justice. The "steer"
and the '"hull" are in the same family, that's all. Sam
gave everybody the I. Y. ('. grip. Sam also gave every-
body the l Y c. smile. Sam also gave everybody the
copyrighted Merger vnsion of I, Y C. conversation

Let us here draw the curtain and make Sam the goat

—

which mentioned so close to the steer and the bull is

doomed to run third. One might say that Samuel's efforts

eclipsed his rivals in leadership only because Samuel has
the advantage in size. But in the fine art of confidential

inside heart-to-heart you-know-me stuff. Samuel had noth-

ing on the Hon. Sunshine Jim. Report has it that Sun-
shine did not show at his best until about 7 in the morn-
ing, when he was seen blithely rehearsing a tango. 'Twas
not for the pleasure he took in the measure; it was merely
to display his elation at the success of ''moving day."

Along in the hours of chief excitement there arrived

Judge Bernard Flood, who bestowed a beatific smile on
the proceedings and then with dignified mien gravely
shook hands all around. Giving each hand four shakes.
Barney circled the room. There were present about 300
Yachtsmen, so that it can be hurriedly figured that Barney
disposed of 1000 shakes. Barney is running—but let us
not discuss the campaign.

For that matter they were all there—all of the jovial,

joyous, care-free, good-fellowship crew of the Indoor Yacht
Club. They had all sorts of entertainment, too—songs,
speeches, stories, and stories, speeches and songs. "Kid"
Nelson's contributions to the programme were untiring
He sang as often as he was asked, and somebody was
always asking the 'Kid" for a favorite number. Freddy
Thau came up from Tait's and helped out. And there was
Al Shayne from the Orpheum, and a host of others, pro-
fessionals, amateurs, regulars, volunteers, all doing their
best to make the evening one grand festival of fun and
frolic.

Which brings us right back to the thought that was up-
permost when we started to write this little tale of "mov-
ing day."

"We certainly have got a regular club now," shouted
an enthusiastic member during the night's festivities.

We always did have a regular club. The only difference
now is that we have regular quarters. Yachtsmen can
meet more often now than before. Good fellowship will

have more opportunity of expression. Cruises of one sort
or another will be more frequent.

But quarters do not make a club. It is the membership
alone that makes a club, and the membership was in the
Indoor Yacht Club before these new and handsome club
rooms were obtained. Yachtsmen were just as loyal, just
as merry, just as real in those recent days of history
when we gathered in little groups in the solitary room
opening off Jim Coffroth's office in the WTestbank building.
There isn't a Yachtsman who will not have always a ten-

der spot in his heart for that little old room and the
associations recalled with it.

Now we have big, commodious clubrooms. The rauk and
file of membership were the inspiration, but the rank and
file should not forget that to a few men who have seen
in the Indoor Yacht Club the building up of an organiza-
tion unique in its strictly good fellowship appeal, is due
the credit for bringing us here

The I. Y. C. has long enjoyed the reputation of being
the greatest organization of good fellows in the country.
That reputation it should continue to hold, particularly
now that there is increased opportunity for the expression
of that good fellowship. It can be made the greatest
club in San Francisco in physical qualities as :t is now
the greatest in spirit. But it isn't going to he done by
prayer. It is going to be done by a few regular fellows
who will do hard work. And the rank and file can do
their share by getting behind the workers and helping
them with enthusiastic support.
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MIRACLE MARY.
By Walter Anthony.

The Salvation Army and motion pictures provide the

element of heroism in "Miracle Mary."
"Miracle Mary" is Willard Mack's latest offering to the

people who patronize plays and it deserves more than

the passing attention that is usually given to the weekly

productions of the Alcazar theater. Indeed, if it were being

played this week I'd strongly advise you to see it, if

for no other reason than that its treatment of an age-old

theme is sufficiently unusual to warrant witnessing.

Though the Main Sheet is no mere theatrical journal,

addicted to the habit of discussing make-believe, the va-

riety of opinions which were expressed "along the rialto"

after the piece had given its first signs of life at the Alca-

zar a few weeks ago, may justify some further consid-

eration.
Besides, I can't think of anything else to write about.

Fred Butler, the stage director at the Alcazar, told me,
before the play was put on- and while it was in rehearsal,

that he thought so much of it that he'd be glad of the

chance to put $5000 back of it for a Broadway production,

It is Fred's business, when he isn't watching a fislit.

to wrestle. He wrestles with the intangible—with plays,

in short, and fits them for presentation.

Butler has threshed for wheat in a million acres or plot

and, I think, he has come to value at too high u r.ite.

the most meager harvest out of the bushels of stage coa
versation which he has had to examine, so that when he en-

counters a drama like Mack's "Miracle Mary." and finds

therein, plot, some wit, some humor, stage-craft, novelty

and a "punch," he is likely to come to a too high opinion

of the play, the very scarcity of those elements in the

vast number of poor plays he has read, having the effect

of heightening the value of any drama that measurably
contains them.

It is so with "Miracle Mary," and Mr. Butler will be

richer if he keeps his $5000 in San Francisco. Ho has set

too high value on an interesting drama.
The machinery of melodrama was well oiled by clever

Mr. Mack when he took John A. Moroso's I NOT Morosco)
short story and put a stage jumper and overalls on it,

but some new motions were invented for the present
offering and a modern setting akin to the Bulletin's sym-
pathies was devised.

Little mercy is shown the police. The judge in the
court room scene is most unfeeling, justice runs against
a "two-time loser," Miracle Mary herself, angelic as she
is, finds little chivalry in the court room, the jury is deaf
to sentiment, and Idaho Joe once more is sent "up the
river" although everybody in the court room save the
judge, jury, prosecuting attorney and witnesses for the
State, knows he is being sent to an unjust doom. The
audience is likewise persuaded of that fact, and Is con-
cerned to discover how Joe is to be rescued from his
free board and lodging at Sing Sing and restored to the
affections of Miracle Mary whose protestation of love
for Joe finds its first utterance as she sits on the wit-
ness stand and tells Joe's story to an unfeeling court.
Anybody can see that Joe didn't steal the silver plate.

It is clear to the audience that a "frame" implicated the
reformed burglar, and that though he had "turned two
tricks" and had done two "stretches" he was not capable
of a third 'trick," nor deserving of a third "stretch."
But how in the world can his innocence be established?
There doesn't seem to be a chance in the world, so

Joe goes up the river while Mary remains in New York
to carry on her philanthropic work amongst the lowly, and
to pray for Joe.

It's a long time to Christmas, hut Joe lasts that long
at his old home, and the merry Yuletide finds him in his
accustomed suit of stripes and his unaccustomed pro-
priety. He has sure enough reformed. He can be dis-
tinguished readily from the rest for his upright bearing
in the crowd of "cons" with which he is now once more
associated.

Mary comes to Sing Sing to celebrate Christmas. The
detained persons are to be given a ''show." Of course
it is but natural that Mary and Joe, her convict sweet-
heart should be left alone for quite awhile in the chapel

of the prison. A colloquy between them is essential
to the heroics of the occasion, and where dramatic ne-

cessities are concerned "probability" flies out at the door.
Mary and Joe sjt in the chapel and hold hands and talk.

They don't see exactly how Joe's deliverance is to be
effected, but they are perfectly certain that it will be on
account of Mary's industry in prayer. In fact, and I hope
I am not irreverent in saying so, it is made pretty clear
to the audience that if Joe isn't freed from prison the
fault will rest with the Almighty, whose reputation being
thus set on trial by Mr. Mack, it is reasonable to be-

lieve that delivered Joe will be. That disposes effectually

cf the element of doubt and uncertainty, because "Miracle
Mary" is eminently a proper drama and not likely to cast
any aspersions on the justice of Mary's Clod.

But how is Joe to get out of .jail'.' lie couldn't prove
an alibi in court and it isn't likely he can succeed now.
The convicts pass down the aisle of the theater in lock-

step and garbed in their zebra clothes. They tramp up
to l he stage over a bridge spanning the orchestra, like

magicians ai the Orpheum, and lake seats on benches
lacing the platform on the stage—the platform of the
chape] of the prison. Then the Bhow within a show is

given, the convicts taking part. The plot is forgotten
in the specialties, and drama, in that tin- fourth and last act
is mutilated beyond recognition, l/.zy the Dip does a

sleight-of-hand performance, sonic rathe comedy pictures

ore shown in the stauo convicts while the audience may
well wonder what it is all about Later it is Found that
ih.se digressions troni the main narrative of the play are
rendered somewhat essential In order to eke out the per-

formance and make it last until cloven o'clock. That's
M the purpose they do serve. So much of Irrelevant ma-

terial has been dragged into the play during the four act

that t It .
ii id n ' ol Forgetting some of the salient tarts

of the plot— for instance one might be pardoned for fail-

ure to recall the circumstance that in the third act the
trial scene—Joe asserts to the judge and jury that at the
time of the robbery he was out ai the aviation grounds
when an accident happened to one of the Hying machines.
If he could prove the statement his alibi would be as
certain as it is thai a body cannot occupy two places at
the same time.

It is needful to remember this tact about the trip to

tin- aviation grounds, because In the course of the enter-
tainment in the chapel some more motion pictures are
shown. They were taken at the aviation grounds. Con-
victs anil audience are watching the pictures, when sud-
denly Joe emerges from the crowd and is clearly seen
walking around the disabled aeroplane. "There he is,"

murmurs the audience while Joe and .Mary bold hands
and vindicate the Almighty. Joe's alibi is proved by a
film.

That makes a hero out of a picture, pulls with terri-

ble tug on the long leg of coincidence, and ends a play
the second and fourth acta of which are tedious with Im-
material digressions, irrelevant dialogue and inconsequen-
tial episodes.
Those are the faults of the play into which Mr. Butlel

regrets he is not permitted to put {5000.
The merits of the drama arise from the apparent sin-

cerity with which it was written and presented; the tug
on hearts that always ensues when innocence is betrayed;
the ready skill of Willard Mack in putting the thing into
telling theatrical if not dramatic form: the direel ap
peal to religious or superstitious sentiment that resides
in the consciousness of most everybody, and in the au-

thentic exhibition of zeal and faith as exhibited by Mary
whose sex has ever been adorned in truth or In fancy
by those endearing qualities.

Joe Deerlne bail the honor nn openlnK day of fCwlng Field
as far as the wet goods is i erned. II was Joe's White
Seal that splashed over the homo plate and ,.n some of the
-spectators when Miss Kihel Prances Graham broke the
bottle in the dedication ceremonies. The broken bottlai
which was encased in a beautiful silver lilliiree enveilnK.
was presented by Joe to Cal Ewing. who promises to keep

,

it as a memento of the birth of the new field.
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THE START FOR THE RANCH.
They gathered at nine thirty. Th it is, some of them did A tew could hardly tell time if it was exhibited to

them on the fifty-two-foot clock on the Metropolitan Tower in the Hit; City.

There is quite a bunch in the picture, isn't there? Well, there were many more. Thirty or more started from
the Olympic Club and the rest were picked up in various rotisseries, other's homes and divers retreats.

Into Tim Pitzpatrick's machine were piled Willi.- Nelson, Tim acting as chauffeur, Dr. Barney McKlroy, Hurry
Stafford and Louis Chirardelli.

Wesley Elgin Travis (without the final "r"i crowded in another half dozen or so. Surrounding "Buck" was a

myriad of taxlcab drivers and as John Tail : machine could not hold the rest, down over the mountains went num-
erous Indoorsmen cooped in cabs redolent of the perfumes of tin- night It-fore.

Nearly "pinched" in Daly City, tin- entire parts arrived with but minor mishaps, at the Whoopee Ranch, perched
high on the side of Hen Lomond Mountain, a short distance from Santa Cruz.

And it's some raneho to go to. boys, even if it is lacking a Hose on this trip.

When the thirty hardy Inland mariners arrived Sam met them with goblets of the foaming that didn't come
from Milwaukee. After the Imbibatlon of a lew. II irry Stafford couldn't tell the difference between John Tait and
the seedless lemon tree that fronts the ranch.

The cooks got to work, as they will for the next two weeks, and a cuisine thai is unexcelled in the Rockefeller
establishment in Cleveland began its work, John Tait knows how to do things and he does them. He walks into
the kitchen in his O'Farrell-street place, picks out two of his best cooks, whisks several of his lending waiters off

the dining-room tloor, yanks out a sufficiency of Japs, and even culls a hatboy. Why the hatboy? Well, to bring
the fizzes in the morning.

Saturday night was the big doings in the town hall of Hen Lomond. Wallfiscb and Hunt interested the many
guests in their various stunts; Herger monologued; Major McCarthy recited; Stafford clogged, and Willie Nelson
sang. Kreling, who, in the later eighties, was the welterweight chaimpion wrestler, struck a snag when the an-
nouncement was made from the sta^e that lie would throw' any one in the audience or forfeit a sum "of money.
The volunteers looked too husky, so Tiv. weighing discretion between valor, resolved it in favor of the former.
and took on Harry Hunt. Oh, I nearly forgot. Sandy McXaughton did a Harry Lauder and Jack Suits did his
usual specialty.

They will be gone some davs to come and we will miss them all the time. But let's nol envy them a moment
of their enjoyment, 'cause Tait will invite the whole of us down at various times.

MEMBERS!
There are three good

reasons why you should

place your valuable papers,

etc. in a safe deposit box.

* 1st. They are absolutely

safe against (ire and burg-

lary. 2nd. They can be

ha J whenever wanted. 3rd.

In case of death, papers

will be delivered only to

person authorized to receive them.

Crocker £Saf& Deposit Vaults
Crncknr lt,,;i,ii n .. i,1 MnrL.-t sii.-.t-.

Jtarold J, tmmal
REPRESENTING

^National $ureti( Company
105 SMontgomery Street

fiends tnwleuer.i' £iabilitu ii^nuranee
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HOW MR. HODGE STUDIED RURAL CHARACTER.

William Hodge, now with us at the Cort in "The Road

to Happiness " was an actor-manager for some years

betore he ever ob-

tained an engage-
ment. He toured at

the head of a com-
pany of his own, act-

ing in a repertory

of plays that had
never known the

blessings and bene-

fits of our copyright

laws. Also, he acted

in towns and villages

that had never
known the blessings

and benefits of being
charted. He played,

as a star, a week's
engagement in a

hotel dining room,
because the public

was unable to make
its way to the top

of the hill whereon
stood the hall used
as a theater, a bliz-

zard having cut off

the roadway. Good
seats at the Hodge
performance could

be obtained for 10

cents, but the best

seats, down front,

cost 15 cents. The
late Daniel Sully

who was a star for

years, once applied
for "profess ional

courtesy"—that is. a

free ticket—for one
of the Hodge performances.

"I often indulged in the dream of acting in New York
and other large cities," says the actor in talking of these

early days, "but I was sincerely of the belief that no actor

could get an engagement to appear on Broadway until

after he had passed an examination by a committee—
whether muncipal, state, federal or international. I w ts

not certain. My chief desire was to see some real acting

by real actors, that I might copy and imitate with a view
of bettering myself. The actor I longed most ardently to

see was Sol Smith Russell."

Hodge obtained his first big city engagement when In

applied tremblingly and hopelessly to that terror of the

choristers' sisterhood. Ben Teal. Teal had been engaged
to stage the first of the Rodgers Brothers' vehicles, a

farce of music called "A Rain of Error." Maud Ray-
mond, Georgia Caine, George Marion and other well-

known players had been cast when Hodge met Teal, the

latter explaining that he needed an actor for the role of

a Brazilian, one of two villains in the story, the other being
an Italian, to be acted by Marion.
"Have you ever played a Brazilian?" snapped Teal.
Hodge shook his head negatively, and saw that Teal's

face fell with disappointment. Then the applicant braced
himself.

"But I've played a Peruvian," he added, hopefully.
Teal's brow corrugated with thought. There was no

doubt that he was weighing the possibility of racial

affinity as betwreen a Brazilian and a Peruvian. When, at
length, he spoke, he said:

"Well, I'll try you, although you must be careful of your
dialect! You can't expect the public to accept a Peruvian
dialect for a Brazilian dialect. I'll help you all I can in

the matter. Have you ever played a sea captain?"
"I've played a bo'sun," answered Hodge.
''There's no real difference except the costume." ex-

plained Teal, kindly, "and the management furnishes that.
I'll take you on trial."

Teal kept Hodge after the trial. The latter "doubled"
the parts of the Brazilian and the sea captain, and
later was assigned to assist Miss Raymond in dancing

the "Pazamala," a Spanish fling that was quite a fad at

the time.
"But it was my versatility in the two roles rather than

my dancing that won a place for me in Broadway." ex-

plains Hodge. "The only difference between my speech

as a sea captain and as a Brazilian was that I said ze'

instead of 'the' when playing the Brazilian. The late .lames

A. Heme saw the performance and sent Harry Askin,

then his manager, to engage me for 'Sag Harbor.' When
I got to know the dear old man well enough. I confi-

dentially asked him what had attracted him to my work
—my acting as a sea captain or as the Brazilian. He re-

plied quietly: 'Neither. 'Twas your nerve in trying to

dance.'
"

WAR.
By .lames Logan Mosby.

I was conceived in passion, hatred, envy, and greed,

born in the morning of antiquity, and have a genealogy
whose every page drips with the red blood of murdered
innocence. 1 respect neither the feebleness of gray hairs,

the helplessness of infamy, nor the sacredness of virtue,

and walk, iron-shod, ruthlessly and impartially over the

form of the weakling or the form of the giant.

I paint the midnight skies a lurid glow from the burning
homes I have ravaged, and 1 turn peaceful scenes of rural

beauty, where God's own creatures dwell together in amity,
into a raging hell. 1 set neighbor against neighbor in

deadly combat, and 1 incite the brother to slay his brother,

I make puppets of kin-s. princes of paupers, courtiers
of courtesans, and thieves of respected subjects, and em

:

pires melt before my breath as does mist before the

morning sunlight.

I make of religion fanaticism; the heathen 1 make
incarnate; and of all men I make playthings devoid 6,1

reason and justice. Through intrigue 1 make the intelli-

gent powerful, the unscrupulous wax fnl en the spoils of

blood-won victories gained by others, and the less lea

suffer for their own ignorance.
Famine, want, and misery follow in my path: I lay waste

green fields and still the hand of industry. I pills

land of its resources, but contribute nothing of benefit to

mankind, leaving pestilence to stalk ghostlike in my waive

and complete the work of destruction. I lay a heavy trib-

ute upon my most loyal subjects for the maintenance of

my establishment: I squander the vitality ami lives of

those who serve me faithfully, yet return to the world
nothing but ruin and ashes. The baubies of lame I con-

fer on some are ti mpty shells of false standards where
in the license to commit murder and rapine is held to be
the insignia of glory by a mistaken civilization.

I can offer no excuse for my haying come into existence,
nor can I give one plausible reason why 1 should not cease
to be, other than that so long as men who wield influence
are permitted to gratify their selfish desires and ambitions
at the expense of the many who must carry tin' burdens
and endure the suffering, that long will I continue to exact
my toll of sorrow, devastation and death. For I am piti-

less—devoid of all Feeling; 1 tear neither man nor God; I

am amenable to no law, and I am in myself the law and
the last resort.

I AM WAR!
(The foregoing won the $300 prize offered by Lift.)

There is no gift of human nature more fortunate to the

individual and to mankind than a cheerful disposition

—

the happy faculty of looking on the bright side of things,

disdaining to be influenced by circumstances, however un-
toward, holding our own manfully, and laughing in the:

face of fate. "Angels and ministers of grace defend us"
against the saturnine, atrabilious member of society who
obtrudes his gloom upon his fellows: We all know it. the
funereal mood, paralyzing wholesome thought and laying
its pall upon us like a fortetaste of death.

What if rheumatism or toothache do afflict us. Shall

we visit upon others the misery we endure? "Is life worth
living?" asks Mr. Mallock. and the retort. "That depends
entirely upon the liver." Both the philosopher's query ami
the witticism are drawn from morbid tendencies, too often

associated with the feverish haste of modern life. Of all

the treasures vouchsafed to men which sprang from I'm-

dora's casket, cheerfulness is the most gracious and endur-

ing. Nothing can shed so glad a light about us or more
surely confer benefit upon our fellow-men.
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THE DICTAGRAPH.

|The Main Sheet put in a dictagraph in the new Club
rcoms. The records follow:—The Editor.]

'Hoy' Hoy'" demanded Phil Wand, "bring another case."

and the table smiled a fullsome smile with Phil.

And while the brown-eyed boy was procuring the ex-

pense, the conversation drifted toward the Olympic Club.
"Well, well!" said McNaughton. isn't our old club hav-

ing a time! Between throwing loving cups, stopping
checks and turning up the next card, the Directors are
surely busy these days."

"1 should say so." started Marty Brandenstein. "Why.
there are a number of members who are barred from the
card-rcom and now they have only the privilege of the
cold showers and the front door going out."

Now, don't mention any names," pleaded Charley Boas.
"For once show that your muscles work to close your
trap as well as open it."

"That's right." said .Matt Harris 'Don't mention any
names."

"Well. I'll tell you." said Harry McKenzie. "We won't
have any loving cups in these new Club rooms."

"That's right." put in Tim Fitzpatrick. 'we'll have to be
content with throwing empty vint bottles."
And Deering and Wand smiled at the prospei
"Well, bb-ss bis heart, here comes .lent Tait!" bellowed

Charley Arata, and the gang all stood as John quietly took
his seat

Well. John, how's the ranch'" asked Tony Griffiths.

While Joe Watts took out his calendar to count the days
for Ihe Whoopee.
"John." interrupted Tom Mulvey. "I hope you or-

dered food enough; you know Stafford is going."
"Say, boys." said Arata, "I could make Stafford rich if

I could get him on a diet."

"Yes," volunteered McNaughton, "and if you had to pay
for the diet you'd be poor."

"Not to protect Stafford, but to change to another; 11 tm-
mer. what did you think of the Fire Commission row?"
asked Kd Nolan.

"Oh. it wasn't a row." retorted Harry Sullivan.
I was awfully afraid Bill Kelly might have been ap-

pointed," said Charley Powers. "It would have ruined
him."

"You know Kelly defended the Mayor for the first time
in that trial." piped Willie Nelson.

"I heard that Kelly was going to get it so that the
Mayor could join the Missionites," put in Keegan Schoeber.

"Well, what's that got to do with my question?" asked
Nolan.
"Nothing at all." said McNaughton; "but I guess if

Oscar Hocks was civil service you'd stick by the physical
ttst, wouldn't you. Ed?" asked Keegan Schoeber.

"No, he wouldn't." said Fred Hilmer. "He'd require a
mental test."

' res, and I'd get rid of you. too. if I did." cried Nolan
with some heat, and the volunteer police separated the
Police Committee.

"Can't I get you and Oscar to shake hands?" asked
Hilmer of .Nolan.

"Yes. I'll shake hands with him two weeks alter Pat
Calhoun pays back that $1,096,000," replied Nolan.

Say. by the way." piped Roland Becsey, "I see that the
s I', can build its depot all right."

"Yes, I'm very glad of it." commmented Major McCarthy.
"On the first train out of it they ought to tie Easton and
Troy on the track and open up the throttle." said Becsey.

That's the dope; that's great." agreed every one. "Am,
then arrange it with the Mayor to pick up the pieces so
he could get his picture in the paper again." suggested
Al Joy.

Say." asked Johnny Greeley, "did von hear that Parker
Whitney?"
"Why. no," said Norb Sborb. "What is he doing imv '

You're a nice one to ask." shot in McNaughton.
"Why. what was it?" said Norbert.
Well." said Greeley, "after Sweeney agreed to pay

Whitney's fine of (2,500, he sent Parker a bill of $lni> for
seven months' 'professional' services, and Parker sent
lark the bill with a check, but scratched out 'professional.'
atnl wrote in 'amateur.'

"

Hi' ha!" laughed the assemblage as it broke up.

Yosemite Valley Yosemite National Park
CALIFORNIA'S GREATEST SCENIC ATTRACTION AND OUTING PLACE

Yosemite becomes more popular each year. Thousands
visit it as a sightseeing trip, while other thousands spend

their vacations there and live for weeks amid the master-

pieces of Nature.

THE RAIL TRIP TO THE PARK LINE.

It is a delightful, picturesque ride through the Merced
River Canyon, from Merced to El Portal, via the Yosemite

Valley Railroad. Observation-Parlor cars by day, Pull-

man cars by night.

AUTOMOBILE SERVICE IN THE PARK.

Auto stages now carry the visitor between the railroad

terminus and ^ osemite, one of the finest auto trips in the

world, without extra cost. The El Portal road has been

converted into a Government boulevard, and is sprinkled

daily during the summer months.

THE QUICK COMFORTABLE WAY TO YOSEMITE
Take Southern Pacific or Santa Fe to Merced, Thence Via YOSEMITE VALLEY RAILROAD
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The healthiest shock the Board of Electricity got was
when Max resigned.

There are sixteen candidates for Superior Judge. Some
of their supporters have already endorsed twenty candi-

dates.

"Waitah, waitah, bring me seme strawberries with cream
a la Ritchie," commanded Lord Monahan.

"Yes, sir; yes, sir—pardon, me, sir. what do you mean?"
responded the waiter.

"Oh, whipped cream," impatiently replied Keegan, as

he flecked ashes from his Melachrino.

Has Ritchie a white hope?

The appointment of M. J. Roche to Justice of the Peace
was an excellent one. Success, Michelle, and a continua-

tion on the Bench in November

Now that the city lias pay-as-you-enter cars, why net

pay-as-you-work officials?

Zion has been relegated to oblivion. At a time we
feared this was going to be Zion City.

Fredericks was in a hay field when he agreed to run.

but all Hiram lias to do is to sit in the chair.

Don't the Palace Hotel and St. Francis Hotel young and
old Republicans take themselves a bit too seriously?

Judge Ogden made a great statement on the Lux case.
If Ritchie left his punch in the gymnasium, Ogden left his
brain in the grammar school.

Major Keesling is to marshall the young Republicans!
Right now the Major's chief trouble seems to be whether
he will eat at the St. Francis or the Palace. Some people
don't think he will eat at Sacramento.

After all, there is only the difference of a letter in Mayor
and Major.

Just for an "out" Roosevelt calls it the River of Doubt.

Sheriff Eggers had to attach himself, say the public
prints. Fred is rather strong on attachments.

Spring Valley outwitted us in taxes. The City Attor-
ney's office is costing more each year.

The Appellate Court fight is waxing warm. Sargent
is making a terrific campaign and at the first quarter looks
a winner.

There will be a gymnasium in the New City Hall for the
Mayor. As it will not be installed until after 1915, Mayor
Rolph is taking no interest in it.

Funny to throw out a Hammer and put in a Spader.

The saloon men fear a vacation of the boys at Tait's
Ranch worse than they do prohibition.

Gambling must stop, says Max Kubl. Max, won't you
even let us bet that you are a joke?

"The men who are always looking for a sure thing, who
have no dare in their nature, who are afraid to risk any-
thing until dead sure of what the result will be, never ac-
complish much."—Frederick Jameson.

"Nine out of every ten customers in our stores ask for
the advertised brands of staple goods. Nine out of every
ten want the commodities they have read about in maga-
zine advertising. They ask for them by name. They insist

i' lion having them because the advertising has created con-
fidence."

"Picture in your mind the exact conditions which you
wish to become real; see the thing as you wish it to be."
—Atkinson.

PROPOSED EIGHT-HOUR LAW.

The following is a true copy of the initiative bill which
is to go before the people at the general election, lull of

1914

1

"The people of the State of California do enact, or other-

wise, as follows:
Hours of Labor.

"Any employer who shall require or permit, or who shall

suffer or permit any overseer, superintendent, foreman, or

other agent of such employer; to require or permit any
person in his employ to work more than eight hours In one
day, or more than forty-eight hours in one week, except In

case of extraordinary emergency caused by fire. Hood, or
danger to life or property, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor,
and upon conviction thereof shall lie fined not less than
$50 nor more than $500, or imprisoned in the County Jail

not less than 10 nor more than 90 days, or both so fined

and imprisoned.'*
A Few of the Many Reasons Why the Proposed Eight-Hour

Law Is Impracticable In California.
The Rancher: A large ranch owner says: "The pas-

sage of tin' Bight-Hour Law will drive us out of business.
Shall we sublet to the .lap?"

The Fruit Grower: A fruit grower says: "There is no

power possible to bold hack maturity of fruit and vege-

tables from 5 p. in. Saturday until 8 a. m. Monday. How
are we going to harvest If the Eight-Hour Law is passed?"
The Cattleman: A cattleman says: "The sheep, cuttle

and horses now in California will be ranged in other States
with a loss of millions to this Stall'."

The Manufacturer: Five years ago Three Hundred and
Seventy Million Hollars were invested in manufacturing In

San Francisco in one industry alone—today less than
Seventy Million in the same industry—the result of labor
conditions and the Eight-Hour Day.
The Hospitals: It Is impossible to regulate sickness,

therefore it is impossible to regulate to the Eight-Hour
basis.

The Banker: Bankers say business in the State of Cali-

fornia cannot he conducted profitably in competition with

the East on an Eight-Hour basis.

The Servant: Shall the household have their breakfast
after S a. m. and their dinner before 5 p. m.? The servant

to work hut six days in the week?
Wage Earner: Under this law he sacrifices a portion of

his time, decreases his earning capacity, no over-time

money, and every commodity cost increased—does he
want it?

This law will be carried unless you arouse yourself and
your neighbor to counteract this measure.
We desire to request and urge you to forward us at

once ten names and addresses of your business friends or

neighbors who would be affected if this law Is adopted.

On receipt of same we will place them in our mailing list.

DO IT NOW. HUSTLE WHILE YOU WAIT FOR THE
FALL ELECTION.
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RANDOM THOUGHTS
THE HAMMER DISMISSAL—WHY NOT BR AN DENSTEIN. TOO?—THE NIXON RESIGNATION—"P H" AND

"JIM"—THE TWO O'SHAUGHNESSEYS—THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE AND THE BREAKWATER
AN INDOOR YACHT CLUB IDEA—LET'S PULL TOGETHER—THE INITIATIVE AND

REFERENDUM — THE NEED OF AMENDMENT — MR. ANDREW J GAL-
LAGHER AND THE EIGHT HOUR LAW.

The Mayor has finally acted in the dispute between him-
self, the Civil Service Conimissiou and the Fire Commis-
sion. The axe. or rather the hammer, at last has I alien

and Mr. Hammer has gone out of the Fire Commission
and back to the commission business. We honestly hope
he understands butter and eggs better than fire fighting

and firemen. Li' be doesn't, the Lord be merciful to him!
Anyway Chiefs Russell and Conlon. whom Hammer de-

clared incompetent, have been appointed first and second
assistant chiefs and Hammer, who never had any doubt
in his own mind as to his competency, lias been declared
incompetent. All of which proves again thai the Mills

of the Gods grind slowly but they grind exceedingly sure."

The parting between the erstwhile Fire Commissioner
and his erstwhile lrietid and patron, the Mayor, was sad.

extremely pathetic and. perhaps, strangely prophetic.

"Good bye. Bill!" "Good night, .liui!" For Hill there
won't be a whole lot of tears shed and the fire bouses
won't be draped in mourning. For Hill the kindest thought
will be to soon forget. For Bill advised was ill advised.
Perhaps, it was the big red devil that called each morning
and evening or, perhaps, there was some truth in that

whispered story of a certajn cottage on the ocean beai b 01

maybe it was that the job was too big for the man. Any
way. you didn't make good, and so—Good-bye, Hill.

And .Tim have a care that the "Good night. Jim" don't
prove equally true! Don't lean back with the satisfied

certainty that you have accomplished a wonderful thing!

The removal of Hammer was delayed, postponed and con-

tinued, until its achievement meant nothing. Conditions
in the Fire Department have grown so impossible in the
past two and a half years, with but Hub- attempt to im-
prove them, that men have come to accept them. Not
without resentment, even though without complaint, but

rather like the smouldering tire waiting for an opportune
moment to burst forth. One swallow does not make a

summer and one wrong righted will not make amende for

the many wrongs inflicted. Do you dare. Mr. Mayor, re-

move Brandenstein? What crime did Hammer commit
that his colleague was not guilty of? Kven after you
had ousted the one did the other change • 1 1 1, , r Ins atti

tude or his vote? Brandenstein will not be removed nor
will Murphy be returtied to his rank of Captain. Mr
Spader was appointed and accepted the commissionership,
with this distinct understanding and the Fire Department
will continue exactly as before. So again we say. look out.

Mr. Mayor, whatever your political aspirations or ambi-
tions may be, that there was not a prophetic warning in

Hammer's farewell—"Good-night. Jim."

Last month we expressed our regret at the enforced
resignation of Chief Nixon of the Department of Elec-

tricity. It was secured by the underhand and contempti-
ble methods which only crooks and incompetents either
dare or care to employ. Now it is proposed to appoint a

young man named Barry to the position, So far as we
can learn his only claim to the position is that he is a
son of his lather. .lames 11, Harry, editor of a weekly pub-

lication called "The Star." Naval Officer of the Port by
grace of President Wilson and political friend and editor
of P. H. McCarthy's personal publication. "Organized
Labor." Naturally it appears peculiar to see Rolph Com-
missioners appointing McCarthy men to positions of honor
,and importance. It is evident that they are acting under
orders because at the meeting of the Joint Hoard at least

four were opposed to this action. He it known here that
we have no quarrel either with I' II. McCarthy or his

cohorts. At least, as the maudlin Polk expressed it. you
,knew where McCarthy stood sometimes, but the man is

hot born of woman who can tell where Rolph is. So if

the slate goes through, and the Supervisors have agreed,
iMr. Barry, formerly of Sacramento and more recently of

Portland, will he named Chief to succeed Nixon. Hear
in mind that there is no excuse or reason for permitting

Nixon to retire. Hear in mind also that his removal was
at least indirectly institgated by the Pooh Hah of the
administration. O'Shaughnessey. And Harry, besides being
his father's son, is also O'Shaughnessey's friend. What
think you of this, you voters who elected Rolph to repu-
diate McCarthy and his ilk ? What think you of the un-
holy alliance "f "Missing Jim" and "Cuspidor Jim?" When
you defeated McCarthy because he was a "class Mayor'
are you now quite certain that you elected one without
class?

Down in Mexico City, so Mr. O'Shaughnessey. late of

that belated and beleaguered town, states, the Mexican
rebels are furnished with horrible dum-dum or soft nosed
bullets. These bullets, so the Charge d' Affaires is at

pains to explain, enter the victim's body very quietly,

but tear the whole side out of him when they emerge. All

of which is very terrible, if true, but the plain "soiers,"
the fellows that the bullets usually hit. are laughing at

the statement and have chrislened the official "Dum liuin

O'Shaughnessey." Hut Washington has nothing on us
when it comes to "Dum Duma" and we will back ours
against the world. The Mexican Ambassador may know
little of bullets and we don't blame him. but we have
a city engineer who knows nothing of bullets or anything
else. When fhe skids were put under poor old Marsden
Manson and he was shot into oblivion. San Francisco
breathed a sigh of relief. Wonder where Manson is now,
because we surely would welcome him back! To date
the only difference that we can discover between him and
his successor, is just about eleven thousand dollars per
annum The same old incompetents surround Mark as did

Marsden. The same old bunch that built sewers without
outlets, reservoirs that could not hold water, bridges with-
out approaches, tunnels without retaining walls and in-

cinerators that do not incinerate. Even though the bond
money has almost vanished, the wrecking crew is still

on the payroll and Dum Dum himself rests easy in the
knowledge that the lieteh lletehy project will provide
ample and fat employment for years to come.

The San Francisco Chamber of Commerce has wisely

concluded to keep its nose out of the Prohibition squab-
ble .mil devote its energies to more peaceful pursuits.

Bully for Hie Chamber and right here let it be known
that we're with its members to a man in their fight for a
Million Dollar Esplanade along the Ocean Heaeh. We
shan't even quairel over the glory after the victory is

won. Of course some of us will recall that the slogan
"Boost the Heaeh" originated at a certain 'Kiddie's Day"
held last April under the auspices of the INDOOR YACHT
CLUB, Sometimes there may Hash across our eyes the

picture of that day with some fifty thousand people, men
and women ami kiddies all reveling on Nature's own play-

ground, the sandy beach. At other times, perhaps, we'll

feel that we did much to originate the thought and the

spirit and Hie call which will make the Esplanade a finan-

cial impossibility. Hut we're happy to have you with us.

gentlemen of the Chamber of Commerce, and even if we
started the project we're mighty glad of your help and
assistance. .lust bet that we'll be there at the finish too.

and a little while after, and whisper it softly, whenever
vou want to do the right thing in the right way, at the
right time, follow the lead of the INDOOR YACHT CLTJB.
Sort of sounds like boosting our own game, doesn't it. but
here's our hand and now all together, let's "Boost the
Beach."

The referendum on the proposed Southern Pacific depot.

or to be more correct, the Southern Pacific franchise
which provided for the construction of the depot and a

hundred and one other things, has apparently failed of

the necessary number of signatures. By the very nar-

row margin, however, of twenty-three signatures. That
there was anything but general satisfaction at the agree-

ment effected by the Southern Pacific and the Board of
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Supervisors seems hard to understand. Frankly, we don't

believe that there was the slightest possibility of the

people repudiating it. Still with just a score more sig-

natures the city would have been put to the expense of

thirty or forty thousand dollars; hundreds of mechanics
would have been deprived of work for a period of two
or three months or, perhaps, longer; thousands would
have been daily discommoded and the Exposition year
would have found our main depot an unsightly, unfinished

and incomplete structure. And all this simply to satisfy

the perverted ideas and personal grudges of E. P. E.

Troy and his associate imbeciles. It is difficult, indeed,

to imagine that in a community such as this men could
be bought to do such dirty work. It is even more difficult

to conceive that men could be found to finance it.

That the present law providing for the initiative and
referendum is sadly in need of revision must be evident

to all. Off hand there are three objections that stand out

clearly. First, the number of signatures required to in-

voke a referendum, and this applies to both State and
municipality, should be materially increased. Five per

cent of the registered voters and, perhaps more, will

sign -anything and everything. They really represent noth-

ing in the community and want nothing done except in con-

formity with their pernicious ideas. If the doctrine that

the majority shall prevail be fundamentally correct, then
at least a greater percentage should be required as evi-

dence that the majority desires a change. Secondly, it

should be made a felony to either give or re-

ceive pay for the purpose of securing names
to petitions. The class of people who lie and
crawl and cry at so many cents a signature are

too low and contemptible to even be tolerated ate] yet

you have organized bands here who, for a proper con-
sideration, will secure enough names to recall the Pope.
Finally, when an initiative petition or a referendum or
a recall has secured the proper number of names, a period
of from two to three months should be allowed to permit
a counter petition to be circulated and signed. Should
the latter contain the more names, then the original pe-

tition should fall. These amendments would at least
make the initiative fairer and would save thousands of

dollars and hours of comfort to State, city and individual
and better than all, might help to strengthen the backs of
some of the powers that think they be. Will Mr. Mutt
A. Harris please note for future reference and use?

Mr. Andrew J. Gallagher takes exception to our com-
ment of last month on the "proposed universal eight hour
law." Mr. Gallagher is entitled to our consideration ;is

the head of the Labor Council, as a public official, but even
more so as a member of the INDOOR YACHT C'l.ri!. We
would much rather agree than disagree with him but
at times we are compelled to speak 'Tight up in meeting."
irrespective of whose toes are stepped on. Our position
in this matter is, we believe, the safe, sane and secure
one to pursue. Nor, without turning croakers, do we
doubt that the enactment of such a law in California alone
will prove of serious consequence to capital and labor
both. If a universal eight hour few can be passed cov-
ering every State and territory 'in the Union, we would
be for it, but even this would be a somewhat dangerous
step. There is but little chance for such an Act for many,
many years, but whether soon or late, California, in our
humble opinion, had better wait. After all the perfection
of government means the peace, prosperity and happiness
of its people, which can only be secured by the legitimate
protection of capital and the continuous employment of
labor. If your laws do not secure this then, whether
progressive or reactionary or whatever you may term it,

your government is a failure. Better work nine hours or
ten if you please continually through the year than eight
spasmodically. Better encourage manufacurers and capi-
tal to invest in California than to erect a Chinese wall
about us bearing the "Capital and Labor Not Wanted."
No, Mr. Gallagher, we are for labor just as earnestly as
you, but we believe that serious and thoughtful working-
men will agree with us that the proposed eight hour law
is neither opportune nor compatible with labor's best in-
terests.

MICHAEL J, ROCHE
Michael J. Roche, appoined as Justice of the Peace

to fill the vacancy left by the late Judge Treadwell, has
announced that he
will be a candidate to

succeed himself at

the approaching pri-

\ mary election. It is

^k \ generally conceded
m \ that he will be a very

\ formidable candidate
\ for this office and
\ the fact that he hal
an unusually wide
circle of staunch
friends who admire
the kindly, sterling

^W K qualities of his char-

l^^^^^k / acter and his legal

ability has caused
the general belief

that his laudable am-
bition will be real-

ized.

i nere is not one
man. woman or child

who knows him who
does not wish Mich-
ael .1. Roche success.

There never was a bigger, tenderer or more faithful heart

than beats in his lu-east. In his public career in the city

of San Francisco as prosecutor in the District Attorney's

office lie lias demonstrated hundreds of times his litness

to be a public official and his particular fitness to Offi-

ciate in a court of justice. He has shown himself to be
not only a relentless prosecutor of rogues, but also an
impartial officer. He has shown that he combines with

legal ability a strong element of humanity.
He was born in County Waterford, Ireland. July 21.

1878. He came to this country with his parents when a
boy anil located at Rock Island, Illinois. Here lie served
an apprenticeship at bis trade as molder. In 1S94 he joined
the Molders' Union. Then he came West and worked
:ii bis trade of molder until null. During this period he
attended night school and saved enough money from his

earnings i» take a three year course at law in Valparaiso
lniveisily. where he graduated from the law department
in It'll". Me then returned to San Kraneisco and began the

practice of law.

For the past four years Roche lias been connected
with the District Attorney's office as Assistant District

Attorney. He made an enviable record as prosecutor,
winning the confidence of his associates and the respect of

his adversaries. It is needless to say that Mike Is one
of the most popular members of the Indoor Yacht Club
and it is also needless to say that every member of the
Club wishes him success and will actively endeavor to

have that wish fulfilled.

%rug
Private ^uvee
CHAMPAGNE

REIMS, FRANCE

Julius M. Stcsenfield
San Francisco Office

CHRONICLE BUILDINQ, 420-421
Telephone Douglas 5399
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BASEBALL.

With the Seals siill leading the Pacific Coasl Leagi

and a baseball park second to none, the local fans 1

had little to complain of this year. The one disappointment
heen the weather so far. It has been cold at K

Field, but for that matter it has been cold every place in

the city, and in justice to the new park, it must be said

that climatic conditions to date have not been a true test,

although some of the fans have been tempted to take snap
judgment on what the future holds forth in the weather
way for the new grounds. There have been some mighty
ci Id days at old Recreation Park, but the fans were u

lo it and didn't think of that end oi the game th

(Swing was particularly unfortunate in having one of the
in> st miserable days of the year for opening day
Fowler, the aviator, who braved tin high winds of thai

day to circle over the ball park, tidd his friends tint it

was the (oldest day be bad < er air.

Then again Decoration Hay was unpleasant lor the holi-

ihrontr. but it was no colder tit Ewlng Field than in

other parts of the city.

From the way the fans have voted in regard to a

time it looks like the 2:30's will win by a big margin and
ii would not be surprising if n the

announcement In a few days that hereafter all wee'

Karnes will start at J: Mo. This would Ret the fans out
f the park by 1:30, before the high winds get a chance to

gel into action.

The Seals deserve a lol ol credit for keeping up in tin-

race in view oi the unfoi I
few

weeks. Schmidt has had a spill I" ne in bis rlghl hand,
although he is about ready t<i gej back into tin- game if

needed: Louis Sepulveda, tin' pn er ol

the squad, cut a deep gash in his hand trying to catch a

foul agtflnst the Venice Roy urban was
threatened with typhoid fever am! will ni t be in the game
until some time this week, as he losl consl i ;h

nd is weak. And talking iarke

deserves great praise, lie has i tame
with the end of his thumb taped up. lb- split it open more
than a week ago. but slaved in hers
were crippled.
With Charley Baum bark in harness and apparently in

winning form, Howard has a formidable pitching staff.

With Fanning as be should be, ami undoubtedly will In-.

the Seal boss will have Liefield, Pernoll. Panning ami
Baum as his dependables, with several other good pitch-

ers tn [all back on. Corhan, of course, is missed in the
Infield, although Charles has proven himself a wonderful
utility man. Mundorff ami Tobin have also I n on the
sick list, which forced Cartwrigot, an infielder. to the
outer garden. >

Anil despite all these handicaps, the Seals base kept at

the top. Naturally, tin- question arias, don'l they look
to have a pretty fair chance when all the n back
anil with any sort of fair a break in the matter of in-

juries?

.lust when it began to look like Oakland hid taken a
slump that would land them too deep In the cellar to ever

at. Devlin's men started the bugs by trimming Happy
Hogan's Tigers in the last series in the South —nol only
trimmed them, but pulled Ihem out of tin- leadership,
thereby helping their neighbors, the Seals. .More of the

around-the-bay stuff!

As to the rumors of dissension in the Oakland ranks,
when in the history of baseball was not such a yarn started
about a tail-ender? It is always the alibi lor a loser. In
this instance .Manager Devlin emphatically denies that he

'isfied players. He ought to know At any
rate, there hasn't been any signs above the surface as far
as the naked eye of the fan is concerned.
With Wolverton and McCredie strengthening, it looks

liki- ihes„ two teams will yet make trouble for the lead-
'

which leaves the race as uncertain as it was at the
beginning of he season. The Senators always have
hard game for tin- Seals. Manager Harry Injects a lol ol
Pgbt into his players and if there is one club in the

m- that n.-ver units, it is those same Senators. Look
what they did to the Seals in a couple of ami-s. Once
when the Seals wen- si\ runs to tie- a. mil. Sacramento
scored Cue in (he last binning anil bail the base mil
'he last man went down. Again mi Sunda) morning, with

an eight-run lead, the locals had to put on their 1

forts to keep the visitors from beating them at the finish.

Notice that Dillon is using the squeeze play this year
more than any of the others and getting away with it a
lot. too. Three of tin- Angels' runs on Wednesday last

squeezed" over. A good play when it goes through.
I ut what a bloomer when ir

JOSEPH H. HUTCHINSON.

Through thl Ol tin' Alaska Club by the
i Club, Mr. Hutchinson bee es a member

oi tie- Board of i II

Mr. Hutchinson was some years ago the Governor of

issful in many mining ventures in Daw-
son and Nome and was one of the pioneers over the Yukon
Trail.
He is a most Interesting pe Uthough he denies

it. many will tell you he was Robert W. S.-r'.iss' inspira-

iii.inv nl that author's charming tales of the

Yukon country.
He is a most welcome addition to the Indoor Yacht Club.

UNION MEN!
Do you know that the only Union

Made Shoe manufactured in San

Francisco is theORO
California Product

UNITED WORKINGMEN'S BOOT & SHOE CO.
SAN FRANCISCO
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BEACH IMPROVEMENTS.

By W. D. Potter.

Some time ago the Indoor Yacht Club got out plans for

building a breakwater and other improvements at the

Ocean Beach in order that bathers might enjoy a dip in the

ocean undisturbed by tear that they might be snatched
out to sea by the undertow.
The scheme was a good one. One of its most enthus-

iastic advocates was the late W. W. Naughton who wrote

a number of articles asking that something definite be

done. I remember, too, that as far back as April 27, 1913,

the Indoor Yacht Club held a Beach Day which was a

great success. This affair was the first of its kind ever
held by any club or civic body and attracted a great deal

of attention, besides giving every one who participated

a good time. But there was a sort of aggravation about
it after all, for here were miles and miles of fleecy break-

ers and blue water literally going to waste because
although a certain amount of pleasure can be derived from
contemplating the grandeurs of the ocean, a greater de-

gree of satisfaction is ours, if we know' that we can lave

and tumble in it to our heart's content, without the dread
of being sucked under by the treacherous current when
we are at the height of our enjoyment. About this time,

too, some boys had been carried away and drowned in

sight of their companions, adding to an already large
list of beach fatalities.

The properties suitable for home-sites out by the beach
have been selling for several years faster than any other
part of the city and everything showed development ex-

cept the beach itself. There it lay, miles and miles of

it without an improvement worth mentioning—one of the
biggest assets of any city, yet unappreciated by ours.

About this time the Playground Commission printed a

very expensive and self-laudatory booklet in which they
gave a lot of space and prominence to the building of a

small free swimming tank. Not to digress, but it is very
hard to get a city commission to entertain any sugges-
tion or take up any plans presented by an outsider.

There are members of athletic clubs and parents of grow-
ing children who could help out the Park and Playground
Commissioners if they were given any encouragement.
After all, original ideas are scarce and it is no disgrace to a
commissioner if some one not a member of the municipal
family has one once in a while.

Sometime ago the Park Commission wasted a great
deal of time and caused a great deal of hard feeling by
undertaking to say wiiat kind of statuary should go in the
park. No Park Commission in the world could decide that.

It is entirely a matter of opinion. Art critics ridiculed the
Washington monument and it stood uncompleted for years.
While McLaren and the rest were thrashing out the statue
Question, time was found, to chase some boys out of the
park who were not playing during the regular hours, as
if all boys could play at the same time, even if they had
the inclination to do so.

But back to the breakwater. Acting on the suggestion
of a number of members several competent engineers
were consulted who said that the proposed plan was en-
tirely feasible. With all the enthusiasm and encourage-
ment mentioned it should have been only fair to have
expected some help somewhere. None came from the
Playground or Park Commission and we have made little
progress. This week's encouragement has come from an-
other quarter. The Chamber or Commerce is sending out
a folder telling about our wonderful beach and the need
for its improvement. Their plan provides for the building
of a breakwater, the building of a promenade three miles
long from the Cliff House to the Sloat Boulevard; the
improvement of the Great Highway and the building of an
equestrian pathway. While the Chamber of Commerce
does not give the Indoor Yacht Club credit in its pamphlet
for being the father of the plans for beach improvement;
this is probably an oversight. Still, some bright young
attache (not mentioning any names or pointing) may have
slipped it to his superiors as an original idea.
However, the main thing is to get the beach improve-

ments. After that is done the credit can be parcelled out.
Let us hope that by next Beach Day, definite development
plans are under way. We ought to have the breakwater
even if we have to wait for the other improvements. I

believe tco, when the breakwater is built it should be
called "The Naughton Breakwater." Every member of
the Indoor Yacht Club knows why.

JOHN TAIT
Tail's Annual Round-Up (June 1 to 11) is now on at

Whoopee Ranch, Santa Cruz Mountains, near Bin Lo-

mond, the following landlubber tars participating: JOB
Watts, .lack Hunt, Otto Wallflsch, Jack Suits. Tlv Kreling,
Marry I. Stafford. W. E. Travis. Sandy McNaughton, T. I.

Fltzpatrlck, Matt Harris, Chas. Aral a. W. II. McCarihv.
A. J. Griffith, Thos. S. Mulvey, tlr. B. McElroy, Wm. K. Nel-
son. Geo. Salch. John Tait. Judge F. A. Griffin. Sam Mer-
ger. Wm. Mlkiilleh. Harry McKenzie. Arthur G. Fisk, Nate
Levitt, J. W. Coffroth, and Keegan Monahan.
Saturday night was the big dance at lien Lomond.

Moore = Johnson
with all that is best in

Furniture, Carpets, Draperies

now located in their splendid new store

1053
Market Street

Opposite Hibernia Bank

The most complete and satisfying assortment of

home furnishings ever assembled

under one roof.

YOUR CREDIT IS GOOD

HarryJ.Moore=Johnson
COMPANIES

10S3 Market Street
Opposite Hibernia Bank
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OFFICERS INDOOR YACHT CLUB.

Board of Pilots—Frank J. Hennessy, Commodore: M.

W AltmHVer, Steward; William H. McCarthy. Keeper-of-

the-Log; Thomas S. Mulvey. James W. Coffroth. Samuel

Berger. Joseph A. Watts. James Woods. William Chappell,

Governor Joseph H. Hutchinson. John Tait.

James S. Mulvey, Purser; H. Keegan Monalian. Pay-

master; Harry Sullivan. Assistant Purser; John F. Gal-

lasher. 'Boatswain: William J. Lynch. Chief Publicity and

Promotion; Warren L. Johnson. Assistant Secretary and

Manager; L. F. Cooke, House Superintendent.

Club Rooms and Office, 4 Eddy Street. Telephone (Pri-

vate Exchange connecting all departments) Sutter 5386.

General or Associate Membership. $1.00 per year, payable

in advance; Club House .Membership, $6.00 per year, pay-

able semi-annually in advance; Athletic- or Artist Member-

ship, with Club House privileges. $2.00 per year; Non-

Resident Club House Membership. $3.00 per annum, payable

annually in advance.

HOUSE RULES.

Guests.

Resident and nonresident visitors are entitled to lim-

ited privileges of the Club as provided in the bj lav

Club rooms may not be used for the transaction of

private business.

Except when required for Club purposes, members may
use of the private dining-room for the entertain-

,,,,,,, ,,i guests, provided twelve hours' notice has been

given to the House Manager. No meal will be served

the private dining-room for less than six persons.

Cards and other games will be permitted only In the

rooms set apart for such purposes. The Board of Pilots

will exercise its authority to suppress any and all games

which, in its opinion, may be calculated to bring the Club

into disrepute, or to disturb its harmony.
Dice throwing or matching for money is absolutely for-

bidden.

No servant may be sent from the Club on the private

business of any member. No reprimand may be given

servants by members of the Club. Inattention to duty or

in!, o! courtesy must be reported to the Manager.

Complaints, other than those referred to in the preced-

ing rule, should lie made in writing to the Board of Pilots.

Pipe smoking will not be allowed.

Members' orders for wine-room supplies to be delivered

outside the Club must be in writing.

Xo subscription list or notice may be circulated or post-

ed in the Club without permission of the Commodore,
Steward or Purser.
Books, papers or periodicals must not be taken from the

rooms where they are placed, but the San Francisco dally

papers may be used In any room of the Club. Mutilation

of books, papers or periodicals is forbidden.

Xo property of the Club shall be removed from the Club
rooms in any circumstances without permission of the

Board of Pilots.

Members will be charged for any property of the Club
that may be destroyed or damaged by them or their guests.

Dogs will not be admitted to the Club.

Members must remove their hats on entering the Club.

All boisterous arguments, loud talking and political or

religious discussions are prohibited.
Fur violation of any of these rules a member may be

fined, suspended or expelled bv order of the Board of

Pilots.

INDOOR YACHT CLUB NOTES.

The Board of Pilots has decided on a Hallowe'en ban-

quet at Blanco's, Saturday, October 31st, for Club House
members only.

Members are requested to donate books to the I. Y.
Library.

I. Y. C. Steward Moe Altmayer has provided a menu
of cold dishes and eggs at very reasonable prices.

L'nder the I. Y. C.-Alaska Club purchase agreement
former members of the San Francisco Alaska Club are
entitled to membership in the I. Y. C. immediately upon
the payment of one years' dues ( $6.00 » and without any
formality whatsoever, but after July 1st all applicants for

membership will have to be posted and balloted upon as
provided in the by-laws.

Anticipating an overwhelming defeat of the "Drys" at
our coming election, thus effectually settling the question,
it has been suggested by many of our "mates" that a

movement be inaugurated by he Indoor Yacht Club where-
by the members of our Legislature be requested to frame
and pass a law to allow a prohibition matter to be placed
on the ballot only once in ten years.

After June 30th all applications for membership will

be posted for at least rive days and passed upon by the
land of Directors.

Members must register visitors.

FROM OUR FORMER LANDLADIES
Miss M. Hayes Miss B. B. Brown

HATES-BROWN REALTY COMPANY.
W.-stl.ank Building. 830 Market St.; Phone Douglas 2973.

San Francisco, May 23, 1914.

Indoor Yacht Club. Westhank Building. San Francisco.
Gentlemen: If yours is Regret, ours is Grief at the pass-

ing of the Indoor Yacht Club. Such a tragedy we had
never contemplated, except in a hazy fashion, realizing

as we did that an institution of ever increasing popular-
ity, and consequent membership, would necessarily have
to enlarge its quarters some day. and visions of renting
you an entire floor had appeared to us in optimistic mo-
ments.
With your removal to Four Eddy, we trust you will

not lose interest in your old home at Eight-Thirty Mar-
ket. Keep us in mind when you discover any strangers
in your midst looking for a good location, or any old in-

habitant casting about for a new site—any person re-

commended by your Club would be more than welcome
as tenants bv the

WESTBAXK COMPAXY,
B. B. Brown. Manager.

P.S.— If the Wall Estate does not treat you properly,
come back and we'll rent you the whole floor

THANKS, GOVERNOR.
May 28. 1914.

Secretary Indoor Yacht Club, No. 4 Eddy Street. San
Francisco. Calitornia.

Dear Sir: —At the next meeting of your "Board." please

present my compliments to them, and present to them
for me the big walrus head hanging on the west wall of

your club rooms.
Wishing the Indoor Yacht Club success in its new

quarters, and if at any time I can be of service—command
me Respectfully yours,

JOSEPH H. HUTCHINSON.

Shipmate Cornelius W. Kelly is a candidate for the posi-

U ! Assistant District Attorney, made vacant by the
tai an 'ion of Shipmate Michael .1. Roche to the Justices'

COurl liench.

In the Indoor Yacht Club reading room the following

publications may be found:
All the dailies. The Main Sheet, Argonaut. Xews Let-

ter. Wasp. Town Talk. Judge. Collier's Weekly. Illus-

trated London News. Literary Digest. Current Opinion.

Cosmopolitan. Scribner's Review of Reviews. Saturday

Evening Post, Outing, Leslie's Weekly. Life, National

Geographic Magazine, Sporting Life, North American Re-

view. The Philistine. Harpers Weekly, New York Clipper.

The Billboard, The Referee, The Announcer.
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faekscn

$ager
Brewery's Own Bottling

A New Beer of Excellence Made by

an Old Company

flaekscn fftrewing *Gc.
ESTABLISHED 1660

Telephone

Market 2068
Eleventh and Folsom Sis.

San Francisco

FALSE VOICES.

Gustavo Becquer.

FIRST VOICE
With latent harmonies the billows play,

A dainty scent have violets in the grove;
The frosty nights are silvery and gray,
While gold and light are glories of the day;

I have a quality beyond, above,
For I have love!

SECOND VOICE.

A joyous stream, a radiating cloud.
An envious wave, a lover's fair, false story

;

An isle of dreams, to phantasy endowed.
Where rests the weary spirit, anxious browed;

A sweet intoxication, transitory,

Is human glory!

Thus the boatmen passed me, singing
Their eternal barcarolle.

While the glaring sun was flinging

Flame-wine from his gilded bowl.

"Wilt thou embark with us?" they cried to me.
I answered, smiling, as they glided by:

"Some time ago I did; you still may see
My clothing on the beach stretched out to dry!

I. Y. CISMS.

Criticize and suggest for the improvement of our serv-

ice. Complaint and suggestion box Id lobby.
Believing that voluntary service In wash and hat rooms

is distasteful to members, attendants are instructed to

give no service which the member does not ask for.

Low Pares East
via

Southern Pacific
ROUND TRIP

Chicago $ 72.50 New York 108.5
St. Louis 70.50 Boston 110.5
Kansas City 60.00 Montreal 108.5
New Orleans 70.00 Washington 107.5

and many other points

Limited Trains Also Fast Express Trains with Tourist Sleeping Cars
Going Limit 1 5 days. Return Limit 3 months from date of sale

SALE DATES
June 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 22, 23, 26, 29, 30
July 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 14, 15, 16, 17, 20, 21, 25, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31

August 3, 4, 11, 12, 17, 18. 20, 21, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29
September 4, 5,9, 10, II.

For Particulars See

Southern Pacific Agents
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Qualify Service
Renit-miier—-No Increased
i '..st for Perfect Service

Is it not worth your con^'ieration?

It is possible to deal with the largest and tin est

grocers without increasing the >"*' of living. All

the staple groceries are sold at the saint- price you
would pay elsew hei e

Goldberg, Bowen & Co.
FOUR FINE STORES

Finest- of Wines, Liquors, Cigars,

Fancy and Staple Groceries

TAHITI
THE GOLDEN-GARDEN OF THE SOUTH SEAS

Fall of the Bastile Celebration [July 14] Native fetes

mystic rites of walking over red hot stones. Splendid

driveway of 90 miles around the island, unfolding

scenes of surpassing tropical beauty. A delightful

trip for Health. Recreation, Pleasure.

R. M. S. "Wl LLOC H RA"
(NEW 12.000 TONS OIS.)

JJLIU3 EPPSTEIN PHONES *
SUTTER ,372

FRANK H. FOP.P.EST 1 KEARNY 5198

CJk Caltforma Jflorist

344-346 Geary Street

AND HOTEL ST. FRANCIS

ARTISTIC OECORATING ANO SAN FRANCISCO
DcsGNiNG Our Specialty California

SAILING JUNE 24
ROUND *iOC FIRST
TRIP ^P IOO CLASS

Boole Now. Send for new (older "Where Life is Different"

UNION STEAMSHIP CO. OF NEW ZEALAND, Ltd.

HIND, ROLPH A. CO., GENERAL AGENTS
67*> Market Street, San Francisco, or Local Agents

Line to New Zealand and Australia, sailings out. June 24,

July 22 and every 28 Jays

The Club Bottling Co.
J. W. COFFROTH. Pres. M. W. ALTMAYER, Vice-Pres. JNO. S. MACKAV, Mgr.

PURE CARBONATED
BEVERAGES

THE CLUB GINGER ALE

PHONE PROSPECT 1389 2I08 POLK STREET
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ST. FRANCIS IMPORTATION CO.
350 Geary Street

WINES AND LIQUORS AT RETAIL
FINEST GOODS - LOWEST PRICES

PROMPT DELIVERIES

Remember that

Cresta Blanca Wines
Are the STANDARD WINES of California

Try a Bottle of CRESTA BLANCA SPARKLING
Equal to the Imported

CW. Shaw
R. H. Fischbeck

Phones
t Douglas 5930

/Sutter - 3629

Handsomest "Buffet in the West

MAJESTIC
'Best of EverythingW

C. H. Bacon,

Manager

844 MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

I am a power for great good if you do

not abuse my use.

In cases of need— I do my work well.

I am a builder up of health and strength

—in the hospital or in the home.

For the invalid or the convalescent—

for the tired or overworked I offer a

great help.

A little of me goes a long way.

I have been among you for three

generations.

I'm known as Cyrus Noble throughout the world.

DEL MONTE AUTO RENTAL CO.

phone SUTTER 215
LIMOUSINES
LAUNOAULETS

WEDDINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

OFFICE. I05 POWELL STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

CABS
TOURINQ CARS

64WEAR A BENJAMIN
FOR THE MOUNTAINS
FOR THE SPRINGS
FOR THE VALLEYS
FOR THE SEASHORE

The BERGER Norfolk Suit, Flannel Suits, Army Cloth

and Outing Garments offer an unlimited selection.

55

856 MARKET ST.
EAST OF POWELL BERGER'S SOLE AGENTS

BENJAMIN Clothes

10!
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JOHN I. NOLAN
A quiet, unassuming gentleman was elected to represent the Fifth Congressional District, located in San

Francisco, at the November election in 1912. His majority was something like ten thousand. This seems like

a goodly plurality but when it is borne in mind that the winning candidate's opponent was a Democrat and that

Woodrow Wilson carried the District by 8000 votes it is -din. thing to be proud of.

The quiet gentleman entered the political life of Washington unobtrusively. No great noise was expected

of him in his initial session and none was made by him, Bui withal in the short time he was in the big capital

city lie had gained the respect of the hundreds of members ii. both houses of the nation's administrative body

and increased the respect for the cause of labor several hundred fold.

The line under the picture tells who we are talking of without mentioning his name again. It is a fair

picture, a g I nam.', and a better man.

John Nolan was born in this city forty years ago. He dldn'l havi to leave the town to obtain his education,

and his family gave him a good and substantial one He became an iron moulder, then secretary of the San Fran-

Labor Council, and an officer in the International Union. He has beer, in the latter body for more than

and recentlj was chosen chairman of tin- Executive Board of that body.

During the last few years he was a member of the Hoard of Supervisors, serving on the important Finance

M. thai .1 sembly. He left there to go to Congress and ^present a district that comprises one-half

of San Francisco. He not only represents thai half well but the other half also, as well as the entire State

With on.> spontaneous acclaim John lias been selected to stand again as a candidate for Congress. It is

spontaneous, for tip t.. date, no other person has offered himself as a candidate, be he Democrat. Republican.

sive or Union, Labor.

We trust Unit none will, for no finer tribute can be paid to the worth of the man than a unanimous return to

the office which be lias so ably filled.

We're with you. John, like even on.-
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Warren

Shannon Ytemmereial

(SHANNON-CONMY PRINTING COMPANY) OpHrtlltg

Zeqal* *

&rinter
and

Publisher

„ at Wail

9elitieal

deeietij and

Magazine

9rinting

STOP your
Auto at the HOPKINS

Formerly Bohemian Villa

MEALS SERVED AT ALL HOURS
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
Entertainment during Afternoon and Night

The Pacific Ocean is My Bath Tub.
Come In, the Water's Fine.

1 938 Ocean Boulevard
Phone Sunset 960

\v. WEISHUIMER

SEABOARD
ELECTR IC

CO.
1023 GUERRERO STREET

Marine and House Wiring Electrical Supplies

Remember that

Cresta Blanca Wines
Are the STANDARD WINES of California

Try a Bottle of CRESTA BLANCA CHAMPAGNE
(Green Label) Equal to the Imported

1

3

4

WILFIRD J. GIRARD
Pr«idVnt

STANLEY J. GIRARD
Secretary and Manager

GIRARDS
GRILL

AND

Oyster Parlor

Oysters, Terrapin, Crab Stew, Steaks,

Chops, Oyster Loaves.

UNION SQUARE AVE.
Phone Douglas 3454 San Francisco, Cal.

1

3

4

Phone Kearny

5168

P. M. BAMBINO

fiambinc & 6mxtk
^elusive Sailers

415-16-17 EXAMINER BUILDING

3rd and Market Street SAN FRANCISCO
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SHE'S A GRAND OLD BURG.
By One of the Guilty.

II you are familiar with your O. Henry, yon will remem-
ber that humorous little episode. A Cosmopolite in a

the hero of which, after boasting that tie is equally

at home in Paris. France, and Paris, Mo.. Oklahoma and
Yokohama, the Five Towns and the Seven Seas, winds up

by swinging a haymaker to the sneering lips of a person
who had spoken derisively of the towTi where he was
bom Now had this defer.ier of his birthplace been a San
Franciscan, 0. Henry would never have had bis story. It

might also be surmised that if he had been a San
irijBcan, be would mu have been a cosmopolite, hei

Callows that we are back whete we started that very first

sentence, with apparer/.l.v nothing Faid that will point a

latriotism moral or adorn an everybody-boost tale,

ver, any good San Franciscan, be he in either of the
P:irist's. in Old London or New London, in Kamschal
Tuni'M' too. would rise in wrath and smite the person who
slandered the city by the Golden Gate. Havir.j done
Which, he would sit back complacently, in all probability,

and say, She's sure a grand old burg'"

Yet the fact remains we have no cosmopolites, in tin-

wider sense of the word Our cosmopolites may boa
they are equally at home in Powell

Hi- Lotter's Fountain, in Father
or Jim Griffin's, in Pacific street, oi Pacific avenue Bui

just to be frar.'t with ourselves for once, let us sit down
and engage in a little heart-to-heart conversation and
we are doing our share to make San Francisco
old burg," or if, in the vulgar, but expressive langua
the day. we have got ourselves "bulled."

"The trouble with you San Franciscans," criticized an

I isiinr recently, is your supremi
You have a wonderful city that is iloii.; wonderlul things,

but you seem to take it lor granted that Coil is going to !"

good to you always and you simply go around with your
chest out without even rial appreciation of your city."

The keynote of tin- point I am driving at was sounded
in a recent Bxaminer editorial, in which local apathy
toward tin- [Exposition was discussed. We have been apa-

vVe have reached the point where we say "dur-

ing the fair." and "after tin- lair." without en-

thusiasm. And this lack of enthusiasm is nil

we do not know that the Panama-Pacific
tion is going to be one of the greatest expositions the
world has ever seen possibly the greatest. It is simply

we have grown so used to our many blessings, in

knowing that we are the salt of the earth or something
like it, to doing big things and seeing big things dor,', that
even this marvelous exposition growing into life beneath
our vers eyes—our satisfied, unobservant eyes -we hold iti

a sort of matter-of-fact aspect. It is to be San Francisco's.

ire necessarily it must be greit, and we let it go at

that

Everywhere save in San Francisco this fair of ours is a
il rover-flagging conversational interest. Schoolboys

in Chicago can tell more about it than the avenge San
Franciscan They know what marvels are to In- displayed
in the Palace of Machinery, what wotks of tin- masters
will be in tin- Palace of Arts, what great conventions are
to meet here, what great athletes will gather from the
world's four corners tor competition, what opportunities
there will be for education, for tecreation, for entertain-
ment Do you? U you do. in anv save an indefinite, hazy
fashion, you are an exceptional citizen.

If this fair wire being held in Los Angeles, instead of in
San Francisco, there would not be a citizen of thai citj

which we in our sublime self-love do not really appreciate,
who would not be out shouting every day to his neighbors

every bit of information he could get about it. He would
watch ti grow, until he knew every nook and ctanny of it,

i ntil be could tell you what variety of trees grow here, and
what California flower blossoms there, and what the ex-

hibits will be worth, and how many thousand men have
been employed in the building of the fair. He would be

a booster with something definite to boost about. Yet here
we have gone on our contented way so long that the big-

i of our daily papers has had to ask why we do not talk
1 tin- tut-.' Is it not ei.iugh to make us sit up and

wonder if the teal merit of San Francisco isn't appreciated

Isewhere more than it is here?

Probably it is not Hut the fact remains that we do not

talk about the fair as much as we should. That is. we do
not do the right kind of talking. In a dim. uncertain sort

of way. we know that 1915 is going to be a gr»-at year for

Sau Francisco and that everybody is goir.3 to have no end
it 11111 '[he deeper meaning of it we have missed. We
do not realize that the world is coming here to gel ac-

quainted with itself, and tint in its world-wide interest the

exposition is really to in- bigger than San Francisco -that
iniii our being the hosts this exposition belongs

11, Pi rtland, Man.", to Nagasaki, to Madrid, and to all tin"

,n the world jusl as much as it does to us. And unless

we w ike up and learn just what we are going to have to

luiu the rest of the world, our friends from Portland,

aaakl and Madrid are going to come here knowing
more about it than we do

Another thing right along this sann- line of thought: This

attitude we have toward the fair is typical of our attitude

:,! inn- city. We know it is greal ami we let it go at

1 bat. And there is a tervienc] among us to stick up a < orner
of our lips when boastful Angelenos start to

I rate of tin- wonders of the city of the

south Hut the Angelenos at least make them-
si-lvi-s beard. Why. if Los Angeles bad San Ftanctsco Hay
as one of its assets, its beauties would lie talked about

' 11 unto the uttermost corners of the earth until the Hay

Of Naples would appear like a mud flat. If Los Angeles
ml b Street as broad and as beautiful as Market street.

Sti md ami the Hue de la Palx, and ever, the Appian
A.iv of Ancient Rome, would have about as much lass as

Tehama sti 1 1

San Francisco is of course known far and wide, and loved

far and wide It is tin- city loved round the world." 1111

liomhly. Rut just bet ause we are a lovable people and
have a lovable city, we should not sit bark and be content
to let things go as they are.

Thin- is a derisive stoiy told of the Los Angeles man
dro] d into the undertaking chapel when a funeral

was in progress and was just in time to hear the preacher
isk;

"Is there anyone present who would like to say a few
words for the deceased
There was in immediate response, so after a minute

the man from Los Angeles stepped forward and an-

nounced:
I can't say anything about the deceased, as I didn't

I, now him. but as long as nobody else has anything to say,

Id like to tell you a few- things about Los Angeles."
II is barely possible that the Los Angelenos do col go

that far. Hut they don't lose many opportunities to boost and
boast. And generally they have something to boast about to

in k up their boosting. .lust the other day one of them
gol iii bragging to me about their hank dealings. Of

course, I told him our bank clearings were much greater.

;iiul they are. But he came through with figures— his

ires. I couldn't reply, because I knew ir. an Indefinite

way onlj that San Francisco's bank clearings are much
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greater than those of Los Angeles. But I thought at the

time that if he and I were boasting of our respective com-
munities to a stranger, I would have made a sorry show-
ing.

There must be a reason why the tourists make Los An-
geles their Mecca. We have as many attractions to offer

here. We have climate, scenery, theaters, cafes of ur.-

equalled splendor, splendid music, magnificent hotels. We
have one of the finest municipal parks in the world. We
have one of the biggest swimming baths in the world. Ar.i
generally we never think about any of these things until

somebody who lives a'thousar.i or two miles away goes
hinting around of having heard about them, and this gives
us the opportunity to say a few kind words.
But Easterners speculate about San Francisco, and

when they travel they travel to Los Angeles. Why should
it be? Isn't it because we self-satisfied San Franciscans
don't say enough about ourselves?

"She's a grand old burg."
But why?
The time is at hand when every San Franciscan should

talk San Francisco—should talk Exposition—should talk
Golden Gate Park—should talk the ocean beach, the muni-
cipal railway,, the glories of the bay, the beauty of our
women, the good fellowship of our men. And we oughtn't
wait to talk them to strangers—we ought to talk them to
each other.

"She's a grand old burg!"
I'll agree with you, but the next time you tell that to

me I'm going to ask you why.

CRUISING IN VAUDEVILLE.
Very soon two Indoor Yacht Club tars will be off on a

long cruise as far east as the rails run and as far south as
the Louisiana Purchase. How far north they go depends
whether the Orpheum establishes a house in Yukon and
as for their western travel, they start right here at the
Orpheum on the significant day of August 30, of a Sabbath
afternoon.
YValdemar Young and William Jacobs are the itinerant

tars otherwise respectively and better known as Wallie
and Bill.

It was inevitable that they should go. One's destiny
cannot be avoided even in the Chronicle office where fate
plucked them from the lard of letters to the land of back-
cf-the-scenes.

You can never tell where a newspaper man will hind.
Some become statesmen; others salesmen; a lot of em
lead the politicians into fame and office; some
playwrights, others write books, and I know of one news-
paper man who so far reformed as to become a farmer.
Wallie ar.i Bill are to become actors—or rather it should
be said that they are going to work for money. They have
long been known as players, but in the unremuneratlve
field of charity affairs. They are leaving the Benefit Cir-
cuit for the Orpheum Circuit which pays very much better.
The skit in which Mates Young and Jacobs are about

tc achieve comedy fame, is one which they have given
many times in San Frar.:isco. It so far approved itself
to President Meyeifeldt that he offered to hook the jour-
nalistic-actors several seasons ago; but mither of them
was satisfied with their sketch as it stood and so have
worked it over and over until it hase become the essence
of real burlesque, and as secure of success as any playlet
of its kind ever presented to Orpheum audiences'

It is "When Caesar Ran a Newspaper," and was first
brought to the frier.Hy glare of the footlights about four
years ago at a Press Club midnight "after-the-fire" cele-
bration. Even in its original form it was fifty per cent
better tbar. most vaudeville burlesques, and could easily
have achieved success as it stood, but in the interirh that
has slipped along the playlet has seen a vast improvement
and will sure bring much fame and fortune to the own-
ers of "When Caesar Ran a Newspaper."

Besides Young's activity with Jacobs in the vaudeville
f eld he promises to reflect credit on himself in the musical
ojmedy world. A piece written by him, about five years
ago and produced with some measure of success and a
larger measure of promise at the Princess theater, has
been dug from Wallie's trunk; re-written under the in-
spiration of Walter Lawrence and his black-eyed, viva-
cious wife, Frances Cameron, ar.i even now is registering
a hit in Los Angeles where it is being "tried out" as
a preliminary stage to its presentation before more acute
San Francisco audiences. Formerly, and when first offered
it was called "The King Maker," but the name as well as
the content will have been altered when it is agair. seen
in new clothes, new comedy and new music at the Gaiety.
Colonel Braden of the Gaiety forces, wherein he is the

managing director, asserts that he has found a musical
comedy that contains that rare quality—most rare in mus-
ical comedies—wit and humor. Any Indoor Yacht Club
mate will easily believe that a book by Wallie could scarce-
ly fail to express a big measure of that hearty, good-
natured humor and pungent wit which will be much missed
when Wallie and Bill pull up their anchors and weigh on
their prosperous course.—J. ARTHUR EBERT.

Judge William M. Conley, superior judge for over twenty-
or.3 years and presiding jurist at the second trial of Clar-

ence Darrow, is a
candidate for Chief
Justice of the Su-
preme Court, to suc-

ceed Judge W. 11.

Beatty, who retires
at the end of this

year.
Judge Conley was

born forty -eight
years ago in Mari-

posa County, the son
of pioneer parents.

After attending pub-
lic school, and
studying law in San
Francisco, he was
admitted to practice
law, and moved to
Madera, where he
was elected Superior
Judge when the

c i> was created
in 189:5. At that

time he was only :'i;

years of age and the

youngest judge ever
elected in California

nirvir nm 1 1*.. «. mui cv Since then Ire has
JUDCE WILLIAM M. CONLEY been re e |ected lour

times, in 1894, 1900, 1906, anil rurally, with opposition
in 11112. Having served over twenty-one years as a superior
judge, he has the ur.'que distinction of having presided
en the bench during almost half his life.

For the past fifteen years, Judge Conley has been in

constant demand as a trial judge throughout the State,
and has held court in more counties of California than any
other superior judge. Last year Governor Johnson sent
Irnr to I.os Angeles to preside at tire famous second trial

rf Clarence Darrow and both sides combined to commend
his work as a jurist. Several months later he was called
to Sacramento to try the notoriorrs Cherry de St. Maurice
murder cases, and only recently he was sent by the Gov-
ernor to dispose of important civil litigation lr. Sarr Luis
Obispo.

In accordance with the new election law Judge Conley's
name will appear on every ballot at the Atrgnsl election
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THE INITIAL JOLLIFICATION
On Board the "Goodfellowship

"

By Walter Anthor.;.'.

The entertainment began about 9 o'clock, but nobody
seems to know when it ended.

Rumor says that at 4 a. m. .there
were extemporaneous offerings not
programmed, not censored and not
for publication. As one who left
early. I believe that the formal
offerings of the informal program
were fir.

; shed about twelve o'clock.

I seem to remember Sandy Mc-
Naughton giving an imitation of an
outing near Boulder Creek; of some
pretty girls in Scotch costumes
dancing a Tango version of a Scot-
tish Reel; Harry Stafford in a pina-

fore and obvious red pantalettes
mingling subdued action ar.i great
energy with Sam Berger's musical
comedy plot; of Tom MacGuire
performing a miracle wher. he se-

cured attention to his real singing,
and of a sea of upturned faces prov-
ing that it was a Yachting party.

Anyhow, the show vas worth real money, and Sid Grau-
man who sat near me said he was goir.3 to open negotia-
tions with Sandy or Sandy's manager (whoever she may
be) looking to his engagement at the Empress In a revised
version of Mr. Berger's musical travesty. I did Mr. Berger
the honor to argue with Manager Sid. I said it would be
a shame to tamper with the Berger plot; that Sandy and
Stafford should be engaged just as the act stood with ev-
erything, including the pantomime, left ir.: but Manager
Grauman said th;tt he didn't think it would be wise of him
to engage any act for the Empress of such superlative
merit—those, if I remember rightly, were his words—as
to establish a standard of excellence which in the nature
of the case it would embarass his theater to duplicate.
He may be right, but it is sad to reflect that there are

cases where excellence and merit are the means of defeas-
ing themselves, and that an act may become unavailable
for professional purposes because it is unique. Sid said
that he'd compromise and hire the girls.

If you ask me what the piece was about, I'll answer
that I don't know. And lhat proves that it was good mus-
ical comedy.

A musical comedy is like a woman. You lose interest
in it if it is too plain. I confess that once or twice 1

caught the meaning of that pantomime, but .lim ('offroth
tells me I'm wrong. It didn't at all signify what you
think it did. but something else quite different. Aside, how-
ever, from the pantomime which might yield to interpreta-
tion, the rest was just unreconciled nonsense, full of

laughs at Sandy, shrieks at his pretty plump companion,
and surrounded by the girls.

As the piece de resistance— I hope that gets over it

had some distinguished competition. The foremost was
by Nat Goodwin who was introduced neatly by William
McCarthy whose sense of humor is so triumphant that
though he makes speeches he never makes long ones.
Nat told us that he was glad to be here, a truth which
was evident anyway by the fact that he tarried late.

He said he had loved San Francisco ever since 1876, a
tact which proves. I submit, that his affections are less

fickle than it is popularly supposed they are. That's
longer than ever. I have loved San Francisco.
One might be inclined to criticize Nat's fondr^ss for

l.os Angeles, which he admitted, if it were proper to
litmp genius for an occasional infidelity

Nat was Nat during a part of his time on the improvised
stage. He was Nat when he told funny stories and
brought to them the consummate and calculatingly hidden
art of the comediar* but he was somebody else when he
recited "Gunga Din."

Why do all comedians avail themselves of every op-

portunity which presents itself to exploit tragic gifts?
There never was a clown blessed with the God-given
faculty of wreathing smiles about the faces of his ad-
mirers, but who, in his heart, considered himself a side-

tracked tragedian, as though it were more noble to make
folk weep than to make them laugh. I do not know the
reason for this, but am certain of the fact and Nat Good-
win is no exception to the rule. He was bound to make
us weep.

He recited "Gunga Din."
But such a recitation.

Goodwin toiled not, nor declaimed. He read the poem
better than Kipling thought it. He was like a musician
who brings from a commonplace phrase, beauty which
his genius imposes on it. "Gunga Din" became rehabili-

tated as a classic and I forgot the butcherings to which on
many a vaudeville Held 1 have seer, it subjected. I think,

after hearing Nat Goodwin recite "Gunga Din," that he
might even make "Dangerous Dan McGrew," or "The Face
on the Bar Room Floor" impressive.

I see by the typewritten program which was handed
me, not for publication, that William Jacobs was down for

an emergency call. If somebody blundered, or didn't ap-

pear, Will was ready to do his best to All up the lapsed
time.

Behold, then. William running off with the honors of

mirth. Even the professional fun-makers on the program
succeeded not so well as Will in encouraging forth the

loud and unrestrained laugh. He had a story you all

should get. I would tell it here and now, but space will

not permit, and besides I couldn't tell it well enough.
It was classic. It was told with the nicest appreciation
of values and a consistent development of details to a

climax of explosive glee. Jacobs is a born story teller

and I thank the emergency that brought him out to prove
it with unostentatious and unstagey demeanor.
Those who were early enough, heard another newspaper

man do a monologue stun*—Al Joy. If I had known it,

I would have gone sooner, but I missed Al and therefore,

of course, some Joy.
Dick Lynch was one of the professionals. He was sup-

posed to tell some tales and do some dancing. The hitter

he cut out because there wasn't room enough on the stage;

but if he dances as well as he tells Corrigan stories he

is a model of grace and a gazelle for activity.

There ought to be some way by which Daphne Pollard

could be made a member of the Indoor Y'acht Club. She
naturally belongs, although she has had a much wider ac-

quaintance with the sea than is regarded good by the

mates. But- she exudes a spirit of wholesome and hearty

good humor, frank geniality; and a blithe little way she

has with her that makes friends as readily as sunshine

makes blossoms. Daphne—no bigger thin a nautical min
ute—was a merry member of the program party and I

musn't forget another contributor ir. the person of Grace

Darling, who it seems is a San Francisco girl who is or

was playing at the Empress. Grace seems to be human,
but is really an Archemedes spiral. Unjointing herself

appears to be to her an occupation fraught with the great-

est enjoyment. It seems incredible that anyone from Sar.

Francisco could be as crooked as Grace at times was
found to be.

The program was long, but it never tired. And the

speed with which number followed number was something

tc command respect for the genius that assembled and
presented the acts which succeeded each other with the

smoothness that is supposed to, but does not always char-

acterize professior.il vaudeville.

The roll of honor of capable assistants on the program
is much too extended to be discussed individually in a

journal of the proportions of the Main Sheet; but each

number merited the gratitude of the great audience and

cot it. Hart. Rickards. Robinson and Crewster; the

Techau Tavern Quartette; the Terrells; Frank Morell,

Otto Wallfisch; eGo. Baldwin Anderson; Haywood. Hay-

wood and Boyer; the Johnson Trio; Jack Nevins. William

Nelson, some prettv girls from Taits; Henry Lewis; more

pretty girls from the Black Cat. and Bob Allbright are

some of those whose contributions to the jollification of

the tars of the Indoor Yacht Club helped to make the

official occupancy of the new club rooms a memorable

si.ccess.
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THE ROU ND TABLE
"Veil," said Schroeter, " it iss a relief not to heeve any

more of dat Main Sheet stuff."

"Yes, indeed, yes, indeed," murmured Jim Foley, "but

I notice you seemed to enjoy it when it was going."
"Sure, sure," mused Schroeter, "I thought it was great,

"eggspecially dot stuff about der Colonel."
"Well. I was largely responsible for stopping it," said

Mike Sloane. "You know I found out that Willie Nelson
and Sandy McNaughton was carrying all the stuff to

the editor. Well, I puts the gang wise and when they
came around for news I just tied the can to them."
"You tie a can to anyone! Why you poor stiff, you

couldn't beat Al Fritz for Superior Judge." blurted Roland
Becsey.

"Of course," came on Marty Brandenstein. "Don't be too

sure that there air.'t some other fellers around here car-

rying mws."
"You know I kind a suspect Doc McElroy. He is so

quiet up here, but when he goes out with that Indoor
outfit they have to knock him out to stop his speeches."

"Is he any worse than Swanee River Harris," asked
Jackey Plover?
"Why, Harris could swim the Swanee River and paint

his Old Kentucky Home before McElroy gets started," re-

plied Tony Griffith.

"Oh, I don't think Barney would do that." protested
Bert Kleinhans. "You know Marty is sore at the Doc."
"Why do you say that," asked Marty. "Why," went on

Bertie, "the Doc told you that the reason you were such
a good detective was that your dogs were as big as blood-
hounds."
"Hooray mitz noodles," emitted Charley Boas, "that guy's

feet are bigger than his curiosity and that's goin' some."
"Ah shut up, you interest grabber." yelled Marty, and

then Otto Wallfisch butted in to save his brethren from
fistic argument.

"How did you enjoy the round-up, boys," asked Doc Mc-
Connell. "Fine, Doc," chorused the table. "The directors
ought to give you. Tim and Hanify a vote of thanks for
doing all their work." said Will Kelson.

"Yes. that's correct," volunteered Irish lace Horigan.
"But." said Louie Ferrari, "I saw John Horigan eat seven

steaks, one for himself, one for luck and the five others
to the absent directors.

"

"You're a liar," shouted John, "you miserable young
scavenger. If you had stayed on that fruit wagon another
month you'd never have been a lawyer."
"Ah now, boys, don't crab the lawyers," butted in Rear-

den Lyons.

"Mind your own business." shouted Horigan, "you're a
son of a lawyer and you're even worse."
"Whew! Not so angry John," counselled Doctor Beards-

ley; remember anger is as bad for your system as your
appetite is for the club."
"Whoop—ah," sipped Horigan at his last sup at the free

small black and he vanished into the card room, where
many enter but few come back.

"I dcr.'t see," said Sandy McNaughton, "why they put
showers in this club."
"Showers," querried Macushla Nelson. "Why, to clean

yourself."
"Ah, but Willie that's just my point, can't you get

cleaned in the card room?"
While the laughter went on Sam Berger entered. "Good

evening boys." greeted the massive haberdasher. "Well,
how's my old friend Sandy," as he singled out the alcohol
selling Scot.

"Not very good. Sam, not very good," retorted Sandv.
"Why, what's the matter?" plaintivelv rejoined Sam.
"Oh, I was just thinking of poor Jeffries," and Sam led

the laughter.

"How are you getting on with your Spanish, Sam?" asked
Willie Nelson.

"Fine, thank you, Willie," replied the modest Sam
"You studyin' Spanish, Sam?" asked Luke Flynn.
"A huh," meekly admitted Sam.
"Course he is." said Sandy. "You know Roos Brothers wuz

getting on to his cost marks and now Sam is going to
write them in Spanish."

"Say, boys, I heard a good one on Buck Travis," said
Marty Brandenstein. "It seems on the way home from
Taits Ranch, Buck invited Bill McCarthy, Arthur Fisk
(and of course) Joe Watts. Judge Griffin. Jack HuntTommy Mulvey, Harry Stafford, Doc McElrov and a wholegang hke that into the Famjly Farm near Redwood. Buck

played host in his usually generous style and explained
all about the farm and its rules."

"It's a great place, Buck," said Joe Watts.
"You bet," added Mulvey. "but tell me Elgin, why do

they call it the Family Club?"
"Well, I don't know, it's just a name the boys chose,"

asserted Wesley.
"Ah, now. Buck, why don't you tell the boys the truth?"

urged Sandy, "you know they call it the Family Club be-

cause you're all square guys, wouldn't date each other's
sweethearts or anything like that. Air.'t that it. Buck?"

"Say, you poor San Diego promoter, that Ben Lomond
success of yours went to your head. It was a very
small success, but it could fill your bead heatedly," re-

plied Buck.
"See. he's mad." said Sandy, "that proves what I said

about the club."

"Now, give that talk the Bonnie Burr, Sandy," com-
manded Bill McCarthy and peace reigned again.

"Say now. Major, you be nice to me, cause I want to

support yer for mayor," pleaded Sandy, as the modest
McCarthy blushed.
"What are you going to support the Mayor for?" asked

Colonel Duffy.
"Why, because he's a great feller. He's the only guy

I ever voted for who spoke to me after the election. You
know down at Tait's ranch the alcoholic caucus decided
he would be our next mayor," spoke Sandy.
"Great!" shouted the table.

"Sure, that's right." insisted Tim Fitzpatrlck. "Why he
even had Jack Suits desert 'six rides for a quarter, Andy.'"

"Don't be so sure about your next Mayor," confidentially
asserted Andy Gallagher. "As long as James Rolph Junior
does everything I say, I'm going to let him stav on the
job."

"Gee," said Sandy, "on the level, Andy, between you
and me, don't you ever get tired playln' with that kind of a
rubber doll?"
Andy was somewhat vexed and muttered something

about "The Breakers," but Sandv got credited for a base-
bit.

"I know McCarthy would be out for Mayor." said Keegan
Monahan. My girl told me he was using 'Hair On.'"
"Now. let's not talk any more politics, or else Pocker-

witz will want to make some loud vocal bets," suggested
Louie McLean.

"Uiglito, righto, Louie," opined Louis the Stewart.
"Speakin' of Pockerwltz, did you hear about how Bill

Mikulich. the Progressive insurance man, called him?"
asked Leo Merle.

"No," sang several throats. "Tell us, will you. Leo, dear."
When Leo recovered his ground, he started:
"Now, don't think I'm telling this because I have a good

place under Johnson. That's got nothing to do with It,"

assured Leo. "But it seems that the terrific plunger was
betting that there was no water in the ocean and that John-
son would never win again. In fact, he was yelling 'Bring
in the ship! Bring in the ship. I'll bet any amount John-
son won't carry a county in the State,' when up speaks our
official insurance mar.. Bill. 'Say, Pockerwltz, I'll call that
for ten thousand.*

"Well. Pockerwitz tried to stall and crawl anl he finally

wanted 2",0 to 1. He ran out just like he did when
Bill McCarthy called him on Larry Dolan a few years
ago."

"Oh, he's as bad as your wooden wharves," assured
Johnny Hammersmith.

"Well, he's got Bob McGibbon, but he does all the an-
nouncing himself," observed Willie Nelson.
The chili sauce was fast diminishing and many of the

gabbers had called for their second small black, when
John Horigan started to talk about the Seals.

"I see they lost again to-day," said John, who always
speaks so agreeably.

"John, you're a vocal undertaker." shot in Nelson. "You
never bring in m good news."

"I used to go to the ball games when they ran the
Geary street cars to the grounds," said Bill Berry.

"Yes," asserted Jack Cunningham, "ever since Tom
Cashin went East that road's been going rotten."
"Why." said Ralph Pompadour McLeran. "the seventeen

Supervisors ar.l Oscar Hocks voted $28,000 for an extra
track to the ball park and they only use it on Sundays."

"I'm glad Tom is back; he'll straighten things out."
"That's a great name for a superintendent, ain't it?"

asked Willie.
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"What der yer mean?" asked Sandy.
• Why, Cash-in," replied Willie, amid smiles.

'"Oh, that's a bum joke," said Otto Wallfisch.

"Say, Wallfisch. you get into your kem.l. If it wasn't
for my good friend, John Tait, and respectin' his wishes,

and the last but welcome words of my dear friend. Doctor
McElroy, I'd tell what happened to you at the wonderful
villa of our Rose of the Rancho. .John Tait," said Willie.

"like Franklin K. Lane used to."

"Willie, you're a card," said Stanley Fay.
"Yes, indeed. I am, Stan," said Willie, "I must leave

here and go down to see the old guidir.* spirit, the peer
of all that is fair and square in—" but here a ham knuckle
Btopped Willie's speech and dirtied his Berger silk shirt.

With this the boys uprose, some smiling and some
crabbed, but all unaware that it would be unfolded to you,
dear readers.

"SHALL I NOT TAKE MINE EASE IN MINE INN."
Henry IV.

The June number of the "Main Sheet" suggests the ad-
visability of some attempt to relieve the State and its con-
stituent political sub-divisions from the unnecessary and
interminable turmoil and expense of frequent local option
and other liquor elections, which are productive of no
moral benefit; create business stagnation and social un-

rest and augment only the pabulum upon which the un-
frocked Methodist minister subsists as the hired agitator
of the Anti-Saloon League. The suggestion has borne fruit

and there is now being circulated an initiative petition
proposing a constitutional amendment which shall limit
the right to hold any State-wide prohibition or any local
option or initiative liquor election to once in efghl

either in the State at large or in any locality where any
such election shall be had, following the next November
election. The vote to lie cast at the forthcoming election
upon State-wide prohiMtion. shall, under this new law, lur

nish the first test as to whether or not any locality in the
State shall be "license" or "no licence" territory—and
when that vote shall have been recorded the stat-

utes of any such territory shall lie fixed for the period
of eight years and no other election can he had upon this

question until the expiration of that, period The police

power of any such political subdivision of the State will

remain as at present and the manufacturing and sale of

intoxicating liquors and the mode and method of issuing

or refusing liquor licenses will continue to be in the hands
of the local authorities. The only change to be effected by
the adoption of the proposed amendment being a relief

Prom the expense and annoyance of endless liquor elec-

tions.

Taxpayers have grown tired of seeing their money use-

lessly spent; business men are upset by the agitation;
property values are placed in precarious conditions and
the labor market dulled all to make a holiday for the lean,

lank, pie-eating prohibitionist who is generally too mean
to buy a drink and cloaks his stinginess behind the mask
of morals, while at the same time indulging in all sorts of
inexpensive vices at home.
The interference of the State in the habits of the peo-

ple has been carried to a point where the machinery of
government can no longer stand the strain, and the fool

in office who placates a sentiment only paitially informed
will soon find that he has been misguided. Temperance, in

all things, is very desirable, but there never was a law or
a custom which prevented a man from voting himself dry
or arriving at an intelligent and discriminating notion of
what is best for himself. Unless he does that—on his

own initiative—no law can enforce it upon him. The law
should only restrain a man from committing aggression
upon the equal rights of another, and the idea is quite un-
founded that upon entering society we give up any natural
rights, and the delusion that even a minority of the people
must surr<y ider any of their essential liberties at the will

of a mere numerical majority is fast being dissipated. The
legislative formula will not cure the liquor habit. If the
influence of religion and education cannot do the work—ex-

pensive anti-liquor elections never can accomplish it.

One of our distinguished members, who has given some
study and thought to the suggestion originally made by
the Main Sheet to bring about a surcease of liquor elec-

tions, has forwarded us a communication advancing his

opinion" that any such legislation "would contravene
the provisions of Section I of Article IV of the State Con-
stitution permitting legislation under the initiative"

The answer to the distinguished member's argument is

that nothing can be unconstitutional which is found in

tie 1 constitution itself—unless it tuns counter to the views
of Jim Rolph or Dr. Aked. The proposed measure is in the
form of an amendment to the Constitution and if adopted
will form as much a part of the Constitution as any other
provision, and to the same extent be a constitutional en-
actment.

Yosemite Valley Yosemite National Park
CALIFORNIA'S GREATEST SCENIC ATTRACTION AND OUT1NU PLACE

Yosemite becomes more popular each year. Thousands

visit it as a sightseeing trip, while other thousands spend

their vacations there and live for weeks amid the master-

pieces of Nature.

THE RAIL TRIP TO THE PARK LINE.

It is a delightful, picturesque ride through the Merced
River Canyon, from Merced to El Portal, via the Yosemite

Valley Railroad. Observation-Parlor cars by day, Pull-

man cars by night.

AUTOMOBILE SERVICE IN THE PARK.

Auto stages now carry the visitor between the railroad

terminus and Yosemite, one of the finest auto trips in the

world, without extra cost. 1 he El Portal road has been

converted into a Government boulevard, and is sprinkled

daily during the summer months.

THE QUICK COMFORTABLE WAY TO YOSEMITE
Take Southern Pacific or Santa Fe to Merced, Thence Via YOSEMITE VALLEY RAILROAD
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Supervisor Vogelsang, also known as Vogelgesang, bold-

ly proclaims that he is the Mayor's graphophon.? on the
Board of Supeivisors. If it's true, we know where most
of your troubles are, Mr.Mayor.

The adoption by the people of the "Eight-Hour Law'
will kill many California industries.

How will our prices for commodities compare with other
States if we are compelled to operate under the proposed
"Eight-Hour Law"?

The Chamber of Commerce may claim "The ueautinca-
tion of the Beach" idea, but how about the Main Sheet
and the I. Y. C. Beach Day, April 27, 1913?

All you have to do to be prosperous is to read the news-
papers.

Prosperity dinners are calculated to give a psychological
impression to the psychological depression.

Steve Costello is undecided as to whether to run against
John I Nolan. Remain so, Steve, remain so!

Maybe if we hadn't had millions of dollars of local re-
form we wouldn't need prosperity dinners to kid ourselves.

Very often Oscar hocks his vote.

Some of the lawyers have already endorsed sixteen can-
didates for Superior Judge.

Ed. Nolan says Hocks is a vacuum entirely surrounded
by grease.

J. Emmet Hayden doesn't want any street fakirs. After
your moving picture lecture ar.I "your" dances at the city's
expense some people think you want the monopoly. Jem-

Anyway Oscar can read this issue under eighty cent
gas.

Speaking of the Johnson fight, gay Paree seems to lack
a sense of humor.

The newspapers have moved the Capitol from Wash-
ington to Sagamore Hill.

When it comes to declaring for the Progressives T Rseems to get a sore throat.
'

sayfnfnefth^
m6 '" iC'3iStS ™d5P

-
S°me ** ^ ™

snfke Z^ T m0nth!
-

The Mayor didn l drive a first

«™. k ?
a donkey engine, climb a flag pole, pitch afirst ball or give a dollar to a beggar 1

What will become of the Progressive Party, is the sub-
ject of much speculation. Not so much in California,
where it is strengthened with the personality of Johnson
and the pork scraps of patronage, but what will become
of it as a party?

It is manifest that the redoubtable Colonel Roosevelt
has deserted it as a party. The Colonel, of course, will

vociferate policies ard social justice, but he has arranged
his body for the G. O. P. arvi his best wishes for the Pro-
gressive. In fact, the Colonel is preparing to read a few
more out of the Republican Party and then climb back
into it as a thoroughly cleansed vessel.

What certain political martyrs will think of this doesn't
even remain to be seen. We will have political Mt. Las-
sens all over the map and the Colonel will receive a merry
broiling.

Truly, the Progressive Party is on the wane. Its suc-
cess ir. California this year outside of Governor Johnson
and a few stalwarts, promises to be light, and it will soon
take its place in the political morgue with the late Pop-
ulist Party.

It looks like curtains for Curtin.

Some of the people who howl loudest at the Prison
Directors should turn their attention to the Judges ar.i
District Attorneys who impose unjust sentences and then
Pass the Buck.

Judge Frank H. Dunne has worked out probation in his
court with a great mark of success. Dunne passes judg-
ment without his ear on the ground or his mir.i on to-

morrow morning's paper. He has been lenient when he
should be and he has been lenient without apology. Pro-
bation cannot work without courage and Dunne has giver,
this. We hope your last success in this line. Judge, will

even broaden your work.

Looks like San Mateo County won't let Densor. pass the
Buck.

Oscar Hocks seems to be every place but on the level.

Can't we make the eight hour law apply to the "phyaco-
logical depression?"

Just think, an eight hour law would prevent Porkwitz
making his newspaper bets all in one day.

George James is out for the Board of Equalization. It

won't hurt Jack Corbett and it will help the printers.

Candidates: When a man says to you, "Well, you've
got a hard fight, of course, and I think you are foolish
getting into it at this time"—mark this man as a friend.

All political futurists draw this picture: Knowland will
beat Shortridge; Heney will outdo Howell and Knowland
and Phelan will be the real contenders for the Toga with
the grass blowing Phelan's way.

Judge Bradley Sargent is making a runaway fight for
the Appellate Bench unexpired term.

Rumors are rife about the Eggers recall movement.
Some have Eggers jumping overboard; others have him
grinning. The low-down is that Suhr will and Suhr will
not run. That Tom Finn will and Tom Finn will not run.
It's time for the promoters to call the contest, and if they
don't they ought to give the money back at the box-office.

If Pockerwitz could get "it" into the newspapers he'd
bet that Johnson was never Governor of California.

The betting is four to one that Pockerwitz bet a barrel
of newspaper ink instead of coins with Indians and Eagles
or. them.

Vogelsang was a leader in the fight for higher gas
rates. Guess he knows he would be cooked at the next
election anyway.

Funny how hard some people try to be Police Judges
and then want to get off.

Registration for the primaries (August 25th) closes
July 25th. In order to vote, all persons, notwithstanding
any previous registration, must register this year,
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RANDOM THOUGHTS
Mr. Wilson says the present wave of depression is pure-

ly psychological. Perhaps, but we will take an oatli that
the prosperity heralded at the recent dinner in the Perry
Nave is some form of mental derangement.

The contention was made the other day by the Exposi-

tion authorities that no permits should be granted for out-

side concessions during 1915. A very modest request. Per-

haps, if the Supervisors grant this it will be followed by
another request to close the theatres, cafes and all public
entertainment outside the Exposition grounds.

Supervisor Vogelsang is bitterly opposed to professional

boxing and his virtuous and aesthetic soul winces with
agony at the very tbougbt of it. He would have nothing
to do with such a brutalizing and debasing sport and wishes
that he could anticipate the referendum and end it for-

ever. That is if the papers would give him sufficient pub-
licity. What Carrie Nation did to the Kansas saloon is

nothing to what this Don Quixote would do to the Knights
of the Padded Fists and Lou Hoefler's statues in the Olym-
pic Club must have shivered at their shame when they
heard his awful— terrible—frightful denui. iation. Now,
Alexander, won't you please desist? We know how vir-

tuous you are —just how holy and virtuous—and black as the

tight game may I..-, it will nevertheless stand comparison
with some things ami some men. .lust run along ami play

with your pet corporation to your heart's content and re

member that boxing was made for met-— not for old ladies

They say that you served so long on the Fish Commission
that you've assimilated some of Um- habits and character-
istics of the animal—particularly the sardine. Have a .are,

Alexander, have a care and look out for the hook!

The Exposition Directors are worried over the lack of

interest manifested by the residents of San Francisco in

the Exposition proper, It is claimed that three-fourths

of the population scarcely know that an exposition is to

he held and that the balance are more or less indifferent.

Probably this is somewhat overdrawn but the fact remains
that there is a decided apathy, if not actual antagonism,
to the Exposition. And the reason is not hard 1" find.

Scarcely had the necessary funds bt-en secured, of which,

by-the-way, San. Francisco, contributed twelve millions and
a half in addition to its percentage of the State's contrl

bution, than a campaign was begun in educate the people

to the fact that this was not a San t'rancls.o Exposition
—nor a California—nor a Pacific Coast, but a Worlds Ex-

position. No one doubted this but the fact was hammered
home with almost irritating repetition. Then to follow out

the idea the world was scoured for even Tom, Dick and
Harry from here, there and everywhere i" lake charge of

the various departments Some local talenl was, of course.

employed. Connick for Director of Works McLaren tor

Landscape Gatdener and Supervisor Vogelsang's brother
as Official Guide to visitors. Bui with these and a tew
more exceptions, the greater percentage of department
heads are as foreign to the average Sin Frar. -iscan as are

the inhabitants ol Malay. As a natural sequence u fid-

lowed that the less important positions should ;;o to out-

siders, inasmuch as the heads of departments naturally de

sired to surround themselves with their friends and asso-

ciates. Then take, for example, the Fair Police. They are

to be selected entirely from honorably discharged I nited

States soldiers. But few, if any, are residents of San Fran-

cisco and so far as the people are eor.-erned the fair mighl
just as well be policed by Huertas Army or the "Queen's
Own." The result might have been expected. The |

pie feel that they do not belong and are showing this by
their indifference. After all there exists in every com-
munity Buch a thing as "village pride." It is as common
to New York as to Yonkers—to San Francisco as to Mil-

pitas. We may quarrel and squabble, light and fuss among
ourselves, but dowr. in our hearts we like to see our
"townies" get ahead. The Exposition has built its walls

and within the confines thereof exists a separate and dis-

tinct community. Strange faces rule it. strangers people
its streets and an atmosphere of cultivated exclusiveness
surrounds it. In their efforts to be bit severelj alone Hie

Exposition Directors have apparently succeeded better that*

they knew.
The air is surcharged with rumors of a war between tin-

contractors of the Exposition and the Director of Works.
Harris D. N. Connick. It's the same old oft told story.

Counlck's peculiar ability seems to consist of a faculty for

bull-dozing and brow-heating contractors and endeavoring
to penalize and punish them in every possible way. The
same tactics that were employed in the construction of

the Auxiliary High Pressure System are in vogue at the
Exposition. Failure alter failure occurred in laying the
city's pipe line and each could be attributed to the early ca-

jolery and subsequent bully-ragging of Connick. Now the
same gentleman proposes to penalize the various contract-
ors who have erected the laiger buildings, by deducting
the modest sum of sixty thousand dollars from their ag-
gregate contracts. Of course, many reasons are given for
this. Due was a das or two late, another substituted this
or that and so on, grasping at straws in the frantic effort

to show the Exposition Directors the true importance of
their Western Goethals. The contractors, however, are
standing pat and it looks as though the matter will be
thrashed out in court, where we are sure that Mr. Con-
nick will make an excellent witness— for the contractors.

Someone has considerately forwarded us a communica-
tion from one Fr. Henkel, a horticulturist of Burlingame,
in which, in somewhat original English, be pays his com-
pliments to John McLaren, the Laird of Hidden Gate Park.
We don't know what Fr. stands for. Perhaps, it's Fritz,

or maybe Frank or perchance friend or even trappe. but
whatever it maybe we hope that Fr. is a better gardener
i ban he is a grammarian. As a hammer thrower, how-
ever, Fr. has the village blacksmith beaten. What he
doesn't call John McLaren ai.l his son Donald and what
be dues doI charge them with isn't contained within the
covers of lb.- p.-nal code. Indecent, immoral, illegal, graft-

eis, petty larcenists, wrongdoi rs, are only a few of the ep-

ithets hurled at the brawney Scotch lads Summarized Fr.

boldly States in Ins open letter to the President and Mem-
bers of the Pacific t'oasi Horticultural Societj that there
are two si a.. ..f guns in this town and that John McLaren
is both of them.
Without knowing anything of the relative merits of this

controversy we incline to the same opinion as llerr Henkel.
Besides being sole and exclusive owner of Golden Gate
Park. John McLaren is also employed by the Exposition
Company, receives a salary from Mr. Adolpb Spreckels
for caring for his holdings and is one of the principal

stockholders of the MacRorie-McLaren Company, a cor
poralion engaged in gardening ami horticultural work.
Doubtless he holds some other positions ol which we are
not Informed. It is apparent that he cannot give sufficient

time lo all and unfortunately, vet as usual, the city has

to sillier The Cl t.liliciii of the roads in Golden Gate Park
is enough to make old Martin Praggely arise from the
sleep of years to protest 'I he park is being denuded to

supply Hie Exposition, although the explanation is made
thai the trees and plants are only loaned. Perhaps those
leaned in McLaren's private enterprise will be returned too

perhaps. Men in the employ of the city and m the good
graces of McLaren an- permitted to do private gardening
for private corporations and individuals. All in all it looks

i . though the citj was financing its Park Fund for the sole

and exclusive- benefit of Mel.aien and it's nigh time for

the Park Commissioners to call a halt. Two positions for

one man may lie till right bill two times two is too many.
particularly when the taxpayer fools the hills. Better

91 i.l John out chasing Bonnie Burr, Mr. Metson, that is if

Bonnie frequents saloons'

Oklahoma is surely some State. At present it is en-

gaged in the none too easy task of selecting a Governor.

Our own experience will teach us this, but Oklahoma has
been even more genei s and liberal in its choice of candi-

dates than has California. From present indications it

would appear that one Al. Jennings is the likely winner.
P.hii.l him are the best writers of the day. the Blythes
and tin Cobbs and the men and the women who tell tin- real

human Interest stories. The "Saturday Evening Post" has

contributed a ten thousand dollar ad gratuitously ai.l if

pi inters ink ans anything. AL should win pulled up.

And what wonderful qualifications he possesses for Gov-
ernor' A train robber, a murderer, condemned to death.

commuted t" life imprisonment and finally pardoned, he

certainly has had eminent training for the position and
possesses every desirable qualification. Won't it he tough

on the boys in tin- pen when they apply for a pardon or a

parole? And, of course. Al has seen the light at.i won't

take anything—much! Well the world does move, and if

Al. is onlv successful there is no telling that the practice
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will not be permanently in vogue. Maybe Fremont Older
will tben be able to name a candidate or two for our own
dear State!

Here's a story that leaked out from the City Engineer's

office. It's even better than the bad cement: Two young
men named Eaton and Smith were formerly working under
O'Shaughnessey as assistant engineers. When the con-

tract for building the Eleventh street brarch of the Mu-
nicipal Railways was let the lowest bidders, by a strange
—by a remarkable—coincidence, were Messrs. Eaton and
Smith. Great surprise was manifested because it was pre-

sumed that considerable capital was required to finance

such an undertaking and neither Eaton nor Smith were
supposed, nor were they able to supply the necessary funds.

But the money came from somewhere and the work went
merrily on. Then came the City Engineer with a request
for six or seven thousand dollars worth of construction

tools. The question naturally presented itself, why the

need of these tools when the work had been let to private

contract? And the only explanation was that it was pro-

posed to loan these tools at a nominal rental to the con-
tractors but that the city would need them in years to

come. Of course, they didn't get the tools but they cer-

tainly deserve something for trying. "Fear of the Lord,"
says the Prophet, "is the beginning of wisdom," and with

due reverence we would add, and the friendship of

O'Shaughx.sssey is the first essential to a successful con-
tractor.

Our esteemed contemporary, as the profession commands
us to say, the "Chronicle," has discovered that politics is

invading the Fire Depaitment. Which thought has been
brought home by the removal of one Harris as Superintend-
ent of Stables and the appointment of one Attridge to suc-

ceed him. Wonderful discovery! 'Tis true, gentle reader,

that politics does not exist in the Fire Department— in the
Police Department—in the School Department and in every
part and parcel of the city government. It does exist—
it has existed and so far as we are able to discern, will

continue to exist. It is elemental that men will favor
their friends in public life as in private, and it is right
that it should be so. But the character of employes is er.

tirely determined by the character and the ability of the
men who appoint or control. This too, applies to all walks
of life. Good commissions usually surround themselves
with good subordinates and poor commissions will the
contrary. For the information of the "Chronicle" let us
say that for the past few years the Fire Department has
been controlled absolutely by the Maxwells, the Murphys,
the Finnegans acd their ilk. Men curried favors in the
back rooms of saloons and their fates were decided. Posi-
tions were accorded without respect to merit or qualifica-

tion, other than loyalty to the powers that ruled. Never,
since the days of Sam Rainey, was this department so sub-
ordinated to politics and outside influence. And among
the successful was the same Harris, who at one time had
been dismissed from the very same position of Superir.
tendent of Stables for something strongly smacking of
dishonesty. The present Fire Commissioners, or rather,
some of them, are trying to remedy the almost unbeliev-
able condition that exists and remove the department from
the influences that now surround it. We hope they will

go further and not stop, whether it be chief or hostler.
And may we suggest to the "Chronicle" that if it really
wants to write editorials on "Politics in the Fire Depart-
ment," not to take Murphy's word alone. Just investi-
gate and then, perhaps, you'll join with us in the fervent
wish—"If this be politics, good Lord, give us more of
it."

Registration for the primaries (August 25th I closes
July 25th. In order to vote, all persons, notwithstanding
any previous registration, must register this year.

If you wish to vote against State-wide Prohibition,
register now.

Beach Day, Auspices "Bulletin' and I. Y. C, Saturday,
July 25th.

Registration for the primaries (August 25th) closes
July 25th. In order to vote, all persons, notwithstanding
any previous registration, must register this year.

WHISKIES AND WHISKIES

"Other whiskies are made to sell, but

HERMITAGE BOURBON, HERMITAGE RYE

and OLD CROW

are made to DRINK," says "the consumer" to

HARRY BLOOD

MEM
C>r An ii it ii I Hit liquet of I lie

BROTHERHOOD COMMERCIAL ill W I

\\ Mlilurr- \Ntorhi, \c\\ \ iirk CM J

Some hue meat and canna eat,
And some cou Id eal thai want It

;

But we hae meat, and wo can cat,
Sae let the Lord be thankit

Burns.

i tocktalls o ux hull res
Poln^e lortut- faussi- a lAnglalSe

Radla Olives Celerl Amanues Sa !<<*
Saute

Agutllettes -I-- K' in gtis i>, Sauce au Vln Blanc
Pon ta de Ten .1 la 1 lolla rida isc

Rla de \ eau au Nouveau Steele
Filet Mlgnon de Boouf, Cardlnallce

Pommes '!< Terre, Palestine Haricots Verts Panaoh*
1 'amplei ism- au K Irsch

MOET & CHANDON WHITE SEAL VERT l»KV
i '.ma? .1 ;i Tete Rouge
Salad a la Waldorl

( Hacef \ ..Mi,

Petlts Fours Fruits
Cafe

Then a smile and a glass,
And a toast and a cheer,

1 01 ,1 1

1
tin good wine I White Seal

»

a 11.
1 we've some <>r it here.

flaeksen %CIQZV
Brewery's Own Bottling

A New Beer of Excellence Made by

an Old Company

flaekscn Screwing %q.
ESTABLISHED I860

Telephone

Market 2068
Eleventh and Folsom Sis.

San Francisco
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JUDGE SARGENT.

Party passion should have but little sway in the selection
of those who are to administer the laws of the land

from their judicial

benches. Here should
be found men of in-

trepid courage, un-

biased judgment and
unruffled calm—for

to the judge on the

bench will come ri-

vals in action heated
with animosity, or
oppressed with in-

justice; inflamed by
unlicensed cupidity
or victimized by ras-

( ils. Here the dar*
gerous criminal, har-

dened by evil, and
the tyro in crime,
still susceptible to

reform, will pass be-

fore him for sen-
tence. Here in
short, before the

j u (1 g e s' seat are
gathered in Inter-

minable i rowds, par-
ties to all the acute

maladies that affect civilization.

To administer justice to such; to see that crime is pun-
ished as much for the prevention of crime as for tip cor
lection of the criminal and to see clearly through the
mazes of legal technicalities and into the heart of the
action, are nice tasks to try the menta] vigor of men and
the honor of their hearts. Highly technical training must
be wedded to that from which it is ordinarily found to be
divorced—common sense.
And when all of these qualifications have been four.l in

a single person, one finds Judge B. V. Sargent, whom the
Main Sheet unhesitatingly commends to the suffrage of all

its readers. That he will be chosen at the primaries for
the nomination to fill the unexpired term of the Appellate
Court would seem to be a certainty, and that he ought to
be elected ir. November is as certain as that he is an
honorable gentleman, a splendid jurist, a warm friend and
that, like the first suffragette lawyer, Portia, he believes
in tempering justice with mercy.

If yon wish
register now.

to vote against State wide Prohibition.

Registration for the primaries I Aim ist 25th ) closes
July 25th. In order to vote, all persons, notwithstanding
any previous registration, must register this year.

PERSONAL MENTION.

Jim Xealon left for Europe recently. He will cross the
Atlantic in a boat.

Arthur Kisk left for Tallac on Wednesday. He intends
to see Lake Tahoe,

Saw Joe Watts on a Powell street car the other day.

He was riding on a free ticket.

Mrs. Mary Ktncaid rode to "work*' in a city automo-
bile the other day.

Chief White returned slowly from Grand Rapids. He
has been r.?ar the "Rapids" very often. Tom Hickey met
him at the Ferry.

Miss Bonnie Burr walked up Market street. Thank
you. kindly, Bonnie. You've probably spared us from a
white slave stcry for a few weeks.

Jim Brennan recited "Dangerous Dan McGrew" at the
Draymen's picnic. He did it to get votes.

John J. Sullivan announces that he is champion of the
People. Johr. L. was champion of the world.

Charles Francis Adams has filed his nominating papers.
He will therefore get on the ballot.

Saw Phil Wand drinking wine the other night. It was
Clicquot

Saw Keegan Monahan in a barber shop Saturday night,
lit- was getting shaved.

Harry Stafford won the stout gentleman's race at the
Olympic Club picnic by a meal.

Saw Sandy McNaughton and Carlton Wall last Sunday.
They both had on chamois gloves.

Sid Cavill went swimming last week. He had on a bath-
Icg suit.

Ed Nolan and Oscar Hocks met on the street the other
day. They did not bow.

Bion J. Arnold called on the Supervisors the other day.
He thanked them for the $4,000,000,000 they voted him
some time ago.

If you wish to vote against State-wide Prohibition,
register now.

ki ti iu: hook o\ *.t«.ooo HANDICAP.

San Francisco, July l. 191 1, Track crowded. Zemansky, starter.
B furlongs, for 21-year-olds ami upwards.

Starters. Ige, Jockfes. Stable. Finish. Odds.
1. JaCR Van \.,..(ra<i.| 4rt Fritz SU.nl. (I. O, P. 1 1 B
L Krji.k ii Dunne 4."> Jack Coghlfn Democrat '2 1/4
3. George \ Sturti'vanl 42 Bnric ftfotl <:. •'. *. 3

I
:i
'

i Jo til S9 Jimmy Troutl •. o. p. 4 1/3
ft. Pnnkii Griffin 4 Modest Wanning Promt 5 1 /in
a r.iirmv Fl r 39 Jerry Collins No Stable 6 i

~- Mi 40 ink Gallagher Democrat 6 l 5

Doll (traui'ner :<•> Mike Krajren Progressivi 7 Bven
! ' !•>

*' Wait Smith Progressive 8 Even
ID. Dannj Deasi 41 Mart] Welch Democral 9 10 -

II. .lurk Sullivan" 4<» J. Itoek 0. <> P in i I

15. Rdulc Shot-tall' 4 1 Tim Pita All Stables L0 8/10
If. Joe 0*Dq 'i 4S Frank Huraakj Mahoney'a Dei ats m 2/1
i». Tim Brennan 88 llim- Goldberg Unattached in SO I

16. Uii.i rrisi BS Mrs. CampifHl Purity Stable is too I

I«. Al Fritz 4ii P. Diodes Semi Ueform 14 1000/1

A tough rare. Trimmers apt to be stung;. "Van" looks a cinch for the front number. Dunne, a consistent per-
wlll place. Sturtevant ; great finisher John lln' 1 ' will hug the hen eh. Not too old to win pulling up.
shows wonders in work-outs. Worth a good bel Tab Barney Flood, Barney is coupled with Man-el in the
Watch fl piipr, i iff to .i ii.i l start, is gaining ground. Trainer should keep him away from church and

r,1 » him on the strepi Plungers like Crothera He will make a driving nght. Danny Deasy a square p*»rforme
bui win find the going h-u-d. Jack and R Idle coupled In the betting. Throw oul their Police Court race, This is a
JJtterent track if it i- wind v. and an\ newspapers blow on the track, Eddie will shy. .Toe o' Donne 11 mav surprise

i

i g I deal Will put up a bang-up race Bren nan's maiden race, a terrific worker, but the field is too
mat. Crist not as wllj as his name. Is oul for a work-out. but won't even gel It. Al Fritz a joke. Write your own
ti< kel

Serai bed George Connollj (oi elsi it would be "slaughtered' I.
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Taking exception to what we said in the department of
Random Thoughts in the June issue .of the "'Main Sheet.

"

relative to the Eight-Hour Law, Mr. Andrew J. Gallagher
seeKs an opportunity to answer, which the "Main Sheet"
gladly allows, the more willingly since the answer invites
an answer, which will be forthcoming in the next issue,
though whether we are answering Mr. Gallagher or the
Professor whom he invokes may not be certain.—The .Editor.

IA SUPPORT OF THE l.MVERSAI- EIGHT-HOI R LAW.
By Andrew J. Gallagher.

The Universal Light-Mom- Law win be No. 3 on the ballot
at the election. It is generally caued a "'universal" piglit-
hour law because it applies to all employments and covers
men as well as women and children. The law permits over-
time work "in case of extraordinary emergency caused by
fire, flood, or danger to life or property.'" While this provi-
sion for overtime may be somewnat ambiguous to the lay
mind, it is believed that the courts will give it a practical
interpretation so as to not work an unreasonable hardship
upon any industry. This is to be specially presumed in the
case of tarming and (horticultural pursuits which anticipate.
although we think it is not well founded, that this ciaii.^-'

will work to their detriment during the harvest season. As
for other employments, it must be acknowledged that the
shorter work day is altogether practical and desirable.
The general effects of tiie shortening of hours in all in-

dustries may be summarized into two propositions. First:
It will increase individual efficiency and well-being 01' the
workers. Second: It will reduce evils of unemployment by
requiring more persons to do the work. No Industry wid
be affected entirely and solely by cither of these two re-
sults; instead each industry will lie affected partly bj in. in,
or through a combination of the two. Insofar as the short-
ening of the hours will result in bettering tin- physical and
social welfare of the employes, and insofar as such result
will be accompanied by Increased efficiency and corres-
ponding increase in output of work, both employer and em-
ployee will derive bene tits from such shortening of the
normal wo<rk day. Insofar as the effect will be to pul
more men to work and reduce the evils of unemployment
it will be of inestimable benefit to society at large and
thus the result will in that direction outweigh any in-
creased cost of production or service which the change will
occasion.

Skilled mechanics have for many decades si ee,ded in
shortening their hours of labor, and the general effect upon
the industries in which they were employed, have been sat-
isfactory to- both employers and employes.

Professor Irving Fisher of Yah- University is quoted In
the press as follows:
"The present working day, from a physiological point "i

view, is too long and keeps the majority of men and women
in a continual state of over-fatigue. It stalls .,

circle leading to the craving of means deadening fatigue,
thus inducing drunkenness and other excesses. Exper Ien
in reducing the working day shows ;i great Improvement In
the physical efficiency of laborers, in man} cases n suiting
in even increasing their output sufficiently to compen
the employer for the shorter work day."

It is a singular thing that the last census of the Unite 1
States which -enumerates even the number of goats and
sheep in every county in this broad land, and gives tin- value
of the goods produced in every factory to the last i i nl d<
not produce any statistics whatever to show tin- nber
of men employed in our various Industries, the number
of hours they work, or their wages and c lltlona [I It

plain that the United States Census Bureau is Instituted to
promote the interests of employing interests anl that II

.does ignore the interests of wage-workers
quenee or of no general interest. Under such handicaps.
it is impossible to prod * figures and records as to the
exact prevailing conditions, or to mako comparisons as to
the probable effect of a universal eight-hour day, It fol-
lows, .that the arguments in favor or in opposition to bu h
law must he based upon general experience.
Under such limitations, we challenge the opponents to an

eight-hour work day to prove that it is Impracticable or
Impossible to 1-" any in dustry to accommodate itself to an
eight-hour schedule. Generations ago, in England, hhe cot-
ton manufacturers predicte-1 ruin for their IndUStrv If the
hours were reduced from 14 to 12 or less. Theh- predictions
and fears were happily not realized, and the cotton Industry
of Great Britain increased by leans and bounds in spite o'r
the reduction of the normal work day. In this state, the
general eight-hour day for women was opposed on the theory
that it would drive our industries out of the State. The
last report of our Labor :ComtnIssioner shows by reports
from employers themselves that 12 per rent more women
were employed as the result of the enactment of the law,
and that no single employer has been ruined thereby.
The unanimous testimom- of all competent observers,

teachers, ministers, sociologists, has been to the effect that
a reduction in the hours of labor almost Invariably me^ns
an improvement in tl-e whole moral tone of the community.
a raising of the standard of living, a growth of self-respect
of the v/orkingman. and a diminution, not an increase. In
dronkennpps. vio'ence a"d cn'me.
Perpetual leisure, on the other hand, is verv destructive

nnon the individual. A reasonable amount of wo-k r»"d
leisure, study and recreation are the necessary requirements
for any moral and useful beine:. If for anv reason, the in-
dividuals are not able to regulate their lives so a= to ob-
tain such, it is proper that societv through means like this
measure, make efforts to secure these desirable and neces-
sary objects.

Tdleness renders the un**mplovei nerson soon unemn-lov-
able. He loses not onlv the canacitv. but also the desi-e
for work He commerces to lean more and more or.on ih.
arm of charity And let us agree on this one point, tint
charity is not the proper means to alleviate nnemplovmen t.

Through improved methods of doine: business, the in-
crease^ use of mpfhinerv and lab"™ saving devices, sne-
cialization of employment, and other means to increase

output and reduce cost of production and service, we have
arrived at that stage of social development, when the
casu.us and those out of employment are increasing at su^ri
rapid late, that unless some thorogoing remedy is offered
a larger problem in the shape of social degeneracy and eco-
uoiiiu utsradation will be up tor solution.

Ail kinds of proposals have been made to combat the ris-
ing evil of unemployment, but no remedy will be of value
uiiiess it has the crtect of putting more ana more men to
woi'K, enabling them to earn their sustenance of life. And
unutr our present system of organized society, the only
Ua.-ible thing to do is to regulate the normal work daj
by law and provide opportunity for employment which indi-
\ tduais cannot of lb* mseives establish.
As tin- best example to prove our contention that general

reuuction of hours will reduce unemployment, we quote the
expi rience of the International Typographical t'uion. That
organization some years ago conducted a nation-wide cam-
paign to reduce hours of labor from nine to eight hours.
u succeeded. And loday there is less unemployment in bh<
printing Industry than in any other industry oi similar ex-
tent, .no employer lias been injured through this reduc-
tion, the change has been beneficial to ail concerned.We are told thai the fanners are opposed to the univer-
sal eight-hour law. and that they are going to turn heaven
and '.iiih to defeat the measure.

It is well that thus public attention will be drawn to our
fanning Industry. In no field of labor is there greater need
Of i shorter work (lay than in this industry. While in tin
cities bonis of labor have been generallv shortened, farming

imunlties slill work their agricultural laborers the same
long hours as were common centuries ago. Polltlcallj
farming interests have exerted great Influence to ena< i spe
clal legislation In their favor. Heeause of the fundamental
character nf their Industry, they have not at all boon back-
ward in securing such assistance from the legislature
no other < :ass ever dared to ask. perhaps with the ex i

ti< i banking ami commercial Interests. Inning the mid-
dle a^es in ili.Mt Britain, the statute oi luborers. was en-
ded for i he special benelit of agricultural Interests. In

these United States foreign h Igratlon lias been solicited
to provide cheap labor for the farmers, Because of atro-
c ous treatment ot their laborers, native citizen labor shuns
work on t ho farm. The farmer has loon the chief SUD*
porter of the high tn riff policy, but has permitted himself
to !>< robbed of it s protection for the benefit of middlemen
Anil, now thai labor on farms asks decent working anl
living conditions, tin- fanner stubbornly opposes these
humane d> man Is. Where dors the farmer stand? Is he still

centuries behind in the march of civilization, or Is be will-
ing t«i shale In the line of modern progress?
The following is taken from one of our weekly labor

papi rs it covers the point well, wherefore wo quote It hen
"The farmers tire lighting the universal eight-hour law,

ami they say frankly that they are fighting to protect them-
selves, and don t give •> W'hoop for anybody else,
"They are howling that tin- eight -hour law will be the

ruination of the country and will devastate tin- farms of
America,

It strikes us that any time anybody runs the farmer
• on of business that person will have n< mpllshed a task
Miii would have male the mythical Hercules turn green
with en\ v."

Here are some reasons why the farmers won't lose minli
i.\ reducing the boms of labor;

\ man who works bul eight hours a day does his work
better than the man who works longer I rs

iio i ikes more personal interest in bis work,
"The man who hi's a lob which pnvs him u I wages and

gives him time In do something beside eat, sleep and labor.
will work harder to hold Ins Job than lb.- man who works
longer 1 rs,

"Such a man is more important to the employer, will lie

more wide-awake, he is more careful, is less liable to accl
dent, ard more alert to evade In.Hirv. and ih,.--..i,\ cave his
employer a snug su f money under tin- liability law1

.*1

Is th-- ma u who loi's io he t rented onlv Mke n nb <•• of
mnchlnery, or like a beast of burden, or Is ho entitled to

something more in life than only toll and sufficient sus-
tenance to keep on tolling fin- another's benefit?
That is the f n nil a mental question that labor puis In I be

farmer. Il depends upon the farmer's answer to such ques-
tion whether labor In the eltles should continue to take an
interest in the many problems confronting the farmer, anl
which are far- more oppressive to the farmer's he«d Inten
than the matter of the universal eight-hour work day.

%rug
9rivate Huvee
CHAMPAGNE

REIMS, FRANCE
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San Francisco Office

CHRONICLE &UILDINQ, 420-421
Telephone Douglas 5399
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INDOOR YACHT CLUB.
i

.
ioma .1 nd • d fli e, I Ed h gtr< i I TV oi Private

connecting all depart ments)
Board • i Pilot*.

Frank .1 Hennessy, Commodore, M. W. Altmayer, Steward
William M McCarthj Keeper-of-the-Log

Thomas S M Joseph A Watts

Samuel i le John Tait
!. II. Hutch ins. m.

Jas, S. Mni'.-'-. Pursei M. Keegan Mon P
Harry Sullivan. Assis

I

Standing Committee*.
ll<MiHt-: M. W. Altmayer, Jno. !'. Cunnlngl Mulvey,

t i Hynn.
Offlcci H. Keegan Monahan, M W J. a. Watt?.
Inditing; i !

, M. W, Altmayer.
r nit- r tit inme»t Sai Am i r McCarthy, ll I Star-

d, Prank P -

Finance: John Talt, J, W CohTroth, James Wo ids. II H.
t, Wm. H McCarthy.

vth'.-Mr: P M. Wand, J S. L«>wis. J. B. 1 ham.
Trills.-: los. S ' H lin, .f"S, I I I

Sellg — —
I. V. C. Band: Majoi Bugeni VI

Other < mii't en.
Publicity) Wm I Lynch, Al Joy, Walter Anthony

i. M in -. i nri[>, i i.-.: los. a Watts, John i Cunningham,
Nell T. Duffy. Joseph H Hut nil

Welfare i P M Wand Wm Morrison. F. i din
i er, Michael lA-vy. It. .1. Flood, Mlcha Hai P. II.

DmiKiint : Wm a Lange. Vincent Flnegan, H I Mul
.1. I iris. -n .1

Hen Coffi '-th.

i
;

.

rsh Ip, $6.00 per ;
<

i

.-ii I., i i.

M-mi in July must pay $3 01
i
j- until

in August must jmv $5.00 fm- membership m
l in September. 11.50 till May :: I 1915:

ber, $ i 00 dues, to M . Si, 1915; and N ivember $::..".<>

o Maj 31.
I H i

D fcccfpte I for i ho I. Y. C 1 fear or half
n an amount less than -

Athletic or Artist Membership, with Club House pi

$i per year; ;. $3. mi")

per annum, payable annually in advance.

t. Y C. EVENTS.
i h I 'ay i Bulb tin) Jul> 25th.
Pinochle i

rournametii August 30th.
Ta llai 'i '!' ini .i

. 1

1

31st.

I'm ..!,]. "i' irna ment ci mmi
i

• i.f id'- i
':< rd Comr

'

Harry Foley and NMel T Duffy, Valuable prizes will be
il the v

IMmmiK V \( HT CI. Ill" \M) "III LI,ET1\" BEACH II AY-

A Casino Id In the
i under th.- .n i eel ion of the <

Sham, \nt i n fflth ami William C Mlkulich.
Appropriate prizes t..i and I hlrd.

Criticize ami si g?est for the improvement of our ser-

vice, Complaint and suggestion box in !

INDOOR SAILOR LADS.
Does This Apply to You.

Adam and Eve have no er.-mies; neither have Noah
nor his sons nor his daughters inlaw. Why ? Becau
ar^- :il! dead ones. Neither have they an 1

. friends Only
the live ones have enemies and 'riends The one who has
nn enemies is the one whose future is behind him. The
fellows who have hands that work, brair.; that think, and
hearts that contain some of th'- milk of human kindness
nrn the only ones worth while. Travel we will along
the lir.s of least resistance, we can'

i
thorn

alcng the highway of this vale of tears To give I

that's in us is to give as much as any other fellow. Don't
e because everybody doesn't see through your eyes.

Did it ever occur to you that mavbe it is vdu who are in

error and rot the other fellow? "Steam roller" is a figure
Of speech and not a machine to run down honesl souls. A
Bttle more patience, a little more charity, a little more de-
votion, a little more love, a little more faith, ami trui

radeshi], W in reign supreme. Disagree with me
will, so long as you are honest in y< ur com lotions, and give
me fair play, and I'll labor with you. not against you; I

'sign my office nor from service on all committees.
I'll le Johnny on the spot every meeting or show night,
and every time there is work to do. health permitting, and
work with you. play with yon. laugh with you. debate with
you. vote with you, and finally. I'll bow to the will of the
majority,

Tnenty-fl'th of Jul?—That's tlie Mule of the Hit; < eW*bru«loo.
The [ndoor yacht Club over a year and a naif ag

ceived the Idea of i sting the beach. We were tie' first to
exploit the possibilities of the Big Highway. Sinci that
time the Chamber of Commerce has taken it up a- a pet
scheme, and is busily promulgating plans for tie- accom-
plishment of a Big Esplanade.
The 1 1 ist Beach Daj was held a yeai kpril. It

was a wonderful success, aiti gh we were unfortunate in
picking a bad day; but even the raw wind encountered on
that o [asm
of the tho ess I lie won-
dei ful spectacle.

«»n the present occasion the "Evening Bulletin" and the
"Indoor Yacht Club ands to i ele-

on on July 251 h,

Plans are now under waj to make tin a spectacle that
w 1 1

1
i

:

lesired, but will
live in i ii-.- m- moi ears afl er t he Es-

.

a meeting will b< .t week, at which
which

have offei ed their assistance
i Cha mber of i !omm< rc< Pa< fie Amateur Athlel it

ci.mon. Tie- Olyi i').- Y M n \. Knights of Co-
lumbus and the Elks have ail volunteei

Kv<- y one seems to have the proper spirit, and is anxious
t.i wtirK harmoniously t<> make this a • nt
The committee on at rangenu nl C Mulvey,

W*m. ii McCarthy, Samuel Bi J mes w Is, Matthew
Harris, i.. ,1 Scooffy, .i

i Tali and M. Altma ei ind these
. . . busy.

The Bullet m is one <>f the most important
ss of t his pro feet, and siing

i true Indoor yachtsmen t" put tl ildi s to the

ome i ii Ick a nd fast \'. .

ig>h work scheduled to keep our ommittees busilj en-

True I our Club, thai 1

1

no such word as "1 we can promise a year that will
carve Indelibly on the tablets "f history, the "Indoor Yacht

PROMOTION FOR I. Y. C. TARS.

District Attorney PiCkert has announced the appoint-
ment of Shipmate Harrj A EtfcKenzle as Assistant District
Attorney McKenzie has been chief clerk and his place
win be taken by Walton J Edwards, who has been acting

r Shipmate John I
>

I een advanced
to the place of messenger, and Cornelius W. Kelly has

Olnted assistant bond and warrant clerk. Kelly
will occupy the office recently created bj the Board of

Supervisors for the purpose ol disposing of the constantly
Increasing volume of a< in thi

I trlcl Attorney's

Kelly is one of the hest-known young attorneys in the
citj He is graduate of the Universitj of California with
the class of L912 and oi si Man's coiieu.-, win re he was
president of the Assn. lati d Student and of the College
Athletic &S60Ciati< n. He is a member of the indOOT Vaclit

Club and other organizations.

Beach Day. Auspices "Bulletin" and I. Y. C, Saturday,
July 25th.

Shipmate R. O. Lamm and his bride have returned from
a thi-e months' tour through Germany. Mr. Lamm has
several Kuropean novelties for the Halloween Banquet.

I 'each Hay' Only two weeks from Saturday!

(lifts of books and photos will he appreciated by the
House Committee

In the I Y. C. library may he found a complete set of

Encyclopedia Brittanica and other hooks i f reference.

The Board of Pilots meets on the first and third Tues-
day after the first .Monday in each month.

Matt Harris is convalescing on a ranch near Fort Bragg
after two months of serious illness.

The Board of Pilots lias been overwhelmed with appli-

from tlie membership and their ladies to set aside

an afternoon for the ladies to visit the club rooms that

they have heard so much about While it is the policy

Of the Board never to admit women to the club rooms,
it has been suggested by one of the Pilots that the Club
keep "open house'* some Sund iy afternoon, say from 2 to

6, and invite visitors Of both sexes to inspect our rooms.
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As everybody knows, the Main Sheet is a nautical maga-

zine, devoted to the interests of God-fearing, sea-faring

men and not a politi-

cal organ devoted to

the interests of vote-

getting persons; but
it may be permitted
to reflect the senti-

mer.t of many of its

subscribers whose
breezy voices are up-

lifted in behalf of

the candidacy of

John C. Corbett.

It is said by his

I hosts of friends that
' Corbett has been
twenty-four years a
popular pe:son even
in the Assessor's of-

fice, where popular-
ity does not always
reside so close to

taxes. His admirers,
who are legion, saj

"Corbett has seen
'em come and go;
has witnessed politi-

cal revolutions; has
beer, through admin-

istration upheavals', has endured through all forms of

reform. He has stuck for nigh on to a quarter of a cen-

t rv in a difficult place and has kept his friends and ever

made new ones, and now he is out for promotion to a

higher place, to which his experience of twenty-tour years,

fourteen of which were under the watchful eye of I >r.

Dodge, as chief in charge of the personal propeity •!> part

men', eminently fit him to adorn.

He war.'s to be the next member of the State Board of

Equalization from the First District, comprising the City

and County of San Francisco. As he has as yet no oppo-

sition on the Democratic ticket, it is certain he will pass

through the primaries, and if half the things said of his

qualifications are correct, he will achieve the promotion
which he seeks.

APPLES FROM TAIT'S RANCH.

Wasn't the Corbett pig a ham?

Achilles stayed in bed with a bum heel, but Walfisch-

Jack Hur.t succeeded in doing everything but defend
Gambler Pockerwitz.

Buck Travis says a Harvard education is great any place
but in Ben Lomond.

Sam Berger stopped as suddenly walking up hill as did
one of Nat Hewson's checks.

If Barney McElroy had been allowed to continue his

speech we would have gotten in an extra day.

The audience couldn't make out whether Sandy sang
'Roamin' in the Gloamin' " or "Swimmin' in the Foamin'."

At Tait's Ranch the grapes are all in bottles.

Fitzpatrick says McKenzie's a better Prosecutor than
Greeley.

"Sam"—"Sam," oh how that name haunts us.

Sandy McNaughton and King William ran a dead heat.

They'll lY'Ver make the eight hour law stick at Tail's

Ranch.

Of cousre all John's guests let him beat them at hand-
ball.

Valeska Suratt in Black Crepe and Diamonds? How
about Mine. Stafford in Gingham and Bald Heads.

Registration for the primaries (August 25th) closes
July 26th. In order to vote, all persons, notwithstanding
any previous registration, must register this year.

Beach Day. Auspices "Bulletin' and I. Y. C„ Saturday,

July 25th.

Lake Tahoe
WEEK BIND

EXCURSIONS ?„d^
n

.

d

amSl
keleyfc^^ZriT - $ir^.65ioRound Trip

Includes 75-mile steamer trip around lake, calling at all resorts.

Fishing, Boating, Out-of-Door Recreation, Hotels,

Cottages, Casinos, Dancing.

Leave San Francisco, Ferry Station, 7:00 P. M. Oakland, 1 6th St. Station, 7:38 P. M.

Ask Agents for Illustrated Folder.

Southern Pacific
The Exposition Line — 1Q15 — Pirst in Safety

For Full List of Daily Train Arrivals and Departures
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Quality Service
Remember—No Increased
' !ost for Perfect Service

Is it not worth your con^'ieration?

It is possible to <leal with the largest and finest

grocers without increasing the cost of living All
th*- staple groceries are sold at the same price you
would pay elsewhere.

Goldberg, Bowen & Co.
FOUR FINE STORES

Finest of Wines, Liquors, Cigars,
Fancy and Staple Groceries

AUSTRALIA
TAHITI AND NEW ZEALAND

The Magnificent New 12,000 Tons Dis.

R. M. S. TAHITI
Sails from San Francisco Wednesday, JULY 11 at 11 A.M.

SPECIAL LOW RATES
ImcL 2ndd. 3rdcl.

JULIUS EPPSTEIN
PHONES '

SUTTER ,372
FRANK H FORREST , KEARNY 5198

Clie California florist

344-346 GEARY STREET

AND HOTEL ST. FRANCIS

ARTISTIC DECORATING AND SAN FRANCISCO
OESGNING OUR SPECIALTY CALIFORNIA

Wellington $1/8.75 $121.25 $75.00
Auckland 194 50 137.00 63.65
Svdney 200.00 125.00 80.00
Melbourne 21280 13350 88.50

$325 SPECIAL PACIFIC OCEAN TOUR $325
to Sydney, via Tahiti. Rarotonga and Wellington, and returning

to San Francisco or Vancouver via Auckland, Fiji and Honolulu.
First Class. Stopovers any point en route. Tickets good lor

one year. Round the World, rates on application.

Further sailings, Aug. 19. Sept. 16, and every 28 days thereafter

Information and illustrated pamphlets (ree on application

UNION STEAMSHIP CO. OF NEW ZEALAND, Ltd.

HIND, ROLPH 4. CO., GENERAL AGENTS
Office (>7P Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

R. S. L. MORRIS - Passenger Manager

The Club Bottling Co.
J. W. C0FFROTH. Pres. M. W. ALTMAVER. Vice-Pres. JNO. S. MACKAV. Mgr.

PURE CARBONATED
BEVERAGES

THE CLUB GINGER ALE

PHONE PROSPECT 1389 2I08 POLK STREET
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ST. FRANCIS IMPORTATION CO.
350 Geary Street

WINES AND LIQUORS AT RETAIL
FINEST GOODS - LOWEST PRICES

PROMPT DELIVERIES

Jtareld <$, tmmai
REPRESENTING

^National durety 'Company
105 cMontgomery Street

Stands tmpleiim $iabiliti( ziszuranee

CW. Shaw
R. H. Fischbeck

Phones
t Douglas 5930

I Sutter - 3629

Handsomest "Buffet in the West

MAJESTIC

I am a power for great good if you do

not abuse my use.

In cases of need— I do my work well.

I am a builder up of health and strength

—in the hospital or in the home.

For the invalid or the convalescent

—

for the tired or overworked I offer a

great help.

A little of me goes a long way.

I have been among you for three

generations.

I'm known as Cyrus Noble throughout the world.

DEL MONTE AUTO RENTAL CO.

phone SUTTER 215
"Best of Everything W<-

C. H. Bacon,

Manager

844 MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

LIMOUSINES
LAUNDAUI.ETS

WEDDINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

OFFICE, 105 POWELL STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

CABS
roi KINO CARS

44WEAR A BENJAMIN 55

OUR FALL IMPORTATIONS ARE
ARRIVING DAILY-Pending their arri-

val we are conducting our Semi -Annual

CLEARANCE SALE

REDUCTIONS FROM 10 to 40 PER CENT.

856 MARKET ST.
EAST OF POWELL BERGER'S 7000 Square Feet,

of Clothing

101
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THE McKINNON MONUMENT
"On Fame's eternal camping ground.
His silent tent is spread.

While Glory guards, with solemn round
The Bivouac of the Dead."

Some months ago, or years, to be more correct, the Spanish-American War Veterans and kindred organiza-

tions concluded to erect a statue to the memory of Father McKinnon, the hero priest of Manila.

The Park Commissioners agreed to a site in Lincoln Park, but subsequently changed to a more favorable one,

overlooking the ocean, in Golden Gate Park.

A fund of almost seven thousand ($7, lollars was collected, a young sculptor named John MacQuarrie

employed, but when the cast was shown. Mr. Karl C'ummings, a member of the Park Commission, decided that it

was not artistic, and, sustained by his fellow-commissionere, refused to permit its installation.

Argument, pleading, the views of other artists to the contrary, all proved unavailing, and for years the statue

has lain in the hack yard of a boiler shop on Main street, covered with dust and begrimed with dirt.

A few days ago a committee of some fifty men of all creeds and all walks of life, representing some of the

largest local organizations, called upon Mayor Kolph and formally presented the matter to him and to the President

of the Park Commission. .Mr. William H. Metson. The Park Commission has agreed to reconsider Its determination.

Mr. Cummings may be a great artist, but be is not infallible, even when sustained by the very fallible Willis

Polk. Can the cross on the collar hav, caused the criticism? To untutored eyes it looks a work of art, but

whether artistic or not. the statue should be unveiled in its chosen position t,i commemorate the memory of a great

man. soldier, priest and patriot.
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Auto at the HOPKINS
Formerly Bohemian Villa
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WHEN THE LID COMES OFF
LI I 1 1.I-. UGHT HEART.
i From Grim Fairy Tali

nee upon a time the Utile sprite Light Heart, flaying in the fairii garden, came beneath tht eyi aged,

gaunt and gray Killjoy, self-constituted guardian of the fairies. And Killjoy, matching her, said:

"It is not right thai there should be such happiness. Light Heart does nothing but sing and laugh and play, and all

those who nice! her wish to sing and laugh md play, even as she dues. I am aid. and I know that this is not well. Soug,

and laughter and play < the soul Light Heart should spend her time solemnly considering the problems of

life and preparing herself for the hereafter."

So the Ancient Killjoy, sell -constituted guardian of the fairies, seated the little Light Heart and put her in a

:,, which thi either light nor the sounds of bud fields. And there httie Light

Heart remained, wh 'e about her the world grew old, and oilier sprites appeared who wished to had done, to

sing and laugh and play

Hut little Light Heart did not hud happiness in being thus shut away in dullness where she could do naught but

niune solemnly with her own soul. Her son! even as the blackness about her. Her thoughts grew wicked,

because there was no music and no laughter, and because it she wished to sing and laugh there
. to sing and

laugh with her-

Then one day came the fairy prince. Lair Play, ill the head of his army and pried the lid off the pot and released

little Light Hear)
But alas! it was not the little Light Heart o) vrinkled. Iter Inm lowdry. her

full of deceit, her speech whispered and full of wickedness. And when she tried to laugh, her laughter was hard

and mirthless, and her voice when she sang leas without music because her song did not come from her heart.

Then Fair l'ia\

at Heart' You are free again And now you can play as you used to play, and perhaps your wrinkles

will go away, and your soul will laugh, and you will remember truth and love and light"

But little Light Heart, who ivas thenceforth for, Heavy Heart, replied to him and said:

"J 1 101 v to play."

One does not need to lay an ear against the

these days to heai the labored breathing of our municipal

Crowbar manipulators in their mighty striving to prj < >rr

the "lid."

It is hard work, terribly hard work, but the hand hold

of too-zealous retonn is weakening, it would seem, and

If a small piece of the lid ran be loosened the F -

Behind the Crowbar will be well content

Time was in San Francisco when license was unbridled

They may come, if Akedism and reform charlatanry be

not checked, when the ulan who grows whiskers on Sun-

day and the woman who walks unveiled upon Powell street

on Saturday, will alike be subject to hell lire and jail sen-

tences. Doubtless wide open town advocates and fanatical

reformers flourish in large numbers in San Francisco. Ex-

tremists we have with us always.
But the happy medium which would give to San Fran-

cisco its chance to play, to give expression fitly to its ever
youthful spirit, its joyous, Bohemian nature, without vio-

lating too severely the rules of convention, is what the

great majority of San Franciscans favor most keenly.

Attempts therefore to take off a tiny bit of the lid are

being encouraged with general enthusiasm.
The writer considers himself an average San Franciscan.

He isn't any worse and assuredly he isn't any better

than the fellows he rubs elbows with every day He has
his spells on the wagon and off of it. He has been known
to go to church on a Sunday morning and to a hall game
in the afternoon. Also he likes musical comedies, and he

has read Pilgrim's Progress, and he likes a dry one
just before dinner, and he once passed the plate in a
religious meeting. Whether the lid comes off or stays on,

and is nailed on with large spikes with the Rev. Iir. Aked
clinching the ends, he believes he can pursue the even
tenor of his way and not feci that he has personally lost

or gained much. In other words, to each of us individ-

ually the position of the aforesaid lid is of little conse-

quence.

But to the city it really means a lot. And it means a

lot in more ways than one. It is merely driving home an
old point to siv that San Francisco is essentially a city

of night life. It is not a city of homes. The San Fran-
iome is of necessity a flat or an apartment. Con-

ditions have kept us from having lawns and gardens

Weather on the average isn't of the sort permitting us
to lounge on front verandas in the early evening. Auto-
mobile boulevards are not many and not all or us can
afford to buy gasoline. Such pleasure a3 we have we are
obliged t»» create.
We used to be able to create it and enjoy it. ami we

never had any idea that we were dreadfully wicked until

eminent reformers swooped down upon us like an epidemic
i i measles and lefl their impress upon us

In other days I have sat in cafes under the bright lights

and feasted and quaffed drinks while violins Bang in my
ears. Anil I have even been known to step upon the floor

with an arm about a lady's waist and—in my own awk-
ward way- glide through the measures of the divine waltz

and trot blithely in sprightly imitation of the turkey. 1 did

not realize that my soul was being destroyed. In fact. I

had ignorantly deluded myself into believing that I was
really enjoying myself. There had been as yet no ascet-

icism preached to us, and we were blissfully ignorant that
true happiness is found only in strict self-denial and rigid

del otion.

Were it not that some of this asceticism has the inspira-

tion of commercialism, and that that commercialism sticks

out like a wart upon the chin of a maiden of otherwise un-

blemished beauty, it might have found a response In some
of our hearts. But those wise men of business who have
planned ways and means of separating old Pro Bono Pub-
lico and Caveat Emptor from their shekels in 1915 have
aided, abetted, encouraged and "sicked on" Dr. Aked et al.

in their grand old work of reform. And there doesn't

seem a heap of sense in standing for it.

Listen to some 1915 reasoning, strictly from the exposi-

tion point of view. "Close up everything downtown. Let

there he no dancing, no music, no laughter, no play. Thus
will the spending horde be driven ;o the fair grounds,

where we shall tax them to sit down, to stand up. to laugh,

to sigh, to look at the sky. to look at the grass, to inhale

our air. We want all the money that is coming to town
to be spent at the exposition grounds."

Fair enough!
Yet listen to the 1915 reasoning of the business men of

San Francisco who are not world's exposition concession-

aires: "This should be a year of prosperity for San Fran-

cisco We hive uiven liberally from our purses that this

tair might be, and we know that hundreds of thousands
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will come to visit us. We want to entertain them. We
want to treat them well, so that they will go away with

kind feeling for San Francisco. And as there is to be

money spent in San Francisco, we want to get some of it,

so share in the profits that will be the city's."

And that sounds fair enough, too.

Also, the business men who are not connected with the

exposition seem to have the best of the argument and
have made some of our city fathers see it. There will be

no hogging of everything by the exposition, and there

will be no clamping down of the lid for the benefit of the

exposition under the guise of moral reform. Too much of

this legislation that discriminates has been done already.

One may not go to the Barbary Coast and dance, but one

may go to the beach and dance. In other words, there is

liberty, or, if it please you better, license, for the man
who can afford taxis and champagne, but none for the gink
whose income, holds him down to streetcars and beer.

To come back to what I started out to talk about orig-

inally, we are beginning to look forward to the day when
the lid is partially off. Those of us who can't do the tango
will of course be handicapped when our downtown cafes

are once again giving nightly dances. But maybe we will

get enthusiastic and learn to dance it—that depending
of course upon whether there is any guarantee that the
lid will not be damped down again just about the time we
master the fine art of keeping our feet off the lady's corns.

Akedists and fakedists tell us that the dance is the
devil's own invention, and that the road to hell is not
only paved with good intentions, but is worn smooth by
the patter of terpsichorean feet.

Mebbe so.

Yet sanctified terpsichoreans dance their way religiously

through the scriptures. The Greeks in the days when
their art was at its highest development erected temples
to the dance, and commemorated it in statuary and in lit-

erature. Really, we would not be so terribly wicked if we
were to do a little more dancing in public, where we can
be seen, and not quite so much in private, where license
can naturally have full sway and where viciousness, un-
curbed, can flourish.

In the tenderloin, so called, dancing flourished for years.
Perhaps it was an influence for evil. Yet the tenderloin
still goes on, and seems none the better, none the more
clean, because the dance is now prohibited.
Never mind about the tenderloin. It and its people are

a thing apart and their battles are their own. But San
Francisco, the city that has to play, wants some considera-
tion for the big. decent, clean minded, fun-loving part of its

population. It wants some consideration for its business
men, who paying their share of the money that is still

going out of the city monthly to pay for the rebuilding
since 1906, need as much liberty as can consistently with
good morals be granted them.
One thing is certain, San Franciscans are going to play.

They are going to have their fun. It is not their nature
to do otherwise.
When the "lid" comes off they will play in the open,

frankly, good-naturedly, merrily.
And as long as the lid stays on, they will play secretly,

behind closed doors, letting viciousness take root in their
darkened souls. For this how shall we answer in the hour
of hours?

For mine, give me to turkey trot in the open.
It may be a horrible thing, but my conscience will sur-

vive.

%rug
9rivate "Cuvee
CHAMPAGNE

REIMS, FRANCE

Mius M. ftezenfield
San Francisco Office

CHRONICLE BUILDING, 420-421
Telephone 1>ouglas 5399

THE ROUND TABLE
"Scbroeder, please give me a clean napkin," pleaded

Sandy. "You know 1 voted lor all the present directors

who were elected."

"Yes, sir, sure," replied Schroeder, "I'd do anything for

you if you keep me oud of dat Main Sheet."
Why. you don't think I got anything to do with it,"

replied Sandy.
"Vy, Mr. McNaughton. I'm on to you, I know very well

that you and that Nelson does all this stuff."

"Well, don't tip it off, Schroeder," grinned Sandy, as he
reached to grab the raisin bread from .lohu Horigan.

"John." said Luke Flynn. "I hear there is going to be
war in Europe."

"Sure, dere is goin' to be war," butted in Al Coney, "when
Russia and all them nations is fightin' ain't it war?" asked
Coney.

"I suppose I'll have to agree with you, although I

doubt it," answered Phil Wand.
And say. Phil, did you hear that the price of vine is

going up on accounl of der war?"
"That vill be great for der Golden Skaie," laughed U.
"Great lor the Golden Skate," repeated Nelson. "Why,

how's that?"
"Vy, you poor foolish, vine will go up." indignantly re-

plied Coney.
Well, you don't call Golden Skate wine, do you, Al."

asked Sandy, and Coney's reply was choked in the laughter.
"sii right down, Mr. MrKvers." suggested Schroeder;

"right along side Mr. Nelson. Yes. sit down here. Greg."
urged Willie; "I always like to have a member of the

Woodpeckers around." added Pete O'Mart.
"What are the Woodpeckers?" asked political Louis

Crowley.
Well, l can't till Just who were there, but from what

I hear. Harold Maundrell ought to issue -, warrant for

himself and his Fellow membeis," rejoined Willie, with
seine warmth.
"Yeah, yeah," clucked Marty Dogs Itrandensteln. "I in-

vestigated and I found out all about that party, Harry
Goldberg has offered to buy two pounds of coffee from me
if 1 give hip the dope. He's going to write a new sex

plaj and he wants a plot."

"Itrandenstein, you're a wonder," said Sandy; "you're

onto everything but yourself."
"Ob, boys, lay off that, won't you," pleaded ,loe Mickey;

"you know the Chamber of Commerce wouldn't like it

if I bey beard it."

"What's the Chamber of Commerce," asked .lack Hunt.

"Why the Chamber of Commerce is a gang of wis.' guys

who pay Joe Mickey a lot of dough for nothing," assumed
.Ine Needaroast,

"That makes me dance with joy to hear you say that."

broke in Stutz Korbel.
"Sh-sh, don't mention dance In this city, please." urged

Sandy. "Every time our Mayor hears it he gets St. Vitus

dance."
"I'm going to have my frient, Con Deasy, introduce a

bond scheme to purchase some backbone for our Mayor
and the Police Commissioners."
"Why boys, if I had the rubber in Mission Jim's spine

I'd be rich." said Leo I'uekwitz.

"Yes, and if you bet half the gold you have in your
teeth, you'd lie a plunger," sent in Sandy McNaughton.

"Say, McNaughton. listen to me." said the Plunger. "I'm

going to get out a paper in replv to that Main Sheet,"
said Pockwitz, "and I'll burn it up." and the crowd laughed
at the Gamboliers' mixture of threats and words.

"Don't get mad at me Leo," pleasantly retorted Simly.
I'm for Captain Fredericks. You know this club is filled

with guys who are for Fredericks, but not for Pockerwitz."
"I believe that's true," said Louis Crowley. "Yon know

Danny Ryan told me it ain't the noise what counts, it's

the votes. Dan is a wise politician." continued Lewis.
"Yes. he knows better than to run again." broke in

Willie Nelson.
"To resume." went on Crowley, "Danny had 16,000

friends at his meetings, but only about 7000 votes in the

box".
"Call for Judge Flood," yelled a stout-throated lackey.

"That's great stuff for Barney." commented Eddie Mc-
Kenzie; "it's cheaper than quarter cards."

"Oh, Barney is a cinch, he can win without getting paged
in here." replied Doc McMahon.
"Now boys, no more politics. Why, there is more politics

un here than there is in the Indoor Yacht Club," censured
Frank Foran. "The directors were right when they put

that bend in the Olympian," suggested Louis Stewart.
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JUDGE BERNARD J. FLOOD
After many years a Judge on the Justices' bench, Judge Flood, at the instance of many, has consented to seek the

office of Judge of the Superior Court.

Before he went on the bench we called him "Barney." We would like to call him that now. but somehow
It is difficult to address the Judge in that familiar way. His natural dianity suggests the judicial title as much
as the office itself.

Judge Flood has been some years on the Justice's Court bench of this city. Iiiirin? those years hardly a deci-

sion rendered by him has been reversed in the higher courts. This speaks well for his legal acumen and his

common sense, for, after all, most of the causes tried in the nisi prius courts require more sense than legal lore.

Judge Flood has invariably been elected over his competitors by the highest vote on the ticket. Invariably

he has been endorsed by all parties. With a non-partisan judiciary as candidates for office there will be no endorse-

ments but the legion of friends and persons who have met him are more than sufficient to give notice of bis candi

dacy.

The Main Sheet sincerely hopes to see the Judge elected a Judge of the Superior Court and cheerfully recom-

mends him to its readers.
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BEACH DAY
By BESSIE BEATTY

When they pulled up the anchor of the old town and set

sail foi the Pacific Ocean the log recorded a new highwater
mark in the history of San Francisco's Big Times.
The unimaginative calendar described it simply as Sat-

urday, July 25, but you and 1 know that it was Beach
Day and Beach Day forever alter it will be.

Now Beach Day, we may say for the benefit of the Fiji

Islanders (everybody else knows all about it already) had
its beginnings some hundreds or thousands of years ago
when nature built this bark of ours and equipped it with
a foredeck that turns the rest of the world emerald with
envy.

Like most things that are ours, we have taken the inn

deck for granted and turned a jaded ear to the ravings
of the rest of the world.

"If that ocean beach was anywhere else it would be the
greatest playground on earth," said the wise men who run,
out of the east and we acquiesced with courtesy becoming
the host.

But there came a day when one of us actually heard the

remark. Who he was or what 1 haven't an Idea, but it

penetrated into his consciousness and took root there.

Eventually it came out. "We ought to have an esplanade
along that beach. We ought t" wake up ami talk beach.

We ought to get together," it said.

There came another day.- It lound the collective heads
of the Chamber of Commeice, the Indoor Yacht Club and
the Bulletin all gathered up in a confiding I

"It's a great beach," declared Hie Chamber of Commerce,
in important tones "We ought to have an eapli le

"if it was anywhere else Cms would be Die greateal
playground on earth." whispered tie- [nd Tachl Club.

The people don't know it They're nol awake! Let's

tell them about it. said the Bulletin

"We'll put on the biggest little show Hiis burg has e

seen," said Mr. Sam Klaw-and-Erlange Berger, and em
phasized his remarks by pounding poor Scoop" Gleason's
spinal chord till there wasn't much left of "Scoop" but a

bunch of enthusiasm
"You bet we will." Scoop managed to echo between gasps

and right there and then the best little bunch of I sters
in San Francisco dreamed it all out.

We love first when we see them painted BCenes we have
past a hundred times, nor tared to see," said Mr. Brown
ing, and I think he must have been talking about just such
folks as we.
The beach lias always been there, a snip of silver and

gleaming in ttv si.nl'ght or blending into ill,' grays of

mist and fog; an open countenance nil-'' ng evei the
changing whims of the city of moods. It is beautiful
wreathed in smiles like the face of a happy child and still

more beautiful in somber veils of gl

Pi i ume of us it has always been a picture, taken for

granted of course. Put wonderful nevertheless. For others
of us it has been little mote than a nam-'
Never until Saturday, July 25, had it been whit it should

be; a great playground of the people.
It seems to me we take our play in San Francisco very

much like we take our beach—for granted. We assumed
long ago that we love to play. We assumed also that we
know how to play Then we went about our business and
forgot to. Every now and then something happens to show
us that we don't know even the A. B, ("s of play. We
hardly ever get together and when we do we have such a

thoroughly good time it sort of jerks us up and makes us

realize how much we miss the rest of the time
Beach Day thronged the silver sands with happy humans

of every age and condition A hundred thousand strong—or
stronger—they crowded into automobiles and street cars
They came afoot and they came a horseback They came
eflylng too, as anyone who saw Nell Schmidt and Silas

Christofferson arrive can tell you.
They tumbled out onto the curbs of Market street to

watch the Indoor tars board their trustv land craft and
steer full rigged ami flags flying straight for Hie banks
of the big Pacific.

And where the indoor Yacht Club leads they followed
Four hands were there to lure them on and alwavs there
was Sam Berger's promise ,,1 the "biggest little show the
old burg has seen yet."

It was all of that and then some.
When the big parade which marked the official com-

mencement of Beach Day, swung into Market street, suc-

cess marched at the front. There was a zip and a bang
and a go to that flying start that assured a good finish. Suc-
cess sat with John Tait in the trim little Indoor Yacht as

it sailed through the crowd and success oozed fiom the
smiles of the rest of the jolly tars as they lilted their hats
and sped away. Success scurried on ahead of the parade
and was there at the Beach to spread a spirit of optimism
when the main show began to arrive.

Old Sol had been ordered to run on schedule for the day
and he delivered according to contract. The air was balmy
from early morning until long past sundown and the spot-

light worked most of the time. Only now and then the
ghost of a log appeared on the horizon and blew quickly
past.

Four hours before the scheduled time for starting the
four ringed show, the sand and bluffs from the Cliff Hous-
to Sloat Boulevard were black with people. Along the race
coutse on the boulevard where California's stalwart young
athletes stretched their muscles for the entertainment of

the multitude and the glory of themselves, automobiles
were packed as snug as pomegranate seeds. Country folk

came into town and journeyed out to have a look at this

foredeck we had begun to talk so much about all of a sud-

den. Tliej brought their luncheons and they thronged i.ho

the soda water emporiums along the way. They demol-
ished mountains ol peanuts and sent rivets of lemonade
scurrying down red lanes. They wore the fat waffle man
to a shadow of his former sell, cooking crispy Boston waf-

fles for them and do you know they saj thai some of those

Indoor tars, trained from their infancy to hang th sir sails

on a hickory limb and never go near the water, actually

ol parental precept to Buch an extent that they want
wading in the briny.

body amused himself in his own particular way un-

til one o'clock, but after that even the agility of a Cali-

fornia sand flea would have been taxed to keep pace with

I \ents.

At a signal from the able and ample director, the four

bands simultaneously jumped into the middle of a rous-

ing tune. Commodore Hennessy ran up the official flag; the

crack regiment from tie Presidio marched onto the boule-

vard for an exhibition. Nell Schmidt descended from the

air in Silas Christofferson's aeioplane and prepared to

swim the seal rocks and the fun had begun
Things crowded so fast one upon the other, that there

is in my mind a great jumble of bull tights and horse
races, tug of war, glad hand, silver cups and blue ribbons,

brass buttons, boxing exhibitions, baseball, squash ball.

smiles and moving picture men everywhere, and on every
tongie

"Isn't it great.'"
i an Mm beat it°"

"Did you ever see such a mob?"
Sum,- show. Isn't It?" And all the rest of the classic ex-

clamations the male American uses when he forgets that

be Is a portly man of years and business and becomes just

plain boy again.
And it was all they said.

It was all they hoped and more. It was a great big

shining success from start to finish.

She's a tine old bark is San Francisco and she has a fore-

deck that can't be matched
She has a bunch of good sailors aboard and when the

wind is in the sails and they all pull together, the high

i 3 ire hers.

She has all uncharted course and we can take her where
we will. Beach Day proved it. More power to the crew!

MATRIA AND EPPSTEIN
A business deal of much Importance was completed last

week when Julius Eppstein, the California Florist in

Geary street and P. Matria. in Powell street, were con-

solidated into one enterprise. Matria's establishment. The
Art Floral Company, and Eppstein's were individually pop-

ular and enjoyed a wide patronage which, since the union

el Hie twain lias become a fact, should double in extent.

Whether as messages of consolation in sorrow or fragrant

compliments of seasonable greetings, the new firm can be

relied upon to provide the tokens which bespeak taste

and thoughtfulness. The Main Sheet wishes Messrs. Epp-

stein and Matria all success.

REGISTER NOW' If California it will be

due to its citizens neglecting to vote. Save your State!
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Registration for the general election now going on.

Closes October 3d.

If you desire to vote against Prohibition, register now.

The Railway Conductors resolved against the "universal"
Eight Hour Law.

.It is up to you a Dry State or Prosperity.

Two thousand well known citizens met at Luke Me-
Gluke's residence last evening to endorse Judge Fritz.

Speeches were made by a rusty graphaphone. District
captains were appointed to make a house to house can-
vass.

Foity thousand members of the Elks met in the Eagles
Hall last night and endorsed .ludge Lister for Superior
Judge. The committee was instructed to send this notice
to the Main Sheet.

William A. Kelly made speeches last night endorsing
Judges Deasy, Dunne. Van Nostrand. Sturtevant, Flood,
Shortall. Crist. Sullivan Brennan, Griffin, Cerf. brothers,
Graupner and I think Al Fiitz or Hill Lawlor.

So they're registering prisoners from the county jail.

Well, the Recall League says Eggers will need them.
Maybe the city could save money by moving the

county jail to the Registrars office. Anyway it would be
more convenient.

Let's put the McKinnon statue in the Park and throw-
McLaren in the ocean.

Charley Brennan has promised to "deliver" (what ever
that means) Oakland to Fredeiicks, Alameda to Belshaw,
Emeryville to Keesling and Berkeley to Ralston.

Since Oakland Charley and Sacramento Frank called
on Fredericks the Palace Hotel has placed signs 'no ped-
dlers wanted."

Harry Stafford turned on the gas in the Supreme Court,
asphyxiated the Judges and got a writ of Prohibition.

The Democratic County Committee accused Finn of
arson, Flannery of murder and Daroux of (guess).

The Powers may go to war in Europe, but they cer-
tainly went to war in the Mission.

The Eggers recall league met last evening in Dream-
land Rink. Four hundred gallons of ink were used up
in signing for the recall of Frank's Frederick.

Won't the Police Commission even let us dance on
one leg?

If they ever impanel a grand jury it will have to break
the 8 hour law.

A popular query: How will this European strife affect
the 1915 Exposition?
Our opinion is that it may cause the withdrawal of a few

foreign exhibits, but will not seriously reduce the at-
tendance. The 1915 transatlantic tourist mav come this
way instead of crossing to the other side.

If you haven't registerd this year, in order to vote at

the general election you must reg.ste: before October 3d.

By the way, Oscar, the S hour law wont let you trim
more than one-third of the day.

Judge Angellotti has had his eir to the ground co much
and has cried so much that the people tee tlte mud on
his ear.

If there is any re-inforced concrete left over at the
new city hall, please Mr. Mayo, sen 1 some to the Police
Commission.

The Police Commission maj be opposed to dancing,
hut they certainly do the Hesitation to the queen's taste.

Ihe new two step— Cook and Shumate, Roche and Kuhl.

Teddy, Teddy, get out of .Yax's cempany!

4,000 voters left last night in Pockerwitz's automobile
to make a (lying trip to Lower California for Captain
Fiedericks.
Leo Pockerwitz has $10,000 to bet thai lluerta lias re-

signed.

A straw vote taken in the ' ci ation last night
gave Fritz, 3-4, Lister 5-8, Moran 2-3 of a vote each.

8,000 Chinese endorsed Dom Beban last night Tom
Finn had them change from Progressive to Republican.
Tom was endorsed ior the next Sheriff el 1'ekin

One el the faith til on the water front write;., how should
Ister?

Well, Dwyer registered Democrat, Williams Progressive
and McCallum Republigan, so we can't veo well advise
you.— 1 he Editor.

When the band plaj i sard Christian Soldiers"
Tom Finn marches, but limps.

The "Bell-Klannery-Treacy" (action says there not In

politics.

Strieth speaking, they are not.

Governor Johnson, the It. It. Commission may help you
with the farmers, hut I'm ki rwitz helps you wit)) us.

1 he Police Commission is as devoid of courage as the

municipal clinic is of patients.

If Captain Fredericks loses he can blame General Otis
in the South ami Leo Poekerw itz in the north.

Peace has gone to Pieces.

Last week Europe rang with "a thousand million Kisses,"

but now a thousand million bullets.

Let us hope the Kaiser wites for Sheriff Eggers.

I town with Daroux, Flannery and Finn, shout the
Democrats.

Indeed Finn. Flannery and Daroux, insist the Republi-
cans.

Keep cool, boys, give the people a chance.

Assistant District Attorney Cunha's independence is re-

freshing. Backbone and mercy are mere efficacious than
bellowing lungs and vengeance.

The Kaiser ought to remember, he who lives by the
sword is apt to get tacked by an airship.

Maybe the People of San Francisco will form a Grand
Jury of the whole.

If the Kaiser doesn't give Eggers a recall, the people will.

Did the man who wrote The Passing of the Third Floor
back, have in mind that the Mayor's office is on the third
floor?

Citv Treasurer McDougald has sold nearly all of the
$200,000 block of Hetch-Hetchy bonds recentlv placed in

his office to be sold over the counter, and of the $850,000
of hospital and jail bonds three buvers have taken $500,000.

Is it possible there is a little water in that $34.' ,000
for the Spring Valley?
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RANDOM THOUGHTS
THE PRIMARY SCR AM BLE—LOOKS LIKE JOHNSON AND FREDERICKS—THE U. S. SEN ATORSH I P—SU PE-

RIOR AND OTHER J U DGES—H EARST'S IMMACULATE VILLA—THE EIGHT-HOUR LAW—MR. A. J

GALLAGHER'S POSITION—A SUGGESTION TO THE FIRE COMM M ISSION—SAM BERMING-
HAM—LIFTING THE LID—OUR RESPECTS TO COLONEL WEI NSTOCK—AND

IF DANCING, LET IT BE IN THE OPEN.

The political pot Is surely boiling, in tact, it's sizzling

pver and man] will be tbe corched band and reputation
ket, too, when the ret irns are counted in the gen

era! free for all scramble, known as the direct primary,
and by-the-way the primary seems to need considerable
direction, the number ol candidates pass a terstand-

ing. It took two columns ol close! type to list thi m
in one of our morning dailies and even then some were
grouped under a general heading. To review the situa-

tion, therefore, is impossible and to attempt to select
the winners seems equally so. At present the Republi-
cans have the center of the stage and a corner on pub-
licity. Everyone naturally knows who the Prog
candidate will be and nobody seems to care a tinker's
damn who the DemooraJtic candidate will be Wouldn't
11 be a innii' thing if the Dei I il came home with

Such things have happened, but the
pected is hardly likely in view ol the Immense Republl
can registration. And here the battle wages. Fredericks
is trying to outdo Keesling and Ralston out-ehoutiag Bel
shaw in their attacks on the Progressives generally and
Johnson in particulai As Hennessey would put it

— "Tta a

beautiful scrap if some of the byes don't uet loch jaw."
Out of the muddle, however, the real betting, not Pc I

witzian. still seems to show Johnson favorite In the finals,

with Fredericks as the contender. Ralston is second
ce for the coveted nomination.

The race for United states Senator is. at least, more
dignified Even the man-eating Henej seems to have
stepped on the soft peda] and roaring Rowell is as quiet
as a household cat. Sort of an .Upturns*- and
contest. The only dispute is apparently as to which ol tin-

toga hunters is drawing the biggest houses and this need
not bother any of us particularly. Knowland, Shortridge
and Phelan seem to be making the best headway .

although, of course, only one of the Republicans can qual-
ify. When the three fortunate ones step into the stretch
it will be a pretty race between either Republican candi
date and Phelan. The Progressive most likely Will get
show money only.

And the judges! Talk of the Charge ol the Light Brl-
Fudges to right of them Judges to left of them

Judges in front of them and when it's all over 'twill be
—Judges behind them. Someone jgested that ill the
candidates should hold a torch-light parade and some one
answered that the torches would not be necessary because
of the many legal lights. To even hazard a guess i

almost foolhardy and yet we are going to attempt it For
the Chief Justiceship of the Supreme Court, Con
crowding Angelotti and with his personalis and popU
larity the race should finish Conley, Vngetotti and Borft
well. For Associate Justice. Shaw seems to be away
out in front with Lawlor second choice and Murphj and
James straggling along. Kerrigm is more than fortunate
in having no opponent for the District Court of Appeals,
but for the unexpired term Sargent. Richards and Stratton
are battling, and it looks as though the former were first

choice in the betting When it comes to the local situation,
one is hopelessly non-plussed. The entry of all the Police
Judges has. in our humble opinion, strengthened the
chances of the incumbent Superior Judges. Shortall and
Deasy, however, are particularly strong and both have
large followings. Bernard J. Flood, whom we familiarly
call Harney, is a mortal cinch to win, and deservedly so.
hie o Donnell is another contender who must be figured,
The race looks as though Van Nostrand, Dunne, Sturte-
vant and Griffin should finish in the order named. Flood
and Hunt should finish either fifth or sixth and the battle
for the remaining places will be between Orothers. Cerf
and Graupner, the remaining incumbents, and O'Donnell,
Shortall and Deasy. For Justice of the Peace, the incum-
bents seem to be making a get away race with Daniel
the possibility for the remaining place.

Mr. William Randolph Hearst is a truly wonderful man
hut nothing in his wonderful career has been more as-
tounding than his changi rf I on! on the situation In

ico. For months the Hearst sj ndicate denounced
General Villa as a blackguaid, cut-throat and all-round
crook. Thief, bandit, pillager, murderer are a few of the
pet adjectives used to describe him until most of us
imagined that villain was simply a word derived from
Villa. And we agreed with Hearst— Villa was all that

lid and more, in an article published in the month-
ly paper of the Knights ol Columbus "Six-Fifteen" over
the pseudonym "America" an appeal is made for Mexico.
If one-half the statements made in that publication are

rrect, General Villa and his army of garroters ought to
fce drawn and quartered Apparently Mr. Hearst was ri

.lust about a week ago the Hearst papers simultaneously
published an editorial declaring ViHa Mexico's Btroi

man." urging that he be declared President and concluding
with the remarkable statement, "then let there b

Like the chameleon, we are accustomed to Mr Hearst's
facility for change but this seems almost incredible. Of
-our nd it, probably another land
uiah. bul may it not also be thai water has only found its

level and that birds ol a leather do Bock together?
In the July-issue of the Main Sheet Mr, Andrew .1 Gal-

lagher published an article in advocacy of the so-called
universal eight-hour law. ,\t that time we explained that

we were glad to give space to the argument but reserved
the privih ge of replying. The head note was written
ifter a rather hurried perusal but upon a more careful

thai a m pi) is scarcely necessary. The
Main Sheet does not quarrel with the economic reasons
which may he advocated in favor of a Universal Eight

I
Law The law is not universal and no matter wnnt

it might accomplish, were it enacted I
I it would

do Irreparable harm to apply it to California alone. Nor
dies Mr. Gallagher's logic appeal particularly. It rather
reminds one of the answer the little boy made when his

teacher asked him for three reasons to show that the
world was round. Why you say so. Ma says so and the
booh says "" Ad eight-hour law is a good thing accord-
ing to Mr Gallagher, because he says so, some unknown
itinerant pedagogue, who never did a day's work, says so

i tabor paper, iianu- not nientioi so, The
logic which says that "idleness renders the unemployed

in soon unemployable" and then attempts to show-

that a shorter work day is the cure tor idleness, the mak-
ing i« r better conditions and incrcised efficiency, is hard
to comprehend. According to Mr. Gallagher or Professor
Fisher, if an eight hour day is better than a nine or ten,

it ou will, then a four hour day would bring about the
millennium and yet idh ness is the root of all evil.

The effect of such a law is almost beyond comprehen-
sion. There is no avocation, no industry, no utility nut
would be seriously and adversely affected. On agricul-
ture and horticulture no one can foretell what time may
be given to gathering the crops. With apricots, for in-

stance, a hot wave might necessitate gathering the fruit

and packing in a day, while with cold weather it could
run along for a week. Take the cattle herder. Does any-
one imagine that with an eight hour law in California that
the cattle will not be ranged in other States? Will the
herder employ one gang of men in Nevada and three in

California to do the same work? And so on from man-
ufacturer to every housewife. Have the gentlemen who
are advocating this measure contemplated what it would
mean to each municipality? Take our loca! Fire Depart-
ment, for instance. It would mean the creation of a

triple platoon system and increase the annual cost by at

hast one million and a half dollars, an addition to the
tax rate in this one item of thirty cents. Instance after

instance might be recited where there is no uncertainty
and no speculation as to the result of an eight hour law
and because one or two industries might he aide to bear
the increased burden is a poor reason why the hundreds
remaining should be hopelessly crippled. No' Mr.

Gallagher, the eieht hour law for California is untimely,
inopportune and. if we must say >t. vicious and we repeat

egain that we hope it will be defeated.

The Main Sheet would like to offer a suggestion to the
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Board of Fire Commissioners which we think will go far

toward the betterment and innocent enjoyment of the De-

partment. Why not rotate the various officers and mem-
bers so that each could serve, at least two weeks within

the Exposition Grounds? 'Ihe ordinary members of the

Are fighting force would have but little time to see the

Exposition under normal conditions and present working
hours. Under the arrangement made with the Expo-

sition Directors, about fifty men must be on duty at all

times. Suppose we say that of the seven hunderd odd

men each was given a two weeks detail at the Fair. This

would prevent any charge of favoritism and would give

every fireman, lrom Chief to Hoseman, ample oppor-

tunity to view the World's Exposition. A little consider-

ation of this kind would please the fireman, increase sat-

isfaction and generally promote the best Interests of the

Department.

Some Miss Grundy started the rumor through the Fire

De"paitment that we were for retaining the present Super-

intendent of Engines, Mr. Samuel Biimingham, in office.

We have never been consulted and don't know that our

influence would amount to much anyway, but so that

there may be no misunderstanding, if we had our own way,

Mr. Birmingham would be back where he started as a
chair warmer in Mr. Finnigan's saloon. Of all the incom-
petents, outside of his patron Chief .Murphy, he is about
the worst. When men like Gleeson and Bulger are avail-

able, it seems a crying shame to continue such a man in

office and no one can tell what it is costing the city.

had been atoned for, that paidon had been granted and
the Colonel had consented to this. The case was heard
by a jury and in five minutes the boy was acquitted and
what a scorching the Colonel got when the verdict was
rendered. And this is the kind of cattle who preach re-

form.

They're at it again' When Dr. Aked did a, Joe Know Irs.

when the fat Mrs. Campbell was squelched and wherl the

Purity League died an ignoble death in the Pacific Build-

ing, we all sat back and drew a sigh of relief. But it was
not for long and the reformers are up in arms over what
they term—"lifting the lid." To show their absolute in-

sincerity the pioposed resolution now pending before the
Police Committee of the Board of Supervisors, does not

even contemplate touching the lid or lifting it either. It

simply ask the Board of Police Commissioners, inasmuch
as it is now permitting dancing in some cafes and res-

taurants, to continue this policy and to extend it when in

its judgment conditions warrant. Isn't that :i terrible
request? Wouldn't it be an awful thing if the Commission
decided that the Tecbau Tavern, which now dances on
Friday night, should be allowed to dance Wednesday and
Thursday, too? And if the resolution does pass, the Hoar 1

of Police Commissioners still have absolute jurisdiction.

It stopped dancing, why can it not restore it? But the
tongues must wag and the preachers mush preach and
so we can expect to read nothing else until the final

hearing. Why such a resolution should be necessary in

view of the unquestioned power of the Police Commission
is beyond us, but inasmuch as someone has proposed it,

we hope it goes through, the calamity howleis to the con-
trary.

And while on the subject of reformers we would like

to pay our respects to Mr. Harris Weinstock. Who is

Harris? We will tell you. Harris is a Colonel by grace
of the Governor. He is also a member of the State In-

dustrial Accident Beard by the same grace. He is a

member of the firm of Weinstock-Lubin and of the auto
firm of Weinstock-Nicholls and he is the personification
of reform. What he wouldn't do for the poor and ti e

downtrodden, the social wanderer and the criminal, has
not been contemplated. He is an economist, a sociologist
and a philanthropist— all in one and tours the State plead-
ing for its general reformation. He is Peter the Hermit.
Martin Luther, John B. Gough and Dr. Aked combined.
That is who the Colonel is! But the other day the Colonel,
who formerly was located in Placerville where he was
once arrested for selling "non-conception rubber goods"
appeared as prosecutor in Judge Deasy's court. Tne de-
fendant was a lad just out of his teens with a wife, of
course. He had been caught stealing goods while in
Weinstock's employ and had confessed to thefts aggre-
gating about fourteen hundred dollars. This was in Feb-
ruary and after the boy had signed confession after con-
fession and after the Colonel had been reimbursed by
surety companies, and by the boy and wife giving up
everything, he wis permitted to go. He went to Reno

—

he started anew—his wife helped him and he began to
prosper on the right road. The Colonel heard of this and.
of course, saw the chance for another shakedown. So
in June a warrant was again issued, the signed confes-
sions again produced and the boy again prosecuted. There
wasn't much of a defense to make, except that the crime

A FEW STORIES ON WELL-KNOWN FOLKS.

By Sam Beiger.

Nat Goodwin's matrimonial entanglements have become
such an institution that even Nat does not resent any
badinage regarding same. He tells of a tax collector ap-

proaching him in front of bis Ocean Park home. With
a haughty air, the tax collector demanded:
"Your name?" Answer: 'Nat Goodwin.''
"You own the house?"
"Yes."
"Married, single, divorced?"
"Yes."

I was dining with Wilton Lackaye on the occasion of

the last Portola celebration; the scene at Tait's was one
of hilarity. At an adjoining tabfe were several young
college boys throwing serpentine in hard little packages.
One well-directed shot hit a bottle on our table, spilling

the contents over a lady's dress. In disgust I said to

Lackaye, "And those fellows go to college!" Me said, "No.
my boy; they were sent."

I was describing a wonderful leading woman thai I hail

seen with a cheap lepertolre company playing in the Baal
and was talking in lavish praise as to her ability. I said!

Wilton, she is the most wonderful bit of dramatic mate-
rial I have seen in years, arrd although she Is only playing
in one of those cheap companies, vou will surel} hear from
her. She has appearance, mare, voice anil lemprramenl
Wilton, she is wonderfully intense." lie says. "Yes, in

tenths, twents and thirts"

Wilson Mizner was explaining to me several months ago
i

I a bad man he knew in Alaska. He said: "Tougli:
Why, he was Ihe quickest man with a gun I ever knew.
He got into an argument with a chap one day who burled
some vile language, ami before you could bat your eye '<

pulled out nis I.', ami slml a new row ol' Inn lonboles in

the fellow's vest."
I asked Mlzner one day to what particular weakness he

attributed his failure to make history. 1 said: "Wilson.
miu hive everything brains, physique, family and other
advantages— hut you do not seem to have done much with
them. To what particular thing do you attribute your
failure?" He said: 'Sam. my boy. I am the laziest man
in America. That is a curse, but it's on me. Do you
know if I was sure that at the first of every month a man
would slip an envelope under my iloi r with $1(1.110 in It,

why. 1 would never get out of bed."

Hector McKenzie, Pomeroy Wine Agent, was dismissiim

the life of a wine agent. He says: 'This game is all bunk;
everybody thinks that you get a hundred thousand dollars

a year and nothing to do but spend it. Why." he savs.

"this life is so unreal that a wine agent could wear an
engineer's lantern and everyone would swear it was an
opal."

I just received a letter from Toxen Worm, the General
Manager of "Shuberts," from New York, in answer to one
of mine. He says in part: "Your last line about remem-
bering you to inquiring f i ieirds is a hit with me. Don't

you know that noboby in New York ever inquires about
anybody that lives west of the North River?"

I was dining at Rector's with Jim Coibett on my last

visit to New York when the waiter neglected to bring us

napkins. Corbett, in a confidential manner, tappeil He

waiter on his shoulder, and whispered into his ear: "Say,

sonny, would you mind running over to Churchill's and see

if you can borrow a napkin."

CHIEF JUSTICE BEATTY.

In the death of Chief Justice Beatty California lost the

most honorable and honored jurist of the West.
Throughout his long and brilliant career his character

and ability has rendered the Supreme Court of California*
high place in the nation. If his successor, whoever he

may be, can approach the distinguished dead jrrrist. Cali-

fornia will indeed be grateful amid its sorrow.
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JOSEPH M. KELLEY: A BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH.

Joseph M. Kelley (incumbent), tor twelve years Super-
visor of Alameda county, is *i candidate to succeed him-

self in the Third
Supervisorial Dis-

trict. Mi' Kelley
is a strong advo-
cator for the tun-

nel under the es-

tuary, connecting
i be i ilies of Oak-
laud and Alaraeda
which will ,-liini-

nate the congest
ed traffic over tile

Webster Street
Bridge.

.Mr. Kelley is a
self-made m a ti

He started from
the bottom and by
hard work has at-

tained a high
standing in the
c <> in m u nity of
which lie is Su-
pervisor. lie has

thousands
of friends through
h i s straightfor-
wardness and
pleasing person

ality and his desire to better the conditions of Alameda
county. When a young man, he was proprietor of a laun-
dry and by his integrity and honest methods made his
business a success. Mr. Kelley's political life started as
Assemblyman in 189S, succeeding himself two years later.
After the expiration of the second term, he was elected
Supervisor of Alameda county by his many friends ami
business men of the county, who saw in Joe' Kellej a
man who would do big things and do them in the rlgbl
Wiay for the interests of the people, rich and poor alike.
It was through the efforts of "Joe" Kelley that the foot-
hills boulevard was completed, on- of the moBl beautiful
scenic dtives in the State of California. Guy Hates Post,
the famous actor, while driving through this boulevard,
declared it to be as handsome and as refreshing as any
drive in Europe

Energetic at all times for the benefit of the county and
his constituents. Mr. Kelb-y can always be called upon.
A vote for 'Joe" is a vote for not cue but all who

have the interests of Alameda county at heart.

WHISKIES AND WHISKIES

"Other whiskies are made to sell, but

HERMITAGE BOURBON, HERMITAGE RYE

and OLD CROW

are made to DRINK/* says "the consumer" to

HARRY BLOOD

FATHER McKINNON'S STATUE.
By Rev. Dr. J. Nieto.

In the year 1 S9S our country was at war with Spain.
Thousands of our young men, moved by the spirit of

patriotism, volunteered their services to go out to the
Philippines to vindicate the honor of their country. Im-
pelled by the excitement that naturally ensues when en-
thusiasm holds sway over them, they were picturing to
themselves the deeds of valor they would perform and in-

cidentally their thoughts turned to what punishment they
might inflict upon the natives who might oppose their in-

vasion of the Islands. Added to this, there was the tempta-
tion which always offers itself to men who are necessarily
released from strict restraint, the desire to live a life of
abandon, which is a necessary consequence of this condi-
tion. They had possibly heard of the head hunteis, exe-

cuting a series of vengeful punishments upon prisoners
of war. and their minds were in such condition that the

3tial principles of their natures were necessarily in the
[encj

Along with them went a great, good man whose business
it was to present to them, in this most exciting condition,
the better | ;rt ot human nature and to strive to keep
them within reas-onable bounds. He represented not a
church hut a principle and was so faithful to the cause
he had undertaken, that while he did not become "All

things to all men," he did become the representative
of the b*st in man to our hoys in Manila A Catholic

1 nest himself, he managed without st ruining his con-
science or violating principle, to bring to the men of
every religious denomination, just the kind of human
thought that would tend to make them strong enough to

control the ver. worst part of themselves.
The boys, whether they were Jews. Catholics, Protest tuts.

or any other denomination, all owed debts of gratitude to

Father McKinnon, for the splendid influence that he ex-

ercised over them, and their parents and friends felt with

them that there should be something done, now Father
McKinnon has passed on, to testify to this feeling of grat-

itude that they had for him and that the Nation should
entertain for him. A subscription was therefore raised,

a monument was cast, but the Park Commissioners, arro-

gating to themselves artistic sense beyond the needs of
the occasion, did not think that this symbol of a people's

< nl< was good enough to be put in the park. The
museum in the park holds many a relic of by-gone days,

which from its mere artistic point of view was not worthy
Of consideration, yet, because of what they represent, they
are of inestimable value to the world. Statues are pre-

served a]l over the world and the greatest care taken of

them, not because they are artistic or conform to artistic

rules, but because they represent in themselves a good.
wholesome and right thought

I have not seen this statue, nor if I saw it would my
opinion be altered. The people of California did not in-

tend, perhaps, an artistic decoration for the park, but they
did Intend a symbol of their gratitude to Father McKin-
non. He may have been as ill-favored by nature as Lin-

coln, and nobody presumes to think that a statue of Lin-
coln can be made artistic. It is the man and what the
man looked like that interests us. and what the man did
that we wish to be reminded of, and this \ iew of the
Park Commissioners is not justified when one looks around
the park and sees the travesties on art that occupy prom-
inent positions there.

I hate to think that prejudice has any place in the minds
of the Park Commissioners, or urges them to come to any
other decision but that the will of the people should be
carried out and their desire to testify to their apprecia-
tion of Father McKinnon, and that his work is respected
and revered by them

Put the statue in the Park.

E U E C T

Harry L Stafford
TO—

Democratic County Committee
32nd Assembly District

Endorsed &y Regular Democratic County Committee
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BASEBALL. BUTTS FROM THE THIRD FLOOR OF THE CITY HALL.

By Mountford Carr.

Is San Francisco hard to satisfy? Not that we have
ever been able to prove, especially in the sporting line.

Still, the fact remains that certain daily papers, which are

SUPPOSED (written with reservation) to reflect public

sentiment, refuse to give the local ball club credit for

what they have done. Let's get down to figures. Since

the start of the season the San Francisco Seals have at

no time been worse than four and a half games behind

the leaders of the league. And the season more than

half over.

In other words the Seals have been contenders in the

pennant race since the stait of the season. But what
credit have they received lrom these certain alleged re-

flectors of public sentiment? If they win a few games
they are the greatest ever. If they lose a few what do
we see? Expert articles on the weaknesses of the club,

we-told-you-so editorials on the haven't-got-a-chance stuff:

Or possibly a little hard pushed humor on how funny is the

effort of the Seals to forge to the fiont?

Is this fair? How many so-called big league cities would
welcome a club that could give contention as have the 1 *.t 1

4

Seals. And, meanwhile these same "experts" have entirely

overlooked the fact that the Pacific Coast League is in

the thick of a great baseba]l race. Four and possibly five

teams, are within striking distance of the pennant. One
day's play changes the leader. Two day's play sends
the loser into the second division.

We have never been a baseball expert but we have been
a follower of sports for many yeais. What is the matter?
Is it that baseball writers of the present have become me-
chanical—simply grinding out so many words to the col-

umn for so much per week. We can remember when the
baseball writer was the biggest baseball bug of them
all— a rooter, a kicker and an enthusiast ior Ihe home team.
Lead us to the baseball w:iter of today—with possible
exceptions, of course—who gives a whooping whoop who in

the whoop wins any game. "And ain't ii the truth." bo
Who seems more tickled than the modern baseball writer
if he can pan the home team?

And while we are in file mood of asking questions, why
doesn't the Municipal Railway give I !al Ewing an
break? Being one of the sufferers we know that we have
to hang on many a crowded car to get to Bwing Field,
our only satisfaction being that we pass many a i

i

where people wanting to go to the hall garni- can't gel on,
principally because the car won't stop for them. 'I he
Geary Street road is the only real line to the new hall

field and why not make some effort to get the people to
and fro?
We understand that Ewing has endeavored to interest

the Supervisors and has succeeded to some extent. Also
we hear that he may have had quicker action on tin- pari
of the real city fathers if .1. Emmet Havden hadn't been
chairman of the Utilities Committee. What .1. Emmet's
object was in estopping action we don't know, unless it

be that there weren't enough voters around in the lobby
to listen to his talky-talk. Our idea of a real supervisor
is—well, anyway, it isn't what Mr. Hayden's middle name
would imply. Let's hope the real City Fathers decide to
give Ewing Field a good deal. He is at their mercy, that's
sure, with the United Railroads three blocks awav from
the nearest entrance to the ball park

Tyler Christian doesn't seem to be able to do much more
with the Oaks than did his predecessors, although so
many of us believe that the Oaks have manv good indi-
vidual ball players. Some of the Oaklanders :

exhibitions
of late have been painful, but no one has vet solved the
problem. A turtle-dove whispered the other night that
it was too much of the upper office stuff that handicapped
Tyler, but that is hard to believe with such sensible men
as Frank Leavitt and Jack Cook at the helm. Surely ther
have studied the history of the Cincinnati Reds and the
continued interference of Garry Herrmann.
Who stand out as the greatest and most successful man-

agers of the present age? None other than Connie Mack
Muggsy McGraw, Fred Clarke and Frank Chance. Would
any of these four ever stand for upper office interference''We should say not. What is the answer?

"I

I

"I

"I

but-
"I

"I

"I

but-
' I

"I

"I

"I
"1

favor dancing, but
—

"

am against a puritan town, but—

"

never like to interfere with pleasure, but—

"

always like to let everyone know where I stand,

favor the McKinnon statue, but—

"

am against prohibition, but
—

"

know the people who know me understand me.

would like to fire Kuhl, but
—

"

would willingly give you the appointment, but—

"

am deeply indebted to Dr. Jones, but— "

registered as a Republican, hut—

"

know 1 promised, but—

"

The Democrats of San Francisco are charging that there
is an unholy alliance attempting to captuie the Repub-
lican. Democratic and Progressive county committees so
that the 1915 endorsements can be swung at ease. How the
fact that Harry Fiannery is to capture the Democratic
Forces explodes the suspicion, lie curt. No one seems
to be trying to capture the Progres ives and the Freder-
ick- Republicans seem ti have the edge In their tight. So
it looks in have been the steam beer plan or boast of cer-
tain i binations. It is plain that their boast is no
stronger than the collar of the beer upon the strength
which they planned the assault.
The leaders of the Eggers Recall movement, however,

tick to grasp the situation Bj throwing their as-
sault on Eggers thej will break whatevei the combi-
nation oi unholj alliance boasts o
That Eggers has been a most unpopular and unsatis-

factors si. nil l- not to be doubted, Mis term ol offlci
will last only ;:s long ;i>- Ho recall is handy Scandal after
scandal even to the registering ol prisoners as voters, has
< suite l

; n leaving Eggers politically naked to his enemlei
As we hen- ,t. the plan is to put II siroiiK man against

hi the general election ami in the meantime it

v ill keep the forces of the alleged combination well sent
tered.

Will San Francisco tamel) siibmll to the forgery of re-
all petitions, or ol other petitions?

Latl Bl mil M I
Hem II r r,l hall saj that Tom Finn

rni' i Ii Ini iii the Police Courl to testifying In the
Supreme Court.

Fiance. Russia ami England tire in the throes of peril!
The Huron Von Sehrocder is noing to war.

Tallac Trip, August 13th. Auto parade leaves club
rooms 8:30 p. m. under the leadership of Major Eugene
M. Levy and the I. Y. C. Band of forty musicians

Correspondents ami subscribers in Europe who do not
receive this issue en account of the war. please write the
Editor.

The Acme

of

Protection

YOU CAN RENT
A BOX AT THE

Crocker

Safe Deposit

Vaults

For U per Year,

LARGEST IN

THE WEST

John F. Cunningham,

Manager
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Club Roo eet. Teleph
Ex< :

- I, Sutter 5386.
Hoard of EMlOtM.

Frank J. Hennessy, Commodore. u W. Altmayer, Steward
Willi;, in r i. m- Carthy, K«?e| Log

'i
i

li A. Waits
(V. CofTrotn James W Is

Ss m uel i lerger John 1
Joseph li Hutch inson \\ m. i !ha ppi

.i 1 1 ECeegan Mons
I I . I

:

StandlBg * 'ommltteeit.
Boone i ll w. Altmayer, Jno T. S. Mulvey,

Ino i i Jlynn.
Bfflcen: i! i

' ;
'.! ii w Altmayer, .) A. Watts.

Inditing: .1 li Lewis, M. W AKm
Knli rlainm.iii : •>

I
Win II. McCarthy, H I. Staf-

ford. Prank P. Shanlej .

Hi •-: lohn Tan. J. \\ Coltroth, James w is, n. n.
Hart, Wm 1 1 VI C

athletic: I' M Wand. J. s. Lewis, i E, Derham.
CtdImci Jos. 55. Lewis, CI

I

Sella*.

I. \ . 4 . ItillMl: M
Other < iMiimit li •••.

Pabllcityi Wm. J Lyn. VI Jo; Walter An)
Ghuneitt Cant*, Etc.: Jos. \ Watts, John I'. i

Nell T. 1 uffj . Joseph n. Hutchinson
Welfare: P M Wand Wm. Morrison, P. E Si

dl< i
.

i

.
.

i
.

.!,, iael Hannnn. P. ll

i

Daajtant: Wm, A. Lange, Vincent
I gan, II. [. Mu

i ieo. C. Salch, Hai i
\/., I >r, Jno. J

I [en ry I ili eson, i W. ( !ofl i ol h

Club House bi ip, $•; 00 pei
payable annual!) or semf-ann i tl i ne l and De-
1.

Membi m ust pay $3 i ntHling
them to n i> ntll Novembei

>aj $5 00 for membi rshlp until Via

1915, and In Si pteml ei |4 i0 b, till Maj 31, 19
her. %\ lues, to Ma 31, l

,f
) 5; and $3.50

o Ma- 31, 1915; and In Dec< mbei . 13 00, to M

i i
i

>i never In an amounl less than |3.00.
Ip, with Club H

$ i pi i year; Non-Resid< nl Club House Membership, |3.00
per ,i nnum, payable annuallj In ad

s.I. \ i . \.\ BV
Pinochle Tou rna ment—

i rnament

—

l p—August 13th.
K Iddles' i

> .i September 27th.
Hallowe* n Banquet- ' tetobei 3 i si

Pino hie Tournament will i"- announced latei under the
ol the Card Committee and Julius Rosenneld,

Mil 1 Foley and Niel T Dufl ili prizes will be
awanl'-ii the winners of llrst, tecond and third places

A Casl ' ment will be held i n i he latter p
i mi- i the dl rei lion ol the « '.i i -i « !ommltte<

V Cunningham. Anthonj ' Griffith and William C Mlkulli h
•priate prizes for first, second and third.

Criticize and suggest foi the Improvement ol oi
i tit and suggest Ion box In lobb

Is your address correct and your name properly spelled

on our records, evidenced by your lulls and the envelopes
from the Club? If not, as a great assistance to this office

we would suggest that you correct the same itself when
mailing your check to the office. It is very important
that we have our records in this respect authentic and
we ask your hearty co-operation with us. Moral: If you
change your mailing address, let us know and we will

flee that the possibility of your mail from this office going
astray is eliminated.

Shipmate John Daniels is anxious to secure his old job
of .Justice of the Peace. The judge is displaying great
speed and should win handily.

Some one inveigled two of our sailors, .Johnnie Crowley
and Frank Shanley, to stand as candidates for the Re-
public m County Committee In the 33d District. Johnnie
says that if elected he will give all his constituents a din-

ner, while Prank will build an addition to his Continental
Hotel to house his adherents

Beach day passed with but one mishap. Tiv Moving
Kreling was thrown from his hired steed and

enty cents from the pocket of bis ready-made trous-

In Collier's of July 25th, George Randolph Chester, En

"Fundamental Justice." uses the 1 V C/fl idea, Kiddies'
Day."

(MRS.) HELEN VAN CAMPEN
Latouche, Alaska

May 6th, L914.
The Indoor Yacht Club, San Francisco:
Gentlemen: I read the Main Sheet with interest.
I cannot make out whether the Yacht Club is mainlj i om

posed of merchant sportsmen, or sportsmen merchants.
I find my old friend Tiv Kreling there. Has he gone into
trade, or does he merel" OTdei the skipper to lay to at the
club anchorage, while the owner goes ashore and lists to
the evening scandal?
You bad better order the flotilla north on a trip. Since

the Alaska railroad bill has been signed, the several coast
towns aie pantingly awaiting for Mr. Wilson to give a
name to the terminal. Evi r> boat brings a mob of people
to each town. Their arrival naturally gives an air of
excitement, the streets appear crowded, and the checkakos
hurriedly buy town lots, discovering only when all are
boused that they made the temporary prosperity. As l

mi. an island, controlled by the Guggenheims, whom
the usual Alaskan hates because the Guggenheims are the

persons to put anj money into the country. I miss
much of tins but as the boats come by I hear the hum-

-. of the stampeders, who I ry when they see our
bins and scanty number ol houses:

Is that all there is of this place?"
As they see hospitable Signs, warning (hem that if they

step on private docks It's their funeral If thej lose a leg
or so, and i.>t the company's, they gingerly look about,
select a barge hunk of wast.- from a dump, to carry back
to the stales and display as pure copper, ask if the book-

er's collie dog s malamute, and whether the resi-
ts get lonesome? Off - blp, and Seward gets

inch who sit down and wish the President would
hurry.

i eing an island, be won't build the road from
here, hut if son uld whisper 1'ort.ige Ray to you.
it might tie worth a bet. When the doings really start.

there will be B rush worth Beeing, and I have a good pair

of glasses in case yon come this Waj with your club. Yes,
and I have a good boat and engine, too.

Proving that Alaska merchants have their woes, one
in Cordova recently told me that he'd stopped carr> Lng
women's apparel, as if one woman bought a certain article
none of the others would have one like it. as they had
to be "different." The test for a man was many other
men wearing with satisfaction certain shoes or clothes

—

then he rushed in and outfitted like his associates. In

Valdez, by the way, the snow gets twentj feet high in

places, but the ladies, muffled in fur md flannel, march
along in low patent leathers—Just as the) do "outside"—
and wonder why on earth they've got the sniffles next
day We have blue skies and sunshine now, and the sal-

monherries are budding, spring being a month ahead of
last year, and while the snow is deep in the bills, near
the beach it's going last - By June one may catch as many
big, black bass at once as he has hooks on his line, and
one-hundred-pound halibut are to be got. The salmon
come later. Hear hunting this month, as the bears come
forth to fish and yawn after a long snooze. I saw a flock
nf Ehnperpr geese heading for California yesterday, aDl I

highsigr«?d one to stop at Berger's and say hello for me.

Sincerely yours. HELEN GREEN VAN CAMPEN.

TALL \* TRIP.
Motoi boal ti [pa on I he lake
1 1 . 1 1

1

. |]

VUtOI tiling - Musi,-.
i;..u lng Swimming.
Tennla Baseball.
Pishing La Ice and Brook.
i ia in lng Vaudeville.
Athletic com betl
Avail yourself of this opportunity and visit TALLAC. "n

BEAUTIFUL TAHOE, NESTLING AMID THE AMERICAN
ALPS!

I in in- <•«»*! «f iilltlnK n, ;i J > I

tertalnmenl - $j::.oo.

Reservations may be n idi at Club rooms, Pour Eddy,
NOW! Tickets reads f" 1 delivers onl} room for a few
III.. I'-

ll you have ban. I ball shoes, walking boots, bathing: suits,
outfits, etc., don't fall t" bring; them along.

even-day stop over at TALLAC allowed upon appll
ation to i v. '". Audltoi

OSEPH \ WATTS. Ticket Auditor.
WM J. LYNCH, issl

Members desirous of taking part In parade may leave bai
i club rooms and ii will be placed n the proper see-

on boa rd train.
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MENU
of Banquet in Honor uf the

COHTSITIiAR CORPS OF SAM FRANCISCO,
Given by the Directors

of the
Paiiilina-Paclfic International Exposition,

at
HOTEL ST. FRANCIS.

Pamplemousse en Supreme
Bortsch Clair, en Tasse

Croutons Parmesan
Amandes Salees
Olives Celeri

Terrapene a la Maryland
Noisettes d'Agneau de Pr in temps

Forestiere
Pet its Pois. Etuve

Pommes de Terre Chateau
Sorbet au Champagne

Pigreonneau Imperial Roti au Jus
Salade de Saison
Glace Fantaisie
Mignardises

Gloria
MOET & CHANDON WHITE SEAL SEC.

St. Francis Sherry
St. Francis Riesling

flaekson %a§ZV
Brewery's Own Bottling

A New Beer of Excellence Made by

an Old Company

flaekscn fftrewing %q.
ESTABLISHED 1860

Telephone

Market 2068
Eleventh and Folsom Sts.

San Francisco

TALI, AC TICIP. IMiiililt 1ACIIT CI. I II.

August 13-17.
THTJRSJ 'AY—Tin- OUting will begin with an automobile

parade h-avins the club ronnis Thursdav evening, Au-
gust 13th, S:30 shari>. and the S. P. Ferry Depot on the
9 p. m. boat. Special train leaves Oakland mole 9:30.
Entertainment en route under the direction of Sam Ber-
ger. and refreshments by Moe Altmayer,

l"i;i I (AY—Breakfast at S. P. dining room depot. Truckee,
having on special train Cor Tahoe Citv at S:30 a. m and
the latter point by steamer at 9:30, arriving at Tall ie at
noon Friday.
FRIDAY AFTERNOl IN—Tennis competition.
FRIDAY EVENING—Concert and dance at Casino.

SATURDAY—Motor trip to Glenwoorj and Nevada Paints.
I. Y. C. handbail championship, three classes; entiles
received at club rooms now and closing G p. m.. August
nth at Tallac.
Run to Glen Alpine.
Mountain climbing for I. Y. C emblem; entries for this
event close August 13th.
Three swimming events; entries open uniil August 15th.
SATURDAY EVENING- Ranquct by John Tait; I V r
vaudeville; dancing competitions, open to all: and BALL
AT THE CASINO!

SUNDAY—Motor trips to Carson City, Fallen Leaf Lake and
around Tahoe.
Baseball: I. Y. C. vs. TALLAC; Potato Race; Three-
Legged Race; Fal Men's Race.
Special dinner, 6:30 i> m.; leaving by special steamer at

8 p. m for Tahoe City, thence by special train to Truckee,
leaving latter point al ! p. m. for ran Francisco, arriving
Monde v. 8 a. m,

Parties desiring to st:i> al Lake miy have a one week
stop over upon application to l. v. C. ticket auditors.

Thursday, August 20th

"A LITTLE CLUB NIGHT"
MUSIC AND SONG

TALLAC TRIP PICTURES

Club Awards— 33 Prizes

Under the direction ot Judges: Franklin A. Griffin, Geo. A.
Slurtevant, John R. Daniels, B.J. Flood and Adolph E. Graupner.

SHASTA REGION
Upper Klamath and Crater Lakes
Hotels in Picturesque Surroundings

Cottages with Hotel Service

Camps with Log Cabins and Tents

TROUT FISHING
In Upper Sacramento, Pitt, McCloud, Klamath, Williamson and Sprague Rivers

RESORTS
Shasta Springs, Lamoine, Sims, Sweet Briar, Castella, Castle Rock, Castle Crag,

Dunsmuir, Upper Soda Springs, Shasta Retreat, Sisson, McCloud,
Klamath Falls, Pelican Bay, Eagle Ridge, Etc.

Reduced Round Trip Excursion Fares

Southern Pacific
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Qualify Service
Remember—No ! ncreaaed
Cost for Perfect Service

Is it not worth your con»Meratlon?

It is possible to deal with the largest and finest

grocers without increasing the cost of living All
the - e r i es are sold at the same price you
would pay elsewhere.

Goldberg, Bowen & Co.
FOUR FINE STORES

Finest, of Wines, Liquors, Cigars,
Fancy and Staple Groceries

AUSTRALIA
TAHITI AND NEW ZEALAND

The Magnificent New 12.000 Tons Dis.

R. M. S. TAHITI
Sails from San Francisco Wednesday, AUG. 1" at 11 A.M.

SPECIAL LOW RATES
2ndcl. 3idcl.

P. VINCENT MATRAIA. P.n. JUUUS EPPSTEIN. S«ry

' &rt Jfioral Co.
Incorpanled

HOTEL ST FRANCIS

2 55 POWELL STREET

T+*-.{gfjyp»»

SAN FRANCISCO

Wellington ....$i;8.75 $121.25 $75.00
Auckland 194 50 137.00 83.65
Svdney 200.00 125.00 80.00
Melbourne 212.80 133.50 88.50

$325 SPECIAL PACIFIC OCEAN TOUR $325
to Sydney, via Tahiti, Rarolonga and Wellington, and reluming

to San Francisco or Vancouver via Auckland. Fiji and Honolulu.

First Class. Stopovers any point en route. Tickets good for

one year. Round the World, rates on application.

Further sailings, Sept. 16. and every 28 days thereafter

Information and illustrated pamphlets free on application

UNION STEAMSHIP CO. OF NEWZEALAND, Ltd.

HIND. ROLPH & CO., GENERAL AGENTS
Office 679 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

R. S. L. MORRIS - Passenger Manager

YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK
REDUCED RATE DURING AUGUST

1 and '., Rare, Round Trip to the Valley

This is ail exceptionally fine season for Yosemite. There
Is now plent) of room in the Camps, and ilso an abundt
of private camp ng equipmenl August will I

[oyable nun, in in the Valley, tramping its trails and
ts, or loitering bj its streams and waterfalls.

u TOMOBILE SERVICE IN THE PARK.

Tin- new auto Btages carry the visitor between the rail-

road and yosemite this season, one of the finest auto

trips In tin- world, without extra cost.

ASK FOR YOSEMITE OUTING FOLDEH
Ki r full information about the trip, see your home ticket

agent, or addret

YOSEMITE VALLEY RAILROAD COMPANY
G. F. MILLER. General Agent

212 W. Seventh; 334 So. Spring Streets

Los Angeles

O. W. LEHMER. General Manager

Merced. Cal.
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ST. FRANCIS IMPORTATION CO.
350 Geary Street

WINES AND LIQUORS AT RETAIL
FINEST GOODS - LOWEST PRICES

PROMPT DELIVERIES

ftarcld jF. tmmal
REPRESENTING

^National 6ureti{ %6mpani{
tv5 Montgomery Street

fiends Zmpleiferif' %iabilitii Mauranee

R. H. Fischbeck
Phones

t Douglas 5930

I
Sutter - 3629

Handsomest 'Buffet in the West

MAJESTIC
'Best of Everything W

I am a power for great good if you d<

not abuse my use.

In cases of need— I do my work well

I am a builder up of health and strengtl

—in the hospital or in the home.

For the invalid or the convalescent-

for the tired or overworked I offer i

great help.

A little of me goes a long way.

I have been among you for thro

generations.

I'm known as Cyrus Noble throughout the world.

DEL MONTE AUTO RENTAL CO.

phone SUTTER 215

844 MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

LIMOUSINES
LAUNDAI I BTS

WEDDINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

OFFICE. I05 POWELL STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

CABS
TOURIMU CARS

'WEAR A BENJAMIN''

HOT SPARKS FROM THE ANVIL OF FASHION

Our Fall selections are here, fashioned with
every little bit of Smartness. Arm Ease Waist-
coats that call for muscle freedom a plenty.

The Suit you will
admire. S1K.O025

The Tartan
Plaid

856 MARKET ST.
EAST OF POWELL BERGER'S 7000 Square Feet,

of Clothing

.101
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REV. DR. JACOB NIETO

Dr. Nieto has occupied the pulpit of "The Temple Israel" for over twenty years. During that time he has

made himself beloved and respected by all creeds. His influence has been responsible for many civic anil religious

Improvements. As president of the industrial Pel his work, without meddling, has been of a char-

acter that will long live in the memory of San Franciscans. His cindor and fearlessness in championing the

ol all oppressed has ca and Gentile to point to him with pride. The Knights of Columbus still

with gratitude of his memorable address, entitle,! "Mj Neighbor."
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STOP your
Auto at the HOPKINS

Formerly Bohemian Villa

MEALS SERVED AT ALL HOURS
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
Entertainment during Afternoon and Night

The Pacific Ocean is My Bath Tub.
Come In, the Water's Fine.

I938 Ocean Boulevard
Phone 5unset 960

Quality
Remember—N'o

Service
In.

I

Cost for Perfect Service
Is it not worth >"iir- c hi- "i<--r:i tion?

it is possible to rleal with the- largest und finest

grocers without increasing the cost of li . lug. All

the staple groceries are sold at the same | ou
would hay elsewhei e.

Goldberg, Bowen & Co.
FOUR FINE STORES

Finest, of Wines, Liquors, Cigars,

Fancy and Staple Groceries

Remember that

Cresta Blanca Wines
Are the STANDARD WINES of California

Try a Bottle of CRESTA BLANCA CHAMPAGNE
(Green Label) Equal to the Imported

1

3

4

Wll.FIRD J. G1RARD STANLEY J. C1RARD
Proiden. Scerrlnry and Manager

GIRARD'S
GRILL

AND

Oyster Parlor

Oysters, Terrapin, Crab Stew, Steaks,

Chops, Oyster Loaves.

UNION SQUARE AVE.
Phone Douglas 3454 San Francisco, Cal.

1

3

4

P .VINCENT MATRAIA. Pro. JULIUS EPPSTEIN. S«'ry

art Jflorai Co.
Incorporated

HOTEL ST. FRANCIS

2 55 POWELL STREET

Tdohonr-. ' KEARNY 3524
1 "'V* "™

, SUTTER 1372

SAN FRANCISCO
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YOU CANT PICK A WINNER WHEN YOU HOPE NO ONE WILL LOSE

Over in Euro 1 million perfectly good white men
are busily engaged in expunging eacb other from the face

Of Hi.- earth.

The greatest hero of Gay Paris is the one who is brought
home shot full of holes.

The greatest hero of Brave Berlin is he who has been
shot too full of holes to bring homo.
The greatest hero of imperturbable London is he who has

sought fame even in the cannon's mouth, and jested while

he sought.
The greatest hero of all. everywhere, is the wireless oper-

ator who can pick the name of the Russian generals out of

the air. and tlw < itizen who can pronounce them. For.

indeed, these Russian generals' names are Russian caviar.'

lo the general.

Par be it from one in whose veins flows blood gathered
from the plains of Prussia, tin- valleys ol France, the

shires of England, tin- squires of England, and tin- fires ol

Ireland, to he a sympathizer in this terrible war of wars.

Cousins on Father's side are probably helping M
uncles shoot up a lot of thirty-second degree relatives,

while they all help themselves to the produce they don't

walk over on Great-great-grand-uncle's estate. 1 am with

all sides, and 1 believe that whin history is written there
will lie ample evidence that every power cone irned in this

awful combat was inspired by right. I am helping myself

to something 1 read along this line the other d

Bay that while two wrongs never make a right, here is one
Half-dozen rights combine to make an

enormous wrong.
War is certainly hell, particularly a war of this sort. Fur

from this long distance view some of us are unable to

understand why civilized white men should go out and
Inate i u h other when the world is ful 1 of certain

breeds of Asii

Even here, thousands of miles away inmi everything ex-

cept censored dispatches, the horrors of war are being felt.

My impression is that it was on this very point I started to

write this article. Bui I got switched off on to the Euro-

pean subject, and with difficult) restrained the German
blood that comes to me from mother's sid the family

from violently attacking the English part of me inherited

from father.

It was in contemplation of the general hellishness of war
that with my friend Jones 1 wandered out in search of

music. Munchner and meditation, .lones is a Briton in

sympathies, his blood being chiefly Scotch and seltzer.

To a resort famed for pretzels. Pilsner and much "Hoch-
ing" of Der Kaiser, our wandering feet led us. It was not
by design we went there. We thought not at all of war. nor
of Germans, nor even of germs We sought merely to eal

and drink, and, confidentially, the eating part of it was
merely incidental.

Oh, great Fatherland, to thee my heart goes out when I

close my lips around a glinting glass of foamy Pilsner'

Set me next to a limburger sandwich with a tall glass

(hitched in my right hand (evidence that I am not an Elk),

and I can see the Uhlans galloping madly across the plain,

with the allied armies fleeing before them, anil I can hear

their battle-cry of— urn, that is, I can hear tbem. What
do the Uhlans talk about when they fight, anywaj '.'

In the cafe was the hum of many voices. It was strange
talk to us. Not a word of it did we get. It seemed as

though all humanity were engaged in one grand gargle.

Hier spricht man Deutsch!
The orchestra started to play.
The selection was "Die Wacht am Rhein."
Applause!
Much pounding of feet:

Poor old "Dixie" was forgotten, and time was when one
didn't even dare to think "Dixie" without clapping one's
hands.
A waiter gargled in our ears. Then he laughed. I said:

Zwei." thai being the extent of my German vocabulary.
He answered in German, and then frowned prodigiously
when .lone-

Two beers, and hurry 'em!"
"Gottfordnmdum !

" he said, or words to that effect. "Next
veek till of Paris vill be making pretzels for der Cherman
army. Cheneral Joffre vill stood py der Strausberg statue

mil der Cherman Hag in his hand, und sing 'Du Lie
Augustine.' und

—

"

"Do we gel that beer?"
Sure' IJnd ve shall take der Eiffel Tower und move it to

Berlin, und all der cabbages in France ve shall take mit
us for sauerkraut, and ve shall

—

"

"Come on'" said .Innesy. and we got out.

We sought another place, which we picked with due care,

planning to avoid international complications.
"Bring us two Pilsners," ordered Jonesy, "and a couple

of limburger sandwiches "

"Mais Don, monsieur!"
The waiter's shoulders went up, So did the ends of Ms

mustache.
Zat I cannot recommend. W'y not ze nice English mut-

ton chop, wis ze French fry potatoes, an' a little bottle

wine, an' maybe w'y not ze little caviare on toast?"

"For the hoe ot Mike. seDd us a waiter who is a lion-

combatant," wailed Jonesy. "Can't we get what we want?"
"But, yes, monsieur. But me. vive la Fram use' Ze

Import German beer i shall not serve!"
The orchestra started to play "The Marsellaise!"

"La! la"'

Our waiter threw back his shoulders and took on the air

mllltalre! One look of that sort would have slain a thou-

sand Germane I tell the French blood inherited from

Grandpa stirring in my arteries. I wanted to rise and join

In the cr] "A Berlin! Hon' Hou! a Berlin!" oh. I've got

that battle-cry all tight. I read it in a book.

And |ust then a big German at an adjoining table got up

and walked out with his head in the air. unmindful of the

baleful glances of the French dressing, and the English

breakfast tea. and the Brussels sprouts, and the Russian-
Bay, what do they raise in linssia besides caviare, vodka,

armies, nihilists, and growlers? What'.' Why. of course

—

e all heard of that famous Russian, the Growler,

haven t yi a

"

"Nom de chien!" shrieked our waiter.

We thought ii was something else he was going lo force

on us and promptly declined. But now I understand that is

high class French profanity. "Name of a dog!" But if

one is going to shout it at a German, why not "Name of a

hot dog!" Or just plain ' Weinie!"
Thirstier and more than ever convinced that the

lamented General Sherman had the dope on this war busi-

ness, Jonesy and I ventured again onto the street

"Come with me." said Jonesy
He led me over various sections of the neutral United

states We skirted an end of Chinatown, over which

Japanese were marching and violating the Hague agree-

ment.
We slid by the garlicky table d'hotes of North

We heeded not invitations glaring at us from many corners

to step in and knock one over for a mere V We were

vanquished soldiers in full retreat, and the enemy was

at our heels.

In a far. far distant part of the city Jonesy led me into

a small restaurant. The gentleman who waited on us was
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evidently foreign. That was certain. Just how foreign

he was I could not guess. He might have been French

or German, or both; or Russian, or all three.

But he trotted out the beers and the limburger without

comment.
Thereupon Jonesy became exhuberant. He drank more

beer.

He stood up -and sang at "Die Wacht am Rhein."

Our host merely smiled.

Then he shouted "God Save the King."

Our host smiled some more.
Then he sprang a bar of "The Marsellaise."

More smiles.

He did the Hoochi-kootchi, which is Turkish. And he

said "Banzai!" which is Japanese. And he ordered a plate

of goulash, which is Hungarian.
But the waiter still smiled on.

"Say," is demanded of him at last. "Where do you stand

in this war."
He put both hands in front of him with the palms up and

replied:

"Ich ka bibble! Maybe when der Yiddishers declare war
I shall fight! Maype!"

A Tribute From a Jew.

By Rev. Dr. Jacob Nieto.

For years past the personality of the late Pope has made

an impression upon me. though I candidly confess I have

never seen him nor been in his presence. There seems to

be something about him as a man which has appealed to

me so strongly that I have never been able to resist the

temptation to put myself in his place in imagination and

then rehearse the two or three little things 1 have heard

about him that seem to mark him so definitely as a man of

great heart, wide understanding, lofty intelligence and

unlimited love for mankind. I seem to see him standing in

the Vatican in the audience chamber and ordering the

guards to stand back and let tbe people that they «

preventing approach him. "Let them come to me; I want
them." I seem again to experience a pang and suffer real

agony as I think of him. or rather of myself, in his place

restrained by tradition, and held back as he, from mixing

among the people whom he loved and ministering to them
in the name of religion and of acting as he always wished

to do.

Again the scene is changed—a great disaster has hap-
pened along the Coast—thousands have been hurried to
their doom and thousands are maimed through accident.

Again the plaintive cry comes to me as though from him,
''Let me go; my place is amongst them," and my pain is not
the less because they construct a temporary hospital in

the Vatican and let me see but a fewf poor sufferers there.

I am back again in Venice, and now Archbishop of the
Diocese; am refusing altar cloths and presents. "The Church
needs them not," I say, "but what you spend for that, give
me instead! I will place some poor families in a position
of independence, making them self-reliant, not paupers!
On, no."
Such a man was Pius X, a man who would have been,

had it been possible for him to go out, one of the strongest
influences for good that the world has known for centuries.
Holding his position through the veto exercised by the

Austrian Emperor on the man really elected, his first act
was, so I am told, to do away with the veto power of all
reigning sovereigns. And when ordered by the same Em-
peror to pray for the success of the Austrian army, his
reply was characteristic of the man: "These are God's
children; those are God's children; shall I pray that these
shall kill those? I pray for peace." The true servant of
God, trying to serve man, his heart scarred and bruised
because the traditions of his office, unfortunately kept him
away from those he loved.

NOT FIT FOR LITTLE EGYPT" TO SEE

By William J. Lynch.
It isn't necessary, I think, for me to say that the "Main

Sheet" is a clean sheet.

It may not carry Aked editorials, but it pretends to be
decent nevertheless.

While the Board of Supervisors are discussing with tre-

mendous seriousness the question of dancing in cafes and
handing learned reports to the Police Commission, there

is presented at the Columbia Theater an offense against

decency quite on a par with the drunken talk that some-
times you and your lady have to listen to on a belated

street car. You can't do anything about it. Y'ou just have
to sit and suffer.

"Any Night" was the perpetration, and it was written by
a person in New York—too remote to hit.

Why Holbrook Blinn and his Pi incess players put this

indecency on the stage I do not know. It bad not even
the recommendation of cleverness.

It was just dirty, and tbe public was asked to pay two
dollars to see it.

Why wasn't it removed after tbe first performance?
1 don't know.
Perhaps tbe authorities were too busy suppressing decent

dancing in i

New York "stood" for "Any Night" throughout several

months. Hut New York also liked "The Queen of tbe

Moulin Rouge." which was a show that would "gag a

buzzard!"
The Columbia, however, has learned a lesson. It will

not produce another "Any Night" very snon again. There
were too many cancellations of tickets after tbe character

Ol i lie piece had been exploited.

I notice with some interest that Neill Wilson of the

Examiner barely noticed the [day in his dramntic review.

Since he couldn't say anything nice about it, be couldn't

say anything
Is ibis good policy?
Hasn't the public a right to know what kind of :i dra-

matic performance it is invited to spend its money to see?

Since the police department will not close a show so vile

as "Any Night." shouldn't the newspapers protect the

people?
Not a redeeming line nor situation corrected "Any

Night." Tbe evidence of good drama was as absent from
ii as poesy from this prose.

The liist ait presented tl <• front ol' a transient house.

The second act showed the interior. \ drunken and aged

"gent" was in the hands of a street-walker, who neared

hninor once when she said that though she was a street-

walker, she was honest.
The playwright's circle of acquaintances must indeed be

extensive!
Arrived in the inevitable room, the street-walker sits

in a chair while her soused friend sleeps off his Jag.

Pretty, isn't it?

Meanwhile in the next room is the aged gent's daugh-

ter, led thither by a gentleman so seductive that it only

required three minutes' conversation in front of the Tran-

sient house to Induce the lady to go in.

Such persuasiveness could only arise in the mind of a

perverted playwright.
The Transient house catches fire. The girl, half-dressed,

rushes into the room where her father is recovering from

his attack on Rum. They fall into each other's arms.

Her seducer and the street-walker are rescued by firemen.

The father and the now ruined daughter complete the ruin

of the drama by perishing in the flames.

For this the audience pays two dollars, and is supposed

to be pleased!

I am reminded of a line of criticism which Ashton

Stevens wrote when he went to see "The Turtle."

"I wouldn't take Little Egypt to see it," he said before

criticism was censored on the Examiner.

MAJORITY OF WORLD'S PEOPLE AT WAR.

The world has fifty-three independent governments or

nations ruling themselves. Of these nine are at war. Their

population is 894.559,000. The forty-five nations at peace

have a population of 682,733,000. Thus the world contains

today 154,684,000 more persons involved in war than living

at peace.
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IS THE MAYOR IN OR OUT; AND IF SO, HOW MUCH?
[I tried to get a license to conduct a cafe on O'Farrell

street a short time ago. I tell lies - most of niv
B do— but the following Is the truth.— Sandy M. -

Naughton. 1

I geta up at a quarter to eight, eats a couple, grabs
one of my friend Mullaly's cars and gets off at the city hall

I rushes in full of pep. pride and promise. Says I to my
talking necktie: I'm goin' to put this oyer. Why. me and
the Mayor is the greatest pals in the world. Didn't be
nearly kiss me just before his election. All I have t" do
is to tell him 1 want it and I'll get it."

My necktie made no reply but that didn't cause me no
worry. "Third please,'' I said with a tone of command to

the sleepy elevator man and the car stopped with a harm
"Where's the Mayor's office?" I asked the boy.

"Up in the air." he replied, "but you'll find the furniture
on the third floor to your right."

"1 hope its always on the right," I smiled at the lift hoy
and he smiled too; we wuz both on.

Will, I rubs my chamois together and opens the door. A
chocolate "S. P." without the red cap carried my cane for

nothin'. Just like them railroad signs. Them porters

takes yer baggage for nothing but they don't give it back
without a tip, so I slipped the shine a shine and sez "Is

Mr Rolph in?"
"I don't know, sir, let me see your card," replied the

dinge.

"How's my card going to tell you whether he is in or

not. I'm no palmist," I replied, and the smoke laughed
as I handed him the engravin's."

Pretty soon he rushed out with the crockery shining
from ear to ear. "Step right in Mr. McN'aughton, step

in. the Mayor is dying to see you."

I would like to have gone slow to give him a chance to

die; but I rushed in anyway, and there was our mayor.
Oh he looked like the salt of the earth! Skin and eye

as clear as the carnation in his imported cloth coat.

"How are you Sandy—pardon me but I must call you
Sandy," said the Mayor as he grasped my right worker.
"Grand Mr. Mayor, grand," I answered.
"You look it; I'm so glad to see you; win haven't you

been around; I've thought of you many a time; I was on
the verge of writing you; you know I was reminded of

you when," sputtered the Mayor as i took off my
heater and hid the holes in Steil's bail

Now what I'm telling is true; remember not a lie a line

like some guys write. "Well." says the Mayor, what can
I do for you." and I tells him of my scheme to open up
a cafe where the Old Mandarin was, downstairs in the

Gaiety—the old Chink joint.

Fine," says the Mayor, "men like you ought to have
favors," and for once I agreed.
Buzz—and the Mayor pushed a button on his desk.
"Get Mr. Roche on the phone; I want him to give Sandy

his license," and I sits in awe. I was thinking what a
great feller the Mayor was.
But in comes the boy. "Mr. Roche ain't in. his office says

he's in the Supreme Court on a case."

"Call up Shumate right away,", commanded the Mayor.
I knew the Mayor was a big guy. cause he left off the

"Dr." in front of Shumate and before I finishes in rushes
the boy with "Sorry, Mr. Rolph, but Doctor Shumate is

just cuttin' a man's throat and can't get away until he
dies."

"Well, then, call Cook down at the bank." "Yes, sir, yes,

sir." and the "S.P." dissolved through the doi

"Why, Mr. Cook just took John Drum's laundry to the
barber's, he ain't in just now," said the boy on his return,

and the Mayor said a word that even Father Crowley
wouldn't forgive him for.

"Well," sighed the Mayor, "there's no use ringing up Kuhl.
he wouldn't answer, "but 111 tell you Sandy, yon go down
Monday night for your license. I'll see the commissioners
and get it for you."

"Thank you. Jim thank you." and I started to bow out.

"Sandy," the Mayor asked, "how do I stand around
town?"

"Welt, I want to give you the truth; you don't stand,
you're lying down. Unless you get busy you will have to

60 back to the ships in 1916," sadly I replied.

"Do you mean that?" says he. "Sure." sez I. and I

pointed out wherein he was cooking his geese."
"Mr. Mayor, you've got to open up something beside your

mouth to make good." sez I Well, we had a heart to heart
on the level talk and then 1 bowed out with my license,

(mentally.)

Between that meeting and the meeting of the commis-
sion I told lots of my friends about my license and the;
looked at me like Frank Fallon looked at the election re-
turns

But I thought my friends were daffy. I didn't tell them
the Mayor was with me. I was just, waiting to fool them.
And Monday night came! This time 1 grabs one of Bro-

gan's rubber wagons and stops at the Hall of Justice. In
I walks and 1 meets Gus White

"Gits, ye're looking great," sez I, and Gus didn't say
nuthin.

I thought it was funny Gus didn't reply, but I concluded
he was overjoyed at me getting my license because i,

a day I took Gus around the beach and landed him a
r when he wuz working for his food. I walks into ihe

next room and there was the Board. They was choosin'
sides on how to vote ties. Cook and Shumate against Kuhl
and Roche. I was laughing to myself at the suckers out-
side trying to beat this combination.

Finally, the gamest of the boys looked up; it was my
friend Max Kuhl.
"What is your name," and I smiled, thinking he was

kiddin'.

1 replied. "George McN'aughton."
II, what do you want." popped Max.

"Ah, authin, just came in lor my license." grins me.
"Your license. "" said Max. with tin arch of the brow.
"For your dog or your auto?" suggested the Chief.
I laughen then. 1 knew it was all right; they were just

stallin' me for a minute, I says to my necktie. I ain't got
no dog or auto so I was sure they were Just playln' with
me.
'"What do you mean," B 1 the president. "Why,"

sez I, "the license the Mayor spoke to you about."
The Mayor, the Mayor!" repeated Kuhl, who didn't

seem to know who he was.
"The Mayor ain't said nothing about it," chorused the

boys.
i>li. didn't he?" sez I, and my throat swelled up because

I felt that the Mayor was so busy he forgot it.

"Oh, we'll let it stand over. I'll see him again," and I

beamed good night.

next Monds
i

night, assured the I Ihii

we'll decide the matter.
Thank you. thank you; good night." and I grabs my

cane and into the taxi.

I goes back to the .Mayor on the following dates: Tues-
day, 9:45 a. m , "not in"; Tuesday, 11:03 a m„ in. but went

Tuesday, 3:03 p. m., just gone to the Fair grounds";
3:40, "ain't got back yet. but call tomorrow."
Wednesday, "10:15 a. m„ "went to ti funeral, back ct

1 o'clock; 1 o'clock, "meeting with Spring Valley, come in

to-morrow."
Thursday. 2:10 p. m., "went out to see Matt Sullivan
3:0."j p. in .. won't be back today."
You see I made a great many mistakes, but there's one

I didn't make. I didn't go back to the Police Commission
on the following Monday night.

When our ancestors

went to war ihey placed

their valuable papers, etc.,

in old chests and trunks

and some even buried

them in tin boxes. There
was no safety in such

methods.

Today absolute salety

is offered by the sale

deposit box and your particular attention is called to the Crocker Safe

Deposit Vaults, which withstood the San Francisco fire. Not a paper

was scorched—everything came out in the same condition that it went in.

If you have any papers or articles of value that you wish safe-

guarded, store them in these vaults. Open for inspection during business

hours. Call and see them at your convenience.

Crocker Safe Deposit Vaults

CROCKER BUILDING" Post and Market Streets

Under Management JOHN F. CUNNINGHAM

The Crocker National Bank
of San Francisco

Capital, Surplus and Undivided Profits, $5,200,000
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A FEW STRAIGHT PASSES
By Walter Anthony.

You can't keep a good man down or up—I don't know
which it is.

From Criticism to Press Agentry and then back again

to Criticism involves an awful strain. Few are hardy
enough to survive it. Certainly it couldn't be accom-
plished often. The imagination balks at the contemplation
of the chasm that lies between the two jobs—with the

accent, shall we say, on the "lies."

I do want to say this much for press agents. Their's

is a positive job. They seek to get people to go to the

theater and they urge them with all the covert, congent
reason that they can summon. The critic is given his

ticket and walks into the playhouse with a chip on his

shoulder. "Amuse me if you can," he seems instinctively

to say, and in that mood how can he be amused? After

the show is over the critic undertakes to say the obvious.

If the play is good, he praises it, but he secretly hopes
that it will be bad, because it is much easier to write a

roast than a boost.

A press agent, on the other hand, isn't hampered by
any facts whatever. The house is nearly empty, but he
says that it is full. There is no enthusiasm whatever, but
he declares that enthusism abounded. The prima donna
cannot sing, but he gives her an E in altissimo, and the
comedian isn't funny, but he attributes to him all the wit
of a Twain.
Such imagination has my complete admiration—

a

rounded, symmetrical, unblemished admiration. Their's
at least is a positive job. They are no mere reporters
describing things as they are. They are Miltons describ-
ing Paradise, where angels wing luminously.
The Press Agent says that a multitude gathered and

the reader sees a throng of impatient souls fluttering

around the box office, where sits a Charlie Harris or a
Charlie Newman waiting to insult them or sell them tickets
near the street Perhaps there hasn't been a soul around
the place for a couple of hours, but the Press Agent doesn't
know this, because he's in his office writing about it.

And the Press Agent never discovers his mistake be-
cause he is the one man in town who doesn't have to see
the show.
Aye, there's the rub! The Critic HAS to go whether

he wants to or not.

The Press Agent can stand on the curbstone and wait
for the Critic to emerge at intermission time. He can
then take the Critic to a near-by place— if he has an ex-
pense account—and disabuse the Critic's mind—if he has
one—of certain concepts which he may be entertaining.
After that is done the Press Agent's job is over and he
can go home, but the Critic has to go back into the theater
and square his judgment, sometimes witlr a play he doesn't
like.

Only one thing, it seems to me, interferes with the com-
plete superiority of Press Agent over the Critic. The
Press Agent has to dig up pictures, and that is the most
difficult thing in the world.
This difficulty may seem trivial to you. but that is be-

cause you never were a Press Agent. As one who has
been through it, I assure you that herding a bunch of
chorus girls into Terkleson & Henry's and seeing that they
remain long enough to be posed in all kinds of costumes
and attitudes that the law will allow, isn't such a pleasant
task as it may seem to be. The skill of a ballet master,
the qualities of a musical comedy producer and the peculiar
gifts of a Melville Ellis are required. Therefore, I hope
I need not say, I was a complete failure in the studio.

If it hadn't been for Wallie Young I might have re-
mained a Press Agent until Tom O'Day's patience ran out
at the Gaiety. Luckily for Mr. O'Day, however, Wallie and
his friend, Bill Jacobs, beoame ambitious. Thev went on
the Orpheum circuit and left their Chronicle jobs flat.
That's how it happened that the press agent of the Gaietv
became dramatic critic of the Chronicle, and the chasm
from exploitation to criticism was bridged.
Not that I flatter myself that anybody is at all inter-

ested, but it may clear up some of the foregoing if I ex-
plain that when the Call was a respectable morning paper
and sold—when it did sell—for five cents, I was its dra-
matic critic. When it became an evening paper, devoted
to the utterance of afternoon facts, it discontinued my
services without my consent. Of course, that was most
unreasonable, but I understand from the Call's printed an-
nouncements that its circulation has vastly increased.
Then I became a Press Agent for the Gaietv, and one

of the finest tributes that I can find it in my heart to

utter in behalf of Thomas O'Day of the Gaiety Theater is

that he sunk his Celtic sense of humor deep enough to pre-
tend that he was pleased.

And that's how it happens that I have achieved a unique
point of view on the theater. I have approached it from
the acute angles of the Press Agent and the Critic. I have
learned to know the "moocher" for passes—the gentleman
of the press who use their acquaintances as assets and
impose upon propriety. I have discovered that a news-
paper man's friends are his liabilities and that his enemies
are his assets. I can scent a request for passes as far
off as the eye can see, and I have come to know a peculiar
brand of newspaper man who doesn't work on any paper
at all. I believe that a talent that compasses the ability

to handle the difficulties of a Press Agent's job is nothing
short of genius, and I am glad that I do not have to strug-
gle with its complexities any more.
This much I have brought back to the Critic's job. I'll

never ask "Chet" Smith, my successor at the Gaiety, for a

I
air of seats.

QUERIES.
Dear Editor:

Can you tell me who Oakland Charley is?

Editor.—We can. but we don't want to. Ask Sacramento
Frank.

Dear Editor:

Why didn't I get more votes?
JIM BRBNNAN.

Editor.—People got you mixed with that Oakland em-
ployee of similar name.

Dear Editor:

When will the ('lunch street line be built?

Editor.—When the city gets an engineer.

Dear Editor:
What is John Tail going to have on his roof?

Editor.—We hope hair again!

Dear Editor:
' in 1 bring in v kills to the Kiddies I lay'.'

CON DEASY.
Editor.—Certainly; but why not hold one of your own?

Dear Editor:

Why did .Mayor Rolph lift the lid?

Editor.— lie didn't

Dear Editor:
Will Governor .lohnson get every vote on the water

front?
Editor.— Not il he is wise. Some will go overboard be-

fore November.

Dear Editor:

Who is responsible for the present clerk of the Board
of Supervisors?

Editor.—We don't know: hut it won't be Done again!

Dear Editor:
How did the altitude ai Tallac affect the gang? .

Editor.—Al didn't have anything to do with il il wa
.lulius.

I lear Editor:
Did the Kaiser capture Rheims?
Editor.—Yes; but after Keegan Monahan made it a dry

town.

Dear Editor:
Why doesn't Mayor Rolph lift the lid?

Editor.—Cause he's bald.

Dear Editor:
What's the matter with the Fair?
Editor.—Nothing but Connick.

Dear Editor:
Why didn't the Supervisors let Chief Murphy go East?
Editor.—Don't you think it's costing enough to keep him

here?

Dear Editor:
Why do they want to recall Senator Giant?
Editor.—San Francisco doesn't want any petticoat rep-

resentatives.
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THE ROUND TABLE
"Second please," requested Willie Nelson to a misfit ele-

vator operater. and with a bang and a jerk the abused car
stopped fourteen inches above the dining-room floor, but
Willie walked out with his olive oil smile and greeted the
ever-ready Schroeder.

"Well. Mr. Nelson, do you want to sit near mit the
-. indow or the door?" suggested Schroeder.

"Don't care, Schroeder. Put me where a lot of them
candidates ain't," piped Willie.

"You know, Schroeder, that primary bothered the life

out of me. If I went into the tank 1 met Lawlor. In the
steam room was my friend, Eddie Shortall. wipin' the
steam off his windows. In tin- showers was Sullivan
Griffin captured the library. Hrennan was every p]

and my old pal. Van Nostrand, was out in front, jusi

he was in the race."

"Didn't you see Al Fritz''" asked Schroeder.
"Well, I never mention his name. He doesn't like tin-

Main Sheet.

"

"How is it. Willie, you didn't say thai you saw any on
the great candidates in the bar?" asked Jack Suits

"Well. Jack. I'll tell you. the I the endor
of the Olympic Club Bar Association. In fact. Daddy
Farley threatened to hurt all our bartenders if all his pals

didn't get endorsed."
"Well, it's worth a whole lot more than that gi

skinners who placarded the town with "Endorsed bj 'I"

Bar Association."

"Yes." said Fred Stanle, "bathed in the odor ol victor)

they thought they'd give Van a snub; but it was the -

est boost he ever got."

"I'm quite convinced of that," said the newly -

Horrlgan.
"I have a lawyer friend who told me that the Bai

ciation was made up of two kinds of lawyers: those law-
yers who panned the system after they got rich from it

and those who panned it because they couldn't get rich

through it." commented .lack Bonnet
"I guess that's right," assented Bill Mlkulich;

have to ask Archie before I can make any comment
"Say. Bill, do you have to ask Archie and Jack it you can

use talcum powder after you sha . led the Insulting

Arata.
"None of your business.' popped back the poUtica
"I noticed you registered Progressive, though," shot in

Roland Becsey
"Sure I did." said Arata I want all the Governor's

friends to stay in Iheir jobs, so they won't get out of work
and borrow money off me," laughed the diminutive Italian.

"Please, boys: please keep politics out of this club."

pleaded Doc McConnell.'
"Yes, that's ri^lit." assented Joseph Agreeable Watts.

"There's more politics here than in the Indoor Yacht (lull

"Don't tell me the I. Y. C. ain't in politics," asserted
Jim Brennan.

"Well. I don't know much about that, but you're not.'

said AI to Fritz, and Brennan glared and the ex-jurist

flared.

"You know I'm the only guy that broke the Main Sheet's
form chart." proudly announced Fritz.

"Oh. you didn't break it," asserted McNaughton, "you
just disturbed it."

'Tou know. Al. if you had been a good fellow on the
police bench when you were in. you'd be all right tod

Take my friend Crist—all the boys seemed to figure him
an awful reformer, but he's getting on. and is going to

make a race of it." went on the prophetic McNaughton
"Please, please cut politics." again requested Director

McConnell. when in bounced Barney Flood, and all tie

boys immediately began telling Barney of his great vote
and what a cinch he was to win.
"Pass the celery, Horigan. You're worse than an ostrich

the wav you grab all the food in sight," yelled Dennis
Duffy.

"My, what a gall you got. I got just as goo.r a VO
you did in this club," fired back Horigan.
"Yes. if they ever elect a committee on table manners

you'll lead the ticket," shouted Ruef's tormentor.
"Shut up you, Irish," commanded John Hammersmith.

there's enough nations at war without you Irish disturbing
the war columns.

You're right," said Bill Mlkulich, and Barney McElroy.
the Democratic boss of the Olympic Club, shook his gray
locks with concurrence.

"That was a funny election." mused Hon
"Yeah—funny you got elected," said Dogs Brandenstein.

with rancor.
"

I wanted to nominate an opposition ticket, but they
all fell down on me." said Horigan. "I never believe in

I
re. and all the Pays, the Farlr> s, the Humphreys put

together can't rule me."
"Don't bring Horigan any more claret," ordered Tim

Pltzpatrick, and Schroeder took the tip

Ah' all! Here he comes," announced Willie Nelson.
Mj old Mend, the great and only Willie McCarthy." and
the modest Supervisor took his seat.

'Well. Bill." sent in Sandy, n yon don't run fer May01

yer daif) You'd win as easy as my friend Belshaw lost."

"For (in'i I'll Met lonnell.

This ain't no politics, Doc; this is statesmanship. Why.
tin- way Bill ran in his own district fer the county com-
mittee only proves what he could do if he wanted to,"

answered the booze-selling Scot.

"Humph, humph." coughed Andy Gallagher.
"Oh. you don't like it. eh, Andy?" asked tie Scot.

"No sir. That cough had no reference to Mr. McCarthy.
1 swallowed an olive pit. that's all." and Andy winked at

his political protege, Judge Roche.
the Germans are close up to 1' dm' to

tonight's paper," observed Louis Crovles
This was an awful opening, because Immediately Tim

Fitzpatrlck starl.il to tell the boys how Paris was sit-

uated.

Help' help' pleaded Horigan. "Don't let Fitzpatriek

get sUirted on Europe," and John had the whole table

with him.

"I'd rather inn- Daddy Farley tell about Europe than
any om !

i Coffroth's meadow-lark—Nelson.
I'd rather hear him tell about Europe than crab

at the crust on the toast in the morning," said Schroeder,
our McNaughton- shoulder, and the boys looked at the
steward with pity

('all lor Mr. Ghlrardelli," screeched the newest boy in

tile .lull

That Italian gUJ is railed' a good deal, it seems tl

d McNaughton.
Not as often as he ought to be. though." tired some

one, and tin ill- Sand' s sax] permeated,
"Now. I just wanted to announce, boys, that Leo Pock-

witz. is coining up, so all boys who don't want to bet

three '"' four million dollars better leave the table," said

Jack Suits, and the table last became deserted.
"I.i iup on the table for Leo." ordered Suits to

Schroeder.
He is used to it by this Its' pai'ing shot.

and when Leo the Bettor arrived no one was around the

table to let so Poticwltz didn't take dinner at the club

that night, inn dined al Mead's Lunch, where he could

bfound $!•"' waiters with million -dollar oral bets.

SMOKE

EL SIDELOS

BILL DUNPHY
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Cnsiened communications will not be ouhlishpri

What Sherman said about war was not confined to
what is now the most frequently quoted epigram in the
English language, and, by the way. it is just as expressive
in any other. He said: "I confess without shame that I

am tired and sick of war. Its glory is all moonshine.
Even success the most brilliant is over dead and mangled
bodies, the anguish and lamentations of distant families
appealing to me for missing sons, husbands and fathers.
It is only those who have not heard a shot nor heard tbe
shrieks and groans of the wounded and lacerated, that cry
aloud for more blood, more vengeance, more desolation.
War is hell."

REGISTER NOW! If California goes dry. it will be
due to its citizens neglecting to vote. Save your State!

If Jim Brennan had sent every policeman in San Fran-
cisco to jail he might have landed in 15tb place.

A few fell for such stuff as this: "If you vote my ticket
you'll have dancing on the Coast.''

Charley Fickert should gather his dismantled political
dreadnothings together and get ready for next year

Guess they wish they hadn't pulled the Charles V

Powers fraud.

Endorsed by the Bar Association, or unhorsed by the
Bar Association. Which?

Is all of that $34,000,000 for the Spring Valley?

Tim Treacy's politics was much better than, his street
work.

San Francisco will do what the Kaiser won't—recall
Eggers.

"It pays to be gentle and easy,"
Quoth little Danny Deasy.

Says the Mayor:
"The lid we're not liftin';

We're only kiddin'."

If there was a candidate in town who didn't get the
Chinese voted "delivered"—he's lucky.

I'd rather run 17th in the primary than 16th.

A vote in the box is worth three in the audience.

The cross some candidates bore was hard enough with-
out the double cross.

It is up to you, a Dry State or Prosperity.

There was quite a trimming of the trimmers on August
:25th.

Governor Johnson, if you look over the list of some of

your "strongest" supporters and what they accomplished
in the primary—maybe you would conclude that some
patronage was wasted.

Registration for the general election now going on.

Closes October 3d.

Shall the People rule?

The capture of the 33rd was more interesting than the

capture of Brussels.

I wonder if the Bar Association still takes itself seri

ously ?

The Supervisors lifted the lid and found the Police Com-
mission shivering underneath.

Every one is "on" to the bunk tie vote in the Police

Commission.

It is easier to run than get elected.

WAGES OF WAR.

One day's wages in the form of earnings lost from in-

dustry tor in. .iioo soldiers in the field taken from pro-

ductlve occupations, equals a purchasing power of prob-

ably tint less than $12,500,000. A week's campaign runs

up to $87,500,000, and a single month foots. In purchasing

power lust, to a total of $:!7n.uoo.0no, not to mention cost of

maintenance, transportation, destruction of property and

other evils.

THAT 8-HOUR LAW FOR FARMERS!

(Bj \rthur Dunn, Secretary Farmers' Protective League.)

Last year California farms produced $371,000,000 in new

wealth. This year's total probably will be greater. It re-

quired more than 120,000 freight cars to move our crops.

In addition there was a vasi over-seas toon

Agriculture, therefore. Is the largest single industry in

the State It is responsible for the growth and prosperity

of California, for we are not a manufacturing community.

Our minerals fall behind our agricultural wealth nearly

three hundred million dollars.

Notwithstanding the tremendous output of the orchards

and farms of California the individual farmer is compelled

to struggle to make both ends meet Farmers cannot per-

form magic and make profits appear where there Is no

profit.

Add an eight-hour law, which prevents absolutely more

than eight hours' work in any one day, to the burden

of the farmer and you simply add 20 per cent to the farm

mortgage. That represents the added labor cost. There

is no such profit in the business.

Every' branch of farm industry is affected in this pro-

posed legislation. The eight-hour cow does not exist. The

peaches that bloom on a schedule are not found in orchards

but in cabarets during idle hours.

It would be a serious thing if California were to adopt

a law which cannot be in harmony with the natural law.

The Farmers' Protective League has 25.000 members-
residents of the farm and country districts—who urge upon

all thinking men and women to vote against the Universal

. Eight-Hour Law.

REGISTER NOW ! SAVE YOUR STATE FROM PROHIBITION !
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RANDOM THOUGHTS
PRIMARY REFLECTIONS JOHNSON AND AN 8-HOUR DAY—JULIUS AND JOHN, TWINS OF

PROSPERITY COFFROTH'S SUNNY DAY WITH DAROUX, ET AL- THE BAR
ASSOCIATION AND ITS CELLULOID INFLUENCE—DANCING, DISEASED

PLAYS AND THE PULPIT-TROUBLE IN TEXAS, TOO.
Whew! it surely was some primary; Perhaps by our

next issue we may know definitely just what the results

were. Meantime we are in the throes of uncertainty, al-

though the more important nominations, with the excep-

tion of the Democratic candidate for Governor, are deter-

mined. Hall for Hall still shouts, "all for Hall." while
Honeht Jahn is constitutionally certain that he is to be
the leader of the chosen few. It isn't a matter of partic-

ular moment, because either candidate seems woefully

weak, and the Democrats have apparently overlooked a
splendid opportunity to bring home the bacon. The fight

for the governorship will most likely be confined to Fred-

ericks on the one hand and Johnson on the other. It is .

too early to even hazard a gbess as to the winner, but

the solid Republican phalanx was badly battered, and the

prediction of Johnson's adherents that he would hold his

own in the Republican vote seems to have been realized.

The Eshelman vote and the number of ballots where John
son's name was written in would seem to indicate this.

Whether sufficient to overcome the tremendous Republican
registration is what wiser and more prophetic minds than
ours must determine. It is going to be a hard-fought, bit-

ter battle, and whichever side wins, the majority will

by no means be large.

So far all the attacks have been concentrated upon
Johnson and his administration. So far all the publicity

has been given to the Republican wrangle. Now that

Fredericks h3s earned the title of standard-bearer and the

lines are drawn, there is no question but that Fredericks
himself must bear the brunt of severe criticism. Just

what form this will take is not hard to imagine. The
warm support of Harrison Gray Otis and Mike de Young
may prove a boomerang. Labor, naturally for Johnson,

will most likely assail his attitude in the Los Angeles
troubles. Then, too, Mr Fredericks has been strangely
silent on the all-important question of prohibition and
en other matters of equal importance. His attitude must
be defined and without equivocation or evasion, and this

cannot be done without estranging and antagonizing some
elements. Finally, the old feeling, the animus if you please,
between Northern and Southern California will play its

part. The south has been so radical, so bitter and so big-

oted in the past that the voters of the north must naturally
view its candidate with some suspicion.

On the other hand, Johnson must be prepared to meet
the charge that he is indirectly responsible for the eight-

hour law and for other legislation, progressive, perchance,
but harmful in the minds of many to the best interests of

the State. The political machine of the Johnson admin-
istration will, perhaps, be hard to defend. It is a fact

that the Governor has lent a more than receptive ear to

the so-called labor leaders, and that most of his appoint-
ments have been dictated or suggested by them. His
patronage, and it has been generous, has been liberally

distributed to them, so that the Water Front groans and
the Railroad Commission screeches beneath the heavy
burden of their many Jobs. This by no means is offered
in criticism from us. but it will be urged by others, and
at times we wonder, after all. if the Governor has not
really given more than he can hope to receive. Be this as
it may, Johnson is a wonderful campaigner, with an equally
wonderful, attractive and forceful personality, and, per-
haps, he has touched the human side of the electorate,
and if so, none can measure his influence.

The magnificent pluralities polled by the two candidates
for Congress, Julius Kahn and John I. Nolan, were par-
ticularly gratifying. The enforced absence of both in
Washington only adds to the testimonial of their popularity
and they indeed have reason to feel flattered. Kahn's con-
test was an easy one, and Nolan's, too. for that matter,
but the attacks of the Chronicle were both unmerited and

undeserved, and were properly rebuked. In the legislative

fights there were numerous surprises. The so-called Finn
element was beaten in many instances, and only barely

"got by" in many others. Reban, for instance, who quali-

fied as a Progressive, but changed to Republican at the

last moment, was hopelessly defeated by Hartman. The
result will probably show that Powers has defeated

Flaherty, and, all in all, it looks as though November will

show a new deal in Assemblymen and Senators.

But the real local fight, the main event, which recalled

I he days of Higgins and Kelly and Buckley, was the con-

test for delegates to the county conventions. Most folks

wondered what it was all about. The powers knew, how-
ever, that next year was the time for important municipal

nominations, and that much might depend upon the en-

dorsements of either party It was confined to the Re-

publicans and Democrats, and both battles, although the

casualties were light, were Germanic in their bitterness.

On the Bourbon end the organization succeeded in defeat

ing the anti's. headed by Harry Flannery, John Tracy and
Tom Curran, attorney for the Sheriff. The vote in tin

convention, however, will be extremely close, probably

sixteen to ten. so a right merry scrap may be looked for ll

the selection of officers. The Republican result is equallj

in doubt. The Forbes faction claims control, as does als«

the Owens, but Tuesday will tell the tale, and until thei

it won't hurt to claim. As we go to press there is a pullinf

and hauling of delegates until probably they don't know
and certainly we don't just where they are

The Republican fight in the thirty-third district wan
perhaps, the most interesting and most entertaining and

enlivening of all. Jim Coffroth put a ticket in the field

and arrayed against him was Frank Daraux with his lieu-

tenants, Eddy Graney, Tom Finn, the McDonoughs and thn

Republican County Committee. 11 was some battle, but

when the votes were counted Coffroth had won handily

over the combined opposition, proving, if nothing more
that it's easier to claim than deliver. There were many
amusing incidents while the tight was on. and all sorts o

ideas were adopted to lure the wary voter. The storj

of the two cards has earned many a laugh. Some one. ant"

it's not hard to guess who the "some one" was, issued r

card over the signature of the Indoor Yacht Club, Jas. J

Coffroth, Captain; Wm. H. McCarthy. Purser. It frauds

lently pin ported to endorse certain congressional and let
islative candidates, who, by the way, did not have a chance,

and the delegates favored by Coffroth. It did not bear

the union label, and, of course, was expected to play havoo

with the ticket. The expectations might have been real-

ized despite denials galore, if on the Saturday night pre-

ceding election, the district had not been flooded with

another card. This bore, in red type, the glaring title,

"Vote for Prohibition and a Clean City." "California Dry,

1915." and over the signature of the Anti-Liquor League

a mythical organization with fictitious officers, endorsed

the candidates of the Daroux end. If one stops to refleel

that within the borders of the thirty-third district liet

the great Latin quarter, with its native love of wine, II

will be possible to appreciate the effect. Explanationr

were unavailing. The fact that two of the Daroux candl

dates were saloonkeepers only made matters worse, be

cause, forsooth, why should they accept such an endorse-

ment? And so prohibition got its first knockout, and now
there is weeping and wailing and gnashing of teeth, whilr

old Abe Lincoln looks on from above and gleefully repeat*

the old, old axiom about fooling some of the people somo

of the time.

Poor Old Henry Columbat, who essayed to replace Kahn

in Congress, was profoundly dismayed and decidedly dis-

pleased at the unwarranted use of his name on the card

In question. It seems that the Anti-Liquor League, not

content with endorsing Daroux's County Committeemen wsi
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equally generous in recommending Henry to the "Dry
Vote" as well. Henry threatened libel suits and criminal

suits, and even demanded a warrant tor the arrest of every
one who had one of the cards in his possession. He is-

sued a denial in Italian, boldly proclaiming the endorse-

ment a lie and declaring that he was a Southern gentle-

man and really loved his liquor. Poor Henry! Wherever
you came from, your bump of humor was sadly neglected.

To think of trying to beat Kahn was funny enough, but
to repudiate any endorsement was surely hysterical. We
don't know how many votes you received, but just credit

most of them to the circular in question and remember.
Henry, it was the only endorsement you received, or per-

haps ever will, and unsolicited at that.

The Bar Association deserves considerable credit for the
energetic and successful campaign waged for its ticket
of Superior Judges. The Bar Association, for the most
part, is made up of the legal unemployed. Most people
are familiar with the species. They wear celluloid collars,
bathe sometimes on Saturday night, have their hair clipped
occasionally and carry most of the free lunch from friendly
saloons on the front of their vests or the lapels of their
coats. Hence, the name Bar Association, A few there
are, of course, who have delved deep into the intracacies
of the law, and these few concluded to endorse a ticket
and the rest fell in line. The effect of the endorsement
can best be estimated by the fact that Van Nostrand, who
for some unaccountable reason was forgotten ran first

among the twenty odd candidate. Nor did their other
endorsees gain much, although, if rumor speaks true,
they paid considerable for the doubtful commendation.
Just how it could be figured that the recommendations
of a gang of legal freebooters would be followed by tin-

electorate is hard to understand. Courts, of necessity, must
more frequently stand for client rather than counsi 1, and
of equal necessity must present a. perhaps, antagonistic
attitude toward the practitioner. That hatreds sbouj be
engendered, that offense must be given is undeniable, but
that these same men should thereupon sit in Judgment
and attempt to dictate to the voters is purely presumption
personified.

When the fight over the so-called "lifting the lid" reso-
lution was in progress before the Board of Supervisors
the unholy howls of the holy were voiced in pulpit and
press. Perhaps they even reached heavenward, although
we incline to the belief that his Satanic Majesty is more
closely allied. Black, indeed, was the picture that the
Reverend Doctors drew of what would happen when
dancing was permitted in public cafes. The gates of bell
were to swing wide open and pell mell into its vawning
mouth would rush the youth of our city. Nor was anj
gentle distinction drawn between the St. Francis and tlii-

tenderloin. Both were equally bad. But the resolution
passed, and although with customary hesitancy, the Police
Commission has as yet refused to act, the Board of Super-
visors has declared that it sees no harm, nnr can anv
injury be done, if dancing be permitted under proper regu-
lation. While this resolution was pending the Columbia
Theater was presenting a series of short plavs, among
them "The Bride" and "Any Night." Never a line of
condemnation, never a word from the pulpit, never a pro-
test from the dear church-going public. Filthv rotten
debasing and vile, the portrayal of things that should not
even be suggested, no voice was raised, no plea was made
for their suupression. Yes. it's a crime and it's sinful
to let people laugh and smile and dance, but it's no crime
to resurrect the Decameron and portray its rottenness to
your wives and your daughters and your sons. Where ohwhere were the preachers!

And while on the subject of preachers, some one was
kind enough to mail us a copy of the resolutions passed
by the Farmers' Union of Texas," to which we heartilv
subscribe. The same prohibition fight is taking place
there as in California, and the preachers, as usual are to'
the front. The statement speaks for itself, and we print
Jt herewith verbatim:
"We want to say a few words to the pulpit politicians

who have attacked the position of the Farmers' Union on
the liquor question.

"When in control of government the pulpit politicians
invariably undertake to perform legislative miracles, such
as casting out witches with the flame of the torch, suborn-
ing conscience with shackles and enforcing opinions with
the guillotine.

"A preacher who graduates from the pulpit into politics

becomes a menace to good government, and likewise a
politician who occupies the pulpit debauches the church
and becomes a menace to religion.

"The hand that passes the sacrament should not collect
slush funds for political purposes. It is no more wicked
for a priest to sell penance than for a preacher to grow
rich sell political newspapers. We think it Is as
immoral for a preacher to seek to lobby while he prays
as it would be for him to gamble while he preaches.
"We appeal to the laymen of Texas to demand that po-

litical preachers give their congregations more old-time
religion and less political claptrap; that they display a
more earnest effort to reach the hearts of men and play less

to the galleries; that they move often hold fellowship with
members and fewer caucuses with the politicians.
"There is a political machine in this State that would

put Tammany to shame and make Thurlow Weed turn over
with envy, and the pulpit politician is one of the compo-
nent parts of its mechanism."

DEASY IS "JUDGED" BY A NAME.

Luck figures in politics sometimes to as great an extent

as either popularity or ability. Often it takes only a name
to annex a big vote, and not infrequently a man almost

unknown, by a fortunate chance, is swept into office. 1

have in mind the case of Frank T. Deasy, who ran a good
race and was nominated for Justice of the Peace. Young
Deasy Is a lawyer who has been admitted to practice only

a few short months, and yet he received a larger vote than
Judge Harnett, who has served several terms on the bench.
The reason seems plain. His identity was confused with
that of Judge Daniel C. Deasy, who has been a police
magistrate for six years, and who is now running for the
Superior Bench.

A similar incident occured a few years ago, when an
Assistant District Attorney was nominated for Justice ol
the Peace, lie might have been elected, anyway, hut the
overwhelming vote he received was attributed to the fact

that the citizens believed they were casting their ballot

for a namesake who was very popular, and for many years
a police judge, who died soon after his election In 1910.

REGISTER NOW ! SAVE YOUR STATE FROM PROHIBITION !

%rug
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M«s M. ftewnfield
San Francisco Office

CHRONICLE BUILDING, 420-421
Telephone T>ouglas 5399
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DE WOLF ALWAYS AT GLOOM'S DOOR
By De Wolf Hopper.

I am mighty glad
that I am an actor.
1 am a comedian
from choice. I love
to live and laugh.
I expect to remain
young always My
stage life is every-

s^^ J ™/ thing to me. This
^T is so because I love

^j|g(|: to come out on ll'

stage and make you
and your neighbors
forget your trou-

bles. And in doing
this I am -

I

to forget my own
It is a sort of reci-

procity.

It is a source of

great satisfaction

to lie .in the stilt;.

and b e a b 1 e to
watch the gloom
disappearing from
the faces of an au-

d i 6 C e through
your personal efforts. It makes a man feel that hi

value himself at a fairly decent average.
But. no matter how great an actor one may become, or

how successful, the real actor never loses sight of the

tact that he is acting. It is a high class business. Tin-

greatest actors are those who can act and then be them-
selves five minutes later

Madame Bernhardt, that wonderful French woman, is the

greatest living example of this. I have sat and marveled
at her performances and then at the end of Borne terrific

scene of emotional display. I have shaken her by the

hands, as she has exited into the wings, anil gone easily

into a discussion on Pomeranian dogs, tor which sin- has

a great love

Madame Bernhardt is a great actn is aide

to conserve her natural forces. Did she lose herself in

the exploitation of some great tragic role she would not
last. Hut she rightly has lasted for a half century nil i

rightly set down as the marvel of the theatrical

No matter how great she is in any role, she never for one
second forgets she is Sarah Bernhardt.
And now to another very interesting aspect of the actor:

An actor's popularity and success are to be account
in the ability he shows to impress his individuality upon
the public.

Actors who bury themselves in a role never I

really great. I try always, no matter what the pari is I m
playing, to keep my own identity on the surface. Do not
itndertsiiMl me as saying that I obtrude Hopper, tin' actor,

to the resulting loss in the portrayal of the character.
But the actor must always be recognized as the actor

playing the part. The part must he secondary to tie

and never have the ascendancy over the a

Richard .Mansfield, a very good friend of mine never
lost his identity in a role. You always had the impression
uppermost in your mind that you were watching Mans-
field playing a fine part. You paid your tribute to his

skill as an actor. Had he so lost himself in the personality
of the part that you failed to recognize him, he would not
have been the really great actor lie was

In Dick Deadeye I found a character containing rare
comedy possibilities. But, frankly, it was always my idea
that my public should recognize me as playing the part. I

should have failed in my endeavor had they not known it

was I. merely by listening to me reading the lines or going
through the business of the part.

It is this injection of personality, or individuality, in his
work that results in the actor becoming popular. And it

is this popularity that is the actor's greatest stock in trade.
It is his trade-mark. He must develop a following. In

this connection there is a very striking condition existing.
In New York, an actor's popularity will insure him a first-

night audience, but thereafter his play must have the
drawing power. On the "road," or while touring the coun-
try, his popularity counts for a great deal more than it

does in the metropolis.
I have been fortunate in building up a theatrical popu-

larity because I have been able to present the sort of stage
work that the public is interested in going to see. And 1

ding to this popularity because it means so much to me.
I never break faith with the public. I have just as great
an attachment for them as they have for me. They are
my judges, and their opinion mear.s more than all the
critical reviews ever written.

If I please you and your friends, I am accomplishing all
I have set out to accomplish.

WE DON'T CARE WHO THIS HITS.

We hereby serve notice on every unscrupulous blather
sklte on the outside, whether he be a business rival, or just
a common lying knocker, and on every grouchy, disgruntled
member on the inside, whether he be ignorant or vicious,
that this club Is going to boom and prosper and grow and
nourish, in spite of the worst they can do now or at any
other time. The fact that we have continually grown and
prospered in spite of the carping crew of knockers and
fault-finders, speaks volumes for the merit of this club.
During the past three months, we have been doing excel-
lent, notwithstanding the most adverse conditions, hard
times, the Bummer season and lack of proper club conveni-
ences, and tins is certainly proof that the general public,
along with about Ha per cent of our members, regard the
fault-finders as a bunch of discredited wind-bags. We there-
fore feel well licensed to advise them to quit kicking, or
fasten a rope around their necks and jump from a tall

bridge. This will make their kicking profitable—to their
relations and the rest of the world.

MILES BROS.
'Tallac Trip Panorama, and Photos

ORDERS RECEIVED AT

L Y. C OFFICE
,

OR

MILES BROS.
The Moving Picture People J 145 Mission Street

Baron Hong's

Bernon
Couutrp Club

The ONE Bright Spot
"

in Los Angeles
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I. Y. C.

Frank J. Hennessy. Commodore. M \v. Altrnarer, Steward
Sullivan, Assistant Se retary and Ileus,- Mai

iioiiko: M. \v. Altmayer, Jno. P. Cunningham, T. S. Mulvey,
OfAi-e: H. Keegan Monahan, M. W. Altmayer, .1 A. Watts.
Crafsei Jus s Lewis, Chas. McClaln.

lected in September musl paj $1.50 dues, till

May II, 1915; In October. * 4

.

m • > dues, to Ma] 31, 1915; and
in November, $3.50 dues, to May 31, 1915

[0 Mi II, 1915.
Pin. Bulletin Board In < Nub.

in i

[a your add t and your name proper]
i ecords, -'\ idenccd !>j

from the Club? If not, Is office
i hat you correct t he

mailing your cln-i k to the office. it is very Important
that we records in tins reap* atic and
we ask tion with us. Mural; If you
change us know and we will

astray ited.

I Y. C. ANNOUNCEMENT.
Reservations for Hallowe'en banq de now,

and tickets will be issued to the first five hundred D

making application. As the are limited,

the club cannot provide more than th it number of seats.

Five dollars per person. Members turday, Octo-
ber 31, 8 P. M. Place will not be announced until later.

A big surprise is in store for the sailors.

Hallowe'en banquet the most novel entertainment ever
attempted.
We want two hundred automobiles for Kiddies' Hay

Members and friends donating machines will confer
favor on the committee.

I. Y C. KIDDIE'S DAY, SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 27TH.

Heboid the Kiddies autoing 'neath the autumn's cheery
sun!

They think motoring's just the very nicest kind of fun.

They're out to show the day is theirs; you old folks keep
away

And let the youngsters manage things, for this is kiddie's
day

:

•KIDDIES' DAY."

Children confined in orphan asylums will lie taken in

motors through fail- grounds to Stadium, where seats will

be reserved for them and luncheon served by the club.

September 27th.

The Kiddies' Day program will 'Jiclnue horse races, trot-

1 running, a wild we-i ert by the Indoor
iit Club musicians, amateur athletic events.

of pole fault, putting the shot, long and high jump,
races. Inn. 220 and II" yards, relay race for liiuh

teams, two basket ball games for girls, also for boys.

ling and wrestling. For children under fourteen
all suits, and tug-o'-war between the various schools

and institutions.

TARS TALLAC TRIP.

Many Merry Middies Make Mirth.

Band Master II. W. Hulen anil b ns lead
parade to fi

Judge Griltin trophy, won by Harold Emmal; free-for-all

swim quarter mile; Thos. McGrath second.
Rowing race for Judge n. .1. Flood cup. won bj I 'r. Strub;

Dave Symon, second: .1. \v. Coffroth, third.

id handicap swim, won by Dough
ten Tait; Emmal second.
For Berger trophy—man vs. horse race, won by Harold

Maundrell.
Joe Pot Lewis won stout boys' race; ,\l Coney beat Har-

ry Stafford in fat men's sprint.

Aquatic tug-of-war for Joe I*wis cup; won by Ralph
McLaren's Builders' Exchange Crew.
Jimmy Healey's troupe won Keegan Monahun's mug in

shuffle board tournament.
Grace Chester defeated a multitude in Hie greasy pole

contest for a cash prize of ten dollars.

Kidd Nelson was the big hit in his make-up doing "Tiger
fat" from a one horse cart. It really was a scream.
Grace Chester won walking gretasy pole.

Judges Flood and Griffin tie in politic! I

Baseball I V .'('. defeated Tnllac. 11 to' Jo; feature of

game, umpiring of Stafford. Kreling ejected from grounds
for creating disturbance.

"Little Club Night." Thursday. August 20th, was. thanks
to Earl Miles, a very interesting evening. The Tallac trip

pictures were excellent and they got many laughs from
the assembled tars. Neil Duffy is the I. Y. C. John Bunny
of the movies and Jimmy Healy's brother Ed. the star of

the film.

THANKS.
The Board of Pilots of. the Indoor Yacht Club appre-

ciate the trophies for Tallac Trip events donated by the
following gentlemen; Hon. Franklin A. Griffin, Hon. Ber-
nard J. Flood. Sam Berger, Commodore Frank J, Hennessy.
Carrau & Green, John Tait and Hotel Tallac management.

The I. Y. C. Cruise Committee hereby publicly expresses
its appreciation of the assistance rendered the committee
by Jack Duffy of the Southern Pacific Company on the
occasion of the recent Tallac trip

THE DIPSEA CLASSIC.

The famous Dipsea race, an annual even! hen
ducted by the Dipsea Indians and the Olympic Club,

v. ill be handled this year by the Indoor Yachl Club on
Sunday. October 11th. The festivities will begin with a

Club run by the Indian- sailors to llipsea. leaving Saturday
afternoon Octobei 10th, where they will camp over night.

There will be a musical and vaudeville entertainment
in a big tenl to be erected by tin- I. Y. ('.. and accommo-
dations will be provided in tents for members and others

nous of taking part in this outing. An al fresco dinner,
i and luncheon will be served under the super-

vision ill' the incomparable M le Altniuyer. Music will lie

furnished by the I. Y. c Band, and tie entertainment will

be under the direction of the Master of the Revels, Samuel
Berger. Entry blanks for the race will he furnished at the

club Office and mailed to the prominent atbletic clubs
hereabouts.

Ralph McLaren's Builders' Exchange tug-o'-war crew:

Jim Smith. Dan O'Neill. Tim ORourke, Bob Moyle. Steve

Stewart. Vincent Donovan, Jack Bender, Bill Peters. Maun-
drell Brothers and Jim Mulcahey.
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faekscn %agzr
Brewery's Own Bottling

A New Beer of Excellence Made by

an Old Company

flaekson brewing %o.
ESTABLISHED 1860

Telephone

Market 2068
Eleventh and Folsom Sis.

San Francisco

STAY WET FOR EDDIE S SAKE
On July 14th, Ed-

ward J. O'Brien
celebrated his

twenty - sixth an-
niversary in the
e m p 1 o y o £ the
Cresta Blanca Wine
Co., having started
with them when
they were in their

infancy, and today
they are jne of the
largest case goods
houses in the
United States. Our
Shipmate Eddie has
been en 'lit man tor

liis Hi in for many
years, and at the

[iresent time has
charge of t b

B

Cresta lUnnca
Champagne Depart
meiit, now on the

market as the

"Cresta Blanca
Champagne "

I green label).

Eddie has a very unassuming personality, does not con-

verse much about business, bul mUs there and lirings home
the bacon. The Champag nd of the business lias become
so great around San Francisco, that the firm keeps him
here permanently, instead of traveling over the State, as

formerly.
ib is always there with bells when it comes to helping

the 1. Y. C, or any other organization; is one of the lirst

members, good fellow, good sailor in rough weather, and
deserves our hearty support, and success in his new under

taking. Good luck to you, Eddie from nil.

YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK
This is an exceptionally fine season for Yoseniite. There

is now plenty of room in the Camps, and also an abundance
of private camping equipment. September will be an en-

joyable month in the Valley, tramping its trails and
heights, or loitering by its streams and waterfalls.

AUTOMOBILE SERVICE IN THE PARK.

The new autOtStages carry Che visitor betweelh the rail-

road and Yoseniite this season, one of the finest auto
trips in the world, without extra cost.

ASK FOR YOSEMITE OUTING FOLDER.
For full information about the trip, see your home ticket

agent, or address,

YOSEMITE VALLEY RAILROAD COMPANY
G. F. MILLER, General Agent

212 W. Seventh; 334 So. Spring Streets

Los Angeles

O. W. LEHMER, General Manager

Merced, Cal.
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Chicago and East
Three Daily Limited Trains

from San Francisco

VIA

OGDEN ROUTE
Through the Gorge of the American River, across the Sierra Nevadas

and Great Salt Lake

"OVERLAND LIMITED"

Extra Fare $10

Leave Ferry Station 4:00 p. m.

"PACIFIC LIMITED"
Leave Ferry Station 10:20 a. m.

"SAN FRANCISCO LIMITED"
Leave Ferry Station 2.00 p. m.

ROCK BALLAST HEAVY STEEL RAILS

Protected by Automatic Llectric Block Signals

SOUTHERN PACIFIC
The Exposition Line 1915 First in Safety
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ST. FRANCIS IMPORTATION CO.
350 Geary Street

WINES AND LIQUORS AT RETAIL
FINEST GOODS - LOWEST PRICES

PROMPT DELIVERIES

jtardd J. tmmal
REPRESENTING

National 6ureti{ %cmpani{
I05\W'- homery S'reA

fiends tmpleifertt' Xiabilitii Mturanee

R. H. Fischbeck
Phones

tDougl.v

(Sutler - 3629

Handsomest 'Buffet in the West

MAJESTIC
'Best of Everything 10''

844 MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

I am a power for great good if you do

not abuse my use.

In cases of need— I do my work well.

I am a builder up of health and strength

—in the hospital or in the home.

For the invalid or the convalescent—

for the tired or overworked I offer a

great help.

A little of me goes a long way.

I have been among you for three

generations.

I'm known as Cyrus Noble throughout the world.

DEL MONTE AUTO RENTAL CO.

pho»e SUTTER 215
I.I Mill SINES
LAUNDAULETS

WEDDINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

OFFICE. 105 POWELL STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

CABS
TOl'RINCl CARS

uWEAR A BENJAMIN 95

HOT SPARKS FROM THE ANVIL OF FASHION

Our Fall election . are here. fashiorcd with
every little bit of Smartness. Arm Ease Waist-
coats that call for muscle freedom a plenty.

The Suit you will
admire. S^C.OO25

The Tartan
Plaid

856 MARKET ST.
EAST OF POWELL BERGER'S 7000 Square Feet

of Clothing

.101
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A WORD OF THANKS

T
* <

O you, Kind Friends, who so generously contributed to the

entertanimenl of our little wards on "Kiddies' 'Day," the

Indoor Yacht Club extends its warmest thanks. Yours was

a labor of love and the memorv of the smiles and merry

faces of your little guests must alone be the reward of your noble

sacrifice. The thought that you have, even for a day, been the

means of dissipating the shadows that darken the early years of these

orphan children, must be to each of you, far more pleasing than any

commonplace expression of gratitude can ever be. For the Indoor

Yacht Club, I can only say: "Beggars that we are, We are even

poor in thanks, but we thank you.
"

FRANK ]. HENNESSY,
Commodore.
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STOP your
Auto at the HOPKINS

Formerly Bohemian Villa

MEALS SERVED AT ALL HOURS
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
Entertainment during Afternoon and Night

The Pacific Ocean is My Balh Tub.
Come In, the Water's Fine.

I938 Ocean Boulevard
Phone Sunset 960

Qualify Service
Remember—No Increased
Cost for Perfect Service

Is it not worth your con^Meratlon?
It is possible to deal with the largest and finest

grocers without increasing the cost of living. All
the staple groceries are sold at the same price you
would pay elsewhere.

Goldberg, Bowen &. Co.
FOUR FINE STORES

Finest, of Wines, Liquors, Cigars,
Fancy and Staple Groceries

Remember that

Cresta Blanca Wines
Are the STANDARD WINES of California

Try a Bottle of CRESTA BLANCA CHAMPAGNE
(Green Label) Equal to the Imported

/mkand

O'Farfo
Opp. Orphettin

BEST OF ENTERTAINMENT
SERVICE AND FOOD

Tait's Is S.in Francisco's most popular cafe. Always
something doing here. Perfect cuisine and quick and
faultless service. Artistic and pleasing decorations.

Fcrflow The Crowd To Tait's

1

3

4

WILFIRD J. GIRARD STANLEY J. G1RARD
President Secretary and Manager

GIRARD'S
GRILL

AND

Oyster Parlor

Oysters, Terrapin, Crab Stew, Steaks,

Chops, Oyster Loaves.

UNION SQUARE AVE.
Phone Douglas 3454 San Francisco, Cal.

1

3

4

P.VINCENT MATRAIA. Pro. JULIUS EPPSTEIN. S«ry

art floral Co.
Incorporated

HOTEL ST. FRANCIS

2 55 POWELL STREET

Telephone* < KEARNY 3524'""""""'
| SUTTER 1372

SAN FRANCISCO
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IN AS MUCH AS YE HAVE DONE IT

UNTO THE LEAST OF THESE MY CHILDREN
By William J. Lynch.

The writer hopes that any imputation of immodest self-

praise, so far as the Indoor Yacht Club is concerned,
which may attach to the utterance of what the Main Sheet
shall say herein about "Kiddies Day," may be dismissed
by the reflection that this publication owes it to its read-
eis to report the success of the glorious day. I am, how-
ever, persuaded, lest any unkind spirit should bring forth

the hammer, to anticipate such adverse criticism by con-
fining editorial expressions to the bare statement that
the following are letters received by the Indoor Yacht
Club from those who directly benefitted by the day which
we shall call "the Kiddies."
These letters are eloquent enough, the thanks of the

homeless children are heart-touching enough and the
consciousness of good deeds well done is reward enough.
For the rest the Main Sheet would gladly express, if the
writer could be found who could do justice to the occasion,
the unforced, bubbling gratitude of the youngsters and the
sweet thanks of their immediate guardians.
Kiddies are kiddies whether they are found at the Hebrew

Orphan asylum, or the Roman Catholic Orphan Asylum,
or the Maria Kip Orphanage charity is as inter-racial

and non-sectarian as the rain that Portia tells about in

"The Merchant of Venice," or the membership of the Indoor
Yacht Club.
From the Pacific Hebrew Orphan Asylum came this

letter: Pacific Hebrew Orphan Asylum.
San Francisco, Sept. 28, 1914.

I beg leave to express the sincere thanks of the man-
agers of this institution, to the Indoor Yacht Club, for

the most enjoyable time which they provided for our chil-

dren on September 27th. The thought and attention, which
the members of the Club gave to their little beneficiaries,

were certainly not without their fruit of happiness ami ben-

efit. The day will long be a memorable one in the minds of our
children, and we shall long remember the joy which the
Indoor Yacht Club brought to our charges on the occasion.
Once more thanking you most sincerely, 1 am

Yours very truly,

SAMUEL LANGEK. Superintendent.

From the children of the Marr"- Kip Orphanage and
Alfred Nuttall .Nelson Memorial < ..me a nice and Indi-

vidual letter addressed to the members < f the Indoi r Yacht
Cluh and signed by the happy little folks, as follows:

Sin Francisco. Cal.. Sept. 27, 1914.
To the Members of the Indoor Yacht Club:
We wish to extend our sincere appreciation and thanks

for the outing you gave us Sunday and to say we enjoyed
it verv much. Sincerely,
THE CHILDREN OF THE MARIA KIP ORPHANAGE AND

ALFRED NUTTALL NELSON MEMORIAL HOME
Arvilla Barnsdall, Emma McMullen, Emma Johnson, Mary

Colgrove, Catherine Nichols. Marie Robert. Irma Sim,
Lydia Teagle. Ida Wilson. Eva Fairbanks. Hazel Wilson,
Ruth Allen. Ethel Gould, Florence Babcock, Marguerite
Chappman. Olga Johnson, Janet Forsatz, Alma Rowland,
Edith (inks. Mara Suter. Vina Realley. Susie Williams,
Pearl Davis. Harriet. White, Annie McMullen, Alvena Suter.
Cecelia Parker. Linda VVhitson. Bertha Gustaveson, Evelyn
Griest.

Rrerithing a beautiful spirit of peace and gratefulness is

the following from the Roman Catholic Orphan Asylum and
addressed to William H. McCarthy:

Roman Catholic Orphan Asylum.

Mr. Win. II. McCarthy San Francisco, Sept. 28, 1914.

Dear Friend:— I desire to express to you. and through
you, to the gentlemen who assisted in giving our dear chil-

dren such a happy time as they had yesterday, our sincere
thanks.

Every detail was so systematically arranged, that there
was not the slightest disorder, either going or coming home,
with our large band of children.

Out on the grounds every one was so attentive and cour-

teous, it was a pleasure for us to be with the little ones.

This morning it sounds like the day after Christmas, for

being too tired last evening to enjoy their toys, they are

making good use of them now.
To say that the day was most enjoyable, but too feebly

expresses it; for the children's happiness is ours.

That God may bless and reward you, and all who
so ably assisted you in carrying out your plans, which be-

speak such nobility of heart and mind, and which brought
such joy to so many motherless little ones, will be the oft

repeated prayer of

Yours most sincerely,
SISTER HELENA

and the Orphans.

This from the Infant Shelter:
The Infant Sheltei,

San Francisco, Sept. 29, 1914.

Indoor Yacht Club:
The Hoard of Directors of the Infant Shelter desires me

to express its thanks and appreciation for the treat given

to some of our children on last Sunday. The automobile

ride in itself was a great treat, but with lunch and toys

added, made a fete day for them, equal to Christmas. It

was a beautiful thought to give such a day of pleasure to

the less fortunate children in our city and we are more
than appreciative that some of our charges were fortunate

enough to share in the pleasure. I am very sorry that I

do not know the address of Mr. and Mrs. Morrison, who
were in charge of the Shelter children, so I could thank
them personally for their care of our children. Again
assuring you of our appreciation of your kindness. I am

Yours sincerely,
l Mrs. A. 11.1 ELLEN TURNER.

Corresponding Secretary.

The Hoys' and Girls' Aid Society of California through its

secretary expresses its thanks as follows:

Boys' and Girls' Aid Society.

Sin Francisco, Sept. 28, 1914.

Gentlemen: (in bebalf of the boys of the Boys' and

Hills' Aid Society, 1 wish to thank the members of the In-

.!, or Yacht Club for the grand day they were given yes-

terday.
It. by far exceeded anything ever done for our boys in

the way of entertainment, and the good things they had to

eat and the splendid entertainment they witnessed will

long be remembered by them.
Great credit is due every member of the Club who must

worked untiringly for the success of the day. I wish

to thank you personally for thus helping us to make the

lives of our Wards brighter by giving them this great day.

Very cordially yours.

GEO. C. TURNER, Superintendent.

The St. Francis Technical School, through its beloved

Sister Leonie, sends this testimonial of appreciation:

St. Francis Technical School.

San Francisco, Sept. 29, 1911.

Indoor Yacht Club, San Francisco.

Gentlemen:—Please accept our thanks for the enjoyable

day which your kindness afforded our children last Sunday.

We are truly grateful for your generosity and beg to assure

you of the sincere appreciation of both the sisters and the

children. Very gratefully yours.
SISTER LEONIE.

Playground Commission.

San Francisco, October 5, 1914.

President and Members of the Indoor Yacht Club, 4 Eddy St

San Francisco.
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Gentlemen:—The fact that this letter is somewhat tardy

only proves the deep gratitude which the writer has tor

your iavcr to the children of this city, particularly those

under his charge.

I wish to thank you for your kindness to the boys on

"Kiddies' Day" and to congratulate you on the great suc-

cess of your initial movement for the benefit of the home-
less and orphan children of San Francisco.

Hoping for a repetition of this, under your auspices for

many years to come, and again thanking you, I am,
Sincerely, u. O. CROWLEY.

P. s.—The boys themselves will write later.

St. Catherine's Home and Training School.

San Francisco, October 1, 1914.

Indoor Yacht Club, No. 4 Eddy St., San Francisco:

Gentlemen:—The Sisters of Mercy of St. Catherine's

Home and Tiaining School return most grateful thanks for

the delightful outing given to the girls under their charge

on last Sunday, and for the great courtesy and kindness

shown them.
We congratulate the Club for the perfect manner with

which the day's proceedings were managed, nothing having
happened to mar the pleasure.

May God, who notes every kind act, reward you all both

here and hereatter, is the sincere wish of

Yours gratefully,

SISTER MARY COLUMBA, Sister of Mercy.
Per S. W. S.

The Girls' Club.

San Francisco, Sept. 29, 1914.

Indoor Yacht Club, San Francisco.
Gentlemen:—The Girls' Club wishes to express to you its

most sincere appreciation for your kindness in including

them in the fun of Kiddies Day. It proved a day which
the children will remember with much joy.

Sincerely yours, (Miss I IDA BERNARD.

The Indoor Yacht Club is grateful to these institutions

for the unnecessary expression of thanks and their welcome
messages of goodwill, which will ever be cherished in the

memory and an inspiration in future to remember those

words once spoken by one in whom the love of children
ioand utterance, thus:

"Inasmuch as ye have done it unto the least of these my
children, ye have done it unto Me."

PICKINGS POLITICAL.

Judge Sargent having failed to qualify for Appellate
Judge has turned towaids one of his opponents, Frederick
S. Stratton, and is bending every energy to secure Strat-
ton's election.

In certain quarters it is anything to beat Gus Hartman
for Senator. While in the Senate Gus refused to take
"orders" lrom a coterie of gamblers and plug-uglies and
the knife is being whetted for him.

However, there's an element of comedy in Gus' fight.

One portly person whose bark is louder than his bite is

large threatens to spend ten thousand dollars to beat the
diminutive solon and friends of the latter suggest that if

such a sum be donated to deserving charities Gus will

not run.

The Gubernatorial election is looked upon as close by
the persons desirous of betting on the result. At t.n.s

writing it is even money on Fredericks and Johnson and
take your pick. Fredericks is a strong favorite to carry
Los Angeles, almost prohibitive, in fact, while Governor
Johnson is strongly favored to carry San Francisco. It is

prophesied by the commissioners that the betting will not
be more than 10 to S either way the night before the
election.

Congressman John I. Nolan (our John I.) returned front

Washington the other day expressly to thank his friends
for the magnificent support they gave him and to ask
their assistance to elect Judge Roche a Justice of the
Peace and Judge Flood to the Superior Bench.

Now comes it that the Eggers recall having received
more than ten thousand signatures will take place in De-

cember. Recalls seem to be the order of the day—first

Weller. then Grant, and, now, as the barbers say, "You're
next. Fred!"

One of the surprises of the campaign is the speed shown
by Judge Ciist. Many predict he will come from nowhere.
He has made a well-advertised and effective campaign, and
in his own words "We think he has made good."

The competition was rife among the candidates for

Senator in the Eighteenth Senatorial District on Kiddles'

Day. Gus Hartman provided well for the little folks and
was unanimously endorsed. Burbank provided well for

himself, and managed to swallow five boxes of lunch be-

longing to the kiddles, and if the kids have their way he
will finish even behind Beban, who "didn't do nofhln'."

Burbank is a good name for a potato but never a Sen-

ator.

Charley Powers' fight for Senator is going great in the

Mission, and if the Inmates of the County Jail are not

allowed out to vote he should win easily.

ELECT JUDGE FLOOD, SUPERIOR JUDGE

Jim Griffin is some politician, and what is better, de-

livers the goods. In the recent famous county committee
fight in the Thirty-third Assembly District every precinct

he handled showed a majority for the Coffroth ticket.

This latter ticket had endorsed Fredericks for Governor
rind the opposition had Keesling as its standard bearer.

Fredericks lost twelve out of the thirteen districts in San
Francisco to Keesling, the lone spot that he came out In

front being the Thirty-third, and Griffin was made the

Republican State Central Committeeman in the district In

consequence. In the recall election the other day
Elddie Wolfe received a majoritv of 591 votes in a total

vote of nearly nine thousand. Four hundred of this ma-

jority of 591 were obtained in the only three precincts of

the Thirty-third District that voted in the Grant Senatorial

District, which cast a total of but 600 odd votes—or four

tn one in favor of the recall. And Griffin handled the

three precincts alone and unaided.

And Jim Griffin is going to do for his friend Frank Wright, for Sur-

veyor-General, what he did for all the rest, and you can wager he will

make good in all the precincts he handles. Some day they'll give him

all and he will do that much better for his pals.

The elevator men in the City Hall have a kick. It took

them until midnight to get the throng from a Judge

Flood booster meeting out the other evening.
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TAIT'S SQUARE TABLE
(Having established a reputation (or wind. I lollow the

I reeze. Where the news is. I am, and this month Tait's
Ranch made the Round Talde as uninteresting as if Red
Jack Sullivan, Leo Pockwitz and Rearden Lynns were its

only occupants.—Sandy McNaughtOn.)

"Sam. bring me another fizz," gleamed that little alco-
holic store. Jack Cunningham.
"Bring him a tab for it. and you won't have to work so

hard. Sam." breezes I. and then in butts Julius Herendsen
with some kind of chatter which ain't important, anyway.
You dudes thai never get invited to Tait's Ranch not

only miss a time that comes to few men. but. believe me,
squires, it ain't no question lull there's more dope there in a
minute than there is publicity about the war. and I ain't
pastin' all this cause 1 gets the necessary from Tait to
go. To prove yer I'm right, gather the names of this col-
lection: Heaves Cunningham, Ally Mikulich I who robbed
Johnson of the Fay vote), Major McCarthy, Flip Kreling
(the Hat owner), Overworked Mulvey, Greeley's boss, l'n -

Patrick. Vegetables Arata. Contributory Watts and v
gence Griffith, Speechful Hoe McElroy, nine Oil Harris,
Healthy Stafford (who wants a sixteen hour day for cooks),
Smugglemin Rerendsen, Clerical Pirate Salch, Bananas
Suits and VYaltham Hlgin Travis—and me. Say. it them
dudes di n't get the dope on ministers, dam and

then don t read my stuff.

uz all seati d at the table i somebi dj aj
thin' about the Progressives which I can't print.

Tie a. Bill Mikulich throws his face in with a roar that
would have made Johnson happy. When the
through rcastin' Hiram's new party. Mikulich saw that in-

gb coin' hi ck to the Fays.

I di n't see anything wrong with them m
| ted Hill.

"Well, how about Heban?" aski d Suit.-.

' ill. I know. I'.eban is a joke and will be beaten.
Really, fellows. I'm lor (Ins Hartmann, like all the oth
are. but we can't tip it just tit this time." announced Bill

'Well. I'm glad to hear you say (hat. Hill I'd been think-
in' that even Progressiva do

more pompano. pleaded Dr McElroy. "I

want to make Cunningham ak u \mt i te e\ ady
Sam repeated the parable of the loaves and the tishes on

'

'
i plate.

"Please uive me 501 m to eat," asked Heaves Cun-
011 n. in Stafford and Salch, and the plea tickled

Arata with delight
"You gi t as llllli It chance to eal at this table as I have

to sell whisky to Ti chau's when Oscar votes right Belli
me boys, if I was Supervisor I'd go for more thai

barrels."

Vis, or as h chance as Judge Graham had to cop
Columbus Day from the Dagos." said Arata
"What about that?" eagerly asked Pitzpatrick.
"Oh. nuthin'; on] appointed himself the head

of everything, from the Knights of Columbus to the bay.
and a big gang got to work on the Mayor, and .Mission
James threw in the hi oks on the modest Judge, and Tom
the Judge was tired "

"Is that so?" -aid George Salch. without a look of sur-
prise, and the table passed to another boost when Pock-
witz's name was mentioned.

"His release by Fredericks is the only setback our pure
party received." announced Jack Suits.

"Yes, and I hear that Pinario won't let him bet his money
my more. He's going to get a new pool boy." chirped
Willie Nelson.

"Stafford." pleaded I. "please don't eat any more; you'll
founder"; which aint no question, but he wouldn't listen.
"You'll never make that Dipsea course."
"Oh, well, George James is running so strong he'll make

the Dipsea and the election together," boosted Cunningham.
and all the boys concurred.

"Gee. it's a relief to get away down here from the noisy
soup the Olympic Club serves." mused Doc McElroy.
"And I suppose, Doctor, from looking at a lot of club-

mates who owe you money." sent in Jack Suits, but the
only leader of the two members of the Democratic party
in the Olympic Club made no reply.

"Say. boys, I heard that the reason Max Kuhl resigned
was that some of the clergy and disappointed women want
to run him for District Attorney," announced Vince Finigan,
between slices of imported caviar

"Well." ventured Harry Stafford, "all I wish for my friend
Fickert is that Max would start. The Germans are having

1 in ugh t.ouble in Europe without a political Uhlan like Max
going to the slaughter."
And the table agreed, even to Frank the Jap. who

dropped a couple of minute steaks for emphasis.
' Sam. please bring me a pot of mixed tea," requests me,

and Tait made me drink a glass of vint to the new Police
Commissioner, and it was the only mole on the fair com-
plexion c f my trip.

"Sam, Sam," rose the voice of the British Rancher, and
when the boniface. Sam. appeared. Tait ordered another
lamb for his already overfed counsellor, poor tiny Stafford.

"John." I went on. "yi u're so kind to the bloated barris-
ter that I'll never take another meal in Morrison's joint."
assured I.

Wouldn't do you a bit of good, Sandy," said Kid Nelson
' Morrison just bought 25 barrels of poison from Oscar
Hocks, so when Dunnigan calls the roll now he asks for
the vote of Morrison instead of the gaesous Oscar."

' You know. I think Rue! was a boob." mused Suits. "He
11 have gene into the whisky business and lied be
tirg with Duffy instead of pleading with him."

"Say, boys, lav off these personalities, or there is apt to
le trouble," counseled the giaclous Tait.

What do we care for trouble? All the Police Judgi
i.g lor office." said Krelii g

"Yes, end from Crisl right down the line they may win."
Tonj Political Griffitl -

. 1 go of the vinta ;e [or

a mom
'Yes, but, boys said I, "don't start a fight so as 1

the .luda. s Some of 11 • in used to ask me to com-
mit a 111111 dor just to show thej were righl ami would dls-

it; but alter election they wouldn't let m pal
Overcoat Jack go fcr sleeping on a doorstep. Which ain't

-'ion. ;s you dudes will rind out."

"That's the way I Bgger," Bald tin Sixth street capitalist
and tile Post street sinner. Willi.. Nelson

' Y'ou fligger?" sez 1. "What can von ti

Why. I used to be the greatest sheet writer on the
block." said Willie, and thi ired at Willie's mod-

Nelson, let tae tell you this; Why, you were so slow
with tie sheet tl 1 Louis' Monaban couldn't wait for you
to sharpen his pencils," slams back me.

Is that so. McNaughton? Well, In w did you ever flgger

or was in ir out on tint article you wrote last

month''" pipes Willie,

III admit that was a mistake, but I'm going to write
cne, 'Down and Out.' and correct it." said I.

And here Sam tilled up my plate with a few pniim!

of Virginia ham and turkey, and 1 felt letter at Tait's
than on Monism's order list.

In the meantime Willie Nelson strolled out and
"Roaniin' in the Gloamln'." which was my cue to string out.
ml I. with the other heartless bandits, left another great

night in memory.

Elect, JUDGE FLOOD Superior Judge

9r'wate 'Cuvee
CHAMPAGNE

REIMS, FRANCE
USHERS GREEN STRIPE SCOTCH WHISKEY

Julius M. ftwenfield
San Francisco Office

CHRONICLE BUILDING, 420-421
Telephone "Douglas 5399
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SOME ASPERSIONS ON MUSICAL COMEDY
By Walter Anthony.

Five thousand listening enthusiasts witnessing the lii^t

performance in this community since the 70's of "Trial by
jury,'' would teem to be sufucient tesi men) lo tne on-

titnif d popularity of musical comedy, or comic opera, in

spite of the re-iterated expressions of pessimism on the
part of musical comedy producers who say that this par-
ticular form of entertainment is dying cr uead.
The situation reminds one of the surprise always ex-

pressed when "Robin Hood" bobs up again for a revival and
proves popular, while native grand operas — like "Alona,

"The Pipe ot Desii e," ' Xatoma" and "I he Sacrifice" achieve
a little passing attention and pass to the shelf of things
forgot.

As a matter of fact, no form of theatrical entertainment
should prove of equal popularity in America with comic
opera.
We are a nation of humorists—unconscious sometimes,

no doubt, but still funny. Our literature is bigger with the
names of our Mark Twains, our George Ades, our O'Henrys,
and James Whitcomb Rileys than in any other department of

book-lore. And, I think, if it were not for our producers,
we would be a race of humorists on the comic opera stage
as well. The trouble is that no sooner does a scenerio
writer conceive the unoriginal notion of wiiting a musical
comedy than he moulds it in the form of an importation
and we have another imitation to our credit as creators,
because in managerial and producers' eyes yesterday's
success is the model for today's and tomorrow's.
We have passed through the "Isle" period, wherein myth-

ical miniature nations of impossible aboriginees are ex-
ploited to the great glory of the American flag which waves
itself all over two acts and sometimes three, and is shoul-

dered by be-tighted young women ostensibly carrying amis.
We have had a deluge of Vienese operetta following the
success of "The Merry Widow," and that just being over
we are witnessing the degeneration of musical corned)
through its last resort in "the follies" which mingle the
sensational elements of debauched musical comedy ami
which are now susceptible of no further development of the
extension stages, whereon the girls dance over the heads
of the audience. The end of managerial ingenuity along
this alluring line seems to have been reached. What next?
The managers do not know, and pretend or really believe
that light musical entertainment is disceased, instead of
being merely diseased.
At such a time, then, comes "Trial By Jury" to prove the

innocence of this class of entertainment once more, and
in proving it, to show a way to further development of real

joy in the land—not in imitation of Gilbert ond Sullivan.
who are inimitable—but in picking up the scheme where
they, unfortunately, left off.

And the scheme is to provide witty nonsense; satire

clothed with art; the foibles of a people ridiculed merrily;
the constructing of musical comedies the books of which,
if divorced from music and theatrical environment would
not suggest their origin as having been in a home for the
feeble minded.
The Evening Call publishes in its Saturday edition a

page devoted in part to theatricals. It gives much space
to the publication of excerpts from current or coming
theatrical attractions. Arthur Price edits the page. Be-
fore my friend, Chet Smith, sav-ed the situation and while
1 was attending to the publicity for the Gaiety theater.
Price asked me to gather for him some of the lines from
a pi ece that the theater was about to sta^e. What he
wanted was witty lines, or dialogue that could be read
with some degree of pleasure, and which would contain
a point of some sort. I took the "book" of the play and
carelessly turned the pages looking for lines with a laugh
in them. Casually turning the ppges as one would the

of a book of jokes, it suddenly dawned upon me that
1 was looking at the script of a musical comedy and that a
more careful search might be necessary to locate a line with
some fun in it. So I deliberately read that book from
the first speech of the first act to the last line of the third.
and located just one grain of humor. The rest was deadly.
Now. I do not lay claim to being a wit, but the rest of
the book was so unfunny that I was emboldened to make
up some dialogue myself which— I confess it now for the
first time— I turned over to Mr. Price as from the musical
comedy. You see as press agent of the house I couldn't
admit that there wasn't anything funny in the musical

comedy, and besides we needed the space.
The point of the story is that the average musical com-

edy done in America is neither musical nor comical—the
one to which I refer had its measure ot success, based
upen the manner of presentation, the ingenuity of the
stage director and the artistry of the costumer, to which
the success of most home maae musical comedy is due.

People cannot always be fed on pap, and the limit has
been reached in the xevealments of femininity—anything
further along this line will cross the authorities. Suppose
the producers demand books that have wit in them, plots
that suggest satire and music that is written by musicians!
( an you imagine the average musical comedy yielding a
single song that's worth printing aside fiom its setting

—

that I as the value of a Gilbertian:
"When I. good friends was called to the bar,

I'd an appetite fresh and hearty.
But I was as many young barristers are.
An impecunious party.

I'd a swallow tail coat of a beautiful blue

—

A brief which was brought by a booby

—

A couple of shirts and a collar or two,
And a ring that looked like a ruby."

Or. musically who, besides Victor Herbert is writing
l>rics and orchestrations for musical comedies that are not
painful to the most ordinary musical sensibilities? And
even Herbert—so great is the call for his wares—turns
out much that his discretion would condemn were not the
financial gain too great for successful resistance!
The comic opera today is put t( gether, musically, by

a bunch of "popular song" writers who dive into the key-
board of a piano with one finger to poke out reminiscent
melody, and who are as incompetent to write a finale such
as adorns the first act of "Pirates of Penzance" or the
second act of "Queen's Lace Handkerchief," or the open-
ing ot the second act of "Boccacio" as a spider is un-
likely to deliver himself of a problem in higher mathe-
matics. They are not musicians, thev are tune tinkers.
: ui\ the public is expected for a decade to listen to their
banalities. These are the men whom the producers bring
in to write knockout numbers for musical comedy and
who are turning comic opera into third class vaudeville

while the producers wonder why the public doesn't want
their products.
The occasional success of a satire set to music brought

to tins country from abroad, where real musicians like

l.ehar and Oscar Straus are writing (or were until the

war) shows the avidity with which American audiences
would swallow real comic opera if given the chance. "The
Chocolate Soldier" is a fair illustration. It is fitted to a

theme that is not foreign to American consciousness, and
it is composed of a book of humor set to music that is

genuine and authentic, and in some places inspired.

When the American composer arrives who can write
witty music, and the American humorist be induced lo

spend some of his pearls of wit on a libretto for a comic
opera, then— if. perchance any producer can be found who
is bold enough to trust to the public's good judgment—
we will see that light, musical entertainment is alive in

the land and that the taste for such is as eager as ever.

ELECT JUDGE FLOOD Superior Judge

Phone Douglas 4015 Reserved Seats for All Sporting Events

WHOLESALE
RETAIL

844 MARKET STREET
San Francisco
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EX-SENATOR GRANT.

And now did the recall return to plague one of its in-

ventors. Heretofore "The Main Sheet" vigorously opposed
it; but we are seeing the light. Ex-Senator Grant, backed
by the prejudice that surrounds the name "recall," backed
in a vigorous fashion by every newspaper save the Chron-
icle, secured by his incumbency and one of the satellites

of the present progressive administration and pleaded for

by them has been decisively defeated by Senator Wolfe.
Wolfe was shown as smacking of every sin but fake re-

form. Whatever it means to be "railroad"; Wolfe was.
He was a target for every hysterical lady and camphor
smelling coated preacher in the Nineteenth District but
to what avail?
Mayhap some gentlemen will see the handwriting on the

wall. Indeed it should impress itself most strongly upon
the Pregressives with Christian Soldier preachments.
San Francisco will have none of these busy bodies in the

future.

Back Mr. Grant, to the obscurity whence you came; con-
gratulations voters of the Nineteenth Senatorial District.

$5000 reward for information leading to the method of

how to find out where Johnson, Fredericks or Curtin stand
on prohibition or the S-hour law.

Everything is an issue with the candidates hut the x-

hour law and prohibition. Such bravery as we do boast of.

Stiange! but what has become of the sign "Endorsed by
the Bar Association?"

Well we must admit that Max Kuhl did the right thing

once.

Our Xmas ship arrived when Kuhl resigned.

We don't know what the policy of the Police Commis-
sion will be, but a pay-as-you-enter car beats a stalled one.

Get it?

Mavor Rolnh was lucky in September—Kuhl out and
Words and Jones in.

The Peace Conference in the Park only hurt the grass.

Why doesn't Curtin add an "s" to his name before the
people do?

The largest condemnation suit met with the smallest
finish we've seen.

Maybe "condemnation" will be the only thing to be
remembered of it.

$34,500,000 fcr the Spring Valley! Is it all for the
company?

Hilmer is rapidly running out of alibis.

Tardy recognition of the services of Judge Frank H.
Dunne is being given in the press. No man has done
more toward the actual redemption of unfortunates than
Dunne. He almost doubles his competitors in well spent
leniency toward offenders. You have gone along sincerely
and quietly, Judge; but it's a great election card for you.

San Francisco should know more of the work and suc-
cess of Judge Dunne and William H. Nicholl in the prac-
tical handling of probation.
And to your everlasting credit let it be said that Dunne

is willing to forget the one-cent papers and let a "promi-
nent" prisoner go and redeem himself, when Dunne thinks
he should.

It's easy to give the obscure larcenist a chance, but it

takes courage and character to treat the known and the
unknown alike. Particularly in these days when to be at
all prominent or known is the greatest handicap of a
defendant.

We don't know how they like it abroad, but Wilson's
foreign policy makes a hit at home.

"Empty barrels make the most noise, but 2."> full ones
make votes."— Oscar Hocks.

Max Kuhl has not yet determined whether to run for

Mayor or District Attorney. Max is some humorist.

The single cross counts more than the double cross
on a ballot.

The acceptance of Jim Woods was digitalis tor the
heart of this administration.

Vnyway we won't have to buy Spring Valley unless the
Si ilc goes dry.

Does anyone doubt now thai the $1,500,000 U. It. R. rob-

bery was election stuff?

See America flTst Can't help it; there's nothing else

lelt to see.

If Sandy drove Kuhl out, Itolph ought not to be sore.

Van Ness avenue road loses $!)0 a day. No wonder they

want to call it Rolpb avenue.

Andy's six rides for a quarter met with an awful

slaughter.

The Spring Valley deal may be all right, but the people

clout think so.

Instead of fighting about removing the cemeteries, let's

put the Spring Valley Advisory Committee in It and then

no one will want to disturb them.

City Engineer O'Shaughnessv is at least consistent;

lie thought the same for the Spring Valley as he did for

the city.

People who carry water on both shoulders are apt to

got wet. [Oscar Hocks and Fred Hilmer pleace memorize.]

Mavor vetoes amusement concessions outside of Hi' 1

Fair grounds. Does this apply to Mrs. Campbell's husband,

Mr. Zicn. the Spring Val'ey ileal. Oscar Hocks, Chief Mur-

phy anil Hillmer's trimming?

Only 48 amendments to the constitution; in reality it's

4S stabs to a corpse.

ELECT JUDGE FLOOD
SUPERIOR JUDGE
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RANDOM THOUGHTS
"Kiddies' Daj !" Now only a memory! Just a happy re-

toll, ction lor us lost, perhaps, in the phantom land of
yesterdays. But what a wonderful success it was, and
surely none can object if the Indoor Yacht Club takes
pride and congratulates its members upon an event, which
to most was, peihaps, but an incident, and yet one that
will long be remembered by the hundreds of "Kiddies"
wfhose lives were gladdend, if only lor a day. It was a
happy thought but one that involved a tremendous re-
sponsibility. Most men, and women too, would hesitate
before taking, say ten children to the Park, even on a
street car. Iheie are those who have their hands full
with one. Imagine then, the task of caring for over three
thousand. To call for them, to provide sufficient automo-
mobiles. to feed, to entertain and finally to return them
safely to their homes! It was. indeed, a big day's work,
but unfalteringly, unhesitatingly and energetically our
members responded and those who were not of our mem-
bership responded, too. Each knew his or her place; each
one was guardian— a father or a mother for a day. Never
a bit of disorder— little or no confusion! So three thou-
sand helpless "Kiddies" were taken on the long prom-
ised and anxiously awaited trip and three thousand tired
tots, less one. were safely cuddled in bed that night. Re-
markable though it may seem, there was but one acci-
dent—a regrettable but unavoidable one. and fortunately
not serious. The little lady lias entirely recovered,

There have been many parades pass along Van Ness ave-
nue—parades with marching infantry, with bands playing
and with fife ami drum. There have been parades with
gorgeous floats, where wealth and fashion vied for su-
premacy and where every effort that money and genius
could conceive was utilized for effect. There li ive been
parades where the tottering remnants of the "Men of
'65" marched slowly by—old, white-haired, feeble v<

following their shot scarred anil torn flags. Parades for
beers, parades for tears, but never in the history of this
or any other city, was there the like of the parade that
assembled that S'inday morning on Van Ness avenue.
Three thousand "Kiddies." most of whom had never been
in an automobile before rolled up as maishal after marshal
reported his division. No tinselled uniforms, DO Hashing
swords, no brilliant flags — only the gingham dress or
the even more sedate blue, but some of us as the
parade started and the clowns capered and grimaced and
the little tots laughed and cheered, turned to hide a tear.
Then, on to the Exposition, through the Presidio, along
'lie i amino Del Mar, the road by the sea. and then
to the Beach and back to the Stadium. Never was such a
sight at the Stadium, taxed to its capacity to accommodate
the more than fifty thousand spectators. Never before had
such a mulitude of homeless "kiddies" gamboled on the
green, while white capped Sisters of Charity and the darker
robed Nuns of Mercy, with pleasant faced nurses from the
Settlements and attendants from other homes, side by
side with our own chaperons, watched over and cared and
laughed with them. And how you worked, you Indoor
Sailors, to unload each machine of its precious burden -

hnw you worked to see that each received the allotted
share of cakes and goodies—how you worked to entertain
them and how you found each machine for its former occu-
pants and with never a lost child watched them cheer-
fully and joyously depart for home. And those cheers and
those smiles and those baby laughs as the toys were tossed
ss a last remembrance, seemed as a benediction, for some-
where it is written. "Suffer little children to come unto
me, for of such are the Kingdom of Heaven." That night
three thousand happy tots dreamed again the dream of

"Happyland" and that night each Indoor Sai'or and each
man and woman who helped and thev were legion, slenl
contentedly and once again it had been proven "that hands
that help are better far than lips that only pray."

"Kiddies' Dav" will be. must be. a permanent fixture.
!

l did it bring untold ioy to hungry little hearts
h"t it brought borne to thousands of San Franciscans some
idea of the responsibilitv of a communttv, ir painted, as
no word picture could, the work that the different insti-

tutions and settlements have undertaken. It showed that
here in our own land of plentv there is much to be dog-
fox the fatherless and motherless and the children of the
loor It was a sermon on ChaTity and out of its unspoken
words will be developed a more generous, a kindlier pni-
lanthrouv. which it is hoped will bring more substantial

assistance to those who are in need. And as though to
prove this and as a fitting climax, woid has been brought
that several of the little ones have already been adopted
into good homes. If "Kiddies Day" accomplished only
this, it surely is a thought that should be continued and
perpetuated.

It is a rather dangerous, or perchance hazardous, attempt
to forecast the coming election. It would be equally dan-
gerous to present our choices. As Addison puts it, we are
almost content to say that much might be said on both
sides." And yet it does seem as though we should not
hesitate to speak a friendly word for men who have done
much toward making the Indoor Yacht Club a success;
men who have responded to every call and who have at
all times been to the fiont when work was to be done. We
have in mind two candidates for Superior Judge. Bernard
.1 Flood and Franklin A. Griffin. By no means is this said
in disparagement of the claims of other candidates. Van
Nostrand, Dunne. Shortall. Stuitevant, Deasy, Crist, Croth-
era, Cerf, O'Donnell, Hunt or Sullivan appeal also to us
and we wish they could all win. But Flood and Griffin are
peculiarly inns. They have been with us in sunshine and
shadow, in adversity and prosperity, and for this we par-
ticularly recommend them to our membership.

The Direct Primary lias certain!) demonstrated its ab-
solute inefficiency and insufficiency. It has brought con-
fusion instead of light and apparently has involved the
community in a hopeless tangle, which must eventually
be determined by the courts. And. as was to be expected,
it has caused the usual side stepping, ducking and dodg-
ing on the part of the professional politician. The most
flagrant example was the avowed intention of Frank C.
Jordan, Set retary of State, to abide religiously by the law
and refuse to certify nominations to those who might have
Becured other nominations, without, however, having
earned their party nomination. The law. at least to the
layman, is particularly clear in this regard and Jordan,
who is louder than .Murphy, the human megaphone, de-
clared for the law Bui this would have meant, for in-

flame, tin disqualification of Dominick Beban, who hopes
tn succeed himself for State Senator against Qua Hart-
man, and Beban is particularly close to the immediate
friends of Jordan— Daroux, Finnigan, et al. So Mr. Jordan
did the expected flip-flop and certified Mr. Beban as the
Progressive nominee, although he is a registered Republi-
i 11 and was defeated for his party nomination by almost
a thousand votes. And the consistently inconsistent Frank
C, Jo: dan hopes to succeed himself for Secretary of State.
Cod save the State!

Numerous requests have come to us to review the pro
posed forty-eight amendments which are to be voted on at
the coming election. Frankly we admit our inability nor
do we believe that there are ten people in the entire
electorate "f California, who will have sufficiently famil-
iarized himself or herself with the provisions of each Act
to vote Intelligently. We are almost tempted to advise
"Vote No on all and you cannot make a mistake!" Just
imagine, when one who is as progressively progressive as
State Senator Boynton, president pro tern of the Senate,
is unable to advise, what chance the rest of us poor mor-
tals have In a public statement before the California
I eague for Home Rule in Taxation, "he is quoted as fol-

lows: "Even after spending a great deal of time and
careful study on some of the amendments to be voted on
next month. 1 do not fee] like offering any advice con-

ning them, because I h ve not been able to determine
f' what tbeir effect will be." And even the learned

Real Estate Hoard, and the verv learned Chamber of

Commerce, and the over learned civic League of Improve
ment Clubs, have eii'\ been able to di -t some "" or
2S hi hpve reoorten to their presumed numerous con
Ptituents. bow to vote en these And the Bar Associa
tion. with its galaxy of legal wonderF and its deep and
tender Follcitude for the welfare of the comm'initv, has
'•tnirtied ptrapgelv silent, though, nerhans. for the Pest

Small wonder then that we approach the task with fear

atnl trembling and while not attempting to review this

hodge nodge of law ami legislation pimolv cunt' nl nip-selves

with the admonition. "When in doubl vote No!" Better bv
far that a good law should be defeated than a bad law en-

acted
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As a general proposition those amendments carrying
appropriations for tne development of either State or com-
munity should, we think, be carried. Under this category
would come numbers 11, 15, 17, 35, 36, 37, 38 and 4S. Of
these, amendment 15 is the only one which does not direct-

ly carry an appropriation. Nevertheless it permits the
deposit of public moneys in banks, from which the city

or county will derive an interest, not to exceed two per
cent, and the funds will be in active circulation at all times.

The other numbers provide either for construction or de-

velopment. Amendment 19, providing for consolidation, is

one in which San Francisco should be particularly inter-

ested. It simply gives permission for cities to annex con-
tiguous territory but requires the consent of the annexed
before becoming effective. The majority of the other
amendments are either pernicious attempts to interfere
with recognized constitutional rights and liberties or else

inane efforts to enlarge the powers of the State to an ex-

tent almost confiscatory. The apparent effort to em-
barass capital to an extent where further investment will

become an impossibility and vested rights imperiled,
should receive a decided setback.

Did the minimum wage law for women and minors pro-
vide anything definite, we would gladly recommend and
endorse it. There is no question that some such law
should be enacted. Much of the so-called social evil can
be traced directly to the unfortunate, unsatisfactory and
unremunerative conditions of labor which surround women
and young girls. It is a financial and physical impossi-
bility, for instance, for a girl to live and dress on the
wages that are paid in many of our department stores.
If they have homes and brothers and sisters, perhaps,
each will help the other, but where a woman or girl is

alone, the pittance is not enough and the call of the brigirt

lights and a presumed easier existence is hard to resist.

Amendment 44. however, leaves the matter to the entire
discretion of the legislature and discretion is one of the
many things tint our legislators do not appear to possess
The law should be definite, positive and certain and then
few would oppose it. As it stands now, it conveys powers
so broad and so comprehensive that it must fall of its

own weight.

Last month we spoke of the endorsement of Henr\ Col-
ombat for Congress by the Anti-Saloon League and sug-
gested that the gentleman should not complain, inasmuch
as it was the only endorsement he was likely to receive.

If it didn't help, at least it couldn't harm. We were mis-
taken, however. Henry has been endorsed by Rudolph
Spreckels and we venture the prophecy that all the good
that the Anti-Saloon League's recommendation had done,
will be lost as a result of "Dear Rudy's" espousal of his
cause.

The Mayor is to be congratulated on the last two ap-
pointments made by him, to both Fire and Police Commis-
sion. It would be hard to find two more able or popular
men than James Woods or Dr. Chas. E. Jones and their
appointment has met with universal approval and delight.
It has been hard to understand why, with such men avail-
able, Commissioners such as Brandenstein and Kuhl could
be selected. In the light of experience, the kindest thing
that can be said is that they were both absolutely unqual-
ified and unfit. A kind Providence, or whoever it may be
that guides the destiny of communities, has afforded the
opportunity to repair their mistakes and we congratulate
you again, Mr. Mayor, on having selected men who are
able enough and big enough for the undertaking.

Mr. John B. Elliott of the grocery firm of West, Elliott

H Gordon, is by grace of an unsophisticated following,
President of the Pacific Amateur Association. Mr. Elliott

is as broad in his amateurism as are his people in their
racial and religious prejudices. In other words, Mr. Elliott

hails from a spot commonly and vulgarly known as the
North of Ireland, and we frankly wish that he had re-

mained in the black North. When the Indoor Yacht Club
applied for membership in the Association, and by-the-way
it had far more right to apply than possibly half of the
present membership. Mr. Elliott indignantly protested.
His great big heart feared that there was some ulterior
motive behind the application, and that, like "Little Red
Riding Hood's" wolf, we were about to swallow Mr. El-

liott's private and personal association, gizzard and all.

Of course, he couldn't tell anything definite and he didn't

know anything positive, but he suspected, just as his fore-

fathers, suspected things unspeakable of nuns and priests

and church. And with that whole souled, big-hearted, open
minded sentiment that is characteristic of his race, the

Indoor Yacht Club was barred and banned and amateur-
ishly damned. It's too bad to have any association dom-
inated and controlled by such narrow mindedness and
bigotry and It's too bad to have men like John B. Elliott

affiliated with any organization In a land that boasts of

personal and religions freedom.

VOTE YES on PROPOSITION 15, CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT
DEPOSIT OF PUBLIC MONEYS

On the Ballot, November 3, 1914
The adoption of this amendment means that we will bring our system of handling public money up to date, and thereby provide for the depoiil

in banks of vast sums of money now lying idle in the various state, county and city treasuries.

ft means that banks will be required to give ample security for this public money.

It means hundreds of thousands of dollars in interest to the public of California and a consequent reduction of taxes.

And most of all it means that this money will not be withdrawn from circulation, and that California, in adopting this amendment, will be

following the lead of all the other states, which have lorg since recognized the necessity of keeping the people's money in circulation and earning interest

JSaron 3Ung's

Bernon
CouittrpClub

The ONE Bright Spot
"

in Los Angeles
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DIPSEA CLASSIC
Another I. Y. C. Success.

Notwithstanding the poor handicapping and the knocks

of the P. A. A. leader, the 1914 Dipsea Race as conducted

by the !. Y. C. Committee, under the leadership of "Big

Chief" Tim Fitzpatiick, was the most successful ever held.

Andrew Ahearn. I. Y. C. with his liberal fifteen minute
handicap, romped home a winner in 61 minutes; Wm. O.

Johnson (S minute handicap), second; B. L. Spurr, O. C.

{AVz min'-ite handicap), third; then after them the field of

forty-two came in in close order.

The best running was by the scratch man, Oliver -Mil-

lard, of the Olympic Club, who came in seventh, making
the course in 49 minutes and 30 seconds, which is the

second best time ever made over the course.

The race was well conducted, the I. Y. C. providing doc-
tors, masseurs and a luncheon for the runners.
There was a big time Saturday evening, W. Kidd Nelson

and Charley Arata furnishing most of the amusement.
It was a great success, even with the disappointments

and discouragements that the poor Dipseans had to un-
dergo.

Here, verbatim, is the declaration of the President of

the Olympic Club, and while, perhaps, the President hes-
itated, yet. his immediate coterie on the Hoard of Directors
were even less fair and more active and positive in their
opposition:

0< tob< r Sei 'Ht h, Nineteen
I

Endooi yacht Club, Four Eddy Street. City:

r Sirs: your notlfl< .it ion of my appointment as

of the Finish ..r the Tenth Annual Cross-Country
Race, to i"' helJ Sunday, October 1 1th, 19H

l rii- iimming.
.\s this is one of ' Olympic Club, and

annual running o I 1

1

until the i it is im possible for m<
pointni'-nt ivhlcl b nstrued as a recognition of
your right to hold this event aftei It had be<

b wini h fostt-i ed It.

I am Informed that the running <>f this
i a ler your

is due to .i misunderstanding of the Olympic
Club's position and i lerefore I regret the circum I

Which mal dei llnal Ion Impera live.

Tours very truly,

WILLIAM l\ HUMPHREY

The simple f ;ct is that the Indoor Yacht Club only
espoused the cause of the Dipsea Indians one month after
the Olympic Club had relused to father the race. A refer-

ence to the minutes of an Olymic meeting will bear Wit-

ness to this.

If, as Mr. Humphrey states, this lace is the foster child
of the Olympic Club, why then disown the child?
The truth is that the Olympic Club had little or nothing

at any time to do with the Dipsea race. Every member ol

the Dipsea Indims is just as independent of the Olympic
Club as he is of the Indoor Yacht Club, but as they are
members of both, why should one club object when another
friendly—and mark the friendly. Mr. Humphrey—takes up
what you have thrown into the discard, and which should
annually be perpetuated, irrespective of whatever aus-
pices, for the benefit of cle-in amateur athletics.

THE CURLEY SUCCESS IN CHICAGO.

It may be gratifying to know that VV. A. Curley, who
came hete as managing editor of The Call and built up that
journal to a live, up-to-date paper, the kind that is attrac-
tive and lull of good, interesting news, is now in Chicago
working wonders with the Chicago American. Jimmy
Coffroth recently received a letter from our fellow-club-
member, Eddie Geiger, who gives this information. If

Mr. Curley can do with the American what he did with
The Call, it ought to be some paper.

ELECT BERNARD J. FLOOD
Superior Judge

FREDERICK S. STRATTON

For Justice of the Court of Appeals
Received the highest vote at August primaries and should
he elected in November.

WINNERS OF JUDGE HUNT CUP
The speedburners of the San Francisco Police Depart-

ment track team, under the watchful management of Cap-
tain Al. Wright of the Ingleside Club, end David Sullivan,

the speed vet of the old school, who is the trainer. This
team won the 440 relay from the local fire laddies on
Kiddies' Day.'* in the fast time of 49 seconds. The mem-

bers from right to left are: Grover Coats, William P.

Sullivan. Albert Munn. Eddie Healey.
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1. Y. C.

IMiniill YACHT (LIB.

Glut) Rooms and i if hoe. i Eddy Street, Telephone (Private
Exchange connecting all departments), .Sutter 53S6.

Botird of Pilot*.
Frank J. Hennessy, Commodore. M. W, Altmayer, Stew aril

William 1 1. McCarthy, Keeper-of-the-Log,
Thomas s. Mulvey Joseph a Watts

W. Cotfrotn James Woods
Bam uel Bei ger John Talt

H. Hutchinson Wm. Chappell
Harry F, Sullivan. Assistant Secretary.

SliindlnK Commit teen.
Iloune: M W. Altmayer, Jm.. !

. Cunningham, T. S. Mulvey,
J no. J, Glynn.

offlw: JI. Keegan Monahan, M. W. Altmayer, J. A. Watts.
Auditing: j. ti. Lewis, M- W. Altmayer.
Kni erin I nine in : Sam Berger, Wm. ll. McCarthy, 11 l. Staf-

ford, Frank P. Mian [<

Flnou.e: John Tait. J. W. Coffroth, James W Is, II. H
Hart. Wm. II McCarth)

Athletic i Y, M. Wand. J. s. Lewis, J. B. Derham.
I. \. c. Hiuiti: Major Eugene M. Levy, Manager.

Club House membership, 16.00 per year.
payable annually or semi-annually—June l an. I De-

cember 1.

Criticize and suggest for the Improvement *»f our b
Complaint and suggestion box in lo

i address correcl and your name properly spelled
on our records, • \ idenced by your bills and the envelopes
from the Club? If not. as a great assistant-. • to tin
we would suggest that you co I [ when
pulling your check to the office, it la very Important that
pre have oui records in this respect authi ntli >< d
your heart', co-operation with us. Moral ; if you change
your mailing address, let us know and we will see
the possibility of your mall from this office going astray Is
eliminated.

Mr. H. H. Hart has presented to the Club the larger of
the three magnificent polar bear rugs that adorn the floors
of the clubrooms. Mr. Hart brought the skin from Alaska
and left it temporarily in the clubrooms of the Alaska
Club, but very generously presented it to the Indoors.
U is much appreciated and will be admired by all.

Through Dr. C. A. Glover, recently returned from Alaska,
the Club is the recipient of an ivory tusk crib board.
It is an elegant and ornamental piece of work.

THANKS.
The Indoor Yacht Club desires to thank every one who

contributed to the success of "Kiddies" Day." To that
end the different committees were asked to send in the
names of persons who had made contributions of any kind
which made the day the splendid success that it was.
This list of names, although carefully sought, may have
some omissions, and apologies are hereby offered if such
should prove the case.
For automobiles we are indebted to:

LIST OF AUTOMOBILE OWNERS.
W, B SnumanJames I> Phelan ....

Hon. Wiley F. Crist.
W. B. Hayward
A. Katschlnskl
B H. Hart
Harry Lesser
Louis Metsger
Wm. C. Ra
Dr. C. A. Glover ....

Abbott
J. F.. Derham
A. E. Johnston
H. T, Jones
Sam Rafael

nthal
la kson . . . .

Ren Jacob -

James Soi - nsen
William T Garrett . .

Oliver .1 i Usen
Andrew T Ma
Mrs. Charles l dhert
Corporal Kerrigan

ian 1 el C I >eas j

Albert Peck & Co
Ira G. O'Brien
Frank Ruggles
Frank Mona nan
W. F. McLeod
W\ J Lalb
Hoyl Hastings
Arthur Elbert
Frank Wedeklnd
P. F. O'Halr
M. H McMannus
John P. Costello
Mrs. Charles Newman
Charles Newman . . . .

Lleutenanl Dan Sylvester
Jerry ( »'' !onnor
Turn Foley
J. J. Crowley
James Nelson
Ben Boas
Frank Werner
Fred Suhr Jr

E Brown
c W. We|,|
R ft O'Brien
I" B. Warner
Fred Courlette
Edward Gallatin
Joseph Header
T. I, Fltzpatrlck
Hugo Buttgenback
Edward < "onlin
.1 E. Moore
A Bea-wald

i B w Morsehead . .

.

m rs. Spe rkman
Robert Thompson
Calvin Bib
F I lawson
Robert i ireen
Mrs 1 1 I [ambu rger
Anthonj McCaw
.i w. Leavltl Co
v T Llndgren

leiick
John N El berllng
Mrs. Isaac L Rosenthal . .

,

t»r. T. E. Tlllmann
R F Lasky
Di C E Van Wyck
A. L. Pierce

S. W. Linderman
Edward C. Curtis
A. u Eisner
Theo. .1. Roche
Dr. S. A t kildman
Louis '

' Brown
Joseph < 'hi'bett
Hon. Franklin A. cm

|

Mr. Halllnan
Ben Selig

i rharles Llndeman
.1. N. Chi Istlansen
William G. Loewe
Zelda Weiner
William J. Boradoie
Edward Fried!ander
Henry Broeske
Mr, a. s. Hoiman
i »r. J, i : Shoi maker
Dr. H. G Stei n
L. H. Westdahl
R h Hawkes
Han R B r

William L, I lolan
William Rudgear
William Kyne
Mrs John L M.-Gurn
G N Mulford

i

m P Llllenthal
a. if Bergstrom

- W. Peterson
Mrs. Arthur M I't-Yall
Harry w Evans
George W Haas
J. L. Cheetham
D. W Wulz.i.
Sanfoi 'i n> ams
'has. w. Leddy
Mrs. Henry J, Crocker
M? s. Janes ' 'onlln
n Go] Istone
H. X. Schroeder
William M. Wise

on i lagerty
W. i >. Watei b
'

" F. Collonan
Harry Srhmhli
!'. k I [oopei
h. Leopold
G. II T Jackson
J, w Bergen
I >. i rushman
Mrs Mellets
F. i". Partridge

snce EColS
Mans Becker
i u*. Joseph Brady
Edward Lesensky
Mai tin Kre 11 rig
i >r Frs n k s. Fmmal
.if Byrni
Julius a llii-i-iiiiimus
i 'eter Ha. igalupi
H L Pelton
Edward F Ruggles
.1. Luther I'uns.omb
I I >.«\ is

Mrs. Ethel Grant Scott
Louis c Brown
I 'hai l'-s H Brown
Louis A S.hwabacher ....
Arnold Llebes
Edward Wobber
j. Tansey
m Rosendorn
Ned Caasel
' 'tto Halm
Winton Motor Car Co
nick Elsert
Ed Martin
Ed Latham
Charles Younger

rg
i, Drefua
Miss Amelia Getz
tfosc Fisher
Sj dney Herzog
Sol Gets
kxanson ft Saront

i eonard Schwartz
Scalmanlnl Bros
Milton Meyer
L. c. Rossi
Saul Magner
Pearson's Motor Sales Co..
i .mui - i rassner
Mr, Lacay
Wm. j Ahem
Joseph Taaffe
Frank < I <;iunk
Paul Fratessa
Joe Harnev
Reo Paolnc Co
i (a i nee A uto Ss les ' !o

i). .i. Alberger
Linz Sanborn " '»or Ca
FIsk Rubbei Co
Paclfl< Els ia] car Co

Mej era Mot i wipany
G. K. Claxton
Taxi Cab Co. of California
B. F. Cator
A. T. Shan 1

Jeffrey Auto Sales Co
-Mrs. s. B. Slmsheimer
J. s. Jewell
Frank H. Harris
w. E, Preugschat
\

.
L Podestaw D Kohlwey

Harold Hal., r

Ed i I Morgan
Mr. Ba i nej berg ...
ll. C. Christen
ft Bush
Elwood Ki t . . .

W. !•;. Combs
Gus v. Daniels
H. ,i. Ralston
.1. j. Schnerr
Joseph Mulvihill
Hon. B. 1'. Shortall
Henry A. Whitelv
Moi rfa Brilliant *

Mr. .1. Skinner
Harry Levy
Charlie Meehan
Chai les w. Fay .

.

Ollvei i'. Flahaven
George Symonsw GlIkyson
m i Morse
H. B Franklin
Fred I It liner
Mrs. wm. l, McGulre
Peter i;n-
J. Richards
Joseph Sparrow
Harry Fowler

i* Heller
i >r. Boldemann
R03 .11 Taxi Cab Co
Bernard p, Lapachet
B. stosnskl
Jess,, w Llllenthal
J. G. Anderton
J. R M. 1

Georg.- Fredericks
John Breuner
1 'h;u les B, Corey
Fred Thompson *

Mr I. N Walter
I l : Gaffney
Sydney Hauptman
B. L SenHI
c L Thompson
J. W, Goette
I. Zellerbach
J. c Hayburn
P. T. ReTlly
John Tahaney
Harry < loldberg
Thomas X Furlong
W. A. Sullivan
Isaac Goldman
Mm ris Levy
II. E. Jotl.S
a. Hllsen
J. s. Andrews
Ma \ Levy
J. Hober
Fred Suhr Jr
B w. Bascow
w. D. BigdonWm Schmidt
Mr Hart
George Harding
William Wulzen
lir. G. 10. Daniels
Mr Ahrams
E. W. Snitger
Mr, Magner
S, Fleyman
Ed Smith
Wm Gallag-her
Sterling Anderson
Frank Lewis
Nat Goldstein
Mrs I x.uglas
Mrs. Horst
Dr. Reuben C Hill
H. B. Loveland
E. L. Waight
William Davidson
Mrs 1 1 Isaacs
W. A. Breen
Andy Lynch
Dr John Sullivan
Robert I. Miller
A. Paladinl
Miss Moore
Meal lumn
E 11 Stock
Mlk- Fisher
Johnny < !rowley
William Mori is
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AUTO TRUCKS.
Wm F. McLeod 440 Market Street.
Jas. O. Gordon 3249 Fillmore Street.
Joseph Mulvihill
Charles Arata Arata & Peters.
Matt A. Harris Harris-Van Arsdale Company.
Club Bottling Co <210S Polk Street.

Charles Loesch (California
Baking Company) Cookies.

Joe Mulvihill Milk for the kiddies.
Ben Selisr Lambs and tongues.
Ben and Ed Schiff Ice.
John McLaren Use of goats and services.

The doctor, nurses and attendants at the temporary
hospital are deserving of special mention. All day long
they remained to relieve the little ones who would get
splintered fingers and little ailments from too much candy.
Not a patient was treated who was almost immediately
discharged as cured.

The little girl from Mount St. Joseph's that was reported
in one of the morning papers as dangerously hurt was
not injured as stated. A committee from the club was
immediately rushed to do anything for her and in a few
days she had entirely recovered.

Hundreds of the lady chaperons deserve special men-
tion, but as the names are not at hand the general thanks
offered to all must suffice.

LIST OF ENTERTAINERS FROM DOWNTOWN CAFES,
"KIDDIES' DAY-'* I. Y. C, SEPTEMBER 27, 1914.

Pup Cafe.
Jack Horner.
Chas. Fredericks.
Curly Munro.
Ohas. Fredricks.
Irene McDougal.
Alice Bryant.
Sid Brown (Piano).

BInck Cat Cafe.
(Scotty) Zella Grant.
Pummy Dale.
Beatrice Morjar
Minnie Toung
Celia Jacobson
Jane Jones
Shirlev Douglas
Bertha Rutherford
Margaret Caraher
Minnie Hoffman
Connie La Rose
Frances Schmitz
Harry O'Day
Fred Bell
Frank Lambert
Chas. Lord
Don Parolini
Glen Welzani
Joe Ginzburg
Chas. M. Ridley (Piano.)

Stnck'n Cafe.
Goldie Stimson
Mable Galler
Grace Erwln
Bobbie Clifford
Eileen Harrison
Mannie Marks
Charlie Cohn
Jack Rogers (Piano)
Ada Day

Breaker*' Cnfe.
Benny Davis
Lyle Le Pine
Pansy Minor
Don Mathews (Piano)

Panama Cafe.
Annette Venu.
Bernlce Palmer
Billy Burden
Ada Percival
Victor Fay

H;i \ l in'v Cafe.
Elsie Mains
Tom Mortimer
Frieda Rose
Billie Adams
Celeste Bellaire
Jack Wolff
Amourette
Billie Hamilton

Trophies for Kiddies' Day events were donated by the
following, for which we express our thanks:

ST. FRANCIS HOTEL.
JUDGE BERNARD J. FLOOD.
JUDGE FRANK GRIFFIN.
JUDGE JOHN HUNT.
JOHN F. SHEA.
WILLIAM M. WISE
RALPH FRIEDMAN.
HARRY LESSER.
COSTELLO LANG CO.
EMIL HILDEBRANDT.
CARRAU & GREEN.
JUDGE WILEY F. CRIST.
HARRY I. STAFFORD.

The Indoor Yacht Club.

1914.October 3,

Indoor Yacht Club, 4 Eddy St., San Francisco.
Fellow Yatchtmen:—I take pleasure in sending for the

library of the Indoor Yacht Club the Burton Edition of the
Arabian Nights, unexpurgoted, 17 volumes, with my com-
pliments.

Very truly yours, JAS. WOODS.

J. CHAS. GREEN
A unique combination of business sagacity, imagination

and constructive sportsmanship characterized the late J.

Charles Green, whose
death was a tangible

loss to this commu-
nity and to the or-

ganization which the
Main Sheet repre-

sents.

His were unusual
gifts in the sane
mixture of which his

Creator mixed no
vellow. By what-
ever measure you
figure his life, the
conclusion is inevit-

able that it was
lived by a big man
who tool; big
chances, dreamed
big dreams, did big
things and held a big
faith in the future of
the city with which
his big activities
were identified.

If his successes
were big It was be-

cause his failures
were big; he be-

lieved with Disraeli that from mistakes well studied come
a man's greatest successes, and he was not one of the
feeble who, missing a single opportunity spend the bal-

ance of their lives In repeating the hoary old lie that
"Opportunity knocks but once at any man's door." He was
instinct with optimism born of a positive nature and in-

spired by clear glimpses of what the future holds for San
Francisco.

Before the Panama-Pacific International Exposition had
ever assumed definite form In preliminary plans, J. Charles
Green had thundered from his ubiquitous Mlble pages on
bill boards, street car signs and other similar media his
shibboleth: "One Million Population for San Francisco
in 1916." His prophetic eye saw the historic symbol "1915"
before anyone else glimpsed the vision.

THE PASSING OF JAMES E. SULLIVAN.

A Remarkable Character.

The death of James E. Sullivan In New York City on
September 16th was a severe shock to athletic officials
and friends and an irretrievable loss to amateur athletics
throughout the world. Wherever athletics have taken root
James E. Sullivan was regarded as Its greatest authority
and exponent. His name and his works stand out in the
pages of athletic history of the last quarter of a century.
His mission on earth—that of upbuilding the human race,
physicplly. mentolly and mrrally, through the medium of

healthful exercise—was indeed a remarkable one and re-

markably executed.
He stood for all that is good and noble in American

manhood. His cause was the cause of justice and equal-
ity. He was found always on the side of honesty, law and
order. He fought for the principles in which be believed.
He was kind and gentle and lovable, generous to a fault.

but a fighter first, last and all the time against every evfl
that tried to creep into the wonderful organization for
which he is mainly responsible.
At the time of his death he was Director of Athletics

at the Panama-Pacific International Exposition, and Sec-
retary-Treasurer of the Amateur Athletic Union of the
United States, which latter position he has occupied for

a quarter of a century. He has been honored at various
times by our nation's Presidents as American Commis-
sioner to the Olympic Games and was graciously received
by Monarchs of Europe.
Only last March he was with us here in San Francisco.

Today, James E. Sullivan, the man, is no more, but his

works will stand out as a living memorial for all time.
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Chicago and East
Three Daily Limited Trains

from San Francisco
VIA

OGDEN ROUTE
Through the Gorge of the American River, across the Sierra Nevadas

and Great Salt Lake

"OVERLAND LIMITED"
Extra Fare $10

Leave Ferry Station 4:00 p. m.

"PACIFIC LIMITED"
Leave Ferry Station 10:20 a. m.

"SAN FRANCISCO LIMITED"
Leave Ferry Station 2.00 p. m.

ROCK BALLAST HEAVY STEEL RAILS
Protected by Automatic Electric Block Signals

SOUTHERN PACIFIC
The Exposition Line 19IS — pirst in Safety

TARTANS
The Triumph of the Tailor's Thought

^ Our store just teems with TARTANS, a pattern

that appeals, with the "pep" of an athlete and the

dignity of a newly elected candidate.

There's one at dj ^% /"\
f\ f\

For the debonair, dignified dresser

BERGERS856 MARKET ST. 2 ] Pf;|7D C 7000 Square Feet

EAST OF POWELL ^J L, |\ VJ L, |\ ^J of Clothing
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ST. FRANCIS IMPORTATION CO.
350 Geary Street

WINES AND LIQUORS AT RETAIL
FINEST GOODS - LOWEST PRICES

PROMPT DELIVERIES

ytarcld y. ^mmal
REPRESENTING

National $ureti( 'Ccmpanif
105 SMontgomery Street

fiends tmpleiier* liability ?is#uranee

R. H. Fischbecfc
Phones

| Douglas 5930

(Sutter - 3629

Handsomest 'Buffet in the West

MAJESTIC
"Best of Everything JW

844 MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

I am a power for great good if you do

not abuse my use.

In cases of need— I do my work well.

I am a builder up of health and strength

—in the hospital or in the home.

For the invalid or the convalescent

—

for the tired or overworked I offer a

great help.

A little of me goes a long way.

I have been among you for three

generations.

I'm known as Cyrus Noble throughout the world.

DEL MONTE AUTO RENTAL CO.

phone SUTTER 215
LIMOUSINES
LAUNDAULETS

WEDDINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

OFFICE. 105 POWELL STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

CABS
TOURING CARS

flaekson %aQCr
Brewery's Own Bottling

A New Beer of Excellence Made by

an Old Company

Jackson Screwing "Co.
ESTABLISHED 1860

Telephone

Market 2068
Eleventh and Folsom Sts.

San Francisco

SMOKE

EL SIDELO

BILL DUNPHY

INo Doubt You Are Reading
About the War in Europe

And while you are read-

ing, you are thinking. But

have you thought o( your

own affairs — your valu-

able papers, etc., which

ought to be in a safe place)

<J You will enjoy peace

of mind if you place them

in a safe deposit box in our vaults— absolute protection against fire and iheff.

Boxes rent from $4 up.

Crocker Safe Deposit Vaults
CROCKER BUILDING Post and Market Streets

Under Management JOHN F. CUNNINGHAM
• 101
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Why. be this Juice the growth of L>od. who dare

ffilasphcme the twisted tendril as a Snare?
A :Ble\3ing. we should use it. should u« not?

And if a Curse — why, then. Who set it there?

San Franoisco's Vote on Prohibition Yes, 22,024. No, 104,817
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Warren

Shannon
(SHANNON-CONMY PRINTING COMPANY)

9rinter
and

Publisher

* w

509 tfanseme 6t.
at Wait

Piearnn 10<)3

iZemmereial

Sperling

&gal

9ditieal

deeietif and

Magazine

9rinting

STOP your
Auto at the HOPKINS

Formerly Bohemian Villa

MEALS SERVED AT ALL HOURS
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
Entertainment during Afternoon and Night

The Pacific Ocean is My Bath Tub.
Come In, the Water's Fine.

1938 Ocean Boulevard
Phone Sunset 960

Quality Service
Remember—No Increased
Cost for Perfect Service

Is It not worth your consideration?

It is possible to deal with the largest and finest

grocers without increasing the cost of living. AH
the staple groceries are sold at the same price you
would pay elsewhere.

Goldberg, Bowen & Co.
FOUR FINE STORES

Finest, of Wines, Liquors, Cigars,
Fancy and Staple Groceries

Remember that

Cresta Blanca Wines
Are the STANDARD WINES of California

Try a Bottle of CRESTA BLANCA CHAMPAGNE
(Green Label) Equal to the Imported

PAUL MASSON CHAMPAGNE VINTAGE 1908

1

3

4

WILF1RD J. GIRARD
President

STANLEY J. GIRARD
Secretary and Manager

GIRARD'S
GRILL

AND

Oyster Parlor

Oysters, Terrapin, Crab Stew, Steaks,

Chops, Oyster Loaves.

UNION SQUARE AVE.
Phone Douglas 3454 San Francisco, Cal.

1

3

4

P .VINCENT MATRAIA. Pre. JULIUS EPPSTEIN. Sre'ry

art Jfioral Co.
Incorporated

HOTEL ST. FRANCIS

255 POWELL STREET

Telephone * KEARNY 3524
I elepnonc. -

bUTTER , 372

SAN FRANCISCO
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THE ETIQUETTE OF THE BAR
By H. Keegan

Now that the good people of the sovereign State of Cali-

fornia have put the decided kibosh on prohibition and
have saved the punch bowl from winding up its long and
picturesque career as a receptacle for carnations, those of

us who occasionally rest our elbows upon the rosewood
ami keep the cocktail classes from getting dusty, might
well give thought for :i moment to what may be termed
tin- etiquette of the bar."

There are bars and bars. There is the bar before which
some few of us have been privileged to say, '('.unci morn-
ing, judge." This may be termed the legal practice of

the layman. The etiquette of this bar is prescribed. It

has its metes and bounds, and beyond them ii bel

one not to step. But perforce it must he observed. Could
anyone step into the presence of Judge Graham's glorious
whiskers and not be awed i:i to respect'.' Could anyone
glance into .Judge Flood's stern, soul-reading orbs and not
feel the spirit of etiquette bubbling in his veins?
There are bars sinister, and horizontal bars, and bars

to matrimony. But the etiquette of the bar with which
we wish to occupy some space in discussing is the eti-

quette of that bar which the voters of the Golden State
have just saved from the kindling pile

It is a beautiful thing. Waist high, glinting with shel-

lac, backed by marvellous mirrors which reflei

of shining glasses, it is a pleasure to look upon. Behind
it is a smiling gent in a white coat, with his hair care-
fully plastered to ornament that portion of the anatomy
where he has been told his brain is concealed. In front
of it are lined a half dozen convivial souls, one foot on
the third rail, one hooch-filled mit in the air, one shot too
many under the belt.

We are practicing before the bar, but we have no eti-

quette. Or if there is a code of etiquette, its rules are
lax and in sad need of reformation, and now that the
graceless old sinner. Demon Rum. has triumphed over
hypocrisy and insincerity, and we are not compelled to

make our Christmas egg-nogg entirely noggless, the time
is ripe for consideration of this subject.
Waiting my turn the other day. with just eighty-five

cents tucked away in a lonesome corner, a hold-out on
the groceryman. I had a sudden inspiration, or perhaps I

should say temptation, to commit murder. I would have
done it. too. only I don't believe in murders to any extent.
They are dreadfully mussy. Also somebody might have
called attention to the fact that this happened in front
of a bar and the "drys" would have made more than cap-
ital out of it. They might even have tried to make a cap-
ital offense out of it, even though under the circumstances
I would have been justified.

Picture this: Six of us present. I'm number six on
the list, and I'm just financially able to squeeze by.
And the man just ahead of me says:
"Let's have a bottle of Krug!"
What did I do?
What would you have done? I faded. I disappeared. I

tried to look ill. and I think I succeeded. As most of the
fellows were beginning to see double by this time I don't
think they missed me for some time, but if they did, I'll

venture that somebody remarked:
"Wbaddaya think o' that cheap guy. He gets five free

drinks and then blows without buyin'!"
Herein is where there is lack of etiquette at the bar.

As a matter of fact, by the time that fifth drink, or for
that matter long before it had been consumed, there
wasn't a man in that crowd who hadn't had just as much
booze as he really wanted. And yet when one man had
called us up to have a drink, the foolish custom 01 buy-
ing back had to prevail. Every one of us felt he should
treat the crowd.

If I were to devise a code of barroom etiquette. I should
first of all seek to get this one Idea drummed into the
head of every man who goes into a saloon: There is

Monah&D

nothing polite or courteous in "buying back" if neither
you nor the other fellow want the drink. And barroom
etiquette should permit anyone to take a walk-out at any
time without subjecting himself to criticism.

I am one of those persons who likes a cocktail before
dinner. For emphasis. I repeat. A cocktail. Sometimes
a couple of cocktails will not go so badly. But if you
know a gang of the fellows and drop in at the joint for

that one, the chances are you will have a half dozen or
more stored away before dinner, and then you'll not feel

like dinner. That is because everybody slaps everybody
else on the back and says, "Have another!" And because
everybody thinks buying back is the hard and' fast rule.

Also in this code of etiquette I would make a provision
for the ubiquitous gent with the big horns. One is not
under ordinary circumstances justified in inciting a riot

or starting a fuss. But for the party who makes a prac-
tice of horning in and grabbing off a drink at the other
fellow's expense, and who has never been known to deco-
rate the rosewood with the in Cod We Trust" motto,
there should be a BWifl kirk doorward. This may sound
like inconsistency, but it isn't. "Buying hack" may be
reprehensibl. it certainly is when it is carried to the
extreme. But not buying at all is evidence, unless one
religiously stays out of the barrooms, of a peanut soul
and a vulcanized conscience. And when one of this sort
gets into the gang, no matter if you have had all you
want, if you can shame him into buying it should be your
solemn duty to let, him do it.

Barroom etiquette, too. should permit you to have pro-
tection from the souse who wants to yell and slobber
in your ear. Barroom etiquette should give you some pro-
tection from the hordes of beggars who trickle in and out,
from the lottery ticket agents who are always at your el-

bow, from the newsboys who shout "Extra!" just when you
are listening to the only good story you've heard in
months.

Barroom etiquette particularly should protect you from
the women who go into the saloons constantly seeking
alms for certain charitable institutions. It is noble work
they are doing, but the saloon is not the place to do it.

1 here is a law which prohibits women from entering
saloons and it should apply to women of all classes. It

isn't pleasant at all to be slipping over a gin rickey with
a tambourine or a tin cup dangling beneath your nose,
and somebody asking a donation for '"The Relief Home
for Inebriates." It is a low-down trick to play on a guy.
It hits him where he lives, and he is apt to dig down with
the thought that he might be a patient at the same joint

one of these fine days himself.
The impression is strong in our minds that we are going

to do a heap of drinking during the next year. In fact,

the New Year resolution expected to be a strong 1915
favorite will probably be something like this:

"Resolved, That I shall drink more this year than I did
last."

Why not? Isn't California one of the greatest wine-
producing centers of the world? Aren't all the breweries
of the States that have gone dry preparing to move into

our midst, lock, stock and barrel? Aren't all the barkeeps
lrom Oregon, Washington and Colorado going to flock in

here to help serve us? Haven't we vast crops of rye,

barley and hops, in the harvesting of which thousands of
thirsty men must be employed? Certainly! The pre-

election statistics issued by the "wets" set forth all neces-
sary information along this line.

Let us begin therefore to prepare. Let us get ready
for a strenuous season. Let us form a new code of polite-
ness to be practiced in front of the bars.

Drink what you want, hut don't drink what you dont
want.
Be sociable, but don't think sociability necessarily means
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you've got to make a hog of yourself and the other fellow,

too.

Lay for the gent with the horns, and don't encourage him
in butting in.

Discourage the barroom comedians and the barroom
heroes. The inspirations of the booze are not always
worth cultivating.

And when 2 o'clock in the morning comes, withdraw
peacefully, and don't find fault with the bartender. He
didn't make the law. Besides, any man ought to be able

to get as drunk as he wants to before 2 in the morning.

HOTELS IN THE EXPOSITION CITY.

San Francisco, always famous for its hostelries, is now
credited with being one of the greatest hotel cities in the
world, says the recent annual report of the California L*e-

velopment Board. Fully 98 per cent of its hotels and apart-

ment houses have been, built within the last seven years,

and they are nearly all thoroughly modern and up to date.
By official tabulation there are over 1222 hotels and room-

ing houses, which, with the 515 apartment houses, repre-
sents a total of over 80,000 rooms, with accommodations
for over 150,000 guests at any one time. In process of
construction there are over 150 hotels and apartment
houses that will be completed before the exposition opens
in 1915, giving nearly 3000 rooms more, and in addition
there are hundreds of flats and rooms obtainable in pri-

vate residences. San Francisco is well equipped to care
for the multitudes that will be attracted to the Panama-
Pacific International Exposition in 1915.

With the purpose of making it as easy as possible for
prospective visitors to secure accommodations and at guar-
anteed rates, the hotel men of the city have incorporated
the San Francisco Hotel Bureau, with a membership of
over 300 hotels, rooming and apartment houses, represent-
ing 50,000 rooms. Its offices are located in the Flannery
building, Kearny and Market streets. There are no fees
or other charges connected with the making of reserva-
tions through this bureau.

THE WOMAN WHO WAS SOON TO BE A MOTHER.

A woman passed. She was soon to be a mother. The
doctor had said she should take walks in the bracing air.

She was obeying in the interest of her unborn child.

As she passed, some women looked at her pityingly and
some smiled— a smile of disdain.

It was an ordeal for her just to be seen. Only her duty
to the child nerved her.

Two men went by. When they had passed, one smirked
and winked, as if the sight were in some way humorous.
Nobody paid deference to approaching motherhood. And

yet the task for which she was preparing is the greatest,
the most important, the most hazardous task that one can
perform. No man hero on a field of battle ever did any-
thing half as heroic.
Yet had a famous soldier passed, how folks would have

cheered!
The woman, however, did not want cheers. She did not

want anything but just to be allowed to go her way, if not
unnoticed, then at least noticed not unkindly.
There are countries where, as an expectant mother

passes, all men give right of way and in courteous tribute
lift their hats.

Is there any reason why we should make the ordeal of
motherhood harder than nature herself makes it?—Day
Book.

THE MAX WHO WINS

The man who wins is an average man:
Not built on any peculiar plan.
Not blessed with any particular luck;
Just steady and earnest and full of pluck.

When asked a question he does not "guess"

—

He knows and answered "no" or "yes";
When set a task that the rest can't do.
He buckles in till he's put it through.

Three things he's learned: that the man who tries
Finds favor In his employer's eyes;
That It pays to know more than one thing well;
That it doesn't pay all he knows to tell.

So he works and waits: till one fine day
There's a better job with bigger pay;
And the men who shirked whenever they could
Are bossed by the man whose work made good.

For the man who wins Is the man who works,
Who neither labor nor trouble shirks.
Who used his hands, his head, his eyes;
The man who Wins is the man who tries.

—Axis.

Till-; MAN WHO PAII.S.

The man who fails Is the sort of a chap
Who Is always looking around for a sn:ii'

Who neglects his work to regard the cluck;
Who never misses a chance to knock.

He is grouchy and slow when work begins;
When It's time to quit, he jokes and grins.
Ih' 'a always as busy as busy can !"
When he thinks the boss Is around to see.

lie believes that a "pull" Is the only way
By which he can ever draw bigger pay;
And he sulks and growls when he sees his plan
Upset by the "push" of another man.

He's on the job when he draws his pay;
That done, he soldiers bis time away;
While the men who tackle their Jobs with vim
Keep pushing and climbing ahead of him.

For the man who fulls his himself t" blame,
If he wastes his chances and misses his aim;
Ih'il win If he'd use his hands and wits;
The man Who falls is the man who quits.—Axis.

WHAT A CENT'S WORTH OF ELECTRICITY WILL DO.

Run a twelve-inch electric fan for ninety minutes.
Run a sewing machine motor for three hours.
Operate a massage machine for three and a half hours.

Keep the electrical dental hammer going for ninety min-

utes.

Play an electric piano for one hour.

Pump 250 gallons of water 100 feet high.

Clip one horse.
Groom two horses.
Raise ten tons twelve feet high In less than one minute.

Raise a large passenger elevator, loaded, five stories In

one minute.
Grind ten bushels of ear corn.
Grind twenty bushels of shelled corn (fine).

Crack sixty bushels of corn.

Shell 100 bushels of corn.
Roll fifty pounds of fodder.

Thresh 250 bushels of barley.

Separate 500 pounds of milk.

Grind seventy-five pounds of sausage.
Stuff three pounds of sausage.
Clean 500 square feet of carpet.

JOHNNIE WALKER SCOTCH
A Square Deal in a square bottle.

JSarcm Hong's

Btraou
Country Club

The ONE Bright Spot
"

in Los Angeles
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THE HALLOWEEN PARTY
By Walter Anthony.

A great many dinners have been enjoyed by Indoor
Yachtsmen— official banquets, social dinners and just plain

food—dinners, but that of Halloween at the German House
will probably remain in the sacred records of the philan-

thropic organization as the climax—the pinnacle apex—of

its career—for many reasons.
Xot entirely as a banquet will it be. held in the highest

estimation of those who were there: nor as a social func-

tion either. Neither does it derive its epochal significance

from nny clement of mere and superficial pleasure, or nar-
row fraternalism. In all of these connections—as banquet,

as entertainment, as a meeting of brothers inter-racially

devoted, the Halloween gathering was notable. I do not
say that it wasn't. I only contend that history will sing of

it in any such key. As an intellectual treat will it for-

ever remain linked in the memory of all those present.

from Senator Gus llartman who came to discourse on the
economic significance of the battle of Pharsalia to Mr.
Pinkston whose observations on "Heat as a Mode of Mo-
tion'' will live in philosophical history.

If it were not for the fact that each guest paid for his
own plate, there would be a unanimity of agreement that

the Halloween meeting was the cheapest forum—consider-

ing the quantity of intellectual benefit derived—at which
any aggregation of ambitious seekers after truth ever sat.

Indeed if a fault could be found, or a criticism conjured up
out of the perfections of the occasion it would derive from
the abundance of the fare both mental and gastronomical.
in which respect it might be likened to a five ring circus
and tco many peanuts. One did not know on which to

bestow attention—the speakers or the waiters.

Out of such bewilderment I noticed some emerge with
some of the visible evidences of complete confusion, not
to be wondered at particularly with reference to those

-eats at the tables placed them with backs to the
rostrum. The neck of an owl would scarcely equal the
occasion and we all know how quickly an owl can turn
his head the other way.
For those who dwell in outer darkness unillumined by so

much as a glance from a Yachtsman's friendly eye, it

should be explained that on the occasion of Halloween the
members who could afford it or who were invited by Hilly

Lynch assembled at the German house for an evening of
edification which was to be rendered the more inviting
by reason of a collation—a banquet it proved—serveil in

the course of which the speakers and histrions appeared.
Just what intellectual forces were at work assembling the
aggregation of talent and genius I do not know. Some say
that Sam Berger was the responsible parly and others that
it was William McCarthy. I do not think it was the latter.

because he made a speech and it is inconceivable that he
would—modest as he is—have restrained a hint that he
was the impresario had it been the case. In his eloquent
summing up of the history of 'pageantry as an expression
of esoteric esthetics." Mr. McCarthy said nothing of his
own relation to the event which he opened, so it must be
concluded that someone other than lie annexed the talent
I shrewdly suspect that they went with the rent of the Hall.
The Germans from Kant to Schroeder have bathed them-
selves, if in nothing else, in hazy seas of metaphysical
speculation. They are a race steeped in solemnity. They
can't even enjoy music unless they examine it through
glasses, and their most minute enjoyments I am informed
are not divorced from their relative considerations of
causation and primary and secondary effects. Lacking fur-
ther information I shall assume that the talent went with
the rent of the hall but an indisposition to discuss figures
ni imlk will prevent any speculation as to cost.
Take for instance the brief sociological tragedy, the title

cif which I did not learn and which opened in a taxi driven
realistically on the stage with its burden of personified
argument! With what feeling, perspicuity and fervor were
the most profound of social topics discussed—and with
what energy and immutability were the issues of the fleet-
ing tale consummated! Never, I think, in the history of
thoughtful, significant drama has the ordinarily dry-as-dust
subject of biology been so vivified and rendered human
before the footlights. The Lure." with its sociological
aspects; "The Blindness of Virtue." with its clarion call to
sophistication, and Shakespeare himself in his most reveal-

"ih
niomen,s never offered such a dramatic work as this

Idyl of the Taxi," the names of the players in which, un-

fortunately, are not known to the writer, nor the address of
the leading woman neither.

Attention was likewise attracted to a subject which no
less an authority than Percy Mackaye, distinguished son of

a distinguished father, says is the most vital, important
and pressing problem in America today. I mean the negro
question. I am not inclined to the belief that to ignore such
a subject is to settle it, and so with other thoughtful critics

I am bound to welcome any illumination, dramatic or other-

wise, which may be shed on the dark question. And it

seems to me that the offering in behalf of the negro that
was made last Halloween in the German house cannot fail

to have impressed itself on the thoughtful, if ruminating
guests. Avenues of industry seldom suggested in print

were opened up, bringing with the cheerful thought, the

independence of the negro in our midst and implying gifts

perculiarly theirs in making their way. spite of color han-
dicaps, in a world of toil and struggle.

It was a generous thought that placed the warring na-

tions personified by their rulers on the floor of the banquet
hall, there to disclose to their hearers their respective, if

not respectable, sides of the engrossing struggle. The
Kaiser, in the estimation of most, seemed to have the best
of it, which is only another evidence in confirmation of my
suspicion that the talent went with the rent of the hall in

the German House. Naturally, then the spokesman in

behalf of the Teuton was the most eloquent and the tact

was evidenced by a verbally shouted tribute to him in reply

to the toast "lloch der Kaiser." a response notable at once
for its fervor and the depth of the affection implied. How-
ever, the Czar. King George and President Poncaire were
not feebly represented in the forum of the nations, though
it seemed to me—perhaps a conspiracy was responsible

—

that King George wasn't given much of a chance. Harry
Stafford's impersonation of an anarchist was so clever that

it suggested an intimacy of knowledge not hitherto sus-

pected. But perhaps one of the most touching events of

the evening was the contribution of Al Joy, whose failure

to make himself heard throughout was the misfortune of

those sitting in the farther corners of the big room; for

Mr. Joy offered a poem of pathos and humor—a touching
tribute the moral of which was closely related to other
sociological efforts of the evening. For those who missed
some of Mr. Joy's recitation, I will say that whenever he
speaks it is worth your while to listen, because he speaks
is well as he writes, and I know only one man in San
Francisco who is his equal with a pen, and modesty re-

strains me from mentioning his name.
At the conclusion of the banquet I do not know what

happened; for I had left at about that time. Others who
remained tell me that a society dance closed the evening
of thought and expression. W, Kldd Nelson sang and set a
standard that even Will Oakland can't reach; <>s< ar Hocks
spoke privately to Otto Wallnsch and denied he was a de-

scendant of Teuton trimmers; Gus llartman collected a
few more votes, which seemed enough but were not, and
there ensued what Billy McCarthy talked about in his un-

interrupted speech—a regular Halloween frolic by way of

recreation and contrast after the intellectual treat of the

dramatic, oratorical and ex-parte offerings of the early

evening-
Halloween used to be a great night for witches, but like

many another gloomy fable, it has been disproved and we
now know that the witches of yesteryear were really not
witches at all, but fairies in disguise. The average Yachts-
man has his suspicions about the midnight meetings re-

corded of the Thane of Cawdor and the three witches in

"Macbeth."

TO INSURE THEIR PATRONS
of Genuine "JOHNNIE WALKER" Scotch, the distiUers

are now shipping it throughout the World in their new non-

refillable bottle.

AT THE FOOT OF PIKES PEAK
the Manitou Springs Mineral Water Co. owns and operates

the entire group of Mineral Springs in Manitou, Colorado,

from which flows the famous ORIGINAL MANITOU
WATER.
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THE BLUFFER.

(Carveth.)

There was a man, or so we've heard

—

And we believe it, every word

—

That simply bluffed his way through life;

He bluffed his children, bluffed his wife

—

To bluff folks was his chief intent;

He bluffed the landlord out of rent,

He bluffed the grocer, bluffed the man
From whom he used to rush the can.

He bluffed the preacher, so they state,

By dropping on the collection plate

Rusty buttons and bits of tin

—

He'd lean back in his pew and grin

To think while some spent real stuff

That all he had to do was bluff.

He used a fearful lot of jaw;

He even bluffed his mother-in-law;

He bluffed conductors out of fare,

Bluffed everybody everywhere.
But one day grim Old Death came by
And looked the bluffer in the eye,

Then crooked his icy finger and
Said, "Come with me"; you understand,
He went without another breath,

For no one ever bluffed Old Death.
Take warning from the bluffer's fate,

Quit bluffing, ere it be too late;

The bluffer's gone, and bluffs no more
On this or any other shore,

For oft methinks I hear him yell

This place is not a bluff— it's Hades.

HOMELY REMINDER.

Ch. friend, remember when Hard Luck bulls in.

Of words it's better not be too was'eful.

The nex' bes' thing to knowin' how to win

Is knewin' how to take a lickin' graceful.

You can't offend a homely woman by telling her she

isn't.

Naomi Corwine

Florence Burton Livingston

Announce the opening of their

Studio for

Artistic Portraiture

«^

233 POST STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

%rug 9ricate *&uvee
CHAMPAGNE

REIMS, FRANCE

USHERS GREEN STRIPE SCOTCH WHISKEY

faUns M. ftteenfield

San Francisco Office

CHRONICLE &UILDINQ 420-421

Telephone "Douglas 5399
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GOVERNOR JOHNSONS ELECTION
A Tribute to His Character and the People's Wisdom.

(Written by Sam Berger.)

Could anyone hope for a more flattering demonstration
of confidence in his purposes, integrity and ability, than
that which Governor Johnson deservedly received? De-
servedly, because to each man belongs the fruits of his

labors. If he be wrong, he pays. If he is right, he de-

serves. I might say he always pays, right or wrong, be-
cause, with each honor he receives, new responsibilities

are thrust upon him, recognition being only a small re-

ward of past performances.

Governor Johnson arises from beneath a wilderness of

votes, the most dominant, political factor in today's Amer-
ica. Never was a victory more complete, never more un-
mistakable. Xo passing whim waa this. Recognition,
respect and right thinking were stamped on every ballot

cast for the Governor. A demonstration that will give
added impetus and strength to the man who received it,

and it will be equally potent as an example to any future
aspirant for political honors.

I had stated at the opening of the campaign that it

would be a study in political psychology; that it would
demonstrate in an indisputable manner whether a man of
rare ability, of indisputable integrity, who combined cour-

age and strength, could ever hope for permanent political

success, or whether, in order to maintain political prestige,

a man must be a "trimmer."

This was the live issue of the campaign and underlying
all of the meaningless, empty arguments used by the Gov-
ernor's opponents, this was the issue that was in the
balance. Fredericks' weakness lay in the fact that he
was a man without an issue, and this fact was due to the
integrity, wisdom and strength of the Johnson administra-
tion. Flounder as they might to establish each opposing
myth, they did but advertise the merit of him whom they
sought to dethrone.

Governor Johnson's administration has accomplished
two great things. First, it has given to the people a con-
fidence in the form and scheme of their own government,
in just tin- same manner impetus to honesty is given in an
honest man's success. Second, it has developed for the
public good a man whose influence in national politics

must continue to be felt, one whose character and strength

will indelibly impress itself on national politics. If he
had been beaten, he may have been deterred, never
stopped, because a Johnson type might halt but never
sinks.

His success with the significance it carried with it. he
being the only Progressive Governor elected in the United
States, will direct travel towards the executive offices of
America's largest institution, a MAN of Herculean effort.

Spartanlike courage and Disraelian ability. The wise
belief of millions will some day place him where he
belongs.
The election returns were a double-edged tribute to Gov-

ernor Johnson and the people of the State of California.
Tin- electors demonstrated indisputedly that election with
an intelligent vote was no longer a myth. Heretofore the
majority vote had indicated that the greatest number of

the people had a notion that they desired a man for an
office or a passing fancy that they would care to experi-
ment legislative principles and purposes. Men were
• Looted, and laws made statutory without rhyme or reason.
A temporary whim or a psychological idea found its way
into the vote columns of the majority. How different on
November 3, 1914. Whether or not woman's suffrage has
been the cause, is argued by many and believed by myself.
The women's vote, which numerically might be a neg-
ligible element, undoubtedly engendered discussion in the
home. Most women as a result of the flattery of being
enfranchised, together with the importance they felt at

being importuned for their vote, took an interest, perhaps
only of a superficial quality, but nevertheless of a suffi-

cient force, to make them inquire from their husband,
their father, their brother or sweetheart, as to the merit of
each contending element. Man, always vain, could not
admit bis ignorance and was therefore forced to investi-

Discussion always means education. To this may
be attributed the intelligent vote cast by Californians,
which in my bumble opinion, had only a few exceptions as
to wisdom. What mistakes were made, and there were
some, were because of insufficient investigation and
knowledge. They will be remedied eventually.
The people are thinking and their thoughts have been a

tribute to their intellignce.

9
wish to an-

nounce to my
many friends

and the public that

in conjunction

with my designing

and illustrating

service, I have
opened a school of cartooning for

the benefit of those wishing to pur-

sue this line of work.

Studio 1176 Phelan Bldg.

Billy Hon.

THE BOTTLING PLANT
of ORIGINAL MAN1TOU WATER is conceded to be
the most modem and scientific in America.

BROAD MINDEDNESS.

The broad-minded man acquires this quality as a result

of wide experience and close observation of self and others.

With its acquisition comes a tolerance, within proper
limits, of the mistakes of others, hut an inability to con-

done one's own faults.

Also, there is included, as a necessary part of the qual-

ity, an utter absence of pettiness.

Broad-mindedness presupposes a capacity for work and
thought which is most essential ira the handling of men and
large affairs.

Phone Douglas 4015 Reserved Seals for All Sporting Ecent

WHOLESALE
RETAIL

844 MARKET STREET
San Froncitco
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Nothing is Easier than to Repent without Renouncing.

The Man whose "Bark is Worse than his Bite," gets Just
as Wide a Berth as it he had the Rabies!

When we have to "Insist Upon our Rights," it is Usu-
ally a Sign that we've Forfeited them through our own
Fault!

The Trees and Flowers and Things don't Put Up any
Whine because they have to Begin Anew Every Year!

The I. Y. C. has in contemplation anothet BIG Beach Day.

There's a Lot of Difference between Being Disheartened
and Being Dismantled!

The Leaning Tower cf Pisa has Every License to "Fall
Down"—but Somehow it WON'T.

Often the Wallop is Merely the Prelude to the Win-
Out!
None of the Jumps seem very High after you've Placed

your Heel on Habit!

. Too Many of us Ship our Promises as Perishable
Freight!

Time not only Heals, but Often it is too Lenient in

Permitting us to Forget our Bad Breaks.

Heads Up, Eyes to the Front—but Ears Attentive for
Bumps from the Rear!

When you Yield to Depression you Extend an Invita-

tion to Devitalization!

Our Idea of Exaggerated Ego is the Case of Man who
Imagines that the World has Either the Time or the In-

clination to "Hound Him."

The Trouble with Some of us is that we Never Ener-
gize until there's a Loud Cry that it's our Move!

When we Protest that we're "Doing the Best we Can"
it's a sign that the Boss is Beginning to Doubt It!

We wouldn't Worry so Much about our Record if it

wasn't Fitted with that Recoil Attachment!

Talking about our Troubles may Lighten them—but
the Listener has Got his Life to Live, too!

There isn't much Fun in Self-Examination—but it Makes
for Mental Sanitation!

Another Way to Reason it Out is that your Recuperative
Power is being Given a Test!

It's a Heap Better to Face the Music Today than to be
Made to Dance to it Tomorrow!

We Happen to Know that "Down" and "Out" are not
ALWAYS Coupled in the Betting!

Optimism doesn't Deny the Thing called "Depression"—it Simply Ignores It!

No need to Change the Combination merely because
"They Say" they've Got Your Number!

There's nothing in this thing of Worrying About the
Price of Coal before you've Squared the Ice Man!

The Difference between Competence and Perfection is

that the Former is Admired, whereas the Latter is Posi-
tively Disliked! .

Some Zigs become so Discouraged when they Get Into
a Little Hole that they Imagine they Might as Well Dig
Right Through to China!

It's not what the World "has on" us that Hurts— it's

what we "have on" Ourselves!

Most of us can be Fed Pretty Fat on Flattery—until it

Becomes Fulsome!

There isn't Much Chance for a Man who Considers it

a compliment to be Called "A Slick Article!"

"Between the optimist and pessimist, the difference is

droll:

"One sees the doughnut, the other sees the hole."

Providing a man is not too heavily handicapped by bad
health or habits, his ability to rise is limited only by his

own Inclination and efforts.

It makes no difference where he starts; it is the finish

that counts, and the man with the greatest Staying powers
wins in the long run.

The attainment of lasting success, however, is no short-

distance event—no hundred-yard dash, so to speak, where
a man expends all of his energy in a few seconds.

It is more nearly comparable to the marathon, in which
wind, strength and staying qualities must be husbanded
to the last degree for the finish.

In other words, the normal man who sets an objective
point for himself, and then works steadily toward that
poir.t, will arrive with a calm, well-balanced mind, and
with sufficient strength in reserve to carry him through
the remainder of his career.

A man's value in the world is estimated and paid for

according to the ability he uses—not what he may possess.

Lots of failures come lrom believing other people aren't
as smart as we are.

The man who feels he has a message for the world gen-
erally sends it collect.

The Beach Esplanade 1

There has always been and will always be a demand
for men who are leaders.

Ir. an emergency, a man is always found who can fill the
need, but the general demand for leaders can never be
wholly satisfied.

One reason is that as more men gain the ability to lead,

the standard is raised to an extent that demands leader-
ship timber in the lower positions.

Never tell a fat girl she is all wool and a yard wide.
'Tain't safe.

To the man who is always waiting for something to turn
up, success is always around the corner.
He is a real man whose life in solitude and amid the

multitude is the same; and between whose heart ar.d

tongue there is no barrier.

Most of the Fun of "Coming Back" Consists in Fooling
the "They Sayers!"

The next big event, the I."Y.C. Pageailt-Dansant all for the Riddies
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RANDOM THOUG HTS
The election is over and the casualties are now being re-

corded. Once again Armageddon has been fought and won
and once again goes forth the message to the now faithful

few, "We have met the enemy and they are ours." The
vote of Johnson was beyond even his most sanguine expec-
tations and his plurality will in all likelihood be five times
as great as that of any other Governor heretofore elected
in California. It was comparatively easy to foretell the
results in other offices, although here and there the con-

tests were extremely close. A great many of the Pro-
gressive nominees, particularly for legislative positions.

owe their election almost entirely to the wonderful cam-
paign and magnificent vote of the incumbent and Governor-
elect. California seems to be the one State in the Union
that can still be numbered Progressiva and the achieve-
ment is all the more noteworthy in view of Republican
victories elsewhere. With this possible exception it would
appear that the Progressives have been out-progressed and
that, at least as a national issue, Armageddon is no more.
And yet out of the wreckage and the repudiation of Oyster
Bay, Johnson looms clearly forth as a presidential possi-

bility in 191S. With practically a minority party, against
tremendous odds and opposition, by his individuality alone,

he has succeeded himself; a fact never before accomplished
in California and by a majority far greater than he could
have expected. Quarrel, if we will, with his policies; criti-

cize, if you please, his administration; question, as you may.
his sincerity, the undisputed fact remains that Hiram W.
Johnson today is the biggest man in the West. He has tri-

umphed over Democracy in a Democratic year. He has
battered to smithereens a presumably solid Republican
phalanx. He has preserved intact his own party in his

own State, while elsewhere it was hopelessly shattered.
None can question now that he is as acceptable to Be]
lican as to Progressive, to Democrat as to Labor, and
having crossed the 'River of Doubt." and having fought
the good fight, the "Land of Promise" looms bright before
him.

The victory of Phelan for United States Senator was
even more unexpected and amazing. Knowland generally,

in fact almost universally, was conceded a winner, while
Heney was regarded as a bad third. It was the first time
that a United States Senator was to be elected by popular
vote in California. National politics and party issues play
but little part in either municipal or State elections.

After all only local issues are involved, but when it comes
to a national position, it was presumed that party lines

would be more closely drawn. With the tremendous Re-
publican registration, almost equal to the combined vote

of all other parties, Knowland looked by long odds to be
the victor. Hut like the proverbial schemes of mice and
men. the electorate decreed otherwise and California for

the next six years will have a Democratic representative,

as successor to George C. Perkins in the person of James
D. Phelan. Some will, and with justice, ascribe Know-
land's defeat to his own inactivity and poor political judg-

ment. Thousands of dollars were spent in his prlmarj
campaign but immediately after securing the nomination,
his headquarters in both San Francisco and Los Angeles
were closed ami his managers contented themselves with
the declaration that they had linked Know land's fortunes
with Fredericks. Others will credit Phelan's victory to

President Wilson's appeal and to Lane's visit to Califor-

nia at a time when both are unquestionably popular. Be
this as it may, the fact remains that the real reason lies

not so much in the contributory causes but rather in the
individuality and personality of the man. Knowland blun-

dered and Wilson helped, but the mistakes of the one and
the assistance of the other, would have proven of but lit-

tle avail had it not been for the man—the candidate him-
self.

The vote at the past election is an interesting study.

Here is food, indeed, for the political phychologist. In

a normally Republican State, a Progressive is chosen
Governor, a Democrat is elected to the United States Sen-
ate and a Republican, such as Jordan, defeats his Pro-
gressive-Democratic opponent by almost t wo to one. Surely
this is non-partisan partisanship. And the answer is that

the man, even more than the issue, is the standard by

which the people judge. Both Johnson and Phelan are
possessed of remarkable personalities. Each, perhaps, of
equal ability yet appealing along different lines, they nev-
ertheless enjoy that unseen something which draws men
closely to them. They breathe enthusiasm! Such men
are few and yet each circle has them. You find them in

the commercial world, in religion and in social life, these
human magnets, drawing the rest of us, like chips of steel.

The Republicans now console themselves that Fredericks
and Knowland were poor candidates. And why poor?
Simply and solely because they lack the energy that kin-
dles, the fire that warms, and the enthusiasm that brings
forth the flame, that reaches and climbs and spreads, until

out of the conflagration, Phoenix-like, comes victory.

And, of course, there is a humorous side to the situation.
Both Heney and Curtin were double crossed. Think of it!

Poor Heney, who really stole the Progressive nomination
for United States Senator from Johnson and who has be-

littled the Governor in ways that but few know, was not
given the support he deserved. Truth is that Johnson
really imperiled his own chances and estranged many
votes by his advocacy of Francis J., who at best deserved
but little support. And Curtin, Honest John, was sacrificed

on the altar of Phelan's ambitions. At the outset of the
campaign, Curtin's managers notified Phelan that they
intended to conduct their campaign in their own way and
that he was welcome to do the same. In other words it

was to be Curtin for Curtin, Phelan for Phelan and the
devil take the hindmost. Honest John wanted no such
loadstone about his neck as James D. and Phelan had no
alternative but to submit So John hied himself to Mr.
Hearst and secured the Examiner, which daily made a
plea for a united Democracy for Curtin in San Francisco
and an equally pathetic appeal in Los Angeles for Freder-
icks, but never a word for Phelan. What inlluence these
great moral engines of the press have with the people!
And so the campaign waged until Lane came to California

to speak for Phelan, and Lord how John did holler and
how the Examiner yapped and yelled! But Lane knew
Phelan and spoke for him, and Lane knew Curtin and
didn't spi ak for him, which was the kindest thing Lane
could have done. If he had told half the truth about
Honest John the little boys might have been throwing
rocks at him. So Heney and Curtin were double crossed
and now there is weeping and wailing and gnashing of

teeth. Poor Frank! Poor John!

But to other things. The "deer peepul" voted with ex-

traordinary judgment on the proposed constitutional

amendments. That is they voted "no" on a majority when
they should have voted "no" on all. or very nearly all.

Almost every amendment involving the erection .of State
buildings or for the development of State harbors, to the
amount of approximately ten millions of dollars, have car-

ried. The poll-tax. that bugaboo of the innocent but ig-

nored by the wise, is no more. The Red Light Abatement
Bill has carried by a small majority. Prize fights are now
canned goods, but Prohibition was snowed under by al-

most one hundred and fifty thousand majority. Perhaps
there is some consolation in the last statement, but to

quote the Rev. Dr. Burlinga : "The defeat of the Prohibi-

tion Bill is only a delayed triumph for the cause of saloon
suppression." And so we are confronted with a situation

which is neither hopeful or encouraging. There are some
of us who believe that the right of individual liberty—to

think, to breathe, to act as one pleases within the law—is

sacred. There are still some of us who believe that each
should live his own life in his own way and that the doc-

trine of our forefathers, "that all men are created equally
free and independent, and that they possess certain in-

alienable rights, among them the preservation of life and
the pursuit of happiness," should still survive. There are

some of us who yet believe that the doctrine of human
rights is liberty itself and that this still should be pre-

served as the "Land of the Free." But the screech of the

soaring eagle grows fainter and fainter, as he flees to

newer and fairer lands and future generations, if the trend

of modern legislators continues, may have as their na-

tional emblem the suckling calf or the purring cat. But
we are few—strangely few! Much like the fellow in
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church who slept peacefully as the minister asked all

those who wished to go to Heaven to arise and as the

audience seated itself asked, "Now all who wish to go to

Hell please stand up." The noise awoke him and as he
gazed confusedly about he yawningly remarked to the

standing minister, "I don't know what the proposition is,

parson, but whatever it may be, you and I are in a damn
small minority!"

Years ago the doctrine of State Rights was clearly de-

fined and fields ran red with blood to preserve it. The
doctrine of community rights and of individual right

should be equally sacred and secure. If Los Angeles
chooses to go dry or to go to the devil, all well and good,

let her go. But why should a collection of two-by-four

Iowans or Missourians tell San Francisco to do likewise,

when this city has decreed otherwise? By what process

of economic development should it be possible for a cow-
puncher in Del Norte or a dried up cotton grower in Im-
perial, who never saw a prize fight, to decree that boxing
should be no more? And why should a gang of clerical

concubines and religious freebooters who have filled the
penitentiaries with those convicted of crimes against na-

ture, decree an act so comprehensive in its scope and so
pernicious in its fulfillment, as the Red Light Abatement
Bill? Reform is apparently the fashion of the day. And
while we pause to breathe, new reforms are incubating.

Up in Washington, where they have just voted forty-two
millions of property out of existence, they passed an anti-

cigarette law. Then they passed an anti-tipping law, al-

though the men who voted for it never gave anybody a tip

in their lives and probably never will, law or no law.
And the question is now that we have started, when are
we going to stop? The old blue laws of New England
are no more ridiculous than some of our laws today, bin
they had one advantage, if history is to be believed, they
were enforced. And after the limit is reached some future
statesman will write, as did a Georgian Prohibitionist the
other day: "We've reformed and reformed until there's
nothing left to reform and we're worse off than ever."
What with our women wearing shadow skirts and slit

skirts and transparent skirts and our younger women and
old ones too, learning to dance the boll weevil wiggle, the
Texas Tommy, the fox trot, the bunny hug, the buzzard
flop and the puppy huddle, then the men folks might just
as well have their prize fights and saloons and the whole
damn push go to hell together."

The local Republican County Committee is a clever and
astute crowd of political wiseacres. What they don't know
of practical polities would fill all the libraries that Andrew
Carnegie ever donated or ever will donate. By no means
are they so unsophisticated when it comes to gathering
money, because then every candidate looked alike. It
was all velvet. So they took it from Knowland and from
Heney, and even tried to get it from Phelan. And they
tried each candidate for State office with varying success.
But still the sack was short! They then tried to pry into
the anti-dry can and finally sent their agents from house
to house in the tenderloin, promising a vigorous fight
against the abatement bill. And still the sack was short!
Then came a bright thought. Why not endorse a ticket
for Superior Judges and Justice of the Peace and tax each
nominee the modest sum of two hundred dollars? Great!
And no sooner said than done. Of course, it didn't matter
that the judiciary are by law non-partisan and that all the
other parties had obeyed at least the spirit of the law, and
refused to endorse. It didn't matter that a strong minor-
ity of their own committee vigorously protested. The bovs
needed the money and the deed was done. And with what
result? Everybody knew that the four old incumbents
and Shortall and Deasy would win, so it was easy to give
them the endorsement. The choice was between Flood and
Griffin, or Sullivan and Cerf. For obvious reasons the
latter were selected and both showed less strength in the
general election than in the primary. Flood qualified and
Griffin ran ninth despite the Chronicle's unjustifiable and
unwarranted attacks upon him. So the Republican endorse-
ment proved as big a boomerang for Cerf and Sullivan as
for Fredericks and Knowland, and the moral is

"You may break, you may shatter the vase if you will,
But the perfume of roses will hang 'round it still."

IS LIVING CHEAPER ABROAD?

Americans going over to live in Europe are not only
nearly always content to accept a much lower standard
of comfort than they exact in the United States, but in a
large number of cases deliberately "rough it" in a way
they never dare to do at home. Were they contented in

America with the same seventh-story room or studio in

a house where elevators and bathrooms are unknown; if

they cared to eat at cheap East Side restaurants of a
corresponding quality to those fhey frequent in the artistic

quarters of European cities, where tablecloths are rare

and the food—often appetizing and well cooked, it is true

—is pushed across by a not over clean waiter; if they
put up with waiting for hours in the queue of a theater
to see a play or hear a concert for 40 cents—in short,

if they chose to ignore entirely all the conventions and
comforts in which they have been brought up, they would,
cf course, find that they could live in New York or Chicago
on the same amount as on the other side of the Atlantic.

There is no doubt that a generation ago a man could
live in Paris on. say, three-quarters of what he found
necessary in the big cities of America, but conditions have
changed since then. Working on absolutely reliable sta-

tistics. Yves Guyot, formerly Minister of Public Works
and a well known authority on economic questions, esti-

mates that the prices of goods in general have become
during the past few years at least 12 per cent higher (on

an average) than they wore during the closing years of

the nineteenth century. Ami taking the cost of raw
materials alone, he shows that these have risen no less

than 30 per cent in Hie same space of time. And this

remarkable rise in prices has not been followed by any

corresponding rise in wages.—C. F. Bertelli in Leslie's.

LANDING THE JOB.

"What kin ye do?" said old man Jenkins, cynically re-

naming bis visitor. "Ye say ye want a Job. This ain't

no charity organization. What Lin ye do for my business?"

'Make it more successful," said Robert Hughes, quietly,

sizing up his man
"Huh!" sneered the old man. "You're one o' these lore

efficiency experts, eh? I don't set no store by 'em. I say
it takes a dollar's worth of work to bring in a dollar's

worth of returns. And I ain't seen nothin' in my life to

make me doubt it."

"You're wrong." said Hughes, simply. "Efficiency brings

in results at half price."

"Prove it," snorted Jenkins.

"Well. car. you push a piece of quarter inch steel Into

this oak plank here?" said Hughes.
"No, nor you can't neither," said Jenkins, defiantly.

And Hughes reached into his vest pocket and produced
a largo steel screw.
"How about it?" he said. "Why can't I do this, with the

expenditure of an amount of energy which in any other
way would not even dent the wood."
"The old man, scratched his head thoughtfully.

"I guess you got me there, son." he chuckled. "If you
can multiply energy the way that little screw can, I've got
room for you. Go to it."

And Hughes went.

THE BLACK BALL.

A black ball in a secret society is not a club with which
to avenge a personal grievance. It is not a dagger for a
coward's use with which to even up an old score. It is not
a brush with which to besmirch the charac-
ter of one who may hold different views from
yours. A black hall is fraternity's shield to protect, not
individuals, but the Order, from those who would injure

it. Remember, it is a serious thing to constitute one's
self judge, jury and executioner in one single act without
the Order's interests demand it.—Crown.

THE FAME AND POPULARITY
of ORIGINAL MANITOU WATER is the best evi-

dence of its merits.

The Beach Esplanade!
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THE NEW MOVEMENT AND THE SUNSET DISTRICT
Sunset Journal, Nov. 9. 1914.

JIMMY'S BROTHER, NOT Ills COt'
SIX.

Tn San Francisco, the city where the exception Is the
mon-pla and only catastrophles that have no

in the world's history will erve to starl
San Franciscans, there lias occurred a jolt that caused the

In the of the police department's list ol
guardians under the numl 129 ognomen, Edward F,
Healej , bei ea Ih hi ments," a
things noi dom rj and In remiss are blazoned In
the cruel white light i>f omission. In fact the
unsullied, no ink has marred the sheet that will can-.- the
attention of the uninitiated to stop and the power
that is synonlmous with I blue uniform. But
if the a Her would look with
the lowei ed for "Arrest Made," the
Dame, Tim Keefe, stands out In pitiful lonellm
The picture that a le is the i

in cm- tence
law and does noi Ir the least do him justice
sldered tin Apollo <•{ the force. For fear that there might

• -I him by receiving mash no
lnt it be tated here thai he is married, th< event

last April, i'ii was unknown to all until J

ipi |a ! orna i

of one <>f tn.- bureaus of the dep his
tailor lulls are small ;*s he I on t<> buy eithei

. .

: wear being only upon the seat of
his nether garments.

TO THE MAYOR.

L914.San Francisco, October
Hnri James Rolph Jr., San Krain
Dear Sir:—Have you ever, in your leisure moments on

a Sunday, ridden out to the beach and seen there thou-

sands of men, women and children enjoying themselves
on the sand? It's a sight that gladdens it ye and makes
us proud of our city that it possesses a place where those
less fortunate ones who do not own an automobile and
cannot afford to go aero or down the peninsula
can spend a happy day.

But our pleasure in the sight is marred as we gaze
at the refuse strewn all along that ocean way. Tin cans,

decaying fruits and vegetables, dumpings of Oakland's
garbage and even, we are told, carcasses of dead animals
greet the eye. If you have seen it (and it seems hardly
possible thai you have not I your pride in your city, as

ours, changes to chagrin.
Is it fair, Mr. Mayor, that one of the finest beaches

in the world \^ less worthy of care than cue of the
parks in the world? Imagine Golden Gate Park littered

with debris and lefl in the condition that our beach i-

We appeal to you. Mayor Rolph, to consult with the
Park Commissioners and u-'i an appropriation of a Ce¥
hundred dollars to pay men to go along the two miles and
a half of beach and keep it clean.

Willi our "Cit3 Heautiful" on the north, let the v.

side, too, be a fitting greeting to our visitors in 1915.

THE EDITOR.

The property owner and the voter of Sunset should re-

member the Indoor Yacht Club as an agency of benefit to

the community west of Stanyan street. The club and its

wonderful influence has been always directed towards the
development of the Ocean Beach. The Indoors are the
"practical" friends of the Ocean Beach, the greatest asset
of Sunset and the whole city, for that matter. While the
theorists painted lith-colored pictures of the promenade
and the Ten-Mile Driveway in their visualization of the
future, it remained for the publicists of the Indoor Yacht
club to suggest a "breakwater" or "bulkhead" so that
our citizens may enjoy surf bathing to the fullest degree.
With a breakwater the strong ebb and flow of the Pacific
tide can be broken and the chance to strike out and swim
as enjoyed on the Atlantic seaboard would be possible
here at the front door of San Francisco. By all means let

us have a promenade and everything else, but do not for

a single moment forget that the greatest boon of all will

be a breakwater and a chance to really enjoy the surf

bathing of our Pacific. The Indoor Yacht Club has pledged
itself inwards the securing of that pleasure for us, and
for 'ill tli>- i" epic, so it behooves the Sunset citizen to aid
and support the organization in every way and on every
possible occasion. The annual Kiddies' Day of the I. Y. C.
at the Stadium on a recent Sunday was a revelation. No
more glorious spectacle can well be imagined. To sit

high up on one of the pine-clad slopes surrounding the
D-swarded arena below, where, under the smiling skies

California, were gathered fully la.000 citizens engaged
in furthering the Sweetest of the Graces—that of Charity

i" an army of little orphan boy and girl kiddies—was
in itself an exaltation of the highest spirit in man's make-
up. That the Indoor Yacht Club could muster over 500

ore in parade and bring forth an army of 50,000 per-

sons shows well the strength and power of the movement.
For thirty-five years San Francisco has been beset by the
panderings of petty politicians to the measliness of cant-
ing demagogues and mischief making professional reform-

:ntil the natural growth and urbanity of our city has
been dwarfed and soured unto a point where friend and
foe alike look down upon us in a feeling of pity. But the
broader and more sweetly Intelligent era of civic life is

at hand with the Indoor Yacht Club leading the host of

men hi the demand for regulation and not pro-

hibition, Cod. not Cromwell, and of the hope and cheer
of the I" ai md the bountiful and blessed land
we live in. In th< College of Blacksmiths where they
"make" bad people good people you'll find none of the
Indoors in the Btudj benches.

Commodore Hennessy of the 1. Y. C. has appointed Eddie Healey,

Jack Hunt, Tom Curran. Jno. J. Hughes. Harry Guinnane, Edward H.
O'Brien and Keegan Shober a committee to conduct an I. Y. C. Amateur
Night next month.

THtT NEW NON- REFILLABLE
BOTTLE OF "JOHNNIE WALKER"
is an instantaneous success and is creating increased demand
for this Famous Scotch Whiskey throughout the World.

MEMBERS Do as other wise peo-

ple are doing—rent a

box in our vault and

insure the safety of

you papers of value

against fire and burglars.

$4. per year will

secure a box.

[ Isn't it worth this much to you to know your papers are safe ?

Crocker Safe Deposit Vaults

CROCKER BUILDING Post and iMarket Streets

Under Management JOHN F. CUNNINGHAM
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THE HALLOWEEN FEAST ~BY BILLY HON
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I. Y. C.

imm.mU * U'HT (LIB.

Club Rooms and Office, 4 Eddy Street Telephone (Private
Exchange connecting all departments), Sutter 5386.

Hour. i ..» Pilots.
Frank J. Hennessy, Commodore. M. W. Altmayer, Steward

William H- McCarthy, Keepei - of -t he-Log.
Thomas S. Mulvey
James W. Coffroth
Samuel Berger
Joseph H. Ilu tcli in son

Harry F, Su

Joseph A. Watts
James Woods
John Tait
Wm. i 'happell

/an. Assistant Secrets rj
Standing; rommitteeii.

HoiiKe: M. W. Altmayer. Jno, F. Cunningham, T. S. Mulvey,
OfflwMi it. Keegan Monahan M. W. Altmayer, J. A. Watts.

Jno. J. Glynn
AoiIHIuk: J. H. Lewis. M. W. Altmayer
[Entertainment i Sam Berger, Wm. H. McCarthy, H. I- Staf-

ford, Frank P. Shanlej
rinnnee: John Tail, .J. W. Coffroth, James W Is. M. II.

Hart, Wm li McCarthy.
Athirtle: P. M. Wand, J S Lewis, .1 E. 1 >• rham.
I. \, C. Biuui: Major Eugene M Levy, Managei

Other ("oinmittcrM.
PnhiU'iiy: Wm. J. Lynch, Ai Joy, Walter Anthony.
Gaujr*-, 4'nrilM, Etc.: Jos. A. Watts. John F. < *«i rui ingham,

Neil T. Duffy. Joseph II. Hutchinson
Wei fiirt*: P. M. Wand, Wm Morrison, F. E Schober, John

Plover. Michael Levy. b. .(. Fl i. Michael Hannan, P. II

Livingston.
Dim mii in : Wm. A. Lnnge, Vincent FInegan, II I Mulcrev v,

npo. C. Salch, Harry Schwartz. Dr. Jno. i Drlscoll, Capt.
Henrv Glees. .n. J. W. Coffroth

The Next I. Y. C. Event, the "KIDDIES" BALL
DATE AND PLACE IN THE NEXT ISSUE OF THE MAIN SHEET

Club House membership, $6.00 per year.
payable annually or semi-annually—June l and De-

er 1.

Criticize and suggest for the Improvement of our 91

Complaint and suggestion box in 1

is yr.111 correct and your name properlj pelled
on our records, eviden • .1 by your bills and the envelopes
from the Club? If not, as s great assl tana to 1

1

we would suggest that you correct the same yourself when
mailing your check to the office. It is very Important that
we have oui 1 ds In this respect authentic and we ask
your heart y co-operat Ion with us. Moral: if you change
your mailing address, let us know and we will see that

our mail from this office going astray is

eliminated.

ATTENTION!

Members I. Y. C.

Kelly Pool Tournament commencing Monday, December
7th, under the direction of George Dixon, L. J. Scooffy,

Neil T. Duffy, and George McCarthy. Kntriep art

received at Club office.

Casino Tournament. Wednesday evening. November 18th.

Entries close November 1 fit h. .John P. Cunningham, Jos.

A. Watts and A. J. Griffith, committee in charge.

Shipmate George McCarthy startled the banqueters at

the Halloween Feast with the newest thing in evening
dress, viz.: Black coat with blue trousers. George says
this is the up-to-the-minute Filth-avenue stuff.

A shipmate who prefers that his name remain unmen-
tioned in the event of the use of this letter, has written an
eloquent interrogation to the Main Sheet which we would
gladly answer if we could.
To questions susceptible of answer according to the rules

of logic, common sense or the experience of humanity, the
Main Sheet will undertake to find an answer, but to rid-

dles, acrostics, or queries concerning the unknowable,
we can do no more than pass them lip to our readers in

the hope that from such an intelligent body as the select
circulation of the Main Sheet presupposes, may come a
eolation of the problem. This is the nut that our too
modestly anonymous correspondent presents for cracking:

"In re: 'Is the Mayor In or Out. and if so. How Much?'
I would like to ask why does not the American flag fly over
cur "beautiful

1 New (?) Hall of Justice in Kearny and
Washington streets, on holidays?

"Is it because there are no flag poles?
A f * rt 1

i n society recently sent a letter to the Mayor
for enlightenment on this subject, but. evidently it was
deemed of too little importance to merit the attention
of the honorable head of this municipality."

We sell "Old Government" whisky at our bar

HOUSE RULES.

Guests.

Resident and non-resident visitors are entitled to lim-

ited privileges of the Club as provided in the by-laws.

Club rooms may not be used for the transaction of

private business.

Kxcept when required for Club purposes, members may
have the use of tlu- private dining-room for the entertain-
ment of guests, provided twelve hours' notice has been
given to the House Manager. No meal will be served in

the private dining-room for less than six persons.

Cards and other games will he permitted only in the
rooms set apart for such purposes. The Board of Pilots
will exercise its authority to suppress any and all games
which, in its opinion, may be calculated to bring the Club
into disrepute, or to disturb its harmony.

Dice throwing or matching for money is absolutely for-

bidden.

No servant may be sent from the Club on the private
business of any member. No reprimand may be given
servants by members of the Club. Inattention to duty or
lack of courtesy must be reported to the Manager.

Complaints, other than those referred to in the precedV
ing rule, should be made in writing to the Board of Pilots.

Pipe smoking will not be allowed.

Members' orders for wine-room supplies to be delivered
outside the Club must he in writing.

No subscription list or notice may be circulated or post-
ed in the Club without permission of the Commodore,
Steward or Purser.

Boobs, papers or periodicals must not be taken from the
rooms where they are placed, but the San Francisco dally
papers may ho used in any room of the Club. Mutilation
of books, papers or periodicals is forbidden.

No property of the Club shall be removed from the Club
rooms in any circumstances without permission of the
Board of Pilots.

Members will be charged for any property of the Club
that may be destroyed or damaged by them or their guests.

Dogs will not be admitted to the Club.

Members must remove their hats on entering the Club.

All boisterous arguments, loud talking and political or
religious discussions are prohibited.

For violation of any of these rules a member may be
fined, suspended or expelled by order of the Board of
Pilots.

SLEEP.
Adopted by Gregory Mitchell.

(Carveth 1

Ofttlmes niftbinks I'd love t» creep
Into bi me quiet spot and sleep
Like Rip Van Winkle long ago—
Just sleep for twenty years or so.
Hon litt !-• any one would ca 1 e

About the dal iy bll I of fare

—

if price "f grub was high or low
Or business matters fast or slow.
Lei others worry, work and weep,
Hut give me one long peaceful Bleep-,

Just think of twenty years" reposi
With no concern 'bout rent or clothes,
* m* how tw,i posslbli t>> make
Both ends conned like Folks awake
Continually do—they must,
For i>. ;

. means dig or bust.
• • is just to

Into some obscure spot like Rip.
Of who WOUld sow Or reap

While i had naught to do but sl<

Ann when I'd wake from such a snooze
.1 usi 1 lu nk of all the startling news
siot .',1 up , in ii ma ny a n lid •

. ed 1 b le

That had to all the world grown stale
Would !'• to me as fresh and new
And welcome as tomorrow's dew;
And thru of .'nn'Sf. I'd have to tell

What dreams I dreamt through all that spell,
And when these pleasant tasks were o'er
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Ask: for

O R O
SERVICEABLE

SHOES
CALIFORNIA
PRODUCT

CALIFORNIA
PRODUCT

-

United Workingmen's Boot and Shoe Co.

SAN FRANCISCO .

The Club Bottling Co.
J' W. COFFROTH, Pres. M, W. ALTMAYER, Vice-Pres. JNO. S. MACKAV, Mgr.

PURE CARBONATED
BEVERAGES

THE CLUB GINGER ALE

Phone Prospect 1389 2108 POLK STREET
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Overland Limited
Extra Fare $10—First-Class Tickets Only

OGDEN ROUTE
CKicago in 63 12 Hours

From San Francisco, Ferry Station - 4:00 P. M.

From Oakland, 16th St. Station • - 4:30 P.M.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC
THE EXPOSITION LINE--19l5" riRST IN SAFETY

TARTAN PLAID
THE NEW COLOR SYMPHONY

It combines Dignity and Style. Just enough color to

be Distingue. Not striking enough to be Bizarre

We've Timed the Demand

Your Size in Any $PfY00 A Fair Price for a

Model C\3= Clever Suit

856 MARKET ST. Q ETD ^^ EZ"D 'O 7000 Square Feet,

EAST OF POWELL QLlX \J ^L IX O of Clothing
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ST. FRANCIS IMPORTATION CO.
350 Geary Street

WINES AND LIQUORS AT RETAIL
FINEST GOODS - LOWEST PRICES

PROMPT DELIVERIES

DEL MONTE AUTO RENTAL CO.

phone SUTTER 215
LIMOUSINES
LAUNDAULETS

WEDDINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

OFFICE. 105 POWELL STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

CABS
TOUR1NQ CARS

R. H. Fischbeck I Douglas 5930
Phones

"|Sutter-3629

Handsomest 'Buffet in the West

MAJESTIC
'Best of Everything 10?

844 MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

yaeksoii %ager
Brewery's Own Bottling

A New Beer of Excellence Made by

an Old Company

flacksen Screwing %q.
ESTABLISHED 1860

Telephone

Market 2068
Eleventh and Folsom Sts.

San Francisco

I am a power for great good if you do
not abuse my use.

In cases of need— I do my work well.

I am a builder up of health and strength

—in the hospital or in the home.

For the invalid or the convalescent

—

for the tired or overworked I offer a

great help.

A little of me goes a long way.

I have been among you for three

generations.

I'm known as Cyrus Noble throughout the world.

W. WEISHEIMER PHONE MISSION JKoJ

SEABOARD
ELECTRIC CO.

1023 GUERRERO STREET
Marine and House Wiring Electrical Supplies

-101
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ON THE INSIDE LOOKING OUT

Our Outdoor Christmas Fete, Midst Sunshine, Flowers and Green Grass, Excites the Envy of the Frigid Easl
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Vitver Mind the 2iem;

§u$t %kw in en

Warren

Shannon
fZemmereial

dperting

(SHANNON-CONMY PRINTING COMPANY) $eaal

9ditieal

deeiety and

+ e_

9rinter
and

Publisher

509 tfanscme 6t.
AT CLAY

Magazine

printing

Xcarnii 10^3

STOP your
Auto at the HOPKINS

Formerly Bohemian Villa

MEALS SERVED AT ALL HOURS
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
Entertainment during Afternoon and Night

The Pacific Ocean is My Bath Tub.
Come In, the Water's Fine.

1938 Ocean Boulevard
Phone Sunset 960

Buy your Groceries
= from —

BOWEN Q
&CO.

Pioneers intHe Grocery Business since 1850

Remember that

Cresta Blanca Wines
Are the STANDARD WINES of California

Try a Bottle of CRESTA BLANCA CHAMPAGNE
(Green Label) Equal to the Imported

PAUL MASSON CHAMPAGNE VINTAGE 1908

1

3

4

WILF1RD J. G1RARD STANLEY J. C1RARD
President Secretary and Manager

GIRARD S
GRILL

AND

Oyster Parlor

Oysters, Terrapin, Crab Stew, Steaks,

Chops, Oyster Loaves.

UNION SQUARE AVE.
Phone Douglas 3454 San Francisco, Cal.

1

3

4

P. VINCENT MATRAIA, Pre.. JULIUS EPPSTEIN, Secry

art floral Co.
Incorporated

HOTEL ST. FRANCIS

2 55 POWELL STREET

TJ.nl,™~ I KEARNY 3524Telephone. .

(SUTTER |3?2

SAN FRANCISCO
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JOY FOR THE CHILDREN
By Al

We of the Indoor Yacht Club have once again been nom-
inated as the spoon to stir the people of San Francisco

into cheerful, heartful activity.

We are to be the chief cooks at a grand feast of pleas-

We are to put the salt of fun. the pepper of jollity, and
the sugar of charity into the tasteless dough of existence,

and serve up a savory dish of Christmas festivity that will

Satisfy the palates of every happiness-seeker in our city.

For happiness is of the heart, and this one little dash of

the sugar of charity is needed to appeal to the hearts

of us.

The "Examiner" is planning a great Christmas tree for

the children of San Francisco.

Now, any old tree is a beautiful tiling. Instance the old

apple tree. Or the hall tiee. I myself have a family tree

at which I glance with puffing chest, passing quickly

over, however, the record of that ancestor who was hanged
for sheep-stealing, or body-snatching, or something of that

sort. Any tree at its worst is better than no tree at its

best.

But a Christmas tree is nothing but a tree if there isn't

something on it. You might as well imagine Santa Clans
without his whiskers. Or Sam Berger without his smile.

Or John Tait without that one hair.

So this Christmas tree of the "Examiner" has got to be

decked up with something for the kiddies—candy, popcorn,
oranges, things that delight childish hearts. This is to !>>•

a monster tree, and it is to be served up to the little folks

with an accompaniment of song and chorus. To help it

all should be given that which was left after we got

through with the Belgians.

And that suggests that we have possibly been over-

doing this Belgium business a bit. There Is no denying
that over in Belgium there are thousands, hundreds ot

thousands, of men, women and children wiio will go
Christmasless this year. They will be lucky to get a sand-
wich and a sermon. The best they will be able to do for

themselves will be to fill up on Christmas carols.

Still, there might be such a thing as wasting a lot of

sympathy on the Belgians, you know. Sympathy is coming
to them, no doubt. But we didn't start the war. and wis

didn't advise the Belgians to tight, and we haven't any re-

sponsibility for their condition. If they w«re victims of an
act of God, their situation would be different. But we re-

fuse to look upon the Kaiser as being any close kin of

God, and we feel that he ought to be responsible for his

own acts.

All this is beside the point. The fact is that while mil-

lions of relief dollars are pouring into Belgium, we have
our own thousands of unfortunates who are not treading
any path of roses. What of them? Probably nobody in

San Francisco is actually starving. But there are hundreds
of families in this city that are getting only their daily
bread, and the Lord only knows where the butter is to

come from.
They are our own. They live with us, rub elbows with

us on the streets, ride with us in the street cars, share
with us in the love of our city. In giving to the Belgians.
one gives to a name, to a cause, to a story. One turns
over one's money, and it is gone. That is as it should be.

But in giving to a fund to help the Examiner's" Christ-
mas tree, one gives to something tangible. One can go to
the Exposition grounds on Christmas Day and see the big,

glistening, candy-laden tree, and hear the music, and the
laughter of happy children, and realize that one has done
something that is good for San Francisco.
That is enough about the Christmas tree. It is a grand

idea, and the "Examiner" deserves some credit for think-
ing of it. But it doesn't deserve any more credit than does
Tommy Mulvey, who came forward with the idea of creat-
ing real Christmas spirit days in advance of Christmas, and
who has brought the Indoor Yacht Club to the front once

C. Joy.

again as the one San Francisco organization not only typi-

fying the spirit of fun, but possessing the might to create
the fun. to "put it over."

Tommy Mulvey's idea is this:

Christmas spirit is spirit that should not be confined to

a single day of giving, receiving, feasting, laughing and
rejoicing.

There should be a lot of it.

It ought to start gradually and pile itself up to a grand
Christmas Day climax.
Therefore Tommy thinks we should have a grand Christ-

mas carnival, with a night of music and dancing on the
streets.

The date for this has been set for December |9th, which
is five days before Christmas. That gives us time to

recover and get ready for Christmas Day.
The memory of San Franciscans turns gratefully to the

Indoor Yacht Club's famous "Kiddies' Day." San Fran-
cisco knows that we of the 1. Y. C. never do anything by
halves. Identifying ourselves with this Christmas carni-

val, we have guaranteed to the city that it will be a suc-

cess—not the ordinary success, but a success that will

come fully up to the public's idea of what the Indoor
l at ht Club can do.

This is to be a dancing cruise. Sails are to be spread
for a trip up and down Market street. Bands are to be
hired and placed at manv miners. And San Francisco is

to be asked to step in and do the fox trot.

The object is to raise money. Just how it will be raised
from the dancing carnival will be a matter for later an-
nouncement. The committee will study out ways and
means. Whatever is done must be done as well as the

I. Y. C. can do it. and there isn't a Yachtsman who will

not feel proud of every dollar that can be turned over for

the fun of the San Francisco kitldies who aren't going to

have much other Christmas, and for the thousands of other
more fortunate kiddles who are going to feast their eyes
mi tbe great tree at the Exposition grounds.
Commodore Ilennessy has appointed the following com-

mittee to look after the arrangements:
Supervisor William H. McCarthy. W. W. Altmayer. Wil-

liam .1. Lynch, John Tait. Sam Berger. Phil Livingston,
Thomas S. Mulvey. Judge Franklin A. Griffin. John D.
N'ai;le, Al C. Joy. George C. Salch, James Woods, Johannes
C. Berendsen. Judge B. J. Flood. Judge James M. Troutt,

John F. Crowley.
As a member of the committee I would suggest that

every Yachtsman make it his business to prod the commit-
tee up to rapiti and efficient action.

Also as a member of the committee, I would say that the
committee expects the co-operation of every Yachtsman.
This undertaking is a big one. It can be done only by
united action of all the club members. And let it be done
in the regulation I Y. C. way. which is sure to be the
right way.

Hardman Sure Grip
THE HOST EFFECTIVE NOH-SKTD TIKE

Built for Service —ZMade to Hold

The heavy cleats on this tyre will absolutely

assure you of non-slctd efficiency during the full

winter period.

cA Non-Skid of 4000 SMiles

Ask Shipmate Newman

Costello-Lang Co.
**£«**«/ 556 Golden Gate Ave.
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PARKHURST COMMENTS ON CALIFORNIA ELECTION.

Radical Prohibitionists Tried for a Great Deal More Than
They Could Get, Hence Secured Nothing.

A Man May Be Temperate in the Matter of Drink, But
Equally Intemperate in the Matter of His Speech.

"Be Not So Intoxicated With the Prohibition Idea as to

Become Delirious in the Method of Achieving It."

The following communication, received from the emi-
nent Rev. Dr. C. H. Parkhurst, the well-known reformer
of New York, who is president of the Association for the
Prevention of Crime and the head of the Madison Square
Presbyterian Church, is pertinent and self-explanatory:

"New York, Nov. 13. 1914.
"As there seems to be a little lull in the vituperative

correspondence addressed to me by some of the good peo-
ple of California because of the letter which I wrote to

Mr. Andrea Sbarboro, I avail of this lull to address a few
frank words to the authors of that correspondence, premis-
ing by saying that I cherish not the least scintilla of

offended feeling toward any one of them, for I learned
long ago that a man may be exceedingly temperate in

the matter of his drink, and yet at the same time be
equally intemperate in the matter of his speech; and that
even the best of people may be made as aciduous by their

virtue as bad men are by their depravity.
"You tried on election day for a great deal more than

you could get and the result was that you got nothing
—a policy rebuked by St. Paul in his stricture upon 'zeal

that is not according to knowledge.'
"My policy of working here in this city has been to get

as much as I could without putting to hazard the pros-
pect of a partial gain by staking my all on the attempt
to win everything. The policy that has worked good
results here it seemed to me would be a discreet way of
proceeding in California and I am even more certain of
it now, since your election, than I was before. Say whit
you please against the habit of wine-drinking, the habit
of whisky-drinking is incomparably worse, and as in wine-
producing countries the curse of whisky is almost
entirely eliminated by the use of wine, it occurred
to me that the same principle would hold in Cali-

fornia, and . that it would be morally worth your
while to tolerate (temporarily at least) the use of the
lighter drink in the interest of excluding the heavier.
Allow me to say that you would have displayed a great
deal more sagacity if instead of allowing the whisky men
to monopolize my letter you had used it yourselves (in-

stead of damning me for writing it) and had publicly in-

terpreted it as a protest against whisky, the supreme evil

of the drink habit, which, the feeblest intelligence among
you would (I should have supposed) have understood to

be the object for which the letter was written.
"So now you have wine and whisky both, and I am

hoping that your experience of defeat will be an illumi-

nating lesson to you and that you may learn not to be
so intoxicated with the prohibition idea as to become
delirious in your method of achieving that idea.

(Signed) "C. H. PARKHURST."

EMINENT PHYSICIANS recommend ORIG-
INAL MANITOU WATER to their patients-
there must be a reason.

—

Adv.

EUGENE SCHMITZ TO SERVE UP CAMPAIGN MUSH.

The most astonishing local news of the week is the
announcement that Eugene E. Schmitz will run for Mayor
of San Francisco next year. The announcement appears
to be authentic and is vouched for by the brother of the
candidate.

I.Y. C. Market Street Carnival and
Dance, Fri. and Sat., Dec. 18 and 19

HARD TIMES MEANS POVERTY.

Do you know that San Franciscans are making no pro-
vision for their sick and destitute?
The wonderful autumn sunshine has made them for-

get that winter with its complications is almost here.
The Associated Charities, which has done much to meet
this situation in the past, is $18,500.00 in debt, and is at

the limit of its credit. It will face a deficit of $30,000.00
the :11st of December.

In plain words this situation means.
That 120 babies cared for in private homes by the As-

sociated Charities will be without milk.
That 400 families, representing 2000 souls, now being

fed by the Associated Charities, will he without food.

That destitute mothers, having to leave hospitals with
their fourteen day old babies will be adrift in the com-
munity.
That the Associated Charities no longer will he able

to supplement the work of the Juvenile Court by caring
for the children no one else will take and will have to

turn back to the county the 300 children for whom it

stands sponsor and on whom It is spending $20,000.00

annually in addition to the city's allowance.
Sickness brings sixty per cent of the families to the

Associated Charities.
Food uses up three-fourths of the money spent in relief.

At best, relief is inadequate, making further economy
impossible. There are no luxuries to be eliminated.
San Francisco has always, responded to real need. In

spite of hard times, it has answered the cry of the Bel-

gians. In spite of hard times, It must meet the need of

its own poor.

CALIFORNIA'S "GRAND PRIX" CHAMPAGNE

"6rand Prix"

BELGIUM

1913

_ EXTRA DRY ^<#

GOLDEN STATE
CHAMPAGNE

ITALIAN SWISS COLONY

Grand Pru'

HALT

1911

"EQUAL TO THE BEST IMPORTED"
The Verdict of Connoisseurs

Baron Long's

©ernott

Countrp Club

The ONE Bright Spot
"

in Los Angeles
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I. Y. C. XMAS STREET CARNIVAL

County Clerk H. I. Mulcrevy announces that the County
1 Club will erect a tent and conduct a side-

show, entitle. 1 A Night, in Erin."

George Symon, of Symon Bros, will erect two band-
stands, donating the necessary labor and material.

Messrs. Edgar Mizner. Julius Rosenfield. John F. Shea.
Win. J. Breslin and James P. Cheetham will conduct a

Ks.no Dance.'' a distinct New York terpsichorean novelty.

This is apart from the big dance, and will be run as a side-

show—prizes being awarded the lucky steppers.

Licenses will be issued on the spot, and Judges James
M Troutt and Thomas F. Graham will be on hand to per-

forin the marriage, ceremony '• any couple making appli-

cation to Cupid's bureau—cr \ "ted by Deputy County
Clerk Grant Munson of the mainage license office.

Commodore Frank .1 Hennessy has appointed the fol-

lowing Indoor Yachtsmen to handle the Xmas Tree Street

Carnival and Dance, scheduled for Saturday evening. De-

i r 19th, on Market and Grant avenue.

Executive Committee—William II. McCarthy (chair-

man!. Joseph II. Hutchison, John Tait, Thomas S. Mulvey.
v.. Watts. James W. Coffroth. Sam Merger, Moe W

Altmayer. James Woods. William Cliappell and John F.

ley.

Committee on ' Keno Dance"—Edgar Mizner. Julius Ros-

enfield. John F. Shea, Wm. J. Breslin and James F.

Cheetham
Committee on Lighting—John I. Nolan (chairman), Ed-

ward I. Nolan, John C. Corbett. A. J. Griffith. Al F. An-
drews. Matthew A. Brady. Otto Schiller and John Talt.

Committee on Musie-'-Tiv Kreling, Gene M. Levy, Otto
A. Jungblut. Charles Loesch, Lloyd C. Dibert and Maurice
Rosendorn.

iiittee on Decorations Tom Dillon (chairman), Colo
rbert Choynski. Stephen Bunner, Al Coney, Joseph

S Lewis, Julius Epstein, Harry I. Mulcrevy and Charles
Ooldbi

Committee mi Dimes w I. Crayton (chairman), J P.

Healey. Fred E Schober, Billy Hynes, Henry Simmons,
Bob Donohue, C. D. Stephens. Ben Selig. George A. Dixon,
Dan AntiluTii, P.. n Hums. A. J. Becker and Angelo Byrne.

C mittee on Shows Sam Herger (chairman), Moe Getz.
Sidney Grauman. Selby Oppenheimer, Scoop Oleaaon, Ar-
thur Hickman, Joseph E Derham, Charles Brown, Frank II.

Hoeber, Eddie Healey, Jack Hunt. Otto
Walflsch, ai i;. Joy, 11. K.eegan Monahan. Willie Kid Nel-

son, Frank P. Shan ley. Walter J. O'Brien, Leonidas Scoofy,
A, T. O'Brien, .lolin F. Cunningham and George II. Cabaniss.

Order Committee- Captain II. P. Gleeson, captain II J

Wright, Captain M. F. Hannan, Phil II. Livingston
Stephen D. Russell, Ike Tuchler. Warren Shannon. (Jeorge
Symon. Jamea R.jMcElroy, Captain George 'I' Brown
UcNaughton! Manns Kelly. Michael Levy, Porte.r Mickel,
Captain John Gavin, I Lovejoy, Neil T Duffy. William
J. Kyne. M. P. Steuens, Leo Friedman, John 1..

Martin Hrandendtein, John J. Glynn. Bernard F. Flood.
Thomas P. Curran, Clarence ('lough, Michael J. Roche, Con

Edward B. Gilson. J. P. Jewell.

Committee on Stands and Construction— Martin J. Tier
ney, Franklin A. Griffin, Charles J. powers. Gus Schonning,

irker, Lawrence ,i. Dolan.

I Dan-ant Committee— William A I.ange, dance din
'Dan Aronson, Dr. John J. Driseoll. Vincent Finnegan, Harry
Guinnane. Joseph Dixon. T. I. Fitzpitrick, Sam N. Rueker.
'Ed 11 O'Brien, Charles M. Fickert. Richard F. Quarg. Dr.
T. 11. W. Leland. Michael Heyfron, Louis II. Mooser, Harry

fesser. Helmut Lewin, Harold Maundrejl, Peter Merino,
nomas P. Graham. Fred Suhr. Jr.. Dr. C. A, Clover. Leon
Plnkson, John J. Sullivan. Dave Sullivan. Dr B. P Mc-

Elroy. George Elder, Gus Flannigan. Colonel Deni
Puffy. Stephen Dabovich, Bert Kleinhans. Andrew J. Gal-
lagher, F. J. McWilliams, J. C. Newlands, Harry I. Staf-
ford, Max Richman. Martin Raggett, Charles F. Skelly,
JIark O'P.rien. Dr. T. E. Tillman. Maurice Van Vliet. Dave
Zeiinsky.
1 Oriental Entertainment -William J. Lynch. John D:
Nagle. Con Kelly. Eugene Ratto, Florence McAuliffe. Tom
Corbett.

MUSINGS OF THE GENTLE CYNIC.

Youth must have its fling, but no fellow likes to be
thrown over.

Music hath charms, but at the same time it isn't the

song birds that make the best potpies.

Many a man expects even his own conscience to jolly

him along.

Seeing is believing, but even the. blind man may be con-

vinced he is right.

Many a fellow is left-handed who still feels that he doel
ev. rv thing right.

It's no fun for a woman to tell a secret to any one. sh«

thinks will keep it.

Hue a little sense and the dollars will take care of them
selvei.

Any man is apt to take water win n he finds himsel'

between tie; devil and the deep sea.

A dog's bark may be worse thin his bite, but tfe prefer

his bark, at that.

Even the big game hunter may occasionally indulge ii

the sport of killing time.

Nine-tenths of all the (lattery in the world is expendct)

on either women or tombstones

\M thai glitters isn't gold, bill somi | Ii an pi

-niislied with glitter.

Look not upOn the. wine when it is red. It is apt to maki
lor blind, and the lirs( thing you know yon

ilnring champagne.

Success only comes to the man who gees after it with i

club.

Experience «iii give a man tuition, but he must he bort

v. ith intuition.

Where some people are concerned, rubbing it in will kee|

ivou on the mits with them.

All Indoor Yachtsmen are invited lo join the meeting ol

General Committee. Monday Evening, December 1 4.

There will he two I1IC. events in 1915 -the I Y (

Paeeanl-Dansant and the Panama-Pacific pxpo.

JOHNNIE WALKER SCOTCH.

It* the |uirit\ .ni'l ui.aturitj that tells. Bun
I&2P- Still Going Strong..-fadv.

"Pavo Real"
ON

JOHN TAITS ROOF

Tuesday, Dec. 22/14
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DISPOSITION OF THE WOMEN.
San Francisco, being a seaport, lias Biore ;t£ari its shareFL;

of women of the town, and the disposition of these .unfor-

tunates in accordance with the redlight abatement law
presents a grave problem. It is announced that the law
will be enforced by the police on and after December in.

What will become of the women who are driven out from
the redlight resorts nobody seems to know. It is true that

there is some organized effort to deal with the problem,

but it is quite inadquate to meet the situation. Are
these women to be distributed among the homes or must
they be put on a reservation like the bad Indians?

ASKED TO EXPLAIN.
A clergyman with a loose tongue appears to have in-

volved himself in an ugly mess by his unguarded state-

ment that one whole floor of a certain big hotel was de-

voted to immoral purposes. He did not name the hotel,

hut as there are only three houses in town that seem to

answer Dr. Lathrop's specifications, he is requested to be
still more specific and give the name. At this writing

he has not done so, and he pleads as a reason for not meet-
ing the hotel men's committee the fact that the chairman
of that body called him a liar.

His statement may be true, but I doubt it. Xrus-
paper men know that the big hotels maintain a close super-

vision of the moral behavior of their guests and employ
special detectives to watch for any impropriety. I nave
known couples to be ordered to leave the hotel in the mid-
dle of the night.

The clergyman is a good fellow, but he ought to be care-

ful about ascertaining his facts before making statements
of that character. The redlight abatement law makes
"common reputation'' equivalent to legal proof of the im-

moral character of a house and common reputation is

created by statements like that given out by the clergy-

man.—The Knave.

Naomi Corwine

Florence Burton Livingston

Announce the opening of their

Studio for

Artistic Portraiture

**

MR. MERCHANT.
If 'you wish to draw attention to'your window dis-

play, let us know. \\ e have a distinct advertising
novelty for you. TELEPHONE NOVELTY CAR-
TOON SERVICE, 1176 Phelanl Bldg. Douglas
1181. —adv.
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PLAYERS TURNING PREACHERS
By Waller Anthony.

1 was much entertained if not edified a lew nights ago
at the Alcazar Theater when Louis Bennison, one of the

best of fellows, made a speech anent "Damaged Goods,"
the piece in which he was playing the role of the medical
specialist.

It seems that Mr. Ilennison has thoroughly saturated his

soul with the theories of Brieux. With the air of a poten-

tial, martyr, he told his Alcazar audience how he hQpetf to

give the Brieux play in every hamlet ;ind cross-roads vil-

lage in the country. He added, heroically, that he pro-

posed to give the people the play whether they wanted it or

not. and added that he'd administer it if he had to cram it

down their throats.

Eliminating all consideration of the new phenomenon

—

the actor with an ethical mission—it occurred to me that it

would be interesting to know how far these playexs espous-
ing the cause of the new drama—the "drama of social in-

junction," I believe it has been called—how far would they
go in self-sacrifice effort to carry the ideals involved in

their preaching plays to the people. Are we, unconscious-

ly, developing a race of stalwart martyrs without knowing
it, and amongst a class of hitherto petted darlings?

It is most important, if true.

The man Js»ei»U aWho impugns motives, and I am happy
to think that Mr. Bennison, my good friend, has found a

dramatic vehicle so much to his liking that he believes he

would play it even if it cost him money—as old Oustav
Walter used to have grand opera at the Orpheum so ho
could hear it himself— but 1 am inclined to believe that

most of this propaganda nonsense of which we hear so

much would never have been heard at all if there had not

been a growing public and perhaps morbid demand for the

class of plays to which Brieux is addicted; and ir is just

probable that the players who call themselves devotedly
"co-workers" I implying the highly moral cause for which
they labor), would abandon their jobs as some ministers

do. if the voice of God called them elsewhere with a bet-

ii-r salary.

reminded of a highly polished address wherewith I

was once regaled, but not convinced, even though the

speaker was Holbrook Blinn. He told me what he proposed
to do for the uplifting of the stage; how he and Henry Mil

ler were to be associated in some of the finest of uplift"

ASSOCIATED CHARITIES BENEFIT—d OLYMPIC^—
CLUB MINSTRELS

"TVQ =^
SAVOY THEATRE

Friday and Saturday
== Evenings==

DECEMBER 11 and 12

& & Saturday. Matinee December 12. £> &

All Indoor Yachtsmen are urged to assist.

DANSANT atST. FRANCIS HOTEL
Saturday, Evening December 12

& & after show. J& &

Tickets on sale at principal Hotels and Clubs.

dniinas so badly needed now-a-days in times ot degenerat-
ing drama. It was \ery inspiring and I do not doubt that
Mr. Blinn was much displeased when he did not observe u
had been published. Nevertheless, and notwithstanding
his lofty sentiments in behalf of the drama, the next time
he came to San Francisco it was to exploit a line of shows
over which decency wept—salacious evil and hideously
vicious things which masqueraded as "bits of art."

No one believes more firmly than I in the inherent pos-

sibilities for martyrdom and sacrifice in the human soul.

Hut they do not manifest themselves vocally, as a rule.

So I am curious about Mr. Bennison and his co-workers"
in "Damaged Goods." How much time, money and energy
will they sacrifice to take this play, which prea.clifcii-ib.al. u

man should be clean before he marries, to the highways
and the tank towns? -==

1 sincerely hope that the sacrifice will be as unnecessary
as the lesson will be superfluous and needless.

If. however, anybody reads this, and of that intelligent
minority, if there is ony one who has the gift of drama-
turgy about him. to him will I deliver Mr. Bennison's mes-
sage that another play is needed as well as '^Damaged
Goods." The latter, as is expressed in the brief pro-

logue of the play, deals with the disease of syphillis —
lhat's what the speaker announces from the stage. Benni-
son wants a companion play which will show up the quack
doctors who prey on the ignorance of youths and frighten
them and get their money away from them. Ii any one of

my readers has had a youthful experience with such fraud-

ulent physician^ and will embody his romance in a play.

I promise to tell Mr. Bennison about it, and he has prom-
ised to produce and play it.

Thus with George Bernard Shaw's "Mrs. Warren's Pro-

fession." Eugene Brieux's "Damaged Goods" and the pro-

posed play as a trilogy of dramas on the social evil. Mr.
Bennison and his co-workers could travel forever through
the rural districts giving the suburban population a regular
city education without the Inconvenience of travel.

Meanwhile, with such plays supplanting the drama of

ideals and ideas, with plays teaching something or preach-

ing something, or expounding something in the city, we all

will go to the movies" and I'll he out of a job again.

Shipmate Michael .1. Roche wishes to express his sin-

cere thanks to the rest of the crew for their many kind-

nesses during his recent campaign.

The Kiddies B-ill January 23d—New Municipal Audi'

torium.

AT OUR DOORS.

"Out of a jol). out of a Job!"
Hark to the fearful refrain.

Coming from lips so hungry and cold.

Hear it. again and again.

dm of a joh. out of a job:"
Kchoes the saddest of crictf.

Weeping, the mother and children, at home.
Fling it again to the skies.

'Out of a job. out of a job!"

Heat it in daylight and gloam.
Even though Bejgians suffer for liread.

Charity beginneth at homeK
H. S. Haskins in New York Sun.

"JOHNNIE WALKER"—BORN 1820—STILL
GOING STRONG—That famous Scotch Win -lo-

in the new non-refiHable bottle. -adv.
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CAPS AND CAPPERS.

The Hall of Justice is our political Mount Lassen. When
he news is dull count on this restless spot for an erup-

ion.

The caps of the coppers and the cappers of the lawyers

leld the Mazda this week.
The groans from an overfed police force simply beco IS

i lew Eastern hatters were gouging ihem, sounded like the

lelirlous ward in an Antwerp hospital. They all felt that

,he Mayor gave Georgie Gallagher loo much.
"Shades of Esola," blurted one rotund cop. "ain't (he

School Department enough for one man; does he have to

get the Police Department, too?"
"
'Tis pretty tough." howled another. "How are we

going to carry steaks home in these bloody caps. Why, Id

them old helmets many a sirloin I packed home."
But all the yelling to no avail. Georgie had the caps

and the labels, and now Georgie Is gathering and our

Home Industry League is foaming.
So much for the caps.

For the cappers also had their inning this wee.k. Noth-
ing seems so badly misunderstood as the O'Connor-Crist
row. It consisted mainly of printers' ink and in the papers
Crist was very unfairly dealt with.

The fact that this same Judge caused the arrest of all

our newspaper owners for publishing lottery lists might
have had something to do with it.

Maybe the angelic Jack Wilson misunderstood, or m i> be

Jack thought he had an axe to grind.

Maybe some dark political conspiracy, jealous of the

rapid strides of Crist, got to work. Or, as is most likely,

one of the greedy vagrant cappers of the Hall, with a card
printed to suit his end, played for a big rtake. There is

not, nor was there a vestige of evidence to connect Judge
Crist with any wrongdoing. The Main Sheet has implicit

confidence in his integrity. The Judge is simply the news-
paper victim of the time-immemorial pests who sell out

Judges without any knowledge of the Judge.
It is common knowledge that Police Judges are sold out

almost daily by sneaking, treacherous vermin, who, if the

police did their duty, would be plying their pet'y larceny
graft elsewhere.

Don't you think Jack Wilson would pay $1500 to "fix"

bis case?

While we are worrying over the red light girls, why
doesn't somebody think of helping the red light boys.

Now with fight permits gone. Hocks and Hilmer won't do
so much crossing and apologizing.

Wonder what the Bank of Italy paid for that lightning
story?

Graft in Oakland? Well, it had to go some place when
it left San Francisco.

Everyone rejoiced to hear of Judge Frank Griffin's ap-

pointment. You richly deserved it, Frank, and you'll be
with us as long as you care to stay. People already have
you picked as a "Cabaniss," and more than that we needn't

say.

Now, who would think an Oakland policeman would take

money ?

Punish those bad Oakland coppers by making them wear
San Francisco caps.

Judge Zook of Marin is raising newspaper riot. It is

a bad thing not to give some people opposition in an
election.

The Appelate Court has reversed another criminal case.

Gradually the constitution is recovering from newspaper-

itis.

.Vow that we have benefitted the Belgians and nearly
every church, school, home club and milk bottle in imew
lea, isn't it time to lay off?

The Democracy announced Charles S. Patton of Los
Angeles as their next candidate for United State Senator.
Heney of Oakland has announced himself. Johnson is

getting ready, and it looks as if a good Kilkenny is only
two years away.

Max Kiihl. Max McNutt, Charles Sweigert, Louis Bying-
inii and Daniel O'Connell all want to take the Distrlot At-
torney's office from Fickert. Max Kubl is Impossible, bul
we would like to see this self-styled reformed reformer
•go" just to show him how he stands in the community
Mix the Nut, is. if possible, even more impossible. Max
h is been sore ever since he was unceremoniously Bran
iriim the District Attorney's office. We suggest thai >i '

and Max Join hands In their grouch. Those handsome war-
rants In the Auditor's office were never printed for such
as cither of you to collect. So, for the good of your gro-

cery and tailor hills. Max, forget your penchant to get your
name on the ballot. It doesn't look well, anyway. As to
- igert, some friend must have urged him to "go" >

Borne friend's house. We have every hope Swelgerl will

gel politically sober before he attempts to run, and b&
sides, Charley, as a friendly tip, let us remind you that

some of us remember what a liberal and nice Police Confc
inlssioner you were—not. As to Byington, we thought the
l'. It. II. was out of politics, 'and if it isn't, jusi remember
you are, Louis. O'Connell needs no comment— he is com-
ment itself. So go your way, Charley Fickert. Keep on
doing as you have done, and you will do for San Francisco
lor four years more.

The Mayor has done well in the appointment of Munis
Oppenheim and Matt Brady. All the lawyers in town
seem to be with the McNab Democracy anyway. It was
no easy task for the Mayor; a number of fine men wen
striving for the places, but the die, is cast and we com
gratulate the Mayor; more because he was not thwarted
by contemptible and anonymous calumnies which were
used in an attempt to injure one of the aspirants. To
Judges Oppenheim and Brady: the Main Sheet has con-

fidence in both your ability and integrity and wishes you
success.

Senator Phelan's banquet at the Palace Hotel was a

huge success. Frank Gould forsook the Union League Club

and crowded to the front. The McNabs, the Hickeys, the

Taylors, the Bradys, the Oppenheims, the Deasys, the,

Dolans, the McCarthys, the Staffords, the Coffeys, anil thf
Fays were all in their best appetite, clothes and behavior.

This was no Iroquois barbecue; it was for five dollar

Democrats; but some how or another, an underpaid Demo-
crat got in, and while the Senator-elect was being shown
by the movies on a screen, he appeared with a lady on his

arm. The Senator paid wrapt attention, but the charm <»t

the movie was broken when the same brutal and under-

paid Democrat yelled, "Who's the chicken, Jimmy?" Fay
tainted, Mooser wilted. Gould grunted, and George Welch
yelled "Murder!" But Gavin McNab came to the front with,

"You can't make a silk purse out of a sow's ear, and you

can't give >a five-dollar banquet to a two-dollar stiff."

/. Y. C Xmas Carnival and Dance, Market Street, December 18-19
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RANDOM THOUC HTS
CHarity Begins at Home Some Preachers Need Conversion or a CluL Screen Club's rVaid or

"Associated CHarities" SopHie Treadwell rVips Masque of Hypocrisy
,From Face of Leering L\ il

Another year gone by—another Xrnas issue! Top-o'-the-

mornin', Christinas. Nineteen-fourteen! You're welcome,
welcome; but somehow things don't seem as rosy

as in former years. Somehow times arc harder and monej
scarce and the appeals for asslstancce more earnest and
more numerous and more immediate. Bui Santa Claus
must not be overlooked! Empty Blockings must be filled

and hungry mouths be fed that childish hearts may know
no further grief or sorrow. For this is childhood's clay,

ami Christmas is the time for giving. Out of their bit

ness and abundance, San Franciscans have always
given more than generously. This year we must give
mote. Il will not do to tighten the purse strings wh
demand is most urgent, nor will it do to say thai tines
are hard. The dollar contributed last year will only go
half way now, for there is twice the, work to he done. So
even though the sacrifice be greater, make it two dollars

this year, and like the proverbial bread oaal upon the
water, perhaps it will come hack multiplied a hundred fold.

Bvei though it doesn't, your Christmas will lie all the

brighter and all the happier. As you sit by the twinkling,
glittering tr< • or watch the popping embers ol the yule

hg in your own home, while the laughs ring out about you,
perhaps, as the lights grow dim or the lire dies down,
through the bursting branches or the Bickering Barnes,

there will come a vision of a poorer home. There'll be a

happy mother there, and smiling kiddles, with well-tilled

Stocking lr laughs will bi ken benedic-

tion, a Gloria, and your's will, indeed, be a merry
Christ

!

There is something, almost unaccountable, in our charity
and philanthropy. We give, and give Ireely, but trequently
we neglect the more tnands which should ap-

peal the most. There seems to be something selh.-i

terical if you please, in the wt pond to the all too

many demands upon us. Unfortunately, in every commu-
nity the majority give nothing. The grouch is always with
us. and ut) matter what Mi-' cause or the purpose, tie' few

respond. Nor do the tew at all tin wisely.

We have in mind, particularly at tins time, the Belgian

Etellel Fund, to which, we are told. San Francisco con

tributed in c ish and food donations, somewhere in the

neighborhood of half a million dollars. Sureh tins was
more than generous' Had evero co unity in tie' United
states given in the roportlon Belgium, Instead ol

being the poorest, would be the ricin-st country in the

world. Ami while we were cklessly

abroad, what ol h " Belgium's cry went forth to the
world, ami tin- response ci i from every race and every
clime But tic app al of our poor is our own inn,

responsibility and we alone will heir lie' en and we alone

must lift the burden. San Francisco, that could I

half million dollars for relief abroad, is hesitatingly and
with difficulty raising thirty thousand dollars to continue

'. Mi our own "Associated Charities." And this in

i!e most liberal, most generous, most hospitable, most

philanthropic community in tie 1 world' fan it be that we
are not sufflcientl) educated t" our own responsibilities,

or. perhaps, that we console ourselves with the comforting

thought that there is no poverty bei " If so, inquire at

any of your public institution! Perhaps, we have become
'" accustomed to the demands of our own. and they are

many, that we've grown tired, if so, then we an'
i

Indeed!
The Associated Charities" is a non-sectarian eleemosy-

nary institution, which, directly or Indirectly, cares for

tin' needy, Irrespective of age or sex. Its functions ate

large, its duties many, its wink comprehensive, it cans
lor the orphan, for the widow, for the sick, lor the dl

titute; in a word, for the deserving i
r it has reduced

the death rate among dependent children to the smallest

percentage of any American city. Working along similar

lines with the Catholic Humane Bureau and the Hebrew
Board of Relief, it has improved the standard of the de-

pendent home, and with the aid of the "Widows' Pension

Act." has made a new race of mothers, to whom, rather
than to an institution, are entrusted their own children to

rear ami to educate to useful citizenship. Books might be
written and Btorj afl r Btory told of the good this organ-
ization lias accomplished. Its directorate are men and
women of unimpeachable integrity in the community,

dollar spent is well spent, and while carping critics
"i fault '.'I- their own miserly jordidness and

petty selfishness, the ' Associated Charities" is deserving
and well-deserving i aid and assistance It tikis motley
to buy milk for babies, food for 11

. shelter for
tic wanderer and medicine for the sick, and when times
are hard, the demand Increases proportionately. So the
"Associated charities" faces a deficit of thirty thousand
dollars, and tin- Olympic Club has generously consented
to give three benefit performances, one o ber llth

and two mi Hi limber 12th. The boys should play to packed
I

, becail I Of tin- cause, ih show will be well

worth tic money. Your dollar will help, even though it be

il sacrifice, so mark the dates and be on hand.

how or other the Indoor Yacht Club has grown to

rich daddy ol the poor little kiddie." That
word "kiddie" was coined by one of our clnliui He.-, and
whenever the "kiddies" ate mentioned, or whenever the
"kiddie a be t ntextained, or n benei ei tin'

are In net d, we i. duty impelling us

to have a band in the pie. The "Examiner." suggested a

n-fourteen Christmas tree for all the little ones of

San Francisco, but particularly for the pi at! The
"Examiner" invited the co-operation of ill. but made
ticular request of the Indoor Yacht Club to take an active

part with it. in making the affair a success. Cert

Why, didn't we give them their first "Beach Day?" Hadn't

we walked the soles off our shoes yes, and danced them
Off, ten In gel He" "I'll ill!

i -. in in their lives as our Kiddies' Day" it the Stadium'.'

Don't \ou know what we've grown to I"', you big, rough,

laughing, happy-go-lucky Indoor Sailors? Why, were the

lest organization in the world, and the only motto
ever adopted, outsid i of inn and e and the

only reason of our existence, i- : 'All for 'lie Kiddies." So,

of eoui Id "Yes" to the "Examiner." "We're t >

gether like Brown's cows, and we're wiih .miii like nur

s flag." The entertainment? Leave that to Sam
i <f course, put Tom Mull i > on the job!

yes, that's so, you can'l get much or give much
either, unless that ever-pressing demand is met. And to

i.ie.t thai demand the Indoor Yacht Club is going tn give

a "Street Carnival cabaret and Open lir Decembei Dan
sunt." Tint's a big till", but it isn't big enough tn desi nee
what this little village i going to be shown that night.

mmlttei a are named the i Ime Is set. the plat i

and, put a let on It, when we're through, tn re 1 1 be

a lot of Missourians Baying "Do it again"' They'll talk

about it fur years to come, not alone here, but a]

and you must do your part. Every indoor yachtsman
must be on deck and bring the ladies, too Bitumen may
not make the best dance Boor in the world, but it will be

the I,, i dance foi the best purpose ever given on bitumen
Si. gi t together, boys, and remember the slogan All lor

the Kiddies!"

And lest yen forget here's another memo and another

Bate fur M'u t" tali' Just make. ,i note right now licit

II, ,. 'Kiddles Ball" our Kiddies Ball will be held at the

Civic (eiiter Auditorium on January twenty-third! Do you

remember last year's dance? Seme nt you wi ren't n

tie,-, then, imt .vim went anywaj and everj wanted to

know, everyone was there, why we didn't repeal

that I'li'e mi Dansant" monthly. Do you remember last

September, how the money was spent for tl njoyment

and entertainment of motherless "Kiddies." Il you do,

then enough has been said, for surely the recollection of

those happy bah '
'

'

''"e.

in Incentive and invitation, if such be
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needed, for you to come again. The date is January

twenty-third! The place is the new Auditorium! This

is an official notification that you are one of the commit-

tee!

Having now outlined the successive events in which you
are to play your part for the next two months and which

will probably keep you sufficiently busy, both socially and

financially, we want to revert again to the question of

charity. There is no question but that the fakir has a

firmer hold here than elsewhere. It is not so easy to dis-

cover the counterfeit or the spurious. All may ask, but

all are far from worthy. Perhaps, this has much to do

with the discouragement and the disappointment which
the real deserving frequently meet. The most flagrant

example of this was the ease of the "Screen Ball" given

at the Coliseum on Saturday. November twenty-eighth.

The, promoters, whoever they were, agreed lo pay to

the "Associated Charities' twenty per cent of their

net receipts. This statement was made to both the

United Railroads and to the Board of Public Works.
Permission was, therefore, given, despite the ordinance,
for the stringing of their advertising banners along
the wires on Market street. The cause appealed and
though Market street looked like, the top of a Chinese
laundry on wash day, few objected. The ball «a s a finan-

cial success, even though a lamentable social failure, but

the "Associated Charities" have asked and asked in vain

for their promised share. The only answer has been a

laugh and there apparently is no intention of disgorging.

Nor does the law provide a remedy. It is no crime, it

seems, to fraudulently despoil the poor and there is no
penalty for robbing the orphan. But the men who have
done this should be. marked in the community. There an-

no words too severe for such petty larcenists and "Hell

hath not fury enough to punish them."

Misguided sentiment and misdirected philanthropy are
all too common nowadays. We are. evoluting into a race
of faddists, each chasing his own particular rainbow, and
as was to be expected, the unemployed have now opened
up a new field for the chronic social neurotic. That won-
derful collection of ignoramuses, who term themselves
"The Church Federation." have entered the field and pro-

pose to handle the situation. Under the able guidance
of the. Reverend Doctor Aked and the very Reverend Doc-
tor Sawyer and the most Reverend and devout Doctor
Burlingame and the equally Reverend, though less devout.
Father Lathrop, they have, established General Kelly and
Lieutenant General Teasdale in an opposition to the insti-

tution conducted by the San Francisco Employment
Agency in the Sailors' Home. They have, taken these two
miserable, despicable, dirty bums, who would be tarred
and feathered in any other self respecting community and
have set them up in business. Both served six months
in Sacramento; they were driven out of Oakland and every
other town, but it remained for the Church Federation of

San Francisco to adopt and lionize them. Already .Mr.

Kelly wants the Soldiers' Home, turned over to his army
because of its superior accommodations. Mr. Teasdale.
no less modest, demands the position of Landscape Gar-
dener for Union Square and the. rest of the riff-raff are
hesitating between the Mint, the Sub-Treasury and our
own Treasury. That these men are no good, is known
to all. The deserving, who are willing to work, are being
eared for by the Employment Agency. But Kelly and
Teasdale and their ilk wouldn't work if they had to. And
why does the Church Federation adopt them? Go down
on Grant avenue, any night and you'll find the answer!
You'll hear the things said that the Akeds and the rest
think, but dare not say. You'll hear nuns reviled and
priests abused and religion made a mockery. You'll hear
your economic system, your citizenship, your officials,

laughed to scorn. That is why the bunch of expatriated
bigots who head the Church Federation are. tenderly
caressing and gently caring for the Kellys, the Teasdales,
and their lice-eaten, loathsome followers, for they, like
the Devil, love their own.

Do you think there is any real charity or philanthropy
in the make up of these clerical cockneys? If you do,
just turn to chapter fourteen of a little booklet by Sophie
Treadwell, "An Outcast at the Christian Door." It was
first published by the "Bulletin" and describes the man-

ner in which a supposedly fallen woman, a purported
outcast, was received in different places in San Francisco
when she appealed for aid. Read the story of the recep-

tion she received from the Reverend George Burlingame
when she asked for help at the Baptist door. Mere is a
portion:

"Then he began to tell about some poor,

wretched, half-witted girl in Australia who had
lived a horrible life. He skipped none of the
details of her misery, seeming to ; linger upon
each succeeding step in her degradation with a

sort of loving insistence. He interrupted him-
self only to look across nt me with something
very like eagerness and ask, 'My sister, have
you sunk as low as that?'

And as be turned her forth unaided and unassisted
his parting words and her answer were:

"Oh, my sister," he said, "before you go let me
just take your hand and let us kneel together
and pray. Won't you do that?"

I would not. I was tired and hungry and sick

at heart."

And when you have read it. read it again and. perhaps,
between the lines you'll read the true story, now whis-

pered in the clubs, of the real reception Sophie Treadwell
received from the dear. kind, philanthropic censor of our
morals, tin-, very Reverend George Burlingame.

Ho you think there is any love of Sail Francisco in the

blackened hearts or lying tongues of such men as these?
Ii you do. then what of Father Lathrop, who tells the
world

"If a certain floor of a certain large hotel in

this city persists in being given over for immoral
purposes, I would hate to close down that hotel

for on<- year in view of the coming Exposition."
When asked to name the. hotel, the dear Father's reply

was that he had heard Supervisor Gallagher state that

there were fifty immoral hotels that he could name in

San Francisco. Of course, the two statements arc iden-

tical and, of course, the explanation was entirely satis-

i> to the Church Federation, at h-ast. if not to the

hotel men. who called the bluff. Ity-thi-way, in our
humble, opinion, they had better far have remained at

home. We hope for their sakes, that they disinfected

themselves on their return. Munchhausen from your
sleep of centuries awake. History and fame have re-

corded you as the greatest liar of tradition, but we have
our own sweet little imitator in Lathrop and the imita-

tion excels the original. Probably the dear Father had
in mind a certain hotel on Lake Tahoe. where is his

wont to spend the summer months and where, l>etween

frequent Scotch Highballs, he boasts to receptive femi-

nine ears, that be will not take the vow of celibacy for

some years. Anyway he couldn't name the certain large

hotel but he ditl suggest that the hotel men Investigate

themselves. A very clever suggestion and we in turn

advise that while Investigations arc in progress, some, of

the members of the Church Federation be put under the

searchlight, else perchance Long Beach may repeat itself

here. Never mind employing advertects to discover the

cause of the non-attendance at certain churches; just de-

tail the "White Slave Squad" and they may find the an-

swer.

EHRMAN BROS.

"EL ROI-TAN'
PERFECT
CIGARS
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JOSEPH S. LEWIS.

Elk, Ariel Oarsman, Olympic Athlete and Charter Member
of the Indoor Yacht Club.

.lor has beeji connected with the jewelry linn ol Carrau
A: Green since early childhood; he is now ;t membej of the
firm. It is .!*>«» who is first called upon by the various
organizations, both social and charitable, to donate prizes

and id serve on working committees, With Moi
and Shipmate Lewis on the job, nothing the I. Y C. under-

; is impossible.

"WHERE LIFE INDIGNANT FLEETS UPON THE WIND.'

"Vita cum gemitu fugil [ndignata sub umbris."— Virgil,

It is mi cloud that darkens down the day.
No voice ol winds that wall the dying year;

Look, where a hundred mill's of battle sway.
The flighl ni souls that paltered not with tear.

But on the blade of danger, fronting sheer.
Their all of mortal Hunt;, that, left behind,
Makes of the earth a universal bier.

Where Life Indignant Beets upon the wind'

These answered a strict call, obeyed the will

Of those greal lords, the arbiters of war.
Unangered, they went forth, to seek, to kill,

I "mi i ii rs, driven from
Above them ranged, malignant, Empire's star;

For this their loves, their hearth tin's thej resi

Now free, now undeceived those legions are
Where Life Indignant Meets upon the wind!

eech with them, those injured I

Outwandered from this petty scheme of things!
Oh, to have speech with those high scornful ghosts
who are nn more the patient pawns of kings,
Who care not where the fitful balance swings

in mundane Justice (aye, miscalled The Blind!),
Nor it" the world tor them the requiem sin^s

Life indignant fleets upon tin- wind!

To no Valhalla ol the savage old
Do th- \ retire, the battle to revive:

I.ate foes, in a new league they now are held
To rouse their kitli and kinsmen left alive;

"Henceforth to herded slaughter let none drive
Your tanks, n long enduring humankind,
When en as wild beasts close ami itrlvi

win in e Life Indignant Beets upon the wind!"

See! Tis no ' loud that ilarl, ens down the day.
Hark' "lis nn dirge the autumn gales unbind,

But thi lit host that mounts awaj
when- Lite Indignant Beets upon tin- wind!

Edith M. Thomas.

GENUINE JOHNNIE WALKER SCOTCH—
Born 1820 Mill Going Srtong throughout the

world. A until in the wise is sufficient.—adv.

9rivate %uvcz
CHAMPAGNE

REIMS, FRANCE

USHERS GREEN STRIPE SCOTCH WHISKEY

Julius M. ftwenfield

San Francisco Office

CHRONICLE 3UILD1NQ 420-421
Telephone 'Douglas 5399

THE EARLIEST AUTHENTIC histnry of

Pike's Peak region tells ot their mysterious curative

powers of < )RIGINAL MANITt )U WATER.—adv.

and THINK
Of the risks you arc run-

Ding every day, when $4

a year will give you per-

fect protection.

Your valuable papers

should not be left in an

office safe, la your deak

or at home. Put them

in a SAFE DEPOSIT BOX for $-1.00 A YEAR.

Crocker Safe Deposit Vaults
CROCKER BUILDING Post and Market Streets

Under Management JOHN F. CUNNINGHAM
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I. Y. C.

BIG MEETING, GENERAL COMMITTEE XMAS CARNIVAL, MONDAY, DEC. 14. 8:30 P.M.

i\i t \ AC] * 1,1 n.

Club Rooms and Office, 4 Eddy Street Telephone < Pt\\ ate
Exchange connecting all departments). Sutter 5386.

Uonnl of Pilot*.
Frank J. Hennessy. Commodore. M. W Altniayt-T. Steward

William h McCarthy, Keeper-of-1 he-Log.
Thomas S. Mulvey Joseph A Watts
James W. Coffroth James Woods
Samuel Berger John Talt
Joseph H. Hutchinson Wm. " 'tiappell

Harry P. Sullivan. Assistant Secretary
stimdiiiK Committer*.

HonKe: M. W. Altmayer. Jno. F. Cunningham, T. s. Mulvey,
Jno. J Glynn.

OffiiTN: H. Keegan Monahan M. w. Altmayer: J. A. Watts
AiHtftfuc: J. H. Lewis, M. W. Aim
EntiTtiilDinent : Sum Berger, Win. u McCarthy, H. I. Staf-

ford. Frank P. Shanley.
rinniKi-: John T:iit. J. W Coffroth, James Woods. H. II.

Hart. Wm II M« C irthv.
Alhletle: P M. Wand. .1 S I,, wis. J K Deri
i. \. C. iinnd: M; Eugene \i Levy, Manager.

other Committees.
Publicity: Wm. J. Lynch, Al Joy, Walter Anthony.
Games, Card*, ICtv.t Jos. a \V:ii t - .ii'iin i

Nell T. Imffv. Joseph ll. Hutchinson.
Welfare: P. M. Wand. Wm. Morrison. F E Schober, John

Plover, Michael Levy, B -J Fl I, Michael Hannan. P. H.
Li\ tngston.

DnnxHitt : Wm \ Lange, Vincent Flnegan, II. I Mulcrevy,
Geo. C. Salch, Harry Schwartz, Dr. Jno J. Priscoll. Capt.
Henry Gleeson, J. W. Coffroth.

Club Bouse membership, $6.00 per year.
Duea payable annually <-i semi-annually—June 1 and De-

cember l.

Criticize and suggest for the improvement of our service.
Complaint and suggestion !<<>v In lobby

Is your address correct and your nam.' proper!] spelled
on our records, evidenced by your bills and the envelopes
from the Club? If not. tq this office
we would suggest that yu correct the same yoarself when
mailing your cluck to the office, it is very important that
we have our records in this respect authentic and we ask
your hearty co-operation with us. Moral: If you change
your mailing address, let us know and we will see that
the possibility of your mall from this office going astray is

eliminated.

ATTENTION!

I. Y. C. NOTES.

I. Y. C. Rotation Pool Tournament under the direction

of George Dixon commencing December 7th.

Jack Hunt is arranging a 'Novice Night" for the even-
ing of December loth, at the clubrooms.

Dues for the half year commencing December 1st are

now delinquent. Members who have not paid on De-

cember 16th will be suspended.

After December ljth members must present new 1915

membership cards in order to obtain admission to club.

Get your 1915 membership card NOW at club office.

The Kiddies Ball—January 23d—New Municipal Audi-
torium.

Joseph Pot Lewis is the Casino champion, having de-

feated all comers in the recent I. Y. C. tournament.

A Casino Tournament was held November 23rd. Joseph
S. Lewis won first prize (silver cup and $20); Steve Dab-
ovich, second prize (second prize, $10); Captain Michael
Hannan, third prize ($5); Harry Foley, fourth prize ($5).

Committee— William C. Mikulich and A. .1. Griffith.

A number of members have petitioned the Board of Pilots

to raise the dues to One Dollar and charge an Initiation Fee
of at least Five Dollars. It has been suggested that the mem-
bership be cut down to two thousand. These matters will be

taken up in January by the Board or Pilots.

We sell "Old Government" whisky at our bar

An initiative petition is being circulated calling for the

division of the state at Tehachapi.

Bill (Tomato) Hynes. the champion chef of the I. Y. C.
gave a chapino and chowder dinner to twenty of the sailor

lads at the I. Y. C. clubrooms on November ISth. The
same bunch returned the treat last Thursday night at the

I. Y. C. This time it was a spare-rib dinner and once again
Bill shone as the cook.

Of late the club kitchen has become very popular with

the amateur chefs of the I. Y. C. Within the last few
weeks there has been several great feeds pulled off in the

I Y C. dining room. If the popularity of the culinary

department continues the rooms will have to be arranged

to accommodate more than the present capacity of twenty,

two.

The I. Y. C, being the original boosters for the children

of San Francisco and the instigators of "Kiddies' Day."

It now behooves the always-to-be-relied-upon and big-

hearted sailors to get on the job and make the Examiner's

Christmas Tree Festival for the kiddies a huge success,

and thousands of children happy.

If you have not already received your NEW Membership

Card, apply at once at club office.

Indoor Yachtsmen are urged to attend Olympic Min-

strels. December 11 and 12th. at Savoy, for the benefit of

the Associated Charities.

The Board of Pilots of the I. Y. C. have purchased a box

for the Associated Charities benefit to be conducted by

the Olympic Club, December 11 and 12.

I, Y. C. OUTDOOR DANCE AND CARNIVAL
DEC 18-19

Members desirous of assisting in the Outdoor Carnival and

Dance kindly attend meeting, Monday. Dec. 14, at 8:30.

NOVICE NIGHT AT THE INDOOR YACHT CLUB.

Wednesday, December 16th.

.lack Hunt and his committee promise a novel amateur

show to take place in the clubrooms Wednesday evening,

December 16th. There will be a Christmas tree and a

punch bowl for the thirsty, and an entertainment provided

strictly from the club membership. Among the talent

will be found the following sailors. Jack Hunt, Eddie

Healev, Billy Hynes, Keegan Shober, Jack J. Hughes, H.

Keegan Monahan, Tom Curran Gus Aguirre, Harry Staf-

ford, Otto Walfisch, W. J. Lynch, Bob Mitchell, Harry

McKenzie, George Dixon and Harry Guinnane.

Only members of the club holding 1915 membership

cards will be admitted to the clubrooms on this occasion.

Indoor Yacht Club,

4 Eddy Street, San Francisco, Cal.

To the House Committee and Members:
With a reasonable feeling of assurance that there are

none among our "SHIPMATES" but what have the artistic

eve for the beautiful, I take pleasure in presenting to the

INDOOR YACHT CLUB a framed, colored reproduction

of a painting entitled "THE DOCTOR," which was awarded

a medal a few years ago when exhibited at the Paris Salon.

With best wishes always for the Glub and my brother

shipmates, I am Yours very truly.

CHAS. A. KING.

Dues (or half year commencing December I, delinquent

NOW.
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RICHARD McCREADIE
It is with deep regret that we learn ot the death of

Richard McCreadie, one of the old-time Indoor Yachtsmen,
who passed away on the eve of Thanksgiving in San Fran-

cisco. His shipmates extend their sincere sympathy to his

wife and family.

The following article is reprinted from the Sacramento
Bee:

"While seated in the lobby of the Hotel Dale. San Fran-

cisco, shortly after midnight this morning, Richard .Mc-

Creadie suddenly expired. He had left Sacramento yester-

day afternoon with his wife and two children, intending

to spend Thanksgiving with the family of his sister, .Mrs. J.

Breslin.

"The funeral arrangements have not yet been announced.

"As proprietor of the Art Dance Hall and prior to that

of the Palm Saloon, the name of "Dick" McCreadie has

been familiar in Sacramento for a considerable number
of years.

"Prior to coming to this city, McCreadie was a druggist

in San Francisco. He was a man of more than good edu-

cation.

"There was a side of his life with which all readers

of Sacramento newspapers are familiar—a side that might
as well now be buried with the dead. But there was an-

other side with which only a few were acquainted—a side

which proved there were deep charity, good instincts, line

humanity in the man.
"Some good women, well known in Sacramento's field of

charity, have asked The Bee to let the people know some
of the truth from the other side of the shield.

"Men and women interested officially and semi-officially

in the protection of girlhood bear witness that McCreadie
always helped them in their work; that knowingly he would
not permit any girl to learn her first wrong steps in his

place; that on innumerable occasions he has telephoned

to Juvenile Court officers to come and take some young
wayfarer away, in the hope of redeeming her and restoring

her to her home and to a good life.

" 'Dick' McCreadie's daily walks were synonymous with
charity, and he never let his right hand know what his

left hand was doing; his charity never vaunted itself nor
was puffed out with its own conceit.

"But no good cause ever appealed to him in vain. His
purse was ever wide open to the poor and the needy. To
the cause of the helpless crippled alone he continuously
subscribed $300 annually.

" 'Faith, Hope, Charity; these three, but the greatest
of these is charity'—this was preached by the Christ
through the lips of St. Paul."

ATTENTION. INDOOR YACHTSMEN!

Turkey and egg-nog Xmas and New Year's afternoon
and evening at the club rooms.

Shipmate Clarence J. Stafford has just bee.n appointed
to District Attorney Fickert's staff. Stafford is a young
man of ability and promise and Fickert could not have
made a better selection

Willie Kid Nelson, in his inimitable make-up of a street
fakir, will sell novelties, doing his famous "tiger fat" spiel.

Billy Hynes will operate a "hot dog" stand.
Twenty pretty girls in costume of gypsy fortune tellers

will prophesy the future for you.
Harry I. Stafford will take the part of "The Dynamiter"

in the, big sideshow.
A cabaret show on temporary stage. Talent from all the

cafes and theaters.
Gus Faber has been selected to build stages and stands

for the carnival.

IN THE EARLY DAYS Indians journeyed over
Mountain and Desert to reach MANITOU because
they knew that nowhere else did water taste SO
good and from nowhere else could they come with
such a freedom from sickness, such renewed vigor
general well-being.

—

adv.

Phone Douglas 4015 Special Price by the tRox

WHOLESALE
RETAIL

844 MARKET STREET
San Francisco

"All for the Kiddies"

Saturday, Eve. January 23, 1915

New Municipal Auditorium
Civic Center

INDOOR YACHT CLUB

PAGEANT- DANSANT
This affair will eclipse all previous I. Y. C. efforts, not excepting the I9J4

St. Valentine's Pageant

'PROCEEDS TO BE EXPENDED IN CONDUCTING A 1915 KIDDIES' T>AY
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Overland Limited
Extra Fare $10—First-Class Tichets Only

OGDEN ROUTE
CHicago in 63 12 Hours

From San Francisco, Ferry Station - 4:00 P. M.

From Oakland, 1 6th St. Station - - 4:30 P.M.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC
THE EXPOSITION LINE -l<515-riRST IN SAFETY

The House of Useful Gifts
XMAS IS AROUND THE CORNER

A BERGER Merchandise Order
will solve the Gift Problem and make "him" happy

HABERDASHERS HATTERS CLOTHIERS

856 MARKET ST. Q 1"D ^\ ETD 'O ..„
.Sole Agents

EAST OF POWELL DLlvUI— l\ O Benjamin Clothes

Fred

J.

Sherry

Operating

Stanislaus

Creamery

Company

Modesto Cal.
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ST. FRANCIS IMPORTATION CO.
350 Geary Street

WINES AND LIQUORS AT RETAIL
FINEST GOODS - LOWEST PRICES

PROMPT DELIVERIES

DEL MONTE AUTO RENTAL CO.

phone SUTTER 215
LIMOUSINES
LAUNDAL'LETS

WEDDINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

OFFICE. 105 POWELL STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

CABS
TOLRING CARS

R. H. Fischbeck t Douglas 5930
Phone£

tSutter-3629

Handsomest ^Buffet in the West

MAJESTIC
West of Everything 10?

844 MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

faeksen %agcr
Brewery's Own Bottling

A New Beer of Excellence Made by

an Old Company

flaekscn Screwing %q,
ESTABLISHED 1860

Telephone

Market 2068
Eleventh ana Folsom Sts.

San Francisco

I am a power for great good if you do

not abuse my use.

In cases of need— I do my work well.

I am a builder up of health and strength

—in the hospital or in the home.

For the invalid or the convalescent

—

for the tired or overworked I offer a

great help.

A little of me goes a long way.

I have been among you for three

generations.

I'm known as Cyrus Noble throughout the world.

<]] Effectively designed Woolens created into Gar-

ments whose dignity and Style appeal instantly.

LINDNER BROS.
1 26 Post Street 1 CLllOPS San Francisco

SMOKE

QUEEN of HAVANA

Shapes and Sizes to suit
All Tastes £> £> jZ>

M. Blashower, Distributer

Thane 'Park 866 E,loM,hcJ 1870

August Jungblut Co.

h®
'==$ Manufacturers of

BILLIARD
POCI1ET TABLES

\\ AND SUPPLIES p
833 Fillmore St. San Francisco

.fOI
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the: fair and the men
Februai y 2

Tha t's wht-i 1 1 hi

And all San l**i i. will trudge thro U In street cai
there.

A BIG THING DONE IN A BIG WAY."
It was a member of the Indoor Yacht Club irk and he wa q lifted to judgi he had seen all

ned its gatei o In 1 893.
.viii be tremendous. Bettei stltl ii will give you on the opening day

fifty ..-ni- wortl M - it will be finished. And i i more than any other Exposition ever created can
and saw drowned the noise of the bands

i ch toiled i" complete tried iobs. Not bo wl th this achievement of San Francisco. The one who
in the opening daj ruary will find n just as complete as he who gases In thi waning December days

And ni this li will be unln
Mi G Coll inn Levey, of the M> H raid, wrltinj Hon ol LI thought tha

ii. took this back when he viewed the St, Louis Exposi-
tion "f 1904. And Mr !.*-'. was quallfl* I

! po
sit inns held from 1S73 until the St. Louis enterprise of eleven years back.

•, Mr. Levi md see how we excel and continue to
And n

i
word or two for a man or two thai helped the n alizatfon of it all.

Lot
, .Mm McNab and Phli Clay; and William H. Crocker and Den1 Robert, and Si

It II and Charlie de Young and. and,— but we would be calling the roll -if the dlrectorati Somehow, how«
couple hit us and will not d. rles C M nd i ornwell Mullally.

l*o say that Moor rworked word. He was more—he
superhuman On Ills own initiative, on dollars, he traversed Europe arousing Its Interesl and thai

ed a cent to complete this great world's work, and before we knew thai New Orleans might noi

i Mullally? Well, lei or a momenl R i
that without the sanction of Con

Remember how you were pleaded with to "Write Your Congressman" to vot< fo San Fi incisco? A
iss of the '."!' showed H to he close. All i turned on the New fork delegi n In the National

The legislature ,,c New York State was in session In Albans Appearing befor< tin of Senate and
Lte Thornwell Mullally - I a inai Imo Con-

to support t! . claims "f San Krancl and a i
consequence WE Qi IT THE FAIR.

Now let us help the world t" enjoy it.
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ZKever Mind the Kern;

§ust Slleiv in on

Warren

tihannen :;;::;"
(SHANNON-CONMY PRINTINC COMPANY)

"f^Jfl/

-^ £ 9ditieal

deeielii and

Magazine

printing

9rinter
and

Publisher

50? tfanseme 6t.
Xearnif 1093

Buy yoUr Groceries
: from =^==

BOWEN G
&CO.

Pioneers inthe Grocery Business since 1650

P. VINCENT MATRAIA, Pto. JULIUS EPPSTE1N. Src'ry

art jfloral Co.
Incorporated

HOTEL ST. FRANCIS

255 POWELL STREET

Td«jhonc IKEARNY 3524p "t SUTTER 1372

SAN FRANCISCO

Phone Doughs 4015 Special Price ny the ZBox

WHOLESALE
RETAIL

844 MARKE1 STREE1
San Frnnclscc

Remember thai

Cresta Blanca Wines
Are the STANDARD WINES of California

Try a Bottle of CRESTA BLANCA CHAMPAGNE
(Green Label) Equal to the Imported

PAUL MASSON CHAMPAGNE VINTAGE 1908

Fred

l

Sherry

Operating

Stanislaus

Creamery

Company

Modesto Cat.
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THE ETIQUETTE OF
By H. KEEGAN

Whether you dangle legs pendulous)}- from a high stool in

the Tivoll Cafe, or hide your fe.et beneath the snow-white top

(it a table in T;iit's. you are none the less sufficient!} fas

to know thai your neighbor doesn't know how to

i

i
tiquette is a fearful and marvelous thins, and

great is he who has mastered the art of using the right

fork first. And greater is he who has progressed suffi-

ciently far not to give a whoopinhell which fork he uses

first. Yet whether you have mastered the forks, or

whether you still feel proud of your prowess in eating

hash with your knife, yon have reason day after day to he

offended with the habits of your neighbors in the restaur

ants, which is pronounced "restorong" in Powell streel and

is disguised under the name of "cafe" in O'Farrell.

i.in's one may criticize the awkwardness with

whir], the fellow at the next table gobbles his pie. Or one
mice at one's own superiority in flipping seve

eight ounces of scrambled eggs with one's knife and ram-

ming it down one's throat without severing the j.

vein.

Of course that would never do in Tail's. You walk out

of Coffee Dan's and step into Tait's— a matter of bul a few

feel And here you go up against the problem of the forks

and the necessity of trying to pronounce the names ol

French dishes to waiters who wouldn't know what you

meant if you did manage to pronounce them You step

in a single moment from the realm of the steaming cup
he it should be saucer -of .lava like your mother
make to the realm of the delectable ami delicate

demi tasse. So close together are they that in Coffee

ne sometimes hears the. sound of the popping corks

in Tait's; and in Tait's one sometimes hears the bo

li.-ir soup iti Coffee Dan's, And you and I ha\e

played 'em both, haven't we. fellows?

However, tins i- not a criticism either of Coffee Dan's

or Tait's. Ami thej are mentioned only as representing

'me might howl because the last diner befon

ee Dan's or the Tivoli splashed the table with

nd the waiter forgot to mop it up. Or one might

u that there is an overabundance of itching palms

around Tait's. Or again, one might imitate the late, tin

lamentable., unmentionable and malodorous Hargrave and

tell about what the ladies say when they go to powder
their noses. Or. if one. wishes to be bolder and sa\ that

are not what they should be around Tait's, one.

ill attention to the extreme decollete of John Tait's

head. There is no end to "bat one might say. Wasn't it

only a week or so ago that Monsieur Tait was quarreling

DOtlj in the public prints with Mile. Le Gai and her danc-

ing partner, Mr. Tod? Or was it Miss Tod.' And after

they had made Tait's famous, too.

Hut all this is immaterial To come back to tie' main
point, wouldn't the gink at the next table make, you sick.

whether you are in Coffee Han's or Tan
In Coffee Dan's it may be that he gobbles bis pie in

about two gulps Or be may smear e.gg all over his front-

giving himsell a scrambled aspect. Or be may find

fault and grumble and curse the luck that has driven him
down to the basement of cheap-but-ple.nty
They do that in Hans
I have seen there cutlery artists who could feed them-

selves with a razor and make a fork wonder why it was
d. I have seen there greater artists than these.

regular two-handed eaters, capable of keeping knifi

fork following each other mouthward and subduing the

pangs of hunger in double quick time.
They eat out loud in Dan's.
They also eat to satisfy hunger, and for that sole pur-

pose. The smack of appreciative lips, the inhalations of
soup and coffee, the wails of the beans, and the scpiawk

THE RESTAURANT
MONAHAN
of the loyal members of Cooks' and Waiters' Local No. 12,

furnish to Coffee Dan's its only music. We have eaten
there and listened to the human animal in the throee
feeding. And we have seen that the feilow at the next

table has neither manners nor consideration. He helped
-elf to our slab of butter, and be left a big brown lump

of coffee-soaked sugar.

You are seated at your table in Tait's. Obsequiously.
your waiter hangs at your shoulder, politely he gives you

possible attention; silently and swiftly—perhaps

—

he. serves you.
i;m at the next table sits one who plainly does not belong.

He lacks the savoir faire, also the chili con cat in-, ami
the F.nglisb mustard.

lie eyes \nu furtively all the time, poor soul, doubtless to

see how you handle, your forks. He doesn't know if a cafe

noii is a breakfast food or a town near Warsaw. If he

were called upon to mix a salad dressing he would probably

fall through the floor. You feel a sort of contempt for him.

don'l you know.

Hut look at him—he is buying wine! And he certainly

knows bow to buy it. That is one thing at which he seems
i |.i-i master.

Which suggests another line of thought, and you go to

philosophising over wine-buying. Of course, there are some
things that i innot be learned, such as looking like you

belong m Tail's. That must be. bred into one, which ex

plains how you feel toward yourself.

I '.ut buying wine is an art anybody can acquire, provided

be first acquires the wherewithal, otherwise more particu-

larly described as rocks, bones, iron men. dinero. wampum,
.lough, etc. ad infinitum. All one needs to do is to tell the

waiter to keep bringing 'em, and there you are. Rather
vulgar, isn't it? Hut somehow, the, waiters seem deter-

mined to treat this person who is making such a display ol

Ms wealth villi even more deference than thej

shown you.

And in order to make, a showing with The Dame Across

the Table, you've got to blow for some of the bubble water

yourself, thereby putting another crimp in a bankroll that

was already as microscopic as an angle worm's appendix,

Of course, it is worth the money. Heing in Tait's is

something in itself. There's the girl, too— she's having the

time of h.r life, apparently. You may go in hock tomorrow
with the timepiece ami make shift with an [ngersoll, Inn

you can look back with pleasurable thrills to the moment
when your eyes met across the tops of your slender-neck

sparkling amber glasses. Possibly. Hut supposing those

do not look back, as so often happens.

hid von ever experience that sensation of wealth inspir-

ing ynii to buy wine, in the expectation of making a hil

with the leintue. only to find her falling for the coarse work

of another one of those fellows who don't know the

propel etiquette of a restaurant? Of course you have.

Why. if you don't keep your seat as firmlj as Uncle Joe

Cannon kept bis in the House, you'll be paged with a fake

call to speak to a triend in the hall, and you'll return to

find tb.it Friend Girl has been kidnaped, or else a gink with

a wisp of a moustache, pompadour hair and a gall like a

collector for Collier's will be Bitting in your chair helping

himself to your wine.

And you'll have good right to feel peevish.

That isn't right.

The youth has been raised without proper teaching Hi

knows nothing of etiquette.

In Tait's. too. you encounter the gent with the passion

for music. He sends a message of green paper with a

figure in the corner to the maestro of the cabaret and In-

timates that the Miserere and the fiaccarole are bis t'nvo-
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rites, when he really has them confused with mayonnaise
and casserole. He has himself bulled, and you know it.

Ye.t in order that he may look pensive and sorrowful and
musical, you have to put up with it when your own inclin-

ations are for "Too Much .Mustard." He, too. is lacking in

etiquette.

It is enough.
One doesn't like to be snarky, don't you know. Yet the

discourtesies one of superior breeding must endure in

restaurants are innumerable and disgusting. One really en-

counters so many rude persons—persons whose conduct

jars one's sensibilities.

It is but a step from Coffee Dan's to Tait's—from Coffee

Dan's, where the girl at the cash register looks sour as she
rings up your thirty cents, and you slide out slyly so you'll

not be seen—to Tait's, where the affable John himself

smiles you a come-again, and a dear little girlie aids you
into your coat and hands you your hat and takes her share

of your remaining change.
In neither place, is there etiquette.

The people you meet in Coffee Dan's are rudely plebeian,

rood-gobbling gluttons, stoking away ham and beans to slay

the pangs of hunger, and doing it noisily and without re-

gard to their neighbors.
The people you meet in Tait's are rudely patrician

dilettantes of the art epicurean, pickers and choosers from
a menu written in almost-real French, spending lavish!;

and demanding all that their money can buy. and doing it

without regard to their neighbors.
And he.re is the secret of it all:

The people you meet in Coffee Dan's and the people

you meet in Tait's are quite often the same, people.

Environment is a wonderful thing, isn't it?

6 DAYS AFTER EASTER THE

I.Y. C. Pageant-Dansant
CIVIC-AUDITORIUM APRIL 10

THE

Cliff House
THE ONLY RESORT OF ITS KIND

IN THE WORLD

Unsurpassed Cuisine

BREAKFAST LUNCHEON DINNER

A la Carte Service

Vocal and Instrumental Entertainment

"Dancing Every Evening

CPECIAL TABLE D'HOTE DINNER EVERY
Sunday Evening in the Terrace Cafe (rom 4 to 8

p. m. $1.00 per plate with Wine.

ECHOES OF THE AUDITORIUM BALL AND THE MAN
BEHIND THE SHOW

Echoes of "The Exposition-Civic Auditorium Ball" con-
tinue reverberating, despite the fact that three weeks have
elapsed since the great function was held and several
social events of no mean importance have come, gone and
been forgotten during the interim Never in San Fian-
cisco's annals has a public celebration retained popular
interest so long after its occurrence. If its date had 1

|yesterday, there would hardly be less talk about it today.
That is because of its unequalled bigness in local his-
tory. It eclipses anything of its kind in the memory of
the twenty thousand or more people who participates
And there is little probability of its like ever being again
witnessed by them.

Certainly there has been no fancy dress affair within
the recollection of the oldest inhabitant comparable to
the variety, the artistic beauty and the originality of cos-
tuming displayed at the bal masque with which the new
Auditorium was officially opened. Nor was their .mi
a greater social mingling of the various elements of thB
community—a more general participation in a public
dance. The very smartest of the smart set rubbed elbows
in good fellowship with folk whose knowledge of society*
doings is derived from perusal of the society pages
Throughout the night there was not one discordant in.,e.

Thornwell Mullaly. who was selected by President
Charles C. .Moore of the Exposition to direct the arrange-
ments for tbe ball, has been fairly deluged with cun'-nit
ulatory messages on the success of his efforts, among
those who were most enthusiastic in their bestowal D(
eulogiums being men who are qualified by experience to
realize the difficulties attendant upon managing such an
affair. But it is doubtful that any one person fully appre-
ciated the stupendousness of the task that confronted him
when he undertook it. With the date of the Auditorium's
opening only :t month ahead, he had much inure to do
than merely conceive and execute the details of the ball
Itself. The interior of the building was far from com-
pleted, and some of the streets adjacent to the structure
were Impassable. I'poti. him. therei devolved the dun
of seeing to it that all avenues of approach to the build'
ing were in perlect condition fur pedestrian and vel lai

use '"lore January 9th. that the building Itself would be
ready to comfortably accommodate a mighty throng of
people and that the ball would excel anything of its kind
evei attempted in San Francisco. So for four wei
was literally the busiest man in the community.

Within the Auditorium the seating, lighting and heating
arrangements had to be rushed, the dance floor smoothed
and polished, the checking facilities prepared, the i

menl rooms got ready In brief, almost the entire Internal
equipment installed. I'shers, ticket sellers, door kei

and other attaches had to be engaged and trained, decora-
tions attended to, wireless telegraphy and a teli

system established. In addition to all that, the arrange
ments for handling traffic had to be plat I and directed,
the ticket selling campaign organized and conducted and
the interest of all reputable elements of tin- communit)
aroused by means of widespread publicity. And then the

ball itself had to be directed in a way that would defj

complaint. All those things and many others promotive
of the event's success were directed by a single
tive head—Thornwell Mullally. And in spite of the han-
dieaps that beset him. Hie ball n tied about $25,000 to be
used in furnishing the Auditorium for the congresses and
conventions—more than 'Mm of them—that will be held

within its walls this year.
No sooner was the great ball off the boards than the

man who had directed it turned to other executive work

for the Exposition. As chairman of the Committee on

Special Events. .Military Affairs and Athletics he <

the task of effecting an organization to handle the fort>

or more great athletic events scheduled, and
twenty-eight sub-committees, covering every branch ol

It Ultimate sport, and a general committee composed ol

the chairmen of the minor bodies and some of California':

most prominent and influential citizens are actively prepar

ing preliminaries for what will surely be the greate
I

i

nival of athletics in world-history.
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REGULATION AND PROHIBITION.

By Sam
Until rectntly women worked from nine to thirteen hours

in business establishments. The railroads over-capitalized
their incorporations, mulcting their stockholders, bought
cheap equipment endangering the lives of thousands, un-
derpaid their employees without safe-guarding the.ir lives.
Were business and the railroads legislated cut of exist-

No. they wt re regulated.
The line between moderation and abuse is so fine but

few persons or organizations can distinguish how far to
proceed. In every line of endeavor and every field of
action, men are prone, from ignorance or otherwise, to
disregard the rights of others, and it is only by general

tion that these conditions can be rectified Regu-
lation, however, should he the last method resorted to
because to each man belongs the inherent right to pursue,
his favorite occupation or sport, be his gain physical or
financial as long as he preserves a decent regard for his
neighbor's wejfare. The disposition of the law-makers
and fanatics (which in many cases are impersonations
by each otherl to act as nurse to the great American
people, has been overdone to a terrific degree. Our
statutes contain sufficient laws, were they observed, to
practically enforce citizenship being held answerable to
the. judiciary for indulgence in the common liberties of
man. This fanatacisni, when it reaches its heighth, threat-
ens to prevent the. passing joke on Sunday for fear ol being
hissed.

It is agreed that human nature is extreme. Bach of
us has a tendency to overdo. We work too much, we eat
too much, we spend too much and talk too much. This
is a human condition and shows itself in the legislative
insanity now pervading the United States, a country that
boasts o( its libeit>. Each man is foisting his individ-
ual ideas based on either his prejudices or his desire to
aggrandize himself, until our much boasted liberty is

resulting in bondage. We have gambling prohibition,
liquor prohibition, music prohibition, dancing prohibition,
boxing prchibition and almost every other kind c f prohibi-
tion.

Physicians tejl you that nine-tenths of the diseases come
h iver-eating. Legislation will surely follow the lead
to i point of limiting the quantity of food that each man
can partake.
What does it all mean'.' Simply this ;:s each man

chases his favorite phantom, so does each agitator con-
demn the, thing that he does not understand, or is not
in sympathy with. There can be no sympathy without
Understanding, and as every voter discovers a condition
cf which he is not a j art. and with which he has no sym-
pathy, he is obsessed with the desire, to prohibit and
prevent.

"Don't

Overlook

WHEN OUT ON THE BEACH

She Jurf
the handsomest

fieaeh %ahShipm&te

Wm.J. Uib
Mjnjtjer on the coast

Herger.

How much greater an advance would be made in the
world's morals and business decency, if each man would
take as his life's task the regulation of his own particular
character and morals. What a laborious task he. would
be facing: what hours and will would be used. How, if in-
stead of indulging in theoretical uplift of society, these
cultured women would abstain from the use of the poi-
soned innuendo— if the.y would substitute personal re-
form, how much work is there to do? Hut even taking
for granted that the adjustment of certain conditions can
only be brought about by a wholesale clamor, how das-
tardly, how narrow, how ineffective, how unfair is the
spirit of prohibition.

Shakespeare says that nothing is either good or bad,
but thinking makes it so. True everything is from the
viewpoint. Can you imagine the opinion that many uned-
ucated laymen hold regarding Morgan's craze for art?
What do you suppose they think about him pay-
ing (100,000 for a Rembrandt or a Van Dyke? They have
no sympathy with it. they do not understand it and they
condemn it as senseless. Lack of understanding is the
key-note of it all.

An example: There has just been passed and placed
upon the statute, books, a bill prohibiting professional box-
ing The inspiration for same was presumably to prevent
brutality. Hoxing. they said, brutalized. Of course thej
overlooked the spectacle of the flower of the. world's in-

tellectual thought today in Kurope. aiding, abetting and
sanctioning the wholesale slaughter of thousands of inno-

centa. They did not presume to explain what inspired
that degenerate condition, but they did know that hoxing
was brutal, and they should prevent it.

They substituted a hill which sanctions a condition of

more brutality and less science than ever existed under
the old manner of conduct The thinking man knows
that the boxing condition could be improved, but the re-

formers framed a law which contains every abuse and no
remedy. Lack of understanding which is the bane of
American liberty.

My bumble opinion, is this: Regulation of another's de-

sires rr conduct is indeed an e.\treme measure. We must
take into consideration that which in our own character
needs moderation and education. Prohibition should be
relegated to the age of barbarism which compelled men
to be thrown on the spikes because of a difference of opin-
ion. When it is decided that regulation is necessary, let

those regulate who understand, having an imposing start-

ing point with themselves. Then we may have freedom of

action that will perpetuate the basic principle on which our
Republic was founded.

EHRMAN BROS.

"EL ROI-TAN"
PER FECT

CIGARS
1

Saron long'*

Benton
Coutttrg Club

The ONE Bright Spot
"

in Los Angeles
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SAN FRANCISCANS IN THE TRENCHES.

For six months now San Francisco has waited with a

breath variously bated lor news of her sons that went to

the front.

At the first tidings of war's alarms dress suits were
donned and wearers exploited their near departure for

Bremen and Kiel, Calais and Boulogne, Trieste and
Vienna, and likewise London Town. A dress suit is a

most appropriate framing from which to extol deeds of

valor to be done.

Besides, warriors take pride in going to war—and poinp
runs in the Shakespearean line that makes it glorious.

The beauxs and belles gathered to make their adieuxs.
These, of course, were extended to the dress suit wearers.
Not the kind of wearers that bring the frog's legs in Tait s.

cr open the chambres de nuit of the fashionable institu-

tions of our night life, yclept French waiters, but the
scions and scons of European aristocracy that marred our
dollar or butted into our purchased bottles.

Last week a lady in the Orpheuna drew tears when
she sang that "Mother Never Raised Her Boy to Be a
Soldier." And Mother cried when she thought those lines

as many millions of other mamas did in all those war-
stirred European States. For poor mama well knew that
it was against regulations for her to hear in the ilis-

patches that her Johann, her Jean, or just plain John,
could never be mentioned.
No Victorian Cross, Legion d'honneur, or Iron Cross

could be his. Maimed, bruised or broken he might be
returned; pel haps, yes. a notice of his killing, and that
was all.

Not so these knights of dancing evenings who took
their departure in the early August days.
We banquetted them in St. Francis rooms; we toasted

them in Tait's. we danced them in the Cliff House: we'd
wished the Pavo Real was then in being.
Then the—well, history repeats itself—the adieuxs.

Belles whose frocks were cut lower than Venus' was high,
that which brought the blush to Adon's cheeks in sylvan
woods, wept openly. And. by the bye, those tears tipped
off nothing to husbands that should have seen.
The heroes were off to the front.

Who were they, all these valorous valorems?
Let's see. Yes, there was the Count von Schr ler,

The Count reaching the sere and yellow but still Bred
with the wim and wigor to dabble in the dabble-dahble, lefl

first. A veteran of 'TO—every one knows what 'To is.

No! That's the Franco-Prussian war. Well, anyway, the
Baron bore his pelf and rations gallantly through thai
arduous campaign. 'Tis said that at the siege of Paris
the Baron learned the value of Hour and cast his unerring
optics, then undimmed, on the lirst bin that came across
his sight on arriving in San Joaquin county.
And there were others. There was the Chevilier This

and Citizen That. If a Russian Consul hadn't departed
with one of our divorcees we might have put in a Count
There were Colonels, and Captains and LeftenantS

and Lootoonents with the accent on the first.

Among all the titled reservists, the very "bravest of
the brave," the Marechal Ney of the whole cortege was
Jebsen—Jebsen of the Royal Blue,—Jebsen of the Bag
of the three bars—our own Captain Jebsen of the Imperial
Navy.
We wondered of him. He left us Hushing and confident.

The news from out Berlin could not be denied. England
and France might stitle his achievements, but the news
would leak out. The Captain was commissioned, according
to his story, a lieutenant in the Kaiser's navy. When the
tocsin sounded that the Fatherland's sons were to report
to their colors we regretted more than anyone else that
the tall, curly-haired captain of the Cosmos line of freight-
ers was to be rfith us no more. The "Linked Anchors"
or the "Entwined Binnacles," what e'er the emblem of
valor is in the Kaiserian Navy, was to be his.

Patiently we waited for word of him.
At last it came.
Chased by the navies of Switzerland, Luxembourg, Mo-

naco and Iowa, the Captain found refuge in the land-locked
harbor of San Diego. Even there his ruthless pursuers
may have ventured, despite the pitfalls of a channel, the
markings of which were unknown, but for the knowledge

take refuge across th2 line inthat the Captain might

Mexico and on their hands, as they followed him there,

would have fallen the ire of Villa and all the rest of his

cohorts.

But the Captain lay not idle in that port. Between
cables to his government he practiced the art of gunnery
in the basement of the Hotel del Coronado and it is now
claimed that he has rolled the biggest score ever made in

tenpins.
Anon, we will describe the adventures of our other ven-

turesome sons of the Mardi Gras.

MAN AS THE SUFFRAGETTE SEES HIM.

(Carveth.)

Man that is born of woman is of few virtues and full

of conceit.

lie cometh forth like a lion, with loud voice and ma-
jestic appearance, but soon he appeareth as a toad,
for verily, the multiple hath taken his measure and
obtained his goat.

II" pnn'eth himself up like a toy balloon; in the morn-
ing it floateth gaudily; in the evening it is punc-
tured anil brought low. Selah.
For his nights are spent with feet on the brass rail

and his homecoming as a tale that is told—often.

In bis wickedness he lleeth as a shadow when there
is none to pursue, but, verily, he goeth a heap faster
when someone doth give chase.
M. angleth for fish in the watery places of the earth,

and lie braggeth much of that which, he obtaineth,
hut the fish he catcheth are not seen of men.
The bait which he uses stlngeth (the throat) like

an adder, and In the end it shall produce anil bring

forth tishing worms, but they shall appear to him like

unto snakes. Selah.

What is man but a watt and the son of man but a

lieu- wart?
As (lie tuzz from a cottonwood, so he spn aileth him-
self, but pneumonia touchetll his spinal column and
ilio place that knoweth him now shall know another
in his stead.
Mo toggeth himself out in gay raiment to be seen
Of women, but. verily, I say unto thee, his tailor walt-

Btb in vain for his pay.
I said in my haste all men are liars, and In my leis-

ure hours I repented it—not. Moreover, I was sorely
tempted to exclaim d— liars at that.

He shaveth his face of the heard that groweth there-
on, for bo lain would resemble the real thing -woman.
So teach us to number 1 23 1 the men—who propose
— that we may apply our hearts unto rejection.

BEAR WATER a

from the Ben Lomond Hills-

Sparkling Beverage

"CRAB
ORCHARD"

STRAIGHT

KENTUCKY
"BOURBON
BOTTLED IN BOND

LAVENTHAL BROS.
SAN FRANCISCO Distribute. CALIFORNIA
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WITH THE GRAY- HAIRED SCHOOLBOYS.

The Lincoln Grammar School Association
requests the pleasure of your attendance

.it the
SEVENTH ANNUAL REUNION AND BANQUET

on Friday Evening, February Twelfth.
Nineteen Hundred and Fifteen.

at six-thirty o'clock

at the
San Francisco Commercial Club Rooms,

Merchants' Exchange Building,
San Franc
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Lincoln School boy thirty-eighl years ago. if Inn a

day only. The only I onorary mi re the princi
and teachers of the old school.*
The statue, the first one elected in honor of Abraham

Lincoln, stood in Ironl ol the buildin and was unveiled
on the first anniversary of Lincoln's de th. It was de-
stroyed by the Great fire, ami all thai remains is the

.1 1 ihlet and the 1 of t'.ie hands,
wi ich has been mounted in silver and i nd mad"
into a gavel.
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INDOOR YACHT CLUB NIGHT, CLIFF HOUSE. FRIDAY.

FEBRUARY 12, 191 5—LINCOLN'S BIRTHDAY.

MENU.

Bronx t'oektail ktail

Chicken Broth with w hipped Cream

Cresta Blanca !

ry i a Branches

Sauterne Fill

Souvenir Boneless Squab Chicken, Souraroff

Cresta Blanca Pel
I

St. Jul lad

Souvenir Merinnu. its Fours

Diverse rii ise Toasted Crackers

Noir

Cabal I laming

An all-fish menu for those desiring it. Notify Mr. Harry
Sullivan.

WHY PEOPLE RENT SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES.

To secure absolute safety Icr their valuables—jewelry.
- bonds, Insurani etc.

To place, them when id, and burglar can net
reach them.

'in make II easier for their loved ones in case ol

in ih" holder ol the box. Mis family then :

certainty Just where all his valuable papers tire.

Tii enable estati s to be an i" rapidly si

ii i

CROCKER SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS
Crocker Building, Polt ard Market Sts.

I 'iidi-r Ma nagemi at

JOHN F. CUNNINGHAM

TELEPHONE GARFIELD 75

Corwine &t Livingston

Portraits by
Photography

cAppoinlmcnt 233 TOST ST.
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Will Andy run?

Will Jim?

Well, both won't, that's certain.

And so many things may happen.

There's P. H. and the Building and Trades Council.

And there's Bill Ralston and Major Keesling—he of the

rercnnial candidature.

And how about the District Attorneyship? ,

7 he impossible Hathorn came so close to winning that

many candidates are gazing longingly at that office.

"Caldand Charley" has become "Piedmont Charles."

Wonder if Oscar Hocks will do that five-mile walk to the

Expositicu Grounds on February 20th?

Judge Sturtevant's Redlight Abatement decision gives a
ray of hope. It will also boost the buying of hotel regis-

ters.

The coming of the jitney has forced on us the necessity
of bridges or tunnels across Market street.

Already cne is proposed between the Palace Hotel and
Crocker Pank and another is contemplated from Berger's
to the Emporium.

District Attorney Woolwine endeavored to dim the
rays of "One Bright Spot in Los Angeles," but it is -a safe
bet that the Baron will come out on top.

Owing to the attacks on the editor of the X-Ray, our
writer of the "Round Table" has become too timid to turn
in this month's story.

Our friend Harry's weekly has it:

"Lovers rush in where husbands fear to tread.'
Rather make it:

"Lovers enter where husbands cannot tread."

The proposition to erect a State building in Los Angeles
failed to carry at the last election. And looking over
the result of the ballot most people outside of Los An-
geles will not be inclined to shed any tears about it. For
Los Angeles voted overwhelmingly in favor of her own
building and at the same time voted against a similar
proposition of San Francisco and Sacramento. San Fran-
cisco and Sacramento both voted for the Los Angeles
measure. So that it was the general public throughout
the State that voted down the proposition to erect a State
building in the southern city. The habit of Los Angeles
of boosting its own interests and knocking everybody else
is apparently bearing fruit throughout the State.

NEW KIND OF OPENING.

Depend on San Francisco to find a new and better way
of celebrating a big event. Saturday morning, February
20, 1915, the Panama-Pacific Exposition gates will be
opened with ceremonies never belore used for such an
occasion. There will be a great procession of people,
who will march out Van Ness avenue and into the
Exposition grounds. The turnstiles will be taken out,

end the marchers will go through the gates six abreast.
Early in the morning drum corps will go to all parts of
the city to assemble the marchers. Badges, which will be
sold at 50 cents apiece, will entitle the wearers to admis-
sion, and they will not be collected, but may be retained
as souvenirs. Mayor Rolph has appointed a committee
of fifty to take charge of the marching ceremonies, and
the Mayor will he the only official in the procession. The
men r.nd women of San Francisco will turn out and
march, and prove that San Francisco always has "open-
ers" for a great event.

THE SAN DIEGO EXPOSITION.

The Chronicle is to be commended for writing editor-

ially last week on the stories extant about the closing
of the San Diego Fair. It called attention to these rumors
and stated how utterly groundless they were.
That is true.

No more public spirited citizens can be found in Cali-

fornia than those residing at the southernmost end of

this big State.

The Main Sheet will always maintain that there were
no good reasons for the holding of two expositions at the
Bame time, commemorating the same event. In justifica-

tion thereof the San Dlcguns point out that long before
the subject of all exposition was thought of in this city

they were busy at work perfecting one for their own sun-

lit town.
And they went at it with a will. Neither State or Na-

tional aid was asked or secured. True, California appro-

priated $250,000, but this was expended in a State Build-

ing which will continue to belong to the State. The people
down there spent nearly four millions and got about a

dollar and ten cents' worth for each dollar.

The exposition itself Is a gem. It Is small, even tin:.,

compared with the wonderful pageant presented on the

shores of San Francisco Bay. but it is so different, so neat,

so colorful and restful, that It more than deserves a visit.

It Is Andnlusfan and then again part Mexican. It is all

that is solt and languorous, typical of Its Southern setting.

Some fault may be found in the action of some of its

hotels, particularly the leading one, the Grant, raising

prices in anticipation of the advent of throngs. This is

to be deprecated, particularly when it is advertised that

these hostelries are under bond to the exposition to main-

tain their customary charges. It can be said for the Cor-

onado, that magnificent structure, reminiscent almost of

another day, that its manager, Mr. Ilernon, hns not de-

parted from the usual scale.

SHE SHOULD DEMAND IT.

"A wife should never stand in the way of that life in-

surance which is her only protection from privation ana
poverty. On the contrary, she should demand it. She
should insist that it be regarded not as an extravagance,

nor as an investment, but as a necessity. It must come
before luxuries, such as super-millinered bonnets for the

wile and cigars or beer for the husband. It should conic

before a savings bank account. In fact, it should arrive

with the wedding presents. A husband who cannot afford

to put a policy of insurance upon his life in the hands
of his bride is too poor to buy a marriage license or to

pay a wedding fee."—Collier's Weekly.

"Battle Mountain" is now a memory. Spring Valley
will be the next matter for the boys to split on.

BEAR WATER from a Mountain Spring.
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RANDOM THOUGHTS
The X-Ray is no more! It radiated, sparkled and elec-

trified; it spit, spat and sputtered and then sizzled out.

It was only a flash in the pan, kindled in hate, fed on
blackmail and fanned by fools. The editor of the X-Ray
has folded his tent and silently stolen away. plus, however,
one thousand dollars of somebody's good money and two
perfectly good first-class tickets to New York. And the

poor Truth, which once we were taught was mighty and
must prevail, is Liberty like blinded and Sphinx like

silenced. It was comedy, drama, melodrama and almost
tragedy combined. Outside of the Rev, Dr. Jackson, who
was buncoed, and the Pinole powder cyclone, who was
singed, and one good decent chap, who was given unen-
viable and undeserved notoriety, the whole affair was
laughable. When the X-Ray first shone upon an unsus-

pecting world, it contained some truths and some, con-

siderable fiction. It also indicated that the editor was
iiuile anxious to engage in the gentle art of blackmail.

Had it been ignored and unnoticed it would have lived as

long as the editor's purse, which apparently was short

enough. Hut the academic forces Irom the University

on Eddy street had to resort to the tactics Of the thug
and as a result .Mr. Hargrave, badly battered and beaten,

iven the necessary publicity to make the "deer

peepul" sil up and take notice. The Dean of the Faculty

at the Eddy Street Academy threatened to shool up the

editor and the managing editi r of the, 'Examiner," when
that worthy paper exposed its course of studies Only Dr
John Gallwey saved them from his ire and Funny though
it seems, the bluff worked and the ''Examiner" quit cold.

But the editor of the X-Ray had reail of Hon Quixote and
wasn't bluffed so easily. So the battle waged and the de-

mand for the X-Ray, despite the censorship of the in-

spired guardians of the peace, grew and l-

Then came the midnight raid of the tar and Feather bri-

gade. Iloratius of old never responded more nobly to the
consul's call than did the four, who fared forth that night.

"Hail the Man in dray" and away they went for revenge
and to avenge. Just what connection "eats 'em alive"

Heme) or Bermingham, the human powder puff, had in

the matter, history does not record, but they were there.

The cab soon reached its well-lighted destination I the

chauffeur was told to make as much noise as possible, so

that the people might know that the deadly deed was being
done. Knives glistened in their teeth: guns protruded From
their belts ami each man carried an Indian war club, whilst

all the time their features were carefully concealed behind
red bandanas. ''Ready!" said Powder-puff—"Here' m!
Doormat—"Go ahead!" said Wall, but the Dean was silent.

Perhaps, 'twas the (hill aight air, or perchance hi

got tangled in the tar. but the Dean never moved. The
man who had threatened to sheet holes in Dent Robert
didn't have the heart to do the deed and bravely said.

"You do it boys— I'll wait here." So the other three wen!
From across the street came the strains of the old song—"He's a Hold Had Man— He's a Desperado," as they
noisily climbed the stairs into the arms of the waiting and
expectant police. The surrender was as peaceful as was
Lee's at Appomotox and the lasi raid of these modern
-Molly Maguires ended as ignominiously as it begun Next
day there was more publicity and Hargrave was a hero.
Then gentle suasion took the place of force and the editor
of the X-Ray, paid in full, gleefully and joyously went his

way. The X-Ray is no more! Requieseat' Several sub-
scribers are wondering whether or no they got all that

they paid for and the Reverend Dr. Jackson has learned,
Hi it there's one of them born every minute.

The great trouble with our law is that newspapers, big
and small, possess unlimited license to say what they
please and the smaller they are the less circumspect they
need be. The X-Ray was only an incident, that might
have passed unnoticed, had it not been for the asinine
stupidity of the boasting braggarts, who were attacked
What was said of some, was of little consequence to the
community. What was said of Techau Tavern was abso-
lutely libelous and blackmail of the twenty-four carat \ a-

riety. It was untrue, unjust, unmerited and unfair. On-
fortunately one of the proprietors, and a decent fellow, we

lepeat. possibly through ill advice, permitted himself to
be led into a serious mistake. The thug of the press is

no different than the stick-up-man of the street, except,
perhaps, that you can ignore the former. When one encoun-
ters the hold-up man there is nothing to do but shell
and deliver. unless you can get the drop on him and
then shoot and don't be particular what part of his anat-
omy you bit. When the hold-up man of the press attacks
you, there, are the same two alternatives. Pay him his
price or else shoot and whenever you shoot do a good job,
because lice are never missed and rats oft times spread
plague. We are not preaching murder or advocating hom-
icide, but the law of self-defense is supreme and applies
to one case as well as to the other. And the X-Ray. by
no means, has been the only offender. There are several
weeklies in San Francisco whose editors could profitably
be perforated with a little buck-shot One of them was
given a cane dressing a week or two ago. which was all
light under the circumstances, but hardly sufficient Dave
Nagle stopped another one time b> spitting in his Face,
and since then he has answered to the euphonious and ex-
pressive nom-de-guerre it "Cuspidor Jim." Hut we still

maintain that when the "gutter-snipe" weeklies resort to
blackmail, the open season for their editors should last
for three hundred and sixty-five days.

Town Talk" is ..ne weekly that is not included in the
above. "Town Talk" is newsy, wholesome, well edited and
well woith reading and a; a c ensequence does not have to
muck rake to gain subscribers. We like "Town Talk,"
e\ en it we no not always agree Willi it-' policies, which we
presume is quite natural. I'i r instance, "Town Talk" does
not like Governor Johnson. We do. We believe he is

everything tl.-u a governor should be and that he has
made, good, ei m ii he. like most of us. has made mis-
lakes. Hut we must agree with "Town Talk" thai John-
son was wrong, absolutely wrong, when he demanded and
received the resignation of Dennis M. Duffy as President
of the. Hoard of Prison Directors. Loyalty is a rare quality
in human beings; almost unknown in politicians. Too Fre-

quently we find that we are the creatures of sunshine and
that few, too lew. can bravo the shadows and the storm.
For many years huffy and Johnson were, closely and inti-

mately associated. For years the one was the confidant
of the other. Bravely, courageously and determinate^
I Hilly supported Johnson at all times and under all con
dltions. No task Beemed loo difficult—no obstacle too
great—no sacrifice too large lor Duffy, where Johnson
was concerned. Public abuse did not swerve him; criti-

cism did not change him. That Duffy may have, been
indiscreet at times is. perhaps. I rue, but Duffy look afflic-

tions to heart which other men take lightly, and Duffy
suffered keenly. That Duffy might have become Involved
in financial entanglements is not to be wondered at. Wen-
he a merchant ii would not even have been mentioned.
Apparently the complications were easy of solution, be-

cause the matler ended as suddenly as it began. But
whatever the, cause and whatever the crime, Duffy had
committed no offense either against the Governor or the
State And halt the abuse and more than half the pub-
liciiy was caused by the desire of the great dailies, not to
hurt Duffy particularly, but to strike at Johnson through
Duffy, and to repay Duffy for his unfaltering loyally lo

Johnson. Hut the first hand that should have helped
was the hand that was first to thrust. The voice that

should have been tirst in praise, or at least in sympathy,
was the. first to condemn and the door that always should
have left the latch string out. was the first to be closed.

There were others who might have with justice been bus-

picioned and removed, but Dennis Duffy deserved better

treatment from the man he had always upheld. Governor
Johnson, you were wrong! Town Talk, yon are. right!

Thirty-six charter amendments are to be submit
the Board of Supervisors at the election to be held in

March. The organic law is to be revamped in thirty six

spots if the electorate so determines and. generally speak-

ing, will be just a little bit more difficult to interpret and

Impossible to understand than before The legal

sion. therefore, should endorse, all but we shall hold our
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judgment in abeyance until we lcok them over more care-

fully. As usual, every subject is covered from the. pots

and pans in the property clerk's office to the more deli-

cate and dangerous dollar limit of taxation. After the
Charter Amendment Election in March will come the
Spring Valley Purchase Election in April and a majority
of our very generous Board of Supervisors, with our
equally generous Mayor, backed up by our very efficient

Engineer, and our ve.ry able City Attorney, propose to pay
the modest sum of thirty-lour and one-half millions for

certain properties of the water company. Then, tco, it is

proposed to cut the melon of impounded rate moneys of

about two million and divide, it equally between the rate

payers and the company. Get the idea? One million dol-

lars out of two million dollars paid in excess of rates fixed

by many of the Supervisors, now in office, is to be returned
to the rate, payers, if the election carries. This is to be
a premium or endowment election! Every man who pays
water bills gets so much back if Spring Valley wins.

The "Chronicle" which, of course, is ru awful liar, says

that the City Enginer.-'s appraisal ct the properties to be

purchased was somewhere in the neighborhood of thirty-

two million dollars. As we recall it. the bonded indebted-

ness of the Spring Valley Water Company is somewhere
between fifteen and twenty million dollars covered by
four per cent bends. This indebtedness will be assum id

by the city on a four and one-half per cent basis, whicb
rcughly estimated means a present to the bond-holders

of Spring Valley of something between a million and a

million and one-half dollars. In other words, the offer,

under the city's estimate, is just about Ihrce cr four mil-

lion—a mere bagatelle—more than it should bo. Thru
when the, properties are acquired. Spring Valley says it

will take two millicns more to develop them sufficiently

for present consumption, and the City Engineer says II

will take three years, and seven and one-half millions

additional to adequately supply San Francisco. There is

a slight difference between the company's estimate, and
the City Engineer's, which it would appear shonM have
been reccnciled, as were the other differences before the
report was made. However, you new have the opportunity
cf purchasing a wr.ter company at a bargain. It's a little

bit old, but antiquities are still valuable: it's sum-
insufficient but you can spend a fe.w millions and remi I

this; it's a little bit high but times are good and the

people have to 'pay for it and Spring Valley needs the
money. And don't forget that you get cne million i.j !

for two, if the, bond issue carries.

There are two charter amendments—we wish we knew
their numbers— upon which all should agree and which
should receive an almost unanimous vote. On . provides
for raising the salary of the Mayers Secretary to three
thousand a year—tl:e other for raising the salary of the
Secretary of the. Beard of Works to three thousand a year.
The increase in one case is one hundred dollars monthly,
in the other one hundred and twenty-five. The Mayor's
Secretary is Mr. Edward Rainey—the secretary of I ho
Board of Works is Mr. Fred Churchill. Few mi
nected with the present administration are so deservedly
popular as both Rainey and Churchill. Few men have
worked as hard as both to earn their coveted popularity.
Since the day the Mayor pitched the first ball over I le

plate at Recreation Park, Rainey has been his faithful

guide and adviser. He has distributed the patronage,
granted the permits, stalled the inquisitive and pacified
the disgruntled, discontented and disappointed. He shoul-
dered the spade that turned the first shovel full of earth
at the Civic Center. He held the hammer that drove the
last spike on Van Ness. He was the conductcr of the Rrsl
Geary Street car when the Mayor was the motorman. and
he carried the last bucket of water for the last horse drawn
car that the Mayor drove down Market Street. He has
led more, balls, crowned more queens, welcomed more vis-

itors, feasted at mere banquets than all his predecess r

combined. He is the publicity man of the administration
and the utility man as well. He moves the. various de-
partments of the city government about like pawn: on
the board and surely for all this he is entitled to this
modest increase, in his salary. Churchill was at cne time
Rainey's assistant and did so well that he was promi II
to the Secretaryship of the Board of Works. This only
increased the scope cf his activities and added to his pop-
ularity. In fact, he was so anxious to please and make

friends that he took one of the inmates of the Detention
Home for an auto ride, one night in Jerry O'Sbea's ma-
chine. So whatever you do, don't forget Fred, as well as
Ed. and when ycu veto, remember to put one in for Ed
and Fred.

Someonehas been thoughtful enougn to send us a pamphlet,
published by the Bureau of International Relations, Japan
Society of America, entitled "Japan's Message to America
and America's Reply," by the Rev. C. F. Aked, D.D.. L.L.D,
Not having heard from the Doctor for some time we had
hoped that he was pre-occupied in preparing for the open-
ing of his Vaudeville House at Post and Mason Streets.
It is no light task to get ready for the Movies and the
Forty Singers and the other acts which will entice the
nickels in this new Akedistic method of luring souls to

God. But it seems that the Doctor has been busy preach-
ing the Brotherhood of Man and we never heard a word
about it! Think of it! He just loves everybody, but in

this sermon, particularly the Japanese. With painstak-
ing detail he points out the danger of further unrestricted
immigration liotn the Old World; fearful that our chii-

ization may not be able to assimilate it. but almost in

the same breath advises that we. open our doors to the
Ol enl and even, if you please, suggests Intermarriage
with the Japanese. For quotes he.— "I say unto you. that

many shall come from the East and the West and shall
sit down with Abraham and Isaac and Jacob in the. King-
dom of Heaven." What worries the poor old Doc is. that

the East is apparently loading up America, and Heaven
too, so that there won't be any room left next to Al>ia

bam. Isaac, Jacob and Co. for the dear little, cute little, foxy

little, yellow devils that the Doctor loves. There'll be

plenty > t rcom in Hell for both of you.

The entire pamphlet, or sermon, is a broad plea for un-

restricted Japanese immigration, with full rights of citi-

zenship and an equally determined plea for the restriction

of Europe'an migration. Universal Brotherhood is what
the Doctor terms it. Open up the West, close up the Kasl.

Hurrah for Japan! Down with Rome! On the "Old Land"
be quotes from a work by Prof. Ross of the University of

\\ isi ciisin, who must I.e. a descendent of our own Donald.

or. perhaps, it's Charlie himself. We submit the quota-

tion without ( titer << in iiieiit than if America can assiini-

late an Aked, without perverting its civilization, then it's

capable of caring tor almost anything else, that Europe can

send us:

"The core of the large sett lenient Is likely to

be a rancid bit of the Old World. Clerical domi-
nations to a degree not tolerated among other
Roman Catholics, a stately church overlooking
mean farmhouses, numerous church holidays, a

tiny public school, built wholly out of State

giant, with a sister in the garb of her order as

schoolmistress, a big parish school, using only their

own language and teaching chiefly the cate-

chism, a high illiteracy and a dense ignorance
among lads born on American soils, crimes of

violence rather than crimes of cunning, horror

of water applied inside or outside, aversion to

fresh air, barefoot women at work in the fields,

with wretched house-keeping as the natural re-

sults, saloons patronized by both sexes, the priest

frequently urging his flock 'to have as many
children as God will give them,' much reluctant

motherhood, early t'eatn from excessive child-

bearing, large families brought up by the third,

fourth or fifth wife, harsh discipline of children,

political apathy, a controlled vote, and an open
contempt for Americans and their principles."

SHIPMATES HAVE YOU VISITED THE

tarnation t»afe
S. E. Cor. Fillmore and Ellis

GEO. L. DEALEY, Proprietor
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THE FINANCIAL SITUATION.

Before another issue of this magazine reaches our
readers (he. Exposition will have opt ned its gates. In

beauty of design and thorough preparedness for tile

opening, it admittedly excels any of the world's greal

positions heretofore held. As a financial project it I

also exceeded previous records in the sums il has re-

ed from concessionaires and from paid admissions
of visitors during the period of construction. On Sin

January 10th, the last day the public were admitted
prior to the formal opening on February 20th, the. paid

admissions are reported to have reached 60,000. Not-

withstanding the distraction due to European conditions,

the attention of the entire world i by this

splendid commemoration of the greatest achievemenl in

the history of human endeavor, an achievement made pos-

sible by the inexhaustible wealth and genius of the Am
eople.

So far the season in California has been mosl pro
pitious. The rainfall has been generous and so distrib-

uted as to permit farming operations to be conducted to

advantage. There has been virtually no damage from
storm or Hood Snow has fallen heavily in the moun
lains and has packed and frozen undi temper-

pre.vailing, thus assuring the Mow of the streams
through the summer months. The tempi rnturo gener-

ally throughout the State has been below the average,
but there has been no material damage from 1 rests. No
injur} to citrus fruits has been reported from the south-

ern part of the State. The earlier ripening and
ing of this fruit from the northern part of [hi- State
ii beyond injury from this source. The Califom
Bpmenl Bo rd reports that during the season of 1913-14

that is the year ending October 31, 1914—there n

shipped 45,306 cars of oranges which returned i

This was an excess of 5,798 ears over air- ,ear.

It is anticipated that the shipments fir 1914-15 will be

nearly as heavy. Altogether, in the aleenee nf an

set-back, the prospect seems thai our soil products will

equal in volume those of last year.

The I'gures of the Department of Agriculture
whole country show that the crops of 1914 were above

ten year average. The yields of wheat ai
I

were the largest on record. Conditions have be
in the. advantage of the wheat raiser, but greatly to the

i the cotton glower, who ha

only a supply in excess ot the world's normal re-

quirements, tut a much lessened demand irom
I

markets. He has to accept less 'ban seven cents
pound as against a range of from ten to thin
during the last preceding three years. The tendency
will naturally be to plant

I o cotton. Some
"iis of tie- south -Mi- planting winter whea

first time in their history. The conditions of winter
wheat in the countr) generally is reported excellent
The acreage shows an increase of approximately
per cent over that of last year. Should the Europe in

war continue until the time for the. spring sowing, the
age planted to cereals will undoubtedly exceed that

of any previous year.

The National City hank of New York, in its recent re-

view of conditions refers to three instances when a gnat
wheat crop coincident witli an unusual foreign demand has
furnished the impetus for great prosperity in this coun-
try. In IN"'.' it tided us over the resumption of specie
payment; in 1891 it produced tin boom year of 1892; and
in 1893, after years of almost continuous gold exports, it

reversed the movement and started the most remarkable
period of expansion the country has ever known. The
same, situation now appears again. Our exports of wheat
are on an unparalleled scale and at high pri

Bterling exchange in New York is showing a tei

to fall below the gold import point, and there are indi-

cations of a movement of gold in our favor. Money con-

tinues easy at all financial centers. ''HI money ranges
from 2 to :; per cent, sixty to ninety day lulls :','- to ::

:

,

per cent, longer maturities up to six months, I pel cent.

These are New York quotations, The discount
of the federal Reserve Hanks range from 1V4 per cent

for thirty day paper to ."» per cent tor sixty to ninety d

and i; per cenl for a and live stock pape.i hav-

ing more than ninety days to run. At which figures they
are apparently not doing much business. The Federal
Reserve Bank at New York recently purchased $5,000,000
of City revenue warrants yielding 3 19-32 per cent in-

terest, as a means of employing some of its funds and
earning something towards expenses.

The prices quoted above are for the use of money, not

capital. Mi. u' v that is borrowed fcr the importing of

commodities, or moving them to market, and which can
n ill through the sale .of the commodities, is an

entirely different thing from money thai is borrowed to

be indefinitely Funded in sum. constructive ise of

investment, in the latter ease it is capital, and will

always command a higher rate thin money that is bor-

rowed for a seit liquidating transaction of commi
This win In- mo accentuated ami brought home
in borrowers as our banking system develops.

Among recent capit 'I requiremi nts presented to in-

vestors, have been $15, er cent Gold Notes
of the Ar: payi in oni two and three

underwritten by a syndicate of New
ion. Philadelphia, Pittsburg and Chicago bank-

to Invi tori !
i 99 '

, to par at cording to

maturities. The entire Issue, it is announci d, has b » n

si Id. This is the first instance of a South American
iiiMi.M looking to this country for its financing.

died bj London. An-
i Instance i f t nam Inf nmenl that has here-

re relied mi London, has been the purchase by the

iib Trust Companj ol New York of $2,700,000 of

British Columbia one year i
1

-.. per cent gold treasury

bills in tance the cost ol

ilal has been more than appears from the rate, of the

aliens. The government "i Holland is also

il. .1 ii. i urns in New York, al par. to a ill... to bfteen

5 per
.

Ml loan ill $1 I". \ forth.

i f the shilling of the world's centers and Channels of

nd i rei 'in creation ol a credit

cf S:' ot the Russian . ej nmenl in a

of New York b nks. In be used Ii r the purchase of sup-

lii in this country,

Economists are not agreed as to the ultil

i ,,n the in lei hi i apltal Some, while admit

ting :.j to the destrui I Ion and sbsorpti I

.. hi be a -I' in di .
. eased muii.1v

, yet

i thai mi the cessation of bostllltii s, the energy

h ' warring naliins will be BO exhausted, the paralysis

of iminsirv s.i complete, and tlie impoverishment ol the

It, thai there will be no new enterprises

, cted call Dg n r new capital, because they win not

be required, and therefore the supplj ol capital available

v. hi 'i purposes ol rehabilitation. < II bi i

having m inn"' lulrements ol this countrj

and II Ment to Which it has her.:, i

on those

ton iii < apital, which il is ado

will in- greatly depleted, II not exhausted, will not con

the supply of capital will be adequate, to the

i. ,, u .1 upon it. but that it will rule high with us after

dence is resti red and this country resumes its wonted

activities, s.iv Ings Union Se.r\ ii e

BEAR WATER, Pure and Healthful.

CALIFORNIA'S "GRAND PRIX" CHAMPAGNE

"Grand Prix"

BELGIUM

1913

^ EXTRA DRY «—«
GOLDEN STATt
CHAMPAGNE

ITALIAN SWISS COLONY

"Grand Prln

ITALY

1911

EQUAL TO THE BEST IMPORTED'
1 he Verdict of Connoisseurs
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A NIGHT BY THE SEA
INDOOR YACHT CLUB
Cabaret <£ Dinner dt Dance

At the Cliff House <& Lincoln's Birthday

Friday, February 12

DINNER AT 7:30 O'CLOCK
Dancing till the wee sma' hours

A SPECIAL FISH DINNER
! For those desiring it '

$2.50 per person, including l&lnes

CAPACITY LIMITED
RESERVATIONS MAY BE MADE AT CLUB ROOMS

FIRST COME FIRST SERVED

Members and friends desirous of taking part in the Dance but not the Dinner

will be admitted at any hour, up to the capacity

of the Cliff House.
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IN II \ ACHT CL1 B.

Frank J. Hennessy,
William H

Thomas S. Mulvey
James YV. Co ff roth
Samuel Berger

Club Rooms and Office. 4 Eddy Street. Telephone (Private
Exchange connecting all departments), Sutter 53S6.

Board of Pilots.

Commodore. M. W. Altmayer, Steward
McCart hy. Kt- ep*-r-of-the-Log.

Joseph A. Waits
James Woods
John Tait

Joseph H. Hutchinson Wm. Chappell
Harry P. Sullivan, Assistant Secretary.

5 til II ill lit t i.lil III lit *••..

Huiur: M. W. Altmayer, Jno. F. Cunningham, T. S Mulvey,
Jno. J Glynn.

OfAtf«: H. K*-egan Munahan M. W. Altmayer, J. A. Watts.
Auditing: J. H. Lewis. M W Altmayer
EntfrtalDDirnt: Sam Berger. Wm. H. McCarthy. H. I. Staf-

ford. Frank P. Shanli
Flnanre: John Tait, J. W. Coflfroth, James Woods, H. H.

Hart. Wm. H McCarthy.
Athletic: P. M. Wand. J. S. Lewis. J. E. I'erham.
I. v. C. Baud: Major Eugene M. Levy, Manager.

other Committee*.
Publicity: Wm. J. Lynch. Al Joy, Waller Anthony.
Games* Card*, Etc.: Jos. A. Watts, John l-\ t'unnlngham.

Neil T i >uffj .
Joseph h

1 1

Welfare: P M Wand. Wm Morrison. F. E Schober, John
Plover, Michael Levy, B J. i-'i I, Michael Hannan. p. H.
Livingston.

luiiioftni : Wm. A. Lange. Vincent FInegan, II l Mulcrevy,
Geo. C. Salch, Han Lrtz. Dr, Jno. .1 Drlscoll, Capl
Hem. I YV. Coffroth.

Membership cards for 191 3 can be obtained from the Secretary.

Club House membership, $6.00 pel
tnf-an nually—June i a nd I "

!• 1.

Criticize and suggest for the Improvement of our service.
Complaint and suggestion box In

Is your add I and j our name pn i

on our records. our bills and the envelopes
from the Club? If not, as a great assistance to this office

we would suggest that you e same youi sell

mailing your check to It is very Important that
we have oui re ords in tins respect authentic and w»
your heart v co-operation with us Moral it

vour mallli let us know and we "ill see that
the possibility of your mail from this office going astn
eliminated.

tC*T NOTICE.

Members who have failed to pay dues for hall yeai

mencing December 1, 1914, are past delinquent, and it un-

paid on February 10th, the name i
i I

-nHi d llnqu

will be posted for non-payment in the club vestibule.

Members posted for non-payment, unless paid up by

March 1st, will be suspended and denied the privileges

Hi' the club.

Feb. lO— Members* Night at the Club Rooms.

Vaudeville and Sketch by Jack Hunt.

Feb. 12 —Cabaret-Dinner-Dansant. Cliff House

Feb. 20, 21, 22—Open House, account

Opening Exposition and Auto Races.

MarcH 15 -Pinochle Tournament.

April lO Pageant-Dansant, Civic Auditorium,

"All for the Kiddies."

May 2 -Picnic and Barbecue.

SMOKE

vafiadis Cigarettes

DUKE BRAZER

We sell "Old Government" Whisky at our bar

Indoor Yacht Club

PICNIC
Sunday, May 2n^

'Barbecue under Direction of

'BILL HYNES

cMusic by the Indoor Yacht Club Hand

VAUDEVILLE!
I. Y. C. CHORUS OF J 00!

SMEMBERS ONLY

Special Train from Ferry Depot JO a.m.

The ONLY EXPENSE #£**£?$M5

Or by Automobile via Oakland.

INDOOR YACHT CLUB

Wednesday, Feb. 10
8:30 P. M. —

MEMBERS 1 NIGHT

VAUDEVILLE
and a One Act Sketch by theJack Hunt Troupe

of Indoor Sailors

'ALL FOR THE KIDDIES"'

INDOOR YACHT CLUB

Pageant-Dansant
CIVIC A UDITORIUM
Sat, cApril 10th

Tickets $3.00 Admitting a Lady and Gentleman or two
Ladies. Additional Ladies' Tickets $1.50.

Tickets <%eady march 1st
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A WORD OF THANKS TO THOSE WHO HELPED.

This is not supposed to be a "sob" story. It is just a

plain matter of fact narrative of how a number of enter-

tainers of local downtown cafes under the leadership of

some of our big hearted public officials endeavored to

give some yuletide greetings to the people of San Fran-
cisco's relief home last Christmas.
While thousands of our citizens wrere making merry

around their family or club circles enjoying all the com-
forts of pleasant surroundings and other things which
go to gladden the .hearts of our average citizen, a small
coterie of men and women, moved by an impulse to do
good, journeyed out to the relief tract to those "over
the hill" and with song and dance made life just a bit

pleasant for those who "couldn't."

John Crowley, Meyer Cohn, H. R. Barent, Justice of

the Peace Michael J. Roche. Supervisor Andrew J. Gal-
lagher and twenty other men and women staged a vau-
deville show that will long be remembered in the history
of the Relief Home. For two and one-half hours the peo-
ple of Wallenberg's Institution witnessed a show which
lightened their hearts.

Over eighteen hundred members, old men and women,
sat in the enclosure. Jane Jones of the Black Cat sang
"To Have, To Hold, To Love." She sang it as she never
sang it before. In fact, this popular singer was so
moved by the sights about her in the audience that when
she concluded she broke down and cried.

The "Wild Irish Rose" was sung by Cur y Monroe,
tenor of the Pup Cafe. Freddie Bell sang "1 Hear You
Calling" and "When You and I were Young. Maggie."
These entertainers who are accustomed to singing in

the local cafes were so affected by the pathetic scenes
about them that they seemed to be inspired. Those who
are familiar with their singing, declare that tin > never
heard them sing so well. Freddie Bell was so moved
when he was singing "Mother Machree" that he fainted
and had to be assisted off the stage.
One old lady, a member of the institution, presented

Curly Monroe with a necktie which she had made her-
self, while another presented Jane Jones, another singer,
with a handkerchief.

H. II Barent spoke in behalf of the Board of Health,
while Supervisor Andrew J. Gallagher spoke in bell II

of the city.

To those who have never witnessed such seen
the Relief Home, it might be suggested thai the; make
it a point to ue present next time. It most likely will

depress their spirits but it it will cause you to think
with a feeling you never before experienced. Those who
participated and staged this entertainment deserve to be
highly complimented on their public spirited action.

"Daily perform thine own appointed work
Unweariedly; and to obtain a friend—
A sure companion to the future world.
Collect a store of virtue like the ants.
Who garner up their treasures into heaps;
For neither father, mother, wife, nor son.
Nor kinsman, will remain beside thee then.
When thou art passing to that other homi
Thy virtue will thy only comrade be.

Single is every living creature born.
Single he passes to another world.
Single he eats the fruits of evil deeds.
Single the fruit of good; and when he leaves
His body like a log or heap of clay
Upon the ground, his kinsman walk away;
Virtue alone stays with him at the tomb.
And bears him through the dreary, trackless gloom.

Depend not on another, rather lean
"Upon thyself; trust to thine own exertions
Subjection to another s will gives pain;
True happiness consists in self reliance.

Strive to complete the task thou hast commenced;
Wearied, renew thy efforts once again;
Again fatigued, once more the work begin;
So shalt thou earn success and fortune win.

A HINT TO THE ILL-TEMPERED.
When you've snapped up a youth who was doing his best,
And sneered at the error he'd made.

When you've poured out your wrath in a manner distressed.
Have you found that your conduct has paid?

Whenever your temper you've lost through the day.
And before you in terror has stood

The young man who tried, but whose work went astray.
Did your bullying do any good?

Did yon get better service Ironi those you employ
Because of your rage, let me ask?

If he's fearing your frown, does your messenger boy
Perforin any better his task?

Winn you've flown off (he handle because things went
wrong

And said all the mean things you could,
And thrown in some cuss words to make it seem strong,
Have you tound thai it did any good?

If not. why not treat in a kindlier way
The youth who is trying to sen e ?

Why not point out mistakes thai he makes in a day
Without undermining his nerve?

Why noi gently reprove for the errors he's made
\ml help him the way thai you si Id,

Instead of the useless and senseless tirade
you may lind that you're doing some good.

ASSEMBLY BILL NO. 95.

Introduced by .Mr. Coclsil. January 11. 1915. Referred
to Committee on Ways and Means.

AN ACT
To Provide for the Erection of a Memorial Monument to

George Washington; Appointing a Commission There-
for and Providing an Appropriation to Carry This Act
Into Effect.

The people of the State of California do enact as follows:
Section 1, The Governor of this State is herebj em-

powered to appoint three citizens of the State of California,
who shall serve without compensation and who shall be
the Washington monument commission, to act with the
George Washington monument committee of the city of
San Francisco, who shall choose a site and erect a me-
morial monument to George Washington In the i

center of San Francisco.
Sec. -. There Is hereby appropriated out of any money

in the State treasury nol otherwise appropriated the sum
of twenty thousand dollars to carry into effect the pur-
poses of this act

Sec. 3. The moneys hereby appropriated shall be avail-
able for the purposes herein specified as scum as the said
George Washington monument committee shall have de
posited with the State treasurer the sum of thirty thou-
sand dollars to be used for the purpose and in the man-
ner mentioned in this act.

I have had introduced in the present legislature a bill

known as Assembly Hill N'o. 95, the provisions of which
.call for an appropriation of twenty thousand dollars
toward the erection of a monument to George Washington.
The monument is to be placed In our Civic Center. Wood-
ward's Gardens was the only place in San Farnclsco that
boasted of a monument of George Washington. Robert
Woodward, the propritor of these gardens, opened the
gardens in 1864. and at that time and for many years
Woodward's Gardens was the pleasure resort of San
Francisco. In 1893 the historical gardens were disman-
tled and San Francisco today is one of the few la

cities in the United States that has not a statue to com-
memorate the sublime dignity of the Father of our Coun-
try. Assemblyman Codsil, of San Francisco, introduced
the bill in the lower house, and there is every indication
that it will be considered favorably by hoth houses when
it comes up for final passage. EUGENIC M. LEVY.

Room 518, City Hall.

MR. MERCHANT
If you wish to draw attention to your window display, let

us know. We have a distinct advertising novelty for you.

TELEPHONE NOVELTY CARTOON SERVICE,
1176 Phelan Bldg\ Douglas 1181. Adv.
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San Diego
Exposition

Owl

Round Trip
Excursions Daily from San
Francisco, OaKland, Ala-
meda and Berheley

To San Diego

<R<2ft.OO
Shortest Line from ^T^ ^^ ^"^

San FrancisCO tO During February. & 90
a

Days Return Limit. Stop-
San JJiegO overs Coing'and Returning'

Lv, Ferry Station ^^^^i^^HB^^^HH^Hi
Ar. Los Angeles - 8 :4- 5 a. m.
Ar. San Diego - 1 : 1 O p. m.

r* /"\-4T_^ ^T^ " Down the Coast Line or via San Joaquin Valley, includ-1V6 Wilier 1 rainS ing' The LarK, The Sunset Limited and The Coaster.

DINING CAR SERVICE BEST IN AMERICA

SOUTHERN PACIFIC
THE EXPOSITION LINE-l<515"riRST 1N SAFETY

For the "Nippy" Season

^ 3000 Overcoats ^
To Select From

Balmacans Gaberdines Dress Coats Auto Coats

RFROFR'^EAST OF POWELL £5 £L BY \J Cm tK O "Benjamin" Clothes
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ST. FRANCIS IMPORTATION CO.
350 Geary Street

WINES AND LIQUORS AT RETAIL
FINEST GOODS - LOWEST PRICES

PROMPT DELIVERIES

DEL MONTE AUTO RENTAL CO.

phone SUTTER 215
LIMOUSINES
LAUNDAULETS

WEDDINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

CABS
TOURING CARS

OFFICE. I05 POWELL STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

R. H. Fischbeck
Phon

I
Douglas 5930

;

'i Sutter - 3629

Handsomest 'Buffet in the West

MAJESTIC
'Best of Everything 1W

844 MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

flaeksen %ager
Brewery's Own Bottling

A New Bier of Excellence Made by

an Old Company

flaeksen brewing %q.
ESTABLISHED 1860

Telephone

Market 2068
Eleventh and Folsom Sts.

San Francisco

I am a power for great good if you do

not abuse my use.

In cases of need— I do my work well.

I am a builder up of health and strength

—in the hospital or in the home.

For the invalid or the convalescent

—

for the tired or overworked I offer a

great help.

A little of me goes a long way.

I have been among you for three

generations.

I'm known as Cyrus Noble throughout the world.

<J Effectively designed IVoolens created into Gar-

ments whose dignity and Style appeal instantly.

LINDNER BROS.
1 26 Post Street Tailo rs San Francisco

SMOKE
%crina
QUEEN of HAVANA

SHapes and Sizes to suit
All Tastes £><£>£>

M. Blashower, Distributer

Phone Park 866 £*iM„M IS70

August Jungblut Co.
Manufacturers of

BILLIARD
POCI1ET TABLES

AND SUPPLIES

833 Fillmore St. San Francisco

101
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Viever Mind the forii;

§mt %hu> in en

Warren

tfhanncn
"Gemmereial

dperting

(SHANNON-CONMY PRINTING COMPANY) "£ong[

ffelitieal

dcdctlj and

% e_

9rinter
mmd

Publisher

509 tfanscme 6t.

Magazine

9rinting

Kearny 7093

Buy yoUr Groceries
- from

BOWEN G
&CO.

Pioneers inthe Grocery Business since 1850

P. VINCENT MATRAIA. Pre JULIUS EPPSTEIN. Sec'ry

&rt Jfloral Co.
Incorporated

HOTEL ST. FRANCIS

2 55 POWELL STREET

Telephone, ' KEARNY 3524
p "'SUTTER 1372

SAN FRANCISCO

/mkand

O'FarrG
Opjx Orphetflti

BEST OF ENTERTAINMENT
SERVICE AND FOOD

Alwayi
ttn.ctl irtR doing here. Perfect culiinc flrd qtij

service. Arthttc rd plceiinfi drier, tier*.

Follow The Crowd To Tait'

Phone Doug/,, Special Price hy the :fyox

WHOLESALE
RETAIL

844 MARKE1 STREE1
San f-rondtco

Remember that

Cresta Blanca Wines
Are the STANDARD WINES of California

Try a Bottle of CRESTA BLANCA CHAMPAQNE
(Green Label) Equal to tfae Imported

PALL MASSON CHAMPAGNE VINTAGE 1908

Fred

l

Sherry

Operating

Stanislaus

Creamery

Company

Modesto Cat.
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THE ETIQUETTE OF THE STREET CAR AND JITNEY
By H. KEEGAN MONAHAN
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The jitney bus business, being an infant industry since

its recent inception, has had all the ills and troubles of all

infants, whether human or otherwise. Its birth was hailed

with delight by the used-car sellers. Any beat thai had

the semblance of a car was given a shot of hop to make it

go and painted up like a ringer and so'.d. If one hap-

pened to be a street sweeper or the friend of one, he

could have had enough parts of machinery (o make a bet-

ter car than those running by following along behind with

a dust pan and magnet.

The jitneys have supplied a long-felt (\ at. Si n

pie are never happy unless we go to war have a i

or a pleasant and friendly free-for-all going on all the

time. Excitement is what ; Now tin

have it. Get in a jitney— tell the driver thai you

a hurry—slip him a quarter, and he will ^

fliver with a jerk that will extracl your wis

Right in ttie high from s dead :top, I rowin

over haul a' starboard, climbs up of an

express wagon and o\er ihr side in a - :

: t«

wisdom teeth being off tin- job. you throw discretion to

the winds and bid him speed. Me does. \i 1 1 > <- corner

the trallie officer holds up his hand ami the jii

from the high to a dead stop. You don't; you keep righl

on going until your chesl enci

in front of you while your cigar is jammed dov

throat Hi: lighted end buried in the neck Til your-Ben llur.

Ben Hur convulsivels releases the brake, the clutch takes

hold, ami you ale merrily on your way. By good fortune

the T. 0. lins given his imperial signal that you may pro

lere surfeil of excitemenl is had. Bed

lets go i es Hashing, his soul, likewise

i, en fire (or revenge upon the dastard whi

him while his turned, You are sputtering in an

01 to keep the cigar from its all too well avowed

intention of lighting tl ! with whi.

pickled your lunch, ami the driver thinks that

( onvuls upon tin cc of your plas

of assa You cannol

I. re In Id Your wils are

striving to I
i" 1 plan

i i

lion on a I

I In- i

I The

the from v distracts the

1
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THEATRE GOERS ARE WILLING TO BUY
Public Can Always be Depended Upon 1o Fay for 'What it Wants

Before it Pays for What it Needs.

By WALTER
Tin- th.

! ndering what the Exposition is going
to do to them.

is." they say. enough before the
Fair began to i ttracl the lure
of its marvellous lights, and the question

I

r the stranger within our nates will pari with his
money to see a show down town when the Zone

owers to pli

The answer to the question is that of the comedian in
one of Ziegfeld's Follies." and is; "well, yes and no "

The public befi re, after and during th m, has,
will and does patronize th'' shows it lik

The problem isn't with r
with the prodtic

<-
'
11 alwaj tided upon i

ire it buys what - nts the-
atrical performances, in spite of assertions to tl

trary by producers of plays that arc not wanted.
• • • •

What does the public want?
It is not difficult to answer that question,

1

1' My
Seven Keys

to Bald tash and Pet Imutter," loneer,"
when David Warfield pla

Floor Back," but it does nol

with its hideous plot, nor such nastiness as
Neither does it want "The Whirl of the World." which
fact must ha' monej to find out.
As in grand opera, we want it—for a dollar.

ti int. -rest, which it w ill not do ir

la not a stellar name like Garden, Tetrazzini, or
Caruso, to conjure with, opera will nol way In

San Francisco until we have an opera auditorium large
enough to accommodate a thousand seats at a A

Bach nighl .luring the iollars

fused at the needy box offli

i. and $2 was more than the clamorous
throng would pay. It is so. too, at the Gaiety, just now,

mtifully. This
ment do against m
pent, however, because, while i mighl issible

come
wards,
ppetite

had beet irhled
under direction at the Alcazar
The experience peratb i pi larios, however, Is

San Fra
will Bupport opera at dollar prices if there ran bi

ter which can accommodate, the thn
remains

want to
i

These thin aid w ith flnalii so far

concerned
« • • •

With twi id Warfield and
ertson playing ;it th. same tun.- in the" two leading the-

aters of San Francisco one mighl imagine thai t-

''I fail in I her. but the
The public want

ir and the

. and

ANTHONY
titter ait instincts.

Though the attraction was 'billed like a circus." it U
notorious that public apathy concerning the allurement
of 'The Whirl of the World." with what Percy Hammond

thighs," amounted to complete indif-
nce.

you should think this is a moral argument, I

that The Whirl of the World" did not
it was naughty.

It failed because it was nol
There, wns no elegan, an carer effort to un-

file girls while Eugene and Willie Howard con-
sumed the time as best they could and used over all the

terlal that they had exploited for years on the Orpheum
circuit.

Willie is a clever boy. but there can be too
The Shuberts may profitably take a les-

thal arch conspirator against propriety

—

Flo
'"' they in, a thing or two from Ger-

trude Hoffman (Kitty llaysi who«U she ha deep
Melville. Ellis' bocks, knows their truths as well

had invented them.
-land the art of suggestion.

That's why their "Whirl of the World" was :i tailure In
San Francisco.

• • • *

illustration of what a real astul r of the
drama thinks of San Francisco, 1 will mention Al Woods.
whose New York presentation of "Potash and Perlmutter"
is ,11 its way here. Woods was recently a \isitor in San
Fr ncisco fur several weeks and studied us closely. The

• nations ! A to thus!} :

'

1
li.'i> 11 Francis. list of

'Inch 1 shall send all of my productions The
"is; it is

critical, but it will pay generously for that kind ol enter-
tainment which it desires, and I think that I have learned
what that Is."

Woods Henry Miller was breaking all

records in his pretty play, "Daddy Long-
11 The Whirl 01 the World"

.11 int.. local oblivion, .Hid as Woods 1^ a producer
of light musical ment as well as legitimate c

edy, that he caught our angle
lusical comedy or "revue."

prodl II patronize as well as the kind
imedy we like.

• • • •

" would sc.in from the astabll

it is

d ill the home!: My ll.art." we like

Tin. Poor Little Rich tlirl":

is it Illumines us in "Daddj Long>
healthy BXctti as it is inspired by

"Seven Keys 10 Baldpate," we approve the Fundamental,
dial a-. ui ..; relig Passim: of the
Third Floor Park." and we throw ourselves into the melt-
ing pot wiih enthusiastic abandon when an actor like

Warfield m 1 he Auctioneer."
'I her. iiing the matter with the public. Not

picture, nor the automobile, nor the high
of living will keep u m n playhouse when such

I are typical, ar. I to us.

Benton
Cotmtrp Club,

The ONE Bright Spot
"

in Los Angeles
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Clarence J. Wetmore

Our Shipmate. Clar-

ence J. Wetmore, bet-

ter known as the

father of I'resta
Blanca, and one of

our oldest members
of the famous crew, is

ever ready with a big

willing heart to give,

our sailors whatever

assistance as is within

his power.

Clarence W<

has been for the last

thirty years one of our

itlcul-

and has given

an abund;
sistance toward the greatest industr; of our beautiful State.

The height of his ambition was to plac market
of the world, wines e.qual to any Imported. His Crests
Blanca Sauterne was instrumental in pi;

B. Bert Sauternes away on the dark shelf inner to be
seen again. Consumers of favorite vintages can remem-
ber a few years back those famous white win
they relished them in the good old

and drinks were more appreciated than the presenl day
with all our up-to-date illuminations and el itertaln-

ments.
C. J. Wetmore has worked hard these man

i

and we hope that very shortly he may
treme pleasure of resting on iiis well earned lauri

be blest by his many admirers and consumers of hi

hobby, (Cresta Blai re is no brand of

wine this side of Europe that uses thi .luring

vintage, time as is practiced on thi s Vine-
yards. Cresta Blanca wines are grown in 0]

one soil, one climate, made by one
i

I. Wetmore,
carefully blended and bottled all under his personal super-
vision. So any lover of good wine can fully realize why
Cresta Blanca wines are in such demand, as they never
leave, the sight of the original maker until Bhipped away,
and the characteristics are as fai 'r. Wetmore

as the characteristics of your loviag child would be to yon.
'1 he mi si pri jounced secrets of the success of the long
experience of Shipmate AVetmore. is to always have uni-

formity, purity and age. to offer to the public a wine that
tastes good, and has a beautiful fruity bouquet and above
all. that will : gree with you at all times and on all occa-
sions.

C. .1. Wetmore has been chief executive officer of

viticulture! board that has been appointed in tie lafl

twenty-five years. His never tiring ambition lor work
toward the great industry and with bis vast knowle.dge
of ih.> same and Knowing also the man) characteristic!
of the different wines from the different counties

win.' drinking Americans
who are foolishly under the impression I. it no one <an
make or blend wines hut the-.- ol the Latin race Ship]

Wetmore has proven to the contrary by his

ful success ai i of his Cre
They are now shipped all over the world, viz: Kngland,

ill, Australia. Hawaiian Islands. .Japan, China, Una-
If nee and into every nook of our own,

continent. Wetmore has taken over the Paul
Champagnes, of which you need no Introduction and dur-
ing the our year that they have retained the pro|

ship of this fatuous brand they hove accomplished
desire, Thej are now serving the Paul Masson ChahS

tills Is the only vintage champagni
of California and pleases all the true connoisseurs who

Ml the Indoor Yacht Cli
'

words filled with praise for Paul Masson Chant
pagne and thai is sufficient evidence of truth -ml loyalty,

Shipmate \V tmor at present president
Beard of Viticulture, ni Inted bj Governoi Johnson*
althougl pating in any political organization^
bis well know i merits en rned In pai I

came to bis i and he « ted with
honor to that vain; n. whii h n

Indoor Yacht Club h

Ini Hi '1 by Shipmate We. t to hi

i'resta lt'ane;i Vineyard nd n whole Ions day of

inliii

ter. to dine a ad to wlnsj

to he- merry and happy, to fill your lungs with pun
tain air and to sing '.our greate i praise toi

life to ' nr famous Indoor Yacht (Tub nd i

1

tars. Come one. come all, the

n drink to yi content, served to your
!

' parkling. your appi

country air will in: on eel like a king
ire he Invites vi

EHRMAN BROS.

"EL ROI-TAN
PERFECT
CIGARS

TELEPHONE GARFIELD 75

Corwine &. Livingston

'Portraits by
Photography

Sttflngs by

cAppointmcnt 233 TOST ST.
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A DREAM OF THE GOLDEN GATE.

Duncan Milne.

(18SS)

When the ships came first throng

te of the \\'i st to the opal 1 ay,

.ed deep in the tranquil olilen

of a long I
; 'ay;

The cat es a wants ol

ere the hopi

tu stay.

When the shipB come now through t li •
- m

Golden
of the West to the land-h i

;i!s they engull and I

k hulls ;is ' igh:

Gold from the depths of th< ine

t of things I i

The marts of the nation—these are they.

the ships shall come thr

Golden
-t to the wharf-lined bay.

And the great W'or il - Fair of the

ng its shores in august dis

Then ; !

In her high zenith crowned shal

And thi d In

The songs of the hauls of a later clay.

Truly Poets are the Prophets of

om- should
lie ability to rhyme makes the poet bul

let " His vision pa nl of a

of action an

heavens above and into the earth beneath, pan

Blow bending finger, b il
: far In

ght of unborn years.

There was a poet in I
Robert Din-

can Milne. We hope he is alive to remember the proph-

poem I which perhaps he i

has forgotten i « hii h hi c tiled

lished In ' ! The Main Sheel

which would be grateful for information

seer of two decades ng".

The ships are coming through the fortflai

Gale." which salutes the ds and bids them
it World's

We salute with sinccrest feeling this poet-prophet who
saw the vision first.

HOLDING HANDS AT 50 PER.
Manicuring Has an Important Sentimental Side.

The sudden rise of the manicure has meant mori
. Of tinner i

mental Bide. It stands to re:

too old to (In personal habits would not sit under
i lamp and languish ovei a little porcelain howl

have their digits

The In I

"holding hands, w il h

cents :t Hut the n
Icare" have torn the silken vi m from tin

remony. The expert manicure i
ssarily

proficient in amputating the i tig i nail or in repulsing the

Invadln. icerned with the little

hand pn
are the real - >l her art

i mir the di
:

i. ate touch, thi

which conceals art- In other words, lends spontam
are that is

another ill >

as the ham 1 red from the suds to the I -

napkin—the lingering fade away physical r

as the rehal from the

lion—that furtive look, as II lilting thi

"curtain re but the results of many
faith in b

in a certain form of ornate neati

quired Cincinnati Times-Star.

ANOTHER NIGGER IN THE WOOD PILE?

The co lion of the ire will wit-

ness the revival ol the old bid for applause from tin-

beautiful groups of women ably assisted by the falsetto
voiced long haired individuals who wear bifurcated net!
garments and escape arrest on the charge ot masquerad-
ing only l\ semblance to the male
leference is to the billboard discussion which again will

i of their constituents
at heart to writhe in their seats at thi I time. It

I'd on the proposed ballot
as No roduced i>y Assemblyman Fi <

lor Wright of San Jos", will meet the
ills, if given serious

thou asunie valuable ie question has
ics without number. The apparent reason

that it rises again is that the newspapers are hungry for

will not only advance the rates for advert
n iil w ithoui i monopoly, if the hills sh

lire

trained in

outdi is. bill posters and printers will

be deprived of their place in the sun, their vocations de-

of livelihood effaced in th

of art and under the hyi anner of civic pride.

interested In the
lots, ans whatever to take the

placi men who would
be. legislated out of work? Can they
<\ffro]' t they have no ulterior mot!

us this issue.' Can men be so benighted
their

and a mention in their little weekly paper at home, a!

nil to the people's welfare?
that labor, those who are so busy with the.

Iding for their families, thi nefit

nd kindred pursuits

of outdoor advertisii than the

worn and pink tea ornaments In the guise of

men who are behind the hills mentioned before, They are.

no doubt. 1 and are serving masters
unbeknov. that they v ed or

at lea

Procrastination

Has Ruined

Many a Man

How? , Well, some led

valuable papcis in the.i

desks or in thoir office safes.

They fully intended to place them in a safe deposit box, but they lust put

il off Fire came -everylhing destroyed. No office sale withstands a ho'

Are.

NOVt*- Right NOW is the time to act. Today put your papers and

valuables in a box in the Crocker Safe Deposit Vaults £4 year and up

Crocher Safe Deposit Vaults
CROCKER BUILDING Post and Murhet Sts.

Under Management ol JOHN F. CUNNINGHAM

CALIFORNIA'S "GRAND PRI.V'.CIiAMPAGNE

"Grand Prix'

BELGIUM

1913

I

_ EXTRA DRY «—«;#<

GOiDENSTATt
CHAMPAGNE

ITALIAN SWISS COLONY

"Grand Prli"

ITHLf

1911

EQUAL TO THE BEST IMPORTED -

The Verdict nl Connoisseurs
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The Kiddies.

Remember them on April 10th,

Andy Gallagher is getting farther away from the Mayor'l
chair. He moved back three notches in the supervisors'
chamber last week.

Vote for all the bonds that will cause the spending <>f

more money. The majority don't pay taxes, an} v

Another tribute to Mullally: the Vanderblll I

without friction.

Most of the concessionaires at the lair are down in the
mouth over business. Samuels or 'the former lac.

is thoroughly in the dumps over lack of patronage.

Resta takes bis life in his bands and battli

for $3000. Willie Ritchie turkey tr

{15,000. But boxing, you know, is brutal.

After viewing bis cheek in the restaurant ci

the Yellowstone Park. Colonel Farley styled the
place 'The rnfaithful Inn."

The, Reverend Cowley Carroll sang his swan son
Sunday. Perhaps 'twas best for Hubert, as other
besides the Fields' affair were about to break.

The Y. W. C. A. at the fair has a building all its own.
Owing to lack of patronage a sign was bun-
Welcome," It shows the dear girls cannot gel along with-
out the men; but one peek inside will pi

along without the girls.

Will some one ask his daily paper to publl
attendance? That will be mora Interesting than 1

the deadheads with the canaille.

The Mayor is a daily visitor at the fair grounds. Let us
hope the days for the dedication of county building
not run out.

Mr. Meyerfeld. of the Orpheuni. was Hi m
astic of the forty exposition commissioners until his
day matinees were cut in half in attendance.

English and American pronouncing gazetteers s

Warsaw; the Germans call it Warschauer, and the Rus.
sians Varsovie. The soldiers fighting near its wall have
another—hell!

A big Eastern house lias issued the following to its
employees: "Sickness will not be accepted as an i

If you eat and drink a little less, sleep -\

open, and take a cold bath every morning yon

No. 1.

No.
No. .1.

No. 1.

No.

No. 6.

No. :

No. 8.

No.
No.

No. 11.

No.
No. 13.

No. It.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CHARTER AMENDMENTS
TO BE SUBMITTED AT A SPECIAL ELECTION

MARCH 16, 1915.

Editor's Note: -The Main S t herewith
recommendations on the thirty-six amendments to the
Charter, which must be balloted on at th
lion. Tuesday, March 10th. We would prefer ,

them all, but some, in our opinion, are absoutely vie
ai' ileus and without merit or

irtutiity for
BUCB of opinion that it would,
lair tor us to voice our personal views

A with no recom
t to hold another !

ind submit an entirel.x new Chai
than to amend and amend as ha I n [I i until the

|em organic law is a veritable Jacob's coat of ci
patches. Anyway be sure and vole'

llzlng necessary tax rate., Yes
r >'i' n Label on city's printing

Industn differential

further gi neral power
bonds Irene and redi

limit o led unlet. ti dm
date

ther discretion in pur-
mg supplies .\ n

Empowering Supervisors to trol

public advertising
lion Of lulls and i

from five to three, times y,.,-

Extending Civil Serviee. '.'...

Regulating Ch il Service Lists

tbmll an old-age
nil for municipal employes

Provtding a lend ..I $50t000 for tin- r. li

the unemployed
• ealth club \,i

No. 1.".. R on public work. .......
i

i 1 ory stree.t work
iroeedure fot

N'"- U
' ind of otic n

lars for the development of ui

\„
»N'o- 19. 1 s for the celebration of Admission

and Columbus Ilavs
No. 2U. Publicity tax of J.".i).

No. 21. Granting the Superintendent of Schools a
' to vote

No. 22. Protecting the Initiative, referendum and re-
call from abuse Ye.9

No. 23. i; Iring property clet

on Yes
No. 2I(., ,,,

, r i >n ami
'enti-

tles less than i 11 No
No. 2". Increasing park appropriation
No. 2D. Increasing salary of jail guards to

dollars monthly
21 Changing police organization

of copyists in Recorder's
Yes

No. 29. In alary of certain lire department
employes

No. 30
. hundred

dollars for membi
1 ing richts of i

"is and subordinate-

secretarj ... —
Public Works

No. 34. Fixing the terms of
ground Commission Yea

emitting tin- exchange of Van Ness avenue
property for Sutro Estate property ... Yea

No. 36. Fixing time, for increases in salarj
be voted . Yes

Dash means no recommendation to offer.

BEAR WATER, Pure and Healthful.
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RANDOM THOUGHTS
There comes a time in the lives of most of us when a

compelling hand makes us feel our own insufficiency and
inadequacy. Such is our feeling now as we attempt to of-

fer our all too feeble words of eondolence and sympathy
nee Kolb in the sorrow- the great sorrow that has

befallen him. Crushed and bowed and bri

little comfort or cheer or hope for him in his dark night of

id despair. ISut somewhere, a star is shining and
v. even this black cloud must have its silver lining.

We knew her with her smiles and beauty and magnetism.
We kne.w her in the fullness of her youth and health We
knew her as she radiated cheer and comfort and gla

Like the rose that buds anil blooms and lades, she had fill-

er all too short mission, when the Creator

"Cross the Great Divide" she has mine gone to that unex-

ml undiscovered land of To-morrow, toward which
you and all of us are traveling. She'll be waiting there

with tin we all loved, but you loved best, Clar-

ence Kolb. She'll be waiting and longing lor you, CI

Kolb, and they must Ions; even in that Land of Internal

Sunshine." She'll he ha;
:

happy, too, when
you'll he together once again in that Land when

mil partings, are unknown. I'-

ll a grief should come to you. old pal- to you, who
have made this v.nrld so much brighter with your «

fun—so much better for your mirth and merriment. Pity

'tis that such a griel should come to you, who have done
so much to wipe away the other fellows' te rrows

Pity 'tis that neath tin- clown's mat, yours should be the

he broken, when yours has he.en the helping hand
and yours the healing word that has helped and i I

is all. But we who have laughed with you,

e.ven tho' we may not comfort, can feel for you. And we
who have smiled with you, are grieving for you now, and
we. who seldom pray, are praying that the Cod who sent

will give you strength and comfort to bear this great afflic-

tion From our In arts, we pity and sympathize with you,

old pal.

The, Expi sii ion is open! hopes

and anticipatii le most
vivid imagination. <• like lie- renewed enthu
of the optimist and silencing the constant criticism of the

the Panama Pacific Exposition, the Jewel
City by the Golden Gal No picture can portr

-no tongue can tell the glories that are le r

folded. Have, you ever read Washington Irving's Alham-
Perhaps you studied it at school, .lust dig down

among the old hooks, if you can. and read it again. True
It tells onlj the storj of the Alhambra in its ruins "A
Moslem midst of a Christian Land; an Ol

l the Gothic edifices of the West; an i

memento of a brave, intelligent and grai

conquered, ruled, flourished, and passed away." Hut it

pictures the wonderful tale of a wonderful land with mer-
ited and deserving style and enchantment. It's a trip to

the land of Arabian Niel I
is your first visit to the

lion. It tells thi- story as some Irving of our day
should picture this modern fairy fretwork of dome
fragile colonnades, upon which the very light falls tender
ly." Kb . banting, n

cent. It

on the world

en and such as none of us will see again. To
the men who built and huilded better than they knew, the
world ows a debt, hut we or California and we of San Fran-

ire particularly Indebted. That debt can t-

paid In actions rather than in words Our apprei
can best he shown in visiting and patronizing the Expo-
sition. It will take dayi and weeks and

rid thoroughly a and glories

.ast Wonderland. And those days and weeks
should be spent. en it has fulfilled its all too

' can say with Charles ill fated, ln-

wiio has not looked on glories -

without saying, but probably none seemed ol

ment and importance than the problem of tl

Scarcely a Week but we heard it- hardly a day but that
some rel ade to the insufficiency of our street
railroad

Fillmore street. Polk Street. Hyde and Unlor,
branches of our different systems and figure as best they
could, it was impossible, so the i Id, to handle
much more than forty thousand people and it did look
glum, indeed, tor the. days of the big attraction
Opening Daj " arriv< d and clo million
people entered the Expi ,,y of them walked
to and some from, but by far tin- greater majority rode.
And strange to relate the transportation facilitie
more 11

fusion. There, always is with such a crowd but the
ds, with its clei - cted loop, and the Mu

nlcipal Railroads, with its multiplicity of switch,
died the situation as no similar situation was handled be-

e visitors in catl
and at St Louis I I

From a transportation standpoint the P. P. 1

aie th. ,.„ tne ,| iulli .

i of the
road. Thos. P. Cashin. while

X Black and Superiu-
II. T. Jon :,,| tho
ing double deckers helped too. and that

I

Jitney, did its

well. So as an added attraction to our visit

I that one . an :;.. to md iroin the. 1

any time in peace, comfort and expedition.

The problems of the Exposition seem to have faded with

the touch of its fairy band. That

The Jitney unquestionably b -, , our
It has huddled tin

ing Silurian into
I bis willing am:

fellow
;

Whether it be C,
air or speed that prompts our patronage is i!

termite ,\ tbal the . I it : . -

about twenty-live hundred dollars dail. Income
ol the street railroads, whi. a

larity. Hut the solution of . a has brou
other. In th( unfair to

It ii

equally I Hi Indii
i public

streets to the thousands of DO] - carry-
ing vehicles to the absoluti »hts of
pedestrl
ket stn

this must alb ;hts of mei
along our main thoroughfare, as well ,-i

lords generally and their lessees. Nor
our .lin

other or for the walking public.
of them seem to feel that th a sort of Divine
right to our streets and "cli \ when th

is their policy. Many of the drl
citizens and the kindest aid of some,
is that they arc undesin

erative. By no mi an- i. this a

Jitney, but it is a demand for regulation. Almost
ether community has at lea an at-
tempt in this direction, but

.re. remarkable for their rol

fluidity, peacefully slumbers on. Th, i

an ordinance pendin
nee of the : [| w in probabl}

and until a few mo are killed, i

>i the list now looks lil

another tRussI

Modern legislation has at length reached its climax and
the world looks en With tin

mantle, of its charity and philanthropy, thi

d not only mankind, hut horses anil

under the provisions of thi ur law. Not
only must "mere men" be given a holiday on Saturday
afternoon, but the horses and wagons
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well, as they peacefully rest in Jerry O'Sliea's Mm. It

seems that the Board ot Public Works, which is about the

finest conglomeration ot assininity ever assembled in one
department of any municipality, with that "fellow feeling

which makes us wondrous kind" has been paying full time

to teams fcr Saturdays, although all work ceased at noon.

It may be interesting to know that any private individual

can hire the same team from a dozen or more stablemen
for ten hours for six dollars and from a few others for five

and a half, for which the city pays six and a half dollars for

eight hours. Which proves that there is still some pork
leit in the barrel, even in this business like administration.

The attention of the Board of Supervisors was drawn to

these facts, with a plain statement that the teamsl

should be given lull time for Saturday, but that there could

be no justification to continue paying for horses and
wagons not in use. It meant a saving of something like

fifteen thousand dollars annually. But Jerry O'Shea hol-

lered and Joe Harney hollered and a score or more of team
owners joined the chorus and the Board of Supervisors
did the usual and expected. Incidentally, we don't blame
either O'Shea or Harney or the others, because it's only
human nature to get all the traffic will bear ami they ap-

parently understand human nature as exemplified in our
municipal daddies. So the horses and wagons arc to

paid in full and a few months from now, as the prim:
approaches, we will hear much of economy and efficiency.

Perhaps, alter all, the old day:

If the reverend divines will ever permit, we hope to

edit an edition wherein we will not be fore imenl
upon their brethren of the cloth. It s e ml tedious,
this constant recital of what tiiis reverend doctor or

r ml doctor has done, Still

that we do not hear from them and it seems but just that

they who pre ch so loud and vehemently should in- asked
to pause occasionally and reflect upon own delin-

quencies and offenses. Even Dr. Aked's rej ,

dedicatory sermon at the Japanese building would b

passed unnotic rend Hubert Cowley
Carroll of Ross wandered once again. Only a few short

months ago we warm
and cautioned him to care for his flock. Hubert had a bad
habit of looking -into the window of some souls and while
thus engaged si as punctured with a hat

pin and ingloriously routed from his own pulpit by a pettl-

coated poetess named Field. Huhert bw i her
right window, howevi a. Then
there was the vejy devil lo pay, but the vestry soon exon-
erated him and everything was lovely. But Hubert couldn't
make his c luld look. Whether on de-
train with scaool teachers, or in church, those eyes, those
wonderful eyes, kept peeping and peering. And finally

they lit en Mrs I
and once more the d

Doctor took another peep. Then he did the unpardonable.
He came right cut in the pulpit and 'fessed up and Mrs.
Field was present, too. She had her 'lore Hu-
bert got very far along and that just finished everything.
Now the vestry has exonerated him is a
little bit too warm, even for Hubert Cowley Carroll, so he
is going to labor in other fields. And the moral is "Thou
shalt not covet thy neighbor's wife."

ins. Inez Haynes GiUmore wrote a story of the Murphy-
Ritchie fight, which was published in the March Century
Magazie. It was prize-fighting from the feminist point
of view. There's but little use of our re-telling it. but it's

well worth the reading and, we presume, correct!
trays a clever woman's impressions of a sport that most
real men love. Annie Laurie read the story and proi

to give her impressions in the "Examiner" of Mis. Gill-

more's impressiens in the Century and incidentally a few-

impressions that had nothing at all to do with prize-
fighting. Boxing, by-the-way, is a kinder name. We hap-
pen to know Mrs. Gillmore. She doesn't smoke cigarettes
and she doesn't swear "good round oaths" and she doesn't
tell stories "that would bring a blush to the cheek of a

brass statue." Annie Laurie admits that her friends and
associates do. So for us we would rather take the femi-
nist who is not afraid to tell the story as she sees it. than
the one who prates of morals and virtues and then sits

around in an atmosphere of cigarettes, curses and out-

spoken filth. And the point is that when the gentle and

refining influence of such women has brought to lit

race, whose men shall sit about like "Sister Susie Sewing
Shirts for Soldiers," then in truth will we be a n
(jiuus rather than of giants. Aunie Laurie as we recall, is

a (a ilornian. She was brought up with men—real imn
with red blood. Men who loved horses and ha:

and a good light, too. and it's too bad that her's
should be the pen to decry a sport that surely tends to
make men not mollycoddles. Mrs. Gillmore is a New'
Yorker. We recall her statement when the morals of our
city were denounced by a gang of hysterical sky pilots
and their petticoated proselytes. Black was the picture

ainted. Alone she answered that she had been in :\

great many cities at home and abroad, but the one place
in all her experience where a woman could come and go.
in absoluie si security from insult was San Fran-

No wonder we like Inez Haynes Gillmore.

CHARTER AMENDMENT NO. 28.

The purpose of Ibis proposed Charter Amendment (No.
28) Is i' aries in the • 'ount) Ri cordi
The rate of six cents per folio for copying and compar-
ing, now received b; -as, is Inadequate for the

II has been found, after a trial,

the men can not do, at the prevailing rate, tin- amount
of work re make a standard living wage

This line of worl is much ability and effort as
work In the various other departments, and It is only just

thai fbe compensation should be equal. It is the po
: the

copyists are entitled to a reasonable salary.

During the eighteen months ending December 31, 1914,
I a total of (550.40 less than

l by the charter. The copyists working
on a 7 cenl per would earn 5100 per month. Imf

l
n llary as at present.

The proposed rate ol seven cents per folio Is .

i Iginally fixed by the

charter and the 6 ci evalling.
The c< when absent t h

sickness or an use. and receive no pay for

on time or holidays, tuber city employes are paid
when on sick leave and also for vacations and holidays.

Ill Lo the COpylSta receive the
provided by this amendmenl cents

lio.

ordlng papers are sufficient

department, including the

copying ami no 1 Igher rati, will he charged for the record-

The adoption of this amendment will not Increase taxes.

Vote yes.

End He- Board of Supervisors, San Prancl
- il. Hi" All'

r of Commerce, San
Bi aril.

"CRAB
ORCHARD"

STRAIGHT

KENTUCKY
"BOURBON
BOTTLED IN BOND

LAVENTHAL BROS.
SAN FRANCISCO I i.ir,t...,-n CALIFORNIA
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OPEN LETTER ON STATE DIVISION.

Grand S. rfice,

111 Mason Street. San Prai

To the Board of Grand Officers of the Native Sons o
Golden West.

Gentl' to Grand 'I v's In-

vitation to appear before the- , d f

I N tiVe SdllS O I) West in
•in February L':'d. and give there my rea-

son for ad vi rating

that I am unable to come to San Fra
but, as well as 1 may. and as briefly as 1 can. I am writ-

ing my reason in this letter.

My reason for advocating the division of California
that is to say, for advecal tory
of it

^

State governmental
I

. between
the. p the two parts, is thai 1, in com-
mon with many of my fellow citizens who hive seriously
considered what is ha to us politically, and who,
as myself, desire to have domestic tranquility in our
State, and to si tigs of liberty to ours*
and our posterity, believe firmly that there is no other

domestic tranquility In our Stale, and no
other way of si curing the blessings of liberty to our-
selves and our posterity, than the political way made

iding Ihe State.

still in the i ossession ol freedom of
> h, and bejievlng thai in our

persons, still have an inherent rigl i the
al ideas we believe in, -

i of
tte, and shall continue to ai

We once had domestli State. Like
the child v rlo t

know that he has a stomach, thi

man its young lite h

nullity that they did not know they had the political
ii which insured it.

the S ty. When
people formerly werked and

i

'

other, each in his own way. without the work ol

'ng with the work of another, and without the play
of oi with the work oi

is now the. work of one clashing with the work ol

and the play of one i ling with the work oi

another.

The people of our State in their work drawn
Into work groups made so suspicious of, and self-prol

hostile to. each other, thai they are in

to the death of the work, making in fight-

ing a perverted use of the political means which were in-

our forefathers in our American Stat'

common good nd to insure liberty in work.
I do not need any letter illustration of this than I

tlon to me to give you my reason lor m
ical activity in It

purely political question, j my
advocacy of it. although the constitution of our beloved

f rder absolutely pn hibits all dl

order.
Win the existei i

i in our
st te has broken down l

which maintained di tranquility, and has Impa
urn to the

heads if their aizations tor work and for

to lead their political action. Naturally the he.ads

of tii ainsl

each other. Our be. men mis-
lortune no mire than the others.

of our St ir play hai
drawn Into groups mad e to

each other, th t they are constantly inspired to

which wen d by oer forefathers to it s ire. li

in play.

I do not ' in the
political in

who isic" in Sunda)
• ii Sunday to stop their ball plaj

I, and my fellow cit

''"Mi-

ll by
the i of Intolerance which we have

• the equality of right in all

work, and intolerance of the

tight in a!' h
i play.

.'lis. seeking lor the source
ight

in- fair St ed in the
rent numl

people of in

the
1 iiion.

I. and mi forcing

their malign blight i [ and play

of th north of t the

llio-

tion i kind-

le of

lilll 1 '

think the good and V
Uindb
We, th I of I lifornla, have ever

t of intolerance.

then, through that way of having again do-

mqulllty in i ur stale. « e advoca
left. Ii<; is the illle

p. take who would el - for

i and pro-

. within which they may
then erect, en such
tain it. THEIR STATE OP INTOLERAN'I V.

Respectfully.
HARRY HAMMOND

Byron. Cai„ Feb. -J". 1915.

''"rtrlS,,,,:,.,!!,.!...'^

$an Francisco
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TWO BEAUTIES IN ONE FAMILY.

To the best of our information and belief Southern Cali-

fornia is admired and envied everywhere except in North-
ern California, while the opinion that Northern California

is a splendid country obtains everywhere except in South-
ern California. To a non-Californian world this is exces-
sively painful. Here are two beauteous sisters, for a full

but modest description of whose surpassing charms you
may consult any railroad folder—not to mention a great
Quantity of more pretentious literature. Their pearly feet

laved by the twinkling waters of the Pacific and the re-

mainder of their graceful persons bathed in a matchless
article of golden sunshine, they face the East with smiles
of ravishing yet entirely decorous invitation; but, alas!

ever and anon they look at each other.

Then two lovely pairs of azure eyes are disfigured by a
squint. The rosy oval of two cheeks is marred by a tongue
thrust into each. To the tips of two Grecian noses two
dejicate but derisive thumbs are applied. That this quite
spoils the picture goes without saying.

We should never have dreamed that Miss Southern
Golden was not all the fondest imagination could desire,

both in form and character, if her sister had not told us
that the one was mostly cotton batting and the other mere
pretense; nor that Miss Northern Golden was less than a

modern Juno, if we had not had it from the other member
of the family that she wore a wig and her temper was
atrocious.

A separation of this enchanting pair would strike us as
simply unthinkable if it wen- not that they continually
talk about it between themselves. We do not know why
each of the sisters cannot love the other, as everybody else

does; but perhaps two beauties in one family seldom get
along well together.—Saturday Evening Post

Will some one answer this?
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THE

Cliff House
THE ONLY RESORT OF ITS KIND

IN THE WORLD

Unsurpassed Cuisine

BREAKFAST LUNCHEON DINNER

A la Carte Service

Vocal and Instrumental Entertainment

'Dancing Every Evening

SPECIAL TABLE D'HOTE DINNER EVERY
Sunday Evening in the Terrace Cafe from 4 to 8

p. m. $1.00 per plate with Wine.

Billy Sunday seems to have run foul of the deadly
parallel. Eastern papers—particularly theatrical journals
—have been assembling from other sources than Sunday's
sermons the material with which he embellishes his at-

tacks on theaters, theatrical folk and everybody ii

eral.

Billy's principal font of inspiration has turned out to

be Robert Ingersoll, who if Sunday is right, is s<

to be counted ameng the few elect who please tin

preacher.
Sunday recently deJivered a speech to old soldiers in

Beaver Palls, and what he said appears below, pai

with what Ingersoll spoke at the time of his i

the Academy of Music. New York, .May 30, 1882:

INGKltSOLL.SUNDAY.
This is w day for memory

i mighty na-
i ion bends before Its hon-
ored g ra\ es and pays to

dust i he tearful trl-
Gratltude

is the fairest flower i hat
sin.is its perfume tn tnt
human heart. Bea vor Tim*?.
May 27. 1912, page L, col-
umn 5.

• • • •

Again we tell Hie story
mntrj 'a life, re-

count i he loft y deeds of
vanished years, the toil and
suffering, the defeats and

riea "f hei i

men who made our n

great a

• • • • •

On this ' ' the great
H i w -. . ii i he col-

klngs s hould
Id Wc should tell our

children of the contest, first

f..r |ua1 Ice, i i"!i for free-
dom, We should tell them
of the Dcclaral Ion of Tndc-

.

of all lniman
rights. All '

hi to
life, l

| to Joy.

This Ac la ra t Ion uncrowned
kings i nrl n i ei ted from the
hands <>f titled tyranny the

i arbl-
power. 1 1 opened ;i U

i he pat ha to fn me and put
the »tar of hoi

nan's babe.

ISngland was then the
might lesl of nn i Ions, mis-
tress of <.

our fathei . i r apd few,
hei power.

• • • * •

i i he bra in and
i in d< >tii and

: to uttei i M.

i

I
t hese words "Gov-

thel r lust
powei ent of

I In the 6*6-

of ttiis self-evident
t ruth the wn r >>f the Revo-
lution was | won.

This is a .lay I

and tears,
bends above i i

gl':\\ es. all.i pa\ s to

dust tlu- tribute "f it;

Gratitude Is the f;

flnwei lli.il sheds It; |

fume In the li'-arl <*nm-
plete Works, Vol, IX,

419.

Today we tell

of our ri'iint ry's Ih

souni the lofty dei

vanished years, the toll and
in,::, till'

Victories of hel'iile 111

men who made
greal and 1

• • • • •

On this day tin l"i ' Of

the Kreal Mrm
the colonists and the
should be told. We should
tell mir children of the eon.
test, first ' then
for freedom, We i hould tell

thorn the ih toi v oi tin
1

the i b-i rt a ml
.nil human right
are .i i i

n.'i

right to life, to
Joy.

• • • • •

This declaration
kinn in the
hand- of tilled t \ rani
srepte i of u I arbi-

tral) power. . . H
r?pcn--d nil the pal
fn me, r nil put the tar nf

hope 1 1 1 o v e t h i
i

• • • # *

KnEl and was I ben the

mightiest of nations, mis-
tress of "> ery sea. n n

OUT f.l I Im '

defied her power.
• * • • •

The
heart, the wlsd
nur to dH
"Goi derive thHr

powi-rs from the
fl.nl of lb
defense <.f till: siiblln
self -evident truth the war
was waged and won.

BEAR WATER a Sparkling Beverage

from the Ben Lomond Hills.

WHEN OUT ON THE BEACH
'Don't

Overlook

Shipmate

Wm.J. Uib
Manager

%z "durT
the handsomest

fieaeh "Cafe
on the coast
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iMinuit i \< ii r inn

Frank .1 1 1<

am H
S. Mulvry

Private
Exchang I, Gutter 5

Board of Pilot*.

M w teward

W A t t S

i Tall
Joseph H. Hud liitKon Wm

sinniiiiiic Committee*.
M W All in;i .in, T S Muiv.v.

Jno
QfAccBi M. W Allni: Watts
AutllfliiK: I H M W Allli
Eotrrlnliiinrni : Win It MVOarlb v. M i

ford. Krank l

Klnaii< • |i ||

thy.
Athlrti.: P M ham
I. \ , I . Band:

i t he Impi

from tht I

I

mailiiik-
:

Ih in this i

<*r mall from tl>

(PST NOTICE.
ho have failed to

ml it I. 1914, are past delinquent
paid on March 15, tuch delinquents will be suspended and denied the

privileges o( the club.

end Otto Walltisrh. who h; [tb (he.

I iil Com pa ii

signed therefrom, has gone into business lor himself under
the firm name of Wallli r. handling a full line

of Pennsylvania luhricat I

been affiliated with the Union Oil Company for

the past

n the Monadnoek Building ;is well as on \

ly from now on ti inyone
1 of lubricants

We wish you good luck, Otto, old

I. Y. C. PAGEANT DANSANT.

rs to have first choice In reservation of tables.

Reservations made in order of application first tome, first

VOTE YES.
ON CHARTER AMENDMENT NO. 28.

i Relating to Copyists in

Endorsed by
Board of Supervisors (Unanimously). S. F. Labor Council.

Building Trades Council. The Leading Attorneys of

San Francisco Civic League of Improvement
Clubs. Chamber of Commerce, and San

Francisco Real Estate Board.

SMOKE

VAFIADIS TlQARETTES

DUKE BRAZER

JUDGE MORRIS OPPENHEIM.

i duties
demanded of him as

January wi

of .Indue Dan Deasj Judge Oppenhi

Jud- il wisdom
invalti ind Ihe Hal are born
« in. ii ky trait, for » Ithout ii 1

.

and
bail bond men, will

take advantage and iry to

Judgi m is making an ideal magistral
Is kindly, charitable, severe when occasion demands and

re all. welcomes suggestions rrom anyone. His court

Uddcted in a most orderly fashion and he was for-

tuna'
I temanly Naiiiffs

The ludge Is making a hosl of friends each day. His

genial manner « ins him me ter.

We sell "Old Government" Whisky at our bar

Indoor Yacht Club
CHOWDER

PICNIC
SUNDAY, MAY 2nd

"Barbecue under THredion of

"BILL HYNES
cMusic by the Indoor Yacht Club cBana

VAUDEVILLE!
I. Y. C CHORUS OF 100!

MEMBERS ONLY

Special Train from Ferry Depot 10 a.m.

The ONLY EXPENSE ^£SS%\—
Or by Automobile via Oakland.
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Francis PatricK Shanley
Franei shanley. the hal the mod-

ern world has ever known—and the soberesl is accepting
the congratulations of his friends at his caravansary, the
Continental hotel on the approaching marriage i

"Shan" hears his honors well, and out em-
barrassment the felicitations of his admit

It is rumored along the reaches of the Rjalto

"Shan's" satisfaction over the forthcoming nuptials is not
to be compared with the gratification which the pros]
bridegroom experiences; and as for Mrs Shanley, who
soon will change her name, the Main Sheet
wishes her happiness, and hoc
ing from her disappointment in matrimony's lottery—with
prizes tew and tar between—may mar hei in Iter

future as the bride of one whose borne b

rooms as are covered by the hospitable Continental
tering roof.

CLUB ORATORY.

We find going the rounds of thi . press this
little item, and, thinking that possibly there may bi

bers of our own society whom it may interest,
duce it here:
A club man's speeches should

and simpler rules than any ol mai
animal: They are:
"Have something to saw
"Say it.

"Stop talking.

"Beginning before you knew what you wain
keeping on after you have said it lands a man in

suit or the poorhouse.
"It's all right when you are callil ir! or talking

with friends after dinner to run a conversation like a Sun-
day school excursion, with stops to pick flower
in the club room your sentu:
distance possible between periods Give tools

and women the last word. The men's always in the mid-
dle of a sandwich. When a man's listening I

ing on himself and he's flattering the fellow who -

ETERNAL.

A pessimist was having his fortune told:
end of all your troubles," said the
end, I suppose," grunted the grouch.

"You'n
"Oh. thi

THINK.

Xobody can do an unkind act or say an unkind
without first thinking an unkind thought.

A Kansas City professor asks if civilization is a di

If it is, Europe has a remedy in full swing.

THE 1'Mlt llll.l.s OP I'.IKi:. O!

II. i.

Take o[ inv birth,
i!

And to earth
. ,

II till Ih,- nil, I till

I il .1 .; : IV. iv
[Ills of Ell i

l

land,
Ot thi .11:

nut

—

O! 11,,- fan- 11:1

Her w is :

ns below, and en her In
1

1
....

.

. , ,

ble till,,-. in,,i<-,,\ ,-r. : g tel,

On the lair Hills ,,f Kir, . ,

A t i'ii., ir battle's lioui uni
mils o , 1 1!

I'm this is lll\

i III, hoi <!<

1 in tie- fall 11

I 1 uavhs III tli, u,, 1.1, 11 ni.M-nliiL
c iii the 1

mil lull
• Hi. Iliv tail- Hills ..I

mil pining fl 1,1

. Iongg I , , I 1

mi than a glfi ,.1 gems •' gold
Arc He- fail Hills ..1 Eire, I I!

' Kill 'mi, I 111,- vi

Eire, •:
Tin-

"'II III,- 1,111 llllis til I'.ll,-. '

low

;

blow

;

Sulr, nol, 1.

A friill
I the fair li

In 1 In- yellow
in ih, 1. ,n Hills •! Eire, ' i'

into in,- tha 11 tin- On elu>,
Is the lowing nf her kirn- mill tin

Ami thi
v li,.- ti.ii- Hills of 1 Ire, ..'

San Fran
!

,. . .

-.I. fii> iiaii. city.

Gentlemen: La r i had Hi

Ing attention, to your Honn
of a Standai -ist Sat-

Mh- openin
1 urn. no 1

1
.

1

.

day, Wl
Hall 01

the Father 1 mtry.
"Win-re would this countrj

local newspti
Wash itlnentals?"

Gentli Honorable Hoard, whither

driftlni

Youi ully.

KI'tlKXK M. LEVY.

TRY THIS.

' if you 11

in fin

ALL CHANGE!

letter transforms a leaner

leader. Don't lean— le

MR. MERCHANT
If you wish to draw attention to your window display, let

us know. We have a distinct advertising novelty (or you.

TELEPHONE NOVELTY CARTOON SERVICE,
1176 Phelan Bldg. Douglas 1181. Adv.
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To New YorK
By Rail and Ocean

The through fare from San Francisco, same as
all-rail, includes berth and meals on steamer.

Sunset Limited

New Orleans
Connects at New Orleans with Southern Paci-

fic's OCEAN LINERS Sailing Wednesdays
and Saturdays.

For Tares and Berths AsK Agents

SOUTHERN PACIFIC

3 Days To
Lv. 3rd. St. Station

5 P. M.

For the "Nippy" Season

.£ 3000 Overcoats ^
To Select From

Balmacans Gaberdines Dress Coats Auto Coats

856 MARKET ST. 3 IZT ID^\ CT ID 'O ..„ .

Sole
.

Ase
«. .

EAST OF POWELL DLIvULIx O Benjamin Clothes
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ST. FRANCIS IMPORTATION CO.
350 Geary Street

WINES AND LIQUORS AT RETAIL
FINEST GOODS - LOWEST PRICES

PROMPT DELIVERIES

DEL MONTE AUTO RENTAL CO.

phoiie SUTTER 215
LIMOUSINES WEDDINGS _ CABS
LAUNDAULETS OUR SPECIALTY TOURING CARS

OFFICE. I05 POWELL STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

R. H. Fischbeck I Douglas 593.1
Phones-

Su|,„. 3629

Handsomest "Buffet in the West

MAJESTIC
'Best of Everything tfr

844 MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

flaeksen $ager
Brewery's Own Bottling

A New Beer of Excellence Made by

an Old Company

flaekscn Screwing %o.
ESTABLISHED 1860

Telephone

Market 2068
Eleventh and Folsom Sis.

San Francisco

I am a power for great good if you do

not abuse my use.

In cases of need— I do my work well.

I am a builder up of health and strength

—in the hospital or in the home.

For the invalid or the convalescent—

for the tired or overworked I offer a

great help.

A little of me goes a long way.

I have been among you for three

generations.

I'm known as Cyrus Noble throughout the world.

Auto at the HOPKINS
Formerly Bohemian Villa

MEALS SERVED AT ALL HOURS
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS

Entertainment during Afternoon and Night

The Pacific Oce«n i« My Bath Tub.
Come In. the Water 't Fine.

1938 Ocean Boulevard
Phone Sunnet 960

SMOKE <y? .

QUEEN of HAVANA

Shapes and Sizes to suit
All Tastes £> & £>

M. BlasKoWer, Di^ributer

SHIPMATES HAVE YOU VISITED THE

Carnation 'Cafe
S. E. Cor. Fillmore and Ellis

GEO. L. DEALEY, Proprietor

• 101
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What are you doing for the "Kiddies' Ball"? You've

taken one ticket, ol course, but surely you art- goint

give ii!- more assistance than that. Don'l you know thai

you're a pari ol the - on earth?

think! Yon are one ol three thousand salesmen
have contracted to raise a sufficient sura to provide

full day of fun and frolic for over Bve thousand norm
and dependent children in San ITranclsco. That takes
some work, and there can be no or no shirkers.
Don't let George do it you do it! Just see old Mr.
Grouch around the corner and tell him what it's all a

Tap e a I et» cards i"
j 01 ir, 3 our groct 1

,
your

butcher, your baker, ami ^et them Interested Do any-
thing, luii please do something!
Only a few days e the General FYisbee, with two

hundred orphans from the Good Templar 11 e at Vs
struck a rock and almost went to the botl ol the bay.

ak God! it didn't; but a sir.
1 through all at

the thought of what might have happened rfad I lose two
hundred ki d have been Boa ers and
sermons ami t>- ir s and donations galore, at Ighly
philanthropic good people would have erected a monu-

' to their nut > Let's -i> e then, in., i,

donations while tin > live. Let's bring the Bmiles
unshlne and the gladness while they need it. That's

Mir 1 isk. our duty, and we ask you you who i

lines in help, h. do > "in part.

JOHN TAIT,
w II. 1. 1 \M 11 Mi CARTHY,
JAMES WOODS,
JUDGE BERNARD .1. FLOOD

for the Execute e i lommittee
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Vitver Mind the Siern;

{just Mow in on

Warren

Shannon
%emmereial

Sperling

(SHANNON-CONMY PRINTING COMPANY) $eqal

9clitieal

tftseicttf and

* a.

Printer
and

Publisher

50$ tfansome 6t

Magazine

9rinting

Xearni 7093

Buy your Groceries
- from —

BOWEN G
&CO.

Pioneers in the Grocery Business since 1850

P. VINCENT MATRAIA. Pra. JUUUS EPPSTE1N. S«ry

art jflorai Co.
Incorporated

HOTEL ST. FRANCIS

2 55 POWELL STREET

T,l,r,!,„,,„ I KEARNY 3524ldeph°ncs
| SUTTER 1372

SAN FRANCISCO

Phone Douglas 4015 Special Price by the [Box

WHOLESALE
RETAIL

844 MARKE1 STREET
San Franciico

Remember that

Cresta Blanca Wines
Are the STANDARD WINES of California

Try a Bottle of CRESTA BLANCA CHAMPAGNE
(Green Label) Equal to die Imported

PAUL MASSON CHAMPAGNE VINTAGE 1908

Fred

l

Sherry

Operatinu

Stanislaus

Creamery

Company

Modesto Cat.
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THE ETIQUETTE OF THE
By KEEGAN MONAHAN

TH EATR E

Lei us so to the theatre. Since the advent of the
pictures t he quest of amusement has become

almost a voyage of adventure and discovery fraught with

the perils of boredom. You peruse the daily paper and
decide whether you will take in a vaudeville house or

search for something with more continuity. On the
depicting the horrible ills that overtake, one if through

you fail to respond to the alluring attractions of

"XXX Wine of Perpetual Youth" you find the notices "
the theatres. Running clown the column you finally are

taken with the attractiveness of the name "The Lash."
It must be good. The notices say that it has played for

two solid years at the The:itre, New York,

and many months in Chicago. At a great expense borne
h\ the attraction magnates, who through their altruism

have staked their reputation and risked their fortunes

to i:i\. you this opportunity of witnessing this superb
production. You naturally conjecture that if these a

who vouch for this piece with such concrete form of con-

fidence, to wit: cool cash, you decide that while, life lasts

MS will not overlook this and have vain regrets to darken
your declining years.

Being not of the inner circle, you proceed to the box
nil ask tor a seat on the aisle. You are politely

though hastily informed that the best that you can have
is two in the nineteenth or one in the eighteenth. Your
ire is aroused. Calling to your assist, inc. - all your stereo-

typed and shopworn phrases of small time sarcasm you

ask him it they furnish telescopes gratis, or send the usher
lo tell you when you should assume the attitude

of rapt attention as the curtain arl a that yon will

know the show has started. He points to a sign above
the wicket which maneuver rinses you to step back while

another patron takes the place you have vacated. The
sign reads. "No Mistakes Rectified After Leaving the Box
Office." While you are puzzling why that applies to your

complaint, the man ahead of you lays lour dollar

on the marble and asks for two seats for that night He jet

them in the center of the house and on the aisle. As the

epileptic spasm seizes you the S. K. O. sign is hung
out and the wicketman turns to answer the phone. There
is no one to li9ten to the gurgling sounds of outrage tint

you ate expelling through your nose, you ate obliged to

ste.p out of the lobby in tie- quesl of sufficient space for

expansion or you will puncture your skin and explode.

Of all the trying situations in this vale of tears, the man
behind the wicket in the box office has the worst. His is

e requests from the public for seats on tin- aisle

All theatre going individuals entertain the Idea thai

theirs is the inalienable right to have onlj these

>rats which according to common consent ami precept, they

believe that all men connected with the show business

Conspire to withhold from them. If some genius in the

to come will startle the world with a plan for a

theatre that will have only aisle seats, his name will not

be written in sands, but blazoned forth in lasting lighl ol

eternity and held in sacred memorj by all ticket punchers.

While you are outside recovering from your sudden burst

of wrath and debating upon tie costs of eour! should you
hurl some Irish confetti through the wicket, the Genial

Friend spots you. He at once discovers your plight and
placing a soothing hind on your arm tells you where you
'ii get a "pair" for tonight. Up to the corner you go,

turning at right angles to the sidewalk and through the

swinging doors. The Genial Friend says to the suit n in

white, "Say. Charley, nn friend here is stuck for a pair

lor tonight, what can you do for him? I'll consider ii a

favor if you can lix him up." The sultan puts one finger

on the side of his nose and gives you the up and down
and says. "I don't know. Hill, what I can do. I am all

out. I don't do this regular any more and " his voice
trails out in a speculative tone. "Oh. my friend is a reg-
ular fellow and needs 'em. Do what you would do for
me Yon know me." The sultan continues to gaze, with
pei ulative eye, the tone arousing sympathetic vibrations

in the ocular nerves. That look is making you feel uneasy
.mil to cover your embarrassment you hastily dig. When
the. yellow ten spot is on the mahogany, radiant geniality
breaks out on the face of the sultan. One hand grasping
the cash and sticking the other out to you with a hearty
clasp in- informs you that tin-re may be. two pretty good

an get for you. Will you wait until he can
ascertain tins, "What will you have in the interim"""
You turn to the Genial Friend, he signifies that a little of

the old stuff will do and you say "The same for me."
While the three glasses are being chille.d the Genial
Friend says confidentially that the ticket scalpers are a

rotten bunco and always were and ever will be- and ii

it was not for good fellows like Charley, who beats them
to it nobody would ever get to see a show. His majest)
of the White Coat has stepped behind the frosted glass

partitioned office and is searching busily amongst a lot of

papers. He returns and picks up the third -lass just as
the beverage is poured, timing his reappearance to a nicety.

With head bent back thereby causing liis chin to drop,

opening up a gold lined cavity and with a half str.ii

lb-re's how," sounding to you like a well imitated gargle,

he returns to the sanctuary and re-enters upon his search
lor the tickets

The Genial Friend now introduces you to the suit m's
prime minister, the one who has just prepared the refresh

ment. "Mj friend here knows where- to come now when
in- wants anything. Charley will do anything for me or any
of my friends Won't he, .loe?" Joe says Sure," glancing

over to the glass office and slowly moving the sacred
towel over the smooth mahogany. You order in honor of

Joe. "Joe is the best little mixologist that ever hit this

man's town." continues the Genial Friend in that pseudo
secretive way that apparently excludes the third patty but

is so obviously patent that ii is being heard as it is in-

tended that it should. "I'll put you In ri-ht with Charley

and Joe- and any old time that you want anything they'll

fix you up. Won't you, Joe?" "Sure." says Joe
again ' What'll you have?" The Genial Friend sur

h, t some more ot the same old stuff will

do. you nod and now four glasses are chilled, By
this time you are anxious to get ou your way as you
hav. had but a very lighl lunch early in the clay and your

Stomach is not proof against the effects of tin- "same old

stuff." Joe and the G. F, are comparing or rather trading

opinions upon the relative virtues of lemon and lime peel

when II I. M,. the sultan, arrives with a small envelope.

His smile is like unto the sunrise as he views the four

glasses G F picks up one saying "All set?" and simul-

taneously three elbows are crooked while you hold your
liabatiou in your hand. "Here's the last two I've, gol

Bill." stays the Sultan. I was saving them for myself but

as your friend needs 'em they're his," The Genial Friend

takes the tickets, his countenance registering surprise,

delight and gratitude and handing them to you opines that

yon are certainly one lucky fellow. Right in the middle
of the house- and on the aisle, too' You have the pleas-

urable feeling of having won a difficult prize With the

glow attendant upon that you nod your head and smile

and the sultan immediately fills up four more glasses that

arently have been hovering in the nc.-r offing The
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emptying process is repeated. You have two to drink as

the one that you are still holding in your hand needs at-

tention. Being late for supper you pick up the last and
saluting the sultan and prime minister who return it with

the precision of a ritual. Xow that the hour of parting

is at hand, the White One turns to )the cash register,

puckers his brow in thought for but a 'moment, and rings

up ?6.75. Your change is handed to you and with a formal

"Coma in again," the potentate turns to greet another
seeker after stimulant.

The G. P. accompanies you to the door. You gaze
abstractedly at the remains of the tenner and he murmurs
in your ear that "Charley has to have a little, jerk to cover

the expense of tickets that were ordered but uncalled for,

etc.," saying this in a pained sort of manner that makes
the hot blood of shame mount to your brow. You agree

hastily and cease trying to figure the extra dollar. Thank-
ing the. Genial Friend, you bid him good night.

Now that you have the tickets, being a married man,
you hurry home, to a late dinner. This being your home
town and as the show is at a theatre where miny people

who know you attend, you of course are going to tiike

your own wife.

You arrive at the theatre ten minutes late due to the

fact that dinner was late and your better half is used to

having a certain length of time to dress her hair. The
house is still and dark. The head usher glances at you,

stubs and whispers, "First aisle to your right." and you

intelligently turn to the left. The boy takes the tickets

and rapidly disappears down the dark defile. You follow.

The pitch being at a greater angle than you anticipi te,

your step is misguaged. The jar is considerable and dis-

turbs your moderately heavy dinner. Your wife says, in

the modulated bored voice which marriage perfects,

"Stupid! Can't you see where you ire going?" You are

without the power of giving vent to the gentle retort com-
mon to conjugal converse as your diaphragm has a kink

in it and if you open your mouth instead of speaking you
will hiccough and give the. impression of slight inebriation.

The boy has arrived at your row but the end seals are

occupied. The boy touches the first occupant on the

shoulder and whispers that he would like, to see the checks.
The occupant starts as though the usher had said "You
are under arrest," and gazes blankly at him. "Checks
please!" insists the boy. The word "please" is used be-

cause on the -program are words to the effect that polite-

ness is required from all employees to the patrons. The
usher's intonation is at total variance with the word
"please." The occupant of your seat begins the search,

while your wife, is framing some slightly acid remark
to you. This does not allay your nervous inclination to

hiccough and she has you at a disadvantage. After search-

ing in every pocket and thoroughly going through them
again, and including his hat band, the occupant decides

that it must be on the. floor. Beads of perspiration bedeck
his brow. Your wife leans over to you and says in the

sweetest of honeyed voices that deceives only those who
are single, "Didn't the head usher say right?" The. usher
gathers the situation in a flash and says in the words pre-

scribed by the management but with inflictions of his own
that your seats are over in the next aisle.. There is the

long journey around the house which is like running the

gauntlet as the audience is by this time disturbed and
many shifts of whispered criticism assails your airs. You
know what your wife is thinking and your collar feels like

a miniature radiator.

Your seats are finally located. You mop your brow and
unfold the program. The play is well on its way and the

plot you suddenly discover is one of the worst kind of

pieces that depict the depravity of modern life. You are
disappointed and turn about to see what in the name of

all sense can so many intelligent people find in a play
of this kind and why will they crowd to see them. Your
gaze is attracted to a man with a shining bald head dressed
in a dinner coat. He is the type that some time during
a K. of P. or Maccabees conclave has been selected as

a delegate. The honor required a suitable garb for even-
ing dress. He was by necessity compelled to purchase a

"Tuxedo." The coat is in a fair state of preservation but
the trousers being without braid have done, service both
day and night and have worked overtime, having used
them with his coat of decent black whenever called upon

to attend the weddings of his friends or at the funerals
of lodge member?. His whole appearance leads you to con-
jecture that upon the very slightest provocation such as
the opportunity of seeing a show on a pass or a Iraternal
banquet, he hurries home to his room and gets into his
"Tux" and by good speed he is in the thirty-five-cent
table de hote restaurant before five-thirty. He is bound to
get forty dollars' worth of use out of it even if he has
to wear it on Sunday afternoons when strolling in the
park.
Speaking of passes; have you noticed that the superior

critics, those who roast a show on general principle!
whether it deserves it or not, have been those to whom
the courtesy of the man tgement has been extended. Hut
take the ordinary run of fellow who has gotten a pass
either by service rendered or at most times "mooched." he
is the richest card of all. He takes as much care of it as
he would of the crown jewel of Siam. Before the date of
the performance he reads all the criticisms and press no-

tices and talks with all who have any knowledge of t lie

play until he feels as though he is a personal friend of

the author and boon companion of the actors. Hi' gem
enlly takes his girl if he. has the courage to stand the

extra carfare and some slight refreshment, or he takes a
friend to whom he owes a monetary obligation and hopes
to mitigate his delinquency in this manner. It is vonr
lot tltis evening to sit in bis vicinity, lie is so full of

information regarding the merits and defects of the play

that it is oozing out in opinions emulating from his past

week's study. He tells his friend just what to expect
so as to prevent the actors from unduly exciting bint. All

the element of surprise is thereby foiled of its deleti rioilf

effect. Mis industry succeeds in spoiling the evening for

everybody around him except the fat man who is tal Ln|

his post prandial nap who divides the talkative pest's

monologue into stanzas by occasional snores, lie is only

rivaled in obnoxiousness by the fellow who sees some one
in the audience that be knows and in his efforts to bestow
the blessing of his greeting upon the acquaintance hi
st tnds up and waves his program musses up your hair

or slapping your bald head as the case may be.

After the show you decide that you want something to

take the taste out of your month, hut the theme has been
so depressing that your wife's appetite is not re-

sponsive, to your suggestion. She has paid strict attention

while you have hardly given the story thought as the Bams
thing is red in the papers every day under tin- head-

ings ol suicide and murder. On the way home your wife

is ominously quiet. When home is reached she breaks

out in hectic outbursts. Her nerves are unstrung, I

Ijidity has its clammy band on her. You spend the

part of an hour explaining that all men are not as bad

as the picture portrayed in "The Uash," and besiib |rou

never were or never would be tempted by all the sirens

in the world to stray from Ihe straight and narrow path.

Your wife sighs sadly and says. "Hut Henry. I know what

you used to do." You surrender to the blue devils and

retire.

THE

Cliff House
THE ONLY RESORT OF ITS KIND

IN THE WORLD
Unsurpassed Cuisine

BREAKFAST LUNCHEON DINNER

A la Carte Service

Vocal and Instrumental Entertainment

Dancing Every Evening

CPEC1AL TABLE D'HOTE DINNER EVERY
Sunday Evening in the Terrace Cafe from 4 to 8

p. m. $1.00 per plate with Wine.
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SOME ASPERSIONS ON THE EFFORTS OF THE GENTLE REFORMER
By CONGRESSMAN

The trouSile in California between these "wets" and
these Middle Western "drys" is that liotli sides overlook-

the. principal issue.

Already we are overloaded with laws that have for their

purpose prohibition or regulation. We are like a horse
with a harness so heavy that he can't move. The horse, is

good, but the possibility of direction is remote. All this

legislation, which is'presumed by some to be in the inter-

of reform, is applied vigorously, but in error. We
have high license— 1 am speaking now of liquor legislation

in general throughout the United States—we have early
closing laws, we have Sunday closing laws and laws reg

; the kind of windows through which the drys out-

side may witness the wets inside. We have innumerable
other rules and regulations- which neither rule nor regulate.

The saloonman cannot raise the. prices which he asks for

his commodity; the "regulators" apply expensive regula-

tions" to his business, and the result is that in many, many
the consumer pays the bill. The reformer, his work

v. t-.i
I done, goes home to retire at 9 o'clock. lie thinks he

has done his duty. He has pressed lite screws on, and
feels better; but the consumer of a stimulant suffi

cause the retailer, forced to economy, gives him adulter-

ation.

In Canada they treat this problem in a different was.

There the government sleps in and regulates the quality

of the. liquor that is sold All retailers are subjected to

what we could call federal scrutiny," and nobody, even

in Southern Californi i, e.ver called the Canadi ns a drunken
or disorderly people.
What this country needs Is nol more Hob on legisla-

tion- -berau-'- everybody on speaking terms with common
sense knows that the Hobson hill was insincere — but we
need regulation in the right direction If rules were im-

posed on saloons io regulate the kind of liquor that is

sold, those retailers who are largely responsible for tie-

present agitation would be put out of business, and the

evil would lie corrected automatically.
I am not to lie misunderstood as a champion of exce s

I know from what I have read that before the sun of

history piexced the clouds of legend there -wis a race ad

i!e lid to wine It has drunk wine sime Noah, It re

mains, perhaps, the soberest race in 'In- world
1 maintain that alcohol is not necessarily an evil; it Is

made so bj contemplation, legislation ami abuse. Water-

was made into win'- b) the foremost man ol the I ce I

mention. Wine was drunk at his last supper. Wine con-

tinues to he tin- symbolic pledge lit a large proportion or

Christian civilization.

There was a time when civilization forgot music and
called it evil; there was a time when the playhouse—even
in America— was regarded as the "Synagogue of the

Devill"; there was a lime when pleasure, no matter how
innocent, was thought mischievous merelj because it wis
enjoyed.

i
isn't anything intrinsically tie matin- with the

saloon. There isn't anything intrinsically the matter with
the wine industry. The matter is with the so-called "reg-

.-, Im i , u u late" in tie- wrong dire- i ion. and 'do the

not to have. dene, and lea\ e undi
things they ought to have den--

"

We are sending men to jail now who would hive been
-I had Hobson I ill carried. 'I hat bill contem-

plated tie- prohibition of tin-, manufacture and sale "i

malt or other intoxicants, but it did not prohibit the private
production of such commodity, Hobson's hill did not pro-

pose prohibition. II would have paved the way for a race

oonshiners," the multitude of which all Kei
could not harbour. The net result of such le.-.is! lion i

sen that the government would have been di

of a large income, the rate, of taxation would have been
increased, and the.re would hue h -en just is much "liquor"
drunk as ever.

I take it as a general statement (hit the 1 ill had many
friends in the cloak room of the halls of legislature, but
few on the floor. The reason was thai the solons were
afraid their constituents would misunderstand and repu-
diate them it they failed to vote for a hill which by com-
mon report was believed to be "moral." Thus do other

I'-in e: make cowards ni us all."

of those,
1 believe, who in California are behind

the "dry" movement are men from the Middle West and
farther east, who have no direct interest in the commercial

JOHN I. NOLAN,
or industrial prosperity of this wonderful state. It is
nothing to them if investments, in which they are not inter-
ested, amounting to perhaps $150,000, I, are reduced to
v.i rthlessness. They own their own little homes, draw-
their monthly dividends from Eastern investments and
live in California. The are "with" us. but not "of" us.

.Meanwhile the vineyardist doesn't know what is going
to happen on his beautiful side hills. He doesn't know
during what season he will be forced to abandon the re-
sults of his years of industry, and he is naturally retrench-
ing, The small stockholder, whose faith in the virtue of
California wines lias led him to place some of his savings
in this industry, is aiso retrenching in face of the depre-
ciation of values that has been set up by this agitation,
and there is being diverted from the common coffers of
society's financial activities a sum of money which, were
it loosened, would go far to dispel this present period of
stringency

If common sense will prevail on both sides of this con-
troversy; if" the men interested in the liquor business
behave as men and not as frightened children, if a larger
spirit of cooper ition can be established, there will be
no danger that California will suffer from "prohibition
laws." Hut if one side of the "wets" begins to quarrel
with the other side, if the producer or wholesalers try to
attach the blame of the present agitation on the retailers,
or vice \ersa, here is, in my opinion, an excellent chance
for one of the state's greatest industries to be destroyec.
The wine industry cf the state has now the chance of

en epoch. Local prejudice against 'home products" has
Ided. Foreign markets are opening where hitherto we

had no chance to enter with our goods. The world wants
i ur products, and we, at this juncture, and at the instiga-
tion el a lew lunatics, begin a controversy the end of
w hich is not yet in sight.

The right to invade the private behavior of a man has
i u yet been established by any state. I think in this

broad-minded commonwealth it will never be established.
A It In ecii I belong to "the law-making class." 1 am like

1 physician who doesn't have much faith in medicine. I

hok tor advancement in culture, civilization ami art to
'i net In in statute books, but from broad-minded, lih-

ertj loving instincts fostered in a race.

Von cannot legislate morality. Laws do not correct.
I hey inly punish. The impulses upward are not derived
from national nor state Capitols, but from the home where
Children may he taught i< i' r-s i- and pro-

I
riety.

Already this state has all the legal equipment to settle

in every community its own problems so far as the saloon
is concerned. Lccal option determines whether the saloon
is to exist or close. If San Francisco, for instance, wants
no saloons, San Prancisco has the right to have the ques-
tion submitted and settled by its voters. The nation
In old net interfere; neither. I think, should the state.

Let i eh community determine, the matter for itself. It

has the machinery to prohibit or regulate properly. The
"liquor traffic" has become an evil mainly because it has
bt ' n "regulated" in the wrong direction.

The sun that warms the western slopes of California

hills and wakens the eastern areas to blush with crimson
was intended to ripen grapes. Grapes will ripen, wine
will he drunk, hops will be malted, • nil the soul of grain

v ill be distilled as long as man dwells here below, even
OS Hobson inti tided fi r consumption, but not for sale, how
lrpg would tins endure with the opportunity for bootleg-

ging"' w liai civilization will do with these is a matter to

I i- i i tei mined by reason, not prejudice.

In the old days a certain sect was opposed to dancing
Yt t Miriam danced t the head of a host when the Red

a was crossed, and Christ turned water into ruddy wine.

Wielands
The Home Deer
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WISDOM FOUND IN 'THE FOLLIES"
SOME MORAL REMABKS ABOUT MI5S GREENWOOD'S LEGS

By Walter Anthony.
While it is true that San Francisco is being watched

'narrowly" by the net-always far-seeing eye of the eastern
theatrical producer, it wculd seem that we have come
through the first of our tiials with credit.

Much was dependent upon the success of th3 "Follies"
at the Columbia theater, and much will be dependent upon
the success of "Potash and Perlmuter" following at the
same theater while "Under Cover" at the Cort will be in

the nature of a managerial experiment on the result o,

which will depend quite largely our future treatment at

the hands of eastern purveyors cf light and d r.matic en-

tertainment.
As a matter of fact theatrical conditions in the west have

been developing backwards, due largely to the inability o;

the eastern producer to see that the west would not 1)?

satisfied any longer with "number 2" companies. What-
ever the forces at work may be, the truth is that sen ling

companies westward has not, in the last season been profit-

able^—a notable instance being the indifferent support ac-

corded "Seven Keys to Baldpate" over which New York
grew enthusiastic and San Francisco apathetic.

It is an open secret that because of the meager support
accorded some late productiens which visited the north-
west before coming to this city, the north-western tour of

"Under Cover" was cancelled, leaving San Francisco not
only the objective point, but the only point of visit save
Los Angeles.
Eastern managers have been unable to gauge wi

taste in productions, and have missed popularity as < ften
es they have found it; the result is that even San Fran-
cisco is being suspected of indifference to theatrical pro-
ductions and certain Broadway successes will not be a Ql

to us unless those already hocked are given reassu; irig sup-
port.
That is why the success of Ziegfeld's "F 111 s" is sig-

nificant. The season opened to the smallest business evi r

done by a "Follies" aggregaticn, and tin- ma <

the theater as well as the troupe ^:aid 'it's a. I d

But business picked up. Every performance register
an increase in attendance until the second week lound the
show doing its normal "Follies" business i.e. capai ll au
diences.

I am not holding a brief lor "The Follies," bul I am glad
Ziegfeld's business integrity received it:-, reward; ;i

I i,

while the cast' of principals was nine too strong s i i

the women were concerned, he brought his New ifor
gregation in its entirety and kept faith with a public whic i

has so often been "bunked" that all advance notices ai

read with skepticism if not scorn, and no advance
registered no matter how highly the attraction is lau
And that, perhaps, is cne of the reasons why the -

dition deplored by eastern producers has been bro ight
ahout by the producers themselves.
San Francisco will no longer stand for the inferior casts

which wander westward while the original remains in New
York or takes to nearby eastern roads. The sprea i

azine articles on the theater, the wide informatii n co u

ing original casts and productions, the acq aintance ol the
public wth the stars of the dramatic world arc all forces
operating against the producer who sends in! r .

out here to us.

For the busy man or the hungry, last week's Orpheuin

bill was like a doctor's—too long. Also it resembled Char-
lotte Greenwood's legs; which is a remark I can make in

all decorum since the elongated comedienne revealed them
with the impersonal air that characterizes like revelations
of the fat or the skeleton lady in a side show.

In truth. Miss Greenwood's legs are her means cf sup-
port. They made me think of a remark a tall friend once
made when he said if he got his feet wet in September
it was May before he had a cold in his head.

Besides being Miss Greenwood's visible means of sup-
port they must also be accountable for the livelihood of

Sidney Grant, her partner in their skit, and whose pres-

ence on the bill is explicable only on the proved hypothesis
that he is her husband.
But there are no legs like Miss Greenwood's. Not even

Eddie Foy or Frank Daniels or DeWolf Hopper reveal so
much of pedal comedy as is disclosed by Charlotte Green-
wood, and 1 advise you to be sure and see her, for

wouldn't have you miss anything so highly moral, if not
elegant; sensational, but not improper, and attractive

though awkward, as Cbailotte Greenwood's unconventional
legs.
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FRANK E. CARROLL.

Many persons coi ! [ndocr Vtht f'i >b for

the fine war it handled [he live hundred anj
more automobiles en Kid ' What
is is ally a scene ol chaos and machines failing I

in line was turned into a smooth, rolln ; procession. To
Fionk Carroll can bs att ib.ited till

ioTs servit i s arc i - ough by all n i

handling if taradts. Ti the Exposition hio services have
teen invalu; ble.

.Mr. Carroll has spi nt mosl of

ing tv.e different ccniinil! is of the Indoor Va t C

their arrangements or i igcrnl en April lOtri

For a nunil er of 3 ears Carrel! 1

the Goodyear Rulbir Co.
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I. Y.C.- Rehearsal Wednesday- I.Y.C,
APRIL 7th

Cn next Wednesday, April the seventh, the final meet-
ing—the rehearsal, if you will—of the various c min.tt ies
in charge ot the Kiddies' Eall will be held at the Club
Rooms at 8:30 p. m. sharp.

YOU have been named on one of th; important commit-
tees and you will be told that night just what you are ex-
pected to do and where and when you report. You will
also receive the badge indicative of your commit'.ee, to be
worn at the Ball.

The Indoor Yacht Club has a reputation for do.ng things
right. That reputation was secured and m st be preserved
by a careful attention to every detail. Every man must
know his plac Every guest must be caied for. There
must be no confusion—no boneheading. So you see how
necessary it is that yen should be present.

The night—is Wednesday. The time—is eight-thirty.
The place—the Club Rooms. The object—the rehearsal
and the perfection of every detail. There will be music
and other things, of course, and we absolutely count on
your presence.

THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
James WoodsJohn Tait

Thus. Mulvey
Jos. A. Watts
Jas. W. Coffroth
Bernard J. Fiord

Wm. II. McCarthy
Moe Altmayer
Sam Berger
Frank J. H nnessy

THE PICNIC
May Second

Clarence J, Wetmore, an able-bodied shipmate, grieves
thai the I. Y. C. knows liquor only in bottles. He invites
you to go with him amongst the ripen'ng c'.us.ers irom
which Baccus first crushed the sweet l

: quij of misused
wine, througa the rows of sheltered fermenting vats and
; geing I ins, where sparkling Cresta Blanca mocks the still

vintage, and then to sit at table with him whe e the ruth-

hand from the jealous embrace of the col 1 bottle [tours

orient liquor into crystal glass. This is in the spring time,
in the scent and sun of Livermore Valley; this is in tli3

company of Major Levy and our own band, with the jest

oi our own tarnished tars— the Barbarv Troubadours; this

is in the lap of the unstinted hospitality of Cresta Blanca
Wine Co. This is looking cn the wine when it is led.

Like a good host, Shipmate Wetmore wants to b? pre-

par d. It is only necessary that he know numbers, but

this he must know long before the lirst Sunday in May. Be
a considerate guest and respond at once. Send your accept-

ance to our Secretary at I. Y. ('. clubrooms. With its re-

ceipt your responsibility ends. For calcula't'ng souls it is

whispered that the day's outing will cost you $1.25 train

fare.

Menu.

Fresh Crab Meat a la Louis.

Ripe Olives. Dill Pickles.

Assorted Cold Meats.

Roast Suckling Pig with Green Apple Sauce.

Vanilla Ice Cream. Home-made P.e,

Cafe Noir.

"Direction of !F)ili Hynes, Chef

THE OLD POLKS.

Dedicated to Jno. i". Crowley, who Beveral times annu-
ally, particularly on Christmas and St. Patrick** Days, enter-
talns the dependent old folks.

•] »on't neglect the old folks.
Love them more and more.

As they turn their weary eyea
Tow-aid the other shore;

Let you- woi da be I ender,
Loving1

, sofl ;i nd low:
Let rhelr last days be the

They have known below
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It's on.

The Kiddies' Ball.

Cnly a few days more.

It will t:uly be a "Fete in Fairyland."

Everyone who attends will make two kiddies happy in

September.

Remember the enjoyment of the little ones last year
in the Stadium.

Besides, you will more than get your money's worth.

While the Indoor Yacht Club is asking yon to attend
to help the kiddies, as usual they will give you in enter-
tainment more than you expend.

The battle's on and Andy. 'Gene anil P. H. have Bhied
their Stetson's into the ring.

Only one more now to hear from—Jim.

Someone suggested that the Indoor Yacht Club should
have copyrighted the name "Kiddies." Everyone is using
it now.

Too bad Alameda "welched" on that million. Bui I D

hair is beginning to grow long over there.

After listening to Marshall, we wonder why s > many
persons in California voted against Governor Johnson for
Vice-President.

The dailies are denying about hotels and apartment
raising rates for visitors. That's true—they were not raise 1

lor the tourist; but the local resident received his Forty
per cent increase just the same.

Spring Valley will be decided April twentieth. Who
wants water, anyhow?

"Thanks to the splendid campaign waged by the 'Ex-
aminer,' the people voted to buy Spring Valley yesterday."

—

From the Examiner, April 21st.

"The 'Chronicle' congratulates the voters of San Fran-
cisco in turning down the Spring Valley water grab yester-
day at the polls."—(Same date.)

Which paper will publish the foregoing? It is easy to
guess.

Few there are who think a musical critic can have a
sense of humor, but the majority is rebuked by Redfern
Mason, the critic on the Examiner, who was aske.d at
the conclusion of the first concert at the Civic Auditorium
whether the building had an echo. "It has." said Mr.
Mason. "The Mavor spoke and I heard him twice, which
is far too much!"

OUR BUSINESS METHOD.

The Main Sheet gives no chromos, puffs no swindles,
inserts no humbug advertisements, and does not devote
one-half its space to telling how good the other half is.

It is furnished to single subscribers one year for $1: to

subscribers in Canada and foreign countries (except Mexico
and Cuba), one year for $1.25, as we must pay extra
postage. Its motto: N'o partisan politics, but sailors at the
first table; no truce to monopoly, and fair piny to all men.

Tim says a load that looks good is already half sold.

Keep the big barn doors shut in time of thunder-storms,

Make chums of your boys and girls; you never will have
better ones.

Defer nothing till the morrow. Resolutions which are
not carried into execution at the right time resemble
clouds without rain in a long drought.—Gustavus Visa.

There is no real or lasting joy for him who habitually
lives beyond his honest income.

When we hear the story of a good man, how apt w e are
to say. "That lils me"; but when we hear a story of mean-
ness, we say, "flow like Jones that is."

Don'l let some idle vagabond with a mangy dog at bis

In Is range your helds taking pot shots at your
and your calves. Put up a notice to such trespassers.

What kind of stuff is there in you? That's v. i

bard things will bring out. No other way to do it. either,

stiffen u]> your backbone, then, and meet these trials like

a man.

Sto;i fussing about things you can not help. A Bitting

hen never hatches any eggs till she epiits brustllng up at

every other old hen that comes near, and gets right down
to business, E. I.. V.

Ycung man, it is all right to ask the girl you'd like to

I"' y • wil,. "Can you make good bread?" Hut don't

i if she turns around and asks. "Can you lameli

good Hour, and plenty ot it, for bread?"

Don'l write—or at least don't send—the angry, hasty
letter it never pays, even when you an- in tie- right ami

1 now it. The crisis passes, the trouble dims, and yet <

bitter letter remains just the same, a witness to hurried

judgment which would have been different bad you waited

a little. Write it if you must, to sate your IrriUa

bul put it away for a day or so. Then read it. M
for it it never will be posted! Glad that you have the

rh nee, you will consign It to the stove, E. W,

To work under constant thwarting, but to work without

Litterness; to live each day with kindliness when n

strength Is exhausted and there, is little sweetness in our

let. in keep hold of sure values when the individual effort

-lie awry, to know that we are misplaced,
that the eternal order Is undisturbed; to know thai

bi delayed lor a century : nd still arrive in ample
time.— Collier's Weeklj

.

The policy and purpose of this piper is to "Ever Help

and Never Harm Its Readers."

MATT HARRIS MARRIED.

Moses Harris married? Xo!
Such s'ate would ill become our Moe.
But if this charmer he has wed.
Then luck be on his doughty bead.
The Ship he sailed we'll shortly sink
And future cruises take in ink.

'Ere's lots of blasted, bloomin' fun

To you and 'er. dear Madison!!

BEAR WATER, Pure and Healthful.
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RANDOM THOUGHTS
When you go to the Auditorium on April the

you will find an entirely different sight than that which
you have been accustomed to see. Instead of bleak black
walls, instead of seats stretching hack interminably, in-

stead of natural architectural simplicity, there will be un-

folded to your amazed view a new
The valleys of the Santa Clara, the San Joaquin
Sacram nto have sent carloads of the early blossom

crin": Peach and apple and cherry will mingle then
frail but fragrant folia-" and buds over skillfully wrought
and cleverlj concealed trellises. The lofty dome, now sn

faraway, will peek, like th blue sky above, thro garland* i

drapes of ferns and thousands of incandescent lis. i will

shine like stars in the infinite mea
by adept hands, a new set of drops cuts off moi than
the gallery from view and about the floor gigantic palms
will gracefully droop their sheltering bladi B

You'll si! within the improvised arbor, - ifi lights will

shine and. gently swee] ing like rainbow r ins of

varied colon dights will play about you. Your
of the floor will be unobstructed, save where here and

a stray branch droops almost sorrowfullj or M
blossoms fall like flakes of snow. First comes the march.
01 course, all marches are tie- sane-, aren'l they? Well,
this will be di cidedlj differ nt. There'll lie features

bought "Hi', lived in story books. There'll be queens
and courts galore and • verj nation unci i, from far-

off China to warworn Europe, will be ei d in that
inarch. And then the spectacle tic pageant. If we dared,
we'd tell you all about it. but we mus bold '

thing for thai night. Here's just one littl tip. Ever go
to moving pictures? liver laugh at the funniest man on
canvas Think now think real hard! Well, bell be there
in the flesh with his whole company, and thai ml; on
little a

And that night, son) whi I and
dawn, when you lay your weary head on your pillow o

down, just before you wandei eep, you'll sa G
hut thai was a night''' And. perhaps, when tired eyes are

I and your t ] o ights skip hither and thither in Drei

land's mi ' Ic ma there'l < Dim ol five thousand
>j facts anxiously awaiting Kiddies' Day." You'll

the autos running here and there and everywh n to

up the eager and expectant children of ti p 101 You'll Bee
the pa rad I and sombre blue and

You'll lake the ride through the Exposition, tie

el in. tin- Park and to the Stadium You'll help unload
the machines. You'll help to feed those hungry mo
You'll help to find som i straj i lfou'11 distributi
toys you'll la 1 gh | ou'll chei I'll brush av,

as homeward your happ) wards depart Perhaps and
when you wake, then one again you'll say: (lee' that
was a night- one u gl t that really paid." So when you
go to the Auditorium en Saturday, April th tenth well.

you'll go. won't yim"

Someone asked the i

i
If the Indoor Yai hi

Club's dance had the sanction of the Vssoi
ii seems that si business ins Itutii

viduala accept onlj such i mendations In the di

bution of their donations as come directlj from the

ed i arities. Candidly, we don't know thai we
i

ived a formal sanction or endor emenl don't

Bui on ii. benefit of the skeptical and for the
assurance .,1' the doubtful, let it be sail that 'be \ o

elated Charities probablj ow i a the contin lal Its

to two organizations the Olympic Club and tie- indoor
Yacht ciuii. Ami b-i u he added, without depriving the
cue of all due cr dii. that the members of Hie latter, our
own Indoor Sailors, were si prominent in the work of

the former, from tin- Olympic flub benefit and the

lar Day Campaign the received clo

id d'lllais. The Olympic Club benefit was
lied by members of both organizations, notably James

Woods. John 'I ait. William II. M I r and
Sam Rucker. The Dollai In. Campaign, which broi

twenty-two thousand dollars, was handl d by almost the

committee, with the addition of .ins V Waits. 'I o

Mulvey, Moe Utntayer and Fred Holman. the

work of othei
i

on Idi ol I nib clnl « s imi h a irabl i

"i could have been a aui

considerable assistance rendered by the men and women
idicated their lives to this work of reli Bui

the ideas, the thought that conceived, put together and suc-
cessfully executed, the enthusiasm that gained public inter
est. tin direction, was almost entirely due to the
efforts of th.- indoor Yacht Club. Again when "Good F I

lowship Day" was inaugurated by the Examiner," the
that were t is", d, the he irts that v ere i beered, th

povertj th ii was relieved, were mostlj of th?
i Charities. T'hat work was dene and the fund:;

I by the Indoor Yacht Club When "Kiddies'
Day" cam nol only Institutional, children whi
cared for. Mam a home n ed and mother and
kiddies alike loaded into waiting machines and given a

full davs fan Those mothers an- the city's wan:
the widi P on Act nd in a

is distill. i led to H em throu
i

i harities
l iii'i you think i ited i lharitii a should
and dues approve ol 'Kiddies' Day" and the 'Kiddies'
I -ill Y. s. good neighbor, and what's more, the p

and
i atrone i charities an- .

i i ii. e\ enls the success thai

hope for.

I 'a ii" ' is divide,! bctw en the election
thai was ami the election thai Is i" he. Out of thirty-six

amendments only live passed, which is a batting
in" |c mired and forly p.r c nt scarce!

I

hi ic play the bench with the park hums." The
'-mall, wa- ..

. -ii .'Hi , m and It 'I i

doubl (he electorate had u-: \ n a greal deal of thou
I

I

differenl e were defi ated i ecau o

their amhignin ami c preh nsivi Othei
ntailed unju

I unjustifiable
in Hi minds of the people. Some tend amendments lose

i He . went down in th gl neral a of IBS which
It. It is I

Bcull to psychology which produced this
result. 'I he peopli aging, ever

new and untried laws upon them.
i. a '.lie-', to content themseh s with the old

law. bad as i' is. than cplored fields.

i to further increases in the
enst of the government and so emphatically expt

Ind then th re is a considerable percentage
con nltj which is out of patience with r*.e admin-
m ami is determined to vote no mi every propo-

sition presented, jusl as th re is also a considerable per-
-

'
i ge ol i he eleetoi al i ul ol i mpathj with

a tant and continued agltatli 1
: ind label

on. All and all, there is bul little consolation for
'.Hi pi, bin al faction. The Union Label amend m was
dei nil beaten, but it tared better and was more gently

i than
i

r Fred ami Ed. what a vote the]
i i be hoped thai He- Mayor's erstv eci etarj ami

ayor'e real secretary will endeavor to mend their

badly bat ered I is and on idi I take a i a :k s at, con-

is th, i 1 1
1
it -

1 i . with the knowledge that they are
really th I rather than the Pooh-Bah; r{

n e administration. And it is also to be fervently hoped
that, like the mad in Tipperary, it'll be a long, long time

another Charter Amendment Election.

i 'i "

Cue ouni f common, ordinary intellig nee would Con-

Hi is ne thai. Irrespective of merit, the time is

ipitious lor the submission of the Spring Valley prop
'in ' he pie are In a i ad fram i of mind. Til

hard ml the So ""fused that, in our judg-

ment, I nol the slightest possibility of the bond
two-thirds Kite, if im

i re la scarcely i ne ad> ocal

from Mayor i" tie humblest member "t his unusual com
mi tee "I political henchmen who win disagree with us.

and yet here we go, blundering along, with defeat certain,

with fifty thousand dollars to b ed and with ti

ni ever getting water i" th unliving districts delayed in-

definttelj Common sens,- ami ordlnarj [udgmeni
ai t im apparent that I

enslble
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thing to do is to postpone the election. A few months can

make no difference. Lord knows, the people have waited

for years, and if defeat he certain no similar proposition

will be submitted again for many, many years. Everyone
seems to agree that Spring Valley is necessary. The dis-

agreement is on the matter of price. If we must buy Spring

Valley, why not wait a little longer, until, perhaps, times

improve, until the people are in a kinder mood, until, if

fou will, the justification of the valuation presented can be

made clearer to us plain folks? We are told that the de-

velopment of the underlying wells in the S inset and Rich-

mond Districts will provide sufficient water there for five

years to come. Why not go ahead with this work, even
tho' it he impossible to compel further extensions to the

Spring Valley's system? But no! The election m s be

held, even with the result foretold! Possibly some of the

political prophets have figured victory. Perhaps there is

a Nubian somewhere in the water instead of the woo I

Perhaps—but all we knew is that the Mayor is leading a

forlorn hope, if he be sincere, and we know no reason to

doubt his sincerity in this instance.

On merit, it is a difficult thing to know just how to

advise. The politic thing to do would be to recommend a

vote against. The people will not pay the inice fixed and a

negative vote will only confirm the inevitable. The valua-

tion of Spring Valley was determined, not by the W
Water Committee, but by the City Engineer and the City

Attorney. The man who uniformly vol* s against thi ir rec-

ommendations will lie right ninety-nine times out of a hun-
dred. Mr. O'Shaughnessy collaborated with Mr. Long
probably bo!h collaborated quietly with the enem We
have it on reliable authority thai the ait ; il \.,]i!' on of

the properties to be acquired, bas <l on '
i reports ol

city's experts, was in the neighborhood of thirty-two in ill inn

dollars, or two and one-half million li than the prlc n

fixed. It is safe to say, therefore, that, thanks to

O'Shaughnessy and thanks to Mr. Long, the cl will
|

that much more for the Spring Valley lands and holdl i]

tnan they are actually worth.
But here lies the difficulty. Everyone is agri

the city should buy the Spring Valley, it would indeed b

folly to build a competing system and. ir • spective ol

ital investment, which would be enormous, have the m mil i

pality compete with Spring Valley, 'i 'he

alone should discourage this and then ei I be uo hops
of ever successfully financing ami operal ng such a i

with such competition. There are two wa:
Spring Vallej—the one to purcbas outi other to

acquire by condemnation. The purchase prl i hi been
fixed. That now rests with the people. But if the elecll in

fails and we lake the only remaining II irnath - g i

into a condemnation suit with a confessed valuation of Ihe
properties to be acquired of thirty-four and on hall million
dollars. .Mr. O'Shaughnessy has said so! Mr. Long has
said so! In condemnation you can not get less than you
admit nor more than is asked. In other words, your offi-

cers have not only admitted a valuation but have advocal I

the purchase al $:'•!,;".I'li'i.nuii. That is the admitted min in im
and the Spring Valley will probably place i s valuation at
anything between forty and fifty millions. So the \ in in

condemnation will be somewhere betwei n the two
Our judgment is that the city is paying a g al deal loo
much for Spring Valley. That is because of yi En-
gineer and your City Attorney. But there is no hope of
ever getting it for less. Spring Valley i p i one i

and San Francisco must pay tba piper, now or in the
future. Sometimes, when the gun is under your nose, to
quote a City Father, it's a good idea to sheli, and thai
why we shall vote for the Spring Valley purchase.

It is said that Mayor Rolph will not announce his can-
didacy for re-election until the result of the water election
is known. If favorable, he may run again. If decisively
defeated, he will accept this as a personal repudiation by
the people and will retire. The Mayor is doing hims if

a decided injustice. By no means should this influence his
judgment one way or the other. Rolph and the Rolph ad-
ministration as yet are not on trial, and whether Spring
Valley wins or loses, the Mayor need not be particularly
disturbed. There are far more weighty reasons to consider
if the Mayor is in doubt. Already three Richmonds have en-
tered the field—Schmitz, Gallagher and McCarthy. Schmitz,

to us, is a doubtful starter. True, he has some following
Ircm the good old days and be may be stronger than we
give him credit, but we cannot figure him seriously. Gal-
lagher and McCarthy are both strong men from a labor
standpoint and, perhaps, we are not sufficiently informed
at this time to discuss their possibilities. On the one
hand, Gallagher, with the Labor Council, seems to appeal
to the real and more numerous sons of toil—the laborer,
the teamster, the waiter. Then, too. he has a decided fol-

lowing among the merchants and in his clubs. As against
this. McCarthy has made equal if not greater, gains among
the merchants, notably because of his Exposition activities.

He should be popular with the Building Trades and affil-

iated organizations and there is no question of his hold on
the Irish societies. But McCarthy has twice been defeated,
and if we had to judge we would pick Gallagher as the most
likely contender. If no dark horse enters the field. Rolph
would undoubtedly quality at the Primary. Mark you,
iHialify—not win! Then would come the real battle. The
Primary, with three labor candidates, or at least so called.

n:i
iEl leave its wounds. Can they be healed? We doubt

i 1 it. presuming this can be done, we do not believe that

Rol h can lose if times improve. If they continue as at
i hi. or it they grow any worse there is. in our judg-

ment, a strong possibility that a new Mayor may bfl

I osen. I'or so it lias always been. When times are hard
I in- administration, be it national, state or city, is invariably

held responsible and tin- people demand a change. This Is

the hislory of politics and history may repeat itself, ami
this is what the Mayor should consider.

While talking *'t ill cl ions, that surely was some elec-

tion recently held in Alameda County, and our "cross.the-

bay' 1
i in sins are to be congratulated on the repudiation

ol r i it- pro-Expcsltlon promise. True, it wasn't in writing.

1 ii the i oral obligation was there just tin- same, and we
I'M from the lesult that the lowan picnic in

| aklnnd ibis year will rival Los Angeles in attendance.

OU Bl ' . we must lied this del ply. We can threaten to cut
i> eli and the rest of transplanted Iowa south of

the Tehachapi loose, bul we cant lose Oakland, unless we
secede from the State. Ami Oakland should be as liberal

i s h Irn. i to' Why, it's part and parcel of us!

This Exposition is her', as well as ours, and there Is no
niiii r way in express ourselves exc< pi i" say that her re-

in.-al in meet her million-dollar obligation was a low-down,

dirty, contemptible trick. 'Ihe Exposition needed this

money. It had counted on it—relied on it- and It was all

tin- more ai ci iary because dame rumor tells us that the

Exposition is losing money. 'I here arc a lot of reasons for

this, but if ever aii Exposition deserved to be patronized,

If ever an Exposlticn deserved support, study this one
iln s. Shame on .Mm. \ hi mi -i la County! I'or shame!
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Dorainos and Costumes at .AuditorK

ALL FOR THE UIDDIES One Price Admits to Everything

INDOOR YACHT CLUB
Annual PAGEANT-DANSANT
and FETE IN FAIRYLAND

THE SPECTACLE SPLENDID!

Civic Auditorium Sat., April lOth
DOORS OPEN AT 8 O'CLOCK CONCERT 8:00 TO 8:30

BIG SHOW STARTS AT 8:35 GRAND MARCH AT 10:30

FANCY DRESS. EVENING OR TUXEDO

DANCING ALL NIGHT
Special Sealing [or Ncn-Dar.crg Sctc'alors

'UICKETS admitting Gentleman and Lady or Two Ladies, $3 Ladies single admission $1 .50

IS" Tables may be- reserved by application at Club Office. Phone Suiter 5386. Box seits in balcony. Carriages

at Grove St. entrance. Performers at East Hayes Street entrance. An!mils. Floits. Taxis, Carriages

taking part in Spectacle, use West Hayes Street Runway to basement.

Committeemen use Grove Si. Entrance. "Couple" Tickets may be exchanged lor two separate tickets at Club Offer,

(One (or Lady and one for Gent.)

JKCusic under direction of Lloyd Hibert 1. Y. C. Coictrt under direction of Eugene W . Levy

Under our scheme of decoration the capacity of the Auditorium has been greatly reduced

WHEN -PRESENT ISSUE OF Th KETS IS EXHAUSTED NO MORE WILL BE PRINTED

ANNOUNCEMENT.
To those interested in the study ol cartooning 01 illus-

trating we wish to announce thai we l".a\ one ol

equipped studios in the West lor persons desirous of learn-

ing this fascinating work. Classes afternoon or evi

by correspondence. An investigation of our m
invited.

WESTERN SCHOOL OF CARTOONING AND
ILLUSTRATING

1176 Phelan Building San Francisco

ALL MEMBERS
of the I. Y. C. ate requested tt> \ isit tl

convenient and be cartooned for the .Mam :-li el and
the I. Y. C. Book of Cartoons.

BILLY in iX

MAKE SOMEBODY HAPPY
Easter Sunday is over, and it should serve as a reminder to make

somebody happy. A good practical way i* to make your wife a present

o! a safe deposit box at the Crocker Bank, where she and you, loo, if

you wish may keep valuable papers, such as wills, stocks, bonds, insurance

po'ic«s, in addition to articles ol jewelry.

This means absolute safety, and if anything should happen it is grati

tying to think that the box contains all the papers, etc. No guess ng as t<>

where documents are. no waiti and anxous and costly delavs.

$4 a year and up.

CrocKer Safe Deposit Vaults
CROCI1ER BUILDING Post and MarKet Sts.

Unler Management of JOHN F. CUNNINGHAM

EHRMAN BROS.

el ROI-TAN"
PER FECT

CIGARS

CALIFORNIA'S "GRAND PRIX" CHAMPAOM:

"Grand Prli'

BELGIUM

1913

-. VEXTRA DRY ^.•*

GOLDEN STATt
CHAMPAGNE

ITALIAN SWISS COLONY

"Brand Prix"

ITALY

1911

EQUAL TO THE BEST IMPORTED'
1 he Verdict of Connoisseurs
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WHAT YOU WILL SEE
AT THE

INDOOR YACHT CLUB ANNUAL PAGEANT-DANSANT:

Representative women of all nations in native garb, in

contest to be crowned "Lady Bountiful."

The Spirit of Early California! Bret Hart '49 characters.

A genuine old 'Frisco gathering.

A replica of the Bal Tabarin. Paris.

Personal appearance of Charlie Chaplin with Gilbert

Anderson ("Bronco Billy"), with thirty star assistants,

making an original moving picture. First time seen in

public.

Professor Ramon Bayard Troupe in the most enchanting
dancing feat on any stage.

The Adroit Athletes—first time ever presented— a colos-

sal circus performance.
Oriental Tango Turn—twenty belles of China in

tine and American dances.

A coterie of grand opera stars.

Courtly Colonial Dames in dances of yestei

Forty beauties in a modern fashion display.

Polo Burlesque—on the Galloping Game.
Goldberg's Kids Korus and Bagpipe Band.

Toyland Characters in nursery rhymes.
Foitune Tellers and Magicians from Bagdad.

FIVE HUNDRED ARTISTS.
Military Ensemble.

One hundred characters famous in prcsi- and poetry, per-

forming in a realm of rustic, 'mid a bower ol I lossoms, i n

the largest dance floor in America.

THE CIVIC AUDITORIUM

Spectacle 8:30 io 10.30.

Grand March 10:30.

Dancing thereafter.

Fancy Dress Ball.

Special seating arrangement for non-da: iti

Music galore—three bands—two hundred music

.PAGEANT SPECTACLE

as only the Indoor Yacht Club knows how.

A Golden Gate "New Year's Eve."

SATURDAY, APRIL 10th.

Tickets at prominent cafes, hotels and clubs.

Attention

!

Attention

!

MEMBERS

Indoor Yacht Club

The ftnal meeting of the members and all committorw n

who are to take part in the Pageant-Dansant will lake place

in the club rooms on evening of

Wednesday, April 7

there will be a concert by the I. Y. C. band, a vaudeville

bill, instructions to committeemen, badges will be distributed,

and the full program for Saturday night decided upon.

PLEASE ATTEND
Meeting convenes Promptly ut 8i30

TALLAC TRIP==Aug. 19=23

3 Days at Tahoe I. Y. C. Special Train

Jfaa»&g
(fanth

flolh ana 'j-'

Sutter §ts.£f\
'-.''-"V

3iillmore& ***

IfllisStrat:

§cm IPranciscti
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I. v. c.
IMMioit YACHT I 1,1 D.

Frank J. Hennessy,
William H

Thomas S Mulvey
James W. Col
Samuel Berge

Club Rooms and Office, -i Eddy Street Telephone (Private
Exchange connecting all departments i, Sutter 53S6.

Board of Pilot*.

Commodore. M. W. Altmayer, Steward
McCai thy, Keeper-of-t he-Log.

Joseph A Watts— \Y uods
Tli it

Joseph H. Hu tcti in son Wm. Chappell
Harry F. Sullivan. Assistant Secretary.

MnndliiK Committee*.
Hoime: M. W. Altmayer. Jno. F. Cunningham, T. S. Mulvey,

Jno. J Glynn,
Offices: H. Keegan Monahan M. W. Altmayer. J. A. Watts
Audit lute: J. H Lewis. M W. Altmayer
Entertainment : Sam Berger, Wm. H. McCarthy, H. I. Staf-

ford. Frank P. Shanlej
Finance: John Tait. J W. Coffroth. James Woods, H. H.

Hart. Wm. H. McCarthy.
Athletic: P, M. Wand, J. S [..wis, .1 E. Dei
l. If. C. Hand: Major Eugene M. Levy, Manager.

Club House membership, $6.00 per
Dues payable annually or semi-annually—June l and De

cemher 1.

Criticize and suggest for the Improvement "f our -

Complaint and suggestion l><>\ in lobby,
Is your address correct and youi name proper!; . pelled

on our records, evidenced by your bills and the envelopes
from the Club? If not, as a great assistance to this office
we would suggest that you correct th< irsejf, when
mailing your clock (o the office. It Is rtant that
we have our records In this respect authentic and we ask
your hearty (..-operation with us. Moral i change
your mailing address, let us know and we will see that
the possibility of your mail from this office going asti i

eliminated.

COMMITTEES PAGEANT-DANSANT

Committee on Awards.
.1 S. Lewis. Chairman.

Joseph Mulvihill, J. W. Niedrost, Judge E. P. Shortall,

All' Turnross, Frank Hornet,
Stage Directors.

Sam Herder. Master i»i Revels
Jack Hunt. Assistant Manager «-i Revels,

Charles McClain, Thomas K. McGrath, Win Kidd Nel-
son. Alfred H. Newman, Thorn s O'Day, r P. Shanley,
\V;irren Shannon. Harry I. SI afford, Gustave > ai

Otto Wallhs.h
Executive Committee.

Frank J. Hennessy, Commodore and
John Tait. J. A. Watts. Wm. H. McCarthy, James

Joseph S. Lewis, M. W, Altmaj er, Sam I ger, J. W.
Coffroth. T. S. Mulvey.

Committee on Placing Advertising.
Tom Dillon, * 'halrman.

Willi tm F. Dunphy, Mike Heyfron, George Lovejoy,
William J Lynch. F. M, McAuUffe, George. W. McCarthy.
Ollie Tuttle.

Committee on Distribution of Tickets.
Frank E. Carroll. Chairman.

John F. Cunningham, Assistsn1 Chairman
w. s. Alexander, Daniel E Anglum, Charles Arata, Ai

rwald, Stephen V. Runner, Harry F Mood, Man Burke,
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At the recent Indoor yacht Club ball for Kiddies Day" :i ' Lady Bountiful" was crov

A "Lord Bountiful" is still to be 1 the Main Sheet now nomin ti lack" Cunningham lor the position.

Tirelessly he strove for the roccess of the Kiddies Ball ol 1914 and 1915 In between those two affairs came the

day when live thousand phan children of the citj were motored through the Exposition Grounds, the

dio. and lunched and entertained in thi Stadium. Ferhaps Hie crowning feature of that day was the moment
ers tided Into the waiting uto! to bi whirled home to oa lies. As

! isse.d through the tunnel from the Stadium to the Park Johnny Cunningham with his corps of

units passed toys and trinkets to each "t the little t"i -

Mr Cunningham has been a member of the Indoor V'acbl Club since its inception. .No one ol its thou

Of mem d toward the ed activities as much as he.

John is Manager of the Crocket Safe Deposit Vaults. Early on the morning of April 18, 1906, unmindful or his

personal affairs and those of his family, he repaired to the vaults and assisted in the saving of hundred.

ami hundred- ol thousands of dollars by remaining at his post and receiving valuables for safe-keeping until the lire

to the door, Everything inthevaultsi ime through unscathed from which it ha i
lie title of

"The. (iihraltai of the \\ est."

He's a line Fellow is ".lack" Cunningham- there are noin tiner.
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THE ETI Q U ETTE O F
By KEEGAN MONAHAN

DANCI NC

"On with the dance." et cetera. For fear that my mem-
ory will play me false and cause a misquotation of this

famous verse from Henry Makepeace Burns' great epic

on Gymnasia, I will forego the pleasure attendant upon
a work well done and leave to others to complete the

thought or arouse interest to the sticking point so that

they will look up the reference for themselves.
When young. I too. was wont to "trip the light fantastic"

in the mode and manner of the decorous age that has re-

tired into the. limbo of oblivion. The Gavotte, Schottische,

Mazurka. Minuet. York. Quadrille, Berlin. Lancers, Polka.

Virginia Reel of Joe Cannon fame. Waltz and Duex Temps
were the dances that were considered the. height of fun

end frolic and were favored with the approval of all ex-

cept the ever present moss backed minority, that wet
blanket tribe whose only blessing to humanity will be a

rapid decrease in members toward the vanishing point.

Even in the good old days the Dip Waltz and Boston
Glide were frowned upon and the rollicking bouncing two-

step of comparative modernity was dubbed the crematory
quickstep toward Hades. And the Ballet! Should even
a whisper of it be made within the hearing of any of the

older set land this does not exclude those sly hypocrits
who wined and dined the ballet artists) a verbal scathing

would ensue that would blister the paint off of a Methodist
pew.
This I say was the trend that existed when first I

learned to dance. Not being a woman, reference to my age

does not offend, but for fear that I may be misunderstood,
1 make mention that I am many years young and have.

many, many years more to dance before I depart this

sphere to lead a cotiltion elsewhere which I sincerely hope
will not be a fire dance.
Since dancing began to evolute from the staid and dig-

nified measures to the. wild and capricious prancing that

characterize the Tangoes. Fox Trots, Castle Walks and
plain ordinary rags disguised under the name of One Steps

and trots of various and weird nomenclature, precedents

and traditions have been thrust into the discard. Not one
but a multitude of ways mark the rapid change and even
now at the height of popularity of the dance, there arises

not a sage or seer who will say that the metamorphosis is

complete.
Even as the steps have changed so has the garb of the

dancers. Who is there amongst us that arrayed in the

old prescribed stiff bosomed shirt of wide and white ex-

panse, glistening and as unyielding as a steel cuirass and
hotter than an air-tight stove, but will acclaim the fame
of the man who introduced the soft many pleated tango
shirt 1 Who amongst us has not mopped his burn-

ing brow and gazed with anguish at the ever increasing

wrinkle across the front of his shirt and tried to gauge
the time when the heat would become so intense that it

would melt the metal of the studs and precipitate the

whole a ruin upon the maple floor? Why, when radical

innovation was the theme of the hour and frenzied agil-

ity usurped the throne of rythm, did not the wave extend to

the funereal black of the claw hammer and transform it

into the breezy and comfortable regulation track raiment
such as grace the forms of the youths at our institutions

of learning? I for one would hail it with delight. Vanity
does not prompt this wish for although my limbs are of

the heroic cast and I fear not for comparison. I can not

but regret the. intense amusement and wild hilarious laugh-

ter that would greet the appearance of some of my friends

and acquaintance should they appear minus clothing

that hides their underpinning. I have in mind particu-

larly a tall and lengthy individual who in a bathing suit

reminds me of an emaciated olive slightly protuberant
at the base and supported upon thread-like wires bent in

half way down. Knock knees and large ankle bones lend

the only symmetry to his form. Not only would his
gangling gallops in the Maxixe afford glee, unrestrained
but excitement could be had by making a book as to how-
soon he would fall apart.
Imagine yourself in this scanty attire! You may not

be as favored as Apollo. Perhaps you may be bow-
legged, knock-kneed, spindled shanked or inclined to em-
bonpoint. Money has been said would cover a multitude
of evils but the tailor is the savior of these indoor athletes
when deformity or scarcity of muscle is the main issue.

But the ladies! Ah. their trotting harness is a marvel
of intricacy. From the tight and narrow, the semi-bifur-
cated and from the very evident slit, the tube and full

bejled and circular skirt, caught, hung, draped in devious
ways, the gowns of the sentient present are like nothing
else in this wide world.

I would take you with me to view the present fashion
in dancing. Let it be. a "Tea Dansant" any afternoon in

the palm room of any popular hotel or dancing palace in

the most favored cafe. You check your hat and stick and
enter with me. The day is young and many are gathered
seated at the tables that circle the dancing space. We
stand in the doorway like returning mariners seeking
some welcoming eye. There it blows! A clubmate of
yours or mine is seated in the far corner with several
mature young ladies. We answer his hall and obey his

beckon. Introductions are in order. Conventional greet-

ings are exchanged and tea is served in any fashion or
receptacle as the individual taste dictates. It may take
the form of a long or high with or without ice, ginger ale

or plain seltzer.

The music starts up with the latest air and couples of

all assortments fox trot. You turn to the lady on your
right and offer yourself as a sacrifice to convention and
politely inquire if she perchance fox trots. Faint hope that
weakly struggles to burn brightly in your soul that she
will deny the charge, is totally extinguished when she co-

quettishly murmurs that she does not with any great effi-

ciency or other phrases that mean the same but will try,

all of which is lost to you as your attention is self cen-

tered. With a brave show of courage like a martyr who
has but one life to give to his country, you arise and
assuming the correct form, one hand reaching up to high
heaven, the other in the opposite direction, you step

out in the. manner of a high stepping coach horse with the
"lifts." Your right foot goes up as your partner's comes
down. You are pleased that due to the fact that she is

out of step, you have not only caused no glaring fault but

have demonstrated your ability in an emergency by dex-
terously avoiding stepping upon her foot. Upon the alter-

nating step, your foot is down and suddenly your partner
discovers that you two are not atune and with an inspira-

tion born of impulse she suddenly changes pace and feet.

The burden of a centiweight augmented by a goodly-

sixty pounds descends upon your tenderly and carefully

nurtured ingrown toenail. Unutterable anguish racks your
soul. Your partner kittenishly begs your pardon. Your
pallid lips from which all color has fled, are parted and
you bare your teeth in a ghoulish semblance of a smile.

The way around looks to you the gauntlet of a victim

of some savage torture who is forced to run over red hot

plowshares. The music ends after an eternity and when
you take your seat you order your tea served straight

with the parting injunctions to the. waiter that it must
be a generous portion.

The next dance is a maxixe. I have won several bets

as to how that name Is pronounced. I will not divulge

this for it is a source of income, but will henceforth refer

to it as is commonly called "Max-ixsey." The other lady to

whom you are duty bound to seek the favor of her accom-
paniment in the next ramble is awaiting your invitation
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with all too apparent eagerness. She, too. has just learned.

How is it that all mature ladies have just learned? This
seems to be, the stage that they all reach and never get

beyond. You lie like a gentleman and say that you do
not "Max-ixsey." Her poignant disappointment is very
apparent but not as evident as your throbbing toe. Your
host now perforce is the one who must fill the breach. He
is one of the kind of men I would delight in seeing in a
bathing suit. He is short and fat. Fat is the word, though
vulgar. It is in folds and ripples and bulges out his collar.

He is pink and one is led to believe, tint many years
ago he posed for that well known picture of the roily

polly infant depicted on the Mellen's Food literature. His
legs describe a perfect circle and his tailor has confided
to me that he cuts the pattern for his trousers with a cir-

cular saw. The top of his head is also pink and reaches
just beneath the chin of the lady he is dancing with. They
bounce and bump, cavort and struggle, through to the fin-

ish of the dance. The sight that they present is worth a
dollar a performance and yet they seem to have thoroughly
enjoyed it. He brings her back to the little table, and is

stickily moist. You can see the longing in his eye as he
gazes on the tiny glass of tea, he desires with great feel-

ing one of those large tall beekers filled with amber liquid

and topped with snowy foam that are indigenous to the
water front and in the parlance of the street called

"Steam."

So the afternoon wears on. I have succeeded in catch-
ing the eye of a charming young thing that dances like one
inspired and with the effrontery of a buccaneer I have com-
mandeered her society while you are left to assist your fit

friend entertain the others. The afternoon affairs are pop-
ular and profitable as well. The tired business man seeks
respite here. The captains of finance, so famous in fiction

and nowhere else may here be found. The seeker after
business from the aforc-mentioned men must of necessity
be amongst those present if he desires to get to the
mighty men for their attention. These business men, in-

surance brokers, stocks, bonds, commission and realty deal-

ers after the strenous effort of answering their mail from
the hours of nine-thirty to eleven-thirty A. M., escape from
the nervous strain of engrossing business. Two hours is

used for luncheon and then by haste they are in time for
the "Tea Dansant."

The art of Terpsichore is the panacea for the jaded
brains of big business. To the casual observer there is

no doubt that to accomplish the feats of an adept con-
tortionist, one's attention will become so engrossed as to
exclude all calculations of per cent and fractions of per
cent in the rise or fall of stocks. To see these men
absorbed in the, intricacies of one— two—glide two beats

—

three—four—bop five times—five—six—butterfly twice

—

seven—eight—dip and repeat, this I will leave to you is

sufficient to bold anyone except those freaks with a card
index brain, particularly when the next dance is exactly the
same as the previous one except that it is entirely differ-

ent. It gives one divers problems to solve.

The more formal affairs the majority of which occur in

the evening are not as conducive to enthusiasm as their
little brother of the afternoon. The tired business man is

doubly tired after his afternoon prancing, besides the stim-
ulating effect of tea is absent. However, the same ap-
pearance obtains as far as the acrobatic stunts are con-
cerned and many and awful acts are perpetrated in the
name of dancing.

Should informality be the, thought of the hour, sever j1

cafes out of the beaten traffic trails hold out inducements
for your patronage. Out on the beach where ocean breezes
make life worth living, the bright lights are more allur-
ing and bright because of the stimulus of ozone. The fancy
steps of the ballroom are absent and the One-Step, the
good old rag, the first of the family of modern dances, holds
sway.

Speaking of the Rag, the One-Step (I should say), was
falsely imputed to have originated on the Barbary Coast.
This is but the jaundiced ravings of a malarial sob sister
on some yellow journal that was super-induced by an over-
dose of quinine. It made a good story and was precious
press dope for the caterers to slumming parties and having
served its purpose, let us here correct that error. The
change is but a natural progression and the time being
over ripe for a change in the mode of dancing, its progress
and perfection was- the more rapid because of the latest-
ness of its arrival. I, for one, shout "Hurrah."

A HAPPY LOSS.

Lose your grouch, you'll never miss it.
Though, at first, it may seem queer
To be just a little decent
To the people who are near.
But with very little practice
Sawing wood from day to day.
You can make yourself attractive
With a grin nailed on to stay.

There Is little satisfaction.
Nor Is life the more complete
If you bite the heads from people
Whom in daily rounds you meet.
And the mussup isn't pleasant
When that little trick you try

—

They can never sue for damage
If you smile and pass them by.

You may think It lends distinction
If you jog along the way
With a grouch on exhibition
Every moment of the day;
But when friends who see you coming
Make excuse to turn away.
You will find the load is hardly
Worth the freight you have to pay.

Be the little ray of sunshine
To the people that you meet;
Let them feel when you are coming
That it brightens up the street.
It's the only way to travel:
Every smile will be a boost

—

And you'll find It worth the trouble
When the chicks come home to roost.

Compliments of the
CROCKER SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS.

Crocker nullrilng. Pont nnfl Market Stn.

San 1'i.u.l. < alifftrnla.

Under Management John V. Cunningham.
Safe DcpoMit Doxen for Rent, 9-1.00 a Year.

Phone KEARNY 2176

O'BRIEN BROS. Inc.
Architects and Engineers

Announce uSe Removal of iheir Office! lo

240 Montgomery St. SAN FRANCISCO

FIRST

ANNIVERSARY
of I. Y. C. lo Present Club Rooms will be celebrated

SATURDAY, JUNE 5
8:30 to 10*30

First and only run of Cresta Blanca Picnic Pictures

and

OLD TIME VARIETY SHOW

Midnight Vaudeville
12 to 3

Second run of Cresta Blanca Pictures

Professional Bill of Headliners

Can-Can Cabaret

Closing with another

Amazing' I.Y.C. Startler

SATURDAY, JUNE 5th
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THE BAL-PAGEANT
She is a Beautiful Woman, this San Francisco of ours.

We love her, idolize her. rhapsodize over her, laugh with
her. dream with her, hope with her.

And once again we can rejoice with her over dreams
come true, over hopes fulfilled. For w-e have danced with

her, we have laughed with her, we have feasted and we
have drunk with her. We have passed with her a night

of festival where every heart throbbed gaily in tune with
happiness, where eyes gazed with delight, where feet

tripped ecstatically, where human souls were touched
with the magic wand of good fellowship and transported
lor a few hours into the bower of the fairies.

She went wearily but happily to her bed on the morn-
ing of April 11, did this Beautiful Woman of ours, when
the sun was peeping over the hills. The thrill of the music.
the color, the. laughter, the joy of it all. was still in her
veins: the flush of the dance was in her cheeks, her lips

were red and her breath was sweet from the kiss of the

wine. And as she sank into the luxuriant and welcome re-

pose of her pillows, she sighed the happy sigh of one who
is contentedly surfeited with the joy of life.

This was San Francisco on the morning after the
Kiddies' Ball, where she, came as the guest of the Indoor
Yacht Club and laughed and danced that there might be
at another time, a day of gladness for her children.

We of the Indoor Yacht Club may well be. proud of

many things we have done. But never have we had cause
to feel keener sejf-satisfaction than has come to us from
the Kiddies' Ball. It must rank long in the annals of the
ritv s social affairs as the crowning achievement of care-

fully planned and well-managed entertainment.
There was not one disappointment, not one delay, not

one hitch in the whole long programme. From the grand
march, as bizarre and colorful as the most riotous dream
of a Futurist, to the. weird wiggling of the Maori maids,
there was nothing that did not lit into the picture and that
did not contribute to the success of the night.

The guests of the evening were ushered into the Auditor-

ium merely dressed for the occasion. Flowers and green-

ery were everywhere. Festoons of incandescents belled

from the great dome to the. side walls. At one end was
a great stage, above which in Novogems sparkled three-

feet letters. "The Indoor Yacht Club." Around the room
ranged colossal cartoons of Yachtsmen who are known
far and wide,—and funny, good-natured cartoons they were,
smiling from beneath the clever brush of Yachtsman Billy

Hon.
What need to say a word of the programme? Not a

number on it but has been talked of over and over again,

till every Yachtsman could tell you just which foot the

l&ayor put upon the floor when he stepped from his taxi.

We have laughed and laughed in the repetition of the tale

of "Fatty" Arbuckle's funny falls when he led the orches-
tni. We have laughed and laughed at the. very memory
of Charley Chaplin and Broncho Billy Anderson, who dem-
Bnstrated that silent comedy is just as amusing on the

Stage as it is on the screen.
Do you remember the Scotch Kilties' Chorus? And the

tiny tot with the slender and nimble legs who stood in

front of them and outdanced them all in the Highland
fling' There was fine piping, too. by the Caledonian Band.
That was one of the, best numbers of the whole long pro-

gramme.
Nor have we forgotten the Dance of the Nursery Rhymes,

which Jliss Irene Shay staged with ten of the sweetest
In San Francisco to help her. From the Zone came

all the stars, and from the Zone came, too, many a pictur-

esque touch that made the merry multitude marvel.
Bui lei us not forget that some of the Yachtsmen them-

selves did a lot to help out the programme, and by actual
participation in it. too. There were the Adroit Athletes,
with their burlesque of circus stunts, into which they in-

jected just enough skill to show that they were clowning.
They got many a laugh and they filled in several minutes
of real fun.

It will be long, too, before Kid Nelson's singing of "1

Love You, California," is forgotten. Since the day the
Civic Auditorium was built there has been criticism of

its acoustic properties. Architects have, sat in grave

counsel figuring ways and means of making it possible
for the human voice to carry into its fartherest reaches
without an echo that would blur its notes into hopeless con-
fusion. But whatever may be the. fault of the Audtorium's
acoustic properties, it had no effect upon Kid Nelson's
singing. The I. Y. C. tenor's notes rang out with bell-

like clearness. They carried everywhere. And the ap-
plause that was accorded him and Miss Annette Seelos,
who came as the living symbol of the city that has risen
from its ashes was not of the usual perfunctory sort.— it

was applause from the hearts of a stirred and appreciative
audience.
The National Zouaves with the National Band, the Cali-

fornia Grays and the Columbia Park Boys in their natty
uniforms, lent additional color as well as a pleasing mili-
tary touch to the. programme.
About 11 o'clock the writer heard a guest in the balcony-

say:

"It's all fine, the greatest show of the kind I have ever
seen. I hope the boys don't spoil it by having too much
of a good thing."
They didn't. Perhaps Sam Berger was responsible. At

any rate, genius of the sort that can feel the public mind
sat at the wheel of this programme. Only a few minutes
after this the screen announced, "Get your partners for
the grand march." And while there were still many num-
bers left on the programme, they were held off until later

in the, evening, when the dancers were content to sit back
at the tables and take a few minutes of relaxation.
The grand march itself was a thing of beauty, well

conducted, bringing applause from the thousands who still

sat in the galleries. After it came the dancing.
An hour of dancing was followed by a brief recess, dur-

ing which came the rope-twirling cowboys and the Indian
war-dancers from Miller Brothers' ml Ranch on the Zone,
and the Maori warriors and maids in their weird native
dances.
Then the dancing went on again—dancing that was led

by an orchestra that never paused. That is. it never
paused save by request and one of these requests came
when the judges were called upon to select "Lady Bonn
tiful" the patron of "Kiddies' Day." The choice was unani-
mous, the judges awarding the handsome silver loving cup
to Miss Loretta Ferber, one of the most beautiful girls of

the Mission. That the Indoor Yachtsmen's Judgment was
good was upheld a few days later when Miss Ferber w-as

elected queen of the Mission carnival by a big vote over
a large field of Mission beauties.

As to the dance, what is there, to be said? It lasted till

daylight, till feet were weary while hearts were still fresh

and laughter was still on every lip. But it had to end,

of course,—and it ended only when the dawn of the new-

day came creeping over the city. Then and only then did

the thousands go.—the thousands who numbered the city's

greatest, the city's fairest, the city's most famous, most
Clever, most beautiful. And one and all they went smil-

ingly, praising the Indoor Yachtsmen not only for their

hospitality, but for the thoroughness of preparation and
the careful management which had made the night such

a grand success.
The dance is over. The city is slill talking in admira-

tion of it, and the I. Y C.

But the. purpose of it should not be forgotten We have
raised funds for our annual 'Kiddies' Day." and this year
we should be able to give the Kiddies of San Francisco
a greater day of pleasure than they have ever had before.

Let us put into the occasion the energy and the spirit

that we put into the Kiddies' Ball, and there will be for

us greater and more deserved praise even than we have
today.

EHRMAN BROS.
"EL ROI-TAN

PE R FECT
CIGARS
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THE INDOOR YACHT CLUB, WHY?
[Tliia article was received by the Editor with the request

that the author's name be withheld.]

Oft times the query presents itself, "Why the success
of the Indoor Yacht Club"?

Starting from a nucleus of seven or eight, possibly ten

men, in the most ordinary and humble of surroundings,
the Indoor Yacht Club in eight short years has developed
into an organization of between four and five thousand
members representing the most able men in the City
of San Francisco. With democracy as a by-word, its social

and charitable functions have been marked with a long
unbroken string of brilliant successes. From its first

dinner, which abounded with cheese and crackers, the
spirit of originality was there. The first moving pic-

tures of the Jefferies-Johnson contest were displayed on
that occasion even before any theatre in the country
had exhibited them. In quick succession came the win-
ter cruise to Yosemite Valley, when eight passenger cars,

buffet and theatre train were engaged to take the Indoor
Sailors on their merry way. Then the perfectly equipped
train that took many of us to the fight in Reno, which
was the envy of all the other special train loads. It

was a new departure and unique. Then came the next
cruise to Portola. Two more trains had to be added to

accommodate the crowd. Next came the big Beach Day

—

it was the Indoor Yacht Club who first exploited the pos-
sibilities of the great highway. An extravagant enter-

tainment was arranged along the beach for the kiddies.

The occasion served two purposes— it gave an opportun-
ity to all the poor children of San Francisco to enjoy an
outing. Sandwiches, candy and fruit were provided and
distributed, the deficit financially being made up by a
few who volunteered.
Then came the big dinner at Blanco's, a night that will

live in the memory for years. Then came the winter
trip to Sisson and the summer trip to Tallac. Next
came the big auditorium vaudeville show. Next the big
Kiddies' Ball at the Sutter street pavilion, an event that
was a marvel of color, originality and propriety. Then
the Bulletin-Indoor Yacht Club Day at the beach after the
Chamber of Commerce had received the inspiration for a
beach esplanade from the Indoor Yacht Club. Then came
Kiddies' Day at the park stadium and last but by no
means least, an entertainment at the Civic Auditorium,
voted by all the "Classic of Public Affairs."

The writer has not attempted to be chronologically
correct in giving this list of successes but rather to call

them to your mind.

It is indeed not to be marveled at that so many are

wont to inquire why this unbroken string of successes?
Why does everything the Indoor Yacht Club touch, like

the proverbial lucky man, turn to gold? Why does each
effort they preside over outshine the previous one? How
is it that they can lead the way so that others may copy
their ideas in advertising, the idioms they coin and their

scheme of doing things? Why are not the imitators suc-

cessful? Again why in an organization which recruits

its members from every walk of life is such perfect pro-

priety and decorum at all of their affairs? Why is it

that you never see any of the disgusting sights you so

frequently encounter from many other public entertain-

ments? Why, when they moved from a 10x14 room in

the Westbank Building to the present Indoor Yacht Club
site, did the club show a profit from the first month?
Why is it that the membership continues to increase at

such an alarming rate that it threatens to compel larger

quarters? How is it that they dared to incur a large indebt-

edness that now looks as if it will be liquidated in a little

more than a year?
They have reason to marvel and still their wonder

grows. Why—how can it be done? Like every success

there is a reason.

Yes, there is always a reason for success—the success

of men, organizations, communities or government. True,

many men, like gems of the dark unfathomed oceans,

never receive an opportunity. Men, who, because the

opportunity never presented itself at the psychological

moment, have gone to their graves "unheralded and un-

sung," but show me any man fortunate enough to get

an opportunity to make a success and develops that oppor-

tunity and I will show you a man of ability. The law
of cause and effect must prevail. The essence consists
only of getting a chance, ability must do the rest. The
Indoor Yacht Clnb bears no deviation from the rule. There
is a reason and the reason is that there is perfect unity
of purpose in this organization of thousands, directed by
brains, energy and experience. Its very democracy more
than anything else tends toward success. It is manifest
that in an organization of 500 doctors, or 500 lawyers, or
merchants, bankers, or saloonkeepers, you would fail to

get the variety of ideas that could be had from a composite
made from the whole.

In what lddge, club or what not do you find men of the
world-wide experience possessed by Jimmy Coffroth, Sam
Berger and Thomas S. Mulvey? These men are born and
natural showmen and in consequence how smoothly run
the big affairs conducted by the Indoors. Do you know
the most difficult thing to do is to "run a show" without
a rehearsal? And yet the Indoor shows without rehearsal
start on time and are conducted with the precision of the
mechanism of a watch.

Ideas you need to be a succesB and action to carry

them out. Look at the brains and action possessed by
William H. McCarthy, John Tait, Bill Hynes, Moe Altmayer
and George Symon. Now you know why dishes come
on hot and liquids cold.

No one tries for reward, no one In the club Is deslroUB

of thanks or the limelight.

At the late outing at Mr. Wetmore's vineyard there

were thousands of potatoes to be peeled, hundreds of let-

tuce to be prepared. Who do you think did that work?
About twenty or thirty of the members were on the

ground two days in advance doing this kind of work

—

doing it well—and none of those 2» or SO ask for thanks
or are anxious to have it known that they did It. And
in that number were merchants and men of affairs

neglecting their own lines to make a succesB of the outing.

Where do you find doctors and lawyers, Judges and cap-

tains waiting on the table and helping out generally as

you have seen In the Fillmore Street Auditorium, Dream-
land, and other places? Every dish served you last Sun-

day was brought by a member of the club, volunteering

as a waiter for the day. And after you were served these

volunteers uncomplainingly took what was left.

Every act on the improvised stage was given by a

member of the club and although nearly every one, In-

cluding the musicians, was a professional, all labored

gratuitously, from Willie Nelson, who opened the show,

to the moment when the rain interrupted Denny Jordan

and the rest of the program.

This article is not written with the Idea of naming In-

dividually the hundreds of members who have helped to

do much for the club, but to tell why it has been bo suc-

cessful. We could tell you of the work done year after

ieiir by Joe Watts, Joe Lewis, Johnnie Cunningham, Earl

Miles. Johnny Crowley, Frank Hennessy, Mike Levy, Harry

Monahan, Jim Griffin, Jim Woods, Sid Grauman and Judge

Barney Flood. But as there isn't a roster of club mem-
bership at hand let some names suffice. Besides those

mentioned are not looking for praise nor publicity and the

hundreds of workers will not feel offended by lack of it.

One there is whose name comes to me, that big. open-

hearted soul, Tom Corbett, who left us last month. Never

will I forget him from early morning until late into the

night toiling on a stand in front of the St. Francis Hotel

last December where he gathered $1035 from his labors

selling dolls, to be expended for shoes and stockings, coal

and wood, food and warm clothes for the poor of San

Francisco who suffer so much during the winter months.

In my summary of things done, I failed to mention that

Sunday in mid-January when the members came in their

automobiles and with their own hands carried in these

necessaries of life to many in need.

That's the success of the Indoor Yacht Club,—it's unos-

tentatious charities, doing what it contracts to do, and doing

it well.

It's the brains in it that inspires the most humble mem-

ber to get out and do his share; it's the willingness of

that same member to so willingly do what he is asked

that makes for and is its success.
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THE ROUND TABLE
-The. Editor,

pleaded John Horigan
By Anyone But Sandy.

"Just bring me a small black.'

to the unmanicured servant
"Just a small black?" arched the waiter with his brows,

the arches in his dogs long since having disappeared.
Whit's the matter. John?" asked Pious Plover; "only

a small black tonight?"

"Yep." grunted John. 'I'm not hungry." .

"No, except tor scandal," blurted out the rude Robert
Moody.
"Why John must have had dinner at the pld Faithful

Inn." piped Willie Nelson.

"By God. that's just it." shouted Horigan. "I had din-

ner at that Unfaithful Inn last night and it was grand
larceny. I paid $8.10 for a lamb chop and three peas and
1 won't eat again this week."
"John, if you keep up these, spendthrift tactics no lawyer

will get a crack at your estate." counselled Colonel Duffy,

former progressive.

"Don't worry." shouted the. bucolic Col. Farley. "He'll

leave nothing but a bad reputation."

"Is that so?" iiueried the indignant Horigan. "Well,

I'm going to leave you a grammar when Pat Green whisks
me to San Mateo."
"Good evening. Colonel, how are you." sez I, and Duffy.

Farley. Horigan and Jack Rice all answered to tell m&
they were well.

You know I really didn't care about any one of them or

how they were. It was just a stall, 'How are you?" it's

ry to me how them guys fill for that bunk title

stuff. Why. if old Farley could write, he'd sign his name
Colonel Farley, I thought to myself.

"Well. Sandy. I hear you've opened a place," said that

advertiser. Jack Suits.

"Sure. Jack, and you and Cyril Tobin are the only guys
what can sign tabs in my new joint." rejoined Sandy.
"You know, boys. I had to get glasses to re.id the names

of my old pals who used to sign at The Breakers. I lost

the pals, but I've still got the tabs and the glasses.

"Yes. sir. I'm going to run some place, and I'm going
to elect my own man Sheriff, so he can't close me up."

went on Sandy.
"Well, Sandy, old scout, the Police Commission got even

with you when they gave you that license," said .Many
Brandenstein, with a real greedy grin.

"Yep," sighed Sandy, 'I'm thinkin' maybe, they did. When
I got it I was as happy as Jim Nealon having his own
way, but—Oh, well, I don't want to tell you about it. Come
down and see my trained oysters and barefooted dolls. No
extra charge and no charge to get in."

"Sandy, you're a pip." breezed Willie Nelson.
"A pip? I'm no pip! A pip Is a guy that don't work

and owns a lot on Sixth street and a six cylinder car."

shot Sandy.
"You're the only guy in town that Beachy's fall did any

good to," suggested Arata to Nelson.
And the former barker for the Coffroth enterprises

looked over to Daddy Farley for help.

Colonel Daddy Farley flushed with rage, his color height-
ened like it does going up the middle aisle, on Sunday
"I want you gentlemen to leave Mr. Nelson alone." shouted
the former merchant.

"Say. you. Farley, don't yell so much over Nelson, I'll

bet you haven't got his name in your will," flipped Suits.

"Oh, shut up Suits." pleaded Willie. If you pull that
stuff, I'll have as much chance for Farley's will as the
Spring Valley bonds had."

"Peace, boys, peace." counseled Tim Fitzpatrick.
"Ha-ha." chuckled Jack Hunt aloud. "I was just think-

ing, Tim. when you run for Police Judge a lot of people
will take you for Judge Oppenheim," and every one
laughed except the, crew of the temptation ship. "Dipsea."
"Speaking of the bonds a moment ago. did you notice

the kind of a vote they got In the Mission," asked Doc
Beardslee, official pulse taker of Andy Gallagher.

''Yes, I did," ventured Marty Brandenstein," and one
of the worst precincts against It was the Mayor's own one.
I don't know whether it was the Mayor or the water."
"Oh, you know all right," assured Harry Goldberg,

"but you're trimming again.' and another Kosher slaughter

was narrow-ly averted.
"You ovexlook the fact that the ghosts of Dr. Jones

and Charley Spader still walk in the Mission," piped Jack
Rice.

"I heard the story that Dr. Jones didn't make much of

a fight against the bonds on account of his friend. Major
McCarthy." informed Bob Moody.

"Yes, that's correct," assured Roland Becsey. "But just

think if he had."
"That Fire Commisson row is the. biggest political blow

our administration got," ventured Tom Powers, and even
John Horigan agreed.

"Oh, the bonds might have won if the fight had been
handled right." suggested Judge Griffin.

I thought they would win till I saw Emmett Hayden
and Angel Rossi boosting them," said Joe Mulvihill; "but
those birds are the real black cat jinks; why they ran our
friend Doc Leland into defeat at the Native Sons election."

"I guess that is so, agreed one of the Grand Parlor boys.

"If you want to lose with the Natives just get Emmett's
help."

"The boys agreed and the conversation drifted off to

the usual subject. "Women/"
"Well, the Main Sheet" would not dare to write what was

charged, admitted and said.

THE
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THE WINNING OF THE PANAMA-PACIFIC INTERNA-
TIONAL EXPOSITION.

By Julius Kahn.

Every Californian feels proud of the. Panama-Pacific Inter-

national Exposition. It is doubtful whether at any time

since the dawn of recorded history a more magnificent ag-

gregation of buildings was ever constructed by man. Wheti
San Francisco was selected as the place where the com-
pletion of the Panama Canal by the Government of the

United States should be fittingly celebrated, we promised
our countrymen that in the selection of the metropolis

of the Golden State as the location of the great Interna-

tional Exposition, the people of California and of San
Francisco would again maintain their reputations for suc-

cessful accomlishment and unbounded hospitality. We
have kept the faith. We have made good ; and no stranger

who has visited the city of enchantment on the shores

of our beautiful bay has failed to express his admiration
for the palatial buildings, the magnificent courts and the

flower bedecked grounds that constitute our Exposition.

It may not be amiss, however, at this time to recite some
of the history concerning the fight before Congress to se-

cure recognition for San Francisco from the National Leg-

islature in order that the Exposition might have the sanc-

tion of the Government of the United States.

As early as 1904 the matter of holding this Exposition
was taken up by the citizens of San Francisco. In Janu-
ary, 1906, the writer introduced a bill for an Exposition

at San Francisco to commemorate the completion of the

Canal and the discovery of the Pacific Ocean. In April

of that year our city was laid in ashes and in the work of

rehabilitation the subject of the Exposition was tempor
arily shelved. But, in 1909, we took it up with renewed
vigor and in the early days of December I introduced a

second Exposition bill for San Francisco. About this

time both San Diego and New Orleans, Louisiana, became
active competitors of San Francisco in the. effort to secure
Congressional recognition. Ultimately an agreement was
reached with San Diego so that the fight lay between San
Francisco and New Orleans.

It is doubtful whether any more aggressive struggle has
been staged on the floors of Congress in the last quartei

of a century than the fight between these rival communi-
ties. Every influence, that either city could command was
thrown into the contest. The great railroad systems of

the Mississippi Valley and the Eastern StJtes were rallied

to the support of New Orleans. The great steamship in-

terests were also for our Southern rival. In fact New
Orleans, by starting its committees on a tour to the prin-

cipal cities of the Eastern States to arouse sentiment in

favor of the southern municipality, obtained a decided start

over San Francisco and for a time many members of Con-
gress and even enthusiastic Californians felt that the case
of San Francisco was hopeless, if it was not already lost.

Some of us, however, never wavered in our faith in our
ability to win the fight. I believe that it was our gener-
alship that finally brought victory to us. My long service
in the House had brought me staunch friends on both
sides of the Chamber, and through these friends I learneQ
that a majority of the committee that had jurisdiction over
Exposition matters were more friendly to New Orleans
than to San Francisco. I frankly stated the situation to

the first California delegation that came to Washington
and suggested that I be authorized to prepare a joint res-

olution which would be so worded that the Committee on
Foreign Affairs could take jurisdiction of the matter. I

believed we would be more likely to receive a favorable
report from this committee than from the other. This
delegation, headed by Governor Gillett, fully agreed with
me and the result was the introduction of House Joint
Resolution No. 213 which was ultimately enacted into law.
The New Orleans people placed their hopes in the other

committee. That committee eventually reported out the
New Orleans bill. Then the matter was submitted to the
House itself through a rule which I had introduced and
which was reported from the Committee on Rules in such
a form that the House itself should determine which of
the two cities should receive the Congressional recogni
tion. The vote, was taken not by answering "aye" or
"no" to the roll call, but by answering 'San Francisco" or
"New Orleans." When the result was announced we had
won by 29 majority. I had predicted we would win by 30.

There were but one or two changes from the canvas we
had made the day before the vote was taken. Many men
and many factors contributed to this result. So much so,

that it would be invidious to particularize. But in all

fairness it should be, stated that when the President of
the United States, Mr. Taft, threw the weight of his influ-

ence to San Francisco in the closing days of the fight,

that settled the controversy. There is no doubt but that
the help of the President was of great benefit to us and
our city certainly owes him a debt of gratitude for the
firm stand he took for San Francisco.

The people of Louisiana were good losers and heartily

congratulated us upon our victory. Subsequent events
have proven that the loss of the fight by New Orleans
was a blessing in disguise to that city. What with her
floods, the losses of her citizens by reason of the depre-
ciation of her sugar and cotton crops and the breaking out

of bubonic plague about a year ago, she was so over-

whelmed with disasters that it is doubtful whether she

could have, completed the Exposition on a scale that would
have been commensurate with the "raison d'etre" of the
Exposition itself.

In all our subsequent efforts to secure legislation for the

Panama-Pacific International Exposition, whenever we had
hard and bitter contests on the floor of the House or Sen-
ate, the Louisiana delegation gave us unstinted and undi-

vided support. That in itself is the, best testimonial to the
fairness of all the representatives of San Francisco at

Washington during the strenuous days when we were
pleading for Congressional recognition.

BUILDERS' EXCHANCJE. ISO Jessie Street BOX 05

VINCENT J. DONOVAN
PAINTING, DECORATING

and POLISHING

729-31 MINNA STREET, San Francisco, Col.

Phone Park SI56
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PRESS CLUB PAGEANT; A MULE AND AN ANA-
CHRONISM.

By Walter Anthony.

The Main Sheet disclaims any desire to discredit the
Press Club show at the Civic Auditorium in favor of the
Indoor Yacht Club's entertainment in the same place;

but, since the newspapers failed to give credit where
credit was manifestly due, this Journal, in its character
of public benefactor, proposes to right an injustice done
to the efforts of Messrs. Al Joy, our good shipmate, and
Arthur Knapp, of literary fame, both of whom partici-

pated right nobly in the Press Club pageant and were
given scant praise for their extraordinary and surprising
efforts to please.

If one were to scour the country for a player fit to as-

sume the role of Don Quixote de la Mancha, he would un-
doubtedly and after examining all candidates, select Al

Joy.

You remember, among the virtues of Cervantes' noble
knight, asceticism was one, angularity of form, but rigid-

ity of moral purpose was another, while every one had to

yield to the gentleman who lived in the village of the

Mancba In his platonic devotion to the fair, and his dis-

position to assist all the distressed. Likewise, it was
said of Quixote de la Mancha that "he was an early riser

and a great hunter." And the similarity proceeds to the
extent of the imagination of each which history on the
one hand tells us was great in the Don, and experience
tells us is vivacious in Joy. Resemblance stops here, how-
ever, for the knight-errant, as you know, was a prodigious
liar.

There has been some criticism of Arthur Bennett
who staged the show— it is invariably the fate of

the one who stages a show to be criticized; in-

deed so necessary Is it, that newspapers have been
known to pay men money (not much, of course, but still

money) to exercise that function—so Mr. Bennett has been
criticized. In one episode at least he showed a flash of

genius, and that was when he selected our Shipmate, Al
Joy, for the ideal role of the righter of wrongs, the sup-

pressor of tyranny, the gallant who saved ladies from
perils and the man who promised Sancho Panza anything.

As to Arthur Knapp's fitness for the role of the squire,

one may merely say that it was appropriate, though, since

Sancho Panza was an awful fool, I naturally hesitate to

declare the propriety of a librarian's occupancy of such a

stupid, though picturesque part. A word of criticism Is

merited at this juncture, by reason of the choli e of Sancho
Panza's mount. According to the book which I assure

you I have read—once—Don Quixote was dubious about the

squire's mode of motion. He had never heard of a

knight squire being mounted on a mule, nor yet upon

an ass; the latter variety of diminutive beast, however,

being the only moving thing available. Don Quixote, so we
are told stood awhile pensive, calling to mind whether
ever he had read that any knight-errant carried his squire

assishly mounted; but he could not remember any au-

thority for it: yet, notwithstanding, he resolved that he

might bring the beast, with intention to accommodate
Sancho Panza more honorably when occasion were offered,

by dismounting the first discourteous knight they met,

from his horse, and giving it to his squire. Thus, it is

clear that the Sancho Panza of history was not mounted
upon a mule but upon an ass. and in that mistake is

located the epochal disaster ol the Press Club pageantry.

the discomfiture of Sancho Panza, the scandal of Don
Quixote and the blunder of Bennett.

At the same time it was this error that introduced the

spontaneous act which lifted the show Into the realm of

fine, unpremeditated art and gave a touch of fantastic

realism that even a Barrle in "Peter Pan" could not excel.

Armed cap a pie—whatever that means— with his long,

eloquent legs gripped graphically around his gaunt Rozi-

nante. Al as Don Quixote, sallied forth, his beaver on and
his lance at rest, the vejy picture of the noblest hero of

Spanish fiction. The windmills in a far corner were seen

to shiver and hold their wings towards heaven piteously

Anon came Sancho Panza, dreaming of the island that

Don Quixote was going to present to him, but apprehen-

sive too. It Isn't that Mr. Knapp Is not a good horse-

man, for he is; but it's one thing to be a good horseman
and quite another to conduct a mule in paths of peace. A
horse is like a drum major, or an orator. He has no sense
of humor, he likes to strut to brassy music and a lump
of sugar or a placque is ample reward; but a mule is

different. He has a low down, ignoble appreciation of

the ridiculous which he indulges at any and all times. For
pomp, and glory, glittering harness and circumstance of

war or romance he doesn't care al all, which are tacts

that Arthur liennett of all men should have known, he
having been even before his association with newspaper
men. acquainted with the habits of mutes having been a
circus man. as you w ill remember.

But even the greatest of us make mistakes. The selection

of a mule for Sancho Panza's mount, histoid of an ass,

was indeed a double error. It was not only historically

inaccurate hut esthetically wrong.
However that may lie. Mr. Knapp, in his role of Sancho

Panza was ill at ease. Commending his soul to heaven,
he followed in the wake of the glory-searching Don
Quixote. Like' the original of profane history, this San-
cho Panza paid strict attention to business, the problem
with him being as it was witli Sancho Panza aforetime,
to remain mounted and not disgrace the cause of knight
tnight I errantry; the one in the fields of Montiel and
the other in the civic auditorium.

In this wise the twain emerged, or sallied forth, and
arrived the cynosure of all eyes. I believe.

At this juncture, we must retrace our steps in this ex-

citing narrative and explain that Mr Bennett hired not
only one mule. He hired two. One was the mount of

our friend Sancho Panza, and the other bore the im-

personated ' i Tin of Marks the evil lawyer in "Uncle
Tom's Cabin." Here again one must marvel at the ob-

tuseness of Mr. Bennett whose behavior in this affair

repudiated his experience as a circus man and one familiar

with the habits of mules. He r> nted mules that wi

team i

Now it takes a mule a lone nine to become accustomed
to anything, but once the habit is formed, it is as firmly

planted in his nature as the law of gravitation is inherent

in an apple. In nothing is this more true than in the
matter of companionship Let a mule become reconciled

to the company of another mule through days of hard and
unremittent toil, and you ociation in

which the hooks of steel ol Shakespeare are yielding

reeds in comparison. Nothing can shake the devotion of

mule to mule once II I
achieved by daily associa-

tion in the bard walks of life.

Now. when Sancho Panza's mule saw afar the form
of Marks the lawyer mounted on his friend, only one
Impulse animated his breasl Mr, Knapp knew something
was going to happen, for there is a sort of telepathic

sympathy between a ridi r and his mule, wherein approach-

ing events cast their sinister shadows before. And so it

was when this now militant beast pricked up his ears.

cocked one eye and slanted the other in the direction of

the peacefully riding Mr. Marks. There was no doubt

about it That other mule was Sancho Panza's team-

mate.
The rest happened so quickly that Sancho Panza had

barely time to commend his soul to God and repi nt

ing his home for the adventurous life of a squire. II 1

mule snorted a belligerent snort, and struck out across

the hall for his friend and companion
He took no leisurely step, but an Impetuous, i arnest g>it:

his loyalty to his friend took no account of chairs, tal

or even the bass drummer and his drum.
Herman Heller held his baton aloft, and looked for an-

other missing cue to episodic events, the audience, assum-

ing this to be pari oi the show approved the act wildly

Don Quixote, chagrined at the unaccountable behavior i

his squire, paused ted in his attack on the wind-

mills, and thus Sancho Panza made his Journey, hastily.

inelegantly but safely, to the side of Marks, the lawyer,

contented with himself, the world and the show, ambled on

tented with himself, the world and the show, ambled i n

in a peace of mind that passeth understanding. «

Sancho Panza, librarian that he is, «

fusion, ignomy and shame for the anachronism he was

perpetrating when Don Quixote's squire, traveled side

by side with Little Eva's enemy.
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The "Main Sheet" has increased in size.

You must be Non-Partisan to vote, but Progressive to

work.

The '49 Camp doesn't need the "lid" half as bad as some
of the statues need overalls.

A Federal judge has just decided that the woman is

an accomplice under the Mann act. We thought our
Friend Parker Whitney paid for two.

Have you tasted the high cost of living exhibit at the
Old Faithful Inn?

We wish "The Lantern" well. It has a great deal of
light.

The public Is permitted to enter the California Building,
but only the Progressives may eat there.

Maybe there's more water In the Spring Valley stock
than in its lakes.

Tim Reardon must have been a great help in the bonds
campaign.

Should it be Judge Childs or Judge Child?

Well, the State is Non-Partisan. But all the Jobholders
are Progressives.

If the Spring Valley election was a political thermom-
eter, some people must feel the chill.

The Mission Political Promotion Association had a bread
line at their recent ball. Is it possible any of them are
still hungry?

Since Doctah Aked opened his new church he hasn't
opened his old mouth.

The more we see of Roosevelt the more thankful we
should be for Wilson.

Judge Childs a prosecutor? We just elected one to the
Supreme Court. Why impeach Childs?

Will Percy he City Attorney Long?

Looks like, common sense blew out the red light law.

The "Galley Grill" long ago predicted Bill Lange's finish.

Ten indicted for perjury by Grand Jury! Can't you take
a joke, gentlemen?

When poor Eggers thinks of Deasy, McBlroy, Suhr and
Finn he must at least perspire.

The Police Commission is standing pat. Congratulations.

A headline—"Preachers denounce Barbary Coast." Well,
the Coast has had a better record than the preachers for

the past year or two, has it not?

Lococo was Loco—so was the jury.

Away from the raps a minute. Does San Francisco
really appreciate what a splendid judge it has in Frank
Griffin? Each day Griffin in his kind and modest way is

riveting his name to permanency on the bench.

Is Los Angeles showing jealousy of Long Beach by start-

ing the Sebastian trial?

Rudie Pickles against the bonds and Rudie for the. clos-

ing of the Coast are two different persons in the Exam-
iner's eyes.

If, as the Chronicle says, the proposed water bonds were
a steal and a fraud, can the Chronicle advocate any of its

boosters?

Who'll be the first red-hot, wild-eyed jingo to shout
•Neutrality is Hell"?

SAFETY FIRST.

Railroads and public utilities throughout the country
are quite generally adopting for their patrons and em-
ployes, the stirring slogan, "Safety First," and posting
in prominent places a catalog of "Don't." There is no
reason why the same watchword should not apply to

financial affairs; in fact in no domain is there more need
for its application.

DON'T
listen to the plausible claims of every stock salesman
and promoter of "absolutely sure" Investments. Consult
your banker instead.

DON'T
think that your money can earn a high rate of interest
without a sacrifice of security.

DON'T
ask your bank to cash checks drawn on other banks
for your friends unless you stand ready to pay the same
yourself, if they prove worthless.

DONT
put off until tomorrow the opening of a savings account
to provide against the time of need that may come.

DON'T
secrete bonds, stock certificates and other valuables In

mattresses and old crockery. The burglar profession
knows about those places, too, and you will find a safe

deposit box in an armor plate vault much cheaper.

BARON ROTHSCHILD'S RULES FOR LIVING.

The famous list of rules for living, which Baron Roths-
child distributed to the youth of France, who wanted to

know the secret of the great financier:

Shun liquor.

Dare to go forward.
Never be discouraged.
Be polite to everybody.
Employ your time well.

Be prompt in everything.

Bear all troubles patiently.

Do not reckon upon chance.
Make no useless acquaintances.
Be brave in the struggle of life.

Maintain your integrity as a sacred thing.

Never appear to be something more than you are.

Carefully examine into every detail of your business.

—Ex.

When you see a man go by with but one arm, or leg,

or eye, or with any physical defect, he's unfortunate and
deserves pity, but when you see a fellow staggering drunk
he's a fool, with less sense than the dogs that bark at

his heels. He has stood at a bar somewhere and guzzled'

rotten stuff that no living mortal needs until he's a help-

less fool, not deserving a decent thought from any human
being.
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RANDOM THOUGHTS
THE KIDDIES' BALL.

It seems almost a pity that an event of the importance
of the "Kiddies' Ball," or perhaps elegance and splendor

would be better, should pass so quickly from our recol-

lection. It is an absolute pity that an event preceded

by so much publicity should pass practically without subse-

quent notice or comment from the press. So we may be

pardoned if even at tbis late date we bespeak our tardy

congratulations and felicitations for a night that will long

be remembered—a night that has set a new standard for

public functions in San Francisco. Before us now is

the word picture of last month's "Main Sheet"—the

prophecy that foretold what was to be and that described

the bleak, blank, bare Auditorium transformed into a

fairyland, a new Garden of Eden. That prophecy was ful-

filled to the letter, and better by far than any word could

tell. There was no item lacking, and every detail had

been perfected by master bands. The decorations, the

lighting, the seating, the music, the show all blended into

one harmonious whole to mark the most successful suc-

cess of our many successes. Call it conceit, call it ego-

tism, call it by the more common vernacular, "bull." but

the "Kiddies' Ball of 1915" will stand out. even before

the eyes of envy, as the greatest social and spectacular

achievement in the city's history, and we had almost said,

country's. We have seen the Mardl Graa year after year

—

we ncall lb'' Hall of All Nations lb" Civic Auditorium

opening—the Military Ball—we watched' the Press Club

and we gasped at the more recent "Bread Line," but the

"Kiddies' Hall'' was surely the best of the good ones.

Naturally we wer.- pleased, elated, ami it is, we take it.

pardonable to take pride in this success which, alter all.

meant so much to the Indoor Yacht Club, and every mem-
may well be proud We ainie.l high and we hit the

mark, and Ibe credit and the congratulations belong to

every Indoor Sailor, no matter 'hdw small a part he played.

THE WHY OF THE I. Y. C. SUCCESS.
And while we are on the subject. It mav not be amiss

to analyze the reasons, not alone for this success, but

for every event that has been held beneath the emblem
of the I Y C. Primarily It is due to the ever-ready, ever

willing co-operatii n of a membership Hint considers no
task too difficult or no duty too arduous. There are

various clubs In San Francisco and many social organiza-

tions, but in which one can you assemble five or six

hundred men who are willing to join enthusiastically and
lend their best efforts to every event that is undertaken?
Just in one! We have our laggards, our apologists, too.

we are sorry to say, but they are lost and forgotten in

the members who are only too glad to lend hand and
purse and energy to whatever is proposed. And, secondly,

alongside the word, co-operation, yon can write—original-

ity, initiative anil intelligent direction. Those five words
spell success. What would the "Kiddies' Ball" have been
without a Tim Mulvey or a Moe Altmayer? Who thought
out the scheme for decorations—the stage—the hundred
and one other things that had to be thought of. to make
It just a little different, just a little bit better? Just

these two modest men! True, they needed that master
driver, George Symon, to do the more practical construc-

tion—they had to have a Julius Eppstein to place the

mas'er touch on the decorations; -a John Tait to handle
the catering—a Sam Berger for the show—a Tom Dillon

for advertising a Ji hn Cunningham to force the sale of

tickets—a Willie Nelson to thrill, and the hundreds of

others who helped here and there. Yet the men behind,

the men who originated and directed and perfected and
who pieced it all together, were Mulvey anil Altmayer.
And to them the greatest credit is due. And this is the
story of the success of the Indoor Yacht Club.

WETMORE AND LIVERMORE.
Then just as we had settled back for a long breath and

a little rest, along comes the picnic. The wrinkles were
hardly out of our dress clothes before we were trans-

formed into cooks and waiters for the Cresta Blanca out-

ing. Lord, what a day it was! There have been hosts
and hosts and hosts of hosts, but never a better one than
Clarence Wetmore! What a dinner, and how the corks
popped, and well- time was when they said, in the year
one B. C. but we now date events from the year one C. B.

And speaking of intelligent direction, the picture of the
night before is graven In our memories. Bill Hynes. with

his assistant chefs, comprising the chicken-pickers

—

George Symon, more correctly called Symon Legree, direct-
ing everybody and everything—Dave Sullivan on an old
soap box cleaning hundreds of heads of lettuce—Joe Lewis
and Lucien Johnson, dishwashers for some four thousand
cups and saucers and plates, and Bill McCarthy, Harry
Stafford, Tom Mulvey and Jim Coffroth, dish-wipers and
glass-cleaners, while Eddie O'Brien opened at all too fre-
quent intervals innumerable bottles of "Paul Masson."
Meanwhile Joe Watts was tacking up welcome signs along
the road. And so everything was ready, and apparently
the boys were ready, too. and there never was a better
feed or a better show or a better day than Clarence Wet-
more gave the Indoor Yacht (Tub at the Cresta Blanca
Ranch en the second of May. Why. even the rain helped!
Some one wrote once, ihat the greatest honor one man
could do another was to invite him to dine with him
That may or may not be true, but there are some men
who feel ^'rat the greatest pleasure they can have is to
invite others to dine with them. And of these, again we
say, the greatest was our host of Sunday week, and lest
our feeble thanks seem all too insufficient, the best we can
add is "Good luck to you. Clarence Wetmore!"

THE VACANT CHAIRS.
Wonder if when the laugh was loudest, when the fun

was at its best—wonder if when the Kid was asked to
sing Twelve Months Ago Tonight" the same thought came
to all of us? Wonder if. as we counted noses and looked
for familiar faces, many thought of the two that were
gone!1 Somehow we missed vim—some if us. most of us

—

Tonr Corhett and Fred stanle! Somehow there seemed to

be two vacant chairs and two voices lost and two faces

missing! Somehow well, if in that Land over there
where they have taken you before us. you can come back
to the friends you loved and the friends that loved you,
you were with us. Tom and Fred, wern't you? They broke.

but couldn't keep that great, big heart of yours, Tom
Cotbett. from us, nor that soft, gentle, almost womanly,
heart of yours, Fred Stanle! For you were both made to

be children of sunshine. Wherever laughter and warmth
and gladness were, there could you be found. Frowns
turned to smiles and tears to happy laughs at your ap-

proach, and so men sought voir. Yorrrs were always the

hands that helped, and many the one that mourns you
with us. Did you think of rrs, old pals, as we thought
of you? Wonder why they have to call men like you

—

call you away in the full Hush of manhood, in the vigor of

yi nth. irr the prime of life? You know. Tom and Fred.

but we don't, and so we miss you, long for you, yes—once
in a while, when no one's looking— cry for you. We miss
you and we'll always miss you both, and whenever Indoor
Yachtsmen meet there'll come a moment- a halt in the

fun—and with bowed heads ortr thoughts will cross the

Great Divide to you two. best of pals, best of brothers.

lust of men, the one a loving husband, the other a devoted
son. Tom Corbett and Fred Stanle. to whom we have said,

"Good-night, but not good-bye!"

RUCKER PARK.
There was a vacant lot alongside of the Olympic Club

at Post and Mason. It was g rass grown and dirty with
rubbish, and the walls were tumbling to decay. One might
have taken it for an example of what a lot should not be.

But the owners were absent and no one cared, and so it

looked like well, say the Sixth street dumps. Then an

enterprising chap concluded that here was atr ideal spot

for one of those all too numerous bird-cage supply sta-

tions and open-air garage. Investment small, possibilities

large' So Mr. Enterprising Chap secured an option and
applied for a permit, and everything looked rosy until Sam
Rucker found it out. Now Sam had been looking at that

lot for a long time, and had other views. As a director

of the "Winged O." he had made up his mind that the

club should not be sitrrated next to any dump, and deter-

mined to do what the owners should have been forced to

do. When Sam heard of the bird-cage—well, it's a good

thing no one heard what was said, birt Sam got busy.

The permit was denied—the option forfeited, the lease

made to the Olympic Club at a nominal rental and today

the corner of Post and Mason is being transformed into

a garden spot. It has been laid out to the best advan-

tage, and will be. not alone a desirable improvement for

the club and the neighborhood, but an object lesson for
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the citizens of San Francisco and the gentlemen who are
presumed to regulate the holdings of absent owners. Prob-
ably they won't call it "Rucker Park," but if they do, we'll

promise to be present at the dedication.

MAYORALTY POSSIBILITIES IN LOS ANGELES.
Down in Los Angeles they held an election the other

day. One Charles E. Sebastian, suspended Chief of Police,

was a candidate for Mayor, and almost received a suf-

ficient number of votes to qualify for the office. All of
which ordinarily would be of little consequence were it

not typical of the community and further proof of its

absolute moral turpitude and degeneracy. Sebastian is

under trial in the Superior Court, charged jointly with a
woman named Pratt with contributing to the delinquency
of a minor, Edith Serkin. Mrs. Pratt is the girl's half-

sister and guardian. It is alleged by the District Attor-

ney, or rather the indictment states that the chief and
Mrs. Pratt often visited a rooming house adjoining the
police station, and after registering under fictitious names,
would entice the Serkin girl to what was known as the
"temptation room," and there mistreat her. Auto rides

and presents galore figure, and all in all it is almost as
vile a scandal as the recent Long Beach affair. The chief,

of course, says it's a big lie, but the grand jury evidently
thought otherwise, and incidentally returned another in-

dictment against him and his lawyer for having attempted
to corruptly influence the grand jury itself. Somewhat
different from our local press, the papers are unsually
kind to the Chief of Police, and openly charge that the
whole thing is a frame-up. Anyway, it is certain that the
girl has been timorized and cajoled and threatened until

she has changed her story two or three times, and the
District Attorney has had to hire armed guards to pro-
tect her. All of which is edifying and instructive in a
town labeled "chemically pure," and the story is one for

a Balzac.
MUCKRAKING AND PROHIBITION.

The truth is hard to discover. We have but little sym-
pathy for the reputation-wrecking game. It is the most
dastardly, indecent and despicable of all the devices of
cowards, and there is no punishment sufficiently severe
for the perpetrators. A murderer is to be courted along-
side the blackmailer, and the tale-bearer and the scandal-
monger are but little better. No pestilence ever did half
the harm, and no one is immune. But men in public life

are particularly open to such attacks and to campaigns of
unclean detraction, and. unfortunately, the fabrication of
such vicious and unfounded libels has apparently become
a popular pastime. Let a man achieve success in public
office, let him prove himself clean, capable, efficient and
honest, and this becomes the one method left to sting
him. And when the charge is once made, the victim is

besmirched, no matter how innocent he may be. Just
let the newspapers sear their yellow pages with the nasty,
dripping, sickening, nose-shocking, malodorous accusations
and the object has been attained, and this Is the sole
purpose of the cowardly fiends who employ it. So. we
repeat, we have no sympathy for the reputation-wrecking
game or for the rats and gutter snipes who use it. And
we sympathized at first with Sebastian, although it did
look that where there was so much smoke some one must
have touched off the kindling. And then some one sent
us his platform and some one wrote us that nightly on
the street corners of Los Angeles he had been busy de-
nouncing "Demon Rum." Here's his statement issued to
the public over his signature:

"If elected Mayor, I promise to appoint as members of
the Police Commission men in hearty sympathy with the
strict regulation of the liquor traffic. My experience in
police affairs has convinced me that liquor is the prolific
cause of much of the misery in the world, as well as a
large proportion of all the crime. So long as the people
permit liquor to be sold, the traffic should be regulated
so as to minimize as much as possible the harm which it

causes."
And then we thought of the Reverend Claude Kelly and

the other reverends who have said the same thing, and
our guess is that if Sebastian is elected, Los Angeles will
get the kind of a Mayor it deserves. He will at least be
the immoral head of the most immoral community in the
world.

AN OLD GAME FROM A NEW SOURCE.
The Mission Promotion Association is in dire need of

funds, and the gentlemen who guide its destinies have
gone back to first principles in their efforts to secure them.

We thought the "bread-line party" bad enough, but our
attention has been directed to a more practical method
which was recently employed. Collectors went through
the tenderloin soliciting contributions with a whispered,
"I was told to see you," and brazenly gave a receipt for
the enforced contribution. Holders of street permits,
paper vendors, auto stands and the like were also gently
reminded that you get nothing for nothing in this world,
and often very little for a dollar. From Taylor street to
Pacific the shake-down played no favorites and there
surely must have been some debt on that building. When
P. H. McCarthy organized his social club among municipal
employes there was an awful outcry from the just. But
where lies the difference? Why, even Ruef did not give
a receipt! What possible interest can the cab vendor
of Powell street or the flower men of Kearny have in the
Mission Promotion Association? None, except that some
one was told to "see" them and that they knew the men
who control this organization. Surely, Mayor Rolph. you
did not countenance this—nor Matt I. Sullivan, nor Eus-
tace Cullinan, but who did? Who told some one to go
and "see" them?

TOYLAND
Sing a song of families
From Grandad to the pup;

Twenty thousand people
In Toyland Grown Up.

When the gates are open
The folks begin to shout

All jolly little joys shut in;

All glowering glooms shut out.

To the Indoor Yacht Club has fallen the honor of dedi-

cating the huge Exposition playground built by Frederic
Thompson In his Toyland Grown Up at the P. P. I. 10,

Thompson gleaned his idea of Toyland from the playthings

of the kiddies. For his architecture he has gone to the

building blocks and the tiny toys thai stand six inches
high on the nursery floor, and with his wonderful imagina-
tion made them grow to mammoth heights, to sizes that we
never dreamed were possible. Toyland is a new idea

gleaned from the first principals of innocent play, yet

designed to amuse grown-ups as well as the kiddies.

In building his Toyland, Thompson has provided a large,

comfortable space for the kiddles, a place where they can
revel In the sand piles and swing on the swings, slide down
the barn roof Into the hay, and do many other things that

a kid likes to do.

In the midst of the huge pile of sand Frederic Thomp-
son has built a yacht, one of the rocking chair fleet, a

novel comedy ship and dedicated it to the members of

the Indoor Yacht Club in recognition of the good work,
that they have done for the kiddles. They have made It

possible for many many kiddles to be happy, and they

never seem to get tired doing It.

On Sunday, May 23rd, the members of the I. Y. C.
headed by Commodore Frank J. Hennessy, with Shipmates
Wm. H. McCarthy and Jos. H. Hutchinson as aides, and
other members of the crew, will head their ships, families

and all out to Toyland Grown Up, where they will take

charge of the ceremonies of dedicating the kiddies' Expo-
sition playground. A program has been arranged to make
the day a pleasant one. All of the members of the

I. Y. C. have been invited, and are expected to be present

to make the dedication ceremonies a big I. Y. C. success.

It's all for the kiddies.

Members will be furnished tickets gratis upon applica-

tion at the I. Y. C. office.

T.i-„h.„.. ' Sotter 4039
Telephone.

( [,„„„„ s683
Formerly

228 SUTTER STREET

GOBEY'S GRILL
140 UNION SQUARE AVE.

Bet. Grant Ave. and Stockton St*.. San Francisco. Cal.
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INDOOR YACHT CLUB CELEBRITIES

Who sells

Quicks
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I. v. c.
IV YACHT CLID.

Club Rooms and Office, t Eddy Street. Telephone (Private
Exchange connecting all departments). Suiter 53S6.

Donrd of Pllota.

Commodore.
Mci '.ir thy

M. W. Altmayer, Steward
iKeeper-of-t he-Log.

Joseph A Wat
James Woods
John Tail
V7m Chappell

Assistant Secretary.

Frank J. Hennessy,
William H

Thomas S. Mul\ey
James W. Coffrotli
Samuel Berger
Joseph H. Hutchinson

Harry F. Sullivan

Standing Committee*.

Honae: M. Wr
. Altmayer. Jno. F. Cunningham. T. S, Mulvey,

Jno. J Glynn.
Offices: H. Keegan Monahan M. W. Altmayer. J A. Watts
Auditing: J. H. Lewis. M. W. Altmayer
Entertainment: Sam Berger, Wm H McCarthy. H. I. Staf-

ford. Frank P. Shanley.
Finance: John Talt. J. W. Coffroth. James Woods. II H

Hart. Wm H McCarthy.
Athletic: P M. Wand. J S. Lewis. J E. Derham.
I. V. C. Ilnnd: Major Eugene M Levy, Manager.
Club House membership, $6.00 per vear.
Dues payable annually or semi-annually—June 1 and De-

cember 1.

Criticize and suggest for the Improvement of our service.
Complaint and suggestion box In lobby.

Is your address correct anil your name properly .pelled
on our records, evidenced by your bills and the envelopes
from the Club? If not. as a great assistance to tills office
we would suggest that you correct the same yourself when
mailing your check to the office it is very Important that
we have our records In this respect authentic and we ask
your hearty co-operation with us. Moral: If you change
your mailing address, let us know and we will see that
the possibility of your mall from this office going astray is
eliminated.

1. Y. C. NOTES.

New Membership cardfs now ready.

Dues for second half year commencing June 1st now
payable,—delinquent June 5th.

JUNE 5th—Saturday Night. First Aniversary of occupancy
of present Club rooms; 8:30 to 10:30. First presenta-
tion of Cresta Rlauci moving pictures. Old-time
Variety Show.
MIDNIGHT VAUDEVILLE. 1.' to L' Bill of profes-

sional head-liners ami Can-Can Cabaret,

In contemplation: Automobile outing to Paul Masson
Chateau in Santa Clara Valley.

AUG. 19 to 23—Tallac Trip. Special train from ferry
depot 9:30 p. m.. Thursday. Aug. 1ft; returning Mon-
day, 8 a. m., August 23.

Members who have not paid for "Kiddies' Ball" tickets

are requested to settle at once and save the club the
expense of engaging a collector.

The profits of the Pageant-Dansant will amount to about
12400.

For their valuable assistance in making the Pageant-
Dansant the success that it Wtts, the club is indeed in-

debted to the following persona:
Gilbert Anderson, Charles Chaplin. Annette Seelos, Wm

Kidd Nelson. California Grays. The Nationals. Major Eu-

gene M. Levy and the I. Y. C. Band, H. W. Hulen. Happy
McKinnon. James Keene. Billy Hon, R. C. Faulkner, Otto
Wallfisch, Frank Zanazzi. Bill Quinn, Howard Bernhard,
Milton Rapp, Jimmy Scott. Mel Owen. Murray Benton,
Rudy Illing. Harry Hunt. Tom Boyle, Fat Gulligan, Al

Baker, Chas. Shade. Al. Locke, Tom Guerin. Wm. l'Heu-

reux. Mike Wheatley, Tom O'Day. P. A. Callaghan, C.

G. Redman. Hon. D. A. White. Frank Shanley, George
Lovejoy. Joseph S. Lewis, Herbert Newman, Messrs. Gott-

lob & Marx, Alfred H Newman. John Tait. Wm. Symon,
George Symon, Phil Livingston, E. E. Quayle. Sid Grau-

man. Julius Eppstein. Chas. Goldberg, W. & J. Sloano, Mike
Heyfron. Tom Dillon. Wm. Dunphy. Howard De Coursey,
F. D. Riley. Pacific Railways Advertising Company.

We missed the smiling face of Charles Stuart who has
been greeting us lor the past five years at the Portola-
Louvre Cafe and we were agreeably surprised when he
escorted us down the aisle at John Tait's the other even-
ing.

Some greeter! that Charlie.

Shipmate Ike Tuchler has reason to be proud of his
daughter, known on the stage as Alma Grace, whose work
over the Pantages Vaudeville Circuit has brought a flood
of press notices of San Francisco from week to week.
Alma Grace, daughter of the Golden Gate, is now billed
as one of The Two Dollies and sings late songs in ap-
propriate costume. When she reaches San Francisco early
in May. after a ten months' absence, the true California
welcome will be accorded her.

TO MEMBERS.

It is earneBtly urged on members that heed be taken
or all notices sent them for events. Particularly are they
asked to attend to the making of reservations before the
time set when no more reservations can be received.

.Many interesting and enjoyable outings, dinners and
trips will be carded during the, year, open to all members
of the Indoor Yacht Club. The one thing asked will be a
response before a given date, after which the list will In-

closed. There will be no deviation from this rule and no
favoritism shown. The motto of "First Come. First
Served," will prevail

Two weeks prior to the recent picnic to the Crista
lilanca vineyards notice was sent all members and word
was included that no reservations could be made after a
certain date. The reason for this should be obvious. Mr
Wetmore had to know how many persons he would lunch.
Tables had to be* built, conveyances secured to transport
you from Livermore to the vineyard, and ten and more
other things to be arranged.
The railroad problem is serious, as the Southern Pacific

must have notice to provide the necessary number of cars.
Imagine several hundred deciding to come the last

moment! Fancy the discomfort and crowding of those
who had sent in tiro° their reservations!
And yet this Is just what happened, and when the com-

mittee turned down the late comers there was considerable
soreness displayed and some resignations. You wouldn't
be "sore." would you at Mr. Tait if you could not get a table
on New Year's Eve, after neglecting an opportunity to

reserve one in advance? You don't refuse to patronize the
Orpheum because all the tickets are gone some night
when you decide to go at 8 o'clock.

So the rule will be rigidly adhered to relating to the
closing of reservations. In the nature of things there are
always some cancellations, in which case those applying
after the lists close will be taken up in order.

Now forget you got mad last week, won't you?

It is with the utmost sorrow that the "Main
Sheet" notes the death of our Shipmates Tom
Corbett and Fred Stanle.

"Tom." a charter member of the I. Y. C.

—

always a genial friend and all-round good
fellow in the club.

Fred Stanle—one of our most interested and
assiduous workers, well liked by all the boys.

Indeed, we'll miss our two Shipmates—deep-

est sympathy of the members of the Indoor

Yacht Club to the families of both.
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JOSEPH MULVIHILL.

It is related of the
family of Britts that

when "Jimmy" won
the amateur cham-
p i o n s h i p of the
Olympic Club that

people were prone to

say, "He's a son of

•Old Man Britt.'
"

Not many years
went by before the

younger Britt fought

his way into fame
and the elde.r Britt

complained that he
was simply "Jimmy
Britt's father."

Something like this

is the case with

"Joe" Mulvihill. Too
many persons, his

friends claim, style

him "Judge Short-

all's brother-in-law."

That's wrong,
'cause Joe is so many
things that we would
fill the page in de-

scribing how active
I he is. He belongs to

so many lodges and
clubs and aeries and camps, leagues and societies that we
will not start in to enumerate them.

Suffice it he's a member of the. Indoor Yacht Club and on
"Kiddies' Day" last September he supplied thousands
of gallons of milk to the little guests of the Club In the
Stadium. It was a most generous and yet thoughtful
contribution to the tiny tots. The doctors and nurses in

charge of the temporary hospital on the grounds stated
were it not for- the fine milk served a few of the chil-

dren might not have recovered from the infantile ailments
that assailed them.
But to go back. Fine as Joe's milk is this article is

not written as an advertisement for the Western Dairy
Company, of which he is president.

It is to be no longer "Judge Shortall's brother-in-law,"
but next year Supervisor Joseph Mulvihill, as his candi-
dacy has been announced and his campaign Is in full swing.
Let us help towards the ne.w title.

The Hibernia Savings

and Loan Society

HIBERNIA BANK
SAVINGS BANK

ONLY

INCORPORATED 1864

Corner of Market, McAllister and Jones Sts.

ASSETS - - - $60,063,574.98

RESERVE FUND - - $ 3,973,016.61

Number of Depositors 86,207

OPEN DAILY FROM 10 A. M. TO 3 P. M.

SATURDAYS FROM 10 A. M. TO 12 M

Open Saturday Evenings Irom 6 lo 8 o'clock

For Deposits Only

SPRING-1915
Our Spring Arrivals in Suits and Overcoats

are Worth Your Attention

$20.00
The Glen Urquhart Plaid

Market Street

East of Powell BERGER'S
7000 Square Jeet of

Clothing
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THE AEROSCOPE—WONDERFUL EXAMPLE OF SAFE
ENGINEERING.

1—Built on the principle of the Strauss Bascule Bridge,
which holds the world's records for safety and effi-

ciency.
2— Built of steel and concrete throughout—contains no

shams or veneear materials, being thus the only
permanent structure on the Zone.

3—Al materials subjected to the most rigid inspection and
erected by the most experienced steel men in the
world.

3— All materials subjected to the most rigid inspection and
carried over 100,000 passengers without an accident
of any kind.

5—Except for a fe.w hours' shut-down on account of failure
of current in the Exposition Distributing Station, has
not been out of operation since installation.

6—There has never been a single passenger marooned or
delayed or inconvenienced since it was placed in

service, not even the first week, when the counter-
weight adjustment had not been completed.

7—This is a performance record which has never been
equalled by any other single operating device in the
world.

The Aeroscope is designed to withstand the maximum
wind velocity but is not operated in high wind since no
one would find pleasure in riding during cyclones. As an
example of efficiency in this direction, in actual service
al Chicago a 235 ft. Strauss Bascule stood open through-
out the gale which visited Chicago at the time of the
Cmaha cyclone.

The "Submarines," conceived and designed by the Gun-
zendorfer brothers, well-known San Franciscans, is a sur-
prising novelty and one. that is bound to become world-
famed. With a 200 ft. frontage, surmounted with a light-

house and trident, connected by a wonderful electrical

O^vice 1 1-"- fl. high, the entrance to the "Submarines" is one
of the most striking sights of the Exposition grounds.
Water springs from holes in the rocks and comes tumbling
down at a tremendous rate and at night vari-colored lights

give, a prismatic effect to the scene. A collossal figure

of Neptune, forty feet high, driving sea-horses of equal
proportions, is on the right of the entrance, and is but
one of the many features on the outside. Inside the con-
cession, passengers comfortably seated in a regular "Sub-
marine," are given a trip "around the world beneath the
waters of the seven seas," going through a succession of
winding subterranean caverns and seeing many unheard-
of wonders of the mighty deep. On coming ashore, a trip

may be taken through the upper portion of the Institution,

where the sightseer is treated to many sea jokes in the
way of apparently walking over jelly-fish, being caught in

the tentacles of a devil-fish, walking through a whale, etc.

The "Submarines" occupy a space as large as a city block
and is filled with papiex-mache and marine jokes. It is

safe to say that nothing like this concession was ever
conceived for amusement and instructive purposes before.

W I. Y. C. "*§
DUES FOR

Half Year Commencing
JUNE I, PAYABLE NOW
DELINQUENT JUNE 5

New Membership Cards

ISSUED UPON PAYMENT OF DUES

(»3.00)

"CRAB
ORCHARD"

STRAIGHT

KENTUCKY
"BOURBON
BOTTLED IN BOND

LAVENTHAL BROS.
StN FRANCISCO Disiributcr. CALIFORNIA

EL SIDELO CIGARS
Will Siiit Your Taste
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Barney Bernard Clarence Weunore Sam Berger

THE I. Y. C. PICNIC.

Our hats are all off to you, Mr. Clarence J. Wetmore for

your magnificent entertainment in your beautiful Cresta

Blanca Vineyard last Sunday. In fact, some of us couldn't

get our hats on for some days thereafter.

It was a great trip, a fine lunch, a splendid entertainment,
delicious beverages and a genial host.

All that is known to the five hundred members of the

Indcor Y3cht Club who accepted our "Lord Bountiful's"

hospitality, but we want to tell the rest of the shipmates
what they missed.
Three hundred and fifty left Market street at 10 o'clock

and caught the well appointed train on the other side of

the, bay. The rest of the boys went through in their ma-
chines.
Arriving in Livermore, autos. carryalls, phateons and

four-in-hands transported the picnickers to the vineyard.
As you alighted from your vehicle you were escorted into
a cool winery where pretty girls whose black eyes and
olive complexions betokened the skies of Italy served you
with an appetizing sherry. And there were more sherries
and sherrys.
And then came the lunch. Izzy Laventhal would name it

a banquet. It wasn't what you might expect on a picnic,

—

cold this and cold that. But warm things. Um, how nice,
that creamed crab was; and the two salads; and do you
remember the big, warm something—you couldn't call it

a "dog"? And there were fish, olives, celery and lots of
things, but the hot chicken and Tice stoo~d~7Jura"tlOTg~rhe'

—

ice cream and the coffee only a few of us got, because the
rain drove us just before the final dishes were served to
the wine house.
How Willie Nelson out-Olcettert Channcey with his«ong^_

"A Little Bit of Heaven"; what a nice response Mr. Wet-^
more made to the-words oMntrodoctiorr' by -Bill" "Mc-
Carthy. Barney B rnard came next, driven rapidly from
San Francisco in a machine by Sam Berger so he could
get back in time for his Columbia Theatre show that even-
ing and told three gems in dialect. Then Jack Wolf (yclept
Overcoat Jack) powerfully led the choruses with all the
tenors assisting. And Harry O'Day was so realistic in his
"Chinatown" song that it made one think of the other
days. Wasn't he funny in the blindfold act with Joe Lind'

Steve Douglas played as only he can, assisted by Lee
Davis, with Harry Dudley's fine tenor resounding through
the pepper trees overhead. Who didn't enjoy Less Cope-
land in his pianologue? I know that Barney Bernard
/uughed the loudest at Denny Jordan's stories which the
elements interrupted. And then there, was Arnold John-
son and Major Levy and his band who got in before the
rain, with Charley Cohen, Dan Casey and several surprises
that had been arranged, shut off by Jupiter P.

We almost forgot that Jim Griffin handled the boxers
and they were real bouts, too. You know that by the kick
some of the contestants made afterwards on account of

his decisions.
But to go back to the lunch; who cooked it? Billy Hynes

ceased administering to estates for a day or two and pre-

pared and cooked the dainties; Moe Altmayer selected the
v ands and Bill Symon put everything in shape to serve
them.

fcerve them? Who was it served them? Oh, yes, we
have a moving picture of the first waiter, Keegan Mona-
han. Undoubtedly Harry missed his vocation, for in

his white serving clothes and cook's cap he appeared
to better advantage than in a dress suit. Helping him
were Bart Burke, Emil Hearn, Jimmy Fagan, Peggy New-
man, "Pot" Lewis. Otto Wallfisch. Jack Hunt, Geo. M.-iun-

drell, Harry Leap, our champion: Wm. l'Heureiux, "Billy"
Hynes, J. 13. Mackay. George Marsh. "Jim" Mulvey, Judjffi

Flood, Geo. Lovejoy. and so many others that memory cues
back on us. By the way, George was waiter, deputy sheriff
~nd all, rolled into one.
We could go on telling you of all the funny stunts pulled

off en route in which Hunt and Wallfisch played the lead-
ing parts, but there were so many things that happened
we could not be in every place to jot them all down.
We remember one, not seen by many. Pete Merino

missed the 10 o'clock boat, but took the next and grabbed
a machine in Oakland directing it to the CreBta Blanca
Vineyard. Coming through the Dublin Canyon he encoun-
tered signs marked 'Welcome. I. Y. C." Pete concluded
he had arrived at the place, got ahead of the boys on the
train, and proceeded to make himself comfortable. Not
until the returning picnickers at 5 or G o'clock came
through and stopped at the, canyon did Pete discover
his error.

Taken all in all. it was a great day and we trust we
shall scon look upon its like again.

I

FIX
Your Vacation So You Will Be

With Us on the

TALLAC
TRIP

AUG. 19-23

Indoor Yacht Club
Reservations Received

. NOW I
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To New YorK
By Rail and Ocean

The through fare from San Francisco, same as

all rail, includes berth and meals on steamer

Sunset Limited 3d- t°

New OrleansLv. 3rd. St. Station

5 P. M.

Connects at New Orleans "witH
Southern Pacifies OCEAN LINERS
sailing Wednesdays and Saturdays

For Fares and DertKs AsK Agents

SOUTHERN PACIFIC

3kron long's

Benton
Country Club

"
The ONE Bright Spot

"

in Los Angeles?r<

CHOCOLATES
SUPREME!

A Delicious Assortment of

Nut, Chewing, Fruit

and Cream Centers

Pached in Handsome Boxes Fitted
AVitK Sliding' Trays

GEO. HAAS & SONS
770 MARKET ST.
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ST. FRANCIS IMPORTATION CO.
350 Geary Street

WINES AND LIQUORS AT RETAIL
FINEST GOODS - LOWEST PRICES

PROMPT DELIVERIES

DEL MONTE AUTO RENTAL CO.

'phone SUTTER 215
LIMOUSINES _ WEDDINGS _ CABS
LAUNDAULETS OUR SPECIALTY TOURlNd CARS

OFFICE. 105 POWELL STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

Don't
Overlook

WHEN OUT ON THE BEACH

Vhc "6urf
the handsomest

%eaeh %ahShtpmate

Wm. J. Laib
Manager on the coast

fateon %ager
Brewery's Own Bottling

A New Beer of Excellence Made by

an Old Company

flaekscn i&rewing %q.
ESTABLISHED 1860

Telephone

Market 2068
Eleoenth and Folsom Sis.

San Francisco

I am a power for great good if you do
not abuse my use.

In cases of need— I do my work well.

I am a builder up of health and strength

—in the hospital or in the home.

For the invalid or the convalescent—
for the tired or overworked I offer a

great help.

A little of me goes a long way.

I have been among you for three

generations.

I m known as Cyrus Noble throughout the world.

s
a
tS;:hopkins

Formerly Bohemian Villa

MEALS SERVED AT ALL HOURS
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
Entertainment during Afternoon and Night

The Pacific Ocean is My Balh Tub.
Come In, the Water'* Fine.

1938 Ocean Boulevard
Phone Sunael 960

SMOKE
Carina
QUEEN of HAVANA

Shapes and Sizes to suit
All Tastes £f £> j&

M. BlasKoWer, Distributer

SHIPMATES HAVE YOU VISITED THE

Carnation 'Cafe
S. E. Cor. Fillmore and Ellis

GEO. L. DEALEY, Proprietor

•101
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HON. HARRY I. MULCREVY
Harry I. Mulcrevy is ihe son of pioneer parents who came to California in 1849 and settled in San Francisco.

He received his education at the Hayes Val tar School and Sacred Heart College He served an appren-
ticeship in the printing and bookbinding trade and later became assistant secretary of t lie largest printing and
publishing lions.- in the V\

In 1896 Mr. Mulcrevy was elected to the Assembly from the Thirty-seventh District and was chosen chairman
of thi Ion. In 1897 Mr. Mulcrevy was appointed Chief clerk of the Department of

Elections and served under three administr ns Is 1906 he was elected County Clerk and since ins election
. nil iii : in ni that office thai has never been equaled by an] 'her city

official

As an Indoor Yachtsman he is an Indi peclally energetic In the club's charities.

At a recent iting the judges of the Superior Court, sin
I doptejd the following resolution, com-

ling i 'otinty Clerk Harry I. Mulcrei

Whereas, Hon Harry i Mulcrevy, County Clerk of San Francisco, and ex-offlcto Clerk of the Superior Court
inounced hi ictlon to said offli

Whereas. Mr. Mulcrevy having been re-elected four succes Ive times to said position, each time by increased
majorities, is a lilting tribute by a dlsi ibllc to an hone Fflclent and courteous public offi-

cial:

Whei i- durinf his Incumbency, with the aid of a thorou raized and disciplined office force work-
ing under a perfect busim m, the administration of said office has given entire satisfaction to tho
bench, the i ml the public, said office becoming a source of great profit, earning In excess of running ex-

penses the sum of (557,936.95.

Therefore, be it resolved, that we heartily endorse the candidacy of the Hon. Harry I. Mulcrevy for re-elec-

tion to the office "f County Clerk of San Francisco, and ex-offlcio Clerk of the Superior Court thereof.

Adopted at a meeting of the Judges of the Superior Conn of the State Of California, in and for the City and
County of San Francisco, this 5th da) of January,

JAMES M. TBOUTT, Presiding .Judge.
i. Thomas s. Mulvey, Secretai

Dated January .".. 1915.
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ZKever Mind the Xern;

§ust %lcw in en

XOarren

6hanncn 'Cemmereial

Sperling

(SHANNON-CONMY PRINTING COMPANY) ^eddl

9elitkal

3eeieti{ and

Magazine

Printing

+ *

Printer
and

Publisher

50$ tfanseme 6t.
%earnq 7093

Buy ^ur Groceries
: from :

BOWEN G
&C0.

Pioneers inthe Grocery Business since 1850

P. VINCENT MATRAIA. Pre.. JULIUS EPPSTE1N. Sec'iy

art floral Co.
Incorporated

HOTEL ST. FRANCIS

2 55 POWELL STREET

Telephones i KEARNY 3524telephones

.

|SUTTER |3?2

SAN FRANCISCO

Phone Douglas 4015 Special Price by the $ox

WHOLESALE
RETAIL

844 MARKE1 STREET
San Francisco

Remember that

Cresta Blanca Wines
Are the STANDARD WINES of California

Try a Bottle of CRESTA BLANCA CHAMPAGNE
(Green Label) Equal to tke Imported

PAUL MASSON CHAMPAGNE VINTAGE 1908

WielandS The Home Beer
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THE DECLINE OF THE DRAMA
By Walter Anthony.

Certain conflicting symptoms seem to be attacking the
drama everywhere, and everybody is puzzled to recon-
cile them. If they all were dan nd damaging
the explanation of the complicated malady affecting the-

atricals might he diagnosed as acute "filmitis

rated by "high costiveness," but some of the tenden-
cies observable m the historj of the dlsei finitely

encouraging and the patient threatens to survive
changed no doubt, but hale and hearty i.tain.

It is observable to the most casual that few $2 attrac-

tions pay for their keep, to say nothing of expensive trans-

portation necessary to take i hem on trans continental
journeys

In New York where the two dollar show is born or
hatched or aborted, the fraility of life noticeable in plays
is corrected in a measure by huge schemes of cut-rate"
ticket selling, and anybody knows thai it is easy—if you
are acquainted with the ropes—to be declared a member
of 1 know not how many "leagues," "guilds" and "socie-

as their ostensible reason >

the "uplift of the drama -

but which are nothln
nor less than mem, devised by the theatrical managers
for the disposition of tickets at prices which the
"get." The uninitiated goes to thi and pays
$2 for a ticket which his wise" friend buys elsewhere for
a dollar. This situation has grown oul of the, tardy
managerial recognition thai $2 or $2.50 is more than
the vast average of dramatic entertainment is worth.
The closing up of stock companies is another one of

the signs of the times. For two decades the house
of Belasco was a sturdy institution here It is no

i factor in the theatrical lit.- of the West I ml I

it is as lamentably dead as the dithyramhic drama of
Arion. Following the Alcazar down the shadows to oh-
livion is the stock theater of llishop across the bay.
The Liberty with its revolving stage and its traditions
of good work well done, is being 'hanged into a ten
cent vaudeville house with motion pictures thrown in

for good measure.
Elsewhere along the Kialto of the West .leap vaude-

ville is eithc r closing up or becoming cheaper and busi-
ness at any price, is scarce.
Summarized, thee are the most malignant of the symp-

toms which require a doctor:

1. Scarcity of attractions worth the price asked—or
perhaps it would be fairer to say. scarcity of attractions
that can get" $2 per seat.

2. Instability id and spreading tendencies to

Institute un-business-like methods of disposing of tickets

after the fashion of the "cheap John" stores of a past era.

3. Alarmingly large number of recent impending fail-

ures of stock theaters.

4. .Spread of cheap vaudeville and motion pictures in

the territory of the legitimate.
5. Tendency of vaudeville houses to further reductions

of prices and corresponding increase in the number of
performances a day

Illustration ".ill suffice as typical of man) to prove
how difficult it i for many excellent attractions t" draw
the high prices asked.
'Tnder Cover" at the Corl was only one of many pro-

ductions which, three or lice years ago would hue been
rewarded bj Ilenl business. Heading the c:ist was
H. B. Warner hero of "Alias Jimmy Valentine," one of

i actors in the American state, a gentleman of
culture and a player of distinction. The plaj was per-

""I "i us kind and provided ample entertain-
ment. Hut it did not draw The prices were too high.
In their necessity to organize companies, accept
and make productions to fill the over supply of their
theaters built for the larger part durint; the fight be-

tween the two branches of the commercialized theater,

^ers were forced to accept much that would oth-

erwise have been discarded, or at least played over the
ircuits. They were likewise forced to make

stars of mate] ill which, though excellent, as in the case
of Mr. Warner, was hardly brilliant enough to shine in

lonel glory. In this connection and to prove my
point I was reminded B week at" of an actress whose

ship were forced on the public and who lost

thousands of dollars for her manager and promoter. Mar-
tin Heck 1 mean Miss (Catherine Grey, who was star of

ompany playing in San Francisco after the fire. Beck
did • it. t ale a star Of Miss Crey and he
near!

I
1 That he failed was due solely to the

reason that she was not made of sufficiently distinguished
material, i was an and is an actress of more
than respectable attainments. At present this quondam
star is one the principals In the support Of Ethel Harry-
more. Which is where she belun
The two "syndicates" threw theaters at each others'

heads in the battle for supremac; now ended. Then
they had to fill them And they have found out al la,

I

and this is one of the chief symptoms— that it is not so
easy to sell goods as to buy them. They have learned

—

what any n could have told then
that it is easy to rent or lease or build a store, but it

isn'l " easj i" manage ;t and keep it stocked with what
the public wants to buy.

Few actors and actresses indeed are of the stature to
maintain the heights Of single and singular starship for
season after Beason, evoking year after year the same
curiosity in their personalities and renewing old friends
ce- making ne.« ones by the perennial charm of their art.
How many Maud Adams are there?
The Symptom No. 2 may be dismissed with the- mere

re statement of the fact that managers are In tinning to ad-
mit their Inability to hoax $2 and $2.50 from play patrons'
pockets and are devising means to sell tickets for less

and \'t sive their faces and maintain their contracts
with their stars, many of whom have it definitely pro-

I'lecl in their agreements that a certain scale of prices
shall be. asked—that is done to insure their somewhat
shaken security in their own value and to affect subse-
quent contracts with other managers who might want to
reduce them to the ranks of $1 stats

The Impending and accomplished failure of stock com-
panies all over the country would be, if there were no
rift of encouragement to he found anywhere, one of the
most sinister of symptoms. The heroic efforts of Be-
lasco and Hishop to keep the bark of their enterprises

re the wav. . : heart rending. And with the col-

lapse of the Alcazar it seemed to some that the end of
the drama was at hand.
Coupled with these failures the spectacle of flocking

humanity wedging entrance into already crowded cheap
vaudeville houses completed the gloom. The drama was
then over, by many discouraged ones, to the "movies"
and to ten-cent vaudeville.

Hut some of us can see a silver lining.

There Is i scarcity < >r attractions worth $2.
Very well, there will come a time shortly when prices

will be reduced. The. end of the struggle between the
Sbuberts and Klaw and Erlanger will affect the number
' i flrst-clasa theaters" in almost every community and
the supply Will be brought into a more healthy relation
with the demand. Since the war between the two
branches of the same syndicate brought about the "over
ibii'iioi'i i ... the country the peace which has en-
sued will no doubt effect a reduction The cause removed,
the cure will he automatic. That there are attractions
which aie worth the top prices asked, is proven by the
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engagements of "Potash and Perlmutter," Maude Adams,

in "Quality Street," and Henry Miller in "Daddy-Long-

Legs," and Tully's "Omar the Tent Maker," to name hut

a tew. The rest, with their half acknowledged stars and

their more modest claims for attention will find their

market at their proper market price just as other com-
modities do. There will undoubtedly be some friction,

some rubbing and some instability while these processes

are working out their logical ends, but the result ulti-

mately will be a healthy condition wherein the theater

will submit itself to the inevitable laws governing the

production and sale of any commodity from a pike to a

painting.

The stock theater situation has found its level here

in San Francisco quicker than the other theatrical prob-

lems have found solution, and the faith of those of us
who believe that the impulse for the spoken drama is a

deathless tendency in the human family—an impulse
which no motion picture's silence can ever satisfy—dis-

cover the answer to our faith—in the Mission.

Have you visited the, Wigwam lately? If you have you
will understand better what I am trying to tell you
about.

It is crowded nightly; it has patrons like those who
go week after week to the Orpheum, steady weekly play
lovers who go to the Wigwam with the regularity of the
pious to church. The performances are excellent, the
productions well staged, and the plays are worthy in the
realm of melodrama, tragedy, comedy and polite farce.

It is not a motion picture house, and no motion pic-

tures are thrown in for good measure either. It is a

legitimate, theater playing legitimate plays legitimately,
and it succeeded a long era of musical comedy success.
Its own success was the surprise of the looal theatrical
world, and proved either that its managers were the
most astute, theatrical experts in the country or the
luckiest, for nobody who was "in the know" predicted any-
thing more than a temporary success which might last

long enough to make an agreeable break in the season
of frivolous musical comedy, cheap vaudeville and motion
pictures to which the Wigwam had been dedicated.

But immediately the legitimate appeal of its new policy
attracted a big audience, and the first week's success
was followed by the second. And the plays have beeji
"royalty" plays, not pirated, nor non-copyrighted offer-
ings. Some of the presentations are given at big initial
costs for the rights to the dramas. Among the offerings
thus far put forward in the, eight weeks of the enter-
prise, have been "Salvation Nell," "Madame X," "The
Chorus Lady," "Pierre of the Plains," and -Alias Jimmy
Valentine," which demonstrates not only the class but
the variety of entertainment offered.
The secret of the whole matter rests in the prices which

are ten, twenty and thirty cents. The players are. well
paid when their labors and talents are compared with
the labor and talents brought to other lines of human
activities. There are no "fancy" salaries offered but the
standing of the artists is high and the fact that they
can be hired profitably by the management is indicated
by their continued appearance and the prosperity that
hovers over the place.

A readjustment of prices—both those paid to the player
and paid by the audience, not forgetting a reduction in
the price of royalties which have been in many cases
so extravagant as to he. prohibitive, and, in view of the
product sold, ridiculous, are some of the coming correc-
tions. The experiment at the Wigwam demonstrates much.
It proves the popularity of good drama and the willingness
of the public to pay a reasonable price to witness it.
It proves that the structure of the modern commercial
theater has been erected on forced values and puffed up
prices, and it is being fortified by other evidences, one of
which from the east is significant.

Eleanor Gates has found a new way of disposing of
plays. It is well known how long Eugene Walter car-
ried his "Paid in Full" in his pocket seeking a producer.
This is the common history of all of the better known
playwrights of America. There was only one field—

a

most restricted and difficult field it was, too—in which the
playwright could sell his wares. It was often a matter
of months if not years before he could even look into
the eyes of the man who might be able and willing to
give his drama a trial—and the number of these men
was pitifully small. If his play was accepted he was,
practically assured of an enormous yield from royalties

—but how few were ever accepted: There was but

one channel into the stream of the native drama and it

was usually choked.
.Miss Gates has found a way to a wide hearing for any-

thing she writes. Instead of holding it for the ex-

clusive use of New York and living or dying on a Broad-
way verdict, she sends her plays broadcast to the stock
theaters of the country. She figures that many smaller
royalties from many diverse sources make up a sum ap-

proximately as great as the earnings of the play on Broad-
way could be, and that the average of earnings will be
higher since she, will be sure of more presentations of
more plays. Where one, like "Poor Little Rich Girl,"

might achieve a Broadway and after that a nation-wide
success, other plays as good perhaps, or better, might
never see footlights at all because of managerial timidity,
With the drama placed in the hands of the people, with

stock companies like the Wigwam in every community

—

why not more of these "residential playhouses"?—and
with the. playwrights of the country animated by a con-
fidence thai their best will find a hearing, then- isn't

any question of the future of the drama in America. It

will not be exclusive property for restricted exploitation,
but a medium for and by the people. It will, in short, he
restored to the people from whence il has always sprung
ii: it- finer manifestations.
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POLITICAL FOLLIES AND FOIBLES.

]'•> Sam Betger.

Were you to ask the. philosophers whose surveys date
from the days of the Roman Senate down to the presenl
political era. what they considered the least remunerative
calling—the one, that paid the smallest return on the time,

energy and effort invested—that tried to its utterest extent
every weakness that men are heir to and still brought their

strength ;o little reward— I feel sure that in one harmo-
nious chorus they would answer "Politics."

Is there a man who has been a political success who
could not accomplish a thousand fold more were he to

apply himself to another occupation? Socially he usually

estranges himself, financially he would fare better catching

run-away horses for a living. In two things only is he
enriched, experience and temporary glory. Temporary,
to be sure, and as an exemplification 1 need only recall

tlic circumstance of Vice-President .Marshall's visit to the

Fair. I recall him at some ball or other surrounded by
host- ui' admirers paying the trilmte they always pay to

advertised greatness, watching every pricelessly jeweled
word that dropped from his lips Then—after drinking

in this atmosphere of idolatry my attention was directed

to the figure of ex-Vice-President Fairbanks standing alone

in another corner. He seemed to he recalling former occa-

90 eloquent in his loneliness. Still 1 was not stirred

sentimentally because 1 knew that even though he missed
the musical purring of the adoring throng he was also re-

lieved of Its discordant accompaniments, the annoyances,

the responsibilities and the price of the place that the

law of compensation never forget! to demand. It was food

for reflection however. Just stop and consider, could you

Irom memory count the nanus of the preceding Vice-

Presidents Who have held office in tin' last twenty years?

So much for the glory of the place and now after this

lengthy preamble I will indite what 1 intended to

I am sure to be regarded as presumptuous in daring to

presume from immature years and experience to prescribe

any rule of conduct for the man whose ambitions direct his

life's work towards politics. Still under pain of being

regarded as an upstart, I take couragi in the idea that my
critics may remember and "that out of the mouths of

, hddren."
The conditions that surround the politician are

what of his own making. Men are inspired to adopt politics

for a variety of reasons. Some for motives of vanity. Borne

for advertising purposes, some to better their own condi-

tions professionally and many Imbued with the ideas of

political reform with which they hope to erect a model
republic. All of these objects are worthy and thoroughly

natural.

He is elected—how" On three things, first, . rg nl

second issue, and third anil last personality. To quality this

I might say that in many offices Issue and organization
work hand in hand while personality is only Important In-

asmuch as it reflects itself in bis organization. Without
personality many men have been elected. Without issue

ianization none. Tin- real value of In

and character only can assert Itself after election How
many men who have been swept into office by the tidal

wave of issue and organization only to find themselves
alter their first term crushed into dreamless dust of polit-

ical oblivion -why? No sooner have they folded the man-
tle of their new honors about them, no sooner have they

felt the force of their temporary power—with that moment
do they dedicate the respect shown their office unto them-
selves, forgetting the friends who erected their organiza-

tion.

It is a notorious fact that from many men who hold polit-

ical office it is impossible for their friends to get nearly

the consideration that is given those who have been op-

posed to them. Xot that tiny man should forget the dutj

he owes his office to serve a friend. Just the moment a

man asks you to lose your self-respect so that he may
Shase his favorite phantom, just that moment does he for-

get that friendship works with compensating equality and
he ceases to be your friend. But how often, yes, too often,

are men prone to overlook those nearest and dearest to

them to reach out for foreign alliances, working on the

theory that having their friends it will he wise to placate

their enemies. They are misled into the belief that friend-

ship works one way. They forget that it is something too
priceless to be trifled with. The man who rings in the new
to the sacrifice of the old, often loses both old and new.
Shakespeare's hooks of steel are none too strong for the
grappling purposes of loyalty. Keep the old friends' re-

spect and the new ones will slide in naturally because you
are liable to make too many mistakes selecting the new
( nes.

Another favorite phantom that the politician is wont to
chase is newspaper friendships. They're good. Very de-
sirable if figured at their proportionate value, but often
I am reminded of a friend of mine holding political office
who sought my advice regarding a newspaper's request. In
answer 1 asked him if he was in sympathy with the act

wishi d him to support. He said no but he felt by sup-
porting their wishes he would earn their gratitude. I told
my friend that he might do a hundred things as they wished
and let the time arrive when he must refuse one and no
grateful memories would keep his political hopes from harm.
I counseled him to remember that three days after the other
fellow's majority had been counted they would not re-

member whether his first name was smith or Levy.
With the people, however, those you help may remem-

ber, those you hurt never forget. As the representative
people it is an office holder's province to respect

their desires but it is a difficult matter at times to cor-
i' ctl] ast ttain their wishes. A secretary, a president and
a treasurer constitute many a woman's club who claim
to represent thousands of people unaware of their exist-

Their real mission is to procure political employ-
niiiit for their officers. They are one of the contending
foibles.

The district crank wallowing in the lime-light seeks to
til His district of evil influences while usually unmindful of
his own family's necessities. He is another fly in the
political ointment.
The political claimer who trades bundles of votes is an-

other political parasite. The man who delivers the Jewish
vote, the Irish vote, the (lerman or Italian vote, is usually
a chap with nothing but nerve, often he owes every one
ol his neighbors and is disbarred by the people he presumes
to deliver. Of all these things and many others I do not
know, must the political aspirant hi wan-, ever remembering
that a man strongly wrong is better than one weakly right
and that tie' cemeni of decision and back-bone build bridges
lliat support rough crnssways and that political mistakes
might not be proven until the cold grey yawn of an indif-

ferenl public smothers him beneath an opponent's bewilder-
ing majority.

The kindest words
(This is no salve)
Are just these four
"What will vou have"

OLD KIRK
WHISKEY

ED. M. LIND, General Manager

A. P. Hotaling & Co.
Established 1SS2
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JIMMIE" ARCHIBALD, War
t
Cor res pond ent

A great woman once wrote, "It requires

courage to utter truth," but courage does not

necessarily mean bravery. Bravery, daring,

foolhardiness, impulse, duty, may all be
classed in the physical demonstration of out-

ward manliness, but the courageous man is

the. man who inwardly, mentally and spirit-

ually conquers himself and thus openly
affirms convictions that he believes honestly

to be true, irrespective of censure or assault.

Such a man is James F. J. Archibald, war
correspondent of Scribner's magazine, who
will give a series of his war talks at the Cort
theatre all this week with a special matinee
on Saturday only.

Mr. Archibald is unafraid—his war records
tell that. Any man who has devoted twenty-
six years of his life solely in the pursuit of

news upon battlefields is either a man totally

devoid of the finer attributes of human nature
or else he is a man of intrepid sagacity and
abnormal speculative qualities. In the latter

capacity "Jimmie" Archibald is classified, for

whenever a war cloud darkens the horizon of

national tranquility, "Jimmie" immediately
hastens to pack his kit and wire to the Na-
tional Capital for the necessary credentials

given to all duly authorized and reputably re-

cognized war correspondents. When the mis-
understanding is over or he is allowed a fur-

lough, then he verbally tells what he honestly
believes to be true, and that is the mission he
is on now, telling the truth, the whole truth

and nothing but the truth.

His narrative of the present gigantic strug-

gle in Europe is fearless and thrilling. He
does not mince matters about the real condi-
tions as they exist today within the war zone;
the deplorable condition of Poland; the true
story of Belgium and her people; the cam-
paign in the Carpathians; the wonderful mili-

tary machine of Germany; the personality and
power of Austria; the chivalry and daring of
the French; the bulldog proclivities of the
British; the on-the-fence attitude of Italy; the
total unpreparedness of America to meddle in

the melee—in fact. Archibald, with the aid

of his camera will in two hours tell and show
you more of the inside workings of military
affairs in America and Europe than could be
gleaned in a year's perusal of a Carnegie
library. The. profession of war correspond-
ent is undoubtedly one of the most "closed"
professions in the entire world. At the be-

ginning of this war there were not more than
twenty professional war correspondents of all

nations. Every campaign would bring two or three new
men into the field, but there were not moye than twenty who
could be depended upon to appear at every sign of war.
The majority of war correspondents hail from England,
while the American force comes next. The two most
famous English correspondents were Milton Pryor and
Bennet Burleigh, both of whom died during the last year.
Milton Pryor had 104 campaigns to his credit, and Bennet
Burleigh S6 when time forced their surrender. James F.
J. Archibald, Richard Harding Davis and Frederick Palmer
are the leaders of the American contingent of professional
war correspondents, and it is difficult to say who has the
most campaigns to his credit, but it is certain that there
are not ten men alive, either writers or soldiers, who have
seen as much actual service as any of these three, and
ps Scribner's Magazine recently said, "Mr. Archibald has
certainly had an adventurous career. He was with the
Boer Army in South Africa, in the Philippines, in the
Russo-Japanese war, with the French in Morocco, the
Turks in Albania, with Castro in Venezuela. Wherever
there is fighting going on, or the prospect of fighting or
international complications that may lead to war, Mr.
Archibald is always on the spot. He is the friend of great
military leaders and has access apparently to the inner
circles of diplomacy."

Archibald's talk is uncensored and ho is not a slave

to any party, se£t or power. He is a real war corres-

pondent sent to gather news and he gets what he goes
after, as can be attested to by the number of first-class

publications he has represented in the past 26 years, so

don't miss hearing Archibald talk and aiding a great

cause. His two war talks are different as well as the

views, both motion and still.

Archibald was with the Austrian armies on von Hin-

denburg's right; and saw many of the great movements
which have become famous, including the great retreat

through the passes in the Carpathian Mountains. Mr. Ar-

chibald was personally presented to the Field Marshal, His

Royal Highness, Archduke Frederick, who commands the

Austrian armies, by his son-in-law, Prince Hohenloe, the

Austrian Minister at Berlin. With him Archibald has a
personal acquaintance, and therefore he was received at

Archduke Frederick's headquarters in a very friendly way.

Among Archduke Frederick's many titles is that of Duke
of Teschen, and it so happened that the headquarters of

the army at that moment were situated at Teschen and

Archduke Frederick received Mr. Archibald in his own
castle, where he was invited to attend the mess. He re-

mained there for about a week, making short trips by

automobile to various portions of the line. Teschen is a
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small, ancient county seat of Moravia, about fifty miles

from Cracow, the picturesque capital of old Poland, and

about fifteen or twenty miles from the Russian border. At

Archduke Frederick's table, where Mr, Archibald messed,

the Crown Prince. Archduke Carl Franz Josef, the future

Emperor of Austria, was also a member of tbe staff, and

Mr. Archibald's impressions of the future ruler will not

only be of interest but of actual value, as there is prob-

ably not a member of a royal family in the world so little

knowrn as Archduke Carl, who was suddenly put into suc-

cession to the, throne by the murderers at Sereavajo, who
were the direct cause of the present great conflict.

Mr. Archibald has many personal friends in Austria and
Germany where he has visited every year for many years

and where he has participated in many of the aviation and

automobile contests of recent years and this friendship

has made it possible for him to undoubtedly have a better

reception than any other correspondent in the field. In

an interview with a representative, Archibald said, "While

at von Herringenn's headquarters at Laonne, I was 'bil-

leted' in the quarters of a French Captain of Artillery, a

charming little apartment which had evidently been left

in the greatest of haste, and on the wall hung a calendar

from which the last leaf torn off was the fateful first

day of August, the day on which war was declared.

".Many people believe that when an army is billeted on
a town that nothing but destruction and devastation fol-

lows, but as a matter of fact the soldiers seem to take
an absolute delight in keeping these houses as neat as
possible and leaving them in as good orde.r as they possi-

bly can.

"With men at war there are just two conditions; they are
either going through with a naked sword and penectly re-

gardless of conditions during the first exciting movements
of conquest, or else as soon as that is over they become
peaceful men who take an actual interest in the condition

of their surroundings."
' At an advance, field hospital before Rheims, I watched

one of the most difficult surgical operations I have ever
seen, which is known as a major operation, that is an op-

eration of the utmost difficulty and skill. And yet it was
being performed at the very advance fiejd hospital. The
interesting part of the incident, however, was that it was
being performed by German professors on a French Cap-
tain of Artillery, and as assistant was an English hospital

steward.

"It gave a very good idea of the spirit oi the meD at the
front where there is absolutely no rancor or hatred among
the men who are doing the actual fighting.

"The. hospital steward was a man by the name of Glos-

sup. of a Worcestershire regiment, who had been captured
and who was now serving with the German Red Cross.

He told me that he was quite contented with his lot and
considered it a very good opportunity to serve his own
people when he could attend to them in the hospitals of

the enemies' camp.

"I spent a day at the chateau of the Prince of Morroco,
the ruler of tho. little principality of which Montecarlo
is the principal and practically only town. Many stories

have been told of the burning and looting of this chateau
but it has up to this time been absolutely untouched.

"It happens to be a considerable distance from any of

the important operations and on rather a flat section so its

position has a strategical value, so I am inclined to be-

lieve this is the reason it has been spared.
"I was taken all through the chateau by the Prince's

own butler who is still in charge of the chateau, and he
pointed out with great pride the many masterpieces of

painting and tapestry which the chateau contains. Wat-
greatest masterpiece hangs on the wall in the main

Salon, and priceless Goblin tapestries adorn every wall."

Mr. Archibald is a typical soldier of fortune as far as
Journalism is concerned. He has participated in fifteen

campaigns and has served with twenty-eight armies in the
field and was the first man to fall in the Spanish-American
war.

OCEAN BEACH ESPLANADE.

$50,000 to Start Construction Included in City Budget. A
Popular Move. Long Delayed Improvement in Sight
at Last. Should Have Universal Endorsement. City
Fathers Waking Up.

At last there seems to be good grounds for hope that the
long delayed and much wished for improvement on the
ocean beach is in sight. At the behest of Supervisor Wil-
liam H. McCarthy the Finance Committee of the Board of
Supervisors has included in the budget for the coming tax
levy, an appropriation of $50,000 for starting work on the
first section. This is good news and ought to be hailed
with approbation and satisfaction by every citizen of San
Francisco. It will do more real good toward forwarding
the interests of our city than any other one thing thus tar
accomplished. It will put San Francisco on the map with
other places that are alive to the natural scenic and other
advantages of their position and have had the. energy and
ambition to take advantage of them. It will afford our
citizens and hard-working residents a place for rational
and popular recreation; it will, when completed.and even be-
fore, be a national advertisement and inducement for
pleasure seekers from other states, it will be the land-
mark of a new era of progress and a subject for laudation
the world over.

None but those of us that have lived a portion of our
lives outside, of California can realize the admiration and
kindly remembrance in which the natural beauties of our
city and bay territory is held by visitors, none others
thoroughly understand the. amazement and sorrow with
which our own seeming want of appreciation and desire
for improvement is regarded. Thousands upon thousands
come here who look upon the grandeurs and natural ad-
vantages of our location and go away thinking to them-
selves, that had nature not nearly so bountifully endowed
those places in which their life lots are cast, how happy
they could be. In fact, did we but know it. we have been
the envy of the universe and at the. same time regarded
as the loudest mouthed and least appreciative of our
own natural advantages. This may not be pleasant to

reflect upon, hut it is a fact.

In 1912 the Indoor Yacht Club inaugurated this move-
ment for the improvement of the beach and the building
of an esplanade, with wind-breaks to protect the pedes-
trian from the weather, and the installing of rest rooms
for women and children at convenient intervals.
This is a most important work all should co-operate to

encourage: Improvement clubs should lose no time in

registering approval, other organizations of all kinds and
degrees should join and individuals should be no less
reluctant to endorse and praise.

If a good commencement shall be had. it will only lie

the beginning, for when people see and are brought to
realize by ocular demonstration the good that must come,
theirs will be only wonder why it has not been consum-
mated long ago.

THE

Cliff House
THE ONLY RESORT OF ITS KIND

IN THE WORLD
Unsurpassed Cuisine

BREAKFAST LUNCHEON DINNER
A la Carte Service

Vocal and Instrumental Entertainment
'Dancing Every Evening

CPECIAL TABLE D'HOTE DINNER EVERY
Sunday Evening in the Terrace Cafe from 4 to 8

p. m. $1.00 per plate with Wine.
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1,000 for Jess.

And his story is a lecture on temperance.

Our first introduction to .less was a laugk and Tom
Jones' request for him to "buy."

And Jessie with a grin full of woe ($5 worth I pulver-
ized the last half of a bottle, the character of which the
Kaiser has commandeered.

Funny, isn't it all.

Strange how the "S. O. S." signals have lateiy pome
into use. Kei.gan Monahan has represented them for
seventeen years.

Jvjxt month's Main Sh=et will have a Irue story of
conditions in Paris and Berlin. For obvious reasons
names will be withheld for the time being.

The Zone is improving.

Whose hand is being shown?

Whoever it is knows the wants of the people hereabouts.

And those who are directing it are alive to a need for
a kick—which it now possess s.

A little more "pep" and people will commence to travel
westward.

If Andy and P. H. finally combine will they really vote
for one another?

Baron Long can amend his ad to read "The one profit-
able spot in Los A."

Ninety-one out of 20.0 owners of liquor licenses in Los A.
-sked an extension of time in which to pay the liquor
license. Business must be good.

For the troubles in Mexico we sighed for Roosev it.

To avoid them in Europe we are happy to possess Wilson.

Chief Sebastian stands out as the world's best press
agent. He arranged for his own shooting before- I he
primaries.

Izzy is, isn't he? No, he was!

Billy Sunday will be here soon. Don't fail to contribute.

Billy is worth $1,700,000, which, in an unguarded mo-
ment, he declared he had gathered from the "suckers."

How surprised Jess Willard must be when he reads
the articles in the Hearst papers "written by himself."

And last year the Examiner made Jess out to be the
most brutish of all the prizefighters. What a "diff" a
few nickels.

Those "20,000 unborn war babes" should not he such a
problem to England. She can distribute them among her
sterile suffragettes.

Pclygamy is being suggested for warring countries at
the conclusion of their difficulties as there will be three
women to one man. What place will you select—London,
Paris, Berlin or Vienna?

Dancing seems doomed on the Coast. And a new admin-
istration may put it back and close it in more aristocratic
purlie ns.

If it took Jim nine days to accept a nomination on a
platter, how many days will it take him to declare?

La Plaza del Toros will shortly open at the Fair. More
bull.

THE BIG SHOW.

By Harold 11. Hoeber.

'Ihiee months have tarelj passed since the opening of
the (Greatest Show On Earth. No other feat, not excepting
the building of the Panama Canal, can compare with this
perfect and most complete Exposition ever produced.
Opened on time and built upon a scale that rivals the won-
iliis of the Genii of Aladdin's Lamp and upon a'site that a
lew short years ago was smoking ashes, circled by the wreck
Ol a city, wasted, ruimd and scourged In quake and lire.

Courage and the Spirit ol the West have builded upon the
shores and San Francisco's Golden Harbor a monumenl to
i In' Exposition wonder workers that will live eternally

Other expositions will follow, none will surpass. None
will have such obstacles to surmount. None will carry to
completion anil success an internal ioual conclave when the
world's gnu test nations an- grappling witli each other in a
life and death struggle.

Bach day that passes shows in cold figures that the at-
lenihinee has but begun. Each day exceeds the last, We
who are here are proud of the honor of this mighty Ex-
position. As Ameiicans we are proud, as CallforniaM
prouder and as San Franciscans proudest. The enormity
is so inspiring that it defies encomiums and our jusl pride
will add but little to the mighty applause of the world to
the Blaster Builders.

Behind the turnstiles lies a wonder city. We San Fran-
i scans have watched It evolute from a marsh anil shanty
covered area to a Jeweled Splendor. From the time the
flrsl spade or earth was turned we have conducted our
visitors there and sketched in words the miracle in the
making. When skeleton forms marked the palaces we

1111
1 hi re and tin n and hoasti d ol the wonder ol won-

ders. When the last shred of the chrysalis was torn away,
and for a month we were excluded to allow the whole to
blossom undisturbed, we, who had watched It grow from a
dream to a reality, were like the anxious stranger Impa-
tiently awaiting the Opening Day.

That day! Nearly a quarter of a million people—a num-
ber easily said, but rarely comprehended— a mighty throng.

. d through the gates. Peoples from all over the world
—those who had seen every exhibition of the world's pro-

gress for two decades and more, buildi rs anil architects
of fame and note and San Franciscans who had become
used to the hyperbolic praises of the visitors were as-
tounded and amazed.
Three months and all attendance records are broken.

Three months in which the foreign and eastern visitors
have formed but the smallest part of the attendance W'i

who have seen the labor are finding joy and pleasure un-

dreamt. What will the indicators on the turnstiles show
when the farmers and their help, the country merchant
and his clerks, seed, implement and supply men who have
been busy with the harvest, when all these storm our
city? The harvest is all but in. This condition prevalU
in the south, east and north. Vacation is at hand and
schools and colleges are closed for the long summer recess.
Railroad reservations are oversubscribed, the east is he-

ginning its hegira to escape the heat. Who will say what
the high mark in attendance will be?
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RANDOM THOUGHTS

The Anniversary Secret.

This is or should be our anniversary number. Of course,

were almost old enough to be beyond the age of birth-

days, not only as individuals but as an organization. Yet

somehow it was but fitting that attention should be given

to the fact that May 31st marked the beginning of our

second year in our present quarters. Time truly flies.

So on June the 5th we held the "midnight cabaret" and

rebaptized the ship as ships have seldom been baptiz >d.

A genuine jubilee with many jubilants and much jubila-

tion. The show, of course, was good. All our shows are

good, but this was surely a big bit better. However, there

was something more serious than just the fun. the frolic

and the entertainment. It should have been the occasion

for some thought and well earned congratulations. As you

sit at the clubroom card tables, play pool or doze in the

comfortable easy chairs, have you ever wondered how it

was all done—who paid for it—or wno is paying for it?

Fifty cents a month seems insufficien!, doesn't it? Loca-

tion, service, surroundings, entertainment, and the hun-

dred and one other things, that Indoor Yacht membership
brings, seems a whole lot for the money, doesn't it? Well,

in addition, be ours the pleasure to whisper a little anni-

versary secret. The club is half way out of debt' The
investment represents close to twenty thousand dollars,

including, of course, supplies, principally liquid. If the

membership continues as at present, ere another year has

gone by, we will be practically free from all but current

liabilities. Surely this is an achievement of merit, a

record of which we can be proud! So let it be said that

the first anniversary found the old home safe, sound and
solvent, with little need for a Davy Crockett to keep the

wolf from the door.

Will Rolph Race?

Something seems to have happened in the political field.

Activity has turned to inaction and there apparently exists

a general doubt and uncertainty, which is difficult to

fathom or understand. Two months ago It was definitely

announced that Gallagher, McCarthy and Schmitz had
declared their intention of entering the mayorality tight,

irrespective of whom their opponents might be. Today
Schmitz is the only aggressive candidate, while on t he-

other hand we hear that Gallagher will retire iti favor of

McCarthy and then vice versa and finally that the 1'nion

Labor party has designated a committee, which will select

the one or the other as labor's champion Meanwhile.
Schmitz is up early and late, and if rumor can lie relied

upon is making considerable progress. Certainly he is

leaving no stone unturned, and. while we have not

changed our opinion as to the ultimate outcome, he is

unquestionably much stronger than when we last at-

tempted a forecast. The administration is equally In

doubt. Will Rolph run? No one. Including Rolph himself,

seems to be able or care to answer. From Gavin McNab
to Jerry O'Shea there comes the Invariable "I don't know,"
and even the ever loquacious Tim Reardon shakes his bead
as though sadly in doubt. If this hesitancy is simply

strategic it is. perhaps, a wise political move, and then.

perhaps, it is not! If the Mayor's idea is to wait until

popular demand shall compel his candidacy for re-election,

lew will question his wisdom, provided the populace will

make such demand. That it is far better for the office

to seek the man, than the man the office, is a wise and
oft used political axiom, and it may work again. As we
get it, however, Rolph will not run. though to he truthful,

we have only Dame Rumor for our authority. It is said

that George Hind, the Mayor's partner In the firm of Hind,
Rolph & Co., is absolutely opposed to the idea and insists

upon the active co-partnership of the Mayor when this

term is over. That business has suffered because of

Rolph's absence is hinted as one reason, while Hind's
desire for a release from business worries and a long
vacation Is another. Then, too, it is said that Mrs. Rolph
Is opposed to the idea. No mayor in this, or any other
city, has devoted more time to the office and its social

requirements than has Rolph. As a consequence his borne
and family have of necessity been neglected and the
Mayor's wife feels that this sacrifice has been more than
sufficient. Finally, the Mayor, himself, dreads defeat, and
sb it is almost a certainty that he has a more difficult

fight before him than four years ago, he naturally would
rather retire than risk a rebuff. This is what the winds
are whispering and. perhaps, they know—we don't!

A Political Guessing Bee.

The result of this doubt and uncertainty has produced
a situation which is both amusing and entertaining.

Innumerable dark horses are in training should the Mayor
refuse the barrier. Matt Sullivan is for Rolph first, but

George E. Gallagher will do in a pinch. Someone else

is busy suggesting Charles C. Moore. McNab it is said

will pin the colors of our local Democracy to either Wash-
ington Dodge or Alexander Vogelsang. And there are
others yet to be heard from. From the present form
hart it looks as though Union Labor had a surfeit of

mat' rial and the administration a decided lack. Those
who aspire to the less important offices are equally in

doubt, tor naturally everything depends upon the head of

the ticket. Hence we hear much of suggested combina-
tions, which may never come true, and the coalition of the

different parties behind a compromise ticket which can
never come true. It is said that another municipal con-
ference is to be called. Not by any means the conference
of 1911! .lust a hundred good men and true selected, say.

like the Spring Valley purchase committee but disguised
under the different designation, with the hope that the

deception will not be noticed and that the influence of

the former conference may descend to the one of later

birth. All in all. the Mayor has us guessing. Friend and
foe are equally concerned and many of the boys who have
grown fat in the past four years, have grown gray in the

lour weeks. Apparently the Mayor is not particularly

perturbed and most of his time is occupied scanning the

list of n- w arrivals and joining the Exposition in each
.1 is multitudinous dedications. But better be careful,

Mr. Mayor, or you may speak up too late! Just whisper
to Eddie Rainey and then we'll all know what to do!

Passing the Buck.

Having temporarily shelved the Spring Valley question
and battered the budget to smithereens, the Supervisors
have now engaged in the more serious, difficult and urgent
task of regulating the dance hall evil. When the "Exam-
iner" startled the community with its "holy war" on the
I arbary Coast, it was pointed out by Commissioner Roche
thai He permits lor dancing, where liquor was not served.

were granted by the Hoard of Supervisors. Hence the
onsibility for all the sins of beer and near-beer and

the other sins of Pacific street rested upon that honorable
. which, thereupon, with due legislative decorum and

deliberation, proceeded to pass the responsibility back to

the Police Commission, where it originally belonged. So
now. when the Knights of Columbus or the Sons of Her-
mann or the Native Sons or the Outdoor Art League want
a dance hall permit, application must be made to the

Board of Police Commissioners. It seems awful to class

the I entury Club ami the New Bra club and yes. perhaps.

even the Young Women's Christian Temperance Union, if

its members dance, in tin- same category with the dives

and denizens of the Coast. Yet together they must go.

Cheek by jowl, to make their application and be ques-
tioned as to their Intentions and respectability. And how
• an an\ sine man hope to solve this problem, if problem
ii 1 e. by Buch methods. No application to any body should
be necessary for permission to dance. All that should
be required is the payment of a license fee to the Tax
Collector, the same as a license is paid for any other privi

If the applicant sells liquors he must secure per-

ion from the Police Commission and no ordinance can
give that body further power in this regard. If the party

is not engaged in the sale of liquors, and should attempt
to conduct a disorderly house, irrespective of where it

be, the police still bave authority to close or regulate
:

t without need of further ordinances or power. So the
Supervisors have as usual done nothing more than pass
the buck, although we strongly suspect that our friend

Idy is only getting back just what he sent.

The Limitation of Police Power.

Generally speaking, the policy of any student of our

municipal affairs should be to restrict, rather than en-

larga, the powers of the Police Commission. By no means
is this offered in criticism of the present Commission. It

would be difficult to secure four men better qualified for

the position and we have the highest regard for each.

Bui Commissioners ate human and when clothed with

extraordinary authority are likely to discriminate. Even
our present Commission has been guilty of this in the

matter of dancing permits where liquor is sold. There
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Is, there can be, no justification tor their refusal to grant

the Black Cat »;staurant the same privileges which their

more fortunate competitors on Powell street enjoy. And if

four men of the integrity, ability and fairness of Woods and

Roche and Schumate and Cook are liable to errors such

as this, what may happen when others talA> their places.

We will go further and say that it is unfair to place such

responsibility upon them. The policing of the city, the

regulation of the department proper, the general control

of the liquor traffic belongs to them, but dancing is a

matter of policy and the elected representatives of the

people should be the ones to declare where and und'jr

what conditions dancing may be had. It is up to the

Commission to enforce those conditions. The Legislature,

for instance, says you shall not sell liquor alter 2 o'clock

or within so many fc|St of a school or a military reserva.

tion. So likewise should the Supervisors on all questions

of public policy. If they have the right, and they have, to

stop music at 1 o'clock, why does not the same law permit

of a general and uniform policy on the much mooted and

muchly overestimated and muchly feared question of danc-

ing? Perhaps, the charter will not permit, but if so, then

for heaven's sake don't give up the few remaining powers

of ir-gulation or else turn them all over and yourselves

to the Police!

One Sunday Too Many.

Billy Sunday is coming to town! Yes. Billy Sunday, the

world-famed evangelist! Some of our good citizens have

gathered a purse and are now huilding a nice new fire

trap at the corner of Bush and Van N.ess for his own
exclusive use and benefit. Just when Dr. Aked was
silenced and when there hadn't been a scandal in the min-

istry for nearly a week. w,e had almost consoled ourselves

that we might get an occasional laugh without seriously

sinning. Of course, wp knew that Pastor Russel was
going to Oakland, and, to make everything even, we were
willing to forgive them that million dollar promise. But

to send us Sunday—how long. Oh, Lord, how long? To
you who fail to keep abreast of the time, let us say that

Billy Sunday is a regularly ordained minister of the Pres-

byterian Faith, in fact ha is a Presbyterian Doctor of

Divinity, which we are told makes him "some pumpkins''

as a doctrinarian. We don't know much about Presby-

terians or their creed or belief. Perhaps, they're just lik;

the rest of us—some good—some bad, but as long as they

own Sunday, w.e're going to take a few more sanitary

precautions when we meet one in future. One Sunday is

enough in any week and two is too many, at least in "this

'ere town." Bill Sunday makes old Doc Aked look like a

selling plater. He gets sometimes fifty thousand dollars

and sometimes thirty thousand, but never less for one re-

vival and the poor old Doc preaches a matinee and regular

performance every Sunday for a paltry ten thousand a

year. Not much chance for us in Heaven if we have to get

our religion at that price! But to get back to Bill and the

revival. Bill gets up and in a vernacular that smacks
strongly of certain places on certain streets, wants to

turn the whole world topsy turvey. Hell and damnation
and brimstone and fire are naught to the picture he paints.

Every woman that dances is a' prostitute or no better

—

ev/ery man or woman who touches a card is a thief. Such
is the religion of Bill and when he has worked on the
thimble full of brains that is distributed throughout his

audiences and when his hearers frantically rant and shout
and rave and hysterically answer his plea to come to him
and be saved, the revival has been a great success—the
world is a better world and any man who do:sn't agree
with him—well here's his own language:
"They talk about the excitement of a revival meeting

being bad in any community. If you say that, then you
are a dirty, rotten, stinking liar."

Religion a la Mode.

Billy Sunday is a twenty-four karat fakir and is a danger
to any town and a menace to every community. He ped-
dles the bible as he should be peddling potatoes and hj
brings naught but contumely and disgrace to the ministry
of God and to his own creed in particular. There are few
men who do not respect the bible and its teachings, and
none who would re-edit it in the language of the gutter
and the sewer. Such is the task that Sunday has chosen
for himself. He is a liar of the first magnitude tho' pro-
claiming himself a disciple of the truth. And this is to be
inflicted upon poor, long suffering San Francisco! Per-
haps, a fair idea of his style, his morality and his ability

Speaking of dancingcan be gleaned from the following,
he says:

"Ma and I stopped in to look at a ball at an in-

auguration ceremony. Well, I will be hornswag-
gled if I didn't see a woman there dancing with
all the men and she wore a collar of her gown
around her waist. She had a little corset on,
Oh, I can't describe it."

"I want to see the color of some Buck's hair
that can dance with my wife! I'm going to mo-
nopolize that hugging myself."
"Why a man with red blood in his veins can't

look at half the women on the streets now and
not have impure thoughts."

"Little girl, you look so small.
Don't you wear no clothes at all?
Don't you wear no chemise shirt?
Don't you wear no petty-skirt?
Don't you wear no underclothes?
But your corset and your hose?"

Maybe, this is religion a la mode. Well, if that be
the kind of religion that some people in San Francisco
want, it isn't necessary to bring Bill Sunday here. They
can get all tl»>y di.sire in Bartlett Alley. We don't know
what it's going to cost to bring Bill Sunday here but we'd
like to offer a few feathers from Tim O'Brien and some of
Tim Treacy's tar as a small contribution to an early
departure.

I Sutter 4030
i Douglas Sus.i

Formerly
228 SUTIER STREET

GOBEY'S GRILL
140 UNION SQUARE AVE.

Bet. Grant Ave. and Stockton Sts., San Francisco, Cat.

EHRMAN BROS.
"EL ROI-TAN

PERFECT
CIGARS

A HAPPY LOSS.

Lose your grouch, you'll never miss it,

Though, at first, H may seem queer
To be Just a little decent
To the people who are near.
But with very 1 i 1 1 1 - prai tlce
Sawing wood from day lo day,
You can make yourself attractive
Willi a Ki'hi nailed mi lo slay.

There is little satisfaction.
Nor is life the more complete
If you bite the heads from people
Whom In daily rounds you meet,
And the mussup Isn't pleasant
When that little trick you try

—

They can never sue for damage
If you smile and pass them by.

You may think It lends distinction
If you Jog along the way
With a grouch on exhibition
Every moment of the day;
But when friends who see you coming
Make excuse to turn away,
You will find the load is hardly
Worth the freight you have to pay.

Be the little ray of sunshine
To the people that you meet;
Let them feel when you are coming
That it brightens up the street.
It's the only way to travel:
Every smile will be a boost

—

And you'll find it worth the trouble
When the chicks come home to roost.

Compliments of the CROCKER SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS
Crocker iitiihtinu- Pont and Mnrket Sta.

Sod FrnnclNco, Cnllfoniln.

Under Management John F. Cunningham.
Snfe Depoalt Boxen for Reel, $4.00 n Year.
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THE ETIQUETTE OF TRAVELING
Going Abroad.

BY KEECAN
"So He Went Traveling Far From the Old Folks at

Home." That is an old song, and traveling is an old

recreation or trial, call it what you please, you will mis-

name it. After you have gone through the experience,

according to your individual temperament it will have its

own peculiar significance.

The momentous time arrives when you commune with

your inner consciousness and decide that the time has

come when for your peace of mind you must forsake the

crude and homely pleasures of home, and, buckling on your

camera case, fare forth to seek adventure in strange or

foreign parts. This longing may have been prompted by

a desire for learning. Learning is synonymous with

power or my old copy book is a prevaricator, therefore

why not have more power if at the ^ame time you can
have a great old time and even get jugged in all its

various forms and phases and no one at home be in on
the news.

Perchance, if you enjoy that enviable status of being

a fractional portion of the household, your wife has social

position or rating that must be enhanced. Traveling, then,

has been thrust upon you and not sought. If, however,

you are fortunate or free to follow the dictates of your

own volition as I am, being one in single blessedness,

De Maupasant or Dumas may have reached out from sunny
France, Gay Paree, in fact, and has drawn you to seek

the pleasures perquisite to a stranger in stranger lands.

This was my case. I woke up one morning a prey to

ennui. The races had been closed down, the home team
was in a slump, the shows were rotten, all the automo-
biles that were at my disposal had developed the rickets

or influenza and life in this old burg became too burden-
some to endure. A glance at my bank deposit convinced
me that further delay was not necessary. I would go
abroad. Immediately my languor became dynamic energy,

and, dressing hastily, I sought the nearest booking office.

Draping my figure over the counter. I nonchalantly re-

quested in my best bored manner. "One first-class ticket

abroad." The automaton reached under the counter and
brought forth a long, ribbon like strip of paper. It looked
to me like an identification card such as the police use.

Not that I have had any personal experience, but am of

an observing turn of mind. The automaton queried in

staccato, "Where."' Flicking the ashes from my cigarette

and as though stifling a yawn, I answered laconicly,

"Abroad." "I heard you the first time." answered the
clerk, poising his pen and fixing his eyes on a spot in

space directly over my head, and waited with maddening
patience for me to speak. Being by nature a cool and
placid individual. I waited for him to lead. I am not one
to be led into opening up by so apparent a feint. I won.
"There are many places 'abroad.' Have you any par-

ticular one in mind?" inquired the clerk. Light broke upon
me as salvation in the heart of some old New England
skin-flint. It fairly permeated me. I leaned over the
counter and whispered my destination. Immediately the
automaton came to life. Drawing one eyelid down while
the other eye had me covered, with a grin he asked.
"Which way?" "The quickest," I answered. A map was
consulted and various time tables. I could get away on
the 6:45 that night and in a few days I would be on the
ocean bound for "Abroad." "Good luck and a good voy-
age." said the now human being who had sold me my

et. Acknowledging his good wishes with a bow I

hurried out to collect my baggage.

Walking into a store that sells travelers' articles I

casually demanded a bag and steamer trunk. "Going
abroad?" demanded the salesman. I affirmed his sus-

picion condescendingly. Before I had gotten out, I wished
that I had given more attention to the diligence of that

salesman, as he sold me everything from a Gladstone to

a black, red and green steamer blanket. Everything was
absolutely essential, according to this prophet. I had an
emergency hospital kit containing all the bandages and
splints for fractures, sprains and bruises to a small essay

on the cure for mal de mer.
Collecting my baggage, which now assumed the appear-

ance of the impedimenta of a small army and which
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required an extra taxi to transport it to the Ferry, I left

word to hold all my mail until further notice. In half an
hour I was on my way.

Once installed in my compartment, I wrote some short

letters and long checks and some small notes to prevent

any unwonted publicity on the part of my friends and
acquaintances who would worry at my sudden departure.

Also word from me would head off any amateur humorist
from giving my disappearance the aspect of a "get-away,"

matrimonially or what not.

The dining car called me. All travelers rush at the

dining car. That is, travelers who have never traveled

before. I am not finicky, but the chicken that was served
must have been a road runner and held the long-distance

cross-continent record. I dented it with my teeth and
bent one of them. I was tempted to write the date upon
it as evidence of my attempt and to encourage the next

man to excel me. I was out for experience and believe

me I got it both barrels. My tete-a-tete happened to b>

a lean man with hungry eyes. Every time I would order

anything he would duplicate it. I made but little head-

way on some of the courses, but he downed them to the

last crumb. I was fearful for the flowers in the vase on
the table—he might imagine that they were edible. He
was of the type that make hotels run on the American
plan go bankrupt. Of a sudden I surmised that he thought
that the dining car was run in conjunction with the
sleeping car and that his ticket called for his meals.
II. iiiil not llinch on the chicken. He made it disappear
from sight without taking a long breath. I then began
to order everything on the menu, beginning at the top

and not missing a single item. Lean man followed my
lead. When we got to the desserts I ordered them all.

In the meantime I had eaten more than it would have
taken me a week at home to consume. The Roquefort
cheese stumped my hungry table mate. I spread some on
a cracker and he duplicated my action. Before he had
a chance to place it in the cavity beneath his nose the

aroma assailed his nostrils. Glancing covertly under the

table and then straightening up with an accusing glance

at me he pushed his chair back preparatory to leaving.

Tin- waiter placed the score in front of him. I will never
live to see such rare display of emotion again. Surprise

and consternation, followed by a blank look of incredulity,

played upon his countenance. "Seven Dollars and Fifty-

Five Cents! 1 am only paying for my own meal. Not
everybody else her '!! I thought that this came with

my ticket !!! Robbers! Thieves! Rotten sm lling

place! (referring to the Roquefort!. I ate my cheese
while he was escorted out by the steward and two waiters.

I retired to the buffet to smoke, but did not see him again.

I retired about 11. The man who invented a sleeping

car berth was short and thin. His brain was a hollowed
out peanut shell, but his spleen, engendered and fostered

by his morose introspection upon tiis diminutive stature,

would have done amply for an elephant. He has taken
revenge upon nature for the slight put upon him by build-

ing a torture chamber misnamed a sleeping compartment
for all men over five feet six altitudinally and two feet six

latitudinally.

By clever contortions, similar to the antics of a fat

man mounting a restive horse, I squeezed myself into the

berth. Being fagged out with excitement of departure, I

sank into a semi-comatose state. Dreams, that would

have made the hallucinations of Macbeth seem a comic
opera, haunted me. Steamer trunks loaded with flaiirons

and automobile tires were piled on my chest in pyramids.

Gladstone bass were tangoing about the place spilling

shirts and collars. My pajamas were made out of a red.

green and black steamer blanket with the hairy side in.

My suit case opened the door and, sneaking in on hands
and knees, sprang upon my chest and emptied my shoes

upon my unprotected face. I woke up struggling for air.

The four-foot sheet was wrapped in a diamond hitch

around my neck. My heel was in the hammock and my
knee was impersonating a catapult and battering down the

bridge of my nose. I was drenched with perspiration.

It lacked an hour for the first call to the dining car so 1

gave up the attempt at sleep and "tubbed." You "tub"
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when you go "abroad." Prosaic bathing is left with your
last year's straw hat when you travel.

In the dining car I met my hungry friend of the night

before. Seating myself in front of him I ordered an
elaborate breakfast, beginning with a pomela steeped in

sherry and chilled with cracked ice and going on down
the line. I could not get a rise out of the anaconda. He
ordered a wheat biscuit and some milk, making sure
several times by asking the waiter to repeat the price

to him. After breakfast, I began to realize that I was
not following the rigid rules of traveling. I had not de-

veloped anything like a mild flirtation such as described in

all stories. I strolled towards the observation car, keep-
ing a keen eye for fair members amongst the passengers.
Notwithstanding my long practice in gauging and apprais-
ing I missed out. Either my eye had lost its wonted
keenness or the object of my search was non-existent.

I sat on the camp stool and enjoyed the air. My hungry
friend came out, saw me and left. A traveling salesman
begged my pardon and asked if I ever played cards. I

acknowledged "casino." We entered the buffet and played
a five-handed game that looked like "casino." I do not
remember when luncheon was served. Dinner time came
and passed, but the game had just become interesting.

Little red and blue plaques and an occasional white passed
back and forth, changing owners frequently. Toward mid-
night I became hoarse saying "That's good" and "I pass."
The porter came by and announced -that the car was
about to be closed for the night. I left without some of

my baggage, it consisting of a plethoric roll of little

strips of paper in green and yellow that mentioned on the
face that if they were presented at a certain depository
that they would be redeemed for a medium of exchange
that they crown teeth with. The traveling salesman had
the most of it. My hungry acquaintance took enough away
to buy many dinners.

I did not notice the difficulties of the berth, as I wns
too dog-gone tired to hear the call of judgment. Some
time in the middle of the night the porter waked me up
and announced in tones of injury that the last call for
breakfast was at hand and besides the car must be made
up for the day.

I do not know how it happened. It must be a rule of
traveling. I found myself looking for the four "casino"
players. I found them. I experienced no difficulty in my
quest, for they, too, were of the same mind.
The trip was 'pleasantly spent. The scenery was line.

The coloring was magnificent. I have never been so
charmed by the warm glow of that rare red flush that
I found in my hand. It was topped by the bullet and
supported by the ten. In between was regular sequence.
It lacked but fifteen minutes before the car was closed for
the night. My hungry acquaintance would eat wheat bis-
cuits for months to come. The traveling salesman's ex-
pense account must have showed an abnormal swelling
in the incidental column. The plethoric roll that had
strayed from me on the first day returned grown to such
dimensions that I failed to recognize it. However. «» i

friends on the spot and left together.
We reached the big, town thut morning early. I went

directly to the steamer and got aboard. I had a tetter
of introduction to the captain, and as I wantPd him to read
it before he left the port, I started toward the bridge, and
after an hour's steady walking along the decks I finally
reached him just as we were leaving shore. I was on my
way to that mystical country called "Abroad."

CALSO WATER
ALWAYS HAVE IT IN

YOUR HOME

ASK FOR IT ANYWHERE
AN IMMEDIATE RELIEF FOR

INDIGESTION

Indoor Yacht Club
Club Rooms and Office. 4 Eddy Street. Telephone (Private

Exchange connecting all departments), Sutter 5386.

Board of Pilots.

Frank J. Hennessy, Commodore. M. W. Altmayer, Steward
William H. McCarthy, Keeper-of-the-Log.

"Thomas S. Mulvey Joseph A. Watts
lames W. Coffroth James Woods
Samuel Berger John Tait
Joseph H. Hutchinson Wm. Chappell

Harry F. Sullivan. Assistant Secretary.

Standing Committees.

Mouse: M. W. Altmayer, Jno. F. Cunningham, T. S. Mulvey,
Jno. J Glynn.

offices: H. Keegan Monahan M. W. Altmayer, J. A. Watts.
n.tlltlQK: J H. Lewis. M. W. AKmaver
RntertnlDment: Sam Berger, Wm. H. McCarthy. H. I. Staf-

ford. Frank P. Shanlev.
I'lr.flnre: John Tait. J. W. Coffroth. James Woods. H. H.

Hart. Wm. H. McCarthy.
MMctlri P. M. Wand. J. S. T^wls. J. E. Derham.
I. V. C". Hand: Majo4 Eugene M. Levy, Manager.

Club House membership, $6.00 per year.

Dues pnynble annually or semi-annually—June 1 and De-
cember 1.

Criticize and suggest for the Improvement of our service,
Complaint and ?-uggestIun box in lobby.

Is your address correct rind your name properly spelled
on our records, evidenced by your bills and the envelopes
from the Club? If not, as a great assistance to this office
we would suggest that you correct the same yourself when
mailing your cluck to the office. It Is very Important that
we have our records In this respect authentic and we ask
vmir hearty co-operation with us. Moral : If you change
vour mailing address, let us know and we will see that
the possibility of your mall from this office going astray Is

eliminated.

Ww Membership cards now ready.

Dues for second half year commencing June 1st now
payable delinquent June 5th.

Ed. Nnthanson. old-time Indoor Yachtsman, Is now con-

nected with the management of Th? New Breakers Cafe,

at Ocean Park.

Shipmates Dave Sullivan, John J. Glynn. Neal Duffy,

I "ill Cray ton, Jim Griffin, and Harry Keeler, who conducted
the big temporary bar at the anniversary on Saturday
evening last, deserve the thanks of the entire I. Y. C. for

their untiring endeavor to please the thirsty and some-
times impatient sailors.

(Telegram.)
Indoor Yacht Club. San Francisco, Cal.

Congratulntions to my superior officers and shipmates
ol Indoor Yacht Club at first anniversary celebration of

opening of club rooms. May the years to come be as

BiiccesBful iis the on 1

-- just past, continuing our good work
in every just case and showing how real red blooded
Americans are the true friends of the kiddies and every

worthy charitable work. JOHN I. NOLAN.

At thte show last Saturday several membership cards,

evidently borrowed for the occasion, were presented at

th/3 door for admission by non-members. A few got by the

doorman; others were refused admission and cards taken

up.

Shipmates are again advised that membership cards

when presented by other than the person named theroon

will be taken up and the member expelled.

It has been reported at the club office that a great many member*

missed" the anniversary celebration Saturday last, claiming that they had

received no notice, notwithstanding the fact that the show wm prominently

advertised in last two issues of The Main Sheet. Moral : Read your

Main Sheet carefully.

The finance committee is sorry to be again compelled

to remind the few members who have not paid for Kid-

dies' Ball tickets to settle at once and save the club the

expense of employing a collector.
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Dues for the Half Year Commencing

JUNE I, NOW PAYABLE

Members failing to settle before

June 20th, will be suspended

TO MEMBERS
Republished at suggestion of Tallac Trip Committee.

[I is earnestly urged on members that heed be taken

of all notices sent them for events r rti ularlj are they

asked to attend to the making ol reservations before the

time set when no more reservations can be received.

Many interesting and enjoyable offltings, dinners and
trips will be carded during the year, open to all membei
of the Indoor Yacht Club, The one thing asked will be a

response before a given date, after which the list will be

closed. There will be no deviation from this rule

favoritism shown. The motto of "First Come, First

Served." will prevail.

Two weeks prior to the recent picnic to the Cresta
Blanra vineyards notice was sent all members and word
was included that no reservations could be made alter a

certain date. The reason for this should be obvious Mr
Wetmore had to know how many persons he would lunch.

had to be. built, conveyances secured to transport

you from Livermore to the vineyard, and ten and more
other things to be arranged.
The railroad problem is serious, as the Southern Pacific

must have notice to provide the necessary number <u cars
imagine several hundred deciding to come the last

moment! Fancy the discomfort ; nd crowding of those
who had sent in tim? their reservations!
And yet this is just what happened, and when the com-

mittee turned down the late comers there was considerable
soreness displayed and some resignations. You wouldn't
be lore," would you at Mr. Tait if you could not get a table
en New Year's Eve, after neglecting an opportunity tn

reserve one in advance? You don't refuse to patronize the
Orpheum because all the tickets are gone some night
when you decide to go at 8 o'clock.

So the rule will be rigidly adhered to relating to the
closing of reservations. In the nature of things there are
always some cancellations, in which case those applying
afte.r the lists close will be taken up in order.
Now forget you got mad last week, won't you?

OVER 7 5
Ehdoor yachtsmen havi

i iad< reservation for Tallac
Tn|, DON'T apply .it last minute and then compla

OU And t h.i t ill Tic bei i First
Brst served.

No reservations aftei ind in any
event not latei I ha n \ug isl i it h.

*2« Kntire Expense; Railway, sleepers, meals, hotel, re-

freshmen ts nn«l en terl ill nt.

- and berths i kets issued ONLTi
at nin e of [ y c.

Indoor Yacht Club

PROGRAM
( OFFICIAL

)

June 21: Pool Toiirnanent . Entries received now.

July 18: Au i .
i
iiai.ii-j and Barbecue .

Aug. 19 to 23: TALLAC TRIP.
rvations may be made now. Capacity

limited. First come. Hist served.

Sept. 13: Club Night.

Sept. 19: Kiddies' Day.

INDOOR YACHT CLUB HOUSE RULES.

Congregating in th entry or in vestibule in front of

office strictly forbidden.
M', mbers are requested to refrain from using loud, pro-

lan . or boisterous language. A disregard of this re-

quest will be sufficient cause for suspension.

Under no circumstances will non-members, resident of this

city or suburbs, be admitted to club aft'ar 2 a. m.
Guests resident of San Francisco or vicinity allowed to

visit club not oftener than once a month. Courtesy
cards issued to non-resident guests upon application

to Secretary.
M' -mbers must show membership cards and guests courtesy

cards upon entering the Club
Miniii rs MUST register visitors.

Dice shaking for money strictly prohibited.

Members limited to 15 minutes' use of pool tables.

When tali], s are engag- d, register at bar tor next chance;
tables tn be usjed in older of rei

Kmployes will I .utable J"nr the pres-

ence <>i unauthorized persons in the club rooms and
for tlv enforcement of above rules.

Any member conducting himself in a way calculated to

disturb the barmony or impair the good name or

prosperity of the Club, may be suspended by a mem-
ber ni the Board of Pilots, pending trial by the Board.

Employ s failing to enforce rules will be discharged.

By order of the Board of Pilots.

FRANK .1 HENNESSY, Commodore.

EL SIDELO CIGARS
Will Suit Your Taste
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ONE GREAT NIGHT
I. Y. C. ANNIVERSARY

On the Stage reading from led to right:

Herbert Newman, Harry O'Day, Joe Lind. Wm. H. McCarthy, Mike Stern. Harry Green, Elizabeth Murray. Harry Cooper and Sallie Seeley

In the center front: Frank P. Shanley. To right of Stage: Arnold Johnson and Steve Douglas

Saturday evening, June 5th. The night that will live

in the memory of Indoor Yachtsmen as being the date ol

the most wonderful Club entertainment the members have
ever witness.-d. Twenty-eight turns—that was all—and
to the following members of the profession and artists we
are deeply indebted for their efforts. Imagine Harry
Cooper making tb/3 trip from Los Angeles for the express
puipose of appearing at our show.

It is sale to say that no club in America ever had the
distraction cf' having I like nun ber ol 'tars present their
talents at any one occasion. We gratefully acknowledg i

our indebtedness to the participants in this fashion for
want of a better means, assuring them that their names
are deeply implanted in the hearts of Indoor Yachtsmen.
Below we print a part of th'^ program:
Miss Bobbie Dean.
Pictures of the Indoor Yacht Club picnic at Cresta

Blanca Vineyard.
Cartoon slides of members.
Les Copland—pianologue.
Turkish Danc.rs from the Turkish village at the Zone.
Dennie Jordan in stories.

Miss Eleanor Kirn and Bob Klier.
Sextette from the Black Cat.
Miss Fannie Purcell.
Miss Elizabeth Murray—Orpheum.

Trio from Techau Tavern.

Xat Wills—Orpheum.

Bechtel, Manning and Gallagh. r.

Harry Cooper, Orpheum.
Art Smith— aviator.

Al Howhay.
Bob Albright.
Miss Sallie Seeley—Orpheum.
Spanish Dancers from the Odeon.

,

Fisher aid Green—Orphuum.
Roy La Pearl—Orpheum.
Fatima (Turkish Dancer) from Streets of Cairo.

Kid Nelson.
Steve Douglas. Arnold Johnson. Victor King and Martin

Higley.
Presentation of Indoor Yacht Club emblem to To

Mulvey.
Harry O'Day and Joe Lind in second sight.

Howard and Liebert—Columbia Theatre.

The ent-rtainment commenced at nine o'clock ami colt

tinned until two a. m., with an intermission during which

:i buffet lunch was served. During the performance Wm.
H. .McCarthy in a well chosen speech presented Tommie
Mnlv >• with an Indoor Yacht Club emblem set with dia-

monds as a token of the esteem in which Mulvey is held

by his fellow members.

TALLAC TRIP
LEAVE THURS. $9C
EVE,, AUG. 19 LQ

ENTIRE

EXPENSE I.Y.C.
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SPRING-1915
Our Spring Arrivals in Suits and Overcoats

are W^ortK Your Attention

$20.00
THe Glen UrquHart Plaid

Market Street

East of Powell BERGER'S
f£* 7000 Square %eet of

Clothing

Baron iong'ss

Bemon
Country Club

The ONE Bright Spot
"

in Los Angeles

CHOCOLATES
SUPREME!

A. Delicious Assortment of

Nut, Chewing, Fruit

and Cream Centers

PacKed in Handsome Boxes Fitted
"With Sliding Trays

GEO. HAAS & SONS
770 MARKET ST.
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ST. FRANCIS IMPORTATION CO.
350 Geary Street

WINES AND LIQUORS AT RETAIL
FINEST GOODS - LOWEST PRICES

PROMPT DELIVERIES

DEL MONTE AUTO RENTAL CO.

phohe SUTTER 215
LIMOUSINES
LAUNDAULETS

WEDDINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

CABS
TOURING CARS

OFFICE, I05 POWELL STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

BUILDERS' EXCHANGE, ISO Jessie Street BOX 95

VINCENT J. DONOVAN
PAINTING, DECORATING

and POLISHING

729-31 MINNA STREET, San Francisco, Cal.

Phone Park 5156

flaeksm $ager
Brewery's Own Bottling

A New Beer of Excellence Made by

an Old Company

flaekscn brewing %o.
ESTABLISHED 1860

Telephone

Market 2068
Eleventh and Folsom Sts.

San Francisco

I am a power for great good if you do

not abuse my use.

In cases of need— I do my work well.

I am a builder up of health and strength

—in the hospital or in the home.

For the invalid or the convalescent-

for the tired or overworked I offer a

great help.

A little of rrif goes a long way.

I have been among you for three

generations.

I'm known as Cyrus Noble throughout the world.

Auto at the HOPKINS
Formerly Bohemian Villa

MEALS SERVED AT ALL HOURS
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
Entertainment during Afternoon and Night

The Pacific Ocean is My Bath Tub.
Come In, the Water's Fine.

1938 Ocean Boulevard
Phone Sun»et 960

SMOKE «/? .

ucnna
QUEEN of HAVANA

%iaard
Shapes and Sizes to suit
All Tastes J& J& &

M. BlasKoWer, Distributer

SHIPMATES HAVE YOU VISITED THE

Carnation 'Cafe
S. E. Cor. Fillmore and Ellis

GEO. L. DEALEY, Proprietor

101
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MOE ALTMAY E R

Perhaps, "M. W." should have been used as initials instead of just "Moe," but by the latter diminutive he is

most generally known.

Know Moe? No?
Well, without Moe there would hardly he an Indoor Yacht Club.

Since its inception Moe has been the Club's steward. Never a dinner, picnic or smoker that he has not had
entire charge of the "eats."

Recall that beautiful affair in Blanco's on that Halloween Eve of 1912? That was his work.

When you attend the smokers and jinks in the clubrooms all those delicious morsels that are so lavishly pro-

vided are the result of his thoughts for you.

Quiet, unobtrusive, we venture to guess that of the thousands of members of the Indoor Yacht Club he is

known only to the hundreds.

Four years ago the members of the Club, then small in number, presented Moe with the Club emblem set in

diamonds and be is more proud of that gift than any praise that may be given him.

Remember the tine lunch at the Crests Blanca picnic? All the fine hot dishes, way out in the woods? All done
by Moe.

And when we journey on our picnic down the Peninsula this month you can he assured that everything will

be In tiptop shape lor you, 'cause Moe will be on the job.
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Wever Mind the Xern;

fust %lcw in on

Warren

Shannon ^
(SHANNON-CONMY PRINTING COMPANY) 'fpnnl

-^ £ ffelitieal

"Gemmereial

9rmter
and

Publisher

5neietii and

Magazine

Printing

509 Janseme 6t. J. „/
at clay m. faarnu 10<)3

Buy your Groceries
= from -

BOWElTG
&C0.

Pioneers inthe Grocery Business since 1850

P. VINCENT MATRAIA, Pre JULIUS EPPSTEIN. S«'ty

&rt floral Co.
Incorporated

HOTEL ST. FRANCIS

2 55 POWELL STREET

Telephones.' KEARNY 3524P (SUTTER 1 372

SAN FRANCISCO

THE
Cliff House

THE ONLY RESORT OF ITS KIND
IN THE WORLD

Unsurpassed Cuisine

BREAKFAST LUNCHEON DINNER
A la Carte Service

Vocal and Instrumental Entertainment
Trancing Every Evening

CPECIAL TABLE D'HOTE DINNER EVERY
Sunday Evening in the Terrace Cafe from 4 to 8

p. m. $1.00 per plate with Wine.

Remember that

Cresta Blanca Wines
Are the STANDARD WINES of California

Try a Bottle of CRESTA BLANCA CHAMPAQNE
(Green Label) Equal to tke Imported

PAUL MASSON CHAMPAGNE VINTAGE 1908

WidandS The Home Beer
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SOLOMON WAS RIGHT.
Being An Effort to Prove the Staleness of All Wisdom.

BY OLD MONOGRAM
I thought that it would interest you to know that 1 have

been improving my mind, a feat you would not have
thought possible perhaps, but which has turned out so
satisfactorily and successfully that I am constrained to

breeze into the companionship of the "Main Shee
notable galaxy of literary experts and write an essa}

.

only 1 don't know what to call it.

The fact is I have discovered, aided in my pioneering
by persuasive sellers of books, that a liberal education
may be had these days at a figure so ridiculous, compared
with the advantages to be gained, that no one can really

afford to he without erudition. At no more expense than
is involved in buying a Benjamin one can clothe his mind
in the classics, array himself in modern literature and win.

hands down, the admiration of the classiest co-ed that ever
wore spectacles.

I have five feet of famous hooks and a set of Chautauqua
classics, my favorites being Boccaccio. Balzac, Rabelais,
the Heptameron, and. finally. Ovid. Whenever 1 want to

improve my mind Orientally there is the set of unex pur-
gated Arabian Nights, which one ran read in silent rebuke
to the unliterary tars of the I. V. C. who ignore tin ir

claims for attention in favor of billiards or pool or other
boisterous and noisy sports adjacent to the club bar.

But it is Ovid of which 1 would write, assuming with
all charity that my gentle reader is familiar with the sub

Ject; but for those who may nol know, I will graciously
explain that Ovid is not a new kind of tire or mineral
water, or g°ntly persuasive aperient, but another greal
writer who flourished his pen nearly two thousand years
ago. He wrote remarkably well, but the difference be-

tween us is that I write no verse.

I'ublius was no piker, believe me. when he set out to

instruct the world on vital subjects, as I shall show you
tly I get some reflections off my surging system

* * * *

Does it not strike you, my gentle tar brother, that it is

singular how slightly we have advanced in the horsepov
of the human brain'' It worries me a lot, but I don't know
what I can do about it. there are so many who persist
in spoiling the human ra< e, How little better off in mental
Ingenuity, intellectual force and cerebrum power are we
than were our ancestors of 20 or 50 or 100 generations
ago. An Egyptologist (1 found (his in Marietta Bey) opens
up a tomb on the banks of the dusty Nile. The chambers

it h which repose the sleepless mummies are deco-
rated with pictures showing how the defunc'tly dried
gentleman below spent his time. Except that no inscrip-

tion informs th° curious that the mongrels of eld (old)
enjoyed the privilege of an Indoor Yacht t'luh. there seems
to be precious little difference in our pastimes They ate
and drank, fished and hunted, and hired vaudeville folks
to come and entertain them. They knew all that was goi d

for them, including what time of night it was ami if (hey
harbored any fear of hell all they had to do was to buy
Hathor. the Egyptian Hilly Sunday, another drink.
Hut that wasn't what I was going to write about. I've

got Ovid on my mind.
I assume your int'-rest on any subject related to Love,

which was what concerned Mr. Ovid to such an extent
that he used to permit it to interfere with business and
he wrote a book about it. and Tom O'Connor bought it, but
it didn't seem to do him any good, so lie gave it to Sunny
Jim and Sunny Jim said he knew all about it. and didn't
think any man. living or dead, could tell him anything
new. and that's how he came to give it to me.
And I confess with disappointment that, save in one

or two indifferent particulars, there's nothing in the book
that informs us of forgotten things, anil that is probably
because the arts it discusses, being those responsible for
the perpetuity of the race, it is clear that they, by the

same token, propagate themselves, as it were—"which
isn't." as Alice would say. "very clear."

But if nothing that has been forgotten during twenty
centuries lias been revived in Ovid's utterances, neither
have 2000 years added anything to the stock of human
knowledge— at least, so lar as I can see, and Jim says I'm
right, and that's why he didn't waste time on the book.
Of COUr&e, you know and I know that Ovid wrote other

books than "The Art of Love." though nobody reads them,
and that he was banished by the original founder of An-
thony Comstock's family for submitting to the Roman
Main Sheet some verses which shocked one of Eleanor
Glyn's maternal ancestors. Some time, indeed, I shall

be happy to discuss for your edification Ovid's "Meta-
morphoses," which is a nice, long book that 1 will review
for the -Main Sheet" at the regular space rates of $2 per
inch; and in passing 1 might suggest my high qualifica-

tions for the task as being more or less expert on the
phenomenon of the sun god's arising, which I have often

seen in real life, and also Phoebus' gracious welcome to

the russet dawn
But we'll let that pass for the present and attend to

Ovid's amorous pronouncements.
"Yon, who In Cupid's roll inscribe your name.
First seek an object worthy of your flame;
Then strive with art your lady's mind to gain,
And, last, provide that love may long remain."

There's nothing new there, is there? Note the impli-

catlon of difficulty which Btill is encountered in locating
"an object worthy of your flame." That has caused me
much annoyance, and I do not see that Ovid is any better
or worse off than I, since he can only recommend the
theater and a few other places as likely to reveal the
object of one's search. He says:

'Hut, above all, the playhouse is the [dace,

Like ants on mole-hills thither they repair;
Like bees to hives, so numerously they throng.
It may be said they to the place belong."

In this particular it must he clear how we have retro-

graded. Ovid wrote when the theater was an eloquent
institution, but we have fallen on "movie" times, the Gaiety
is gone. and. as our friends, K. C. B. and B. V. D.. would
say everything! Who would seek a flame at a motion
picture house? It's much too dark, and Ovid, by clearest
implication, warns against such proceeding thus, when he
speaks:

"But sober, and by day. thy suit advance;
Bj daylight Haris judged the beauteous three.
And for the fairest did the prize decree.
(Board and lodging in the Troy hotel.—Ed.)
Night is a cheat, and all deformities
Are hid or lessened in her dark disguise
The sun's fair light each error will confess.
In face, in shape, in jewels and in dress."

That clearly puts the theater out of the running, and
shows us how we have devoluted in Ovid's art.

And neither do I think much of his recommendations
concerning the Circus. It may have been all right in
Ovid's day, but now if you make a false move you're
liable to fall through the seats on the heads of devoted
youths who have crawled under the canvas. I never could
find much romance in a circus. There's only one ring in

the kind of love I know. It was different, no doubt, in

Ovid's day. But here is where we agree, and it only
shows the limitations of an art the practice of which keeps
up in spite of the suffragette movement. This is what I

lik-:

"If she inquire the names of conquered kings.

Of mountains, rivers and their hidden springs.
Answer to all thou knowest; and if need be
Of things unknown seem to speak knowingly.
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Invent new names of things unknown before;

Call this Armenia; that the Caspian shore;

Call this a Mede, and that a Parthian youth;

Talk probably, no matter for the truth."

Oh, wise Ovid! Yet, probably in your day, old roaming
Roman, tossing the bull was an ancient art, an inheritance

from hoary Egypt, as we see still in Aida, when they bring

in the Apis Bull to make you forget that the trumpeters

are blowing hellishly in forbidden keys.

And Ovid was wise about dinners, too, though he doesn't

mention the brand of wine he bought. Probably its making
is another of the lost arts. Its efficiency was triple X.

three star and class A. Behold this ancient vintage at

work:
"Wine warms the blood and makes the spirits flow;

Care flies, and wrinkles from the forehead go;

Exalts the poor, invigorates the weak;
Gives mirth and laughter and a merry cheek.

Bold truth it speaks and spoken dares maintain;
And brings our old simplicity again.

Love sparkles in the cup, and fills it higher;

Wine feeds the flame and fuel adds to Are."

Some liquor, that!

But see how little we've improved:
"The craving sex will still the lover drain.

No skill can shift them off, nor art remove;
They will be begging when they know we love.

The merchant comes upon the appointed day.

And there before thy face his wares display.

To choose for her she craves thy kind advice;
Then begs again to bargain for the price;

And when she has her purchase in her eye,
She hugs thee close and kisses thee to buy.
"Tis what I want, and 'tis a trifle, too;

In many years I will not trouble you."

If you complain you have no ready coin;

No matter, 'tis but the writing of a line;

A little bill not to be paid at sight;

(Now curse the time when you were taught to write I.

That finishes the quotations. What's the good of read-

ing further? Ovid didn't have anything on us. except that

he could write this stuff and get it through the mails.
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Just now the harmonious air of this music-loving com-
munity is full of the voice of strife. Who is to be the
next director of the symphony which 3110 San Francisco
gentlemen musically inclined have made possible lor the
last four years, and which they propose to keep alive with
or without the aid of the present director, Henry K. Hadley.
That Hadley will be selected the next director does not

seem at this writing at all likely, though if he is not
chosen Dick Tobin is reported to have said he'll resign
from the music committee, and Joseph D. Redding has
notified an excited world, through the columns of the
Examiner, that he will let the San Francisco Musical As-
sociation shilt for itself. Love me, love my Hadley, is

the Redding reading of the familiar line, and the board
of directors of the orchestra is said to have indicated a
spirit of resignation to their fate, even should Mr. Redding
carry into effect his dire threatenings.

Some of the committeemen do not hesitate to assert

that .Mr. Redding is actuated by unworthy motives in his

stubborn fight for the retention of his club friend, "Hank."
It is by them pointed out that Hadley and Redding are at

work on another opera, which Redding hopes will be mors
of a success than the one in which he collaborated with

Victor Herbert. Poor Victor, in this effort, "Natoma,"
seems to have had his perfectly good music buried in the

bad sarcophagus of Redding's badly varnished verses—at

least, that's what nearly all the critics except Redding say.

One other rumor lias it that Mr. Redding was personally

responsible lor the advent of Hadley four years ago; that

Hadley would have taken the baton for $6000 a season, but

that Redding, who is Hadley's attorney and legal advisor,

managed to get $10,000 for his client, and that the latter

lias not forgotten his indebtedness on any of the three

subsequently seasonable settlements in full with tile mu-
sical association. In short. Redding, a lawyer, is accused

of making mon»y from his friends—as though that were
anything new in legal circles!

ih-dding replies hotly that the critics are sensuous-

minded, love perfumes, dim lights and that they manicure
their linger nails. He asserts right out in the Examiner
that he doesn't believe one of them could tell the difference

between Hadley's conducting or Dr. Muck's conducting or

Charlie Schwartz conducting if the directors were to hide

themselves modestly from the auditor's sight behind a

screen. And perhaps they couldn't. Who knows?
Could Redding? That's the question the critics urge in

soft retaliation and with a show of reason since they I *MA

point to Redding's verses as evidence that "nobody's at

home" with his poetic muse.
Aside from his musicianship, Hadley has found favor

in li many of the directors of the musical association

whose time is too much occupied with the rigors of busi-

ness and banking to permit them taking much »sthetlc

thought on music; the source of this approval resting in

Hadley's effective social graces. These admirers wert

shocked to know that the bald-headed Hertz was serlousU

considered as a successor to Hadley. It was true thai 1 1< ru
has been for many years one of the biggest musical BguMg
in America, and commanded, till reoently. a princell

salary as director at the Metropolitan grand opera house

but Hertz is bald-headed, wears a long beard, and. like thj

girl whose vigorous complaint to her mother is historically

registered, he can't dance.

"But," urged a heated disciple of Hertz, "does this mu-

sical association want to hire a symphony conductor or a

leader of a fox trot?" And so the battle wages, proving

again that there is only discord in modern music.

To those who are on the outside, the association ofi

jection to Hertz and to others of his class that they will

cost too much money, seems somewhat absurd. Most of

the 300 members of the association—the wealthiest fami-

lies in San Francisco—contribute exactly $100 per year

in the way of a guarantee against losses during the sym-

phony season. A hundred dollars in a year to any of

them wouldn't much more than pay a month's gasoline

bill. If they really want a great conductor, and if they

are really in earnest about giving San Francisco what

Colonel Higginson alone in Boston has given to his city

and to his country, in fact, they could dip in $100 more

and provide for the engagement of the best man that

wields a baton, with or without Redding's assistance;

thus might the doughty J. D. disappear to court the muse

and write some more verses for the amusement of scan-

dalously unimpressed critics.
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THE ETIQUETTE OF TRAVELING-THERE AND BACK

BY KEECAN
When you went abroad, or contemplated going, were

you interested in the largest ships afloat? You know, the
ones that the newspapers call "leviathans of the deep."
and those which the steamship companies advertise in

black type and almost write poems about the floating
palates, winding you up in a maze of beautiful language
until you can smell the flowers that grow on the lawn on
the after deck and visualize the smart-looking young fel-

lows dressed in the last dictum of fashionable tennis attire

Hrting with the young ladies, who are the inspiration of

the magazine illustrators and garbed in golfing costume.
You know what I mean. The steamship company does
not say that such is the fact, but their press agent has
been given carte blanche to go as far as he liked. The
genius who wrote the rhapsody that inspired me to "go
abroad" had all the other members of his profession
beaten before they started. He made their paean of joy

and promise sound like a threnody of lost souls when
compared to bis spring song of travel. I am trying to

tell you that when they told him to go as far as he liked,

he had anticipated their desires to such an extent that he
"had went" so far before he bad been given the gun
that he astounded the officials, and his stuff was sent
broadcast before they recovered. As I read his descrip-

tions of peace and quiet upon the bosom of the Atlantic
when traveling in the largest ship afloat, I mentally sur-

veyed a scene of delightful days strolling under sunny
9kies and evenings that would delight the soul of a poet
with the cool salt breezes and moonlight shining in silver

splendor.

I wonder what I have done in my life that merited this

sad disillusionment. I delivered a letter of introduction

to the captain. He was on the top story of this floating

hotel. The place he occupies is called the "bridge." It

looked morn like a platform in the judges' stand at Emery-
ville than like a bridge. He was a most busy person.
II,' kept calling down a long tube to some fellow about
casting off the Grope or Haw-rope sounded like he was
steering an ox team. He took a look at the signature

and beamed. "Glad to have you at my table. Am busy
now; will see you at luncheon in a few moments. Go
below on that side, Watch your step!" The last was
well meant. I have not more than the requisite number
of eyes, and it is impossible to watch a whole flock of

steps when they insist upon playing a game of "hide and
seek" with you as "it" Tin- ship had begun to move
rapidly, and the height of the top story made me dizzy.

.Just as T stepped on the top stair of thn ladder (I have
since learned that it is called a companionway, for what
reason I cannot understand, as there is hardly room for

one person at a time, and absolutely by reason of its

width excludes any one's company or companionship) as

I stepped on the too stair, as I was saying, the whole
bunch slide in out of sight. The ship must have leaned
over backwards, but anywav I kept on going in the direc-

tion of my first impulse. I give the last as a reason for

what follows. 1 slid along the floor—deck. I mean. After

I hit it, of course, over to the side of the Ship. I shall

never forget the sight of that awful chasm that loomed
before me as the ship rolled forward. I had only fallen

possibly three feet, but the shock unnerved me. 1 felt

dizzy. I have never been seasick in my life; in fact. I am
immune. I have sailed on the Pacific out near the Faral-

lones. and have quite a reputation as a yachtsman, so I

am safe in saying that it was not mal de mer that af-

fected me.
However. I felt most peculiarly as I made my way to my

cabin. The steward had my bags and luggage unpacked
and I prepared to go to the dining room. Graneing through
mv guide on the proper mode of dress and found that it

did not disagree with mv own views. Having completed
my toliet. I proceeded to the dining room. They call it

a saloon, but where they get that name is a mystery to

me. There was not "ven a bar towel in evidence, and
free lunch came with your ticket. The captain was late

in arriving. He was an Englishman. I never could abide
an Englishman. I have inherited an antipathy against the

English dating back many centuries. wh°n they assisted

in dethroning the Mnnahans as kings of Ireland. The
ship had now passed well out upon the Atlantic, and the

MONAHAN
"painted ocean" was a picture of a long swell that was so
real that the liquids on the table actually seemed to spill
out of the containers. I was still feeling the effects of
my mishap on deck. The captain wasted no time on in-
troductions. I felt hungry and glanced over the m°nti
The captain ordered some boiled mutton and capers. The
waiter took my order and a lady on my right murmured
something about the atmospher- being close. Just then
the captain's order was brought in. The lady on my right
said to me: "Will you pardon me" (gulp) "I must get"
i gulp, gul|> i "out of here. I can't stand the looks of
boiled mutton. It has the appearance of"—three gulps
in a row and she had me as an echo. I know what she
meant when she said it looked like something. I agreed
absolutely with her. May it here be mentioned, to my
credit, that though my vitals were gripped in an internal
quivering St. Vitus' dance, that what was down stayed
there until I completed my mission of gallantry and left

the lady on the lee rail. I had eaten but little in the
past twenty-four hours, but I will wager that my wake
extended back to the statue of Liberty.

After leaving the fan tail, I managed to get to my cabin.
I crawled upon my hands and knees and flung myself
upon the berth with my head out. I lay in this manner
for hours. The steward came in and offered his assist-
ance, and I was too weak to ask him to shoot me or cut
my throat. A storm came up, and I rejoiced. The ship
would sink. I would die. Anything was preferable to
that continuously rocking motion. Many thoughts passed
through my mind. I wondered if the boys on Powell street
would regret my passing. When 1 was in a state of
coma, the steward succeeded in disrobing me. I do not
remember anything until some one announced that the
trip was about over and I could get off the ship and take
a lighter and go direct to London by train instead of

sailing on to Queenstown. I gasped out that I would only
ask that some one help me to the rail and I would jump
off. I was carried over the side by two deck hands anil

deposited safely on a big lighter, and within an hour I

was in London. It took me two days to look human. In

the meantime I made up my mind that I would return to

America via the northwest passage It evolved a less
amount of water traveling. In another two days I re-

cuperated to such an extent that I forthwith crossed over
the Channel, and by night I was in th Q place that made
the ticket clerk wink when he sold me my ticket. Unfor-
tunately, it was the off season. Everybodv was in Monte
Carlo. That is. everybody to whom I had been referred,

and, being of a social nature and not prone to chumming
around with chance acquaintances, particularly when I

was unable to understand a word that was spoken to me.
I decided to follow, but prudently got out a map and took
a route that had no water to cross. I went directly to

the hotel that had been recommended to me, and after

registering I found that several of the people that 1 was in

search of wer" guests. I purposely leave out the name of

the hotel and the names of the people that I met there.

for reasons that will follow. In brief, an explanation is

that they were not fellows that I had known very long.

In fact, they were visitors in my home town. One of

them was the descendant of a former royal house in one
of the big countries of Europe. The others made good
tablemates on several occasions.

I sent up mv card. Immediately I was amongst those
present. As I said before, I had recovered my mal
de m D r, and was in prime condition. A late luncheon was
served, and many, many healths were drunk to my suc-

cess in escaping death and to my fu'ure health. 1 recol-

lect but faintly the trip to the Casino. However, the

brilliantly lighted roul°tte room is impinged upon mv
memory in ineffaceable impression. 1 played in the luck

that always accompanies those lacking in good sense and
those whose mental faculties are blurred. I could not

lose. My fri°nds were jubilant. When the afternoon ses-

sion closed I was w-inner by a prodigious amount. The
celebration that followed made the late luncheon look

like a bonfire compared to the Great San Francisco Fire.

Need I say that I returned to break the bank and attain

the fame that others have had in the attainment of this

rare feat. When they closed for the night I had lost.
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Not only had the winning slipped from me, but all my
travelers' checks I had with me, all the conglomerate
denominations of moneys that collect in the pockets of

travelers, every bit of negotiable metal had been stripped

from my purse. I had, as fortune turned from me, trusted

to 'the only system that ever was invented to break the
bank, one that a member of my party had spent a life-

time perfecting, and was waiting but for this opportunity
to demonstrate its efficiency. When I got to my hotel I

retired. The exertions of the day had sapped my strength.

I woke the next morning with a head that would do jus-

tice to all the aftermaths of a katzenjammer since Omar
the original wine guzzler. I rang for a pitcher of ice

water. I waited an interminable time, and finally the
cheerful clinking announced its arrival. I drank greedily
while the waiter stood waiting for his acknowledgment
of service. My trousers were in disarray upon a chair,

and I reached over to get a coin from the pocket. There
was not a sou. I looked in my vest. I looked in every
pocket, even to my pajamas. Not a red cent. Not even
a British farthing. I did not like to trust the waiter with
a large bill, but necessity and gratification for the ice

water prompted that I reward him. In my pocket there
was a vacuum that was like unto my stomach on the
third day out of New York. I told him that I would see
him later. I did not expect to see him as soon as I did.

He returned with the manager. The waiter said some-
thing in French and the manager looked at me as though
he expected me to deny it. As I did not speak, he pre-
sented me with my bill for room rent for two days and
the score for the two blowouts that I had attended. I was
evidently the unconscious host of my acquaintances. I

explained that I had had some ill luck at the Casino and
would pay in a few days. After a heated discussion in
French, the manager turned to me again and made me
understand that in a few days I might be dead, besides
many had told him that before and few had ever paid him.
I was in no condition to argue with him, so I gave him
a check on the Hibernia Bank. He left with many
apologies to me and with evident minute instructions to
the waiter that I receive all the things I wanted with
the utmost dispatch. I bathed and dressed with the least
bending over possible. I had no more than completed my
attire when there was a commotion at my door. There
stood a "cop," and with him must have been a general In
the army. He was covered from head to heels in gold
lace and brass buttons. I was informed that my check
was not good: I attempted to refute this, but before I

could say anything I was escorted out into a waiting auto-
mobile Maria. I was given a long ride and finally stopped
at a building that looked like a palace. I found it was
the jail. The keeper placed me in a cell and left me to
my own unpleasant thoughts. Those who know me will
wonder why the reserves were not called out to quell me.
I have never submitted to arrest peaceably before. In
extenuation I will state that the aftermath of the two
busts and the strenuousness of my passage over had
weakened me to such an extent that I was not myself. In
fact, I did not realize the gravity of the occasion. I

thought that just as soon as my presence was missed
that my good friends of the night before would look me
up and my troubles would be over. I waited in patience.
No one seemed to miss me. I tried to make the spigotty
policeman understand that I wished to write a note to
my hotel. He extended his hand and made a motion like
Macklyn Arbuckle does when he rolls a cigarette with one
hand. I understood him and searched my empty pockets
again. The result was the same. Finally I became hun-
gry. I tried to make the cop understand, but his intellect
revolved about the perfection of making that cigarette
with one hand, and I could not see his ante. I did not
have a piece of jewelry on my person, but had several
scarf pins on the dresser in my room at the hotel. I told
the keeper in broken English that I would give him his
choice of any one of them if he would take a note for
me. He informed me that they were already requisitioned
by the hotel keeper for my board, and that they were
not sufficient to meet even that. I was in desperate
straits. The door opened and several of the acquaintances
and members of my booze party came in, escorted by the
general who was round-shouldered with carrying the
weight of gold lace. I hailed them with delight, ex-
plained that I did not realize that the Hibernia Bank was
so far away, and besides the haze of the morning after
had obscured my thoughts. They looked at me as though

I had never existed. They denied that they had even
known me and had accepted my invitation upon the strict
understanding that they were exempt from all responsi-
bilities of payment or damages. I was about broken-
hearted. I tried to soften their hearts with my tale of
woe. I tried to arouse their cupidity by promising mon-
strous usury for the price of a cablegram to John Tait.
Nothing would melt their hearts or elicit one cent from
their pockets. They left, and I gnawed my nails in agony
of loneliness and the effects of the morning after. The
place was extremely hot, the ventilation was a minus
quantity. I took off my collar and waited until starvation
would end my sufferings. As I opened my shirt, my dia-

mond stud dropped on the stone floor. Never was any-
thing so welcome. I called the keeper. He came run-
ning, thinking that I had thrown a fit. He had a fire

hose in one hand and a shovel in the other. Alter I had
succeeded in quieting him so that he could understaw
what I wanted and he had made sure that his one-handei
cigarette making would bear a reward, I handed him th
stone. He bit it and tried its luster. Then he left and
returned with a cablegram blank and a document written
in spigotty that I learned since was a bill of sale of my
ice. I signed it. I would have signed anything at that
moment. After that I got a pitcher of ice water and some
fruit. The time dragged. I had no watch. I could not
tell whether the spiggoty had taken a run-out on me.
The shadows got long and I was about to resign myself
to a life in prison when the general appeared with the
town mayor and all the supervisors. They were a guard
of honor escorting the answer to my S. O. S. cablegram,
Never as long as I live will I experience that intense

feeling of relief as I gazed at it. 'Twas a money order
on the largest bank in the city, and its legend was it was
worth five thousand to me. I danced around the cell like

one demented. After the effervescence had bubbled out, I

demanded to he released and flounted my bit of paper as

my "open sesame." I was not to lose my general In

gold lace, as he escorted me to the bank. I found quite

a procession, the general, his lieutenants, sergeants, cor-

porals, and as many privates who were off duty, augmented
by the hotelkeeper and his waiter. When I presented the
money order to be cashed, it being a draft and identifica-

tion ixing fully established, the hotelkeeper put in his

bill, my fine for causing the general undue anxiety, a bill

of expense including the time spent in watching me by
the whole garrison was deducted. Then I had to pay for

numerous other things that did not seem of importance.
I had five thousand and did not need to be particular.

Imagine my horror when I got my change! I had barely

enough to get back home. The draft was for five thousand
francs—only one thousand good American dollars. My
heart sank. I resolved on the spot to return home. Even
the thought of my terrible sea sickness failed to deter me.

I was afraid of being stranded, and the thought of another
Incarceration for debt made my hair turn gray. I went
directly to Marseilles and engaged passage home and
sailed the next morning, hastening my departure for fear

that some incident might induce me to linger. Marvel of

all marvels! I was not sick a day. The trip was fast

and I boarded a train as soon as I touched shore. A
brief interim that actually seemed an eternity, and I be-

held the lights on the Ferry building.

My advice to travelers is. Expect nothing but experi-

ence—prepare only for that—what you expect you won't

get—what you don't expect, you'll get, and get it hard.
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CALSO WATER
ALWAYS HAVE IT IN

YOUR HOME

ASK FOR IT ANYWHERE
AN IMMEDIATE RELIEF FOR

INDIGESTION
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TAKE IT CALMLY.

Take it calmly, my friend, take it calmly.
Do you know that every time you get worked up, excited,

flustrated, "mad*' or angry, you not only use up a certain

amount of reserve strength which might be made to serve
a much better purpose, but that your mental explosion
is apt to generate real poison in your physical workings?
Do you know that excitement, anger and hate are really

worse for the stomach than lobster salad and mince pie
combined? Ask any good doctor.

Calmness is not only a great producer of pleasure and
profit, but one of the finest preventives of many bodily
pains and ailments.
Calm persons do not often suffer from headache. As a

rule, they enjoy good digestion. In most instances they
sleep well and have good appetites.

Calm persons usually get what they go after, or come
as near to getting it as their measure of ability will ad-

mit, for calmness is the most compelling part of person-
ality. And personality has a 60 horsepower pull in human
dealings.

In this age of nerves, calmness is more needed than
ever before.
Calm down, my friend, calm down!
To begin with, nothing is ever quite so bad as it might

have been, or as it seemed at first sight or on lirst

thought. You can prove this for yourself by looking your
own past squarely in the face and honestly analyzing its

dir"ct and most dreaded happenings.
The men and women who make good are the men and

women who have learned to be calm. They weren't born
that way any more than you, perhaps. They have learned
the lesson of calmness just as well as we all learn to figure

and to read. And having learned it. they are making
use of it.

Keep calm!
There may be better mottoes, but I haven't happened

to meet them.
Keep your temper low and your hopes high, and see

if the combination doesn't pay.—Fraternal Union.

THE ROTHSCHILD AND ROCKEFELLER FORTUNES.

That there are no estates in England of the value of
the largest estates in the United States, is demonstrated
by the provisional estimate, $62,500,000, sworn to in Lon-
don as the value of the estate of the late Baron Rothschild.

This was the fourth largest estate in England, exceeded
only by the estates of the Duke of Westminster, Sir Ernest
C'assel and Lord Ivor. But the real estate income of the
Duke of Westminster is less than the securities income of
Sir Ernest Cassel. and also less than the income of Lord
Ivor from the Guinness Brewery.
When Barney Barnato, the South African gold and dia-

mond king, had speculative securities valued at about
$400,000,000, there was only one comparison that could be
made. He was declared to be richer than the London
Rothschilds.
While Baron Nathan Mayer Rothschild was probably the

richest Rothschild, the wealth of the family, including the
continental branches, probably passes the billion dollar
mark.

Neverthless, it is surprising to find that the estate of
the richest Rothschild is less than the real estate inherit-

ance of Vincent Astor; far below the wealth of Andrew
Carnegie; only a fraction of the wealth of John D. Rocke-
feller, and less than several estates in America that could
be named, all of which, save the Astor estate, was accu-
mulated in the lifetime of the present owner.—Wall Street
Journal.

INDOOR YACHT CLUB
=DUES=
For Half Year Commencing June I

NOW DELINQUENT
Members Unpaid July 18 Will be <Posied

EL SIDELO CIGARS
Will Suit, Your Taste

SPRING-1915
Our Spring Arrivals in Suits and Overcoats

are WortH Your Attention

$20.00
TKe Glen UrquKart Plaid

Market Street F>T7T) 1^ T7T> >C 700° Square

;
Jeet of

ClothingEast of Powell BERGER'S
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It begins to look as though the kings are determined to

fight it out on this line if it takes every beloved subject In

their respective domains.—Washington Post.

The war has cost Norway $7,500,000 in the shape of ships

torpedoed by German submarines. That is a pretty big

bill of costs for a neutral.

The most important social event of June, thus far, is the

purchase of a certain brand of automobile by Jess YVillard,

the foremost fisticuffer of the world. By some mistake

the great social event was chronicled in the automobile
section of the Sunday papers.

28.Last day to register for primary election, August
Primary September 28.

Nomination petitions must be filed on or before August
28, and signatures obtained between August 9 and 28.

From Washington comes the astonishing statement that

some dispensers of political "dope" assert that Mr. Bryan
was "double-crossed out of the Cabinet"; that he was
shown one note to Germany "so strong that he would be

certain to quit rather than sign it," and that then, with

his resignation accepted, the note was toned down. And
the Hearst paper tells its readers that Mr. Bryan was
forced out of the Cabinet hy a "clever trick" on the part

of the President.
The persons responsible for such statements were prob-

ably so intent upon discrediting Mr. Bryan that they did

not see the extent to which they reflected upon President

Wilson. The President is not a man given to indirect-

ness or deception. He is not lacking in moral courage,

and he is not a trickster. Besides, that queer yarn is a
reflection upon the candor and honor of the gentlemen
who remain in the Cabinet, as well as upon the President.

—

The Star.

PRE-FOURTH OF JULY FIREWORKS AT THE SER-
VICE BUILDING.

In the midst of the publicity campaign conducted by
Hollis E. Cooley, Chief of Special Events at the Expo-
sition, to bring a great crowd to the grounds and swell
the gate receipts, came a delegation of three. Cooley was
in over his head lining up the printers and newspapers
and notifying all the postmasters in the state that the Hon.
William Jennings Bryan would conduct the services, or
rather preside as the orator of the day. Stenographers
and copy boys were making the top floor of the service
building look like the Indianapolis speedway, when the
spokesman of the delegation sent in his card. "See w*hat
he wants. If he is looking for an opportunity to fly with
"Art" Smith, tell him he has as much chance as he would
have trying to walk off with the Tower of Jewels. If he
has a toy battleship that he wants to blow up, tell him
to do it, and write us a letter. Say anything except that
I will see him today."
This was delivered as nearly verbatim as secretaries

do, and the result was that the spokesman was not to be
denied the right of speech.- "Show him in. I am busy.

but what does he care," said Cooley as he answered two
phone calls at once. When he turned to greet his un-
welcome caller the following conversation took place:
"Mr. Cooley. I am Mr. Whosit, Chairman of the Oakland
Fourth of July Celebration, and I am delegated by my
committee to inquire upon what consideration will "Art"
Smith fly from the Exposition Grounds over to Oakland
and participate in our celebration?" Hollis Cooley swung
around in his chair. His hair rose on end, and, looking
at Whosit as though he had demanded a season pass to
the Exposition. "My dear sir, the first consideration will

be one million dollars that your city 'welched' out of pay-
ing to the Exposition, and after you have collected thai

and I am certain that the acid test has been given it. and
I will tell you that it would cost you one more million

dollars. I say that because I would not. under any con-
sideration, allow Smith to fly over or anywhere near your
'City Oakland!' What kind of people do you have over
there, anyway? Aren't you Californians? Don't you know
that the Exposition is preparing the greatest Independence
Day celebration held since '76? What do you mean by
attempting to run a dinky opposition, when you know
that the Exposition needs your support and patronage?
Aren't you satisfied with 'welching' on the million without
trying to keep money out of the gate? Wait a minute. I

have the floor. You are going to deny that you ever

heard of that million. If you haven't, you don't read the

papers. Watt a minute; I still have the floor. The next

thing you are going to say is that you never heard of

Oakland until a few days ago. Before you get through
with Oakland you will be denying that you ever said your

name was Whosit. That's a habit the Oakland people

get into—denying. If I had it in my power I would escort

you down to the gate and get fifty cents that you de-

posited to get in here. I am sorry that I have no more
time to devote to you. Good day. That door leads out

of the build ing."

There Is a wonderful lot of truth in the assertion that

different organizations and municipalities are not helping
the Exposition by curtailing their own celebrations in

favor of the Exposition. Now that the Fourth of July

celebration was a record one, and the attendance was
second only to the opening day, despite the fact that many
unthinking organizations and municipalities staged counter
attractions, let us hope that they will see the error and all

get together and make the Exposition the playground fur

the whole state and not one part of it.

The French are still proving their right to be considered
a practical and sensible people. Young ladies from the

United States, inexperienced in nursing, are returning

home because they were asked to wash floors Instead of

wounded heroes.

THE PHOENIX SAYS:

The American people are the worst afflicted in the world
with that species of human puce known as the "busybody."
There are several vicious kinds of him, but the Journalistic

species alone is sufficient to keep us in a permanent^
miserable and unhappy condition.

If beer makes such valor and stamina as the Germans
have steadily shown since beginning the war, then the

English will be wise to go slow with their project for

prohibition.

Work is the best medicine for many bodily ills and for

nearly all mental troubles.

I have known many men, and many more have heard

my name, but the friends of my heart—ah, how easy it Is

to number them!

Hell continues to be the most logical part of the re-

ligious program. Also the most profitable, as the Rev.

Billy Sunday could tell you.

It is sad to have come to fifty years, and about the only

consolation is that one can no longer be so many kinds of

a damphool.

PAUL MASSON
CRESTA BLANCA - PICNIC SUN., JULY 18 -- I. Y. C.
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RANDOM THOUGHTS
Will the Mayor Say No?

Only one short month ago and all was quiet and serene,

but 'twas the quiet that precedes the storm. Now there's

a hell of a hullabaloo in the political war zone, and the

bulletins that issue forth would do credit to the censored
reports of the combined allied and Germanic forces, if

they can be combined. Candidates are as numerous as

fleas on an Eastern visitor, and Finnigan's epigrammatic
ability

—
"in agin—on agin—away agin,'' would be lost in

the hopeless task of portraying the situation. Will Kolph
run? Won't some one please tell us; will Rolph run?

We've asked every one from the "man who winds the

Ferry clock" to the man who minds the Twin Peaks reser-

voir. We've had the low down and the higher up, and
after we summarized the results of our inquiries, we were
just where we started. We even asked Rolph himself!

He smilingly replied: "Isn't it wonderful that we've really

succeeded in bringing the Liberty Bell here?" And we
said: "G. T. H."— "I thank you," and were on the pave-

ment before we knew it. Would you have us venture a
guess? Well, it's dangerous, and our prophetic bump may
lie questioned and even ridiculed, and, perhaps, abused,
but we don't believe that Rolph knows himself; and the
chances, therefore, are that James Rolph, Jr., will not be
a candidate for re-election. He who hesitates in such
cases as this, quite frequently resolves the doubt in the
negative. Certainly every effort has been made to per-

suade him to be a candidate. The expected delegation
of representative business men, beaded by Doctor Gian-
nini, made their expected call and urged him to again be-

come a candidate. The office holders and the pork barrel
patrons have been at his heels. The purely philanthropic.
unselfish patriot has been heard, and still Rolph main-
tains his Sphinx-like silence. And the reason seems plain.

rnquestionably the Mayor would like to succeed himself.
There is the pride of office, the pride of vindication, and
the pride of succession, to which he, even as, or more
than most men. is susceptible. But b"fore all this come
the ties of family and the call of business. Much as Rolph
might care to succeed himself, he must feel the duty lie

owes to his family, and the equally pressing necessity of
caring for his business. Both he has been compelled to
neglect; both are entitled to and need his care, and it is

this thought that, in our timorous, humble, hesitating
Judgment, will be the determining influence in the last

analysis and the answer will be "No!"

Wee Willie Polk and His Wise Men.
Meanwhile rest assured that there will be no dearth of

probabilities or possibilities, as the cubs call them. The
Labor forces are divided between Gallagher, McCarthy
and Schmitz. and either of the former two has a chance
for the endorsement. Gallagher threatens to run with
or without, so the decision of the secret ballot of Saturday
night will not alter the situation to any great extent.
Mulcreavy's name has been suggested, but, in our judg-

ment, and without deprecating his chances, he has too
much good sense to forego a certainty for a possibility.

But where is the Moses to lead the forces of the Repub-
licans and the Democrats? What will the old-liners do and
whose emblem will they hoist to the mast? Under which
flag? It's going to be a tough task, but perhaps the Polk
convention can solve the difficulty. Whether or no, Willis

has not left the situation without its humor. Little did
we think that the pretty, pink-cheeked scion of the Polks
sighed for honors such as this—little did we dream that
beneath the plaited shirt lurked this ambition. 'Aut.

Caesar. Aut Nullus—either Caesar or nothing. And Willis,

which is a contraction of Willie—Wee Willie Polk—has
sent his invitations to his doctor, his lawyer, his butcher,

his baker and the twenty or thirty others to whom he
owes money, and they are to select a candidate for Mayor.
And when they find him and finance him and elect him

—

all of which is exceedingly easy—he's going to be a regu-

lar humdinger, and this will be a regular town once more.
Then, too, there's the Taxpayers' League from which we
may expect to hear. Rumor tells ns that they intend to

put forth a candidate who will be for the taxpayer as
against the taxeater, tho' where they hope to find one is

beyond us. So, fearfully, yet expectantly, we wonder
and wait, and sometimes we sigh and sometimes we smile,

but we'll be mighty glad when it's all over and we know
the worst.

The Supervisorial Incubator.

The other night we were entertaining a visitor from
Mexico. The Grand Jury was mentioned and he wanted
to know what that august body was. Some wag at the

table, and we're not going to tell his name, replied: "It's

an incubator for Supervisors!" That pretty nearly hit the

nail on the head! Out of the present membership of the
Grand Jury, at least a majority are supervisorial candi-

dates, and their service as jurors is about their only
claim to recognition. The Grand Jury is about as useless
as a horse to a flying machine. It is a relic of antiquity
that should have been relegated to obscurity long ago,
It is passe. Judge Sturtevant had the right idea when
he refused to appoint a new jury, and when in dismissing
the old he observed that they had become nothing but a
crowd of peeping, inquisitive Toms and a collection of
garrulous old parrots, who did absolutely nothing but
talk—talk—talk. The present "Grand Jury" is no worse
or no better than its predecessors. It starts, then hesi-
tates, finally stops and then starts all over again. For
muckraking or indicting a few friendless and unknown
culprits, it may be all right, but for any useful function,
it's a dead limb. This is mildly suggested, in passing, to
the Presiding Judge of the future. But as a breeding
spot for Supervisors, the Grand Jury as the McLaren-
McRorri" Conservatory beaten. However, it is only main-
taining the average, for out of every eighteen men it would
seem that at least nine are to be supervisorial candidates
at the September primary. Why talk of war babies when
we have our own political foundlings in such abundance?
And what she we do with them? Fortunately there are
only nine to be chosen, but eighteen may qualify, and
there will be probably a hundred or more candidates.

"There is no flock, however, watched and tended,
But the microbe's entered there.
There is no fireside howsoe'er defended.
But a candidate lurks there."

Which persuades us that we have to do a great deal of
lying between now and November or else leave town. And
Sherman said War was Hell!

And What Will Poor Freddy Do Then?
Still, while on the subject, we cannot help thinking of

poor Fred Eggers. If Fred l°ts many more of the boys
escape, and the average is increasing, there won't be any-
one left to vote for 'him. Just who is advising Eggers is

hard to discover, as it is also hard to understand why a
man wishes to take part in his own obsequies. Eggers
is a candidate to succeed himself. There should be sym-
pathy rather than censure for such and candidly we pity
Eggers. He went into office absolutely unfitted In every
particular for the position. He has blundered and blund-
ered—and one scandal has followed the other in bewild-
ering succession. He repudiated his true friends for false.

He forsook his wife, tho' better men have done the same.
He has made a jail a joke and in face of all this he has
the temerity to aspire for re-election. Where can he
possibly hope for support? Not from labor, for Finn is

Labor's choice. Not from the Republicans, for the very
men who made his fight here four years ago are now with
Finn and surely he must know this? Not from the Demo-
crats certainly? Can it be that Eggers hopes to win,
without endorsement of any kind, on his record? If that
be the hope, then Heaven pity him! His record would
surely wreck any man. Somewhere in the Good Book it

says: "It is easier for a camel to pass through the eye
of a needle," and that is just about the chance that we
give Eggers. And what will poor Freddy do then?

A Hero for a Day.
That public life has but few compensating emoluments

and that "hero for a day" best phrases the average life of

the public official, is shown in the reception tendered
William Jennings Bryan upon his arrival in San Francisco.
"But yesterday the word of Caesar might have stood before
the world. Now none so poor to do him reverence."
Scarcely three years ago the great Commoner come to

California to campaign for Wilson. Special trains awaited
his pleasure. Delegations met him at the state line and
delegation joined delegation and accompanied him to this

city. It was one continued ovation until his departure.

Bryan became Secretary of State. He did not agree with
the President in the adjudication of our all too delicate

diplomatic relations with Germany, as was his right, and
he did the manly thing, resigned. He came again to Call-
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fornia as the guest of the Exposition to deliver the oration

on the Fourth o£ July. He came as a plain citizen and
was received as the plainest. Only the newspaper men
greeted him until he was met at the ferry by a few subor-

dinate Exposition underlings, headed by Charles Vogel-

sang'. The Mayor of Skeedunk would have received more
consideration. And the answer? They feared that the

President might mistake any receptino to Bryan as a repu-

diation of his policy and would be offended thereby. "Oh!

Woodrow Wilson! What crimes are committed in thy

name!" We do not agree with Bryan in many, many
things and he has been derided, lampooned and ridiculed

as few public men. Yet, despite his grape juice tendencies

and notwithstanding the "good ship Piffle" and disagree-

ing, as we must, with his attitude in the present crisis,

nevertheless the man who wrote "Thou shalt not press

this crown of thorns upon the brow of labor. Thou shalt

not crucify mankind upon a cross of gold," is still a great

American. For shame that California, for shame Chat San
Francisco, for shame that the Democracy, should so soon

forget

!

A New Function for Firemen.

A week or so ago an enterprising film company arranged

to have a moving picture taken in front of Pantages on

Market street. It was interesting and decidedly humor-
ous and, of course, the crowd gathered and gaped and
quite unconsciously contributed their part to the picture.

Suddenly the familiar "Clang! Clang!" of the Fire De-

partment was heard, and up and down Market street,

the apparatus came rushing to the box. Had there been
a fire it would have been sufficiently serious but the alarm
was turned in simply to help out the picture. It was pre-

arranged. That no one was injured was, of course, mirac-

ulous, but that any sane man would permit the use of the

Fire Department under such circumstances and such at-

tendant danger, is almost beyond belief. The film will

probably be a success and worth considerable money. It

would, perhaps, have been more successful—at least more
realistic—had several women and children been killed,

maimed or injured, because the Health, Police and Morgue
ambulances could then have been brought into play. How-
ever, it occurs to us that the President of the Board of

Fire Commissioners is a member of the Board of Under-
writers and that firemen are paid to put out fires, not to

be movie stars. And it also occurs to us that it's nearly

time to register a mild kick. We have watched the fire

boats aimlessly roving about the bay on joy rides. We

STRAWS,
BANGKOK and
PANAMA HATS
IN EXCLUSIVE SHAPES
and ATTRACTIVE PRICES

TOM DILLON
Milliner for Men

720 MARKET ST.

have seen the firemen turned out in public parades,
though necessarily this is withdrawing protection from
some part of town. But the climax is reached when the
Department is turned into a one reel film for the benefit
of Pantages or anyone else.

To Him That Hath, Much Shall Be Given.

Every month we have to say something about the Super-
visors. It's too bad that we cannot say it daily because
then it might be of some effect. At present, alter having
handed over to the Spring Valley about a half a million
annually in rates, and relinquishing thereby all hope of
some two millions of impounded money, they are engaged
in the pleasant pastime of giving away all of the city's

streets, now under condemnation by the State of Califor-

nia, in what is known as the Islais Basin. In other words,
we have had taking Boards in the past, but this is a giving
Board. Blessed is he who gives! It seems that the peo-
ple of the State voted one million dollars to acquire cer-

tain lands and streets along the water front about where
Kentucky street joins Railroad avenue. The members of

the Mission Promotion Association were most active in

the fight for the bonds, and some of the more prominent,
are said to have large holdings in the immediate neigh-
borhood, which is neither here nor there. Anyway, the
million was voted and for many years the land has been
held under condemnation. The private owners naturally
objected and demanded either a payment for their lands
or the opportunity, by a dismissal of the condemnation
suits, to develop their holdings. Then Dan Ryan, who
once aspired to the Mayorship but now contents himself
with the humbler, though, perhaps, equally lucrative attor-

neyship for the Harbor Commission, came to the Super-
visors and modestly requested the city to forego compen-
sation for its street holdings, which, by the way, amount
to approximately two-fifths of the land to be acquired. In
other words, if the original value of one million was cor-

rect, to forego about four hundred thousand dollars. And
the saddest part of it all is, that it looks as though our
generous giving Board is going to do it! All of which was
told to us by the man who writes "The Knave," but he
was afraid to say it and we are not. After the present
board leaves office there won't be much left to give, but

if they'll only leave the City Hall, well join with K.C.B.
and say "We thank you, too!"

T , u i Sutter 4030
Telephone.

, DouBla, 5(lSj
Formerly

228 SUTTER STREET

GOBEY'S GRILL
140 UNION SQUARE AVE.

Bet. Grant Ave. and Stockton Sta., San Francisco, Cal.

EHRMAN BROS.
"EL ROI-TAN

PE RFECT
CIGARS

Phone KEARNY 2176

O'BRIEN BROS. Inc.

-Architects and Engineers

Announce the Removal of iheir Offices to

24-0 Montgomery St. SAN FRANCISCO
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WHY THIS BITTER ATTACK?

By Harold H. Hoeber.
In the issue of July Tth of the Examiner appeared a two-

column editorial heaping abuse and indulging in insinua-

tion with the intent to detract from and defame the char-
acter of one of the Judges of the Superior Court. The
occasion for this venting of evil-smelling spleen was the
granting of an injunction to the United Railroads against
the line owned and operated by the city. Preponderance
of judicial evidence and precedent was in favor of the
plaintiff, and this was cited in full in the news section of

the Examiner of the same issue. Yet wilfc this at hand.
how can any one with the minutest sense of proportion

or perspective of justice impute that the jurist who de-

cides upon such authority or his understanding of the
law was swayed to favor one side? Why was that edi-

torial written at the time of the publishing a news item of

this character? Does it not appear that the judge was a

marked man in the eyes of the Examiner? Will inuendo,

like reference to past decisions adverse to the city, or to

legal service rendered by the judge as an attorney, detract
from the truth or points of law incorporated in th" de-

cision? Is the city always in the right, regardless of its

contention? Has the Examiner, amongst its many other
phenomena, discovered the one thing human that is infal-

lible? Does the Examiner profess a belief that the law
should be exacting with a private corporation and lax or

lenient with a municipality? Dots ownership demand
various interpretations of the law as the ownership varies"

This is not a brief for Judge Sturfvant. His character

as man and his reputation as a jurist does not need de-

fense. He has been in public life too long to have weak-
nesses or foibles left undiscovered. His election was but

recently held and re-established him on the bench in his

position. The Examiner at that time did not attempt to

warn the dear public that a man such as they pictured

in their editorial was about to foist himself again as a

candidate for re-election. The attack upon him now is

like the mud-slinging tactics of a paper that delights in

aggravating incidents to develop or intensify a certain

class of news interest. It Is not fair play or a square
deal. The majority of unthinking will not go far enough
into the subject and will be governed by the concerted

and planned uproar of the few with an ax to grind.

Shall an American newspaper allow its editorial writers

to expel the bitterness engendered by dispepsia or an
inborn sourness of nature or to instigate such by instruc-

tions from the upper office damn a man in the eyes of the

community by molding public opinion without giving due
thought and allowing time to prove his action right or

wrong?
That is un-American and savors of cowardliness and

is on the level of the actions of a skulking enemy who
stabs in the back.

The kindest words
This is no salve)

Are just these four
"What will you havt

OLD KIRK
WHISKEY

ED. M. LIND, General Manager

A. P. Hotaling & Co.
Established 1852

ELBERT HUBBARD.

By .Michael Monahan, in The Phoenix.

i trned, ami saw under the sun that the rai is nol to
the swift nor the battle to the strong • • • but time
and chance nappeneth unto an.

This text, from the Preacher, was often on the lips of
Elbert Hubbard in the days of our intimacy, the beginning
of which was twenty years ago. It supplied the title for
his novelized life of John Brown of Ossawatomie (perhaps
his most ambitious attempt at book-writing). He recurred
to it again and again in his essays, as it it were the ground-
note of his thought. Beyond question, it haunted him like

a threat of Destiny, for having come a little late to his
chosen work, no man was ever more wrought upon by a
fury to achieve—to accomplish—to do his stint at what-
ever cost, and pass on!

Like a finger pointed with flame, it rose before my
mind with the first rumor of his terrible fate. There. I said,
is the burden of all the years » * « the unseen menace
that so often oppressed his spirit. And the Preacher's
words knelled in my ear with a crushing weight of irony.
For here, indeed, was a case, if ever there were one. in

which the race was not to the swift, nor the battle to the
strong.

Elbert Hubbard was a fatalist I saw this from an early
moment of our acquaintance, .Many took this trait for a
pose; some deduced from it a i or heartlessness,
which thev freely thrust upon him. Both were wrong.
His fatalism was deeply rooted in his nature, and it Im-
parted a certain melancholy Hamlet-like charm to his
personality (I speak d him as I Hist knew him). His gait
was that of a man who would be wise and cautious in all

ways, but who knew that the ordering of ultimate destinies
is not within any man's power. He carried himself bravely
and jauntily, yet with circumspection; and often he
seemed to pause and list"n for a word of the Fates. I

could not imagine him playing the coward to Destiny.
Short as was the grace allowed him. I believe he stood up
like a brave man in the last awful moment, and that no
man on the Lnsitatiia met his death with a stronger soul
Hut he died not alone. The woman who had been tie

great love of his life—and for whom in the eyes of the
world he had made shipwreck of his life—shar°d his death.
Hand in hand they went together Into the Silence, called
home by the Searcher of Hearts, to whom alone is judg-
ment. I must think it was a lovely and enviable consum-
mation for these two, with just the touch of tragedy needed
to make their story Immortal; she. I am sure, would not
have avoided such a death t'> live a queen'

But swift upon this thought, with its gracious and heal-

ing Implications, comes regret at the striking down of the
strong worker, the paralysis of that hive of industry of

which lie was the busy directing brain, the dismay of a

community which loses in him its bond of union and sup-

port, the grief of the many throughout the country who
admired his ready - and versatile talent. And once more we
realiz that the empty space where but just now stood a

strong man is the most woeful thing in nature. * * '

A correspondent of the Xew York "Sun" quotes a re-

markable tribute of a negro preacher to a white preacher
who had consented to occupy the black brother's pulpit

one Sunday. He said: "Dis noted divine is one of de
greatest men of de age. He knows de unknown, he kin
do the undoable, an' he kin onscrew the onscrutabl •"

MEMBERS--Your Vacation Will Be
a Great Deal Happier

If you know your valuables— including those papers

—

are in a sale place. This protection is yours for $4 a

year, the cost of a safe deposit box in the Crocker

vaults. " Belter be safe than sorry."

Crocher Safe Deposit Vaults
CROCttER BUILDING Post and Market Sts.

Under Management John F. Cunningham.
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TALLAC TRIP
Thursday, August 12th

Auto parade leaves club rooms 8 P. M. Hand baggage must be at club office not

later than 7 P. M.

Excursionists leave Ferry Depot on 9 P. M. boat—special train de luxe leaving Oak-

land pier 9:30 and Sixteenth Street, Oakland, 9:35.

Friday, August 13th
Breakfast 8 A. M. in S. P. dining room, Truckee. 9 A. M. leave Truckee for

Tahoe, arriving Tallac in time for luncheon.

Friday afternoon -Swimming, boating, fishing, auto and horseback outings.

Evening—Dance in Casino.

Saturday, August l^tli
Picnic and barbecue to Glen Alpine; games and mountain climbing contest

to Mt. Tallac. Closing day, races at Reno.

Evening'—Banquet, ball and vaudeville show at Casino.

Sunday, August l^Jtli
Games, tug-o-war; races and baseball game, I. Y. C. vs. Tallac.

Evening'— Farewell concert and vaudeville performance on pier 8:30 to 9,

leaving on special steamer at 9 P. M., arriving in San Francisco Monday,

August 16th, 8 A. M.

TICKETS COVERING ENTIRE EXPENSE
Hotel, sleepers, meals, refreshments, etc. $26.00

Register NOW
Accomodations limited— First come-first served

No Reservations ^Tth
Made After Aug'. £ ^=.

Baggage checked at club rooms up to 7 P. M, August 1 2th.

TICKETS READY JULY 21st, AND MUST BE TAKEN UP BEFORE AUGUST 7th.
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Indoor Yacht Club
Club Rooms and Office. 4 Eddy Street. Telephone (Private

Exchange connecting all departments). Sutter 5386.

Board of Pilot*.

Frank J Hennessy, Commodore M. W. Altmayer, Steward
William H, McCarthy, K.-eper-of-the-L*og.

Thomas S. Mulvey Joseph A Wat Is

James W Coffroth James Woods
Samuel Berger John Tut
Joseph H Hutchinson Wm. Chappell

Harry F. Sullivan. Assistant Secretary.

Mm ml i n u ' "in ml( (< •«

Houfie: M W. Altmayer, Jno. F. Cunningham. T. S. Mulvey.
Jno J Glynn.

Ofnces: H. Keegan Monahan M. W, Altmayer, J. A. Watts.
Ainiiiiiii;: J. H. Lewis, M. w Altmayer
EDirriMinmcnt : Sam Berger, Wm H. McCarthy, H I. Staf-

fs I (rank P. Shanley.
Finance: John T;ut. J W Coffroth, James Woods. H. H.

Hart, Wm H McC irthy.
Athletic: P. M, Wand. J. S. Lewis. J E. 1'erham.
I. V ('. Rand: Major Eugene M I^evy. Manager.

Club House membership. $6.00 per year.

Dues payable annually or semi-annually—June 1 and De-
cember 1.

Criticize and suggest for the improvement of our service.
Complaint and suggestion box in lobby.

Is your address correct and your name properly spelled
on our records, evidenced by your bills and the envelopes
from the Club? If not. as a great assistance to this office
we w.nild suggest that you correct the same yourself when
mailing your check to the office. It Is very important that
we have our records in this respect authentic and we ask
your hearty co-operation with us. Moral : If you change
your mailing address, let us know and we will set

the possibility of your mall from this office going astray Is

eliminated.

I. Y. C NOTES.

July 11 (Sunday i—Baseball players report at Ewing Field

at 9 30 A, M.

Delinquent members will be posted ati>r July loth.

Shipmate George Lovejoy is now associated with W. B.

McGerry & Co., in real estate and insurance business.

ANNOUNCEMENT.

A rotation pool tournament will be held in the
club rooms commencing Tuesday. July 13th. All

mem bers are Invited to participate. Entries c lose

July 12th.

GEORGE THOMPSON
THOS. P. CTJRRAN,
HARRY KEELER.
Tournament Cornmitt* e.

HOUSE RULE.

Increased membership of I. Y. C. will not permit
delivery of verbal messages.

Written communications left in hat room will re-

1 areful attention.

FRANK .1. HENNESSY. Commodore.

Dining room and kitchen at disposal of members
upon giving twenty-four hours' notice (< t lie Sec-
retary

Du< payable in advance annuallj oi semiannually be-

fore June Isl and December 1st, and never in an amount
' han three dollars ($3.00).

Indoor Yacht Club

PROGRAM
Tallac Trip Date "I O
Advanced to Aug'. * ***

July 1.1—Rotation pool tournament begins. Entries

close July 12.

July IS (Sunday)—Auto airing and babecue down
the peninsula; tickets and full partic-

ulars at I. Y. C. office.

July Hi—Pinochle Tournament.

Aug. 12 to 16—Tallac Trip. Reservations may be
made now.

Sep! L3 Club Night.

Sept. 19—Kiddles' Day.

Oct. 31—Hallowe'en Jinks.

Results Pool Tournament

Won by it I" i

Monday, Jiiim- 21*t.
NVii I 'uiiv 50; SI

(mm. i. SO; A. N. Sun., ii i 60; William Shuman
i", « leoi -•- Thompson -."'.

Tneaday, Jane Jjn.i.

Tom C '

I Vail :.. T. P. King 39
tette 50 C B Mlsh 50; B. >; Tuttle it, Nathan Raymom
frank Nestro] 50.

\\ edaendaj , .liuir 2SYd.

J. Kenales (default). Di Jo G-unvllle 50; Steve Da-
bovli i,

I
:. ii F Bi rnhardl 10 E \ Bai nl ai dt 50; Max

Rlchnuun 11; H. d nson 37; W.J. 1 t.uli

-

iin 50, II. hi;, a ECeeler 32.

Thonday, .It 24th.

Fred Hawea 50. James Healey :'.:;: A. J. Crowley ">". Abe
Cohen 13; Ben McCullough 11, Joe Rose 60; William Kyne

i Welti j".

Friday nnil Saturday—StM-iind Series.

H. 1". Bernhardt 50, T ran 42; Fred Com
Fred Hav iO A I Crowley ::7. Frank Nestro; '. B.
Mlsh 50, George i Nell DuBj 50, William Shuman

Joi Rose 23, Hen Welts 50; I",. A. Bernhardt 50, William
Rothlin 38; C, B. Benson 39, In i 8; Hi Don-
aldson, bye.

Moaday, .Pun.- 38th— Finals.

F. M. Nestros 12. E. Ben trdt 50 i " Jos. Ounvllle
::;. Ben Weitx '•". Nell iuiiYv 34, C. B. Mlsh 60; H. F. i

hii.ii h ., c. B, Mlsh 50, E. v Bernhardt 27; Ben Welts
ii. (I F. Bernhardt 50; II. F. Bernhardt 100, C. B Mlsh 12.

HARRY V. KEELER,
ill. is i- CI RR iv
QEl IRGE ii II IMPS IN,

Commit tee.

July i
| 1 tournament begins, i

i isa

July 12.

i'imii mi:

I III ll\ \ III \ I

\ . i . \\ edneadaj . Julj 21.

James P. Healey, Director
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THE ENTERTAINMENT ON THE FOURTH.

Quietly and unostentatiously members of the Indoor

Yacht Club visited the Hebrew Old People's Home on

Silver avenue and Mission street at noon on the Fourth

of July. Led by a committee from the Club consisting of

William H. McCarthy, Julius Eppstein, George Symon,

Moe Altmayer and John F. Crowley, a troupe of enter-

tainers provided an hour or two of amusement that will

live long in the memories of the inmates of this worthy

institution.

From there they repaired to the Relief Home where a

little bit of pleasure was made for the hundreds of the

city's indigents. Refreshments and various little things

that the old folks like were freely dispensed.

This will be another of the annual events in the Indoor

Yacht Club's charities and entertainments.

The club extends its thanks to the following: From the

Black Cat—Lee Levitt, Bella Grant, June Jones, Mildred

Manning, Bessie Hayes, Mike Corina, E. Campbell, Grace

Calbrith, Jule Vernon, Georgie Drew, Harry O'Day, Joe

Lind, Jack Wolff, Gert Bradley. Stack's—Bert Donaldson,

Charles Cohen, Mannie Marks, Grace Devine. Empress
Theatre—Marie Gaspar. Maloney's—Flo Brown, Sid

Brown. Hippodrome Theatre—Vera Burgess, Charles

Reilly, Grace Allen, Mabel Reilly. Republic Theatre —
Barnes and Stroth.

— MEMBERS—

AIRING
AND PAUL MASSON

PICNIC
SUNDAYJULY18th

J7XACT HOUR and how to get

there announced upon issuance of

tickets, July 12 to 15. Lists close

positively 10 P. M. July 15th at

Indoor Yacht Club
LUNCHEON

Under supervision of M. W. Altmayer
and Wm. J. Hynes

ENTERTAINMENT - by SAM BERGER
william h. McCarthy

Harry Guinnane
Joseph S. Lewis
Harry I. Mulcrevy

John D. Nagle

Edw. J. O'Brien

Overseer

Clarence J. Wetmore
John L. Herpet

Joseph Mulvihill

Neal T. Duffy

Julius Eppstein

Jas. P. Healey
Geo. Symon
Geo. Lovejoy

-'Picnic Committee.

AND HE SHOULD GET IT.

Warren Shannon for Supervisor.
We hope our fellow brother of the I. Y. C. wins, and

that isn't necessarily because he is a Tar, but because
he is worthy of the honor he seeks as a business man
and a citizen.

Warren Shannon is a product of San Francisco. He
was born here, he was educated here, he went into busi-

ness here and he
has made a suc-
cess of himself
here. He attended
the public schools
and later the high
school, and then en-
tered t h e large
printing establish-
ment of his father,

who, when his son
qualified in experi-
ence and knowl-
edge, made him a
member of the
firm, of which he
is now the active
principal. He be-

longs to several
fraternal orders
and clubs, and lias

extended his wide
circle of friends by
frequent appear-
ances as an enter-
tainer in the cause
of worthy rliari-

tii s. Warren Shan-
non's generosity in

this regard lias

been at the call of
any cause that needed help. For those who may be inter-

est-Mi in such private details, it may be said that lie is a
married man and the fattier of two children; thai his

fitness as a citizen is emphasized by his titness in private
life, and that this is the first time he has sought election
to -.\ public office.

If his frtends will turn out and vote lor him. liis tul-

lowers will he found to be legion on election day.

Anheuser-Busch
Brewing .Ass'n

Brewers of

Fine Beer

Exclusively

-ST LOUIS. MO.

Draught

and

Bottled Beer

C°3

rancisco Brai

1300 BRYANT STREET
Phone Parh 306
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LAKE TAHOE
Hotels and Cottages on Pine-fringed Fishing, Boating and Oui=of=Door Sports.

Shores. Tents and Camping Facilities. Dancing and Evening Entertainment.

$17.25 ONLY A NIGHT'S RIDE $15.50

3Mo
D„rLimit

FROM SAN FRANCISCO ,X^
Pullman sleeping Car on train from Reduced Round Trip Fares
Oakland Pier in connection with boat . , . __ .... _„
leaving San Francisco Ferry Station. Include 75 = Mlle Steamer
7:oop.m. Leave Oakland (i6th st.) Trip Around the Lake,
7:38 P. M. Connection at Truckee
with Lake Tahoe Ry. for the Lake. Calling at all Resorts.

For Fares, Berths and Illustrated Folder Ask Agents

SOUTHERN PACIFIC
THE EXPOSITION LINE

Saron Hong's

©erncm
Country Club

The ONE Bright Spot
"

in Los Angeles

CHOCOLATES
SUPREME!

A Deli ClOUS Assortment of

Nut, Chewing, Fruit

and Cream Centers

Packed in Handsome Boxes Fitted
With. Sliding Trays

GEO. HAAS & SONS
770 MARKET ST.
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ST. FRANCIS IMPORTATION CO.

350 Geary Str«t

WINES AND LIQUORS AT RETAIL
FINEST GOODS - LOWEST PRICES

PROMPT DELIVERIES

DEL MONTE AUTO RENTAL CO.

phone SUTTER 215
LIMOUSINES
LAUNDAULETS

WEDDINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

CABS
TOURING CARS

OFFICE. 105 POWELL STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

I am a power for great good if you do
not abuse my use.

In cases of need— I do my work well.

I am a builder up of health and strength

—in the hospital or in the home.

For the invalid or the convalescent—

for the tired or overworked I offer a

great help.

A little of me goes a long way.

I have been among you for three

generations.

I'm known as Cyrus Noble throughout the world.

BUILDERS' EXCHANQE, 180 Jessie Street BOX 95

VINCENT J. DONOVAN
PAINTING, DECORATING

and POLISHING

729-31 MINNA STREET, San Francisco, Cal.

Phone Park si.su

faeksen %agzv
Brewery's Own Bottling

A New Beer of Excellence Made by

an Old Company

tfaekscn brewing Vie.
ESTABLISHED I860

Telephone

Market 2068
Eleoenth and Folsom Sis.

San Francisco

Auto at the HOPK NS
Formerly Bohemian Villa

MEALS SERVED AT ALL HC RS
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIG RS
Entertainment during Afternoon and Night

The Pacific Ocean ii My Bath Tub.
Come In, the Water's Fine.

1938 Ocean Boulevard
Phone Sunset 960

SMOKE iYI •

%cnna
QUEEN of HAVANA

'Cigars
Shapes and Sizes to suit
All Tastes £> & £>

M. DlasKo-Wer, Distributer

SHIPMATES HAVE YOU VISITED THE

Carnation "Cafe
S. E. Cor. Fillmore and Ellis

GEO. L. DEALEY, Proprietor

•101



I. Y. C. TALL AC TRIP Leaving Ferry 9 a. m. August 12

LISTS CLOSE AUGUST 9 TICKETS NOW READY
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HELEN tt. WILLIAMS

Mrs. Williams is editor-in-chief of "The Woman Citizen," a journal that has been endorsed by four hundred
and seventeen women's clubs in California. Although the name of the paper suggests it is devoted to the interest
of women, it is not enlirely so. and thousands of its BtlbscriberB throughout the State are numbered among the
male population.

.Mrs. Williams, at the primaries of August, 1914, was a candidate for the Republican nomination for lieuten-
ant-governor. She had lor opponents Hamilton A. Bauer, John M. Eshleman, Albert I- Shinn and Martin A. Ward.
It is with pleasure that the Main Sheet calls to mind the fact that Mrs. Williams led all her opponents with the
exception of Mr. Eshleman, and we do not hesitate to say that she would have received the nomination over him
but for the trenmendous Johnson wave that swept the State at the last election.

Mrs. Williams must feel proud of tin- fact that the largest count; in the State. Los Angeles, "went for her"
over all adversaries; little Alpine, the smallest, not to be outdone by its largest sister, also rolled up an almost
unanimous vote for the little lady.

And what kind of person is a woman who will run (or office? Must be of the accepted suffragette type, you
think. Not a bit of it. She is just as sweet and lovable as your sister—we can't say "mother" because she is not
old enough.

And add to those physical attributes a plentitude of brains and you will find a type of womanhood that will im
mediately convert you to woman suffrage. Our best to her.
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stiver Mind the 2iern;

fust $}hw in en

barren

Shannon 'Cemmereial

dperting

(SHANNON-CONMY PRINTING COMPANY) ^j/j/

ffditieal

tfeeietif and

* *

Printer
and

Publisher

Magazine

9rintinq

tf to

509Janfme&. £^1093

Buy yo»r Groceries
from

BOWEN G
&CO.

Pioneers inthe Grocery Business since 1850

P. VINCENT MATRAIA, Pr«. JUUUS EPPSTEIN. Sec'ry

art jfioral Co.
Incorporated

HOTEL ST. FRANCIS

255 POWELL STREET

Tdepnones-t KEARNY 3524p
I SUTTER 1372

SAN FRANCISCO

THE
Cliff House

THI-: ONLY RKSORTOF ITS KIND
IN THE WORLD

Unsurpassed Cuisine

BREAKFAST LUNCHEON DINNER
A la Carte Service

Vocal and Instrumental Entertainment
'Dancing Every Evening

CPECIAL TABLE D'HOTE DINNER EVERY
Sunday Evening in the Terrace Cafe from 4 to 8

p. m. $1.00 per plate with Wine.

Remember that

Cresta Blanca Wines
Are the STANDARD WINES of California

Try a Bottle of CRESTA BLANCA CHAMPAGNE
(Green Label) Equal to tfee Imported

PAUL MASSON CHAMPAGNE VINTAGE 1908

WldandS The Home Beer
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the: PASSING or RILEY grannan
It is not so many years ago. as time is measured, that

the name of Riley Grannan was a synonym for all that
was prodigal in th- way of scattering money broadcast,

and of obtaining that money by the most reckless method
ol wooing Chance- backing the ponies. This was so even
in circles tar removed from the race track and from
the places where this money was spent so lavishly; hut

today it is difficult to find, in any walk of life, a person
who knows what has become of the erstwhile famous
plunger.
Known from coast to coast in the days when the bang-

tails flourished, Grannan dropped from sight, even before

that sport virtually disappeared from the United States.

Broke often, he was as often in affluence beyond the
ordinary person's wildest dreams. More than once in the
days ot the old Hay District track, in this city. Grannan
ran his last $.o gold piece into a fortune by an uncanny
judgment of horses and of the way those seamperers
would line on: at the finish.

As Grannan lived a life out of the ordinary, so, out of

the ordinary was his death and his funeral. A few years
ago Riley Grannan sought to recoup his shattered for-

tunes in the mining camps of Nevada, and in one of those

ps, Rawhide, he died. Nothing stranger ever rani'

into the life of Grannan than the circumstances that

marked the final rites, held in Rawhide.

Rough, But Humble All.

e a rough coffin, placed in a variet) theater in

the rear of i saloon there was preached one of the most
remarkable funeral orations ever heard; and it was lis-

tened to by an assemblage that would lie impossble of
duplication outside of a mining camp, such as was Raw-
hide in its early days. Roughl) clad miners, silk kimono-
clad women of the dance hall and of the variety theater,

business men. bankers, gamblers, bartenders and all the

flotsam and j°tsam of a mining camp ;r il
•

the rude bier. The eulogy was preached by a man who
once had been a minis'er. but who had to be aroused from
the slumber cons qifnt upon man', hours at a gambling
tabic to officiate.

Their mourning was sincere Tears stood in the eyes of
men and women who believed thej had lost the power to

weep. There were solos by a woman who once bad been
an actress of renown, but who a' that time was the wife
of one of Rawhide's business men. and bj Jack Hines,
mining man of Alaska fame. Then, with :i month's growth
of heard on his face and his flannel shirt open at the n

W. W. Knickerbocker preached the funeral sermon.
The following is a stenographic copy, recently found

by Maurice Pink, the Nevada mining man. Kink was
present at the funeral.

This is what Knickerbocker said

A Remarkable Oration.
"I fofl it incumbent upon me to state that I now occupj

no ministerial or prelatic position. I am only a pros
pector. I leal,.' in. claim 1" mural merit whatever or to

;ious authority, except il be the religion of the brother-
hood of man. I wish to be only as man among men,

nig that I can shake hands and style as my brother
the nios' humble of you all. If there may come from me
a word ol moral admonition, it springs not from a sense of
moral superiority, only from the depths of my experience.
"Riley Grannan was born in Paris. Ky., about forty

years ago. II cherished all the dreams of childhood.
Those dreams found their fruition in phenomenal suci

financially. I am told that from the position of a bellboy
in a hotel lie rose to be a celebrity of world-wide fame.
Riley Grannan was one of the greatest plungers the con-
tinent has produced. He died day before yesterday at
Rawhide.
'That is a brief statement. We have his birth and the

day of his demise. Who can fill the interim? Not I.

Who can tell his hopes and fears? Who knows the misery
of his quiet hours? Not I.

"Riley Grannan was born in the Sunny Southland of

Kentucky. He died in Rawhide. That is the beginning.
That is the end. Is there in this a picture of what Inger-
soll said at the grave of his brother? 'Whether it be near
the shore or in the mid-ocean, or among the breakers at

the last, a wr^ck must mark the end of one and all.'

Life of Contrasts.
"Born where the brooks and rivers run musically through

prolific soil; where magnolia goldiflora—like whit*3 stars—
glow in a firmament of green; where lakes and greens-
ward and the softest summer breezes dimple the wavelets;
where the air is resonant with the melody of a thousand
sweet-voiced birds, and redolent of the perfume of bloom-
ing flowers—that was the beginning. Riley Grannan died
in Rawhide, where in winter the tops of the mountains
are clothed in garments of ice. and where in summer the
blistering rays of the sun beat down upon the skeleton
of the desert.

"Is there in this a picture of universal life? Some-
limes, when I look upon the circumstances of life, there
comes to my lips a curse. I relate to you only my views.
If these run counter to yours, believe that what I say is

sine re. when I see the ambitions of man defeated. I see
his aim and purpose frustrated only by a combination of

clrcumstanci s over which be can exert no control. I see
his outstretched hands about to grasp the flag of victory,

ii. 3eize Instead emblem of defeat.

"I ask. What is life? What is life? Dreams, awaken-
ing death. Lite is a pendulum betwixt a smile and a tear.

Life is but a momentary halt within the waste and then
the nothing we Bei from. Life is a shadow; a poor
player, that struts and frets his hour upon the stage and
thin is heard no more, Life is a child-blown bubble that

r-Mee s the shadow of its environment and is gone—

a

mockery, a sham, a lie. a fools vision, its happiness but
I'ead si . its pain the crunching of a tyrant's heel.

Philosophy of Living.

"If 1 have gauged Grannan's character correctly, he ac-

cepted circumstances surrounding him as the mystic offi-

cials to whom the universe had delegated its whole office

concerning him. He took defeat and victory with equal
equanimity. He was a man of placid exterior. His me-
teoric past shows him invincible in spirit, and it is not
Irreverently that I proclaim him a dead-game sport. When
I us' thai phrase, | do so tilling it as full of practical

pbilosi phy as il w ill hold.

"There are those who will condemn him. They believe

that todaj he i£ r aping the benefits of a misspent life.

I li re are those who are dominated b) medieval creeds.
• I .mi nof addressing. They are ruled by the skel-

liand of the past They fail to see the moral side

of a character lived outside their puritanical ideas. Riley's

goodness was not of a type that reached its highest mani-
in ceremonious piety. It found i's expression

in the handicap of friendship. It found its voice in the

work of cheer to a discouraged brother. His w°re deeds
of quiet charity. His were acts of manhood.

Lived Sportsman's Life.

"Riley Grannan lived in a world of sport. My words
are net minced, because I am telling what I believe to be
true. Il was the world of sport, sometimes hilarity, some-
times worse. He hit the impress ot his character upon us
all. and through the medium of his financial power he
was able with his money to brighten the lives of all who
knew him
"He wasted his money, so the world says; but did it

ever occur to you that the men and women of the class

upon whom he wasted it are yet men and women? A
little happiness brought into their minds means as much
to them as happiness carried into the lives of the straight

and good. If you can take one ray of sunshine into the

night life and thereby carry' a single hour of happiness,
i mi are a benefactor. Riley Grannan did this.

"God confined not his sunbeams to the nourishing of
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potatoes and corn. His scattering of sunshine was prod-
igal. Contemplate—He flings the auroral beauties round
the cold shoulders of the North. He hangs the quivering
picture of the mirage above the palpitating heart of the
desert. He scatters the sunbeams like scattered gold upon
the bosom of a myriad of lakes that gem the robe of

nature. He spangles the canopy of night with star jewels
and silvers the world with the reflected beams from on
high. He hangs the gorgeous curtain of the Occident
across the sleeping room of the sun.

Scattering Sunbeams.
"God wakes the coy maid of the morning to step tim-

idly from her boudoir of darkness to climb the steep of
the Orient, to fling wide the gates of morning and trip

over the landscape, kissing the flowers in her flight. She
arouses the world to herald with its music the coming of

her king, who floods the world the effulgent gold.

"These are wasted sunbeams, are they? I say to you
that men and women who by the use of money or power
are able to smooth one wrinkle from the brow of human
care; to change one man's sob into song, or to wipe away
a tear and place in its stead a jewel of joy, is a public
benefactor. Such was Riley Grannan.
"The time has come to say good-bye. For the friends

and loved ones not here to say the word let me say,

'good-bye, old man. We will try to exemplify the spirit

you left as we bear the grief at our parting. Words fail

me here. Let those flowers. Riley, with their petaled lips

and perfumed breath, speak in beauty and fragrance those
sentiments too tender for words. Good-bye." "—From the
San Francisco Chronicle, July 11. 1915.

TO BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL

MEN

BARTLETT SPRINGS

DRINK-

BARTLETT
WATER

THE BEST TO LAUNDRY THE
LIVER AND KIDNEYS

OFFICE

634 THIRD STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

SPRINGS

LAKE COUNTY
CAL.

" RUBE" GOLDBERG.

R. L. ("Rube") Goldberg is here from New York, after
making the world's greatest success in cartoon work.
Rube's reputation is world-wide, and he is one of the many
cartoonists and artists graduated from San Francisco who
is here to boost the Exposition.
Rube was banqueted in the Indoor Yacht Club rooms by

many of his old friends and fellow members the other
evening.
Goldberg's success in the Big City has not changed him

a whit from the wholesome lad that left the University
of California ten years ago, and his response to William
H. McCarthys words of welcome could hardly be heard
so overcome was he.

Rube will be with us but a few days longer, and his
shipmates and pals will not speed the departing guest

—

they would like him to remain with them for evermore.

THE COYOTE POINT PICNIC.

Sunday, July 1Mb. was a repetition of the success of
the Cresta tilanca picnic given in the Cresta Blanca vine-
yards, near Livtrmore.

Five hundred members of the Indoor Yacht Club at-

tended and enjoyed four hours of feasl ami fun.

"Billy" Hynes, our Public Administrator, was in his Inst
form, cooking the viands that Aloe Altmayer bad pro-
vided. If Bill is defeated for re-election, "Jim" Woods
says he can become head chef in the St. Francis.

It was a combination Cresta Blanca-Paul Massun picnic,

for, as William II. McCarthy, who directed things in gen-
eral, said, "What you didn't get away with at Livermore
on account of the rain, we will have 'today; and if any
mor" 'Paul' is left, it will be an excuse to have another
outing."

All the warm dishes ire served hot. and all the wine
cold, and bu! for a table or two toppling and a sun beating
down a fi'w degrees too warm, it was a perfect day.
Many thanks are due those who entertained, which In-

clude in the order named: .lack Wolf. Charley Colin. Otto
Wallflsch, Slgnor Parolini. Manuel Marks. Joe Llnd and
Hairy O'Day, Less Copeland. Freddie Bell, Sam Merger
i in recitation), I Lewis, Bert Donaldson, Victor Doyle,
Jane Jones and company, Miss Pummy Hale and chorus,
and two crack boxing bouts,

As usual, every bit of the cooking and waiting on Ihe
tables was done bj n Iters of the club volunteering for
this work. Too bad some one didn r

t take a lisl i>i the
names, so we could publish them here, bin the thanks of

the five hundred who sat down goes to them nevertheless.
If you want to n member some of them, there's a picture
in the club showing them between courses.

It was a fine success, and we should have another soon.

Registration closes August twenty-eighth.

MEMBERS—Your Vacation Will Be
a Great Deal Happier

If you fanou) your valuables— including those papers

—

are in a safe place. This protection is yours for $4 a

year, the cost of a safe deposit box in the Crocker

vaults. " Belter be safe than sorry."

Crocher Safe Deposit Vaults
CROCfiCR BUILDING Post and MarKel St»

Under Management John F. Cunningham.

EL SIDELO CIGARS
Will Suit, Your Taste
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WHEN ANTHONY CAME TO TOWN

"I really thought the Fair Was Bullv When Tony Came
Along' ???! !!•*«*

Are you still there? Evidently my neighbor that was
did net care for the parody. I hope that you will excuse
the delay, for I had to clean up the mess I made in the
other office, and now that my erstwhile neighbor will stay

for some little time in my private hospital maintained
lor the accommodation of the victims of my temper, I will

proceed with my story. Maybe I am not the best singer
in the world, but Caruso is getting old, and I might get
the decision in an endurance contest. However, I will

cease to sing for the present and tell it to you via this

Model A-B-C 400 machine.
1 was sitting at my desk the other day and deflating

whether I would knock off work and run out to the ball

game or ring up John Tait and take him out to the Cliff

House and show him what a real cabaret is like, when
my secretary announced that there was a gentleman
from New York without, who would not give his name.
"He has mutton chop whiskers, slightly bald and is carry-

ing a much battered grip," said he. "Shall I show him
in?" "Wait a minute! Cast anchor for a moment. Does
he look mild or does he carry a sledge hammer? Did
you notice whether he had a spy glass?" The secretary
nodded his head up and down and sidewise. I perceived
that he voted like all good Democrats, and was on both
sides to make sure that he was not mistaken. "Show
him in. The angels have mercy on your soul if he hap-
pens to be a peddler of prohibition literature." I was
not able to finish my parting injunctions, for the door
opened and Anthony Comstock of Boston and New York
stood framed in the portal. "I heard that you had an
Exposition out here, so I thought I would take it in. You
look just the same. I am taking you at your word. You
recollect asking me to call?" I nodded. "Well, here I

am!" I did not attempt to deny the fact. There he was.

One night, several years ago, when visiting in New York,
I had attended a banquet. Having looked too long at the
cup that cheered, I rashly exclaimed there was nothing
new to me except an introduction to Anthony Comstock.
My friends took it upon themselves to accomplish the
part, and the next day, while I wondered how it all hap-
pened. I was presented as the one and only art critic

in San Francisco whose opinions ami views corresponded
with Comstock. He was so elated that he fell upon my
neck, vowed eternal friendship and said that he would
surely call upon me should he ever visit the Coast. I

urged him to come out and visit the "Coast." Taking
this for an invitation, there he was. I gazed in stupe-

faction. My thoughts raced back to that day in New
York. What had I said? What was my role? Should I

go through with it or "welch"? That word decided it. I

could not "welch."
1 came down stage immediately. The usual common-

places were in order, and 1 smeared it on thick, expa-
tiating upon the fortunate occurrence of his visit at this

time, as I was about to take in the art figures at the
Exposition and criticise the art. Would he come along?
Would a thirsty man drink? Well, rather. Tony was as
impatient for action as a deep sea sailor who has his roll

in his jeans. I left word that a machine be called.

As we were about to leave. Anthony held up his battered
valise. "Say, where can I leave this? It is my private
halo. It is a bit battered, but still in the ring. You know
when I destroyed those fifteen million post cards in New
York, the newspapers put quite a dent in this halo of mine
by inadvertentlj discovering the fact that I owned the
printing office that published them, and I was caught in

a little private advertising scheme to stimulate sales."

I suggested that he take it up to a jewelers and leave
It for repairs. After a short debate a place was decided
upon and we started on our way.
We passed a billboard. "Look, Tony," said I; "there

Is no nonsense about you. You certainly believe in not

hoodwinking the public by that sign over there. You've
taken the 'bull' out of Durham and given them a good
"steer" there." Modesty strove for supremacy, but pride
over-rode it and he beamed all over. "I believe in art.

but it must be adorned." said he. "How much more hu-
man the horses and dogs would look if we could pass a
tew to make them wear trousers. Besides, it would stim-
ulate trade and create a new impetus in the tailoring

craft. They need it, goodness knows, since the enormous
growth of the ready-made garment manufacture. By the
way. since I left Boston a year ago, I have stopped fifteen
hundred shows. There is one in particular that was
shameful. I cannot recall the name, but the leading man
wore a wig and it was insecurely fixed upon his naked
scalp. Every once in a while it would slip and exposed
considerable of his person. I requested that he wear a
cap beneath the wig. and when the management disre-
garded my request. I had the house closed."
We were at the main entrance, and whatever I had to

say in the way of response went by the board. We passed
in. and, taking one o* the electric chairs, started on our
tour.

We headed down the Avenue of Progress towards the
Marina. I wanted Tony to see the Adventurous Bowman.
We were chatting on various subjects and just passing
Machinery Hall when our chair came to a most sudden
halt. I turned towards Tony, but he was turned from me.
With eyes popping out and cheeks distended by a rush
of blood, he was waving his arms In speechless amaze-
ment. To save my life I could not imagine what had ex-
cited him. A crowd began to gather. I am not a seeker
of the limelight for the mere sake of notoriety, and as I

am known to some appreciable extent. I did not care to
get into the papers. Summoning a guard. I sllrjpc 1 a
dollar in bis palm and ruquested the emergency ambu-
lance in a hurry. It arrived none too soon. Tony was
beginning to articulate in stacatic expostulations. We got
him to the hospital, and with the aid of on lie pack
brought him to a comparative calm. The doctor suggested
tii.t I remove him to his notel and not allow him to
until hie pulse returned to the normal. I phoned for a
closed car and hurried him to his hotel. He seemed dazed.
I left word with the house physician to call me in case
he turned for the worse.
The next morning I called upon him. but was informed

that he had left and did not leave any forwarding address
Todai I rciived a letter. Hit 1 cannot repest what was
i • it. However, one thl ig .- thai t ie mural decorations
of the Exposition are endangered of pneumonia.

P. S — I have in my safe a halo in fair condition that
1 will rent reasonably on presentation of references.

AUSTRALIA
TAHITI AND NEW ZEALAND

The 10.000 Tons Dis.

R. M. S. "MAITAI"
Sails from San Francisco, Wed-.esday. August 16, 11 A. M.

SPECIAL LOW RATES
1st Class 2d Class 3d Class

Wellington $200.00 $125.00 $80.00
Auckland 214.25 139.25 89.50
Sydney 225.00 150.00 92.50
Melbourne 238.25 158.75 101.25

$3371° SPFCIAL PACIFIC OCEAN TOUR $3371°
in Sydney, Ha Taliiii. Itaniinnua (i.i Wellington, and returning
to San I- r.ini isco -ir Vancouver, * ia Auckland, Fiji and 1 1 >lulu.

^ irst class Stopover* anj i I en route rickets g ' '"'

one j ear,

further Bailings September 15, October i 3, and i

ii ereafter.
Informal inn and Illustrated pamphlets free on application,

UNION STEAMSHIP CO, c NEW ZEALAND II
HIND, ROLPH & CO.. General Agents.

Office 679 Market Street. San Francisco, Cal.

R. S. L. MORRIS. Passenger Manager.

EHRMAN BROS.
"EL ROI-TAN

PE R FECT
CIGARS
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DINNER
given in honor of

GOLDBERG AND AL JOLSON
INDOOR YACHT CLUB
Tuesday, August 3. 1915.

MENU.

Gibson
Cocktail

Crenta
Blanca
Sauternc
Souvenir

Cold Lobster Louie.

Olives. Celery. Dill Pickles.

Special Chicken Soup.

Pompano a la Hynes;
Combination Saute 1. Y. C. under glass.
(Sweetbreads, oysters, mushrooms, olives,

truffles and Westphalia n ham.)

Fruit Salad.
Petit pois. Potatoes frimash,

Roast Tame Duck.

Cafe Parfalt.
Crecsta
Illnnca

St. J ii lien
Souvenir

Cafe X lir

CliainpaKne
Paul AlasHOD

Imported Swiss Cream Chi

ce Cream. Champagne Wafers

Dan Aronson
Law re n ce Pa bian
Al Andrews
Jack Suits
Julius Rosenfield
John J. Glynn
Joseph Murphy
Al Herbert
Sam Rucker
James Woods
John Tait
Jos. E. 1 >erham
Sam Bereer
Garrett M. Goldberg
Thomas S. Mulvey
Walter J. I I'l'.ri- m

Timothv l. Rtzpati Ick
1 larrv Lefkowitz

M. \\\ AHm
William J.

Chief ii. A White
Judge Morris Oppenhelm
] lai i.l V. Sullivan
William Kid Nelson
Ii. L. Goldb< rg
a I Jolson
James w. Coffroth
William ll. McCarthy
Neil t. i mi nr.\

Pre i ECeegan shober
Edward J O'B
Julius Bppsl 'in
John i '. Crowley
i teoi ge Symon
1 1. Keega n Mohahan
B i. Schlfl
William K \ nr

ayer, Steward.
:

i < :hef.

"BENEVOLENT ORDER OF CLINKS" TO FIGHT DRYS.

Elizabeth (N. J.). July, 1915.—Defenders of the saloon
have formed a defiant organization called the "Benevoli al
and Protective Order of Clinks," and have til d a certih-
cate of incorporation here. It is to flght prohibition and
promote the cause of what the Clinks call "personal
liberty." .

The principal office of the society is designated as 330
Mountain avenue, Westfield. Membership is limited to
white males of 21 years or more, and the ord^r is to have
fraternal features. The order is said to be the parent
body of organizations with like purpose to be establishes
throughout the United States.
The "Clinks" idea originated during a recent movement

to close the saloons in Westfield. Branch lodges are
under way in other towns of Union County. The name is

said to originate in the sound made by two glasses of
booze touching each other across the table.

Registration closes August twenty-eighth.

Telephones-! S""er 4030
/ Douglas 5683

Formerly
228 SUTTER STREET

GOBEY'S GRILL
140 UNION SQUARE AVE.

Bet. Grant Ave. and Stockton Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

GERMAN COMMISSARY METHODS.

When the towns and villages in all parts of the country
turn out this summer to see the circus come to town, tew
ot the always highly interested spectators are likely to
realize that they may view then reproductions of import-
ant activities of the German army. The German Kaiser
and his army studied the American circus closely while
the Barnum & Bailey show was traveling in the German
Empire. They subsequently adopted practically every
feature of its wonderful organization for transporting,
housing and feeding a large body of men and hundreds of
draft animals.
"That is the circus system to the last detail," Theodore

Bauer, assistant manager of the Claridge Hotel, said re-

cently, looking over newspaper pictures of the German
army. Mr. George Bowles, who lives in the Claridge,
vigorously corroborated Mr. Bauer. "Both of us were with
the Barnum & Bailey show when it traveled over Europe,"
Mr. Bauer said, "and I have conducted groups of German
army officers all over our plant. They studied especially
the methods of cooking by which we were able to have
a hot meal ready for all hands within half an hour after

the circus arrived at the site of one of its stops.

"Emperor William was frequently at the circus, and
showed the keenest interest in the commissary and trans-

portation departments. James G. Bailey, now dead, took
the Emperor over the plant. He exhibited his astonish-

ment when he saw sixty-seven railroad cars unloaded, a
thousand men and hundreds of horses, not to speak of

the wild beasts in their cages, transferred to the circus

ground, the tents erected and the entire encampment com-
pleted and in lull working order in less than three hours.

The Emperor went over every part of it carefully and
paid especial attention to the feeding of men and beasts,

tihe housing of both, the shoeing of the horses, the dyna-

mos on trucks which furnished the thousands of lights

used, and, above all, he was interested in the cooking sys-

tem. Very soon after his first inspection the German
army officers began to arrive daily in considerable num-
bers. They must have taken careful notes, for these

pictures show that the German army is being fed and much
of its work with men, horses and guns done just as we
did similar things in the circus.

"The circus cook wagons carried ranges in which fires

were going en route and when a stop was made food for

1000 persons was ready. Two cooks sat on the front, one
driving, and two helpers on the rear. When the wagon
came to the end of a journey the sides were let down and
the cooks stood there to serve the food. The dishes In

this German army commissary wagon are packed exactly

as w» had them packed in the circus pantry wagon."

—

New York Herald.

Registration closes August twenty-eighth,

The kindest words
(This is no salve)

Are just these four
"What will you have'

OLD KIRK
WHISKEY

ED. M. LIND, Qeneral Manager

A. P. Hotaling- & Co.
Established 1852



THE MAIN SHEET
A CLASSIC ACTRESS

Margaret Anglin's presence on the

American stage is one of its noblest in-

fluences, and arises not only from the

splendid dramatic gifts of the actress.

but from the purity of her private life,

from the nobility of her character and

from the simplicity of her devotion to

her ideals in religion and art.

She has undertaken the biggest con-

tract ever assumed by any actress any-

where. She will produce three Greek
dramas — the 'Electra," Tphigenia in

Aulis" and "Medea," at the Greek thea-

ter in Berkeley as a prelude to her

dramatic season which will open in a

comedy at the Columbia theater this

fall.

Of interest to San Francisco is th"
fact that she will soon produce a drama
written for her by a San Francisco jour-
nalist and poet, Charles Phillips, editor
of the Monitor, who is an old friend of
the star, and keenly appreciative of her
genius. The play is in blank verse, of
classic form, and devoted to the biblical
story of Mary Magdeline.

The Phoenix says:
The illusion of sex countenances all the other illusions.

Piety and Pelf have long maintained a profitable part-
nsrshlp.

Here is a very curious instance of unconscious prophecy:
From the "Philistine," edited by Elbert Hubbard, January,
1899: "Blackhart further instigated the Associated Press
to send out a dispatch statins I had been drowned in th"
Irish Sea. and that as 1 had the Society of the Philistines
in my vest pocket, the American Academy of Immortals
was no more."

4M Aboard for TALLACI
"

BIG REDUCTIONS in

Straws^ Panamas

TOM DILLON
MILLINER FOR MEN
720 MARKET STREET

Joy is lyrical. The workman who sines at his bench
is doins; his work well. Life in those rare moments when
our best desires have been fulfilled, our levers of unrest

his. iii the phrase of a noble writer. "One
grand, sweet song."

It [a hereb] moved and seconded thai we go to war with
Germany, and that all journalists and newspaper owners
or stockholders fit for service shall be placed in the first

battl line. Panic among the tourtb estate!

My son. beware of the skirt that tle.th when no man
I
mi rsn th. tor the chances are she is only trying to start

something! Shadracfa the Wise

Anheuser-Busch
Brewing Ass'n

Brewers of

Fine Beer

Exclusively

-ST LOUIS. MO.

Draught

and

Bottled Beer

C°3

rancisco Br

1300 BRYANT STREET
Phone ParK 306
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Kiddies' Day next month.

Two years back the Main Sheet predicted Bryan
wouldn't last out Wilson's term.

Charley Aked tilled his house last Sunday night, but
Bryan was the attraction.

Wonder it Anthony Comstock will be shocked at the
costumes of the ladies at our dancing cafes?

Who will the Labor nominees for Supervisor support
for Mayor?

Jess Willard says he won't have any one around him
who drinks. Wonder if Tcm Jones went on the wagon?

Tom is a drummer for a Chicago whisky concern and is

proud of his forty drinks a day.

In the recent navy maneuvers on the Hudson most of
America's submarines had to be towed home. And we're
writing truculent notes!

Los Angeles hasn't furnished a scandal in a month.

IN THE PAVO REAL.
He: "What detained you—the manicurist?"
She: "No; the barber."

Many more persons would agree with ex-Chief Peterson
if he would use smaller words.

If our friends who favor us with manuscript* f'ir publi-
cation wish to have rejected articles returned they must
In all cases send stamps for that purpose

Never seen Tallac? See it on Indoor excursion leaving
August 12th.

The postcard vendor at the en: ranee of the Fine Arts
building is fearful of a visit from Tony.

Germany's Russian captives bids fair to outnumber her
own population.

A Mendocino County board of school trustees caught a
minister in flagrante delicto with a school teacher. As this
was the gentleman's second offense, the board fired the
school teacher.

Tim Fitzpatrick commenced last month making some
one happy.

The Mayor's "yes" or "no" regarding his candidacy is

slow in forthcoming, which calls to mind an apothegm
well known but little used in print.

How many candidates for Sheriff were nominated for

Supervisor?

America writes notes and Germany goes on winning
battles.

But what a lot of advertising we are giving Jess' writ-

ten-to-order stories.

The Purity Congress met here recently. Why not ad-
journ to Long Beach?

Ned Greenway is engaged in writing his biography
He will call it his "Memoirs."

When Jack Suits learned this, he suggested to Bill Lange
to commence his and entitle it "Boudoirs."

En pass?.nt, i: is Lang" again.

Dr. Leland should have an easy time. Every one seems
to be with him for Coroner. And why not?

After a year of war, Oscar is wondering which way the

wind will blow on Primary Day.

The new Municipal Blue Book is a triumph of laudation

a; so much a line. But how much in each instance?

"California Welcomes the World to Her Exposition,"
or something like that, greets the coming guest on the
Ferry building. Hi.w much better would that "ad." be in
r
l iin°s Square, New York.

"The greatest exhibit of the Exposition is San Francisco,"'

s:iis Governor Walsh of Massachusetts.

ftcgister now! Registration closes August 28. Primary,
September 28.

"The Exposition is a wonder by daylight and a dream
by night. It is one ol the greatest things the world has
ever seen. I say this alter having toured the world a

1; I hit. se* ing wluii man has dene in the past and pres-

ent."— Eldridge 11. Johnsi n. president Victor Talking Ma-
chine Company.

"We have a sixteen-story ho:el in Omaha that is equal
to any other hotel in the I'nitecl Slates, with the possible
' [lion of Hie lintel St. Francis here, which Is recog-

nized everywhere as being something unique among the

country's hotels. Ilan'l I'.aiiiu, Ohaina.

'San Francisco bewilders me with its dash, its vigor and
its Inimitable variety. It's not because I'm her" that i

say it, but I absolutely believe that it is the most alluring

City in America—and I've seen all the bin and little burgs
worth talking about."— Dan'l llauin, Omaha.

William Randolph Is for peace. Great, isn't it?

FELLOW VOYAGERS.

On any of these clear, cold nights, when the stars pes

si'ss themselves of the sky. is it sentimental to reflect lhat

a few hours earlier these same stars wheeled their slow

gaze over France. Belgium, Servia, Poland, Russia; over
trenches, roofless walls, riddled huts, shattered woods,

gun-swept fields; over a stiffened horse, or a man stretched

to heaven, turning eyes that will shine no more toward

stars that will shine forever? The gaze of those waning
millions is lifted, between baleful moments, to that serene

procession overhead, "the army of unalterable law." And
as our eyes look, too, do we not feel the simple earthly

bond that makes one of us all, here in peaceful America
and there in aching Europe! In the comradeship of night

we may share the same inclosing beauty, voyagers to-

gether under a myriad suns.—New Republic.

SAN FRANCISCO'S EXPORTS BEAT THE RECORD.

Exports from San Francisco to foreign ports for the

first six months of 1915 beat any previous record of the

port, according to figures prepared by the Foreign Trade
Department from Custom House records. They were:
Exports first six months 1914 $24,626,152

Exports first six months 1915 39,573,333

Increase over 1914 $14,947,181

or 60.7 per cent.

Registration closes August twenty-eighth.
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RANDOM THOUGHTS

Take the Trip to Tallac.

Particularly since the war began, "See America first"

has become a popular slogan, and it would be well were
Californians to amend this phrase to "See California first."

For here, in truth, is a new paradise, perhaps best de-
scribed as the "land of a thousand wonders." See Yel-
lows one. see Niagara, see the Grand Canyon, see tropical

Florida or the woods of Maine, see the Schuylkill, see
Atlantic City or the hundred and one beauty spots of
America, but see your own land first, and you will have
found the blended beauties of all others combined in one.
Mountain and seashore, tropic and frigid, sunshine and
snow, river and lake, waterlal! and canyon—all are here
in this 'Wonderland of the West." And nestling high in

tiic Sierras, some six thousand feet above the sea level,

twenty-eight miles in length, on the borderland of Cali-

lornia and Nevada, lies Lake Tahoe, splendid in its pro-

portions, magnificent in its beauty and inspiring in its

surroundng grandeur.
Have you ever been to Tallac? Yes' But have you

ever made the trip with the Indoor Yacht Club? It's a
pleasant and entertaining journey under any cireum-
Btances, but, of course, it's even more delightful when
ycu know every Tom. Hick and Harry who goes along, and

n ' mine host." .lohn Tait. makes additional efforts lor

the care and comfort of his ever welcome guests. He's
a great host at any time, is t.ie same John Tait. but the
•Indoors" have a more in imate and closer claim to his

consideration, for he "is one of us." and a member of the
Beard of Pilots. The cost of the trip, including every-
thing, meals, sleeper, transportation and hotel accommoda-
tions, is just twenty-six dollars. Not very expensive from
Thursday night to Monday morning, is it. particularly
when the regular excursion rate or fare, and fare only.

is close to twenty dollars?
Let's see. We start Thursday night at eight-fifteen, with

a parade—a regular parade, with red tin', skyrockets, band,
automobiles, cheers, hurrahs and good-byes. Then almos'
four days of fun and frolic. There's no end to the stunts
that are going to he pilled, from prize -lances to base-
hall— from boating and fishing and plcniclng to a motor
trip to see the last race at Reno. Of course, we might
tell the whole story, but seeing is believing, and even
though you may not come Ircm Missouri, letter be on
hand when they yell \n Aboard for Tallac."

To the Pure, All Things are Rotten.
When the Exposition officials advertised the number of

conventions that were coming to San Francisco during
his blessed year, iiinoteen-tiftoen, it seemed almost in-

credulous. The to:al was close to three hundred, and
past experience promted the belief that it would be ex-

tremely difficult to provide adecpiate accommodations.
Time, however, has proven the contrary. To dignify most
of the assemblages as conventions was surely sacrificing

truth for advertisement. The most flagrant examples v. > n

the Anti-Tobacco convention and the Purity Congress. The
former consisted of David Starr Jordan and exactly nine
other speakers, who collectively comprised the audience,
while the latter had a somewhat larger attendance, re-

cruited mainly, however, from a certain (lass of our own
undesirables, supplemented with an occasional delegate
from the bay counties, and some of the hettle-browed from
the South. They came to barken to tales of vice and
filth, to feast on stories of the fallen, to fatten their
maudlin and perverted minds by wallowing in the mud
and mire and rottenness that they love to conjure, but fail

to see. One was reminded of the old rhyme

—

"Said the Reverend Doctor McCotten.
'Dancing is of the devil begotten.'

Bald Mister Jones to Miss Fly,

'Don't mind the old guy,
To the pure-minded, all things are rotten.'"

In anticipation of the opening of the Congress, Anthony
Comstoek. known as the champion of purity in New York,
and more properly and more correctly termed a vice
specialist, hut in reality the worst old reprobate unhung,
had employed agents to secretlj investigate conditions as
thev prevailed in San Francisco. The report was prepared
and submitted to the congress by A Bruce Brolaskl, Chief
ft He Bureau of Investigation of the Department of Jus-
tice M nggestive puhllcitv r was rumored that the
report would be everything that the purest of the pure
could demand, rnd a nacked house awaited with impatient
lust the succulen' disclosures. In introducing Hrolaski,
tin1 president of the congress urged him to be "tearless

and courageous" in making the expose which was expected
of him and which the audience awaited with baited breath.
And then the bombshell burst. Brolaski hadn't anything
to say. except that San Francisco was no worse than any
other city of over ten thousand inhabitants, and a dang
site lit er than chemically cured Los Angeles and a great
many i t ler towns, as well. He answered every question.
even to telling the recalled Senator Grant that his "Abate-
ment Bi 1" was a joke. So the Purity Congress ended—

a

mourn ul disappointment—a dismal failure, and its dele-
gates have gone to seek new fields to conquer.

Pe ersen and the Purity Congress.
The (invention historian will not fail to record this

nor i in t te effort of former Chief of Police Walter J.
Petersen, of Oakland, go unnoticed. For he. too. disturbed
the tranquility of the vice investigators and instigators,
i e I ail been invited to address the congress on the sub-
ject ol vice segregation, and although in advance it was
explained that his views were not in accord with those ot
the purity propagandists, nevertheless the president urged
that the delega es were not only willing, but anxious to
hear both sides of the question. Petersen had made an
Intelligent study of the problem. He was in a position to
form an opinion based on experience, and, at least, was
i nii led to a respectful hearing. Not so, however, for
scarcely had he entered upon his argument In favor of
segregation when the delegates set up such an unholy
howl that the lormer chief of police was forced to retire.
And tlun. without further discussion, a resolution was
passed condemning segregation as a solution of the social
evil. Which reminds us that Elbert Hubbard once wrote.
.Most reformers wore rubber boots and stood on glass
when God sent a current of common sense through the

i rse ." Had Mary Magdalene appeared before the
Purity Congress to tell her tale of sin, most of those pres-
• ut would have been wondering where she stole the box
of ointment.

Again—Will He Run?

It is now less than two months to the primary election.
Interest naturally centers in the mayoralty fight and the
public pulse is uncertain in view of the uncertainty in

id to Holph. Just why Rolph makes no announcement
is bard to understand. If he does not intend to run. then
the injustice of his failure to make such a declaration must
be apparent even to him. No eleventh-hour entry will win
this race, at least with the material at hand. If Rolph
does intend to run. then he is permitting his opponents
lo make marked Inroads into his strength and giving them
an advantage which it will be hard to overcome. It is

said thai the Mayor is awaiting the clamorous call of the
public, which he might as well know now. will never come.
Others say that he is anxious to know that his campaign
will be properly financed and that the angels are slow to
appear, lie the cause what it may. his attitude is decid-
edly Rolphesque, and indicative, at least, of that particular
ailing- the inability to decide—to say yes or no—which has
caused him untold criticism. Hut while the Mayor leaves
us in the throes of uncertainty to hunt the elusive deer,
his contenders leave us with no such doubt. Perhaps it

may be that Gallagher has not launched his campaign as
yet—perhaps it is too early to judge—perhaps, when the
call sounds, the now dissatisfied and disgruntled elements
of L'nion Labor will flock to the leader's flag for the party's
sake—perhaps. But there is no denying the Schmitz
strength at present, and it appears to be growing daily.
The first meeting at Dreamland was a tremendous affair.

Some say it was curiosity that brought the crowd—others
that tlie town was combed to secure an attendance; but
the enthusiasts, and even some of the more practical, point
to the cheers and the enthusiasm which assuredly was
not manufactured, but inspired. And who can tell what the
result will be? Enthusiasm is catching. It gathers mo-
mentum and force like a rolling stone. It no longer seems
to be a question of whether Schmitz is the proper man.
but rather is he to be given another chance to make
good—to redeem himself, if you will, or to redeem the
town and bring back an administration with the good, old
times. Somehow this sentiment seems to have caught the
popular fancy, and it may be that it has obscured, or. at
least, overbalanced, his former sins and shortcomings. So
far as Schmitz is concerned, the issue is plain. His story-

has been told, and were the election tomorrow. San Fran-
cisco would, from what we can see and hear, do for
Schmitz what Los Angeles did for Sebastian and Seattle
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did for Gill. Perhaps time will change this sentiment,
but time alone can tell.

Percival's Presumptuous Proposal.

Pending Rolph's determination, innumerable names are

daily suggested. Rumor has it that Rolph himself is look-

ing for his own successor, and that the mantle has been
thrown about the shoulders of ex-Chief Justice Matt I.

Sullivan. Others have suggested Rudolph Spreckels, evi-

aently with the desire to start something. Francis V.

Keesling and William C. Ralston are willing to make the
try if the word is spoken, and even Percy V. Long has a
candidate in the person of Supervisor Alexander T. Vogel-
sang. Percy is positively peeved. When the Mayor
bounced the fire commissioners, one of the charges was
that they had failed to follow the legal opinion, the ipso

diet, of the City Attorney. That was when Percy was in

right. When, however, Percy faled to persuade Judge
S.urtevant that the Mayor was right in the lower Market
street squabble, as he had persuaded Judge Seawell that
the Mayor was right in the Fire Commission case, the
Mayor threw Percy out of court and characterized him as
an incompetent City Attorney. And Percy does not forget!
.ud Percy is full of wrath and vengeance! Therefore, he
suggested Vogelsang, who is also at outs with the Mayor
ior vetoing two of his ordinances, and who, incidentally,

is quite willing to run for any old thing. But Percy's
hopes were short-lived. He was told to go way back and
look out for his own fences, which Dan O'Connell had
kicked a few pickets off, and which, unquestionably, need
mending. Meanwhile Vogelsang must content himself with
the more modest nomination for Supervisor, which he
may receive, and which, if he does, he will never, never win.

The Labor Nominees.
The Union Labor County Committee has concluded, or

practically concluded, its work. By no means has it pre-

sented a poor ticket, from a popular standpoint, for most
of its nominees are, to quote an oft-repeated phrase, well
and popularly known and of some standing in the village.

Naturally we refer to the Supervisorial nominees rather
than to the relatively more important offices. In the lat-

ter regard, the ticket might have been strengthened to

some extent, particularly with Police Judges, where only
one name is endorsed. But a labor ticket must appeal
primarily to labor, and while the nominees for Supervisor
are, with one or two possible exceptions, good material
politically, yet th.eir endorsement has kicked up an awful
rumpus amongst those whose votes make a labor ticket
a possibility. Good men, of course, were rejected. Only
nine could be named, and so some had to go by the boards.
But where, the question is asked, are the real labor men

—

the men who toil with their hands—represented. Where is

the mechanic—where the teamster—where is the man
actually and directly recruited from the ranks of labor?
And one name, John A. Kelly, was eliminated, for which
there can be no possible excuse. True, he will not com-
plain, and the campaign will find him, as other campaigns
have, sacrificing and forgetting self for the general cause.
But Kelly has a host of friends who will not be so for-

giving. They point to his work for his party; they point
to his work as a Supervisor, particularly on the Finance
Committee; they point to the fact that he has borne the
burdens and was entitled by every right to receive this
recognition. And frankly we feel with them, not as a
matter of sentiment, not as a matter of friendship, but
ss a simple matter of justice. To those who are our
friends amongst the nominees, and whoever may be to
blame, they surely cannot be criticised for being fortunate
enough to secure the endorsement, we offer our best
wishes. To John A. Kelly we can only say that we are
sorry you will not make the race, because we would have
been glad to have voted for you.

The Retirement of Crist.

Most of us at the moment are wondering how we are
going to support all of the candidates with whom and
for whom we have a friendship. Most of us realize that
we can't vote for all and while we don't like to trim, yet,
to put it less brusquely, we may have to be non-committal.
Most of us, therefore, rejoice when we hear this one or
that one has concluded to withdraw. It's difficult to make
a selection at best, and the simplification of the problem
is devoutly to be desired. Yet we experienced no such
pleasure or satisfaction when we learned that Police Judge
Wiley B. Crist was not to be a candidate. It is true that
it would have been hard to make' a selection of two, with
men like Fitzpatrick, Oppenheim and Taafe entered with
him. It still is difficult, although the friendship of years
binds us to Fitzpatrick. But Crist has a record on the
bench of which he may well be proud. His entry into

confidence or popularity. He was the first fruit of the re-
call, and what between his own sponsors and resentment
at Weller's repudiation, we feared the worst. Instead he
has proven kind, capable, sympathetic, honest and. better
than all, he has shown himself fearless and game. From
utter dislike, because we did not know, he has brought
confidence and respect, and in this we frankly believe
that we are only expressing the opinion of the commu-
nity. Undoubtedly the determination to retire is prompted
by his own best judgment and for reasons which we do
not know, but in retiring we feel that the bench is losing
a judge whom others might with profit follow, and who
will be missed, no matter whom his successors may be.

The Epidemic of Epidemicists.

Diphtheria is prevalent today in San Francisco. It can
scarcely be termed an epidemic, although our local guar-
dians of public health would have us so believe. Perhaps
the number of cases reported is slightly in excess of the
average or normal number. But the Board of Health must
jus.ify its existence, and so the customary hullabaloo is

being raised. Quite recently medical authorities, in in-

vestigating the spread of diphtheria, have discovered that
there exists what is known as a "carrier"—a normally
healthy person who carries the bacilli in his or her throat,
and while not becoming inoculated, neverthless transmits
the germ to those who are susceptible. There was noth-
ing remarkable about the discovery, because most of us
are carriers of one form or another—tubercular—typhoid

—

malaria and the hundred and one other ills that flesh is

heir to. But it was new, and a chance to experiment that
could not be overlooked. So a wild search for "carriers"
was begun in the public schools. Of course, private schools
did not have them, nor did children who were too young
to go to school, nor their parents, nor the thousands of
visitors that are coming and going daily. When yon were
a child, did your mother ever "swab" your throat? Do
you remember how you choked and how it hurt, and the
big tears came to your eyes? Well, that's what Dr. Hass-
ler and the Health Department of San Francisco Is doing
to the public school children every day. And then the
swabs are sent to the bacteriologist, and if the culture
shows positive, the child is placed in quarantine. Can
you imagine quarantining a healthy boy ten to twelve
years old and swabing his throat with different decoctions
live or six times dally and keeping this up for weeks and
months before he can go back to school? Can you im-
agine keeping the rest of the family away from school
until he is germproof, which may be for years and may be
forever? Of course, there's more to the story, but this

is suffllcent to show the inefficiency of our Impossible, im-
practicable and incapable health authorities. Why. an old-

fashioned mother of a decade or two ago could stop the
whole thing with a little potash and lots of rhubarb!

Aked's Piece Policy.

In anticipation of the debut of Billy Sunday before a
San Francisco audience, the Rev. Dr. Aked has withdrawn
from the entrenchments, from which he has successfully
battled and assailed the devil and his myrmidons for the
past four years, and left the field to Hill and "Ma" Sunday.
Bill began his coatless advance last Sunday with a verbal
attack on the B. T. M. of his Satanic Majesty, while "Ma"
brought up the reserves in time for the collateral ammu-
nitions to be deposited in the family apron. Apparently
the doctor is tired of the battle, and though unscathed
and unwounded, he has unbuckled his armor and laid aside
his sword to do homage to the "Angel of Peace." The
angel in this particular case hails from somewhere around
Lincoln, Nebraska, wears long hair about the edge of his

collar, instead of wings, and is more familiarly known as

the "Commander of the Good Ship Piffle." Bryan spoke at

Aked's church, and called Aked, who has suddenly become
the most aggressive "pacificist" of the day, a great
preacher. Roosevelt spoke at the Exposition and called

Bryan a mollycoddle, and termed the peace propagandists
"poltroons," which naturally included the doctor. Inci-

dentally he might have mentioned a great financier, be-

cause Aked never had an umbrella up when the shekels
began to fall. The doctor has been speaking ever since

and has returned the compliment by calling "William J."

a great statesman, and Teddy R. '"a bad boy." All of

which is mentioned here not because it will have any ef-

fect one way or the other on a question which today Is

first in the attention of our people, but to show that

the reverend doctor keeps an ever-attentive ear to the
pulse beat of the populace, and is not slow to commer-
cialize any movement or any thought for his own immediate
financial betterment. So far as Aked's influence is con-

cerned, if peace be desirable, it were better without such
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UNCONVENTIONAL CONVENTIONS

The conventions that have come to us have been an
unmixed blessing—even those that have brought to the
Exposition the hue of the blue stocking and the fads of
geneologically mad folk.

Let em all come—from the diffident offspring ol a

Saxon king or the one who traces his lineage as far back
as the original monkey. The man who doesn't smoke,
let him come, too, and tell us ere he dies how much evil

he has escaped through non-participation with Harrie in

a briar pipe. If it does him good to lament another's
private behavior, let him air his grievanc abroad to go
up unperfumed like an engine's exhaust, for ihe energy
dispersed might do harm in the world if it

in less innocent diversions. Likewise let the tribes of
those who cry "Peace. Peace, wit n ther is no Pea
let them come. too. and the gentlemanly persons who
undertake glibly the reformation of the world from the
point of their own conscienc s

Probably the funniest convention that flic modern world
has ever known was that of the Non-Smokers' League
against tobacco. It was held in I he Civic Auditorium,
8997 of whose hospitable seats were as the heads
of the expected delegates. There were three persons

i

ent by actual count when ihe ominous proi eedii ~an.
and two of tic visitors were there because th y bad to be

were newspaper men. who have lo go everywhi
The otber scat occupant was a lady from Alameda, to

whose dainty ears the speaker addressed his impassioned
utterances.

DnfortunatEly, the world was not widelj advised ol the
proceedings of flic convention, it being th assumption ol

the newspapers that their readers want to read about
events that interest many.

It may not he tolly in let von in on a few of the things
that were said, for that they arc new and sensational there
can be no doubt, and if they he true. win. then, they
should not lie confined to the three folk who heard Dr.

Pease deliver himself of his unhappiness.
To those who can recall a picture ol General I

S. Grant with a ciuar in his mo ith, it may be of interest

to know that Dr. Pease lias discovered the fact that to-

bacco rolls a user ol" moral courage anil aggressiveness;
to the one who remembers a pic ure ol Barrie with a briai

pipe as a facial decoration to his homely-handsome face,

it may be interesting to know that I ir. Pease Bays that
tobacco is death to imaginative powers; to one who has
seen a picture of any aged gentleman patriarchal, and
whiskered, from Walt Whitman to your own grandfather,
it may he news to know that death seeks early (he u

of the weed.
But the most astonishing thing thai Dr. Peas said to

his feminine auditor was this: No woman can afford to

ccctipy the same room with a man who smokes; for th*

good of the future generation they must live apart."
How, then, can the dear doctor tell us, can there he a

future generation?
All young women are advised at once to break off their

engagements to young men who smoke, and never to marry
at all if thej have to wed a gent who carries "the mak-
ings" in his pocket, for smoking fills our jails, said Dr.
Pease, crowds insane asylums, and brought on the Euro-
pean war.
No. Dr. Pease doesn't smoke. And that is what ives

him his physical ami mental courage, imaginative vigor,
and, as K. C. B. would Bay, everything hut an audience.

I suppo nobod} smokes tor the physical or mental or
moral good that it does him. hut lor the pleasure. It is a
Billy thing at that- to siiend so much time rolling a cigar
i it- or putting at a pipe or cigar, but it has this advantage,
that a doctor with a pipe in his month couldn't make a
fool of himself wiib theoretical utterances which do not
square with a normal man's expert nces of life.

There was something even more precious in the con-
vention held by the National Socletj ol Persons of Royal
Descent. Every man and woman must be th i offspring
of a king or queen or a prince of royal blood at h asl In i

why a per-. m should he so vain of being descended from
a patent is not so very clear to a democrat. I had rather
be the great-great-great grandchild of Shakespeare than
an] of the King Charleses or King Phillips tut ever Uvea.
\ few strokes of a king's quill pen makes a nobleman of

1'. Whl je K'l'ise is turned just lit'lit. hut it la!'-, mine
than two strokes of a pen to make a genius. I could under.

I. nits from Bach, or Disraeli, or
Parnell, or Gladstone, or Farragut, or Grant, or Lee, or
Shakespeare, or Haute, hut there !

fe ble-mlnded kintts and the tribe isn't extinct— for me
to lake a chance rummaging around dry family trees
Where Ignorance is hiiss. 'tis tolly to be wise \s .Mark

Twain savs. It's nice to have a grandfather, h u 1 m h,

ginning to believe that n is better to I

I of the storv i\\ Alexander Dumas, 'he
elder, who was pari African, on his mother's side It was
the custom lei- the many en mies which Dumas made to

refer tauntingly to this fact, and to question his legitimacy
of birth, U a banquet to which the gnat novelist was
invited, he was Beated nexl an English fop, who tin

he was having a good time whenei r he could refer, in

veiled fashion, to the subject of Dumas' nativity, and
finally mewing bolder.

your pardon, m\ dear M. Dumas, hut l am told that

your ancestry is African
"

rybody waited to Bee whal would happen
Dumas said: "That's quite true My great - ram! i.i I h r

was a full-blood negro, and his p ;randfather was
baboon M famth Btarted where your's ends off!"

SPRING-1915
Our Spring Arrivals in Suits and Overcoats

are WortH Your Attention

$20.00
The Glen UrquHart Plaid

Market Street T\T^T^^ T—T^ t^i

East of Powell BERGER'S Clothing
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INDOOR YACHT CLUB

TALLAC TRIP
Thursday, August 12th

Auto parade leaves club rooms 8 P. M. Hand baggage must be at club office not

later than 7.45 P. M.

Excursionists leave Ferry Depot on 9 P. M. boat—special train de luxe leaving Oak-

land pier 9:30 and Sixteenth Street, Oakland, 9:35.

Friday, August lotli
Breakfast 8 A. M. in S. P. dining room, Truckee. 9 A. M. leave Truckee for

Tahoe, arriving Tallac in time for luncheon.

Friday afternoon—Swimming, boating, fishing, auto and horseback outings.

Evening—Dance in Casino.

Saturday, August l^tli
Picnic and barbecue to Glen Alpine; games and mountain climbing contest

to Mt. Tallac. Closing day, races at Reno. "2-J

Evening'—Banquet, ball and vaudeville show at Casino.

Sunday, August 15tli
Games, tug-o-war; races and baseball game, I. Y. C. vs. Tallac.

Evening'— Farewell concert and vaudeville performance on pier 8:30 to 9,

leaving on special steamer at 9 P. M., arriving in San Francisco Monday,

August 16th, 8 A. M.

TICKETS COVERING ENTIRE EXPENSE <£ cy s (~\r\
Hotel, sleepers, meals, refreshments, etc. *^J £* vJ • V-r V^

Register NOW
Accommodations limited— First come, first sened

No Reservations ^Tth
Made After Aug'. / ^=

Baggage checked at club rooms up to 7.45 P. M., August I 2th.

TICKETS NOW READY and must be taken up before 9 P. M-, August 9th.

Accommodations at Tallac assigned when tickets are issued.
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Indoor Yacht Club
Club Rooms and Office. A Eddy Street- Telephone (Private

Exchange connecting all departments). Sutter 5386.

Hoard of Pilot*.

Frank J Hennessy. Commodore. M. W. Altmayer. Steward
William H. McCarthy. Keeper-of-the-Log.

Thomas S. Mulvey Joseph A Walls
James W Coffroth James Woods
Samuel Berger John Tait
Joseph H Hutchinson Win. Chappell

Harry P. Sullivan. Assistant Secretary.

standing Committees.

House: M W Altmayer. Jno. F. Cunningham. T. S. Mulvey
Jno J Glynn.

Office*: H. Keegan Monahan M. w Altmayer. J. A.
Auditing: J H Lewis M W. Altn
Eutrrtninnient: Sam Berger. Wm H McCarthy, 11

: 1 Frank P. Shanley.
Flonnce: John Tait. J W Coffroth. James Woods

Hart. Wni 11 M< Carthy.
Athlellc: P. M. Wand. J S Lewis, J E. 1'erham
I. ¥. C. Bond: Majoi Eugene M Levy. Manager.

Watts

. Staf-

H. H.

Club House membership. $6 00 per year.

payable annually or semi-annually—June 1 and De-
cember 1

Criticize and suggest for the Improvement of our service
Complaint and suggestion box in

Is your address correct and your name properly pelted

OB our records, evidenced by your bills and the envelopes
from the Club? If not. as a great assistance to this office

Id suggest that vou correct the same yourself when
mailing your i heck to the office. It is very Important that
we have our records In this ami we ask
your hearty co-operation with us. Moral: If you change
your mailing address, let us know and we will see that
the possibility of your mail from this office going astray Is

TH,|

I. Y. C. NOTES.

Tallac trip tickets now ready—mus! In- taken up before

9 P. M. August 9th. Accommodations at Tallac assigned

upon issuance of tickets. If you wait until the 1,.

nd find the accommodations all taken, don't com-
plain. Notice has b"?en repeatedly given. First come

—

first served!

Shipmate Dave Sullivan returned from a two-thousand-

mile motor trip last week. Dave drove his six-cylinder

iker through to Los Angeles via the Coast road

and return-d up the valley At Raymond he branched off

through the Wanona Big Trees ami down into the Yo-

Wmlte From the vallej li drovi the hardest

kind of "going" to the Tuolumne Big Trees, and came out

over th° Coultervilh- road to Merced and hark to San
Francis. o. Dave "Study" wenl over Hie entire two thou-

sand miles of all kinds of roads without a puncture or

mishap.

Willi Nelson contemplates the same kind of a nip in

his Premier Roadster He will hav« for his i in

Coffroth. and promises lis "Spirit" that be "ill

return him to San Francisco without accident.

All of which reminds us that there is a rivalry mi be-

tween (he driving abilities of Nelson and Sullivan, as

i of their cars Ir is understood that

Coffroth will back his pal. Willie, and Major McCarthy
will pin his faith to Dave.

The families of a great many members have arranged to

ii n at Tallac during the I Y. C. we=k.

The accommodations at Tallac being limited, it behooves
desirous of spending their vacations al Lake

Tahoe during I. Y c so e ii> communicate with

John Tait (160 OFarrell street. Douglas 560) at earliest

possible moment.

Indoor Yacht Club

PROGRAM
Aug 12—Tallac Trip. Res"rvations may be made

up to August 9th. 9 P. M.

Aug. IS—Elimination Pinochle Tournament.

i . 23 Baseball at Fioyes Springs. I. Y. C. vs.

Sonoma.

Sept. 13 - Club Night.

'—Kiddies' Day.

Oct ::i—Hallowe'en Jinks.

The Indoor I o who attended the Paul Masson
picnic al Coyote i'oinl. Sunday. July lxih, may thank the

following named shipmates for the excellent service at

the Festal board on this occasion: John J. Glynn, H.

Keegan Monahan. Win I. Crayton, Flank Marisch, James
ley. Geo. W McCarthy, Harry Guinnane, John S.

Ma. Kay. Geo. Symon. William J. Hynes. Sam Friedlander.

Tommy McGrath, Harry Keeler. Moe Altmayer, Otto Wall
lisch. Joe Kelly. Mike Levy. Tern I', inrran. Mike Hey-
fron and George Lovejoy.

(apt. Neal T. Duffy, of the Indoor Yacht club baseball

nounces that he has twenty-five players

which lo select his nine; and their first game will be with

the Simon Springs, Sunday, August -2d.

Captain Ni contempls Ion a -aim- with the

Olympic Club. Aspiring ball players are requested to com-
ite with the I Y. C. office or Neal Duffy.

To Paul Masson and Clarence Wetmore we extend our

ra is donation 01 wines for

oyote Point Picnic,

We are indeed indebted to Shipmate Andy Buerk for

Becul |

Co ote Point for the picnic, and the

many othi - extended; also wining and dli

the ci a -n al his famous rotissierie, Uncle Tom's

Cabin. Main thanks. Andy!

nate John 1. Hi mber of the

and former Supervisor, lias been endorsed by me
i or the office of Supervisor.

Th° Board of Pilots wish to publiclj express their ap-

preciation of Shipmate H. Keegan Monal erous

contribution of the sum of $100 toward the purchase of the

new billiard table just installed in the club rooms.

\t the Paul Masson picnic July lsth. Harry Pelsmger

i. fed a six-round draw with Bob Graham, and Sam Pel-

..,. defeated Joe Ward in three round a by

referee.
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ROTATION POOL TOURNAMENT.

SCOR
Tuesday, J

Dr. Joseph Gunville 169 vs.

A. S. Ellsworth 175 vs.

W. M. Fitzgerald 1S5 vs.

Louis Schroeder 16S vs.

Neil Duffy 155 vs.

Ben Weitz 198 vs.

Lester Livingston 181 vs,

M. D. Coakley 172 vs.

W. J. Rothlin 171 v£.

Harry A. Keeler 138 vs.

Wednesday,

149 vs,

220 vs.

182 vs,

116 vs,

173 vs,

199 vs
171 vs

303 VS,

W. J. Rigney
D. K. Stevenson
Michael Heyfron
J. J. Kenealy
B. F. Best
C. J. Vail
C. Crowley
E. A. Bernhardt

ES.

uly 13th.

Steve Dabovich
F. C. Hawes
C. B. Mish
C. L. Martin
Herbert Newman
Max Riehman
Thomas P. King
Joe Rose
Reuben L. Blake
William Hughes

July 14th.

Geo. Dixon
Maurice Griffin

T. R. McGrath
E. Riegelhuth
A. J. Crowley
Max Brody
Edward Sagar
Dave Symon

Michael Heyfron
C. J. Vail
Ben Weitz
Lester Livingston
W. M. Fitzgerald
Steve Hughes
E. A. Bernhardt
C. Crowley
Louis Schroeder

William Hughes
Joe Rose
A. S. Ellsworth
Ben Weitz
Herbert Newman

162
167
157
166
178
135
158
182
170
207

190
125
41

198
174
164
154
48

Thursday, July 15th.

195 vs. D. K. Stevenson
153 vs. Herbert Newman
183 vs. W. J. Rothlin
153 vs. E. Riegelhuth
161 vs. A. S. Ellsworth
145 vs. H. F. Bernhardt
96 \s. Joe Rose
99 vs. William Hughes

256 vs. Dr. Joseph Gunville

Friday, July 16th.

2C9 vs. Geo. Dixon
203 vs. H. F. Bernhardt
116 vs. E. Riegelhuth
222 vs. Michael Heyfron
255 vs. Louis Schroeder

Saturday, July 17th— Finals.

Herbert Newman 152 vs. E. Riegelhuth
Ben Weitz 177 vs. Joe Rose
William Hughes 169 vs. Joe Rose

Final.

Joe Rose 233 vs. E. Riegelhuth
Joe Rose, first prize; Edw. Riegelhuth, second prize;

William Hughes, third prize.

Highest break, A. S. Ellsworth, 23.

Committee in charge: Harry A. Keeler, Thomas P.

Curran and Geo. W. Thompson.

149
190
164
194
164
204
258
235

94

26
L52

224
126

95

197
178
172

122

Shipmate and Supervisorial Aspirant Joe Mulvihill will

direct the games at Tallae.

LEE LEWIS.
A short time since Mr Hollis Cooley, director of special

events at the Exposition, asked Willie Nelson to sing In

Festival Hall.

Willie agreed, but inquired who would play his accom-
paniment.
Cooley answered that Professor Czwanlsk would be on

hand.
"I can't stand for those professors," said Willie; "they

never gel my accompaniment right."

Mollis assured him that the professor had graduated
from some Conservatoire de Muslque in Buda Pest, but
Willie continued to demur.

"I've had those professors from Europe before, and thej
hmiii do. You go over to the Black Cat and si" if you
can get I Lewis. He's got those long-haired guys beaten
a mile."

\iicl Willie prevailed and Lee accompanied him on the

piano, as he does on nearlj every Indoor Yacht Club and
I tlier oiiiings.

Anil Lee is always willing to volunteer his services

at any time.

Registration closes August twenty-eighth.

The J. Y. C. Culinary Department, Paul Masson Picnic. Bill Hynes and his Crew.
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LAKE TAHOE
Hotels and Cottages on Pine-fringed Fishing, Boating and Out-of-Door Sports.

Shores. Tents and Camping Facilities. Dancing and Evening Entertainment.

$17.25 ONLY A NIGHTS RIDE $15.50
,«°A1LL* FROM SAN FRANCISCO -™--
Pullman Sleeping Car on train from Reduced Round Trip Fares
Oakland Pier in connection with boat . __ ,.., _,
leavingSan Francisco Ferry Station, Include 75 = Mlle Steamer
7:00P.m. Leave Oakland (loth St.) Trip Around the Lake,
7:38 P. M. Connection at Truckee
with Lake Tahoe Ry. for the Lake. Calling at all Resorts.

For Fares, Berths and Illustrated Folder Ask Agents

SOUTHERN PACIFIC
THE EXPOSITION LINE

Saron JLcms's

Beruon
Cotmtrp Club

"
The ONE Bright Spot

"

in Los Angeles

CHOCOLATES
SUPREME!

A Delicious Assortment of

Nut, Chewing, Fruit

and Cream Centers

Packed in Handsome Boxes Fitted
"With Sliding Trays

GEO. HAAS & SONS
770 MARKET ST.
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ST. FRANCIS IMPORTATION CO.

350 Geary Street

WINES AND LIQUORS AT RETAIL
FINEST GOODS - LOWEST PRICES

PROMPT DELIVERIES

DEL MONTE AUTO RENTAL CO.

phone SUTTER 215
LIMOUSINES
LAUNDAULETS

- WEDDINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

CABS
TOUR1NU CARS

OFFICE. I05 POWELL STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

I am a power for great good if you do

not abuse my use.

In cases of need— I do my work well.

I am a builder up of health and strength

—in the hospital or in the home.

For the invalid or the convalescent

—

for the tired or overworked I offer a

great help.

A little of me goes a long way.

I have been among you for three

generations.

I'm known as Cyrus Noble throughout the world.

BUILDERS' EXCHANGE. 180 Jes9le Street BOX 05

VINCENT J. DONOVAN
PAINTING, DECORATING

and POLISHING

729-31 MINNA STREET, San Francisco, Cal.

Phone Park 5156

flaeksen %a$er
Brewery's Own Bottling

A New Beer of Excellence Made by

an Old Company

flaeksen Screwing %e.
ESTABLISHED 1860

Telephone

Market 2068
Eleventh and Folsom Sts.

San Francisco

Auto at the HOPKINS
Formerly Bohemian Villa

MEALS SERVED AT ALL HOURS
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
Entertainment during Afternoon and Night

The Pacific Ocean is My Bath Tub.
Come In. the Water'i Fine.

1938 Ocean Boulevard
Phone Sunaet 960

SMOKE iYI .

%cnna
QUEEN of HAVANA

Shapes and Sizes to suit
All Tastes £> & £/

M. Blashower, Distributer

SHIPMATES HAVE YOU VISITED THE

Garnaticn 'Cafe
S. E. Cor. Fillmore and Ellis

GEO. L. DEALEY, Proprietor

101
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No greater pleasure could be afforded the wrltei ol this storj than the request to "say something about Hill.'"
"Why don't they put McCarthj i

i
" ' has been often hurled at the editor, "They've had Jim Woods

and Tall, Congressman Nolan and Sheriff Barnet, 'Doc' Jones and Rabbi Nleto, Tom Jennings, Father McKlnnon,
'Bill' Naughton, Archbishops R tnd Kanna, Chas. C. Moore, Arthur Flsk, Senator Phelan, Helen K. Williams,

o manj more I can'l remembei Glv< us Bill and 30 Bill n Is.

There has been no n the Indooi Yacht Club in whirl. Bill' McCarthj did not take the leading part. At
ie haa he been .> shirker of the work assigned to him. Better than that, h< has assigned the hardest tasks to

himself.
Evolved in his Fertile brain was the 1 sting ol the ocean beach .is the pleasure ground of San Francisco. He

Mi. members to gel behind the movement thai brought slxtj thousand of the people of San Francisco in
1913, to i

1 -an beach to see their natural playground.
The s. F. Examiner the day after stated the Indoor i"achl Club had on thai occasion played host to th. people ..f

i dt:
He was the presiding genius of that greal day, a year back, when the Endoor Yacht Club took the children from

every orphanage In San Francisco, Irrespective of creed, gave them their Clrsl look al the exposition, and made them
m th< Park Stadium, w i rgets the splendid speeches be mad.- at the different club meetings, bringing tears

to the eyes of the members when urging them to do their pari to make that day the success which II «
Most of us. in facl all of us. members oi the Indoor Y/aChl Club, know these things. But main do not know about

i work done by this splendid city official.
Appointed a Fire Commissioner bj Mayor Tayloi he served several pears and brought the Fire Department to its

highest state "i efficiency, securing fur- the flremei during sickness, besides equipping and building many
of the up-to-date fire houses In all portions of the c

Against his wishes, he was nominated by the Municipal Conference as a Supervisor in 1911 on the ttckel headed by
Rolph. and received thi ote out of 175 < andldates,

His entire time in office has 1 the welfare of the 1 pie of his native city. The line boulevard system he
fathered. As chairman of the Street Committee of the Board re business streets, both north and south of Market
street, have been constructed than ever bi for<

As a memher of the Finance Committee of the Board of Supervisors, he has ever stood for the taxpayer as igalnsl
the taxeater. Through his constant effori he secured th start of the Beach esplanade. His work on the FInanci
tnltt»e has given him a knowledge of the proper conduct of ibis great municipal corporation that is excelled by none.

Bui as .1 member of : 7achl Club we know and love him best. He is always with us and for us. He is

a true, loyal and sincere friend to all who know him, and kind to every one who approaches him,
William H McCarthy is a candidate for Assessor at the coming primary election, He has been endorsed b: most

of the civic bodies of the city, by the Republican and Dei sratlc organizations, by all who make for the best conduct
eommonwe.-dt h

What more pleasing endorsement can be given him than by his fellow members in the Indoor Yacht Club, to all

of whom he is both friend and pal, to turn out en masse for his election on September 2Sth.
Now, altogether, won't we do that for him?
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AN ADVENTURE WITH MY EGO
By HAROLD H HOEBER

Since the political campaign has struck its stride the

socially inclined man of leisure is ill at ease. His one
inclination is to slide through this world with the least

posshle amount of friction and disturbing incidents. Now
at this time the ports of his usual call where his pleasure

was to he had along with the pleasing afternoon libation

are the busy forums of impassioned Ciceros or the camp
followers of would-be Ceasars. His is the lot to listen

with polite patience to the paeons of praise that swell

forth from the lips of the soap hox orators. This alone is

most unwont to one of quiet tastes but when with Hebraic

or Gallic eloquence seizes the speaker and the emphasis
spills the liquid over the mahogany bar and neatly pressed

tweeds, then is when patience is at an end. He has per-

force to become one of those lone apaches who kill the

bottle in the privacy of their room or must seek sur-

cease from the wranglings of the political gladiators by

frequenting conclaves of the mind where the rabble and
garden variety of people are rare and equally unwelcome.
This was my determination. Of late I have become a

serious and devoted student of the sects and schisms rang-

ing in name from New Thought, Psychotherapeutics, Ma-
hatmatism. Yogi-ism to Voodooism. I am. as yet, bill a neo-
phyte in the ways of the wonders of the mind and the mys-
teries of the sub-conscious thought, but I have learned to

make known my wants in a language so devious and
indirect that 1 have been the recipient of unstinted praise

from my "Mentor." Teresa Obrionne is my "Guru" and
UK is without a doubt the most wonderful lllumlnata the

world has known, of course 1 am now speaking in the

phraseology of my sect. Knowledge becomes with me
the uncommon and obscure and with the evident intent to

mislead the favored object of my discourse. \t times, I

myself am at a loss to follow the wonderful ramifications

of the mystic maze of my ideas.

Sometime ago I was immensely delighted to read in one
of the current periodical- a delightful article written by
a lady of the blessed circle of the immortals. The title

was "Nothing Mumbles But Bricks.
1 '

I read that essay
but it was so heavily laden with divine inspiration that h

confess that my poor brain was unable to absorb the in-

finite knowledge it diffused. The author had sat at the
feet of Swami Oyou Damfnle. This I found out for myself
after Terrence O'Brien II mean Teresa Obrionne. if you
will pardon the slip, as 1 have a had habit of reverting
to the old habit of speaking in terms that the pleblan
understands and for which I am greatly chagrined because
it affords no mental ingenuity to be understood i, had
said in solemn accents. Some animals live in trees and
others die.'' I knew at once he meant that the light of
Asia bad been granted to the author. Now, when cares
or what I denote as the cares of lite, such as the morti-
fication of hearing a mortal with the gift of the gods
within his reach. pas~ the pearls of \\

: s<hun and the
chance of immortal life by using ordinary method of
speech in asking lor "Hani and Eggs" when he could
and preserve his wisdom for the delectation ol the lm„
mortals by saying. "Over the Infinite is above the high

est. A weary and fatigued. The flesh ol the earth must
wallow a little while and then be browned, That which is

enclosed will be opened and right side up." This 1 say
i- when I return with avid intere?t and read. Nothing
Humble! Ilul Bricks."

I asked Piggy Newman one night to ace pany me to
a meet : ng. Thai is I asked him when he did not expect
an invitation lie |>ted but did not know that be had
accepted, I flatter myself that he is still in ignorance of
the wonderful way I had of expressing myself and work-
ing my will upon bis plastic mind. Lest I seem to be in-

clined to bragadoct io I will here set forth the method I

ed to offer to him the wine of knowledge. "Piggy," I

•id ;is we were Btanding near th" favored railing in the
club, -did you ever hear of the Maha Mahatma?" "No, I

-i m rally stick to 'Stingers' with just a dash of orange
I

> el," said he. 1 knew at once that he was in a most re-

ceptive mood, so I ordered another beverage in my ex-

ultation. I had him going but he did not know it. He
had been going a little before 1 met him, but then I addea
speed to the running by the proper application of "Sting-
ers When 1 felt that he was in the proper condition,

I bent over and whispered in his ear. "There is within the
e of a city blcck a place that is not crowded and what

you want wiil be given if the proper spirit is aroused
within your consciousness. Do you want to live or die?"
This last I said to try him in one of the supremest tests of
cur sect. He looked up and a shining light broke upon
bis countenance. "Sure, lets beat it. I've been stuck six
times hand running and a little fresh air and a new place
will help a lot." falling for his hat he left with me.
Where is this place that you mentioned?" Without an-

swering him directly. I murmured. "Some gas. more gas
and a little jingle." and hailing a taxicab we climbed in.

A short ride and we stopped outside of a severe looking
residence. "Nothing Doln'! No tiger for me tonight. I am
ofT the game of chance until I recover from the Tallac
trip." I understood that he had glimmerings of the
"Truth," He was speaking in a language that I could un-
derstand. He was within in a few moments within the
sacred circle. Upon reflection and basing my reason on
what followed I think that he failed himself to realize that
he had spoken in the language of the "Illuminata." We
were entering before I could frame an adequate reply.
Terrence i Teresa I mean I met us at the door. "Nirvanna
—Enter from the out into the in and Excelsior." I intro-
duce Piggy as a prospective candidate.
He received the salaam of Teresa and was fascinated by

the mop of black hair that fell into his eyes as he bowed.
Turning to me Teresa said that we had arrived at a
most fortunate time. The elected and elite, the faithful
follower of the yogis, the most exalted Oyou Damfule had
arrived and was at this time within the sacred precincts
of the house. My heart skipped a dozen beats. When I

recovered, in walked the tallest Hindoo that I had ever
seen. 1 spread my hands palms down and gave the sign
of submission. Piggy turned and said "Wholnhella this?"
I said "Out of nothing came something. I will not hear
you greet the Master of Masters Swami Oyou Damfule."
"Pleased to meet you Swimmer Dam Idjut," said Piggy. I

was struck with horror. I hastily whispered in Piggy's
ear. "Correct yourself. Hi« name is Damfule." "Damfule
or Ham Idjut. what's the difference. Say. what in
i< this all about. What are you pulling off. Am f drunk
or are all you people crazy. Where did you come from.
Mose"" This last was directed to the great Swami. My
head swam. One of the illuminated called Mose' I strove,
in a daze, to gather my speech. 1 reverted to the race in-
fluence and shouted. "Lay off that stuff. Piggy. This
man could, it be wanted to, talk to New York with the
;iid el a telephone ir telegraph. He projects his thoughts
in the ether and those atune may hear." "Turn in a fire

alarm." shouted Piggy, "everybody is batty' Why. that
big link was a rubber in chief for .Mitch when he had a
string of near champions. Either everybody is crazy or
Stingers' are the bunk. Mose open the door. By the way.
the last time 1 saw you you were busted. Where did you
raise the wind.
The swami turned toward Teresa and me and drawing

his right eyelid down as the secret signal that what was
Caesar's was to he rendered unto Caesar, said. "As a
famous Governor once said. "A man must eat.' I found
that this work was a cinch. These people wanted a Swami
and I found out that I could Swam as good as the rest
of the banks, so here 1 am."

"Pretty soft," -aid Piggy, and turning to me, said: "Let's
beat it. you are stiff and a Turkish bath will put you
straight again." I do not remember much until the fol-
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lowing morning, when to wipe the incident out of my
thought, the consolation of a communion of kindred souls

by calling at the 'Guru's" house. I was met at the door

by a stranger, who said "If you are looking for bunco

steerers that lived here you got some job. They have slid

out clean. If you have a claim against them I will gladly

press it for you." Mechanically I thanked him. and de-

clining his offer wandered down the steps and to the near-

est solace parlor and took a little bit of the "hair of the

dog" that bit the night before. Raising the glass, I silently

vowed to lay off all the sects for eternity.

"SAVE THE KIDDIES"—SAID THE RICH MAN.

When the Lusitania went down with nearly all on board

the other day a rich man stood at the rail and saw the deck

beneath him sinking into the waves. He called his valet

and gave his last instructions:

"Here." said the rich man, taking off the life belt he

had fastened about his waist, "here, let's save the kiddies,"

and they did.

They saved the kiddies—the rich man and his valet

—

and they went down into the sea themselves.

Alfred Gwynne Vanderbilt, your name has meant noth-

ing to most of us who've heard it up till now, nothing but

money.
The very syllables of it seemed to taste of gold, and in

the pronunciation we seemed to sense the rustle of rich

silk the sparkle of precious gems, the perfume of delicate

wines and everything that stands for what great wealth

will buy.
But now, and from this forward, the name of Vanderbilt

will mean something to us Americans besides money.

Just as the name of Astor has had a different sound

since the sinking of the Titanic.

Rich man, pcor man. beggar man and thief—all alike in

the wild clamor of the rushing sea. We sneer, and some-

times with reason, at the foibles and follies of the Amer-
ican aristocracy, but it is on record now thai neither the

poor man, the greater man nor the thief has it in him to die

more nobly than the rich man who. we like In make our-
" selves believe, is something a little less than a human
being.

"A man's a man for a' that.

And a' that, and a' that."

The rank is but the guinea stamp

—

The gold's the gold, for 'a that.

FALL
HATS
TOM

DILLON
MILLINER FOR MEN

720 MARKET ST.

but see, up
joyous and
hope of the

Gold, pure gold, Alfred Gwynne Vanderbilt! The best of
all the metals, John Jacob Astor! You proved it. as the
humblest citizen may. at the call of the Great Leveller.

I'm glad you bore an American name and came from old
American stock.
"Save the kiddie!" What a lesson it was you taught us,

Alfred Vanderbilt. standing there at the rail of the sink-
ing ship!

"Save the kiddies!" That's the important thing for us
here in our country to do today—save the children.
We've had our chance, we who have grown to manhood

and to woman's heritage. We took it and made the best
of it, or we let it pass and lost it.

See the man who walks there at your elbow. He's rich,

very rich, they say. What gives him the eyes of a hunted
animal?
The woman in the crowd ahead of you. how pale she is,

how agonized with remorse over something which, perhaps,
she really could not help. You, yourself, are you satisfied
with whal you have done with your life and your oppor-
tunity?

If you bad it to live over again, if you could begin at
the beginning—what's the use. you can't.

The story is told, almost to the last word
there on top of the hill! Here they come
laughing and light of heart, the children—the
race!

Quick, there's a bridge down there at the foot of the hill!

with you to your grave! Quick, let's repair it, let's "save
the kiddies!"

Hark' What is thai In the dark forest back there? Is
it the roar of a wild and savage beast?

See! They are running toward it and laughing, the
little children, who follow us so gayly down the winding
road of life, Quick, let's warn them, quick, before it Is

loo late!

They are young and full of courage. They can cope with
ell the wild beasts in the Jungle, if we only tell them in

time. "Save the kiddies!"
They are more unselfish than we, perhaps, I ler

minded, bigger souled. They may make an expedition Into

the dark forest and risk their own lives for the benefit of

i hose h bo win i ome behind them.
Let's tell them about it and give them a chance.
"Save the kiddies!"

My boy shall never make the mistakes that I made, not
if I

ihi help it My girl shall have a better chance than
I had— if there is such a ihini; as chance. And the others
—the children of my neighbor— shall they not have their
chance, too?

My neighbor and I can get along the rest of Hie way as

we started. We'll find the road through the bog and
around the quicksands and over the shaky bridges as best
we can. Hut, oh, there is one thing we can do—one thing

we of this generation must set. out earnestly and thor-

oughly to do—let's "save the kiddies" if we have to throw
iwa our own life preservers and go down into the wild

sea to death alone, to do It.—Annie Laurie In S. F. Exam-
iner.

HARD WORK.

A Los Angeles doctor who started in practice eigln - u

ago with only $."> is now worth $1». I, His accumulation
ol tii is considerable sum is due to his frugality, good
habits, strict attention to his professional work and Hie

fact that an uncle died and left him $9900.—Southern Cali-

fornia Practitioner.

I Sutter 4030
' uouglas 5683

Formerly
2N SUTTER STREET

GOBEY'S GRILL
HO UNION SQUARE AVE.

Bet. Grant Av San Francisco. Cel.
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Zone, Panama-Pacific International Exposition.

September 1, 1915.

Mr. William J. Lynch,
Editor Emeritus, Main Sheet.

Sir:— I am handing you, herewith, at your request, my
astral opinions and readings of the various candidates in

the municipal pri-

mary.
It is submitted on

one condition. I

brook or permit no
changes whatsoever.
If it does not meet
with your views you
need not publish it,

but I cannot have
my reputation as a
Seeress marred by
any changes not
prompted by my
clairvoyant powers.
Need I add that 1

have in a short time
past predicted the
election of Pope Ben-
edict, the sinking of
the Luaitania and
the gigantic war now
devastating Europe?
A> an admirer said,

"Everyone knows Madame Ellis and Madam Ellla knows
everything,

"

Respectfully, I am, sir,

MADAM ELLIS.

MAYOR.
JIM ROLPH—The stars favorably incline about the head

of James of the Mission. A prospect of this quarrel end-
ing at the primary. If he wins It will be by the length of

the whiskers of Schmitz.

GENE SCHMITZ—A character of very good and very
bad fortune.

ANDY GALLAGHER—The fog is quite thick on the po-

litical sea. I cannot quite determine his position. He will

run well.

WILLIS POLK—My humor prevents. Willis, according
to the stars, mistakes gin fizzes for votes. Couple him
with Hoggioni and Tailor Valentine for last place.

ASSESSOR.
McCARTHY—A certain winner. Blest with all the gods

and goddesses require.

GINTY i formerly McGinty)—The cymbals of heaven
are playing "Down Went McGinty," as I ponder on his for-

tunes.

McLAUGHLIN—The number two hangs about John's
form. You will meet him in the Labor Commissioner's
office all next year.

DISTRICT ATTORNEY.
FICKERT—His course aglow with victory. His prover-

bial luck stronger than ever. I see tremendous support
and strength given by his staff.

SWEIGERT—The ghosts of Higgy and Burns still tread
the boards.

SHERIFF.
FINN—The stars reported him an easy victor, but the

Scotch mist of McLaren mystifies prophecy.

McLAREN—No worse than second as I do see now.

EGGERS—His submarine tactics have finished him.
More popular with the women than the voters. Assured
by the gods and Examiner of last place.

CORONER.
LELAND an easy winner. I would advise that he take

his lady opponent to lunch.

POLICE JUDGE.
OPPENHEIM— I foresee an easy first place. One of the

chosen people is sure to be chosen and it is a good selec-
tion.

FITZPATRICK—The gods uniting toward Tim. Will
have a comparatively easy time winning; 1915 brought a
wife; it will also bring a job.

BATH—Like his name, implies a ducking.
TAAFE—Misfortune gathers about him. Brady and

Bath will prove nemesis.

BRADY—Better ballplayer than candidate. His fortune
will be brighter in later years.

GUILFOYLE, JR.—The gods consider not trifles. Spare
the shekels. Joe.

SUPERVISORS.
WOLFE—Supervisors are like Senators, so Eddie will

surely be where he belongs.

HAGERTY—Exceedingly well do the stars incline, no
chance to miss among first nine.

HAYDEN—Fortune will give him a kinder fate than he
deserves.

MULVIHILL—Stronger than his milk. Will be among
the first.

VOGELSANG—The birds are always prophets. And the
song I hear is a bright major melody like a lark on a vic-
torious spring morning.

McELROY—Belongs with us as we pass the paddock.
Fate with fortune smiles.

KORTICK—The gods are gods of change. I see Kortlck
with an eight to get—a good chance.

PORTER—Since Jove laughed at perjuries, the gods
have a sense of humor. Olympus frowns on Porter lor
his lack. Besides, it's easier to beat 337—than to win an
election.

HERGET— Stars, birds and gods agree he deserves much
and I see a bright chance.

HOCKS—The German vote will help Oscar, but a trench
is a trench and it isn't won till it's taken. Oscar may
require more gas.

LAHANEY—A dangerous man with lots of luck,

WELCH—The influence of his brother Jack will pull
him through.

DWYER—The gods record naught of him.

elken— \'or in tin- embrace of star- exists his image.

DUFFY—Prospects good through thick and thin. Neil
will see Mi N'ali win. i Will McN'ab do as much for Neil?)

HEYDENFELDT Thor iiel Odin, his titulark gods, are
for him.

FORREST—In the thick of it. I see flowers springing at
his feet, but 1 can't make them out whether they are
immortelles or daisies.

LAGOMARSINO— I seem to hear the lugubrious strains

of Verdi's melancholy ''Miserere" music.

LYNCH— 'Tis a g 11 v name north of the Mason-Dixon
line.

HYNES—A title accustomed of the gods to victory.

The kindest words
(This is no salve)

Are just these four

—

"What will you have"

OLD KIRK
WHISKEY

ED. M. LIND, General Manager

A. P. Hotaling: & Co.
Established 1852

We Should ELECT WM. H. McCARTHY, ASSESSOR
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GOLD DUST FROM THE NUGGET.

(A new symposium of gossip has been found—The Round
Table has passed to the limbo of the forgotten. It is

passe. But down in a hot, smoky, smelly little steak shop,

there gather daily politicians, anarchists, artizans, good

and bad. and there they tell the truth or try to or don't

as the case may be, and all they know or think they know
or bluff at it. Follows a sample.—The Editor.)

"Split of ale," piped Eddie with more perspiration than

patience, while the lordly, the ex-Colonel Duffy, demanded
his attention.

"Yes. sir. yes, Mr. Duffy, what is that you want?"
"Some lettuce with five eggs," rejoined the colonel, "and

bring Mr. Cunningham some Gibbs."

"One lamb kidney and bacon!" bawled a rude Neopoli-

tan, the minute the Little Dynamo of the Vaults was spot-

ted, and he added, "Draw one in a Klondyke glass."

"Sit down Bill," invited Cunningham, through sniffles

to Bill Byington.
"Well, boys, how are you?" greeted Frank Hyland. while

Duffy groaned, "I came in to get some roast beef, not

Schmitz, for lunch."
"Is that so?" tartly queried Hyland. "I suppose you're

peeved because I showed up the Progressives at lunch
yesterday." kept on Hyland. "I said that Ryan was stall-

ing with Gallagher and you're sore because I said the Pro-
gressives have been exposed trimming their good stalwart,

Andy Qallagl i i

"I'll admit," said the Colcnel, "that they have treated

him badly."

"Shamefully, shamefully," protested the genial Low-
enfeld.

"What do YOU think about it. .lack?" pressed Hyland.
Whereupon the daredevil of the Fleishhaekers, the Crock-

ers, the Requas, the Spreckels and the Meyersteins, an-
nounced with supreme conviction and serene soul:

"I'm for William M. McCarthy for Assessor!"
"That's nothing," said Colonel Duffy, "so is everybody

else"—and thus fell in the person of the colonel, another
Progressive.

"Bring me some more cantaloupe." demanded Byington,
as a bracer, when the rotund lack Nagle and Holy BeEcej
loomed in sight.

"How's the District Attorney's fight going?" asked Cun-
ningham.

"Fine, fine," said Becsey. "Everyone is being advised
that Sweigert is a "Peeping Tom" police commissioner.
He spied on the cops and everybody else. This old town
would be in a grand fix if Sweigert ever landed the Li--
trict Attorney's job."

"Correct, as quoted," broke in Frank Hyland, "but there
are so many double erossers in politics that they don't
appreciate the good men enough. Why, did you hear
about the triple cross that Schmitz got at the Republican
County Committee?"

"No," answered Col. Duffy, "and if there is anything
new in the double cross line, let me know it, for I want to
give it to the Governor's non-partisan league."

"Well, Mereh Winter and R. M. J. Armstrong wore the
carpet out in Schmitz' office telling the ex-mayor they
•..ere for him. They agreed to present and second his
name before the convention. Why. they absolutely looked
the one-time mayor in the eye and solemnly promised him
everything, and then when the meeting was held, they
didn't even show up," went on Hyland in disgust.' The
next dog show in town is going to have two new entrants
from the Schmitz kennels.

"Well, don't get so bitter," admonished "Sheriff" Ralph
McLaren. "Rolph is a pipe."

"I know it," sighed Frank. "He'll be elected before long
"

he concluded.

"You don't mean Percy Long," queried Pete Peterson.
"Whatever you say about Long," returned Hyland,

ignoring the pun, "you've got to admit he got a rise out
of Judge Dooling, and anybody can tell you that's no
easy thing to do."

"Also there's much laughter going up to the gods these
days and nights from lawyers who like to see their judges
abused for bum decisions, because," continued Byington,
with the wise air of one who knows, "you see after every
decision there is at least one lawyer who doesn't think
much of the judgment of the judiciary."

"It took three days to prove that Rolph was mayor,'
sneered Hyland.

"It takes longer than that," chipped in Puss Hall, "ti

prove lots of things that are perfectly obvious."
"How's that." challenged Frank.
"You can't prove to a blind man the color of his own hair."

snapped Puss with a scratching voice, "nor to a deaf man
the feebleness of bis voice."

Whereupon Byington ordered more cantaloupe, the dice
boxes appeared for arbitration, the Italians got their per
diem ami then the wolves went forth to prey on the public
or stall on the city, according to their occupations or their
hopes.

:

CHARLES M. FICKERT
The barrier has gone up again for Charlie Fickert. He

is a candidate to succeed himself as District Attorney
and to most of us that is the beginning and the end of

the story. It should he enough for
every voter to know that Fickert
aspires to succeed Fickert. To aid
him in that ambition is to aid the
city. No fair-minded man. not blinded
by partisan or petty prejudice, can
look up and over his record and with-
hold from Fickert bis support. The
Main Sheet enjoys the privilege of
endorsing Charles Fickert. and Is

happy to make the assertion, conn
dently, that already he's away to a
good start and it looks like an easy
race for him.

In the six years that Charlie Fickert
has been in the office of the District Attorney, he has
made a record of which be has a right to he proud, and
one which reflects credit upon Hie electors of this com-
monwealth who hi often choose so wisely. As evidence
of his recognized fitness for the office, the fact should be
noted that nh on candidate could be u I with cour-

age to oppose his almost certain victory.

The Fickert policy has been one of courteous treatment
to all those having business with him and bis office. His
staff of assistants has been chosen with this in view hut.

of course, with first attention to their qualifications to hi

their tasks. Fickert has been a vigorous prosecutor, u>

has run his office with the skill of a learned lawyer and
the acumen of a successful business man, and his office

and affairs no less than he himself have been free from
the slightest taint of scandal. He has been fearless in the
enforcement of the laws and humane in His dealings with

offenders who have stepped across the line of honor for

the first time. He has not been heedless in his prosecu-

tions nor by the same token, a mere persecutor. No one
has more wisely undertaken to extend the provisions of

the probation law than has he in favor of defendants who
were worthy of the chance which such provisions pre-

suppose.

The bench, the bar and the public approves of Charles
Fickert and will and should elect him by an overwhelming
vote of confidence, esteem and affection.

EL SIDELO CIGARS
Will Suit Your Taste
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LEO FRANK AND THE STATE OF GEORGIA.

By Sam Berger.

I have been asked by the editor to write an article for

this month's Main Sheet. He did not designate any sub-

ject and I am taking advantage of his failure to do so by
writing of that which pervades my mind to the exclusion
of all else. Political issues, commercial conditions and in-

ternational horrors are subordinated in my thoughts to

the one unhappy episode which took place in our midst.

Not alone because of its enormity, not because of its

king details, not only of its exploitation of that which
aiserable in man but because of all these, and for the

further rea on that it is food for philosophical reflection.

My imagination and feeling do not run riot because Frank
was a .lew. 1 am a lew, true, but I am not more proucl

of being a .Tew th n you are of being a Christian or you
are of being a Mohammedan, than you are of lining a

Buddhist. We are heir, of course, to the vanity inherent

in man of believing that his race is equal to that of any
other, but if Frank had been a negro, and there have been

negroes subjected to the same treatment, the inhumanity
displayed and the lessons learned would be the same. The
State of Georgia stands indicted. The State, because the

laws of the community represent and are maintained by
the will of tlii- majority. There are real men in Georgia,

men whose eyes are not shot red by the passionate utter-

s of the unthinking; men whose courage and sense of

decency stand unfaltering before each passion drunk whim
of the lawless; men who would be a credit to any people

or to any creed.

Georgia presumes to represent a law abiding state. It

punishes malefactors of all description—the thief, the bur-

glar, the thug, tin crook, the bank robber all are sup-

posed to bend before the majesty of the law. To each

malefactor they presume to deal out judgment swift and
sure on the theory that every man must preserve the law

of the land. With cruel decision the State of Georgia

sends to prison thousands of men annually because its laws

have been broken.
What now do they say to themselves? With wbal •

tenuating circumstances are they surrounded? Yes, too
often do men guilty of crimes themselves pass judgment
on those less fortunate who are caught. Many men sup-

posed to represent that which is hottest, that which is

just and that which is kind say to Mr. Weakling. "I am
without sin and you are a criminal. In my merciful judg-
ment I must remove you as a menace to society." Yes.

too few men are honest with themselves, for if thej were
they would be more merciful towards others. The law
of the State can ri-e no higher than men's reasoning.

s kindness or men's instinct and so in its admin-
istration it betrays the weakness of its people.

The State of Georgia allowed a handful of men gathered
in seven automobiles to invade a penitentiary mounted
with gatling guns, provided with obstacles calculated to

make escape as difficult as entrance, to tear from bis cell

a physical pigmy and bravely did thirty or forty men with-

stand the dangers of physical encounter with the prisoner,

march to a tree some seven hours' distant and hang him
there so that the virtue of Georgia's womanhood mi
be avenged.

Foul though the crime of which Frank stood a

though impartial judges believed him innocent, it could

not in its most sordid details equal that of the fair de-

fenders. Though seven hours intervened from the time
of the brave abduction no alarm was successful in spread-

the news of the jail breaking. Either the telephone
work is slow in Georgia or the majority of the peo
were in sympathy with the deed. And then, though it is

possible to record Frank's last sentences, wherein he was
reported to have said that he loved his mother and wife

better than his life, though the details of each action as

he rode on his way to his death, the coroner's jury in

their findings found that he came to his death by parties

unknown. If the foul perpetrators were unknown, who
reported these list words and if he did not hear them,
who told him that they were said?

It i- indeed a sad commentary on Georgian justice.

Within the period of three weeks five other men suffered

a similar fate— lynched on suspicion, and yet Georgia asks

its people to respect their laws. Like every misfortune,

every calamity, every trick of fate, every eccentricity of

passion, there is a lesson to be learned.
Georgia after all represents to a more or less de

temper of all people. To what extent men will allow their
passions, prejudices and intolerance to urge them. In
Georgia lives the hot blooded Southerner, reared in tin-

atmosphere of vengeance, but after all he is an American
and in the average of intellect represents the same per-
centage as another State. He is heir, in a more or less
degree, to all human instincts: he is a man first and a

Georgian afterwards, and while in this present instance
the residents must writhe in the agony of public condemna-
tion, it is only because there happened to be in Georgia
a case that attracted the attention of the millions because
of the circumstances which advertised it. And now I

wonder if we who are deliberating on the inhumanity and
lack of self control are sure that in our own State, whether
it be North. South, East or West, we are free from the
indictment of intolerance, for after all that is the basic-

principle of our criticism.

Is it not true that in these States and in every land
men accuse, condemn and revenge too hastily without
charity, without kindness. It may not be for murder, it

may not be for arson, it may not be for rape, but in all

things do not men sit in judgment too harshly. It must
he accepted as a truism that until all men do right, will

some men do wrong, because the wrongs men commit are
because some man has not done right. Win, as one might.
cannot we argue away the contention that it is the con-

ditions created by men that produce misery. The abuses
of one man force the retaliation of others. Men justify

themselves for lawless acts because of the condition that

surround them and those conditions are man made, and

in passing judgment on all humans should we nut be

more kindly, more human, more tolerant? What man has

reached the topmost rung of his phantom ladder but who
has erred? What judge who sits in judgment sentencing

criminals to years of Imprisonment has ascended the

ril chair without unfairness? What business lord ol

master of industry but who in the march of hi men
tile progress has tut crushed in some degree or other*

Yes. the Whole Scheme of life is selfish, e.u ii mall tries

to nose the other fellow out and in do ' "t always

ethi !

i
i' fair Georgia 1/1 u toda: i - oi lining

example of Intolerance, ol Injustice, bei use within your

boundaries happened the latest, on of

t, but whether it be in Georgia. California, New York.

I oulslana or Minnesota, what errors, what omissions, what

us are labeled as justice.
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SAVE THE MARINA.

In memoriam—Gavin McNab.

White slavery in an automobile! How about those tan-

dem motorcycles?

Well. Percy Long, you have your faults, but you are
not a well-dressed shyster.

Percy, if you are judged by the enemies you've made,
you're all right.

Why didn't Matt Sullivan dare to argue the Injunction
case in the Supreme Court?

The longer Judge Crothers stalls thai case, Ibe more
apt he is to be in contempt.

Why don't they run the Geary street cars into the law
library?

.Ichn Dunnigan will now remove his six free phones.

What a dull world if the Seals didn't win or Judge
Lawlor dissent.

Eddie Nolan discovered the lotteries, but who discovered
Eddie Nolan?

Perh:ps II and F means money and fish.

Looks like you have to join "the Missionites" to get an
endorsement.

The Examiner tells Andy to tell on Gene and Gene on
Andy. That isn't treating Andy right. Is it, Jim?

Tom Finn should have delivered those nominations to
McNab C. O. D.

When they burned the Fair mortgage, why didn't they
throw the Geary street injunction in?

Wilson has achieved the diplomatic success of decides.

How about those Los Angeles banners, Mr. Sweigert?

Taft dcesn't believe in our freak reforms. Neither do
we. Willie!

Roosevelt nominated Johnson for President. I Note.—He
did it on the Zone.)

Why couldn't we have Roosevelt and Harry Thaw here
together?

The Golden Gate Horse Breeders' Association deserves
our best.

Will that little bronze plaque cover all the depravity of
the Purity Congress?

Black Hand gets the money. We are more afraid of
the white hand.

If it wasn't for the B!ack Hand, how would Mundell -»et
into print?

Tis easier to drive the camel through a needle than
a slate through the Democrats.

The Board of Supervisor? is going to economize on tele-
phones. Wonder if their charity will begin at home?

Or perhaps they'll start with Dunnigan. who has onlv
two for private use.

This is open season for trimmers as well as politicians.

When Senator Phekin couldn't dominate the Democratic
convention, he unphelanly kicked them out of his building.

Now that the endorsing and non-endorsing is through
it is amusing to look at the results.
The big surprise of the year was the complete over-

throw of Gavin McNab in the Democratic Partv Since
the halcyon days of Rainey. Kelly and Crimmlns, McNah
has held the Democratic municipal endorsements In hli
hands.
From mayor to janitor everyone was told "to see'' Mc-

Nab. This year was no exception and the wily Scot traded
Union Labor and Republican endorsements for future de-
livery of the Democratic. Tom Finn was caught short nn
the deal and the defeal of Finn was the defeat of McNab,
although McNab's thoroughly famed chairman. Louis
Mooser. denounced Finn in no uncertain terms.
There are those who -ay that Finn overlooked a surf

thing when he made a trade with McNab.
The so-called Tracey minority was pledged to Ralph

McLeran, Hill Kelly was the personal friend of McLeran
and Dolan, Cummlngs ami Nolan, :ill chums nl Charley
Powers were whetting the knife for Finn over the Powers-
Flaherty Senatorial fight.

Had Tom looked before he leaped he never would hare
traded blind with Gavin. We do not know how far McNab
went for Finn, but It couldn't have been very far when
Mr. Mooser acted in the manner and used the words he
did.

Again Mr. McNab aid that Sweigert should be the nom-
Inee lor District Attorney, but unfortunately for Gavin, Mr,
Stafford said Fickert, so il was Flckert.
Then came the Supervisors. McNab had peddled, marked

and delivered these months ago. but Brandon, McSheehy,
Lahaney, Duffy and Mulvihill again upset all the Scot's
calculations.

Well. Gavin has had many good years and many famous
victories, but the bell has sounded, the scaffold is built,

the rope is stretched and Gavin McNab as a bos is no
more, and it must make him think if he had not tried to

give Fickert and Finn the double cross he might still be
collecting large fees on an influence that didn't exist.

"The King Is dead, long live the king."

"Don't get discouraged on your upward climb. Even the

elevator has been known to get stuck between floors."

The Joke that produces nothing but a smile should he

canned at once.

The political boss recognizes no ability that cannot de-

liver the votes.

No one cares for political recognition that is not in the

form of a lazy job.

The joys of igni rai r apt to be more enjoyable than

those of know

The fool and er are soon parted, after the

promoter gets wad.
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RANDOM THOUGHTS

The judicial and administrative functions of a city's

government, and a community's, are so closely related

—

or should be—that to many minds, not familiar with the

intricacies of the science of political economy, they are

confused into one general plan, the object of which is

the preservation of life, liberty and the pursuit of happi-

ness, and the dispensing of justice between man and man.
That different departments of government should be at

enmity is. to such simple minded folk, unthinkable. Like

Benjamin Franklin, they believe that American institu-

tions should, and do. conserve the best interests of all.

from struggling with problems in electricity to Inventing

street lamps, installing street sweepers and perfecting

stoves.

But. it seems, we live in a highly complicated age.

A city's highest official openly flaunts the courts, a city-

attorney ''passes out opinions" advising him feebly, to

persevere and the one remaining institution of our gov-

ernment to retain public respect—the Supreme Court

—

is ignored with more insolence than judgment.

It is not enough to plead the Mayor's zeal in behalf of

his city.

Probably the 'plea is well founded, yet there will remain

a residuum of doubt even as to that, since election time is

on. The votes of the ignorant, the ill advised and pas-

sionate protestors, count as heavily as the votes of the wise

and are probably twice as many.
It is dangerous to lift a voice in favor of a public service

corporation. Few dare do so. It is much easier and
safer to abuse corporate utilities, as the Examiner does.

Vii a public corporation may be right; it is conceivable

that it can be unjustly accused, and—though this be heresy
in the estimation of many— it is possible that it may have
rights.

The courage with which Judge Sturtevant rendered a
decision adverse to the city's contentions in the matter
of the lower Market street quarrel, the alacrity with which
the Examiner leaped at bis throat with the knife of abuse.

and the vindication of the decision by a higher court, are

all evidences which tend to confirm in the thoughtful

mind the suspicion that perhaps even a Municipal cor-

poration may do wrong and that even so good a mayor as

the present may make grave mistakes.
With four court decisions against him, the chances,

according to the gambler's law of averages, are that Mayor
Rolph is ethically wrong.

In any event it is not an inspiring spectacle to observe
one branch of our community's government flouting an-

other. The precedent is dangerous. We may be laying
tracks to wreck the public's confidence in our courts.

• • •

"Woe unto ye when all men shall speak well of ye."

said St. Paul.
Both Billy Sunday and Dr. Aked will be protected by

the Main Sheet from the implied wrath that falls on the
universally popular.
Not even when Aked attacks Sunday will we approve of

him. though the temptation is strong thereunto.
We suspect that the animosity stirred in the heart of

Aked for Sunday is akin to the ill-will felt by one press
agent for another when he "put? over" a big story.

Sunday has a genius for publicity. Dr. Aked only has
talent.

Besides, Sunday has a sense of humor which he mod-
estly admits he shares with the Almighty, but not with
Aked. I wonder if the vaudevillian of the pulpit had his
legitimate rival in mind when he pulled this on one of his
audiences:

"God." said Sunday, "has a sense of humor, as witness
the parrot, the monkey and some of you fellows out there."
Anyway, if all the negations concerning the bible which

are held by Dr. Aked, were added to all the negations held
by Billy Sunday, there'd be nothing left but the story of

Judas.

And speaking about the Bible.

Fred Thompas Thompson is said to be in New York
trying to interest capital in a scheme to make a moving
picture version of the Old and the New Testaments.
The Songs of Solomon will be interesting if they get by

the censor.

"Save the Marina!"
'Tis a good song started by the Chronicle.
M. H. de Young's offices in preserving the present build-

ing located in the park and devoted to the museum, were
probably the most valuable—because permanent—of all

his contributions to the success of our Midwinter Fair.
"Save the Marina" is infinitely more important, be-

cause it relates itself directly with a vastly greater num-
ber of people.
The Main Sheet with all its might approves the plan,

and urges its adoption. It is pleasant also to reflect that
it was begun by the vice-president of the Exposition in
behalf of the city which has stood so nobly back of the
Exposition and all its enterprises.
The scheme as advanced by the Chronicle. M. H. de

Young's newspaper, bears none of the evidences of a hasty
appeal for public approval. It has been carefully thought
out, its various phases examined, its feasibility thoroughly
established and its problems exhaustively explored.
Our own enthusiasm in behalf of the plan is the greater

since it is in line with the Main Sheet's agitation for an
esplanade at the Beach—an agitation which Mr. de
Young's present campaign of publicity extends and co-
relates.

You remember that the Beach Esplanade was the late
W. W. Naughton's pet hobby, his darling idea and his
biggest enthusiasm.
By all means,
''Save the Marina!"

• • •

The horrid disaster that overtook the St. Francis Girls'

Directory, following so closely on the holocaust at the
Presidio, gives us pause.

In both were snuffed out the lives of little innocents.
In both, death came in his most hideous guise.
How long will it be ere our charity remains home long

enough to provide such dependents as the little girls of
the Directory with a refuge secure from the dangers of
fire? How long will we wain till every school building in

San Francisco is "Class A?"
Are we delaying until we shall have a school house hor-

ror which will plunge the whole city again in mourning,
only greater than that which followed the two recent
catastrophes because a larger number of little lives are sac-
rificed?

We teach the children "fire drills."

We thus admit the reality of their danger, and we per-
mit that reality to face our kiddies every day in the
week, housed as thousands of them are, in public and pri-
vate and church and secular institutions, in frame struc-
tures of tinder.

• • «

How long shall we rock the boat wherein ride our hopes?
The prophecies of those who said of the recent and

splendid increase in the attendance at the Fair, that it

would be over as soon as the schools of California re-

sumed sessions, have proven to be groundless.
The attendance keeps up.

Admission Day saw the third largest crowd inside the
gates of the Jewel City that has been drawn since they
were thrown open, and there appears no diminution of
attendance in sight. Rather are the crowds from the east
and middle west on the increase. The favorable reports
of those who came early and have returned to their homes,
are bearing fruit. Their neighbors are comlns

It is notorious that in such metropolitan centers of the
east as New York the papers gave but the scantiest space,
in the beginning, to our Exposition. Nor should we blame
them for this. The proximity of the eastern seaboard to
the European struggle is imminent. Our remote removal
is our excellent fortune not shared by the east. London
and Paris to the New Yorker are nearer than San Fran-
cisco and reached with less fatigue of travel. A news-
paper writer working on one of the important daily jour-

nals of New York wrote to a friend of his in San Fran-
cisco, some months ago. accounting for New York's apathy
concerning our Fair. He explained the eagerness of New-
York to read the news of the war. the intimate concern
of eastern business men of all classes in the fate of the

struggle, and admitted that his paper found room for but
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the meagerest items regarding the exposition and re-

ceived through the Associated Press service.

"It will sound brutal to you," he wrote, "but it is none
the less a fact that we are inclined here to regard your
exposition, in the light or the horror rather of the Euro-

pean war, as a gigantic grotesquery."

It has taken some months of concurrent and enthusi-

astic verbal reports from returned vistors, bearing out the

press accounts, to shake this apathy and excite an eager

eastern interest in our Fair; but that it has finally been
accomplished cannot be doubted in the face of the travel

that has set in from the States on the other side of the

continent.
All of which is good news and is suggested by the finan-

cial celebration a few days ago when the Exposition an-

nounced its freedom from debt.

In opposition to the petty criticism that is sometimes,

and perhaps with justice, levelled against this or that de-

partment of the great enterprise of the Exposition, the

Main Sheet places the significant fact of the Fair's freedom

from debt, as a final answer to the captions. It is the tan-

gible evidence of the managerial efficiency. Money talks.

The Main Sheet congratulates the Management of the

Exposition, without reservation or qualification on the

superb showing it has made.
* * •

The Chronicle's "Safety Valve" is an ever open fount of

joy. Nearly everything is sooner or later discussed by its

energetic contributors from the woes of the ash man to

the price of ice on the Galapagos Islands.

The high mark was reached the other day in a letter

from a Berkeley spendthrift. Dewham was his name and

he spoke right up and declared that it wasn't fair to Ala-

meda county to say that its residents "crawled under the

tent."

He was speaking of the trans-bay repudiation of its Ex-

position subscription and the defeat of the Fair bonds.

He said that the people from Alameda county went to

the Exposition right along and paid to get in— fifty cents!

As an expression of profligacy this statement is only
compensated by the thought that perhaps they bring their

lunch.
However, it may interest you to know why Alameda

county repudiated the bonds and its promised million dol-

lars.

Mr. Dewham explains it just as easy!
The reason was that if they voted the bonds they would

have to pay the money out of their own pockets!
This was the naive way our prodigal brother expressed it:

"We commuters practically own our own homes and
would be placing the burden on our own shoulders."
Anybody could build his own home if he repudiated

enough of his obligations.

But why build in Alameda county?

Eleswhere in this issue of the Main Sheet there is a tri-

bute of eloquence paid to the ancient cult of "The Bull,"
and now, amazingly called "New Thought."
Random Thoughts has not the wit to add anything to

"An Adventure With My Ego." Indeed we had in mind
a learned paragraph disposing once and for all of this

silly nonsense, but somebody beat us to it, and with re-

luctance we admit the superiority of the rival pen. But
permit us to flash from out from the oblivion of our waste-
basketed treatise, this single reflection:

"There never was a philosophy so devoid of logic, a cause
so forlorn of reason, nor a would-be leader so bereft of his
senses that the philosophy failed of followers; the cause,
of supporters or the false prophet of women."

« • •

They're dropping bombs on Venice now but they haven't
hit a single pedestrian.

• • •

The Professional Humorists have convened, planted a
chestnut tree, accepted a plaque and have gone.
Some folks may have been dubious about the Profes-

sional Humorists' title to humor, but holding a convention
has proved it.

That's the funniest thing they ever did.
One wonders what may be the nature of the tests ap-

plied to ambitious candidates anxious to join the order.
Is one of the qualifications the ability to make the others

laugh? Hardly. It would be too difficult. Professional
jealousy would be certain to limit the membership to a
grand total of one; for who ever heard of a professional
humorist laughing at another man's jokes?
The solemnity which cloaks most Professional Funny

Men is of such a sable quality as to suggest the awful
thought that membership in the order is contingent upon
the candidate's ability to laugh at all the jokes of all the
members in a single session, after which initiatory ordeal,
even a Mark Twain would be permanently saddened if not
dead.

• * •

Harry Thaw has arrived. Evelyn Thaw says she isn't
going to contest his suit for divorce and Thaw doubts the
paternity of the boy.
We are spared one thing, however, for which we ought

to be grateful.

Harry will not go on the vaudeville stage. He says he's
too old to Tango any more.
Thaw's present bath in the billows of hysterical popu-

larity must be regarded with as much amused satire as
Ruef enjoys in the Mendocino hills reading of Schmltz'
candidacy for the mayorality.
Time trots!

• • •

Th.' Kugenists, backed by the wealth of Harriman et al.,

propose a short cut to Elysium. Moore's Eutopia, Plato's
Republic and the dreams of the poet-philosophers are to

become reality within a generation or two, and "steriliza-

tion" is to do It.

It would be alarming, if It were not funny.
As a beginning, why not sterilize the wealth?
There's room for plenty of improvement In the human

race, God knows, but science will not do it. Scientific

efficacy is more discernable in Europe In the wrecking of

humanity.
We believe in Science—whatever that means—but it will

ever be "the spirit that maketh whole."
If the wealth were poured out in the correction of In-

justices, the improvements of educational agencies and the
suppressing of wrongs, old human nature would ascend
just as high as it Is expected to travel before sun spots

cover the face of our luminary with leprous chilliness.
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HOW TO BE ORIGINAL. DON'T READ

By Walter Anthony.
EVEN THIS

Not many months ago I read in the Main Sheet a some-
what exciting book called "The Art of Love," the author
of which, one Ovid by name, must have been a high stand-

ing member of the Indoor Yacht Club or else a contrib-

uting staff writer of the Main Sheet to have been so un-

justly flattered for his volumes of platitudes.

So far as I could judge the author had nothing to ad-
vance which hasn't been known in private practice or re-

duced to theory since the original Stone Age gent whanged
his first mate on the top of the head with a knotted club
and toted her to where she would have been pleased to

go unintimidated and undented if the prehistoric boob had
only pretended he didn't want her.

Abuse, indifference, faithfulness and neglect have been
the gentle means of persuasion of the fair ever since there
were any, and while I recommend them I do not practice

them, for reasons which do not concern you. 1 merely
state them as abstractions known to Shakespeare, as well

as to Ovid Jim Coffroth and VVinchell Smith.
• • • »

And Smith is the man I started to talk about.
He is the author of "The Fortune Hunter" and 'The

Boomerang." and part author of "The New Henrietta,"
which is the old "Henrietta" with a new bonnet.
"The Boomerang" has just been given a New York pro-

duction by David Belasco. and as it seems to have become
a success there, we may as well talk about it since it

probably will be years before we see it out here.
"The idea of 'The Boomerang' isn't new." explained the

young author. It is very, very old. It is jealousy. But
my treatment of it is new. It hasn't been handled before
by any playwright as I have treated the subject.

Smith's hero is just a plain simpleton. He permits
his lady to observe his affection for her. He sends her
presents which lie can't afford, he camps on her door-

step, sings serenades to her. buys her boxes at the opera,

calls around to see her at all hours and turns himself

into a hound for faithfulness and following.

Of course the girl is so sure of him that she gives him
no attention whatever. She is on the receiving end and
the line is always busy, and likewise of course the poor
idiot fondly believes that nobody suspects him of his de-

votion, though he thinks it possible thai the object of all

this canine faithfulness may suspect his serious intentions

regarding her. As the darling of his dreams spurns him
three times a day, the youth, like Polonius' Hamlet,

"Fell into a sadness, then into a fast,

Thence to a watch, thence into a weakness.
Thence to a lightness, and by this declension
Into the madness wherein now he raves."

But the girl is no Ophelia and knows how to handle the
situation. Sin- lets her Hamlet rave until he is a candi-
date for medical attention.

The doctor is a rich man's son and knows everything
about Heidelburg, except where the lectures are given
The youth is his first ca c e since he came home and the
medico, out for a record to please his pa. undertakes to
find out what the matter is. He hasn't much trouble.
The youth wears a manner so bland thai even a physician
can diagnose bis case. Then follows the prescription.
With studied air of neglect and acting on his doctor's

advice, he fails to observe his beloved one when they
meet, he ceases bis vigil underneath her window, he takes
off his Romeo make up, mends his melancholy manners,
flirts with another pretty girl, makes appointments with
the damsel of his heart but fails to keep them and doesn't
even take the trouble to telephone. Days later he writes

tardy letters of unimpressive apology but assigns no valid

excuse, and altogether he treats his inamorato with the
disdain of a Demetrius for an adoring Helena and with
like result. Smith's Helena in "The Boomerang" begins
to love her Demetrius just as soon as he begins to abuse
her.

Of course they are happily married—or at least they are
married. Whether they are happy or not belongs with
the asterisks in novels and other interesting mysteries.

When Mr. Smith completed his resume of the plot I said,

learnedly, having read it in the Main Sheet:

"Your scheme is right out of Ovid, isn't it?"

"What's that?" asked Mr. Smith.
Your plot plan is based on the philosophy of Ovid's

'Art of Love,' I repeated gayly.

"Never heard of it." said Mr. Smith.
Which, I take it, is proof that no man can write a really

original plot if he permits himself to read anything but
time tables, menus, score cards and my musical criticisms.
The au^or of "The Fortune Hunter" is determined not

to be like Reginald DeKoven.
A youth played for the composer of "Robin Hood" some

of his songs. DeKoven had been asked to express an
opinion on the first creative energies of the young com-
poser, and assuming a patronizing tone and manner, re-

marked to the youthful wooer of the muse-:
"I can say." said DeKoven. "that your songs are so good,

so well written and so expressive that I should like to
have written them myself."

"Don't worry," said the lad, you will'"

* * * *

As for the newness of the Smith scheme: it is it.

Shakespeare toys with it as a bubble in "Midsummer
Night's Dream." it is the plot inverted in "Othello," it is

triumphantly similar in "The Taming of the Shrew," and
the whole brcod of moderns from Shaw to Schnitzler dally
with the problem just as Smith does, to prove that neglect
is the forerunner of romance, abuse its parent, and indif-

ference its inspiration.

Thus falls Winchell Smith's dream of handling an old
subject in a new way.
He reminds me of some of the music I heard at the Bo-

hemian Club Sunday morning concert after the great high
jinks last month.

I was sitting beside one of America's biggest composers,
and as one of the compositions by a club member wound
itself along on the familiar harmonies and melody of Wag-
ner's "Siegfried," he slyly said to me:

Why don't you write something for the club.
1 "Tann-

hauser' is a pretty thing and it hasn't been written now
for a long time."

IT COll.DVT BI-: DONE.
Somebo.lv said that it couldn't be done,

Bui he with a chuckle rej>i

That "may be it couldn't," but he would i ne
Who wouldn't saj so 'ill he'd tried.

buckled right In with the I grin
< in his face, If he worried

He si o
r

i <] n. sing aa he i k led the thii
That couldn't be done—and he did it:

"Oh. you'll never do that
—

'

At least, no one ever has done it":
But be took off his coat and he took off his hat,

And the first thine we knew he'd begun it.

With the lift of bis chin and a bit of a grin.
WlttlO llbtlng or ouiddit.

!{• started to sine ;is he tackled the thing
That couldn't be I tie did It:

There are thousands i" tell you it cannot be •!

There ar<- thousands to prophesy failun .

Then to point out to you one by one,
The dangers that wait to assail you.—Edgar A. Guest in Detroil Free Press.

We Should Elect

William H.

McCartKy
ASSESSSOR.
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WHAT A WONDERFUL STANZA!

That stanza by James Russell Lowell has been read, re-

read and admired many thousands of times and yet is

always new. It runs thus: (please read it slowly).

Lite is a leaf of paper white,

Whereon each one of us may write

His word or two, and then comes night.

Greatly begin! Though thou have time
But for a line, be that subblime

—

Not failure, but low aim is crime.

Don't you want to read it again? In its six lines there
is found the condensation of all that can be said on ideals.

As the verse indicates, it is the ideal followed, the effort

made, the process of education and experience that mold
the life into its ultimate development, into sublimity.

What Shall Our Ideals Be?

Riches—shall that be our ideal? While the acquirement
of money to supply the necessities and comforts of life is

an admirable accomplishment, read what Andrew Carnegie
says of wealth as an ideal:

"Money does not make a man happy. I would give up
all the wealth I have rather than be denied the pleasures
that come from the study of literature and art. If Shakes-
peare and Wagner, the mountain peaks of literature and
music, were taken out of my life, life would be poor in-

deed."
We must look to something other than riches. We must

be millionaires in character. Whatever a man's business,

his character and personality are his chief stock in trade

and capital. His ideals must be the principles that lead to

the building of character.

Half the wrecks that strew the ocean,
If the stars had been their guide,

Might have long been riding safely

—

But they drifted with the tide.

The stars that guide men are reliability, honesty, sym-
pathy, courage, cheer, stirring and glorious thoughts, un-
selfish deeds, perseverance, faith and love. All these might
be summed up in that last word, love, in its broad sense,
reaching out to all humanity.
Some of us think we know love, but do we? Have we

love and cheer at home? Does the love surround the chil-
dren and keep-them from evil? We must show that love
exists, must speak it out. If we have unconsciously erected
barriers, but will break them down and love the children,
they wiU return that love and it will be the greatest comfort
of our lives. Some boys and girls have grown to maturity
believing that nobody loved them, because nobody had told
them. If love has been stifled in the family circle, by all

means give it free expression in helpfulness, kindness and
the other acts that shoy ideal home life, for this love binds
families, creates order and is the most powerful of all the
nation's pillars.

Not only at home, but wherever we go we can radiate
sunshine and make others happy, like Elisha Cureton, who
was made an orphan and a cripple at 14 years of age by
a negro insurrection in South Carolina just after the war.
He was unable to walk. His first work was to make
coarse shoes for laborers. Experience taught him how to
make and sell fine ones for merchants and plantation own-
ers. He prospered, bought and ran a farm, going about on
a wheel chair, and he came to own a town house. He
was cheery, patient and helpful. Everywhere he was wel-
comed and a visit with him was said to be as good as a
sermon.
No matter whether a man is poor or rich, weak or strong,

old or young, this crown of character makes him a king
whose presence sweetens the dreary places of life.

Bring the Will Into Play.

Determination counts powerfully in building character.
A man must hold to his ideals by will power through all
vicissitudes.

Early in life the Marquis Ito of Japan decided that the
' open door" policy was the right ideal for his country For-
eigners then were not admitted. To espouse the "open
door" policy put a Japanese in danger of assassination by
his countrymen. Ito had to hide several times He went to
Europe to study. On returning he struggled for the "open
door" policy until after many years it was adopted The
foreigners who were admitted took their civilization with
them. Japan learned it and is now one of the important

nations. Ito wrote Japan's constitution, based on the most
advanced ideas of freedom. He was prime minister four
times and rose through all grades of the nobility until he
attained the highest rank. This result came through fight-
ing for an ideal.

Being faithful to ideals is no easy task. It requires
courage and hard work. An empty cigar box was rigged up
as Jan Kubelik's first violin. Now he is one of the world's
greatest violinists. Out of his experience he says:

"If he (the youth who dreams beautiful dreams) has the
true temperament of the artist, he will be able to adapt
himself to anything—even detail—and will be able to settle
down to carrying coal, if necessary to enable him to reach
his final goal."

Our friends can help us and we can help them to reach
ideals. It was Major-General Daniel E. Sickles who en-
couraged a worthy boy to carry on a struggle that won him
a high position. When a congressman in 1860. Sickles
held an examination to choose a boy to appoint to (he West
Point Military Academy. Garrett J. Lydecker, a small and
slender lad. the son of humble parents, stood highest, and
Sickles said to him. "I appoint you with the distinct under-
standing that you graduate No. 1 at West Point."
The young man pledged his word. He wrote later that

he had passed all but three or four in his class.

"You've beaten thirty or forty," replied Sickles. "Don't
write me that you can't beat three or four.

The next time Lydecker wrote he was No. 3.

"There is no sense in being beaten by two after you've
beaten forty," wrote Sickles.

In the next letter Lydecker said he had beaten all but one.
"That won't do," wrote Sickles. "You must be No. 1.

That was our understanding.
With tremendous pluck and enthusiasm the young man

struggled, and when the final examinations were ended he
stood at the head of his class—No. 1.

There is an astonishing power in the intense, absorbing
thought of things true and good. Under powerful convic-
tion a man can do what before would have seemed a
miracle. If he makes charitable, inspiring, uplifting

thoughts, his friends, and keep them in mind as his guide,

he will be able to change even his mental habits, his views
of the world and its people, and will come into a rich in-

heritance of character. Under such discipline high think-

ing becomes a habit, the mind endeavoring more and more
to approximate perfection.

False Ideals and Tragedies.

Don't suggest false ideals to adults or children. To tell

a boy that he can become president of the United States is

likely to weaken his opinion of ideals, when be learns that
he cannot. Make him satisfied with ideals in ordinary rou-

tine work. Keep close to the primitive, universal experi-
ences, the love of the true, beautiful and good. This course
will inspire vislous, hopes and aspirations, and give sympa-
thy and power for happiness and good work.
The deepest tragedies in life are those of moral failure.

Lives that have not love In them are likely to fade to com-
monness. They readily absorb diseased thoughts that carry
blighting infection through the whole character and under-
mine life. The secret history of a person suddenly discov-

ered as vicious would probably show that he had enter-

tained diseased thoughts until the moral sense was
blunted and he was ready for the wrong deed.

Lack of love is shown also in the flippant, coarse ac-

tions of those who drive along the road of unrestrained

desired. It is easy to detect, in our everyday meeting with

men and women.
Unless ideals are firmly planted in the mind they will

not show in the outward actions and manner. This Is

well expressed by Joseph Lane Allen, the successful au-

thor, who writes:

"If I had only one word of advice for a young man
wishing to enter the profession of literature, what would
it be? I think I should tell him to look to his own char-

acter, not to publishers or editors. An inseparable ele-

ment of success in literature is always the ethical."

Ethics is the science of human duty, and comprises

principles that hold us to high ideals.

Face to the Front! Onward!

When the stately and joyous music peals from the

church organ, when words of peace and good will come
from the pulpit, when at home the children play about
the Christmas tree, when we sit down to the generous
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dinner, and when we are happy in the thoughts of re-

membrances received and given, let us make up our minds

to strive for higher ideals than ever before.

To carry out our purpose we may well make a greater

effort to see the beauty about us everywhere, out of doors,

in the works of man and in man himself. Our thinking

must be of pure. just, honorable and true things, and out-

speaking sound, sensible and kind. We will be helped

by attending fine lectures, sermons and concerts, by read-

ing good prose and poetry and by choosing associates of

admirable qualities. To our work we must carry high mo-

tiies of duty and service.

This discipline, carried out earnestly, will produce the

fundamentals of high character.

No matter how great our desire to acquire finer quality

in our thinking and outward expression, these will not

come at once.

But when, by the directing of our higher selves toward
our ideals, we shall have reached nearer to our aim, then

life will render to us the greate-t of prizes—happiness,

comfort and a fine satisfaction in being farther onward
today than we were yesterday.

ATTEND THE
WILLIAM H.

MEETING
Native Sons of the
Golden West Hall

414 Mason Street

SEPT. 13th
S F». TVI.

EHRMAN BROS.
"EL ROI-TAN

PE R FECT
CIGARS

Indoor Yacht Club
Club Rooms and Office. 4 Eddy Street. Telephone (Private

Exchange connecting all departments), Sutter 5386.

Board of Pilot*.

Frank J Hennessy, Commodore. M. W. Altmayer. Steward
William H. McCarthy. Keeper-of-t he-Log.

Thomas S. Mulvey Joseph A. Watts
James W. OolTruth James Woods
Samuel Berger John Talt
Joseph H. Hutchinson Wm. Chappell

Harry F. Sullivan, Assistant Secretary.

Standing Commit teen.

Ilotuei U W Altmayer, Jno. F. Cunningham. T. S. Mulvey,
Jno. J Glynn

Offices: H K < egan Monahan M. W, Altmayer, J. A. Watts.
Audltlne: J H. lewis. M. W Altmayer
Entertainment; Sam Berger, Wm. H McCarthy, H. I. Staf-

ford, Frank P Shanlev.
Finance: John Tait. J. W. Coffroth, James Woods, H. H.

Hart. Wm H McCarthy.
Athletic: P. M Wand. J. S. Lewis. J. E. Derham.
1. V C, llnnd: Major Eugene M. Levy. Manager.

Club House membership. $6 00 per year.

r>u.-s payable annually or semi-annually—June 1 and De-
cember 1.

clze atid suggest for the Improvement of our service.
Complaint and suggestion box in lobby.

Is your address correct and your name properly opelled
on our records, evidenced by your bills and the envelopes
fmm the Club? If not, as a gTeat assistance to this office
tre would suggest that you correel iio- same yourself when
mailing youl check to the oftlrp. It Is very Important that

. our records In this respect authentic and we ask
your hearty co-operation with us Moral: if you change
vour mailing address, let us know and we will see that
rhe posslblllts Of your mail from this office going astray Is

ted

ATTITUDE IS ENDORSED.

Indoor Yacht Club Is Prepared to Help Raise Funds.

ioard of pilots of the Indoor Yacht Club has strong-

ly Indorsed Mr. de Young's plan, as told in the following
letter from Commodore Hennessy of the club.

Mr. M II de Young Hear sir: At a meeting of the

board of pilots of the Indoor Yacht Club, it was decided
to indorse the attitude of The San Francisco Chronicle in

connection with a plan to sa\e certain interesting features

of the exposition to posterity.

For some years past the Indoor Yacht Club has been
foremost in "boosting" the beach of San Francisco, the
building "i .hi esplanade and other public improvements
Which will go toward the embelli - hnient of San Francisco.

Inasmuch as a matter of this kind mighl cost a great
deal of money, the club announces itself now as ready

an I willing to conduct entertainments and mammoth shows
to obtain funds to assist in the financing of this proposi-
t ion.

\ committee has been appointed bj me. the chairman
Of which Is William H. McCarthy. Mr. McCarthy will be

pleased to confer with any committee which may be ap-

pointed by The Cb I aide.
Wishing you every success in this venture. I am, very

sini ei eh yours,
FRANK .T. HENNESSY, Commodore.

San Francisco, September 1. 1915.

THE BRAVE AND THE FAIR.

Nathaniel C Cohen tbos unto himsell b wife in the at-

ti tive person of Mrs. Florence Goldstone. The event

will make memorable In Nathaniel's scheme of things, Hie

of our (but nol his) Lord, August 19, 1915
i the b eddi aie and the

Main siien wishes the wedded pair felicity and long life.

Idfng was a quiet affair owing to the death of the

i, [di - father last May.
rood friend and brother, George Mi Carthy, i

; Yachtsman to And a sweetheart for life

hasn't confided us her name, but that doesn't prevent us

ei joj and all the g i things of life.
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NEIL T. DUFFY.
The Main Sheet presents to its readers a likeness of

Neil Duffy, one of the charter members of the Indoor
Yacht Club. It is hardly fair to

Neil to say that when the charter

roll closed he was but a boy, as the

organization is still youthful. Nev-
ertheless, Neil has been with the

Club since it was a tiny affair

housed in a back room on Ellis

street.

Always to the fore when work
was to be done, when money was

^^^ necessary to carry on the numer-
^^m ous charities of the Club, Neil de-

J^^r serves well of it.

^^J He is a candidate for Supervisor
y~ ^^^ and should have the support of all

1

—

^^ members and of all people.

We wish him the best of luck.

POLICE JUDGES.

a ready hand and a willing heart. The -Main Sheet's ad-
vocacy of his candidacy is justified if only loyalty to those
days was the consideration, but fortunately it is not. "Tim"
is a fine type of man and one who will do credit to the
position.

The Main Sheet is pleased at the opportunity of pre-
senting two such representative men as our ship-mates,
Oppenheim and Fitzpatrick.

CARL SWORD.

Police Judgi MORRIS OPPENHEIM TIM FITZPtTDICK

Above we present two favorite Indoor Yachtsmen who
are out for Police Judge, Morris Oppenheim, who is

already incumbent and Tim Fitzpatrick, who is seeking
to be inaugurated.
We have many friends attempting for the two places but

ties of association and long friendship bind us to Oppen-
heim and Fitzpatrick. These two candidates have won
their way in the affections of Yachtsmen by years of
steadfast loyalty and work for the interests of the Club.

Morris Oppenheim, as every one knows, has already
made good. Few men elected to an office have made such
an instantaneous and pronounced success. He is the kind
of man whom success does not spoil and on whose shoul-
ders the dignity of the position drapes fittingly.

In T. I. Fitzpatrick we have one of the initial pillars of
the Club. Every one knows that in the early days when
the going was not so good, "Tim" was always found with

Good-bye, Carl,
and it is unneces-
sary to tell you how
sorry we are to lose
you. Y'ou've gone to
Oakland to run that

fine hotel of the
same name and you
are going to make
the greatest success
of that splendid
caravansary. W e

are proud of the
work you did for us
in the Olympic Club
and happy though
you will be missed
from the responsi-
ble position you had
there.

Come back to us
on this side of the
bay, soon. Carl.
Well be waiting to
welcome you as you
step off the boat.

Indoor Yacht Club

PROGRAM
Sept. 13—Club Night.

Sept. 19—Kiddies' Day— Pmlpcrcd cdicn.

Oct. "1— Hallowe'en Jinks.

We Should Elect

WILLIAM H.

McCarthy
ASSESSOR
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YOSEMITE
BY DAY OR NIGHT

From
San Francisco

$23.00
Daily

$20 • V-'V-' Fridays and
Saturdays

3 Months' Return Limit 15 Days' Return Limit

Includes Auto-Stage from El Portal to hotels and camps in center of Park.

Auto-Stage from Yosemite to Wawona and Mariposa

Big Tree Grove and return, $15.00 extra.

ABOVE ALL f SEE YOSEMITE
—Its domes and cliffs, its flowered
meadol&s, its glorious Waterfalls I

Two Daily Trains

From Ferry Station

9:20 A. M. Cafe-Obiervation Car.

I 1:40 P. M. Pullman open for occupancy at

Oakland Pier at 9:00 P. M.

A Third Train

on Saturdays

7:20 A. M. Lunch at Merced and

Dinner in Yosemite.

Saron Hong's

Benton
Country Club

The ONE Bright Spot
"

in Los Angeles

FALL - 1915
Our Fall Arrivals in Suits and Overcoats

are ArVortH Your Attention

$20.00
THe Glen UrquKart Plaid

Market Street F)T7T) i^ T7T> >C 7000 Square ?"' °f

ClothingEast of Powell BERGER'S
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ST. FRANCIS IMPORTATION CO.

350 Geary Street

WINES AND LIQUORS AT RETAIL
FINEST GOODS - LOWEST PRICES

PROMPT DELIVERIES

DEL MONTE AUTO RENTAL CO.

phone SUTTER 215
LIMOUSINES
LAUNDAULETS

- WEDDINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

CABS
TOURINO CARS

OFFICE. U>5 POWELL STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

BUILDERS' EXCHANGE, ISO Jessie Street BOX 05

VINCENT J. DONOVAN
PAINTING, DECORATING

and POLISHING

729-31 MINNA STREET, San Francisco, Cal.

Phone Park 5156

fakscn %ager
Brewery's Own Bottling

A New Beer of Excellence Made by

an Old Company

faekscn Qrewing %o.
ESTABLISHED 1860

Telephone

Market 2068
Eleventh and Folsom Sit.

San Francisco

I am a power for great good if you do
not abuse my use.

In cases of need— I do my work well.

I am a builder up of health and strength

—in the hospital or in the home.

For the invalid or the convalescent

—

for the tired or overworked I offer a

great help.

A little of me goes a long way.

I have been among you for thret

generations.

I'm known as Cyrus Noble throughout the world.

Auto at the HOPKINS
MEALS SERVED AT ALL HOURS
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS

Entertainment during Afternoon and Night

1938 Ocean Boulevard
Phone Sunset 960

Golden Gate Parle is my garden— everybody welcome.

The Pacific Ocean it My Bath Tub,
Come In, the Water's Fine.

SMOKE «/? .

%crina
QUEEN of HAVANA

Shapes and Sizes to suit
All Tastes & & .0

M. Blashower, Distributer

SHIPMATES HAVE YOU VISITED THE

Carnaticn %ah
S. E. Cor. Fillmore and Ellis

GEO. L. DEALEY, Proprietor

101
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Indoor Yacht Club

Adlloween ANNUAL

Halloween Feast

SATURDAY, OCTOBER SO

Indoor Frolic at Blanco's

BIG SHOW!
PLAYETTE by Otto Wallfisch and Company

Capacity only 400 ; tickets issued in order of application ; no deviation

from this rule ; first come first served — sign up now at club office.
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Never Mind the Xern;

fust %kw in en

Warren

Shannon "Cemmereial

6perting

(SHANNON-CONMY PRINTING COMPANY) ^Qal

9clitieal

tfecietit and

* *

Printer

9ublisher

509 dansome 6t.

Magazine

Printing

Xearnu 7093

Buy your Groceries
= from —

=

BOWEIT
&CO.

Pioneers inthe Grocery Business since 1850

P. VINCENT MATRAIA, Pr«. JULIUS EPPSTEIN. S«ry

art floral Co.
Incorporated

HOTEL ST. FRANCIS

255 POWELL STREET

Telephone.,1 KEARNY 3524p" no
) SUTTER 1372

SAN FRANCISCO

T H E

Cliff House
THE ONLY RESORT OF ITS KIND

IN THE WORLD
Unsurpassed Cuisine

BREAKFAST LUNCHEON DINNER
A la Carte Service

Vocal and Instrumental Entertainment
'Dancing Every Evening

C PECIAL TABLE D'HOTE DINNER EVERY
Sunday Evening in the Terrace Cafe from 4 to 8

p. m. $1.00 per plate with Wine.

Remember that

Cresta Blanca Wines
Are the STANDARD WINES of California

Try a Bottle of CRESTA BLANCA CHAMPAONE
(Green Label) Equal to tie Imported

PAUL MASSON CHAMPAGNE VINTAGE 1908

WielandS The Home Beer
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JOHN C. KORTICIl

The voters of San Francisco have selected James Rolph as their Mayor. The) have retained

him in his office by a tremendous vote of confidence.

The Mayor has appointed John C. Kortick Supervisor

What could more effectivel) express our confidence as guaranteed the Mayor by "tir votes than

ect the man Mayor Rolph lias chosen.

Let us select Mayor Rolph's appointee. It is due to the Mayor, it is due to a competent official,

and u i- due to ourselves as being the onl) logical result of the election of our Mayor.

Kortick should and will be elected.
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MY GUIDE.

"To respect my country, my profession and myself.
To be honest and fair with my fellowmen, as I expect
them to be honest and square with me. To be a loyal

citizen of the United States of America. To speak of it

with praise, and act always as a trustworthy custodian
of its good name. To be a man whose name carries weight
wherever it goes.

"To base my expectations of reward on a solid founda-
tion of service rendered. To be willing to pay the price
of success in honest effort. To look upon my work as an
opportunity to be seized with joy and made the most of,

and not as a painful drudgery to be reluctantly endured.
"To remember that success lies within myself—in my

own brain, my own ambition, my own courage and deter-

mination. To expect difficulties and force my way through
them. To turn hard experience into capital for future
struggles.

"To believe in my proposition, heart and soul. To carry
an air of optimism in the presence of those I meet. To
dispel ill temper with cheerfulness, kill doubts with a
strong conviction and reduce active friction with an agree-
able personality.

"To make a study of my business. To know my pro-

fession in every detail. To mix brains with my efforts

and use system and method in my work. To find lime to

do every needful thing by never letting time find me
doing nothing. To hoard days as a miser hoards dollars.

To make every hour bring me dividends, increased knowl-
edge or healthful recreation.

"To keep my future unmortgaged by debts. To save as

well as to earn. To cut out expensive amusements until

I can afford them. To steer clear of dissipation and guard
my health of body and peace of mind as a most precious
stock in trade.

"Finally, to take a good grip on the joys of life. To
play the game like a man. To fight against nothing so

hard as my own weaknesses, and endeavor to grow in

strength a gentleman, a Christian.

"So I may be courteous to men. faithful to friends, true

*.o God, a fragrance in the path I tread."

HALLOWE'EN FEAST
Saturday, October 30th— Blanco's.

"The 'Best of Everything in Hats'

ONE. OF THE NEW DERBIES

TOM DILLON
cMilliner for cMen

720 MARKET STREET

RECRIMINATION

Said Life to Death, "Methinks if I were you
I would not carry such an awesome face
To terrify the helpless human race.
And if. indeed, those wondrous tales be true
' if happiness beyond, and if I knew
About the boasted blessings of that place,
1 would not hide so miserlv all trace
Of my vast knowledge. Death, if I were you.
Hut like a glorious angel I would lean
Above the pathway of each sorrowing soul.
Hope in my eyes, and comfort in my breath,
And strong conviction in my radiant mien.
The while I whispered of that beautious goal.
This would I do, if I were you, O death: - '

Said Death to Life. -If I were you, my friend
1 would not lure confiding solils each day
With fair, false smiles, to enter 6h a wav
So filled with pain and trouble to the end.
I would not tempt those whom I should defend.
Nor stand unmoved and see them go astray.
Nor would I force unwilling souls to Stay
"Who longed for freedom, were 1 you, my friend.
But, like ,i tender mother would take
Tip- weary world upon my sheltering breast
Arid wipe away its tears, and soothe its strife.
I would fulfill my promises, and make
My children bless me as they sank to rest,
Where now they curse— if 1 were you, O Lif«!"

Life made no answer, and Death spoke again;
i would ii"i woo from God's sweet nothingness
a soul to being, if I could nol bless
And crown it with all joy. if unto men
My face seems awesome, tell me. Life, why then
i io i hey pursue me, mad for my ca n ss,
Believing in my silence lies redress
For your loud falsehoods? i So Heath spoke again.)

"Oh. il is well for you I am not fair,
Well that I hide behind a voiceless tomb
The mighty secrets of that other place,
Else would you si and in Impotent despair
While unfledged souls straight from the mother's

womb
Rushed tO my alius, and spat upon your face."

HALLOWE'EN FEAST
Saturday, October 30th— Blanco's.

1,1 i i \ li\

Ah, little one. you're tired of play,
Shcji's lingers rest upon your brow,

you've been a woman ail the day,
STou'd i"- a baby now;

O baby, my babj !

You'd be my baby now.

Perhaps you had forgotten me
l : a use tin- da I si.-: ivere so white,

But now you come to mother's knee,
My little babe to-night;

O baby, my baby!
My baby every night.

To-morrow when the suns awake
You'll seek your flowery fields again.

But night shall fall, and for my sake
You'll be a baby then;

O baby, my baby!
My little baby then.

And you'll grow big and love will call;

Happen you'll leave me for your man.
And night-times when the shadows fail

I'll greet as mothers can:
O baby, my baby!

As only mothers can.

And now. my little heart of May,
Lie closely, sleep is on your brow,

You've been a woman all the day.

You'd be my baby now;
O baby, my baby!

My little baby now.

—Richard Middleton (from Mlddleton's Poems aid Ballads).

HALLOWE'EN FEAST
Saturday, October 30th— Blanco's.

Make reservation NOW.
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MERELY THE MIRRORS REFLECTION

BY WALTER ANTHONY.

And now that the shouting and the tumult dies and the
election is most over, let us take for our text today, "Marj
Magdalene and the Playwrights."'

Ever since the days when the British were staging and
not being mysteries. Mary has been a fruitful topic for

the fiction maker, the versifier and the poet. She has
just the proper proportions of myth and reality about her
to render fascinating the subject of her life. The Apostles
who wrote about her offered just enough of fact to chal-
lenge imagination and start the Nights of innumerable
poets, charmed with the allurement of "the woman who
was a sinner." For a woman who has been a sinner
seems to appeal with more security to the imagination of
man than one who has not been a sinner, and almost as
much as one who still is.

Why this should be so, I do not attempt to explain, but
leave to those of wider acquaintance than I.

Naturally the ambiguity of the life of Mary of Magdala
permits of all manner of approach. Some playwrights
treat her as she was, dealing delectably and evilly with
her life as a courtezan, and, as in another Thais, in order
to prove bow naughty and abandoned she was, disclose
her alluringly to the greater advantage of the box office

if not to the cause of art. For fear that some might
not know how wicked and to be avoided it all is they
undress her as Massenet did his Thais the while be must
have dreamed of Mary Garden. Such playwrights say in

effect "See how wicked she is!" And then for fear some
who do not go to the theater may escape the lurid lesson
they have their "three-sheet" lithographs made more allur-

ing even than the staged scenes, after the manner of

circus posters picturing raging lions and showing cowed.

Charles Phillips is no such poet-playwright, and if his

play fails of popular support when other hands besides
Miss Anglin's proffer, "The Divine Friend," it will be
because of his simple faith in the efficacy of real poesy
to charm, and a confidence that the issues growing out
of Mary's struggle to save her own soul are of popular
concern. This latter faith I do not share, and shall at-

tribute any neglect the play suffers to the fact that its

plot's hinge is the soul of the vascillating Mary, whether
she shall turn towards the new faith whither Christ bids

her or to Rome whither Claudius, the soldier of Caesar,
beckons her. I much doubt whether the public can be
wrought up to a pitch of excitement over the simple abstrac
tions of good and evil and remain long concerned in the

ultimate triumph of either unless they are personified

and issues contingent on the struggle take hold of more
tangible results. It is not in the Sheldon drama whether
Salvation Nell is enticed back to a life of sin by the return
of her lover! ?). but whether she shall enjoy the belated
attention of a wedding ring and her baby be given legiti-

macy which concerns the playgoer when Mrs Fiske ap-

pears In the role of the lady of the slums; it is not

whether Tosca shall be polluted by a Scarpia and lose

her own soul to save the life of her lover, since Tosca
is hardly painted as a moral lady. It is whether Mario,

the painter, can be saved from the torture to continue his

picturesque liasou with the celebrated songstress that

makes you sit up in the Sardou drama and glory in the

added revealment of the power of love to suffer for the

loved one, even though no marriage vows are involved

or contemplated. Phillips, in his play, has hung no such
issues on the steadfastness of Mary's faith, which is. of

itself, the thing of interest to him, but not, I fear, to the

average auditor.

Maeterlinck in his "Mary Magdalene" is more ingenious
If more audacious and makes Mary's salvation merely
the concomitant of another and more essentially theatric

situation. Interest in the processes of Mary's soul arc

rendered dramatic through the momentous issues that

depend upon them. The question in Maeterlinck's drama-
tization of the story of Mary of Magdala, which chal-

lenges the imagination and provides the final Interest,

Is not, as in Phillip's play at the Columbia, whether Mary
will succumb to the temptation of a Roman, but whether,
in doing so. or in resisting, she shall save the life of the

Nazarene. If Mary in Maeterlinck's drama, submits to

the will of the Roman soldier, Varras. I think is the name,
he will see that the guards release their prisoner and
save him from the shameful death that threatens him:

but if Mary will not sin with Varras then that gentle-
manly Roman will permit events to take their course.
Mary is not shocked at the proposal, so far as her own
feelings are concerned, since her past has. it may be said,
accustomed her to such procedures, but she resists be-
cause she knows that the one whom she would save by
such means would condemn her for the bootless sacri-
fice—a purely reflected virtue is Mary's, according to the
pagan drama of Maeterlinck.

Phillips' soul would revolt at such a tampering with
the gospel story, which in his drama is at no time con-
tradicted by the progress of his plot. Maeterlinck did not
hesitate to impose a monstrous story on the traditional
one, a story which if it were true would have been of
such consequence that it must have been recorded, in
holy writ, since Maeterlinck reveals it to many of the
fictitious and historic characters of his plot. If Maeter-
linck was more audacious, he is less trustworthy, and
in the attempt to gain a dramatic point but by the sud-
den enrichment of the story of the crucifixion, by the
addition of sensational details he occupies treacherous
ground, as one who would suddenly impose a new end-
ing of the story of Cinderella. Our instincts, traditionally
acquired and vigorous because sub-conscious, revolt at
the "new version." and Maeterlinck has not the art to

render it convincing, however, picturesque and shocking
11 may be.

In other elements is the Phillips' play similar to the
Maeterlinck just as the Maeterlinck is acknowledged by
him to be similar to Paul Heyse's. for all of them employ
effectively the line.

"lie that is without sin among you, let him cast the
first stone." All three, likewise, involve her in a sensual
romance with a Roman officer. The difference is that

Heyse's is the richer in plot material and thai Maeter-
linck is the most audacious, while Phillips' is the most
devotional and spiritual.

Not one of the three will live as drama, appealing
through the years to the popular mind because it seems
Inherent in biblical stories that if they are rendered
dramatically sound they are contradictions of instinctive

beliefs and prejudices, and if they are devoid of the

latter they lack the punch of an authentic play.
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THE DEFEAT OF WM. H. MCCARTHY.

By Sam Berger.
Never mind the result of the battle—but how did you

fight? Never did a man meet defeat more gamely, accept
misfortune more manly and surrender more gracefully than
did Wm. H. McCarthy when he withdrew as a contender
for the Assessorship, thereby saving Mr. Ginty several
thousands of dollars and much energy. There is one thing
the world loves next to a winner and that is a good loser.

The general impression is that McCarthy's defeat came
as a great surprise to his friends. There were many of

the personal following who as always were carried away
with personal interest in the outcome, but there were
others whose calm and deliberate judgment forecasted a
hard fight with defeat more than probable.
The most important element in an election of county or

State officers is admittedly the "issue"; organization ranks
second and third and least important is personality.

A careful unbiased view of the Assessor fight must
result in the deduction that for organization the McCarthy
campaign lacked nothing. For personality, without doubt
there were enough men personally interested to have
elected any man Governor of the State of California. From
very walk of life were men who dedicated their efforts

to the McCarthy cause.

It is doubtful if any one but one whose record was as
irreproachable and whose personality as admirable could
have mustered a like measure of individual effort. A re-

sume of the men who volunteered as McCarthy endorsers
will reveal a list of the best citizenship of San Francisco,
men whose endorsement would reflect credit on the Presi-

dent of the United States.

The organization was masterful; no effort was neglected
and no angle disregarded.
What was there lacking?
Two things—issue—most important, and newspapers,

whom, though they often lack the ability to hurt, can
always help immeasurably.
The public were satisfied with John Ginty. In this con-

dition existed a fact that could not be overcome. It is

a difficult thing to satisfy in political office and in doing
so the present Assessor is entitled to much admiration.
With a satisfied public an opponent's issue is no easy pre-

scription. It takes years to educate the public to dissat-

isfaction and without desire for a change no man can
create an issue.

People are lethargic. It takes a great public clamor to

develop a desire to change conditions. Only by the most
strenuous and often unfair methods can an issue be raised,
and then only when the office is of paramount importunce.
As long as the taxpayer gets satisfactory payments he's
satisfied and the levies prescribed by John Ginty have
evidently been acceptable to the people.
To this condition alone can Wm. H. McCarthy dedicate

his failure to receive the recognition he sought, and which
he felt was his reward. The proper recognition of won-
derful service on the Finance Committee. The tribute a
man might receive after four years during which time he
never once said "yes" when he thought "no." The period
of the greatest constructive era San Francisco has ever
known. Four years of rehabilitation and enterprise during
which time McCarthy stood out in Herculean proportions.
Probably no member will ever leave the Chamber of the
Board of Supervisors with quite the degree of the respect
and admiration of his confreres. He was certainly justi-

fied in the anticipation of being elevated.
The psychology of an occasion is the thing that puts

many a small man in a big position and by the same token
brings defeat to the hopes of many big men. It was not
the "spot" to begin a race—and nobody is to blame.
McCarthy should feel elated in receiving 31,500 votes.
It is doubtful under the condition existing if any man you

could select from the most representative and popular cit-

izens would receive more than 15,000 counts for the
Assessorship.

It is a wonderful tribute to McCarthy, a tribute to the
loyalty of men, and will give inspiration to men in poli-

tics who choose to be strong, rather than to those who
maintain themselves by equivocation.
Newspaper support or rather the lack of it, made the

fight more difficult. Failing to discover the minutest trace
ot incompetency, the slightest evidence of weakness or the
faintest indication of anything but that which if told must
exploit him as the soul of honor and the rock of courage,
they made use of the feline weapon, the "poisoned in-

nuendo." For effect there is nothing like "He's a great
fellow—hut" system and it was employed for lack of
anything better.

There is no questioning the effectiveness of any nevt

paper when there is no issue involved. When there is

a principle at stake men think for themselves, but other
wise they are inclined to serve anybody's notion.
So by all these contributing elements was McCarthy'?

defeat effected. All reasons must he subordinated to this

one glaring fact, the public was satisfied with John Ginty
No one was less affected by his defeat than McCarthy

himself. Though it sounds like the sour grapes of the
fable; nevertheless it is a fact that McCarthy has never
willingly sought political preferment. Left to his own
devices ''Pill" would still be a stranger to political olfice.

The personally conducted tours necessary to political suc-

cess never were to his liking and only the urging of his

enthusiastic friends has ever inspired bis exploitation.

There has and always will be an urgent demand lor men
of the McCarthy type in politics. Too few men of decided
views and moral courage find their way into the services

of the government. It is unfruitful labor, paying little on
Hie investment of energy. Why should men strive a life

time to build up a reputation and then subject themselves
to newspaper abuse intended to destroy in a day what lias

taken a life time to erect? No—men of ability are unwill-

ing horses in political life and McCarthy never sought the

going— but, just as sure as the sun will shine tomorrow
the pressure of his merit will some day force him into

the commanding position his talent deserves, [or men like

McCarthy, defeat is but the temporary influence that urges
them to greater things. Temporary reverses only add the

experience necessary to a great intellect. Only mediocrity
is sub rged by defeat.

McCarthy's bigness, his courage, his manliness, his in-

tegrity, will surely engrave itself indelibly on the future

San Francisco.
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GOING UP!
HAROLD H. HOEBER

As I have confessed in a previous dissertation to a
proclivity to exploit the intimate pronoun in the first per-

son and as I still live I may be justified to so continue
until the inevitable overtakes me or the editor refuses I i

read my stuff and consigns it to the waste paper basket.

As an extenuating excuse (being too egotistic to make an

apology i it is most obvious that the incidents which one
experiences have a more vivid coloring than an> i

Theretore I write in this strain. It was my good fortune
or what seemed to me to be a most propitious augury to

meet ('harps '
I lo Anything" II have since revised this

middle name to 'DO ANYBODY") Nibs. Ait.:- the usual
formalin.'- and commonplace questions and answers, such

iw do you like California?" and his reply, "Fine,"
which I expected. I said, "Gee, it must lie great sporl I"

go up in an aeroplane." ile said. "Uh huh." I said. I

guess lots of people pest you by asking you to

take them up. don't they'."' lie said. "Uh huh." I said,

"I never have asked anyone to take MB up. There is

nothing in that sort of tiling unless the aviator is world

famous. 1 would not ask any aviator to let me fly with

him unless he was the best in the world." He said "Huh?"
I said, "Sure, the aviator gets a press story and his pas

senger gets a little ride that is about ;.s exciting as a

101 king chair ramble in a nursery." Ile sail. "Wha
Surest thing you know. All this stuff about feel-

ing the exhilaration of a bird is pure fiction. If I thought

there was any real excitement in riding in an aen
I would not refuse the opportunity of flying with a really

famous man. By the way, you were on General Carranza's

staff and hold a commission in the Mexican army, don l

you?" He said "Uh huh" and started to nunc awi

"Come up to my room and I will show you ires

of a flight that will beat any rocking chair ride you ever

I followed. I might as well confess to you right

now that 1 was fanning fi r an invil ttion to a ride. When
' ire] looked over a number ol wonderful pictures I

said. Well, maybe those fellows thought that the ride

was exciting, but you would have to show me." Then
h. said II was waiting lor this all the time), "Von come

the hangar this afternoon mid i will try ami con

on that aviation is not child's play. Will you

Would I come after I bad neuvered liirn into

that invitation? I assured him that 1 would be there it

nothing of too great importance should binder (Men
I
said that nothing short of a compound amputation

i legs would keep me aw ay. I 1 was there halt an

hour before hand so thai be could not change his mind.

waiting for a few minutes Mies came out on the

field all dressed up in a helmet and ear muffs. He had

an extra set for me. I got into them and then I sinned

,-t. I don't carrj very much life insurance, and

besides that which 1 do curry is on the term plan ami I

don't have to die to heal it. I said. "Don'1 you think thai

this ride had better be put off? There is a fierce wind

blowing." lie said. Iluli. you haven't got cold feet, have

you?" I said hastily, "Oh! No' Nothing like that, only

if the wind should tip us over we would very likely drop

out in the water.'' lie said. "That would be the best

oise you don't spread out all over when
inn huid like you would ii you dropped live thousand feet

onto the ground "
I said very, very weakly, "Oh." My

spine did a figure eight wiggle, I was not so keen for

that ride. I did not have the relish for becoming a

slot on the Marina. While I was fidgeting .and trying to

think up a plausible excuse Niles was lilting up the seat

wherein I was to be strapped like a victim for execution

by electricity. I felt as happy as a corpse. There I was
with twenty-five thousand miles of world on any side ol

me and in any direction and I did not have the nerve to

tell Niles that I was desirous of heading south at the

maximum rate of land locomotion. Every minute brought

me nearer to the time when I must go up. 1 watched him
test every wire. I hoped and prayed that there would be

something out of gear that would postpone the (light

indefinitely and I would see that the halt would be per

manent. "Get in!" shouted N'iles to me. I know now
what the poor unfortunate suffers when he is led out to

face a firing squad. The mechanician strapped me in and
then turned and strapped in Niles. "Start her. Curly.'
billed out Niles. "Hey!" I yelled. "Wait a " The
exhaust from the motor drowned my voice. The rushing
wind from the propeller entered my open mouth and pro-
ceeded to inflate me like a balloon. I had a big contract
gitting my mouth closed and shuting out that air. I com-
menced to tug at the straps that held me in. I was going
to get cut regardless of what kind of a spectacle I would
make of myself. Suddenly the plane began to wobble and
the earth dropped out from under me. I yelled to Niles,
but he merely shook his head. He was behind me. The
terrible wind was blowing in my lace, the earth was drop-
ping too fast to ever be seen again and the noise of the
1 Khausl sounded like the opening salvo of the bombard-
ment of Antwerp. For a few moments fear clutched my
throat in such a tight grasp that I failed to reason. Grad-
i ally the rythmatic sputter of the engine seemed to lessen in
intenstt) and 1 became used to the draught. I turned and
shouted, "Keep on going, I am beginning to like it." Niles
said we were only up a thousand feet and as he never
looped until be reached three thousand feet—but I heard
no more. Wild thoughts surged through my brain. If

only I was back on terra firnia I would never—no. not
lor a crown of gold inlaid with jewels—get in any con-
traption other than an elevator. "Don't be frightened.
were going to loop!" He might just as well have said.

"Smile, please, while I cut your throat." I looked down

—

I could not help it. We were headed for a sort of checker-
In ard object way to he-llangone down below us. I had the
sensation of slipping on a slippery perpendicular slide,
only worse. Suddenly we turned up short, my neck

tied back ami I was silting down upside down and I

was banging on like a distracted maiden lady to a traffic

cop. The motor stopped and we came out and leveled off,

the mi tor picking up like a relay in machine gun practice.
"How did you like it'"' shouted Niles to me. "Let's go
down." I answered. "One more loop first," said he. and
then as he started to dip I started to beg. I am ashamed
lo quote my exact words, hut I exhausted the vocabulary
in entreaty, He leveled off and pointed the machine
straight up. I thought I was n goner -but no—he changed
his mind and did not loop. Great Caesar's ghost—some-
thing went wrong, we slipped backwards for about a half

minute, we were diving tail lirst Suddenly we righted

only to tumble over and over and then headed straight

down like a falling bullet. The earth came rusTring up so

I st thai il seemed to grow ten times its size every second.
Well 1 knew that if it did not get out of our way within
three more seconds we would go straight through and pay
Our respects to Yuan Shi Km in Pekin. I shut mv eyes
; ml felt a bump and a bounce and then a howling silence.

The en ii H i siill mid we had stopped safe and sound.
Curly came over mid unstrapped me. 1 crawled out and
lay face down on the ground, and grasping two big hauls
fill of grass held on ami defied anyi ae to make me ever
get more than one foot off the ground any time.

Every time I see Nibs now he says. "Want to go for a

ride?" I say, "I should sin NOT!" He says. "Aw. come
on'" I say. "Go to Hell!"

The kindest words
(This is no salve)

Are just these four
"What will you have"

OLD KIRK
WHISKEY

ED. M. LIND, General Manager

A. P. Hotaling & Co.
Established 185 2
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If cold water will rust iron and rot leather can you im-

agine its effect upon the human stomach?

No woman talks all the time. When she is doing up
her hair her mouth is full of hairpins.

Satan gets so much fun out of his business that he

doesn't want a vacation.

There is no such thing as luck; it is a fancy name for

being always on the job.

It is a dreadful feeling when you can't remember the
next day what excuse you gave the night before.

All men are born free and equal, but the majority of them
marry at the age of twenty-five or so.

Marriage is called a game because it's played around a

diamond.

You have to make some men talk, but most women are
self-starters.

If killing time were a capital offense, lots of folks would
be hanged.

Did you ever stop to think that a smile is a mile long
from the first letter to the last?

THE FINANCIAL SITUATION.

The reports of the nine National banks of this city in

response to the call of the Comptroller of the Currency
as of the 2nd September, indicate the increased activity

that has prevailed since the date of his last previous
call, June 23rd, approximately ten weeks before. During
this period aggregate resources have increased $20,857,933,
now totaling $257,342,596. and individual deposits have
increased $13,999,S63. As a call was made September 12th

of last year, it is possible to note the progress of the
banks for a period of virtually twelve months. Aggregate
resources increased $22,539,521, but it will be noted that

$20,857,933 of this increase was gained during the last ten
weeks; and so of deposits $14,207,854 gained during the
twelve months, but $13,999,863 of this was gained during
the ten weeks since June 23rd. Loans increased $1,115,594
during the same ten weeks, but are $4,748,410 less in

volume than in September, 1914.
The latest government report on the cereal crops indi-

cates even more favorable results than previously antici-
pated. The official estimate for the total wheat crop is

now 981,000,000 bushels, but experts predict this figure will
be increased to more than one billion bushels. This per-
mits a surplus for export of roundly 400,000,000 bushels.
The figures for corn are placed at 3,000,000,000 bushels,
oats 1,408,000,000 bushels, barley 233,000,000 bushels, and
rye 44,000,000 bushels, all record breaking yields with the
exception of oats. The cotton States will produce more
grain than in any previous year.
With the close, July 31st, of the cotton year of 1914-15,

the total crop was determined to tie 15,067,247 bales. With

a reduced acreage of 35.200,000 acres as against an acre-
age of 39,47S,000 the previous season, and a condition
below the ten year average due to unfavorable weather
during the growing season, and damage by storms, the
new crop of 1915-16 will fall possibly 3,000,000 bales short
of the previous year's yield. In view of the difficulty that
was apprehended in marketing the crop of 1914-15, it is

somewhat of a surprise to learn from the statistics gath-
ered by the Commercial and Financial Chronicle of New
York how thoroughly the season's crop and the supply
brought over from the previous season were disposed of.

These two items aggregated 15,328,917 bales.

Bales.
There were exported to foreign ports, net 7,999,413
To Canada 178,414
Destroyed 2.112

Northern spinners took 3. 2.'! 1,593

Southern spinners took 3,164.896

Total 14,570,428

Balance carried over July 31st to season of
1915-16 752,589

The average price of the season was 8.97 cents per
pound, in marked contrast to the 12 8-10 cents for the
two previous years.
The absorbing problem is now to finance the exports of

our foodstuffs and supplies desired by foreign nations, both
neutral and belligerent. Bills of exchange against foreign
shipments can not be sold except at ruinous rates, for In

the present state of the world's commerce this country
has little need for credits in foreign lands. Even were it

possible to send us gold in payment lor our exports, it

would not be to our advantage to receive it. The profits

of commerce lie in exchanging the products of one country
for the products or services of another. The mere bund-
ling of barren metal is not profitable. There is also to
!"• feared the inflation and speculation that could result

from the enormous expansion of credit possible to be

based on vast accumulations of gold. However desirable

it might be to substitute in our banking reserves gold for

all other forms of lawful money, the release of this money
would equally serve as the means of unwise inflation and
credit expansion.

THE NEW CITY HALL.

No Immediate Prospect That the Granite WIN Be Set.

It is said that the granite cutters have not been able

to come to an agreement with whomsoever it is that they

are fighting, and that the finishing of the granite work on

the City Hall must wait for an indefinite period.

If we are correctly informed, the granite cutters havr

no grievance whatever in respect to the work on the

City Hall.

The contractor for that work made his bid according to

wages and conditions prevailing in the trade at that time

and the local granite workers are quite willing to finish

the work on those terms.
But they are forbidden to do so by some "international"

authority, whose decrees they obey, regardless of any

moral obligations of their own to complete work which

they have begun.
Happily, that will not interfere with the occupation of

the building, although, doubtless, some inconvenience will

result.

It is, perhaps, just as well not to bother about It.

Presumably, the delay embarrasses the contractor, who

will naturally wish to finish the job and get his money,

considerable of which is presumably tied up in work al-

ready completed, which progress payments have not cov

ered, and upon which he may be paying interest.

If some way can be found, with safety to the city, t<

relieve the contractor if he needs relief, we may as well

go on with the other work and forget the granite.

Some day, probably, some granite cutters will be found

to complete the job, and signs can be put up to inform

strangers that the granite work will be completed when'

ever the granite workers permit.

And, in the meantime, we may be sure that architect!!

are planning other coverings for buildings.

Granite is not a necessity of life.—Chronicle.
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RANDOM THOUGHTS

Rolph at the Primary.

Rolph at the primary' The successful slogan of a suc-
cessful campaign. Rolph won and the wise ones are Baying
"I told you so." There was a time when it looked as though
Rolph would not be elected at the primary, and his majority
was scarcely more than comfortable. The people were at
first passive, but as the fight progressed this indiffer-

ence passed away and the result was apparent a week
before the election. Now everybody is trying to get aboard
and the chances are that after a few heads fall, the town
will settle down and be normal once again. Post mortema
are passe but one cannot help wondering why Gallagher
made such a comparatively poor showing, while Schmitz
ran so far in front. The only answer must be that labor,
from which Gallagher, to a considerable extent, derives
his strength, was satisfied with Rolph and voted for him
to prevent the election of Schmitz. On the other hand,
the business interests took practically the same position,

so that Gallagher's vote was largely personal and com-
plimentary, even though small. Schmitz developed tre-

mendous popularity because of his magnificent per-

sonality. But the new friends could not stand the attacks
of the press and deserted at the last moment and so it

was Rolph at the primaries and Rolph for four years
more. After all is said and done, Rolph was vulnerable
at no particular point. He had made some few inpor-

tant enemies but in no considerable number. He had
a record of achievement and comparative good times ami
could only have been beaten by opposition of an entirely

different sort than that which confronted him. The Main
Sheet congratulates you. .Mayor Rolph. and may you. in the

full flush of victory, be as forgiving to your opponents, as
your friends have been forgiving and generous to you.

* * * *

The Progressive Retrogression.

The Direct Primary Law has proven the most abortive
piece of all modern legislation. It is progressive retrogres-

sion—reform run riot. The underlying theory was. per-

haps, correct but the practical application has produced
a condition many times worse than that which it was pre-

sumed to remedy. The idea originally was to do away
with bossism and old party conventions and give evi

man a chance to appear before the people on merit alone.

It was to be the open door instead of the backroom in

politics. .lust ten sponsors are necessary to prove again

that this is the poor man's law and the poor man's oppor-

tunity. But what was the result? Have the party con-

ventions been abolished and are the bosses no more?
Fach party held its convention under one form or another
—Union Labor. Democratic and Republican. Usually it

was the County Committee, a subordinate part of the

State organization, which it not presumed under the law

to play a part in municipal fights, that was used as the

nominating body. Each party made its endorsements
and then each proceeded to levy its assessment. The
Onion Labor and Republican campaign committees mod-
estly asked for ten per cent of the candidate's first

year's salary, while the Democrats were somewhat more
modest. A candidate for Supervisor, who received the

three endorsements, found that his initial contribution to

the new system, born of the direct primary, was close

to a thousand dollars. But then up sprung other con

ventions and nominating bodies, notably the Municipal

Conference, the California Voter's League, the Good Gov-

ernment League and a thousand and one of more or

less importance. Some endorsed without charge, but

they were few. Others varied from five to fifty dollars

per endorsement and again the fortunate, or better, the

unfortunate candidate, was mulcted by every cheap polit-

ical grafter who could muster enough people to be termed
a convention. Then the district newspapers and the

organs of the different races and creeds came in for

their share and the great dailies not to be outdone, frankly

informed all aspirants that political space was reciprocal

and dependent entirely upon advertising.

* * * *

The Cure Worse Than the Evil.

And one might go on and recite the advertising pro-

grams, the ticket peddlers; the picnics, where in some in-

stances a candidate could only talk, who bad purchased

> certain amount of tickets; the whist parties, where

prizes were solicited and social balls, where both tickets
and ads were the open sesame. One candidate, exasper-
ated at the many demands, returned ten tickets for a
dance in the same letter in which they had been sent.
Two days later he found that the parties, who were con-
ducting the affair, were going from house to house and
from store to store, making a bitter fight against him.
About a week before the election, the writer asked a can-
didate for Supervisor, who barely qualified, what the cam-
paign had cost. The answer was amazing! He had spent
over three thousand dollars and the fight was scarcely
half begun. How can any man expend such sums for a
job that pays only twenty-four hundred yearly? Certainly
some are financially able, but is the goal worth the race?
And yet the people were persuaded into voting the direct
primary law. upon the assurance that it meant honest men
in public office, the poor man's opportunity and the down-
fall of bossism. There is no desire to reflect upon the
honesty of those who qualified, but would they start again?
If the present system continues, where men are left at the
mercy of every steam beer bum, every ward heeler, every
unconvicted crook and petty larcenist. will decent and
self respecting men in future permit their names to be
used? We don't think so! And what of the poor man?
One has but to glance at the list of those who were suc-
ci SSful to know what the poor man—the one of average
tip us—the one who stands for a principle, has no chance
in this modern nominating system of ours. N'or has the
boss been dispossessed. Rather has his power been in-
creased a hundred fold. Just scan the list again and there
is but one candidate who qualified, who did not have a party
endorsement and party endorsements surely mean boss rule.
The whole thing has resulted in confusion worse con-
founded and the Direct Primary has developed a condition
more dangerous, more inimical to public int. rest and
worse by far than the condition it was presumed to remedy.

This Wisdom of the Betting Ring.

It was nothing short of remarkable to note how the bet-
ting public fixee the prices and estimated the strength of
the various candidates. In but one instance, wen- they
wrong, but otherwise they showed marked ami positive
knowledge. It was even money that Schmitz would receive
thirty-five thousand votes and ten to

, light thai lie would
not Becure thirty-six thousand. In the official count he
lost a few votes, which now makes his total somewhat
under the thirty-six thousand mark. The Rolph tight was
foretold with equal intelligence and Fickert and Finn were
top heavy favorites to win at the primary. Considerable
money was wagered that Hayden would beat any other
candidate for Supervisor and Hayden led the ticket. So it

would be well for those who want to know, to watch this

new barometer of public sentiment, where the short end
seldom cashes.

* * * *

The Municipal Conference.

The Municipal Conference ticket has been adopted by
the newspapers and will in all probability be the more
popular ticket for Supervisors. Let us say that if we
had to endorse, we would probably select a majority of

the incumbents and to this extent, we are in accord. Un-
questionably we would also include Brandon in any recom-
mendation we might make, so there is no quarrel in this

respect. But who, pray, are the Municipal Conference?
Under what right does it presume to dictate to the elec-

torate? Our recollection is that it organized some four
years ago, elected a Mayor and a majority of the Board of

Supervisors and then disbanded. Conditions at the time
were chaotic, due to the fact that the primary law was
new and untried, and its existence was to some extent
justifiable. Just after the fire, the "Committee of Fifty"

was warranted in assuming charge, but when times be-

came normal the necessity of its existence ended. But
in an effort to persuade either Max Kuhl or Vogelsang to

run for Mayor, the Municipal Conference resurrected itself

Many of the old members were not even invited to partici-

pate in its deliberations, while others refused. Labor.

so far as we can learn, was given no representation

Clearly it was and is dominated and financed by the Mer-
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chants' and Manufacturers' Association and with Sidney
Van Wyck, the warrior of peace and the typical un-
hyphenated American, in the chair, now proceeds to name
a Rolph Board of Supervisors. And the public is asked
to swallow the pill, without even batting an eye. But
Rolph has already declared for at least one candidate not
on the M. C. or M. and M. ticket, so, perhaps, the dear
people, who loved to be fooled, but who sometimes love

to fool, may detect the Nubian in the Woodpile and let

some other element of the community have the repre-

sentation, which it is entitled to.

* * * *

The Tenderloin Candidates.
Considerable has been said of the vote of the tender-

loin and of various candidates, who were favored by the
so-called forces of sin. Some of these statements came
close to home and hurt, because of their injustice and un-

truth. To be politically successful one must appeal to all

elements; to rich and poor, to merchant and mechanic, to

saint and sinner. There has yet to be developed in our
economic system, the candidate who is big enough to

say to any class "I do not want your votes or your
support." A square deal to all is the universal political

plea. The Thirty-Third Assembly District is what is

usually called the tenderloin. The title is a misnomer,
because it includes all the better hotels, clubs, apart-

ment houses and almost the entire North Beach. But
call it what you will, the following study is significant.

James D. Phelan, United States Senator, carried it by
many thousands. Hiram W. Johnson's plurality was even
greater. Rolph beat Schmitz by almost six hundred votes.

Fickert beat Sweigert over three thousand. Finn beat
Eggers by approximately the same vote. Oppenheim led

Fitzpatrick by fifteen hundred and McCarthy's plurality

over Ginty was less than three hundred. All of which
is both interesting and instructive and those who run
may read.

The Anti-irish Catholic Ticket.

In reviewing the political situation, it is easy to detect

that certain influences were at work which we had hoped
were long since ended. It is unfortunate that racial

and religious prejudices entered largely into the cam-
paign just brought to a close. We have,but little patience
with the men and women who would sacrifice a candidate
because of his religion or origin, and yet, covetly and
secretly, the old A. P. A. influence has been at work
and men have been condemned because they chanced to

be Irish Catholics. It is a serious issue to raise and did

we not have the evidence before us, we would hesitate to

make the statement. On the evening of election day,

the writer happened in to several booths in the Richmond
District. It was amazing to note the way the ballots

read, particularly for Supervisor. The natural vote should
have been distributed among all of the incumbents or the
more popular of the contenders, many of whom were of

Irish Catholic persuasion. But ballot after ballot con-

tained names that were scarcely mentioned in the cam-
paign. Names that were practically unheard of and com-
paratively unknown. Good men, too. some of them and
they were coupled with those of the incumbents, who
were not of the condemned race and creed. Investigation
further developed the fact that there had been any num-
ber of complaints and grumblings from various sources,
and that at one time an organized effort was proposed,
which was to include Rolph, because it was said ''He had
been notoriously friendly with priests and many of his

appointees were of the Catholic faith." And finally some
one mailed us the ticket of the California Voters' League.
It is instructive, viewed in the light of our previous appre-
hensions. There is not a single Irish Catholic name on it,

except for positions where there was no opposition, such
as Auditor and County Clerk, and these are the endorse-
ments for Supervisors:

Frank H. Forrest F. L. Ayer
Jerry Hunsieker C. A. Murdock
M. S. Kohlberg Henry Payot
C. E. Moehrle A. T. Vogelsang

James S. Webster
* * * *

The Bubonic Plague of Bigotry.
The Main Sheet has no religious or racial prejudices.

We don't care where a man comes from or at what altar
he worships. Nor do we care particularly for the color
of his eyes or the cut of his jowl, He may be Jew or

Catholic or Scientist or Congregationalist or any other
ist in the category of schisms or none. And the Main
Sheet believes in hyphenated Americans. We still think it
possible for a man to love the wife of his bosom and not
forget the mother who bore him. We still believe that
in this great land of ours, where all men are created
equally free and independent and where the exile from
every land may find a home, that men and women may
still cling with love and affection to the land of their
birth or the land of their fathers. We still believe in Ger-
man-Americans and French and British and Italian and
Irish-Americans. And to us it is of the sincerest regret
that there could still exist men. who call themselves white
and women who are horn of woman, who would condemn
a man because of his race and creed. Oh! The pity that
here, in the freedom of a free land, the bigot, like the
rat of the gutter, should still continue to thrive I- i|

necessary again to take up the war of twenty-live yi

ago. to lash them naked from their dens of darkness, to
drive them out into the light from the muck and mire
of their own rot and filth, so that the world may know
For shame, and this is the twentieth century! But thi re
stands the evidence and while we don't know what harm
has been done, we do know that we are not goius to
sleep and the bigots may find they have unbuckled a
double edge sword. And we do know that San Francisco
will not tolerate intoleration or bigotry.

* * * *

Kiddies' Day Again.
And now let's forget politics for the moment. It's lefl

some scars and some bruises but they'll heal quickly and
anyway it's good to get to other things. You know v.

got our "Kiddies Day" and it won't do to let it go much
longer. Somehow we all got mixed up in other things and
somehow we couldn't agree as to just what to do and
where and when and how. But we haven't forgotten those
little ones that we've promised to help—way out at Mount
St. Joseph or at the settlements or the different homes.
Last year when we said "goodbye," we promised that
we'd come hack. It was a great day with the clowns and
the capers and the cookies and the toys. It was a daj
of laughs and smiles and baby chuckles—a day that m
one feel better for having played his part. And ii must
be done again. Sister Helena wrote us thai it seemed
just like the day after Christmas at the Roman Catholic
Home. Who could think of forgetting Christmas? No
one! And so within the month you'll be asked to a meet-
ing and one will propose one thing and someone else an-
other, and out of it all we'll evolve a day that (hose kids
will remember for a long, long time. Don't forget, when
you get the postal, to he on hand! Maybe you'll like the
idea of the Thanksgiving Dinner or, perhaps, the visit

with gifts and a show at all the homes, r maybe you'll

want to do the same thing as last year over again. Any-
way we want your ideas and we need your help so be sure
and be on hand. And some of those kids who were there

last year won't he with us. Five of them from the St.

Francis Directory have gone to their Eternal Home. Ihit

there are a whole lot left and their lives will be the hap-

pier and your life will be the better for the day that Indoor

Yachtsmen invented and must perpetuate—"Kiddles' Da

EHRMAN BROS.
"EL ROI-TAN

PER FECT
CIGARS

x.i „k.„. ' Sutter 4030
Telephones

i Doul,|a<J S683
Formerly

228 SUTTER STREET

GOBEY'S GRILL
140 UNION SQUARE AVE.

Bet. Grant Ave. and Stockton Sts., San Francisco, Cal.
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JOHN L. HERGET for Supervisor
.lohn L. Herget, who. if party endorsements are a safe indication, is about every-

body's candidate for Supervisor, is an exponent of civic government with a "punch"
in it—government that builds up, but keeps down the tax rate by getting a full

dollar's worth. He favors municipal railways and is opposed to district assessments,

lie is strong for schools, teachers and equipment, and he is one of the strongest friends

of the playground system. Mr. Herget has already proved his high civic ideals and

ability.

JOSEPH MULV1HILL for Supervisor

Raised and educated in San Francisco. Fifteen years' practical business experi-

ence, President Western Dairy Company. Member Home Industry League, firm advocate
and supporter of Home Industry.

Secretary of the present Grand Jury. Have a thorough knowledge of Municipal
Government and Civic Affairs, and feel that I possess all the qualifications essential

to a candidate seeking considerations from my fellow citizens.

If elected to the office of Supervisor I will introduce legislation, and support all

measures which stand for the material progress, development and improvement of

all sections of San Francisco.
Endorsed by Regular Republican Tarty. Regular Democratic Party, and Union

Labor Party.

J. F-MMET HAYDEN, Supervisor of San Francisco

Mr. Hayden should have everj vote because he has made good. He is a broad-

minded, liberal business man, who has the sincere interest at heart of every move-

ment for the welfare of San Francisco. His success is your success, and his election

to the Hoard of Supervisors will add to the prosperity of all the people;. You all

know him as a man worthy of your confidence and appreciation.

RICHARD J. WELCH for Supervisor

Richard .1. Welch, candidate for Supervisor, represented San Francisco's interests

in the State Senate for twelve years. He was Chief Wharfinger for the Port of San

Francisco for four years. He was author of legislative acts for the development of

San Francisco's harbor—the city's greatest asset.

Mr. Welch is a member of the Indoor Yacht Club, the Olympic Club, the Elks and

i In- Eagles.

OSCAR HOCttS for Supervisor

I have resided in San Francisco lor the last 2fi years and served as Supervisor

in 19U4, 1905, 1908, 1909, I'M". 1911, 1912, I'M::. 1914 and 1916. I have always supported

Municipal Ownership of all public utilities. My candidacy has been endorsed by the

Municipal Conference. Democratic Party.

I endorse the platform presented by .lames Rolph, .Ir.
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WILLIAM R. HACEKTY for Supervisor
William R. Hagerty, candidate for Supervisor, member of the Indoor Yacht Club,

was born in the State of Illinois, July 10. 1866.

Served an apprenticeship to the machinists' trade and followed same for eighteen

years, having held many responsible positions in connection with same.
Served two terms as President of the San Francisco Labor Council.

Appointed Police Commissioner of the City and County of San Francisco in

July, 1906, it being the first political position ever held by him, and in the year 1910
appointed Chief Clerk cf the Board of Supervisors.

Took up the study cf the law in the year 1912, admitted to practice by the District

Court of Appeal of this District and has been very successful in his new profession.

Married and has a family of four daughters.
Indorsed for Supervisor by the Republican and Union Labor Parties.

EDWARD J. BRANDON for Supervisor

Edward J. Brandon, candidate for Supervisor, was born and raised in San Fran-

cisco. As president of the Local Bricklayers' Union; Third Vice-President of the

International Blicklayers' Union; chaj-ter member and Vice-President of the San

Francisco Building Trades' Council, he has become acquainted with the conditions

and needs of the workers.

Since the disaster of 1906 he has been cne of San Francisco's most successful

building contractors. "Eddie" Brandon, as he is familiarly known all over the city,

is one of nature's noblemen and an ideal man for a Supervisor.

EDWARD I. WOLFE, for Supervisor
Edward I. Wolfe, for eighteen years San Francisco's champion in the State

Senate, is now a candidate for Supervisor. He was the author of the Greater San
Francisco Constitutional amendment, the nine million dollar bond issue bill for our

harbor, and has fought for and voted for every measure that was for the protection

of the home and fireside and for the care of our young men and women. Liberal in

his views, he has known no difference between class or creed, but has fairly repre-

sented all respectable elements of our society. Elect him Supervisor. San Francisco

needs men like Edward I. Wolfe.

JOSEPH F. LAHANEY for Supervisor
Among the candidates in the supervisorial race who is making an active cam-

paign is Joseph F. Lahaney. He is quite a prominent and active member in several

improvement clubs, viz: Mission Promotion Association, Bay View Improvement Club,

Southeasterly Mission and Bryant Street Improvement Club. He is also a member
of the Missionites, Olympic Club, Indoor Yacht Club and South San Francisco Parlor,

N. S. G. W. He has for the past 16 years been engaged in the hide, salt and live stock

business.

JAMES B. McSHEEHY for Supervisor

James B. McSheehy is a candidate for Supervisor at the coming election. He is

a native of our city and has resided here all of his life and for the past sixteen

years has ranked as one of our prominent business men. He ha£ a clean record

and is thoroughly progressive and constructive in his ideas and policy and for the

best interests of our city we should elect him on November 9th.
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MAKE IT UNANIMOUS.
The Main Sheet prophesied Oppenheimer's election by 65,000 votes.

"Oh ye. of little faith!"
lie won with 66.000 votes.

We were shy a thousand in our guessing and what we were assured w

extravagance of utterance on the part of the Main Sheet has turned out to be less,

rather than more, than the truth.

But we are happy we missed and it wouldn't have made tin' Main Sheet mad if

it had been as it should—unanimous.
Oppenheimer is safe.

Now! Altogether lor Fitzpatrick!

HENRY PAYOT for Supervisor

I have servfd eleven years on tin Hoard of Supervisors of San Francisco and

two years as School Director. I am a candidate for re-election and have been

endorsed by the Municipal Conference

During my long service as a public official 1 have sought at all times to promote

tin- interests of the whole Citj I shall continue, if re-elected, to vote and act as my
conscience and sense of duty dictate.

My record as member of the Taylor and Rolph Boards of Supervisors is the plat-

form on which I ask my fellow citizens to re-elect me.

RIGHTO.

Nobody on earth but the fisherman likes to hear that

stereotyped twentieth century phrase Till 1

; LINK IS

BUSY.

Some troubles are had and some are worse,
But the troubles that strike us dumb

And the troubles that hear the greatest curse
Are the troubles that never come.

[ thank you for thi enl aid.
tnd tl

for the words I spoke last nlKht.
Tie- Rowers have sweetly pro i are right."
Then I forgavi tin mine,
Seal'd her forgiven* with inn.
Ami aa we wander'd through the dim tii bowi
I wonder'd win. had real!; sent tie' llowi

\ tourist hi ently stopped for a drink of milk at an Irish

cottage, lie noticed on a dresser a brick with a faded red
ti the top of it.

Why do you keep these?"
"Sure, sir." was tin reply, "there's me ries hanging

about them. Do ye see this big chut in my head? Will.

h was the brick d It. sir."

"Bui the rose?" asked the tourist.

Mis host smiled quietly.

The rose, sir, is off the grave of the man what threw
the brick

God's garden— beautiful and broad
Dotted with farmsteads, fruitful, river-pearled;

rgo n
To freight tin wait the world.

[ties lifting i i the clouds
And packed with wealth and all delightful thlng9.

With goodly hornet l owds.
An.! palaces ' o rival those "i kl

A land of ore-nlled mountain, fertile plaint
A land nf plenty, peace and every u-iod;
inted acres goldi n-rlpe with

Teeming with meat t., f I tie- multitude.

v. t homeless thousands hungered through the days
And slept half-sheltered from 'in- storms that fell,

While carel— parnpi-ri-i] p. -..pi,. w--nt tin-n waya
And took their pleasure, saying, "Alt is well!"

—Walter r. Doty.

A NEW ADVERTISER.

"lis the voice of the submarine under the sea.

'Look out. Mr. Yankee. I'm watching for thee;

A Hill grown torpedo to tear up your boat,

I In i) old father Neptune will capture your goat.'

Bui ere you receive my large jolt of surprise.

Remember the tliitit; that I now advertise
Is worthy, though olten I'm bitterly cursed;

My warning is this:

SEE AMERICA FIRST!

HALLOWE'EN FEAST
Saturday, October 30th— Blanco's.

CANNON MADE OF ROCK.

the Island nf Malta was under the rule of the

Knights ot Malta, they defended their sovereignty with

nn bored in the rock. Each one of these strange

contained an entire barrel of powder, and as it

.In to vary the aim of these cannon. BftJ

.,1 th. in were madi ready, facing various directions from

which the enemy might approach.

When the fame ol rms of defense became known
to the world, the idea was conceived of transporting rock

to the summits to serve the same purpose, but the scheme
w;is Boon recognized as Impracticable, and the cannon of

Malta li ive passed into history as the. sole weapons of the

kind ever known.

At a country school in the midlands the head master
said :

Now. boys, I will give a per.ny to the first lad wl

i I. me ti question which 1 cannot answer."

Several tried, unsuccessfully, until one boy asked him:

"Please, sir. if you stood up to you neck in soft mud
and I threw a stone it your head, would you duck?"
The question remained unanswered.

A meeting is called for Thursday evening, October 2 1

,

at 8:30 sharp, in club rooms, to discuss and oulltne plans for

"Kiddies' Day."

Indoor Yacht Club. Frank /• Hennessy.
Commodore.
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Indoor Yacht Club
CTub Rooms and Office. 4 Eddy Street. Telephone (Private

Exchange connecting- all departments), Sutter 5386.

Board of Pilots.

Frank J. Hennessy, Commodore. M. W. Altmayer, Steward

William H. McCarthy, Keeper-of-the-Log.

Thomas S. Mulvey Joseph A. Watts
James W. CofEroth James Woods
Samuel Berger John Tait
Joseph H. Hutchinson Wm. Chappell

Harry F. Sullivan. Assistant Secretary.

Standing Committees.

House: M. W. Altmayer. Jno. F. Cunningham, T. S. Mulvey,
Jno. J. Glynn.

Offices: H. Keegan Monahan M. W. Altmayer, J. A. Watts.

Auditing: J. H. Lewis. M. W. Altmayer
Entertainment: Sam Berger, Wm. H. McCarthy, H. I. Staf-

ford. Frank P. Shanley.

Finance: John Talt. J. W. Coffroth. James Woods. H. H.
Hart, Wm. H. McCarthy.

Athletic: P. M. Wand. J. S. Lewis. J. E. Derham.
I. Y. C. Band: Major Eugene M. Levy. Manager.

Club House membership, $6.00 per year.

Dues payable annually or semi-annually—June 1 and De-
cember 1.

Criticize and suggest for the improvement of our service.

Complaint and suggestion box in lobby.

Is your address correct and your name properly spelled

on our records, evidenced bv your bills and the envelopes
from the Club? If not. as a great assistance to this office

we would suggest that you correct the same yourself when
mailing vour check to the office, it is very important that

we have our records In this resp.-ct authentic and we ask
your hearty co-operation with us. Moral : If you change
your mailing address, let us know and we will see that
the possibility of your mall from this office going astray is

eliminated.

HALLOWEEN FEAST
Saturday, October 30—{Blanco's

Register now- Don'l wait until it is too late! Capacity

only 400.

INDOOR YACHT CLUB
PROGRAM

Oct IS—Rotation Pool Tournament begins, continu-
ing nightly until conclusion.

Oct 21—Meeting Kiddies' Day Committee.
Oct 25—Straight Pool Tournament commences, con-

tinuing nightly until conclusion.
Oct 30—Hallowe'en Feast and Jollification at

Blanco's.

I. Y. C NOTES.

The annual Hallowe'en Jinks will be held Saturday,
October 30th, at Blanco's. Members may reserve tickets
upon application at club office, either by phone, mail, or
in person; there will be a charge of five dollars for dinner
and admission to this jollification, but members must
obtain seat coupons on or before October 27th. Capacity
only four hundred. File your application now; don't wait
until last minute, then complain because you are too late.

First come, first served.

At the Hallowe'en Jinks Billy Hynes and Moe Altmayer
will arrange the menu, while Joe Lewis and Judge Flood
will have charge of the liquid refreshments.

* * *

Sam Berger will entertain his troupe of headliners with
a dinner at the club rooms Wednesday, October 20th.

* * +

Casino Tournament in November!

Harry Keeler, Charles .1. Vail, George W. Thompson anil

Thomas I'. Curran have been appointed a committee to

s -rvise the rotation pool tournament scheduled for Or*

tober 1Mb. and the straight pool tournament (handicap)
schi'iluli'il lor October L'Mh Valuable prizes will bo award-
ed first, second and third In each tournament. The above
committee will arrange details. Entries may now be

made at club office.

* * +

Commodor Frank J. Hennessy has called a meeting of the

Committee of Fifty to make arrangements for Kiddies' Day,

to be held in the club rooms, Thursday evening, Oclober 21.

Supervisorial candidate Joe Lahaney is a daily v'silor to Club Rooms,
and one of the really active Indoor Sailors.

ELECT JOE LAHANEY
SUPERVISOR

ANNUAL CONCERT AND DANSANT
of the SAN FRANCISCO

FIRE DEPARTMENT
Widows' and Orphans' Mutual Aid Assn.

CIVIC CENTER AUDITORIUM

Saturday, October 30th, 1915
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SoutKern Pacific
to

Los Angeles
Choice of Imputes

Down tHe Coast Line—
Through the rich Santa Clara and Salinas Valleys, over the beautiful Santa Lucia

Mountains, and for one hundred miles along the Pacific Ocean via Santa Barbara

and Ventura, following all the way the old Trail of the Padres— one of the mosl

picturesque trips in the world.

Down tHe San Joaquin Valley

—

Traversing fertile plains bounded on the East by the Sierra Nevada and on the

West by the Coast Range; pas! thriving valley cities and across the Tehachapi

Mountains, circling the noted loop.

CKoice of 8 Daily Trains

Saron JLong'fi

Benton
Country Club

The ONE Bright Spot
"

in Los Angeles

BERGER'S are completely closing out their Haberdashery and

Hat Departments to sell Mens Clothing exclusively.

STIRRIINQ REDUCTIONS
All Standard Brands of

HABERDASHERY quick action

856
cMarket
Street BERGER'S

East
of

Powell
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ST. FRANCIS IMPORTATION CO.
350 Geary Street

WINES AND LIQUORS AT RETAIL
FINEST GOODS - LOWEST PRICES

PROMPT DELIVERIES

DEL MONTE AUTO RENTAL CO.

phone SUTTER 215
LIMOUSINES
LAUNDAULETS

WEDDINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

CABS
TOURING CARS

OFFICE. 105 POWELL STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

BUILDERS' EXCHANCJE. 180 Jessie Street BOX 05

VINCENT J. DONOVAN
PAINTING, DECORATING

and POLISHING

729-31 MINNA STREET, San Francisco, Cal.

Phone Park 5150

I am a power for great good if you do

not abuse my use.

In cases of need— I do my work well.

I am a builder up of health and strength

—in the hospital or in the home.

For the invalid or the convalescent

—

for the tired or overworked I offer a

great help.

A little of me goes a long way.

I have been among you for three

generations.

I'm known as Cyrus Noble throughout the world.

Auto at the HOPKINS
MEALS SERVED AT ALL HOURS
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS

Entertainment during Afternoon and Night

The Pacific Ocean i» My Bath Tub. 1938 Ocean llnulctard

Come Id. the Water's Fine. Phone Sunset 960

Golden Gate Park is my garden— everybody welcome.

AnHeuser-BuscH
Brewing Ass'n

ST LOUIS. MO.

Brewers of ""^^^ctL., Draught

Fine Beer ^~l|i! 5^. and

Exclusively ^/j?53fcYPS Bottled Beer

San Francisco Branch
1300 BRYANT STREET

Phone Pai-K 30fc

SMOKE
fZcrina
QUEEN of HAVANA

Shapes and Sizes to suit
All Tastes £> j£> J0

M. BlasKoWer, Distribute

SHIPMATES HAVE YOU VISITED THE

"Carnation "Cafe
S. E. Cor. Fillmore and Ellis

GEO. L. DEALEY, Proprietor
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ED. M. LI N D

Our friend, Edward I.ind. manager of the A. P. Hotating Company, with whom he has been associated for

twenty-odd years, can best represent the working principle of good fellowship. A busy executive, who at all times is

at the service of his friends, who not only finds time, but makes or discovers the opporl unity, between the many

i tasks he is called upon to execute, to ably assist in consummating the projects of the Indoor Yacht Club.

In a great measure the success of the Hallowe'en jollification was due to his efforts. Last Kiddies' Day and the

Kiddies' Hall found him up to his shoulders and over in helpful endeavor. Although the Indoor Yacht Club

claims him for its own. he is a member of the Masons. Klks and most every order where good fellows and good-

fellowship are prime requisites.
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Titver VAini ike Siern;

$ust Slew in on

Warren

Shannon
* *

'Commercial

dperting

(SHANNON-CONMY PRINTING COMPANY) ^QOl

ffelitieal

tfeeietii and

Magazine

Printing

9rinter
mmd

Publisher

Buy your Groceries
= from -=

BOWEN G
&CO.

Pioneers in the Grocery Business since 1850

P. VINCENT MATRAIA. Pr«. JUUUS EPPSTEIN, Sec'ry

art floral Co*
Incorporated

HOTEL ST. FRANCIS

2 55 POWELL STREET

«"!gBrM?
SAN FRANCISCO

THE
Cliff House

THE ONLY RESORT OF ITS KIND
IN THE WORLD

Unsurpassed Cuisine

BREAKFAST LUNCHEON DINNER
A la Carte Service

Vocal and Instrumental Entertainment

dancing Every Evening

CPECIAL TABLE D'HOTE DINNER EVERY
Sunday Evening in the Terrace Cafe from 4 to 8

p. m. $1.00 per plate with Wine.

Remember that

Cresta Blanca Wines
Are the STANDARD WINES of California

Try a Bottle of CRESTA BLANCA CHAMPAGNE
(Green Label) Equal to tte Imported

PAUL MASSON CHAMPAGNE VINTAGE 1908

WielaildS The Home Beer
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OUR CRUISE ON A DIMPLING SEA
By MOUNTFORD CARR

Were you there?
linly.

Everybody was,

And then some.

Billy Rock, for instance.

You know what I mean.
While fllppiterjibbits were Hying aloft with the neigh-

bors' gates and hooking them on to the dizzy tops of

telephone poles, the Indoor Yacht Club was serenely-

surveying the world through the glass of good fellow-

ship and celebrating with as much decorum as the occa-

sion deserved, the great day of its year— Halloween,

which is the "eve of all saints" and good sinners.

There is a newspaper in what Henry Miller calls "the

unfortified town of Oakland" which celebrated recently the

obsequies of the Indoor Yacht Club. It is true that nobody

knew there had been any death, not even that anybody-

was sick, but the 'wfsh being father to the thought." our

organization of undampened tars was given as decent in-

terment as the crowded condition of the trans-bay ceme-

tery would permit. The funeral was much like Mark

Twain's pre-morten obsequies. The facts were greatly-

exaggerated but the Knave of the Tribune isn't a stickler

for truth (hence the name) and he preached his sermon,

drew his moral, and then, presumably, took another shot

in the arm and believed it.

Whoever this particular Knave may have the disaster

to be. he should have been permitted one glance inside

the great dining room of Hlanco's when the tars sat

around the mess tables. Poor Knave. If a knavish croc-

odile could shed real tears they would surely have flowed

in rivulets adown his cheeks and he would have suffered

as much surprise as the insensate are capable of feel-

ing—not to discover himself a liar, for thus does he recog-

nize himself best; but to find bis hopes so unrealized in

fact, and his prophesy so false.

Ii was the largest gathering of Indoor Yachtsmen that

has yet assembled, and the most enthusiastic. Seats were

laid for four hundred and everybody came. Net only was

it the largest numerically, but it was the merriest, most

optimistic, and its cosmopolitan character was sustained

as befits an organization which takes cognizance of no

creed, nor race, hut only demands that its members be

what the Tribune once was White'

In respect of its catholicity of membership, drawn from

everv walk of life, from every race and creed the Indoor

Yacht Cluli demonstrated itself to be on Halloween night

what it alwais has been and proposes always to be—the

very heart of San Francisco! Ami a vital, living, loving

and big heart, too.

If there's such a thing as snobberj it doesn't edge its

way inside the Indoor Yacht Club, as a count of the tars

around the tables would show, with the spirit of good fel-

lowship in the air and worries and cares all left outside,

not to be taken up until—Monday.
Alter that banquet of Saturday night, Trouble, if he

came with his badge on his breast and presented his card,

would not have been recognized; at least not by tie' pi

ent scribe.

And the programme!
Did vim know that .lohn Tail was an entertainer?

Of course you didn't: I mean a professional entertainer
to make speeches, tell funny stories, and round out the

rhetorical period?
Well, he is; or at least he was; or at least he seemed to

be last Halloween.
It seems that for one night only, our Sam, our blushing,

modest Sam retired to vistas we wot not of—maybe be-
hind the scenes—and left our John to take our Sam's
place—a large contract, you say.

Very well, then. Know ye, by these presents, that our
.lohn did not rattle around in the space left vacant by-

Sam. On the contrary he filled it as snugly as a chorus
girl, her stockings, and was a voice crying down the spicy-

winds making itself heard even above the clatter of
Harry Stafford's dishes. Brother Tait was our "Master
of Ceremonies," yet not ceremonial nor obtrusive. He
stayed no knife on its way to an opening countenance nor
detained a toast springing up in the heart, but he rang
a bell, like the ship's timekeeper, and then shouted over
the ambient atmosphere the good news that so and so
was about to sing, dance or tell a story, after which, if

anyone heard him not, so-and-so was on hand to prove the
order of events and provide the song and dance to which
an orchestra and our knives and forks played a lively

accompaniment.
In many respects the programme was the best that has

been given by the Indoor Yacht Club, and in respect to
its arrangement, it couldn't have been excelled. It would
provide a model for a vaudeville management in the mat-
ter of its promptness and duration. It was scheduled
to be completed at 11 o'clock when the lady friends of the
Yachtsmen were expected, and it was over at 10:55.
Which was some figuring.

Everything appropriate to such an occasion was pro-

grammed.
William McCarthy made a speech, and our Bill always

knows how. He does not give his judgment a vacation
when he sets his oratorical mills to working, and so he
never wearies with repetitions nor stalls along on merely
windy words; but gives a talk with a touch of levity,

a tinge of suggestive fancy, a word for the "absent tars,"

and a heart for the present.
We do not know who it was that wrote the humorous

verses of one of the singers' topical songs, but he omitted
In his lyrics regarding Hill McCarthy to mention that the

man may oft-time3 be bigger than the job, which is Iikely

tn he the case wherever Bill McCarthy sits at any desk. His
references to the recent election were, as might have been
expected, in perfect taste and tipped with the barb of wit

but not with rancor. Mainly his short address was couched
in whimsical terms and related to the annual jinks of

the organization, the members of which were, are, and
always will be, McCarthy men, in the broadest, best signifi-

cance of the term.
lien the program was given a pedagogical turn; in-

struction as well as entertainment being the aim of Mr.

Berger or whoever it was that concocted the "bill."

Otto W'allflsch assembled school with a class of in-

cipient statesmen and philosophers with but one repre-

Bi illative of the fair, Mr. Lheureux, whose pulchritude was
to lie a disasterworking element among the boys. Her-

bert Newman was Peggy, a taciturn lad, not so much

HARDMAN
SURE GRIP

SJui/f for Service

ZM.ade to Hold TIRES
COSTELLO LANG COMPANY

556 Golden Gate Ave.
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given to speech as to action, Denny Jordan, breezed from
the Ghetto, sustained the Hebraic reputation for native
shrewdness, and sang in the ensembles as the musicians
would say, with a loud untutored and earnest voice. A
lesson in German proved inspiring as well as instructive,

and a course under Professor Wallfisch would be well

worth while provided there are any Germans left to talk to

after the newspapers get done with the war.
Of course Denny Jordan had to tell his unexpurgated nar-

rative concerning the cowboy at the opera and the mis-

creant who "stole the can," or was guilty of whatever
disturbance arose on the scented atmosphere of fashion

at the opera. Somebody suggested the story for Billy

Fogarty's use, that worthy having come over from the
Orpheum to sing his now famous song of the "Limburger
Cheese," but Billy declared that vaudeville nowadays
would not stand for what he called "the Y. M. C. A. tame-
ness of Denny's tale," having been educated by the re-

doubtable Billy to a taste for the more fragrant forms
of lyrical literature.. To prove which the said Billy sang
his Orpheum song, but evidently abashed at its frank-

ness, permitted his voice to dwell so softly on the subject

of the girl in the crowded car, that few could hear, and
none, it is safe to say, was offended.

There was a surprise for everybody, including the wait-
ers, when a troupe of Arabs broke into the hall and occu-
pying the center of the floor performed such whirl-a-gig
maneuvers, that had they come later would have been
regarded with great gravity as something symptomatic by
us diners. They whirled with the rapidity no lamp post
ever achieved on the liveliest New Year's eve, and gyrated
through space with such abandonment of all conscious-
ness of the laws of gravitation, that there might have
been a disaster had they not known where, how and
when they were going to land—an invaluable accomplish-
ment much to be admired if not imitated.
And then there were little Blossom and Ethel Levy

—

two tiny flowers from the bouquet of childhood, wee. bonny
folk who brought real smiles to the tars. They danced
with the innocence and airy grace of dear, sweet little

girlhood, and fluttered out as they fluttered in, like
blossoms on loving winds.
And speaking of the kiddies, makes us think.
There was our own "Kid" Nelson, of the altitudinous

voice, the sartorial splendor and the Apollo grace. What
did he do?
He sang, of course, and as only he can sing. He thought

he was going to cheat us out of a hearing of the Chaun-
cey Olcott masterpiece, but he didn't have a chance. It's
a way with tempermental folks to refuse to do that which
they do best, no doubt because they do not wish to dis-
courage mediocrity with a full revealment of their own
powers. But we had the "Little Bit O' Heaven" just the
same, and after much insistance. Previously thereto
there was a song about "Marie-Odile" which he sang
well but which doesn't suit the deep sincerity and Irish
lilt of his voice. Anybody can sing "Marie Odile" but
only the "Kid" can sing "A Little Bit O' Heaven" for us.
Some young damosels from the Hippodrome kindly

stepped forth from a huge pumpkin, which singular con-
fusion in the vegetable kingdom wherein pumpkin seeds
turned out to be peaches, created much natural conster-
nation amongst such men of science as had gathered for
the occasion. Then they danced—not the men of science,
but the peaches, and admiration succeeded surprise. It is
said that the Hippodrome's attendance next day was just
double—above normal, a coincidental parallel with the num-
ber of Indoor Yachtsmen at the feast. Also two young ladies
provided a series of pretty society dances, Alva and
Anderson did some more strenuous steps, which in turn
were obliterated from the memory for the time being
by the expert dancers whom Lew Purcell kindly pro-
vided. A quartet, and then a duo of singers and dancers
supplied this portion of the entertainment, the quartet
mingling their steps with song, but the duo attending
strictly to the complicated and highly artistic, if not
altogether original, steps of their dances. The more one
sees of this inspiration variety of dance, whose votaries
and executants are headed by no less a personage than
our own Maud Allan, the more one is inclined to the con-
viction that dancing is indeed a gift.

Weight was given to such philosophical reflections by
the appearance of a young dancer in offerings from geo-

graphically opposed India and Hawaii, and Tait's.
"Revue" closed the program with a burst of melody and
dance, which provided, if comparisons are not odious,
the most important and prettiest number on the bill.

Among the many invited guests the club was honored
by the presence of the members of the "So Long Letty"
company from the Cort theater. Miss Charlotte Green-
wood might properly enjoy the distinction of being the
Yachtmen's honored guest. Her geniality and delightful
personality were pleasantly manifested and Sidney Grant
was another of the members of the principals, all of whom
were welcomed warmly.
An accurate and complete account of the evening's jol-

lity cannot be rendered the reader without reference to
the only unfortunate episode of the banquet, which was
provided by a one-time popular comedian who did not
know when he was well off and who permitted the part-
ner who was responsible for seven-eighths of his success
to leave him where he now finds himself—a fourth-rate
star. His ungraciousness might be attributed to the con-
sequent grouch against the world, and it will so be
assigned, as the most charitable form in which regret at
his uncouth behavior may be expressed.

JITNEY BUS ETIQUETTE.

In standing, after giving a lady his scat, the gentleman
may grasp the robe rail in the tonneau. In so doing, how-
ever, he should not forget himself, in the presence of the
rail, and turn around and say, "What'll you have? This
one is on me."
A young lady, if she so desires, may sil on a gentleman's

lap. It is not necessary to ask his permission, lie won't
mind.

It is not permissible for a gentleman who is holding a
lady on his lap to speak to her. or vice versa, unless they
have been properly introduced.

If praise spoils a man he never deserves it.

Jack Clifford, a former pugilist, is Billy Sundaying at a
popular Methodist Church in New York. Athletic clubs

appear to be rivaling theological seminaries in quality of

product. Clifford is an evangelist. Some churches are get-

ting down to the theater plan—traveling stars and stock
companies.

"The 'Best of Everything in Hats"

ONE OF THE NEW DERBIES

TOM DILLON
cMilliner for cMen

720 MARKET STREET
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AFTER the: exposition, what?

By WALTER
It will be interesting to watch the theaters after the

(.losing of the Exposition and observe to what extent the
greatest show on earth has affected the playhouses.
The managers themselves are not by any means a unit

in agreement on the subject of expositional influence on
theater attendance, there being those who declare that au-
diences have been greater at the various down-town show-
houses on account of the numbers attracted to the city, and
those who claim that the visitor, take him "by and large."
hasn't come to our town to take in the theaters, but to

visit the Fair, to which pleasant business he has devoted
his time and his money to an extent which has gained the
theaters nothing, while they have lost a percentage of
normal patronage through the limitations of local purses,

lied by extraordinary attention to the lures of the big
show out under tbe Tower of Jewels.

A superficial observation would tend to support this

theory, except in the case of unusual attractions which by
their very noise of success down town have commanded
the attention of the Fair visitor and demanded patronage.
The audiences at Festival Hall in the evenings have

been, it is common knowledge, a great disappointment to

Fair officials, that department of expositional activity

having fallen far below the success that was anticipated,
ed, so little attention, comparatively speaking, has

been paid to the attractions in tbe Festival Hall that no
decline in attendance at down-town theaters, where there
has been a falling off, can be attributed to the counter
attractions of dramatic or musical events at the Expo-
sition's big amusement hall. Speaking generally, San
Francisco amusement seekers have not curtailed their

theater-going on account of Festival Hall attractions, and
so, if there has been a diminution of down-town travel to

the playhouses, it must be explained on other counts, such
as the depletion of purses caused by day \isits to the Fair

and the general atmosphere of instability and excitement
attendant upon the presence in our midst of so extraor-

dinary a rival to all amusements as the Exposition has
certainly been.

The failure of Festival Hall enterprises is easily ac-
counted for. In the elements of exploitation, in the con-

nature of the attractions, in the multitude of them,
ami in the lack of (are to grade admission pi ; ling

nature of the events, are found some of the causes,
and in the imposition of a fifty-cent gate admission to
concert goers who hurried into the ball and out of the
grounds as soon as the concert was over, is found one of

rincipal reuses of the lack of attendance and alien
tion. An artist who could be heard for $1 at the fort
Theater coat $1.50 to hear in Festival Hall, since to the

ol admi sion to the building was added the cost
of admission to the grounds, even though the music lover
had time or inclination only for the concert.
The one big notable exception to the rule of failure of

Ival Hall attractions to attract was the Iloston Sym-
phonj Orchestra, and this was under other than expo-

ement. It was exploited like the real

"show" that it was. and the throngs numbered folk who
timed their Fair visits to include this remarkable season
of music, urged to such action by systematic exploitation
covering every citv and town on the I'm itio Coast -from
Montana, Idaho. Washington and the Dakotas, in the
Northwest, to the Middle Western States and Texas

—

everybody who knew music, knew they could see the Fair
and hear the world's greatest orchestral body at one an!
the same time. Thus this enterprise was successful, and
a sad contrast is set up by the failure of Victor Herbert,
splendid musician, director and genial gentleman that
he is. to attract anything like audiences commensurate
with his standing. This engagement, which it was hoped
would be remindful of tin 1 famous Vienna Prater concerts
given bv Frit? Scheel at the Midwinter Fair, has been
characterized by complete failure, financially, though ar-

tistically it has left little to be desired.
It is about as possible to establish a Vienna Prater
osnhere in Festival Hall as to give a barbecue in a

church. Tbe prices keep away those music lovers who
would make such ;tn event popular, and there is in place
of the informality of a sandwich and a glass of beer, the
formality of a room which, with its pipe organ and cathe-

ANTHONY
dral spaces, suggests Bach, not Strauss, and the "Requiem

"

ol I r.ihms rattier than the rioting melodies of a Victor
Herbert, a Sullivan or an Offenbach.
San Francisco has been blamed for its loss of "atmos-

phere." It should be commiserated that the "atmosphere"
las been dissipated. The orchestral concerts given in Ye
Faithful Inn bear the same relationship to the concerts
given in the Vienna Prater of yore, as a luncheon at the
Fairmont resembles a spread at Herbert's. The man who
went to the Vienna Prater with a half-dollar had his music.
his beer and enough bit to tip the waiter. At Y'e Faithful
Inn his hall-dollar would be as useful as a Confederate
bill in Iloston.

From the purely amusement point of view, it is not
likely, I think, that the Exposition has caused the down-
town playhouses any considerable loss. That fact seems
established in the several record-breaking engagements

lii' been played during the period of the Fair's
existence. 1 refer to Henry Miller's thrice prolonged stay
at the Columbia; to the extraordinary success of "So
l-ong I.ettv" at the Cort: to the phenomenal attendance
on the . Seringa of Margaret Anglin; to the success of
"On Trial." and. to name a picture, the more than half-

1 .'! Of "The Clansman." now at the Savoy.
The Fair has not interfered materially with the down-

town night life, though it has affected such playhouses IE

the Orpheum, which depend upon afternoon patronage for
od part of their business. This business has been

hnil, and sometimes serionslv. and to such managers the
Dg (1 the Exposition will not come as an unmixed

pain.

GREETINGS AND SALUTATIONS.
The Main Sheet sends greetings to the youngest club

in the fraternity of professional men's organizations— the
recently organized Editorial Club, composed exclusively of

the men who write to all of us every afternoon (except
Sunda3 ' and every morning, excepting no day—the men

loyed in the various editorial departments of the daily
press of San Francisco.

If the Main Sheet has the correct dope on this newly
fledged fraternity, it is organized not in opposition to the

i mly established Press Club of San Francisco,
but rather as complement to it.

The Press Club accepts for membership in its active
list any and all who write—whether for magazines, or
newspapers, or trades papers, as well as those who have
attained the distinction of authorship, though their train-

ing may never have included the craftsmanship of jour-

nalism. To this wide coterie of gentlemen who write
o r tbe printed page are the artists and the photographers
whose work parallels the writers'.

The Editorial Club, however, opens its active list only

to men actually employed in "the game"- the difficult and
i ,

i too remunerative, but Fascinating, game of news gath-

ering and news writing, and to the utterances of editorial

conviction and criticism.

Indubitably the newspaper men are entitled to their

own little clnb, and indubitably it will be a real club, for it

will bave brains and energy and goodfellowship a-plenty.

The Viiin Sheet wishes tie- editorial Clnb all prosperity

and good luck.

OLD KIRK
WHISKEY

ED. M. L.IND, General Manager

A. P. Hotaling & Co.
Established 1852
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WOULD STILL THE SNORT'NG

JUGGERNAUT

By William J. Lynch.

You can learn a lot of things at a hospital, but there,

as elsewhere, the hardest thing to learn is—patience.

Particularly patience with avoidable nuisances. Sick or

well, we have to put up with the unavoidable and make
the best of it; but neither sick nor well should We have

to stand for the annoyance which can be avoided and the

nuisance that isn't essential.

When you are flat on your back trying to recover the

shock attendant upon the intimate introduction into your

system of various foreign substances, such as carving knives,

forks, needles and things, you have plenty of time to think

while the busy world rushes along, and you observe that it

seems to travel just as heedlessly as though you were not

on the shelf. Your pride isn't flatteied that you are so

easily dispensed with, and all the "come back" you have is

to figure out how to make somebody else unhappy, too.

And here is a great, big nuisance which I respectfully

call to the attention of our Chief of Police, or whoever it

is that corrects such abuses. It will also be noted, please.

that my kick is hut one of many thousands registered daily

and nightly, but none of which are heard from as they

should be.

What I mean is those sight-seeing cars that rumble,

grumble, wheeze, puff, jerk, snort and shriek as they pass

under the windows of the hospitals of this city.

A Good Samaritan instinct is disclosed on the signs

which, posted in the neighborhood, call the attention of

all drivers whatsoever to the proximity of hospitals,

where perhaps some poor devil is dying or wishes that he
could.

The signs are all right. They are a good thing. I ap-

prove of them; but nobody seems to heed them, and at

night nobody can see them, so that the only good they
accomplish is that of reminding pedestrians in the day-

time what a fine world this would be if there were no need
of signs.

Since, though well meaning, they manifestly fail of their
purpose, I respectfully suggest a means to provide against
the more noisy nuisances and thus eliminate the chief
offenders to the peace and quietude of sufferers on hospital
beds, all of whom will rise up. dead or alive, to pour
blessings upon the head of the Chief of Police or whoever
it is that will abate their misery and give them peace.

To be more definite.

The St. Francis Hospital is situated on the northeast
corner of Hyde and Bush streets. Bush is a nicely finished
thoroughfare, and thither the gentlemen who take the
visitors out for an airing tote their fares in the rubber-
neck wagons. Many, if not most, of these vehicles are in

need of repair—a new engine, new wheels, a new set of
insides or any or all of these things; but not a new mega-
phone! The combination of all the noises which these
vehicles emit as they clatter by beneath the rooms of the
invalided, the convalescent or the dying is enough to

frighten them to death with fears of a juggernaut and
thus end their miseries prematurely.

T speak in behalf of my fellow-lodgers at the St. Francis
Hospital, and beg somebody to urge these gentlemen of

the sight-seeing traffic to clamber up Post street, or Sutter,

or any other street save that on which stands this or any
other hospitals.

Or else take down the signs, "Run quietly. Hospital on
this block."

t i „•,„ ( Sutter 4039Telephones,,* ,„„ c/;0 ,
I Douglas 5083

Formerly
28 SUTTER STREET

GOBEY'S GRILL
140 UNION SQUARE AVE.

Bet. Grant Ave. and Stockton Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

THE POLITICAL WASH-UP.

Farewell, Gavin McNab; good-bye, a sad good-bye. to the

Municipal Conference or to any other body of eight or ten

who arbitrarily appoint themselves a committee represent-

ing the people. Likewise another long farewell to the
office-holder who once elected saunters through his official

career with head aloof and eyes centered on the stars.

his attentions dedicated to the select few, ignoring those
who walked by his side. Good-bye. Mr. Trimmer, you who
flop from side to side, never making enemies nor any fast,

firm friends, never influencing men to support you strongly
enough to cast their vote in the face of inclement weather,
business trials or personal inconvenience. As for the
newspapers, but few of the unweathered amateur poli-

ticians but who have long since been wise to their intlii-

ence. Only the most inexperienced contenders for political

preferment are unaware of the impotency of newspaper
support. The people have become educated, and with
their education comes the elimination from political influ-

ence of the Dent Roberts, the Hearsts and the like. It is

no longer possible for men whose private lives and per-

sonal characters are offensive to prescribe the character
of political incumbency. The Main Sheet will deal in de-

tail with this subject later on.

These are the lessons learned on November 9th, when
the election returns astounded so many assured persons
and swept into the office the bone and sinew of the com-
munity— Mulvihill. Lahaney, Wolfe, Kortick, Hynes, Bran-
don. Welch. Hocks. Hayden. These were the men cbOBelQ

to represent the people supervisorily, and with their elec-

tion were destroyed many fond illusions. The .Municipal

Conference established by flavin McNab, combined with
the entire support of the Chronicle and the Examiner,
acted like a yellow fever sign at a farmhouse door. Hut
lew who avoided its detrimental influence. Hocks and
Hayden were fortunate enough to withstand its curse.

They will have an opportunity to know that the people arc

thinking for themselves, without being relieved of thell

laurels.

Like all waves that wash over the political sea, a few
good men are submerged and suffer undeservedly. Mr.

Payol is one of these; hut then in our sympathy let us

remember that relief from responsibility is sometimes wel-

come. Let us caution Mr. Vogelsang to remember when
next his name appears as a contender in political prefer-

ment, that dignity very often is only a cloak for mediocrity.

As to the men who have been elected, they are not to

allow this lesson to go by unnoticed. Keep your head near

the ground, gentlemen, make fast friends, firm supporters,

men who are not annoyed by a few drops of rain or who
will allow ordinary inconvenience to negative their support.

SAN FRANCISCO DAY.

San Francisco, the Bay cities and the surrounding coun-

try made San Francisco flay a record-breaker, with an

attendance at the Exposition of 348,472, and net proceeds

of $12"i,6flii. HI—which again proves that "San Francisco

knows how." In addition to breaking the record for at-

tendance at the Exposition, San Francisco Day carried the

grand total of attendance at the Exposition to the 16,000,

000 mark. An average attendance of .",0,000 a day for the

remainder of the Exposition will make a grand total of

17,500,000.

OLD PEOPLE'S DAY.

The old people in hospitals and other institutions, and

others who are too feeble to go to the Exposition without

extra expense which they cannot afford, as well as those

who are too poor to go, should have a day at the Expo-

sition—an Old People's Day. It has been suggested that

such a day be set aside, and the suggestion is good, pro-

vided an organized effort is made to find all the old people

and take them to the Exposition. And the management of

the Exposition can well afford to make a special rate for

them.
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ART SMITH B.LLY BASTAR

A PAIR OF ACES!

Not many months ago came to our village a youth of

whom it was st.itl <«>u 1.1 fly as none had Mown before. Be-

ing here in the 'Woolly West,'' where talcs of wonder are

net uncommon things, we smiled and said. "Show us!"

'I his schoolboy unpacked his 'plane and. putting it together,

nonchallantly started his engine and showed us twists and

tnrne and loops and Hops that never existed even in

our wildest (lights of fancy. This thing he did, the while

we wondered if what we saw. we really saw. or what we
saw, we thought we saw, or what we thought we saw. we
really saw— (our feelings were very much like this ram-

bling sentence). He waited for darkness to settle over our

city and then he climbed again into his 'plane and showed
us flying such as we had never seen hefore. "Art" Sniiili

was thereon named hi Hollis E. Cooley, chief of

events at the P.-P. I. E., "The Comet's Only Rival." Th is

it was that he became known throughout the Coast as one

Incomparable marvel at our great Exposition.

William Bastar ("Billy"), manager of Art" Smith, had

been in town a week or more before Smith made the flight

that remodeled exhibition Hying over the entire coun

try; the flight that evernight made obsolete all the stunts of

previous stars and rendered their tricks tame stuff. Secure

in the knowledge of the prowess of Smith, and confident of

Smith's skill, he staged the surprise In consummate ar-

tistry. His methods were new. His work as a showman
marked him apart and set new rules for managers. Man)

men of wide experience i Bastar is young in years, lieini

somewhere in the early twenties i. and old campaigners of

many seasons with world-wide lamed stars In other lines,

have paid him high compliment.
When Smith finished his contract last August and hade

us "Farewell." we felt we had lost someone who belonged

to us by right of discovery, and our less was doubled when

"Billy"" left to guide "Art's" triumphal tour ol the Easl

Other fliers came, but we failed to take them into the

fold. Whether they themselves did not measure up to

what we considered they should, I experts have testified

what we considered they should or whether it was that

they lacked that personality which goes to make an in-

stant and lasting friendship, it is an undeniable fact they

suffered by comparison with "Art" Smith. Perhaps ii is

the boyishness of Smith, the enthusiasm of youth, the

desire he has always so evidently shown to please and to

delight, that have made him one to be remembered, even

when the great Exposition fades into the slow but sure

forgetfulness that follows relentlessly upon all human en-

deavor.

It was this possibly that prompted those who provide

the material for our entertainment at the Exposition to

seek out Bastar and ask him to return with Smith. We
do m t care what it was. for last Sunday, aTter weeks of

expectancy, we welcomed home our "Art." It was the

return of a well-beloved son. Automobiles and pedestrians,

ten thousand strong, headed by a hand blaring with martial

music, he made his entrance into the city, like unto thi

teturn of a conquering hero. His flights are now recorded
as the best he has ever made. Very nearly one hundred
and twenty thousand people gathered on the Manna to

watch him. Many more covered the surrounding hills and
vantage points, and still more, whose residences were
located in parts of the city that commanded a view of tin-

skyline above the Exposition, paid him tribute. "Art" and
" Billy" make our town your home. Stay as long as yoii

like. If you stay as long as we would like, you'll be with
us always.

"BETTER BE SAFE THAN SORRY."
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EHRMAN BROS.

"EL ROI-TAN
PERFECT
CIGARS

The Stanford Hotel

BUFFET
Specializes in Old Straight Whiskey

drawn direct frnm the Barrel.

OPERATED IN CONNECTION WITH

THE STANFORD HOTEL
377 BUSH ST. Near Kearny
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We suppose Billy Roche is saying, "Oh, Lord! Oh, Lord!
Oh, Lord!"

Or maybe he said, "Nay, nay, Pauline.'

Is it the Troubles of Bill or the Perils of Pauline?

Did Bill Lange read the Wasp?

We would have extended credit to you at the front door,

Bill.

We wonder if he wore an '
I Paid" badge on San Fran-

cisco Day.

Now that California has hanged two hoys, our Progres-
sive administration should feel proud. Most of their

Christian soldier morality is found in their monthly pay
check.

The Examiner is reforming everybody. Won't somebody
please reform the Examiner?

We suppose Actor Rock got his name from the density
of his skull.

Tom Mickey pulled a bloomer. He was [or the non-
partisan bill. It takes Eustace to pick the lucky times
to come from under cover.

The Fair attendance on San Francisco day was almost
as big as the vote the non-Partisan bill didn't get.

Roosevelt went to Canada to get a bull moose. No
wonder there are none in this country.

So Knowland bought the Tribune. Well, you can tell

us now Joe, how you were skinned of your campaign funds?

The silent vote was very loud.

Now that Charley Fickert got such a deserved majority
we hope he will make some of his employes move back
to town.

A check book, a dress suit and Charley don't mix.

Didn't Sam Berger blush when Billy Jordan introduced
him?

Now that the "all in" veterans like Billy .Icrdan get ben-
efits, why not one for Gavin McNab?

Baron Long has to come here to have a good time and he
has to be there os Los Angeles doesn't have a good time.

Hiram found us very partisan.

We have recognized Carranza—now will he recognize us?

The Chinese Republic lasted about as long as the Pro-
gressive party.

Must be tough- on Henry Ford to have to ride in one of
his own cars.

Ford gave K. C. B. an overlook instead of a Ford.

The modesty which "loathes publicity" generally has
something to conceal.

Would Diogenes have recognized an honest man if he
had found one?

In the waltz of passion the woman who hesitates is

lost—and won.

The execution of a futurist painting comes under the
head of "murder as a fine art."

The self-reproach of the morning after is merely the

protest of an abused constitution; the body voicing its

repentance, not the soul.

All writers have base thoughts; a few lack the effrontery
to express them and call them art.

Silent suffering is a heroism which even the reticent do
not often practice.

Considering woman's natural ability in make-believe, it

is remarkable that there are so few great actresses.

If you are incapable of thought, cultivate a profound
look. If you can't talk, study taciturnity. These subter-
fuges fool the mob which can't talk and is incapable of

thought.

The man who has his nose to the grindstone doesn'l

always sharpen his wits.

An iron will needn't necessarily be a pig-iron one.

If the world decs not recognize your talents, don't get

disci uraged; get mad. An angry man sometimes accom-
plishes snmethinu; a discouraged one never does.

A solemn though! comes to my mind;
I put it up to you

—

Suppose your eyeteeth all went blind:
How could you see to chew?

Charles Hopkins, who has advertised for a pirate to as-

sist in staging "Treasure Island," lias already had six

applications from members of the New York Hat Checkers'

Association.

That only which we have within, can we see without.—
Emerson.

Some of the European belligerents claim to have more
nun in the field than when the war commenced. We can

almost hear the grave-digger holler, "In the field is right."

Some one rises to remark that "the most contented

people in the world are in the cemeteries—yes, but dog-

on-it. they don't know it.

Forget not, my son, that a pair of soulful eyes, a soft

and clinging paim, and a mouth like Cupid's bow, are

often the lure of a cold proposition.

The cashier of an oil company accused one of the em
ployees, a young man. of "using his employer's money for

his own use." The young man committed suicide. Then

the cashier said there was nothing to show that the voung

man had misappropriated his employer's money. Why do

men make reckless charges? And what should be done

with that cashier?

Gee! Some boys are lucky. Nice machine, cigars, good

company, place to put his arms, customers to buy flowers.

Gee! seme boys are lucky.
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RANDOM THOUGHTS
Misguided Philanthropy.

For some time back the Main Sheet" has been as circum-
spect, as considerate and as conservative as a school girl's

diary. It might have been the official organ of the "Society
for the Promulgation of Brotherly Love." so careful have we
been to spare the other fellow's feelings. We were Damon-
ized and Pythianized, and several perfectly good blue
pencils were charged to operating expense as a conse-
quence, and several perfectly capable contributors con-
signed us and our paper to a spot where existence is one
continual Turkish bath, with no showers or plusgea as
accessories. But as we baptized the offending in the waters
of our commiseration and pity and forgiveness, we suddenly
found ourselves lieing none too gently" across the knees
of a few self-constituted censors, while that portion of

our anatomy that Nature ordained for other ends was be-

ing warmly trounced and soundly spanked. Our philan-

thropy was to be short-lived. That only Biblical story of

turning the other cheek might have gone all right in the
days of Moses and Abraham and Isaac, hut it don't go
today. We've advanced, and when one begins to throw
kft hooks and right swings at your innocent and unoffend-
ing physiognomy, or "mush," if you don't fight back, it's

liable to be you on the floor with a heel in \onr eye. So
our charity being misunderstood, our silence misinter-

preted, our benevolence misconstrued, we now propose to

become human once again and keep our muchly respected
and greatly treasured cadaver irom further mutilation and
dissection. Whether the crepe hangs on the door or not,

we are going to "Pat Malone" it, and perhaps ere long

some gentlemen of the community, who have sought safe

refuge behind the "cbevaux-de-frise" of printer's ink, will

tiuil that they have been tinkering with one of the liveliest

corpses in the village. And if there are going to be any
funerals, we'll be there in a hack with the tears and the

requiescats, instead of riding in the glass wagon with the

"gates ajar" at our head and the violet pall on our chests.

All of which is a notification to certain rats that we have
provided ourselves with :i couple of good terriers and an
abundant supply of "rough on rats." and propose to stop
the epidemic of bubonic plague of yellow, cankerous, black-

mailing journalism, so far as it threatens us.

A "Knave" There Was.

For the past two months the "Knave," who writes weekly
lor the Oakland Tribune, has had much to say of the In-

door Yacht Club and some of its individual members. Se-
in the knowledge that his identity was concealed

beneath the fool's title, he has not hesitated to spare the
one or the other. But it- just happens that we know that

"Pop" Cahill is the name that "Knave" will answer to

when Hell claims its own. And "Pop" Cahill is the one
who has been flinging the slush and filth of his debauched
and depraved mind at men whom he does not even know.
and at an organization with which he. in common with the
lice and vermin of his species, has never come in contact.

ill is one of the oldest newspaper men here. The pub-
lic will, perhaps, best recall him as the "Candid Friend."
which he edited in the old Call, under his own name, for

many years. Alter he was kicked out of the Call office

he secured his present job on the Oakland Tribune, where
either to prove that he still had some shame left, or for

,

fear of bodilv hnrm. he asked that his name might be
concealed. The Tribune changed hands a week or so ago
and we have been informed that he was the first to be
discharged. We hope so. and for the sake of his successor
would suggest a liberal application of chloride of lime to
his desk and former whereabouts. He was never con-
sidered a writer of merit, and was of value only because
of h's abilitv to ferret out scandal and to approach, with
out trespassing, the laws of libel to a degree such as no
Other writer would attempt. His employment was alwavs
uncertain and confined almost entirely to the Sunday sup-
pie ment. In other words, he was the Joh—the beggar—of the

-paper world, to whom was thrown the crumbs and
the scraps which no other writer cared or dared to handle.
The rest of his time was spent mouching drinks and quar-
ters from former friends and acquaintances, and picking
no bar-room lies for his Sunday work. "Pop" Cahill is an
old man; old in years, old in sin, old in mind. A failure
himself, he hates to see success, and so he goes reeling,

leering, staggering and tottering to an unknown grave,
with the hatred of a heart that never knew an honest beat
or never felt a noble impulse. The "Pop" is all out of
Cahill. and only the noneffervesciug. tasteless, deadened
dregs remain. Some day an eariy rising scavenger will
sweep him from his home in the gutter and dump him. with
the rest of the swill, to feed the hogs. Even in our con-
tempt we are tempted to commiserate, for the mills of the
gods grind slowly, but they grind exceedingly sure.

Blessed Is He That Gives, for He Shall Receive.

The ingratitude of newspapers is proverbial. Men and
situations are grasped to suit the convenience of the mo-
ment and then tossed aside with equal celerity, .lust

Mar ago there was inaugurated, or featured is p.:
lu iter, the "Examiner's Municipal Xmas Tree." Arrange-
ments were made with the Exposition to admit poor chil-
dren free of charge and the Panama-Pacific authorities
contributed a thousand dollars. But the "Chronicle" and
the "Daily News" wanted to have a hand in the pie. and
when tin- "Examiner" got a big tree, the "Chronicle" se-
cured a larger one. The Marina would have been a forest
oi Xnias tires had not the authorities declared that the
"Examiner" was first in the Held, and entitled to handle
the event. Then the other papers turned loose and pointed
out thai the mother could not accompany her little ones
without paying admission to tin- Fair grounds. Tin- ,-\

ation of the poor tot- tin- benefit of the Exposition
was caricatured and lampooned and the municipal authori-

were denounced for not holding the celebration in
Golden Gate Part and making the affair free to all. Inci-
dentally, it looked as though the whole thing would prove
a "bloomer," and the "Examiner" was between the devil
and th.- deep sea. Charles Stanton, then eitj editor, sent
tor certain members of the Indoor Yacht Club. He pleaded
for assistance and frankly admitted his helplessness. Tin-

was forthcoming, and not alone were free admissions
arranged at the Exposition, but to secure the necessary
funds for i i Hi.- hi,,

. the Indoor Yacht Club took
charg street carnit il in Union Square and turned
over something like twenty-five hundred dollars. The sur-
plus gave the opportunity for the inauguration of "Good
Fellowship Hay.'' The "Examiner" was profuse in its .-\

pressions of gratitude, and equally profuse in promises of
future hel|i. Only a few months later that opportunity
presented itself, and. as might have been expected, the
"Examiner" was true to its well-established reputation and
turned to bite the hand that fed it.

Dent Robert.

Dent Robert is the managing editor of the "Examiner."
He directs and controls its policies, except where other-
wise dictated by Hearst. And Robert is for
the editorial attacks against some of this organization who
aspired to public office, and indirectly againsl tin Indoor
Yachtt'luli itself. It would be difficult to find a man so full

of egotism and self-confidence as is Robert. II.- imagines
himself as necessary to the moral and intellectual life of
the community as manure is to the rose. He has grown
to be the village scold, and what between anti-lottery,
anti-liquor and anti-prostitution crusades, is carving for
himself a halo of glory in the days to be. Perhaps reform
or remorse, perhaps retribution or restitution, perhaps
having quaffed the cup of pleasure to its bitter dregs, as
the sun now sinks for him beneath the western horizon
he hopes to cheat the devil out of his own. For the
Robert of today is not as of yesterday. Then he was one
of the boys a real, regular all-round fellow. He drank
his Scotch, but not with soda. Beer, if you please. Scotch
and beer, and another and another and another! And the
l'ghts along the "Great White Way" twinkled and smiled
in welcome and the doors of the gilded palaces of sin were
always opened for him. And Maud and Mayme and .lessie

were not then the painted harlots of the streets, but the
admired and the fortunate recipients of his somewhat pro-

miscuous and indiscriminate affections. But now. in the
midday of his life, he sits an old, feeble, broken misanthro-
pist, a pessimistic misogynist. Even memory brings no
solace. Slowly the minutes tick—one-two-three, slowly

the sands drain and death stands ever by. And only hate
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remains. Hatred of the sun that warms and the stars that

twinkle; ot the smiles and laughs; of the men who live

and the world they live in. Hatred of the past and fear

for the future. Only consuming hate and sickening fear!

Such is the man who yesterday and today and tomorrow

has no kind word for any one, ana small wonder we did not

escape. And of such as he it is written,

"Living, shall forfeit fair renown,

And, doubly dying, shall go down
To the vile earth from which he sprung.

Unwept, unhonored and unsung."

Why Patronize the Examiner?

But enough of newspapers and their pencil parasites. It

is almost inconceivable that men can be bought to do their

filthy, dirty bidding. It is even more difficult to realize

with what infinite delight the public blindly follows in

their lead. If ever a town was newspaper ridden, if evei

a community was newspaper damned, if ever a people

were newspaper scourged, it is in this village of ours.

Many years ago it was the custom in San Francisco to

shoot an editor occasionally. Other communities found

tar and feathers effective. In Los Angeles they applied

a generous amount of dynamite, and once in a while some
one threatens to fill them full of lead, and make them worth

a dollar a pound. But those were other days and other

men. Here we sit back and no one dares to lift a hand
or say a word. A few people, perhaps, stop the paper

—

a few advertisers quit, but a little soft soap and a little

time and all is soon forgotten. But some day patience

will cease to be a virtue, and then beware. And how we
pray the good Lord to speed that dayl Just imagine the

"Examiner," the plaything of Hearst, that prince of de-

generates, attempting to reform the morals of a community!
why, there is scarcely a man connected with the blather-

skite organ, from the owner to the city editor, who is fit

to walk among decent people. With the mannerisms of

groundhogs, the inclinations of suckling calves and the

morals of jack-rabbits they take it upon themselves to

regulate our morals and our lives! But the "Examiner"
stands for prohibition and still it is patronized by the

interests that it oppcses. The "Examiner" forced the clos-

ing of the M. & P. lottery, and yet those who patronized

it, those who lived by it, these who profited by it, still buy
the dirty sheet. -Three thousand solicitors lost their means
of livelihood. The "Examiner" is and has always been
anti-Catholic in its tendencies, and yet the Catholics are
afraid that some bit of gossip might escape them if they
did not read it. The "Examiner" is classified and is unfair

to union labor, and yet it receives its greatest circulation

from the men who work. And so we might go on. But
tflling the story won't help unless it may accentuate the

awakening, when we hope San Francisco will be as per-

sistent in its punishment as it has been passive in Its pa-

tience.

Our New Board of Supervisors.

One thing the newspapers didn't do, and that was to

name the Board of Supervisors. Small thanks to them,
for the Lord knows they tried hard enough. For once, with
the exception of the "Daily News," they were united. And
the one vied with the other in proclaiming the virtues

of the Municipal Conference and its nominees. But the

"deer peepul" didn't listen. So Wolfe and Mulvihill and
Welsh and Lahaney and Hynes and Kortick won, even
though they had not been sanctified or canonized, and
though they had been pictured as ignoramuses and incom-
petents. Without knowing a whole lot about it, we timidly
venture the suggestion that the best men won. Some good
men, of course, were defeated, but the elected board, with
the hold-over members, looks as good on paper as did the
board of four years ago. We observe that they are now
all acceptable to the Mayor, which, even though a tardy
admission, should go far toward restoring public confidence.
Inasmuch as the Spring Valley purchase is the only ad-
ministration measure of transcendant importance, we hope
the new board will give that benevolent corporation all it

asks, and then, as far as the administration is concerned,
ii can do as it damn pleases. No need to worrk about
committees. It doesn't mean a whole lot, anyway, and no
matter how the members organize, there will be plenty
of work and opportunity for all. We note that even though
the newspapers did not aid materially in the election of the
majority, they, at least are magnanimous enough to indi-

cate their selection in the matter of reorganization. Which

is both kind and considerate. However, congratulations to
the winners and our sympathies to the losers, and may
they enjoy such consolation as defeat ofttimes can give.

The State Referendum.

Drowning men grasp at straws, and the disgruntled and
discontent in politics can gain consolation out of some
things, where consolation is surely hard to find. At the
referendum election every .proposition, with perhaps one or
two of minor importance, was defeated. Immediately a
lot of boneheads grew brave at the conjured and mythical
repudiation of Johnson. "At last," they exclaimed, "the

people are tired of that gang of reformed freebooters and
'Hungry Hiram.' It's a shame what he has done to Cali-

fornia. Why, this puts the state back on the map again,

and we're going to keep it there." It is true that this was
the first real rebuff which the Progressive party and the
administration in California received. It was not, however,
but a repudiation of measures and not of men. The dif-

ficulty was the same that invariably confronts the munici-
pality in the passage of charter amendments. The people
do not understand, or at least are in doubt, and follow the
traditional advice, "when in doubt, vote no." But no sane
man can imagine that because these measures were de-
feated, it necessarily means "good-bye, Hiram." Spring
Valley was defeated, although Rolph made it just as per
sonal as Johnson made the non-partisan measures. Yet
Rolph was re-elected by a splendid majority, and partisan
ship or no partisanship, whether Johnson runs for United
States Senator or any other position, they will have to get

some stronger man than has been mentioned to date to

beat him. It would make a mule laugh to think of Assem-
blyman Milton Schmidt leading the opposition to the Gov-

ernor. Theodore Heydenfeldt, the hokey-pokey man, stands
higher in the people's estimation, and incidentally Is intel-

lectually and morally better qualified.

Good-Bye. Hetch-Hetchy, Good-Bye.

The memory of man runneth not to the time when San
Francisco has not been battling for the Hetch-Hetchy.
Despite the popular fancy, it is not a breakfast food, but

the source of a pure water supply in the Sierras. A great

many years ago, when the water situation was even less

hopeless than today, It was decided to tell Spring Valley

to go to blazes, and the people voted forty-five million

dollars in bonds to build their own system. After twelve

years of waiting, after untold investigations and studies,

after years of fiddling and fooling, It is now proposed to

sell the bonds and proceed with the construction. And
the bonds have been offered for sale In a market that at

least Is presumed to be receptive. Common sense would
prompt any man to be sure of being financed before be-

ginning any constructive work. For instance, the Mayor
would not build a ship without knowing that funds would

be advanced for its completion. He would not lay the

keel and then try to get more money for the hull, and then

more money for the superstructure, and so on. The right

thing to do is to make sure that the money will be avail-

able when needed, and that is what is proposed in the

present offer. But the resolution has been vetoed by his

Honor. Various reasons are given, many of which are

fallacies and some of which are absolutely ridiculous. But

the keynote of the whole thing is comprised in the state-

ment that It we build Hetch-Hetchy we cannot buy Spring

Valley. That being true, the converse must be equally

true. If we buy Spring Valley, we cannot build Hetch-

Hetchy. And so.it looks like farewell, a long farewell, to

our hopes for an adequate water supply. However, the

people at last know where the administration stands, and,

perhaps, the people, who have twice repudiated the Spring

Valley offers during the past four years, may not take

kindly to the Spring Valley trade-mark on the Mayor's coat-

tails.

The BIO Rugby Game

STANFORD
vs.

SANTA CLARA
Ewing Field November 13



THE MAIN SHEET
JUST ONE MORE GAME.

Yon famed athletes, you who have passed the prime of

youthful endeavor, who fit so snugly in the embracing arms
of the easy chairs of the clubs, have you ever, when tales

cf prowess are discussed, when heroes of the present hour
are named on every hand and praise to their mighty feats

on track and field and gridiron is glibly told and half-

unconsciously envied, have you ever, as you stretched for-

ward to reach the moist offering to Bacchus which some
one else has ordered and paid for. said in all sincerity.

"Well, boys, I used to be some athlete. Why, say, in

Scoogum College or What-You-May-Call-It Club, I was the

It.-I little, old center rush or 100-yard man or hurdler or

baseball player or whatever you were, or possibly shot-

putter or weight lifter (while the heaviest thing you lilt

now is the highball). Have you ever said such things:

I have. Of course, 1 refer to a time some many years ago.

ire my belt had so many holes near the outer end, and
a street car need net slow down to five miles an hour to

allow me to take it on the fly. Years ago. when 1 was a

student in Gas Lotus High School, and if 1 do say it my-
self, I was the little hero and the proud possessor of the

blue ribbon and official wearer of all the medals they gave
for distinction on the strenuous football Held

As 1 have never, no. not even in my whole life.

ever intentionally bid my .Mazda beneatb lour pecks, in

the current talk anil criticism in regard to the pres-nt open
in for football. I did openly and often burst out in

recollection and reminiscence of what I used to do. When
time ami congenial company were at hand I needed but

a hint and I would throw the football talk into the high

gear and wander along an excursion thus wise:

"I used to play football. Yea, bo. I played end. and let

mi say right lure, thai every time any one tried to run
around me they did not. That side wi ulil lose five yards.

because I would nail the runner behind his own line. Be-

lieve me! I was some quarterback, too. You fellows know
that a good quarterback is fifty pit cent of the team, and

I could give signals like a rapid-fire gun. Take it from
me, when I played ball there was nothing to it the way
I could go through the line."

Don Roche, champion oarsman ami a member of the tonic

Football Club, rane- into the talk in a way that put what

to come down on the pages of history an interesting

Incident. "All they needed to hive a football game when
you were around was an umpire, a referee ami an opposing

said he.

He was TRYING to kid me. so bark I came with this:

Well, all some of us old-timers need is an opportunity

and we can how seme of you young squirts how football

really is played." "Why don't you?" says be. "How can

I?" says I. "Easy." says he. And this was the beginning.

Several others, who should have been merely spectators.

and not participants, rose up from the side lines and opi

in verbal broadsides. They were giving me quite a merry
time of it when Ed, Unger dropped in. You know Unger?
He is an old football man. and used fo play on some little

water college team called Chapman, in Walla Walla.

He has always liked football, but considered it dangerous,
so he cut it out and took to balloon racing. All he does
now is to take a ride anywhere from twenty-five to forty

thousand feet up in the air. and then gets out and takes
the direct route home via a parachute. I gave him the

grand hailing sign of distress and he put his good old red

head down between his shoulders and plowed his way to

my side. 'What's the row?" he inquired. Roche, in his

stride, turned on linger and tried to snow him under by
telling him that old "has lieens" never could see (die

advance of any game, and only remembered the old records
and incidents Before I could steer him right. Cnger took
the hook, line and sinker and fared forth.

"Oh, crackv! these fine-haired football players ought to

represent a girl's seminary. Why. when 1 was in Chapman
I played full bark, and you can bet your case note that

when I rushed the line I made a hole that you could put a
boxcar in. We won game after game until the student
body received notification that the other teams would not
play Chapman again, but would allow us to he champions
of the Northwest by forfeiture. That was all right for

honor for Chapman, but it raised particular hob with the

gate receipts, and while honor is a great thing, coaches

and trainers demand something more substantial in
the way of emolument. So they withdrew me and
Chapman challenges. I don't like to appear boast-
ful, but if you will look up the records you will see where
Chapman was beat that year to the tune of 46 to in one
game. They put me in under an assumed name in the next
game, and I. that is. our team, just doubled the score in
the return game, and on their own grounds, and won to
the tune of 92 to 0. That was my last game, however, be-
cause the faculty found out what I had done, and the
amateur association brought action against me and I was
declared a professional."

I was willing before Unger came into the conversation to
withdraw with what honors of war I could, hut he spilled
the beans. Several members of the Ionic Club camped
together and feared a conspiracy. What (^emulations I

had now were well founded (not that I felt any trepidation
for myself, but linger had gotten in pretty strong). They
called Roche over and whispered again. I saw Don shake
his head in assent, and they came over in a body, like the
Coldstream guards delivering a frontal attack, and opened
up.

We had a practice game on for next Saturday afternoon,
but had to postpone it because several of the other team
can t show up. We've phoned to the captain and told him
we could get him two others who would be towers of
strength to him. and as it was only a practice game we
would not object if we wire beaten through your aid.

Now. you two Wombles. here is your chance to show us
some football or back up on your stuff."

Unger, the confounded fathead, if he was not in the
farthest ward. I'd throw my crutch at him. Sure, that's

great' We won't do a thing to you if the other team is

made up of anything at all. Will we, old timer?" I was
about to open my mouth to say that, unfortunately. 1 had
a very, very important engagement, when Cnger slapped
me between the shoulders and made me swallow, or, rather.

half-way swallow, a large chunk of ice out of my glass I

had raised to my lips. My efforts to get the ice up or

down they took for assent, and is thej trooped out Roche
sung out that if we failed to show he would send us a pair

of .luliettes, Winn finally the he was melted, in inde-

cision as to which route it would take I burst forth in

vituperation. "Unger, you red-headed sucker, don't you
know better than to tackle a same when you're not in

condition? Why. tln-y will murder us" "Rats," said he.

"Why, when I was in Chapman I'm it out." I said

'You're not talking for my edification. 1 know all the
things you're going to say. I said 'em before you got into

the conversation, and they did nol believe me any more
than I believe you." "Ah. shucks." said he. "we have both
played and don't forget there will be nine others on our
side. It's only a practice game, anyway. Go on; take a

chance. It's enly just one more game." 1 should have
known better than to listen to Unger. When he said 'Take
a chance,' I forgot that was his business—taking chances,

and I allowed myself to be reassured. II want to state

right here that I had a hunch of what was to come, and
this is said to establish the fact that I am somewhat gifted

with premonitions. I I argued with him after four highballs
had been used up between us. and promised to show up at

Ewing Field on the following Saturday. That was only two
days off. (How I wish that days of the week in particular

instances could be indeterminate happenings, such as the

dawn of peace or the looked-for windfall). Tempus Fugit.

I can honestly say that the next day outdid the original

Tempus in fugiting by a goodly twenty hours. Saturday
dawned before I knew it, and my reassurance had worn
off. I went up to Johnny Flynn's and bought a half-pint of

the strongest reassurance he had and applied it on the

premises.
On arriving at Ewing Field I found the rest of the team

waiting for me. Unger had already rigged himself out in a

suit and piled one on the side line for me. I .Anally got

into it. after a private consolation with the "reassurance"
I had providentially brought along with me in my pocket
flask.

Time was called, and we trotted out on the field. I had
been given the signals of the practice team I was to play

on, and they were so simple that I forgot them riabt away.
It made no difference, anyway. We line up for the kick-

off, our side having lost the toss. Some one downed the
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runner and we all set for the first down. I think I played

in the position as left end. I know that it was not right

end. Roche is captain or chief executioner of the Ionics.

I do not wish him any bad luck further than I hope he
chokes. He said like this: "Already fellows, signal, 2-45-

26. Don't try to go 'round the left end! We don't want
to lose ten yards on the first down—55-!! !***" There was
an earthquake. Mount Lassen blew inside out. The earth

opened and I dropped two thousand miles into stygian

darkness. Something caught my shoulder and commenced
to drag me up. The light became stronger and the doctor

said: 'Be still and don't talk."

That was six hours after the game. Unger is over in the

other ward with his frcnt porch dented in. If I did not feel

so rotten I think I'd go over and bust the brand-new crutch

I have over his confounded red head. On second thought
maybe I can play football better than I can fight, and I

dcn't want him hanged lor murder.

KIDDIES' DAY COM M ITTEE—WHAT HAPPENED.

In response to the commodore call, the committee of fifty

met on Thursday evening, October 21, and the usual
program common to such occasions obtained.

We listened to suggestions and many excellent ideas as
to what and which. Shipmates Warren Shannon. Captain
Gleason, John Cunningham, John Tait, Wm. McCarthy, Sam
Berger, Superintendent Bogard, James Wood, Ray Gleason,
Selby Oppenheimer, Superintendent Roncovieri and Harold
Katschinski told.

What was accomplished was a motion passed to em-
power the committee to appoint a committee of ten to take
the ideas and mold them into a working unit. There we
stopped.
Now follows the feeling of relief that passed over all of

us (there may be several of you who will be accused un-
justly in what follows, but bear it like good sports, for

99 per cent is true and you know it i . We were
excused via the adjournment order, and we did not
even wait to vote upon it. What we must do is this:

Let every one of us who sat in that committee meeting
resolve that no matter what may seem to obstruct us in

our desire to make Kiddies' Day another record-smasher,
let us surmount that difficulty and put energy into a con-
certed action and not leave the entire burden to rest upon
the shoulders of the few who have so unselfishly and
cheerfully rendered their services in the past. You knew
that you expected to hear Billy McCarthy warm you up
to the sticking point with his eloquent enthusiasm. You
also knew that John Tait would follow and ably second the
good cause, though he might differ in the mode of operation.
You knew also that Sam Berger would jump into the
breach and lend his strength and entire whole-hearted ef-

fort to stir you up, and then you knew that a committee
wculd be appointed (a few unselfish, energetic workers),
who would carry the entire work to a successful conclu-
sion—while you laid back on the oars and coasted in on
the momentum of their efforts.

If this will make you think—if this can in any way stir

you up and show you where you have unconsciously failed

to do your part, let it be shown at the next meeting by
your active interest in what is going on.

If you cannot think up a good idea (you can if you try I

don't wait for the commodore to single you out and ex-
tract an opinion from you like a dentist pulling an ulcer-
ated molar. Get on the bit—endorse a good idea—criti-

cise those that don't seem practicable—use your effort and
right of speech and help the movement to gather mo-
mentum. Billy McCarthy tried to get a rise out of you
when he said you were timid, and that if a feeling of stage
fright seized you, a suggestion written and addressed
to the commodore would help immeasurably. Let every
one of you that reads this pass it on to a shipmate and
establish the idea that membership in the Indoor Yacht
Club is in itself a patent which provides that you are al-

ways a committee in yourself and that your duty is to use
your head for other purposes than a hat rack. Give a little

of your time to assist in making this coming Kiddies' Day
the biggest, best and most successful event that this club
has ever put over. We've made records—others may have
equaled, but none have beaten our time. It's up to us to
break our own mark, and the only thing that will do this
wonderful thing is individual responsibility. Will you vote
"Aye?" Be a Missourian just for once and "show the
goods" by talking next time. Then show your sincerity
by practicing what you preach.

WOMEN AND WAR.

"Private- Killed; Inform His Mother.'

w. E. French, O. s. A.By Capta
(In Philadelphia Public Ledger.

)

What have I done to you, Brothers—War-Lord and Land-Lord and Priest

—

that my son should rot on the blood-smeared earth where the raven and
buzzard feast r

lie was my baby, my man-child, that soldier with shell-lorn breast,
\\ ho was slain for your power and profit—aye, murdered at your behest.
I bore him, my boy, and my manling, while the long months ebbed away;
lie was part of me, part ol my body, which nourished him day by day.
lie was mine when the birth-pang tore me, mine when he lay on inv heart.
When the sweet mouth mumbled my bosom anil the inilk-lectli mad, ii

smart.
Babyhood, boyhood and manhood, and a clad mother proud of her son—
See the carrion birds, too gorged to lly ! Ah, Brothers, what hale ion

done?

You prate of dull and honor, of a patriot's glorious death,
of love of country, heroic deeds—nay, tor shame's sake, spare your

breath!
Pray, what have you done for your country? Whose was the bl 1 i1i.it

was shed
In the I ellish warfare that served your ends? My boy was shot in your

stead.

And for what were our children butchered, men makers of cruel law?
By the Christ. I am ^lad no woman made the Chrisllcss code ol war!
Shilks and schemers, why don't you answer? Is the foul truth hard to

tell?

Then a mother will tell it (or you of a deed that shames fiends in bell

—

Our boys were killed that sonic taction or scoundrel might n in mad race
lor gna]s o( stained gold, shamed honors, and tic sly sell Becker's place
Thai I' y'8 hold on our country might be tightened and made more sure;
That the rich could ildicnl earth's tidiness and their loot lie quite secure;
Thai the world-marl be wider opened to the product mulcl from toil;
Thai tie labor and land of our neighbors should become your war Wi
lliat the eves ol an outraged people might lie turned from yo

ami greed
In the misruled, plundered home-land by lure of war's ghastl} .1 1;

Vnd that priests ot the warring nations could pray 10 the -oh. sane- Odd
Por His blessing on battle und murder and corpse-strewn, bl I soaked nd
' h, fools! II God were a woman, think you She would let him slav
Kor gold-lust ami graft ol gamesters, or cripple thai trade might i I]

'n is quarrel was not the fighters'— the cheated, red pawns in your garat

—

You Btay-at-homcs garnered the plunder, but the pawns—wounds, death
and "Kuuie!"

Vou paid them a niggardly pittance, your substitute prcy-of-the word,
Itut. ye canny beasts ol prey, they paid, In life and limb, lor yol ud
Alnl. behold: you hale other victims: a widow sols by mv side,
Who Clasps to her brcasl a girl child. .Men, she was my :l..in SOn'fl 1

i i I

.

I can smell the stench ol the shambles, where the mangled bodlc lie;
I can hear the moans ot the wounded! I can see Ihc brave ladi die;
And nero-- the heaped, red trenches and Ihc tortured, bleeding
I cry out a mother's pity to all mothers of deur, dead "iocs,"
in love and a common sorrow. I weep wiih them o'er our dead,
Ami Invoke my sinter woman for a curs ach scheming head,

Nay. why should we i be,-, curse mil I.ol flesh of our ill

But, b> Ihc -.oil of Man who here the rhrisi man murdered at Calvary,
Into our own shall ihc t hers i -. and the glad day speed apace
When the law ol peace stall be Ihc law ot ihc woman Unit Leo th, , ,,

When a man -hall stand In bis mother, tor the worldwide common good,
And ml '"in.- I'ii tears mil heart-break nor make mock ol her thorl I

The Phoenix says:
The formula of failure: trying to keep books In your

sleep.

There is an unchastlty of the soul that is far worse than
what is called the unchastlty of the body. I have known
people to be possessed of the first like a scourge of devils,

who would rather die than yield to the second.

Socialism lost its chance in failing to prevent this war,
and it must now wait another hundred years.

Wall street has tasted blood, i. e., war contracts, and
its newspaper organs continue to raise their voices very
potently for the "national honor!"

I have got through caring much about style—what I

care for is a man or a woman who has lived. Mere style

is the affectation and worship of pedagogues or pinheads.

If men would make an end of war forever, they must
do away with the superstition of race. That is the next

step forward!

Doctors never confess, but—there's nothing like a wrong
diagnosis for giving the patient a fresh hold on life.

The modern Judas knows a trick or two better than

hanging himself—he puts his thirty pieces of silver In a

moving picture show that pays fifty-fifty and goes himself

lecturing on the Y. M. C. A. circuit.
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Indoor Yacht Club
Club Rooms and Office. 4 Eddy Street. Telephone (Private

Exchange connecting all departments). Sutter 5386.

Board of I'llot..

Frank J. Hennessy, Commodore. M. W. Altmay er. Steward
William H. McCarthy. Keeper- of- the -Log.

Thomas S Mulvey Joseph A. Watts
James W. Co ffroth James Woods
Samuel Berger John Tait
Joseph H Hutchinson Wm. Chappell

Harry F. Sullivan. Assistant Secretary.

®
Dues payable annually or semi-annually—J une 1 and De-

cember 1.

Criticize and suggest for the Improvement of our service.
Complaint and suggestion box in lobby.

Is your address correct and your name properly spelled
on our records, evidenced by your bills and the envelopes
from the Club? If not, as a great assistance to this office
we would suggest that you correct the same yourself when
mailing your ch»-ck to the office. It Is very important that
we have our records In this respect authentic and we ask
your hearty co-operation with us. Moral: If you change
your mailing address, let us know and we will see that
the possibility of your mail from this office going astray Is

eliminated.

ROTATION POOL TOURNAMENT RESULTS.

Monday Evening, October 18th.

- i Hue ies 99
K. v it. rnhar.lt i

;::

u Posnei 9

Clare \\ ilson I7>
'

i
-

St. .. i. .... icl !"•

fireen
Kr.'.f ' ousti tie .... 1")
M Newman 17 1

\|. I). Coakley 84
< i Anderson 181
Neil Duffj
it. <

. Bailej

C. it. Mlab i-M
i I' Sugar 242
.i i A h 118

Dixon
jfa Rlchman l 7 j

Tuesday Evening, October 19th.

1 216 U. .1. Roth] in 129
i l

, Uart in 209 H, J. Schober 134
Krank Nestroy 1 7 4 Jack Keneal> 166
EL W. Thompson 166 Harr) \ Keelei 159

Wednesday Evening. October 20th.

Lhuth 203 Bcrl Mi ' ulluugh . ] 49
mon .'"" S im I i ieillantler . . 142

1-7 W, I! Shumuii 160
EL V. I ore> m. - I. Livingston. I7:t

\>y default, li. I" Hv-t, Wm Cray ton, M t'ouglilin.

Thursday Evening. October 21st.

0. E. Vmtorson 199
I til 243

ii rille 131
M D. Coakley .:-

I si)

i R. igelhuth i
i

i

I E \\ Ilson .

Ua Brodj !10
Davi - m< . ... i io
W. M. Fitzgera i iO

Geo. Dixon i
-

default, Wm. Crayton, I ' Saner a '

Friday Evening, October 22nd.

InUei i
-1 -. i

1 tlxk-rsoii won liigli lireaV n con I

nil tee in < hurgi- <•! |>u

.1 Vail,

ii.Mtm ki.i.i i R
( II \v J \ Ml
THUS. IV ( I RRAX.
..I «. \\ i EIOMPSOX.

I. Y. C. NOTICE.
Commodore Frank J. Hennessy has appointed Xeil T.

Duffy manager of the I. Y. (.'. baseball team. Schedule
will be announced later.

1916 membership cards now ready.
December 11— I. Y. C. Christmas Tree Party. Members

only.

Kiddies Committee planning details for big charity day
next month.

DUES (DECEMBER 1 TO MAY 31 I NOW PAYABLE-
DELINQUENT OECEMBER 5TH.

Indoor Yacht Club

PROGRAM
Nov. 8 to 13—Straight Pool Tournament t handi-

cap I.

December 11—Xmas Tree—Entertainment at club-

rooms.

December —Kiddies' Day. Exact date will be

given in next issue. Committee
now at work upon details.

1916.

February \2—Annual Pageant-Dansant. Civic Audi-

torium.

Dues lor half-year ending May 31st 1916, $3.00. or for

year ending November 30. 1916, $6.00, will be accepted .it

club office NOW.
New membership cards now ready.
Members are notified that hereafter all I. Y. C. events

will be announced only in "The Main Sheet" and posted
on bulletin board in clubrooms. No other notice will be
umn. When affairs are arranged too late for publication

in "The Main Sheet," then a special notice will be mailed.

Commodore Frank .1. Hennessy has appointed the follow-

ing gentlemen members of the Kiddies' Committee: War-
ren Shannon, John F. Cunningham. Captain H. (Ileason,

Dr. Alfred Roncovieri. John Tait. Wm. H. McCarthy. H. R.

Hogart, Selby Oppenheimer. Sam Berger, Richard Quarg,

Joseph II. Duggan, Harry McKenzie, James Wood. M. W.
Altmayer, Al Katschinski. Joseph S. Lewis, Edward .1.

O'Brien, H I Mulcrevy, George Symon, Tom P. Curran.

"If a man
Can preach a better sermon.
Write a better book
Or
Make a better mouse trap

Than his neighbor

—

Tho' he build his house in the woods

—

The world will make a beaten path to his door."

Indoor Yacht Club

SEMI-ANNUAL VT/^>"V\7'
DUES payable llV/ >T

Delinquent Dec. 5tK

MAKING A MAN
An Illustrated Manual of Athletics, by

WILLIAM GREER HARRISON
Dedicated to

THE OLYMPIC CLUB
The book is being published by H. S. CROCKER
COMPANY and is for sale al $1.25 per copy
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\ r~w^\ Cow-SoY-

DENNY JORDAN, M. D. (DIRECTOR OF MIRTH).

Where laughter follows laughter, where quip follows

quip, and jokes and jest and other care-dispellers abound,

there at the fountain head of mirth and mimicry, in big or

small gatherings, you will find Denny Jordan. His tale

of the "Cowboy at the Opera" is known from coast to

coast. Many imitators retell it, but none can put the

spark of genius into it as can Denny. We all know that

when a smoker is announced at the club, the president of

the Jordan Realty Company will that night close his offices

in the Monadnock building and leave the unimportant de-

tails of prosaic buying and selling and renting of lands and

houses and turn from business to that highest of all arts,

that of mirth-provoking entertainment.

A special night would be a very flat affair should Denny

fail to respond to the call of "Denny Jordan!"

If the old saying, "A good laugh is the best physician,"

be true, then the Indor Yacht Club can confer any degree

or any number of degrees, for the full measure of mirth

that has emanated from our "Denny."

Good luck, old shipmate; may your shadow never grow

less; may the joy you bring to us return to you ten thou-

sandfold.

SHINE WHERE YOU ARE.

By John Hay.
Don't waste your time in longing

For bright impossible things,
Don't sit supinely yearning

For the swiftness of angel wings;
Don't spurn to be a rush light

Because you are not a star;

But brighten some hit of darkness
By shining just where you are.

There is need of the tiniest candle,
As well as the garish sun;

The humblest deed is ennobled
When it is worthily done;

You may never be called to brighten
The darkened regions afar;

So fill, for the day, your mission
By shining just where you are.

TODAY.

Sure, this world is full of trouble

—

I ain't said it ain't.

Lord! I've had enough, an' double.
Reason for complaint.

Rain an' storm have come to fret me.
Skies were often gray;

Thorns an' brambles have beset me
On the road—but, say,

Ain't it fine today?

What's the use of always weepin',
Makin' trouble last?

What's the use of always keepin'
Thinkin' of the past?

Each must have his tribulation,

Water with his wine.
Life it ain't no celebration.
Trouble? I've had mine

—

But today is fine.

It's today that I am livin'

Not a month ago.

Havin', losin', takin'. givin'.

As time wills it so.

Yesterday a cloud of sorrow
Fell across the way;

It may rain again tomorrow,
It may rain—but, say.
Ain't it fine today?

-Douglas Malloch.

LINCOLN SCHOOL DAY.

The "old boys" of the Lincoln Grammar School are to
make Saturday Lincoln Day at the Imposition.
While the greatest monument of this school, which was

established in 186f>, is the men who are proud to count
themselves among its sons. It also has a claim to distini'-

tion as being the first school in the XTnited States to be

named after the great martyr President, and also because
it erected in front of the building that stood on Market
street at Fifth the first statue of Abraham Lincoln in the

whole world.
That Lincoln statue stood in front of the old school build-

ing up to the day of the fire in 1906. It is now the purpose
of the Lincoln Grammar School Association to erect a

statue of Lincoln in San Francisco, and, while Lincoln Day
on Saturday is not to be made the occasion of collecting

funds for this purpose, it is hoped that it may attract at-

tention to this plan and perhaps be the means of hastening

its consummation.
There are hosts of Lincoln boys in San Francisco and

California today, and others who have wandered farther

abroad without losing their affection for the old school.

Among them are John A. Britton, who is president of the

association; Frank Drew, David Iielasco, David P. Bar-

rows and Harry Webb, the celebrated mining engineer.

The exercises on Lincoln Day will include a military

parade, with marines and sailors from the warships and

cadets from Yerba Buena Training Station in line with the

soldiers. There will be a programme in Festival Hall, be-

ginning at 2:30 o'clock, which will include musical selec-

tions by the Philippine Constabulary Band, an organ recital

by Wailace Sabin, and addresses by Admiral Fullam, Gov-

ernor Johnson, Mayor Rolph, General Chipman, C, C.

Moore and others.

It is the hope of the association that the attendance on

Lincoln Day may be worthy of the great President in whose

memory it is to be held.

According to Bernard Shaw, the sterilization of marriage

was the greatest discovery of the nineteenth century. I'"

not be shocked—this is only another way of speaking of

woman suffrage.

"Beg from a beggar, you'll never be rich," says the

proverb, and yet the poor alone lend cheerfully to one

another and without charging interest.
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SoutHern Pacific
to

Los Angeles
Choice of Routes

Down tHe Coast Line—
Through the rich Santa Clara and Salinas Valleys, over the beautiful Santa Lucia

Mountains, and for one hundred miles along the Pacific Ocean via Santa Barbara

and Ventura, following all the way the old Trail of the Padres— one of the mosl

picturesque trips in the world.

Down tHe San Joaquin Valley

—

Traversing fertile plains bounded on the East by the Sierra Nevada and on the

West by the Coast Range; pas! thriving valley cities and across the Tehachapi

Mountains, circling the noted loop.

Choice of 8 Daily Trains

5Saron Hong's

Bernon

CountrpCiub.

The TWO Bright

ts in

Los Angeles"

3Saron Hong's

Sunset

3nn

BERGERS are completely closing out their Haberdashery and

Hat Departments to sell Men's Clothing exclusively.

STIRRIING REDUCTIONS
All Standard Brands of

HABERDASHERY REDUCED F0R
QUICK ACTION

856
cMarket
Street BERGER'S

East
of

PoJbell
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ST. FRANCIS IMPORTATION CO.

350 Geary Street

WINES AND LIQUORS AT RETAIL

FINEST GOODS - LOWEST PRICES

PROMPT DELIVERIES

DEL MONTE AUTO RENTAL CO.

phone SUTTER 215
LIMOUSINES
LAUNDAULBTS

WEDDINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

CABS
TOURINQ CARS

OFFICE, I05 POWELL STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

BUILDERS' EXCHANGE, ISO Jessie Street BOX 05

VINCENT J. DONOVAN
PAINTING, DECORATING

and POLISHING

729-31 MINNA STREET, San Francisco, Cal.

Phone Park 5156

I am a power for great good if you do

not abuse my use.

In cases of need— I do my work well.

I am a builder up of health and strength

—in the hospital or in the home.

For the invalid or the convalescent

—

for the tired or overworked I offer a

great help.

A little of me goes a long way.

I have been among you for three

generations.

I'm known as Cyrus Noble throughout the world.

STOP your
Auto at the HOPKINS

MEALS SERVED AT ALL HOURS
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS

Entertainment during Afternoon and Night

The Pacific Ocean u My Bath Tub. 1938 Ocean Boulevard
Come In. the Water's Fine. Phone Sunset 960

Golden Gale Park is my garden— everybody welcome.

AnHeuser-IVusch
Brewing Ass'n

ST LOUIS. MO.

Brewers of ""^^fMSm, Draught

Fine Beer
y.^rlilBSi 5^\ and

Exclusively fS'^SVlj§ Bottled Beer

San Francisco Branch
1300 BRYANT STREET

Phone Fai-K 30b

SMOKE

QUEEN of HAVANA

Y*ia.ar#
Shapes and Sizes to suit
All Tastes J0 £> J0

M. BlasKower, Distributer

SHIPMATES HAVE YOU VISITED THE

'Carnation %ah
S. E. Cor. Fillmore and Ellis

GEO. L. DEALEY, Proprietor

101
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LEON S. GREENEBAUM
The Main Sheet is properly proud of its "front page" gallery of good citizens, and holds this space inviolate

against all blandishments save the authoritative voice of merit, good-fellowship, loyalty to the I. Y. C, and fidelity

to friends.

Leon S. Greenebaum belongs.

He is the son of a distinguished San Francisco gentleman, Sigmund Greenebaum, Park Commissioner for years

and one of the responsible and alert managerial arms o the Anglo & London Paris National Bank.
I hi this is about his son, who. aside from his active participation in all kinds of I. Y. C. activities in behalf of

the Kiddies, as well as in its sporting and social events, has found time even in the brief span which we hope
will be indefinitely continued unto finest old age. to do many ihings on his own account in athletics.

lb- managed a famous football team in other days—"there were giants in those days." His fighting forces

included mighty names—Charley Fickert, Stuart Cotton, recently passed on to the great beyond; "Babe" I id il

lader, "Duggie" Erskine, Tommy Code and Billy Hobbs. lb' was one of the founders and directors of the s, P,

I Club; has always been a friend of the horse and dog, having assembled the first kennel of bulldogs on the

Coast, and owning manj blue ribbon saddle horses ami aristocratic canines of irreproachable seneolo-

arranged the Hoi e Show for the Kiddie? on Beach Hay. and is never too busy to help oul when functions for

the good of the order of Kiddies are planned.
The American Ti bacco Company claimed his business energies for twelve years, and he is now the Coast repre-

i,,. of a tirm Belling one ot the best cigarettes made, which firm would be mentioned here, but for the

tion which might attach that this was an "ad." Reluctanth we omit the name. Cut

"Will you have a Milo?"
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Jtiakeat/iewXlear's

Resolution
TO GIVE

Your Next Printing Order
(LARGE OR SMALL i TO

XOarren Shannon
PRINTER

Shannon - Conray Printing Co.

Xearnif 1093 50$ tfcMSMe 6t.

Buy your Groceries
fro

BOWEN G
&C0.

Pioneers in the Grocery Business since 1850

P. VINCENT MATRAIA. Pro. JULIUS EPPSTEJN. Scc'ty

&tt jTlorai Co.
Incorporated

HOTEL ST. FRANCIS

2 55 POWELL STREET

^Hs'W, 3^
SAN FRANCISCO

THE
Cliff House

THI: ONLY RKSORT OF ITS KIND
IN THE WORLD

Unsurpassed Cuisine

BREAKFAST LUNCHEON DINNER
A la Carte Service

Vocal and Instrumental Entertainment
"Dancing Every Evening

CPECIAL TABLE D'HOTE DINNER EVERY
Sunday Evening in the Terrace Cafe from 4 to 8

p. m. $ 1 .00 per plate with Wine.

Remember that

Cresta Blanca Wines
Are the STANDARD WINES of California

Try a Bottle of CRESTA BLANCA CHAA1PAONE
(Green Label) Equal to the Imported

PAUL MASSON CHAMPAGNE VINTAGE 1908

WielandS The Home Beer
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WILLIS POLft TO HIS HONOR, THE MAYOR. AND THE
HONORABLE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS.

KtHior'M >ote.—Apropos of the discussion "f tli<' question
rving the Fine Arts Building, there is herewith

published in all Its pristine purity the speech of Willis
Polk, architect, Beau Brummel, clubman and erstwhile
candidal*- for Mayor, d» livered before tin- Board of Super-
visors. It Is unedited and therefore unexpurgated it was
this effort that Supervisor Gallagher termed "architectural
vaporlngs."

December ti, 1915.

Your Honor and Gentlemen:
I have to my mind, a very simple argument to present;

whether it is riuht or wrong is tor you to decide.

I beg your forbearance and ask you to hear me through.

If in the course of my remarks you should feel, in resent-

ment, impelled to anticipate my meaning, I hope that yon

will exercise a fair amount of self-control, if you should
become unduly excited, you may not only defeat my pur-

pose, but you may also deprive yourselves of the pleasure

of rendering a just decision covering the merits of an im-

portant public question.

If, as I said, my purpose proves not to be a simple one,

I trust that you will find it instructive, even if it lacks

in entertainment.
Mr. Supervisor Bancroft's resolution, now before you for

consideration, may be all right but I object to its preamble.

I object to the assumption that it is the opinion of this

Board that the preservation of the Kxposition Fine Arts

Palace is impracticable.
I don't object, as your resolution proposes, to the build-

ing of an art Museum on the Opera House lot. in the Cii Ic

Center, or in the Park for that matter, though the Park,
especially Golden Gate Park, should in my opinion, be re-

tained as a Park, rather than be devoted to building sites.

So. should an Opera House lot be reserved for an Opera
House, rather than for an Art Museum.

I shall not speak against that part of Mr. Supervisor
Bancroft's resolution that is intended to advance the com-
pletion of your Civic Center, but I shall, and do protest
against any action by this board, which may, whether by
design or not, tend to destroy the public sentiment that
now so strongly favors the preservation of the Palace of

Fine Arts.

San Francisco, through the Exposition, has had a taste,

a glimpse of Art. It has been taught the value of beauty
—and gentlemen, I do not believe that she will willingly

be deprived of gratifying the taste thus acquired, I believe
that she will demand even more. The Kxposition has
taught San Francisco the value of beauty.

It is said that the cost of preserving the Fine Arts Pal-

ace will be prohibitive. To reproduce it permanently
might, but ought not, be prohibitive—to preserve it would
cost nothing.
To preserve means. I think to maintain intact or unim-

paired, to keep in the same condition, to guard, keep whole.
to secure, to uphold. The antithesis of this means to
destroy, abandon, lose, neglect, scatter, spend, spoil, throw
away or waste.
To preserve the Palace of Fine Arts means to keep it

as it Is, therefore the cost would not be prohibitive, it

would be nothing at all. or nearly nothing. The Mid-
Winter Pair Arl Palace, thanks to M. H. de Young, is.

pfteT twentv-one years, still stand'ng. The Art Palace of the
Chicago Fair, despite the snow and ice of twenty-three
blizzanlU Chicago winters, is still standing. It has been
the model and inspiration of the Field Columbian Museum,
now building at a cost of more than nine millions of dollars
on the Lake front of Chicago, Therefore, let us preservi
our P.Vaen of Fine Arts as long as possible, six month.;,
six years, or any length of time—maybe, some day it can
be made permanent, maybe ii could now. unless the cost
should prove to be prohibitive—nothing, however, oiiirht

to be prohibitive to us, and I don't believe anything
really is.

By all means resolve to build all the buildings necessary
to complete your Civic Center, but do not on that account
encourage the destruction of our Fine Arts Palace now.
Wait, wait at least until you build something to take its

place.

Now as to the proposal to put the Fine Arts Palace in

the Civic Center, it can't be done. The Art Palace and
the Laycon land one is essential to the other, and they
both are one)—the Art Palace covers more ground by
several blocks than your entire Civic Center.
Of course you can build A building in the Civic Center,

but not THE building in question—and that is the question,
that is the dream, that is the stroke of genius that has at-

tracted World Attention. One touch and the dream is gone.
In all the ages was never a more beautiful building As

well compare Raphael's most immortal Madonna with the
voluptuous Stella—the ever-enduring Parthenon with the
sterile coldness of your uninspiring Civic Auditorium that

casts its pall over the future perfection of your Civic Cen-
ter, and presents its disfiguring rear elevation to one of

the finest streets in the world— Market Street.

May beck's magic pencil has sketched a masterpiece!
Shall we destroy it? Xo, a thousand times no. Valesquez
himself could not copy Raphael. Raphael could not copy
Michael Angelo, nor Angelo Phidias. Immortal Phidias,
blinded by a blind administration, cruelly blinded with red
hot irons, and then imprisoned, cast into a dungeon, his
sight destroyed, but his soul exalted, his eyes put out, but
not his vision, his body imprisoned, but not the children
of his brain, immortal Phidias inspired your Palace of

Fine Arts, you must preserve it. And while preserving it,

you should also preserve our water front, the North Gar-
dens and the Marina.
When Chicago was but ten blocks square the Illinois

Central railroad entered the city, of course, by the easiest
way, by way of its Lake front. Now Chicago and that rail-

way are spending millions to restore that Lake front to
that city and to its people.
New York didn't extend above Fourteenth street when

the New York Central first came down the Hudson river
shore line, now New York and that railroad are spending
millions to restore that shore line to that city and to its

people.
In Washington, the Pennsylvania railroad spent thirty

years in court, perfecting title to its terminal privileges on
the Mall, between the capital and the White House—only
in the end to cede that land back to our Capital, the Cap-
ital of our Nation, and thereafter, at a cost of millions,

establish a new terminal. Thus it restored the plan of

HARDMAN
SURE. GRIP

tBuilt for Service

{Made to Hold TIRES
COSTELLO LANG COMPANY

55€» Golden Gate Ave.
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Washingtc >l a scar marring the beauty of that city

was removed.
Are we to let our water front go? The War Department,

so it is said, wants a railroad from Fort Mason to the

Presidio. Well, let them have it, they can condemn, I sup-

pose, the needed land. But public sentiment can condemn
the government, too, for that matter. The point is, if the

government must have this railroad it should agree to keep

the right of way thereof parked, to maintain in that case,

no switches, or other unsightly disfigurement on its and
our water front.

I have seen the famous water fronts of most world cities

—Naples, Genoa, Venice, the Quays of Paris, the Thames
Embankment in London, but nowhere is there such a pros-

pect as ours. The Marina, the bay, the Marin Hills, are

they not beautiful? Think of them—shall we allow any
of them to be lost to us? Shall we allow it to revert back
to the shambles, shacks and quagmires of its former con-

dition?
The day will come when San Francisco, like Chicago,

New York and Washington will realize the value of its

water front. The State Board of Harbor Commissioners
will be asked to restore their part of it to us. The Belt

line railroad will be put underground.
How strange, how quiet, how complacent we are— if the

State blankets our water front with a belt line, the Muni-
cipality threatens to crosscut our Park, or the War De-

partment grab our Marina, no one rises to object. What
a racket would ensue if a private corporation tried to do
such a thing.

In this country, we have education, perhaps in a higher

degree than elsewhere, and a consequent yearning for bet-

ter things, throughout the country vague discontent with
public work prevails, the sort of discontent that, with our
people, always precedes improvement, now the millions

that have seen our Exposition, have understood at once
what is needed to effect a change. They have seen that

though a pool, a grassy bank, or a building might be indi-

vidually beautiful, each may appear ugh' in the midst of
inharmonious surroundings, and moreover that no one of

them by itself can be as beautiful as a union of them all.

The Fine Arts Palace has proved this, the people at large
realize their discovery, and are delighted.

Now is there a concert of action in opposition to this

awakening? Is there a secret council that heeds not public
opinion except just before an election?

If not, why have the smiling, smirking general contract-
ors', who seem to look so satisfied, and so prosperous, de-
clared against it?

Why has the local Chapter of the American Institute of
Architects, passed a milk and water resolution, damning
with faint praise the preservation plans?
Why is it said, that these buildings are unsafe? Those

who say it ought to know. If true, they must feel vastly
relieved that countless thousands have swarmed those
halls without injury to life or limb. If it is true that the
foundation piles of the Fine Arts building are already rot-

ten, then this building, beautiful as it is, should lie closed
at once, 'twould, as proposed be a crime to let it remain
open even till next June. But is this true? I don't believe
it. I am sure that structurally, practically all the Exposi-
tion buildings are overstrong, stronger than most buildings
erected in the city since the earthquake and fire, certainly
vastly stronger than the sheds of Meiggs Wharf which so
staunchly withstood the storms, gales and hurricanes of
fifty winters of our glorious climate.

If less money had been expended on overstrong con-
struction, more could have been spent on permitting May-
beck to realize a fuller expression of his dream.
Then again, why does the distinguished President of the

Exposition seem to be against this plan?
Is there a concert of action? Is there a secret council?

Is there a program? I hope not.
Also there is my friend, Mr. de Young, one of the first

sponsors of preservation, whose news columns, front page,
editorial columns and Sunday supplement took such a
great part in creating the public sentiment that now de-
mands preservation. Why has he deserted the cause?
Why does he sit idly by while the opposition grows? Oh!
Michel! Why dost thou sulk in thy tent? Art thou like
unto Achilles of old? Dost thou not hear the din of battle?
Woulds't thou let the battle rage and the Empire fall? Gird
thou thy loins, Michel, take into thyself a horse and dash
again to the front, like the doughty warrior that thou art.

Dost thou not know that the voice of the prophet, harken-
ing up from the most dismal depths of the corridor of time,
hath revealed that destiny of a people, that the fame of
a city must ever be inseparably coupled with beauty?
Pericles, not for art's sake, but as a matter of pure states-
manship, made Athens beautiful, and Greece for more than
2000 years has been collecting the dividends.
Now, then, Mr. Mayor and Gentlemen of this Board,

there cannot be any argument about the wisdom of beau-
tifying our city. 'Twould be a waste of time to refer to the
fame of Paris and its beauty, to recall the lamentations of
the world following the fall of the Campanille of Venice,
or to refer to the howl of rage accompanying the recent
destruction of the great Cathedral at Rheims. Are we
to commit such a crime? Are we to deliberately destroy
our Palace of Fine Arts? Are we, with one stroke o! the
pen to undo the rare, almost never occurring, seldom re-

curring, God-given, touch of genius that signalizes this

Palace, as was signalized the Parthenon, a God chosen ex-

pression of the genius of man. If their the Parthenon, the
Campanille, or the Cathedral were in San Francisco, would
any one doubt that its attractive presence would not be
of great commercial value to us? Would any one doubt
that it would not improve real estate values in all parts of

our city? I don't think that even Mr. de Young would
doubt it.

Of course, to preserve the Palace of Fine Arts we must
preserve the land upon which it stands, the government
with its vast acreage in the Presidio will not begrudge us
these few blocks. Then preserve also the North Gardens
and the Marina—the more land withdrawn from private
use. the more valuable the remaining land in all parts of

the city become. Therefore the great thing to do, in my
opinion, is to lay the foundation for this preservation
scheme now by Immediately acquiring the land.

Ami now, your Honor and gentlemen of this Hoard of Su-
pervisors, do not in this let your action result In a mistake
as great, if not greater, than the first act of your official

career— I refer Your Honor to the day of your inaugura-
tion, four years ago, when you adopted the indefeni Ibis

plan, and the mistaken location of our Civic Center.
1 refer to this in all kindness, with a heart only pul-

sating with emotions for our city's good.
A

i the foot of your throne. I plead in humbleness, and
beg to remind you. tiiat you have the power, and I trust the

judgment, to act, in this case wisely.
The power is yours.

The responsibility is yours—it is great, it is grave, may
God in his benevolence lead you to see the light,

1 thank you. WILLIS POLK.

'7 he 'Best oj Everything in Hats'

ONE OF THE NEW DERBIES

TOM DILLON
cMtltiner for cMen

720 MARKET STREET
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WHY SO LONG LETTY?

By \\';Ui t Anthony.

There are many answers to the question, "What is it

that makes the big 'hit' in So Loir-:. Letty,' nov tbi

y and for five weeks at the < 't n Theater.
There is always a reason for everything, if one may only

find it. and so there is. no doubt, ai for tl

unprecedented success of this Oliver Morosco show, which
comes to us Irom the town cf the chemically pure arid

the negatively upright.

I
ress was m t responsible lor any part of r

art of it which "boosts" every sip,

less of its merits or demerits, lacks influi

al guide to wary feet, and that portion cf the p

with ': permits itself to tell the truth a

m. My own review in the Chronicle was lar

enthusiastic, and I confess that the popularity ol

the first presei of which left me decidedly cold. !ia

s

'1 me much thought to explain.

But that Is a matter of ti mendously small" importance.
Th" public approves and ha robation in

the only terms which theatrical mana as

eloquent—at the box-office.

The sale of seats for Ave weeks, Barm ! in teHs
me. i

' filled the theater irm-

during its more than a month stay in the Ellis street

gtird

at the Savoy.

Some have found the explanation of "So Long L
hit in the "dollar hut this doesn't answi i

rtain that people do not go to the theater bei ause
the tickets are cheap. They may stav awaj

what they want, they will

occupying the less expensive seats in the house Be-

I, there were at the Cert several rows of "dollar-and-a-

half seats." and these rows, particularly on Saturday and
Sunday nights during the Cort engagement, could have

ver many times
been tripled the effect on the attendance would
negllgable. The public wanted and still «

Letty," and the management is to be cone ! that

in the face of the temptation to extend the area ol more-
than-a-dcllar seats, no such price boosting was indulged in.

and the show ctit n."

have suggested that the lat times) highly sug-
gestive character of the plot by Klmer Ha pon-

.. Hilarity cf ' So I ong, Lett) ." but thai • ant
be the reason, because San d no-

for its devotion to theatrical "attractioi

n suggestive material or sm'it.

That is a fact which any audience tbi <t the Or-
pheiun will demonstrate, when th'- th live

;s of one of the fair ladies en the hill are
the offerings which lack
Some have the amazing popularitj if

the offering is dtp- to the impersonal "iar-

Ictte Greenwood, and this may have much to do with it.

for surely .Miss Gri ood has established
of the most adroit of low comediennes, handling a gro-
tesque role without sillii

erics without coarseness, and offering 'physical con
with real intelligt e is the big individual hit of

the piece, hut even her presence isn't essential '" the
ol - Long, I ,etty." which is so far from I

Mar vehicle that six or seven other musical cot

"played up" with almost equal importance, and
during -ress of the piece, when Miss Greene
happens tet to he on the stage, the ni'-rry hit continue to

be registeretl by the other members of the company.
Some have attributed the success to the beauty of the

chorus contingent, and this assuredly has something
as well as the fa,: that none of the said

chorus members— feminine, need I sav? -is averse to a
more or less completi and
very respectable charms. It cannot tie denied that a prettv
chorus is an excellent element upon which to establish
the success cf a musical comedy production which o

er do without star and plot than without legs; but "So
Long, Letty" would be a hit even without th" "bathing

other expressions of a kindly frankness on
nt of the chorus.

Another explanation is offered in a spirit ot psych.
r than physiological research, and has to do with

, ml not w-ith legs. This explanation asserts the "hu-
man interest' ol try, and there may be something
to it.

All the world loves .: ticularly when the
parties to the row are married. Perhaps there is a sus-
picion down deep in many hearts that misfortune has
yoked them for life in the wrong partner- to one who can

in 1 "appreciate" them, and who,
in si

I quite won distinction which the
matrimoni tonally regarded a- bestowing.

ts Up- exhibition of another
is similarly ill-used in the matrimonial allotment is

without doubt halm to the In arts ol many, antl so. in "So
I.mi-. Letty," when two couples air Unit' connubial misery
and struggle a- n iii. h found tor them tin-

wrong partners ensues with security in
the sympathy excited by mutual wi > Ami when the prob-
lem seeks solul i of wives, there ex-

nf the risque which is relished by the best
of win in. loes fi inn I. us Angel*
the plot ts pains to set the audience right, and

Intimacy which life ut roof with one's
wife might imply, is carefully explained as

being related only to the • trimony, such as
1 1 nking and quarreling.

The tltlllation of such a situation is undoubtedly an ele-

mportam production's popularity, but it is

•
: to lain it with inctusiveness and finality,

Cl the pl.il inselt has lien before the put. lie in a non-
musical version, and did net will even a moderate success

Your Neighbor's Wife," Klmer Harris' Fa ce bad a
mild career .1 indifferent character, and might have been
utterly forgotten had not Morosco seen its possibilities

il his "comedy with music."
II it Isn't tin- Btar nor the principles, nor yet the

is or tin- pl.t which makes the success of "So Long.
what can ii be?

It is all 1 1 them put together. Tin. faults in each, of

which, save for the star, there tire many, an- obliterated

DJ the merits. As an entirety it provides that sort et

.1 as an interlude between din-

ipper. It impi oblems, implies no
moral, suggests no triangular troubles, and if its music
Isn't great, it at least can be . red and whistled

cot .il wth its various origin The composite
1 ong, Letty" produ -reeafole effect which

none of its integral parts singly could achieve with the

public. Like the violin section "t a good orchestra under
ti gret .It individual assists in producing an

ice, the standard of which is higher
than that which any one of tin- n ould accomplish

ing thai tle-re isn't anv truth, theatrically.

chain is no stronger than its weakest
link."

OLD KIRK
WHISKEY

ED. M. LINO, General Manager

A. P. Hotaling & Co.
Iistablished 1852



TH E MAIN SHEET
SHOOTING SCRAPS.

In the little city of Redwood, famous for many things,

and amongst which are its fine hunting grounds, came a

party of five. The idea all started one Saturday. Herman

Lawson and Charley Lauffer, the Kolb and Dill of the

Plumbers' Trust, met in the Atlas building (or maybe it

was bar) along with Jack Sheehan, the Chicago globe-

trotter. Tom Leary and Harry Brace. The subject turned

to ducks After the third round every one was telling each

other and at the same time that as duck hunters he

was each and individually the one and only champion

duck destroyer the world had ever seen. Sheehan said

that he was not what you might call a terribly sure shot,

but when it came to ducks or any other kind of poultry

his winning ways won out for him. Then some one sug-

gested that a party be made up and all go down to Red-

wood the next day and prove their ability. There being no

dissenting voice raised, the adventure was born. Thirty

hours later it had matured, ripened and passed away.

"We will go down by auto to Redwood I'll call for all of

you at four tomorrow morning; and then we'll hire a launch

for the morning." said Lawson. Nobody paid him attention.

"You fellows had better get your things together tonight

and be ready. See you at four in the morning," and with

that Lawson left. "Say, Charley," said Tom Leary, I

haven't a gun or anything to go hunting with. What'll 1

do?" "I have to buy some shells, come along and we'll rent

a gun. By the way, have you a 'slicker? Not that I

know of," said Tom, "I'll be the goat, what is it?" "Gee.

that is the most important article necessary to go duck

hunting with. If you have not a 'slicker' the ducks won't

bite, I mean fly, and you can't see them, and therefore you

don't get them. We must get a 'slicker' and besides I

haven't one, either. See you later, boys," this to Brace

and Sheehan, "Tom and I are going to buy some 'slickers.'
"

"I know 'Bill' down here in one of the wholesale houses

and we can get the real inside price," said Charley. They
turned into a large store where anything from auto tires to

finger stalls are sold in twenty gross lots. They asked for

"Bill." "Bill" was called to the front. "This is Mr. Leary.

Meet my friend 'Bill,' Tom. Tom and I want to get a couple

of 'slickers.' We are going duck hunting and if you treat

us right we'll bring you back a pair of the finest mallards

an epicurean ever set his teeth in. Trot out your oilskins

and let us give them a look." "Something that lists about

ten dollars? You want something pretty good," said "Bill."

Leary gave Lauffer a dig in the ribs and cautioned thusly,

"Nothing doing with ten iron men. Nix, 1 don't care
enough for ducks for that. I care more for the ten than
I do for the finer feeling of any duck that I ever hope to be
presented to. Bill' will give us a regular discount, some-
thing like 75-10-10-5," said Lauffer. All this was in soto
voce. Tom did some rapid calculation and decided that
a dollar-eighty-five would be enough to spend to please the
duck and not hurt its pride. "Oh, fix us up right. 'Hill," and
as far as the price we leave it to you to fix that up you
know ." Charley's voice trailed off to the vanishing
point with what is supposed to be the emphatic plea for
the real inside. The "slickers" were wrapped up and "Bill"
was invited out to smile with them. The smiles broadened
and became proiracted grins. "Bill" was not allowed to con-
tribute to the cost of the giggles as he had done his part
in fixing up the price of the "slickers." Four or five oil-

skin coats at a dollar and eighty-five passed over the ma-
hogany before the little party broke up to meet again on
the following morning.
Sometime in the middle of the night Charley Lauffer was

awakened by the continual blaring of an auto horn, lie
finally got it through his head that possibly it was Lawson
calling for him. The tide had not flowed so strong with
Herman and he was as chipper as a frolicksome canary.
The rest of the crowd were gathered with some difficulty as
the prospect of a cold ride did not have the right tang to
it for some reason. However, the start was made. Red-
wood City was reached but no restaurants were open at
that time in the morning. The ride had put an appetite
in the men that would have done justice to a regiment.
Outside of a little chop was a two gallon can of the warm
essence of cow. Lawson reached for it and taking the top
off tried to empty it. It was passed from hand to hand
until it was empty. Laufer's conscience got the best of
him so he put two dollars under a stone near the can The
party went down to the dock. The launch was engaged

but the trip could not be made until the tide rose. To
while away the time a game of pitch penny was started

on the deck of the launch but it proved unsuccessful as

the deck sloped and the dimes fell in to the bay. Some-
one discovered that in his pocket was a pair of cubes made
of some white composition and the spots on them totaled

seven if held in a certain way. Lawson wagered that he
could make it come seven oftener than all the rest. That
started it. Everybody felt that he could show the rest

how easy it was to bea't the other fellow. Leary pressed
his luck. It was Iragile and collapsed. He moved into the
back, or to be nautical, the stern of the boat and there
communed upon the fallacies of all attempts to systematize
the games of chance. Lauffer felt sorry for Leary after
about an hour and joined him. The tide rose in the mean-
time, but the launch staid put. The sturdy duck hunters
were engrossed in the search for the "Naturals." Said
Lauffer to Leary "Let's walk up town!" Leary was not of

the same mind so Laufer on pretense of scouting something
to eat went up to the little chop house and searching under
the stcne found the two dollars he had cached there sev-
eral hours previous. He came back whistling and without
i ven glancing at Leary rolled them once for the wad. Then
be joined Leary again. Brace had had sufficient by this

time. It would be more in accordance with fact to
t : t Brace did have sufficient but the sinews of war were
now in the keeping of Herman Lawson and were at that
time being hotly contested lor by .lack Sheehan. A truce
was called and all adjourned for something to eat. The
boat was retained to come back to so that the argument
could be finished. About lour in the afternoon Lawson
had proved to be the best hunter. He had bagged all the
' Naturals" and had all the spoils of war. They started for

home. Every man undid his package and wetting their

boots and "slickers" with salt water and adding a libi

application of mud relied them and proceeded to Andy
Burke's. There, Lawson being the only solvent person in

the crowd, ordered ten ducks, five of them to be roasted
in, mediately and the other live to be used as decorations
for their machine on the way home. Leary said, "Well, I

had a good time, anil I will make the teamster happy I'll

give him my new 'slicker' for a Christmas present."
Several days ago Laufer received a bill ftr the "slick-

ers." It read like this: "To two oilskin .oats 1/ $10.00
S2n.no." In pencil on the bottom of the bill read: "How
about those ducks that were to come to me? 'Bill.'"

In a prominent show window on Howard street is dis-

played a s'rii like this.

BARGAIN!— It VRGAIN! ! BARGAIN!! !

Two New Slickers.
Take THEM AT ANY PRICE!.

Signed C. L.

HEALY & DONALDSON
CIGAR AND NEWS STAND

33 Market Street phone

Cor. Stewart Suiter 2055

Wc have just put in a Complete Stock of all

HIGH - GRADE CIGARS

FOR THE HOLIDAYS

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO PHONE ORDERS

EHRMAN BROS.

"EL ROI-TAN
P E R F E CT
CIGARS



THE MAIN SHEET
THE EDITOR FUSSES.

Of ail the gratuitous efforts to present the world with

something it doesn't want, the effort of Henry Ford to

give Europe peace is the most futile, if not fatuous.

It has lor San Francisco some advantages, however.
which should not he overlooked. It gives us a vacation
from the presence of Brother Aked, and therefore the

million or so which the trip will cost lVd is not a vain

expenditure, though the peace which results is ours and
not Europe's.

What does Ford expect to do?
Nobody knows hut the jitney man, and he doesn't tell.

The suspicion inheres that even he doesn't know. He has
been likened to Cervantes' hero, Don Quixoto. and if the
simile is completed, it embraces Brother Aked in the role

of Sancho Panza or Rozinante, which trotted alonu, in the
congenial company of an ass. if you remember the story

* * *

England doesn't want the party, but is willing for it to

land on the basis, no doubt, of the conviction that a burden
or two. more or less, will make no particular differ-

just now. Holland will not recognize the peace-bring. -is in

any other capacity than that of inquisitive visitors, who
might better be minding their own business, and so far

as Germany is concerned, she isn't enthusiastic over an}
thing American not even President Wilson, just now.

So, what is Mr. Ford and his college students am) la Ij

friends and peaceful persons, including John D. Harry
(whose only menace to the land is that he writes awful
vaudeville dramas! going to do when the Oscar Second
bumps into the already troubled lands of the belligerents,
who themselves are fighting harder for peace than ever the

Jitney Envoy and iiis etitraordinary fares would struggl
tor anything not associated with the spotlight.

* * *

Your editor is reminded of poetry, even though he
writes it not. and Waldemar Young had one on "The Dog
of Peace" in a recent issue of the Chronicle, wb irein nil

"Hits of Color" gleam joyously, if too infrequently. This
is tie way it went

:

The Doem oi Peace*

Growl on o Dogs ol War!
The peace-built temples of the Pali

Ai < being razed, Poi evermon
The] va closed each colonnaded doo

e w.i id ;ti \\ .1
1 'w .1 y over thi n

• Knows not the way l<> make war <• ase—
Aii, \ anlshed at e ' he i 'og s ol Peai

i ti member how - u] - thi
in stea ming pans Zone?

e artist! way,
The servitor, with all blase,

So speared them thai without a moan
They lay on bread In theli own grease

—

Ah, \ ;in Ished are thi Dog ol P

Pond mem'ry lingers on the scene,
Nor fin is it weary yet noi

Those hoi dogs fat, tl .i i)—
Two h Links of bread with dog: betweei

All i hese, all I

!

• • . iri gom a e gone!
i lone I Ike the gods ol o m lenl Gri i

i e

Ah. vanished an Peace!
* * *

Some earnest seeker after the ligbi has asked:
'What has become of the plays of yi

I

They're screened, of cour e!
* # *

There is a smile and a tear in everything. Given in Kid-
dies' Day. We need a larger Civic Auditorium. The walls

distended by the crowd last week, and yet there were
a thousand and more who could find no room inside. If

the building were as amply proportioned a the good-wi 1

!

of the Indoor Yacht Club towards the children of
Francisco. Ewing'a ball park and the Exposition an n i

plus the Twin Peaks acreage, would still he too sin ill

An indoor Circus i a great event, and if you don'l bi

lieve it, ask Sam Bet or any of his adopted family of
3tl IHMI

* * *

Styles change in pet aversions and prejudices fuel as
they change in everything else. San Franc! co and I i

Pacific Toast used to love to hate John Chinaman, and
threw brickbats at his odorous places of business where

be busied himself with the progenitors of the B. V. D. Now
r is mo e de rigour to hate the Ja ad throw
verba s and dramatic grenades in his direction,

as witness -The Typhoon," which seems to be a tra

to Cauca ian auditors and a comedy to the sons and daugh-
t« rs of Nippon.
One may well wonder what they find in the Hungarian

drama to laugh at. Is it i.e. .'.use it is so false or so true?
Anyway, the ('ml Theater houses much mirth for the many
brown men and their funn)

tething exquisitely humorous in the devotion of Toko-
rama to "his work" and his woman.
The Oriental brand ot humor is not in (tridental

schemes of things. The litte brown men laugh and suck
ti eir breath characteristically over the story of the Japan-

youth at the front, who was so disturbed by thou
of hi young bride at home that he was a poor soldier and
i ouldn'l bit a Russian bei

i Lcted

his thoughts. So he took of absence and went
home and cut her throat. Alter which, with conscience
i e ir and mind at n Bt, be returned to the front and pla

ry devil with the Ru sians.

He got himself shot, however, and thus compensat - for

bis breach of etiquette to his i

make his future lot a merrj perhap?, the Oriental
element of humor.

* * *

Anyway, we note that pack; ges i \ toys bear an unfa-

miliar label. Formerly thi Christmas forms of

exq lisite <
• had bright green labels, on which

i reared the word iny." Xow they bear
this device:

"Made in Nipi on
"

Thus are the races mi Christ-

l , and little Nipponese sons eat their rice in content.

ton ons sti > d their vision for a sight of father
or brother and are ci mforted by a mother or sister who
prays to thi God that France and England addresses
with contrary pleas lor victory.

treads on an ant hill and kill-, ten thousand busy
workers. A inn and ten thousand human beings
r re torn to

But Buddha sit-; Inscrutible and contemplates his belly.

wbilp the t !hris1

in a mysterious way his wonders to perform!

THE ACME OR PROTECTION.

CROCKER BUILDING

In the Baiemenl of which are ihe Largral Safe Deport Vaulls

Boxes Rent for $4.00 per Year

CROCKER SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS
i F. Cunningham CROCKER BUILDING
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LAWLOR AS AMICUS CURIEAE.

It's seldom the rays of publicity get into the darkened

chambers of our Superior Court. Their ways are dark and

devious and a multitude of apologies is often mustered

under a "By the Court" opinion.

But friction will eventually give out heat, and stupidity

will disturb placidity, so that's why there are more com-

plaints than decisions from the Wells Fargo top floor.

The court hasn't drawn salaries for months, and all

because William Patrick Lawlor can't do the work.

Will has yet to learn habeas corpus from contributory

negligence. His dissenting opinions spring from a torpid

liver rather than an acute mentality. Melvin gives It up.

Henshaw is wild, Shaw raving, Sloss resigned, and Angel-

lctti about at the end of his studied politeness. And, to

add to Will's troubles, Miss Cunningham, his faithful

servant of years, is tell things about William that Pat

Calhoun long suspected. Either Miss Cunningham ought

to shut up or Lawlor resign.

Willie tries to read briefs and transcripts, but the gray
hair falls into his eyes. It's awful!
There is a movement on foot to have the next legisla-

ture permit Wells-Fargo to express Lawlor's opinions.

And doesn't this pro've that voters do and do not make a

Judge?

A pass in the hand is worth 10,000 shares in Loveland's
company—Max Thelen.

Aked on the Peace Boat! Let the submarines do their

duty.

Lord Rosebery says they know Aked in London. He is

well known here in places he shouldn't be, too!

In the unfortunate death of Corporal Frederick Cook
we lost one of our best and lovable officers.

Roos Bros, must have been jealous at seeing Berger run
the circus.

Oscar Hocks is getting from our new board what he
richly deserves.

Now that the Filmer grand jury is about through, let

us say it's the best we've had for many days. San Fran-
cisco needs more men like Filmer, Salch, Selig, Lahaney
and Mulvihill. Well done, gentlemen.

"Onward. Christian Soldiers.'
says the Railroad Commission.

Let's get a lot of passes,

Giving 20,000 children of San Francisco a good time isn't
news.

Some of our young jurists are thinking of entering the
lists against Frank Griffin. We hope they will save their
time and money.

If they catch those bandits, Harry Stafford will probably
defend them.

Alter all, it seems to us to be more of a question of

money than water.

Why didn't Henry Ford go to Europe in a jitney?

Gallagher spent $5000 of Spreckels' unearned money to

defeat Hetch Hetchy, but what will some people get if

Spring Valley goes through?

Phil Wand had better beware. Wine women, and inter-

views.

THE LANTERN SAYS:
Men are pleased when praised for qualities on which

they secretly plume themselves. Women are delighted
when praised for something piquant, which they know they
do not possess.

* * *

In this world there is nothing so patient as truth which
spends most of its time waiting for vindication.

* * *

There are people to whom anything complimentary can
be said with a good chance of being believed.

* * *

Is there a more hopeless striver in the world than the

female champion of dress reform?
* * *

Some people won't heed the handwriting on the wall

though a corps of experts attest its genuineness. Others
believe what the ouija board tells them.

* * *

• Let him that is without sin cast the first stone" is a
rebuke that has lost much of its force. Speak it nowadays
and reformers will darken the air with cobblestones.

* * *

An exquisite compliment is one of the finest achievements
cf the intellect.

* * *

When it is said of a man that he practices what he
preaches let us know what it is he preaches before we
praise him.

* * *

It is inaccurate to speak of the grand achievements of

mankind. The triumphs of genius are the triumphs not of

men but of man.
* * #

Formerly dead actors lived only In the applause of im-

mortal critics. Now they are perpetuated in the "movies*'
* * *

There are men who in the course of one revolving moon
can do many things cleverly, but perhaps it is better to

take one's time and do a few things thoroughly.

THE PHOENIX SAYS:
Pity the man whose dead lie not in their resting graves

but live on to trouble his heart!
* * *

I once knew a philosopher who would contend that

woman's virtue was a quality invented by men for their

pleasure, convenience and protection.
* * *

Important difference between the sexes; the woman who
wrongs her husband in the way that commonly justifies

divorce always hates him—she really has to! But in the re-

verse case the man is not at all apt to hate the woman.
This means that Nature has made the obligation of chastity

more binding upon the female partner.

(Sreettnga
ano sincere toistjes for a

ffltvv)) Christmas
ano a

Happg jSeto Hear
1915 1916



THE MAIN SHEET
RANDOM THOUGHTS

Why the '"Main Sheet" Lives.

During the past month the editorial sanctum of thp
.Main Sheet" has been invaded by a host of nondescripts,
who were actuated by the sole desire of plunging us into

innumerable controversies to gratify their particular de-

sire for revenge. Our mail has been rilled with anony-
mous and scurrilous communications reflecting upon a lot

of people who may be everything they are called, but with
whom and for whom we have not the slightest interest.

Strange to say. we never realized until now how large a
circulation of readers we enjoyed, outside the realms of

our own organization, which our most bitter enemy will

concede is sufficiently large. To ease the minds of such
unwelcome visitors and undesirable correspondents, let

us say that we are concerned with no other troubles than
our own. We have no desire to become either the village

pest or the village scold. Neither do we intend that this

paper shall degenerate into a blatherskite publicatit n

the fulmination and expose of the community's filth. To
date we are not taking in dirty laundry indiscriminately.
Ours is the more pleasant, more peacetul avocation of at-

tempting to do some good, rather than accomplish much
harm. Nor has the policy of the "Main Sheet" chang
All we ask is to he left severely alone, and we ran handle
our own affairs in our own way. It is easy enough to

bellow and kick like the long-eared, hairy ass of th<

desert, or to float like dead fish down stream, bul it is a

better and wiser thing to do no more or either than is

absolutely necessary. The "Main Sheet" is published
the enlightenment, enjoyment and entertainment of the
members of the Indoor Yacht Club. It tries t<> tell the
truth. It doesn't care much what others may think or

what others may say, so long as it fulfills this purpose,
and it will not be swerved to gratify any individual thirst

for revenge. When we do have to speak, it will be in a

righteous cause, and we promise not I<> he over-particular
in our selection of words.

Official Recognition.

And while we are on the subject, we desire to •

our grateful appreciation of the facl that the Mayor has
at last taken official cognizance of the Main sheet." In

the Hetch Hetchy debate in. Majesty inserted a whole lor

of documents in the official record, and among them an
editorial from our last issue, entitled. "Good-Bye, Hetch
Hetchy, Good-Bye." Sometimes we have beer accused ol

keeping had company, and ofttimes we slumber in unknown
waste baskets, for such is fate and fame. Bu1 never did

we think we would be compelled to fraternize with such
literary effusions. Yet there we are, wedged in ltrt

the "My dear .Mm" and "My dear Rudolph" correspond-
ence of some years ago. like the jam of the sandwich.
And for good measure, was added the party platform of

promise and progress of four years ago. Should future
fenerations or rising America glance through this debate,
when we have lived our allotted three score and ten, per-

haps, in some futile effort to discover among the archives
of the past just what did become of Hetch Hetchy, al

least they will find an editorial that was prophetic. We
don't know who wrote the Spreckels letters. 1. it we
pect that Rudy is guilty. And we don't know who wrote
the other letters, hut we suspect and suspicion that the
style, the logic and the vernacular smack strongly of
Jerry O'Shea. And. dear. .Tim. you don't know who v p I

our editorial, but you suspect, and maybe you're right,

and. anyway, it wasn't plagiarized, and it was original, and
it was so close to the truth that it seemed to hurt, \tei

you can put this in the record if you want to' And you
might add that the "Main Sheet" has not been particularly
unfriendly to you. If we have criticized, it has been hon
est cricisism; if we found fault, you gave us plenty
of opportunity; it we advised well, perhaps, that wa
mistake, because unsolicited advice is always unwelci
B« thai as it may, we shall still continue to criticize, to

complain and to advise, and even though the pill may not
always be BUgar-coated. it comes from a source that at
least is friendly, just like mother and her castor-oil. tt*s

the result that counts.

"The Kiddies' Karnival."
It is all over now and ended, but somehow most of

u? are sorry that the "Kiddies' Karnival" is just a memory.

Last year it seemed unbelievable that "Kiddies' Day"
could be repeated. It was lost in this year's celebration.
Sunday, December 12lh, was a banner day for the children
oi the rich and poor alike, an historic day for the city of
San Francisco, another great success for the I. Y. C. As
we stood in the great gallery and looked down upon that

vast i ndience, packed to capacity, jt was hard to keep back
the tears of pride, of vindication and gratification. Never
before was such an audience gathered. Never before has
tnis or any other city beheld such a scene. It was inde-

scribable. For the first time—perhaps for the last—the
doors cf the great Civic Auditorium were locked one-half an
hour before the show started, and ten thousand people,

unfortunal kiddies, were turned away. Inside
Standing room was at a premium, and some of the opera
chairs held two and even three kids. Even motherly lap

s filled to capacity.

And such a day' Old Jupiter seemed to have saved his

th ti discourage and disappoint us. How- it did pour!
wee sma' hours" to late in the afternoon the

ant And yet it proved a blessing in

for bad the day been pleasant, the good Lord
Ln< ws how many would have been disappointed. But

turning and laughing, slipping and sliding they came,
muffled In rain coats and sweaters, with and without

brellas, Brcadway brushing Tehama street, and Bernal
Heights crowding Telegraph Hill. Mothers with babes in

. fathers with whole thicks of youngsters and kindly
anxious to assume parental responsibilities for

a dav. Little kiddies on crutchi - one blind girl—the halt,
1 the blind poor little Jims—were there, too.

, nd ' voluntarily held back to give them room
and com ft rt.

carcely ten o'clock when we reached the Audi-

again it bad been transformed. The only
ther occasion thai il looked like a real show place was

the "Kiddies' Bail." It really appeared just like the in-

ti i ior of an immense circus, larger by far than Bill Barnum
or ?« lis or Fll to ever dared. The sawdust, the rings, the

trapeze and the enlarged seating capacity made one feel

al < me that this was a regular circus. But it was appall-

to not" the Size Of the place, and its vastness was ac-

centu; I
I I some two or three hundred tots who could

i be discerned as they secured selected seats in

ample time to avoid the rush. And we wondered and
ibted and worried! Could we till it" Then the crowd

'tut- ' i me, slowlj at tirst. and then in droves of

thousands. Meanwhile the special cars began to arrive.

im; the children from the institutions. With well-

f-aiii'i] mm. Bion Hen marched to their alloted seats, ac-

ci mpanied here by a sweet-faced nun. there by an attend-

Tit <r official, but always escorted by our own members,
their wives or mothers or sisters. With but little con-

was seated by skilled ushers, while

within the sawdust ring all was hustle and bustle and
I i

i ing and skinning, getting ready for the show. It

Indeed a pii panorama—of humanity, such as

no other city has ever seen—the like of which San Fran-
cises see again for many years yet to come. And
noise and laughs and veils and a veritable pandemonium
all the while'

Elsewhere in this issue is contained a word of thanks,

but no thanks could ever be sufficient for those who
worked to make tie- day successful. To the men who
conceived if. to the men who handled it. to those who
planned it and perfected it. mere thanks are all too feeble.

The refreshment committee, the entertainment, the order.

the transportation, the ushers, the clowns and the hundred
and one other committees mast he recompensed by the

ii c SS of the achievement and by the knowledge that

thirty thousand happ3 kids slept better that Sunday night.

and ia many a cheerless home there was breathed the

prayer, (; ()( ] bless Hi- 1 Y C." The "Kiddies' Karnival"

was ' big thought, handled by big men and women in a

big v:iv. and as long as the "Indoor Yacht Club" can ac-

comnlish works such as this, it has justified its existence

and has earned a place such as tew other organizations can

claim, close to the heart and hopes of the people.

Peace and Piece.

the] sailed away from Broadway, we could hardly

say 'Good-bye.'" Of course, we mean the good ship "Oscar
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the Second," because we know what became of "Oscar

the First," but or prophetic vision cannot conjure what
may happen to these modern Jasons. The Piece Party

apparently cannot hope for a very warm or enthusiastic

reception, if the press reports be true, and it will be very

sad if, like the old song, "They sailed right up and turned

around and sailed right back again." Most communities
have their clowns, but it is seldom that there is a gather-

ing of them to add in its most literal sense to the gaiety

of the nations. Various reasons, of course, are ascribed

to Henry Ford. He of perambulator fame. Certainly he

is far from being a fool, and so it is almost a foregone

conclusion that he hopes to profit in some unknown way,

but most likely from an advertising standpoint. Of the

balance, a few may be sincere, although it is hard to con-

ceive a sane man, without prestige or standing, interven-

ing or hoping to intervene, successfully in the world's

greatest war. Nations and potentates have tried it and
tailed, but fools still rush in where angels fear to tread.

Pacificists may preach peace at home and promulgate their

propaganda at so much a copy, which is typically

Bryanesque, but to venture into the war zone, unknown
and unaccredited, is Quixotic in the extreme. To most
of us the mission is of but little moment or consequence.
We hate to see Americans making asses of themselves and
being laughed to scorn at home and abroad. Individually,

we are only interested in San Francisco's contribution—old

Doc Aked. If be be a disciple of Peace, good Lord give

us war—and we happen to know what Sherman said. The
learned divine has raised an unholy bedlam wherever he
has strayed, and what he started to do to this town
scarcely qualified him for passage on "Oscar the Second."
Be the result of the mission what it may, we owe an ever-
lasting debt of gratitude to Henry Ford for taking him
off our hands, if only for a limited time. And if perchance
the Kaiser or King or Czar or any old ruler should drop
a stray bomb in the doctor's immediate neighborhood, we'll

promise to ride in Fords for the remainder of our young
lives.

Our Disorderly Lawmakers.
Supervisor-elect Wolfe is responsible for the statement

that after the inauguration of the new board there will be
some marked changes in the parliamentary conduct thereof.
It appears that the former State Senator was invited, with
his future colleagues, to attend one of the recent debates
an dcompelled to sit through hours of wrangling, bickering,
and personalities. One would hardly imagine that either
house of the legislature was capable of setting an examp'e
lor our Board of Supervisors, and yet by comparison it

seems that the one is as orderly as a Christian Endeavor
prayer meeting, while the other more closely resembles
the proverbial "Donnybrook." The Supervisors can ex-

pect but little respect from the public as long as this
continues. Legislative bodies should be conducted with
dignitv. deccrum and under recognized rules of order. It

is certainly not edifying to transact a city's business
under "Lcndon Prize Ring" or "Marquis of Queensbury"
rules. And the responsibilitv rests not entirely upon the
presiding officer, but upon the members themselves. Be-
cause the Mayor chances to be lax or free or indifferent
is no reason that ordinary rules of procedure should not
be insisted upon, and we congratulate Senator Wolfe upon
bis determination. As a recognized parliamentarian, he
should be able to bring order out of chaos, with, of course,
the assistance of his associates. Else some who have seen
the first legislative assemblage of the reconstructed South
pictured in the Clansman may be inclined to believe that
the nigger is not as black as he is painted.

No Room for the Statue of "Christ."

The Board of Park Commissioners has refused to accept
a donation of Romanelli's Carrara marble statue of

"Christ" on the ground that it might offend the religious
feelings of some of the visitors to Golden Gate Park.
Think of it! Because they fear that some blighted bigot
might object, they refuse to accept and erect a magnificent
work of art, representing "Christianity Emerging From
Paganism." And who, gentlemen, would object? No Chris-
tian certainly! No Jew, because, first of all, the Jew is

not a bigot, and, secondly, his religion proclaims Christ as
a great teacher, though not the Man-God. And surely
not the agnostic or the atheist, for them both are but
doubters and doubly indifferent. But for the few. the
very few, the many must suffer. It matters not that there

are statues, symbolic of religion, and the "Prayer Book
Cross" already there. It matters not that this parlt be-

longs to a God-loving people. It matters not "In God we
trust." There is no room for Christ in Golden Gate Park.
Plenty of space for the nude, the crude, the irreverent
and the indecent, but no room for mankind's Savior. And
soon above the portals there may be erected a memorial
gate, upon which will be writen, "Doubters and scoffers
are welcome here, but there is no room for those who
believe or venerate or respect the Son of God." And be-

neath it some future Dean Swift may write

—

' \\ hoever wrote this, wrote it well,

For the same is written on the Gates of Hell."

A Menace in Name and in Truth.
Some one has been unkind enough—we almost wrote

unclean—to mail us a copy of the "Menace," a paper pub-

lished in Aurora. Missouri; but the same some one was
kind enough to forward the antidote' in the form of a
marked copy of the December issue of a pamphlet en-

titled, "Jim Jam Jems." published in Bismarck. North
Dakota. We didn't have time to look through the latter

publication carefully, hut its comment on the S. O. S.

edition of the ' Menace" is well worth the reading, and
it can probably be purchased at any book store. And for

the "Menace." it could not have been better named, i
-

all the vile, rotten, filthy, unspeakable leucorrhic publi-

cations, it tops the hill. The "Police Gazette" is a Sunday
School magazine in comparison. Its pages reek with the
most inlamous lies and Lie vilest accusations against priest

and nun and Roman Catholic. Hell itself could not con-

ceive anything so filthy, and there is no toilet sufficiently

unsanitary and rotten to accommodate it without further

pollution and Infection. The advertisements, and they are
many, harmonize completely with the reading matter.
They cover cures for the various unspeakable diseases
with which the editors arc Intimately familiar, fake love

tablets, pills and publications with vulgar and BUggestive
lilies. '1 he importanl fact, however, is that five million
copies of this publication have been sent to American
home- Perhaps the number is exaggerated, bm if only

one copy were pi luted, ii would he all loo many. Can it

be possible that live million people in the United States
read this sheet and sympathize with it? Is one-sixteentb
or one-twentieth Of our entire population so dwarfed to the

very Fundamental elements ol morality, so blinded by
narrow prejudice ami bigotry, so steeped in religious hatred
that they would accept such leprous tilth into their homes?
Certainly it is an awful reflection in a land that makes
any claim to common, ordinary decency or In a-ts ol*

Christian enlightenment and civilization. And what cf the

eagle thai some "i us were taught typified liberty? And.
incidentally, is the license of the press so sacred, its rights

BO clearly established ami denned thai no law can reach
the offenders? Why speak of "white slavery" when crimes
such as this are not only permlted, but encouraged? When'
are our boasted laws prohibiting the use of the mails for

carrying obscene literature? Isn't it high time to call a
bait? Speak up. Mr. Preston! And isn't it nearly time for

the Knights of Columbus to signal S. O. S. and get on the
Bring line?.
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POLITICS.

"Verily. 1 say unto you -My son, never engage thyself

ir. argument with thy neighbor regarding religion, baseball

tthis being a tree, very, very tree, translation! or politics.

The first is a breeder of discord. The second is a medium
whereby hospitals are become profitable investments and
yield magnificent profits. The last is unto the scourge that

visited Egypt. It is a Eiwarm of cow-sized hornets, with

stingers sharp as a serpent's tooth, and in size comparing
with an elephant's proboscis

So wrote a lineal descendant of Eriouphrastus. him-elf a

seer and the progenitor of a long line of prophets. Unfor-

tunately, this warning is little known, scarcely ever read

and heeded NOT A-TALL. I have known of friends of

many year who have parted forever. They had pulled on

the same bottle when it contained old Gail Borden's imi-

tation of the real thing, and later on in life on other bottles

containing the real soul of the rye. The\ had "dtvvyed"
on an applecore and loaned each other money, but when it

came to a political campaign they fought and became
mortal enemies.

Politics are like all other things, real or imagined. They
take their color from the surrounding country. In tie

"Solid South," where the) have a corner, or at least they

remind us of that fact, on chivalry and beautiful women,
where all are Southern gentlemen, some bona fide, other
professionally, the upper crust are Democrats. Wherever
the essence of the corn juice grown in the golden sun-

shine (ofttimes matured in the silver moonshine) is held
in forceful fist and gravely lowered into arid throats, there
you will find tiie true Democracy in its pri tine glory.

Thomas Jefferson, the granddaddy of Sweet Dame Democ
racy, was an exponent of shirt sleeve politics upon some
occasions. Thi- has been forgotten in Sunny Solid South.
The frilled shirt front ami silken wai-tcoat have taken the

place of the exposed suspender.
In the North the Democ at is not the elite. He is the

mob. The excuse for informality that .leffer

a feint has been made his hat tie cry. The idea that for a
man to be sincere he must eschew all niceties of dress
and demeanor has become so exaggerated that a recent
official notification frcm the Department of state cautioned
a newly appointed representative to a foreign country to

the effect that it was not considered good form any more
to remove his shoes when receiving callers, and it no
time to eat in his shirt sleeves if he only were a dlckie.

The foreign government had intimated that his red under-
wear had incited the anarchists to frenzy.
Wealth and power and influence follow the Republican

banner in this locality. The cartoonist has made .-very

schoolboy familiar with the opulent and corpulent person
representing the Republican party. In the South white
trash, nigger-lovers, shysters and political tricksters are
accused of Republican tendencies.
When this state was young it was governed entirely by

the Democrats. There are some who will insist that~_had
we endured this benevolent rule, we would have avoided
all the calamities that ha led us up to and includ-

ing that "Dig Fire." The Civil War was the beginning of
the change, and the rise cf G. O. P. to power. Democracy
slowly hut surely weakened, and only at rare intervals

evinced some cf its old time pep. .lim Hudd led the last

sortie, and since then the party depicted as the sick mule
litis held a land in the great game of vote-grabbing, but
has merely antied away its strength and made itself

hoarse saying "I pass."
So bloated became old Bolivar that he outgrew his place.

Pardee. Gage and Gillette, sturdy standard-bearers and
trained elephant feeders, played their parts, and—then Hi
Johnson came down upon them in the night and led away
their elephant. The animal gone, the trainers and feeders
were therefore excess baggage, and some one. or several,
or maybe it was more (the election returns of 191ii have
slipped my memory I. decided that they were as useful as
a deep sea pilot in the desert.

Californians are "Progressives," whatever that signifies

to the stranger within our Golden Hate Sam Shortridge
disagrees and says that we are Republicans, 'lie told Wil-
liam Howard Taft so at the Press Club.) Also that we
(meaning Sam and several of his friends, excepting Peter
Kinei, who told Taft that he rode thirty miles in Humboldt

County and ran over a skunk to vote against Taft), vali-

antly fought and suffered writer's cramp to vote for the
Republican leader. One vote, more or less, did not make
a world of difference. The Republican vote did not count
as high as William Valentine. "The Man of the Hour."
A Progressive is a combination—a sort of Cosmopolitan

Salad. It is a name that embraces anything that taxes the
ingenuity of the individual to synonimize. It takes the
place of "What-cha-ma-call-it" or "Thinga-majig." As near
as any one can make out. the entire party is made up of
recalcitrant Republicans, backsliding Republicans, half-
baked Republicans, has-been Republicans. Democrats with
tie game modifications as the Republicans, twentieth-cen-
tury Democrats (whatever kind that is I, Socialists who
have given up hope that their party can cut the working
day in half and throw away both parts, some mild form of
Prohibitionists, some rabid "Wets" served a la braise, a
part of the old Populist party and some of the Single
Taxers. If you are a Progressive, and nothing in this para-
graph suits your particular turn of mind or stvle of
beauty—KEEP IT SECRET—and you will have them all

guessing.
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WHAT IS SUCCESS?
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A RATHER SIGNIFICANT OPINION.

Once in a while this question comes to mind, stimulated

or introduced by the passing o£ some one of note, or by

the evidence ot fame in the case of one who has quickly

come into prominence. The question has largely to be

answered individually, yet at the same time there is the

application of it collectively. What the world calls success

usually means that a man or person has achieved some-

thing beyond the average, that he has instituted something
new and beneficial, that he has amassed a fortune, or has
taken a notable position as an inventor or as a leader,

educator, writer. It need not always be that a man is

rich, yet that is one of the concomitants that folks gener-

ally associate with success.

But. the question still is. What is success? The answer
is trite:—circumstances must be ripe for the particular

work that the man sets out to perform or tries to. We
have frequently heard it said of some one. "Oh, he was
ahead of his age"; in other words, the times were not pro-

pitious, not ripe, not ready.

Would history have known of Napoleon Bonaparte with-

out the French Revolution? Would the histories of tomor-
row ring with the name of a Von Hindenburg or a Joffre

without this cataclysmic war in Europe? They might have
both finished their military careers in a rusted-out sort of

way with no greater distinction than having been good
disciplinarians, or chief officers who had taken an active

part in some more or less inconspicuous campaigns on the

fringe of civilization against nomadic tribes. Even Charlie

Chaplin's success was contingent only upon the death of

John Bunny

!

Probably the same reasoning might be applied to the

inventor of wireless telegraphy, since it is doubtful whether
minds could have been directed to the practical realization

of it prior to the twentieth century. Undoubtedly, there-

fore, time and circumstance, as well as the opportunity to

utilize them, are great factors in leading to success.

The man also must be in the right place. He cannot
ascend the ladder of success unless he is within reach

of it. This is a truism patent to every one. Having the

opportunity, and the season and time being right, much
then rests with the man himself, and perhaps it is only
here that the same prosaic general principles apply to one
and all. Success, like genius, is very largely summed up
in the formula, "infinite capacity for taking pain-."

A spendthrift will not succeed; a careless liver or intem-
perate man will not succeed; a fearful, timorous man will

fail; a short-sighted person will also be in the same cate-

gory, the failures; but the man of application, the

sive, persevering, far-seeing, bold man, who believes in

himself and likes a front seat, he is the success as we know
it. The highest success accompanies the man who has
these qualities, as well as certain qualities that charm
those who come into close intimacy and acquaintance with
him. Liberality; too. is an important factor toward the
realization of the fullest measure of success, espeeiallj

individual success.
Sometimes to the outsider it seems as though the ele-

ment of luck favors a person, and indeed this is true if we
consider that good health, energy, abundant vitality, free-

dom from accidents of all kinds, are in their way fortunes
and blessings without which success would be very dif-

ficult of achievement, if attained at all.

These are some obvious factors in a cursory survey
of the question, but indeed to answer it fully would require
exhaustive analyses and the recitation of many incidents
before the fullest satisfaction and conviction might be
carried to any hearer or reader. Sometimes a man works
hard on nearly, or it would seem exactly, the same lines

as a companion who leaves him far behind in the race, yet
who can explain why this should be? The answer is hard
to find.

Mr. Justice Kerrigan, of the First District Court of

Appeals of this state, recently delivered himself of an inter-

esting and significant opinion in the case of The People vs.

Turner. The opinion is concurred in by Presiding Justice
Lennon and Justice Richards of the same court, and settles.

perhaps lor the first time in California, a most important
legal point. The action originally was brought for crimi-

nal libel, the libelous matter being the scurrilous oath
ascribed by "The Menace" to the Knights of Columbus,
and the rather ingenious defense advanced by t he defend-

ant was that as the article containing the libel concerned

itself merely with a class of persons (the Fourth Degree

of the Knights), and not with any particular, designated

individuals, it was therefore rendered not libelous—since

ordinarily a generality is no libel. It was the defendant's
contention, in other words, that he could say what he

wished about the Knights of Columbus as long as he

mentioned no names. The Appellant Court holds, however;
that this is not so. and is of the opinion that libel ithe

measure of the criminality of which is to be found in its

potential ability to provoke a breach of the peace), need
have no individual application if it be applied generally to

a class of persons for the reason that the fact of numbers
lends greatly to the enormity of the act and renders more
probable the possibility of riot, disorder, and public <lis-

turbances. The peculiar significance of this holding should

he immediately apparent to the members of the Indoor

Yacht Club. It apparently opens a clear way to the suc-

cessful prosecution of these meretricious old women who,

tr< ui the seeming security of a "free" piess, have recently

been maliciously libeling this organization. It may not he

arv to tar and feather them after all; to convict

them criminally seems even a more satisfactory way ol

exposing their profound and crass ignorance to those

who perhaps have been misguided by their sordid and
i sting lies.

THE GREATEST AMERICAN.
The glory of the Wizard of East Orange has been

eclipsed; despite the opinions of the rest of the world, it

must be admitted that there is a greater American genius

than Thomas Alva Edison. Walker is his name—The Rev-

erend Theodore C. Walker. Where he got the "Rev." it

is pretty hard to say; and, candidly, it is equally hard to

believe that he came by it honestly. In these overly-

sagacious times no American church of any denomination
is so foolhardy as to dishonor its ministry knowingly
with the ilk of Walker. He is H litor of The Menace"—
that supreme argument for the freedom of the press and

the same publication that Canada, telling us to keep our

filth at home, barred from her mails, lint that does not

constitute his genius. Wonderful though the stinking ex-

crescence of his ulcerated mind as he uncovers it in the

print of his paper may be as an example of putrid jour-

nalese, that is worse than abominable, it is not his chief

claim on fame. As well as the mephitic emanations of

his feculent, distorted and perverted brain, the reverend

gentleman (God save the cloth! I has a stronger lien on

greatness. Walker is the genius of the nation, the master

mind of the age, because as yet he is not in jail. His

ability ruthlessly to break the spirit of the country's laws

la crime far more criminal than the breaking of the letter)

and both the spirit and letter of the commandments of his

God. and still escape justice is what makes him much
greater than merely great. Yea. verily, gentlemen, this

dung-mouthed father of the most hideous child, ever born

of a human brain, this lewd, lying, slanderous, unblushing

hypocrite, this bad smell on two legs, this mentally warped

and morally dead bigot, who has libeled sixteen million

citizens of the United States and flung insults into the

very face of God and yet kept his liberty and gone un-

touched by that same bolt of flame that hurled Julian into

hell is the greatest American—aye! the greatest living

genius. And the Panama-Pacific Exposition blundered

most egregiously when it overlooked the opportunity of

having a "Walker Day" among its many festivities. Edison,

Taft, Roosevelt and Goethals were so honored, and these

names, in the presence of Walker's name, are as so many
drops of cologne water in the presence of manure. Nearly

perfect as the great Fair undoubtedly was. it had this

one flaw: Theodore C. Walker was not honored as he

should have been; the Greatest American was slighted.
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THE INDOOR CIRCUS
When a history of "Childhood of San Francisco" is finally

written, Sunday. December 12, 1915, will be set down as

the greatest of all days in youngsterland, for it will recall

for eternity that great gala day at the .Municipal Audi-

torium when the hearts of thirty-five thousand kiddies

was made glad through the efforts of the Indoor Yacht

Club. It will mark the day of the big free Circus—spelled

witli a capital "C"—which was produced for the children

ot the City of St. Francis by the members of our club.

Alter weeks of effort, the great day broke with a drizzle

ain, and a large number of wise persons were dubious

about the attendance; but who ever heard of a kiddie's

heart being faltered by a drenching.'

Long before the hour set for the doors to be opened the

children began to arrive. To say that they came in droves

would be putting it mildly. They arrived like the German
army, in a great Teutonic DRIVE—from every point on

the com
The great oak doors at the auditorium could not with-

stand the crush, and when they were swung open there

a trampling of little feet in a scramble for front st :u-

It was not a wild rush, such as a person would expect to

witness, but an orderly march of thousands of little cb.il-

uren, eagerl) seeking points of vantage to see a show
which they had dreamed about for weeks.

Some there wire who had never before seen a cirrus.

Others had witnessed a circus parade, while some of the

more adventurous hail crawled in beneath the tent or had
carried water for the animals. To all it was a great ex-

pectancy.

"Gee whiz!" declared one little girl, as she munched
from her bag of candy while her small brother held her

and other goodies, "and to think dese are all free."

Tien she rubbed her eyes with her sticky lingers, fearful

she might be dreaming. Little did she know that

childish words expressed the sentiment !5,000

other youngsters.

Before you could say "Jack Robinson" all the extra tiers

of seats had been filled, and at live minutes past 1 o'clock

every scat in the great auditorium was occupied. Sam
ger, director-general of the great show, immediately is

sued orders from the rear "to close the doors."

Have a heart," responded Tom Mulvey from the front

of the building. "There are over 5000 kiddies yet in line.

ev( ry cne of whom wants to see the show."

Bnt again the order came, this time from the police

"The doors must be closed—safety hist." Hut iwo thou-

sand more void, tei before the
• leers were finally closi ;

31 sad-laced chil-

li on the outside. It was a sad moment for those to

whom the task was allotted, but precautions had to

taken.
With a blare of trumpets and the crash of four brass

ds the circus parade entered the arena in all its gala

altire. Thirty-five thousand children arose enmass in their

in a chorus of joyful exclamations.
Dancing Lizzy led the procession, followed by the League

l ro Cadets' Hand and a wagon load of clowns.
These captivated the children's interest immediately. Then
came trick ponies and dogs of Professor Boyd's aggre-

gation; then Otto Schiller's Chinese actors and performers
and the Municipal Band. Then more horses, more clowns
and more performers in an endless parade, which held
the children spellbound in its spectacular array. Pro-

or Kramer and his "high school" horses from the San
Francisco Riding Academy brought up the rear, and imme-
diately look their positions in the two rings for a series
of clever stunts.

Like a well-greased piece of machinery, the show began
to unwind before the multitude of youthful spectators.
It was "Barnum" like in every detail, not a taint of ama-
teurism appeared on the surface. Sam Berger. director-
general, from his operating table, assisted by his corps of
clever assistants, carried on the gigantic production in a
masterful fashion. To those in front he resembled Presi
dent Taft; to those behind he appeared like a circus tent
on a dark night.

No praising words we might write here. Sam. could
thank or compliment you or your assistants in as appro-
priate a manner as the joyful exclamations of those :!.",.nun
happy children, whom you and your committeemen worked
so hard to p'case. It was a big job, well done.

No one kiddie saw the whole show. It was too titanic.

Something doing in each ring and on the platform every
minute, in addition to a swarm of comical clowns capering

around the enclosure.

Selby Oppenheimer manipulated the platform. Here was
staged all those acts which could not perform in the saw-

dust rings. The stage was one of the features of the show.

Oppenheimer used all the ingenuity at his command, and

there was never a dull moment. His acts were well ar-

ranged in one of the side halls, and appeared on the stage

at his command without a slip.

Phil Wand and Al Katchinski as assistant ring masters

in E, C. Kramer and R. W. Boyd did themselves proud.

were on the job every minute, and kept things going.

Tom Mulvey, William McCarthy and John Tait were also

general overseers, and assisted to make the show a suc-

cess. Their tact and forethought kept things moving in

the biggest undertaking that has ever been attempted in

San Francisco.

And the pleasant thought of the whole show is that il

will live to posterity. Moving pictures were taken of the

entire affair by Miles Bros., and it will shortly be repro-

duced for the benefit of the members.
The I. Y. C heartily extends its thanks to those ladies

who assisted so willingly. They not only gave their time

and effort at the big performance, but on several nights

preceding the show they assisted in packing the candy

and toys until early in the morning.

We are most profoundly thankful to.

—

Charles Templeton Crocker, whose efforts made it pos-

sii I,, for lie- distribution of 30,000 toys to the youngsters.

II T. Jones, of the United Railroads, and Superintendent

Thomas Cashin. of lie Municipal Railroads, who willingly

transportation to the orphanage children.

William Sproul. piesident Southern Pacific, for special

car for the children of Palo Alio

Moe Altmayer, through whose efforts we received the

maximum of "goodies" for the minimum of coin.

George Synion. who hauled the lumber and built the

main floor to the balcony and other me-

Ical courtesies.

Chief Gus VvTlite, for his ever-ready assistance.

Supervisor .1. Emmet Hayden, for the Municipal Band.

The members of tie Eagles, Columbia Park Boys, and
League of the Cross Cadets Hand,

Levy, the new superintendent of Municipal Audi-

torium for his willing assistance and courteous treatment.
'"ir Supervisors, who donated the Auditorium.
John Tait and Jim Woods, for talent and valuable as-

sistance.

One of the feature stunts was the Charlie Chaplin con-

test, in which a score of youngsters capered around the

arena impersonating the movie comedian. Han Casey, who
supervised this maneuver, had his hands full.

Tile clown stunts were well handled. Otto Walfish.

and those other members who participated are certainly

fitted for Sells Brothers. They succeeded in putting a

score of youngsters in a fit of giggles.

In addition to delegations from orphanages, there were
a number of personally conducted tours. Bert Lazarus
mustered a number of "financially unable" kiddies from
out the San Bruno road; Senator William Scott gathered
a crowd of little waifs in the Richmond; Miss Cools, the

Lady Bountiful of North Beach, picked up a delegation of

kiddies; and all brought them to the big free circus.

Frank Kckenroth, Supervisor James Power, Frank Law-
ler, otto Jungblut. Tom Dillon. H. R. Bogart. Louis Metzger.

Phil Livingston, Harry Lesser, L. Kellner. Supervisor-elect
In.' Mulvihill. Bert Lazarus, and J. F. Shea conducted the

transportation of the youngsters from and to the orphan-

ages.

Unable to understand the generosity that had been ac-

corded them. 35.0110 little kiddies, with their 'tumlcks filled

with goodies, journeyed home profoundly happy and firm

it, the belief that the Indoor Yacht club was "SOME" good
angel which "KNEW HOW" to make a kiddie's heart glad.

As the years roll on and these same little kiddies become
the citizens of tomorrow, they will always remember the

big free circuis treat, and will always hold the name of

the Indoor Yacht Club as their one true friend.

The I. Y. C. has etched its name in gold in their youthful

hearts to remain and be cherished forever.
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Indoor Yacht Club

Club Rooms and Office. 4 Eddy Street. Telephone (Private

Exchange connecting all departments). Sutter 5386.

Dues payable annually or semi-annually—June 1 and De-

cember 1.

Criticize and suggest for the Improvement of our service.

Complaint and suggestion box in lobby.

Is your address correct and your name properly spelled

on our records, evidenced by your bills and the envelopes

from the Club? If not. as a great assistance to this office

we would suggest that you correct the same yourself when
mailing your check to the office. It is very Important that

we have our records In this respect authentic and we ask

your hearty co-operation with us. Moral: If you change

your mailing address, let us know and we will see that

the possibility of your mall from this office going astray Is

eliminated.

I. Y. C. LADIES' NIGHT.

Our first ladies' night at Arcadia last Wednesday was an

unqualified success and is the forerunner of a series of

winter socials or nights given over to the entertainment of

the ladies. The next event of this sort is scheduled for

Wednesday, January ]9th and will be for members and

their lady friends exclusively. Admission by membership
card.

1. Y. C. Night, Pantages Monday, December 22. Kiddies'

Day Pictures and Vaudeville.

Dues for half year—December 1 to May 31—now payable

and delinquent.

NEW YEAR'S EVE AT CIVIC AUDITORIUM.

Ball of All Nations? Where did we hear that name
before? Oh yes, out of all the Jumble of this recent expo-

sition gaiety we recall that grand masquerade festival of

mirth that was held in the Machinery Palace just previous

to the opening of the Fair.

And what a great celebration it was! They estimated

twenty-five thousand crowded the hall.

Now, with the post-exposition season, the same affair is

going to be duplicated. This time at the Municipal Audi-

torium, and it will occur on that night of all nights in dear

old San Francisco—New Year's Eve.

Will it be some affair? Well, you can imagine when we
say that prominent I. Y. C. showmen will stage the per-

formance from start to finish.

The spirit of San Francisco bubbles over every time

there is a birth of a New Year and it will do so on a

larger scale than ever this time—with the achievement of

the world's greatest exposition and the prosperous times

now in this city.

Gecrge Symon says it will be the HIGH ball of all fes-

tivals. The following committeemen will help manage the

show—here is the committee: John I Nolan. Thos. Finn,

Samuel Berger, James S. Mulvey, Frank J. Hennessy. Moe
Altmayer, Keegan Monahan, Harry Sullivan, Billy Hynes,
Joseph Lewis, Joseph Watts, John Tait, Tom Dillon, Geo.
Symon, Andrew J. Gallagher, Cornelius J. Deasy, John C.

Kortick, Oscar Hocks, Wm. H. McCarthy. Ralph McLeran,
Chas. A. Nelson, James E. Power, Fred Suhr Jr., John O.
Walsh, Joseph Mulvihill, Joseph F. Lehaney, Richard J.

Welch, Timothy I. Fitzpatrick and Judges Bernard J. Flood,
Franklin A. Griffin, Edw. P. Shortall. Morris Oppenheim,
Jchn A. Sullivan, Matthew Brady, M. J. Roche and Charles
A. Creighton.

Indoor Yacht Club

PROGRAM
December 24—Open house—Xmas Eve.

January 19—Second Winter Social and Ladies' Night.

Mem iers only and upon presentation of member-
ship card.

February 12—Annual PaKcant-Dansant and Fete in

Fairy and. Civic Auditorium.

JAMES P. HEALY.

If ever you go to Oakland, perhaps your last chance to

greet a friend will be afforded as you pass 33 Market
street, where James P. llealy and Hi Donaldson hold forth.

Shipmate llealy, it is needless to introduce to you, for

whether you travel or stay at home, you have met him.

For five years he was with (he Pacific Coast Steamship
Company, and then for the last seven years he has been
associated with the Hawaiian Steamship Company in a

responsible capacity, until he decided to pet sail on Ilia

own accounts. His partnership with Hi Donaldson, Bib

olher Shipmate, is the result, and their cigar emporium
at the said :::; Market street is the craft they are managing
successfully on the sea of local finance.

As a member of the Elks. Knights of Columbus, Native

Sons of the Golden West, Young .Men's Institute and Red
Men, he is well known and esteemed in fraternal societies,

while his duty to society is nicely met in a pair of husky
sons.

Indoor Yachtsmen will wish the firm cf Healy & Donald-

son a fair and prosperous career in their new enterprise,

and. showing the spirit encouraged by our organization,

will help to bring about the success they covet for their

brother members.

KIDDIES' DAY PICTURES at Pantages Commencing Sunday, December 19th
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SoutHern Pacific
to

Los Angeles
Choice of Routes

Down tKe Coast Line—
Through the rich Santa Clara and Salinas Valleys, over the beautiful Santa Lucia

Mountains, and for one hundred miles along the Pacific Ocean via Santa Barbara

and Ventura, following all the way the old Trail of the Padres— one of the mosl

picturesque trips in the world.

Down the San Joaquin Valley—
Traversing fertile plains bounded on the East by the Sierra Nevada and on the

West by the Coast Range; past thriving valley cities and across the Tehachapi

Mountains, circling the noted loop.

CKoice of 8 Daily Trains

Baron Long's

Uemon
jCountrpClufr

The TWO Bright

Spots in

Los Angeles"

Baron Long's

Sunset

3nn

BERGER'S are completely closing out Haberdashery and Hat

Departments to sell Mens Clothing exclusively.

SAVE 25% to 35%
On Xmas Purchases

Clothing Dept. ybill

occupy entire building

after this sale. BERGER'S 856 cMarket St.

East of Powell
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ST. FRANCIS IMPORTATION CO.

350 deary Street

WINES AND LIQUORS AT RETAIL
FINEST GOODS - LOWEST PRICES

PROMPT DELIVERIES

DEL MONTE AUTO RENTAL CO.

phone SUTTER 215
LIMOUSINES
LAUNDAULETS

WEDDINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

CABS
TOURING CARS

OFFICE, I05 POWELL STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

BUILDERS' EXCHANOE, 180 Jessie Street BOX 0."

VINCENT J. DONOVAN
PAINTING, DECORATING

and POLISHING

729-31 MINNA STREET, San Francisco, Cal,

Phone Park 5156

I am a power for great good if you do

not abuse my use.

In cases of need— I do my work well.

I am a builder up of health and strength

—in the hospital or in the home.

For the invalid or the convalescent—

for the tired or overworked I offer a

great help.

A little of me goes a long way.

I have been among you for three

generations.

I'm known as Cyrus Noble throughout the world.

STOP your
Auto at the HOPKINS

MEALS SERVED AT ALL HOURS
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS

Entertainment during Afternoon and Night

The Pacific Ocean is My Baih Tub. 1938 Ocean Boulevard
Come In. the Water's Fine. Phone Sunset 960

Golden Gate Park is my garden—everybody welcome.

AnKe\iser-B\iscK
Brewing A.ss'n

ST. LOUIS,

Brewers of ^^^^f^^^.

MO.

Draught

Fine Beer \^?iM£MS^ and

Exclusively ^?/i§35sv% Bottled Beer

>»*'

San Francisco Branch
1300 BRYANT STREET

FHone Paih 30b

SMOKE ^a •

%enna .

QUEEN of HAVANA

Shapes and Sizes to suit
All Tastes £> £> £>

M. BlasKower, Distributer

SHIPMATES HAVE YOU VISITED THE

tarnation %ah
S. E. Cor. Fillmore and Ellis

GEO. L. DEALEY, Proprietor

101
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GEORGE SYMON
One of the most familiar figures in the city's public life is that of George Symon, and one of the most construc-

tive of the I. Y. C. forces is this citizen, whose life is spent in wrecking things with his brother.

Singular, isn't it, that such a constructive power in our midst should be the most successful and energetic

wrecker in the community'.'
Next to undertaking seemingly impossible feats of reversed engineering genius, George Symon spends the major

part of his time thinking and working lor the good of the I. Y. C, with particular reference to the success of its

Kiddie Day activities. It was he who fixed up the Auditorium for the last glorious Kiddies' celebration, donating

the labor, the brains and the energy which made the seating arrangements as safe as a reservation in the Greek

theater and as effective from anv place in the huge structure, as the first row of the Cort's balcony.

As a sample of what a man may do for himself in the world in these days, when pessimists tell us dole-

fully that "opportunities" no longer exist, George Symon is a splendid example for the emulation of the youth of

the land whom he loves so well.

Fifteen years ago he was earning on occasional (lays as much as $2.50. Out of this munificent stipend he

accumulated $125 and then went to work for George Symon. From the wood and coal trade he went into the business

of teaming and from teaming into that of wrecking, and,with his brother, is now recognized as an authority in that

peculiarly difficult science. He was responsible for the safe removal of the City Hall tower, which picturesque feat

brought 'him international fame after the fire, and the firm of George Symon and Brother has now the contracts for

the demolishment and removal of about fifty of the structures on the Exposition grounds.

But it is in his constructive moods of beneficence for the kiddies and in behalf of all of the philanthropic activities

of the I. Y. C. that George Symon is best known and loved by all who come in contact with his big, genial and

forceful personality.
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CROCKER BUILDING
In the Basement of which are the Largest Safe Deposit Vaulti in the We

Boxes Rent for $4.00 per Year

CROCKER SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS
John F. Cunningham, mc CROCKER BUILDING

Buy y0ur Groceries
= from =

BOWEN G
&C0.

Pioneers inthe Grocery Business since 1850

P. VINCENT MATRAIA. Pre.. JUUUS EPPSTEIN, Sec'ry

art Jflorai Co.
Incorporated

HOTEL ST. FRANCIS

2 55 POWELL STREET

Telephones-' KEARNY 3524p
I SUTTER 1372

SAN FRANCISCO

THE
Cliff House

THE ONLY RESORT OF ITS KIND
IN THE WORLD

Unsurpassed Cuisine

BREAKFAST LUNCHEON DINNER
A la Carte Service

Vocal and Instrumental Entertainment

'Dancing Every Evening

CPECIAL TABLE D'HOTE DINNER EVERY
Sunday Evening in (he Terrace Cafe (rom 4 to 8

p m. $1.00 per plate with Wine.

Remember that

Cresta Blanca Wines
Are the STANDARD WINES of California

Try a Bottle of CRESTA BLANCA CHAMPAONE
(Green Label) Equal to the Imported

PAUL MASSON CHAMPAONE VINTAGE 1908

WielandS The Home Beer
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SHARPER THAN A SERPENTS TOOTH
The reason why the "Main Sheet" believes in a hell is

because no scheme of existence would be complete without

one.

There must lie a place for some folks to go to when
they have done all the damage they can in the world,

and while we do not arrogate to ourselves any authority

over the book arrivals at that sublimated triple-heated

summer resort, we have some excellent recommendations
which we willingly offer from time to time to Charon, who
steers the boat.

Far in the interior of that perpetual Mexico of madness,

remote from the lapping waves of the River Styx, and

located in the inner circle, where the fourth area is so

hot that it is burned out and frozen as the moon- devoid

of heat forever— here is where betrayers are found. Luci-

fer himself is there to see that no nice torment is omitted,

and an eternity of double-distilled, bone-piercing anguish
isn't long enough to render Hell's Monarch completely
avenging and compensate for the misery wrought here bj

the dog that bites the hand that holds forth help.

The "Main Sheet" is in receipt of a letter from a well

known vaudeville artist, who is billed under the name
of Psycho. He lias often appeared in this city, and though
not a native of San Francisco, is none the less

of our town and a friend. He says he has sent

of his letter to other publications in San Francisco, but,

since the contents are somewhat vigorous, it is possible

that the letter was deemed too harsh for general circula-

tion. In any event, it has not yet appeared In print, and
the "Main Sheel belie, e- it should.

"Dear 'Main Shei Hi.- letter, '

I am at

in receipt of much adverse criticism for having can

without apparent reason, all of my contracts to pla) In the

State of Iowa. A vaudeville artist ought to regard with

jealous conscience his promises to appear, quite as much
as though they were promises to pay, and so I feci that

my friends are entitled to an explanation of what must
have seemed to them a wanton disregard of the principles

of honor. My reason for refusing to play in Iowa grev

out of my reluctance to re main within the borders of that

state any longer than was necessary to get out; and I got

out just as fast as trains could carrj

"On my arrival in Clinton. Iowa, to play the Orpin urn

Ibeater, I noticed a large placard, stoutly framed, In the

railroad depot, warning all women to pay no attention to

any advertisements and to answer none of the same ap-

pearing in any San Frai spaper, inviting women
to came to that city for employment or for entertainment

at the Exposition, on account of the enormous activities

of white slavers and the vice existing in the city ol San

Francisco; and under no circumstances should any woman
undertake the trip to tiie Coast metropolis unattended

"The warning went on to elaborate the dangers and

the pitfalls 'existing' from Battery to Stanyan and from

Hunter's Point to the Cliff House. It was signed by the

initials of a Woman's Aid Society.

"I could not avoid appearing in Clinton without
;

false to the house management, and was forced to content

myself with futile efforts to learn who was responsible

for the 'warning' and to references to the same at every

performance. I ascertained that no aid society resident

in Clinton had put it there, but where it came from, even

the officials at the depot professed ignorance. However. I

ascertained from these station men that similar warnings

were scattered broadcast throughout the State of Iowa.

To what extent this may be true I cannot say, but on my
arrival at Davenport, which was my next town to play,

there in the depot (Burlington) was a duplicate of the

damnable slander, hung conspicuously and printed like a

circus poster to attract attention.

" 'Beware of -San Francisco' was the head line of the
libel.

"One of these simis was enough for me. Two were too

much, and the Davenport evidence was sufficient to con-

vince me that I had been correctly informed in Clinton
concerning the general spread of the malicious lie. I at

once wired my advance man to book no more Iowa stands
and to cancel all that had already been negotiated, and,
without taking our trunks from the Davenport station, I

engaged transportation for myself and my company and
we beaded for St. Louis as fast as the goodness of Provi-
dence and the might of steam would permit, anil here we
are. somewhat bewildered by the necessity of a new scheme
of itinerary, but grateful to be out of the confines of Iowa.

"In my notification to the house managers of the various
theaters we were hooked to show in Iowa, I included in

my message of cancellation the phrase, 'as most of our
company are proud to call San Francisco our home; five

of us having received our baptism of fire there in 1906,
and as Iowa seems to hold the greatest city in the world
in contempt, we will not inflict contamination upon the
louatis. some of the women of which state might happen
to i isit tiie show alone.'

"Why don't you show up those poor, narrow-minded,
bigoted, psalm singing antediluvian hibernatm '

The "Main Sheet" is not so sure that Iowans IX IOWA
are the responsible parties, but is inclined to believe that
emigrant Iowans resident in Los Angeles are the creatures
who, defiling the state's greatest city, defile the whole
State. We hope we are not placing blame where it doesn't
belong, 'mt such a policy is not beyond the ingenuity of
some of the gentlemen of the southland wdio have come to
this state and will spoil it unless we are careful.

There arc fine, high-minded gentlemen in Los Angeles.
I. mini women, too; but the influence wrought by the

class of persons induced to leave their sun-baked homes
in various sections of the Middle West is increasing in

and importance for evil, and the exploitation indulged
by bui h creatures has always been to boost their own Los
\n ' les, ti"t by the direct means which lie at their hands,
bul by knocking the great city which has made California
what it was before the south was contaminated by the

Of a present large proportion of its popu-
lation.

The origin of the placards referred to by our corre-
spondent should be diligently sought, and if San Francisco
had whit she ought to have—a publicity department headed
le a publicity man who loved the city of his birth, and
who was backed by the moral and financial interests of the
town—we would soon know from whence He limy hand
reached forth to hurt us.

HARDMAN
SURE, GRIP

tBuilt for Service

?M.ade to Hold TIRES
COSTELLO LANG COMPANY

55€> Golden Gate Ave.
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WHEN FOND RECOLLECTIONS PRESENT THEM

TO VIEW.

The "Main Sheet" hopes you did your duty by that

infant "1916" to make him feel at home among us. and
that no resolutions of yours contemplate any alternative

to this: That we make him the best little year on the

calendar, even if the fair is over and the war isn't.

It is clear that the said infant "1916" has nothing to com-

plain of in the way of a welcoming, and if the clouds

spilled a little dampness, it was only in decent deference

to the departure of dear old "1915," which gave us so

many things besides plaques and a beating last election.

By way of a bit of admonition to the aforesaid youth.

"1916," the "Main Sheet" proposes to print for his benefit

something in the way of a tip. to let him know what he

is up against if he would compete successfully with other

youngsters whom Father Time has laid in our lap on other

January days long past.

The "Main Sheet" doesn't apologize for reprinting these

two following jingles. They justify themselves, and we
want to keep them on cur files, so, with appropriate ac-

knowledgments to the Chronicle, from which we have

taken them, we urge the reader, if he knew the city "before

the fire," to peruse for his soul's good, and if be was so

unfortunate as not to have known "The City That Was."
by all means he should, for that very reason, more eagerly

learn of the youth of this fair town—the greatest in the

world.
George M. Kidd, of Seattle. Wash., is the responsible

person for the following, addressed to .1. Bernard Byllyn,

and printed in the Chronicle. December 19. L915:

"Say, John, You Remember."
Sav. John, you remember old Kearny street,

On' the corner of Bush, where the gang us.-.i to meet?
The Chronicle building stood there, you kii'.u .

The Bush-Street Theater, a hall" block below.
The Standard Theater stood jusl 'cross the way

—

The "Great Billv Emerson" there used to pla
Around on Montgomery tin- Etuss House, neai
Piatt's Hall. Colonel Andrews' Dl nd Palace SO Hi'*

Down near Commen ''' the old Morning Call.
On Kearny and Washington the old City Mall.
Montgomery and Sutter, the end ol" the block,
Stood Tucker's jewelry store—on top tbe big clock,
At the junction of Kearny stood Lotta"s Fountain:
By the old Cliff House load, you remember, Lone .Mouni
And Fat Captain Kentzel at the Market-street wharf?
You remember Jim Agnew, Ike and Jake Gough?
You remember John Murphy and Phil Mack, ten Phil,"
Matt Travers and his mother on Telegraph Hill?
And Jimmy Gilmai'tin. his partner. Frank Podd,
Maurice Burns, John Donnelly ami Jack (Dago) ii<>.!-<

"The 'Best of Everything in Hats'

ONE. OF THE NEW DERBIES

TOM DILLON
cMilliner for cMen

720 MARKET STREET

Jack Harring-ton, Pete McGlone. Joe Hart, Johnnie Cook
Brick Sherwood, George Richards, the "Cor," Harry Hook?
Anil. John, yon remember old L'nion Hall.
On Howard, near Third; both Sam and Mark Thall?
You remember Jim Corbett, he clerked in tin- bank;
Marcus Blum, Ernest Zimmer and Isadoiv Frank'.'
And, John, you remember the old 1. X. L..
Cheap John's, Van Schaacks, the Old William Tell?
You remember Nob Hill, and the bis' millionaires

—

The dockers, the Stanfords, Floods, and the Fairs?
You remember Chris Buckley, the blind politician;
Tbe old Charing Cross, at Second ami Mission,
And Old Doctor Leipnitz, who kept the drug store
On Bush, above Kearny, bad snakes by the score?
You remember the ball teams we had in those days,
The Renos and- Haveily's—they weren't no jays;
The Athletics, the Stars, Greenhood and Moran,
Jerry Denny, Van Haltren, Rube Levy, Meegan?
You remember the clay Banker Ralston was drowned

—

On tbe sand at North Beach Ms body was found?
You remember Jake Wallace, Lew Rattler, Ben Cotton?
Their names and their faces l haven't forgotten.
Dick Whalen, Joe Riley and J. Herbert Mark.
Seal Rock and the Cliff House, the Bay District track?
Dennis Kearny, bis "army," the Market-street lot;
Jim Ta mi bin. Les Blackburn, our friend, Sammv Mott?
Vim remember Big Pecklnpaugh walking his beat.
Ami Georgie de Greeka—"live on Easta streeta?''
California Theater - u; i**-:i I si nek en in pain then
Thomas Keene, John McCullough and Big Bill Mestayi
Bob Eberle, .Mrs. Judah and Sallie St. Clair,
And Doctor O'Donnell, when he ran for Mayor?
Vou remember Pete Dorsey's, on Dupont and Morton?
Y.>u haven't forgotten the Great Emperor Norton,
And Big Dan Delaney, the old -tim- snare drummer
The two hobo dogs, old Lazarus and Bummer,
And (Major] .lark Stratman, bis Frisco Zouaves,
Ellsworth Rifles, the Shields and McMahon Guards
MeussdorfCer, the hatter, and Judg< Loudcrback,
Denny Haley, who drove the Plyi th-square hack;
And Hocklngs & Peters, who ran the Comlque;
Th< old tin foil man. who piekr. i from the street?
And Nlcol. the talloi -his twelve-dollar suits?
Pat Nolan, the man wl iade shoes and i

"
Vou remembei the Lorellas, Ronaidos and Phoil

i o lawyer, thi I s med How a rd Coil

"

My brothers, my dad and his ramous brass band.
With w ,,i , .,,,,] Bis i h's, i he besl In the land?
And Jinuu\ McGinn, so shorl and so fati
Ami Matrimonial Papers, his shiny plug bat?
The Miner's, the What-Cl r, and Campt's as well,

i Lick House, the Grand and i: ooklyn Hotel?
Friend John membei whal I've pictured hert
Are faces daci to both so dea r?
in laj down my pencil, my poem I will i nd
1 wish you B ! health, pal, believe me, your friend.

Say, John, then an two more streets I'm sure t i.

know

—

outh of old Mb rket i wo • lion block 01
a two- -

, a -at, sweel and clean
Sixth and Minna, friend John, are the strcel thai

I

SAV. JOHN, DO Vor REMEMBER?
Whether he Intended to or not doesn't matter, bul th

tact is Mr, George M. Kidd started something with hlfl

memoirs, and the following was the contribution which
followed from the storehouse of Silas L. Pierce's fond reed
lections

;

Say. George, your lines in J. Barney with Interest 1 ha\o

Where you leave off I will try to take up the thread,
Woodward's Gardens, with Its great balloon n en oi

Tin- round boat, the Avian and fc'eal Pond I mention;
And Hawley and Bulslay, gymnasts supreme
Their equals now very seldom seen.
The old Vienna Garden on Stockton and Sutter,
Tummy Leary, Bobby Gaylor— 1 have never seen better,
The cobweb saloon, down by the beach.

'. parrot in the rl -way, Just out <>r reach.
i Fountain and Adelphl Theaters, tin starl <.i mai

star,
And furthi r down Kearny, the Golden Rule B
Harry Mavnard's, on Pine street, where they had many B

null.
The dummy and litth- car that went up Clay-streel hill

I tenu in bei the little cofl e< place s
'0

1 a nd clean.
Kept by Dan Davis at Sutter and Kearny, I mean?
And Frank Norrls—there nevei was any finer

—

\\"iin gav< 'i - Bllx, MeTeague and Trlna.
Dave Scannell, with language hot a- n Flame,

tYhose name should be written in tin- great ball of I

Tbe Washington School, up on the hill;
.),,, t ('Connor's rattan- -do you remember It still?
The Seaside and Harbor View Gardens were grand;
Out there where the California building now state is,

And fii: tber on down lb. Lay,
Meiggs wharf, where the pilots and yachts used to lay.

Jimmle I'aullin. the costumer, l must pul down.
Who dressed every ball and theater in town.
Bottle Meier, and Koenlg, before T forget.
And the Eureka on Kearnv street, do vou remember them

yet?
Tavernier, NTahl, Coulter—ne\ er any better

—

'i Authors' Carnival and the Old California Theater.
Judges Campbell and Hornblower we do no) forget;
The Mint and the Bank. I think they are there yet,

Mercer, the candy man, his palace of sweets,
Down on the east side of Kearny Btreet.
John Perry, Jr., with hair s<. nice and white.
Nature's nobleman, courteous and polite.
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Speaking of the California Theater, you did not rei

Vi\)v Floren e, Sheridan, and Lawn: B greatest
of all:

Til.- Oi ean House, down on the -

X. , r where the Lifi Saving -
i nds.

the Standai ,1 Theater I will call atti

To some of the an lid not men
lie Reed, who wrol the hoi lams

\ n 1 1 T i < I n I
>

) \ < > I

Of Carroll Johnson. Hughe] Dougherty, Billy Birch, Ml tell,

Walter Goldie, Will liray and On- .Mills an well.
ly, the leader; th'

l-'rillinan. the
The M *. Itave, Georg Sam,
An, l l lofty Goofty, i h> I ron "'.

Every on,- was prreal — what more can lie sa
nber the niKhl one painted Lotta's fountain v<^:

1 must not overlook old .John McCa
Who knew ever) actor who ever had played.
Hermann tl i atter, thru of renown.
Whose lids covered half ol

And thai - little t,,un ,,; Mooncyville.
huilt on I i hill.

The Gi
niedy. lo

1 oil. on Eddy: and,
Washington Hall,

I
isl o way.

dd polio mat,
\YI scol ted tin -s Kearny stl
nn,. ni,-.i. place 1 must not forget to recall,
Way down on Montgomi the Pioneer Hall.

Geo
I will now drop th,' [ten

Where is the clt> on earth that li

SUCh hi. r i.

I've left nu
I won't i kind

The "Main Sheet" wishes these old-tin
. rs tin- eompli

nn nis of the season, ami oi Mr. Kidd particularly ii begs
ceptance of our hearties! good wishes, which means

something to a man in Washington these dry days Vfe
drink your verj g 1 health, Mr. Kidd, and regret you
cannot join us in the spirits.

to the youth "1916" the admonish r< peated
that he must he careful nol t" il" anything which will Bel

this good town hack in the running or mar memories ol us

who hope some day to recall with as much plea

Messrs. Fierce and Kidd "those happy days." when life

held its moments of relaxation and conviviality, without
which we are prone to dim ome stolid, smug and imil

COMBINING BUSINESS AND PLEASURE.

Conscience makes cowards and success makes egotists
oi nearly all < i us. It's as easy to keep your equilibrium
on a stormy night as to retain your self-composure ami
modesty in the -. so when we call our read-

ers' attention to Eddie O'Brien it is with the admonition
that here we have a brother who remains free from
even when thi sun ess shines on him and on the
imprisoned liquid laughter which ii is his duty ami pleasure
to dispense. In very brief, Eddie O'Brien is that rara avis.

a wine salesman, who isn't—to put it bluntrj

himself." no matter how big his order book bulges with

business.

One reason lor the success which Bddii hi

in his profession is found in the la i tli.it he Knows his

subject from the vine to the brimming ulass We sa\ it

without wish to he misunderstood, hut with conviction
Bddie is "full of his subject," loaded with facts and intoxi-

cated with enthusiasm. He was born and raised in the
land of the vine, and hi all m Hi' 1 processes by
which the ruddy or the pearly grape is raised to the es-

sence of its sun-kissed swe<
Like the product which has made his California i

Eddie is the best kind of company—a lam vivant, congenial
companion and a connoisseur of all the good things of life.

Like the wine lie sells, he is a valuable friend. He be-

lieves that friendships grow hitter with age. but that true

companionship can he had at any stage on life's ji

It takes time to mellow comraderie into tried and trusted
friendships, but it takes only opportunity to test ti,

of a good companion.
Eddie O'Brien is not of that type of "good fellow" who

entertains his friends and his patrons at the expense of his

family. Both can be conserved, sa>s he. and to both
one owes the duty of attention and care. By which it

will be understood that he is a good father to his now
motherless fourteen-year old sen. ami by that token also
he is a gooil citizen as well. It is the type thai Bddie

O'Brien represents which is the hope of California in the
future—the back wall against which we may all have to
stand and fight some day if this great state is not to be
ruined by tin exc - zeal of a vicious Puritanism which
would impose its habits of mournfulness on this, the met-

the gayest and the most blessed of stati

TELLS COURT OF TWO-HOUR "SOUL KISS."

Chicago Tribune, December 11th.
New York. Dec. lu.— i Special, i

—
"Soul kisses" that lasted

ior more than two hours were described by Everett 1'.

Ketcbum this morning before Supreme Court Justice
Blanchard in testifying in the suit for separation brought
against him by Mrs. Ada Hrown Ketchum on the ground of

Ity.

Ketchum fold how, when he was first introduced to his
wife, she was i Use r i b <

! in him as "a girl who had never
been kissed before in In r life."

"She said." he testified, that a kiss was such a sacred
thing that she had saved il all her life for the man whom
she was going to marry. I thought it a very beautiful

Ketchum said he ro i i exactly live days after
had been tir.-l introdu

"Tell us about that lirst kiss sin gave you, Mr Ketchum."
Well." said the lawyer. it was like this We ware

sealed . n the sola in Hi- parlor. She tint her arms around
my neck ami drew ni lid: 'Everett, darling,
this is Waal they call :l soul kiss. This is l,.aii-e of III)

extraordinary love for ycu. I never knew before that a
kiss lasted so long. I don'l know how the ability to kiss

came to me, b il

'She leaned into my arms. Her lips met mine. She
grabbed me. I tried to lake my head away bi cause I could
not breathe but

"How long did that kiss last?" asked Mr Levy
"Two hours." was the reply. I could not get away."

The Stanford Hotel

BUFFET
Specializes in Old Straight Whiskey

drawn direct from the Barrel.

OPERATED IN CONNECTION WITH

THE STANFORD HOTEL
377 BUSH ST. Near Kearny

OLD KIRK
WHISKEY

ED. M. LIND, General Manager

A. P. Hotaling1 & Co.

Established 1H5Z
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WHO SAYS WERE NEUTRAL?

By T
When George Bernard Shaw (who, despite his apparent

buffoonery and constant display of Shenanigan humor, is

rather a wise old bird) remarked in a recent letter to

an American editor that neutrality, as far as the United
States is concerned in the European war, is sheer non-
sense, he said something. In a manner of speaking, he
bounced the nail on the bean; or, if you prefer the vul-

garism, he hit the nail on the head. Certainly he pointed

right at your average American's most noticeable character-

istic, his all but absolute inability to keep from taking
sides in a fight. Show him a well-matched pair of pug-

nacious young men, each of whom is industriously en-

deavoring to heat the other's face, and he immediately
will raucously request the one to plug the other in the

eye or the other to commit a similar outrage upon the

one; unless there is money in it he never will be heard to

express a wish that both the dear fellows come uninjured
from the fray. Next to those no-decision bouts in which
Freddie Welsh and Johnny Kilbane are soundly thrashed
by small-town champions without losing their titles, the
most detested occurrence in American sport is a draw
fight. It is ham and eggs without the ham and without
the eggs. It is worse than near-beer. It is something
less than nothing. And to your average American it is

most annoying.
Imagine yourself stepping forth on a chill winter's eve

imbued with a sincere and conscientious determination
to contract a terrifically beautiful brannigan, only to find

that after you have used up all the exchequer in downing
a delirious mixture of fizzes, punches, cocktails, brandies,
beers and juleps, you are still stark sober! The resultant
sensation, you will readily agree, would probably be any-
thing but intensely pleasant. Well, a draw fight affects
your average American similarly, but in ;i far greater
degree. Like you own miserable Bacchanalian failure, it

is for him an evening wasted. It is also money wasted.
And (this being the most terrible count of all) it is a
deliberate violation of his right as a free-born, liberty-

loving adult, to pick a winner. By the mere word of a

referee, a fallible, hardbeaded goop like himself, he is

foced to remain neutral. Of course, he may loudly protest
that his man won; but he can never collect his bet on the
strength of his lungs. And so he'll go home and speak
rudely to his wife, roughly order the children to shut up
and get back to bed. and in every other conceivable man-
ner give evidence of an excessive irritation. Why is he
irritated? Merely because the tepedity of neutrality offends
your average American's refined and sensitive soul. Some-
body's got to win and somebody's got to lose—a fifty-fifty

ending is about as satisfactory as an underdone steak or
Peruna in a highball. It simply can't get by; it don't fill

the bill.

To ask your average American to be neutral is to ask
Willie Kidd Nelson to sing bass or Charlotte Greenwood
to play Shakespeare; both the tenor and the lady might,
after some slight expenditure of effort, succeed in doing
these things; but does any one who has heard and enjoyed
"Just a Little Bit of Heaven" or seen and laughed at "So
Long Letty" want them to? Your average American, also,
with some little mental exertion, might be able to flood his
being with a nice, lukewarm impartiality; but, after all.

does any one really want him to? Viewed in the light of
fact, the American tendency to take a definite stand for
or against a thing is as commendable as it is prominent;
if it didn't exist, neither would we. Partisan feeling pro-

duces friction, and friction, in its figurative as well as its

literal sense, produces everything that is of any conse-
quence or value. Rub a tomcat the wrong way and the
sparks will fly; rub a man the wrong way and he will

neatly deposit his fist in your face, or make a speech or
write a book about you, or tell your mother, or steal your
wife, or cut your throat—according to the kind of man
he is. And it is friction, pure and unadulterate. that
energizes him sufficiently to make his comeback. Friction
produced Alexander the Great, Plato, Caesar, Steve Brodie.
Aristotle, Roosevelt, Harry Thaw, Shakespeare, Cleopatra,
Eddie Foy, Napoleon. John L. Sullivan. Duffy Lewis. Les
Darcy, and Adam. Friction produced the Roman Empire,
the American League, the English Navy, "Damaged Goods,"
the Declaration of Independence, divorce, the theater,
mother-in-law jokes, the Red Sox, Portland cement, chau-
tauquas, wrist watches, "The Observer," the German Army,
municipal railroads, lawyers, the Democrptic party, and

L. L.

the Bronx cocktail. Friction kept alive Christianity,

weaned literature and the arts, and—its big sin—reared
prohibition into the terrible Puritan monster that again
is menacing our golden state. And in our very own
times friction, competition, the eternal grind of man against
man, city against city, nation against nation, is produc-
ing millionaires, pennant-winning ball teams, heroes, great
generals, bomb plots, egg nogg, dizzy editorials in the
Sunday papers, and jitneys. You can't get away from the
importance of friction as a producing agency. It's really

the power and force and energy that runs the mills of the
gods.
The American tendency towards partisanship produces

friction in the American; that is to say. it surcharges him
with a superabundance of potential friction that actualizes
on the slightest provocation. And the actualized friction,

in its proper turn, heightens the partisanship. It is com-
pletely a circle; the one comes from the other and the

other supplements the one. And both friction and parti-

sanship are utterly opposed to neutrality. How. then, could
an imagined American neutrality lie anything but sheer
nonsense, staring idiocy, unpolluted piffle? What sort of

a chance had it ever to become a reality? The echo an-

swers—very good. Eddie, you're right' For you know and
I know and even the lamppost knows that if you're for the

Germans, and I'm for the allies, you'll be for the Germans
and I'll be for the allies just as much as we please. And
we'll express ourselves freely about the Germans and the

allies, and. if needs be, we'll altercate about them. It's as

certain as the sun on Christinas that when the war talk

begins we won't go into a corner and shut up; we'd be poor
Americans, indeed, not to have our fingers in the pie

Perhaps it was his blindness in this fact that led lie' Chi

Rxecutive of this great ami glorious Union to bis blunder-

ing neutrality proclamation, which, from the very begin-

ning, must have been futile. For. admitting that Wilson

Is an ordinarily good man. an exceptionally strong-minded
statesman, anil a devilishly clever politician, it must for-

ever be noted against him that in requesting neutrality

of his people lie requested the impossible. In his (fur

once) maladroit efforts to get hold of the pulsi o

nation, be got his hand en ils Adam's apple; ami forth-

with appeared the presidential solicitation that all Amerl
cans prudentially squash their very nature's and keep their

faces closed about the war. lie got the wrong signal.

as it were, and pulled a psychological boner, so to say.

We Americans can't he neutral, we never could be neutral,

and Willi our national destiny firmly bound as it is in the

result of the war. it is doubtful if we ever will he neutral

Shaw put it perfectly; Neutrality is nonsense. And there's

an end of ii

.
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CENSORS ARE SOMETIMES CENSORED.

By Waltei

The Mayor's bout with the theatrical forces was in-

teresting, though brief, lie tried to stop "Tie Clansman"
after it had run for thirty weeks in three different theaters

in San Francisco lie failed because the Board of Super-
visors refused to pass a drastic ordinance which, in its

enforcement, would have been as likely to have stopped
desirable performances as undesirable. The Mayor aimed
at an ordinance which would prevent the presentation of
any theatrical production or picture which would tend to

establish or encourage rare hatreds or prejudices. If

passed, it would work havoc on the stage. Any prop-
erly represented rare, finding a member of its political

or native following introduced to the public in an uncom-
plimentary light, would be at liberty to invoke the
and stop the show. German, Hebrew. Irish. S

French. English and Chinese characterizations would be
stopped at once, and comedy and satire would be even
less frequently encountered than now in the drama of

I he day.

The ordinance was uot passed It is net likelj to be
passed, and so the whole question of censorship is left up
in tlie air. No decision is in sight.

The principle of censorship has Its friends and its

enemies, and both sides are competent to parade miles
of iacts. figures ami rhetoric in support of their COD
tentions. '1 he Examiner, probably because Hearst is ac-

tively engaged in the motion picture bi ors the
removal of aM censorship ami would place the pn
of pictures in a position to present air. i hint; they liked

before the public, leaving to that son itangible

quantity the authority to determine what is goo.!

to see.

No person will deny the right of the people to establish
boards hip. Whether we like it or not. we are
subject to the principle every time we mail a letter or
address a printed journal. c> ation on the street.

. is subject to police censorship, '1 he application
ei these principl rship to the
right, but needful. The public cannot determine whal Is

good for it. because tie- harm is done In the discovery.
'liie public has a right, through [ts proper representatives,
to establish boards of censorship which will deti

in advance of the production's presentation whether it is

fit to be seen.
It sounds splendidly Independent '" say that the public

is the best judge in such matters, beca ise, perhaps, it is.

but the public, fearful of the contamination of its weaker
members, does well to relegate to properlj constituted
bodies, the determination of not be
determined by the public without incurring precisel] Hie

damage to auch w.aker members as need
Assuredly the motion picture producers are not the ones

to determine such points. In the struggle of competition and
the fight for business, producers, being but human, seek
all manner of means to attract tie' attention of ticket-

There is a human tendencj resident in their

moral equipment to become blinded and blunted i.\ con-

stant association, with naturall] lowering standards, until

they themselves might put forth a picture which in the
beginning of their own careers they would blush at

selves.

One of the biggest of picture producers is unquestion-
ably this same D. W. Griffith who It the picture

Of The (Talisman." or "The Birth of a Nation." If any
reader of this article could have jeen the original presen-

tation of the Sim, just as it left Griffith's studio, he would
have been horrified at the evils depicted in the films with

every detail of hideous brutality. Some of the more
repulsive episodes were eliminated in tie- very beginning
of the picture's career in this city, and they have never,

I believe, been "slipped back." Had it net been for a

properly equipped censorship, these repellant i

would still be seen on the screen and the picture rendered
even more repugnant in theme than it now is.

A lair idea of what was deleted from the films when
the picture of "The Clansman" was first presented in

San Francisco, nearly a >ear ago, and also a lair evidence
of what the greatest of picture producers would give the
public if tie- public would stand for it, mi be had from
the following official report of the local board oi i

Vnthony.

as quoted by the chief of the police department to his
company commanders:
"The San Francisco Moving Picture Censor Board, hav-

ing reviewed the picture entitled The Clansman.' has the
following to say. suggest and order concerning same:

"1. When the old white woman in the Abolitionist meet-
ing sniffs the little colored boy and shows plainly that
his odor disgusts her. This is in very bad taste and is

generally unclean and offensive.
"2 The scene between the mulatto housekeeper and

Stoneman. where he finds her after she has torn her
i It lies, is offensive through too much lustful detail. That
part of the scene where he strokes her naked shoulders and
his feelings are seen to be aroused thereby, must be

Dated.
"3. The brutality of the guerrillas in the Cameron house,

in the scene in which the women take refuge in the cellar,
is too long drawn out and much overdone. A portion of
this scene of wanton violence should be cut.

4. The scene in the Legislature, showing buffoonery
of negroes taking off of shoes, etc., is overdone and over-
played, and is therefore essentially offensive to colored
people.

5. Gus' chase of the girl is tar too long drawn out. and
that part where he overtakes her on the cliff and slavers
at the mouth like an animal must be eliminated. This is

absolutely offensive to the moral sense.
"6. In the mob scene, towards the end. just before the

Klu Klux Klan arrive, negroes are shown grabbing up
white women, fondling and kissing them. This part must
I e cut edit

7 The struggle scenes between Lynch and Miss Stone-
man are too frequently flashed, and in too much detail.

should be pruned and shortened.
"Please he advised that we are suggesting changes

Ncis, I, ::, 1. 7 as in our judgment necessary to make the
picture less offensive on all sides; but that changes 2, 5
and t; are mandatory, so far as this board is concerned.

than tin items above mentioned we have no
objection to the picture, though we do believe a good deal

in sninew hat questionable taste

'tin will see thai tie- provisions of the communication
i the censor board are complied with.

"D. A. WHITE. Chief of Police."

SILENT (?) DRAMA.
They call it silent drama—film version of a play.

But 'tis not always witnessed in a truly silent way.

For instance, when some neighbor with an everlasting

clack

Keeps explaining e\ery picture till your ears get on the
rack

As a rule the motion pictures are explicitly portrayed.

They're a medium of expression that need no verbal aid.

Ami yet there's sine to be some patron of the drama on
the screen

Who's bound to tell what's coming in each successive

scene.

The screen is often utilized to publish some request,

h most theatergoers will quickly acquiesce.

Every lady at the Pictures is asked to doff her hat.

So why not Hash the notice
—

"Patrons, please cut out your
chat."

t i.„i„... ' Sutter 4039Telephones
j „„„,;,„ 5o8J

Formerly
228 SUT1ER STREET

GOBEY'S GRILL
140 UNION SQUARE AVE.

Bet. Grant Ave. and Stockton Sts., San Francisco, Cal.
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Just because there's smoke in a garage there need not
be Are in a permit.

After all a garage is a proper place lor a blow out.

The appointments of McShane, Mealy and Lydon to

District Attorney Fickert's staff were good ones. Par-
ticularly so in view of the fact that they all live in San
Francisco.

The more we see of Judge Frank Griffin the more sure
we are of his re-election. It behooves everyone who be-
lieves in kind, honest and intelligent Judges to start mak-
ing Griffin's fight now.

McCarthy is out—Cunningham is in.

THE PRESS AND THE PRESSED.

Did you ever see a hare with a fast greyhound after him
on the old Ingleside'grounds? If you did then you have
a picture of a Judge with a reporter on his trail.

In the bad days it used to be gold that corrupted judges
and officials. Now it's newspaper ink. This statement
goes for every court in California and for nearly every
Judge.
Some day when judges will gird their loins they will

end the vicious lies that Judge Sullivan suffered but a
few days ago and Judge Sturtevant a few days back.
And in the meantime isn't it possible for a few more

judges to show a little courage? Their own fear makes
them slaves.

Aked played leap frog with an old man at sea. Well,
tie's done worse on land.

All the Oscar II lacked was Oscar Hocks.

Why did Eggers take those books? Can it be that he can
read after all?

After all are they newspaper bonds or straw bonds?

The grand jury is to be congratulated on their action
on. the so-called graft "expose." There are a number of
birds of wisdom who viewed those trumped up charges so
that this administration could get control of the Board.

They tell us that "The Observer" is making some of

the observed a bit uncomfortable.

That Normal School site isn't normal.

The extra session was the pill of the people rather than
the will.

Now we have a Normal School for sea-gulls.

When they take the cranks off the Peace Ship they should

put them on the Fords.

All except.

Aked; he is a self-starter.

The "Phoenix" says:

"To be blind and to be loved, what happier fate!" ex-

claims Hugo. To love and to be blind, is the common dis-

pensation.

Even if the divine Sarah is unable to come over for the

latest of her everlasting farewells, she might arrange to

send her wooden leg. This would help out the managers
in their bookings, and the intelligent public would be just

us well pleased. (No extra charge to Shadrach, Shekel

The senses guarantee neither love nor fidelity. There
are no bitterer foes than those who have gone the ways
of the flesh together.

Abide the autumn for the harvest. True wisdom comes
only when the second forehead is unveiled and thou hast

parted with the cherished plume of youth.

Cleanliness is nixi in gudlitu'ss" we know on the besl

authority, and in a woman it is almost a guarantee of

virtue. Sloth and sensuality are old partners.

Those who are not in spiritual accord and understanding
With us—that is to say, who do not love us—are as if they

were not present in our lives, save for the unhappiness of

an enforced relation with them. Twenty years breathing

Ihe same air. living In the same house, even going through
the physical forms of the closest union, will not change
the condition. At the end of that long period we are, by

tin' Law of Spirit, as hopelessly separate, as mutually

repellant ;is ever.

Detective Burns doesn't seem to have detected anybody
worth mentioning since the McNamaras. No doubt he has

been too busy writing or signing stories for the popular

magazines. And of course "I.itleratoor" has been the

gainer.

Beauty is a very desirable thing in your wife, but don't

forget that it has to be paid for to the last drachma. He
sleeps well Hial gladly (urns away from the face on his

pillow.

Love has the last word.

CHAMPAGNE SHORTAGE.

Now comes the disconcerting news from the war zone

that there is to be very little French champagne sent here

for some time. The monthly imports at New York show a

decrease from 24,000 cases to 4000 cases. When this infor-

mation was received in the East it was sad news indeed

in the lobster palaces along Broadway's Great White Way,
but here in California, and especially in San Francisco, the

new condition has been accepted in a more philosophic

manner. Our bon vivants were quick to meet the emer-

gency by adopting a local champagne, and Paul Masson,
vintage of 1908, has fallen heir to almost all of the patron-

age that was formerly showered on the French products.

And as in the case of many other articles that we formerly

insisted on getting from Europe, our best families seem
determined to continue the use of Paul Masson even after

the conclusion of peace in Europe, according to all the in-

formation I have been able to gather around town. It has

required the great war in Europe to convince some people

of the superiority of Paul Masson, but now that they have

given it a fair trial they will have none other than this ex-

cellent California champagne.
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RANDOM THOUGHTS
The Kiddies' Ball.

On Saturday evening. February 12th, under the auspices
of the I. Y. C., the third annual "Kiddies Ball" will take
place at the Civic Center Auditorium. The Exposition
Auditorium is the more correct and modern name. It will

be another "Fete in Fairyland." and one has only to go
back in memory less than a year ago to recall that last

splendid and magnificent success. It was the effort of

the year—a year where social successes crowded fast

upon one another—and those who attended will surely
want to come again. Never before has that great, spacious
auditorium been so wonderfully transformed. From bleak,

black, forbidding space into a warm, welcoming and invit-

ing spot, where deftly decorated arbors hid hundreds ol

roses and geraniums and hyacinths, and way above in

the blue of the dome twinkled and sparkled thousands of

lights, like star dust from the sky above. Yes, that was
a night that one could hope to come again and again and
again. And it's here. Once again clever hands are at

work; even now bright minds are devising. Inventing and
conjuring new wonders and new beauties to make the
"Kiddies' Ball" of Nineteen-Sixteen outshine all others.

And the cause! Well, if you were at that same audi
torium a month ago. when the "Kiddies' Karnival" took
place, argument is unnecessary, .lust take another peek at

the supplement issued with the last month's "Main Sheet
Just go back to that mass of humanity, packed tier upon
tier from dome to pit—just review the circus, the popcorn,
the candies, the lemonade, the marching thousands, just
remember those kiddies' smiles and kiddies' laughs That
was a picture! That was a day such as few have lived

to see, and that surely was an inspiration for new effort

and energy and enthusiasm, so that the "Kiddies' Karnival"
may be repeated. So come along, members of the Indoor
Yacht Club! Get off your coats and get down to work.
The call has been sounded, and you are needed' hon't

wait for the last moment. It's easy to shine in the cal

cimine, but some one has to help set the scenes. Let's

dig as we never dug before- -let's work as hard as we
know how. There never was a better cause, and when
it's all ended and when once again success has been
ours, yours will be the happier satisfaction and gratifica-

tion for having played your part in a good work, well done.

A Line of Sympathy.

In the first few days of the new year, when the rest of

the world was bright with promise, the mother of William
F. Humphrey, president of the Olympic club, passed away.
The "Main Sheet' and the Indoor Yacht Club tender t>> him
and to the other members ot bis family our sincere sym-
pathy. Death is sad no matter when it comes, but BO]

how grief is keener and sympathy deeper when it leaves
a friend bereaved and sad and lonesome, when all the rest

of us are filled with cheer and smiles and sunshine. Then,
too, she was a mother— kind, tender, sympathetic, loving

—

as only a mother can be. Of the old stock, the good old-

fashioned stock—the rapidly disappearing stock -was
Bill Humphrey's mother. The stock to which there is no
other place but home. One that no other charm could

lure, but home. One whose life and love was to rear ami
care and charm her little flock in the dearest spot on
earth, her home. Troubles bothered her but little, years
counted for naught, and her boys, even though grown to

manhood, and her girls to womanhood, were still her boys
and girls. Poor, gray-haired, old mother* She was tired

and weary and didn't know it. The shadows were grow-
ing and the darkness coming on and she couldn't see. Ami
finally the Master called, and having lived her allotted

three score and ten she passed peacefully to her eternal
sleep. For her the angels had a smiling welcome. For
those she left in tears we repeat our sincere sympathy,
for time, nor years, can never fill this mother's place nor
give again of such a mother's love.

The Outs and Ins.

When the outgoing board met the incoming Board of

Supervisors, the exchanges were courteous, cordial and

at times eloquent. To the observer it was gratifying to
know that such good feeling and mutual admiration pre-
vailed. To the thinker it was somewhat remarkable to
learn thai til.- campaign had ended so happily, and to the
student it was evident that pre-election charges and recrim-
inations must be taken with a grain of salt. The elecl
were almost sorry that they had to take the places of
such faithful servants, and everybody seemed very happy,
except the tried and true six. "who lidded their tents and
silently crept ami " in the ever-changing complexii
our political system, il is bard to say whether such changes
are to be deplored or desired. Certainly new mm come
with new ideas and m w energj and bring renewed enthus-
iasm ami activity to the work. But we are somewhat
doubtful of the policy that discards public servants just
when their experience can be utilized to advantage. After
all. the city has paid the mice ol acquiring such .-\peri-
ence. and it would seem a wise thing to capitalize ami
use it. One cannot quarrel, however, in this instance
either witli the men who have gone or the men who take
their places. Both sets an- ol unquestined integrity and
of more than average abilitj But one man stands forth
and this plan- will in- difficult to till. His retirement is .1

positive and distinctive loss We n ter to Thomas Jen-
nings, the ex-chairman of the finance committee His
grasp of financial matters, his natural abilitj t.. inn ati

his absolute ami unswerving aonestj and independence,
his disregard of petty polities, his devotion to his wink.
all characterized him as one uncommon and hard to .1

cover in any municipality. For four years he has 1 11

the steersman of tie adminl tration, and in him more
than to any other individual is due what evei su< :es may
have been achieved. His parsimony with public funds
has won him the approbrlous 1 He ol "Stingy '1' ," which
in these days of public inefficiency and public wasle is

almost sufficient to make him famous in municipal historj
San FranciSCO has lost in the \ olnunlary retiremei
Tom Jennings an ideal leg! lati r, an astute ami clever
financier, a big, brawny, fearless servant, whose example
others may with wisdom follow.

Water—Water, but Not a Drop to Drink,

s.in Francisco has bees bal ted in mud for the past
I' « weeks. Its in our eyes, our ears, our noses. We have
evolved Into a community of mud-stingers, ami the avi
Sacramentan is the only one. outside of a mudhen or
i: who feels at home. We drink mud. brush our 1.

with it. and cook our food in it. Its mud lor breakfast,
dinner and supper, and 11 n continues we'll all be caked
and baked in it. and our name will certainly be mud. Just
what happened no one -.rms to knew S saj the
recent heavj rains caused the trouble. Others, that the
stnraye lakes of the Spring V.illei a ie re-settling, whatever
that is. Dr. llassler, our chief health authority, assured
an inquiring and ci nsideraldy agitated community that
there is nothing harmful or dangerous in the matter, and
thai we are still being served aqua pura. Tastes all
tight, lint looks like old Halifax, Nevertheless, ,1 decided
majority of consumers and most of us lake the darn stuff
in one form or on the side, object to this black precipita-
tion It certainly does not male the bath more inviting.
As a mouth wash, it may be sanitary, but it is hardly whit
one would select, and as a beverage, we can only thank
the good Lord that California ha n't gone dry. Maybe the
"wets" are at the bottom of the whole thing, and stirring
up all this mud to make the water unpopular. Whale.. 1

it is, the fact remains that the Spring Valley Company is

about as welcome today as Dr. Aked at a Hibernian picnic,
One cannot but help sympathizing with the poor particu-
larly, for we can avail ourselves ol Bear Water, Vichy.
Calso and the like, but for them there is no escape. And
apparently tile end is not in sight. Each morning, as
shuddering and shivering we approach our tub. we turn
hack in dismay, for instead of clarification, disintegration
or some other unholy process, seems to have occurred and
tin water is blacker than night. Which convinces us that

if the purchase of Spring Valley were advocated today the
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average San Franciscan wouldn't give thirty cents for

the whole damn outfit. If we only had that pure mountain
water now!

How About the Hetch Hetchy Now?

The "Chronicle" is anxious to have the Mayor define

his policy in regard to the acquisition of the Spring Valley

properties, and asks quite pertinently how the purchase

can be made and the Hetch Hetchy system constructed at

the same time, within the bonding limit of the municipal-

ity. And the only answer that the Mayor or any one else

can give, is that it cannot be done. The Spring Valley

properties will cost close to thirty-five millions. The
Hetch Hetchy, perhaps, forty millions, and the bonding

limit of this city is fifteen per cent of the assessed valua-

tion, or approximately eighty-one millions. Of this, about

iorty-one million worth of bonds have already been issued

and sold. There is left, therefore, but forty million with

which to buy and build two separate units of a proposed
water system, estimated to cost seventy-five million.

Clearly such a proposition is out of the question, and
apparently one or the other must wait. Even if we did

not buy Spring Valley, then there would not be a suf-

ficient sum available to construct a distributing system.

So some method must be provided to permit the city to

enlarge its bonding capacity, and this will be a serious

subject for the new Board of Supervisors to wrestle with.

This, of course, must be done by charter amendment, and
different ways have already been suggested. The Mayor
cannot be criticised for a situation not of his making, and
it is to be hoped that the people will permit either tin

exemption ot bonds issued for self-sustaining utilities or a

generous increase in the present bonding limit. Where
the Mayor fails, is in his persistence to take over the

Spring Valley immediately and only develop Hetch Hetch;
as a power rather than a water supply. The bonds, of

course, were never voted for such a purpose. But, assum-
ing that power development can be constructed as a part

of the system, the fact remains that San Francisco cannot
use the power that can be delivered through privately

owned systems today. Nor for a great many years to

come. It will cost filteen millions of dollars to bring the
power from Moccasin Creek to the city. It will cost more
to buy a right of way up the peninsula or to lay cables
and build a transforming station across the bay. Then
comes the distributing system, and after all this invest-

ment is made the City of San Francisco is in competition
with long and well-established power companies. How can
the city, for instance, hope to compete with the Great
Western Power Company or the Pacific Gas & Electric or
the Sierra Power Company, all of which have a great deal
smaller investment and a more immediate source of sup-
ply? Bringing expensive power to San Francisco, already
over-supplied, is surely carrying coals to Newcastle. The
profits from sales to the Municipal Railway system and
from public lighting would be mfinitesimally small, with
every likelihood of a yearly deficit. This is where we
disapprove the Mayor's plan, and where we believe him
to be ill-advised. It would be a far better thing to keep
hammering away at the water supply of the Tuolumne
and let both power development and Spring Valley pur-
chase await a later and more opportune time.

A New Primary Law.

Since our last isue the Legislature has met and ad-
journed. For a while it looked as though the insurrection-
ists or standpatters or "old-limers" were going to turn
things topsy-turvy. But the Governor had the situation
well in hand at all times, and the administration program
went through without a hitch. Now we have a new pri-

mary law and it only cost fifteen thousand dollars. De-
spite the awful howl, we are inclined to believe the law
to be a good one, or at least as good as any primary law
can be. The essential provision is that the elector shall
announce his party affiliation in an audible voice on the
day of election, which, at least, should please the many
who like to belong with the winners. As was expected,
our respected and suspected representative, Milton
Schmidt succeeded in covering himself with glory. Of all
the died-in-the-wool, yard-wide obstructionists, Milton tops
the bill. Perhaps it is his ambition to contest the United

States Senatorship with Johnson, or maybe the Governor's
chair would be satisfactory; but if hollering will land the
one or the other, leave it to Milt. It is to be hoped that
the Governor will have a foeman worthy of him, but if
the only obstacle to the Senatorship were to he Schmidt,
it would be pretty soft for Hiram.

The Twin Peaks Tunnel.

There is a little difficulty about the Twin Peaks Tunnel—
a small matter that really doesn't amount to much. It has
been discovered that when it is completed, which will be
in about eighteen months, there won't be any car line
running through it. The tunnel will cost about four
million dollars, and is supposed to provide rapid transit
for the Parkside and Ingleside districts. Unfortunately, in
the hurry of preparation, the engineer neglected to consider
that to provide rapid transit one must supply cars and
rails and a few such essentials. The United Railroads
operate the lines to either portal of the tunnel, but we
are told public sentiment will not permit the United Rail-
roads to operate in the tunnel. Therefore, the city will
build the road, but inasmuch as the city has no connecting
lines, it will neither be practical nor economical to operate
it. Then, too, the railway fund, we are told, is beginning
to show signs of wear, and there are certain other obliga-
tions which cannot be ignored, such as the completion of
the Church street branch, the construction of the road-
way across the park and the line to Hunter's Point. It

is surely a tough nut for the city dads to crack. Perhaps
some plan can lie devised lor the joint occupancy by the
city and United Railroads; but the people who have «•
pended lour million dollars for transportation facilities
are certainly entitled to it. If the city cannot agree upon
;- plan of joint occupancy, or if some way cannot be
found to connect the tunnel to existing lines, then mani-
festly the proper thing to do is to permit the United Rail-

roads to occupy it on a rental basis, until at least time
Ehall have ii mid another solution.

"A CHANGE IN THE INDOOR SPORTS."

Have vim ever Celt despondent
And deemed life bul a curse,

And swore ii' there waa another,
1 1 couldn'l be much worse?

l have.

But |u i tin same when I think <»r it,

it Isn't quite bo bad,
1

1" we never were despondent,
u e'd b row weai > of being glad.

Y/ou've heard this nni«- ditty;
] >on't apply it i" your wife.

" \ ,ii lety" Is a e i old i rlendi
And the spice In a wise man's life.

Si, when you feel your spirits fall,
\ n<i t h ings seem out of sorts,

.lust say to yourself and experience,
rhei e' a i ha ngre In i he I ndoor Sporl s,

MARION McDi »Ni (UGH,

THE HOTEL SAUSALITO
IS NOW OPEN

It' s situated just within a stone's throw of the ferry at

Sausalito.

In lact, it's almost in the Sausalito ferry building.

It takes thirty minutes to make the trip from San Fran-

cisco.

The accommodations are new and complete in every par-

ticular.

An excellent chef will care for you at all hours.

When you want a little sea breeze, a quiet, pleasant even-

ing, or when you've got a moment's time, come over and

say- "Hello." DAVE SULLIVAN,
Proprietor and Manager.
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ANCESTORS
According to some authority it is said that it takes

seven generations of culture and refinement to make a

gentleman. I take it that though a person's ancestor re-

moved seven lives back were a scoundrel, a cut-throat, a

robber and pillager, should he closely guard his accom-
plishments and the monetary booty he had extracted via the
thumbscrew and torch and perpetuate these ultra-developed
talents by marrying into a family at least as unscrupulous
as his own. the tail end of his progeny passing through
the sacred, or supposedly sacred, number of seven, there
will emerge what the world delights to call a gentleman.
Maybe so. maybe so. However, should I chance to

with such a person I at least want a nonskid hold on the
handle of a baseball bat should he come close to me.
Speaking of nonskids brings up something thai ha

slipping around aimlessly in my head and getting most
ued looking for a corner to rest in. This is it: Why

iudge a man by something over which he has no con-
trol? His ancestors were not bis choosing. If they were
you may depend that some families, such as the Vander-
hilts. Astors. Rockefellers and their ilk. would be aug-
mented to a most surprising si ale. We all have ancestors.
Some of ours worked for a living and others were worked
I have had ancestors. 1 am sure of that. In looking back
over a long line, I find that the flrsl of my people to come
to America arrived at the dock too late to book a state-

room on the Mayflower. 1 believe this, for 1 have since
learned from most reliable sources, ami from looking over
other family trees, that the Mayflower was crowded. The
Interstate Commission. Railroad Commission and National

ird of Censors must have been on a vacation. There
are records showing at least one hundred thousand re-

puted and warranted authentic passengers engaged
on thai memorable trip in 1620 V It. However In

the next trans-Atlantic ocean greyhound, called the
'Gcodspeed," and arrived a'ter several months of travel,
only thirty-five days behind its schedule.
This not being a personal exploitation or a biography, I

shall merely say that if any of the progi n ol mi flrsl an-

r ever were guilty of horse-stealing, they hai
i aught them, and as all of them who hai e left records show
that they have never been hanged. I maj well venture
at least they were clever enough, if not godly enough, to

escape the noose. Not being miserly, they never haul,

fcr the stale to provide exclusive board and lodging gratis,
supplying also an attentive companion to guard agai
outside influences, such as ropes and ladders. So much
for that. The record 1 have of mj family is very pleasing
to me and I rejoice greatly that the fellow who compiled
all the dry-as-dust data was intelligent enough to leave
out all the names of the family who were shot lor hoe
stealing.

Ancestors are a great institution. I know of
whose father came to this country and settled in Cali-

fornia. He knew nothing beyond Ho- fact thai his father
had been a seafaring man. When the thus of plenty were
at high tide, money and property came to him. He mar-
ried. Ah! Then there was the piper to pay. Ilis wife

had FAMILY! All capitals. Ilis father had been a sea-
faring man. "Where' where to where did he fare?" And

i pleasant little guessing contests were stalled in th

stilly night when he wanted to sleep. The mere facl

that he did not know was no excuse. She accused his

father of being a Sydney Duck, I>u1 he said that if he were,

Honolulu Highwayman it would not surprise him. Mow
ever, persistence won over brute strength, lie consulted

of those round-shouldered and bespectacled individ-

uals who specialty was to look up the records of families.

All the information he had regarding his people he gave
the researcher. His father was a seafaring man and he
was born on board a ship in the middle of the night, lie

paid his thousand dollars and the digger dug. He found
that his father was a retired naval officer of an old Scotch
family. He took this home to his wife and for the first time
in three years he slept all night. One morning the digger
appeared at his office and told him that he had made a

mistake. The naval officer was not his father, but had
the same name. Ilis lather was a notorious pirate of the
China coast. He had dropped out of sight in the early

tliirs and never was heard of again. His complete dis-

guise was the lad that he did not change his name, and
no one had ever suspected him on that account The
man looked at the digger and laughed long and loud. His
wife had appropriated the Scotch family crest, and even
affected wearing plaids. This bothered him. and he saw
a chance to squelch it He invited the old digger to come
to his house that night and bring all his data. The tracer
of lost, strayed or reconstructed ancestors showed at S

I'. M. The head of the family set his little stage and
attempted by the old strategy of ridicule to cast out for
ever all the tommyrot pertaining to family trees. Let us
pass rapidly over what happened, The holy of the house
had had the cresl painted on her limousine, engraved on
her cards and stationery ami embroidered on her table
linen, riie result of the conflict is that the monograms
and crests are still very much in evidence on all the
places aforesaid. The digger is persona non grata except
en the first of every month, when a cheque enclosed in a

n st il envelope and addressed in a feminine hand reaches
him in his dingy offii e.

The Irish are the only race who should be proud of their
lineage. It has been my good forturie to know many Irish

gentlemen Amongst these I have never failed to he in-

formed, providing the time* was auspicious and the com-
pany congenial, that they were descended in a straight
and unbroken line from one of the kings of Ireland. I

do not doubt this. My history informs me that at one
time there were seven kings of Ireland, all at one time,
and that they fought hand to hand as to whom should
have command of the army. They struggled long and
mightily. Finally the army go! tired of the squabble, and,
being Irish, did not (are whether the fight was private or

not. grabbed his ghillayl] and chased all the kings into

the far north and became king himself. This one in

particular must have been a wonder, for he left the longest
line of descendants that I have ever heard of. Ireland
would be a nee country today were it not for the f: cl

that even Irishman knows that he is as sood a king as
any thai want tie- job, and therefore they cannot decide
wlio shall rule. Were il put to a general vote, a king
would be nominated for every individual vote cast and
there would be me have two votes. Talk about a

man without a ou imagine a country with
so many kiims that they have no people to rule. That Is

intrj w it in 'i 1
1 a pi

1 know only one man who does not care what happens
lo his familj tree His forbears were robber barons on the
Rhine. Many had their lives shortened in violent combats.
However, the race was strong enough to endure, and hav-
ing leii the time behind when ensnaring the wayfarer was
though! respectable, lost his title because he could not

play dice wiih the king of one of the Rhine provinces and
mil win. Perhaps he used loaded dice. A robber baron

Id do no wrong in those days. Anyway, the survivor of

his blood is the best waiter in Herbert's, and is pursuing
his profession witli inherited skill in the art of extracting
silver from the unwary. H. H.

Phone Kearny 2280

Open Evenings

LSKOLL

DRESS SUITS
RENTED

For All Occasions

305 Kearny S(

Cor. Bush

Special Inducements to

Clurw and Organizations

Suits Rented

and Sent < u| cf Tiwr
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Indoor Yacht Club

Club Rooms and Office. \ Eddy Street. Telephone (Private

Exchange connecting all departments). Sutter 538S.

Board of Pilot*.

Frank J. Hennessy, Commodore. M. W. Altmayer. Steward
William H McCarthy, K>eper-of-the-Log.

Thomas S. Mulvev Joseph A. Watts
Jajnefl W Coffroth ' - r.ewi«

Samiifl Rereer '>. Svmnn
Joseph H. Hutchinson Wm Ohappell

Harry F. Sullivan. Assistant Secretary.

Criticize and suggest for the improvement of our service.

Complaint ana suggestion box in lobby

Is your address correct and your name properly spelled

on our records, evidenced by your bills and the envelopes

from the Club? If not. as a great assistance to this office

we would suggest that you correcl the same yourself when
mailing your check to the office. It is very Important that

, our records In this respect authentic and we ask

your hearty co-operation with us. Moral
:

If you change
your mailing address, let us know and we will see that

the possibility of your mail from this office going astray Is

eliminated.

Y. C NOTES.

Kiddies' Ball suggestions solicil ad pa

fited '" register al Room :

"_'.
1 Kdtly street.

a invited to assist in arranging pageant, etc., Cor

in Fairyland." Please phone Sutter 5386; Local 1.

Tail's trip to Tia Juana February 18 to !

,i. E, Morse, man e Elks' Club for the past sis

. is now manager of Gobey's Grill.

iking proper acknowledgmenl
. t.i the Kiddii s' i >aj . I lie names at j

Vail, Harry a. Keeler and William Dunphy should stand
hi-ii for the worth of their Individual and colled i

Ion and loyal suppoi t.

COUNTY CLERKS* DANCE.

The County Clerks' Office Association, under the I

ship of Hon. H. I. Mulcrevy, will conduct it- annual in

vitational ball on Saturday evening, January 15th, at

ish Kite Hall. Sutter and Van v
Mayor Rolph will lead the grand march; almost all of

Che Superior and Police Judges will attend Commodore
Frank .1. Hennessy and Win H. McCarthy will re

the I. V C.

A KIDDIES' DAY ROLL OF HONOR.

Attention lias been direct" d I le nattering

circumstance thai since the world began half of our par-

ents have been women Wherefore and for other reasons
. and they arc. blessed, No I. Y. (". affair could

he. has been, or ever will be, without them. A
Kiddles' (Carnival minus the lair sex would be as glooms as

;il comedy withoul the i horui or as Ineffectual, pale

ami fantastic as "Hamlet" withoul the Dane. Our las I

Kiddies' Karnival was practicallj Indebted to the ladies

for the success which was achieved, and 11 is. indeed, bul

the mcst harren kind of recompense which this poor tribute

brings to them, it must, therefore, be understood thai

bach of this hum hi.' article Is a wealth of appreciative

gratitude to the following ladies, to whom v.-- owe so

Karnival. Here is

our roll of honor:
Mrs. .1. Healey, 774 Seventh avenue, San Francisco;

Mrs. Captain Brown, -"•111 Foothill boulevard. Oakland;
Miss B. Dohert) 2346A Fulton street, San Francisco;
Miss \. Hamilton. 815 O'Farrell; Miss 7,. Symon. 766

ii avenue; Miss s. Symon. 766 Seventh avenue;

Indoor Yacht Club

PROGRAM
ATTENTION! IndoorYachtsmen

MEMBERS' MEETING
Wednesday, Jan. 19th

8.30 p. m.

ALL MEMBERS ARE URGED TO ATTEND!

Kiddies' Ball Committees will be appointed

Show Committee will outline "Fete in Fairyland"

Kiddies' Day Moving Pictures

Don't Fail to Attend Music! Business

February 12 Annual Pageant-Dansant and Fete i

Fairyland.

Miss L. Symon, 766 Seventh avenue; .Miss 11. Symon, 766
Seventh avenue; Miss Sara Mi Kiima. 3332 Twenty-fifth
street; Miss Claire McMahon, 620 Waller; Miss Frances
McGrath, 339 Hears! avenue; Miss Emma Bizzill, 581 Guer-
rero; Miss Rita Ford, IT Nuc; Miss Until Regan, 627
Haight; Mrs Wm. Symon, 71 Ramona; Mrs. Chas Bliss,

i Golden Gate avenue; Miss E. Haas, 350 Eleventh
nue; Miss p Haas, 350 Eleventh avenue; Miss Irene

MaVnlng, Hampton Conn Apartment.-; N lrs. I). Leahy.
1326 Fifteenth avenue; Mrs. Willard. (534 Jackson; Mrs.

W. Shuman, 1534 Jackson; Mrs. R. Gamble, 1534 Jackson:
Mrs. ll. II Somers, 779 Eighteenth avenue; Mrs. J. II

Hirschfeld, 1328 M > ,1--
; Mrs. E Climo, 1666 O'Farrell; Mrs

M. Plckker, 2521 Sacramento; Mrs. t Kins. i"7 Seven
teenth avenue; Mrs w. Roberts, 580 McAllister; Mrs. O.

George, 1237 Seventh avenue; Mrs u Ferguson, 580 Me-
Ulister; Miss Irene Nounan, 248 Scott; Miss Evelyn
Nounan, 248 Scott; .Miss Mari'' Baujnsteiger, 183 Alpine
Terrace; Mrs. I:. Raphael, 578 Waller; Mrs i, Orack,

BaJ r; Mrs. E. Ellaser, 2140 Larkin; Mrs 1. Beck.
222 Stanyan; Mrs. G. M Schiller, Eleventh avenue, near

Fulton; Mrs Richard Quarg, in:. Twenty-sixth street;

.Mrs. ('. W. Isaacs, 498 Waller; Miss E. N'onneman. 21s

Scott; Mrs, H. I.. Hnrdman, 206 Scott; Miss Reeves.

Haight; Mrs R E. McGrane, 641 O'Farrell; .Mrs. M. Cole

man. 352 Waller; Miss E. Gutman. 54>i Twelfth avenue;
Mrs. las, Conrad, 3637 Nineteenth street; Mrs. Geo. Can-

1294 Haight; Mrs A. L. Wilde, 1006 Hewes building;

Mrs. Rosenthal, St. Andrews Hotel; Miss I. Schradski.

Kin. George Apartments; Mrs. A. i Rocca, 127 Stockton;

Mrs, F. C. Garcia, 208 Third avenue; Mrs, H. I, Stafford,

1254 Hyde; Mrs. F. Butts. 1 L.T.4 Hyde; .Miss E. Phillips.

625 Taylor; Miss. M. Phillips. 625 Taylor; Miss May Burns.

61 'i Geary; Miss Lena Podesto, 630 Geary; .Miss Peggy Wil-

liams. 1258 Pine; Miss Florence Hayes, 405 Capp; Miss

Marion French. 220 Burrows; Mrs. L. Leavy. 2034 Hyde;
Mrs. Y. Blumberg, 331 Twenty-fourth avenue; Mrs. K.

,i,l. 33 Brod] street; Mrs. I). Anglum, 51 Guerrero;

Mrs. Z, Ford, 17 Noe; Mrs. E. Brnnphy, 1501 Leavenworth;

Mrs. W. S Solari. 1140 Pin.'; Mrs M . Schwartz, 1327 Mc-

Allister; Mrs. J. Lehamn, 669 Ellis; Miss M. Burkheim,

69 Ellis; Mrs. T. Leger, 6fi9 Ellis; Mrs. Thompson, 947

Golden Gate avenue; Miss M Thompson, care Prager's;

Miss R. Davison, care Prager's; Mrs. A. E. Monder, 826

Baker; Mrs. G Monder. S20 Baker; Mrs. Blankenstein. 550

Baker; Mrs. Lewis, 1658 Washington; Mrs. M. Steffins,

1211 Fillmore; Mrs. J. Lewis. 1132 Pine.
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JOHN DOMINICK NAGLE.

John Doruinick Nagle is the formal title of one who is

paged by his friends—and they are legion—as Jack Nagle.

In the opinion of the "Main Sheet," the world is divided
into just two classes—those who are Jack's friends in

fact or potentially and those who are not. The former
are the right ones and the others don't amount to much;
for in Jack Nagle are found the elements of that greatness
which manifests itself in the ability to make and keep
friends and faith.

For three years Jack Nagle has been in the District

Attorney's office, if not exactly a personal adornment, at
least a presence of effective influence and authority. He
is never too busy to see you, whether your business relates
to millions or minutes.

Mr. Nagle is a Native Son, an "Arkite," which means
more than you think; but, most of all, he is a loyal member
and friend of the I. Y. C, whose multitudinous activities
invariably engage Jack's best assistance and most hearty
support.

If you wonder what the cook stove has to do with the
picture, ask Jack. He'll tell you, but it probably won't be
true.

HE PRACTICES WELL WHO PREACHES WELL.

Wiley P. Crist earned and secured the respecl and SB

teem of the right-minded citizenship of this city during i

period when Police Court conditions required a vigorous*!

unafraid personality on the bench. The circumstances
which resulted in his appointment to the bench in I ft l ::

were extraordinary, and the limelight of attention wM
drawn to this position and to the man who occupied it.

Undismayed and unbewildered, Judge Crist proceeded in

the course of his duties unmoved by public, criticism and

unaffected by the injustices of the virions Influences which

were brought to bear upon him. With his retirement from

the Police Court bench he carried with him the admira-

tion won during a term of unimpeachable conduct. Those
who are best qualified to judge assert that Wilej P. Cii.i

made the best Police Judge who ever sat in that branch

of the city's judiciary.

Now that he has returned to private pneiirr,
;
M - fuels

himself the richer by the friends whom he made through

the justice of his rulings and the fearlessness of his con-

duct.

Tl
\IT'S
RIP TO

[A JUANA

^ F"^ jPj Beautiful San Diego

^7 l]f |^ The 1916 Exposition

Tl TAIT'S TICKET COVERS EVERYTHING
Transportation, Sleepers, Meals and

Hotel Del Coronado

Feb. 18S!! = 23!S For particulars call, write or phone (Douglas 560)

JOHN TA I

T

I6S O'Parrell St., S. P..
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f "// SUNSFT \ 9^ 1SUNSET
|06DEN iSHASTA|

ROUTES

CKoice of Four Routes

EAST
FIRST IN SAFETY

Two daih trains to !\'en> Orleans via

Los Angeles, Tucson, El Paso,

San Antonio and Houston. Con-
necling with Southern Pacific

Steamers to New York, sailing

Wednesday and Saturday.

Four Daily Trains to Chicago, via

Ogden and Omaha; or via Denver
and Kansas City to St. Louis

Shortest and Quickest Way East.

'Shasta
Route"

Skirting majestic Mount
Shasta and crossing the

Siskiyoui.

Four Daily Trains to Portland,

Tacoma and Seattle — through

Oregon and the Pacific Northwest.

"Sunset
Route"

Along the Mission Trail

and through the Dixie-

land of Song and Story

"Ogden
Route"

Across the Sierras and
over the Great Salt

Lake Cul-ofJ.

BEST DINING CAR IN AMERICA
Oil Burning Engines No Cinders, No Smudge, No Annoying SmoKe

Awarded Grand Prize for Railway Track. Equipment. Motive Power and Safety-First Appliances
San Francisco Exposition, 1915

For Fares and Train Service ask Southern Pacific Agent

"p| Dn c Q Two Daily Trains to Chicago and
St. Louis via Los Angeles, Tuc-

J^OUte" son
-
El P"s° a"d Kansas City.

The Golden Stale Route
through the Southwest.

Baron bong's

Vernon

Country Club,

The TWO Bright

5 m
Los Angeles"

Baron Hong's

Sunset

3nn

SAM BERGER NAT BERGER

Sole Agents

Adler Rochester Clothes
Benjamin Clothes

856 MARKET
EAST OF POWELL

-now a store of Clothes
for Men & Young Men
-exclusively

Tomorrow's Methods Today
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ST. FRANCIS IMPORTATION CO.
350 Geary Street

WINES AND LIQUORS AT RETAIL
FINEST GOODS - LOWEST PRICES

PROMPT DELIVERIES

DEL MONTE AUTO RENTAL CO.

phone SUTTER 215
LIMOUSINES
LAUNDAULETS

WEDDINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

CABS
TOURING CARS

I am a power for great good if you do
not abuse my use.

In cases of need— I do my work well.

I am a builder up of health and strength

—in the hospital or in the home.

For the invalid or the convalescent

—

for the tired or overworked I offer a

great help.

A little of me goes a long way.

I have been among you for three

generations.

I'm known as Cyrus Noble throughout the world.

OFFICE. 105 POWELL STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

BUILDERS' EXCHANGE, 180 Jessie Street BOX 05

VINCENT J. DONOVAN
PAINTING, DECORATING

and POLISHING

729-31 MINNA STREET, San Francisco, Cal.

Phone Park 5 ISO

Anhe\iser-B\iscH
Brewing Ass'n

Brewers of

Fine Beer

Exclusively

-ST. LOUIS, MO.

Draught

and

Bottled Beer

*»*•

San Francisco Branch
1300 BRYANT STREET

Phone PaiK 30fc

s
JSo

P
J°Z HOPKINS

MEALS SERVED AT ALL HOURS
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS

Entertainment during Afternoon and Night

The Pacific Ocean ii My B«ih Tub, 1938 Ocean Boulevard
Come In. Ihe Water's Fine. Phone Sunset 960

Golden Gate Park is my garden— everybody welcome.

SMOKE

QUEEN o/ HAVANA

Shapes and Sizes to suit
All Tastes £> £> £>

M. BlasKower, Distributer

SHIPMATES HAVE YOU VISITED THE

^Carnation "Cafe
S. E. Cor. Fillmore and Ellis

GEO. L. DEALEY, Proprietor

101
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It's up t.. you, fellow [ndoor Yachtsman!
It's up to you in do your pari toward making the "Kiddles' Ball a success:
11 i- g to exceed ei ur fondest expectations and will, without doubt, be the greatest spectacle ever produ ed

in S, n F i
1

1
1 Isco

There will be acts thai money cannot secure or duplicate. The transformation of the Auditorium will be even
mplete than lasl yeai and the dance iust aa in i "live ami alluring.

Those on the on. si Important committees are doing more than their part. If hard work counts. th'->- will not fall.

But what ••! you? How are you helping:? Have you reallj tried to disi of a few tickets': Have you mentioned
w friends when and where the "Kiddles' Ball" will take place, and what it's all about? Are you doing just a
ork and - Ing i I

i little time and effort?
. „ . ., ^ , , ,. ...

Tin i appeal Only a few more days remain! You know the cause! You know that the Indoor Yacht
Club l.i n reputation for doing bis;' things In a big way. There is neither room nor time for shirkers, hut will

i Ball of Nineteen Sixteen" the best, the biggest and brightest of all our past

lis 'up to you. fellow Indoor Yachtsman, and you nevel li 11 ted yet! THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
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The only place for your valuable papers

—where their safety will be insured— is

in a safe deposit box. Investigation will

convince you that our vaults offer you

the best protection. Boxes $4 a year.

Crocker Safe Deposit Vaults
Crocker Building Post and Market Sts.

JOHN F. CUNNINGHAM. M.o.ser

Buy y0ur Groceries
= from —

BOWEN G
&C0.

Pioneers inthe Grocery Business since 1850

P. VINCENT MATRA1A. Pro. JULIUS EPPSTEIN. Sec'ry

art jfioral Co.
Incorporated

HOTEL ST. FRANCIS

2 55 POWELL STREET

Tdcohoocl KEARNY 3524PMa
l SUTTER 1372

SAN FRANCISCO

Cliff House
THE ONLY RESORT OF ITS KIND

IN THE WORLD
Unsurpassed Cuisine

BREAKFAST LUNCHEON DINNER
A la Carte Service

Vocal and Instrumental Entertainment

'Dancing Every Evening

CPECIAL TABLE D'HOTE DINNER EVERY
Sunday Evening in the Terrace Cafe from 4 to 8

p. m. $1.00 per plate with Wine.

Remember that

Cresta Blanca Wines
Are the STANDARD WINES of California

Try a Bottle of CRESTA BLANCA CHAMPAQNE
(Green Label) Equal to tke Imported

PAUL MASSON CHAMPAQNE VINTAGE 1908

WielaildS The Home Beer
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INDOOR YACHT CLUB BELIEVES IN SAFETY FIRST

No Seafarers in This Meritorious Organization—Foundations of Institution Were Laid Shortly After Fire of

1906—One Object of Its Jolly Membership Is to Dispel Gloom.

The man who originally made the welkin ring with the

slogan and timely warning. "Safety First!" undoubtedly
had in mind one of the cardinal principles of the Indoor
Yacht Club of San Francisco.

This debonair, happy-go-lucky and meritorious institu-

tion of three thousand worthy citizens of the Western
metropolis is all its name implies, and then some.

Its personnel composed entirely of non-yachtsmen, the

I. V. ('. uttered its first peep shortly alter the fire of 1906.

when young fellows in large numbers, bereft of the com-
forts of their own clubs, were chasing around looking for

some place they could call home, sweet home.
the prehistoric savage who built the first boat used for

his own pleasure was a yachtsman. His ghost can chuckle

over the fact that it has something "on" the indoor yachts-

men of San Francisco.

It was a live wire bunch that started the club on the

road to success.
Founders of Club.

There were the Dorgans. Tad" and John; "Bud" Fisher,

Tom Mulvey, the late Tom Corbett, J. W. C'offroth. Frank J.

Hennessy, William M. McCarthy, now Supervisor; >

s Lewis, .lames Mulvey, Charlie Vrata, Hob Donahue, the

late liill Naughton, Moe Altmayer, William .1 Lynch. F.

J. Burke. J. A Watts, the late Dr. Clarence Tillman, Ben
Seliu, Joseph H. Hutchinson, former Lieutenant-Governor

>; .lohn .1. O'Malley, Congressmen Julius Kahn and
John I. Nolan, Judges lames M. Troutt, B. J. Flood and
F. A. Griffin, Dr. C. B. McGettigan, Phil Livingston, John
F. Cunningham. Chief of Police D. A Whit.', former Post-

master Arthur Fisk, Frank Herman. Leon Wing and Ilarrv

i. an,

"Tad" Dorgan, the cartoonist, gets the credit of having
suggested the name Indoor Yacht Club.

' That's the limit." remarked one of the crowd at the time

the subject was broached. "Who of us. in the name ol

devils all at once, knows anything about a yacht?"

"Tad" Finds Name.

"Bui we're not going to be sea sailors—we're firsi

to be land sailors." naively argued "Tad
Tom Mulvey. who since has had as much to do with

getting mi- • ntertainments for the 1. Y. c. as anybody else,

was the first to congratulate "Tad" lor having named the

babe, and Indoor Yacht Club it was christened.

The preliminary meetings were held fn Thompson's
I^oaf restaurant and in several downtown cafes.

In order that none should be embarrassed financially be-

cause of his affiliation with the club, it was decided that

there should be no initiation fee and that the dues should

be $1 per year.
Thus club membership was "within the reach of every

one." the only requirement being that the candidate should

be on the square."
Xo religious or political lines were drawn. Another in

novation was the elimination of the ritual.

Home of Organization.

The Indoor Yacht Club home at I Kddy street is built

in sections, the main section showing a gradual deadrise

with Btraighl lines from the cabin to the barboards. Like

the first America, her heel is low, her toe well up. the

center of buoyancy well forward near the main cabin. In

one respect the main part of the body resembles a barrel

and the sails, like those of the first America, are bagged
like a purse net.

In m-neral policy, save that of sailing on the sea, the

I Y. C follows the rules and traditions of the ancient and

honorable Water Club of the Harbor of Cork
Xo words can describe the indignation of some of the

members of the I. Y. C. who have been inveigled into ven-

turing forth on a sailing yacht upon the bosom of the
si a. Tales of these adventures are often heard in the
squall-proof cabins of the club where the doughty indoor
manners assemble to play pinochle.

"Bud" Fisher a Member.
A modest member in those days of the club was "Bud"

Fisher, creator of the Mutt and Jeff cartoons, who at the
time was employed in the art room of The Chronicle.
Fame hail not beckoned "Bud" to step up and take a fronl
scat at that period of his career. He drank his "bucket
of suds' with the rest, and his association with the bounc-
ing young founders of the I. Y. C. enabled him to store away
numerous ideas which later saw the light of day in the
pictorial adventures of the two characters of his imagina-
tion.

Is tin fraternal spirit developed the members helped
each other in many ways. Some who were unemployed
were assisted in securing work. New friendships were cre-

ated, iii-w ambitions aroused.
The (lull's first real home was in the \Yestbank building.

s::ii Market street. Sailing close to the wind financially,

the membership at first did not incur the expense incident
to the hiring of an attendant. A large clothes closet was
transformed into a buffet, and each member had to wait
upon himself.

A Curious Session.

Printed Instructions tacked on the wall told them how to

prepare cocktails and other mixed drinks. The ice chest also
was a settee. The customers, after serving themselves
witfi refreshments, dropped the price thereof into a little

box. Club banquets were held in cafes.

One curious session was that at which the Jewish mem-
bers tendered a dinner to the Irish contingent on St.

- day. Kosher dishes and unleavened bread in-

stead of the customary corned beef and cabbage were laid

before the natives and the descendants of natives of the
Inn raid Isle.

In the spring of 1914 the I. Y. ('. packed its library of

scientific and philosophical tomes, its Morris chairs, trays,

stewpans. glasses, cask of bohea. crockery, bungstarter.
cigars, cigarettes and cigarette papers out of the West-
lank building and moved over to the old quarters of the
Alaskan Club. 1 Kddy street.

Dues were raised to 60 cents per month, payable six

months in advance, but there is no initiation fee.

Financial Condition Good.

Financially the club is in good condition, the value of

ii over from the Sourdoughs being estimated

at $20,000. Furniture and other assets are valued at an-

other |20,

"The thought came to us." says Supervisor William H.

McCarthy, one of tin- founders, "that all clubs were more
or less selfish—that they seldom did anything for the mu-
nicipality or for the public generally.

"Looking around, we resolved to establish a place on
the beach. Now the average resident of San Francisco

didn't know, and many don't know yet. that we have a

splendid beach within short car ride distance from the

( enter of the city. The people were not educated to the

of the asset right at their door.

"Nothing is better than salt water and fresh ai'r. but

the people here went to Santa Cruz or Coronado when
uited to have an outing, while the fact of the matter

Is that right here you can go out swimming or wading 300

days out of the year.

Hold First Beach Day.

"We decided to hold a Beach day in 1913. This was our

first and it brought out 50.000 people. We had brass bands

stationed at points 300 yards apart, and it was a con-
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tinuous circus along the beach from Sheehan's clear down
to Shorty Roberts' place. We gave away 20,000 bags o£

candy to the bids.

"Our battle cry was 'Boost the Beach!" and the result

was that the esplanade plan, suggested by the I. Y. C,
was elaborated on by the San Franci'sco Chamber of Com-
merce and the first link is to be constructed at a cost of

$50,000. During the progress of events on our Beach day
it occurred to us that there were a lot of kiddies in the

crowd who didn't have much of a good time except when
they were invited out.

"We said, 'Next year we will have a Kiddies' day,' and
that's the best idea we ever had. In February, 1914. we
gave a grand Kiddies' ball and with the proceeds we took

3000 children from different institutions and poorer neigh-

borhoods out for a big time on September 27, 1914.

450 Autos Provided.

"We had 450 autos and we gave our little guests a ride

through the exposition and then to Golden Gate Park
stadium. Silas Christofferson flew for us and brought
Mother Goose—Tiv Kreling—down out of the sky to greet

the children. The kiddies were treated royally and we
had everything for them they wanted.

"Later we found out that besides the kids in the Institu-

tions and those cared for by the Associated Charities, there

were many wrho deserved to be entertained, yet who
couldn't afford it. So we said we'd have a Kiddies' Car-

nival in the Civic Center Auditorium. To raise funds for

this we gave a Ki'ddies' hall, which netted us something
like $2800. It cost us more than $4000 to give the Kiddies'

Carnival December 12, 1915, in the Civic Auditorium.
"Here we staged the biggest and greatest event of our

existence as a club. Twenty thousand children were there,

and we had to turn 5000 away. Our ladies rendered most
valuable assistance and were busy for several days pre-

paring things for the carnival. We gave away two tons

of candy, two tons of peanuts and two tons of popcorn.

Our indoor ei'rcus was something Barnum & Bailey would
not have been ashamed of. Sam Berger was master of

ceremonies and he had most capable assistants."

Purposes of Club.

The purpose of the club, according to the constitution,

are "to foster joy and exterminate gloom; to oppose by
concerted movement and by le?al action all viol

tempts to enact vicious, prudish and theoretical reforms;
to investigate and study and reform conditions in the

various prisons of our State, and to institute a vigorous
effort looking toward the parole, or probation, of all men
convicted for the first time of a felony.

"The ISest of Everything in Hats"

ONE OF THE NEW DERBIES

TOM DILLON
cMilliner for cMen

720 MARKET STREET

'To ameliorate the condition of mankind, and in par-
ticular those who are unfortunate enough to be incarcer-
ated in hospitals for the insane and in penal institutions;

to work eagerly, valiantly and dexterously toward a con-
soli'dation of the various towns and cities known familiarly
as the bay cities into one large city of one million inhab-
itants, and to be called Greater San Francisco."
One part of the constitution might be termed a declara-

tion of independence. Here it is;

Place for Solace.

"Realizing that man is li'kely to be relegated by legis-

lation to an inferior sphere, that his faculties and activities

have been unreasonably circumscribed, it shall therefore
be one of the principal purposes of this corporation to

engage every lawful means looking toward the protection
i t Hie Rights of Men.
"To establish headquarters where members, who through

intolerable conditions at home, or for whom their fireside

offers no charm or solace, may come and receive that corn-

tort and consolation which is lacking and for which thej
yearn so greatly

"To keep in touch with tin- various changes in the fash-

i'ons of men and to rigidly and religiously adopt and follow

the same; to instruct the members how to be beautiful and
to counsel them how to avoid, as far as possible, approach-
ing embonpoint, and to insist upen their learning the

evil effects of gout, the inevitable result of high living; to

promote, engage in and conduct athletic and physical cul-

ture exhibitions.

"To oppose strenuously the abuse of spirituous and
h'.i\ liquors, and to counsel moderation in the use of

vinous products and other liquid exhilarators and the

ecstatic happiness of limited libations; to promote, B0

courage and hold high jinks and entertainments of a su-

perior order at all propitious times and upon the least

provocation.

Avoid Use of Water.

"To advocate and encourage yachting, but without ex-

ncing the terrors of the sea, or meeting Captain Kidds

who sail thereon; and, finally, to avoid the use ol

li tor bathing purposes."
The cuisine of the 1. V. C. is something very delicatessen,

the cool, - l li.
| being of a capacity to turn out a com

dinner for as many as titty members of the crew ai a

crack.
lb- serious side of life doesn'l appeal to the indoor

n ,i man except when it comes to giving- and then they

give with a mm ie

\ shaft of ridicule aimed at an Indoor Yachtsman maj

strike the mark, but its edge is turned and blunted by

the thickness of the target's hide. Talk yachl to one and
he may listen. Some strangers innocently have entei

the idea that the members are real yachtsmen, but of thfl

Lesl sort, and prone to hide their light under the bushel.

Never was there a falser impression.

True it is that a catboat or a sloop, barkentine. lugger,

tug. ship, schooner, launch and yacht all look alike to the

crew of the I Y. C, and they are broadminded enough to

play no favorites.

The membership includes many prominent men. The

(lul) is somewhat crowded for space. The Commodore and

other leaders in the organization are hoping to see the

time when the club will have a pretentious establishment

of which it will be the sole owner.
Summer outings are given by the Indoor Yacht Club.

Once they ventured to Yosemite and were snowed in for

several days.

Past and Present Officers.

The officers who served during the first year of the club's

existence were:
Frank J. Hennessy, commodore; Joseph S. Lewis, vice-

commode; board of pilots, Charles Arata, Bob Donahue.

Moe Altmayer, Frank J. Hennessy, William J. Lynch, F. '•

Burke, J. W. Coffroth. .1. A. Watts, Tom Corbett, .lames S.

Mulvey and Joseph S. Lewis.
Officers of the Indoor Yacht Club; Frank J. Hennessy,

commodore; Joseph S. Lewis, vice-commodore; Harry F.

Sullivan, secretary; Moe Altmayer, treasurer; board of

pilots, Joseph A. Watts, Sam Berger, Joseph H. Hutchin-

son, Joseph S. Lewis, James W. Coffroth, William H. Mc-

Carthy, Thomas S. Mulvey. William Chappelle, John Tait,

Moe Altmayer, Frank J. Hennessy.—San Francisco Chron-

icle, January 23, 1916.
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YES, I REMEMBER
(An a George, Bill

Editor's Note. -The tollowing anonymous poem was
mailed to our official sanctum without non-de-pl

QBture. It is "Do You Remember" up-to-date and pub-
lished with no other desi're than the hope that il

Qnati a laugh, without injury to the sensibiliti

mentioned. We strongly suspect the originator and his

name will be furnished on application.

Yes, 1 remembi r but what's the use ol turning the cal-

cium light

On a lot of dead and forgotten guys who could hardl
or write:

Give me the song of the man today—the man who has
"done his bit"

And still pulls stuff (be it smooth or roughl and is getting

away with it.

Remember Arata. Italian Wap, when he landed from Cin-

cinnati'

As they dragged him out of the Pullman car with In

and his stove-pipe hat

;

That .lonah lived in a whale si\ da u may
tell tin- marines,

Yet Chunky lived in that upper bunk six days on a can
of sardines.

Remember Suits with his irrepre - ble tarn I' and I

plans.

eddied n 3, ; anan i stoi It and munii

cans.

And John (Gibraltar) Cunnfngham, who talked hi

away
faking "Boss o' the Roads for Levi Strauss at a jit and

a half a day.

Ton) Griffiths in tin r< finer pilii a lad,

And George James piling cocoanuts where his mutt

fathers had
Remember Rearden Lyons when he fits'

They say they're closer and t licl

Finigan's corns.

Red .lack and pal who handcuffed that poor Chinat

a post,

There wasn't enough left on that chink to even wrap
ghost.

Remember the night that Rodenback pul a crimp in Bel

ger's string,

Sam fought harder to get through the ropes than he did

inside the ring.

Joe Watts started out as a plumber— before he studii

At that he can do more now with a pipe" than hi

will with his jaw.

That Tait dealt them off the Ofll >' ave. sir!

a cup o' tea?"
Somewhere in dear Australia is no secret to you and me.

Bemember Nal Boas and Bi < and Sheoul, and a they gol

their "chunk."
That story of selling shoe-strings and is all

the bunk;
Their forefathers traded the pioneers stocks for II

they'll make,
And shook 'em down at a hundred per cent

gomery street was a I

You don't forget old Arthur r imance,

He's chasing poultry with leathers now—with skirts i

too much (hance.
And Sunny Jim- you remember him! he began as a

messenger
He had pork and beans about once a

were bis only joy.

Oscar Turnblad fn his home town u kle fish 'lis

said.

But' since he left Scandihoovia he's I
ling himsell

instead.
And Joseph SHANNON Lewis, don't let thai gel li-

lt used to be solomii.n in the da) when Joe was a

Brad) Street Jew
Remember. Billy McCarthy, we loured him nonpariel,

, the "Maje" ti" asses or • kr v th il he'd run

well.

us "Down Went McGinty!" the Main Sheet sent a
wreath.

went down as prophesied,—but McCarthy was
underneath.

Jim Woods wasn't always "Mister"; we know the time
quite well.

When be could "hop" bells taster than any this side of
II

Bill Lange! I wonder it he remembers now he's a social
« hale.

The time he had only one strip of suspender and hung that
up with a nail.

\1 Coney used to "shine em up" for a nickel on old
Broadway,

are Bne, with the Baby Wine he's keeping the
Willi

And the little "Sarge' Tiv Kreling, who once got so
used

i had gotten around that he had spent
ten cents.

mi.in with his ever-read) Kangerous Dan McGrew,"
Ody ought to wise him that that "pome" like himself

nugh.
Vnd you remember Monahan, gray-haired, stylish and slick,

i the time Keeg was rushing the can—a red-faced
Irish mick.

And last there's big fat Stafford on whose head one could
almost shaie,

r did inin li when he was a kid and he's doing the
same to date.

then are the lads and fancies that live fn our mem-
ories yet,

b most of the things we've related they would rather
that we'd tot

So hen's iii the boys ol the present and what they'll yet
pul i hrough,
lulled the blind on thi hind and will open

tin door tor the new.

EHRMAN BROS.

"el ROI-TAN"
P E R F E CT
CIGARS

OLD KIRK
WHISKEY

ED. M. LIND, Qeneral Manager

A. P. Hotaling & Co.

Established 185}
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TERPSICHORE AND DAN CUPID.

By T. L. L.

A short while ago I chanced to hold converse with the

proud paternal ancestor of a blond and blushing debutante.

He inquired, amiably enough, why I persistently avoided

all manner ot dances and other social gatherings ordinarily

classified under the general name of Parties. In my usual

clever way I" pulled the bromidium that two is always com-
pany and anything more than two decidedly a gathering.

Endeavoring to be a bit humorous, I added that only the

specialist achieves success, and that loveliness in bunches,

as at a dance, is utterly o'erwhelming. The dear fellow

would have none of my levity, however, and insisted on
proving that dances are saving the nation. "From what?"
I asked, nibbling at the bait. He buttoned his coat, folded

his arms, looked me in the eye, and began. If I had
known the weird nature of the ideas to which he intended
to force my assent, I assure you that I never would have
asked him that question. But I was ignorant In my inno-

cence; I knew not the depths of his iniquity.

"Young man." he announced, "dances are saving the

nation from mistaken marriages and their resultant di-

vorces. Dances are what I might term block signals on
the Matrimonial Railroad. Though you may not believe it,

dances are most conducive to the furtherence of the safety-

first policy. To illustrate: If a young fellow devotes all

his time to one young lady, to the exclusion of all others,

and if eventually familiarity breeds sufficient contempt
between them and they marry, in nine cases out of ten

the young fellow will find he has made a horrible mistake,
and a divorce will follow. But when a young man attends
dances no such unhappy contingency arises. There on the
ballroom floor he comes in contact with every type and
kind of girl. There he learns that individually they are
different and that collectively they are the same. There
he is made aware of the all-important fact thai women
were never intended to be understood. And there he g el a

into the life-saving habit of listening to nothing they say
and of believing less. Should he then still deem it his

duty to marry, he undoubtedly knows what he is

He will never be led to the sacrifice blindly. On the con
trary. His eyes will be open, his mind free from coercion.
And when he" selects a sparring partner there will be
much less chance of his making a mistake than if he
had not pafd homage to Terpsichore. And this goes for

the girls as well as the boys. They. too. look the field

over and are given equal odds in Cupid's little dice game.
And the result is more happy marriages and less unhappy
ones. I know. I've seen the workings of both plans. And
believe me, I'm strong for the dance."

"My dear man," I interrupted, "you are wonderful, Be
so very kind as to have another drink. Certainly you de-

serve one. The logic of your claim Is so sharp I Imagine
your throat must hurt terribly. My sole regret is thai you
did not enter the ministry. You have Aked beaten from
the ferry to the Farallones. And by the way. mm thai
he's got back to Europe, where he belongs, why don't
you put in an application for his job? The moving pic-

tures are not drawing the crowds—every one is quite
scandalized at the thought of movies in a church any-
way—

"

"If a man wants a necktie." he went on, brazenly ob-
livious to my remarks, "he goes to a store full of neckties
and picks the one he wants from the whole lot. But unless
he's ratty he doesn't go to a store with one necktie in it

and spend his money for that. And he should do the
very same thing when he wants a wife. That is, he should
look for one where there's plenty of them—

"

"No man," I again interrupted, "wears more than one
necktie at a tfme. and the really fastidious dresser has his
cravats made to order."

"That," retorted he, in a childish display of anger, "is
entirely irrelevant, Incompetent, immaterial, inconsequen-
tial, a matter of no moment, and decidedly beside the
issue."

I have a healthy respect for the opinions of old age. 1

am but a stripling youth myself. And so I made no fur-
ther attempts to combat his quite interesting contentions.
Rather, I permitted him to continue uninterruptedly to the

end of his discourse. Parts of it were sound; other parts
were unsound. There was merit in what he had to say,
and there was demerit. But presently I am using his
words to illustrate the fact that the dances of today are
but the Marriage Marts of old in a somewhat different
raiment.

Long ago, in the world's dim dawn, when trees and
streams and boulders were the most Important landscape
decorations to be had, when civilization had not yet ar-

rived with its governments and kings and diplomats and
prohibition amendments, it was not such a great thing m
be a woman as it is today. The male of the species had
not yet forgotten the little Episode of the Garden. His
memory was rather keen concerning the Incident of the
Apple. Indeed, the boys actually were bitter about it. and
the girls took good care to remain somewhat in the back-
ground—for in those days men were really masculine, and
their arms were muscle-knotted, and they wotted not a
wot whom they smote on the physiognomy! When a man
wanted something to eat then he didn't go to the tile-

phone and order fourteen cents' worth of hamburger or
some other equally delectable fodder. He was, instead, his

own purveyor of food. Taking a rock-shod club into his

hand, he entered the dark wood, forded a few rivers.

climbed over a few precipices, and finally reached the

hunting ground, where he established himself on a high
boulder and wafted for the menu to stroll past. Then, as
they went by. he knocked the blocks off elephants and
giraffes and cuckoo-birds. When he had enough ot these
delicacies to make a meal, be slung them over his shoulder
and went home to dinner. And it was just the same pro-
cedure when a man wanted a wife to share his joys anil

sorrows and help him skin rhinoceroses.

When the flame of love flickered in the breast of the
primal man he merely reached for his club, called a com-
panion, and sallied forth in searcli of a mate. Eventually
he came to the cave of a neighbor. Then and there he
seized upon such damsel as chanced to be straying from
the parental care, and, smiting her thrice upon the cupola
with the club, thusly—One! Two! Three!—he clutched her
flowing tresses, twisted them about his corded hands and

l her back to the shanty. His companion remal I

mar him during the ceremony, probably to ward off the

approach of the maiden's papa, whence arises the Idi

Best Man at a modern wedding. That was the first form
of marriage—marriage by Capture. It was followed hy

its natural successor, marriage by Purchase.

We are all inclined to resent it when a total stranger

enters our abode unbidden and walks out with the dining-

room table, the kitchen sink, or the conservatory poker

chips. No matter how valueless the articles he purloins

may in themselves be, we usually resent the purloining and
express our resentment in no uncertain terms. Human
nature being a constant quantity, it is safe to assume that

the cave-dwellers had this same tendency. Hence when
Mr Matthew Stonehead, Esq.. returned from earning his

bread by the sweat of his brow and was informed by little

Cornelius Stonehead that some fellow from across tie

river had stepped into the camp and moved out with

Josephine or Elizabeth or Harriet, he ordinaril.

purple in the face, grabbed his war cudgel, and started in

angry pursuit. If he caught up with the bride and groom
an argument was bound to ensue, and there was but one

way to pacify him. That, as in our own day, was with

the almighty dollar, or whatever coin was almighty then

The ;;yneolatrous marauder could very easily miti-ii. ii>

wrath of the irate old gent by producing a dollar-slx-bltl

or so in exchange for the young lady. He Would then be

permitted to go honeymooning unmolested.

Inevitably, as parents began to realize that a young man
would part with a few dollars in exchange for a wife, Hfl

business possibilities of the young ladies were developed

and the epoch of the Marriage Mart reached. Yearly there

was held in the market place of the city a public sale of

all the pouter-pigeons. The affairs were something similar

to the horse shows of today. Young men from far and

near, in search of wives, came to the city, looked over the

flock of pulchritude that dimpled in the market place,

picked out the birds they wanted, paid their money and

moved back to the farm. A simple system. An efficient

system. An entirely satisfactory system. The very

system, indeed, with a slight modification, that is In
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SPOILING A PHILANTHROPIST
By Porter

After having discovered how easy it is to amuse the pub- |

lie. the inevitable has happened and Henry Ford, mate of
the Oscar II, threatens an assault upon vaudeville.
Why not'
He will nut be the first high minded corrector of public

opinion to lean to the varieties. I remember that vaude-
ville has survived many such attacks, from l>r. Wullner's
"high-brow" message of song to the Fra's dissertations on

[mortality ol egotism. The vaudeville value of an
early training has more recently been set forth by the
precious Evelyn N'esbit. and didn't two young things from
the chorus shoot up a broker, so (at they couldn't miss him,
as the preliminary to a triumphant tour of the "circuit."

Vaudeville bars no one's path to greatness.
One feels it fs but a matter of time when William Jen-

nings, between his efforts to put the country on its feet,

and Roosevelt's efforts to put it on some one else's the
twain will appear in a brother act. with Bryan as the "un-
derstander" and Teddy doing all the falls.

Twould be a great act.

But it doesn't appear, as yet. that Henry will be seen be-
footlights, though that will come in time, no doubt.

What seems imminent is his presence fn the ring of
amusements as impresario, builder and vaudeville magnate.
It would be most entertaining to watch the boss assemble
a jitnev heiore an audience and run over a crown prince
in a thriller in one act, but for the present such an offering
is not more than remotely contemplated.
According to eastern reports—with particular reference

prescfent New York Review's account— Henry Ford.
- how dear to our hearts is vaudeville, has proposed

to himself to take a hand in providing it—always with
- 1 to a greater number. It appears

that not everyone who admires and needs vaudeville is

able to pay the price. The delights of artistfc contempla-
tion are removed from the ken of many by reason of the
excessive prices ol the ten-twenty-thirty cent house, to say
nothing of the more aristocratic demands of the patrician
two-a-day houses. Mr. Ford, so says my story, proposes
to place vaudeville in the lap of the least luxurious. He
is going to build theaters the size of whfch will be bo
great that he will be able to pay expenses—provided he
sells out at every performance—and charge a maximum
(ee of ten

Mr. Ford emphatically disclaims three things, lie is

not looking for further exploitation, he is not seeking to

make any money, ami be isn't trying to sell any cars.

No one would be cruel enough to assert the contrary.
If there is one thing that offends Mr. Ford more than an-
other it is publicity, lie even went to Europe to avoid
it and came back for the same reason. He needs no more
money, lor he already has so much that it is clear he
doesn't know how to spend it. and as for selling Fords, he
needs no salesmen since no one ever heard of a Ford dying
and staying di ad
This is about the way the Review report has it:

"Having tailed to get the boys out of the trenches be-

fore Christmas ' Henry Fori has now decided to uplift the
theatrical business."

Mickle

Though there is no theatrical war on at the present time,
Mr. Ford believes there might be one, and with uplifted
pen he dashes into the situation with a full determination
to throw a couple of dozen buildings at the heads of the
vaudeville trust" and lay them low in the interests
ei such peace as will redound to the advantage of civil-
ization and credit to himself. He believes, in short, that

rdained to provide cheaper entertainment than the
public is now receiving from the vaudeville and motion
picture magnates—and by cheaper, is meant not cheaper
attractions but cheaper tickets. Therefore it is reported
on the highest authority that he has signified his approval
of a scheme to establish a big circuit of mammoth the-
aters seating not less than 6000 persons, where moving
pictures and vaudeville shows will be given at prices
ranging from five to fifteen cents. The plan is to have
three such playhouses in New York and then to sprinkle
them over the middle and far west until every large city
in the land shall have been provided with one to the great
advantage of the public and the confusion of the vaude-
ville and motfon picture magnates, who it would appear,
have been charging at least five cents too much for their
ten-twenty-thirty cent shows.

It is easy to see what the extra nickel is for.
One can ride to the show fn a jitney.
As for getting home again, that is a contingency not

contemplated in the plans. And anyway, it everybody
rides who will the jitneys run over?

What most folks taking a chance in the theatrical game
for the first time overlook, is apparently overlooked by
Pacific Ford. Most ol them are like the storekeeper who
thinks it only necessary to secure a "location." and a build-
ing. But it isn't the building that makes the theater nor
the store; it's what you put inside that counts. The present
legime of vaudeville management finds its knottiest prob-
lem in providing acts, securing novelties and keepfng eight
numbers on a bill. This problem accounts for the fact that
worn-out acts are still retained, that new ones are recruited
for almost any reason at all, and that established favor-
ites get all kinds of salaries to remain in the vaudeville
end of the theatrical game and not deflect to the movies.

It's a simple matter to put a Ford together, and com-
paratively simple to bring the dove of peace through'

a

round trip to the home of the belligerents, and keep the
bird flying through banks of gaseous rhetoric. What is

really a job for a man. is to assemble a vaudeville bill.

The trouble Isn't with the prices. It's with the people.
There aren't enough of them who are entertaining; and
that is the situation which Mr. Ford is most competent to

correct.

As an entertainer he, is the greatest philanthropist in

the known world; as a humorist he makes even Mark
Twain seem sad.

What possibilities are there not wrapped up in the sug-
gestion of an act we.ii Henry "straight" and John D. Barry
in a female impersonation, presenting a one-act skit by
Ellen Key. "The Peace That Kills!"

vogue at present. What is a dance if it isn't a Marriage
with the single difference that at a dance the girls

get a chance to pick and (house as well as the boys? The
reply must always be that a dance is nothfng, not even
a dance, ii it is not a Marriage Mart. For from the socio-

logical viewpoint the proud paternal ancestor hereinbefore

referred to is dead right. He may not have the correct

stuff concerning the calamities from whfch dances are

saving the youth of the nation. It is cptite possible that a

man may do worse things than stay single. He can get

married, for instance But certainly he has got hold of

the truth concerning the essential purpose of the ballroom.
iinaiily a place for proposals, it affords the girls

an ample opportunity to display their wares, and it gives
the boys rchard wherein to find a peach. At that.

now thai I think of it. Terpsichore fs a first cousin
to Dan Cupid, ami next to good old Bacchus she's the best
friend he's got. So on with the dance, let joy be unre-
fined' Co shake the leg and kick the foot and grab the
damsel where you may; a tango's but a wrestlfng match
and life's no longer than a day!
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Los Angeles at last went wet.

How about those New Year resolutions?

Anyway, Slaughter was a regular cut-up.

Why, Lawlor can't even express an oral opinion.

The "Noc-No-Mors" are going to bury old General Gloom

If Home Industry Rudofsen and Pork and Means Mar-
ston, the self-chosen embalmers, are buried with him, the
interment will be a complete success.

If war is hell, ain't it hell to have all this preparedness
for it?

Wonder what Captain Henry Gleason thinks of "The
Observer"?

Why don't Charley Nelson and Harris incorporate? Il is

safer.

Charley Nelson uses very bad grammar and even worse

judgment.

With all the Grand Jury whitewash, Charley still appears

as Polka-dot.

No wonder Rolph can make Charley vote the way he
wants him to.

Oakland Charley got a chop in salary, so he hardly
gets enough to buy a commutation ticket from Oakland.

Hiram Johnson wants a garage for his automobile, but
what he really needs is a muzzle for Neylan.

Fogarty says that liquor is smuggled in tbe Bre-housi
Well, Fogarty knows a lot about smuggling.

Now the Rev. Mr. Slaughter is indicted for tbe crimes
Mr. Aked made famous. Next!

It must cost Lawlor a lot for talcum powder to keep
from blushing.

If February only had a few more holidays, what a busy
month March would be.

McCarthy still out—Cunningham further in. Next month.
McCarthy way out, Cunningham all in.

Looks as though the Rev. Mr. Slaughter of Chico made
the "House of Fame" ill.

Wonder what's become of old Doc Aked? Leap frog at
ten thousand per is surely the kfng of indoor sports.

It will be difficult for either to keep their bazoos closed
long enough to bury them.

When the bachelor eligible list is closed, why not give
the Alimony Club a chance? There'll sure be a lot of
entries.

Tbe lads who climbed to the fifteenth story to watch
the elusive wheel must have wanted to see if the sky
really was the limi't.

The new board is having a hard time with its patronage.
Maybe it's for the best. Like a little learning, a little

patronage is a dangerous thing.

John O. Walsh is going to be expelled from the Hi-

bernians. He said Burns was a better poet than old Bill

Shakespeare, and forgot to mention Tom Moore or Rocky
Mountain O'Bri'en. Shame, John, for shame!

President Wilson is to be congratulated for not ap-

pointing Lane. While Mr. Lane is perhaps well suited
for the position he occupies, be would be as much out of

place on the Supreme Bench of the United States as
Lawlor is on the Supreme Bench of California and surely
we cannot say more than this.

That militant sheet "Tbe Observer," says that "Town
Talk" and the .Main Sheet" stole their thunder on Lawlor.
All we lay claim to is to agitate that Wells Fargo express
his opinions.

However, let the good work go on. As soon as the

people realize his utter incompentency Lawlor will he
back to the oliris. It's a common cause for fearless

papers. '

A LIE NAILED.

eeks ago Judge John J. Sullivan and Harry
McKenzie, bis assistant prosecuting attorney, were suli-

iei ted to a vicious and untruthful attack.
They refused to hold two men for robbery on the un-

supported testimony of a drunken witness. As a result,

they were deno :ed in terms that even robbers would
resent

So tlic entire matt. a- was laid before the Grand Jury

by Judge Sullivan and after a thorough Investigation

the matter was dropped and Sullivan completelj exoll

But not one word in the press that had made the cow-
ardly attack. Not one word to undo the injustice. \"l

one word to say to the people of San Francisco that Sul-

livan was right and wrongly attacked.
How long are decent men to endure or tolerate such

i in: at ter assassinal ion?

THE PROBATION LAW.

A great deal has been said of late because a few men
-I i. been admitted to probation by our Courts have

; unworthy of the trust placed in them. We And
one Astredo, who is now called a Probation Officer, but

who used to cither peddle coffee or sell Turkish rugs]

denouncing the system and interfering with men like

William H. Nichol and his assistant, Mr. Wallace. He
interfered with Nit hoi and Wallace in their work, and their

in- (level inn to their duty has angered this pup-

pet wlio. by some hook or crook, still has the Probation

Committee baffled.

Little or nothing has been said of the success of the

Probation law- and of the fact that persons on probation

in San Francisco, have earned over $300,000. during the

past year and that 1)0 per cent of them have taken advan-

tage of the opportunity offered and have made good. The
whole system is attacked beoause one or two have gone
astray.

Probation in San Francisco lies in the hands of Judges

Griffin. Dunne and Cabaniss and never has any city been

blessed wth men of more integrity or better judgment.

Nevertheless they are constantly subjected to the attacks

and sneers of people who do not wish to, or who cannot

understand the real situation.

What San Francisco needs is a few more men like

Nichol and Wallace, but her crying need is the removal of

Astredo. lie thinks in terms of dollars and cents and is

wholly out of sympathy with his work. The Probation

Committee, consisting of such people as these: Mrs. Ed-

ward L. Baldwin. James R. Pringle, Rev. D. O. Crowley.

Miss McKinstry, Jesse W. Lilienthal, E. W. Newhall and

R. E Queen ought to make short work of this Astredo.

Jealousy has prompted the interference of Astredo and

decency ought to remove him.
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RANDOM THOUGHTS
"Just for the Kids."

Just for the Kids' That's why you and your neighbors
are going to the Auditorium on Saturday evening, Feb-
ruary Twelfth. That's why sis and sweetheart, wife and
mother are wondering and waiting. That's why every mem-
ber of the Indoor Yacht Club is working earnestly and dil-

igently on his particular committee. Just for the Kids!
And when you go to the Auditorium that night to take

part in Cinderella's Ball to Toyland's characters, you're
going to see a spectacle the like of which has not I n
produced fn this or any other town before. It will aston-
ish you to see what really can be done by the skilled hands
of the many decorators. The plans are all complete. One
year ago it was said that the Auditorium would never look
again like it did that night. And truthfully so. But time
improves all things and the scheme of decoration this

year is entirely new and original. Some of the old ideas.
of course, have been preserved, but considerably im-
proved. You will still sit in trellised arbors, with creeping
vine and clinging roses about you and almost hidden be-
neath the green will peek forth varied colored Incandes-
cents to shed their softened colors upon you. And above
no lofty dome will frighten with its distance, but over
the entire space will be huns a complete network of lattice

with blossoms of cherry, shedding like Hakes of snow its

pink and white flowers upon the dancers beneath. And
here again ten thousands lights will hrigthly shi'ne like

daylight driving away the blackness of dawn. Directly in

front will be the stage, set with specially prepared drops
and scenes to appropriately tit and harmonize with the
atmosphere that boyhood's memory twined about a uit;iit

fn Fairyland.
And the show! Do you remember "Jack the Giant

Killer" and the Little old lady who lived in a shoe" and
the "Cat and the Fiddle?" Well, they'll all be there!
And Cinderella and the Fairy Prince, too! That's just

one act! Of course, there'll be others with bands galore
and just enough to make you want for more. On,- act

that will be worth more than the price of admission alone,
will be the "Fashion Act." This number would cost to
reproduce, in costumes alone, a half a million tin!!. us
It will be a display of the season's styles arranged by Mr.
Julian Liebes of Liebes and Company. Mr. Richard t'os-

tello of O'Connor. Moffat! and Company. .Mr. J. M. Cant
ner of Gantner, Mattern and Company, Mr. I.eon Roos of
Roos Bros., Mr, Stephen Rau of I. Magnin and Col
and Mr. Graham of Livingston Bros., Inc. In less than
sixty minutes there will be shown the very latest in

modish and up-to-date fashions by men who are masters
in their lines. Outside of New York, it is a well estab-
lished fact that better stocks and more expensive gowns
are carried by the merchants of San Francisco than in

any other city. And leave it to them to do their best!
For the rest, Sam Berger. Tom Mulvey, ,\1 Katsi
George Symon and Selby Oppenheimer vouch thai the
show wll surpass all previous efforts and that settles it for

us. And when we finally break into the dance and the
wee sma' hours have flown away, with the smiles and the
laughs and the "Au Revoirs" will come the happy recol-
lection that it was all. "Just for the Kills'

"Blessed Is He Who Gives."

The appeal of the Jew did not fall on deadened ears.

Magnificent was the response, but particularly generous
was the contribution of San Francisco. Almost a quarter
of a million dollars from a city with less than a half

million population is certainly a splendid tribute to the
generosity of its people. Perhaps, her own sufferings;
perhaps, having known she can feel: perhaps, she still

retains the big, broad, generous spirit of the West, hut

w'hatever the cause, wherever there is misfortune and
poverty and distress, this city of ours is always anient!

the first to respond, the most willing to help. So it

should he. And foremost in every movement, with ever
ready hands, always the first to give, the most generous
among the generous, has been the Jew in San Francisco.
Go over the list of your charities, and they are main.
but whether they be the Little Jim" or the hundred ami
one other elymosynary works that sympathetic hands and

hearts attempt, you will always find the most spontaneous
and immediate response from the .lew. Xor would we
belittle the work of other races and other creeds. Some-
how all do more than their share and they all make San
Francisco the most charitable community in the world.
But out of the sorrows of their history, the Jew seems
always to have a more attentive ear to listen, always a
more willing hand to help. What more splendid example
of this could there be than Mrs. Sigmund Stern? Or
Mrs. Judge Sloss or Mrs. Jake Gottlob? And where can
you find a list of contributors that does not carry the
names of the Hellmans, the Fleishhackers, the Weils, the
Esbergs, the Slessingers. the Sussmans, the Aronsons. the
Gunsts, the Liebes, the Raus, the Nickelburgs and the
tlM.iis.ind other, perhaps humbler, but no less philan-
thropic givers. What would our "Kiddies" Ball" be with-
out a Berger, a Katschinski. an Altmayer or a Lewis? And
so when the Jew did find himself for the first time in his
history confronted by a situation, which could not be re-
lieved out of his own resources, and when the plea for
starvmg Poland went forth, well and generously did the
bread that has for years been cast upon the waters return
to hint and his, multiplied a hundred fold. Emerson wrote
that "Men are better than their theology." Whether this
be true or not. at least "the fellow feeling has made us
wondrous kind" and may it ever be thus for Jew and Gen-
tile, in plenty and in poverty, in happy, care-free, generous
San Francisco.

The Spectator.
"Town Talk" is the most enlightening and entertaining

of our we.kly papers. It fs bright, breezy and at times
brilliant. It discusses public events and public issues
with clearness and without prejudice and we have grown
to aw. lit its Friday visit with fond anticipation. All of
which is particularly inspired by a few paragraphs in

last week's issue, under the now familiar prattle of the
"Spectator." Many years ago when we were lads at

sell* we divided our time between sororities, scholastic
affairs and hazings with the study of nineteen different
subjects, among them English Literature. The happiest
moments were with Addison and his Spectator, a morning
paper published in England many years ago and now used
as a text book because of its pure English and style. Pre-
sumably Ed O'Dea. associate of Mr. Bonnet fn the publi-
cation of "Town Talk." received his inspiration from this,

and, while we shall not make our flattery so fullsome as
to say that the writings of the one resemble those of the
other, or contrast Ihe character of Sir Roger de Coverly
with The Man who winds the Ferry Clock." yet we can
truthfully say. that we receive as much enjoyment from
the one in our mature years as from the other in our
boyhood and both are well worth reading. It's a long time
since we laughed as heartily, as when we read the re-

cital of the introduction into the Board of Supervisors
bj \ndrew Gallagher of a resolution providing for the
celebration of the tercentenary of the "Bard of Avon,"
The situation was sufficiently humorous but the recital

even more so. As an antidote to glooms and a producer
of smiles, we recommend Mr. O'Dea's "Spectator' and we
congratulate "Town Talk.'"

Unfair.
One of the most unjust attacks made upon any public

official was the one voiced against Supervisor Edward
Wolfe, because of his suggestion that an expert should
report on the subject of the re-routing of cars. We can
recall no such adverse comment when Bion J. Arnold was
employed at a cost of some hundred thousand dollars. We
read no such vilification when John R. Freeman was en-

gaged. No word has yet been uttered against the army
ni experts engaged for this and that purpose in the legal

and engineering complications over our water supply. And
this is what Wolfe proposed: That the City Engineer
should take one of his present force, who possessed the

necessary qualifications, and that he should make a com-
prehensive study of the situation and report his findings

anil recommendations to the Board of Supervisors. Not
such a bad idea, we think, when one reflects that ft is

assumed that Mr. Black is prejudiced and biased in his
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recommendations, so far as the United Railroads is con-

cerned and that everyone else who appears before the

Board has his own particular axe to grind. What does
the average Supervisor know of railroadfng. car mileage
or peak loads? None, that we know of, has been engaged
in street railroading and it is certainly no light task
to assume their regulation wi'th thirty days study and ex-

perience. In our judgment, the better plan would have
been to have followed Supervisor Gallagher's recommenda-
tion, that the routing proposed by the United Railroads
be tried for a period of thirty days. Whatever the faults,

they would then have been discovered and remedied or

else it would be quite easy to return to the old scheme
of things. As the Board would not listen to this, then
let them get someone who really does know, and maybe
they will listen to him. And for the job we would nomi-
nate the superintendent of the Municipal Railway System,
Mr. Thos. Cashin. Perhaps, he has troubles enough of his

own, but certainly he has the ability, the confidence of

the people and we don't believe the United Railroads
would object. Anyway it would be tbe report of a careful,

capable, competent official and worth a great deal more
than any report that Arnold ever wrote and at a cost of

practically nothing.

An Upright, Just and Honorable Judge.
Amongst the judiciary of San Francisco there are

the names of many whom we admire. Incidentally, there
are those whom we cordially detest and despise, but of

them, later. There are men who would shine on any bench
and of whom we have every reason to point with civic pride.

To us, who do not possess what Taft called justiciable

minds, it would seem that there is something more requisite,

to make a capable judge, than mere knowledge of writs

and mandates. Of course, a judge should know the law.

but to this should be added a heart and a backbone. Why
know the law if one be afraid to administer It? Why ad-

minister, without, at least, a drop of the milk of human
kindness? And one who best embodies these requisites;

one who is a magnificent example of what the lunch
should be, is Franklin H. Griffin. How such a man could
ever be defeated for any office is beyond our comprehen-
sion. That a kinder fate awaits him in the future is our
fervent wish and prayer. Kind, capable, unassuming, hon-

est, untiring and fearless, his very presence radiates hope
and confidence. Nature has endowed him with physical
attributes that draw .men to him and Nature has been kino
to him in many ways. But, perhaps, the best gift that

Naure has given him, is a great big heart and a stiff back-
bone and San Francisco needs more men in public life like

Judge Frank Griffin.

The Slaughter of the Innocents.
Another one of our Prohibiton howlers has gone the ex-

pected way, and, strange to say, "Demon Rum" is the

cause. It appears that the liquor interests have com-
bined wth a fifteen-year-old girl to ruin the reputation of

the Rev. Madison Slaughter, pastor of the First Baptist
Church of Chico and an ardent Prohibition advocate. The
Butte County Grand Jury also seems involved in the per-

secution, inasmuch as it had the temerity to indict the
reverend gentleman on five separate counts for assault.
And the antecedents of the reverend gentleman also seem
to have joined in the conspiracy, as they recite that he
has been fired out of two other towns, notably Woodland,
for alleged similar offenses. Veritably it is the Slaughter
of the Innocents. In Woodland the assault was attempted
on another fifteen-year-old girl, while the children were
preparing, under the kind pastor's instruction, to produce
a play, the title of which was sufficiently suggestive

—

"The House of Fame." Ill-fame would have been the more
correct wording, had Slaughter continued his tutelage. So
far as such a pervert is concerned, Hell does not hold a
spot sufficiently hot for him, but the sooner he is sent
that way, the better for all concerned. It's unfortunate
that^both girls had spineless sapheads for parents, else
the community might be saved the unnecessary expense
of a trial. The point to remember, however, is that
Slaughter is just a type, which becomes more prolific, as
the tendency toward Prohibition increases. The percent-
age of statutory crimes in Northern California is compara-
tively small compared with the South, but as sure as a
community shows a tendency to go dry or a dry faction
springs up, there develops at the same time a crop of de-
generates, to whom rape and kindred crfmes are but pleas-

ant pastimes. But then some people prefer ruining fifteen-
year-old girls to the ravages of rum and if they are in the
majority. California will most likely see a great deal more
oi this. And the novel thing is that when they are caught
with the goods, it is always going to be the liquor interests
which are persecuting them.

A Catholic Cleric on Prohibition.
There is on our desk a very interesting pamphlet. "Pro-

hib:ticn the Enemy of Temperance" by a Catholic cleric,
the Rev. J. A. Homan. It fs too voluminous to review at

length but it explains the attitude of the Roman Catholic
Church upon a subject, which is of particular and vital
interest at the present moment, to the people of Califor-
nia. Perhaps, his position can best be summarized in
the concluding paragraph, where Father I Ionian writes:

' It might be desirable to make the human race
one vasl total abstinence society if it were pos-
sible to eradicate the almost universal taste of
man lor alcohol, but such a result could only be
accomplished by education, and not by legislation.
From the Christian standpoint, it could not be done
without the assistance of divfne grace to each indi-
vidual. Hut even then total abstinence would
neci ssarily be a voluntary self-imposed restraint.
and not a duty or obligation, such as temperance
is essentially always. It will not be questioned,
however, that an ellieient self-control and such
qualities as make up strong character and for the
attainment of the highest ideals, are best acquired
without tbe shackles of prohibitory laws. The
nhjeol if all laws in the earl must he lo areompli"h
tie' greatest amount of good for the greatest num-
ber, and no law can accomplish this thai Joes not
take Into account the social needs of man and the
rights "i human liberty."

By a strange coincidence we received in the same mail
a circular hiter Issued to its patrons by (he Farmers' and
Merchants' National Hank of Los Angeles and now being
circulated by our Chamber of Commerce. It s entitled
Why Business Runs on a Flat 'lire." Elsewhere in this

issue it is printed in its entirety, hut the concluding para-
graph rs interesting in the light or the attitude ot tin'

church

:

"The agitation of the movement known as the
moral uplift which when not the offspring of hypoc-
risy, is t le result of misguided effort, and a desire
to intermeddle in the affairs of society. By "the
moral uplift" we mean the work of varfous orders,
societies and associations of men ami women,
largely supported by the charity ol business men.
who think thej 'an. ii, law, reform the world,
legislate morality, and judicially establish honesty
and Integrity. They attempt to do by force that
which leaching, training and education alone can
accomplish."

lint alter all is said, what will the "deer pecpul" do fn

November? Will it be Prohibition or Partial Prohibition
or will we be permitted the God-given and inalienable rich 1

to think for ourselves, to dress as we please, in worship
where we please and to drink what we pit ase.

RHYMED FASHIONS.

There's something prophetic
In colors synthetic.

In lingerie fashions so gay;
Pure white is high treason,
The boudoir this season

Is holding a rainbow soiree,

'lie res something distracting
In Fashion's exacting

A nightrobe of purple or green:
Lest the colors seem bold.

Or .Milady grow cold,

A girdle of velvet is seen.

There's a whisper of spring
In the butterfly's wing.

Enameled in blue of the sea;
Even Fashion, 'tis plain,

.Must be neutral, so Spain
Gives tone to the mode's dernier erf.

—Puck.
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[This analysis of business conditions was sent by the

Farmers and .Merchants National Bank to its patrons on
September lo, 1915. It is now being circulated bj the San
Francisco Chamber of Commerce and i"s printed here for

the information of our readers. The ".Main Sheet" does

not agree with the artfcle in its entirety, but in substance
it comes pretty near hitting the nail on the head. Per-

haps seme of our readers would like to discuss il and. if

so. our columns are open.—The Editor.]

WHY BUSINESS RUNS ON A FLAT TIRE.

As the months go by and the seasons pass without the

ral awakening in business long promised by the

national administration; as the country accumlati a gold

in an amount which it never before dared dream of, the

question naturally presents itself, why have we had this

complete paralysis of American commercial activit) .' Why
are the great masses of a nation which is rolling in wealth
not purchasing freely in our home markets? In other
words, why does business continue dull, or move in tits

and jerks, running nine-tenths of the time on a tlat tire?

The answers to these several questions are:

First. The initiative of the business man has been de-

stroyed by long-continued assaults by the [tress, politicians

and public officials upon his methods of doing business.

his honesty and integrity that is to say; we are now
I cling the full effect of ten years of muck-raking which
anally led to destructive legislative action.

Second. Government interference witli business, gov-

ernment persecution and prosecution of business men,
Government regulation of all lines of commercial activity,

the uncertainties of the Sherman Law. and the threats

of the Clayton Act have created an air of Insecurity which
prevents the average man from n'sking any part of his

i apital in new ventures.

Third. The continued regulation of railroad earnings
by the Interstate Commerce Commission and the various
state Railroad Commissions, until the roads arc ma lefl

with a sufficient revenue to meel fixed charges, mm I

make extensions and improvements, ami the resultant un-

employment of a vast army of railroad tie

Fourth. The passage in 1913 of our present tariff laws,

which reduced our government revenues while allowing
importations of foreign-made goods in competition with

our manufacturing industries, and which again resulted in

the unemployment of a larue arm\ of skilled laborers

Fifth. The destruction of the last remnant of the mer-
chant marine of the nation by the passage of the sea-

men's bill.

Sixth. The constantly increasing exactions of labor,

whereby the cost of everything grown or manufactured
in America is largely increased.

Seventh. Extravagance on the part of the pn

of the nation, national, state and local in admfnlBtering
the affairs of the country, whereby we are Incurring pub-

lic debts, to bear the burden whereof will make the indi-

viduals of future generations hump-backed ami I

Eighth. The practice of the government, national, slate

and local, to enter into competition with the private citf-

zen in business ventures, whereby the pioneer splril which
endured hardships and developed America has been killed.

Ninth, The extravagance of the people themselves in

buying and maintaining automobiles, patronizing various
places of amusement, wasting their funds in every con-

ceivable manner, and ignoring the advice of the prudent
to lay aside a dollar for a rainy day. the result being thai

when the pinch came, they were without any reserve pur-

chasing power.
Tenth. Paternalism In government, whereby we are

creating a race of mendicants and incompetents (Depos-
iting $30,000,000 of treasury funds, without interest, for

the benefit of the Southern cotton growers, is an example
ei paternalism.)

Eleventh. The gradual evolution of the government
Itself into a mob democracy, notwithstanding the teachings
of history which plafnl) show that such a form of govern-
ment has invariabb led to the destruction of the people
who adopted it. The adoption of a system of taxation, no
longer equal and uniform, whereby the thrifty are Peine

robbed to support an idle and vicious clement, which
branzenl) preaches the doctrine that the government owes
it a living.

Twelfth. The agitation of the movement known as "the

moral uplift," which when not the offspring of hypocrisy,
is the result of misguided effort, and a desire to intermed-
dle in the affairs of society. By 'the moral uplift" we
mean the work of various orders, societies and associa-
tions of men and women, largely supported by the charity
of business men, who think they can, by law, reform the
world, legislate morality, and judicially establish honesty
and integrity. They attempt to do by force that which

ling, training and education alone can accomplish.
Such are the handicaps that we have been working

under, and yet, the business interests of the country still

survive. That there is a revival in some lines is due to
circumstances over which the government has had no
control, viz: the European war.

Taxes.
People will soon be receiving their annual tax bills. In

California these bills are by no means a joke. Year by
year our taxes increase. Year by year we see the num-
ber of our public officials multiplied and their salaries
raised. Year by year we see the public funds dissipated.
Every foolish plan that is presented to our governing
bodies requiring an expenditure of money is adopted by
them, Usually these public officials are small taxpayers,
but they are large tax eaters. Personally, they have no
incentive to keep taxes down
The remedy for evils here pointed out lies with the peo-

ple themselves. The spoliation will go on until the prop-
erty holders and business men take an interest—not a

Interest, but an active, aggressive interest—in

If they will not do this, they deserve to be robbed,
and make a,, mistake about it. they will be robbed good
and plenty.

THE CAR
You will be glad to own, at

a price you will be glad to

pay, if you will investigate

automobile values.

Let us demonstrate

Buick Superiority

to you.

Howard Automobile Co.
Van Ness at California, San Francisco

3300 Broadway, Oakland

PORTLAND LOS ANGELES
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Fete in Fairyland
DEPICTING CHARACTERS
FAMOUS IN FABLE AND

NURSERY RHYME
PROGRAM

Grand Opera Number

Tableau Dance.

Burlesque Moving Picture, "Why Women
Sin."

Ben Benos—Daring Aerial Artists.

The Fight With Death.

The Cirrus Ijy Professor Boyd.
Fashion .Number—displays from the fol-

lowing firms: I. .Magni'n. Liebes & Co.,

O'Connor, Moffatt & Co.. Livingston
Bros., Roos Bros., Gantner & Mattern.

The Dance of the Flower—May Garcia,
Lenore Peters, Krua Herlmet.

The Defiddes Dancing Dollies in :i Fairy

_ Dance.
Arl Smith with his new car.

The Koniical Kewpies.

Cinderella Dance,
The Cruise of the (iood Ship 1. Y. C.

The i. v. c. Playground—All for the Kid-
dies.

Girl Number Par excellence.
Three beautiful pantomfmc numbers, ar-

ranged by Wlnfleld Blake.
Cinderella Contest—Crowning of Winner.
The .Masked Eligible.

DANCING Til, DAWN.

Stage under the personal direction of

Sam Berger.

The 1914-15 Pageant pronounced by
press and public "America's Greatest
Spectacle."

PAGEANT DANSANT— KIDDIES' BALL

CIVIC AUDITORIUM
Saturday Evening:

February Twelfth

ts5» *Jfc tc^W

Indoor Yacht Club
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Indoor Yacht Club
Club Rooms and Office. 4 Eddy Street. Telephone (Private

Exchange connecting all departments). Sutter 53S6.

SEAT RESERVATIONS, FETE IN FAIRYLAND.
I. Y. C. OFFICE.

FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED.
No Reservations after 10 a. m. Thursday, February 10th.

Executive Committee.

F. .1. Hennessy, Chairman.
w'm. II. Mel ' irthy

Sam Berger Thos. S. Mulvej
John F. Cunningham Oppi
Jcs. M. Duggan Geo. Symon
Tom Dillon John Tait

.1. H. Hutchinson Jos. A. Watts
A] Katschinski James Wood
.1 S. I Phil Wand

Floor Committee.
Wm. ii. McCarthy, Floor Director.

A. F. Andrews Capt. Henry ill'

I. s. Andrews Al H Herbert
,1 p Duffy Win. I. Larkin
Dr. Frank Emmal I has u.ikes

N. A. Denvir Harry Keeler
Julius Eppstein Daniel J Murpl
Hon. T. I. Fitzpatrick Jos. A. Murphy
Lawrence Fabian Fred Suhr, .lr

Hon. Franklin A. Griffin Gregory Viteach
Wm. J. Hynes Dave Symon
A. I'll. Milan. I. . Hon. B. J. Flood

John C. Kortick John .1. Glynn
Edward Lind Tho?. Cashin
!•'. J. .M.malian Dr Vincent Brown
.1 B. Madden Dr. S. J. G .-.Iner

Hiles Samuel N H

i Mizner Gus Schommny
J. E. Derham. Jr. Capl Thoi

Reception Committee.
Chas. M in.

r. D. 1 T. F. Di lurj

II I Stafford D. .1

P. F. Green Ben i-

i Aronsori Dr. C. A. Glover
Hairy E, R ! H. T. .limes

It I. Colburn Jol a P Ji

K A Eaton Homer Perin
In- How ail P. D M. M. 1

Elmo Fenton J. I

nnell I. Nolan
..I Hallinan

Dr. ii. L. Galo-ti it Thos. B. Shumate
Win. II McNulty H. M. Stein
rir. M B. Mooslin F. Sullivan
I r Ii F. Mulvihill Tuchler

Brien Schiff

Win. i O'Brien Clare
A T i' Hei :

i i i

h .1. O'Neill Dr. W E Buell
Hon. Morris Oppenheim Nat I

Dl Arnold B. ivters II. C. Booth
I P. Costello Orlando Sti

H. .1 Schoi
Ushers.

J. S. Mulvey. Chairman.
R. J. Blaine Robl \lunson
Wm. Bridgman A. C Posener
J. w Buehler J J Raffertj

R. O. Cannon C. I. Martin

Geo Cavanaugh Joe Olson
A. J. Crowley G. it Roberts
T. P. Curran M. J. Tiernej
Hi il T Duffy B. G Tuttle

Joe Ferrari Edw. H Shafter
W, Wing Milton Davis
Steve Hughes Maims Kelly

John J. Hughes \lailin Kreling
. ; ii

I i.vpiov R. J I.an -'la's

R. S. Molloy E. J. S -miter

Wm. P. Dunphy
Mike Hevfron
II. II. Hoeber
Chas. Bliss

John M. Bender
Berry

Ja< k Carlyle
s 1-:, Dabovich
R. A. Edwards
Harold H Hart
C. W. I- i i.

.1 D.i

Frank Eekenroth
. i auman

i . . a S. Greenebaum
Jack Hunt
Al Kai-eliinski

\i' -Kenzie
Thos. O'Daj
Selby Op] enheimer
Warren Shannon

Publicity Committee.
Tom Dillon Chairman.

Louis I., i \

Marshall Lorimer
Sam Markowitz
Arthur F. Rousseau
C I Vail
Frank P Waleott
Ralph McLeran
Geo. Lovejoy
.1. L. Rale-
Jas. A Sorensen
W. J. Lynch

Show Committee.
Sam Berger, Chairman.

Phil Wand
Sam Bush
Ed. Healey
C. D. Sti

El. Lind
John H. Seid
Xat Goldstein
Fred Coustette
i

.

•
.

S. E. Kramer
Automobile Committee.
Porter Mickel, Chairman.

Hon. I: .1 i Ed. Mohrig
Thos. M. O'Connor chas. Lauffler
J. F. Gallag Louis Cohen

Decoration Committee.
P. \'. Matraia. Chairman.

Otto F. Schiller Geo. Symon
Admission Committee.

John F. Cunningham. Chairman.

i C Berendsen
Bern liard

II R

C s

Lbe Bearwald
G R. Carlton
Cha-. I

T. II. Cummins
.1. I-'. Ji

Dr. J. II Conroy
I'D,, Jungblutt
C, N. Faulkner
ii a Keeler
D. F. Hi

Louis Kellner

lis Kuttner

.1. M. I

Phil H Livingston
I

Gi .. w
I Mulcrevy

Mulvihill

Ed J O'Bi
Id O'Hair

.1 F SI

Vincent J. Donovan
Jo;. I'. Du|
Ed. Eli is. i-

Dr. Jos. Gunville
Gene Haas
I P. Healey
S T. H.Mies

H. J. Jenkins
Wm. A. Kelly
Chas. King
Isadora Laventhal
Chas. Loe ch
Frank A. Lawler
Louis Cohen
Wm. Morrison
Frank Marisch
.

I Mish
A. S. Xewtjurgh
Oliver J. Olson
I. Orack

Julia J. O'Toole
i I Power

1 lick *

!

!uaj le

itto

\ ii
i
.-.i Roncovieri

Michael Hannan
Wm. Ii Haggerty
.1 Emmel H
John I. 1

1

M. Kollman
M K

1

i. i'i ong

Sam I' i

John E. Rebard
Ed. I i: /.-ninth

'.' is ell

F. Sugar
F. i:

I. J. Srooffy
A w. Schroeter
Ben Si

Samuel Shai
Peter Shaen

1 Sheehan
C. J. Wet more
Win. P. Woliber
'. !m .1 Wbelan
O. K. Wrigl i

S I ' Voung
Henry Wurkheim
S. Wurkheim
Walter B. Walsh
Julian Theall
Sol Levinson
Matt A. Harris
Ed. Goldstone
Howard C. Greene
P. I'. Green
John Crowley
W. L. Crayton
Theo. H. Conrades
Geo. Connolly
D. E. Anglum
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FRANK FOGARTY. THE DUBLIN MINSTREL.

HARRY A. KEELER.

Just now the membership of the Knights of the Royal
Arch means something vitally related to the freedom of
the city and to the perpetuation of the principles of the
constitution which guarantees to mankind the right to life,

liberty and the pursuit of happiness. It is by no means
the first time in the history of the world thai the spirit
of the bigot has placed in jeopardy the liberty of man-
kind.

If the battle with fanaticism is to be won. and men are
to be permitted still to seek their happiness in their own
way; if they are not to have i'mposed upon them the fan-
tastic scruples of others and are to be at liberty to indulge
their own dispositions without reference to (he opinions of
others, it will be because the members of the Knights
of the Royal Arch are individually and collectively efficient
and firm.

Probably the best definition of liberty ever penned was
written by Victor Hugo who had watched with philosoph-
ical mind the emergence of the liberties of Prance. It is

not exactly a definition, i'n the dictionary meaning of

the word, that Hugo gives, but an epigrammatical expres-
sion which flashes a truth in Hugo's sententious style. He
says of liberty:

"The liberty of one man ends when the liberty of an-
other begins." That is the type of liberty for which the
Knights of the Royal Arch stand. It is a lfberty which
encroaches on no other man's and permits no other man's
liberty to encroach on his.

One of the most effective members of this organization is

Harry A. Keeler, business agent of the Knights of the Royal
Arch. Every campaign waged in behalf of the rights of

Calfornia's tremendous industry of wi'ne making, and allied

industries connected with the liquor trade, has been
headed by Business Agent Harry Keeler. For fifteen years
he has been in every storm center fighting valiantly for

constitutional rights. In this 1916 anti-prohibi'tion cam-
paign, which promises to be the bitterest in the history
of fanatical assaults on liberty, Business Agent Keeler is

bringing to bear lvfs fifteen years experience in politics,

and the bigots are finding in him and his fellow Knights
the host which will prevail against them, or all signs fail.

As a member of the Indoor Yacht Club. Harry Keeler has
the backing of every unit in the club, and as a man he has
the respect and esteem of all who come withi'n the radius
of his friendliness.

If this right cause suffers defeat it will be because there
are not mere like Harrv Keeler.

( By Walter Anthony, i

'Tis a wise child that knows its own father, but 'tis

a wiser, who knows where to be born properly; for
everybody is aware that much depends on the selection
of one's birthplace—otherwise Joffre might have been
German, French might have been Italian, the Czar of Rus-
sia might have been an Austrian and Frank Fogarty, our
dear Dublin minstrel, might have been a Brooklynite.
Even at that, Frank is not from Dublin, but from Shallee,

County Tipperary.
He barely missed Brooklyn, but by the fortunate cir-

cumstance of travel he became what nature intended him
to be, naturally Irish.

Fate in the beginning decreed that Frank Fogarty should
be Celt in all the agreements of parentage and nativity,

and so, though his parents had to travel a long way—for

it was even then a long way to Tipperary—they made the
distance and in a few days Frank himself joined the party
and sang his first lay.

All of Frank's brothers and sisters were born in this

land of the approximately free, in Brooklyn where their

early education was achieved in "Darby's Batch," a place
where, says Frank, the memories of Ireland are kept
greenet longest. Thither, after Frank's nativity had
been provided, I he party of three returned—father anil

mother happy that their visit to their old homeland had
been so pleasant and pleased that they should have
brought back so precious a souvenir as they were fond
enough to believe their kiddie would prove to be.

* • * *

lust what cflect such a transient nativity might have on
one not to the manner born 1 cannot say; whether a child

born of German or French or Russian parents in County
Tipperary would be marked with the smile of the Cell.

I do not know, lutl am inclined to believe with Frank
that the experience would mitigate the even sternness
of a Scotchman,
You remember whal Renan wrote about the Celts—

a

tribute a- beautiful as it is true:
it the excellence of races is in be appreciated by the

purity of their blood and the Inviolability of their national

character, it must needs be admitted thai m ran vie

in nobility with the still surviving remains of the Celtio

race. Never bus the human family lived more apart from
tin- world and I a purer from all alien admixture. Con-

fined b\ conquests within forgotten islands and peninsulas,

it has reared an impassable barrier against external in-

fluences; it has drawn all from itself; it has lived solely

en iis nun capital. From this ensues that powerful indi-

viduality. • * * * which even In our own days

has formed the essential feature of the Celtic peoples.

Roman civilization scarcely reached them, and left among
them but few traces. The Teutonic invasion drove them
bark but did not penetrate them. At the present hour

they are still constant in resistance to an invasion dan-

gerous in an altogether different way.—that of modern
civilization, de tructive ol local variations and national

type*. Ireland in particular is the only country in Kurope
where the native can produce the titles of his descent

end designate with certainty even in the darkness of pre-

historic ages the race from which he has sprung,"
* * * *

'Irish folk songs and folk stories," Frank Fogarty Bays,

"are drenched in sadness and sorrow. They all lament

something, and I am told that it was so with all my early

efforts at song, of which there were many frequently noc-

turnal expression—up to the age of two. After that

time, having delivered my soul of its traditional burden

of sorrow I was ready for my life work which is to brim;

forth the smile from lurking corners and relieve the

tired and the weary of remembrance of the same."
Ti- a goodly ambition and I know nobody who realizes

with more completeness his aspirations than does Frank

Fogarty in his desire to beguile grief from others' hearts

and supplant it with mirth.

I. Y. C. NOTES.

Members desirous of taking part in "Fete in Fairyland"

or assisting on floor, kindly call at club office before Thurs-

day, February 10th.

Taft's trip to Tia Juana and San Diego postponed on

account of damage to race track. Definite announcement

as to date in next "Main Sheet." Money refunded for

tickets sold at Tail's. 168 O'Farrell.
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Choice of Four Routes

EAST
FIRST IN SAFETY

"Sunset
Route"

Along the Mission Trail

and through ihc Dixie-

land of Song and Story.

"Ogden
Route"

Across the Sierras and
over the Great Salt

Lake Cul-otJ.

Two daily trains to Nes> Orleans via

Los Angeles, Tucson, El Paso,

San Antonio and Houston. Con-
necting with Southern Pacific

Steamers to New York, sailing

Wednesday and Saturday.

Four Daily Trains to Chicago, via

Ogden and Omaha; or via Denver
and Kansas City to St. Louis

Shortest and Quickest Way East.

'Shasta
Route"

Skirting majestic Mount
Shasta and crossing the

Siskiyou).

Four Daily Trains to Portland,

Tacoma and Seattle — through

Oregon and the Pacific Northwest.

'
'F I Pfl SO Two Daily Trains to Chicago and

St. Louis via Los Angeles, Tuc-

\?0 U te " son
-
El P"so ar"l Kansas City.

The Colden State Route
through the Southwest.

BEST DINING CAR IN AMERICA
Oil Burning Engines No Cinders, No Smudge, No Annoying SmoKe

Awarded Grand Prize lor Railway Track. Equipment, Motive Power and Safety-First Appliances
San Francisco Exposition. 1915

For Fares and Train Service ask Southern Pacific Agent

3Saron Hong's

Bernon

jCountrgClub.

'The TWO Bright

. Spots in

-. Los Angeles"

Baron long's

>unsct

inn

We're Sieadif
With a combination of new ideas, new ideals and

a new standard of service. BERGER'S, with

three floors devoted to MEN'S and YOUNG
MENS CLOTHES-EXCLUSIVELY.

With the ADLER-ROCHESTER brand, now conceded to

be the foremost clothes in America, with BENJAMIN clothes

—and other famous brands to meet every whim of everybody,

there is not a chance in the world of going wrong. Pay any

price from $ I 5 to $40 and be positive that you are getting

the utmost your money can buy.

/"M /*\TLJ17C FOR
-
MEN ®

V^Lr-V/ 1 fllLO YOUNG MEN

EXCLUSIVELY
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ST. FRANCIS IMPORTATION CO.
350 deary Street

WINES AND LIQUORS AT RETAIL
FINEST GOODS - LOWEST PRICES

PROMPT DELIVERIES

DEL MONTE AUTO RENTAL CO.

phone SUTTER 215
LIMOUSINES WEDDINGS CABS
LAUNDAULETS OUR SPECIALTY TOURINQ CARS

OFFICE. 105 POWELL STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

BUILDERS' EXCHANGE, 180 Jessie Street BOX 05

VINCENT J. DONOVAN
PAINTING, DECORATING

and POLISHING

729-31 MINNA STREET, San Francisco, Cal.

Phone Park 5150

AnHeuser-B
Brewing Ass n

Brewers of

Fine Beer

Exclusively

-ST. LOUIS. MO.

Draught

and

Bottled Beer

San Francisco Branch
1300 BRYANT STREET

Phone Faih 30fc

I am a power for great good if you do

not abuse my use.

In cases of need— I do my work well.

I am a builder up of health and strength

—in the hospital or in the home.

For the invalid or the convalescent

—

for the tired or overworked I offer a

great help.

A little of me goes a long way.

I have been among you for three

generations.

I'm known as Cyrus Noble throughout the world.

The Stanford Hotel
BUFFET

Specializes in Old Straight Whiskey

drawn direct from the Barrel.

OPERATED IN CONNECTION WITH

THE STANFORD HOT «L
377 BUSH ST. Near Kt .ny

Q *wc:;t ivj •

\>cnna
QUEEN of HAVANA

Shapes and Sizes to suit
All Tastes & & &

M. BlasKower, Distributer

Telephone. i^«rJ
030

83
Formerly

228 SUTTER STREET

GOBEY'S GRILL
140 UNION SQUARE AVE.

Bet. Grant Ave. and Stockton Sis., San Francisco, Cal.

101
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Joseph S. Lewis

Ed. Tabor
Moe Allraayer

Joseph Walts

NicK Denvir

Seldom if ever has the front page of this paper been given to commercial notices, but seldom have we written

a Dotlce such as this, which, even though gratuitous, affords us greater pleasure.

Joseph S. Leu is. Nick Denvir, Joe Watts, Ed Tabor and Moe Altmayer have joined together under the firm

name of "Lewis, Incorporated," and are now engaged in the jewelry business at One Thirty-Three Kearny Street.

While, individually, thej are associated with many other organizations, we think of all of them collectively as

members oi cur nun Indoor yacht Club. And indeed thej typify all that our organization stands for. and have con-

tributed much to our success. Time and energy and effort have been given lavishly by all five, and now we have
opportunlt] to reciprocate.
Under normal circumstances, five such men could well be assured of success in any venture. Two of the new

firm have had over twenty-five years' experience in the jewelry and diamond business. What the others may lack
ir. experience they certainly make up in progressive aggressiveness and in the host of friends, who will be -lad

to patronize them.
Add to this an ideal location a two hundred thousand dollar stock

—

all new—up-to-date, clean merchandise
and yen have a lirm of which we can be proud and San Francisco can also be proud.

When your girl wants a diamond ring, or a bracelet, or a watch, or you want them yourself, just remember
Lewis. Inc., al One Thirty-Three Kearny Street. You'll lind live smiling Indoor Yachtsmen to take care of you and
they'll he pleased at the call and you'll be pleased, too.
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OLD
niRn
WHISKEY

ED. M. LIND, General Manager

A. P. Hotaling & Co.

Established 1852

,"•••• ••••••••!
».« • • • • •• I

• ••••••••••••••••••••a

Buy your Groceries
= from =

BOWEN C
ACQ

Pioneers in the Grocery Business since 1850

P. VINCENT MATRA1A. Pra . JULIUS EPPSTEIN. S«'ry

Srt Jfloral Co.
Incorporated

HOTEL ST. FRANCIS

2 55 POWELL STREET

Td^-jKEARNV,^

SAN FRANaSCO

SHIPMATES HAVE YOU DANCED AT THE

"Carnaticn %ah
S. E. Cor. Fillmore and Ellis

GEO. L. DEALEY, Proprietor

EHRMAN BROS.

"EL ROI-TAN
P E R F E CT
CIGARS

Remember lhat

Cresta Blanca Wines
Are the STANDARD WINES of California

Try a Bottle of CRESTA BLANCA CHAMPAGNE
(Green Label) Equal to the Imported

PAUL MASSON CHAMPAGNE VINTAGE 1908

WielaildS The Home Beer
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A CRUISE IN FAIRYLAND
By Walter Anthony.

rount of an Indoor Yacht Club Fete would be ade-

quately descriptive il it concerned itself only with the

performance on the stage. It makes no difference h

the .'unction celebrates Hallowe'en and is all for the non-

Ig Tars. or. whether like the Fairyland Fete of Satur-

day night. February 12. land the Sabbath morning next

adjacent thereto i and is "all for the kiddies,'' the audi-

ence is as important in the scheme of the entertainment

as are the entertainers; and this, no matter how fine 'tic

show may he. that Sam Berger, the greatest impresario

that ever haberdashed and the greatest merchant that ever
rioed, has assembled. The Indoor Yacht Club sub

scribes to a rule of the drama which provides that

formame is not complete without an audience. A show is

a circle, one segment of which is the stage, with all that

there is therein; the rest of the plan embraces thi

ence—which is what the Yachtsmen did subsequently In

nice,

i was speaking of the show.
The audience which crowded its way into the Municipal

or civic or Exposition Auditorium- whichever way you
name it—on the Saturday night aforementioned v

of the greatest sights I have ever beheld, and the cause
that brought them there was worth} of the last dollar that

ii the chat it; s of the club,

Truly, a little child shall lead them. In fact, manv little

n led the Yachtsmen and their ladies; and behind
(fort of the entertainment committi there

might lie decried the form and the face ol a child—not a

ur lump nor mine, thriving in Ii

i

expanding in affection, but a child berelt of those things
of sunshine and car<' which little folk, like flowers, need
For some mysterious reason, love of children is ac-

counted a virtue to I xtolled, commended and gravely
i; it is as though a man were to demand the cele

bration of his virtues for being normal. Nobody ha

to say of the man who is fond of dogs. It is rather taken
for granted that he ought to be. and therefore is. Hut let

a man disclose promiscuous affection for children and the
circumstance is heralded as a matter quite worthy of uni-

versal exploitation; and if he happens to be a great man,
the fact is dwelt upon as something to be emulated, even
with difficulty, and an example to be held up to to pos-

terity for generation after generation to admire and marvel
at. The shortest sketr it of the life of Hrahms, for instance,
is not too brief to tell how he was the sworn ally of all

the youngsters in the neighborhood; almost as much bio-

graphical attention is directed to the subject of his fond-
ness for the Schumann children as to the greatness of his

symphonies.
One must conclude from all this that there is something

unusual in the spectacle of maturity's fondness for chil-

dren; though I for one cannot explain it. What should
we expect a man to do? Strangle the kiddies?

But the Indoor Yacht Club's devotion to the youth of this
fair city has no pumped up vainglory about it. Nobody
connected with the organization, so far as I have been able
to learn, can even tell exactly how it happened that the
big club relegated to itself the responsibility of mitigating
the misfortunte of the less favored children of San Fran-
cisco. It seems to have been a spontaneous expression of
an inner sentiment, unforced, unstudied and unconscious
of itself.

Suddenly 'Kiddies' Day'' appeared.
It seemed to be the result of that normality of existence

in which love of life and the joy of living and giving are
as essential as work and struggles and tears. The Yachts-
men became by that token the big brother, the uncle and
the Santa Clans of the tender folk whose brothers and
uncles failed them and whose Santa Claus. but for the
Indoor Yacht Club would be only the myth of a myth.

And that is one reason why the audience at the Fairy-

land Fete was remarkable. But it is a big reason, other-

wise I wouldn't have taken up so much of this Main Sheet
in the telling. Those who came paid their money under
two impulses, confused motives they were, for if sacrifice

was expressed in the purchase, there was pleasure in the

ght el" the cause, and consciousness that the best uses
in the world were being made of the mite which was con-

tributed; and this pleasure was mingled with anticipations
fin that was coming. The relations of the pleasures

as intimate as those connoted in the cherry and
the cocktail.

So it was a grand audience to play to—grand in point

of size, spirit and receptivity. It was without that anomaly,
the pass-hunter; for such a one at such an affair would be
in the position of the man taking a dime out of, instead of

putting a dime into, the poor-box.

Bi tore paying my respects to the admirable programme
Sam Berger. and reeled off with the pre-

i fsion of scenery out of a car window, 1 want to apolo-

gize to Impresario Berger for an injustice done him in a
previous review which in my professional character as
writer on the drama fcr the Chronicle I felt, at the time,

was correct Perhaps a critic should never apologize, but

maintain forever, that infallibility which he pretends to

enjoy. But in the present case my excuse is such as will

Itself to your charity, upon which 1 confidently

a mistake which you will see for yourself,

due to that most mitigating circumstance— iriexperi-

I took occasion to retcr to a dance adjusted to the
\ast stage in the Auditorium, and of this dance I said:

Dear, dear, and such a dance! Terpsichore was backed
into tin eclipse to the rhythmic heat of the tom-tom and the

nating percussion of three beads—or maybe it was
only two!"

By all tf which I meant to convey the impression that
Mere was something a trifle risque about the offering

—

thing calculated to extract the opera glasses and at-

tract the wandering gaze in the fixed focus of absorbed con-

piation. I am sorry that I cast any aspersions on the
chaste offering, or that I even so much as intimated that
Mr. Berger'a judgment in securing the number to grace his

rwise irreproachable programme might be questioned.
It is true that I thought so at the time, but that was
before my eyes had been opened to the possibilities of
revealment as disclosed by our own Kitty Hayes in

"Sumuran." After witnessing Gertrude Hoffman's porno-
graphic art in that stage exploitation of one of Shehera-

s most intimate tales. "The Slaves of Bhudda" as
offered at the Fairyland Fete becomes as mild as Louisa
M. Alcott's "Little Women" when compared with Rabelais.

HARDMAN
and FALLS

Ask--
FRET) COUSTETTETIRES
COSTELLO LANG COMPANY

556 Golden Gate Ave.
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or as "Rollo in the Holy Land" seems after reading our
nicely unexpurgated edition of "The Arabian Nights Enter-

tainments," which no doubt you have perused studiously.

With which apology to Impresario Berger, whom once I

thought audacious but now know to have been most con-

servative, I plunge for a briefer spell into the programme,
and then Mr. Linotype Operator you will be mercifully free

to turn this dose of copy over to the proof-reader whom we
both hate.

Even the acoustics of the Auditorium behaved them-
selves. They were overwhelmed by streamers, which hang-
ing from the dome, draped color and light, like the folds

of a marvelously woven tent above our 12,000 heads. The
center of the Auditorium floor was reserved for the maneu-
vers of the soldier boys, real and fancy, and the pretty girls,

likewise real. This rectangle was squared by vast areas of

chairs, beyond which, down the length of each side of the

huge building, bowers of greens shut from view the tables

which later were to groan wr ith the good things to eat and
drink that were to be spread. Against the stage, which
reached far into the great hall, was a splendid orchestra
which behaved itself even better than the acoustics, and
in a difficult position—since shows that are given for one
night only, are always delicate affairs to start, stop and
keep in motion—carried off high honors with Mr. Berger
close by to give the cues for the music and for the silences.

Of course William Kidd Nelson was there to sing; some
of the time with the aid of a remarkable sound developer,
the nature of which I have not heard before. It has the
qualities of a megaphone with the noise left out. It ampli-
fies even Mr. Nelson's beautiful voice, but in the amplifi-

cation there is little of the beauty lost. However, the tenor
did not require its aid to make his voice carry over the
vasty reaches of the huge auditorium.

Ben Benos appears to belong to a rapidly disappearing
race of aerialists. Vaudeville has done it, since no vaude-
ville stage could provide the distance from floor to "grid-

iron" which is required to give the thrill that Ben Benos
brings when he dangles dizzily at a great elevation with.

not so much as a mat upon which to land should his foot

slip. His is an act that makes you glad and sorry when II

is over. You are happy in the thought that once again he
will be able to go home after work and not be sent there
in a basket; and you are sorry that so thrilling an exhibi-

tion of nerve and muscle is over.

John Tait sent his damosels over to dance, and thej 'li'i

it with such spirit as to suggest that if they hadn't been
sent they would have come over anyway to help in the good
cause.

The Fashion Show, the prettily staged acts by Winfield
Blake, the Flower dances, the Kiddies' Tableau showing
Santa Claus and his dear wards; the arrival of La Loie
Fuller and a flock of pretty dancing girls; the expert drill

of the California Grays anil the Naval Militia, and the
Cruise of the Good Ship I. Y. C. were only a few of the many
numbers the arrival and prompt presentation of which
reflects the greatest credit on Mr. Berger, the difficulties of
whose job no one, who has never attempted it, can even
approximately realize.

Even Bill Sikes would spend money on the Kiddies with-
out a murmur if offered such fabulous value for his coin.

And a thousand little folk, sound asleep in bed might
well have dreamed sweet dreams of a great day coming
when the results of the Indoor Yacht Club's enterprise and
energy shall have crystallized in the benevolence of the
forthcoming "Kiddies' Day."

The following is the roll of honor of those responsible
for the presentation of the long and varied programme;
Show Committee, Sam Berger, chairman; J. Basch, Frank

Eckenroth, Sydney Grauman. Leon S. Greenebaum, .lack
Hunt, Al Katschinski, Harry McKenzie, Thos. O'Day, Selby
Oppenheimer, Warren Shannon, Phil Wand, Sam Bush,
Ed Healey, C. D. Stevens, Ed. Lind, John H. Seid, Nat Gold-
stein, Fred Coustette, Dan Casey, S. E. Kramer.

The chairman of the various committees were as fol-

lows: F. J. Hennessy, Executive Committee; William H.
McCarthy; Floor Committee; Charles M. Fickert. Reception
Committee; J. S. Mulvey, Chairman of the Committee on
Ushers; Tom Dillon, Publicity Committee; Porter Mickel,
Automobile Committee; P. V. Matraia, Chairman Decora-
tion Committee, and John F. Cunningham, chairman of Ad-
mission Committee.

P. VINCENT MATRAIA.
One of the most frequent comments heard at the Fairy-

land Fete referred with enthusiastic adjectives to the floral

decorations of the huge Auditorium. For the benefit of

those few who mav
not know, the in-

formation is given

that the decora-

tions were in the

capable hands of

Pete Matraia and
Julius Eppstein, of

the Art Floral Com-
pany, Powell street

near Geary.
The ability to re-

create a huge audi-

torium, such as this

city owns, and
transform its vast

barn-like areas into

bowers of beauty,
with every detail of

the decorations
contributing its pro-

portion to the gen-

eral effect, is itself

a high art, and one
commanded by but

few men. Matraia
is one of the few.

His handling of mass effects, his well-thought-out scheme
of color and his conjoining of color and mass to a system
of decoration which embraced the entire interior of the

place, and blended with lights and streamers, was a high

expression of the man's genius working in flowers. Art,

experience and taste combined In the achievement whits!

added so much to the gala spirit that prevailed in the

Auditorium at the Kiddles' Ball.

Mis partner. Julius Eppstein, of the Art Floral Company.
has been associated in this fragrant business with >

lor several years, and the combination of artistry,

busini &s acumen have brought a well-deserved sue
these two v.il il and energetic members of the I. Y. ('.

The Main Sheet is in favor of bestowing honor where

honor is due. It follows the biblical Injunction whirl:

referred to another Julius. "Render unto Caesar the tilings

which arc Caesar's."
We are pleased at the opportunity to render pral

their work to Julius Eppstein and bis partner
.Milrala. May they flourish like green bay trees in

rooted prosperity.

"The 'Best of Everything in Hats"

ONE OF THE NEW DERBIES

TOM DILLON
cMilliner for cMen

720 MARKET STREET
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HAVE YOU FORGOTTEN?

(An answer to "Do You?" and "Yes! I Remember."

Have You Forgotten?

JIM GRIFFIN'S a famous referee, he's guaranteed his

"price."

But his wages were small when he used to crawl up stairs

with a slab of ICE.

The full, red MOON. TOM POWERS—a look at him is u

laugh.

Thev sav the "Face on the Bar-room Floor" was Tom's
first PHOTOGRAPH.

TOM MI'LVEY delivered papers, we called him "four
eyed" Mull

He had two where his TROl'SER'S seat looked out. an 1

two in the front of his SKULL.
The cute, little "Pocket Edition." DAVE WOLF, with his

"ice-cream" rig.

He gets more GALS with his Kosher bull than Buys five

times as big.

KID NELSON, we're proud of your singing. Good luck at

Tijuana track;

Look out for the Sixth street property, and remember the
woman in black.

Since MIKULICH grabbed the STATE INSURANCE, his

troubles he prorogues.

He groans, perfumes and talcoms according as London
vogues.

He pals with Hiram Junior, at the Governor's house he
eats,

'S different now since the time when Bill TENDED BAR
for Uncle Dietz.

ALTMAYER'S a prominent jeweler now; he'll hardly con-

fess that he
Used to grind brick-dust into POWDER once t" capture the

lively FLEA.
JOE McILROY, say "atta boy," we've watched him from

the start.

We've learned to know Big Joe and his first DIME will

never PART.
TOM CURRAN Is out for preparedness, he's sellitv- -ales

and vaults.

He once scrubbed decks and paint in the NAVY along with
the other "salts."

FRANK ECKENROTH would get so wroth when as kids

we'd call him "Cohen."
He's a main prop now for the well-known IRISH linn

of Goldberg. Ilowen.

GEORGE LOVEJOY, a stationer's PORTER once, mas-
saged the floors and shelves;

He's in Real Estate and Insurance now, and his clients

get CLEANED themselves.
And Johnny Farley's RECEPTION, where nothing was

barred but a gun;
The only thing you got was the GATE, and you had to

take that on the run.
HARRY GUINNANE wrapped for Upham, until they gave

him the "raus,"
Now CROCKER has him out on the road, they don't want

him to SELL THE HOUSE.
BILL HYNES Is Public Administrator, a cook and a judge

of stew.
He "CHEFFED" himself into a good fat job—so did Hickey

and Cullinan, too.

BERT KLEINHAUS peddles the BULL for Taussig,
smooth, suave and placid;

But many a guy to "Carrol Rye" prefers CARBOLIC
ACID.

DAVE SULLIVAN'S opened a big HOTEL.—he was only
a "Cop." by thunder!

Who came across with the load of "jack" to FINANCE
Dave. I wonder?

NEAL DUFFY'S a SUPERVISOR—er. that is he started
to run.

But somebody stuck his foot out BAM.
DOC DRISCOLL'S a Molar Yanker now. a Dentist of high

"de trop."
He used to be ROLLING CABBAGES once in the back of

a "Seegar" shop.
JULIUS EPPSTEIN'S a high-priced florist, they call him

the "Flower Baron."
For years he disbursed MANURE deposits in Golden Gate

Park for MacLaren.

JOE ROCK is Bond and Warrant Clerk, in vulgar phrase
"Some Guy.'

He used to bust the chandeliers in a turn called "ROCK
IN RYE."

And TOM O'CONNOR with head so long and slack.

Who used to guzzle drinks in the Midway at five a crack.
Remember LONG GEORGE BOGAN who used to peddle

coke.
He made enough in the good old days to save up a good fat

poke.

0! MEMORIES that bless and burn!—more BURN than
seem to bless.

It isn't the good things people do, hut the REVERSE that
most impress.

The SKELETON in your closet some day will stalk about.
Trust us with the secrets of your past,—we'll see that the

news gets out.

•BETTER TO BE SAFE THAN SORRY."

You wouldn't dream of leaving large sums of money in

your home or office day after day and night after night.

Yet you leave valuable treasures there—heirlooms, jew-
elry, keepsakes—which money could never replace; you
leave important papers there—insurance policies, securi-

ties, receipts—the loss of which would cost you large sums
of money.

Did it ever occur to you that there is absolutely no
safety for your valuables in your home or office?

You do not need to be reminded of fire dangers and tin-

uncertainty and havoc of them, but you may not realize

what an intricate, scientific, almost infallible profession
burglary is! Home and office locks and safes are slight

obstacles in the way of a professional thief.

Your turn may not have come yet, but that does not
mean that it never will.

But. it never will if you take the proper precautions.

—

Don't trust the home hiding places—a joke to thieves

nor to an office safe, because there is only one really se-

cure place -a safe deposit box!
THE CROCKER SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS have been

built to defeat the professional burglar and safe-cracker,

and to safeguard against earthquake and fire.

They were built by expert vault builders. These vaults

are probably the largest, strongest and best vaults west
of New York.
You can rent a safe deposit box of us for Four Dollars

a year. A little over ONE CENT A DAY.
Our manager, JOHN F. CUNNINGHAM would be very

much pleased to have you call.

CROCKER SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS,
Crocker Building, San Francisco.

Spend Your Sundays
and Holidays

Dublin Boulevard - - Hayward

Most Beautiful Ride in the State

FIRST CLASS GRILL (EL BUFFET
Automobile Parties Ol Banquets

a Specialty

A. B. PETERSEN
Proprietor Phone Hayward 251
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Coffee Dan. Sr. Coffee Dan, Jr.

A NEW YEAR'S CELEBRATION ALL THE TIME
hungry. Some one takes him for a German and bursts
into song calculated to stir Teutonic ire anywhere else
but in Coffee Dan's. Jerry, familiar with the customs of
the place, and ignoring all traditions suggested by his
family name, answers from the landing place with a kn
or two of song calculated to stir with pride the Briton
breast, and all to the approving hammering of knives in

tables and dishes, nicely adjusted through past experience
to just such strenuous usages. Jerry having been prop-
erly greeted, the houseful attends to its fooil with eyes
alert for the next visitor, who, it happens, is a budding
debutante, eager to see the siglus and properly chaper-
oned. The duenna's coat represents the price of ;i dock
of Fords in its aristocratic and sable elegance, bul does
not render its wearer immune from the democratic greet
ing. At first the immaculately dressed male protector
Of the party doesn't realize that the greeting is theirs, and
saunters with an assumption of nonchalance into the room,
but he soon finds out that the attention is all their ow'n.

for in his failure to remove his opera hat lie brings down
upon his devoted head vociferous disapprobation. "Speech !

"

cry some; "Take off your hat" cry others; "There are
ladies present" shouts a facetious soul. The Ingenue of
the party simpers in embarrassed manner, the duenna is

highly indignant, and the gentleman pretends a com-
plaisant forbearance which he would willingly exchange
in a row if he thought it were wise. It Is safe to saj I'.ail

all three make up their minds, if they get nut alive, t< r

to show there again. But the preliminary greeting ends
the demonstration so far as they are concerned, and no-

body pays any more attention to them than they 'desire,

or their conduct warrants, for more victims have arrived.
Hill Lange and party, or John Tail coming to Coffee Dari'l

for something to eat. or Jim Woods, or the Oregon c

missioner to the Panama-Pacific International Exposition;
or another party of "shimmers," looking tor excitement
and finding it. or anybody els.' in San Francisco, from a

millionaire to a mendicant. By the time the third partj
has arrived, the trio of affronted \isilnrs lias waxed warm
in the good nature that rises like the aroma from Hie

coffee, and are cheering or applauding or singing with the

rest of them. They have been initiated, and it

Year's Eve, whatever the calendar says!
* • *

Meanwhile Old San Francisco, perennially young, looks
on Indulgently from the walls. Something of the spirit of

in extends Itself, the pre-flre era smiles, ami He post

fire misfortunes recall themselves gently.
The spirit of the past mingles, but misses the eegs
Above your head is a picture of Woodward's Gardens,

where the stuffed birds, the seals, the bear pit and the

balloon ascensions used to be; the queer little (la

dummy gives a feeble imitation of a mode of motion; tin-

old Baldwin Hotel of 1874 presents its pretentious facade
and one notices a picture of a pioneer type—an old than,

rugged of features, bearing the marks of struggles, and of

success. That, some one tells you, is the original Coffee

Dan, who, till about a year ago, and then sr, years old,

came to the establishment every day just to see thai every-

thing was all right, and to pretend to himsell thai hi:

period of usefulness had not entirely lapsed into thai

period of protection and care which it is the privilege of

youth to render to age.

But Coffee Dan the original doesn't come to the shop
any more.
He has kept himself young, however, and' the mental

agility that adapted itself to conditions in San Frai

in 1819 has found no trouble in keeping pace with the

spirit of San Francisco for all these years.

If you are fortunate enough to win a measure of I lie

confidence of the son. John J. Davis, he may lell yoil Ilia'

his father came around the Horn in '49 and sighted the

Golden Gate on a September day of that histori

He may tell you that this pioneer well remembers t lu-

time when he sold cigars near a neighboring saloon whero
Chris Buckley tended bar, and where plenty of gold dust

was bet on the turn of a card or the destination of a little

white ball in a gaily colored, stunning wheel.
You may also know that Coffee Dan made several for-

No longer is it true that one-half of the world doesn't

know how the other half lives.

They find out at Coffee Dan's, where they meet after mid-

night, by which time the night has put the day so far

away that no one remembers those distinctions which arise

with the opening of the banks in the morning and the

cafes in the evening.

Even the bright lights of the saloons are out, oldii orat-

ing the differences between such aristocratic places as

sell a thimbleful of brandy for a bit and those sawdusted

emporiums of sociability, where a tut) of suds goes for a

jitney. At this time, man being a gregarious animal, and,

perhaps like the sheep, having gone astray, recovers his

equilibrium, his normal point of view and his bam and"

at Coffee Dan's, where others also are attracted from mo-

tives as various as hunger and curiosity.

A noisy, rioting, harmless, gay and ebulliant throng is

there. Workers either just about to begin their singularly

timed employments or just about to seek their rest—chauf-

feurs, night watchmen, janitors, elevator men, newspaper

scribes, linotype operators, pressmen, waiters, vaudeville

performers, actors, real and fanciful, dancers from Tail's.

singers from Techaus,' skaters from the Portola. belated

society folk from dansants and with a slumming spirit in

their hearts, street workers and walkers, the man who
panhandled on the shadowy corner, and the man who
"gave up," in short, all that vast army of humanity which

works or plays while others sleep—they are all there, a

heterogeneous, good-humored throng finding surcease or

sociability, relief from hunger's pangs or from solitude,

under the alert, amused, but friendly eyes of the son of

Coffee Dan, heir to wonderful traditions of '411, and more
tangible holdings. * * *

Just how or when or why Society deigned to look in

upon Coffee Dan's, or when or why or how it happened

that the first member of the fair sex suffered her tiny feet

to enter the hospitable quarters at the corner of O'Farrell

and Powell street, nobody seems to know—not even the

genial Mr. John Davis, Junior, himself. Perhaps it was
partly due to the exploitation afforded by seven different

acts at the Orpheum, wherein during the period of less

than a year the euphonious title "Coffee Dan's" was named.
Perhaps it was owing to that uncharted quality in hu-

manity which nominates landmarks and holds them as

characteristic and immune from the rules which apply
against other places—institutions which may be named
frankly in the paper or on the stage without the thought
of a press agent rising in the mind, as one talks about
a Ford, or Childs, in New Y'ork, or Coffee Dan's in San
Francisco. Perhaps, as is most likey. Coffee Dan's achieved
its position by virtue of that quality inherent in commu-
nities and found most abundantly in San Francisco, which
delights in expressing itself.

Coffee Dan's provides a New Year's Eve celebration
every night. « * *

They begin to arrive about 1 A. II.. when the music
stops in Tait's, near by, and when, for some the adven-
tures of the night are over. By 2 o'clock the place is full,

and that means in the neighborhood of 200 diners, many
of whom have been winers in the earlier evening, are
keeping the waiters busy packing great piles of fragrant
plates of "ham and" to hungry mortals.
Down the stairs comes Jerry Kenney, rotund, genial and
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times, which he spent in New York, until in 79 he pro-

ceeded to provide San Francisco with its lirsi cup of

coffee and plate of cakes tor ten cents. "Two bits" had

been the price till Coffee Dan, as he ca to bi known.

reduced the cost of living and elevated the purchasing

power ol monej by a couple of hundred per cent. This

financial revolution John maj tell you took place under

Sherman & Claj s =ton al the corner ol Sutter and

Kearny streets, and continued until a daj in April which

roasted all the coffee in town and turned buildings into

empty, overheated ovens and roaring furnaces.

It «as nut until 1900 thai "Coffee Dan" decided to re-

establish the title which had been familiar to hui

Francisco for thirty years; but by this time Coffee Han"
was realh ' 'offei lohn," that bi ;

However, "Coffee John" wouldn't do al all since the trade

marl ol thirtj years valuable an asset to lose,

and besides had then a a has.- imitator down on

street, win. called his establishmenl "Coffee John's"?

Dan's" the O'Farrell street place became, and

will continue, let us hope, from general on to gener-

ation, linking Old San Francisco with New San Francisco

and providing that savory aroma ol memory which, so

how, Alls the air at i -. but does ttd to

the cuisine

It was about four months ago. Davis, Junior,

when societj began to pay attention to his place. First

:i couple of ladies 1 1 om a St. F ran. i lane came in, at-

tracted bj i he an 111. i iii i 111 the ad-

VVhal they saw in-

terested them The> wondered who the white-garbed
tieman of toil happe I to be. Tin had never seen street

pers before, perhaps assuming that with the advent

of the automol ile and the pa ssin

were no longer required b lity save in the

• lent of a mix-up, when broken fri wind

shields had - bi swept up. They wondi
I

the

chauffeurs and tried to imagine the storii might

tell. Newspapermen interested them, since thej must, of

course, he "hardened" and experienced souls, with

alerl for ki oles and eat s suscepl Ible ol tran

som high, like reporters in the drama The) wenl away
and told others; some ol the girls who dance and sing at

Tait's were hungry for ham and eggs, and tl I in;

actors from the Orpheum joined; vaudeville beauties and
musical comi irs swelled the crowd, and then evil

souls whispered to Mr. Davis to fix up his place, exchai
the thick coffee cups tor thin; establish a line of fine spun

napkins and cul glass finger howls. Another less wise

than be might have listened to the false siren of ambition,

but Mr. Davis, son of his father, kepi his head and t
:

things did not move him. "They began to come for what
I gave them," said he to him probably know
what they wanl better than I do. 1 hown me
what they want Well. I'll keep i it to 'em."

To his waiters he passed out the warning:

"If anybody has to wail for a table, see to it that tin-

old standbys. mj streel sweeping brigade, mj chauffi

my newspapermen, m-. eh i < i bo] tnd n old patrons

get the besl of it. Society is fickle and . but
hunger is abiding and steadfast. Stick to the ga

And so, ior the ti being, from ' o'clock V M. oa,

society assumes its proper relations Those who do tin-

work of the world, verily, they are fed, and the biblical

injunction is temporarilj enforced, when need be, in favor

ol the toilet n I
i hi idlei

.

"He that works not, neither shall he eat."

And Old Mr. San Francisco looks on approvingly at this

adjustment and sees in it an exl since

Coffee Dan's has proved itself capable of standing
most difficult of tests. II endures prosperity and is not

puffed up nor affected with

Tis only the eggs thai Han's

and the coffee » hii h is a pal ian

All else is democratic ' W. A,
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And now it's Louis Levy's carefully nurtured job they

landed.
.

He seems to be the Board of Works' appointment and
the Supervisors' disappointment.

Two fine births the Exposition left behind. One was
Louis' job of Auditorium Impresario and the other was the

Fair's Historian.
.

There's no chance that a humorist got either place. What
a chance for a comedian with that history! He could tell

who wrote the speeches for the Mediterranean commis-
sioners and fill half a volume with "A Moan From the

Zone."
,

Another illusion shattered. Art Smith, the intrepid bird-

man, falls kerplunk out of matrimony and volplanes sen-

sationally to the divorce court. Engine trouble. Accord-

ing to Art, he wasn't the highflyer of the Smith family at

all. His wife was.

Another and different pair accomplish the journey to

the Mills of Divorce. Suffused with blushes, Harry and
Evelyn tread thither, but not happily hand in hand. They
close the doors after them carefully. The hearings will be
strictly private—for men only. No shred of evidence will

be made public. What a blow to scenario writers. Think
of the moral uplift that would result if the romance of

the pretty couple -were only fixed for the films!

Society, politics, science, and the law are all fussed up
at San Mateo, and nobody can tell just now how it's going
to end. Do sportive ladies and gents following the noisy

beagle have to pay a dollar down for a hunting license

when they haven't any expectation of catching anything
but a cold? Can they be said to be hunters when there's

only one hare in the county, and he in aristocratic seclu-

sion? And, anyway, is a hare a jackrabbit, and if so, is he
a member of the parvenue tribe of rodentia. and thus to be
hunted with impunity and without a license, or Is he a
patrician lagomorpha, and as such to be hunted only by
those ceremoniously equipped with a license? Somebody's
always taking the joy out of life!

It's hard to discuss the jitney problem in a modest young
journal like this.

If you write what you think you can't mail it.

And then there is always the answer that one wants to

oppress the poor—in this case the jitney gents.
But if you stop to think about it, you will realize that

the oppressed are really those in the delayed street cars
and those other thousands who only want to cross the
street. The jitney is the greatest engine of a new aris-

tocracy. It discommodes the vast majority for the tem-
porary convenience of a meager minority. The merchant
whose front is barricaded by an eternal procession of

rattle-trap and ill-smelling vehicles; the pedestrian who
takes his life in his hand every time he steps from the
curb; the belated homeseekers, in street cars, who, though
they number twenty to one of jitney passengers, must wait
the good pleasure of an irresponsible driver; the entire
stream of human traffic indeed is diverted, annojed, irri-

tated and made to suffer financial and nerve loss for the
sake of an illegitimate business foisted on the public by
owners of second-hand Fords.

Enthusiasts who would obliterate all party lines have
seen a great light lately, if their eyes were open, when,
regardless of national political affiliations, the United
States legislature backed President Wilson in his interna-

tional policy.

In a crisis the superficial character of mere party al-

legiance is forgotten by those whose patriotism hasn't died
of atrophy.

"We're Coming, Father Abraham, Fifty Thousand
Strong," was not sung by partisanship, but by patriotism;
and the newer generation, it seems, hasn't forgotten how
the tune goes.

Meanwhile the G. O. P. leaders have met at the Palace
Hotel and after petitioning Congress to permit the women
of other states to vote, adjourned in great confidence.

A GEM OF CONSISTENCY.

Probably you didn't read a recent editorial in the Ex-
aminer telling all about the virtuous "movies" and the
wicked Federal officials, who would subject the film pro-

ducers to something like a censorship; or if you did read
it, perhaps you thought the editorial was intentionally

funny; but it wasn't. It was just another exhibition of

that style of consistency which has become identified with
"Hearst Policy"—a consistency which is only reliable in

its contradictions, reversals, weather-vane shiftings and
thangeableness.

This particular editorial, however, should be preserved
in alcohol as the finest specimen extant. What is it. do
you suppose, for which Mr. Hearst is pleading?

For the rights of the American citizen to take his pleas-

ures as he chooses?

For freedom from the blight of the fanatical reformer?
For liberty of human action?
For relief from the "thou-shalt-not" crank?
For the protection of business built up legitimately and

employing millions of persons under billions of capital'.'

For an abatement of the rights of bigots to invade the

liberties of their betters?
All of which is as obviously true as any banality or

platitude.

Any fool knows it.

What makes the editorial funny is that If for "movies"
one would read "cafe" or "saloon," the editorial would
ride as safely within the truth.

For the prohibition crank Mr. Hearst has the tender
sympathy of mutual fanaticism; but for the crank who
would attempt to put a watch on the constantly deteriorat-

ing motion pictures, which now exhibit what a few years

ago would not have been dared— Hearst has anathma.
Of course, no one would be unjust enough to suggest

that each attitude is but an attitude, and that both arc

dictated out of a sense of policy.

Hearst owns a motion picture enterprise.

His saloon business has heretofore been conducted In D

retail way, and on the rail side of the bar.

MORE DRY ROT.

And speaking of the lengths to which prohibitionists

will go if not checked, the Labor Clarion in its last issue

publishes a statement by Herman Trent an official of the

Anti-Saloon League, 148 Tenafly Road, Englewood. N. .1.

This is a part of the effusion, which should give us food

for thought:

"Speaking now in my personal capacity, and not as a

member of the Anti-Saloon League, I will say that I regard

the anti-liquor crusade as merely the beginning of a much
larger movement—a movement that will have as its watch-

word 'Efficiency by Government.' If I had my way, I

would not only close up the saloons and the racetracks. 1

would close all tobacco shops, confectionery stores, dels

catessen shops and other places where gastronomic devil-

tries are purveyed—all low theaters and bathing beaches.

I would forbid the selling of gambling devices, such as

playing cards, dice, checkers and chess sets; I would

forbid the holding of socialistic, anarchistic and atheistic

meetings; I would abolish dancing; I would abolish the

sale of tea and coffee, and I would forbid the making or

sale of pastry, pie, cake and such like trash."
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RANDOM THOUGHTS

Johnny Get Your Gun!

Politics and politics and more politics! What between
preparedness and anti-preparedness, with pacifists and
militarists, one must realize that these are surely stren-
uous times. And all the mure strenuous because ot the
approaching Presidential Primary! Daily and weekly and
monthlj papers devote page after page, and column after
column, and editorials galore, and betwixt and between
them ail the American public is being lashed into a state
of frenzy. And while all this is progressing at home the
German drive at Verdun continues. For almost three

ks the Crown Prince has been hammering away and
thousands and tens of thousands have paid the cost. Such
news, such censored news, as can leak through, appals
one at the terrific slaughter and terrible loss of life.

Ami this is war' This terrible, sickening, hellish, strife.
where human souls count as naught, where over fifty
then- alreadj perished, where blood runs like
water, where men have forgotten everything and became
as beasts or birds of prey, where two thousand years ot
Christianity have been lest, is just one little scene, one
short act iu the drama • >! this war. And grasping the
psychology of the moment, the American politician has

loped a new thought and brought forth a new issue
tu confuse and confound us. That we should be prepared
for war. it war there must lie. must he agreed to by all.

pi the molly-coddles, the slobber-slobbers and the
1 home teathi r du ti r and broom brigade.

Bui what in the name of common sense have we been
doing all i

. but preparing for war.' What has
suddenly happened to the Army ami Navy of yesterday?
Why. all along we've consoled ourselves with the com-
forting tin tight that we 'were second to none, and that our
dreadnaughts and our battleships, our submarines and our
armored i ers, em- tremendous guns and our hidden
min.s were capable of knocking any old fleet into a
cocked hat. Hut now we awaken to find that the official
handicap!'! r- have made us a hundred to one shot! Looks
as though we've all I n tooled and fooled and fooled.
And it so, then why not go quietly about remedying the
situation'; The American people are not a race of cow-

It is not necessary to appeal, so pathetically, to their
patriotism. The bands do not need to play "Rally Round
the Flag" to have them acquiesce in the building ol
new ship or a hundred new ships, if they he needed. And
if w

; a continental Army or a Militia or another
W.st Point lor the propagation of Snobocracy. why not

thead and organize them, without all of this hulla-
balloo and shouting?
The curse of the American people is politics. Worse

b rar than non-preparedness are those who would pros-
titute any cause for political preferment. The patriotism
ol a pi opli should be too sacred to be bartered and traded
and sold. Hut for this the politician cares naught and

although every administration since seventy-six has
Bone its share, sean more, some less, for national pro-

ii and although every administration will continue
to do the nme less, as long as the
Union shall continue, we are now launched in a cam
paign, the rial issue of which is to be obscured and the
public befoddled and befooled with the plea for prepared

and the National Anthem is to be changed to the
ii strains of "Johnny (let Your Gun."

A Preliminary Presidential Prognostication.

Will Wilson win: It's a hard question to answer and
yet every indication would point, at least at this time,
to his success. That he has made himself obnoxious to

a Americans is unquestionably true, and they
an many. That the hyphenated Americans have not taken
kindly to his criticisms is equally true, and they number
more. That in his changing policies, he has estranged
others is also quite true. Vet from such information as

m gather, he seems to have the public confidence,
perhaps, even more so in the East, than in the West
The fact that he has steered the ship of state safely
through the shoals and avoided conflict and war will

appeal p. mane lap, perhaps, the best asset to his am-
hit inn t" succeed himself will be the almost universal
prosperity now prevalent throughout the United States.

Good times do net bring political changes! That is a
political axiom, applicable to municipalities, tu states and
I" the nation. When business is good, people seem run
tent and, irrespective of issue, continue the administra-
tion that, to their minds, is associated with pro pet
There is an old saying, "As goes New York, so
country." Nowhere is the President Letter though! of
than in New York and the reason is apparent It has
become a world center. It is the Paris and London ami
Berlin of today all combined in one metropolis. No city
in the world has ever enjoyed a greater influx of popula
tion or a greater and more unexpected sin pros
perity. New York is money mad. and alter .Ml. this is
the best barometer of the country's condition. Another
item in Wilson's favor, is that no name has yel I" en con-
jured to reunite the divided forces of Republicanism.
While in every state but our own. the Progressives have
been hopelessly beaten, they still represent a powerful
and recalcitrant minority. It will take the unitei rl

and all the enthusiasm of both Stand-patters ami pro
gressives behind an acceptable candidate to hope to dis-
place Wilson and that name, as yet, has not I n sug
gested. Of course, time changes ail things, but we repeal
that from present indications it will he a win tor V

Johnson for Senator.
It is unquestionably a Haltering thing to have ih, name

Hiram W. Johnson tor either first 01 ei en.

I

place on the Republican ticket. Flattering both to the
people of this State and to the Governor, as well. And it

may be, if the California delegation to the National Con-
vention is friendly, that either honor will fall to him. It

is no unusual thing for a convention to to a
man of Johnson's wondrous magnetism. Ti time
liryan has succeeded in wrapping Demoi
Conventions around his fingers and Johnson today is h
a more important national character than Bryan, \\

ridicule and nambypambyism has destroyed the one. i n
and progressive aggressiveness had made the othet a

force always to be reckoned. Perhaps, it will be John-
son and Hughes or maybe Hughes ami Johnson. I'm
selves we hope it will he leather. Hiram W Johns, n
should be and can be the next i aited States Senator ft

California. We do not think, and we wish it were other ,

that he can be elected either to the Presidencj ... \

Presidency, So why forsake an almost certain)., .

apparently impossible? Despite the fac( that we have
frequently disagreed with the Governor's policies, we
ertheless have a high regard for him. A a man he is

twenty-four carat; as a leader he has lial ami as
a statesman, he. at least has the courage of his convic-
tions and the ability to incorporate them into the law
To date we have not been numbered amongst the Gov-
ernor's advisers, but we .offer again the unsolicited, hut
friendly suggestion and hope that Hiram W. Johnson will
he the next United States Senator from California.

No Room for the Old Volunteers!

The other day a veteran of the San Francisco Fire De
partment asked us to use our influence to secure a meet-
ing room in the New City Hall lor the surviving memo
of the old Volunteer Department, lie pointed oul that
they were few in number ami at best it would take but
a short number of years to close the book. And we agreed!
There should he a p] old fellows can get
together and live again the days gone by. They were
the pioneers who labored without compensation, when fire

apparatus was moved by human hands. They were not
paid, they were not pensioned. Theirs was a mere .lit

ficult and dangerous job all around than the lire lighting

of today. And now there an just a lew of them, who
would like a room, with a desk and a couple of chairs, that

they can call their own. Some pi where tin- sun shin.-,

it, and where the old cronies can meet and laugh ....

sionally and tell of the "Fire House on the Hill." it

really doesn't seem a whole lot to ask of San Francisco
they served, does it? We were a comparative! poor

.unity then and the. gave their services willingly

and gratuitously. Now that we've crown rich and thej \"

grown old. wouldn't it be a generous thing a proper
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return—to grant their wish? Won't the Building Commit-

tee of the Board of Supervisors take this up and see if it

isn't possible in that great, big, magnificent City Hall to

find one little room that may be lettered "Headquarters,

Volunteer Fire Department?"

Higher Education Exemplified.

Speaking of higher education, it is edifying and enter-

taining in the extreme, to read the account of last Mon-

day's meeting of the Board of Education. Certainly the

spectacle of an irate Superintendent of Schools frantically

waving a cane and calling the President of the Board a

liar, is one calculated to inspire budding womanhood and

manhood with a deep respect for their superiors, and, at

the same time, is an instructive lesson in the possibilities

of the English language. Then, too, the hysterical exit

of the President, out of the torrid atmosphere and against

the frantic protests of the Kandy Kid, flanked on either

side by his feminine confreres, was no doubt intended to

prove, that "He who lives to run away, may live to fight

another day." Just what it's all about jo one seems to

know. The quarrel was apparently provoked by the intro-

duction of several resolutions directly condemning and
openly censuring the Superintendent for neglect of duty.

In addition, he was charged with having given publicity to

the names and years of service of the older principals of

the department, which, if true, was an unnecessary and
uncalled for humiliation and was both inexcusable and un-

pardonable. However, it occurs to us that if Mr. Ron-

covieri is all that an apparently unanimous Board of Ed-

ucation believes, it ir a silly thing to pass resolutions

instructing him to comply with the law? There is certainly

another and a proper course open, and that would be to

prefer charges before the proper tribunal. Resolutions

won't remedy the situation, and one might ask, if the Su-

perintendent does not follow the law, why does the Board

of Education not rvail itself of the remedy provided by

law? And for the Finance Committee of the Board of

Supervisors, may we timidly suggest that he who holds

the purse strings is liable, whether with justice or without,

to have something to say in the expenditure of public

funds.
De Eoot for De Groot.

Mr. Edward B. de Gioot is the Physical Instructor or

some such thing in the San Francisco Playgrounds. lie

hails from the town made famous by Hinky Dink, Smiley
Corbett and Bath-House John. In other words, he conies

from the windy city of Chicago and was imported at a

cost of four thousand dollars per annum to teach our
kids hew to play. Before de Groot's arrival, such .-.

tiling as play was an unknown and undiscovered land

amongst the children 01 this city. However, in their hum-
ble, unlearned and unscientific way they managed to get
along and one of the principal sports was our national

pastime, baseball. A league was formed, composed of

some sixty-two teams and was called the "Public School
Baseball League." It was in existence for six years.

They had more than twice as many teams as the Nationals.
Americans and Federals combined. Games were played

at frequent intervals and interest was at fever point all

over the town. There was no rowdyism, because each
game was under the immediate supervision of the i>lu>

ground instructor. Along came Mr. de Groot. Ty Cobb,
Hans Wagner, Eddie Collins, Walter Johnson, Tris
Speaker were names he had never learned. It was a ter-

rible thing to have the little hoys on our playgrounds
openly talking of "stealing bases" and "laying down
bunts" and "putting it over the pan" and "moistening the
pill" and "hitting it on the nose." That was unscientific
and demoralizing. So Mr. de Groot immediately put the
official taboo on baseball and deliberately destroyed three
diamonds and in their stead erected tennis courts and
basket ball fields. So it's good-bye to baseball for San
Francisco's kids. The cops won't let them play any-
where else and the playgrounds will soon be closed to
them, too. Maybe we may develop a tennis champ occa-
sionally, or a basketball or a bean-bag, but no more Ping
Bodies or Duffy Lewis's or Joe Corbetts on our sand lots.

Good-bye, baseball, or else good-bye, de Groot, and if we
had our say, we'd give de Groot "de boot," P. D. Q.

Another Engineering Success.

In the "Municipal Record" of March 2d there appears
an item on the construction of the Church Street Road. It

states that work is progressing satisfactorily and that

some time in May another profitable unit to the city-owned
street railways will be ready to be placed in operation.
Profitable, perhaps, by comparison with the Van Ness
Avenue branch and the Potrero Avenue branch. It would
be interesting to know who is responsible for such a

statement. The Church Street road will not operate in

May or for a good many months after May, if our guess
is correct. When the present contracts are finished the
"Ash can route" will extend from Sixteenth Street

to Thirtieth Street, a distanct of practically four-

teen blocks. It starts nowhere, it goes nowhere,
and it connects with nothing. To get to Market
street it must run on the tracks of the United Railroads.
To get down Market Street, even to Van Ness Avenue,
it must do the same or else parallel the tracks of the
competing company. No arrangement, providing for this

has been effected as yet, but assuming that such an ar-

rangement is possible, it will take a good many months to

construct the road down Market Street. Under the most
favorable circumstances the Church Street Road, when
completed, will connect with the now dead Van Ness
Avenue line and what benefit that will be from a trans-

portation standpoint, is difficult to understand. But
Church Street and the contiguous territory will get no
relief for years and the author of the article in the
"Municipal Record" knows this, if he knows anything.

Meanwhile it would be interesting, were the good people

of San Francisco to take a look at the Church Street road,

particularly between Eighteenth and Twenty-Second
Streets. There they will find an engineering accomplish-

ment alongside of which, leaky reservoirs, approachless
bridges, non-incinerating incinerators and dead end sewers
pale into insignificance. Almost three blocks of a pop-

ulated district have been destroyed and a cut, the like of

which appears in no community, has been dug to suit

the stupid whim of an impossible engineer. And as if

to add to the humor of the situation the same engineer
is now asking for an appropriation of one hundred thou-
sand dollars to improve the Bernal Cut, only nine blocks
from where he has made a cut infinitely worse. One is

almost tempted In hope that Byron Springs does not cure
all cases of gout.

Cliff House
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TH E M ATN SHEET '11

MR. HAMLET: NUT
By Alan

Three days ago, through no fault of mine, 1 had to go
to Oakland. In all truth, I am able to say that I didn't

want to go—a young man sometimes does know the places

he should keep away from—but there were millions in-

volved and a few human lives in the balance, and I had

to. Though I set out with much reluctance, I am glad now
that 1 went. For all its intense unpleasantness the trip

was productive of great entertainment. I managed,
through the sheerest luck, to get seated on the Key Route

next to a pair of Long-Whiskers from the English
department of the University of California. That may qoI

sound especially exciting, but it was. For the old birds,

their brushes waving wildly like cobwebs in the wind, were
doing verbal battle concerning the mental development of

one Hamlet, the well-known Dane, who plays the hading
part in a drama of the same name by the late llr. Will
Shakespeare of Londontown. From the remarks of the
professorial persons I was led to believe that from the

very first performance of the play right down to the pres-

ent time there has been a distinct differ.- nion
legarding the sanity of Hamlet. There are thus.' who
maintain that the boy was foolish, loose, dementia precox,
and there are those who maintain that he ctlj

sane and merely pretending to be otherwise. It was inl

esting quite to hear the plumaged pedagogues debate the
question. I was hoping continually that one of them might
lustily pull the other's whiskers, thus compelling a similar
display of hostility in retaliation, and thereby raising the
standard of the strife from mere verbiage to actual argu-
ment. Xo such happy contingency arose, however, and I

left the combatants while they remained relatively pacific.

Hut upon my arrival home I immediately repaired to

cellar and got the play. Having never before read it. I

was determined that I would settle for myself, if for nobody
else, the question of the sanity or In ero.

And 1 have done so. Say what the others will, I've get the
correct stuff.

Now I do not lay claim to great literary learning. 1

no high-browed gent, no book-wise fellow, no eru lite

On the contrary, by Peter' My knowledge of the am
the honorable classic is limited fortunately, to a cursot
scanning of Mr. Illiad's Odessy—which 1 must confess I

did not enjoy, for it was written in Greek, and I cannot
read Greek. But for all my technical deficiencies an I

fundamentally unsound training. I am yet ahl<> to arise
tin ignorance, perhaps, but at that I'm up and ready to

shoot the piecel and postluate firmly thai Hamlet was a

Nut. For I am convinced that oi this there sho lid tie little

doubt and less speculation. And I assert enthusiastically
that one glance at the record of the Man who Invented
the Grouch will convert the commonsensible to the be]
that he was decidedly without tenant; that there was a

good quantity of lacteal fluid in the region of his central
sulcus, and that he was absolutely and unequivocally net
guilty of sanity. I do not contend tint Hammie was sim-
ple—ah! no—but merelv that lie was beautifully bughouse,
delightfully dippy, nobly and naturally nonsensical fctfd,

the opinions of the carping, captious, capricious and cock-
sure critics to the contrary notwithstanding. I can prove it

In the first place, Hammie believed in ghosts. Now the
mere believing in ghosts is quite permissible in itself.

A man has a right to his opinion of the spirit world just
as he has a right to his opinion of the evils ol booze, or
the dangers of door-step gymnastics, or tie terrors b

cat'ch-as-catch-can parlor style. Hut the sane man keeps
his belief to himself. He doesn't call in the bunch and
inform them that he thinks dead men walk around in

la when the rooster isn't crowing. Boob that he ma
bo. he will not go that far. Bui Hammie, poor boy, hail

them all seeing things. Even his pal, Horatio, little HorfTe,
got crazy from listening to Hammie's chirping anent tie

spirit of his father. It seems that one night—darksome,
cloud-paved sky, rolling thunder, wild winds whistling, etc
Hammie and ilorrie, strolling in front of the casl
with rather a good dinner under his belt and looking tor
well, they were just regular boys, you I. now suddenly
glimpsed something in the distance and came to the con-
clusion, after a due consideration of the phenomena pre-

O'Toole.

sented. that it was the shade of Hammie's dead and buried
dad. So Hammie, being a brave lad, forthwith proceeded
to catechise that spirit. And the things he imagined
he heard from the chill lips of the dead would put the
vagrant fancies of a member of the Ford peace party to
everlasting shame. He let into the porches of his ears a
mythical line of talk that in open competition would knock
the persiflage of Baron Bean and Grimes the Butler into

a half-cocked hat. And a reading of that portion of the play
alone should establish beyond peradventure of a doubt that
the Dane was a dub. But if it shouldn't, there always re-

mains the conduct of Hammie subsequent to the vision -of

the old gent.

There is, for an instance, the episode of the skull. Thus
it occurred: Hammie and Horrie, again strolling together,

this time in a cemetery, came upon a grave-digger who
was plying his art. and after chinning a while were pre-

sented with a skull. Thereupon Hammie remarked, care-
like, that lie and Yorick. whofee dead head it was, oft

cavorted in their youth, the one with the other. Now
would a sane man. thirty years old. be proclaiming that
he had stepped around in his youth with a man whom
tact shows had been softly snoring in the sward for nearly
all that time? Would he be speaking of his escapades with
a stiff who had been buried nearly as long as he had been
alive? Is not the conclusion forced that the Dane was a

dip. that he was having as much trouble with himself as

a girl with a flea, that he was gone. gone, gone^ It Is.

ain. there is the scene at Ophelia's grave. Hammie
is there, and Horrie, and Gertie the Queen, and the grave-

diggers all the hoys and girls, in fact—watching the pall-

I.carers sink Miss Polonious six feet in the sand. Forward
ps one Laertes, brother of the deceased. He tip 'add

says—out loud, so that every one will hear him and *now
how sotr> he is that his little sister has sneezed out:'

"Hold off the earth awhile, hoys, 'till I give her the'Wld
gain"—and without an instant's hesltatftm.

tei pausing to consider the possible consequences' of "His

with a wanton, abandoned, tempestuous sigh, Im-

pulsive Sigh, he hops into the hole. Then cometh Hammie.
tin- melancholy Dane, rubbing his old chin and twitching
the folds ot his cape, nervous-as-the-deuce-likc.

'.'Pooh-pooh ho." remarketh Ham. "who do you think' ybu
the original lachrymose kid!1 Pipe me. Look me

over. Give me the .lack and Gill. I can give you the
v hole deck and beat you hands down at this sorrow game.
Why, hoy. I loved this Ophelia person so much, so very
much, so very, very much, that right now I'd eat an alli-

gator to prove it."

What Laertes had to say in reply to this eloquent Taot-

hurst of feeling is of no material consequence to the ques-
tion at issue. He may have been just as nutty, if not

nuttier, than Hamlet, hut that's beside the mark. The flt-

terance of Friend Hammie, the sad guy. is what concerns
us; most. Here he is, just a few minutes before he passes
out. making a lot of .lint Crow talk about eating an alli-

gator. He expresses a great fondness and appetite for

the crocodile! Now I maintain, as my major premise, that

no man but a snake-eater or a nut would want to eat a

large lizard. And as my minor premise I assert that

there is no evidence establishing Hamlet's profession to

be that of a snake-eater. And therefore I conclude reluct-

tantly that Hamlet, since he was no snake-eater, must
have been a nut. That, my dears, is logic with a ven-
geance. Can you heat it? Even were the other proofs

addui ed oi his insanity weak and of no avail, this last

makes him out to he crazy, proves him conclusively to he

soft. So let the academicians rant and the scholars rave.

For the hoi polloi this should settle the matter. 'It does
for me. And by the sacred bristles of the holy pig. I shall

t ot recant

'

itn

horn

SQUASHING HIM.
"Moving pictures," said the young man. spooflngly. to

i lie ticket girl, "were invented the year I was

"Do tell she sigh.il wearily, shoving him his change
"I though! the important invention of the year you were
born was a nut cracker."
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ORATORY
Harold H. Hoeber.

Most of the average persons I have known, have at many
times been unwilling and uncomfortable victims of the gar-

rulity of the spontaneous orator. Whether the emulator
of Socrates and Cicero be of the older school or the new-
est favorite of fashion, be he silver tonged or bombastical
his delight is to talk, talk, TALK, at any and all times on
any and all themes. The opportunity is not thrust upon
them. They seek it assiduously. Once it is discovered they

carefully nurture the slightest indication until the merest
trace is developed into a wide ledge whereon they prospect

and expose to the world the gold of their eloquence.

Lest I seem hectic in my outburst, let me recall to you
one of the speeches that you have heard tfme and time
again. It is the Fourth of July in any year that you select.

The place is some little suburban town or truly rural vil-

lage or the outskirts thereof. The speakers' platform is

reared near the band stand of the dancing pavilion. Oak
or other kinds of trees preferably oaks, as they are always
at some stage of the speech-making, referred to in a simile

as the "sturdy oak, emblematic of strength and trustworthi-

ness," spread a welcoming shade over the audience. You
have probably traveled many miles by boat or train to

enjoy a picnic, an occasional outing at a moderate expense
for the transportation companies have made considerable

reductions in their fares. You have your wife and little

ones. I have mentioned that picnics are always
patronized by people with little ones. That is if

they are married. There are always a goodly rep-

resentation of the callow youth, and his sweetheart,

who ride all the way with hand clasping hand, their

clasp being hidden from their own observation by a news-
paper spread across their laps while the view is excellent

from one seat back and opposite. They are unconscious
that their actions are observed. In fact they are so en-

grossed in their own thoughts that they have forgotten all

other things. But to go on with the coming speech. The
stage is set and severiil notables of the county wherein
the picnic is being held are seated well to the front. In

fact if they moved further to the front they would slip

over the edge and atop of the "Liberty and I'nion Volun-
teer Fire Dept. Military Band." There is a pine deal table

and a white porcelain water pitcher borrowed from the

"Palace Hotel." The town trustees, the members of the

board of education and several of the teachers of the little

local school, the sheriff and the richest man in town have
all prominent places and seated in painful expectancy.
The constable is busily engaged in helping the manager

and proprietor of the "Casino Photograph Gallery" focus

the camera. Everyone is nervously awaiting the arrival

of the "Orator of the Day." After a long wait the con-

stable rushes up to the leader of the band and whispers in

a tone heard to the extreme parts of the pavilion that

the dignitary is at hand. The leader raps his baton on
a convenient rail in the style that he has read Sousa effects

and tossing back his long locks gives the signal for the
start. "Hail to the Chief" is rendered. In fact the poor
old chief is torn asunder. Providently the pent up en-

thusiasm gets out of hand and the hand clapping and cheer-

ing drown out three or four of the instruments that are
off key. The applause would have drowned out all except
the cornetist whose cheeks are distended to the utmost
and the bass drum artist whose brawny arms swings the
sledge in the blacksmith shop on work days. Just as the

orator reaches the platform and turns to bow his thanks
the proprietor and manager of the "Casino Photograph
Gallery" presses the bulb and the picture is spoiled. Some
of the country boys have exploded a hand-made bomb be-

neath the platform and every one jumped at the same time.

The constable sweating and swearing great mouthing oaths
such as "Gal durned hoodlums consarn their infernal

hides" etc. The photographer is worrying over his plate

and the inability to have the picture retaken. He need
not worry, the next day everyone will buy one, that is

everyone who has had a seat on the platform, even though
they have to label themselves so that they may be re-

cognized.

The conventional preliminaries are gone through with.

The chairman introduces several of the local celebrities

and the town orator. This personage wishes to make an
impression on the visiting celebrity by parading his ac-

complishments to a great length. In fact if the chairman
had not been able to grasp his coat tail and by successive

jerks dislocate his ready-made butterfly tie he would speak
ad infinitum. Finally the "Orator of the Day" is intro-

duced. He steps well to the front. Places his right hand
in the bosom of his coat, brushing back his hair with his

left hand or rubbing exceedingly his forehead or bald
head as the case may be, spread eagles all over the place.
In fact he does not confine his verbal excursion to "Seeing
America First" but takes you in spasmodic leaps to Europe,
Asia, Africa and other numerous places. His jumps have
no reference to tfme, for one minute you are with him
and Leonidas at Thermopolyae and without waiting for

the intervening centuries he transports you with him to

Ney at Waterloo and back again to Alexander in the con-

quest of Persia. As a potpouri it has the mulligan cooked
by the tramps in the creek bottom lashed to the post for

diversity. He carefully avoids any reference whatsoever
to politics or party affiliations as he Is by nature and
environment a mercenary, and when the time is propitious

he takes the stump for Republican, Democrat, Progressive,
Wet or Dry, at the dictation of his conscience, swayed by
the size of the certified check which accompanies the re-

quest for his talents and yeoman strength. He winds his

talk up with a studied and well executed period and just

when the applause Is held and can be held In but a moment,
he turns with tears streaming down his cheeks mingling
with the perspiration from his brow, he gives the military

salute to the flag and seats himself.

That is one kind of oratory and according to the

usuages made sacred by time is considered necessary. But
who under the bright canopy of heaven ever Invented the

after dinner speech? He who would claim this honor may
his torments exceed those of Tanatalus. I have bad more
good food spoiled by an after dinner speech than I can
afford to inventory. I did in earlier youth blame thetndl-

gestion on the varied diet to which I was not accus-

tomed. However, I have long since discovered the real

truth. It Is the speaker, the speech or both that sours

the milk of human kindness. If there is a hell especially

provided for after dinner speakers when the time comes for

me to join the great majority 1 am going well heeled with

letters of Introduction and all the evidence of "pull" of

this mundane sphere and with extreme obsequiousness
solicit from the Big Smoke the job of stoker where the

after dinner speakers are roasting. There Is only one

banquet that Is safe to attend without the annoying fea-

ture of speaking or speakers. That Is a St. Patrick ban-

quet which happens when the seventeenth of March comes
on Friday. Then if shad be the piece de resistance there

will be no speeches whatever.
One other form of oratory is catalogued as "undesirable"

and that is booster rallfes. Take for example a home in-

dustry organization. They will call a meeting and In-

veigle, browbeat or drag some prominent citizen to the

meeting to be the main squeeze. He is warned that he is

expected to be prepared to talk "straight out from the

shoulder" and get his point well over. He is not called until

the formal introduction and preliminary speakers have had

their say. These gentlemen are also prepared and they

have some new Jokes that they have selected out of the

almanac that was published in 1876. Their theme is the

same as the prominent speaker and although they do not

say the same thing in the same words the same thing is

said by all of them nevertheless. When the time comes

for the invited guest and prominent citizen to make his

speech there remains nothing for him to say except tell his

stories. These he tells in desperation and unfortunately

they are not received with wild delight as through a co-

incident that is unexplainable the same stories have ap-

peared in the columns devoted lo humor in the morning

papers. He Is lost. He can not say what he came to

say for it will be but a paraphrase of the preceding

speeches. If he does brave the task and attempt to make

the speech he intended it does not get the attention he

hoped for. In fact the audience is decidedly bored and

expresses its boredom in the constant striking of matches

and lighting of cigars. So much for the speaker. How
about the audience? They have listened to fifty-seven

kinds of orators saying the same thing.

May orators as a specie prosper, may they live long

and healthily, may they gather unto themselves position

and wealth and may they become confirmed and Incurable

stutterers.
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Indoor Yacht Club
Club Rooms and Office, i Eddy Street. Telephone (Private

Exchange connecting all departments), Sutter 5386.

Board of Pilot*.

[
Frank J. Hennessy. Commodore. M. W. Altmayer. Steward

Will tarn H. McCarthy, Keeper-of-the-Log.
Thomas S. Mulvey Joseph A. Watts
James W. Coffroth Jos. Lewia
Samuel Berger Geo. Symon.
Joseph H. Hutchinson Wm. Chappell

Harry F. Sullivan. Assistant Secretary.

Criticize and suggest for the Improvement of our service.

Complaint and suggestion box in lobby.

Is your address correct and your name properly spelled

on our records, evidenced by your bills and the envelopes
from the Club? If not, as a great assistance to this office

we would suggest that you correct the same yourself when
mailing your check to the office. It is very important that

we have our records In this respect authentic and we ask
your hearty co-operation with us. Moral: If you change
your mailing address, let us know and we will see that

the possibility of your mall from this office going astray Is

eliminated.

THE INDOOR YACHT CLUB.

The ship steers straight for sunny skies.

The captain's seated aft,

And at the masthead proudly flies

The banner of the craft!

"All fur the kiddies!"—Heave ho, then!
Was ever finer call

To rouse the very best in men
Who yacht within a hali?

Who yacht within a hall, my lad.

Or cruise the charted town

—

Was ever slogan half so glad
As this that they've set down?

"All for the kiddies!"—Swing it far

So always it will greet
Your crew and be their brighter star

In tenemented street'

And may the cruise be long, my boy.
And may the ship steer true

—

The cargo that you bring of joy.

The good that you can do!
"All for the kiddies!"—Commodore,

Oh. your's the life to live

—

To ask the people nothing more
Than helping you to gi\e'

Waldemar Young S. F. Chronicle.

IMPORTANT, Y. C.

bera delinquent for dues payable December I

who remain unpaid MARCH 20TH, will be suspended and
denied all club privileges.

ATTENTION! INDOOR YACHTSMEN

Handicap pool tournament. March 20.

Klondyke nights. March 31 and April 1.

Picnic. Sunday. Mai L'l

athletic night, .Tunc 2 (anniversary).
Summer excursion. June 30 to July 5.

February 24. 1916.

At a meeting of the Hoard of Pilots, held February
23. 1916. it was decided that on and after May 31,

1916. applicants for membership to the Indoor Yacht
Club must pay an initiation fee of $5.00.

F. J. HENNESSY. Commodore.

CHARLES J. VAIL.

The type of citizen which the Indoor Yacht Club quite
naturally attracts to its membership is that variety which
has achieved things in the world independently of the
advantages of bfrth and heritage.

Self-made-man" is a forbidding, school-room term, and
greatly oyerworked in behalf of thousands of men. who.
if they are indeed "self-made" are pretty poor mechanics;
yet the term does, occasionally, assume significance and
meaning, and denotes a man who has risen out of the
mass through the sole merit of his own energy, ambition
and pluck. The membership of the Indoor Y'acht Club in-

cludes many such, for the organization appeals, by its free-

dom, its latitude and the uncensored encouragement of its

principles of Ifberality and equality, to the man who stands
on his own feet, tights his own fight and wins in a world
of hypocricy and shirkers.

All of which is preliminary to the introduction of Charles
J. Vail who began his career of usefulness as a cash-boy,
which humble beginning is by no means forgotten by the
man who was strong enough to emerge from the mass,
and who now, as superintendent, has under his direction
the force of employees in Pragers department store—one
of the largest department stores in San Francisco.
Perhaps it is because he knows something about the

struggles that beset the lads of the land who have to go
forth and fight their own way or perhaps it is due to a

naturally generous nature, but most probably both forces

exert themselves in Charles J. Vail's eager participation

in the work of the Indoor Yacht Club in behalf of the kid-

dies. It wasn't much more than sixteen years ago when
he was one of them himself, and he knows what it means
"when a feller needs a friend"; so he has been a friend

to thousands who have been rendered happy on Kiddies'

Day, and many other days, too, by reason of the benev-
olence of Charles .1. Vail.

I'p to date the returns show that the profits of the K. B.

will amount to somewhat less than $2000.

NO FURTHER WARNING.

This is the last notice that will be given members who
have failed to pay dues for half year, commencing Decem-
ber 1. 1913. Suspension March 20. and expulsion April 1.

Official Photographer
Indoor Ya cht Club
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THE G/NK FAMILY AT HARr&OOKS

"NARY A MASH"
As delivered by Charlie Reed, al Emerson's
Thcatr*. Bush street, 35 years aso. (This
beats his Tamale song.) Apropos of the old

guard of 35 years ago, as copied from the

Chronicle, I am sending you a verse recited by
Charlie Reed, the Minstrel Man. with due
apologies to K. C. B.. whose style is some-
what emulated.

Shady nooklet,

babbling brook.

Girl in hammock
Reading book.

Man rides bv
With big' mustache,
i iir] in hammock
Makes a mash.

Mash is mutual,
Day is set,

Man and maiden
Married get.

Married n<>\v

( me year ago,

Keeping house
In Baxter row.

Red hot stove,

Beefsteak frying.

( iirl gi it married,
(Mtiking trying.

Beefsteak burnt up,

Potatoes chorry.

(iirl got married.

Awful surry.

Man comes home
\\ itb big mustache,
Mail as blazes,
i H i1 nn bash.

Shady in n iklet,

Babbling brook,
( iirl in -hammock
Reading book.

Man rides by
With big mustache.

KEEPS ON RIDING,
Nary a mash.

Death invaded the ranks of the Indoor Yacht Club last

month and ruthlessly struck three honored names from
the rolls. Dominick J. Beban died February 28. on which
day William Harrison was also stricken. William F. Bur-
bank succumbed on February 19. It was singular that in

the same month two men, good and loyal members of the
I. Y. C, should have fallen to sleep after having been as-

pirants for the same political honor. William F. Burhank
and Dominick Beban were rivals at the recent election
for the Senatorial toga. Beban was elected and Burbank
was defeated. Perhaps to them both the issue of the
struggle loomed large; but how small it is to them now!
It is a commentary on the breadth of the principles in-

volved in the I. Y. C. that such divergent interests can
exist in friendly form inside the club's portals, and that
opposing interests and personal concerns do not interfere
but rather lend interest and variety to the club's social
and charitable activities.

William Harrison was for many years a member of the
San Francisco police force—a worthy officer, citizen and
man. These three will be missed with a permanency of
regret seldom inspired in a world of strange and rapid
mutations.

I. Y. C. NOTES

The I. Y. C. 1916 program includes Klondyke nights,

depicting pioneer Alaskan days; pool and card tourna-

ments; picnic in Way; athletic night and anniversary in

June; summer excursion; smoker and annual jinks; an

I. Y. C. Revue, combining the best part of all our shows,

and a social night for the ladies.

On and after May 31, in addition to the dues, an initiation

fee of five dollars must accompany all applications for

membership.

Save $5 and join the I. Y. C. before May 31.

Shipmates John Tait and James Woods have returned

from a business trip to New York.

Charley Arata is back from a visit to his home in Cin-

cinnati. Charley also journeyed to the Big Town, spending

a few days on Broadway.

Joseph S. (Pot) Lewis left Saturday for New York to

purchase the latest in jewelry and diamonds for the newly

established Lewis & Co.

Jack Suits is en route to Gotham on a business trip.

John will give the Great White Way the O. O for a couple

of months.
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KLONDYKE
NIGHTS

Friday
Mar. 31 and

Saturday
April 1

Indoor Yacht Club
Depicting Pioneer Days in Alaska
Nome! Circle City! Dawson!

At the Club Rooms, 4 Eddy St. Admission by Invitation or Membership Card only

Members are Requested to Appear in Mining Costume

two NIGHTS-March 31, April I See the Alaska Mining Camps

;m*MMVW5sM™flMW^^^

Baron Hong's

Vernon

.CountrpCluir

The TWO Bright

Spots in

Los Angeles"

Baron 2Longfs

Sunset

3nn

We're Sleadii
With a combination of new ideas, new ideals and

a new standard of service. BERGER'S, with

three floors devoted to MEN'S and YOUNG
MEN"S CLOTHES-EXCLUSIVELY.

With the ADLER-ROCHESTER brand, now conceded to

be the foremost clothes in America, with BENJAMIN clothes

—and other famous brands to meet every whim of everybody,

there is not a chance in the world of going wrong. Pay any

price from $15 to $40 and be positive that you are getting

the utmost your money can buy.

/m ^\Ti_iirc FOR-
MEN®.

V/L-Vl 1 rilLo YOUNG MEN

EXCLUSIVELY
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ST. FRANCIS IMPORTATION CO.

350 Geary Street

WINES AND LIQUORS AT RETAIL
FINEST GOODS - LOWEST PRICES

PROMPT DELIVERIES

DEL MONTE AUTO RENTAL CO.

phone SUTTER 215
LIMOUSINES
LAUNDAULETS

- WEDDINGS
OUR SPECIALTY TOUR1NO

CABS
CARS

OFFICE, 105 POWELL STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

BUILDERS' EXCHANGE, 180 Jessie Street BOX OS

VINCENT J. DONOVAN
PAINTING, DECORATING

and POLISHING

729-31 MINNA STREET, San Francisco, Cal.

Phone Park 5156

Anheuser-Busch
Brewing Ass'n

Brewers of

Fine Beer

Exclusively

-ST. LOUIS. MO-

Draught

and

Bottled Beer

San Francisco Branch
1300 BRYANT STREET

Phone Pai-K 306

I am a power for great good if you do

not abuse my use.

In cases of need— I do my work well.

I am a builder up of health and strength

—in the hospital or in the home.

For the invalid or the convalescent—

for the tired or overworked I offer a

great help.

A little of me goes a long way.

I have been among you for three

generations.

I'm known as Cyrus Noble throughout the world.

The Stanford Hotel

BUFFET
Specializes in Old Straight Whiskey

drawn direct from the Barrel.

OPERATED IN CONNECTION WITH

THE STANFORD HOTEL
377 BUSH ST. Near Kearny

SMOKE
"Corina
QUEEN of HAVANA

Shapes and Sizes to suit
All Tastes £> Jgf £f

M. BlasKower, Distributer

t.i. „,,„„.. I Sutter 403QTelephone!
) Doull„ 5683

Formerly
228 SUTIER STREET

GOBEY'S GRILL
140 UNION SQUARE AVE.

Bet. Grant Ave. and Stockton Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

101
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TOM DI LLON
When Napoleon concluded it was time to have himself fitted with a nobby headpiece, he placed it on his own

head, because, so the tradition goes, he didn't believe anybody else could fit him quite so well.

The Main Sheet has a theory thai the whole affair would have been changed if only Tom Dillon had been there,
and that the history of the world would have been quite different, for the trouble was that the headpiece blew off in

a storm at Waterloo If Dillon had fitted the gentleman, this never would have happened, and we all would now
be speaking French. But alas lor him, the Little Corporal never met our Tom Dillon face to face and when
the winds of adversity came from three ways at once, away went his illy fitted crown, and he never got it back
again.

Such is one of the morals we learn from history.

Fie sure your head is fitted.

For nearly thirty years, as it is proper or polite to recall, Tom Dillon has been meeting the Sovereign American
face to face and for as many years has been providing the august Peers of this realm with the only kind of Coronets
which are tolerated hereabouts. For sixteen years of that period. Mr. Dillon has owned his own dispensary of

headpieces for American men and none of them has ever subscribed to the Shakespearean sentiment that "uneasy
e head that wears a crown."

Tom Dillon is one of the live, energetic members of San Francisco's commercial, social and political life whose
activities are many sided and disinterested. He is secretary of the Downtown Business Men's Association; a

er of the "Path of Gold" committee working for the restoration of light in Market street, and he is a member
of nearly a score of social, fraternal and civic organizations, his active relations with all of which do not prevent
him from being a leader in the affairs of the Indoor Yacht Club. As chairman of the I. Y. C. publicity committee
th^ nnergetir and peculiar talents of Tom Dillon have be<-n felt effectively in the Club's rapid and secure advance-
ment, and as a member ol Kiddie's Day celebration committees he is always a host in himself.

His fine store on Market street is a famili;ir Mecca lor clubmen and his keen interest in public affairs, and
the arts ot music and drama lias manifested itself in rare and extensive collections of photographs of celebrities

all of whom have been glad to meet our Tom face to fai
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ED. M. LIND, General Manager

A. P. Hotaling & Co.

Established 1852
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Buy your Groceries
- - = from =

°BOWEN Q
&C0.

Pioneers in the Grocery Business since 1850

P. VINCENT MATRA1A. P,a . JUUUS EPPSTE1N. Stt'ry

SHIPMATES HAVE YOU DANCED AT THE

^Carnation "Cafe
S. E. Cor. Fillmore and E:llis

GEO. L. DEALEY. Proprietor

EHRMAN BROS.

"EL ROI-TAN
P E R F E CT
CIGARS

art jfloral Co,
Incrpnratrd

HOTEL ST. FRANCIS

2 55 POWELL STREET

SAN FRANCISCO

Remember thai

Cresta Blanca Wines
Are the STANDARD WINES of California

Try a Bottle of CRESTA BLANCA CHAMPAONE
(Green Label) Equal to the Imported

PAUL MASSON CHAMPAGNE VINTAGE 1908

Wielands The Home Beer
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"I REMEMBER. GEORGE."

By Luke Danny Morgan, of San Francisco.

George. Si, and John, you haye each had your say

Of names and places quite prominent in their day;

You haye left a few openings—perhaps you forgot

—

So I'll keep the ball rollfng while my memory is hot.

You remember Harry Gates, and charming Hattie Moore,

At the old Tiyoli Theater, and how they did score;

Phil Branson, Henry Norman and Ned Stevens, too,

And the old favorite, Ferris Hartman, who used to sing

"Dinky Doodle Do."

Poor Harry Courtaine, quite famous in his day,

Who might have been a shining light if John Barleycorn

hadn't held sway;
There is another who I will mention—little Johnny Ray

—

Who always kept you in a roar whenever he did play.

Dear old Joe Murphy, who used to sing "A Handful of

Earth."

And little Maggie Moore, chuck full of mirth;

Gilbert and Goldie. always popular, don't you know

—

I tell you, George, we had some talent in the days long,

long ago.

Sheridan and Richardson, a clever team were they,

Who used to sing and dance in this city by the bay;

Morris Welch, the clog dancer, and natty Harney Fay,

ih . how time does flit along, it seems but yesterday.

You remember Mickey Doyle and Gus Mooney, too;

Also Shorty McDonald, in their natty suits of blue.

Who used to sing and dance at Woodward's Gardens, out

on Mission street,

The essence of neatness when it came to using their feet.

You remember Barney Conway, who kept the hole in the

wall

On Market, near Sixth, quite famous for his high ball;

And old Jack Philosophy, with his pack on his back,

A famous old character in the days away back.

Say. George, remember Kate Castleton so sweet,

Who played the old days' way down on Bush street?

And you surely recall, though your memory may lag.

Belle and Ned Thorne fn the play. "The Black Flag."

Fine, handsome Ned Buckley! The gallery would rfng

With applause at the Baldwin when he played "Silver

King."
And gallant Joe Grismer—Phoebe Davies, his wife

—

The pride of his heart and the joy of his life.

"Our own" Flora Walsh—say, couldn't she dance?

—

Who married Charles iloyt. and I think died in France.

And. yes. Raymond Moore, with voice sweet and low.

Who sang that old favorite—"Just Twenty Years Ago."
And dear Alice Nielsen, now a grand opera star

—

She played the old Wigwam and rode in the car

That came up from Fifth street and turned on the table

At the corner of Market, then back to the stable.

Say, George, there's something I'll put in right here

—

'Twas in the Grand Opera—the big chandelier.

And the three galleries, the top one so steep,

How the gang it would shout and shufflle its feet.

And the songs that were sung in those days that are past

Still come to our mind and forever will last.

Of course, you remember—with steaming hot can
At every street corner—the tamale man.
And the snow—how it fell on that cold New Year's eve

—

In the year '82 it was—I believe.

And, George, you remember, on bright New Year's day
The custom of calling on friends young and gay.

And the cards that were used, made of plush, frost and
gold—

They've gone like the rest of the pleasures of old.

And Old Rincon Hill—remember the sight
Of the soirees and balls on each Friday night?
The Lathams, the Newlands, the big Parrot clan,

The real aristocracy of this Western land.

Remember the lions in front of the home
(On Harrison street) of Mr. Jerome?
And the black and white marble that made the sidewalk?
You'll find them still there, George, if they only could talk

What a tale they could tell of the words that were spoken
By the belles and the beaux, and of hearts that were

broken.
So now, George, good night. It is time that we said

God bless the old times, and take us to bed.
They're gone, George, they're gone, nevermore to return,

But they'll live in our hearts, George, as long as life burn.

—San Francisco Chronicle, Jan 16, 1916.

OLD TIMES ONCE MORE.
Another Veteran Strings Into Verse His Recollections of

Favorites and Places of Other Days.

"Yes, George, I Remember, Too."
Being another answer addressed to George M. Kidd, of

Seattle. Washington, upon reading his lines to his friend,

Bernard J. Dyllyn.
By John R. Smith, San Francisco, Cal.

Why. yes. George, I, too, remember them well

—

The names and places that your verses tell.

It seems but a day #nd it makes me think o'er

The times that are gone to return nevermore.
But, Bay, George, do you know what you've done?
You've opened the floodgates for many a one
To speak of the places and names you've forgot
Who played the old game with the boys in Grant's lot.

Please let me hark back to the times that are past
And see if I can in your memory recast
Some old scenes and places and names that are lost

In the mad whirl of time—that are gone like the frost.

Old Morosco's on Howard street, and the "stars who
played there

—

The "lead" Darrell Vinton—Essie Tittel so fair;

And poor old Ned Holden and Louis Belmour

—

The one a "deep villain"—the other a "roar."

And the plays that they played—they were great in their

day

—

Are now pushed aside and forced to make way
For the higher-brow stuff they give us o' nights

Which cannot compare with, say, old "Harbor Lights."

()n<- week, you remember, we'd have the "French Spy,"

To be followed the next by "Romany Rye."
Remember the hero in "Lights o' London Town"
Who jumped in the tank as the poor boy went down
For the third and last time? 'Midst deafening applause

—

Say, George, believe me, those plays got the noise.

You surely remember our old friends, the Wards

—

James M.—Carrie Clark—for years held the boards

In the old Irish drama—he played the gay Con

HARDMAN
and FALLS

Ask--
FRET) COUSTETTETIRES
COSTELLO LANG COMPANY

55€> Golden Gate Ave.
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In Boucicault's piece—I think the "Shaughraun."
And then McKee Rankin, now gone from our sight.

Who thrilled all the crowd in his play, "The Danite."

And, yes, you recall the Nobles so fine

In "The Phoenix"—George. They've said their last line.

And, yes, Billy Brady, who cut quite a lark

With his partner, George Webster, in the play, "After
Dark."

And to bluff big George Wessels our hats we must doff

—

The greatest one ever in "Michael Strogoff."

"The Face in the Moonlight"—"Monte Cristo" so brave

—

"The Corsican Brothers"—they're all gone now, save
Perhaps "The Two Orphans" and one or two more
They've put in the "movies" to make us think o'er

The "heroes" we saw in the real flesh and blood,

They're gone, George, they're gone; swallowed up in the
flood.

Big Linville, one of the finest, and his little boutonniere:
The old Swiss Brewery, on Dupont street, where they sold

the bottled beer;
Hayes Park and Willows, great resorts in their day,
And the old Steam Paddy, on Market street, an important

part did play.

Brick McPherson, the haekman, and Yorkey Monahan.
The old red-headed peddler, who used to sell the molasses

can;
Poor old Ducky Lynch, a character in his day.
The champion crusoe player of his time—my. how he could

play!

There are just a few more whom I will mention, George,
famous characters in their day,

I'll finish up on them, and then I'll hit the hay.
You remember Peg-Leg Murphy, the singing teacher in

dear old Lfncoln School;
Ah, George, Si. and John, how he used to apply the rule.

Our old friend Sconchin Maloney, a character fn his day,
Who used his wits to good advantage and seemed to make

it pay;
Little Tommy Roundhead, the boatman, a famous character

on the front,

And poor old Jack Arnold, the ballplayer—my, how he
could bunt!

Con Lyons, the bootblack, the champion in his day,
And old Capt. Pete, the Indian, all done up in military

array

;

You remember Fatty Adler, the fattest man in town;
Another who held forth in those days was old man Night

Brown.

You forgot one famous character. George, and I'll depict
him here

—

The old Razor Grinder, who was with us for many a year;
On Kearny street, near Pine, the old fellow could be found,
The old man with one eye, the best grinder in the city

—

"Get your razors ground."

It gives me a source of pleasure, George, a large amount
of joy,

To hark back to the good old days, when you and I were
boys;

They are all gone, George—they are gone, but ever will

I hold them dear;
I wish you the best of luck, old top, and a bright and happy

New Year. So long.

—San Francisco Chronicle, Jan. 30, 1916.

When George M. Kidd of Seattle wrote the famous, "Say,
John, You Remember" recollections in verse, which ap-
peared in The Chronicle December 19, 1915, he brought to

the minds of thousands of San Franciscans of an earlier
day memories of a lively and happy period. Responses
came from numerous pens, and have been published in

this paper. Now Kidd has more to tell. He and Harry
Orndorff, now' stage manager of the Orpheum Theatre here,
appeared in 18S3 in the old Bella Union Theatre in an
Irish sketch, entitled "Little Katie Ryan." Kidd is now in

Seattle. His latest communication, addressed to J. Bernard
Dyllyn, follows:

By George M. Kidd.
Say, John, you remember, my first poem did end
Wishing you good health; believe me your friend.

Since then I've been thinking of names by the score,

So I'll ask you, old pal, to remember some more.

You remember Sam Sample's and the Maison Doree.
And two hook and ladder up on Broadway;
And old Meiggs' wharf and Warner's saloon.
The cobwebs, the monkeys, the parrots and coons.
And, John, the racehorses, Joe Daniels. True Blue,
Hock Hocking, Thad Stevens and Katie Pease, too.
Old Rarus and Occident great Goldsmith Maid,
Patsy Duffy, Jim Eckhoff. Charley Ross. Herbert Slade?
You remember the White House on Kearny and Post,
Liverpool, free and easy, on the Barbary Coast,
And dear old Phil Roach, his silky white hair;
Maggie Murphy. Sallie Hinkley and others there?
You remember Swain's bakery, down on Market street.

The cream cakes and pork and beans couldn't be beat.
Chief Crowley, Captain Douglass, the Kearny-street squad.
The Sarsfield. the Wolf Tone and Montgomery Guards;
Pete Lawler. Jim Orndorff and the Baldwin cafe.

Danny Baker, Johnnie Williams, Barney Meyers, Ralph
Wray.

You remember Tom Day. the gasfitter and plumber;
Alexander Kidd Jr., the great Frisco drummer:
Bowen Bros., the grocers on Pine below Kearny;
The Fitzgerald brothers, Bob. Austin and Bernie;
And Engelberg's bakery, on Kearny near Pine.
His milk bread and cheese cake, weren't they flneS
Ji • Murphy, the actor, when lie played the bones;
Bob Hogan. Ross Whittaker, Dan Coffey and Jones.
You remember Dave Scannell, the great Fire Chief,
And Miller & Lux, who raised sheep and beef;
And old Turner Hall on Bush street near Powell;
Dan O'Leary. Billy Chenoweth, Gus Guerrero, Charles

Rowell?
You remember the Elntracht, on California street.
Where old-time musicians and friends used to meet;
And Smiley and Newhall, the old auctioneers;
John Wieland. his brewery, the good old sleam beer;
And old Uncle Harris, his 4-per-cent loans;
And Popper, the shirt man; both Bullock and Jones;
Deacon Jones, the two ponies, and Ned (Limpy) Foster;
The old side-wheel steamer, the old Contra Costa;
And Smithy, the driver, who drove Mallady's hearse;
The old brick shot tower on Howard and First;
Tar Flat and Hayes Valley, the tough Sunrise gang;
The old jail on Broadway, where Runk they did hang;
Patsy Ileum's on Morton, the old Clipper shades;
The Chinatown squad, their gambling-house raids;
Anil Linville. the copper, his button-hole bouquet;
Tnm liuiiphy. ('cm Monney. Harney Farley. Will Bray,
And While- Hat McCarty, the horseman and spoil;
Jack Halllnan; the Cremorne on Market near Fourth;
Con Lyons, the bootblack, the world's champion shine:
Tom Dixon, the singer, his song. "Baby Mine";
The old Bella Union and poor Sam Tetlow,
Tommy Rosa. Tommy Free and his famous banjo;
And Captain McDonnell, the Frisco Cadets;
Madison & Burke, who had houses to let;

The old S. M. Whipple, the World. Thoroughfare;
Eugene Schmitz played the fiddle before he was Mayor;
The old Prescott House and the old Hotel Rhein;
The Poodle Dog restaurant, the gumbooty wine;
And Canty & Wagner, their candies so sweet,
On .Montgomery near Sutter, and Shreve's. 'cross the street.

We had some great fighters, a few I will name:
Tommy Chandler, Joe Chaynskl, Young Mitchell, gained

fame.
Toe McAuliffe, Tom McCormick and Owen Judge, too.

Tommy Nolan, Tommy Carroll are only a few.
You remember the Sheridan boys, Billy and Frank;
On Post and Montgomery the Hibernia Bank;
And old City Gardens and Woodward's as well;

Charley Sweeney. Sandy Irwin. Jim McDonald, Phil Knell,

Romie Harris, Ben Jellison, old friend Henry Grim;
Shelby's smelter. North Beach, where we used to swim;
And Uncle Tom's Cabin; the Fourteen-Mile House;
Jerry Driscoll, John Guerin's Dutch; song, "Minnie Krause."

You remember the Vaughn sisters, Nellie and Mabel;
On Bush below Belden, Pat Fagan's horse stable;

And Goldstein & Colin, the hairdressers and the wig-makers;

Both Massey and Young, the old undertakers.
And, John, the good times we had 'cross the bay
At Shell Mound and Badger's Park on picnic days.

Say, John. I will come to a finish, old friend;

Regards and best wishes to you I extend.

The same to old-timers, and Mr. de Young, too.

Remember me, old pal, I'll not forget you.

SAY, JOHN, DO YOU REMEMBER?
—San Francisco Chronicle.
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LUIGI GUISTO AN ICONOCLAST

By T
If some sponge-headed scrivener were to write a short

storv about baseball, in which the hero, a husky, six-toot,

smiling youth, not yet able to vote, stepped up to the plate

for the first time

in his profession

al career and
Clouted the first

piir ted ball into

the farthest cor-

ner of the lot lor

a borne run. the

ordinarily gullible

reading p ubli C

might admire
scrivener's -

eniflg skill and
in a r v e 1 al his

q e r ve- but it

wouldn't bi

him. For s ii b

situation, com-
mon in tn ti hi. i

grossly untrue t >

life. Nearly all

m mi ball

10

their Brsi time al

b a t— i n Eti

and in t heli
dreams; but tew

of them do so o nthe ball field. It is tins fai I tl it maki

the performance of Louis Caesar Guis stwl Ii i d til

at St Mary's College. Oakland, and at presenl playing i

for the Beavers, all the more remarkable I

—or Luigi. as his more intimate assocl

him -did that verj thing. He steppei o til

lb.- Brsi professional hall-game of his e: 'uesday.

nil. and i louti d the first ball ' t'.ie

rorner of the lot for a home-run.

It was a spectacular thing to do. A committee repi

ing the student-body ol St. Marys had just moved out to

the diamond and presented Lou with a gigantic floral ho

shoe and a brand new bat all fussed and frilled with

and blue ribbons—the college colors. Foghorn Mm pM h id

just finished bawling him out to the frenzied thousands.

Everybody was cheering and sneering and swearing an 1

applauding at the same time. And in the face of ii ail this

rookie, this busher, this fledgling ball-tosser. this cub Bra

baseman, walked up to the saucer as cool and calm a a

minister on trial, took a look at Bill Steen Big Six Stei a,

ex-American leaguer, and Wolverton's best bet to ning

day—and then proceeded to lean his 205 pounds on the

leather for a circuit drive. When the ball was recovered

Luigi had completed his sportive ambulation 'round the

bases and was bashfully acknowledging the plaudits of the

pop-eyed populace.

Magnificent? Quite. Beautiful? Very. Extraordinary?

Peradventure of doubt. Hut more than these, it was icono-

clastic Indubitably and ineluctably inconoclastlc For

n I. Caesar Guisto poked the pellet into the azure he

smashed into little bits one of the most sacred rules and

regulations of the great national game, to wit tb

player, whenever he has been honored with a floral pii

or a bat. or thunderous applause, must forthwith procee 1

to strike out.

I'titil Louie ambled to the rubber, the game- which, ac-

cording to tradition, should have been Wolverton's prop

erty from the cocktails to the coffee—had been running as

smoothly as a woman's tongue, as sweetly as an open

faucet, as merry as a marriage bell. But as he walked up

there, the moving-picture of confidence, the Everlastins

Devil jumped up from the Deep Sea and sneaked up behind

nlm, the Eternal Imp leaped out of the Bottle and perched
in the porches of his ear, and the Immortal Rub itched his

hack muscles. Then and there the Inevitable Fly (lew into

the Ointment. His home-run spilled the beans. It slopped

the soup. It watered the previously dry procession. For

it started the tallying that eventually beat the seals.

And. in the seventh, when the score was four to one
against the Northerners, when the home teams howling

hounds were slapping themselves on the back and croon-

ing over a lirst gi victory, up stepped I.. Guisto again.

And this time, without the slightest indication of whal
intent on were, be slammed a double to the center-

Beld I rds The double started a rally. And the rally

L. L.

whipped the Seals. Show me where and when this has
been done before by a kid ball-player I ml I'll stop the war
in Europe, cut my pretty wife's lily-white throat, and sing
my children to sleep with a sledge.
Thus, in one day. Leu Guisto shattered two traditions

and recorded his name in the phonograph of lame. Call
it luck it you will: call it chance, the baphazardry of fate
and circumstance. But no matter what you call it. the
thing happened, it's a lact. and you can't get away from it.

Guisto did the extraordinary, the iconoclastic. He bent the
rules. He pulled some new stuff. His act was different..

But breaking into regular baseball with a home run isn't
the flrst sensational thing Luigi lias done in athletics
Since entering St. Mary's College four wars ago he has
been quietly but consistently sensational. Three years
ago. for instance, he put on a pair of track spikes, saun-
tered into an interclass meet, and tore off the century dash
In a sweet 10.2. He weighed 200 pounds at the time
Later on. in the same meet, he ran a furlong in _' even
on a curved track, and heaved the siiot. without knowing
a thing about "form," or hop," or "put," around the forty
in. t mark Frank Boek of the Oakland V. M, I'. A., who
witnessed these performances • lie opinion that
Guisto, if he wanted to be a trackster, could saon work
iuio the championship classes either as a sprinter or a
weight man. But Louie had differ nt ambitions i [Is mi

i I

was set mi a baseball career -and other forms ol ath-
letics wen- merely by-play and relaxation.

i t!m last w American All l

bj game. Guisto again performed sensationally. Com-
ing from st Mary's College, which, I ause ol Its

tlvelj small number of students, is nevei seriousls regarded
in tin- self-styled experts" who take it upon then li

to selecl all-star teams, he was not LCCOrded B r gular
berth on the American fifteen, but was named mei
a substitute breakaway The regular man forg it I i pit in

1 CD lice he was waiting
for. In that game he made two tries, unassisted, ami
played a prominent part in the senring of another He
outran the Heel ntiu Lachmund, then starring for Stanford,
ami i inside him, in a passing rush, tie great < 'hai lie Austin
locked slow. Guisto stole evi i sii.ii He was
the leg gun of the gam,- When ii was over the ' exi e
who had passed him up, grudgingly were fori d to I Imll
that he had given them the best display of individual
rugby ever seen in an American

But the rugby game died al St. Mary's and Luigi, (though
hi i ise up a nit ni span- time showing

I e Cal
fornia Varsity what sheer speed ami strength could do to
it in a game of Intercollegiate lontball. when, on ; !

November afternoon he marched on the faci ol the Bears
until the den- boys grew hearl-iek and weary i. confined
most of bis activities to the ball-field. And this spring
Walt McCreedle of the Beavers slipped him a fat contract
ami told him in go ahead and make good.

lie's been making good Binci on opened, In his
first week ol p that Brsi neighborly
slam with three more like II foul home-runs in seven
daysl Thej re calling him Wagner and a second
I.uderous and a second Lajoie and a second Cobb and a
: en,, ml I .111 11 He fori e J em In I ilk Hi - U en ill

about sixty-two headlines And copj boys on the nev,
papers regard him as a hero—which, in these 'I

1

re, 1 nil I and infant lie sa e Imi nt. But
Louis Guisto is not a sei ond Wagner or a second Cobb or

id Nap Lajoie 01 a second anyone else. He's a

copy, an Imitation ol nobody. The truth of the matter is

that ii lie continues at his present gail he'll soon himse't
1 a new and original star in the baseball firmament; and

in days to come, when the present generation of bug, i

eld and gray and thin of voice, it'll lie calling likely look-

nig heifers second "Guestos." while the names of Wagne",
Cobb and the others, through the stern command of Tim .

will have faded quietly into the oblivious recesses of an
innocuous desuetude.

GuestO has health, and, despite his manifold s

of the past and present, his old hat still fits him. And. in

these times of monumental egos and inflamed brains, when
even a car conductor gets a swelled head if his wmg
chance in be paid by the city, that is a pretty good sign.

11' b> the mid of the present Coast League season he

I asn t. established the fattest record ever made b a

km
1

a ,
1 then thirty-four hundred and two presumal ly

philosophic people will feel ver ysad about it. For L.

Caesar has il the goods, and all that he now has to do

is to deliver them.
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UPS AND DOWNS OF PROHIBITION.

Surprisingly little attention has been given to Vermont's
confirmation of her choice of local option over prohibition

by a vote that fell not very far short of two to one. The
Green Mountain State might have been expected to prefer

the more rigorous policy. It is agricultural, and the coun-

try is in the midst of a wave of prohibition that threatens

to sweep over sections hitherto regarded as "irrevocably

"wet." Yet the State displayed no such uncertainty as that

which left Maine wabbling so long after the polls close:l

upon her election in 1911 that most newspaper readers
never learned just what the result was. In a total vote of

120,000, Maine was finally declared to have reaffirmed her
prohibition amendment by a majority of 758. Vermont,
with only ten cities of more than 5000 each to Maine's
twenty-three, cast IS.000 ballots lor prchibition and 32,000

against it. Thirteen years ago, she repealed the prohibi-

tion amendment which she had adopted in 1852. the ma-
jority for repeal being 729, almost exactly that by which
Maine held on to her amendment in 1911. Since then, fif-

teen States have adopted prohibition, constitutional or
statutory, and only one. New Hampshire, has given it up,
her law having been virtually set aside so long ago as 1889.

Vermont is thus apparently setting herself across the
current. Or has the crest of the prohibition wave passed .'

Sixty years ago. there was a movement for prohibition
which seemed like the beginning of the end. In 1S50, Ver-
mont passed a prohibitory law and Ohio one prohibiting
the sale of liquor to be drunk on the premises. In 1851,
Illinois imitated Ohio, and Ohio put a prohibition amend-
ment into her Constitution. The next year, Massachusetts
and Rhode Island joined the procession, and Vermont
strengthened her law. In 1854, Connecticut tell into line.

The foiiowing year saw a great breach made in the liquor
ramparts. Delaware, Indiana. Iowa, Michigan, .Nebraska,
New Hampshire, and even New York went "dry." No
other year has witnessed so many victories for the cause.
But defeat was only less swift. Illinois had already re-

pealed her law of 1851. New York's statute was declared
unconstitutional the year following its passage. Delaware
repented in 1.857; Indiana. Iowa and Nebraska in 1858.
Rhode Island's excess of virtue held out until 1st;::. Con-
necticut's nine years longer .and Massachusetts and Michi-
gan fell together in 1875. Of the thirteen States which,
between 1850 and 1855, had adopted prohibition, only three
retained it twenty years later. Of these three, Ohio gave
it up in 18SS, and New Hampshire and Vermont in 1902
Some States seem to enjoy the process of adoption an I

repeal. Massachusetts had fallen from grace much earlier
than 1875, but, as her repeal in 1868 was promptly followed
by readoption the next year, it appears hardly fair to date
her final downfall earlier than the later year. As if to
make a convincing demonstration of her uncertainty, shs
weakened the law in 1870 and strengthened it asain thre
years afterwards, two years prior to wiping it off the sttaute
book. Even Maine went back upon prohibition after ten
years of it, in 1856. Two years of liquor, however, was
enough to restore her erring feet to the narrow way.
Rhode Island tried prohibition three times, from 185:; to
1863, from 1874 to 1875, and from 1886 to 1889. Two
States besides Maine are enjoying their second trial of it.

Alabama adopted it in 190S. repealed it in 1911. and re-
adopted it in 1915. Tennessee tried it first as long ago as
1838, when three years of it was enough for her. In 1909.
she experimented with it again, the later trial still proceed-
ing. All of these efforts have been of the "State-wide"
sort, of which the "Pocket Cyclopedia of Temperance" re-
marks: "Prohibition has been passed and repealed, en-
acted by popular vote and repealed, passed as strong legis-
lation and afterwards so progressively weakened to license
that one cannot put his finger upon the exact date when
prohibition ceased to apply." The records of towns and
villages, many of which vote upon the question every year,
only emphasizes this wavering.
The spread of prohibition presents certain peculiarities

Rural sections vote it upon urban, as in Maine. Citizens
of one ward or county vote saloons out of their neighbor-
hood, but hope that the adjoining districts will be kind
enough to retain them. The most recent development is
the enacting of a law ostensibly for prohibition, which
permits the citizen to import a fixed number of gallons or
quarts a month. Presumably, a State so enacting is a pro-
hibition State, since it strictly forbids the manufacture or
sale of liquor within its borders. As the limit of gallons
and quarts, it imposes, however, is often higher than the
average consumed in non-prohibition States, the net effect
of its legislation is merely to alter the source of the citi-
zen's supply. Vermont, it may be noted, was not choos-
ing between prohibition and license, but between prohibi-

tion and local option; that is, between no liquor and the
privilege of choosing between prohibition and license. In
voting to leave it an open question lor communities to set-
tle for themselves, Vermont was acting in accordance with
the ancient principle of local self-government. With the
present opposition between town and country upon the
matter, this would seem to be the only equitable course.

THE BRONZE TABLET.

A well-known banker was talking recently en the sub-
ject of appreciation. He said that it always amused him
to hear the speakers at farewell banquets throw bouquets
at the guest who has to depart, and related the following
incident in which he was the discomfited hero.
"A man came to see me once, from my old home town. He

told me of the general rejoicing in the town that I had
become well known and prosperous. He went into details
showing that the townspeople regarded me as its most
enlightened citizen and that whenever my name was men-
tioned the natives gave three cheers. I was very much
touched by this and said so. Then my caller went one
better and told me that the town had even erected a bronze
tablet upon the house where 1 was born. Thai was the

last straw, and I nearly wept when I thought of the old
house where I had played as a barefoot boy.

"I was so much touched that my visitor furtlvelj wiped
a tear away.

"After a few moments I got my bearings again and
asked, 'And what did they put on the tablet?'

" 'Main Street,' answered he."— Wall Street Journal.

A SPRAINED DISPOSITION.

"A Rag and a bone and a hank of hair"—let us juggle
with the immortal Kipling for a moment, all the i i

ing at the world through the dark glasses of the confirmed
pessimist, and we get "A grunt and a groan and a life

that's hare." Surely the song of a fool in each case i

first sprained his morality and let it go unattended until

he slid into an agonized tomb; the second sprained liis

disposition and left it undoctored and finally he beci

that thing which is the most miner* ar; of human affile

lions- a grouch. It would be hard to say whirl, fared till

worse Fool No. 1. who lived his life all too unwisely anil

entered a premature grave, or Fool Xo. ". who has doomed
himself to trudge endlessly, tragically through life—

a

confirmed pessimist—never seeing the light of happiness,

never feeling the warm I h hi imp, unlnt jnspira

Hon, enthusiasm, but digging blindly, sullenly like a mi

at the obstacles his. self-imposed affliction has raised he-

fore him. The moral is easy— if you sprain your dispo
lion, take a chance on breaking your leg in your wild rush
to old Doctor Optimism,

"The 'Best of Everything in Hats"

ONE OF THE NEW DERBIES

TOM DILLON
cMilliner for cMen

720 MARKET STREET
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Mrs. Alma De Bretteville SprecKels

unanimous vote of the Hoard of Pilots of the Indoor

Yacht Club, Mrs. Ui

io honors r ihip in the Club al a meeting held

[Tuesday. March 21.

Til.- S( i

tuthorized to in-

the following on

the minutes o f t h «

"Whereas, Th
i aeht Club hoi Is

for its cardinal prin-

cipal devotion to the

the greatest of all

work: Charity, and
wherea s, Mrs. D

ireckels

has distil d hi r-

self as a woman oi

broad undi

and kindness towards

h er s ist, i Hows, and whi n i has just com-

pleted a tremendous undertaking wh rein she Impressed

her goodness, humanity an dcapabilitii

manner. The Indoor Yacht Club in recognition

f her tii is in the cause of humanity do hereby

Ima De Brett' i illi Spri i ..
! to 1 lonorary Life

ship as tin i
ganiza-

tion."

Mrs. SpreckeU nan .ill too few in the

scheme of the world Mi 51 women whi abund-

ance of the v.. : are content to live within them-
; own selfish purposes. Tin

however, is to the foreground in all movements thai have

i,,r a purpose the alleviation of suffering mankind, in her

last effort for the aid of the Belgian war s rers she

ran a monsti Pracl led he eol

[acted some twents odd thousand prizes and sold

ling number ol tickets. She ighl and day

giving up all oi her time and neglecting her own personal

Her public i harities, however, form but a small

her work, she . onslsti ntl; li nd s aid in i

direction In a quiet, dignified manner without an] desire

lor reward oth i
than that which accompanies t

sciolisms- el havil 1 a kindness. Many a family

monthly aid Irom her and the goo l

she administei known She lias Just latch

collection of the

famous Rodin. This co aluable,

as aside irom its commercial price, n Is doubtful if any

other person in this or could have

I the sanction n> cessarj to have these
,

owned privatelj or pub ide of France.

There is a great career in store tor this estimable lads

and the time is not far off when public appreciation will

she deserves. The Ind Yacht

Cluh is distinguished bj her membership and she is worthy
of tile ilistic

Copy of Letter Received from Mrs. Spreckels.
.March 31, 1916.

Indoor Yacht Club. I Edd) St., - -<-o.

Gentlemen i • i
""is of the honor con-

ferred upon me- bj the indoor Yacht club and I feel deepl]

for this distinction which I shall always endes 01

erve.

I prize mj mei ip as one of my di lessions

and privilege bei organization and the name—
"Indoor Yachl Club inymous with everything asso-

ciated with the construction and uplifting ol our city and

our people.
.i 39UI e you • i ' 'i ' ial ion of the honor

and your beautiful toki n ol n I
hip.

I am e vices.

Sincerely,
(Signed) ALMA DE BRETTEVILLE SPRECKELS.

2080 Washington street.

THE NEW AND GREATER

CHANDLER
LIGHT SIX

Come in and see the New Type n l7"

Four-Passenger Roadster, and (he Seven-

Passenger Touring Car.

Price, $1445 at San Francisco

PEACOCK

MOTOR SALES CO
1350 VAN NESS AVENUE

PHONE PROSPECT 4 31

ACHMAN
!

MISSION
STREET

NEAR
16 th

Complete Home Furnishers

Occupying two large buildings of our own. vvr ate

able to quote the lowest prices in San Francisco

on dependable Furnilure. Whether you require

a single piece, or the furnishings for an apart-

ment, our goods and prices will interest you.

Free

Auto-

Renting

Service

Liberal

Credit—

A Year

to Pay

Indoor Yacht Club members, when cruising

around for good Furniture at low prices, should

steer in a straight course for Lachman s.
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The "Do-You-Remember" poets overlooked the old "ordi-

nary" bicycles that were the pride of the boys of a genera-

tion ago who spurned the security of the "safety." They
were brought from the rust of their aged frames and given

a parade last Sunday, but, alas, they did not attract half

the attention that a pretty girl in bloomers drew to herself

as she unconsciously (?) pedalled along. It isn't what you
used to see, but what you see today!

Since Harry Stafford subscribed to the Examiner he

seems to have become reconciled to Oakland Charlie.

The Reverend Madison Slaughter was hanged in effigy

in Chico's plaza.

Why in effigy?

Did you ever hear the story of James Matthew Barrte's

mother; how she made him resign from his club?

Some wives are that way, too.

A returned surgeon from the Servian front tells us that

nearly all of the wounds in battles are made by bullets.

We thought they died of bathing too soon after eating.

Perhaps by the time the Main Sheet goes to press, Villa

will have been captured. We say "Perhaps," but we can't

wait much longer.

And now the Dutch seem determined to enter the war
zone and fight. Nothing that Holland would do is com-
petent to surprise the Main Sheet, unless it went dry.

George Bernard Shaw is slamming around once more
with both fists. About the only evidence left of his Celtic

origin is his love of a fight.

Newspaper headline:
That's what it's for!

"Marriage Entangles Relations."

CARDINAL GIBBONS.

The announcement that Cardinal Gibbons is opposed
to Prohibition, which is getting great space in the daily

papers, hardly seems to us even interesting. Why not
take several columns to announce that William Howard
Taft is opposed to free trade or that William Jennings
Bryan is against preparedness?
The attitude of Cardinal Gibbons has been known for

years. He IS against Prohibition and that fact may count
for what it is worth. Really it is not worth very much.
The Cardinal is an aged man of the utmost conservatism of

thought, with life-long surroundings that conduce to con-

servatism. In all probability, could his various views and
beliefs be spread before the public, it would be found that

he is equally out of harmony with modern thought in

many other particulars. That is unfortunate, but it is one
of the inevitable things. Progress has always found it

impossible to take everyone with her, and it has been
the sorry lot of many a great man to be a mere drag upon
her advancing car.—From "The Vindicator," a "dry" paper
published in Pennsylvania, March 17, 1916.

THERE IS NO SENSE TO THIS.

Judge Mogan and Mr. Peace Ford have both expressed
themselves on the subject of divorce. The former objects
to the ease with which the divorced are married again, and
the latter resents the presence in his shops of a gent
yearning for the peace of single life after having discovered
storms in matrimony.

Ford says that no man with a troublesome household is

competent to work well at his trade, and that he must
either 'be divorced or be fired. The interest of the em-
ployer seems a trifle impertinent. It is frankly not dis-

interested, because Mr. Ford wants as many of his progeny
to plow up Jitney Row as possible, and if a man's working
capacity is impaired the result may be that there will be
a jitney or two less in a year. Perish such a thought! The
man must be divorced at once.
However, the question arises: Suppose after a year of

single blessedness has covered with the moss of forgetful'
ness his unhappy married life, the divorced person feels
the pangs of awakening love once more. What then? Is

his usefulness in making jitneys again impaired, and, if so,

would Mr. Ford insist that he marry again on pain of heing
fired?

Suppose he marries again, under such pressure as an
employer paying him five dollars a day could bring to
bear, and the marriage results, as it sometimes (Iocs, In

the presence of an infant in the house; anil suppose the
baby keeps its papa awake of nights when he should he
recruiting his strength for the task of assisting in the pro.
duction of more jitneys, would Mr. Ford defy him to beget
another?
You can see for yourself where such things might lead.

As for Judge Mogan, his point of view is better.
Although an interesting speculation arises over the com-

plications which might easily ensue in the case of a con-
fusion of alimonies. Suppose the wife of Mr. A is divorced
from him and marries Mr. B, whose wife has divorced him
in order to marry Mr. A. The exchange of alimony would
support both families, wouldn't it? Then nobody would
have to work. Mr. A would live off of Mr. 1!, and Mr. B
would exist on Mr. A.

A singular thing about the case in which Judge Mogan
expressed himself was that the lady's name was Wise.
She had been married three times.

THE HOUSE.

A man one day awoke to the realization that he had a
faithful servitor whose recognition by a suitable gift would
be very appropriate. This servitor was named Perpetual
Happiness. Accordingly the master decided to build him
a house.
He began by engaging Genius as the architect. Genius

drew up the plans with astonishing promptness and when
finished they showed great versatility.

Then the Man let the contract to the best contractor in

the world—Confidence. Confidence bought his lumber, his

cement, his brick and his stone from Stability. Then lw
turned to Energy to furnish the necessary labor and to

Resolution to lay the foundation.
The foundation laid. Honesty erected the walls and Con-

fidence began to look about for someone who would fur-

nish one of the most vital parts of the structure—the

girders. He found Character.
Lastly, with the foundations laid staunch and true, the

walls built to stay and the girders properly designed and
installed, Reputation, the famous decorator, was consulted

and the building was given its final touches.
And when it was all done the Man found that there was

more room in the house than he had thought, and so he

moved into it himself and lived there with his friend Hap-

piness.
—Brill Magazine.

The chap who continually talks turkey necessarily will

have food on his table.

Times, in a headline, says: "Woman has last word," and

calls that news.

Familiarity often can be mistaken for friendship; he sure

you know the dividing line.
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RANDOM THOUGHTS

One Primary Candidate Who Should Win.
Interest in the Presidential Primary, so far as California

is concerned, will be confined to the Republican Party.
Between the disunited and the re-united and the ununited
elements it looks as though a pretty scrap were brewing.
Fortunately for the Democracy. Daniel O'Connell and his
phalanx will not be able to riffle the placid waters which
How to the harbor of Wilson's second term. Daniel is pre-
occupied elsewhere making explanations to Grand Jurors
and the like. But the Republicans are in for a good old-
fashioned fight and all we can hope, is that the best men
may win. It seems rather paradoxical that to reunite.
they must disunite, but such is politics. There are splendid
names on both tickets. Men who command respect and
who are entitled to whatever recognition they may ask.
!t we were to make up a ticket it would probably be six of
one and half a dozen of the other. That, of course, ap-
plies to the individuals, but naturally each set of men
stands not for themselves but tor a cause an.l principle.
But one name is particularly conspicuous. William II.

Crocker aspires to be a delegate and we sincerely hope
that In- is successful. There is no man in the community
vim has worked more earnestly or unselfishly than this
same William H. Crocker. To the front in ever} move-
ment, giving without stint, encouraging firsl tin- cause,
then the next, with untiring zeal, he has certainly earned
and deserves the gratitude ol even loyal Sim Franciscan
and Californian. To attempt to tell of his good works
would require more space than can be allowed. And no
man can say that these same works were inspired by any
other motive than the desire to do. There was and is no
longing hope that some day the reward may be public
recognition, because it is not within the gilt ol the public
to give commensurate recognition, nor does Mr. Crocker
seek it. We offered him the front page of this month's
issue of the "Main Sheet." His courteous declination was
characteristic of the man. I am but one of twenty-six
candidates. Each is entitled to whatever support the others
can give. I would rather by far be defeated than to be

the only one on my ticket to win. We must stand or fall

together and, if you cannot endorse the entire ticket, please
do not give me individual mention. It is a principle that
we are contending for and that principle can only be suc-

cessful by the election of all. not by the selection of incli-

\ iduals." Such sentiments are unknown to the professional
politician ami despite the request to the contrary, we
nevertheless hope that come what may, William II. Crocker
will win.

Civil Service Murpheyized.
Civil Service is a marvelous institution As we watch

its ramifications, oft times we are tempted to believe tie"

Old Hickory Jackson knew what he was talking about
when lie casually kicked all the ins out ami remarked -

"To the victors belong the spoils." But in litis day ol

progress and enlightenment we stand committed to the
merit system and, of course, it has its advantages. Pre-
sumably it abolishes favoritism and boss-rule. Presumably
men are advanced on individual merit alone. It is also
presumed that it offers to the ambit ions the opportunity
for advancement, without fear or favor. What a marvelous
spectacle then was presented the other night when alter

the Civil Service Commission had certified for appointment
as Lieutenant in the Fire Department, a truckman named
O'Donnell, the Chief of the Department demanded that the
Fire Commissioners refuse the certification. A drunkard,
a coward and incompetent, were a few of the epithets
hurled at the unfortunate and small wonder that he fainted.
It is not our ^ood fortune to know O'Donnell. It is our
misfortune to have an intimate knowledge of Chief Mur-
phy. If O'Donnell is all that is claimed, why was it neces
sary to wait until he was certified for promotion before
making these charges? In every civil Service examina-
tion isn't a rating given for conduct and service? How
did O'Donnell happen, with such a record as is claimed,
to succeed to the list of eligibles? What is Chief Murphy's
Civil Service standing'1 When the can was tied to him,
wasn't be the first to hide behind its protecting skirts?

By what taw does this Martinet now constitute himsell
the sole judge of every appointee and set himself above
the law. above the Fire Commission and above the funda-

mental principles of Civil Service? It is useless and worse

than hopeless to appeal to the Mayor. The only hope is

that the Civil Service Commission will not stultify itself
and, perhaps, even the Fire Commission may see the cruel,
unjust malevolence of such an attack.

Lest We Forget.

H.i \ent we done almost enough for the Belgians'
This remark we heard Saturday as we passed Union
Square, where a whole lot of sympathetic and enthusiastic
buds and matrons were conducting some sort of a new-
fangled market for the Belgian Relief Fund. You could
buy potatoes by the pair and be-ribboned asparagus by the
i
lece and cabbage by the leaf and the proceeds were all

to relieve the distress across the water. That there is

dire need and poverty and starvation and distress, none
will deny, but do we have to go so far away to find this?
Have our ears not become deadened to the cry from home,
while we listen attentively and responsively to the far-olf

cry? Millions of dollars in money, in clothes, in supplies
have been sent to Belgium by philanthropic San Fran-

ans. To begrudge them would be a sin. but it does
really seem as though having more than done our part,
we were robbing Peter to pay Paul. And we were forced
1

1
admit that there was some justification for the remark.

That same day we had tried to secure admission to the
Tubercular Hospital for a boy only in his twenties, but
there was no room. The authorities were not to blame.
•| bey were reluctant to turn him away. But the place was
crowded. There was no room in his great, big, magnifi-
cent, generous city for a lad to die with at least decent
medical care and attention. That same day a little mother
i ame to us with two children. Her husband died sud-
denly. He left her with just nine dollars. The law will

give her twenty-two dollars monthly until her children are
Fourteen and on that pittance she must strive to keep the

over, to educate, to feed, to provide medical care for
lur children. Wouldn't a little of that Relief Fund have
been welcome here? The dollar day campaign of the As-
sociated Charities raised ten thousand dollars this year.
Last year it was twenty-five thousand. Are we not for-

getting that charity begins at home, even tho' it may not
end there?

Budget Building.

This is budget time with our Board of Supervisors.
Which means the preparation of the necessary expendi-
tures for the coming fiscal year of Nineteen-Sixteen-Seven-
teen. Lord knows the Supervisors have troubles aplenty
but now they multiply over-night. Every Tom, Dick and
Harry with a fad or a fancy is permitted to voice his plea.

Every department within the scope of the municipality
wants to branch out more and more. Each petty improve-
ment club, and they develop with mushroom rapidity,
wants its share of the municipal pork barrel. Mrs. Wale,
and she is well named, wants fire escapes on every school-
house. Mr. de Groot, whom we imported from the Windy
City to teach our kids scientific play, wants every corner
lot turned into a playground. Someone else wants to

"Save the Marina." The City Engineer would like to toy
with a cool million or more, so as to afford greater oppor-
tunity for engineering experiments. The Police Depart-
ment wants two hundred brand new patrolmen to stop
gambling in Chinatown. The Board of Education will be
satisfied witli a modest increase of a million and a half.

And Mr. Zindars, who married a few lots in Sunnyside and
incidentally occupied the Exalted Rulership of the M. P. A.
and. if looks count for anything, of the A. P. A., would like

five hundred thousand to dig the Bernal Cut. In the old
days we had a problem where a mother had seven children
and six apples and wanted to divide them evenly. The
answer was "make apple-sauce." The Supervisors have
the same problem, but they are short on apples and the
same won't cover all the bread. And incidentally, most
of them are pledged to a low tax rate ! It's a wonderful
idea, this budget making and affords great opportunities

to pass the buck and the Supervisors cannot dodge or duck
it. Our most solemn judgment is that they had better

try to discover the Nubian hiding in each wood-pile and the

rest will be easy. Behind each little precious petition,

there lurks some hidden selfish motive and the best advice
after all is to make haste slowly and keep the taxes down.
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Boost the Beach.

But, lest we forget, we have our own particular hobby
and please, Mr. Supervisors, don't turn us down. You
know, we sort of daddied the slogan—"Boost the Beach."
In fact, we suspect that we invented it and when in last

year's budget fifty thousand dollars was set aside, we
were dee-lighted. Now a beginning has been made. A
little slow, 'tis true, but just about as fast as can be ex-

pected from your present City Engineer. It would be a

sin to stop work now, for the "Esplanade" when completed
will be the best monument you can erect. We have no lots

to sell. We have no selfish interest. All we've got is a

little club-room and a whole lot of faith that our beach
is our one best asset and is, and should be made, the

people's playground. The trouble in San Francisco is that

we really do not appreciate its full value. For health, for

rest, for recreation, there is no better spot en earth. As
an advertising medium when properly improved it will b

)

of greater and more lasting benefit than the Exposition.

San Francisco will soon be known as the "City of Good
Roads." What more natural thing than that they shouH
culminate along the "Great Highway" like all roads that

lead to Rome? The Marina may be all right. Save it. if

you can, but if not, let the Laws and the Fairs and the

Oelrichs, who are launching the campaign, save it for you.

The Bernal Cut may prove a wonderful asset, but after all

shouldn't "Mr. Cindars and Mr. Boors" kick in with some-
thing? But whatever you do and whatever you help, don't

neglect the Beach. It will be a magnet to draw your own
people and it will become a world's attraction.

The Civic League.

The Civic League of Improvement Clubs in an open cir-

cular, has issued an appeal for funds. One would imagine
that an organization, composed of so many Municipal
patriots, would be able to finance itself. But finance an I

patriotism are essentially and ethically different, aithougi
the one is a great stimulant to the other. So being in

need of money and men these Municipal Villistas have
sent out the call and opened the rolls with the urg

demand. "It is your civic duty to give the Civic I ea

your financial support." The circular is a classic, n

would make a horse laugh, but to the uninformed and un-

initiated it no doubt will appeal and unquestionably tni-

necessary will be forthcoming. And lest you, dear n i der,

may not have the good fortune to be one of the Invited, we
herewith print excerpts, with the hope that we violate i

copyright or reserved laws:

"The League's influence is felt in every de-

partment of the City Government, keeping a

close check upon the expenditures of the City's

funds, guarding against treak legislation in

the Board ef Supervisors, as well as in Sacra-
mento, eliminating waste, initiating and carry-

ing out plans for civic improvements, and al-

ways insisting upon efficiency and economy.

"The Civic League of Improvement Clubs
and Associations is the most potent body in

municipal affairs. It has initiated nearly all

of the improvements, such as tunnel construc-
tion, high pressure fire protection, reduction
of insurance rates, etc.

"Eternal vigilance is the only guarantee
against abuses. The Civic League is not only
respected but feared by those who are inclined
to abuse their power at the expense of the
taxpayer, and the financial support given to

the Civic League, thus guaranteeing efficiency
in its work, will save you many times the
amount you may subscribe for its support."

Think of that! Somehow, we thought that Supervisors
were paid to do all such things. Inasmuch as we did net
receive a circular directly, we presume that we are not
entitled to complain. But we did want to contribute so
badly and generously too. We want to start a subscrip-
tion for the burial of these meddlesome mollycoddles out
where they planted old General Gloom and a danged sight
deeper. The Civic League of Improvement Clubs indeed!
A lot of busybodies, broken-down real estate agents, quack
doctors, professional pollys, shyster lawyers and poor

Hartland Law and poor Doctor Merritt, whom no one ever
took seriously and no one ever will. The Civic League of
Pussy Cats would be a more appropriate title, but shell

out, "deer peepul," shell out.

• GOING SOME."

Between the cocktail and the b'ack coffee the members
of the Transportation Club visited Chicago, Denver, Omaha,
Winnemueca and Salt Lake. They talked to traffic chiels
everywhere, listened to the band play in Chicago where
some may have thought that only the wind blows; they
heard the roll call of the wire chiefs in the places men-
tioned, and strangest of all heard Harry Lauder sing
though nobody knew where in the world he might be sine!
his voice was twice transmitted, once via a Victor record,
and once via the wires from Chicago.
The occasion was at 6:15 on Tuesday evening, March 28,

when F. L. Bateman, president of the Traffic Cluh of Chi-
cago, but visiting in this city, was given a banquet by the
San Francisco Transportation Club in honor of his election
to the presidency of the Chicago Traffic Chili which was
simultaneously installing at a banquet in the La Salle
Hotel, Chicago, Mr. Bateman's fellow officers.

The La Salle hotel in Chicago was coupled by wire with
the Palace Hotel. San Francisco. In both banquet halls the
tables were provided with transmitters—two for each place
—and at the head of the San Francisco table s:it Henry ti.

Bates of the Pacific (Telephone & Telegraph Company, who
acted as "local central," as against Mr. VV. E. Hill of the
Chicago Telephone Company who sat at the head of the
La Salle banquet and was their "central."
The program of speeches were mutually enjoyed. San

Francisco heard Chicago talk about itself and Chicago
heard .Mr. .1. n. Harbour, of the Home Industry League
tell bow great we were—and Mr. Harbour is some rhetlrl-

clan

'

Charles Bulotti sang selections from San Francisco, and
way from Chicago we could hear the shouts of distant
applause. While Chicago's banqueters sat in a darkened
room and watched two reels of motion pictures taken from
the Seal Rocks, San Prancisco, provided by means of trans-
mitters placed near the Cliff House, the realistic roar mil
i rash nf the waves,

It was a notable occasion and there was a thrill In the
thought that this is but a small world alter all. and rightly
con Idered needs only a few bands of steel and a lew
strands of wire to bring humanity in such close touch that
misunderstandings should vanish with the confidence which
proximity and mutual interests set up.

ME WORRY?
Grieve not, 'twould be a waste of liars.

\\ hile time shall wing its llight;

This truth shall last through all lip years.

YESTERDAY DIED LAST NIGHT.

Again I say, cheer up, because
Time cannot be forlorn

—

At midnight—by eternal laws

TOMORROW WILL BE BORN.

Leave Nothing to Chance
When You Go Away for

Your Vacation
Don't "lake a chance" and

leave your lilvcrWare, jewelry,

valuable paper*, etc., in the

house when you a*e going away
(or the summer. You may, on
your return, find everything ai

you Irft it, but

lin'l il a great deal better to put

your valuables in a place of

absolute safety and have perfect

peace of mind all the time you
arc away?

The Crocker Safe Deposit vaults offer safely against burglars and fire.

Crocker Safe Deposit Vaults
Crocker Building, Post and Market Streets. Phone Kearny 7.

Under Management of

JOHN F. CUNNINGHAM.
Honrj 8 a, m. to 6 p. m. Boxes Rent from $4 a Year and up
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WAR'S REAL HORROR.
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FINAL FLING AT THE FAIR.

It there is one thing more than another which appeals

to an Indoor Yachtsman it is the idea of a dance—a ball

in which some worthy enterprise of this city's activities

is aided.

Such a one i- about to he given, and it will be a "Hum-
mer."
The San Francisco Art > Fine Arts

Hall. Saturday night, April 29th, in the California Building

in the Exposition Grounds.
The proceeds of the Ball will be used to provide perma-

nent maintenance for tin- splendid art exhibit in the Fine

Arts Building.

Those who plan the Hall are no Pikers.

i say they will even go the historli Ball of All

Nations" at Machinery Hall, mo- better," and in order
to make sure of this they have persuaded Thornwell Mul-

ialy to assume the duties of chairman of the Moor com-

mittee, which Is tip' same kind of an enormous Job he

nik at tie- Hall ..I All Nations. What Iih ditl to that

[a a part of San Francisco history. It was the moBt bril-

liant. the biggest, the grandest and the greatest thai i ?er

was.

The Fine Arts Hall will lie more brilliant, ami grander
and greater.
The entire floor of the exhibit portion of the building

will he utilized fur daiieinv., the former dance room and
reception will be mail.- over int.. a supper room, and a

cafe will he installed in the exhibit portion of the huge
building—that being the only portion nut involved in the

Boor area for dancing. In the Patio outside of the building

refreshments will also be served, to Hie tune of tinkling

Spanish instruments, appropriate t" the Spanish nature of

the dishes.

The committee acting in behalf of the San Francisco
An Association is composed of Charles Templeton Crocker
and Harold L. Mack.

are being sold now al the Si Francis Hotel, antl
II gh to dance will cost I ul a dollar it being the plan
to make this all San Francisco's celebration one mas pa]
(60 lor a box, or $2" if he prefers to be a "looker-on."

uf us win dance, because II is San Francisco's Final
Fling at the big Fair.

It will denote the ultimate
i the Jewel City, the

post-exposition period coming to a close May 1st

It will be good news to Yachtsmen in know that John
Tait has secured the restaurant ami cafe privilege, wind
is a sign that this portion of the arrangement will surely
be right.

M. H. De YOUNG'S "HOBBY."

M. 11. De Young says that the Museum in the Park is his

"hobby."

It is customary to look upon "hobbies" as grotesque
steeds upon which one rides like a Don Quixote—a fan-

tastic figure inviting ridicule.

San Francisco would be a better, finer place even than
it is if there were more men within its gates with more

1 ties" like the Chronicle proprietor confesses he cher-
ishes.

The devotion of a man to his ideals I "hobbies" if you
like i may fairly be measured by his willingness to spend
Of his time and his money in their keep. If his devotion
lasts but a little while, is the impulse of a moment and
abandoned quickly in tavor of another whim, the "hobby"
turns out to be hut a fad; but when his devotion extends
over a period of a score of years, is consistent, constant
ami unwavering, and the cause of his expenditure of
energy', time, money and brains, then that "hobby" be-
ciiuies ul" community— or. as is the case of the Museum at
the Park— of national interest and moment.

It is the repository of those heirlooms which, cherished
during the life of its owners or their children for a gen-

i i lion or two. have no intrinsic but only a historic
value.—silent, inanimate witnesses to the episodes of a
splendid history; souvenirs of days gone by; reminders
cf great men, great deeds and heroic facts.

America has been charged, and justly, with a lack of a
national feeling—a sense which comprehends its history,
and a zealous hope in its future. It has been said that this

government has been and is regarded by the governed as
tin institution merely provided lor the assistance of enter-
prise, cum tee. Industry and material progress. The

arge bus been made in high places and cannot lightly
he denied

due reason why there is truth in the aspersion is that
the people oi this country lake no thought of their own
history. II born bete they study it in their text books

—

oriously at school and forget it quickly, later. If born
ul, tailing to find example here, the former alien takes

no Interest in that which he is imposed upon cannot be
isting since these concerned in it are indifferent.

But ti"' deeds of our forefathers are worth remember-
ing; the pic mars of a passing age should be in the mem-
ory, and their trophies, when of intrinsic interest, should

secured, recovered ami exposed to the delighted atten-

tion ci Hie generations that are in
> ome lo that a

continuity of spirit be set up. ami that tin- past become, in

e, i lie monitor of the tuture.

The Museum in the Park provides a permanent reposi-

tory for such priceless and mute reminders of the past;

. lei the rapid growth in the number of its exhibits is proof

thai il" iiit ul M. II. He Young to the city is even now
appreciated in some degree commensurate with its tre-

mi minus histi rical and artistic value.

PLAINE COMMUNSENS, M.

Cnr, Good Condition and

Health Avenues

Phone: Happiness 1916

Office Hours
A M. and I'. ,\I.

For .Mr. Office Man:

R 1. Five minutes calisthenics before breakfast.

2. Walk to office from home.

3. Walk home from office.

4. Gymnasium or outdoor sports as o.ten as prac i

Mix thoroughly with light breakfasts ami luncheons and
sensible dinners, and take daily until relieved of flabbi-

ness about tile mid-section; then increase the fourth com-
ponent in direct ratio as muscle and health increase.

PLAINE COMMUNSENS, M. D.

—Brill Magazine.

I. Y. C. YOSEMITi: JUNE 30 TO JULY 5
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ONE OF THE EXILES.

W. 0. McGeehan, otherwise and better known to a legion

of local admirers, as "Bill,' is another of San Francisco's

newspaper men to achieve success in the wider and more
lucrative field in Gotham. He was recently heard from in

a prize-fight story sent from New York in "Bill's" best

style. As one of the leading newspaper writers of the

great Eastern metropolis, it isn't likely McGeehan will re-

turn to the scenes of his old triumphs, labors, discourags-

ments and successes, but there are those of us who happen
to know that the city he loved is constantly beckoning him
"back home on Market street."

The Portola committee some years ago, it will be remem-
bered, sent out a call to San Franciscans all over the world

to return to the hometown in time for the celebration.

McGeehan wrote this poem, "One of the Exiles," as his

heart contribution to the invitation:

Though the lights are bright on Broadway when the city

is astir.

There's a call from 'cross the Rockies, and my sight begins

to blur;

I can see the little sunbeams on the dear old hilltops play.

I can see the Twin Peaks greening and the ocean and the

bay,

I can see the same old faces, I can hear the patt'ring feet.

And I wish that I were with them—home again on Market
street.

Yes, the call is at my heartstrings;

There's an itching in my feet

For the pressure of the pavement
Back at home on Market street.

Every flick'ring light and shadow that has played about
her hills

Somehow dances now before me, and the haunting memory
thrills;

I can hear the noisy clangor of the speeding trolley cars.

And the merry shouts of laughter ringing underneath the

stars.

Yes, it rings across the Rockies, does old San Francisco's
song,

Calling back the weary exiles to the place where they
belong.

Yes, the call is at my heartstrings;
There's an itching in my feet

For the pressure of the pavement
Back at home on Market street.

They have cleared away the ashes, they have conquered
the debris;

It's a radiant, happy city now that sends the call to me.
I can hear the merry laughter in a gleaming new cafe,
I can see the Twin Peaks towering. I can see the peaceful

bay,
I can see the moonlight softly on the Coast Range moun-

tains fall,

And the voice is growing stronger—and 1 can't resist the
call.

Yes, the call is at my heartstrings;
There's an itching in my feet

For the pressure of the pavement
Pack at home on Market street.

AMERICA THE WORLD'S SUPPLY SHOP.

The United States produces:
76 per cent of all the corn grown in the entire world.
70 per cent of all the cotton.

72 per cent of all the oil.

59 per cent of all the copper.
4:! per cent of all the pig iron

37 per cent of all the coal.
::.", per cent of all {he tobacco.
26 per cent of all the silver.

L'l per cent of all the wheat.
"1 per cent of all the gold.

And contains a third of all the wealth of the civilized

world.— Manufacturer and Artisan.

?;•.v.\v.\N'.v.v.v.v.v. • •••••

Indoor Yacht Club

YOSEMITE
EXCURSION

LEAVING
San Francisco, Friday Evening

June 30th

RETURNING
to San Francisco .Wednesday

Morning, July 5th

ENTIRE EXPENSE about $30
Transportation

Including

Motel Entertainment
For further particulars apply at Cluh Office

S&SS8^8^SSSS&SS^S^SS&SSS^^^K^SS8SS8SSS88SSSSS88?^^

I. Y. C. YOSEMITE. JUNE 30 TO JULY 5
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Indoor Yacht Club
Club Rooms and Office. 4 Eddy Street Telephone (Private

Exchange connecting all departments), Sutter 5386.

Board of Pilot*.

Commodore. M. W. Altmayer. Steward
McCarthy. Keeper-of-the-Log.

,1'i^ph A. Watts
Joe. Lewis.
Geo. Svtiuir.

Joseph H. Hutchinson Wm. Chappell
Harry F. Sullivan. Assistant Secretary

Frank J. Hennessy.
William H

Thomas S Mulvev
James W. Coffroth
Samuel Berger

Criticize and suggest for the Improvement of our service
Complaint and suggestion box in lobby.

Is your address correct and your name properly spelled
on our records, evidenced by your bills and the envelopes
from the Club? If not. as a great assistance to this office
we would suggest that you correct the same yourself when
mailing your check to the office. It is very important that
we have our records in this respect authentic and we ask
your hearty co-operation with us. Moral: If you change
your mailing address, let us know and we will see that
the possibility of your mall from this office going astray is

eliminated.

ROTATION POOL TOURNAMENT.

Results—Wednesday Evening, March 22.

C. A Imlas
11. G. Tuttle

S. Wurkheim
Bert McCullough

i Vail

lien Wietz
C. I.. Martin
Arthur Crowley
M I). Coakley
Steve Dabovich

(2X2)

(227)

(233)
Cji'.tl

HSU
1186)

1217)

1211 1

1 1 76 i

1 173)

vs.

vs.

vs.

is.

vs.

vs.

is.

vs.

vs.

W. otto
Ralph Langlais
F. Johnson
Tom O'Hara
R. I.. Blake
c 1. Berry
\v. s. I>ees

Dr. J. Uunville
Win. P. Kvne
ll. Marks

Robt. Blaine
C. B. Mish
Fred C. Hawes
J. J. Brick
W. M. Fitzgerald
II A. Keeler
Hugh Collins

Al Pcsener
F. D. Rohan
A. L. Spellman
Neil Duffy

Results—Thursday Evening. March 23.

(187)
i 197)
i linn

i [68)

(204)

(227)

(185)
i 177,1

11941

1226)

vs.

IB.

vs.

vs.

Sam Friedlander

C. E. Anderson
Edward \l>rams

Fred l"

.Max llrocly

Tom Kins
<;.( Dixon
C, W. l.eroy

X. J. Glass
Frank Nestroy
Abe Hirshberg

Robt. Blaine
F. D. Rohan
II \ Keeler

B Mish
A. J. Crowley
C. L. Martin
C. A. Imlay
Hugh Collins

Results— Friday Evening, March 24.

.2;:4i

i lv. .

(187)
(170)

(186)

(188)
17:: i

(220)

vs.

vs.

J J. Brick
S. Wurklieim
W. M. Fitzgerald
Al Posener
Deri Mc-f'nllough

Fred C. Hawes
C. J. Vail
A. I.. Spellman

Ben Wietz
Mish

C. U Martin
H. A. Keeler
Hugh Collins
M. D Coakley
Ben Wietz
Hugh Collins

Ben Wietz

Results—Monday Eveninp, March 26.

(2 10)

I Is.'. I

1233)
ll.St I

i211 i

(212)
i
17.". i

11741

(196)

-, s.

vs.

vs.

VS.

B. C. Tuttle
Steve Dabovich
R J. Blaine
a. J Crowley
F. D. Rohan
Neil Duffy
C. A. Imlav
H. A Keeler
M, D. Coakley

Fina s—Tuesday Even'ng, March 27.

Ben Wietz (182) \s. Hugh Collins
H. A. Keeler (173) >s, Hugh Collins

Ben Wietz. winner.
II A. Keeler. second.
II Collins, third.

C. L. Martin scored highest break (38).

US)
11X1

Hi.1

!

89)
1 66 I

117. i

147.1

168)

L52)

I II i

1
I

'

160)

163)

(38)
1 28

1

I 13)

1441

119)

118)

17, '.i

168)

159)
177,

59 ,

118)

10)

1 7, 1 I

1171

138)

143)

1721
Him
148)

(65)
IT 7, i

ATTENTION! INDOOR YACHTSMEN

Picnic. Sunday, May 21.

Athletic night, June 2 (anniversary).
Summer excursion. June 30 to July 5.

February 24. 1916.
At a meeting of the Board of Pilots, held February

2::. mm. it was decided that on and after May 31,

1916, applicants for membership to the Indoor Yacht
Club must pay an initiation fee of $5.00.

F. J. HENNESSY, Commodore.

I. Y. C. NOTES.

'n, .Mil after Ma-. :ist. in addition to the dues, an initia-

tion fee of live dollars must accompany all applications for
iship.

Save $7, and join the 1 Y C. before May 31st.

Members delinquent for this half year's dues (payable
I iiiher 1. 1915) who remain unpaid on April 20th, will

he expelled.

Joseph s. (Pot) I.. v. is. of the firm of Lewis, Incorporated,
j, welers, has returned from New Y'ork after making ex-
tensive purchases for the new company. Welcome home,
Joe.

The I. Y. C. House Committee has adopted plans for an

ent:rely new interior decoration of the club rooms. Work
will begin as soon as possible.

Don't plan your vacation until you see what the I. Y. C.

has to offer. Full particulars at club office.

GONE BUT NOT FORGOTTEN.
Dan I'. Casey, in Just a Hit of Blarney." the details of

which are humorous memories with all Yachtsmen, has
left us temporarily at least. He started out to seek his

fortune over the Orpheum Circuit, where, though the
Shamrock may not grow, "the long green" certainly does.
May he gather much of it.

The course of his tour brings him back to his home-
town on the Sunday afternoon oi May 7.

lias I n doing the "benefit circuit" in this com-
munity lor many seasons. As a member of the Indoor
Yacht Club, Native Sons. Press Club and the Knights of

lumbus he had many opportunities to assist in activities
which needed professional entertainers. He took part in

the opening festivities of the Newspapermen's Club, and
these organizations will surely join with the Indoor Y'acht
Club in wishing him much luck and prosperity as an
entertainer in class A vaudeville.

JUST AROUND THE CORNER.
If you wan an El Don. a Bob Special or a Donahue

Hand Miiile you'll go to 107) Powell street and not on Ellis

street any more, for "Bob" has moved thither recently and
it is likelv that he'll stay, for the location, the goods and
the man who is behind them are Right.

FREE GOVERNMENT SEEDS.
Congressman John I. Nolan, of the fifth district, an-

nounces that he has on hand for distribution to the resi-

dents of the fifth congressional district a quantity of
flower and vegetable seeds. He will be glad to send an
assortment of such seeds to any resident of the district

who makes written request to him at Washington. D. C.

NOTICE.
Members delinquent for this half year's dues I payable

December 1, 191",) who remain unpaid on April 20th will

be expelled.

EL SIDELO CIGARS
Will Suit* Your Taste
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THE PLEASURES OF LIVING IN SAN RAFAEL.

You get up at 6:30 and catch the 7:30 train, and after

a train ride through beautiful Marin county, and a pleasant

trip across the bay, you arrive at your business in San
Francisco about 9 a. m., and say to yourself, "This is the

life, the country life, this is the life for me." On your way
home to catch the 5:15 you stop and buy a shovel, hoe and
rake, with the intention of getting all the pleasure possible

out of your new life. Arriving home at 6:30 have dinner

and start out to make a garden. When you are good and
tired, and darkness crawls in, you go to bed on your sleep-

ing porch about 8:30. The electric trains pass about every

20 minutes until 12, you manage to get to sleep about this

time, and when you are about the snoring stage, some
cross-eyed dog, who has been sleeping on his back, wakes
up, evidently in a nightmare, in which he imagines a big

fat butcher is about to put him through a sausage machine,

he immediately puts up a great big roar, thereby waking
up some other dog a quarter of a mile away, who, mad at
being disturbed, says, "shut up," to which the first dog
replies, "If you give me any of your bark talk. I will come
over and chew you up, when a third dog, scenting a scrap,

butts in and tries to encourage them along; by this time
you are thoroughly awake, and feel like swearing, but
turn over on your side and say, "dog gone it," and let it go
at that. You have no sooner managed to get into a sound
sleep again, when a rooster iwho went to sleep early)
begins to feel gay, and crows "cockadoodledo," which
means in plain Americanese, "I can lick any guy on the
pike; two or three hundred yards away some other rooster
replies, "cockadoodledont," which means, "no you can't."

while I am around. This starts an argument in which
others join; the result is you hear a lot of fowl language,
but crowing is a rooster's privilege, guaranteed by the
constitution of the United States, and confirmed by a

judge of San Francisco, who recently fined a man $50 for

protesting* against said crowing. Then about " a. m. you
finally drop off into a sleep which lasts until 6:15, when
the alarm clock starts off with its merry little ting a-ling.

and tells you it is time to get up and go to work. Yes,
siree, "this is the life."

THE OINLY
WHITE CMAIVIPAaiNE

Awarded the "QRAND PRIX"
at the P. P. I. E.

Another famous
ITALIAN SWISS
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19 wEXTRA DRY/

mm
DISCRIMINATIVE
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PREFER BOUQUET
FLAVOR AND
QUALITY COMBINED

AT ALL FIRST CUSS
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BRISBANE INDICTS HUMANITY.

By E. D. Horkheimer, Secretary and Treasurer The Balboa
Amusement Producing Company.

Funny Mr. Brisbane, the Hearst super-editor, recently
subjected the moving picture industry to a humorous chas-
tisement. The part about it was his jaunty off-handedness,
according to newspaper reports—truly a new role for this
ponderous thinker and usually well-informed scribe. He
almost out-Shawed George Bernard.
The Brisbane tirade is another illustration of the old

adage which regards every knock a boost. We have but
to remember that it isn't customary to jump on "dead
ones." So when the "greatest editor in the world" so
roundedly berated the screen, he unwittingly made it an
even liver issue than it is generally believed to be.
Poor Mary Pickford, Charlie Chaplin and Theda Bara!

Think what they have been denied, since Mr. Brisbane
confessed he had never seen their likeness flit across the
screen. Three billion shockingly ignorant people the
world around find the films entertaining, but this lone
journalistic giant declares their success due entire!) in

the stupidity and lack of intellectual development of the
human race.

A leading English statesman once said that you can't

indict a nation. But Arthur Brisbane does not hesitate,
II.- takes the other side and charges contemporary hu-

manity with being untutored, because the majority likes

moving pictures and he doesn't. Surely, we who see some-
thing in them can't be as bad as all that. Our critic seems
to be another example of that variety of rare bird which
llocks by itself.

Having seen but three moving picture films in his life,

as Mr. Brisbane confessed, his observations are "imma-
terial, incompetent and irrelevant." as lawyers so often

object, it strikes me. Competent critics are usually persons
who have studied long and searchingly those subjects on
which they undertake to give expert opinion. But the

eminent New York editor felt no compunction concerning
bis lack ni information about cinema activities. He lam-

basted them unmercifully in spite of it.

Mr. Brisbane's amazing discovery that motion picture

producers are in business to make money is without doubt
his masterpiece. Now that the cat Is out of the bag and
we have been discovered, there is no longer any need to

dissemble. It is no betrayal to Intimate thai Mr. Hrislane

may not be writing editorials for love or just to practice

composition. He has always been held up as a shiuine

refutation of the charge that newspaper men are not busi-

ness men. However, it is not a reflection on anyone
just because he knows how to turn a talent to prolil [t'fl

proof that he is using it advantageously. The gospel mes-

sage of a $10,000 a year preacher is none the less effect-

ive because of his big salary.

While I do not believe it right to judge, yet may I not

be too harshly judged for suggesting that mayhap Mr.

Brisbane's aversion to the pictures exists because he re-

gards them as becoming hot competitors for the same
public be once swayed with his pen. Having written him!

self out. they are seeking other novelties. As for our

producers not being able to agree on six master films

—

well, isn't this industry a bit young to subject it to such

a test? Time is needed to get the right perspective of any-

thing. When Homer wrote the I Iliad and Victor Hugo
told the now immortal story of Jean Valjean. none recog-

nized them as what we do today. Years alone confer,

g'ory.

Really, the most striking thing about Mr. Brisbane's airy

persiflage at the screen's expense is the shocking ignor-

ance he displayed. Anything else might have T)een for-

given him. But it shakes our faith in the fourth estate

a bit to know that a man can attain to such a pinnacle of

sanctum lame with so little real knowledge of contem-

porary conditions. I had always thought that "the great-

est editor in the world" must know practically everything

to be able to thunder so authoritatively as does the

Evening Journal's editorial page.

But sfter the recent fiasco, I presume it is but another

case of "much ado about nothing" to discuss Mr. Brisbane

and the movies seriously. Suffice to say, his employer has

repudiated the super-editor's remarks. Once more the

mighty have fallen. But the movies are still able to move!

I. Y. C. YOSEMITE JUNE 30 TO JULY 5
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FRANKLIN A. GRIFFIN
Harlsook Photo

When at school did you ever read an old poem entitled "Smiting the Rock." Perhaps, you rememher it? The
tearful old mother making her pitiful appeal i" the stern judge for her all too wayward boy. "The tip-staves

grinned at the words she spoke" and the boy was quickly moved and rushed to the mother's defense.
"The .ludge for a moment bent his head
Looked at the prisoner, then he said.

'We suspend the sentence, the boy may go.'

And the words were tremulous, forced and slow.

Bui say! And he shook his finger then
'Don't let them bring you hither again.

There's something good in you yet. I know.
I'll give you a chance. .Make the most of it! Go!' "

Somehow, that was typical mother love and perchance the typical mischievous boy. You've met both mother
mil son in after years. Be ours the pleasure to introduce the judge with a heart big enough and a sympathy
real enough and a conscience clear enough "to give the boy a chance." His picture appears above.

Franklin A. Griffin is a Superior Judge of San Francisco. He has served for four years and he has served
well. He is everything that a Judge should be. He has heart and brain and blood, good red blood unmfxed with
chalk and water and. above all else, he isn't affected with curvature of the spine. He knows the law and he ad-
ministers it, wisely and well, yet with a touch of human kindness

Franklin A. Griffin is a candidate for re-election at the September Primary to the short unexpired term of
two years. If ever a candidate deserved re-election. Judge Gri'ffin certainly does. He's a great fellow, a great judge
and a credit to the judiciary. We surely wish him well and say, fellows, it's an old gag now, but let's try anyway,
let's elect him at the primary."
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DAUGHTERS OF SHUDERT, SUMMER SHOWS AND CENSORSHIP
By Mountford Carr.

Now is the winter of our discontent made glorious sum-
mer by the daughters of Shubert.
The musical comedy period is upon us and the tired

business man will be given no rest for weeks and weeks
to come.
That kind of dramatic performance in which facial

expression is as essential as gestures to an audience of

blind men is promised in The Passing Show" at the
Cort, and the aristocratic confines of the Columbia theater,

erstwhile to be visited for a $2 top price, will run con-
stantly with the Cort in giddy girlie shows.

So. with the Shubert show at the Cort and stock musical
comedy at the Columbia this old town promises to waken
from the lethargy of a show-short season and realize that
the thoughts of young and old turn lightly at the beck
of the third girl from the end, or the second from the
center.

Whatever you want to say about the Shuberts, it isn't

to be doubted that they invented the "Passing Show." for

Which expression of ingenuity, a grateful world rises, re-

moves its hat ami offers up fervent thanks
Of course the "Passing Show of 1915," being made in

New York is a travesty—so far as it has any Bchi

all—on New York stage productions; and of course, since
no Broadway productions have left their Gotham environ-
ment for the terrors of a trip west. San Francisco will

not know exactly what the travesties are about. Bu
we are assured, anil indeed know, from past, experience,
makes no difference at all. The less you worry what a

Passing Show or a Ziegfield's Follfes is about, the happier
you are. That's why they are devoted to the rela

of the wearied business man. who on occasions of pre-

vious visits has been so tired that three visits to thi

were not enough to allay his weariness and retore him to

a tit condition in which to meet his competitors' attacks, sell

his product, collect his bills, or run his factory. It would
have been impossible for him to have achieved his mental
equilibrium at all. if a disconcerting plot had poked his

head out of the "wings" to scatter the girls and render life

a wretched thing 01 thought once more.
A. Toxin Worm, lor many years the Shuberts' principal

executive officer and business advisor and manager, has
paid the town the compliment of a personal visit in the
interests of the show. He is positive in his assertions that
"The Passing Show of 1915" is a great performance, and
to the incredulous, the skeptical and the dubious he un
covers pictures of beauty the like of which modesty till

now has never revealed.
For the greater glory of the production and the benefit

of multitudes who would like to, but would not be able to
secure reservations close to the leader of the orchestra, the
"run-way" will lie restored at the Cort -or as Percy Ham-
mond called it "The Bridge of Thighs." and the exclusive
privilege of sitting in the front row will thus be robbed
of its unique advantages to students of the drama.
The advices vouchsafed from the Shuberts' headquar

ters in New York are assurance that there will lie several
carloads of scenery and hundreds and hundreds of trunks
of costumery, though from the pictures one will wonder

ears all the clothes.
Probably the comedians.
The Columbia's enterprise is more modest —at least in

point of numbers and admittance prices- hut it pi

to be a gay company and to remain at the Geary street
Temple of Histrionics for eight weeks. During that time
several recent New York productions will he duplicated
and at least one brand-new musical] c ly will be given
its premiere. Charles Collins, dramatic critic of one of the
Chicago newspapers and Addison llurkhart, who was here

to see how Marie Dressier didn't play his piece at the

Gaiety when it was trying to be gay, are the authors ot

the assault of the risibilities of the world and they have
named theft- book" "Taxi 4-11-44." but nobody knows why.
Probably it is made plain in the plot.

Even Oakland is wakening to the spell of cheerful,

frivolous musical shows, though, as properly Oakland
should do, she proposes not to have musical comedy or
giddy Revues hit is going in for a season of comic opera
revivals which Paul Steindorff, whom some folks believe
was the originator of comic opera, will conduct the

"Mascot," "Olivette." "Chimes of Normandy." and "Bo-
cacio," are some of the works on the list.

In the meantime, while Ellis street is the mecca for youth
and tired business men, and "The Passing Show of 1915" is

the talcumed magnet, another Passing Show is in prepara-
tion in New Y'ork

—"The Passing Show of 1916." first re-

hearsals of which are now in progress at the Winter Gar-
den. It may not be till 1917 that it will venture \\

hut it will keep alive the hope that blindness will not
afflict us nor material cares he lifted thus to remove de-

s ,ii the drama from the ranks of the poor exhausted
man of affairs.

The arguments against the censorship of motio
tures are amusing, and must be found entertaining reading

by the him producers themselves.
There is. for instance, Mr. William A. Brady, win,

drama producer turned movie man.
This is the feebleminded utterance attributed to his

. more astute mind:
authorities will kill a picture where they will

permit the printed story, contained in the film, to be sold
without restriction."

Mr. Brady means, of course, that a hook may he sold

freely, as the Bible is. and Sli ami Ovid, and
Virgil and works on gt net ye'i be prohil ited from
complete revealment on the motion picture screen.
The unapproachable ignorance— if it could be assumed

that Mr. Brad} and others of his kind, really mean what
they say, in this regard—contained in such a statement as
that just quoted, accounts for the pitiful lack of appreciation
shown by theatrical producers for certain fundamental
laws of psychology; laws which account for the difference
of attitude in the individual when alone perusing a book,
and when he becomes merely a unit in a mob or crowd
w itnessing a theatrical production. This ignorance is evi-

denced many times a season in the selection of plays by
producers who should know better, for presentation when
any clear and clean minded person could tell from a single
reading of the manuscript that the play would fail; and

HARDMAN
and FALLS

Ask...

FRET) COUSTETTETIRES
COSTELLO LANG COMPANY

55€> Golden Gate Ave.
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on the other hand tor the success of other dramas which
"astute" (?) producers one after the other turn down, but

which, in spite of all obstacles, finally reach the public

and are immediate and superb successes, such as 'Paid

in Full," "The Cinderella Man," and more recently still.

Galsworthy's "Justice."

But even admitting the validity of Brady's wobbly argu-

ment and assuming that a book is printed, sent through
the mails and sold over book counters, when it should
be censored out of existence; where is the validity of

Brady's argument?
Because the law fails to cover one evil, is ft logical that

it should take the lock off the Pandora box of >ice and
let loose all other evils, too?
Because the makers cf law are not as shrewd as the

breakers of law, is legislation to give up altogether?
If the police let a thief escape, shall they unlock the

jails to turn murderers and rapists loose?
If the book is placed on the shelves of stores for sale

when it should have been burned on a Sa'.em pi'le. it is

still true that it may not be read in the entire life of its

copyright protection by as many persons throughout the
whole world as would see the salacious film in a single

city during the course of a single week

!

Don't be silly Mr. Movie Men.
It is inconceivable that the law will catch all rogues.

but that is a disastrous argument to urge in defense for

other would-be rogues, and its utterance by good men
like Mr. Brady is the evidence of the feebleness of their
objections to the operation of a proper—or any kind of-

censorship.
Of what are these gentlemen afraid?
Are they fearful that episodes such as those in 'The

Clansman" (before it was touched by a still inadequate
censorship) and which showed white women in the arms
of filthy negroes and in loathsome caresses, will be cm
out of future Griffith contributions to the "educational"
film; or that a harmless picture li'ke the idyllic "Damaged
Goods" will be stopped?
Remove censorship and these producers of the

already mentioned have already shown you with what
filth they will bespatter clean screens to the degrada-
tion and debasement of the youth of the land—the
'kiddies" of today.

Vacation with- I. Y. C. at Yosemite June 30th.

"The 'Best of Everything in Hats"

one: of the: new derbies

TOM DILLON
cMilliner for cMen

720 MARKET STREET

A TOWER OF STRENGTH AGAINST PROHIBITION IS
THIS BALTIMOREAN.

Xo matter what any particular person may think other-
wise of the Roman Catholic religion, fts heirarchy, or its

priesthood, every observant student of current events must
acknowledge that in dealing with public issues not inher-
ently related to its own fixed dogma the mentors of that
faith sprinkle the saving salt of good sound sense upon
any substratum of sentiment.

So Cardinal James Gibbons, i'n endorsing the scheme of
the Xo-Ttank-You Leagje of Sacramento, took occasion to
say it "promises to be more productive of results than the
prohibition laws which cannot be enforced."
Xo saner man lives today than this same Cardinal Gib-

bons. He feels that advance in temperance must conn by
education and through custom, and not by statute.
Experience has taught him thai men can be ted; they

will not be driven. Bj instruction and W example
manent reforms can be accomplished in the evils of today,
where repressive laws would but strengthen that which
they sought to eliminate.

Doubtless, if Cardinal Gibbons were asked bis opinion of
a law to prohibit treating, lie would oppose II most vigor-
ously as about the worst thing thai could In- propi

For he knows that to make a statutory offense out or
which is .1.. in itself, although admlttedlj an

evil, is but to strengthen 1 le bold of such habit upon the
ral public.

Man has much of the mule in bis nature. You cai
suade him to refrain from something which is not benefi-
cial to himself, nor conducive to the general

lint, threaten him with a line or with i.iil if In- continue
which is not in itself, a crime, or even the

shadow of one. and yi ake him more determined 1
1 do

that which In- docs not believe any law should Inter! •

in shall not do.

than that: So r>ei 1
1. r is the perversity of human

nature that such a Code provision not only would In-

ignored by those used to Buch 8 custom; II also would
make voluntary lawbreakers out of thosi sever befot
wedded to the habft.
That was the result of tin- anti-treatlng law In thi

of Washington—a statute which Increased thi verj cu
i> was passed to 1

Men and women Interested Fn real temperance—and
what good man or wi t? Bhould weigh well the
words and Hi.- position taken upon the liquor question by
this dieting ate ol the Roman Catholic Church—

a

man more beloved in Baltimore by flu- men and the women
of all faiths than any other man in that community; a man
whom the little children of all creeds love; a man v. in.

daily w.ilks ihrough tin. shaded treel are ctuated by
the on

1
affectionate salutations froi in and « a,

ami the most chummy greetings of boys and girts—all
of the latter of whom he seems to know by their first

names; a man whose return some years ago from Rome
was the incitation to a spontaneous public reception from
all the people of Baltimore such as no President could have
had—he being driven through one continuous, unbroken
and cheering line of Jews, and Protestants, and non-
bi lievers, as well as Catholics, from the depot to bis res-
idence.

In Baltimore, this brain and heart of the Catholic Church
in America is known as "Little .limmie" Gibbons—a term
applied with the same Intimate affection as the Old Guard
felt when they dubbed Napoleon the "Little Corporal

."

And when "Little Jimmie" Gibbons—a native of Balti-
more, an American patriot as well as a Catholic priest

—

takes his stand against the hysteria of prohibition, Vituper-
ation is unarmed and Mendacity seeks its hole.

Brilliant, kindly, generous, thoughful, charitable, extreme-
ly temperate "Little Jimmie" Gibbons presents an invul-
nerable armor against all the envenomed shafts fanatic
prohibitionists are so fond of burling.

"Thrice is he armed," for he "hath his quarrel just"
against the insolences and the idiocies of prohibition.
And when blfnded zeal would cry "anathema" against

any anti-prohibition follower of the very Jesus who made
wine and drank it the curse falls hurtless against "Little
Jimmie" Gibbons.

In fact, it returns to "plague the inventor."—Sacramento
Bee, March 15, 1916.
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GARNET FERGUSON

The "Main Sheet'' reserves
its picture space jealously for

those countenances u p o n

which it is a pleasure to look,
> first impressions are

most important and it is

well to excite good humor in

oi it" material to b?
perused within.

G arnett Ferguson's por-

traii is tins our May contri-

bution to t!i> of good
friends and the hall of real

Fame
Where did He ever tend

bar? you a

Nowhere.
Rut he used to own Bear

Catcher when racing was good in California and before

the Southern California School of Moralists hail

to stage their farcical frivolity. "Fanatical !"

He used to own many another equine beauty besides:

tut that is a story told and ended; only it is pertinent

here to remark that Garnett Ferguson played too square

a game to come out of the closed season of racing with

all the money in the world.

Hut
He saved his reputation, kept his friends and preserved

his self-respect.

The "Main Sheet" believes this is pretty good capital to

begin any business with; though heaven knows, money
comes in handy'
The friends he had won by his squareness were aug-

mented by more that he made by his frankness, and when
he went into the cigar business they followed him as now
they are. in increasing numbers, to make profitable his

latest enterprise.

The "Main Sheet" hesitates to involve itself in the sug-

gestion of an advertisement in its columns, so we will

not mention the name of the cigarette which Garnet)
Ferguson sells in wholesale quantities.

But we will say that the smoke which rises from the
glowing tip of a Mllo cigarette is no more fragrant than

our good wishes in behalf of Garnett Ferg
troubles, may they he like the cork-tipped ends thereof

—

thrown away and forgotten.

MEBBE SHE WAS.

A temperance lecturer called on the editor of a well

known Irish journal.

"I am told." she said, angrily, "that you wrote this no-

tice of my lecture on 'The 1 n Drink.'"

That's so. madam." was the reply.

"Then, perhaps, you would he good enough to tell me
what you mean by saying; The lecturer was evidently

full of her subject.'
"—Liberal Leader. San Francisco.

THIS OUGHT TO HELP.

Sing Sing's inmates, temperate through necessity, have
sent a petition to the legislature indorsing Senator Wil
son's state-wide prohibition bill.—Press. New York City.

MaKe a Pal of "PALOV

THE QUALITY MILD

HAVANA CIGAR

JOSeph RmaldO, Distributor

501 MISSION ST

"FIXING" THE STREETS.

They took a little gravel.
And took a little tar.

With various ingredients
Imported from afar;

They hammered it and rolled it.

And when they went away
Thej -aid tiny had a pavement
To last lor many a day.

They came with picks and smote it.

To lay a water main.
Ami they called the workmen
To put i't tack again;

To lay a railway cable
They took it up once more.

And then they put it hack again
Just where it was before.

They took it up for conduits.
To run the telephone,

And then they put it hack again
As hard as any stone;

They tore it up for wires.

To teed thi- electric light.

And then they put it hack again.
Whi'ch was no more than right.

Oh. the pavement's full of furrows;
There are patches everywhere;

You'd like to ride upon it.

But it's seldom that you dare.
Its a verj handsome pavement,
A credit to tin' town:

ie always digging of it up
Or puttin' of it di

—Chicago Commerce.

\ goo i 11 can sell gold bricks, hut he finds that

it pays better to sell worthy goods!

a fool seldom parts with hi's money to the same

lust tor variety try to make some one happy beside
yourself.

\n lung as a woman tan change her mind she doesn't

seem to mind.

It you would lie happy lend yourself to good deeds and
don'l borrow trouble.

It is more blessed to give than it is to regret.

who are looking for trouble should get mar-
[i .1

Itching Hi' truth a trai'n of lies is soon made up.

Even when a man pays cash for an electric battery

ants it charged.

W'oiking and loating are habits and it is difficult to quit

either.

(lathering cabbages is one kind of head work.

The nearer you get to a dollar, the smaller i'c looks.

When I come to die I know my keenest regret will be
that I Buffered myself to be annoyed by a lot of small

people and picayune worries, wasting God's good time
with both.— Michael Monahan. in the Phoenix.

SOME OF 'EM GALLOP.

Once in a great while a man is driven to drink, but as

a rule they trot right up to it of their own accord.— Chi-

cago Daily News.
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THE PHOENIX SAYS:

It has been remarked that names often change but

tilings themselves seldom or never. In mediaeval times

the Courts of Love held that marriage was no impediment

to true passion. In different terms the divorce courts are

holding the same today.

God forgive those whose hatred takes away the savor

of our work; for truly they know not what they do.

Bernard Shaw's "Candi'da" boldly tells her prig of a hus-

band that the only way he can insure her purity and

fidelity is by fully deserving her love. When women gen-

erally shall take the same stand, there will be an end of

secret polygamy and the divorce evil will drop into very

small type. But when?

Yes, dearie, my mistake always has been to set m:

loves and friendships too high, whence I have suffered

some cruel disillusions and am indeed ever bleeding from

the same cause. But I am not sure that I would have it

otherwise; every perfect joy casts a shadow and when love

is gone there are a t least our wo unds to kiss.

Deal faithfully with thy humblest duties and the sublim-

ities shall descent unto thee.

The infinite evil of the human heart suggested the

belief in hell; the infinite good, the belief in heaven.

Theology did the rest.

The woman rarely has power herself, but she

man as an instrument or means to power.

"As individual Americans we are not warlike."— Ur.

Albert Shaw. Always with one overwhelming exception

—

the Doctor's great and good friend, T. R.

Egoism is the source of the meanest lolly and the sub-

limest power.

No one has ever dared to accuse God of immodesty, and

yet He wrote the enduring poem ol the sexes.

That God himself suffered for men is the supreme egoi I

-

of humanity and hence the one enduring religion.

"Westward the "curse" of Empire takes its way."

SHE'S A PROHIBITIONIST.

Down in Fort Dodge, a few days ago. a citizen of thai

city was walking' down the street in company with Ills

suffragette wife. They passed a man who ran a saloon,

and the wife said: "There! See that man. a saloon-

keeper, and he can vote, while I can't." "Yes," said the

husband, "but he is forced to close up at fl o'clock, and
you never do."—Philadelphia Sunday Dispatch.

THEM IS TRUE WOIDS.

Drink seldom gets the best of the man who knows
enough to sneak when it is his turn to treat.—New Yorl;

American.

AND THE GERMAN ARMY!

In pointing so earnestly to the dreadful ravages of beer
its funny the reverend prohibitionists never cite Germany.
—Broderick (Cal.) Independent.

WOULDN'T GET THE GOUT.

"I want a man who doesn't smoke or drink."
"What are the wages?"
"Six dollars a week."
"Guess you want a man who doesn't eat, either."—Bos-

ton Transcript.

WATCH OUT, FELLERS!

Solemn warning is hereby given to all prohibition mem-
bers of the legislature who are going to the Mardi Gras
festivities i'n New Orleans that if they fall off the water
wagon while in the Crescent City their names will be
published. No man has a right to vote against liquor and
then try to consume the world's visible supply.—Jackson
(Miss.) News.

COMMENT AND OPINION.

Over-indulgence in spirituous liquors is the worst and
perhaps most common form of dissipation, and by a

curious fiction of the mind most of us regard it as the

only "standard" and "legitimate" form. So general is

this idea that when the average person sees or hears the

word "dissipation" he immediately associates it with

drunken debauchery—his mind's eye instantly sees the

picture of a man ruined physically and mentally by

drink.

But there are other forms of human weakness besides

rum-drinking, though few of them are seldom considered

by the laity. As a matter of fact the most of us, in

this age of ease and comfort, have some weakness for a

particular pleasure which we gratify with a frequency
and liberality that borders on actual dissipation. For dis-

sipation, in a physical sense, means indulgence in any
pleasure to an extent that energy or vitality is dissipated.

Hence the man who undermines his health by the use
ol tobacco; or who drinks such beverages as coffee and
tea to excess, or who is a glutton in eati'ng, is in the same
category with the drunkard so far as physical conse-
quences an' concerned. Yet be can indulge in these things

without fear ol' criticism from any one. As human stand-

go, be is not even classed as a weakling. If accused
intemperance righteous indignation mounts his face

and lie is ready to say that tin- accusation is the personi-

lieation of calumny. But he is in the drunkard's class

nevertheless, the only difference being that bis physical
di terioratlon may extend over a longer period of time.

Singularly enough, the most of us defend our own weak-
ness [or

i

i> leal pleasure, but expose the other fellow's
with pinus wrath- especially if it be of a s|ii ril unus nature,
f'ei example, we know a good-natured, whole-souled cler-

gyman who looks upon the man who smokes cigars or
drinks I

- ccasionally as an actual menace to the com-
ti unity, and yel everj Sunday night bo goes home from
church anil eats a bearly meal, topping it off with three
or Four cups el strong coffee, It has never occurred to

tin's minister thai Ins coffee might reasonably be consfd-
ered as an offset to the other fellow's cigar or. may we
-i ni ].. aa | his yluss of beer.

ill the .Mini ' dissipation" fs broader than it Bei ID

tid we iini.-i lie careful when Me condemn others thai we
do not condemn oursel\ e
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The Funny Side of Prohibition.

J. RUFUS WALLINGFORD SUNDAY.

Billy Sunday, who is working overtime in Baltimore,

says he expects the devil to make .1 hastj retreat. One
thin-, he was in a devil of a hurry to take back the unkind

things he said about tais town. It came pretty so

Billy here, taking away some $56, "Ingratitude" is

a dirty bird thai befouls fts own nest -Philadelphia Sun-

day Dispatch.

THE BOARDERS WONT KICK.

If a majorit) of us ornery n liked a dish ol prunes
when we are tired and thirst} alter a hard da

would not be long until the prohibit - ild establish

an Anti-Prune League.— Luke McLuke, Cincinnati En-

quii ei\

THOSE DRY MAINE TONGUES.

Hiss Mattie Hirner will take a two weeks' vacation

from her duties at tie
1 During her al

Postmaster Wade re, nests pan,, us ,1 the office to lick

their own postage stamps. Saugatuck (Me.) Commercial-
Record.

NAMES IS NAMES.
The Inti-Sa'.oon League oughl 1 loj somebodj to

edit the names of its members. For Willing

Blerlapper is one of the prohibition leaders in Ulinol

his name doesn't s td well for the cause. New
State.

NOT EVEN A CANDLE.

Oh, Billy Sunday, when you come
To lift us iron, our night,

aps we'll Find our way upsts

Without a bit of light.

WORSE'N CHICKEN POX.

Catchfn' Billy Sundayitis, that's what we'n
it itches' — Baltimore Sun.

WHADDAYA MEAN:

And so soon as pro-petit, manifests itself Billy" Sun
da] loses no time in getting on the job Butte (Mont.)
Miner.

THAT'S BILL'S MIDDLE NAME.
Dncle s.i hi might learn a valuable lesson on prepared

toss from "Hilly" Sunday.—Butte (Mont.) Miner,

NOT A "DRY" YEAR.

The Ohio prohibitionists have concluded that 1916 is not

a good prohibition year, it commenced rfghl with

slates, but the firsl two months show thai Kentucky, New
rersi Maryland and Vermont have each repudiated the

Prohibitionists. Let the year go on. It is not a good one
for prohibition- Danville (111.) Searchli

WHERE'S THE HEAVENLY BAND?

Billy Sunday threatens to "sneak over to Washington"
Bud look things over. He will leave the arran
tie i,r;i-s (cuds and reception committer to the members
of his staff, of course.—Washington Herald.

Official Photographer
Indoor Yacht Club

THE NEW AND GREATER

CHANDLER
LIGHT SIX

Come in and see the New Type "17"

Four-Passenger Roadster, and the Seven-

Passenger Touring Car.

Price, $1445 at San Francisco

PEACOCK

MOTOR SALES CO
1350 VAN NESS AVENUE

Phone prospect 431

ACHMAN
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"Let Her Roll"
The Indoor Yachtsman or his guest, ensconced in one of our

comfortahle chairs, will be obliwous lo all weather conditions.

Comfortable chairs are one of our specialties. Cur prices are

low, and we give

LIBERAL
CREDIT

if you wish it.

Whether you re-

quire a single piece,

or the furnishings for

an apartment house

our goods and prices

will be of interest to

you.

Welcome whether

looking or buying.
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What is California's greatest scenic asset? Yosemite.

The Prrgr^ssives. like the Crab in Hamlet, are making

progres—backwards

!

One of the reasons for the United defeat was Sylvester

J. McAtee.

Poor Sylvester said a lot, but did but little.

He was so easy that he fell for Red Jack Sullivan.

Con Deasy is guilty of tyranny. Never mind. Con, it will

never be treason!

The more Roosevelt talks, the easier for Wilscn.

Another Ford joke—Henry,

A funny thing—Hayden, Hilmer. Nelson—Judiciary Com-
mittee.

With Ford for President and William Jennings Bryan

fcr Secretary of State, even Villa would be safe.

Giving is a fine art. To give $110,000 is a masterpiece.
But where is that artist at?

The Attorney-General savs the Board of Control cannot
sell state lands. Well, it's the only thing it can't do.

Colcnel Mash proved a sour mash.

The pen is mightier than the sword—if you don't use
the sword.

When Ruef and Keane fell out, it proved no credit to

Abe.

When are we going to get relief from Relief.'

Gambling in Alameda, San Mateo and San Francisco
Counties! What on earth shall we do to save our people!

Won't a few of those Olympic Club directors take a dive
into the tank now ?

Some of the boys will have a hard time to explain how
they yelled United and voted regular to Al McCabe.

There must have been a lot of Regular United Repub-
licans.

If Ford's jitney family left a crop of nitrogen on the

streets as once there was in prehistoric, non-gasoline

days, what a harvest of fertilization for the needy farmers

Market street would yield!

War will be robbed of terror and the trenches will be
places of retreat when the Supervisors turn loose the
Chorus of Furies at the Ferry.

An innocent bystander on the corner of Market and
Fourth streets, watching fluttering femininity struggle

through the tangled Jitney Pageant, was heard to say:

"No longer is the riddle, 'why,' but 'how does a chicken

cross the street?'
"

Nobody's record Is secure while our versatile mayor is

en the job hot after ex-Mayor Taylor's laureate wreath for

poetry. Bierce's reputation as satirist; Swift's fame as

wit, and Mike Hefryon's celebrity as humorist. Everything
will be fine when our James gets around to Washington's
record for truthfulness and Lincoln's for statesmanship.

Governor Johnson, General Webb and Chief Justice
Angellotti are to determine the space for our state officials.

We suggest Justice Lawlor he put in the Law Library and
Jack Neylan—we will tell them privately.

Thomas Doyle, secretary of the Jitney Bus Association,

has been reading some plain handwriting on the wall.

He has resigned his post as chief advisor if not corrector
of Jitney gents, and their local No. 399 has dissolved in

thin air like gasoline after explosions. Meanwhile Local
No. 399 has discontinued its existence as the .litneymen's
Union and is now affiliated with the Teamsters' Union,
More appropriately should they affiliate with the Under-
takers' Union, with whose enterprises the jitney men are
more closely related.

Tin' Park Commissioners gave eight reasons why tracks
should not be laid through the Park. Any one of the
octette of objections is enough; the first one alone would
serve:

"The proposed route would destroy the beauties of one
of the most highly cultivated sections of the Park.''
The charm of Golden Gate Park is In its accessibility.

and its isolation from the noises and the suggestions of
a great and embracing city. A car line through it would
be a physical horror and a psychological mistake.

Musical Note.—The big success of the Fine Arts benefit
was the rcinli'iiciii of a beautiful trio, sung to the insinuat-
ing strains 01 "He"s Me Pal," by Oakland Charlie, double
basso; Harry I. Stafford, contra-tenor, and Alexander, fal-

setto. This is the way it began:

(All) If w<- only had a Jury, our case would
be complete.

(Oakland Charlie) I prosecute with vigor.

(Harry) I defend, nor know defeat.
I Alex I I tell the future truly, and my clients'

funds deplete.
(All) If we only had a Jury, our case would

be complete.

HOWLING DERVISHES.

Even the mere suggestion of the return to town of East
street vocalists bawling their horrible discords into the
ears of visitors fills the soul with terror.

The leather-lunged runner for local caravansaries, cater-

wauling in indistinguishable syllables the name of the
hotel he works for; the bedlam of shrieks, shouts and
inarticulate wailings. is a conceivable normality only at

the entrance to hell, but not elsewhere. And thither the
"Main Sheet" would respectfully and prayerfully suggest
that all similar noises be banished, a fit punishment meted
out to all those who promote or permit them.

Barkers at the ferry are to be permitted to indulge in

"verbal solicitation." Will the Supervisors, who are grant-
ing them this privilege or license, please fix a scale limiting

the number of vocal vibrations and also fit out the ferry

policemen with pocket sirens for telling when the sound
limit is exceeded?—Chronicle, May 10, 1916.
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RANDOM THOUGHTS
The House that McAtee Built.

What happened to the t'nited Republicans? A Zeppelin
raid or a sub-marine flotilla couldn't have done more dam-
age. The Regulars went through them like Sherman diJ

through Georgia and now those who see the handwriting
on the wall, are seeing all sorts of things. Republican
victory in November; the annihilation and destruction of

the Progressive party and a certain defeat of Hiram John-
son for any old office to which he may aspirt

But it's great to be a Democrat and sit in the Die
and watch the fun or rather it's h— 11 to be a Demi crat and
not have a chance at the scrap. The Democratic dele-

gates were elected as peaceably as even i!> rnrj [ford could
wish. And why the defeat of the United Republicans? It

was unexpected. The betting showed that. Colored with

such old-timers as Mose Gunst. Alden Anderson and John
A. Britton. their ticket certainly carried a decidedly Reg-
ular shade. Likewise it seemed that with the trem
patronage anil power of the administration and a w.

organization, victory was assured Bui a regular Re-
publican is regular in every way anil apparentl] the main
cause of defeat was the impression that the United ticket

carried a crowd of hybrid Republican Interlopers, who
had deserted the ranks of the part] and were trying t<>

come back, sans sackcloth and ashes, and carry off the

bacon. So the majority of the G. O. P. in California

scrambled the eggs. Other contributing cans.

helped. Manj Democrats voted Republican
and invariably they were Regulars. Progrei
elsewhere and a well defined opposition to Roosevelt did

their part and finally the campaign ol tin- United was
mismanaged by "Silly" .McAtee. How in common sense
Johnson ever confided his hopes to such management is

beyond us. Of course, he had managed to blunder
through the Rolph campaign, when the opposition was
almost negative. He blundered through a tv» bond issue

campaigns, as well. But it was as sill] as Sillj himself,

to entrust him with this fight. Now that its over, we
confess our inability to draw any particular conclusions
from the result. Time, of course, will tell, but

hold to the belief, and the wish is fatln
I thought,

that Hiram W. Johnson, regular or irregular. Progn
United or any other kind of a Republican, still holds for

himself, the confidence of thi n be elected

to any office in California within their gilt.

The Retirement of Black.

Charles N. Black is about to retire as vice-president and
general manager of the I'nited Railroads. To those who
really know the man. this news musl occasion sincere
regret. Every corporation must have its b;

Black, perhaps, has suffered more than any other
of the street car company. Because of his position, he
has been most active in the company's affairs and has
been be-deviled. abused and damned by an unfriendly
and unfair press Perhaps, this goes with the position.

Perhaps, officials and employes of larg.- corporations, an I

small ones, too, should relinquisb every franchise right

and every other right that the inspired populace and the

loud-mouthed, oily demagogues may demand. Perhaps
when the millennium dawns they may, but until then, we
strongly suspect that men who are big enough to occupj
positions of importance in public or Quasi-public, corpor-
ations will and must endeavor to protect the rights and
interests of the people who employ them. And so with

Charles N. Black. He realized his position anil he was
big enough for the job—too big. we might have truth-

fully stated. The only thing black about Black was his

name. "As white a man as ever stood in shoe l.-aMuT"

was the way one employe described him. when the Dews
of his resignation was given publicity. The roil-

roads has certainly lost a good, valuable official. Its em
ployes. not the laggard and the shiftless, the careb
the crook, but the earnest and the conscientious, have
lost a good friend. Clean, clever, capable, square a

and as fair as he was square. Black leaves San Francisco
with the respect and admiration of the men who reallv

count. And in othi led Then
was an appeal made. th<-re never- was a charitable call,

where he was not among the first to respond. Not with

ostentation, not from the roof-tops, but quietly ami gen
erously did he give. And we will miss him, too! "I

wouldn't miss an Indoor Vac lit Club affair for any money"
was the compliment he paid at the last "Kiddies' Ball.

He did more than merely buy a few tickets, too. When-
ever we needed cars, "Get Black"—and Black never dis-

d. Whenever we needed any assistance in any
waj we would always count on Charles N. Black. And
so when others frowned, we smiled; when others
chilled, we warmed; when others turned away, we sought
him. Good luck to you. Charles N. Black, wherever you
go! You're big enough for any job and success must
follow. And your heart is as big as your head, so good
fellows will always welcome you. But wherever you go,
remember that here in San Francisco, the many will miss
you and we are proud to he numbered with the many.

The Double Platoon.
The Fire Commissioners have disapproved the request of

a majority of the members of the department, that com-
plete motorization be effected within the next two years
and the so-called double platoon system installed. That
is unfortunate. The double platoon provides for two

of men, one working fourteen hours and the other
ten with a weekly Interchange. The scheme that has been
outlined entails no additional expense, except motoriza-
i Mi, which is coming anyway. It also contemplates mo-
bilization of companies, truck engine and chemical,
which must take place it the department hopes to profit

by the use of motor driven apparatus. So we repeat,
the additional expense to the taxpayer will be nil. The

will improve. As organized at present, com-
because of sick leave, vacations, meal hours and

theatre details, are invariably short three or four or more
men. Under the new plan, each company will have a

larger complement of men available at all times. Cer-
tainly the auto apparatus will bring them to the blaze more
rapidly. Then the abolition of different houses, the retire-

ment of all the horses with feed, shoeing and the like.

the abolition of the department stables, all should show
nitial credit Ami finally, the humanitarian side

should appeal. There appears every reason why the move
should be made, none why it should not. Of course, the

Underwriter's Board, for whose exclusive benefit the pre
department is at present conducted, will not approve,

will the thoughtful, considerate, callable chief.

ry step to better the condition of the worker in

avocation is a step in (be right direction. Years
ago. men toiled twelve hours. Now they work eight or

nine and no one has suffered. Years ago. employers lia-

bility was unknown. Now every worker is protected. And
world grows older, the working conditions of all

trades Improve. So wh] not the Firemen? It is unfor-

that the Fire Commissioners should prove the

tumbling block. Perhaps, they ma] be persuaded
Ith or without them, the double platoon

will come to San Francisco and here is one cause where
we should be to the front and not in the van.

"Words. Words Words!"
One would suppose that to Job another affliction or two

would make little difference; and San Francisco is the Job
of fair cities. More things happen to it than even its best

friends could wish on our neighbor, Los Angeles!
though suffering is ours in variegated form, we

cannot fail to recognize a new affliction nor complain
an old—though heaven knows these noisy twain

sum up the total of our sorrows.

And like most troubles, one of ours is vocal.

No, I am not talking about the released chorus at the

ferry

.

1 am speaking of the released rhetoric inside the cham-
bers ef cur vociferous Supervisors. It is though they

were jealous of the vocabulary of the hotel-runner, envious

ot bis vocal vigor and covetous of his honors as the noisi-

est thing outside a college campus.
Why. I ask you, must every Monday session of the

nf Supervisors be prolonged by aimless, petty.

feeble-minded discussion? Is it not possible to settle some
in committee without spreading before the world

;tid tlie newspapers the spectacle of a bunch of alleged

knotted up in an inextricable snarl over the

a est immaterial and inconsequential discussions'.'

What would you think of a private commercial organiza-

tion, or a quasi-public corporation, which would not under-

take to settle miner matters without bringing all tie

Of all the departments together in fruitless consideration

of points of negligible consequence?
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Watching our city fathers transact business has much

the same effect on the sober-minded as the spectacle of a

lamily calling in all the members to discuss whether
mother should roast or boil the beef. Only the discussions

in the latter case have more interest.

If our Supervisors really require the practice, in order

to be able to make speeches in public, let them organize
a debating club and hold their meetings in private at their

own expense.
The Random rifleman herein expressing himself, can

think of no more exquisite punishment to inflict on his

enemies than to consign them to attendance at such talk-

fests.

AN ODOROUS PAGEANT.
The procession lengthens on Market street. It stretches

as far as the eye can reach and it smells to heaven.
It is the pageant of the jitney, and it is not nice.

It divides Market street in two zones. Those on one
side cannot cross to the other, and those on the other have
to stay there or take their lives in their hands and trust

to the accident which happens to the other fellow, to get
where they are going in safety.

There used to be two sides to Market street, as there
are two sides to a quarrel. There is only one side now;
and that is the side you are on. If you want to "make"
the other side, you have to take a car, ride to its terminus
and then come back, by which time the store is closed, or
you have forgotten what it was you wanted.
The police, I'll say that for them, are doing the best

they can in the circumstances, but the best they can do
is saving their own lives, and that is becoming more and
more difficult.

Soon some one with a sense of humor will come along
and tell us what he thinks of a great city that permits
its economic, social, and even its spiritual relations, to be
upset by sucn an invasion as Ford, the peace-lover, lias

imposed on our untrenched town.
We are so afraid that we shall earn the disesteem of

philanthropists that we do not dare to protect ourselves
when the interests of a comparatively few are concerned.
The jitney driver is a human being, we say, and be is try-

ing to earn an honest dollar. Therefore he should be pro
tected in his enterprise, or else be declared a martyr to
selfish interests.

Thus we leave him alone, and take no thought on tin 1

man whose investments have helped to make the city the
finest shopping town in America; we give no heed to the
protests of the merchants who are being ruined ami we
calmly survey the columns of the newspapers with Hum
accounts of jitney accidents, and the accompanying toll

of human limbs and lives.

It is axiomatic in law that when the rights of one man
are invaded, the liberty of another is stayed.
Even if the men whose rights are invaded in this jitney

question do happen to be rich and the jitney men poor, we
should be American enough to recognize abstract right
when we see it, and render unto the Caesars of our city
the things which are theirs, among which, manifestly. Hie
right of visit and patronage should be inalienably secured
to them.

HEARST ART.
Mr. William Randolph Hearst, always a purist, is busj

explaining why he doesn't want censorship for motion
picture productions.
Perhaps you may have thought it was because he wanted

to slip over some moving likenesses of his Sunday supple-
ment horrors; but it isn't. He is merely afraid that the
Board of Supervisors desire a censor board in order to
suppress motion picture plays which reveal the actions of
corrupt city authorities. Hearst, whose solicitude in behalf
of the city which he belittles in Los Angeles is touching.
desires it to be distinctly understood that he is not in
favor of prohibition, but that he doesn't want to see the
time come when city or state authorities can stop an in-
decent motion picture, because with power to do so invested
in them, Boards of Supervisors might suppress a salutary
photo-drama which showed a crooked administration at
work

!

Isn't that beautiful?
In order to protect such a picture, Mr. Hearst would

turn loose all the evil that evil producers, including him-
self, might ccnceive, to thrust it on the otherwise clean

sheets of the movie houses of the land.
Hearst's idea of decency is already fairly well aired,

weekly, in his Sunday supplements. With the latitude af-
forded by uncensored motion photography, it is an inex-
pressibly horrid thought that he might make a scenario
out of his "beauty pages" and complete the debauchery of
the public mind which his Sunday pages have done their
worst to accomplish.
The very fact that Hearst is against censorship is the

most valid and eloquent argument in favor of it that this
random thinker has yet heard.
The fact that Supervisor Con Deasy had backbone

enough and courage enough to force the issue, makes us
respect him all the more.
And when we have censored the motion pictures. "Oh,

would some power the giftie gie us" to censor some daily
papers, as well.

POSTPONED FROM MAY 15 to MAY 22
On account of the alterations in the Indoor Yacht

Club rooms, the whist tournament has been post-
poned until Ma\ 22, [916.
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. III. 11 III. mUIi,
I
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i
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. ,

in,i ,.iin
i

, , in ii, hold-
i owning m- holding i

i i
.il m i

i Is, i

"i 1 1. .in,; None.
i. That the two paragraphs nexl above, giving the nes of the

and j holdci . II anj . contah i onh the
i i ,, kholden and ecurit] lioldcn a thci appear upon the i i

parrj inn al o, In caacs where tin' tocKlioldcr or security holder
appears upon the book ol the c panj as trusl i In anj other fiducuvj
relet ii n, the name of the cor| oral mi whom ui h I

i ictli hat the said two paragraphs contain statei ts

cmbrai mil knowledge and belief ,i- to the circumstances end
litions I,r which ntoekhotders and *ccurit) holders "In, do nol

appear upon the i ks ol the companj ax trustees, hold stock and securl
ili- in .i '.ii ,

mi,. i il..m ili. ii ,,, ,, bona ill. owner; mi, I this affiant

res on to believ, th • other pers lociatton, oi corport
i i ,i i in. in, mi iii the ,,"i lock, i i

, or other
in

i
ii in .i ,, dated by him.

W. J. LYNCH,
Sworn to ,m,i uh crlbcd before me thli 24th daj ol March, 1010.
-.I. TII05I \s s Ml i.\ BY,

',, in, i the i,i; end County ol Sun Krancisco, Stetc of

(Tllih

i M\ commission expires—no limitation).

Leave Nothing: to Chance
When You Go Away for

Your Vacation

The Crocker Safe Depoiit vaults off

)on't "take a chance" and
(e vour silverware, jewelry,
jablr paper*, etc., in the
i»e when you o*e goinfi away
ihe summer. - You may, on

your relurn, find everything a§

you left it, bul
lin't il a ureal deal better to put
your valuables in a place of

absolute safely ond have perfect

peace of mind all the time you
are away?

f> i burglars and (ire

Crocker Safe Deposit Vaults
Crocker Building, Post and Market Streets. Phone Kearny 7.

Under Uorjagemcnt of

JOHN F. CUNNINGHAM,
Honrs 6 a. m. to 6 p. m. Boxes Rent from $4 a Year and up
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FAT
• lies and pins, needles and pins,

When a man's fat, Ms trouble begins."

There are other words in the lexicon ol the Englfsh or

alleged English-speaking people that carry more oppro-
brium than "Fat." However, should this term be used, it is

unsafe to write or underwrite the risk upon the user. This.

of course, is written reservedly. Be it a mere man that

you burl t he epithet "Fat" upon, yi
I Th<

ige fat man is muchly Inclined to o unneces-
sary moves. He is also, by virtue oi hi dtlve

on the subject of his figure. He has from earliest childhood
been chided \ipon that one subject until the aerves that
associate this word with derision have be n covered with
a thi'ck callous that defies tl Ige of at rbal shaft.

But never use this word in describing a member ol

-ite sex Should the person who is the subje
talk be inclined to stoutness, refer to her as
first' principle- only as plum]).

A writer of much noti ti rable bulk on< tld

that "Fat men are :i[»:ns good natured. Thi
They can neither run nor fight." He never knew Willie
Meehan or "Fat" L'Herieux. Both these gentlemen m

•
I

-' i a Ider ill. hi tie \ are tall S on would
DO) tell either of them that they could Hi i nor
tun let- tear that they would prove to yi spot
and not be particular which spot that you were grossly mis
Informed

has been written in history and literature about
fat ami fat men. Rabelais bail his Gartuntu
peare his Falstafi, while we hue Charli Art

nclfned to embonpoint. No bud-
Rembrandt 01 R is had bis picture ol

farthest ninth that the human skin will stretch ovei
before bursting, bung or unhuni

in the world. Hilly Hon ami eved fame
o f a dubious nature

i

;, it pays, by depicting
the mountains of flesh disgui , of
human form.

Fat men are used for man] purpose
of the portraits of the Heel' Trust. Tie
men ami furnish a living example of i. for an
anti-fat specific Thej are much in di the front

of a toboggan. Their mass gives the delightful ex
bllaratlon of added momentum and the security of a soft

place fo land in cat e "t accident or collision '.i

tures have made them famous. The spectators have mar-
I at the feats of tumbling and turning thai apparently
Id break a cast iron sieve into a mangled in i b ii

'' " up smiling. They have developed snor-
ing from a prosaic muse to of agony. They are

bane of the jitney driver, i iwner of a
flivver. One tut man and the wagon is full One fare for
a carload and nothing

i h, tires.
."|| made the red vi si passe, and thu excluded

ol us from the joys attendant upon irons
nent. Thej have increased the cost of h
s arc always fat and look prosperous. A thin man.

therefore, must play up and pay up to the standard set
by his fat friends Ml fal mi

I

plied with the medium of exchange. You never hear of a
Wallingford who was thin and dyspeptic-looking. They

de prosperity along with the ever-present isture that
hers en their bro pos .

You have never attended a feast in your life that
w:ls 'i" 1 pre ided ovei bj an expansive person Also you
will notice that tin- viands ol choices! selection slowly but
surely gravitate towards him The wines and other .

things are subject to his approval. B ol Ins "bulk
i" have a \ast ca 't and

rarely does lie disappoint you.
There is one place where a fat man is most unwelcome.

' a warm dav . II

"| to the fuiie. r extent, anil lops over on
both sides into the seats of the two lea I He
tubes nil his coat and mops his brow. His elbows bunt
you as a pair of heavily padded boxing gloves thai have

I . ii dropped i'n the water bucket. He is warm, and
should you be sitting next him you catch it as you would
I lie smallpox. He radiates heat. It is a most humid heat,
and the surrounding atmosphere becomes so saturated that
it is precipitated in huge drops. You regret that you are
not in a bathing suit and have no row-boat handy. This.

r. is endurable while he is still. That is never.
ii are like fat babies— fidgety, wet and wiggly. His

favorite batter comes to the plate. From that time on,
i a bit anil land safely on the bag, the game

ii inn js not seen, but heard. In bis excitement he
in and out of his seat, but always in front of you.

Turning and twisting, you are able by the merest luck to
i In- Si ill. i nf null elation on one and the Charydfs

l inn on the other.

They make good attorneys and salesmen. Once a pon-
di reus body gets under way. those in front "must either

P or lie flattened. The attorney overawes the jury
salesman will cease to occupy the precious office

ii condition that his order book is placated. Cops,
and presidents have all been fat. The best judges

have been the thin ones.

If it were not for the fat men there would not be any
s. 'flic positive needs the opposite for comparison.

LIFE.

More smiles than tears.
Mure sun than rain,

.More holies than fears.

More calm than pain,

friends than foes,

.Mere peace than strife.

Mule jie.
I hail WOOS

Are found in life.

More love than hate.
More good than wrong.

For us await
Who march along.

Though sin we find

And grief and care
Much mere that's kind

Will blossom there.

The sum of years
Is sprinkled deep

with holy i

I"' i' men must •

Bui brlel the strife.

Nor long tile care

The sum of life

Is mostly fair.

—Detroit Free Press.

SPECIAL ROUND TRIP RATES IN EFFECT
DURING MAY TO

SAN DIEGO
EXPOSITION
RACES
CORONADO
BEACHES

Via Steamers HARVARD and YALE

Via PACIFIC COAST S. S. CO. .

( Berths and Meals Included )

Via SOUTHERN PACIFIC .nd SANTA FE

$12.50

17.00

22.75

RAILWAY TICKETS ON SALE FRIDAYS AND SATURDAYS
GOOD FOR FIFTEEN DAYS RETURNING
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4th of July Vacation
FOR

Indoor Yachtsmen
June 30th to July 5th

YOSEMITE VALLEY
4 Days at Desmond's Camp de luxe

Special I. Y. C. Train, leaving Ferry Depot Friday, June 30th, 9 P. M.

Returning, . . arrive San Francisco Wednesday, July 5th, 8 A. M.

SWIMMING
MOUNTAIN CLIMBING

DANCING
ENTERTAINMENT

All under the direction of the Indoor Yacht Club, at America's Most Famous National Park.

Cuisine — a la Moe Altmayer
Entertainment Under Management WM. J. L'HEUREUX (Fat Larue)

OINE TICKET
COVERSALU

RAILWAY
SLEEPER
HOTEL
MEALS

ENTERTAINMENT
REFRESHMENTS

3 oo

Reservations made ONLY upon payment of a depo it and in the order of application parly

limited to 1
25—and bear in mind : First come, first served.

nn IT \Tn\\/ Don't wait until end of June and then complain T\C\ IT MAW/UU 11 [NOW because you are crowded out. DIM I INUW

Send your folks to Yosemite during I. Y. C. visit and have

them enjoy the dances and entertainments.
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Indoor Yacht Club
Club Rooms ami office. 4 Edny Street. Telephone (Private

Exchange connecting all departments). Sutter 5386.

Board of Pilots.

Commodore- M. W. Altmayer. Steward
McCarthy. Keeper-of-the-Log.

Joseph A. Watts
Jos. Lewis.
(;eo. Symon.

Joseph H Hutchinson Wm Chappell
Harry F. Sullivan. Assistant Secretarj

Frank J. Hennessy.
William H

Thomas S Mulvev
James W Coffroth
Samuel Perger

Criticize and suggest for the improvement of our service
Complaint and suggestion box in

la your address correct and your name properly spelled
-on our records, evidenced by your bills and the envelopes
from the Club? If not. as a great assistance to this office

we would suggest that you correct the same yourself when
mailing vour check to the office. It is very important that
we have our records In this respect authentic and we ask
your hearty co-operation with us. Moral: If you change
your mailing address, let us know and we will see that
the possil ir mall from this office going astray Is

eliminated

INDOOR YACHT CLUB I M PROVEMENTS—ANNIVER-
SARY.

Shipmates Vincenl Dono in and I. Orack are busily en-

gaged in redecorating the clubri G I

r ami

crew are installing new panels throughout the building.

The club will rem while the work i-

The job will be completed in time for the annual anniver

sary celebration, Saturday, Mine 3d, en which occasion it

i. nde Iti conduct a t; ical Bailors si

NEW mei only.

I. Y. C. ST. FRANCIS DANSANT.

ing of Thin d

or Vacbl Club Si aer Si i I held at t ii
•

•

is, for the pleasure of members and their

inn by mow membership card only In-

formal.

I, Y. C. WHIST TOURNAMENT.

Progressive Whist Tournament under supervision of

Michael He rron and James P. Heal ining,

.May 15th, at 8:30 o'clock sharp. Eo Ived until

-lit Saturday, Maj 13th. Prizes for:

The winner of most garni

The winner ol econd largest number of games;
Tip- winner ol tfbird largest number of gar
Entries limited to one hundred. Already forty entries.

Sign book ai club office before you are too late.

AFTER -MAY 31st AN" INITIATION

FEE OP $5.00 WILL BE CHARGED
ALL APPLICANTS FOR MEMBERSHIP.

I. Y. C. NOTES.

The picnic heretofore scheduled for May 21 st has been
postponed on account of the departure of Host Clarence J.

Wetmore for the East. Mr. Wetmore will entertain the

Indoor sailors during the vintage season at Cresta Blanca
Vim-yards, during August.

Dues for the half year commencing June 1st. pa

My 15th, ami thereafter, delinquent June 5th. New mem-
bership cards will be issued upon payment of dues.

Special rates for families of I. Y. ('. members al Camp
Desmond, during the I. Y. C. visit lo Yosemite.

ATTENTION! INDOOR YACHTSM1 N

INDOOR YACHT CLUB—1916 EVENTS.

Whist tournament.
Anniversary celebration Chili rooms

—

i dinstrel
1 Night— St. Francis

.ail — Members and I:.

lune 30 'e July 5—Excursion to ¥o: unite

May 1".

June ''

tiers whose names an
by will be " next men

el Pilots.

.loin the I. Y. C now and save $."».

F. J. HENNESSY, Commodore.

YOSEMITE TOUR,
up now lor Yosemite Tri'p. parly limited i" 125.

m1 I Y. C. train leaves Ferry depot 9 p. in. Friday.

arriving at El Penal for In- . i at Camp
about 1" a in. Saturday. Sunday. .Monday and

lay will be -hi. -in in He- Vallej in . .
i ta-

rings points of in' 1
: I at night

win be dancing and , in

troupe. T iiense. including rail-

eper, hotel, mi refn shm mts.
On the return trip the excursionists leave ihe

Valley about -I p. in,. July 4th, dinner and al El

Portal, leaving latter point on special train, arrivin
San Francisco Wedm : 8 a. m.

In order that the mite and enroute will

to the usual I. Y. C. standard, Steward Moe Alt-

mayer contemplates taking as his a on Hie trip

sary.
tor ball yi -i to Novem

May 15th, delinquent

Vacation with I. Y. C. at Yosemite June 30th.

RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED AT A MEETING OF BOARD
OF PILOTS OF THE INDOOR YACHT CLUB.

ON MAY 2. 1916.

Willi Graj - have bi en Im ited to
participate in the Presidential inaugural in Washington,
I ' C, next March; and.

WHEREAS, in announcing their acceptance of t'.iis in-

vitation, tin- California Grays have declared their inten-

tion to make the trip tor the purpo ol ng the
resources and products of the City of San Francisco and
the State of < California; and.

WHEREAS, The publicity obtained through the Pa
Pacific Exposition should be followed up by systematic
efforts to make the opportunities and advantages of the
state better known in tie- East; and.

WHEREAS, The plan of the California Grays to send
one hundred of their men with a band of thirty pieces on
a special train, including several cars of exhibits and a

lecturer to explain the same with siereopticon views, is

calculated to assure much advertising, particularly as stops
are to be made at all the principal cities for the purpose
ol" £i'\in- military drills, concerts and lectures, free to

the public;

THEREFORE. BEIT RESOLVED. That the Indoor Yacht
Club endorses the plans of the California Grays for the

proposed trip and commends same to the civic pride of

the people as a splendid method of promoting the general
welfare.

INDOOR YACHT CLUB,
Frank .1. Hennessy. Commodore.

Harry V. Sullivan. Asst. Secretary.

EL SIDELO CIGARS
Will Suit, Your Taste
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CANYON INN.

If you have never

fared adventurously

forth in Alameda
county the chances

are that you do not

know where there is

such a place as "three

miles northeast of

H a y w a r d." Likely

enough you think that

three miles northeast

of any point in Ala-

meda county must be
the end of the world;

but it isn't. It is one
of the fairest of spots,

Dublin Canyon, by
name, and it is traversed by a boulevard, the principal

duty of whi'ch is to run up to Canyon Inn and stop there.

A. B. Peterson is the mayor and sheriff, judge, jury and
population of this suburban paradise, and his mission
in life is to assist in sustaining it in the most regal man-
ner.

The next time you have a good appetite, or need stim-
ulus for the one you have, take it over to Petersen and
let him treat you. He has been known to do it. with
results temporarily perfect.

Old Lady—And how did you come to join the Salvation
Army, my young man?

Recruit—It was the only way I could make the public
stand for my cornet playing ma'am.

One of Frank Fogarty's:

"DM you know that Kerrigan and O'Brien dropped dead
at the same time at the hospital? It was like this: Kerri-
gan and O'Brien were talking together about their opera-
tions. Kerrigan says to O'Brien: 'The doctor sewed me up
and left his scissors inside me.' O'Brien says to Kerrigan,
'The doctor left a spool of thread in me.' Just then the
doctor came in and said, 'Has anyone seen my satchel?'
Kerrigan and O'Brien dropped dead."

M TIPO red -was awarded the
Grand Prix at the P. P. I. E.

H
Another famous
ITALIAN SWISS
COLONY
PRODUCT

,

f\ WINE OF
SUPERB QUALITY

THE FINEST
PRODUCED IN

CALIFORNIA
At all

irst-CIass Retlaimnls,

Cafes and Wine Dealers

m

A BIG MAN ON THE JOB.

Congressman John I. Nolan has the right idea.
Several, in fact.

He had them before he went to Washington; but so do
many other politicians—until they get there, and then they
usually forget them and join the ranks of those whom
Ambrose Bferce once differentiated from statesmen.

"The difference between a politician and a statesman,"
said the one-time Thorn in Hearst's side, "is this: A
statesman wants to do something for his country, but a
politician wants his country to do something for him."
Congressman John I. Nolan went to Washington with

a desire to do something for his country.
The first fruits of that intention are described elo-

quently in a 5000-word story published in the Washington
Times, and written in sympathy and feeling, by Theo-
dore H. Tiller, according to whose story "there is soon to
come from the Government printing office, where the copy
will have been handled by men and women who have lived

the stories it contains, one of the most remarkable docu-
ments ever published by the Congress of the United
States."
Nolan has taken up the cudgels of his stout sense of

justice in behalf of the underpaid employees—slaves were
tbey more properly described—whose salaries still reflect

the living conditions of fifty years ago. In half a century
Uncle Sam has made no advance i'n the wages of the
humbler portion of his executive family—the porters, the

janitors, the charwomen, the watchmen. In this ball' cen-

tury the nation's congressmen and senators have given
themselves numerous advances in salary to meet conditions

imposed by the higher cost of living, but they—the ser-

vants of the people—have overlooked the people, and
squalor and wretchedness are the lot of a vast army to

whom the phrase "Uncle Sam" must have a sinister and
a sardonic sound.

Tlie volume shiirth in lie issued i's a first-hand docu-

ment. It is a compilation of statistics told In human
manner liy the persons whose lives are dwarfed by the

parsimonious Btlnglness of a niggardly government. There
are stories in that book which will bring Ihe tears to the

a of any man capable of reeling; yet they are told

simply, directly and with the unforced eloquence of truth.

The "Main Sheet" congratulates the Champion John I.

Nolan, and assures him that though his work is not a

"vote-getter," since it is directed at abuses from which
bis own constituency does not suffer, it denoes a spirit

which fills his friends wi'lh pride and is reassuring of the

theory that statesmanship may survive even In Washington.

AFTER MAY 31st AN INITIATION FEE
OF $5.00 WILL BE CHARGED ALL

APPLICANTS FOR MEMBERSHIP.

PITY THIS POOR PILOT.

The Indoor Yacht Club has at last developed a real navi-

gator. The organization of Tars who get as seasick as the

captain of the "Pi'naforc" has finally evolved a nautical

product to be proud of—Captain Lauffer—Captain Charlie

Lauffer.

If be doesn't sail the ocean blue in saucy ships of beauty,

it isn't his fault. His craft is tied up. It floats, a thing

of beauty, on the placid bosom of Corte Madera Creek.

The truth is that Captain Lauffer is officially rated a

master mariner only by implication. His equity in a cer-

tain ark which tugs at its moorings near the town of

Larkspur, and which houses wonderful parties, involves

him i'n the management of said craft which now has the

distinction of a moorage in a regular harbor, with pilot

rules and laws against pirates, and everything.

From now on if you propose penetrating the distances

of Port Corte Madera Creek look in on Captain Lauffer.

You will have to hire a pilot whose business it is to see

that no moored ark suffers by the impact of strange, low.

rakish craft. The pilot is Joe Brown.
Puss Hall would have had the job. but Joe is a better

pedestrian.
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Cliff House
The Wonder Spot

of the World

<£

<r

%=:

Dinner
A PRIX FIXE_== $1.50^==

Every Evening

*s

Exceptional Dance Music

Anheuser-Busch
Brewing Ass'n

Brewers of

Fine Beer

Exclusively

-ST. LOUIS. MO.

Draught

and

Bottled Beer

San Francisco Branch

1300 BRYANT STREET
Phone Pa>K 30b

C 1 o t He s
—notKing else at

A line so complete

that for every man

there is a suit ex-

actly fitted tohis

needs.

A great Suit at $20 Sole Agents

A dler -Rochester Clothes
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ST. FRANCIS IMPORTATION CO.
350 deary Street

WINES AND LIQUORS AT RETAIL
FINEST GOODS - LOWEST PRICES

PROMPT DELIVERIES

DEL MONTE AUTO RENTAL CO.

phone SUTTER 215
LIMOUSINES
LAUNDAULBTS

WEDDINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

CABS
TOURINO CARS

OfMCE. K)5 POWELL STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

I am a power for great good if you do

not abuse my use.

In cases of need— I do my work well.

I am a builder up of health and strength

—in the hospital or in the home.

For the invalid or the convalescent

—

for the tired or overworked I offer a

great help.

A little of me goes a long way.

I have been among you for three

generations.

I'm known as Cyrus Noble throughout the world.

Shipmates: When in the Mission, Dance

BUILDERS' E> <QE. 180 Jesulc Street BOX 95

VIN* NT J. DONOVAN
PAINTING, DECORATING

and POLISHING

729-31 MINNA STREET, San Francisco, Cal.

Phone Park 5156

ClarkQ&e
GOOD SINGING

DANCING

ENTERTAINMENT

Famous Amusement Palace
HENRY H. BEHLMER JACK C. RAPP

BOWLING TOOL BILLIARDS
2435 MISSION STREET Bet. 20th and 21st

Spend Your Sundays
and Holidays

^aniicn J,nn
Dublin Boulevard - - Hay-ward

Most Beautiful Ride in the State

FIRST CLASS GRILL®. BUFFET
Automobile Parties CgL Banquets

a Specialty

A. J3. PETERSEN
Proprietor Phone Hayward 251

SMOKE ty1 .

%cnna
QUEEN of HAVANA

Shapes and Sizes to suit
All Tastes J? JZ> £>

M. BlasKoWer, Distributer

Telephone. !
butter 4039

( Douglas 5683
Formerly

228 SUTTER STREET

GOBEY'S GRILL
140 UNION SQUARE AVE.

Bet. Grant Ave. and Stockton St... San Francisco. Cal.

101
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JULIUS M. EPPSTEIN
I! you don't Know Julius M. Eppsteln, it may be takei a thai ou haven't had any events in your life

worth recording; for to him repair all Yachtsmen, and thousands who are not. when grief hits or happiness alights

in the home of loved ones.

By which we mean that Julius Eppstein is the official gatherer of blossoms and dispenser of the rami'.

His is the most fragrant of all commercial enterprises. He deals in beautiful odors as musicians trade in

tones. His establishment, the \n Floral sn.r.- in Powell Btreet, near Geary, and his branch emporium of fragrance

in tin' Hotel St. Francis, represent the net result of intelligence added to experience in t lie Moral business; for Julius

to learn his profession—for such it is. and not a trade— in Golden Gate Park, where for more than a decade

he worked under the approving eye of John McLaren; and what one cannot learn about plants and blooms anil

grasses and shrubbery and all of nature's own tributes t,> herself, in Golden Gate Park isn't to be learned anywhere.

\lf r graduating from such a superb school. Mr. Kppstein went into business for himself and brought to hi

establishments a training and experience which could not have been improved upon- thirteen years ol contact with

nature in all her moods. This stands him in good stead, situ e be knows how to Lake care of the public in

all its moods, from that of the purchaser of a basket of blossoms for a footligbt favorite or a dearer sweetheart.

to the decoration of the sacred pret inct s where repose the silent.

Mr. Eppstein's activities in behalf of the indoor Yacht Club render him more than eligible to high position

in the esteem of his fellows, and make this cover page tribute of the Main Sheet a pleasant debt of recognition of

bis man. benefactions and unwavering fidelity to the best interests of our organization.
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A. P. liotaling & Co.

Established 1852
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Buy your Groceries
= from -

BOWEN G
&C0.

Pioneers intKe Grocery Business since 1850

P. VINCENT MATRA1A. Prei. JULIUS EPPSTEIN. S«ry

&rt Jfiorai Co.
Incorporated

HOTEL ST. FRANCIS

2 55 POWELL STREET

TJ^KEAR^WM

SAN FRANCISCO

SHIPMATES HAVE YOU DANCED AT THE

tarnation %ah
S. E. Cor. Fillmore and Ellis

GEO. L. DEALEY, Proprietor

EHRMAN BROS.

•el ROI-TAN
P E R F E CT
CIGARS

Remember that

Cresta Blanca Wines
Are the STANDARD WINES of California

Try a Bottle of CRESTA BLANCA CHAMPACJNE
(Green Label) Equal to the Imported

PAUL JVUSSON CHAMPAGNE VINTAGE 1908

WidandS The Home Beer
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THE MASSES, MOVIES AND MORALS
By .1. Mountford Carr.

II the "movies" are universally censored, tbe "movie
men will have no one to blame but themselves
They not only in\ it.- censorship; the) enc a

They nearly plead for it, ami thej make it Inevitable.
it one were to judge of their desires from the wa

behave, one would say that they will not be bapp) until

picture eensorship is as stubborn, intolerant and indis-

eriminating as any Presbyterian Long Parliament could
Impose on Miltonic movie poets.

At the very moment when the Hoard of Supervisors,
trying, as usual, to be all things to all men." are wrest-
ling with the subject, and when all sorts of [pressure is

being brought to bear en them to lift censorship from
local movie houses—at that moment one of the biggest
Iday houses reveal res in San Francisco puts be-
tore the public a set of Slaughter films wherewith to re-

gale the minds of the youth of the land. The wretched.
sordid, foul-smelling story of the renegade wretch who
had the blasphemous effrontery to call himself a minister
oi God, is exposed on an otherwise clean sheet, while an-
other picture playhouse devoted solely to film dramas
advertises a photoplay in such indecent terms that only
One Dewspaper in town published the mc
And now conies another picture, the pretty theme of

Which Is abortion, ami the ostensible purpose of which is

to correct an evil against which a pictured presentation of
its details is as likely to effect a cure as a ""movie" of a

ratching himself is competent to eradicate eczema.
The producer knows, the public knows and everybody

save a few innocent and too credulous souls know, that
the purpose of such pictures is to provoke morbid curi-

osity, appeal to the too-prevalent passion for the salacious,
cause the lilted eyebrow, excite the rough, coarse joke and
titillate tbe half-opened imaginations of the Immature.
"Everybody should see it." says the exploiting circular

a a picture devoted to '"saving the race" by first debaui i<

big its mind.
Why?
Who constitute the majority of movie audiences?
Who are the backbone of the movie box otli

The youth of the land.

It will do them much good, this picture. I suppo
It will have one result, at least; and that is it will dis-

close a truth learned soon enough—how easy it is to

violate the laws of God and man.
The impulse that produces these pictures may be gauged

by the character of the producers.
Has Fox or Griffith or any of the others who are busy

with these so-called "sociological pictures" ever evinced
heretofore the symptoms of philanthropic zeal in behalf of

humanity'.' Are they men whose contributions to civiliza-

ive been of a character to prove them a-ctuated in

any issue by a desire to help the fallen, alleviate tl

erie- of tile wretched or reduce evil?

Whence conies this sudden zeal in behalf of the morality
of the masses?
The naked truth is that if left to themselves there would

be no experience in life, no intimate truth of human rela-

tions which would remain unexposed on the screen.
You don't believe it?

Two weeks ago I happened in Los Angeles. II was not
my fault. In front of one of the cafeteria town's multitude
ol movie houses was stretched the sign:

"La t Week of the Sensational Photo-Drama,
'TWILIGHT SLEEP."

Actual Birth Scene Shown."

The hypocracy of these ' purists' in pictures is shown
b> their mode of exploiting their wares.

To the priest, preacher, doctor, rabbi, teacher, and to

municipal and stale authorities who may be interested,

thej send their "dope" containing expressions from other
like persons advising the "adult" by all means to see
the picture. Facts n edit on the production are

id invitingly, names of famous players who are en
ii Med in the cast arc given, cost of making the film is

told, and much is said of the sociological uplift which it

is tbe picture's province to excite.

Hut to the "rabble." as the producer i- pleased to regard
the patrons of his playhouses, every salient, salacious epi-

sode is remarked; e\ery evil suggestion is underlined and
every morbid feature is shouted in large type.

producer know- what he is doing.

He is squaring himself with everybody. The doctor.
priest preacher and teacher is Informed and the masses,
including your daughter, are likewise informed; and they
all go!

It's a great game for the movie men. but they have
overplayed their hand, and if censorship is clamped down
so tight that it hurts an occasional worthy picture, there
will be nobody to blame but the movie men themselves.
There is a deliberate confusing of issues in relation

to the exhibition of the nude in pictures, which, partly be-

ihev are ignorant themselves and partly because
have deceived themselves, or are incapable of nice

• ruination, the motion picture producers have help-

lessly ami almost hopelessly confused.
\ nude painting may be the chastest picture in a room

filled with canvasses of landscapes, marinescapes, children's

portraits, and dining room pictures of dead fishes reclin-

ing on easy biers of lettuce. A photograph may be coarse,

evil and lascivious, though the subject be the same a3

that of the nude painting
Every man who knows anything knows that. It is what

the artist has put into his picture that determines its

Status as a work of art.

A motion picture, as such, cannot be a work of art.

It is photographic.
Ii can le made a product of ingenuity, of skill, and of

!".
. but it can be regarded as artistic- only when the

relations of its various pictures are brought into such
ream,, as lend artistic effects, not to a single picture

ugh episode, but to the play as an entirety.

in motion photography, the picture cannot be a work of

art an> more than a man or men in a play can be a work
it. It is what Hie playwright makes his characters
and do which constitutes the art of the drama, and

m i what the sceni. artist puis Pack of them or around
them.

'the sul stance of Ihc- -hadow in films is what the pro-

i r of a picture has in mind when he is making his

io UN IS 20
for for
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reel, and any one who knows anything about the motion
picture enterprise or follows even slightly the literature

put out by the producers to capture contracts from motion
picture houses knows well that in a lamentably large per-

centage of cases, no salacious detail is omitted either in

the picture nor mention of it in the exploitation.

"Note," says one producer to prospective buyers of his

film, "that the bathing scene will permit the sensational
development of nude women in their frolics."

In art, as in law, it is the intent which counts.
And the intent back of an increasingly large number of

producers is to appeal to the basest elements in human
nature while pretending to be appealing to the highest and
teaching a great moral lesson.

The highly moral usefulness of "the movies" would be
a funny claim if it were not pitiful.

"The climax of the humor arises," says a recent press
account of an alleged comedy, "when a big, brown bear
breaks into the sanitarium just as the men and women
are taking their baths."

That is a fair example of motion picture ingenuity with
which our youth are elevated in their sense of humor.

"Caberia" went round the world, but I haven't observed
that a knowledge of the significance of the Punic wars has
become general. The manager of one of the houses at

which it played in a southern town hasn't found out yet
what "Punic wars" means.

The province of the picture is to excite, not to stimulate.

It will always be easier to excite base passion than
elevated, and the moviemakers will do well to permit
themselves to be curbed of a tendency which, if left alone,
will land their "art" in the dregs of filth, whither it

already too easily tends.

"If a man
Can preach a better sermon.
Write a better book
Or
Make a better mouse trap
Than his neighbor

—

Tho' he build his house in the woods

—

The world will make a beaten path to his door.'

I. Y. C. Dansant, St. Francis Hotel, June 15th.

"The 'Best of Everything in Hats'

ONE OF THE NEW DERBIES

TOM DILLON
cMilliner for cMen

720 MARKET STREET

DON'T OVERWORK THE BULL.

Slang has done much to our language, and, in some
cases, it unquestionably has done much for it. Rut one
of the most striking examples of hurt that has been done
by slang, not only to the English language, but also to
all men understanding that language, is a little word of
four letters

—
"Bull." The popularity of this wide-flung

little bit of slang at first was hindered by the very nasti-
ness of the word ; then the meaning became more gen-
eral—broadened out—until now it cannot be denied that it

is not only widely understood, but widely used. So much
for its origin and lightning growth in popularity. What
of the hurt it does? Simply this—there are many men
with whom the expression has become entirely too pat.
If rolls off their lips like water from a duck's back. And
it flies to their lips—or at least to their brains—in a flash
when those lips should be voicing or that brain thinking
serious thoughts. Many are the subordinates who now-
adays listen to a few well-chosen, carefully-prepared words
of advice—words that should strike home to them witli

a punch—and then walk away murmuring under their
breaths, "Bull." Give a man a pat little word like this,
with its terribly broad scope, and a great deal of his
mental machinery can be thrown out of whack very easily.
If the word did not exist, t lie thought probably would not;
or if the thought unfortunately did exist it could not find

such an easy outlet, such a ready expression, as is the
case now that this little word has swept us so far off our
feet. Let's not try to advocate the wiping of this word
from the mother tongue; let's simply say to ourselves
that we shall hesitate before using it each time we find

ourselves thinking in terms of "Bull."

CAFETERIA MORALISTS.

What a pitiful experience It would he to find, too late.

that your short-lived madness or yesternight and your
aching dome of the A. M. after had been purely psycholog-
ical; that your innocence had been played upon, your
confidence abused and thai you had been deceived In your
libations— thai the beer had been hopelessly robbed of
its active principles, thai Ihe wine was minus its "mocker."
and that the gin was without imagination!

Wally Young, who adds color to dull life 'round the
town by recording il Id the Chronicle, pays his respects
to the deceivers, and by inference suggests that they be
taken care of at the hands of the pure food commission,
The recorder of colorful events, quoting from his own
paper last Sunday, flashes these headline horrors on an
innocent world:

"Cannot Tell New Drink From Beer." and "Wine Mlnua
Kick' Is Boosted by Reuf."

If these reformers keep up their pace, soon there won't
be any safe place in a dry world but a saloon.

Wally suggests that it Is "up to somebody to perfect
playing cards without numbers and pictures; dice without
spots, cigars thai will burn bul won't smoke; dances thai

you do sitting perfectly still, sugar that isn't sweet—

"

"Let's make life." he says, "as difficult as possible. For
my part. I never did care for ice cream soda, so I am
prepared to go to the polls and vote thai nobod) els

can have ice cream sodas.

"That's the modern way. And while we are ;il it. let's

make laughter a felony. The land of the free and the

home of the saved. Long may the long-hairs wave!"
What a fortunate thing it is that thee meddlers in

others' affairs are stopped short of tampering with tbingfl

that are fixed. They would cover the naked limbs of win-

ter with the snow of New England's puritanical hypocracy;
they would arrest, as ob v cene, the honey bee carrying pol-

len, and would declare an outlaw the mating time OjE

spring!

SOMEBODY HAD TO SLEEP.

The doctor entered the patient's room in the morning,
and, according to habit, read the chart first thing He was
a little surprised to read:

' - A. M. Patient very restless, nurse sleeping quietly."
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HOBSERVES THE QUARTERMASTER.

Han eve or two ago hi should sye
Buckley an Finigan crossed me wye;
"'Alloa, there, II Kvans!" they sa\ s " ow's you?
H'are y still a-sailin' the h'ccean blue'.'"

"H'ive Ifii the packet" h'l says, "that's '«
H'ive got a joh wukkin in a ware'us now."
"A where?" arskeil one, "a ware'u-." says I.

inell's a ware'us?" says the h'other guy.
Ill explained h'in a ware'us goods are stored,
Hut the m. ir.- h'l talked the more they roared.
Till my British Mood was aboilin' ol

An' h'l told them blighters wot was wot.
"Ill 'opes the Lord may cock yer
An' blar t j ei bones « en v comes t die!
An' E'll do in It'ii" all goes well
In' bol I si 'ai ps does yer bit in ell!

"Lime-O!" they 'oilers. Ill was mar to crime,
My iiride was up but so was my time,
H'l was due at the ware'us at arf-parst nine.
'Ow I ates i in in arps. Gorblinie) '

Like h'appendicitis or a new disease,
H'lce-skyting seems to be quite Hie win,

wrist-watch Willies plays rude. 'aM
n front o" iin, in Sociel > di mes

Hi in pipin' the crowd mil by one nigi
Inn ' Twi uld i art the sighl

(I the perspirin mob Some skyted well
Wile some, like the wyves, just ro-e and fell

n> bor " Vm's the Nob
is like 'e want- to blow is job?"

"V mean tin th 'is feet in the air
An' thi fore and arfl .''m-.'. h

1
' E's got the claw.,

I rawther h'ici in a long thin glawss.
Ei Ml a bar
Than e c ier will linn ice -b> tar."

"H'ini olilij.il' But 'oo is the long-drawn
Hon the number twelves 'oo's just wenl by?"
"'oo? 'e? That's Pinkson Pinkey' for short,

bally sort,
'Is skytin' wouldn't be art so crude
H'if 'e ad mine beam an less h'altltude.
'K's a 'uman Btring-bean Gorblimej

the lloor,

An' awfter 'im Bill Wobbet
Bill couldn't ski 'e Id ardlj stand,

wasn't in li fundi i I md.
Kellar from the Trans] oi tation i 'lub

'n Sam Gardner h 'arrived from a near-by pub.
They'd b i'ly tieklin' the bar-maid's h'ears;

. gives thn
An' advised that skytes h'on both 'is pawra
would h'i uable ini skytc on 'is all-fours,
Air h'n 'is ead 'ad one strapped on
Twouldn t matter w'ich end e was -kytin on.

moi '' In'uman
Was I .1 ii their pal, .lark Newman.
Johnny 'ad a Bl'N that was fresh!} loaded,
K ad a li t o'fun until Bill h'exploded
"Wen urns,' three 'arpies gel through charffin

bit h'l II do the larltin'
They was h e, I lorblimej

'

ird .i "i lb ,i
I.

impanions h'under im slipped,
leared a wye, an' packed h'oul two,
hain't no b'ii e v enl to.

Wallfisi
i

s iter 'is law-t stunt,
lins o poor .lack I'm ;

An' Fat- uman 'ands couldn't iin at all,

They ad to raise im with a block an' fall.

'Maxwellton'a Braes are bony!' T
nly from the neck up) was Pal Larue

A i u\ ' 'ot e b; us, a i d alee.
'is skytes mar nipped the toes off me.

'Eave orf! h'l cried, "cawn't y'see yer wye?
H'if y' does that agine h'I'll barsh yer eye!"
"'ave a care, h'old Top!" me nybor spoke,
"H'l wouldn't mess up wi' that fightin' bloke!
'Es the two-- tun 'avana 'ottentot.
Professor Fernandez imself. Eh! wot?"
Kighto' 111 says. Gorblimey'

" 'oo are the gents just abawft o' me
'oo looks like twin ippopottami?"
"Them's 'arry Stafford an' h'Oakland Charley,
They're thicker than the Kid hand Colonel Farley.
H'observe their h'evident h'amity
W'ich in Barristers' indeed quite a rarity.
H'if each got wot the h'other thought right
T'would prob'ly be a lot o' dynamite."
Ill arsked 'is N'ibs "oo's yonder Blood?"
"That's the li'eminent jurist. Barney Flood!
The judge his quite broke up a bit,

Some crook's moved in hand 'ooked 'is jit.

Now. h'if the ear kills some pour dude,
Would Barney h'or the thief be sued?
II I couldn't sye'— H'if Barney cawn't
W\ don't e see some clairvoyant,
'oo could easily tell oo stole the ear.
An wot the legal h'obligations are.

Arsk Brennan I not Jim,) Gorblimey!

"Nybor!" h'l says. "Gol'strimy pink,
II Id arsk yer pleasure h'in a little drink;
You've told wot's wot an' 'oo is 'oo.

Would y' mind h'advlsin' 'oo are you?
"Lord Keegan is my ancestral nyme.
H'of the Monahan elan, well-known to [yme;
H'our estates 'ave parsed bin trade an' barter
Hut b I'm still a knight h'of the Boston Garter."
Mi could h'only gawsp "Gorblimey!"

H'l thought of the ware us its dirt an' grime.
Hand decided h'l'd and in me time;
To remyne in trade Beemed 'ardls right,

Awfter bloody-well ehutnmin' with a lord all night.
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TO ERR IS H U MAN
By Franklin

The law contemplates three factors when it sentences a

man to prison for a crime. One is the punishment of the

offender; another is the example which his expiation may
have on others tempted to do wrong, and the third is the

protection which society demands from the activities of

the lawless.

The history of penology is a record of the relative im-

portance with which these three considerations were re-

garded. Until Victor Hugo began to write on crime and
punishment, not quite a century ago, the law was merely
vengeful. It was a vindictive weapon whereby society

"got even" with those who broke its laws. A Jean yaljeau
was hounded and punishment was persecution.
Modern methods look le!s to the retributive character

of punishment and more to its corrective qualities, with
a growing tendency to assume a paternal interest in the
delinquent and save him from himself and society if he
will permit himself to be saved.

It is that phase of the subject that has interested ine
because of its constructive value, though I hope I have
not failed in respect of those considerations which seek
the protection of society from the operations of the crimi-
nally evil. We shoot mad dogs. Mad men should at least
be put away where they can hurt no one. and the crimi-
nally bent and warped specimens of humanity must be
sequestered where they can neither propagate their kind
nor add to civilization's confusions.

Likewise the law must be respected, and those criminally
bent must be given the precept of vigorous examples of
just punishment to deter them from leaving the path ot
civic rectitude.

But there is another class, the members of which have
the material in them to make good and useful citizens, bul
who, through the suasion of extraordinary temptation,
through drink, or through sudden and unhabitual impulse,
have "gone wrong."

Society's punishment of these may be wanton, cruel and
needless, deterring neither the guilty from furl ler depre
dations on society and working no advantage to the rum
munity at large, but, on the contrary, adding burdens to
its cares.

The operation of the probation laws, whii
carefully administered, is of inestimable value In

cases, and to this work 1 have been privileged I

what I believe to have been a helping hand to many un-
fortunate men whose first offense broug'.n them into mj
court with criminal charges against them.
This work may be referred to here, nol because it is

the result alone of my activities, but becau i it is 1 plcal,
I believe, of what is being done to a gr< i

tent quite generally throughout the country.
Since I have been on the bench as Superior Court Judge

in Department 11 of this city and county, I have plai d
144 men on probation.

Under the probation system men and women fo no
guilty of felony may have sentence suspended againsi them
and be released and placed in charge of a probation office
To him such persons report periodically and in aceor lane
with the instructions of the Judge who has su pend id

sentence. These instructions of the Judge impose
obligations on the man or woman thus released. He or
she must live a clean life, abstain from intoxicant-, avoid
places where liquor is sold, and not only refrain from . vi!
but from the "appearance of evil." As long as thesi
ditions are met by the one under probation he is pen,;! , 1

the fullest enjoyment of his liberty, and thus, besi.i- re-
maining self-supporting and not a charge on the stat". he
can continue to support those dependents who, lacking his
support, would become directly or indirectly a burden or
the commonwealth.
Of the 144 men and women whom I have granted the

chance of probation, only seven have violated the cour!
orders. These were brought before me and He- suspended
sentence was imposed, and they were sent to state's prison
county jail, or school of industry.
One hundred and thirty-se\'en human beings are self-

supporting, self-respecting, and in some cases a most valu-
able asset to society, who might otherwise be serving
terms in prison, from whence few men come unembittered
and all are totally unfitted to resume their places in normal

A. Griffin,

healthy living. Had they been sent to prison, they would
have cost the state for a single year $24,660, to say noth-
ing of the burden on the community which their families
would have incurred. Assume the monthly earnins ca-
pacity of this number of men and women to be no innie
than $45 per month, and the sum of their earnings in a
year amounts to $73,980, which is greatly below the actual
figures. In this reckoning the state is shown to be the
gainer by nearly $100,000 per annum.

But the advantages cannot be gauged in figures, as 1 will

illustrate.

I have in mind the case of a married man in a position
of responsibility. He became an embezzler. After a thor-
ough examination of his case I was persuaded that this
man would justify himself if given a chance. The corpora
tion which was defrauded agreed to accept montlih ;i

stallments, and I placed the man on probation, lie has
kept up his payments regularly, occupies an excellent po-

sition, has recently received an increase in salary of $11111

per month from the concern with which he is now con-
nected, and is supporting his wife and children in respec-
tability and comfort.

1 have selected this case as typical. It is not an Isolated
instance, but is characteristic, and could be multiplied
indefinitely were space available to set other instances
before the reader.

I feel that the widest publicity compatible witli tie inter

esls of the work and the protection of the nun anil
women who ate striving bard to redeem themselves should
be given this work, in order that the general public should
know the lacts and be brought Into sympathy with this

i .instructive element in the manifold duties of the Superior
Bench.

Sunday
Trips

—

One Fare
" There and Back

Between rmny po nts at figures ranging from

50c to $5

This means '

2 Fare for

the SUNDAY Outing.

Ash Southern Pacific Agent

Against the loss of your Will. Deeds and other
apers b] placing them in a safe deposit box. when, tire

and burglars are unknown. $4 per year.

CROCKER SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS,
decker Building. Post and Market Sti

John F. Cunningham, Manager.
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WILLIAM F. OUNPHY.

William F.

Dunphy, son
of the original

bill-poster of

San Francis-

co, theatrical

magnate, pro-

mi tei ot cir-

cuses and re-

lated to in

uumer
terprisi

various kinds,

found b

mission in life

during the

Are of a de-

c s d e ago
Since t li a I

time iif lias

been selling

smokes. Be-
fore then he

onnect-
ed with the
big bnsiness
w h i c h li i s

father left behind him, and with a brother carried on the
Donphy business of posting San Francisc" in the
should go. Then he went east with Willie Coll
promoted the advantages of a visit to "The Man [rom

After a successful career as a theatrical pel
son. our "Bill" took over the publicit] work of Waller L.

Main's circus and then returned to San Francisco where
lor Ave years he was chief clerk at the Palace Hotel
period of general salesmanship followed during which ii is

alleged he sold earloads of babj buggies to cemetery own-
pa, and otherwise proved him i dispo:
anything to anybody.
Then came the tire and the Names and the shivering

earth. Alter the event Urother Dunphy, taking
from t he skies decide'd to devote bimsell to [he In

of smoke And If you know anything at all al I

von know what El Sidelo means. Mr. Dunph assur<
Main Sheet that it is the best cigar that grows or glows,
and as an expert in such matters, the Main Sheet lias no
disposition to challenge the statement.

In any event. Mad. Nicotine's maiden name
Brother Dunphy. "Mad'moiselle Sidelo "

Besides being active in the affairs of the Indoot
Huh. Mr 1 11:11) Dunpby is a member of the Press Club,
Knights of Columbus, Olympic Club ami othet lal, civic
ami commercial organizations in which hi

as a dynamic energizing force.
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SUCCESS.
II' yotl wee
To SO out and Bghl foi It,

Wot !. daj aiol nighl lor it,

<li\ e up ) our tine ,i
; ,i x, mr sleep for it.

it

quite mad ei

Never to tire of it.

tawdry and cheap for it;
II life -.in- all empty and useless without it

And all thai I you dream is about it.

for ii.

Frel tor It,

Plan for it,

all yi m tei ror ol Hod or of man for it.

i simply go after that thing that you want.
With .'II j ou

.

Faith, hope and confidence, stern pertinacity,
If neither cold poverty, famished end gaunt,
'•"' knes • not pain

: or brain
in the thing that you want

If dogged and
| I .siege and beset it.

II 'I.I. GET it:
Brayley; in illustrated Sunday Magazine

THEY'LL DO THAT, TOO.

li i in the way of
hibitionlsts to enact into law. One
They mi.

, law providing
thai

; a drink in . ad crosses Into
he should bi or thi ground thai he bad

New York Times.

EXTEND THE BEACH ESPLANADE.
nount which the Supervisors

i b d| i
i ol the i -01111111; tax

a of the Esplanade, the
imi rce i- di - Irous of Beeing the m-xt sec-

tion 1
1 a po 01 e terminus

try Street Munii ipal 1 al the 1 lei an Bi

eason fi
I B; doing there

ipproximutel
1500 the Municipal Railroad to the Clifl

nd stand for the Municipal band
1 in

now is at the end of the esplanade
ei 1 line. This should result in ..

riallj incn
1 ng t ft ., municipal

I bl liilays.

ticn aire: ould undoubtedly be madi ror
on

1
iblii , oin 1 nlem e station

at the
In tie Chamber ol 1 'ommerce there i- no

lilt beyond that
If it Is m t built to th tl poinl It will

fall i ol its full usi
I

I
I

i as been pre ented and
embers ol the Chamber have Immediatelj grasped it

1
ighl length for the second

on. If the E di
1 Idi to extend the esplanade

this year to t
1 ol the Municil al n ad, their

n « ill undoubti 1 iproved and 1 ommended by
logical thing to do From the

San Fran 1 rci Activities, Thursday
11, 1916

The Indi or Vachl 1 Hub, « hi 11 be idea, nur-
tured it, boo '. alne. is ur.ll ifled

ai the i bai 1 ami n e in its vigor-
i:l its plea N. extend the nexl

section this war to a point opposite the Geary street Mu-
nicipal i In 1 Ocean Beach 'I he age old objection
to the 1 at I b ach, that sometimes

Indj and gi en by dim of repetition had
nearly the popular Imagination and
San Francisco to miss th. ttages ol Its greatest

and natural ... a

ed 1 n the fourth of duly doesn't

enl us from buying straw hats in midsummer:
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The Acme of Optimism: "I have the utmost confidence

in the fairness of the people."—President Lilienthal of the

United Railroads of San Francisco.

Wonder how the hoys who got the increase in the budget

one minute, and the decrease in the next, like the going

Give the Supervisors a show. The Supervisors are the

best show we know. All they need is an asbestos curtain.

Doesn't Market street look great since the jitneys have
been rerouted?

Coffee Can is eating in Tait's. Wonder if John believes

in reciprocity?

Looks as though the "One bright spot in Los Angeles"
is suffering an eclipse.

Ice skating, we are told, is both fashionable and popular.

Well, skating always was, and the ice was a natural.

It's open season for coppers.

Joseph Scott of Los Angeles has secured a verdict for

$37,500 against the Los Angeles Times for criminal libel.

Wonder if we can't persuade Joe to come to San Francisco.
Unemployment won't worry him.

Decency alone will prevent Johnson from appointing
Arthur Arlett Lieutenant-Governor.

Stafford will probably take fifteen cents cash tor that
clairvoyant dream of twenty thousand.

If we have Arlett we will have plenty of to-let.

There are more candidates for Public Administrator than
there are estates.

Is Harry Keegan Monahan really booking, or is he in
the trunk business?

What has become of John Tait's trunk?

Roosevelt may be deaf, but Hughes is surely dumb.

The one thing the Supervisors overlooked in the budget
was an appropriation for an asylum for themselves.

Some judges have no more spine than snakes have hips.

De Groot took the boot and left for San Diego. He may
be found on the Isthmus.

The budget gave the two platoon the balloon.

The expelled list of members for non-payment of dues
in the I. Y. C. contains many names that were friendly in
the past—particularly around election time

"Emasculating the budget," said Supervisor Gallagher.
That's nothing to what was done to the English language;

T. R.'s son says that "the country is for Roosevelt."
The question is whether Roosevelt is for the country.

The man who is only honest because he believes that

"honesty is the best policy" may be depended upon to

formulate his conduct altogether on principles of selfish-

ness.

Certainly Golden Gate Park isn't any place lor Rodin's
statue. "The Thinker." It should never have been put

there, but why suggest the front of the City Hall for it?

How lonely "The Thinker" would he.

Ambroise Bierce said that Nevada was a state where you
could assemble the entire population under the shade of a

single tree if you could find the tree. That was a loni

time ago. The consequences of civilizing and refining in-

fluences are being fell in many ways. There was the Jack
Johnson fight, to say nothing of the Gans-Nelson niixup.

and lately a full Hedged musical comedy company invaded
the state. The venture was as profitable to the impresario
only to his moral sense. Four of his girls married t'oui

Sagebrush miners, and thai busted up the show, since Sage-
brush gentlemen have not learned the Broadway art ex-

pressed in the song "Everybody Works But Father." These
jealous tappers of the desert took their wives with 'em.

An enthusiastic Celt points out thai as many of tin 1

Irish "rebels" who were executed were Protestant a

Catholic. The Main Sheet doesn't question that point, 'the

lamentable tact is that tliov were shot as traitors. No man
can ever be a traitor to a cause he litis not espoused
Might gave England power to do a stupid thing Rtgnl

will forever brand Ibe ait as wanton and silly. The "n t>e!s"

would have been patriots if they hail won. Can you inn run

the execration in which George Washington would be held

if the United States were still British colonies?

While there is little likelihood thai Congressman John
I. Nolan's "Workers' Home" bill will pass the approving
sand inn ni Congress, iis ini rmlurl ion is another sign thai

our representative in Washington is hammering away at

constructive statesmanship in which I he people's Interests

are the animating principle. Bill II. It. No. 4772 will nni

pass because it is too manifestly just to the workers of the

land to please their powerful exploiters, and, as usual, pre.

cisely those who might assist in its passage, viz.. the

Labor Unions, are too busy exacting the utimate nickel

from the enterprises which have the courage to employ
them.

And speaking about the exactions of organizations bavin;

the power to be tyrannical, at a local theater recently one

of the scenes required that a brick should be hurled through

a window. The powers that be insisted—and got awa
with it—that one man should be hired to hurl the brick,

and another to pick up the shattered glass. Thai « is i

they did during the entire evening, and thus was the dignity

of American industry maintained!

To show you that powers of deduction are still competent,
you are reminded of the three-million-dollar wharf lire.

The conclusion gravely arrived at by the authorities was

that the pier wouldn't have burned had it been of concrete

Since England and Germany can't agre.° where the

victory rests after the North Sea battle and each claims

the honors of the combat, why don't they settle it in a re-

turn match? The Main Sheet offers the ocean and sug-

gests T. R. for referee.
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RANDOM THOUGHTS
June Dates Pius June Brides.

June, we are told, is the month tor brides. Can it be
that our Entertainment Committee has suddenly devel I

edisposition [or double harness and purposes, with
ind ahind thought, to provoke us from our

'ml club domain i" the unexplored lands or martial
domesticity? Else why all these Ladies Pays and Han
sains? On Saturday. June Tenth, lor the first time in its

liistnn. the rooms of the Indoor Yacht Club are to be
air sex between the hours of two and six

I'. M. Mark well, the meridian and confuse net the p
with A! These iieeis that m-ver knew aught bul a number
nine are to bend and spring beneath daintilj clad reel

where nothing is heard hut tin- indistinct
nil mutt* I "Hundred and Fifty" "Eighty Kinds'

House" Make it Spades" will edio with the "Oh!
Goodness Gracious, Mercy'" 'Isn't it gli g?' The
seitish things" 'No wonder you can'l keep them h

uiinine t a Itter ami chatti r Ind there will be a dance
and specially brewed punch and an entertainment, so it

looks like a great afternoon tor the glrla. And-by-the-way,
if it had to be, it couldn't have come at a better I

Have Mie -
I i ill-rooms'' Will, you won't

recognize them The change is complete and there Isn't

a place in the country that looks better tor its size. You
ie like our word for it, either Come and see

for yourself and congratulate that haul working, capable
Hoe Altaian, i on what he has i And don't
forget, >ou i an bring 'de Mamma and de Papa" and every

the girls.

Then en the fifteenth Of June come tin- lamsant at the
St. Francis, Having laid the foundation and made the In-

troduction, He genercus and lavish committee purposes
to continue the acquaintanceship with another night such

enjoyed al the "Arcadia" some months back Onlj
-in: 'i. be betti r. The whole mezzanine Moor will he
rid for us. The entire night will he given over
Hieing and enl Hut what's the use of corn-
ea. We're all hooked in advance and there is no

<," and we might as w.-il submit to the Inevitable So
don't forget Ladies' Day at the Club-rooms and don't forget

the Dansant at the st. Francis. Ami remember well, inn
i

is the month for brides. That's why it's followed bo closely
by the Fourth el' July.

Balling the Budget.

In our last issue we commiserated with the Hoard of
a visors in their Budget making. We still commis-
with them. They have made a terrible mess of the

who! i. a- troyed public confidence
and have set the town by the ears. His Honor escaped
critici mi. if the press Is to be believed, he was
maini mil openlj eit tours i and approved
the whole proceedings. Wise men should realize that the
way to tic

i , vote is through hi pocket and he
trifles therewith rushes in where vngels fear to tread.

The Finance Committee of the Board at least presented a

studied and intelligent report. That it lacked sufficient

detail, was, perhaps, a just cause for complaint. Hut hav-
ing recommended a rati* exceeding that of the previous

noli by tin- additional amount necessary for bond
Interest and redemption, the public had hut little grounds
for complaint. Of course, when Supervisor Nolan rush. I

into print and assured an eager populace that lie would
cut a million or more from the Budget, he succeeded in

discrediting the other members <>i his committee. Pei

a million might Iv cut hut Nolan could not or wiiu.il

not do it. A Jennings might, a Nolan never The re-

port, however, came to the otber Supervisors with the un-

ion fixed in their minds that it should he changed.
And so, without any -tudy and hut little, it any. thought
and decidedly less experience, thej proceeded to "emascu-
late t," in quote Supervisor Gallagher. And Instead of

Dg out, they kept putting in. Then up and up went
the tax rate and louder and louder grew the mumbling
nf the moli, until finally, having, like Gent ral Jackson, gone
right up, "thej turned around and came right down again."
And the promised increase, that mat 1 in a da
(loomed to await a more distant and indefinite date. And
no one is satisfied. Taxpayer and tax-eater an- both grum-
bling, so. all in all. it's an awful mix-up and we fear that

some lingers have been scorched

The Why of Rising Taxes.
li i scarcely fair to place all the blame on the Super-

visors. If some one would only tar and feather one. half
of the agitator.-, who are ci mt ill uallj bellowing and howl-
ing lor unnecessary improvements, and the other half,
who want the city to do work that is properlj assessable
against private property, the lot of a Supervisoi
lar more pleasant and the community saved untold mil-
lions. If the c eads .a department v. ,

,- com-
pelled, by the appointing executive bead i tie- munici-
pality, to pay less attention to increases in salaries and
more to efficient and economical administration, mucb more
could he saved. If the good people would only realize
that «hcn thej vote millions for this and that purpose, the
Supervisors mu i provide both interest and redemption
in the ia\ rate and necessarily it must ad' -sis-
lative bodj win be saved considerable unjust and unmer-
ited complaint. If the same good people will res
that where they exempt this and that from tax,'

are simply trao- . burden to their own shoulders,
thing- maj improve some more The average citizen has
as much idea of what is entailed a the preparation of a
municii al i udget a

i , : ,,. vi he wi
is l! e an WI r and the Very felt,,,-, v

I >urieSl
when tax.-- go up - tht idt ntii tl ind < idual a ho

i
con-

1 in all hunting i. a- r.- tin-. that, mi i

thia- 'he Marina'' says one i children.
Give us m. re tire escapes, more playgrounds, mot i school .

mi re parki
. says another. But just let thi ... up

and then i -
l

isors will do well to save I

-\nil the Mothers' Clubs and t - menl Clubs and
Socii ty for the P sup-

pression of that ie. .-I a their separati axe to grind It's

all wrong, friends, it's all wrong! Vnd il

worse, instead of better, unle s the paid and i,i

tators are toiizzh d or

The Real Estate Board and Simple Division.

Board is about to undertake a scientific
investigation of our municipal expenditures. It is to be
a kid glove affair and each
with brotherly love ami an will b quietlj
pointed out and with ei

to be con tit. 'a. Bd in i moral
suasion affair and tin results will in all likelib I I

isinine Invest ig nducted bj
[ornla Tax Payei tonl hs ago i [on
tlie gentlemen behind the proje ntly acting
in good faith. At least they think they an and that
amounts to abcut tie ni will venture a

little advice and it will -., back to early and elemental
learning. In division,

you must have a dividend and a divisor. Kor o ir pttr-

pose, we may call tin- Bud enses of
the city, one or tin- . the dl

I then
the \s. ..-•,!, an Roll would h.- iii. dividend, n the tax

rate, which is tin- answer, is too in- t, oi ov tig out
of proportion you mas: i. .ei, in both i bei If mm wish
a reduction. The divisor una be all right or all wi
but will your scienl II al tenl io

to the dividend? wail thej softlj explain lam it can hap-
pen that building permits to I . thirty or
fortj million dollars are Issued In a Mar and still ni

V 'lie- Hi Hi. \ ,;.. Mil- lit K. |1? Will thej I'll-
i

.

tiiri. ah t in- in-. aents
In the downtown di trict, more notably about Third and
Market streets'.' Will thej acientificallj compare what
the outside residence districts pay, particularly where Bome
of the mhers of the Real Estate Board an- deeply inter-

ested as with d struts when they are n it? will they find
i i irAate file, which numbers onlj the elect, and which
Doctor Dodge guarded so carefully and his sut -essor
guards with equal .are'' Iii) they dare or does the Heal
Estate Board dare to Investigati Roll?
No! They don't and veil don't, BO BtOp throwing .Inst!

Don't make the Supervisors the goals all th time They
can do en.. ugh of that themselves Vim Investigation,
your ultra scientific investigation is a la ne a n ,

that it's a shame to waste good powde on it.

Guns and Gur ,ien.

Alter the cold-blooded, delibe' .to and unforgivable mur-
der of one of his stewards, .ihn Tail was asked if he
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could give any explanation or excuse for the crime.

"Yes," he replied, "You car. charge this man's death and
almost every death that happens under similar circum-
stances to the unrestricted and indiscriminate sale of

pistols. It is an outrage, that any person is allowed to

purchase a revolver without hindrance of any kind. Just

walk into a pawn shop, put down a dollar or two. and the

murderer is equipped for the slaughter of the innocent,

with the full sanction of the law. The proprietor of the

Portola Louvre was shot, a Sergeant of Police was killed,

my steward was murdered and your papers are filled with

like affairs daily, because no one has the courage to say
'nay.' No man is permitted to carry a gun without a per-

mit from the police. Why should a man be allowed to

buy one without a permit? There are not more than a

hundred stores in San Francisco selling firearms, if that

many. You make druggists, and they number far more,
keep records of poisons and opiates and the like for the
protection of the community. You make doctors keep
records of births and deaths for the same purpose. You
make ministers of the gospel keep a record of each mar-
riage, but the deadly, destructive life-destroying gun is

handed out without query or question to crook and im-
becile, anarchist and murderer indiscriminately and unre-
strictedly." And we think John Tait has hit the nail on
the head. Pistols are becoming as common as straw hats
and are used more frequently. An ordinance should be
enacted requiring a permit, not alone to carry, but to pur-

chase a gun. Dealers should be compelled to account for

every gun in their possession and to whom and when sold.

If this is done, murder will cease to be the pleasant
pastime that it is rapidly developing into. How about it.

Chief White? And what do you think, gentlemen of the
Police Commission and of the Board of Supervisors

The Jitney StilT But no Still Jitneys.

The Grand Jury and particularly our esteemed club
mates, Mr. John P. Cunningham and Mr. William Wobber,
conducted a long and exhaustive investigation into the
Jitney Bus problem on Market street. They reported and
the report does not mince words and is concurred in by the
other members of that heretofore useless, but now justi-

fiable body, that the Jitney Bus on Market street is a d—

d

and unmitigated nuisance. They did not say so, but what
they said mean't the same. Their time was wasted un-
necessarily for the investigation. A blind man would agree.
A lame man isn't safe within three blocks north or south
of Market street. Life insurance companies, writing in
San Francisco, now ask prospective risks, whether their
busienss calls them across our main thoroughfare and
how frequently. If more than twice a day, the risk is

declined. Foolish precaution, because the man don't
live or won't live who tries to navigate it much more than
twice on the same day. Last week a teacher in a south
of Market street school asked a pupil to give the boun-
daries of San Francisco. She got along all right until she
came to the northern- boundary, which siie described as
Market street. "Why no. child, it's the Bay of San Fran-
cisco," said the teacher. "Well, maybe it is," replied the
girl, "but if you lived down here you'd know that the
jitneys won't let you get across Market street to see what's
on the other side." But to get back to the G. J. The re-
sponsibility was definitely and positively placed with the
Supervisors, or more particularly with the Judiciary Com-
mittee. The request was made that they stop playing
"battledore and shuttlecock"—"blind man's bluff" would
have been a more appropriate allusion—and do something.
And they did—nothing. They managed to get a joint hear-
ing before some other committee and there the matter
rests. The committee consists of Supervisors Hayden,
Hilmer and Nelson. From the latter, nothing much could
be expected, except, perhaps, an occasional garage permit,
under certain conditions. To put it concretely, we heard
a gentleman state the other day that if backbones were
made of ink, you could not dot an i with Charlie Nelson's.
From Hilmer and Hayden, the public has a right to expect
more. Both know the situation and the prospect of losing
a few votes has not frightened them in the past and
should not frighten them now. By every right and for
reasons that are apparent, this nuisance should be stopped
and at once.

UIMCER NATIONAL PROHIBITION, COULD WE PRE-
PARE FOR WAR?

1. Y. C. Yosemite Tour De Luxe, June 30th.

Would Loss of $325X00,000 in Taxes Now Paid by Liquor
Industry Prevent Adequate Protection Against Invasion?
Who Will Make Up This Vast Sum? Joseph Debar, of
Cincinnati, New Presdent of Wholesale Liquor Dealers.
Asks These Questions in Discussing America's Most
Vital Topic, and Presents Other Plain Facts.

Joseph Debar, of Cincinnati, president-elect of the Na-
tional Wholesale Liquor Dealers' Association of America,
is enthusiastic over the results achieved by the liberal
interests in the past year in their contest against pro-
hibition.

The highly extravagant claims of the Anti-Saloon League
re called to .Mr. Debar's attention when he was asked

for an expression of opinion on the present aspect of the
liquor situation

.Mr. Dl liar said:

"Only one state-wide election for prohibition has I n
held lliis year. That was in Vermont. The sane old

D Mountain State decided by a vole of nearly two
to one thai it was satisfied with its present local option
laws and had no wish to return to the fallacy of prohl
bition.

"Indications in other parts of the country bear out our
contention thai Hie prohibition wave is breaking ami thai
tlic methods, political and otherwise, of its advocate- are
discredited. It is plain thai history is merely repeating
itself—that the present situation is similar to fifty years
ago, when sixteen states swallowed Hie prohibition pill

and practically said afterwards: "Never again!" Ver-
mont was line- of the original sixteen.

Speaking of Preparedness.

''Ilie European war and tin- present widespread demand
for what is called prepar ss: in other words, a sane
sentiment that the Gove enl of t lie United States should
be well enough prepared ami equipped to maintain its

rights and protect Its citizens throughout the world, is

ii e paramount issue before the American people todaj
'Then i be no adequate preparation, no Incres

armament without < sufficient Federal Income,

Congress "Hard Up."

"Congress is today struggling with many problems of
increased revenue, and yet our prohibition friends air
i. rem a national prohibition law which
in its very lirst attack would destroj $325,000,000 of Fed-
eral and stati Income. It Is easy to destroy; it is most
difficult to construct and build up.

If this Income is wiped out by prohibition, $325,000, I

of reve must he raised from some other source than
liquor-.

"Our Anti-Saloon League and prohibition friends have
r yel indicated from what source they propose in

raise this revenue. The question has been propounded to

i. time and again. Wr arc- still waiting for an answer.
"Three hundred and twenty-five million dollars repre-

sent an enormous sum which somebody must pay. We are
waiting to be told by our Anti-Saloon League and pro-

hibition agitators upon whom they propose- iii impose this

tremendous burden.
The people of the United States have become

tomed to collect this lax from liquors. The records
the Internal Revenue Department in Washington show
that this enormous income has been collected for yeat
at an astonishingly small percentage of cost. and. outside
of the moonshine distilleries in the prohibit ion states, it

has been collected with practically no loss to the gov-

ernment.
Concerns Every Citizen.

"It behooves every citizen of this republic to consider
what his share of this $":::,. iiiin.iiiiii of tax will be if it is

willed out by national prohibition."
Mr. Debar was asked: "To what do you attribute the

continuation of the present agitation of the prohibition

question?"
He replied: "Entirely to a propaganda carried on by a

very small body of agitators who control the fund- of I heir

organizations, and who are profiting by agitation.
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Sobriety Grows Apace.

"Sobriety has grown apace in this country. Were it not

for these ie« agitators, we would not hear of a liquor

stion. The general public is weary of it. Honesl
-men are tired of it, and even the crooked politicians,

who have endeavored to benefit by it. are beginning to

realize that they are riding a wind-broken and spavined

horse.

"The tliods of the agitation i such that it

has discredited itself."

Concerning the policy of the National Association, the

in wl\ elected president said:

"We will continue to extend our publicity and educa-

tional work. When the American people are informed

upon this liquor question, there will be no liquor question.

Thej will realize that true temperance can be achl

oclj bj personal self-control. That the American ;••

do realize this is indicated by the fact that, while the

consumption of liquor has increased, sobriety has in-

creased in far, far greater proportion. Sobriety is travel

ins apace with sanitation, with better housing, with bi

dentistry, with all the better things that make life worth

living. This has come about by the lucation of

the people, net by sumptuary and harassing legislation.

Continue Temperance Teaching.

"ii will be tin- policy nt our association to continue the

teaching of temperance while opposing legislative prohi-

bition.

"We believe that much of the deci xcess is due

to our constant and combined offoits toward proper n

lation and -tint control in compliance with the laws re-

garding the sale ol liquor and to car publicity and • 1 n

ii 'Hurts along the line il onal moderation and

ual self restrainl '1 he • tea< hin( real

difference between prohibition and true temperam
"We believe that the exceptional drunkard (and In

pilj . a raritj I
i- thi greatest a set of the

Anti-Sal." n la- ;gue and the heaviest liability ol the liquor

industries, and that thi sane- rare drunkard has proved

the biggest factor in creating an unjust and unwarranted
sentiment against the temperate u=e of those natural

ulants which have been used sii ties of

It we have any record, as n the Bible and

other ancient writings will testily.

No Apologies to Make.

"We are proud ol the defense we ate making of the

legitimate liquor Industry, whir ca e in

respon e to a wide public demand I rohibition advo
ii.i Anti-Salcon League orators blame the liquor in

tries for all tin- opposition they meet with. Why, these

liquor interests could not last for a day were H

that ninety million free American citiz 'lis are

of purchasing and using liquor in same Form. The
paratively few pi Lged in the mam
of liquor are not the ones whom the

|

a ;itator

need to quarrel with. The forces that stand bet '

' agitation and tin- total de truction of the Ii

husine s are the millions ol Americans who want to

and consume.
"There is something shocking in the persistent effort of

tin- Anti-Saloon Lea : public that

the use of liquor invariabl) and Ij means drunk-

enness. In hundreds of thou-'ai homes in

our land a bottle of whisk the famil:

for family use, ami the ver) tho - it of drunket
i\- ess of am kind would be inexpressl ly repellanl i"

good citizen- who buy and use liquor in this way.

Iniquity of Prohibition.

"For over e the govei ntnent

has induced men to engage in the distilling, brewing and,
wine-making business with evet on and enci

agement for the dealer who complied with ti.

laws and regulations and vlsitit est penalties and
punishment- u|.on those who d I them '

nditions, millions have been invested until i

combined industries now hold fifl

manufacturing nail,':; ol our countr: Vnd pel we have
a ... ')... n .. alleged mi ral It} I tnenl ality advo-

cating the destruction "I thi enormous industry will

compensation of am kind whatevei The iniquit: ol this

confiscation, or destruction, with, ail din- compensation is

beginning to dawn upon the people of Hie United Sts

• •fore stated, the Federal and State taxes cull' ted

from the liquor industr 125, ,000 a year.
From the time the first tax was imposed on spirituous and
malt liquors, every man. woman and child in the i

States has participated in the benefit from this tax. The
Federal taxes from this industry amount to one-third of
ii..- government's total revenue. Had all of these enor
mous taxes been placed upon other occupations and other
articles of daily use in the life of our people, every man,
woman and child, from the first imposition of these taxes,
would have had to pay an increased tax for some, and.
indeed, for many of their daily requirement of food.
raiment and other necessities.

What Prohibition Does.
Prohibition is responsible for 'moon-hining.' "bootleg-

ging,' and other evils. It substitutes harmful liquor for

pure soods. Prohil ition. therefore, does two things to
which reputable dealers object— it renders the business
illegal and de-troys the market for all hut the poorest

"i goods.
'lib" says the prohibitionist, 'If we had national pro-

hibition there could be none made, and there would be
no liquor to ship from a wet to a dry
"The answer to this is found in the number ol illicit

stills destroyed by the Internal Revenue Department in

prohibition Etates. When neople can not buy liquor, thej
will make it. and it is not difficult to make. We have the
family or kitchen barr in .Maine and Kansas and other
'dry' states. Under national prohibition we would have
the Kitchen brewery or distillery in millions of homes.

"ducts of these home efforts would be crude and
perhaps unsanitary, but they would be made and used.

License regulation and ciinlrol in the sale of liquors.

iraint and temperance in their use. constitute the
solution of an undul) magnified problem.

sober second thought of tin- American people is

beginning to a-sert Itself."

I. Y. C. Ladies' Day. Saturday. June 10th. 2 to 6 P. M.

THE NEW AND GREATER

CHANDLER
LIGHT SIX

Come in and see the New Type "17"

Four-Passenger Roadster, and the Seven-

Passenger Touring Car.

Price, $1445 at San Francisco

PEACOCK

MOTOR SALES CO
1350 VAN NESS AVENUE

phone Prospect 431
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INDOOR YACHTSM E N!!
Events especially arrang'ed for the

QM
Saturday Afternoon

June Tenth 2to6

Bring or send your lady friends S

the new club

Members and their ladies admitted upon presentation of
membership card

Ladies unaccompanied admitted by invitation, obtainable at

club office

Thursday

June 15

INFORMAL DANCE
at

Hotel St. Francis

Members Competitive Dancing
for Trophies

No charge— admission by membership card only

'Post Street entrance — Ladies (without escorts) tickets issued

upon application

DON'T COMPARE

Yosemite Tour
ask anyone who has

traveled with the

I. V. c.
June 30 — July 5

the cheap, advertised, or organization tours, with
the Vacation-de-luxe outing' of the 1. Y. C.

INVESTIGATE: our

Service: The usual high class I Y. C.

Train: The best in the West— Leave Friday, 9 P. M.,

arrive Valley next morning.

Camp : Desmond's Yosemite Falls Camp de luxe— wooden
bungalows— finest in the Valley.

Meals : Under supervision I.Y. C. No crowding or waiting

in line— individual service.

Entertainment : Music and vaudevil'e en route and in

Valley— dancing— all under I. Y. C. direction—
swimming (bring your suit) no charge.

Tours : Auto and horseback to Mariposa Big Trees, Glacier

Point and all points via Desmond Service— the

easiest way— at reasonable rates.

Refreshments : By club employees.

Price : One ticket covers all—$35.00— Party limited to 1 25.

INDOOR YACHT CLUB
Four Eddy Street
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Indoor Yacht Club
Club Rooms and Office. 4 Ed.ly Street Telephone (Private

Exchange connecting all departments). Sutler 53S6.

nuard of pilots.
Frank J Hennessy. Commodore M W. Altmaver. Steward

U illiam H. Mei'mth-. K'-eper-of-lhe-Los.
Thomas S. Muktv Joseph A, Watte
James \Y Ooftrolh Jos. Lewiii
Samuel Berger Geo. Symon
Joseph H Hutchinson Win I'l.aupell

Harry K. Sullivan. Assistant Secretary.

Criticize and suggest for the Improvement of our service
Complaint and suggestion box In lobby.

Is youi Lddress correct and your name properly spelled
on our records, evidenced by your bills and Hie envelopes
from the Club? If not, as a great assistance to this office
we would suggest that you correct the same yctlrself when
mailing your check to the office. It Is very Important that
we have our records in this respect authentic ati.l we ask
your hearty co-operation with us. Moral: If you change
your mailing address, let us know and we will see that
the possibility of your mall from this office going astray is
eliminated.

Visit ovir new club rooms,
meeting parlors for members.

See the private card and

I. Y. C. NOTES.
Whist Tournament was held in club rooms on Mi

The committee in charge consisted of Shipmates Michael
Heyfron and James Healey. Sixty two members took part,
with the following results:
First, John Hughes . 125 points
Second, H. Redlick 121
Third. John Kennelly 121
Fourth. Steve Dabovicb us
Fifth, H. J. Schober 117
Sixth. James (ashman llii

I Redlick and Kennelly tied lor second place!

The Whist Tournament was such a success thai ii has
been decided to hold another tournament WEDNESDAY,
JUNE .'1st, S:.'!0 p. m. Kntry list now open at club office.

June 10th, Unlie .' Afternoon, club Rooms, :' to « p. m.
Admission by membership card only. Cards admitting
ladles issued upon request at club office.

June loth members and ladies' informal dance. St. Fran-
cis Hotel, Italian and Colonial Rooms. No charge. Post
Etreet entrance to hotel.

Remember, none but members in good standing will be
admitted. Admission by membership card only. Anyone
leaving his card at home will not be admitted Bach mem-
ber is allowed to bring as many ladies on bis card as he
wishes, but remember, no gentlemen other than members

Invitations issued to ladies (without escorts) upon appli-
cation ai club office.

Drop in and see the Club Rooms since the\ have been
!

i in. deled and decorated.

The 1, V. C. extend their thanks to the Following gentle-
men lor tlie talent they furnished mi Inniversarj Night,
June third

Mr Lee Lewis, for his services at the p

Mr. Carl Becker of the Odeon;
Mr. John Tait and
Mr, AI Morrison of Techati Tavern
The Moose l.cd^e and .Mr. I, A Katun for loan

ii Shipmates Gus Schonning, Ott< b, W. J.

L'Hereux, Jack Hunt, Jack Malloy, Geo. Lovejoy and Harry
Stafford for their participation in the entertainment.

join I Y C. Yosemite Tour at same ral i

members- at club office

ATTENTION! INDOOR YACHTSMEN

INDOOR YACHT CLUB—1916 EVENTS.

Satutday, June I — Ladies' Day, 2 to 6 o'clock.

Thursday, June 15— Dansant, Hotel St Francis.

Wednesday, June 2 I Whist Tournament.
Friday. June 30—Yosemite Trip.

Sunday, August 13— Picnic.

©ties nou- delinquent; if unpaid June 20. suspension.

THE SKY IS THE LIMIT.
With an artistic propriety rare in even the most esthetic

homes ami clubs, our brethren of the undampened keel are
housed where "the sky is the
limit

"

To Vincent .1. Donovan, Ed
Leonard and Moe Altmeyer is

due the credit.

They figured out the most ap-
propriate color scheme that has
been designed to adorn any club-
room in the land.

The scheme has been followed
to its logical conclusion in pan-
els, walnscotting, lighting, chan-
deliers, and it reaches back of
our friend with the smile and
apron and makes the back-bar a
pleasure to look at while some-
body else is making up his mind
to buy.

This soit gray tone is restful to the eye, void of garish
effect, and soothing to the nerves. The mottled clouds
relieve the tone of any gray monotony, and the shade of the
curtains blends harmoniously in an effect which must be
described in no other word than "chaste." There is, says
.Mr. Donovan, just a tinge of red in the pigments used, and
it must In- thai overtone" which suggests the sky that
bangs over our Golden Gate just after the sun has gone
down, and no doubt tinges the sky just before the sun
ei s up, if any one can prove it.

It is a daring combination of color for clubrooms, and
nobody but its creators could have realized how effective

it would be.

The blue room and the red room are more gorgeous, but
properly so. since the areas covered are less extensive
and brighter shades are thus used effectively.

Kvery visible feature and fixture in the rooms is brought
Into the general scope of the color scheme, even the tele-

phone booth becoming an ornamental object instead of, as
heretofore, niereh the useful medium of apology, excuse
and explanation.

Some one has seemed to see in the general drift of the
cloud effects on the walls a general impetus in tile direc-

tion of the buffet. Perhaps, Bui on the best of authority
it is staled that the clouds blow clear at that inviting

mecca
At any rate, not the least effective pieces of decoration

are the electric fixtures recently installed—a gift from
Jim Coffroth, whose generosity in this case was uncon-

as is the ca - alw is with true liberality.

From the appearance ol the club rooms as they were
in (lie club rooms a- lliey are. there is precisely the dtf

ference between a rookery and a royal dwelling.

Hut why. Messrs. Huard of Pilots, why make it harder

to go home?

I. Y. C. Dansant, St. Francis Hotel. June 15th.

EL SIDELO CIGARS
Will Suit> Your Taste
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SHIPMATES! Are you going to be with the

Indoors on their Yosemite trip? Everybody is talking

about it, everybody is interested, everybody's recalling

former I Y. C. trips, but comparatively few have as yet

made the requisite deposit of $15. This, of course, is an
oversight and at the last minute many enthusiasts will

be seeking reservations—just the same it is absolutely

essential to know how many expect to go along so as to

arrange for usual I. Y. C. accommodations, comforts^ enter-

tainment, etc., for which these tours de luxe are noted

—

which have made them successful heretofore. So, if you
are to be with the sailors this year, kindly have your de-

posit paid by June 15th. This is a wonderful trip and
those in charge must know who are going by that date.

If the full number (125) are not signed up by June 15th,

the trip will be DECLARED OFF.
Special arrangements at same rates, for ladies desiring

to visit the Valley during I. Y. C. sojourn may be made
upon application at club office. All entries positively close

June 15th.

OLYMPIC CLUB.

The Olympic Club directorate is about to present the
following propositions to the members:

1. Acquisition of property at Paradise Cove for a country
club house; or

2. Acquisition of part of the Spring Valley property near
Sloat Boulevard for seaside club house; or

3. Acquisition of property at the northwest corner of Post
and Mason streets, adjoining the Olympic Club; or

4. The addition of three stories to the present club house.

The Indoor Yacht Club Board of Pilots are also working
upon a country club and outdoor athletic proposition which
will be announced in due time.

" 'Ere comes a benevolent-lookin' old cove," said a gen-

tleman of leisure to his chum. "Let's tackle him fer the

price of a night's lodgin'."

"Don't yer think of it, Bill," hastily responded the other,

seizing his arm. "Let's wait for somebody that's half full.

Them benevolent-lookin' ducks alius wants t' organize a
society, elect a board of directors, an' hire a hall afore they
give ye a quarter. I don't want ter stay up all Summer!"

—

Cleveland Press.

ACHMAN
MISSION
STREET

NEAR
;TH

In the Celebrated Care recently tried in the

Indoor Yacht Club Rooms, additional testi-

mony could have been produced showing that

Lachman Bros. Are Still

Satisfying June Brides

—

with furniture at lowest prices

Large ^f~~
~~~*\ Free

Auto-
Renting

Service

to Find

You a

Home

Stocks

-

Low
Prices—

A Year
to Pay

A PROPHET WITH HONOR AND PROFIT.

Dan P. Case] I emes to town on Sunday afternoon, June
11. Of course Dan has come to town before, but never
under the present auspices. This time he comes as a
vaudeville star shining effulgently at the Orpheum.
According to our friend John F. Cunningham, Dan is the

first monologist "discovered" on the Pacific Coast, to make
a tour of the entire Orpheum Circuit without flr.-t having
gone through the formality ot booking his act in .New
York and playing it through the East. He made good
here, and the act was booked on its merits.
That is a fact which any Indoor Yachtsman can verity,

for what event, worthy of the name, has been lacking
Dan's unction, humor and good spirits?
The act which he will present in the near lunm .it tu«

Orpheum is colled "The Irish-Hebrew Raconteur," which
is a high sounding title and suggests a bunch of stories
In the telling of which Dan has been likened creditably
to Frank Fogarty in his Celtic moods, and Dave YVarfield
in his Hebraic.
What lends luster to the success of Dan is the fact that

he is a San Francisco boy. born and bred, and that he is

proving it possible for a prophet to possess honor even In
his ow-n country.
The (hances are greatly in favor of the assumption that

Dan will be a great hit when Sunday's performance at the
Orpheum. a week hence, reveals him as a star performer
over "the big time," and if he doesn't carry his success
into Xew York, it will be because something happen* to

Gotham's sense of humor.

THE CLUB CLIQUE.

What is the Clique? It Is a body of men
Who attend every meeting, not just now and then;
Who don't miss a meeting unless they are sick

—

These are the men that the grouch calls "The Clique."

Who don't make a farce of that sacred word "Brother,"
Who believe in the motto. Help one another,
Who never resort to a dishonest trick

—

These are the" men that some call "The Clique."

The men who are seldom behind in their dues
And who from the meetings do not carry news,
Who attend to their duties and visit the sick

—

These are the men the crank calls "The Clique."

We all should be proud of members like these

—

They can call them "The Clique" or whatever they please;
They never attempt any duties to dodge;
These are "The Clique" that run most every lodge.

But there are some people who always find fault,

And most of their kind are not worth their salt;

They like to start trouble, but seldom will stick—
They like to put all of the work on "The Clique,"

—From Hoboken Lodge Circular.

DUES-June I to Nov. 30--NOW Payable. New Cards issued
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Cliff House
The Wonder Spot

of the World

^=f Diinner
A PRIX FIXE= $1.50=

Every Evening

*se

Exceptional Dance Music

Anheuser-Busch
Brewing Ass n

Brewers of

Fine Beer

Exclusively

-ST. LOUIS. MO.

Draught

and

Bottled Beer

**

San Francisco Branch

1300 BRYANT STREET
Phone PaiK 30b

Clothes
—nothing but ClotKes

A line so complete

that for every man
there is a suit ex-

actly fitted to his

needs.

A great Suit at $20 Sole Agents

A dler -Rochester Clothes
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ST. FRANCIS IMPORTATION CO.

350 Geary Street

WINES AND LIQUORS AT RETAIL
FINEST GOODS - LOWEST PRICES

PROMPT DELIVERIES

DEL MONTE AUTO RENTAL CO.

phone SUTTER 215
LIMOUSINES
LAUNDAULBT5

WEDDINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

CABS
TOURINQ CARS

OFFICE. H)5 POWELL STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

BUILDERS' EXCHANOE, 180 Jessie Street BOX 95

VINCENT J. DONOVAN
PAINTING, DECORATING

and POLISHING

729-31 MINNA STREET, San Francisco, Cal.

Phone Park 5IS6

I am a power for great good if you do

not abuse my use.

In cases of need— I do my work well.

I am a builder up of health and strength

—in the hospital or in the home.

For the invalid or the convalescent

—

for the tired or overworked I offer a

great help.

A little of me goes a long way.

I have been among you for three

generations.

I'm known as Cyrus Noble throughout the world.

Shipmates: When in the Mission, Dance

Clark (^afe
GOOD SINGING

DANCING

ENTERTAINMENT

Famous Amusement Palace
HENRY H. BEHLMER JACK C. RAPP

BOWLING TOOL BILLIARDS

2435 MISSION STREET Bet. 20th and 21st

Spend Your Sundays
and Holidays

*CaniiGH Jr,nn
Dublin Boulevard - - Hayward

Most Beautiful Ride in the State

FIRST CLASS GRILL®. BUFFET
Automobile Parties Cgt Banquets

a Specialty

A. B. PETERSEN
Proprietor Phone Hayward 251

SMOKE
%orina
QUEEN of HAVANA

Shapes and Sizes to suit
All Tastes J0 .0 J&

M. Blashower, Distributer

x„,„„, „ I Sutter 4030TeleDhone, IDouEll.sS683
Formerly

228 SUTTER STREET

GOBEY'S GRILL
140 UNION SQUARE AVE.

Bet. Grant Ave. and Stockton Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

101



1001 FINE ST.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

1c. Paid.

San Francisco, Cal.

Permit No. 401.

%e Main Meet
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SAMUEL N. RUCKER
Now. when Sam Rucker was Mayor, so say the people of San Jose, we did things in a big way and we did

them right. Fact is, they date history in our sister metropolis on the Peninsula from the time that Sam was the boy

Mayor, barely in his thirties. Of course, he'd been Senator and prominent in many ways, but as Mayor, Sam made

his mark, and his successors have been quick-stepping—not side-stepping, as some we know—ever since to follow

the footsteps of Samuel X. Rucker.

The years have flown and fortune has been kind. Nature, too. has waved her smiling wand and tho' the locks

are gray, as becomes his almost threescore years. Rucker still retains the vigor and robust strength of his early

manhood.

Recently he came into the public eye through his aggressiveness in insisting that the award of bids for furni-

ture be made by our Board of Supervisors in accordance with specifications. The Rucker-Fuller Desk Company, of

which lie is President, had made an offer and as the lowest responsible bidder was entitled to the award. Some

tried to take it from them. Now they wish they had not. for Sam spoke right up in meeting and backed his state-

ments with good, red gold.

Sam Rucker is the ideal good fellow. Kind, capable and generous to a fault, it is small wonder that men have

learned to love him. He has carried his boyhood heart and smiles to manhood, and whether it be the Family or the

Olympic or the Indoor, whether in or out of clubdom, he is beloved and respected, and typically a hail fellow welj

met. Here's to him, and if it were made of Ruckers, what a great old world this would be.
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OLD I

ftlRIi
I

WHISKEY [

A. P. Hotaling & Co.

Established 1852

• ••••<

Buy y0ur Groceries
: from ^^=^^

BOWEN G
&C0.

Pioneers in the Grocery Business since 1850

P. VINCENT MATRAIA. Pi». JULIUS EPPSTE1N. Sec'r,

art Jfloral Co,
Incorporated

HOTEL ST. FRANCIS

2 55 POWELL STREET

T.M„H KEARNY «*

SAN FRANCISCO

SHIPMATES HAVE YOU DANCED AT THE

"Carnation "Cafe
S. E. Cor. Fillmore and Ellis

GEO. L. DEALEY, Proprietor

EHRMAN BROS.

"EL ROI-TAN
P E R F E CT
CIGARS

Remember that

Cresta Blanca Wines
Are the STANDARD WINES of California

Try a Bottle of CRESTA BLANCA CHAMPAONE
(Green Label) Equal to the Imported

PAUL MASSON CHAMPAONE VINTAGE 1908

Wielands
].

The Home Beer
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A GREAT GAME, AND SOMETHING ABOUT HOCKEY
By J. Mounlford Carr.

The Caledonian Club accused the Indoor Xachl Clu
inventing the game of Hockey.
Thai was after the show al the Ice Palaci was over, on

the night of Tuesday, June
Bui it isn't true.

The idea of the game Bh i curred to .1 man named
Lowrie Ayshire. Karl of Qlencairn, in the latti

Hi. Eleventh Century and was Invented by him as an
argument against the Introduction ol kilts Into Scotland.
The Indoor Yacht Club didn't invent the game. It merely

perfected it.

* * •

I know of three perfectly Rood members ol the club who
cheered with frantic delight for the w.rong Bide
when the clubs switched goals. \ prettj girl sitting nearbj
split iter gloves In ecstatic but deluded delight wh<
Caledonian put the Puck In the proper place and won

1

point for the Kilted Club. Many others of us cheered al
the wrong time anil made demonstrations of pleasure when
ii was pain that we should have felt; but, despite these
handicaps of an improperly posted rooters' section, our
gallant Tars won the victory, nor were dial what
must have seemed to them our occasional and rani, .lis

loyally.

Another time, the spectators will know Wetter what it

is all ahout. and will prevent such a catastrophe from
Impending as was the ase when, three minutes before
the end of the game, 1 lie I laledonians « ere two points ah
of us.

But it was worth while to give them thai dangerous lead,
just to see the indoor Yachtsmen extend themselves and
Observe No. •;. otherwise called Henry .1. Carey, dally with
whatever ii was they were all trying to hit in the right
place, and ai i he sain.- confused c
The object ol Careys undivided attention is called the

Puck, on ai. n. ,ui doubt of its elusive qualities, bu<
Carey handled ii with the grace .in.! . iae of Shakespeare
playing with a taphor. Wherever danger lurked on the
ice. there was Carey, and if he happened to 1... oilier 1

and for a sen.ml employed, Captain E. M. Borden or G.
M. Munroe. or A. G. O'Shaughnessj or ft. D Etobertson-
particularlj Robertson was around to do lust] battle for
his side and bring Puck and the Bacon home across the
Held of ice.

Sometimes the game resembled the first part of a min-
strel show.
There was only one man standing up.
At other times it looked like a sector of the war on the

Oalician frontier.

And it sounded awful
The Caledonians, hoping to spread consternati n the

ranks of the Indoor Yacht Club brought along their hand.

You know what a Caledonian band is like; but ii you
weren't there on Tuesday night, you cannot know how
fearful and terrible it can be. It was worse than The
Boys' Band playing "Tannhauser," and if the Yachtsmen
Hockeyites had been at all sensible to pain, it would have
undone them. But the shrieking bagpipes only wore down

i.i in., executioners themselves who were car-
pled from the Kink after the game was over, to recuper-
ate as best thej could at the reception which was given
Hi., tw,, teams at Club headquarters.

\ pleasant feature of the game- and there were many
pleasanl features, including the faci that we won—was
the element of gentility which characterized the struggle.

Only the Caledonian musicians were rough. Otherwise
game went oft' with Hi- fines! energy ami speed and

smoothness. There was no argument nor any quarrels
with umpires, n, u- any ill-feeling manifested between the
players, hut only a good humored if grim determination

each side to win. and alter the game was over the Cal
i chili was as loud as the res! of us in cheers for the

victors thus proving thai thi Scot, though unaccustoi
to places as Vanquished, can lose gracefully to gallant

Fred A. Burden was the referee and neither hindered
the losers nor helped the winners on their way to the result,
hut was as equitable as possible and as cool as th. Ice

he skaid o

ts a matter of official record, it should he said that the
ii).. conclusion of the second half, when victor}

•sled wiili the Indoor Yacht Club, was I
_' to 10.

The Umpires were Dr. Joseph Gunnville for the I. Y. c.
and .lames A Maclionahl for the Caledonian Club; the

i- were Gus Schonning of the I Y. c. and Louis
McL of the Olympic Club; tin. Timers were Judge
Franklin A. Griffin, l. Y. c, and .1. ll. O'Keefe, of the
Canadian Club.

i he S i A v (iiny and W. I). Dunning [or the
I. Y. i

,
ami pi i Boivin and It. E. Clark for the Cal-

edonians.
McWhite ,if Ho' Olympic Club, Boivin of the Caledonians,

.\..\iii.. of iii.. Canadian Club and Carey of the 1. y . c.
took part in a half mile race under the auspices of the
Bay Counties Atnat.ur Hockey Association full. .wing the

' ai Won in i minute and 45 seconds.
Knot! ..I the Polo Club, Munro of the I Y. c. and Col

lier ol the Caledonian Clul. raced the second heal with
Munro the victor, lime 1 minute and 4:'.c. seconds.
Munro and Carey would have raced the third heat but

for the unfortunate circumstance thai Carey, who bad
been a lower of strength in the game, was exhausted after
his race and temporarily collapsed. But the race between
Munro and Carey would have lacked excitemenl since
lb., victory, no matter who won, would rest in the I. \*. C.
Club, where it belongs and will remain.

» UNIS »
for ^-/ X ^ *+*S for

f5
c Egyptain 25

(

Cigarettes
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TWO CAPTAINS AND THE SEWER WITCH. FASHION.

The story about the Sewer Witch and the Claire D. has

not till now been told.

Allegations concerning the violation ot the Federal law

and lastened viciously to Shipmate Charles Lauffer are

without disaster. Previously to the race he did not strip

the life belts from his craft, nor did he do anything else

at all save provide himself with hard tack and other com-
bustibles against the race to which Joseph P. Dolan had
challenged him—at least, that's what he says.

In order to understand the situation, the reader should

be informed that Mr. Dolan, when he is at work in the

world, is the crew and the corporate owner of the Claire D
the speed of which is a factor in this story. Mr. Dolan is

also one of the persons whom Uncle Sam depends upon
to discern violations in the statutes which provide against

needless hazard at sea.

It is alleged, as the newspapers keep on savins, that

Mr. Dolan, jealous of the speed of the Sewer Witch, and
eager to win the laurels of Escalle I thus discrediting a

craft of evil name), challenged Captain Lauffer to a trial

of speed—in their respective boats, of course. Elsewhere
Dolan would be as one afflicted with an Oregon boot.

Thus it happened, with one eye on the laurel wreath
of Escalle and the other on the Sewer Witch, that Mr.
Dolan says he found Lauffer, like a musical comedy pro-

ducer, had stripped his Witch beyond the limits of the
law. Since the case would be tried before Dolan himself,

it was clear that Captain Lauffer was in a bad way.
Atter several notes had been exchanged, it was agree 1

that the rival pair of deep-sea sailors should settle their

differences amicably, and Captain Dolan would undertake
to clear Captain Lauffer of all impending charges, if he

—

Captain Lauffer—would permit him—Captain Dolan—to

win the race from Escalle to Red Rock and back.
Against such pacts the Main Sheet spreads its wings

vigorously, and therefore approves of Captain Lauffer
who won the race because it was impossible not lo. Tin
Claire D. hit rough water off San Quentin and had to be
towed back to port. Neither Captain could figure out a
way in which the Sewer Witch could shove the Claire D
ahead, so she took her in tow.

It is understood that Captain Lauffer, taking advantage
of the situation, threatened to leave Captain Dolan in the
heavy-running seas,, to founder miserbly, unless Captain
Dolan agreed with Captain Lauffer, to forget about the
allegations concerning the stripping of the Sewer Witch.
And thus is justice frustrated and seamanship brought

back to Escalle. via Corte .Madera Slough.

"The "Best of Everything in Hats'

ONE OF THE NEW DERBIES

TOM DILLON
cMilliner for cMen

720 MARKET STREET

It is a question just how many years ago the disaster
happened to the human race, but all of us scientists are
agreed that it was in the long distant past when man and
woman were created. This first and completest consum-
mation of our common misfortune, responsible, at once
for taxes, landlords and the high cost of living, found its

scene, according to prevalent report in a place designated
for lack of a better name, as the Garden of Eden, though
exactly where this spot had the distinction to be, is an-
other enigma. The time and the place are thus unknown,
but the fact is too evident on all sides.

In the curiosity which has arisen to locate the spot
of the calamity, many prophets find their reward, for be it

understood that the term, "garden of Eden" has come
to mean paradise—and that is what we all seek. There
is. for instance, in Berkeley, a Tented Philosopher—no
offspring of Omar—who proclaims his familiarity with the
route and agrees, for a consideration, to lead the credulous
thither, at so much per trip, lie will save your soul, lie

promises, and hang the expense! A fat pocket book is

all he asks and a fat head.

Hut leaving Berkeley for the moment and returning to

Asia Minor somewhere within the boundaries of which
Eden is—or was—located.

Here was staged the first problem play. Klaw ii Kr-

langer with their •lien 11111'.'' and "A Fool Then \\;is ";

the Shuberts with their Winter Harden Shin Shows; Will
Brady, Al Woods, and all (he rest of the play producers.
not excluding I'. T. Itanium, who said that "the people
delight in being hnnswourled' i whatever that means)
never "put over" such a gem of the drama as here was
produced, With scenery by X. A. Tore and props by ('. II.

Alice

It was the opening act of the farce called "Fashion," -

;i play so long that ii makes the most attenuated Chinese
drama seem like a one a" skit, in comparison, lor Hie
denoument is yet to be present.
As in the ease of every interesting fact, there are at

least two versions of the original plot. One concerns an
apple tree, a fig tree and the fruit and the leaves thereof,
The other relates to a peacock's leather.

The lady and her, gentleman friend, it is said, si rolled

lightly adown the glade at sunset. The long evening was
before them, and there was nowhere to go hut on. Sud-
denly the unman espied a peacock feather's glint In the
rays of the self-effacing orb of day. There was an irrl-

descent charm in its brilliance and ii casl its spell upon
thi Ei minine sou] she stooped and picked it up.
Ab. sinister fact! Polly then entered the human hear)

and Fashion damned us then.

Adam should have sent her al once t" live in a liiileli

at the foot of his garden, but he didn't know e gh. and
hence the pyramids. Shakespeare's plays, Olga Methersole,
Cleopatra and Olga I'etrova.

But most of all hence Fashion.
For the lady wanted to put it on- the reather, I mean.
It would not adjust itself 'without pain to her scalp, so

Adam, as ever since be has done, devised a way to hurt
himself. He told her to tie a knot in her hair and emu-
late the yet-unborn Yankee Doodle. She did so. She
stuck the feather in her hair, and found herself—the first

woman, and progenitor of them all—dressed up.

Adam pretended he wasn't interested, which fact was
the cue for the entrance of the villain who is said to have
resembled a serpent with a black mustache. He knew a

great deal more than was good for us, and he knew that

Adam was pleased with the pretty feather which adorned
his mate. So on and on he beguiled the beauty to deco-

rate herself. First the fig leaf, then a skirt of grass, then
more and more adornment until finally, Adam could no
longer recognize his mate in her envelope of fashion.

and it is said was guilty of a great mistake one night,

the nature of which has not been clearly disclosed to us,

but the result of which has been to perpetuate the femi-

nine taste for disguise and the disposition to "seem like

what she ain't"—our perennial snare and comfort.
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DRY- AMENDMENT REJECTED BY ALL POLITICAL

PARTIES.

Four National Conventions Hear, But Ignore the Arguments
of Those Who Would Make Entre Nation

a Desert.

EVEN PROHIBITIONISTS TURN IT DOWN.

Declares the Scheme Would Not A:d Temperance—Question

Comes to Ballot at Progressives' Meeting and Is

Defeated by a Vote of Five to One.

On iiip of the Vermont election which resulted in tlie

defeat of the prohibition amendment, comes the action

,ii the national conventiona of all political parties, in re-

fusing to let dry" planks be put in platforms, or to even

seriously entertain the idea, The Vermont resull

by the liberal element to mirror the sentiment of the en

tire nation, and it is now pointed out that the decision of

the politicians is prool positive that the prohibition wave
is receding.

The Washington (D C.) Herald, under the heading of

"Rejected by All Parties," has this to

The one issue that has made most noise in Wa-
in the last iwi years is not mentioned In the platforms

of any of the political parties which have held national

conventions in i lie last month. This is prohibition by

amending the Federal Constitution.

"Drys" Are Ignored.

The Republican convention last month heard the advo-

cate s . i 'ins great issue and ignored their arguments. 'I he

Progressive convention dis • I it 01 reral

hours and then rejected it by a vote of - to 1. The Demo
cratic convention at St. Louis heard but did not I I

admonition of those who «aut the constitution amended
o at i ike the people BObi r; and Is I but not least, the

Prohibition convention at Indianapolis denounced the plans

as not an aid to temperance. The delegates to these con-

iple In the various eon

Bional d tricl throughout the country, and thej repre

sented the political aspirations of the people.

This prohibition question has b

out the country, and it has been insisted here in \\

ington that the people, reuarcllo: ol |intv. demanded sileh

lation by congress; but there was no command sent

by the people to their party conventions, for a declara-

tion in favor of national probibiti

There's a Reason.

Where there is such unanimity In reji tl po

litlca] issue, there must be some cause, it may be found

In the presentation ol the issue The men who have pi -

sented this national prohibition issue have insisted that it

onpartisan and that thej are not partisan in their pol-

itics Thei hue said to Republicans, Democrats and

Progressives: "We are with you; we will help you to

election if you will help us." They have denied all political

convictions save on this one Iss te and they have assumed
that other men were devoid ol convictions a thej pro

fessed to be. It was the old rule of all things to all men,
which, in religion and politics has stood for hypocrisy.

it is a tribute to American politics and A rican poli-

ticians that this plan of promotii has

so signally Failed. A Democrat or a Republicai who odd
sacrifice all the promises of his part 1

, to receive the sup-

port of th.- prohibitionists would be a very i patriot

and could not last. Political parties are made by political

Issues, am] tort} ears ago the prohibition issue made the

I'robobilioii party just as the opposition to slavery and

i. rote, lion to free labor made the Republican party. The
Prohibition partj has bad its place In American politics

since the days of Neal Dow. and it has been respected
even though it never even held the balance of power in

a national election. That party will have its ticket in the

field this year and will make it- campaign for prohibition

by administration, not by changing the constitution.

Prohibition Lobbyists.

The noise we have had ill Washington over this issue has
been made by those who profi id to be above th< trife

of partj politics. They have posed as nonpartisan advo-

cates of morality which n e partisanship. They
have treated all politics as a me ol i be divided

up among those who cooked it. lii other words, this prohi-

bition issue as presented to Consress. was on no higher
plane than that of the lobbyist who is ever the friend of

everv man whose vote he needs. It is just as well that

the- issue has been presented to the national conventions
of Hi- various political parties where political issues are

carefully weighed in the balance, i, gardless of their moral
pretensions. Any question that is taken into politics is

n. cessarily regarded as political, and no professed non-

partisan saint can make a moral issue ,>t a question which
concerns the individual liberty ol* one citizen which is to

le sacrificed at the demand of the individual opinion of

another citizen.

It is a reflection upon the moral conscience of the

0] le to have a char political issue paraded as a moral
te, and alter th«- experience of the gentleman who

traveled to Chicago and St. Louis with the prohibition

plank in e fitted Into all political platforms, may we hope
in bear less ol prohibition as a moral issue.
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Perhaps there would be fewer hyphens in American
citizenship if the bridge which conveys the immigrant to

the goal of American nativity were more imposing. The
foreigner fleeing from oppression at home must suffer a
shock when he discovers how dingy are the ceremonies
which provide him with citizenship. The swaddling
clothes, the doctor and the nurses which assist in the
making of a belated American born abroad, are not of
a quality to impress the re-born with the importance of
the happy ( ?) event.

Mr. Ford is the subject again. But not a good sub-
ject. He says that any members of the National Guard
in his employ who dare to respond to orders and go to
the Mexican border will not only receive no pay while
on duty but will forfeit their jobs. We wonder whether
Mr. Ford would feel this way about it if his factory
was as near the Mexican boundary line as it is the Cana-
dian.

If you are traveling on the road to success you have
but very little time, to stop and pluck bouquets bj the
roadside.

Judge Morris Oppenheim disclosed the power to think
when he recognized the rights of the bondsmen of Haase.
The police judge might legally have done the friends of
Haase an unwarrantable wrong had he collected on the
$10,000 which Hirsch and Keck bonded themselves to pay
in the event of the defaulting of Haase. Haase disap-
peared, and unless the Main Sheet is misinformed regard-
ing the singular elements of this case, it was the best
thing he has done for a long time. May all the rest of his
kind ultimately disappear.

The Chronicle editorially deplores the recklessness
which animates the fire department when there is a blaze
to be reached, for through such recklessness lives of
brave firemen are lost. The protest is kind but futile.
It is a part of the toll which fighting exacts that lives
are inevitably lost. It would be to the point however, to
urge all possible assistance be rendered the unfortunate
ones whose husbands or fathers gave their lives in the
performance of duty.

Our Mr. Neylan evidently expects much of the future.
He wants the State to put aside $5,000,000 for use at some
time not named. It looks as though he thought Hiram was
to be governor for another term.

"I care not who makes the laws if I can make the na-
tion's songs" says somebody. If the epidemic of popular
ditties anent Mexico isn't stopped, it will be more ad-
visable to hang the perpetrators than to conquer the mis-
guided Mexicans. Our sense of humor will be strangled.

Fret is a grindstone; man holds his nose on it and then,
like a silly donkey, turns the handle.

HOW DO YOU SIZE YOURSELF UP?

The man who underrates himself, even though it be only
to himself, makes a very grave mistake. His habit is

almost akin to laziness, the man is not willing to go to
the trouble of living up to a high rating and therefore
he underrates himself. In the same connection, there is

nothing so true as that the world is apt to accept a man's
apparent estimate of himself as the real one. There-
fore, why should a man lower his standard in the eyes
of the world?

Greatness lives only in the happy anticipation of being
Anally understood and of fulfilling a high destiny, caring
not for the opinions of others, fearing not the ridicule of
others, shrieking not for instant and loud acclamation,
but running along smoothly in its own path, minding its own
business and laboring ever with a definite goal in view.

THE SWEARER A LAZY MAN.

Just as there is swearing and swearing, so there are
swearers and swearers. And, strange to say, the general
opinion of swearers and swearing has become strangely
warped. The tendency seems to be to consider the man
who uses a string of profanity calculated to scorch the ears
of all within radius of his voice as a rough-and-ready sort
of customer. Generally he is quite the opposite and mere-
ly resorts to excessive use of profanity to cover up some
deficiency of character. The really bad men have not been
swearers and neither have the really good men; it is mere-
ly the in-between fellow, who is too weak or too lazy to
stiffen his morality, who resorts to this subterfuge. There
is not a question of doubt that some men use profanity
because they are lazy—they reason that ministers of the
gospel and other clean-minded men who do not swear are
looked to for a great deal more—a great deal more is
expected of them—than is the case with men who make
a practice of swearing occasionally—or more than occa-
sionally. And so they swear.

Always bear in mind the fact that there is a world of
difference between being full of hot air and getting up
steam.

When you hear a man end his argument with a string of
oaths it is a safe bet that he knows nothing more to say
and that is his own little way of proclaiming his defeat.

The constitutional right which is given a man whereby
he may do exactly as he pleases is limited only by his
duty to other people who live in the same world witli him.
He may not encroach upon the rights and property of others
in doing what be pleases.

WHERE YOUR COIN COLLECTS.

Larger postal savings deposits will now be accepted at
the postoffice. This is made possible by an important
amendment to the Postal Savings Act just approved by
President Wilson. A postal savings depositor may now have
an account amounting to $1000 upon which interest will be
paid. Formerly $500 was the maximum amount he could
have to his credit. This enlargement of postal savings
facilities will be very gratifying to thousands of depos-
itors who have already reached the old $r.0o limit and
are anxious to entrust more of their savings to Uncle Sam.
Another feature of the amendment that will avoid further
embarrassment to the public and to postal officials is the
doing away with the limit on the amount that could be ac-
cepted from a depositor monthly. Under the old law only
$100 could be deposited in a calendar month. The amend-
ment abolishes this restriction. While the Postal Savings
System has already proved a signal success as is shown
by the fact that more than half-a-million depositors have
over eighty million dollars standing to their credit, still it

has fallen short of meeting the full demands of the public
because of the restrictions which have now ibeen elimi-
nated. Postmaster General Burleson and Third Assistant
Postmaster General Dockery have been tireless in their
efforts to secure a modification of the limitations and the
new liberalizing legislation is particularly gratifying to
them.
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"COFFEE AND" VARIETY

By Walter Anthony.

The sketch at the Empress will either drive everybody
to Coffee Dan's or away.

It is hard to tell which.
'I he writer of this effusion, however, is of the opinion

that if he were t he proprietor of tin* famous hostelry which
abuts on O'Farrell street and Tait's, he would seek police

protection and have the sketch censored and stopped.

"Twenty Minutes at Coffee Han's" will make the place

i: celebrates self-conscious.

Many resorts in San Francisco have become aware of

themselves and have perished.
Take Sanguinetti's, for instance.

The moment it discovered itself and found out that it

was unique, it ceased to be. folks avoided it where for-

merly they sought it. Once we went there to see what the
other patrons did. but when we were asked to go there
to see what we did, we didn't—go, I mean.
There is a disposition on the part of the public to pay

for its entertainment.

It is a profligate trait, but it exists.

We will go to a show, but we will not willingly he one.
Tunit\ Minutes at Coffee Dan's" makes a show out of

the patrons of the place. They may be amused at the
exhibition on the Empress stage, but it is quite likel} thai

they will not be willing to go again to the famous res-
taurant and participate in the roles of the principals to

the action. There is also the probability that they will

suffer from stage-fright if they undertake to play their

parts in the steaming, odorous and inviting caravansary.

Pndue popularity has its disadvantages. One sometimes
wants to be alone. Coffee Dan's is a popular place because
it has permitted itself to be discovered. Strangers within
our gates gather there eagerly hoping to see something not
to be found elsewhere. They are not disappointed. Always
there is something new at Coffee Dan's. Even the eggs.

But when that novelty becomes the theme of a sketch,
it has become capitalized. It is as though an "ad." were
put in the paper announcing the fact that the establish-

ment was modestly avoiding publicity.

As tor the sketch itself, there is nothing like it in the
heavens above nor the earth beneath.

It is alone in its class, and it is popular. If one didn't

know the author was a showman, one would suspect him
of being mad; but the successful showman must be some-
thing of a madman. Dike the critic; jf he weren't he
wouldn't be in the business.
There is a line in "Twenty Minutes at Coffee I mm

which is unrivalled in the literature of Shakespeare's lan-

guage*. It is the greatest burst ol rhetoric I have ever
been privileged to hear, and it will not be forgotten as
long as I can remember its extraordinary contour.
The poor, little girl who works in a five and ten-cent

store, and who has. according to her own modest account.

been standing on her feet all day long, as opposed to those
questionable characters who, presumably, stand on their
heads—this little shop girl, after the wedding in Col
Dan's, rebukes ihe stern parent who would cut off his

son without a penny and leave him to the limited resour. ea

of his own idiocy.

The girl says to her frowning father-in-law: "Clean
on a good woman's back is a medal of honor!"

"I am the pride of the Pals," Bays another .iuiuosel who
arrives in Coffee Dan's without her stockings.

"In that case," says the waiter, "you must give us a

dance."
She goes into the kitchen, where "all the chickens are

dressed," and prepares herself for her terpsichorean ef-

forts by removing a big plush coat. Then she dances to

the delight of the cook and the waiter and the guests, all

of whom applaud with propriety.

A little flower girl, with her dress carefully torn to

Indicate poverty, sells flowers from a basket. She has
a rose, ;i violet and two poppies. Also her mother is dying.
After an encore, the little lady, whose voice is shrilly

pleasant, sings another song about a youth who has such
"marvelous ways" that all the girls 'fall for him." what
ever that means; and in the innocence of the Bong one
feels sure that the hearts of all the diners in Coffee Dan's
will be touched and their pocket books depleted of such
coin as is needful to purchase her entire stock.

A Salvation lassie comes in and tells how much good she
does in the world, but leaves the place when the dancing
girl flashes her bare limbs in the Mocha breezes.
An actor who deserves more serious attention, however,

is "Scotty" Butterworth. He is as clever as his sketch
isn't. And he merits a better and bigger opportunity, lie

has a comedy instinct of refreshing quality, and a zeal in

impersonation which never forgets itself, lie never sieps

out of his characterization as the hilarious souse who
literally "drops into" Coffee I an's.

But I am afraid that the playlet, though it is doing the

Empress a lot of good, will work out no advantage to the
place it commemorates.

It will make even the waiters self-conscious in a mis-
guided effort to behave as the waiters do in this extraordi-
nary sketch.

BROADHURST TELLS STORIES.

George Broadhurst is not only one of our best and most
successful playwrights; . he is also a story teller in the
class of Nat Goodwin, Augustus Thomas, Walter Kelly.

Louis Nethersole, Willie Collier and others. Called upon
quite unexpectedly for a curtain speech at the Alcazar Mon-
day night when the third act ol his thrilling play "The Law
ot the I.ami had ended in tumults of applause, Broadhurst
sought to evade the predicament by bowi'ng, and when this

failed to satisfy tin- audier.ee, took refuge in story-telling.

A play should speak for its author, he said, not an author
for his play; but if the author must speak, the difficulty

was in knowing how to begin. And that reminded him of

a story. The race was about to begin, but the starter had
difficulty in bringing one of the horses to the barrier. The
horse backed and turned and reared till the starter's pa-

tience was exhausted, and finally he talked to the horse
and the jockey as nobOdj but a starter or a football coach
ever talks to anybody. The jockey was a colored boy, and
he felt called upon to explain.

"YOU see, sah." he said, "this yere hawse is a cab hawse,
and he nevah starts till he bears the door slam. And you

h. they ain't no door!
"

One on Brander Mathews.
Continuing. Broadhurst admitted that he had had some

successes on the hoards, but also pleaded guilty to sonic

Failures, Ami that reminded him Of the night the Society

of American Dramatists gave a dinner in honor t )i Bronson
Howard. The menu card contained the names of Bronson
Howard's plays. Thus, there was soup a la Young -Mrs.

Winthrop, fish a la Shenandoah and so on. Professor
Brander Mathews of Columbia was one of the speakers.
He remarked that he had always considered a banquet

a Joyful occasion but that tins banquet seemed to he an

exception. Years before, he Bald, Bronson Howard and he

had collaborated on a play called "Peter St u> vesant " It

was B had play, and a failure. He was quite willing to

admit that. But, why, on an occasion supposed to be

joyous, should Peter Stuy \ esant" he printed on the menu
card to call up sad memorh

'ii \ou notice, professor," spoke up Gus Thomas, F1 Is

listed under the head of cheese!" Town Talk.

I'D LIKE TO GO.
Ii e.eius to me I'd like to go
Where bells don't ring or whistles blow,

Nor clocks don'! strike, nor gongs don't sound,

And I'd have stillness all around.

Not real stillness, but just the trees,

Dow whispering, or the hum of bees.

or I l.-, falnl ''abiding over stones
in strangelj . softly tangled tont -

Or maybe the cricket or katydid.

Or the songs of birds in the hedges hid.

Or just some sweet sounds as these

To fill a tired heart with ease.

If '(weren't for sight and sound and smejl

I'd like the city prettj well;

But when it come-, to gettin \

I like the country lots the best.

Sometimes it seems to me I must
Just quit the city's din and dust

\nd e,e,t out where the sky is blue—
And say. now, how does that sound to you?

—Eugene Field
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MARKET STREET FAUNA.

Edward W. Parker.

I do not think that the fauna of Market street has ever

been discussed in a published article. It is high time,

then, that this were done. I will discuss it. I feel per-

fectly qualified for the task, as during the last three years

I have spent a considerable portion of every day in cross-

ing and recrossing that thoroughfare between Second auu
Fifth streets.

The fauna of Market street consists of 95 per cent
jitney busses and 5 per cent nervously unstrung peaeo-
trians. From a mathematical standpoint, the pedestrians

are therefore but an incident, and it would be a foolish

waste of time to discuss them here. Thanks to the jitneys

the pedestrians are rapidly becoming extinct.

Fauna, by the way, is a scientific word, which is popu-
larly understood to mean things that crawl in a jungle.

Jitneys do not crawl, but in all other respects the term
would seem to apply with sufficient accuracy for this

treatise.

Fauna is usually destroyed and afterwards pickled or
dried for museum purposes by Theodore Roosevelt. Un-
fortunately, Roosevelt has not hunted on Market street lor

several years, and the fauna there has developed since his

last visit. A suggestion presents itself here—but this is

a scientific discussion, and, who knows, there might be a
savant among the Supervisors.

Jitneys are really not so ferocious as is generally be-

lieved. When you get right down among them, act calmly
and look them squarely in the eye they will avoid
you—or try to do so. The fear of the jitney is mostly the
result of ignorance. At heart a jitney is a timid animal.
I have experimented with all kinds of jitneys, big and
little, old and young, and I know this to he a fact.

Of course, I am speaking from the outside. I have
never .been inside a jitney; neither have I ever had a jit-

ney get inside of me. Perhaps I ought to explain that ;is

I write this I am knocking gently with my left knuckle
upon my desk, which is of wood.
The difference between a rattlesnake and a jitney is

that a rattlesnake rattles just before he strikes you, while
a jitney rattles all the time. The only time a jitney will
attack you is when you dart out suddenly in front of it.

It is far safer to jump clear over a jitney than to do that.
I saw a tall man. do a daring thing one day in front or

the Palace Hotel. He was waiting for a car, when sud-
dently a baby jitney approached him at extraordinary
speed. He did not have time even to jump up into the
air and allow the jitney to pass beneath him. He did the
one thing he should have done. He separated his legs as
far as possible, and let the jitney pass between.
When you see one of these big, red, antediluvian, seven-

passenger jitneys coming, it is always better to dodge into
a store or climb one of the trolley poles. They are dan-
gerous. Not that they are inherently vicious, but they are
awkward and unconscious of their own strength. Like the
smaller species of their class, they delight in terrifying
you by chasing you around the area between the curbs.
They are so large, however, that it does not pay to take
chances with them. It is risky to jump over one. I tried
this once, tout it snapped the heel off my shoe as it passed
under.
Among themselves jitneys are a playful lot and delight in

hutting one another in the rear, squawking loudly as they
do so. They usually go in flocks or droves. They are
boldest hi the middle of the block, where there are no
traffic cops.

I have refrained from mentioning the female jitney be-
cause there are so few of them, and also for eugenic rea-
sons. The great peculiarity of the jitney tribe is its
scarcity of females. This is a fortunate provision of
Providence, for otherwise pedestrians-, would have been
wiped out of existence long ago.

If fate ever places you in the middle of the block and
midway between the curbs of Market street, and von see
a female jitney approaching, the only dignified thing to do
under the circumstances is to take your own life. She is
bound to get you, but don't give her the satisfaction of
getting you alive.
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LIFE EXPERIENCES OF ONE HUNDRED AVERAGE
MEN.

The Probate Courts show that only 3 men of every 100
who die leave an estate of $10,000, and over 15 others leave
an estate from $2000 to $10,000; S2 of every 100 who die
leaving no income-producing estate—no tangible asset

—

with the result that out of every 100 widows only IS are
left in good or comfortable circumstances; 47 others are
obliged to go to work and often lack the average comfort
of life, and 35 are left in absolute want and must largely
depend upon charity to live.

Age 25.— 100 men at age 25, at the threshold of life

—

healthy, vigorous, of good mental and physical capacity

—

but with no means except their own ability to support
themselves.
Age 35.—10 years later 5 have died; 10 have become

wealthy; 10 are in good circumstances; 40 have moder-
ate resources; :'.."> have not improved.
Age 45.— 10 years later, these men having struggled with

the vicissitudes of life, what do we find?

Eleven have died, making a total of 1(1; all but three

of those who had anything have by this time lost all their

accumulations, leaving only :: wealthy; 65 are still work-
ing and self supporting but without any other resources;
15 are no longer self supporting—a few of these still earn
something, but not sufficient to be considered self sup-

porting cases—illness, accidents, reverses.

Age 55, Hi years later I more have died; 20 are now
dead; i I the others one has become very rich; 3 are in

good circumstances * I of the :', who were wealthy at age
45 lost, but another of the other G5 became wealthy).

Forty-Six are still working lor a living—not having been

able to accumulate anything; :'ai are now more or less

dependent upon their children or relatives or charity for

support; some of these may he able to do some kind of

light work but they are replaced by younger men.
Vge 65. I" years later—16 have died during this period,

making a total of 36 out of the loo. Of the remaining.
1 is still rich, i an- wealth] i i "f those who lost everything
before I" has regained bis hold and becomes wealthy I,

only 6 are still sell supporting but are compelled to work
for a living; the others (54) are dependent on children,

relatives or charity.

Age 75.—Survivors, 10 years later, 63 are dead, no of

whom left no estate; 2 of the .", rich men have lost out.

The rest are dependent upon their children, relatives or

charity. From now on the obi fellows will die off rapidly.

but their financial condition will not improve, and 95

per cent of them will not have sufficient means to defray

funeral expenses, unless insured.

Cliff House
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Harry F. Sullivan. Assistant Secretary.

Official Photographer

Criticize and suggest for the Improvement of our service
Complaint and suggestion box in lobby.

Is your address correct and your name properly spelled
on our records, evidenced by your bills and the envelopes
from the Club? If not. as a great assistance to this office
we would suggest that you correct the same yourself when
mailing your check to the office. It is very Important that
we have our records in this respect authentic and we ask
your hearty co-operation with us. Moral: If you change
your mailing address, let us know and we will see that
the possibility of your mall from this office going astray Is

eliminated.

WHIST TOURNAMENT.

A whist tournament was held in the Club rooms on June
81, The committee in charge ol the event consisted ot

Michael Heyfron, John Hughes and James Healey. Forty-
eight members oi the Clurb took part in the struggle, and
the results were as follows:

First—L. Korper 154 points

Second Max Rosenstein 151 points

Third—E. A. Bernhard 147 points

Fourth Moe Altmeyer, John Kenealey. L43 points

WE HAD WITH US.

The ladies came to call on us June 3, and the event was
.1 greal success, it was a pleasure to show them about,

and to indicate in the courtesies extended the fad thai

a little hit of Club life is relished by the best of men.
particularly when the surroundings are tasteful, the com-
pany congenial and the entertainment elegant,
A programme was provided, and it was the best that

Could he desired. Lee Lewis, Steve Douglas ami company
provided music; Otto Walfisch provided comedy; \1 Morrt
^on of Techau Tavern sent up one of his best dancers
from the dining room below; Denny Jordan made a hit with
his breezy impersonations and alter the program there were
refreshments prepared by Moe Utmeyer.
So pleasant was the afternoon, and complete the

that it was agreed on every side that a Ladies' Day should
he celebrated frequently in future at tl e club.

WHERE NATURE LAUGHS AND REIGNS.

The indoor Yacht Club trip to Yosemite has been ac-

complished with great satisfaction to the members who
participated. They left on June 30 forty live stroll

returned to the city in time to be at work as usual, last

Wednesday morning.

CHAMPIONSHIP HOCKEY:
Tuesday Nighl. July 23th. Lrasur

'

S<-H«. CALEDONIAN CLUB
v.. CANADIAN CLUB Any vai 50. Loja 75c. Boio $1.00. TECHAU
TAVERN ICE PALACE. Inc.. Eddy and lonrj So). P.cpcti 316.

ATTENTION! INDOOR YACHTSMEN

INDOOR YACHT CLUB—1916 EVENTS.

Sunday, August I 3 — Picnic.

'Dues now delinquent; if unpaid, suspension.

A CABIN AFFAIR.

I In informal dance given by the members of the club
to their lady friends, their wives and their sisters, was a
greal success at the St. Francis on the night of June 15.

Music was furnished by the St. Francis orchestra, and
through the invariable kindness of John Tait. the entire
companj ol Tait entertainers, headed by Harry Dudley,
came over from the popular caravansary to sing and dance
for ill" uuests. Song selections by Victor Doyle proved a
pleasant interruption to the informal dancing. The event
proved the advisability of holding these "cabin affairs,"

wherein the members meet one another and the social

and congenial spirit is conserved and strengthened.

HOTEL ST. FRANCIS DANSANT, THURSDAY EVEN-
ING, JUNE 15TH.

Reception Committee,
lion. .las. .M. Trout. Chairman. Hon. Bernard J. Flood.
Wm. II. McCarthy. Wm. F. Dunphy.
Jos. ll. Hutchinson M. D Coakley.

s Lewis,
('has. J. Vail.

Jo 11 H. Nagle.

lion. Franklin A

1 ge l lixon.

las r Healey.
John f. Shea.
ai. C. Possner
llarr> \ Keel. T

Dabovich.
Julius Eppstein.

11 W. Seaman.
Chas. A. Nelson.
H on . Job n J . Van Nostrand

Floor Committee.
Griffin,

Chairman.
Gus Schonning.
J. Arthur Ehert.

Tom Dillon.

Roj B. Alexander.
Louis Cohen.
R. I.. Blake
Ed. J. O'Brien.
John .1. Davis.

A S. Ellsworth.

I. Y. C, ATTENTION!
Shipmaf
To those who are now in arrears for dues for the period

commencing June 1st and ending November lluth. 1916:

A little over a month ago we wrote you to this effect

and urged you to send in your check at once. You
neglected to do it. and you will neglect it again, unless you
"do it now-." On July 15th the names of delinquent mem-
bers will be posted. You don't want your name in the

class ease for every member to see, do you? Of course

not, anil we don't, either.

There are only three reasons why notices of this kind
have to be sent to members —indifference, inability or

neglect. We haven't many who are indifferent. To the
lew. we would sav a more gracious thins would be to pay
up and resign. There may be some who are unable to pay.

You certainly are not one. But the ones who everlastingly

wail and pul everything off until tomorrow are numerous,
and that's just about what has happened to you.

Don'l get that habit' It's a bad one! Do it today!

Take out your check book or get a money order. Or, bet-

ter still, come up to the club rooms immediately and settle

up. You'll feel better and so will we when it's attended to.

Yours very truly,

INDOOR YACHT CLTJB,
Frank J. Hennessy. Commodore.

EL SIDELO CIGARS
Will Suit, Your Taste
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OUR PARTICIPATION IN PREPAREDNESS.

The Indoor Yacht Club will turn out to march on Satur-

day, July 22. All of the prominent civic and fraternal

organizations have responded to this monster propaganda

for adequate defense. Governor J. H. Hutchinson has en-

tered into the task of enlisting as many members as are

registered on our books. If enthusiasm counts at all, our

section in the line will be one of the best showings that

day.

Every member who will be in town on Saturday, July 22,

is asked to do his bit. Register at the office. Do it now!

A HAPPY LOSS.

Lose your grouch, you'll never miss il.

Though, at first, it may seem queer
To be just a little decent
To the people who are near.

But with very little practice
Sawing wood from day to day.
You can make yourself attractive
With a grin nailed on to stay.
There is little satisfaction.
Nor is life the more complete
Tf you bite the heads from people
Whom in daily rounds you meet.
And the mussup isn't pleasant
When that little trick you try

—

They can never sue for damage
If you smile and pass them by.

You may think it lends distinction
If you jog along the way
With a grouch on exhibition
Every moment of the day;
But when friends who see you coming
Make excuse to turn away.
You will find the load is hardly
Worth the freight you have to pay.
Be the little ray of sunshine
To the people that you meet;
I_.pt them feel when you are coming
That it brightens up the street.

It's the only way to travel:
Every smile will be a boost

—

And you'll find it worth the trouble
When the chicks come home to roost.

ACHMAN
MISSION
STREET

NEAR
•TH

In the Celebrated Case recently tried in the

Indoor Yacht Club Rooms, additional testi-

mony could have been produced showing that

Lachman Bros. Are 1

Still

Satisfying June Brides—
with furniture at lowest prices

Large
Stocks—

Low
Prices—

AYear
to Pay

f Free

Auto-
Renting

Service

to Find

You a

Home

I

BUSTING THINGS UP.

There was a fellow got a hunch
That he was very strictly "it,"

Just to get even with the boss
He quit.

The boss he bore it wonderous well,

He never wailed or moaned or swore;
Hut said. "As you go out dou't slam
The door."

The other boys about the place
Did not go moping much that day.

They laughed and said good-by. and drew
Their pay.

He thought: "They do not realize
That I have left them to their fate.

So much the better; let them laugh;
But wait!"

And then he ambled down the street
And confidently told the town.

".Xow, fellows, watch and see the boss
Fall down."

Somehow or other things went on;
The business did not go to smash;

The boss went smiling as he grabbed
The cash.

And every day the fellow met
Some, friend that didn't know he'd quit.

And didn't care. Bud wasn't Bore
A bit.

It rather stunned him that the world
Wont booming on through day and nlghl

As well as wheji he used to keep
It right.

Somehow there isn't any man
For whom the whole creation squirms;

And good men cluster round a job
Like germs.

And when you up and leave your place
And think the whole blame works will i|itit.

The, .lol,er hollers. 'Tag. old in in.

You're it!"

The world goes plugging, plodding mi.
As unconcerned as it can be;

If you are mentioned some one asks,
' \. llt'S he?"

—st Louis Dispatch,

thk oiniw
WHITE CHAMPAGNE

Awarded the "(IRANI) PRIX"
ot Ihc P. P. I. E.

Another famous
ITALIAN SWISS
COLONY
PRODUCT //

FbR
DISCRIMINATIVE
PEOPLE WHO
PREFER BOUQUET
FLAVOR AND
QUALITY COMBINED

»T *IL FIRST CUSS

RESTAURANTS & CAFES

I
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VISIT BEAUTIFUL

SAFETY FIRST

Lake Tahoe
And t*he Tahoe Country.

(Zo and enjoy the lure ana romance
of the Lakes and cMountains.

COMFORTABLE HOTELS and CAMPS.
REASONABLE PRICES.

For Further Particulars ask Agent

SOUTHERN PACIFIC

Campin);
Tramping
Fishing
Boating

Clothes
— notKing but Cl'otHes

A line so complete

that for every man
there is a suit ex-

actly fitted to his

needs.

A. great Suit at IpX\_)
Sole Agents

A diet -Rochester Clothes
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ST. FRANCIS IMPORTATION CO.

350 deary Street

WINES AND LIQUORS AT RETAIL
FINEST GOODS - LOWEST PRICES

PROMPT DELIVERIES

DEL MONTE AUTO RENTAL CO.

phone SUTTER 215
LIMOUSINES
LAUNDAULBTS

WEDDINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

CABS
TOURINfJ CARS

OFFICE. 105 POWELL STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

BUILDERS' EXCHANGE, 180 Jeiale Street BOX 03

VINCENT J. DONOVAN
PAINTINO, DECORATING

and POLiSHINQ

729-31 MINNA STREET, San Francisco, Cal.

Phone Park 5156

AnKeuser-BuscK
Brewing Ass'n

Brewers of

Fine Beer

Exclusively

-ST. LOUIS. MO.

Draught

and

Bottled Beer

San Francisco Branch

1300 BRYANT STREET
Phone ParK 306

I am a power for great good if you do

not abuse my use.

In cases of need— I do my work well.

I am a builder up of health and strength

—in the hospital or in the home.

For the invalid or the convalescent

—

for the tired or overworked I offer a

great help.

A little of me goes a long way.

I have been among you for three

generations.

I'm known as Cyrus Noble throughout the world.

Shipmates: When in the Mission, Dance

GOOD SINGING

DANCING

ENTERTAINMENT
Clark Cdke
Famous Amusement Palace
HENRI H. BEHLMER JACK C. RAPP

BOWLING TOOL BILLIARDS

2435 MISSION STREET Bet. 20th and 21st

SMOKE
Hcrina
QUEEN of HAVANA

Shapes and Sizes to suit
All Tastes .£> £> £>

M. BlasKdWer, Distributer

T.l.nh.... * Sutter 4030Telephone,
j Dou|f|„ Sog3

Formerly
228 SI/TIER STREET

GOBEY'S GRILL
140 UNION SQUARE AVE.

Bet. Grant Ave. and Stockton St*.. San Pranclaco, Cal.

101
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ROY B. ALEXANDER
Success, in the opinion o thi i who ittain II and they know is a matter ol net I effort; to those

who miss it. success is merely a Question of luck.

The Buccess thai Roj 8 Alexandei ) a matter ct opportunit) and the capacity to "deliver the

goods."

Not manj summers ago Mr Alexander was occupying a humble post in thi busines office ol the Call, when
that journal was a morning and nol an tfl n I event

The opportunitj came to enlarg his horizon of effort and he wenl into the automobile business

Thai was about five years

At this willing he is the manager of the Peacock Motor Sales Company with a scope of operations extending

from the hearl of Nevada to the Hawaiian islands, and embracing all ol Northern California, And Mr Alex-

nd who are legion, are confident that he hasn't hardly "struck his

Hi
But it isn't so much what our friends think about us that matters, because they may reasonablj bnn

irejudice to bear In our ravor.

It is what your Boss thinks about you thai counts In the paj envelope.

the value which his employers place on Mr. Alexander's in the contested Held of

Ip, it should I"- said thai lasl we k the] took oul l $20, life insurance policy on Mr Alex-

and $12,000 additional accident insura ice, wherewith partially to reimburse them should he—as

luckily he shows no signs of doii • 'his earthly sphi n

Dui :. tii business management the sale of Chandlei

actlj doubled ad tl hai become difficull and competition In sales was more

doubled.
Mr Alexander modi ays it belongs ti icl which be exploits

l itless that has something to do with the I

petitive struggle the

merit o product will Bell it. Behind i oducl there musl be the medium of energj to make its merits

felt, to inspin the sales I with zeal to sell and the public with a disposition to buy.

Ro B Vlexander is thai kind of a dynamic medium,
In behalf of the Indoor fachl Club he bas never been too b to lend aid in behall verj

i Bistance He is a loyal Vachtsmai nstructive citizen and_the rather of a

vonih whose i" -i ipe tor more than that he maj be a "chip off the old block."
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OLD
ttlRIi
WHISKEY

'.

A. P. Hotaling & Co.

Established 185Z

•..i.ojucAf.'^lViV^V.ViV.V.'.V.'.'.V.V.V.'.V.V.V^

Buy your Groceries
= from =

^BOWEN G
&C0.

Pioneers in the Grocery Business since 1850

P. VINCENT MATRAIA. P.». JUUUS EPPSTEJN, Sec'r,

&rt Jflorai Co.
Incorporated

HOTEL ST. FRANCIS

255 POWELL STREET

^HKM2
/

SAN FRANCISCO

SHIPMATES HAVE YOU DANCED AT THE

'Garnation 'Cafe
S. E. Cor. Fillmore and Ellis

GEO. L. DEALEY, Proprietor

EHRMAN BROS.

el ROI-TAN
P E R F E CT
CIGARS

Remember that

Cresta Blanca Wines
Are the STANDARD WINES of California

Try a Bottle of CRESTA BLANCA CHAMPAQNE
(Green Label) Equal to the Imported

PAUL MASSON CHAMPAGNE VINTAGE 1908

WJelaildS The Home Beer
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OVER ORIENTAL ROOFS
By Art
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.4 Coring Crowd at Imperial Hotel, Tok'o.

See, it's great to be hack in San Francisco! I

tainly had a great trip, and Japan is somr country; bat
the old town looks awfully good to me. I've kind of had
a hankering after that fog that blows in through the

Golden Gate, and, say. when I got up to the St. Francis

ler night, and all my old friends came around with
the cheery Hello. Art!" I just sort of made up my mind
that it would be a long time before 1 left the old V. S. A.

again.

The tri]i. however, was a riot from start to finish

is, with the exception of getting my leg broken; but. of

course, that is all in the game, and now that it is healing
up, I don't mind it half as much as 1 did at first.

That life on the steamships is certainly the goods.

Nothing to do but eat, sleep, look out over the ocean and
te glad you're living. Every one treated us tine. Some
of the party were seasick a little, but it didn't affect me
at all. Guess it is because the motion of the ship was
not very different from the motion of an aeroplane wrhen
it is looping. It sure agreed with me, and even when 1

Was laid up in that hospital in Sapporo I seemed to take
on weight.

We arrived in Yokohama on the 18th of March and in

just forty-five minutes we were in Tokio. the capital of the
Mikado's domain, where we were welcomed by General
Nagaoka. president of the National Aero Association; a

representative of Baron Shibusawa. whom I had met in the

United States. Several hundred residents of Tokio gath-

ered to greet us with their "banzais," and we certainly

were made to feel at home right away.
On April 8th I made my first flight at Tokio. More than

80,000 people gathered at the aviation field, anion? the'

members of Japan's royal family and many high gove:n
ment officials.

Of course. I did my best for them, but I fell Tund of

shaky until it was all over and I really was sure that

they were satisfied. The baby racers made a hit from
the start, and the boys drove like demons. Our Tokio
meet lasted three days, and on the last I fiew in a tliirf \-

two metre wind. The citizens of Tokio gave me a hand-
some medal for that flight, and 1 will treasure it as cue of

my most valued possessions throughout my life.

Smith

From Tokio we went to Osaka, and [tut on a three days'

meet. The baby racers again captured the people, and
1 guess they liked my looping. It was here that I made
the first of my two Japanese night flights, and it seemed as

though the whole town was out to see the fireworks.

Our next meet was staged at Xagoya. and lasted for two
days, after which we went over to Toyohashi, where we
put on a one-day meet. From Toyohashi we went to

Nara. Say. that is the place where the rain can come
down. Though we waited several hours for the torrent

to lei up, it failed to do so. and finally I made my flight,

despite the storm.
It seemed as though I were flying through a solid body of

water, and when the little cars raced around the track it

resolved itself into nothing more nor less than a skidding

match.

We were in Nara three days, and from there ibeat it

over to Kyoto for a day's meet. Two Japanese aviators

had been killed at Kyoto before my arrival, so when I

farted to loop there was wild excitement, and I was
nearly mobbed when I finally landed after my flight. They
all wanted to shake hands at one time, and i guess that

they thought I was some kind of a superhuman being.

When the little cars started racing, however, they forgot

about me, and simply went wild over them. They had

never seen anything like that before, and they sure

showed us their appreciation of the show we put on for

them.

While in Kyoto the boys of the commercial school there

collected a purse and purchased a handsome medal, which
they presented to me with their wishes for my future suc-

cess and the success of the boys who were making the

tour with me.

viiil right litre I must tell you about Charlie Imatsu.

my Japanese press agent, who accompanied me from San
Francisco, and without whose assistance I believe the trip

would never have been made. Charlie acted as Interpn

courier and everything else for our little party, and how

he managed to get our baggage and equipment landed

ahead of n- everywhere we went is still a mystery to me

U aving Kyoto, we went successively to Osaka, Toyania,

Gifu, Kanazana. Toyama. Otsu. Okayama. Hiroshima, back

to Tokio, where we were extended another ovation; Utsu-

noniiia, Sendai and Sapporo, where 1 had my accident.

i ere's no use saying anything more about that, for all

my friends know how it happened, and that 1 am now well

tn my way to recovery.

Well, that's about all. except that we met a lot of dandy

people who were all about as nice to us as it is possible

for one human being to be to another; but after all, San

Francisco is a pretty good, little old town and—Oh, well,

I'm satisfied—that's all.

!? UNIS ?»

Jtjc Egyptain £5'
Cigarettes
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A CELTIC SYNOPSIS OF THE STRIKE AT TAITS BIG CAFE

Being More or Less Coherent Account of the Struggle in "Which There Is Blach Mixed
"With Green in the Telling'.

Iv'rywan was goin' there. So, th' day iv th' stlirike I

cashay'd me throw'l in th' pile iv bricks, an' wint up town

with Willie.

Oh! Sooch a mob in fro-ont iv Tait's. It looked like th'

Ger-rman ar-rmy thryin' t' git into Paris, th' week afther

th' war opened.

Well I can get through annything that'll move, an' afther

we got inside, Willie done th' rest,

"I've a pull here," says he.

"Ye've a pull," I says sarcastic. "It's a long rope, Willie,

an' they've made ye th' anchorman—sthicking ye up here

in th' corner. Another pull an' we'd be out th' window."

'Twas a fine cafay, but we couldn't see very well. I

longed t'r a perryscope. Ividintly th' tables was loaded

—

wid men. It looked like 'safety first.' A few wimmin had

seats, but, like suffragettes in the Utah Legislacher, they

were in th' vast minority. A mob iv thim blocked th' dure-

way, the gang-ways, an' th' waithers. An' as f'r standin'

it out f'r a seat, they were betther waithers than the

coons. Misther Pullman's protygees was a wondherful as-

sortment,—one flag, one counthry, but manny colors,—all

t'r wan, an' free f'r all.' Some was black as Pocahontas

coal. Others, like grocery-sthore sugar, was badly atlul-

therated. They wore tinnis shoes, undher white du-uck

imyfor-rms. an' they braced an' swayed in th' alley-ways

an' round th' tables like th' ship was rockin' or th' train

goin' ar-round a curve.

'Twas a wondherful scene. The orkestry was playla'

a beautiful chuue—" 'Tis th' ind iv a purfict day.' on'y it

was just commlncin' f'r th' most iv us. I had eight thoti-

san' bricks to mount before five o'clock. Th' chandyleers,

th' lights, th' ladies costooms,—Oh! 'twas a wondhtrful

sight.

"It reminds me," says Willie, "iv Lord Byron's pome,

'The Eve of Waterloo.'

" The lights shone o'er brave wimmen an' fair men.'
"

"Brave men?" says I. Y'er right. If wan stays in, he

may die iv indigistion.' If he steps outside, half a brick

will prob'ly do th' wor-rk."

The "dinge" who ser-rved us was a red-skinned, Athyo-

pian, with coppery, kinky hair, big brown freckles like

moles, iliphant ears an' teeth like a wall-russ. His nose

was a thick knob in the cinther iv his face, with a smaller

pyramid on ayther side. He musta had Saint Vitus, or the

fox trot, or some other dance, because iv'ry few minutes
he'd inhale his lips an' his nostrils, an' his mug 'ltd con-

tort like th' crather iv a volcano.

"What'll y' eat?" says Willie.

"Cor-rned beef an' cabbage," says I.

".Make that dooble, Sahib," says Willie.

Th' waither explained there was no cor-rned beef an'

cabbage, but wuldn't a nice Noo England boiled dinner do?
"Say," says I, "If I wanted wan o' thim A. P. A.

lu-unches, I'd iv gone t' th' Puritan Dinin' Room."
Willie found somethin' an' ordhered f'r two.
The waiter brought it—two cannary bur-rd eggs, fried,

with a disappearin' sausage hid in th' yoke iv wan iv 'em.
"D'ye ordher dessert before y'r reg'lar meal, Willie?"

says I. "How th' hell fan a ma-an lay bricks on a lu-unch
like this?"
Afther disposin iv Tait's Hasty Lunch (in wan or two

bites), I looked out th' window.
"Is that Andhy Gallagher out there in th' ma-achine?"

"Yes." says Willie.
' D'ye suppose he'll come in here, too?"
"lie prob'ly would, on'y there's too manny pickets watch-

in' 'i.ri."

"Why do they call thim fellows 'pickets?' I always
thought a picket was a rail in a fince."

"Prob'ly they'll look like that if th' sthrike kapes on
ver-ry long."

'Can't th' awthorytees settle th' sthrike?"
''Whin I was a la-ad, we lern't in grammar an offeeshul

is iv masculine gendher. supine mood, but since th' sthrike
they've moved into th' neutbral, or left town on a vacation."

"Then, they's no hope there?"
"No! Blood is thicker than wather; but that iv some

iv our offeeshuls is as thin as .loe Mulvihill's milk."
"What's th' rnatther with Joe Mulvihill? Th' on'y fault I

i/er found with him was he hands out th' bull too strong."
"That's it. If he handed out more 'cow' an' less 'bull'

his pathrons 'ud be betther satisfied."

"What's th' waithers sthrikin' for, Willie?"
"I dinnow. More wages an' less wur-rk."

"Why, I undherstand Tait's waithers all has autymobeelB
and ranches."

"Shure, they has. That's why they wants more time t'

injoy thim an' money t' keep 'em up."
"Can't they settle th' sthrike be arbithration?"
"No. Th' wan side says they's nawthin' t' arbithrate,

an' th' other doesn't know what the wur-rd manes."
"I suppose it's th' old story iv capital an' labor?"
"Yes. Like th' opposite sides iv a hrick wall, they can't

see aicb other."

"Y' don't believe they'll Iver git together?"
"No. They're as distant as Oscar Hock's backbone f'rm

his vest button.
"Why don't they call on th' Ma-are?"
"They done so, but he's too busy."
With what?"
With his private inthrists. his moonicyp'l Jooties, scllin'

Swede's shteamboats, and his job with th' wather coom-
pany."
"What job is that?"
"Ye've heard iv thim San Bias lnjin wimmin an' how

they carries a wather monkey loaded on th' top iv their
beads?"
"What's wondherful about that?"
"On'y this. They c'n carry it a whole day without fa-

tigue, but th' Ca-all says Rolph has been packin' wather
or. both shouldhers for th' last five years."

"At anny rate," says I, "Rolph Is me frind, an' I betcha
it's nobody else's dirthy wather he's packin'."

It wudn't hurt some o' thim newspapers If th' Ma-are or
somebody else wud give 'em a ba-ath.

They're aginst clnsorship o' th' movies, because it's

on'y a step fr'm that f cinsorship o' th' news.

Why is it. Willie, that whin wan o' thim big sthrlkes
conies along, y' hear nawthin' iv th' politicians?"
"No! indade. Whin they're lookin' f'r votes, It's 'this

way in.' In a sthrike it's 'this way out.' I think tb' most
o' thim goes C Santa Rosa f'r the Burbank treatment."

"True's th' Wur-rd, Willie! Manny a time has th' proud
ha-and iv labor shaken that iv th' humble candydales f'r

office. An' th' mornin' afther election, whin they saw ye
sta-ackin' reds' on the back wall Iv a bttlldin'. they wouldn't
notice ye."

We rumynated awhile. Thin Willie called th' waither.
ast f'r th' check an' paid it.

"Didja notice that?" says he, afther awhile.
"Notice what?" says I.

"Twice I laid a quarther on th' table f'r the da-arky, an'

aich time he brought it back to me. Whin I think o' thim
autymobeel-ridin', ranch-ownin' highbinders that's been
masqueradin' as waithers in these cafays, I can't help
thinkin' sumbody ought t' tell Tait to give this bhoy th'

lion Cross, an' f'r tb' sakeivth' long-sufferin' public f hold
tin t' thim coons."

"Let ye tell 'im." says I. "I belongs to th' unions mesilf.
May th' Lord scrawl a hu-timp on 'em."
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A REAL SHOWMAN

Bj Walter

THERE'S one thing certain concerning Oliver Morosco. t

His brightest trumpeters are ti is employees. He in-

spires all of them, from Trixie Friganza and -Musical

Director Harry James, to the last girl that treads the prim-
chorus path, with the disposition of a press agent.

They all boost for the boss, and when a man succeeds in

iring the affection ol those who are making money
(01 him, he i xcellenl chance of making more.

For twent.i hours in the day. Harry James is working
for Morosco nd when he isn't beating ins puissant baton
n\,r the heads of the orchestra he e- out telling a thirsty

and a willing world what a great, big, upstanding man of

esl ibis Oliver Morosco has the distinction to be.
i for Mi is nthusiasm which the name of Morosi i

among 1
1
ose « bo e to him in Ins a [old

theatrical enterprises, seems to be clear.

man himself, bis accomplishments and his aggres-
sion in the ! ises.

Harry James was telling me thai when "Peg 0' My
was lirst produced in New York, there was a sort

of antagonism set up against the Californian who dared
invade the exclusive precincts ol Broadway. Without a

exception the critics roasted" the play. They
agreed that if it had not been for the presence of L

in tin- cast, playing the leading role, the piece would
have been a lamentable failure. The play was utterly con-

ed.

Morosco boughl large paces in the newspapers the fol-

lowing day. He agreed thai critics should be permitted to

that Miss Taylor was a genius in com-
ed3 and thai any attempt on the pari of a producer to

throttle the free expression of the press would work a per
manent harm to the drama. But. he said, he disagreed
with Hi" critics, and was so confident that "Peg 0' Mj
Eleart" was the kind of a play that the public wanted, that
he would iinn about organizing a ' number two"

i\ and send ii out on the road
number two" company was followed by a "Dumber

three," a "numjber four" and other companies until six

were liking the Hartley Manners play around the

country, therebj adding i h to the entertainment of the
world and much money to the coffers ol the California

producer, who proved he was right in believing thai the
Of Peg O' My Heart" was not due to the personal

brilliance of anj Inherent matter contained in

the play itself whereb) II lured and appealed.
\nd from that initial New York BUCCess, three or four

continued to climb until Broadwa)
knows his name as well as it ktmws i

;. l.i.co's.

Next season, Mr James tells trie, Morosco will have a
flock of slums mi Broadway. Canary Cottage," now play-

ing at the Cort will be taken to Gotham. So will "The
with Maude Fulton in the leading role. Anspmher-

Oellghtful "The Unchastened Woman" will be restored to
its New York popularity; two companies will play "Peg
O' My Heart," one in New York and one on the road,
probably. 'The Cinderella Man will continue to attract

lies and tears of Gotham theater goers and there
will probably be two companies playing Richard Walton
Tolly's "The Bird ol Paradise," while "So Long Letty"
will make her New York bow.
With such a record of successful plays, it isn't any won-

der that his co-workers believe the Morosco judgment to be
mething of the nature of infallibility.

"It isn't the money either that appeals to Oliver Mo-
rosco, said Mr. .lames. "It is the pride ol accomplish-
ment He will be more likely to be able to tell you what
so-and-so's line is in the third acl of one of his produi tions,

than to name the price of a production, lie figures that if

how is righl the money will come of Itself. It isn't

needful to won-, al t the box-office, but only to be con-
il the quality of the production. If the latter

is right, the money will find its way into the till."

.lust bow much money "Pet; O' My Heart" has made to
date tor the California producer, nobody seems to know;
hut that it is a fabulous sum nobody doubts With Ave
companies playing the piece throughout a successful season
and with an earning capacity in each cast of upwards of
' a week, and with 8 cast Of only nine player-. In in

means all of them high-priced artists, the balance on the

Anthony,

favorable side of the Morosco books must indeed be
prodigious.

And "Peg" was only one of five plays, none of which,
from "The Bird of Paradise" to "So Long Letty" has ever
suffered a "losing week."

I am making perhaps too much of the monetary side of
the situation which Morosco controls, but the dollars are
the visible evidence of success in the show-business as
elsewhere, and prove that of all the producers now pro-

viding the public with entertainment, Oliver Morosco is

the shrewdest and wisest. At least he makes fewer mis-
takes, and as a producer there is no man I would com-
pare with him save George M. Cohan.

HOW ABOUT THE JUDGES?

By lean Tone.

Provided he has the temperament, the courage and the
training, the usefulness of a judge lies in his own heart.

It does not make the slightest difference to him whether
be be appointed by the State or elected by the people. His
heart is the final forum. If honesty presides there justice

will always be done, if not wholly then as closely approxi-

mate as is possible on earth where to err is human.
Perhaps I am blind to evil and I'll admit that it is pos-

sible that things may have been slipped over on me but

although I have met very many judges and have had an
opportunity to see them work at close range with all the
curtains up. as 1 believed, I do not recall any specific in-

stance of a dishonest judge. Of all that I have known,
barring none, they were trying to do their job the best

they knew how and I am convinced that a judge has a

pretty hard job to fill.

The man who sits down and watches somebody else work
is often filled with contempt at the apparent lack of intel-

ligence, of practical common sense, of doing the right

thing at the right time exhibited, as he thinks, by the

worker. If the listener chances to be at a dinner be weeps
to think of the reams of repartee which the speaker might
have said, if he is in court listening to an advocate he
shakes bis bead in sorrow at the foolish errors in the advo-
cate's method, if be acquires a superficial knowledge ol

the facts of a certain controversy be undertakes to berate
the judge for a decision rendered after long study with all

the facts at the judge's hand.
Let this same man become the active participant, let

him make the after dinner speech, let him appear as an

advocate in some important cause— all causes become
important when he is the advocate—let him try as a judge
to marshal the facts of some case and discover the prin-

ciples which apply thereto and he suddenly forgets his

spirit of criticism. He finds it is one thing to look over
a man's shoulder and tell him how to play the game
and another totally different thing to play the game him-

self.

It strikes me that the more we try to hedge all of our
public officers around with suspicion and with automatic
fences and checks the more we are departing from the

good old spirit of American fairness. If our officers are

going to he dishonest they will be that way no matter
how elaborate our preventive machinery. They will also

eventually be found out and then we will be rid of them.
It is not. paint and powder that make the women of

San Francisco the most beautiful of any locality in the
world. It is their own splendid natures plus the fresh

air. the free, fine pure air of San Francisco.

Therefore. I say California over all. Down with suspi-

cion, away with petty restrictions. Let the people decide

who they want to serve them. They can hit it as many
times out of ten as a President or a Governor. But when
they make their selection and they discover that their

judge possesses the cardinal judiciary virtues of tempera-

ment, training, courage and honesty, let them beware how
they tamper with him. Judges are the surgeons of certain

civil diseases. Just because they hurt sometimes they

Should not be discarded.

Pockets are now woven in ladies' stockings Wouldn't

i' look funny to see a bunch of them walking down Market
street with their hands in their pockets?
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A BELATED GOOD-BYE

It has taken the Main Sheet a month to recover from

the shock of the following facts sufficiently to relate them
coherently:

You may see for yourself the extent of our agitation

—

the waves of which are still tossing us—when you are

informed that the events herein about to he feebly narrated

began on the night of May 17.

Edward "Paul Masson" O'Brien was primarily the

cause—and incidentally the victim.

Friend Eddie was about to depart this life of single

wretchedness for a dual state wherein bis sentence was
to he for life. Be it not understood that in respect of

matrimony was he "the victim," but rather in another
particular of which you shall, if patient learn all.

The time of the gathering of friends and mourners was
set for 7 by the clock at Tait's lit there is such a thing

at Tait's to remind us of the purely mundane).
And at 7 we (or they) were there, 125 strong, to do

such homage as they thought right and proper to the man
who was leaving a period of bachelorhood which had en-

dured since he was a small boy.

As evidence of the high character of Eddie's friends and
his standing in a community which lamented his passing
into the lamp-glow of matrimony, you should be informed
that Billy Hynes was there, ready to act as administrator
of advice, suggestion or comfort. Sam Goldman was to

assist in such ceremonies as might arise spontaneously like

bubbles to the rim of the glass.

Members of the Indoor Yacht Club dropped their more
important duties in life to appear at the function; Olym-
pian gentlemen ceased their games to appear: the Elks
from Number 3 abandoned their 11 o'clock cogitations in

favor of Eddie's celebration—or whatever it was going
to be—and sons from Stanford Parlor relinquished their
grip on the reins of State long enough to look in and help.

Of the dinner, the wine, the favors— for what banquet
is complete without favors?—we will say nothing. It

should be sufficient to remind the reader where the ban-
quet was being held, and that the wine was of that brand
which Eddie has so justly celebrated. As to the favors,
they were like man—fearfully and wonderfully made, and
yet, withal, not entirely inappropriate to the occasion, nor
as lacking in suggestion as the deft, adroit and poetic
tales of Rabelais or Fielding.
Of course, the dessert was not unaccompanied. Tait's

Beauty Ballet came in about that time, and everything
took on a roseate hue, such as fills the Western ski just
before the thunder cracks the cheeks of the heavens.

Billy Hynes, may heaven forgive him. then bestowed
upon the guest of honor the Order of the Garter.
There was nothing particularly the matter with the

Garter.
It was what was tied on to it that counted. It was.

in short, an Oregon boot, calculated to stay the st. sps ol

the most impetuous lover.

Some reassurance was vouchsafed the victim.
He was told that the impediment to his speed was

merely imposed to prevent his modesty from removing
him during the course of the speeches, in which he was
to learn, perhaps for the first time, what a fine kind of
a person he was.
Hayes Barter, Exalted Ruler of the Elks, hastened to

fortify his sense of security by rising and beginning a
salutatory speech of such evident kindliness and compli-
ment that Eddie, suffusing his face with his own blushes,
sank into an abused sense of ease. "Pot" Lewis was on
hand with an affidavit and "put in" with evervthing the
boss Elk had said.

And so things went on in a growing spirit of comraderie
and joyousness. Eddie rose as steadily as his Oregon
boot would permit and began to give thanks for having
such friends as were gathered around him. when

—

The doors were battered in and two officers of the law.
stern, relentless and eager, burst into the room, demanding
the body of one Eddie O'Brien, dead or alive.
The collapse of the merriment at the ball on the eve of

Waterloo was nothing as compared with this.
"What have I done?" stammered Edward.
"Murder," said the officers in awful undertone.
And so they arrested our Eddie.
He was marched out to the music of the Dead March

from Gaul or something else that sounded as sad. N'o

friendly hand waved him adieu; no voice gave him courage,
and no eye gleamed in token of sympathy.
Downstairs and out on the street a crowd quickly gath-

ered. An elderly stranger—as always there is—was on
hand to inform the mob about it. He stabbed a young
woman in the cafe," was the sententious remark.
"Lynch him," yelled the crowd.
The patrol wagon arrived in the nick of time.
Eddie was hauled off to prison, safe from the multitude,

but a prey to his thoughts.
It was not till the next morning that his friends man

aged to extricate our Eddie from the clutches of the law

—

or. at least, it took them that long to experience those
qualms of conscience which even practical jokers are wont,
now and then, to entertain.

At the hour. then, of 10:30 A. M. Eddie was escorted
to the Elks' Club, where his boot was removed, and his

liberty restored.

"Well." said he. "at least domestic life can henceforth
hold no terrors lor me. and the prison of matrimony will

seem soft-lined, luxurious and gracious."
It is not on record, however, that ho has thanked his

mentors for their night's instructions.

However that may be, it is certain that no man ever h:nl

a more memorable farewell banquet on the eve of his

wedding day. nor is it of record that any man has more
Iriends to wish him joy on the journey he is now taking
alongside of the wife of his bosom, to whom the Main
Sheet and all of Eddie's multitude of friends wish Joy,
great prosperity and no Oregon boot, nor any other im-

pediment to their search for happiness.

('Irvland I'lainde.ili-r <>nl> nil" Kiss ill lull is said lo
carry germs. Ml right, we'll take the cances. Where arc
the ninety and nine?

THE NEW AND GREATER

CHANDLER
LIGHT SIX

Come in and see the New Type n l7 n

Four-Passenger Roadster, and the Seven-

Passenger Touring Car.

Price, $1445 at San Francisco

PEACOCK

MOTOR SALES CO,
1350 VAN NESS AVENUE

phone Prospect 431
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WHAT WILL THEY DO NEXT?

By Mot- Altmayer.
My worst enemy would never call me a prude; hut I

write lor information and to learn, it possible, what enter-

prising film producer or theatrical magnate, will take a

chance ami permit us to go to see a motion picture or a

playlet which will not hring "the rosy hue of shame to

the cheeks of the merely decern'
I retty soon nobody will dare to go to a showshop ex

olicemen, trained nurses, doctors and nev
men.
What will our grandmothers do then, with no place safe

for them to visit except the neighbors and mayibe to

[lunch on Sunday?
Did vou notice the billboards last week?
At the Market Street theater. "Common Ground" was

It was a story of San Francisco slums, featuring

Barbary Coast.

At the Portola there was The Little Girl Next Door,"
to which tie management was modest enough to retuse
admission to those of 16 .wars or tenderer. The plot

was placed in houses of ill-fame.

At the Tivoli there was the lurid announcement
"Paying the Price" was the attraction.

At another Market street motion picture house there

idvertised "The Real Underworld."
At the Alcazar there was a play called "Innocent,"

which exploited the misbehavior of a beauteous harlot.

And at the Empress there was a plaj called "Birth
Control,'' from the witnessing "t which the management

i ed the absence of children of immature years.

In Chicago the} were exploiting at the same til

had tlie show here, "Where Are My Children?"
And the ads ran this way. verbatim:
"At Last the Veil has been drawn from the Mysterious

Control of Birth—the Destruction of Innocent Baby Souls
by Selfish Mothers!

"All of the Awful Sordidness of this Law-Forbidden
Practice is Lad Open in This Film!
"NOTHING CONCEALED!"
.lust at random here are the titles o ers:

Bla: ins. Love."
' White Sla> erj Exposed."
' lli, Eternal Sapho."
nought." in five Parts, i Mo on" under :.'! admitted '

i

"The Beast."
"The Soul of a Woman." (Children not admitted!
"The Supreme Temptatii n

Her Maternal R

Perils of Divorce."
"The Cutter Magdalene."
Soul Mates" i For adults only.)

'Her Naked Soul '

And so on indelin

What's the idea?
Isn't tihere anything else to write a it or think of than

some new wa over a mess of muck"
Perhaps when these producers run their string and gel

their pictures so vile that even the censors will lie dis-

gusted, they will find out that decent tolks have forgotten

theatei at all.

And in closing. I'd like to pay a tribute to the few men
who have not been afraid to go ahead with g I plays and
produi e them on the chance that there is, after all, an
audience left for them Henry Miller is that kind of a

producer, anil when you think bail. Over the successful

plays be lias produced, you wondet whj more n do not

copy after his example.
Meanwhile I'd like to add my protest to the storm that

is surely raising against indecency in the theaters and
plead for a place to go to for entertainment where you
can enjoy yourself in the contemplation "t clean things,

real plots ami decent act tons.

A FRIENDLY EPISTLE.
The Main Sheet has many friends, but none more dear

than Marry I. Stafford, whose wit and humor are a joy to

his friends and a menace to his foes. He writes us

i received the enclosed copj "f tie- "Mam Sheet," today

through the mails and I know it must have been an error

pari to send it to me so I am therefore returning

it to you."
The copy was not .-cut b; E i. n "!'. but in a line spirit of

charity

EARLY PENNSYLVANIA SCHOOL RULE.

Some of those dark age wops who decry everything pro-

gressive on religious grounds should never ride on any-

thing faster than a legomobile, for there is as little intelli-

gi nt reasoning in their blatherings as there is to the follow-

ing clause round in a document issued by a Pennsylvania
school board a) out six decades ago:

"You are welcome to use the school house to deb
proper questions in. but such things as railroads and tele
graphs are impossibilities and rank infidelity. There is

nothing in tin- word of Cod about them. If Cod bad de-
signed that his intelligent creatures should travel at the
frightful speed of IS miles an hour by steam, he would

learly foretold by his prophets; it is a device of

Satan to lead immortal souls down to hell."

Cliff House
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Don't Envy Good Furni-

ture—but Have It.
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stove for a Buck, and pay $ I a week.
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Appearances—not always to be relied upon—seem in

this case to promise a relief from the jitney evil in Market
street.

It was shown by the attorney for the Market Street
Association that the jitney was responsible for more acci-

dents and deaths than could be laid at the combined doors
of title United Railroads, the Municipal Railroads and pri-

vately owned automobiles, all put together.

Statistics, while drab and dull, are stubborn things, and in

the case of the jitney problem were sufficiently eloquent to
win a majority vote Irom the Board of Supervisors in favor
of stringent rules looking towards the removal of the gas
parade that is cutting our city in two and hurting business
on both sides of Market street.

For purposes of record it may be interesting to recall

the fact that Brandon, Hayden, Hilnier, Kortick, Mcl.eran,
Nelson, Nolan, Power, Suhr, Wolfe and Hocks voted in

lavor of jitney restriction, and that Gallagher, Ilynes, Mul-
vihill, Walsh and Lahaney voted against the proposed ordi-

nance.
Naturally there will be an effort to make out a case for

the jitney drivers and describe them as martyrs to cor-

porate greed, or something else like that; but the people
will know, nevertheless, that the only way to solve certain
problems is the way Mark Twain suggested taking ink-

stains from the kitchen Moor. Remove the floor....
A singular thing happened in connection with the Pre-

paredness Parade. The Native Sons of the Golden West,
eager to show their patriotism by participation in the
pageant, were discouraged in their intent by Organized
Labor which resented the plan and insisted that the Native
Sons should not march unless headed by a band assembled
at the Haight Street headquarters. But the Native Sons
have a band and a drum corps of their own.

Is the time coming when the hosts of "organized labor"
will insist that your wife or your daughter shall not play
on your own piano after your day's work is done?

* * *

In a world of Shadow, "The Lantern" comes once a
month to lighten life. It is the only magazine of its kind
in the world, and its editors Theodore F. Bonnet and
Edward F. O'Day are benefactors of the race. "It is better,"
they say, "to search for the truth of what concerns us than
to hunt for an honest man."
And easier to find, too.

* * *

A horrid and unthinkable deed was committed when the
mysterious suit-case exploded during the Preparedness
Parade; but it may be that ultimate good will come even
from such a dastardly crime.
The detonation shocked the city into a thinking posture.
Perhaps as a result there will dawn an era in which

man may work wiohout asking any other permission than
that of the employer; when the right to seek happiness
will not be a question of carrying a card; when labor and
its market may meet without extraneous interference, and
when the man who buys labor and the man who sells may
meet on the common ground of their mutual interests
and without rancor.

Perhaps—but it seems too good to be true.

And if the forces which were responsible for the bomb
outrage had calculated the effects of their evil, they would
have known that precisely the thing they most desired
was blocked by their action. In all of the events of Pre-
paredness Day none was so eloquent of the necessity for
preparedness as was the hideous episode of the suit-case
and the dynamite.

* * *

The recent effort to stampede a strike and stall the city's
traffic represents the expiring kick of the professional
agitator. It was as futile as it was foolish. A few weak-
minded platform men, bullied into a protest, find them-
selves out of a job. They didn't dream of their own dis-

content until it was called to their attention by men whose
business it is to stir up trouble and tear down the work
of others' hands.
As a net result of it all, a few undesirable citizens are

looking for other jobs, a lew agitators are disappointed,
and a contented army of workers is si ill at profitable em-
ployment.

* * *

Meanwhile the water-front situation is encouraging the
believers of law and order to continue their "open shop"
campaign and rid the town of the principal source of Ms
woes.

PROHIBITION NOT ADVANCING.

Prohibition workers often argue that state-wide prohibl
tion is inevitable in California because of the rapid ad-
vances which their cause has made. They often poinl to a

map of the United states showing the prohibition area
and call attention lo the very large area which is now under
statewide prohibition, On the map the prohibition
ists are able to make a seemingly Impressive sho\f

ing because of the large area which is under
statewide prohibition. Hut a very casual examina-
tion of this map shows that the gains of the prohibi-

tionists are not as real as Ihey appear to be, tor mosl
of the States which have fallen under their Influence are
of very large area Inn verj small population, while the
stales still operating under the license and regulation
plan are the more densel) populated. Thus tin- wet city
hi New York has a larger population (ban lite dry St:ites

of Idaho, Arizona. Oregon, Colorado, North Dakota ami
Oklahoma. These States cover over one-half-milllon square
miles of dry territory, but the population is only 4,235,948.

New York City litis a populatl if 1,766,880. One hundred
square miles of licensed territory Including the northern
part of New Jersey, the northeastern part of Pennsylvania,
the southeastern part of New York and the extreme west-
ern part of Connecticut has a population amounting i<>

more Hum 12,000,000.

Only 27,344,013 people live in the so-called prohibition
States, while those living in States which have adopted
license and regulation number (1 1,112s 2"3. A larger pro
portion of the population of the United States was living

in prohibition territory in the Tills than al the present time.
In is:,.",, when the prohibition movement was ;tt its height.
12,44.",, iilin people were living in licensed States and 10,746,-

786 in prohibition States, Included among these States
were New York, Massachusetts, Ohio and Illinois. State-
wide prohibition was discarded in these big industrial cen-
ters as an absolute fallacy.

Indeed, the prohibition movement has always been one
which has appealed with particular force to rural common
ities, and as states have grown in population and estali-

lished large cities and the population has become more
centralized, the prohibition sentiment has died out. Thus.
South Dakota as a frontier State in 1889 adopted prohi-

bition, but with the growth of seven years the law was
repealed. In fact the entire history of the prohibition move-
ment shows it to be one that has appealed to sparsely set-

tled communities and thinly settled States, rather than to

States which, like California, have large city populations.
The prohibition movement is not gaining ground as the

map indicates; it has covered vast areas, but affected
a minimum number of people.

A Kansas man takes a slam at all antitrust legislation

by calling his wife "Corporation." He says: "She has
her own way, despite all regulation."
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RANDOM THOUGHTS

Welcome Back—Mm.
It is pleasant to know that .lames W. Coffroth will soon

(eturn to San Francisco even though his stay be short.

It will at least give his Friends the opportunitj of greet-

ing ami congratulating him again in his "hum town" and
Sunshine Jim surely has some friends and just as surely

is entitled to their warm welcome and sincere congratu-

lations. Ii is good lo know that despite war and the

rumors of war, despite reverses which would have dis-

ed and disheartened most any man. Coffroth, alone

and almost unaided, has closed a season of one hundred
anil em- days' racing al Tia . I nana, and has earned a nice

i i. ii Hi. stockholders of the Lower California Jockey
t'luh. The protit. nt" course, is lo lie or has been invested

in improvements or has helped to care for the extraordinary

expenses incidenl in the Hood, but the main point is thai

a profit w.is made.

From a racing standpoint, those who follow the game
ertalnlj no cause tor complaint. Never in the his-

tory of Tic game did horses run to form as al Tia .luana

and the public profited thereby, even though the book-
makers Buffered. The answer is found in Coffroth's belief

in honest sport, Surrounded by officials of the highest
\ and I isty, the usual frame-ups of the track -

the things thai havi done so much to hurt horse racing

were almost unknown and when discovered were severely

punished Owners and trainers and riders soon found it

rofitable and more pleasant and exciting too. to

i mi the square" and the races were reallj conti StS

of skill and class. Edward Tribe, tin starter at Tia
i ing with Coffroth in the lat-

r. r - office uiir the usual pleasantries bad been ex-

changed, Ti e i tplalned that he was anxious to please

and wauled explicit instructions as to his powers, his

superiors and the like. Coffroth replied: "Mr, Tribe. I was
boxing - for over twenty years. I never stood

ra up in a lay down or anything crooked or dis-

l Intend to run tin- race tracl the same way.
You know your business and those are lie- only Instruc-

tions I will ever give you and no one will be permitted to

re "i change them." And both lived up lo the

mi ni

For those who have not visited the holdings of the Lower
California Jockey Club at Tia .luana, a pleasant surprise

is in store. Jtisl international boundary, the

track lays alongside the Tia .luana River, in the base

of the valley. On tin- slope of tin- lull are the barns and

the living quarters of the stable hands and attendants.

land, which is about the size of the one at

Emeryville, looks directly at the now slowly winding,

but only a few months ago. raging river. As one -lips into

Mexico il is indeed a sight. Splendid buildings. Puttering

flags, a long board walk from the boundary to tine grand-
stand gate, auto parks, liveried police and attendants, the

custom house anil the ever present hustle and bustle "1

the track make one feel that here indeed a master magic
hand has been at work. A deserl transformed into a

thriving town « ,i beauty spot!

And the pin if il all is thai a man like Coffroth must
go to a foreign land to do these things. We talk of our
insane legislation, which bars capital Iiom California.

We know that we have reached a halt in our development,
commercially. Hut are we not doing the same with other

ventures, which are and have been equally productive

for the State' Boxing is a joke as it is conducted now
adays only yesterday and the sporting world looked to

California and hundreds yes. and thousands, came to visit

us. What have we now that will attract people? Climate
and the prospect of a dry State and if some of our re-

Bormers had their way, even the climate would be voted
out of existence. What a great titling it would he for San
Francisco ii a race meet, conducted as Tia .luana was,
could be held annually. Why is il not possible lor us

to have a -cries of meets'? Why can't the Coast have the

game attractions, the same sports and the same pleasure
Hi. Bast? But, perhaps, when the pendulum swings forward
again, we may, and our fervent wish is that the pood Ix>rd

leed the day. When il does come, if ever, we hope
that Coffroth will have much lo say and much to do with it.

Meanwhile, welcome home. Jim, welcome back!
The Dynamiters.

The bomb outrage is still the one topic of interest With

alacrity and ability the police department and the district
attorney's office have welded together an apparently con-
elusive chain of circumstantial evidence. While, perhaps,
it is unfair to prejudge, still every circumstance points
to the culpability of the men and women now in custody.
Nor does the previous record of Billings and Mooney and
wife help one in giving them the benefit of the doubt. The
former, an ex-convict and the latter the consorts of mur-
derers, thugs and pluguglies. Certainly all of them,
whether directly concerned in the present outrage or not
an- better behind prison bars. ..Men who openly profess
and practice doctrines of destruction and annihilation, who
preach and threaten, who act as Mooney in the attempted
strike id the United Railroads, who publish pamphlets such
as Mooney subscribed to, are far better out of the way.
And if it be found that they are guilty then Hell does
not hold a spot hot enough for them. It is inconceivable
that human beings could be found who would willingly and
wantonly destroy the lives of innocent fellow beings. It is

almost unbelievable that any man could become so des-
titute of sympathy that he would perpetrate a crime such
as this. But the facts speak for themselves and the obvious
thing to do is to put the malefactors where they belong.
It may at least deter others from following in their foot-
steps and we are glad to note the apparent determination
of the district attorney to refrain from the all too frequent
submersion of the guilty in an immunity bath.

The Freedom of Speech.
To those who think it must be apparent that our boasted

liberty of thought and speech is leading us on to very
dangerous shoals. The stability of the government itself

is often in danger and as the years roll on. we seem to he
growing worse instead of better. The freedom of the
press has grown to mean the license of the press. No
person is too high, no institution too sacred, no legislation
so proper that it is immune from abuse and attacks and
villiheation in the daily papers. Reputations are shattered,
good names are befouled; officials, national, state and
local are ridiculed, lampooned and condemned all the while
our dear emblem, the Eagle, battered and bruised, still

shrieks "Sweet Land of Liberty." And on the other hand.
we bave i, ur snap box orators who are permitted to say
what could not be written. .Much publicity has been given
in the speech of Election Commissioner William McDevitt
at the Anti-Preparedness Demonstration in Dreamland
Kink Mildly, he suggested that it would be an excellent
tblng to shoot a few gentlemen in the back and turn the
Stars and Stripes into the color of crimson heart blood. A
wonderful thought and a beautiful sentiment for a public
Official. And Mel levin's answer to the accusation was that
he did not mean it literally. It was just a figure of speech.
anyway, it's a six. two and even that he will still continue
as a public official, despite the Uw and Order Committee
of the Chamber of Commerce. And this is only a mild,

a decidedly mild, example of what is preached nightly,

daily, hourly.
Unfair!

Another brilliant example of the right of free speech
is found in front of some two hundred odd cafes and res-

taurants of San Francisco. There a coterie of gentlemen.
whose familiarity with the English language is as limited as
their acquaintanceship with a shower bath, assisted by
a itevy of women, parade hourly, greeting the passerby with
"Unfair- Unfair—Don't patronize" and sometimes a lot of

other indistinguishable mutterings. All dear friends by-

right of a constitution, which not more than twenty per
i i nt have ever read or sworn to uphold, but still in the
sweet, sacred cause of liberty of speech. True, no other
civilized community would permit it. True, this privilege is

exercised only by reason of the weakness of our public
officials and their failure to enact or else enforce proper
legislation. But nevertheless, there they tramp backwards
and forward, a splendid advertisement for our city and
a shining example of the glories of our Democracy and
the right of free speech. Small wonder that these men.
unrestrained in such tilings, soon learn to consider them-
selves above the law and. just as soon, begin to take the
law into their own hands.

Labor and the Drys.

The Chamber of Commerce has declared for Open Shop.
Without expressing our own views on the subject, which
are well fixed and equally well founded, suffice it to say
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that the declaration apparently came at the right moment
and the town was just about ready for it. This sentiment,

augmented by the feeling over the bomb outrage has solidi-

fied and developed and to date, at least, their activities

have been successful. Naturally this has created a desire

for retaliation on the part of the unions and we find it

taking a strange and unusual form. The Riggers and

Stevedores Union has declared for Prohibition. Several

other Unions have done the same thing and an effort is to

be made to persuade the Labor Council and the Building

Trades Council to endorse the proposed Amendments Xo.

I and 2. If any one can imagine the Riggers and Steve-

dores and Longshoremen voting themselves out of their

accustomed and, we will add, well earned night caps, we
might take the matter seriously. If, by any stretch of the

imagination, we could conceive the delegates from the Bar-

tenders' Union, The Brewery Drivers' Union and the hun-

dred and one other Unions directly affected by the liquor

question, voting themselves out of jobs or endorsing a

proposition to put them out of jobs, it might be matter for

thought. But we look for Doctor Aked to join the Anti-

Prohibition forces before labor, as a whole, or as a sub-

stantial part, can be persuaded to vote dry. If these reso-

lutions are adopted by Labor, it will mean the estrange-
ment of a considerable part. It will mean insurrection and
secession and just now Labor cannot afford this. Further,
it will estrange a considerable portion of the community,
which always lends a sympathetic ear to the Labor cause.
And finally, all the resolutions ever written or endorsed
or passed by subordinate union. Labor Council or Building
Trades could not persuade San Francisco to go dry. Your
enemies can only construe such action as a foolish threat,
which even if carried to execution will prove ineffective and
is just a confession of weakness. Your friends, and you
need friends, will not take kindly to it either. And if the
State does go dry it means a whole lot of thinss to all.

but it means "Open Shop" as sure as the sun will rise

again.

A Roast for Chief White.

Chief White came in for an awful roast from the official

community toaster, because a few hours after the bomb
explosion he went to the golf links to take his wife home.
And he deserved it! The proper thing lor him to have
done was to leave his wife worrv,and wait and freeze while
he whipped on false whiskers, hired a lot of blood hounds,
shoved a couple of knives in his teeth, a couple of pistols
in his belt and posed for a Hearst-Selig picture "On the
Trail." We cannot imagine a chief of police being so lack-
ing and forgetful of personal publicity as to overlook such
wonderful an opportunity. But strange to relate, Chief
White went immediately to the scene of the disaster, saw
that relief was being rendered, that the crowds were prop-
erly handled, and instead of grandstanding, then quietly
and quickly went about his own business. A few hours
later. Lieutenants Mathewson and Steve Runner and Ser-
geant Goff were organizing a new bureau and a lew days
later the perpetrators, or the supposed perpetrators, were
landed behind the bars. What more could be expected
of any chief of police would be hard to imagine. Instead
of condemnation, the Chief is entitled to full credit tor
what, perhaps, is the best piece of detective work done
in many a day. While, perhaps, he did not do the actual
work, yet he did select the men, outline the plan and ac-
complish the result.

)fl
hen you need a Safe Deposit Box

CALL end SEE =

JOHN F. CUNNINGHAM
MANAGER

CROCKER SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS
,

Crocker Building. Vast and Market Sts.

This paper heartily recommends this institution.

ENTER PROHIBITION; EXIT PROSPERITY.

1915 Figures of U. S. Comptroller Show Dry States Have
Been Hard Hit by Money Drought.

Prohibition and Prosperity.
According to the 1915 report of the United States Comp-

troller of the Currency, the average savings of each depos-
itor in the savings banks was $444. In the following taible a
comparison is made between the average savings of depos-
itors in eight States which have been prohibition for a num-
ber of years and eight States which have been under
license and regulation:

Prohibition. License and Regulation.
Kansas $211.00 California $47-11,1
Maine 408.00 New Hampshire 472 00
West Virginia 181.00 Rhode Island 556 00
North Carolina 183.00 New York 554 00
Georgia 254.00 Nevada 72:
Mississippi 218.00 .Michigan 339 00
Tennessee 196.00 Maryland 381 00
North Dakota 140.00 Montana 361.00
The average for the eight dry States is $224. and for the

eight wet States $4S2. It will be seen that the average
savings depositor in California has more than twice the
amount to his credit than has the depositor in either Kan-
sas. West Virginia. North Carolina. .Mississippi, Tennessee
or North Dakota, all of which are prohibition States.
According to the same report of the Comptroller of the

Currency, there are 11,285,756 depositors in the savings
banks of the 1'nited States, being an average for the entire
country of 112 per thousand of population, lit the follow-
ing table is shown the population ami number of depositors
in eight dry States and eight wet States, it will In- no-
ticed that California has 414 depositors for every thousand
population, while prohibition Kansas has only 12:

I'opu- Depositors
Prohibition. lation. Depositors, per 1000

Kansas l,i;:ui, 21,071 12
Maine 712,111111 238.586 :'.2I

West Virginia 1.221. 27,i;us 22
North Carolina .",77.mm 52,69

7

01
Georgia 2,609, 13,331 11;

Mississippi 1,707. 1 11.: I I

Tennessee 2 . 1 s

4

7s.nun :;:,

North Dakota 577,000 ."am II

Total ll',397, 47S.t;::7

I'opu. Depositors
License and Regulation, lation. Depositors, per 1

California 2.::77 1 984. In". ill
New Hampshire i::n,iiiin 210.."::.", .Mix

Rhode Island 542,000 149,804 276
New York 9,113,000 3,199,307 351
Montana 3761 9,548
•Nevada 81,000 1,964 24
Michigan 2,810,000 560, 199
.Maryland 1,295,000 286,351 221

Total 17. H24.mm 5,100.1101

The average for the eight prohibition States is 42 de-
positors to the 1000 population and lor the eight licensed
States :;17 to the 1 1 population. California, it will be
noted, is not only 30 per cent above the average of the
tight licensed States, but is nine hundred per cent above
the average for the eight dry States.

OPPORTUNITIES ARE AHEAD.

Opportunities are always ahead of you, and the man
who can travel fast enough to overtake an opportunity
can bag it. No man will ever meet opportunity coming
toward him. The opportunity that would turn pack is not
an opportunity.

Opportunities never punch the front door button or
knock on the kitchen screen door.

Big opportunities are strong and sturdy and will always
be found far ahead. You must go some if you catch a
big opportunity.
The more you travel the stronger you get. The faster

you go. the more speed you acquire. Hence, everything
depends on your gait and your staying power.
One the road you will find friends, overtake enemies,

who have given up the chase. They will tell you that op-
portunities are all gone. They don't know, for they are
not up where opportunities are.—The Mixer.
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GOING HUNTING.

By H. H. H.

Iii my not so very distant youth the lure of Nimrod

attracted my vagrant fancy. The catalogs of the ammu-
nition makers and gunsmiths added their quota to the eall

of the mountains and marsh.

With this desire becoming finally an irresistible impulse.

ought a companion of like mind. In my neighborhood
lived a lad in whom Jesse .lames and Kvans and Sontag
Here aces up compared to King Arthur and bis Round
the wild, lie fell for my suggestion with a gladsome spirit

Table. The mention of firearms lo him was the call of

that added fuel to my desire. We derided upon a

and dale. Each was to come armed with the equipment
most convenient for the slaughter of buffalo or bear.

The day arrived I had secured from a friend some live

years my senior an old ten-bore shotgun. He had advised
u^ing shells loaded with No. >> shot, but when I purchased

-hells I got buckshot. This would kill any small go

I encountered as effectually as smaller shot, and. besides.

1 did not wain in he placed in the predicament ol facta

a bear with only bird shot. Another consideration was
that the funds I had on hand did not permit me to

indulge my fancy or choice. I met my chum in

the early morning, just as the old McAllister cable
cars started. We compare,! budgets. He had eighty-

five cents and I had a dollar. We. decided thai the wild

country of the SpriiiK Valley Water Company's property
was most desirable. This for many reasons First, that

hunting was prohibited, and there was likelihood o! some
large game, such as buffalo or elk. being still extant in

that reserve. Secondly, and by tar the most important
reason for this choice, was the lack of funds to trav 1

farther.

The old Cemeteries Line took us as far as the quarter
extended, and we got off and walked west. We

ked up on some crisps and soda water and the afore-

mentioned sportsman's necessities. I noticed the weapon
that my chum carried. It was a wicked looking affair.

When I asked what it was he swelled up and told me it

was a "Savage ,303 Harmerless." It was guaranteed to

kill at a mile, and so forth and so on. I was duly Im-

pressed, and half-way inclined to beast of tnv gun as .

elephant killer, but discretion held my tongue. Envy,
however, had me in its grasp. Finally, by devious methods
and not a little bragging about the terrible carnage that

a load of buckshot would do. 1 persuaded him to take

turn about in shooting with the shotgun while I would do
likewise with the rifle.

When we had aotten a mile or so away from tl

tracks we began looking for big game. 1 stumbled down a

little hill and ran inv gun muzzle into a claj hank. I tried

to pick out the mud with a twig, and succeeded in ram-
ming it down tiie barrel. I shoved the twig after it, hoping
to see the mud and stick do a skyrocket stunt when I

fired. Several yards further on we got our first glimpse
of game. A cottontail scampered into the brush. I could

ii about thirt} feet from me. I signaled "My Meat."
being the "Kinc's Ex" of all true tiger hunters. My chum
yielded by right of discovery. I took careful aim and
pressed .the trigger. Somewhere, miles behind me, a

whole cily blew up. The ground upon which 1 stood tilled

up and I fell over backwards with terrific force. I lay

Stupefied for at least twenty seconds, while my chum
was pounding me upon my chest and shouting wildly to

me to answer thai 1 was mil dead. The haze drifted from
my eyes. I sat up and asked bow my chum managed t"

escape from the terrible earthquake. It took him some
little time to explain thai there had been nothing more
than a mudstorm, which came from my gun barrel, and that

the resultant kick bad knocked me down, I was not fully

convinced; my head still whirling, and to escape ridicule

for being knocked down by the kicking gun. I chaaged
the subject to the object of my Shot. We searched and
searched and researched. The spot where the rabbit

stood or squalled was a miniature crater. Not a sign of

the name except a little mi- I mentioned thai l must
have wounded it. and that it could not run very far.

\i,,ih ten feel away lay seme more fur. Five feel further

we found an ear with the stick I had rammed down the
gun piercing it. That was all.

W'e proceeded reluctantly, the loss of the rabbit being
reproach to my marksmanship, doing over a little ridge,

we came upon a flock of quail. I saw them first, and
was going to call out "My Meat" when I suddenly dis-

covered that it was my chum's turn to shoot the elephant
gun I carried, and. besides, earthquakes always made me
nervous, anyway. We whispered cautiously as to where
the best place to shoot into the covey, and. deciding it, he
raised his rifle to bis shoulder.' Here I protested. Who
had over hear tell of shooting quail with a rifle? A shot-

gun was the proper weapon. Anybody knew that' He
argued that a rifle would kill a quail just as dead as any
old shotgun lie ever saw, and I answered that a rifle

would kill A quail, but a shotgun would kill twenty at one
shot, and, besides, 1 was willing to bet he was afraid to

shoot my gun. That settled it. He grasped my gun, and
pointing it in the direction of tile covey, shut his eyes and
fired point blank. The earthquake was repeated, and my
chum staggered aboul ten feet backwards, but held his

feet. He blinked at me and smiled sickly. His ri-ht

arm was hanging down. 1 saw him rub it tenderly We
looked for our quarry. I have never seen so many feathers

since the time that a pillow exploded in a pillow fight.

Small name abounded, but we passed it up. Finally

we became anxious to shoot the rifle. W'e talked over
tin matter as to what should constitute big game
when a jac krabbit decided it for us. It was my chums
turn to shoot. It was his nun and he argued that hadn't

I shot m] own gun first'.' I had to aKiee, besides 1 did not

tell him that I was willing that be try it first, for I was
convinced that I had pioneered enough for one day and
surprises were not to my liking any tune The rabbit

was about fifty feel away. He was looking away from us.

My chum took careful aim. I cautioned him to shoot it

in the head, so that the meat would not be spoiled by the

sott nosed bullet, lie [allied the trigger and the rabbit

jumped up ten feel in the air ami started towards us at

the rate of a hundred miles an hour. The shot bad struck

under him. and be started going in the direction he was
headed I dropped en m;. hands and knees and reached for

my trust] shotgun, I was desperate. 1 did not want to shoot

thai old thing again, bul as I had ni ver been attacked by a

wild jackrabbit before, I was no! to be blamed if I took

any means, however extreme, to defend myself. I was
ed the terrible ordeal, however, as my chum, in his

hi get out of the rabbit s way, tripped and fell as

tarted to run. That gave the rabbit bis chance, and
with one grand hurdle he cleared my chum as be was
Struggling on his hands and knees to continue the race.

Thai rabbit not out Of sight at once, and as tar as I am
concerned he must have lapped the nlobe before nightfall

W'e sal down for some time to recuperate from our

many experiences Hunger gave us courage, and as it

was my turn to shoot the rifle, my excitement over-

came any fears that 1 might have had. The rabbit was
on a little ridge just below us and hopping along. I took

aim at his bead and lired The bullet kicked up the dust
I .hind him. II.-. like Hie other rabbit, took no time in

getting started, lie streaked out along the ridge. I was
desperate. I chanced a running shot. The rabbit kept
on going, but right in line with the rifle were some cows
contentedly grazing, one of them threw up its bead.

coughed rolled over and lay still. My chum looked at me
and I stared back ai him. Suddenly we both, without

speaking, started in the opposite direction. We walked on

after we lost our breath from running, keeping always in

the brush and not exposing ourselves in any manner.
Finally, after the sun had gone down, we came out to

the car tracks on the count] line. The guns were wrapped
in some old gunny sacks, and decorated like they were
any old things excepting guns.

As a I said before, I have always been curious about that

rabbit witli one ear, but I will die with this feeling unre-

cpii.iecl. The only waj lor me to find out is to ask some
Of the 1 1'le that live down Lake Merced way. That
would he the logical thing to do. Itut there is just the

bare possibility thai the one person I should happen to ask

might be the owner of a cow thai threw up its head.

coughed, fell clown and lay still.
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JAMES MORRIS TROUTT.

James Morris Troutt. There is a name to conjure with.

James Morris Troutt. There is a man to admire and,

incidentally, to vote for at the coming election for Su-

perior Judge.

A certain poet who
achieved no small de-

gree of fame in his

day and generation

asked what there was
in a uame. If the

aforesaid knight of

the pen lived in San
Francisco, during the

time Superior Judge
James M. Troutt has
been occupying judi-

cial office, he would
have k n o w n that

there .was a whole lot

in a cognomen, par-

ticularly when that

name is Troutt. For twenty-six years Judge Troutt has
officiated on the Superior Bench in San Francisco and
during all of that period his name has stood for all that

is fair and clean and ennobling. A deep student of the
law, an indefatigable worker, a perfect gentleman in

every inch of his make-up. obliging amost to a fault,

Judge Troutt is not only an ornament to the Bench in

California, but also a veritable force in the civic life of

San Francisco. His influence has been elevating and lar-

reaching even among those who have not appeared in his

court-room as advocates or litigants. There has been
no movement for the relief of distress or the improve-
ment of civic or State activities in recent years in which
Judge Troutt has not taken a helpful and prominent part.

It is hardly necessary for the Main Sheet to bespeak
for Judge Troutt the support of its readers during the
present campaign for the Superior Bench. Judge Troutt's

candidacy is in the hands of his friends and his ad-

mirers. Not being a practical politician himself, he is

unable to distribute his election cards personally, and so
his innumerable supporters are seeing that this and like

functions in the political campaign are being performed
for him. Judge Troutt's friends began their work early

in the year and the Main Sheet is pleased to have ob-

served that the 'people of San Francisco seem to be mind-
ful of the necessity of electing Judge Troutt to the Su-
perior Bench by a decisive vote.

Judge Troutt was born in Roxbury. Mass.. December
20, 1847. He came to California in In 1833 and after re

ceiving his academic education here went to Harvard
College where the degree of Bachelor of Arts was con-
ferred upon him. He was admitted to the Bar of Cali-

fornia in August, 1874. He served as first assistant Dis-

trict Attorney in San Francisco in the years or 1SS.~, and
1886 and was appointed to the Superior Bench in 1890 to

fill the unexpired term of Judge Thomas K. Wilson, lie

has been re-elected for every term since his appointment.
The Main Sheet hopes that the vote cast for Judge Trouti

at the coming election will be just as decisively in his

favor as it has been on every other occasion that his name
appeared on ballots marked by citizens of San Francisco.

If merit is any test. Judge Troutt's election is assured
by an overwhelming vote.

THE YOUTH OF AMERICA.

"At this time." says the New York Times, "when the

subject of preparedness is of vital interest to Americans,
there is refreshment in the fact that, unheralded and un-

sung, some millions of American youths have equipped

themselves mentally and physically to lead good, sound,

healthy lives, to fulfill thoroughly the duties of good citi-

zens, and if the dire necessity should arise, to place at

their country's disposal the finest of spirit, trained never to

waver under stress of conflict, and the sturdiest of bodies,

drilled to respond with their last particle of energy to the

commands of their wills. They are the athletes of the

land, bronzed and strong-lunged, wiry, powerful and agile

from exercise on track, field and road, tennis court ami
golf links, diamond and gridiron. Their collective name is

legion, and—here is the joy impelling climax—no other

country-in the world has anything approaching them, nu-

merically or in athletic prowess. In this one matter, at

least, Americans need fear no disillusionment —their ath-

letic countrymen lead the world.

"Trained in the great school of out-of-doors, thej are

not pacificists, and yet they balance no chips upon their

shoulders. If an emergency should arise, however they

would be found standing shoulder to shoulder, a formidable

array."

INNUENDO.

Congressman Eugene 10. Reed, "i New Hampshire, told of

the reputation of a party named Aimer.
Aimer was haled in court i" answer to a complaint thai

grew out of a broken bargain, and among the witnesses
called to testify was Hiram Wilkins.

"Mr. Wilkins." said the examining lawyer, "you know
the defendant in this case, do you not?"

"Oh, yes." answered Hiram. Knowed him nigh onter

forty years now."
"What is his reputation for veracity?" asked the lawyer,

"Is he regarded as a man who never tells the truth?"

"Waal, I can't say that he don't never tell the truth,"

answered Hiram; 'leu I do know thai if he wanted his

hogs ter co ter dinner he'd have ter -it somebody else

ter call 'em." Philadelphia Telegraph.

WILLING TO BE HEIR.

Outside it was snowing hard, and tin' teacher considered
it her duty to warn her charges.
"Boys and girls should be verj careful t" avoid colds al

this time." she said solemnly. "1 had a darling little

brother, only seven years old. One day he went out in

the snow with his new sled and caught cold. Pneumonia
set in and in three days he was dead."

A hush fell upon tlie schoolroom; then a youngster i"

the back row stood up and asked:
"Where's his sled?"—Truth Seeker.

RETAIN THE INCUMBENT JUDGES OF THE SUPERIOR
COURT:

JAMES M. SEAWELL,
JAMES M. TROUTT,
FRANK J. MURASKY,
GEORGE H. CABANISS.

WATG H PO R

INDOOR YACHT CLUB
SPECIAL NOTICE or ANNOUNCEMENT

In the NEXT ISSUE of

"THE MAIN SHEET"
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Indoor Yacht Club
Club Rooms and Office. 4 Eddy Street. Telephone (PrlvaU

Exchange connecting all departments). Sutter 5386.

Board of Pilots.

Commodore. M. W. AHmayer, Steward
McCarthy, Keeper-of-lhe-L#og.

Joseph A. Watt*
Job. Lewis.
Geo. Symon.

Joseph H Hutchinson Wm. Chappell
Harry F. Sullivan. Assistant Secretary.

Frank J. Hennessy,
William H

Thomas S. Mulvey
James W. Coffroth
Samuel Berger

4&J$m Official Photographer

Criticize and suggest for the Improvement of our service
Complaint anu suggestion box in lobby.

Is your address correct and your name properly spelled
on our records, evidenced by your bills and the envelopes
from the Club? If not. as a great assistance to this office

we would suggest that vou correct the same yourself when
mailing your check to the office. It is very important that

we have our records in this respect authentic and we ask
your hearty co-operation with us. Moral: If you change
your mailing address, let us know and we will see that
the possibility of your mail from this office going astray Is

eliminated.

List of members suspended for non-payment of dues

will be posted August loth. Kxpulsion August 20th.

COMMITTEE APPOINTED TO ARRANGE OUTING AND
PICNIC.

Hon, Jaa. M. Troutt, l Hi ecto] mi i rhlel

Hon. Frank J. Murasky Hon. G. H. Cab

l '. Nagle
ed I 'oustetl e

A. T. O'Brien

Arthur « Jrowley
i lorace Seaman
K. I* lilake

W. J. Rigney
.las. P, Healy
Mr. Jos. Gunvllle

Harry Gulnnane
Ray i ileeson

l I .i nk Eckenroth
A I Conn iff

M. D. Coakley
Con Colonan
-i"- S Lewis
Keegan Schober
3. Arthur Ebert
Otto Wallfis« h

Jack I I mi!

AI Katsihinnkl

John .1 < ) Hi i>ii

Chaa. J. Vail

A. S. Ellsworth
K. 1„ M0U03
Harry A. Keelei

John Hughes
Steve Dabovich
Chas. M. Long
Capt. U New house
Thoa M« i

:

Win. hi

Jos. Ferrari

Julius Eppsteln
Clarence Berry
Selbj ' ippen hel mer
Prank a. Lawler
Mh hael Hej fron

Wm. .1. Hynes
Gerald A. Griffin

Capt Thorvald Brown

Tom Dillon has just returned from bis trip to New York,

made in the interest of his business. While Bast he at-

tt ruled the Klks' convention in Baltimore.

Dues must be paid before August 20th.

ATTENTION I. Y. C.
Shipmates: Are you aware the dues of several
hundred members still remain unpaid. The
names of these members will be posted in the
Club vestibule on August 15th.

I
.--f 'Dues now delinquent: if unpaid on August 20, expulsion.

SOME TRIP.

Tlie Yachtsmen and their ladies who took the trip to

Vosemite returned loud in their praises, not only of the

marvelous valley, hut of the manner in which they were

led thither and back. One, Con Collonan, was the Cook
guide. Whatever anybody wanted to know, he told them.

No want was left unsatisfied from the time the party left

San Francisco to the moment they reached home again.
Indeed, so considerable was Collonan's success as a guide,
explorer and pathfinder, that there is a strong probability

that a winter party will be organized so that the valley
may again be visited and discovered in a mood of white.

The qualities in Con Collonan which render him success-
ful on such occasion are rare, and consist of tact, diplo-

macy, courtesy, eagerness to please and thorough knowl-
edge of the conditions and circumstances under which the
tour is progressing.
As for the visit itself, there was more than a patriotic

I rvor filling the breasts of the travelsrs who started on
the Fourth of .July. There was the joy of discovering that
this western rim of the great U. S. was decorated with a
majestic bit of God's handiwork which He, the Original
Creator, has never duplicated elsewhere, nor given to any
land to celebrate save this land of the Golden West. The
might of His hands here found finest expression in domes
and sky-kissing cliffs, rivers spilling from dizzy heights
their splash of rainbow colors, lakes of mirror smoothness
Did trees of such distant origin as makes the Pyramids
of Egypt immature.

It is refreshing to find among the candidates for public
office a man upon whom all partisans can agree. Shipmate
John I. Nolan, Representative in Congress from the Fifth
District once again is in this very favorable position. He
has been one of the few Independents elected to Congress
within the past four years and his public record has been
so good that we only wish that more men of his high char-
acter were seated in the National Assembly. .Mr. Nolan
has fathered in the present Congress a .Minimum Wage
Hill for Federal Civil Service Employes. It is notorious
that many of the servants of Uncle Sam are under-
paid; some of the employes being expected to support and
educate a family on the munificent salary of fifty dollars
per month. To remedy this condition, the bill intro-

duced by Congressman Nolan provides a minimum wage of

three dollars per day for all government employes. While
some opposition to this beneficent measure has been en-

countered, a sufficient number of votes have been pledged
to secure its passage. We congratulate our fellow
Shipmate upon his magnificent record and prophesy that
he will receive a vote at the Primary greater than that
ever given a candidate for Congress from the Fifth Dis-
trict.

For beauty I am not a star.

There are others more handsome by far

But my face, I don't mind it

—

For I am behind it

—

It's the people in tront that I jar.

EL SIDELO CIGARS
Will Suit, Your Taste

VOTE for CHESTER WILLIAMSON, Candidate for the Assembly, 30th District.
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A PAGE OF CORRESPONDENCE AND AMENITY

Apologies and Postscripts Are Appended In All Sincerity and Confidence and Addressed
to "Whom They Are Due.

An Apology and a Postscript.

The following letter, addressed to Commodore Frank J.

Hennessy, is self-explanatory:

San Francisco. July IS. 1916.

Frank J. Hennessy, Esq..

Commodore I. Y. C,
No. 4 Eddy Street, City.

Dear Sir: I beg to call your attention to an article ap-

pearing in the July issue of the Main Sheet, the official

paper of our Indoor Yacht Club, on page 6, in column 1.

relating to the late Wm. Haase.
Wm. Haase died during the month of June, 1916, and

was buried June 29 in Greenlawn Cemetery; he left a

widow with five small children, two of whom are adopted.

So far as I can learn, he was of a most genial dispo-

sition, an honorable man, a good citizen, the best of hus-

bands and the kindest of fathers.

His recommendations from St. Louis, given by his former
employers, are the very best that any one can give and
an honor and credit to the man of wbom they speak.

The best evidence that these recommendations are true.

is the standing of Wm. Haase in his former place of em-
ployment, the Hofbrau. whose proprietor, Mr. Hirsch. wenl
on Haase's bond to the extent of $5000 without any se-

curity whatever. How he stood with his fellow employees
at the same place can best be learned by personal enquiri
Even if, for the sake of argument, all I say ot wm.

Haase is not true, and all that the article in the .Main

Sheet infers be true, do you think that the publishing o'"

same does any good to any one. or that it is a credit,

either to the paper or the Indoor Yacht Chili, which i'

represents? Who is the one that suffers by such things'.

Those that are left behind—the widow and the live little

children.

I am a member of the I. Y. C. and have always bi 811

proud of my membership. This is the first time that
anything has occurred that would in any way make nip

feel that all the nice, charitable things that our club has
done are not as sincere as I have always thought them
to be.

Cordially and respectfully yours,
'HERMAN KOHN.

This was Commodore Hennessy's reply:

Herman Kohn, Esq.. July 21, 1916.

540 Powell Street. City.

My Dear Mr. Kohn: Your letter of the 18th inst. came

THE OIN'LY
WHITE CHAMPAGNE

Awarded the "GRAND PRIX"
at the P. P. I. E.

I

Another famous
ITALIAN SWISS
COLONY
PRODUCT

OMMM
FbR

DISCRIMINATIVE
PEOPLE WHO
PREFER BOUQUET
FLAVOR AND
QUALITY COMBINED

AT ALL FIRST CUSS

RESTAURANTS i. CAFES

I

to hand, and the contents of the same were carefully noted.
I personally did not read the article that you refer to in

your communication. There are a great many things pub-
lished in the Main Sheet that I do not approve of. and I

regret that anything printed in the last issue has been a

source of pain to the family and friends of Mr. Haase.
I will look into the matter, and if I believe an injustice

has been done any one, I will ask the editor of the Main
Jheet to publish a retraction.

Very sincerely,

(Signed) FRANK J. HENNESSY.
The Main Sheet has unwittingly been put in the position

of a despoiler of the happiness of the innocent, a position

t is unaccustomed to occupy, and in which it is reluctant

to stand.
The article in question was written without venom, but

rather as a statement parenthetically of a fact which
seemed established. We decline to believe that it has
injured the happiness of the widow and her live small
children.

It is the intent which counts in law as elsewhere, and
the .Main Sheet hastens to disclaim intent to hurt the
innocent. We believe that the record of this journal's

progress over the stormy sea of transient literature is

justification of this assertion. And we are grateful to Mr.
Herman Kohn for his unsolicited acknowledgment that this

is the first time he has been offended.
We cannot, however, refrain From the reflection. ohviOUfi

to most casual attention, that had the late William HaaBe
disclosed towards the little ones a slight fraction of the
consideration, solicitude and tenderness which reaches out

now to them by our eager correspondents, there had never
I ei ii anj occasion for the first article nor for this, our
sincere apology.

RANDOM THOUGHTS STRAY BACKWARD

And since this is to be a page of amenities and amend-
ments, lei the following he recorded:

Several months ago our Random Thoughts, exercised
over what seemed at that time to have been an Injustice

done the I. Y. ('.. strayed into personalities, and. fretting

over the slitiL' ot a tatui.il injury, there set down certain

things concerning Mr. John Elliott, then president ot the

Pacific Athletic Association.

Subsequent events have disclosed the- truth that no
injury was done or intended on the part of Mr. Elliott, who
will, we hope, accepl this "amende honorable" in tin

cordial spirit which Inspires it, and resume with the I. Y. ('.

the cordiality of relations unstrained by (he memory of

n marks which we regret and disc-hum

HE BELONGS.
It seems (hat in a dear desire to give William l-\ Ihinphy

ell the best of it, we recently attributed to him member-
ship in several organizations to which he does not belong,
and he. ever eager to escape unwarranted advantage, has-

tened to assure us of his non-membership in the same
notably the Olympic Club and the Knights of Columbus.
This statement, though it is on our apologetic page. Bl

not be construed as an apology, because the person men-
tioned and the organizations indicated would both be hon-

ored by the other's affiliation.

It remains true that he is a member of the I. Y. ('.. ami
that, in our opinion, is the important fact.

IF WE KNEW.
If I knew that a word of mine.
A word not kind and true,

Might leave its trace

On a loved one's face.

I'd never speak harshly;
Would you?

If I knew the light of a smile
Might linger the whole day through
And lighten some heart
With a heavier part,

I wouldn't withhold it;

Would you? — (Author Lnknown.)
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lOGDEN & SHASTA]

ROUTES

Summer
Vacation Trips

Reduced Round Trip Fares to Mountain
and Seaside Resorts

Monterey Day Points
LaKe Tahoe
Sierra Resorts
Yosemite
LaKe County Resorts

Shasta Pvesorts
HlamatH LaKe Region
Crater LaKe
Los Angeles and its Beaches
San Dieg'o and Its Exposition

For Fares, Sale Dates, Train Service, E.tc.
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A great Suit at $20 Sole Agents
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ST. FRANCIS IMPORTATION CO.

350 deary Street

WINES AND LIQUORS AT RETAIL
FINEST GOODS - LOWEST PRICES

PROMTT DELIVERIES

DEL MONTE AUTO RENTAL CO.

phone SUTTER 215
LIMOUSINES
LAUNDAULETS

WEDDINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

CABS
TOURINQ CARS

OFFICE. 105 POWELL STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

BUILDERS' EXCHANCJE. 180 Jessie Street BOX 05

VINCENT J. DONOVAN
PAINTING, DECORATING

and POLISHING

72P-31 MINNA STREET, San Francisco, Cal.

Phone Park 5156

Anheuser-B\iscH
>rewing Ass'n

Brewers of

Fine Beer

Exclusively

-ST. LOUIS. MO.-

Draught

and

Bottled Beer

>?>?

San Francisco Branch

1300 BRYANT STREET
Phone Pa.-K 30fe

I am a power for great good if you do

not abuse my use.

In cases of need— I do my work well.

I am a builder up of health and strength

—in the hospital or in the home.

For the invalid or the convalescent

—

for the tired or overworked I offer a

great help.

A little of me goes a long way

I have been among you for three

generations.

I'm known as Cyrus Noble throughout the world.

Shipmates: When in the Mission, Dance

Clark (^afe
Q00D SINGING

DANCING

ENTERTAINMENT

Famous Amusement Palace
HENRY H. BEHIMER JACK C RflPP

BOWLING TOOL BILLIARDS
2435 MISSION STREET Bet. 20th and 21st

SMOKE
YZorina
QUEEN o/ HAVANA

Shapes and Sizes to suit
All Tastes & & *>

M. BlasKower, Distributer

t i .„h„n * Sutter 4039
v

I Doufflv 5683
Formerly

228 SUTTER STREET

GOBEY'S GRILL
140 UNION SQUARE AVE.

Bet. Grant Ave. and Stockton St9.. San Francisco. Cal.

101
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GUS LACHMAN
Bus Lachra is a m,li

That's why In- is Bin

With the sum of $ii»' in his pocket, when San Fra Cisco
, pori [ furni-

ture oi Mission and Valencia, all th
; Into the hastil} acquired wagons

Why do that?" his friends asked, us he relayed th od team until he gol them up on Twin
p - The in- in" - v. iii have i" pay."

And Lachman said: 'Why not prol property?"

And that seems to be the motto of the Lachman brothers who i
i fraternal quartette al the corner of

Sixteenth and Mission streets. T nservers ol thi f their customers; they extend credit and they
o marry for love shall be lacking the equipment to put their house in order. The an

construi tive men hants, and their wall beds are mirai

In 1895 they were at Valencia and sixteenth Btreet aed the firsl credit house in the Mission. Gus
says, with appreciation of the humor of the situation, that their little store n i n an undertaker's shop and a

brewery. They i for eighl years, and for two years on Sixteenth street. New thej own the property

a warehouse, a factor; and their own apartments.

"And we have established it all on the basis nfldence," Bays Gus.

They have seen the rise and fall of many competitors in the .Mission, ami they have learned that the survival

of a business is a case ol the survival of the fittest

Incidentally tins and an inventor of the name of Beach whose geneolc lies back to Yankee New
England, have perfected a wall bed which is so cunningly hung and hid that unless one is perfectly acquainted with

his own room he might never suspect its presence behind a buffet.

On the alghl ol December 20, in the year 1915, 25,1 persons passed Into the store of the Lachman brothers to

I in the celebration Of the twentieth anniversary of tUe organization's existence.

That's a lot of friends.

And thej arc nol 'll of them in the Mission, eltl
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A. P. Hotaling & Co. 1

Established 1852

Buy y„„r Groceries

BOWEN G
&C0.

Pioneers in the Grocery Business since 1850

P. VINCENT MATRAIA. P,a. JUUUS EPPSTEJN. S«'<7

&rt floral Co,
Incorporated

HOTEL ST. FRANCIS

2 55 POWELL STREET

T**^ KEARNY 35M

SHIPMATES HAVE YOU DANCED AT THE

tarnation 'Cafe
S. E. Cor. Fillmore and Ellis

GEO. L. DEALEV, Proprietor

EHRMAN BROS.

"EL ROI-TAN
P E R F E CT
CIGARS

SAN FRANCISCO

Remember thai

Cresta Blanca Wines
Are the STANDARD WINES of California

Try a Bottle of CRESTA BLANCA CHAMPAONE
(Green Label) Equal lo the Imported

PAUL MASSON CHAMPAONE VINTAGE 1908
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EULOGY, FOOD AND A WELCOME HOME

Porter Mickle, James Woods. I. Laventhal, Wm. Kyne. G Flannagan, Leon Wing, Geo. Schilling, Sam Rucker,
\V. J. Lynch, Sam Berger. Marry Stafford, Dr. Arthur Beardslee. Jim Griffin. T. Kreling, Frank Hennessy. W. Kidd
Nelson, Julius Rosenfeld. Harry Monahan. Wm. H. McCarthy, John Tail, T. S. Mulvey, Jos. Lewis. John Cunning-
ham, Dan Murphy. Dave Sullivan. Al Herbert, Frank Fekenroth. Win. L'Heureux, ' S. A. McDonald, Richard Quarg,
James Coffroth, Julius Eppstein, Moe Aitmayer. M. Levy, a. J. Griffiths, Jos. Deerlng, Charles Arata, Jos. Watts,
<\ Christensen. Dr. R McKlroy.

They gave Jim Coft'roth recently a welcome home such
as few men are honored with and embarrassed him with
compliments; but the compliments were as sincere as the
welcome, and both proved that absence does in fact make
the heart grow fonder; for in his departure from San Fran-

cisco, Jim began the accumulation in the hearts of his

friends, of a bigger appreciation for his services to this

city in the shape ol clean sport, and for his worth as a
friend.

At any rate that was what most of the friends around
the banquet board tried to express, save Harry Stafford,

whose sense of humor sees in everything the object of its

: elenl less sean h.

What was th comment he made, sotto voce, to George
Schilling's ringing panegyrics?
William II. McCarthj was the toastmaster.
There were forty diners around the table at Tait's. but

Sam Berger introduced (in his speech, of course) many
other notables, such as A. Lincoln, R. tngersoll, G. Wash-
ington and W. Shakespeare.
When it comes to going out into the byways of tim

and space and bringing in guests, our Sam has 'em all

aid be makes them all say something, too. Perhaps,
like Charles Lamb, Berger may occasionally fabricate quo-
tations and put them into the mouths of these worthies,
but, If so, the said excerpts of wisdom, are always in

er worthy and as faultlessly dressed in the rhet-

oric of English as are the customers garbed in the dr.-ss

le when they leave his emporium of fashion.

James Woods' contribution to the eloquence ol the night
poem, the only fault to lie found with which was

that, perhaps, it was a trifle '" erudite for a jovial banquet
Occasion. However, it was delivered with such keen

ation of its intimate beauty that its somewhat
philosophic character was forgotten in the elegance of

uner and the beauty of its thought. "Uneasy Lies

the Head thai \\'e;irs a crown." was the aesthetic
<I the poem, the author of which, we think, was one of

tlie Brownings.

Lilly Kyne. John Tait Frank Hennessey and Arthur
Fiske were others who toasted the guest of honor in well

words, but perhaps the most appreciative of the
speakers was George Schilling who told an interesting
story of his first meeting with Coft'roth when the pair of

vent in Schilling's car to the race track at Tiajuana
alter the floods had done their worst to Coffroth's big en-

terprise. To those who know Sunny Jim, there would be
nothing surprising in the narrative, but to one who had
never seen him in action, the spectacle of a man whose
Investments of time and money had b?en wiped away in

a night, taking the attitude of philosophy and smiling
with unforced optimism,—one can understand how that
would impress a stranger, and so it was. Coffroth witli

the wreck of his enterprise just revealed could see only
the possibilities of beginning again and achieving success
in spite of the elements San Francisco folk are not un-
LCQUainted with this spirit.

Besides tin- music of the oratory there was the lilt of

melody supplied by Jack Malum and Willie Xelson, both
of whom covered themselves with glory.

William H. McCarthy can always be depended upon to

!! UNIS 20

Jgc Egyptian 25 (

Cigarettes
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say the right thing at the right time, and his eloquence

is never too weighty tor the occasion which it graces. In

introducing the guest of honor, the toastmaster paid his

respects to the well-known Qualities which have made the
name of "Coffroth" synonymous with everything that is

"square" in sportdom. He spoke of the interest taken in

San Francisco in the affairs of Coffroth in the south and
hoped for the time to come when this great state of Cali-

fornia would reveal itself in its former light of liberality

and confidence, opening once more the rights of the
world of sport which now are over-ridden by fanaticism.

But whether here in San Francisco or south in Tiajuana,
Toastmaster McCarthy said that "Jim's" friends would be
ever with him, wishing him luck in all his enterprises, and
confidently anticipating his success.

Coffroth's speech was as modest as it had a right to be
"puffed-up." Jim said that everyone knew his weakness
for speeches. Before he went to Tiajuana. he as-

serted, he hadn't been able to address a public or a
quasi-public assemblage without great distress to him-
self, to say nothing of the suffering of others; but. since
his Tiajuana experience he had learned to speak in public
without the least fluttering of the heart; he had talked
before the authorities, the Governor, and many other
worthies of Mexico's troubled land. He had made so many
speeches, he said, that he had almost come to the point
where he could use his hands and make I^atin gestures.
This accomplishment, he expects to acquire with facile
grace during his next sojourn in the south where every-
one talks with his hands.

The speaker prophesied bigger things for California in

the near future in the way of clean sports. He believed
that the racing game as well as the boxing, would be
opened once more—in a modified form, perhaps, but in

such a manner as to encourage these legitimate lines
of sporting contests. He pledged his energies in behall
of these things, and said that in order to set the example
and show to everybody how racing could be promoted
properly, he proposed to engage the best men in the
business—the best judges, and the best experts of ;i 1 ] kinds
connected with the racing game. He had found it neces-
sary in this regard, he said, to go East to secure talent;
but he was leaving nothing undone, nor was he sparing
any expense in order to associate himself with men of the
highest reputation, standing and integrity in the world oi'

sport.

In short, Mr. Coffroth promised bis hearers that the same
principles which had actuated him during his long career
as a fight promoter would be his guiding rules in this
new game he has undertaken.

Almost everything that could possibly happen to injure
Coffroth's chances of success in Tiajuana had fallen on his
efforts. The unsettled political situation, the impending
clash between Mexico and the United States, and then
the disaster of flood overwhelmed, but did not discourage
him; and he said that the results of the season were
highly satisfactory and a complete justification of the
hopes which he and his associates entertain for next year.

Billy Kyne's speech was a flattering endorsement of the
address of the toastmaster and others. While be I.Mr.
Kyne) had not been the greatest success in the world,
he modestly said he could recognize success when he saw
it, and could appreciate the qualities which render it

inevitable. These qualities he found in "Jim," and he
said he believed that the enterprise founded, fathered and
fostered by Coffroth in the south was destined to become
one of the most sensational and spectacular successes in
the whole history of sportdom. He concluded with the
hope that at least "our Jim" would never have to travel
on the Oregon Short Line.

And John Cunningham also made a speech; but it was
brief. It ended almost as soon as it began, and not
because it wasn't eloquent, either.

It promised not only to be eloquent but vigorous, vehe-
ment and as impassioned as the oratory of a political
prcphet. But it was stopped, and no one will ever know
what it was that John wanted to say about a person
named Booth who appeared to be running for some kind
of office, the nature of which John was about to explain
as well as the said Booth's eminent qualities to fill the
same, when unfeeling persons, probably of a different

political faith, announced their disapproval in riotous terms
and the speech died lamentably.
About which time harmony was restored via the me-

lodious voice of Sam Rucker who sang with deep feeling
"The Home Plate Inn." and for encore something about
"It's a Good Idea to Think it Over Carefully."

Julius Rosenfeld of the Cliff House contributed a num-
ber to the evening's entertainment which was much ap-
preciated. He sent a zither player who proved to be an
artist on that insinuatingly charming instrument.
An account of the evening would be incomplete without

the mention of what might, in less congenial circum-
stances, have proved to be a most awkward juxtaposition
of opposing interests and "spirits." Whoever had the
arrangements in hand which resulted in the placing of the
guests at the table, evidently has an impish sense ot
humor, for he placed Joe Deering near to Phil Wand, and
neither knew exactly what kind of wine to order, whether
it should be Cliquot or White Seal, and their immediate
neighbors were likewise embarrassed; thus, in order that
no one's feelings in the premises be hurt, everybody had
some of both. Thus was the cause of business promoted
and conviviality established an the basis of a pleasing
compromise.

Oh. yes. Tony Griffith, as the night wore on, made
short speeches too.

FELICITATIONS ON THE STAGE.

He who thinks the actor is a conceited and difficult per-
son, aloof and egotistical, should have dropped in at il

Alcazar theater on Thursday night. August 111, after the
regular show was over.
He would have seen an unusual sight on the stage—

a

real banquet at which were seated about 100 guests with
Forrest Stanley as the host. The banquet was in com-
memoration of the pleasant associations soon to be ter-

minated and which had been set up through Stanley's
< im;i^. mi rit ;ii ih«- \lcazar, Kvery male member of the
Alcazar forces from the man who sweeps out to George
Davis and Frederic lielasco who engineer the ship of local
stock drama was there, besides ;i lew outsiders whose
eligibility for attendance was based on long acquaintance
with the Alcazar family, and sympathy lor its struggles,
applause for its attainments and hopes for its future.

In the middle of the festive time Louis Bennison, one of
the best friends and best of actors, rose with a package
in his hand for delivery to the star who was soon to leave
for Los Angeles. It was a platinum and pearl chain, the
gift of the entire membership of the Alcazar household.
The speech of presentation was as graceful as it was sin-

cere, and a climax in a delightful evening which didn't end
until— wiui knows"

Cliff House
The Wonder Spot

oj the World

M

(f~- Dinner=
A PRIX FIXE= $1.50=

Every Evening

Exceptional Dance Music
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ONE STRIKE AND OUT

By Jean Tone.

Everj man, woman and child in the United States
would have been out if the railroad trainmen had called
the strike scheduled for Septemher 4. Nobody until the
last minute of the eleventh hour, that is, nobody among
the masses, had the faintest idea of the gravitj ol the

itior, a matter of fact, nothing so serious had hap-
pened since the Civil War of 1861. The possibilities of
such a strike as was threatened were so tremendous as
almost to be inconceivable. Imagine what would happen
to a man if the blood of his body suddenly should stop
Circulating. The arteries of this country are its railroads.
Transportation is its life. Stop transportation and the
country swoons. Stop it for any length of time and the
country dies.

There was an attempt at publicity of the question at
e The railroads at enormous expense distributed
taganda. They placed paid advertisements in the

,

tig forth their argument. The argument of the train-
men did not get so wide a publicity. Probably not one in
ten persons outside of railway circles read these argu-

-. The chances are that tills one failed to com
hend the arguments. Yet the man outside was jusl is

vitally concerned in the proper solution of the problem
as the railway managers or the trainmen. He is the man
who eventually would have had to suffer If the tram
are being paid too small a wage, he will be the one to

the additional amount.
The law says that a railroad or am other public utility

may earn a revenue sufficient to pay its operating expense
plus a reasonable interest on its Invest nt. The y
paid for labor is an operating expense. Therefor
sumer eventually would have to paj the difference in in-

creased freight rates.

The trouble began about a year ago. At that time the
engineers, firemen, conductors, brakemen and switch)
asked the railroads to give them what they call a basic
eight-hour day, with time and one-half overtime. At that
time and now they were getting in certain localities a

hour basii- day. with time and one-half overtime Some
of the railroads were giving an eight-hour basic day. The
Southern Pacific observes the eight-hour day. except in

the mountain regions. The railroad eight-hour basic day is

led with a mileage basis also For example: \n
englneeer starts out with a freight train. If he goes 100
miles and it lias taken him only seven ur eight hours, he
is paid ini nil- day. One hundred miles equals ten hours.
If he goes 150 miles in ten hours, he is paid time and one-
half overtime; that is he is paid first for l'OO miles, which
equals one day Then he is paid for 50 miles This is

one-half day. For this he is paid for one-half a day, plus
one-half for overtime, or one-quarter day. Thus he is

paid 1
;

i days The time and one-half is called punitive
overtime, or a punishment, as it wei ed on the
railroad for making him work overtime. Freight trains
run slower than passenger trains. Xot just because they
are more heavily loaded, but because they have to wait
at sidings to let passenger trains and other "superior"
trains pass. This brings the average speed of a freight
train down to about 10 miles per hour.
The railroads declare that it is impossible to spe d up

a freight train. They say that freight trains are being
run now just as fast as present traffic conditions will

permit.

The trainmen asked lor an eight-hour basic day, with
time and one-half overtime. The railroads replied: "You

isking for this simply to make more « i i are
not so much concerned about hours of work as you are over
a chance to make more money. It will be impossible for

si il up our freight trains to make them cover the
it hours. If wo i,, do that, we

This would cost anwould have to change our terminals,
immense amount of money."
The trainmen replied: "We are concerned with the

hours of work. Eight hours is enough for any man to
work. Our work is particularly hard and exacting. You
are mistaken when you say that you cannot speed up your
freight trains. We only ask you to speed them up to 1.' .

miles per hour, and we, as experienced railroad men. know
this can be done. We would not try to make any more
money. We take a pride in our work and no engineer
would lazy along the road. In fact, he could not do so.
because he himself is directed and controlled by train
dispatchers who tell him when and at what points to wait
for superior trains."

The railroads declared that it would add $100,000,000
to the wages paid to these trainmen per year to make the
change. The trainmen replied that this was not so; it

would not add $20,000,000 per year. This amount distrib-
uted over all the 225 railroads involved would not require
an increase in rates.
The railroads said: "This matter should be submitted to

a board of arbitration. If such a board, after a careful
investigation, endorses your demands, we will grant tl

willingly."

The men replied: "We are not willing to submit this
to arbitration, because we believe no third party would
be able to understand the problem in the short time thai
would be given him. We would rather discuss this ques
tion with you."

President Wilson then took a hand and suggested the
mg of an eight-hour law with pro rata overtime. Thai

is. without the punitive time and one-half overtime. The
men agreed to call off the strike if this bill were passed.
They kept their word.

Now the railroad men hint that the bill is unconstitu-
tional. If it is discovered to be so. the whole trouble Will
arise again and another strike will impend.
Out of this controversy one fact stands clear to some

who have followed it closely. It is that the railway man-
agers and the men have no real quarrel with each other.
All are practical railroad men. Managers have arisen from
the ranks. They know and respect each other. Why. then.
should they quarrel at all? Why can they not be friends'
Personally I believe the fault lies beyond them. They are
impelled to do what they do by a blind economic force
The men are compelled to demand and the manage!

i Where starts this force? I would answer, "From
about five or six banks on Wall street." In that center
is tb.' mainspring of commerce and of all economic
activity That mainspring is money. If that money Is

Bed list a tiny bit the pressure goes swelling with
an a. d throughout the country. When it

strikes some little engineer's family it hurts or else it

engulfs them.

That "center" is the place where the sweat and the
teats of interest on mortgages are no longer visible. The
human element vanishes Money becomes mathematics
Justice, humanity and righteous distribution are terms un-
known. The men are all right—capitalists and laborers—
but the principles that govern the fountainhead where
money is made to breed money are wrong. Does any
man desire to be a peacemaker between capital and labor?
Let him go to work at those fundamental principles then.

right away.

NO ADVANCE.

grease is about the only lubricating stuff that's

ime old prii i
i tion.

EL SIDELO CIGARS
Will Suit Your Taste
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HO! FOR THE TWO PLATOONS.

By John P. Doran.

Indoor Yachtsmen with good, red blood in their \eins
are giving a hand to the fire laddies of the San Francisco
fire department in the fight for the two-platoon system.
After all has been said and done, the two-platoon ques-

tion is this: "Shall the firemen whose services may be
dispensed with when the motorization of the fire department
has beeD completed in 1919 be turned out of their jobs,

or shall they be used in putting the two-platoon system
into effect?"

Where is the Indoor Yachtsman who is going to vote or
work to put any fireman out of his job? A pair of double-
power binoculars might bring to light an Indoor Yachteman
who is not particularly enthusiastic about voting a man into

a job, hut it will take the strongest telescope on Mount
Lowe to find a Yachtsman who is a bit enthusiastic about
voting a man out of one.

The firemen have a campaign this year that is entirely

different from the one they had four years ago, when the
two-platoon system first came before the voters.

Four years ago they asked for an appropriation for the
additional men needed to put the two-platoon system into

operation.
This year they are asking for nary a cent. They have

the figures to show that the two-platoons may be installed

in 1919 without the addition of as much as a mill to the
tax bills.

The motorization of the fire department, which is ex-

pected to be completed in 1919, is what is going to make
the installation of the two platoons without increase in

men or taxes possible.

Nearly a dozen companies will be no longer necessary
when the motorization of the department has been accom-
plished. The men from these companies will be dis-

tributed among the members of other companies if the
two-platoon amendment is approved at the election of No-
vember 7th. If the amendment is not approved, these men
of the eliminated companies are likely to be out in the
streets until, with the growth of the city, new companies
are formed.
Of course, the firemen are anxious to have the 12-hour

day instead of the 24-hour day, so that they have an
opportunity of enjoying life with their families, but in no
sense are they depending upon sympathy in this campaign.
They are asking the people to adopt the two-platoon

system because the local department will thereby be ren-
dered more efficient. Just how this greater efficiency
may be brought about is told by statements filed with the
Board of Fire Commisioners at the time of the making up
of the last budget.
The minimum force on duty in a fire house under the

present system is four men. The minimum force under the
two-platoon system would be six. And the drivers of the
motor apparatus may be used in fire-fighting, whereas the
drivers of horse-driven apparatus must attend to their
horses on arrival at fires.

Under the two-platoon system a full force is continually
on duty, and there are always men enough at hand to take
care of a hose, a condition which does not always obtain
under present regulations when firemen receive an hour
and a half for meals. The two-platoon amendment requires
that the full force be on duty continuously from 8 a. m. to

6 p. m., and from 6 p. m. until 8 a. m. No meals are to be
taken out of the firehouse during hours of duty.

So it looks as if there are any number of arguments in

favor of the two-platoon system this time and not an argu-
ment against it—except the argument of putting the fire-

men from the eliminated companies out of their jobs. There
isn't much likelihood that this argument of putting some
of the fire laddies out of their jobs is going to win many
hearts or votes among the Indoor Yachtsmen.
The two-platoon system ought to win—and win big.

Here are a few figures taken from government statistics

showing how women are entering business in the United
States: Stenographers. 239,977; teachers and professors.

327,635; in various trades, 481,159; engaged in agricultural

pursuits, 770,005; physicians and surgeons, 73000; clergy,

7395; journalists, 2195; architects, designers and drafts-

men, 1037; lawyers, 1010; women in various professions.

429,497.

SAN FRANCISCO CERTAINLY DOES KNOW HOW.

She knows how to rise supreme over earthquake and fire.

She knows how to hold world fairs. And she knows how
to be grateful and appreciative!

She knows who her public officials are, and she knows
how well each one of them is doing his work. And she
is always ready to recognize duty well performed. As wit-
ness the wonderful vote cast for the four incumbent su-
perior judges at the recent primary election.

Each of the four incumbents who is up before the
people for re-election has done his duty honestly, faith-
fully and fearlessly, and San Francisco by her vote on
primary day has served notice to all the world that she
isn't going to turn any one of them out of the office which
he has held with credit to himself and to the city.

Judge Frank .1. Murasky, Judge James II. Troutt, Judge
James Seawell and Judge George A. Cabaniss—these are
the four men who have merited San Francisco's confidence
during their long years on the bench, and who have been
renominated at the recent primary by such large votes that
they will really have no opposition at the general election.

Murasky. Troutt. Seawell and Cabaniss— it must be ap-
parent from the gratifying votes which these men received
at our recent primary that they are going to continue to
administer the law on our local superior bench for years
to come.
There was an impression before the primary election

that the incumbent judges were not making enough of a
glad-hand campaign. There were those who felt that the
rules of electioneering required that these men of judicial
experience and judicial mein should go about the city

from one end to the other tangoing and kissing babies or
else face the probability of defeat at the primary election.

The argument was made that San Francisco was unmindful
of the splendid records of the incumbent judges and that
these incumbents could not hope to be re-elected on their

records alone.

The event has proved otherwise. San Francisco is mind-
iii) ui" the records of its superior judges, and she does
know how to give her endorsement to the work and efforts

of her public officials.

It is refreshing to see that our judicial officers can go
about their work quietly and properly and feel that their

efforts are appreciated and understood by the voting pop-

ulace.

The vote given to the incumbents, Murasky, Cabaniss,
Troutt and Seawell at the election last month leaves no
doubt as to what the people are thinking and what they
intend to do.

There is no doubt that they know who their incumbent
judges are and what enviable records they have; there Is

even less doubt that the voters are going to give to the
incumbents at the general election in November the same
overwhelmingly decisive vote that they gave to them in

August. Here's hoping! And here's success to you
Judges Seawell. Murasky, Cabaniss and Troutt. You de-

serve it.

CIGARETTE DAY.

The headquarters for the San Francisco Association for

the Blind and the Permanent Blind llellef War Fund lor

Soldiers and Sailors at 49 Post street Is a scene of great

activity these days. From nine o'clock in the morning un-

til five in the afternoon, with the exception of Sundays,
the many prominent women who want to help the sightleBS

unfortunates to help themselves are marshaling their

forces for a big attack on the charitably inclined in this

city, to take place Thursday. September 14, "Cigarette

Day."
"Cigarette Day." an entirely local conception, will be

devoted to raising funds for those two very deserving

organizations. Half a million Imperiales cigarettes have

been given free of cost by the manufacturers to the ladles

in charge, and several hundred attractive and energetic

maids and matrons will dispose of them to smokers and
non-smokers on the above date. If any one does not

smoke and wants to help along the cause, the cigarettes

can be purchased and given back to the ladies, who will

send them to the sufferers from trench warfare across

the seas.
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THE AFRICAN INVASION

It remained for the culinary strike to complete the eman-
cipation of the negro.

A racial uplift has followed and now the "ilinge," as he

is sometimes impolitely called, not only waits on our tahle,

hands us our hats and blacks our boots, but cooks our food,

unloads our boats and entertains us at the theater. From
chef to longshoreman, and from longshoreman to actor,

the negro has found himself, and is a servant to humanity.
As for the negro's qualifications which fit him to hold

his present jebs, doubtless not the least advantageous is

the durability of his skull.

For Ions he has maintained himself before the public

in the capacity of entertainer, and from minstrel man to

Cncle Tom has withstood the shock and attack which new
efforts on the stage invite from rural and irreverent audi-

ences; but as longshoreman and high class waiter he is,

comparatively, new to us. And in the arguments which

such a situation is bound to excite between the "outs" and

the "ins," between the striker and the main who takes

th vacant place—we insist that a durable pate is no mean
advantage.
A test of the benefits accruing from an impervious dome

has not as yet been made in any determinate degree, and
will not be. if the Chamber of Commerce, and the other

forces seeking good government in this city, continue to

light the sood tight which is being waged in behalf of the

principle that a man has a right to run his own business

without outside interference and that labor has the right

to seek employment wherever it may he found.

However, this was to be a story of the rejuvenation of

the negro histrionically.

The Empress stage looks like a spol in Baltimore.

Plump negresses, and negresses whose attenuation reaches

near to the vanishing point; black negroes whose color

seems to contradict the assertion that there are no full

blooded Africans in America; yellow negroes, pale re-

minders of racial inconsistency and human fraiit) ;
brown

negroes, of dapper manners, centuries removed from the

influence of Africa's sunny climes'; and one pretty ne-

gress who is so «hite that civilization has nothing more
to give her in the way of tints, made a polka dot spectacle

on the stage.

Thev perform a number of dan to be from Lew
Purcell'a on Terrific street. Evident^ the wave ol reform

has hit Lew's. Or at hast the dances have been censored

for their trip up to Market street, thus maintaining the

reputahility of the Empress, even if discrediting the more
eager efforts to please as disclosed at the original home of

the syncopated rag down in Pacific street.

It is better so. Sid Grauman's latest "Twenty Minute"
ould offend no one except the person who insists on

realism even when it is offensive.

Some of the dancers are unusual of their kind, and the

variety of syncopation which is introduced is possible only

to the mind of the negro whose springy nature finds its

completes! Exposition In the singular and impulsive

rhythms of "rag-time."

The band is not to be despised, either. Harry .lames'

orchestra at the Cort is merely the same thing, refined

. mented and literate. It seeks the sa kind Ol

eery" effects, and its assemblage of instruments is of the

same character, only more extended
3S of Sid's three ventures in the producing

business has tempted him to try his luck on thi

the state at large He is lending ins three productions out

on the road and they open in Oakland soon. "A Ninht at

the San Francisco World's Fair"; "Twenty Minute

Coffei and "Twenty .Minutes at Lew PurcelPs."

comprise the trilogy of offerings which will comprise
shov. i lance to see which the modest f

or ."in cents, according to seat location, will he asked As
more than 60 persons are employed in the production, and
as tic all assembled right here in San Francisco,

and i
i

- nol Importations, save in the case of two
or three solo dancers; their success on the read has an

Industrial significance, which makes its fortunes of more
artistic interest to this city.

Wiiether the "out-of-towner" will be interested in two
such peculiarly local institutions as "Coffee Dan's" and

Pun remains to be seen; that they will be

Sid Grauman's bet, and his showmanship has been justi-

fied by the extraordinary success ahead, achieve

his Twenty Minute" productions.

THE NEW AND GREATER
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1
7
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Looks like Hughes had his whiskers trimmed in Cali-

fornia.

A great many ot those Progressives who "have" to

vote tor Hughes are going to vote for Wilson.

They say Wilson was anxious to settle the railroad strike

so Hughes could continue his tour.

Goodness gracious! San Francisco no more than gets

rid of Rev. Burlingame than we are threatened with a

return of Dr. Aked.

By the way. Red Jack Sullivan of Sacramento fame
managed Judge Sargent's campaign.

Booth may have lost his prestige, but he certainly lost

no money.

What California needs most is the repeal of the stupid
primary law.

Voters should not be deceived by the hawkers of the

"night" police court petition. It is merely a scheme to

appoint Police Judges. With a few exceptions, the ap-
pointment of judges is a sad mistake. Do not sign it

and be sure to vote against it.

Well, we will have a moist senator and a drv governor
in 1917.

If it had not been for the vicious appointment of a
long-haired, bible-backed, dry-as-a-chip lieutenant governor,
Hiram might have made it unanimous.

How can Rolph fire McDevitt? Surely the mayor doesn't
mean everything he says!

Every wideawake San Franciscan should keep Stephens
and that Hobson amendment in mind.

Judge Griffin got what he deserved—every vote in San
Francisco.

What an improvement on Market street since Dan
Ryan and his jitneys disappeared.

Amendments Nos. 1 or 2 would close our club bar. Keep
the NO in November.

To our friend. Judge Sargent, we suggest back to the
law books, and forget the empty mouthings of Red Sul-
livan.

Ninety per cent of the fights were settled at the pri-
mary, yet men are forced to continue due to the crass
stupidity of the primary law7

.

Did the old convention system in its most corrupt days
ever present such a medley of candidates for the Legis-
lature? Really, it's a wonder our laws are not worse.

Why more appellate courts? Aren't we bad enough off

now?

If Billings planted the bomb—let's plant Billings.

Emmet Hayden is boycotting his own joint. Four years
makes some people amusingly courageous.

John Tait made a ten strike at the Hughes luncheon.
John doesn't always wait for opportunity to ring his bell;

sometimes she can be seen through the glass door. -More
power to your brains and your courage, John!

Charley Nelson says we have solved the problem of the
jitneys by keeping them off Market 4S hours out of the
day.

So Percy Long has resigned. They say there's a story
back of it, but it's all to Long's credit.

Mayor Rolph had made up his mind long ago on the
appointment of the new city attorney, but evidently the
assistant mayors didn't make theirs up as quickly.

Just as Oregon and Washington have become thoroughly
disgusted with their dry politicians, we have Stephens
handed to us.

Governor Johnson, if you had to do it over again, would
you appoint Stephens? You could have won without in-
flicting him upon us.

The Right Rev. Dr. John J. McCort, in announcing to his

congregation in Philadelphia his appointment to the Los
Angeles Bishopric, said: "It seems that 1 must go; pray
for me." He must have known whereof he spoke.

When in doubt, blame the corporations!
That is the usual process of the average mind, eagerly

searching for a "goat." But it is not necessarily the fault
of the transportation companies that the ferry boats are
conjested with commuters. The fault lies largely with that
singular anomaly of a person who owes his living to one
community and takes his money into another.

IN THE LAND OF THE FREE.

Certain men are trying to determine who shall and who
shall not work, and where;

Certain others are trying to determine for us, what we
shall drink;

Certain others are trying to determine for us where we
shall eat.

Poor Uncle Sam!

From 10 o'clock in the morning until 4 in the afternoon.
Before and after those welcome hours the jitney flourishes,
smells and terrorizes, as heretofore. However, let us be
thankful for favors received and pray for the time when
it will be clear to our rulers that that which is dangerous,
offensive and illegal for six hours cannot be safe, welcome
and legal during the other eighteen.

That all the good writers hereabouts are not employed
on the newspapers, the weekly papers or contributing to

magazines is ofttimes proved in the Chronicle's Safety
Valve. The controversy over the question of "open shop"
or "closed" has encouraged much eloquence. "Medico"
wrote recently that it was absurd to contemplate arbitra-
tion of the question. "Closed Shop" he likened to a cancer
which was destroying us. You do not arbitrate, in such
a predicament, he said. You cut the malignant growth
out.

Red Jack must have forgotten that Chinatown was
in the 32d when he ran for the Republican County Com-
mittee. Chinese have long memories and some of them
may have lived in Sacramento.

The jitneys got off Market street, ungracefully; but they
got off.
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RANDOM THOUGHTS

Our Financial Statement.

The .Main Sheet publishes in this issue a financial state
nl of the affairs of the Indoor yacht Club, and a very

editable statement Indeed it is. if will serve a two-fold
purpose. It will inform the loyal that the finances of the

mization have been bandied with wisdom ami ability

and that the club stands upon a sound foundation. It will

reassure the doubting Thomases that the munificent ex-

penditure of fifty cents monthly has not brought on ;i wild
and reckless extravagance and that the moneys ol the

1. V. C. have not strayed except into the coffers of the
organization. There are leu. ii any, other clubs who
can relatively show the same progress. That there are
clubs with larger treasuries, heavier investments ami mori

..n-ate ideas goes without saying. But most of tbi m
have been promoted, or financed, perhaps is the better
word, by heavy drains upon their membership or hy bonded
Indebtedness, floated in one way or the other.

The assets of the Indoor Yacht Club when ii moved '"

its present quarters, consisted of two bottles of BourDon,
a half bottle of Scotch, six bottles of ginger ale, two packs
of -Milos and a miscellaneous collection of cigars, compris-
ing principally six Floro Del Mundos and an equal number
ut K\ Sidelos and an occasional Optimo. The employes
consisted solely and exclusively <it one I'rofessor Fernan-
dez, who has since departed to his native Hidalgo, and
who, besides his clerical, janitorial and interpretive duties,
also occupied the position oi mixologist To these some-
what dubioi must be added a spirit of co-operation
and an enthuiasm among the rather limited active mem-
bership of the club and an abounding faith and unlimited
energy on the part of the Board of Pilots, capitalized by
the ever-zealous Moe Altmayer and Tom Mulvey.
The financial statement speaks for itself. It shows just

what the present assets of the club are; but it does not
show what has been accomplished while the almost twenty
thousand dollar investment was being paid off. Eliminate
the improvements, the card rooms, the billiard and pool
tables, the entrance to the club rooms, with the automatic
elevator, the library, the improved periodical service and
the more modern bar and one would agree that even with-

out these the club had made wonderful progress. Hut in

addition to all this, the IndQpr Yacht Club has conducted,
ami well conducted two "Kiddies' Hall"—one "Kiddles' Cir-

cus"—one "Kiddies' Day"—a picnic at Clarence Wet-
more's ranch at Livermore, a second one at Coyote Point,
Halloween nights at the German House and Hlancos, in-

numerable anniversaries and club nights in our own rooms,
a dance at the Arcadia and one at the St. Francis and the
Charity Bazaar at Union Square, and, last, but not least,

one memorable Goodfellowship Hay. Qnite a record of
achievement, isn't It?

So we think the Indoor Yacht Club can be proud of its

showing ami can be proud of its membership. There are
no better club rooms in San Francisco. There is no club
which gives greater and better accommodations and en-

joyment to its membership and at dues that are purely
nominal. The financial statement speaks eloquently for

the capabilities of the Hoard of Pilots. There are few
who know that they, individually, have endorsed the notes
and borrowed the money which made this success pos-
sible. There are few who know that the first money paid
to the Alaska club to bind the purchase was advanced by
a member of the Board of Pilots. Hats off. then, to the
men who have accomplished the.se thin us, and hats ofT

again, because while there is no William II. Crocker among
th in. and we wish there were, still they have worked hard
and this success is theirs, even though in the night, like

the watchmen, they have not shouted from the housetop.

Pay Up or Get Out.

And while we are discussing I. Y. C. affairs, it is cer-

tainly in lin^ to call attention to the number of gentlemen
who are in arrears for dues. The list is somewhat lengthy
and the names more or less distinguished. It strikes us
as surprising that such a large number of members.
through sheer carelessness, should permit themselves to

become delinquent. It is even more surprising that after
the matter has been called to their attention, not once or
twice, but three and four times, they still ignore the obli-

gation. So a final notice is to be sent, which, stripped of

its polite verbiage, plainly says. "Pay up or get out."

And it looks as though a large number will be expelled.
For some we are sorry. For others, we will shed no tears.

The many, perhaps, have grown negligent in matters of
this kind, and with the continual procrastination that some
men acquire, have "put it off till tomorrow," and tomorrow
never comes. The few only joined the club for some sel-
fish purpose, probably because they had some particular
brand of goods to sell, or, perhaps, on the eve of an elec
turn. These are the barnacles that any club is better
without. They are the gentlemen who usually ot

front seats before the election, but afterwards are hard
to find. They carp and criticis? and censure and condi
so the sooner they hit the sidewalk, the better for all con-
cerned. Anyway, the list will be posted on September
loth, and it will be interesting to dote the dear departed.

The Motor Bus Scare.
The Mayor wants to run auto imses across the park,

down Market street over Church street and along the
beach esplanade. Motor bus transportation didn't seem
to be a very thriving investment during its brief sojourn
in our fair city. Assuming the money to be available for
the original investment in buses, which is doubtful; as-

suming the fund to be provided for the upkeep and main-
tainance; assuming the most favorable circumstances, how
can th-- city own and operate bus lines with transfer priv-

ileges at a five-cent tare, when at ten cents straight, with
no transfers, the Exposition bus line was a failure? Would
the Mayor operate them on Market street? If the United
Railroads can successfully prevent the paralleling of iis

narks on Market street bj the municipality—does it not
seem reasonable that they will restrain the city from oper-
ating a bus line, which must parallel it? And what of

the congestion thai we have been told was soon to be
relieved? Would the Mayor operate a bus line through the
Twin Peaks tunnel? Obviously that is ridiculous. Ovei
Church street? It will be some bus line that can navigate
the church street hills even with the ash-can cutoff, per-

haps along the beach and connecting with the main Geary
et line it might be made to pay. but even this would be

doubtful on any legitimate transfer exchange. On the
whole, it looks SS though our municipal railway system
has a mighty hard problem to solve, and motor busses on
a straight five-cent fare with transfers will only make mat-
ters worse. ac ha- v e*A Five-Minute Stop.
Then comes Supervisor Welsh with a proposed ordi-

nance limiting automobiles and vehicles to a five-minute
stop on Market street. That certainly is some task for

the police, assuming that the Market street merchants
would accept without protest this amendment to our al-

ready burdened traffic laws, and that the public generally
would agree. Neither supposition, however, is liable to

happen. The amendment has raised the very dickens and
will in all likelihood be buried in the committee of which
the Supervisor is chairman. Why it was offered is hard
to understand. Perhaps the can having been tied to the
jitneys, the Supervisor wanted to make a clean sweep of

the whole street. Perhaps it was offered in good faith.

tint certainly without serious thought. Forty minutes is

the time now allowed, and while this does seem long,

mi where there are no side streets on which to park it

allows a comparatively short time in which to stop or

transact business. Other cities limit automobiles to a
twenty minute stop, but there are no other cities which have
the same situation confronting them as San Fram: i

There is one main street with all arteries leading to it.

and along this main street are all the larger mercantile
establishments and office buildings wl^ere the public must
mi. To give a woman five minutes in which to driv^ up
to the Emporium and shop is ridiculous. To give the

Bulletin five minutes in which to get its news service

wagons loaded and away is equally absurd. To give a man
five minutes in which to eat his lunch at the Palace will

certainly be productive of indigestion, it nothing more It

the Supervisor will investigate the number of auto stands

from Sixth to Second and either abolish them altogether
or else limit them considerably, he will be working in the

right direction. If he will go further and look for peddler
permits, he can probably clear Market street of a great

number of obstructions, both on street and sidewalk. Hut
for the rest, please don't make the lot of the Market street

merchant any more difficult. He has got it coming and
going, and it's about time to help rather than hur* him
more

- Doctor Aked Not Wanted.
When the congregation of the First Congregational

Church were discussin- the question of bringing the Rev.
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Doctor C. F. Aked back to the fold at a- slightly reduced

salary, a gentleman named Gibson arose and stated: '"Let's

bring him back and then we'll all go to hell together."
.

At least, that's what the Chronicle says he said. It was

a bold thing to do—to speak right out in church in such a

fashion, and no wonder Deacon Morse called upon the

congregation to kneel and pray. We don't know Mr.

Gibson, although the name sounds somewhat familiar. May-

be he's the fellow the cocktail is named after. Or could

he be the originator of the Gibson girl? Anyway, it's a

distinguished name, and we're with you, Mr. Gibson, with

you to a man. With you on the cocktails, with you on

the girls, and with you on old Doc. Aked. After the prayers

the vote was taken, and old Doc. Aked came as close to

winning as Bill McCarthy when he ran for Assessor. And
what a panning the doctor came in for. It seems that the

good people of the first church in the city, as some one
said, really wanted a minister who would talk and teach

the things that ministers are supposed to talk and teach.

They didn't want any Sundayism, and while the Reverend
Charlie was grandstanding and doing the Barnura and
Bailey, and raising holy hell, the congregation was begin-

ning to dwindle and the church was religiously and finan-

cially going on the rocks. His own people were on ail

the time, and when Charlie announced that he was going

away, they pulled a few crocodile tears and laughed be-

hind their 'kerchiefs and whispered "Good riddance to

bad rubbish." And so Charlie is out for fair, and we shall

know him no more. For which. Oh, Lord, we thank Ti-.ee!

We've stood earthquake and fire and pestilence ami all

the other burdens, but don't, please don't give us any more
0( Aked ' A Lesson On Libel.

Henry Ford—he of perambulator and peace fame- -has

sued the Chicago Tribune for one million dollars damage.
The Tribune published an editorial on the subject of

Ford's reputed statement that he would discharge any of

his employes who joined the Xational Guard and re-employ
them on the same footing as any applicant. For this the
Tribune denounces Ford as "ignorant, a deluded human
being and an anarchistic enemy to the nation which pro-

tects him in his wealth." Now it occurs to us thai the
Tribune is about right, and that Ford is all and more than
it calls him, provided he made the statement. Still Ford,
we presume, has the right to make any rule thai lie pleases
governing his employes. There is no law that provides
that an employer must keep the places vacated by Xa-
tional Guardsmen or must pay them wages or must pro-

tect their families in their absence. Patriotism and the
enthusiasm of the stay-at-home for the fellow who does
the fighting is what usually prompts these concessions.
But Ford does not believe in fighting. He is primarily
and primatively a man of peace, and so he wants tn dis-

courage those under him from fighting. All of which is

foreign to what we really meant to say. Right or wrong.
Ford evidently intends to keep the newspapers in their

proper places and to teach them not to take his name
vain. It is doubtful if he can win. When they pull the
stars and stripes on the jury, the chances are that Ford
will get what Martin Kelly got out of his libel suit—one
dollar damages. But if some one like Ford, in perhaps
a better cause, can only get a judgment against one of our
yellow journals, it will surely be a step in the right direc-
tion. So go to it. Henry! You've lost many a battle and
one more or less won't hurt or helpi

Father Collins and His Cadets.
The League of the Cross Cadets are to be given a

benefit in the Civic Auditorium some time in October.
Father Collins, the chaplain of the regiment, has called
his committee together and plans will soon be under way.
It is going to be a big event, and we hope the returns will

justify the work and energy and effort that is to be put
into it. In the first place, the Cadets are entitled to

to the help of the public. Every man must recognize that
the principles upon which the order is founded are right.

If a boy can be kept temperate and sober until he is twenty-
one, it is safe to assume he will continue so through life.

These young men have voluntarily taken such a pledge,
and we, who are older and more experienced, should help
them where they cannot help themselves. It takes money
to equip and maintain such an organization. The few-

dollars collected for dues will not go far, and so this benefit
is to lift the debt that has accumulated. And what shall
we say of the chaplain? Among all the clergymen of San
Francisco, there is none more admired or more popular
than him whom we affectionately call "Father Dick Col-

lins." With the hearty smile of a grown-up boy, with a
heart as big as his smile, with his unfailing friendly
greeting and ever-ready word of help and encouragement,
a priestly priest, a cultured gentleman, he surely is the
ideal clergyman. And this is his life work. These are the
boys and this the organization that he has worked and
labored to bring together and build up. And Father Col-
lins needs help! It is a big task and funds are needed to
carry it along. So let's give it a boost. The admission
fee will be comparatively small, and a few dollars for a
good night's fun and a good man's cause won't be missed.
Let's all do our part, then, in helping Father Collins "give
the boys a chance."

THE ROUND TABLE.
I We have been forced to omit the Round Table of late.

Jack Suits is keeping the rats away at 11 Broadway and
Sandy McXaughton is running his horses fast and slow
around Saratoga, but Willie Xelson is back from Tia
Juana, and until the barrier goes up next Xovemher. Willie
will give us the news from that breeziest of tables.—The
Editor. I

"Veil, Mr. Xelson. I'm glad to see you again. Py golly,

how I've missed you," enthusiastically bubbled Schroeder.
"I've missed you." spoke up the dignified kid, "and you

know, Schroeder, I often wished I was near a joint where
1 could sign a tab for the chops."

Is that so?" queried Schroeder. "Vy didn't you wire
Colonel Varley?"

"That's a sad story." piped Willie. "I didn't dare write
to the colonel. They tell me he never answers a touching
letter."

'Well, the colonel missed you terribly,"' broke in Mike
Sloan. "He had nobod) to enjoy his grammar alter you
left."

"How have things been, anyway?" asked Willie of
Schroeder.

"Well, Mr. Nelson, to tell you the truth, the steaks have
been cut down, and Doc McConnell is kicking more than
ever," whispered Schroeder. "I vouldn't dare say dot out

loud, but that Irish doctor is getting vorse every night."

After this v tlonal secrecy on the part of Schroeder,
c I.co Merle, with Danny Ryan, .lack Plover. Doc

McMahon, Hill Mickulich and Archibald, the Senator's son.

"Move in. boys, move in," urged Willie. "Kill yourselves
fast, because the Guv. is going Id cat well in Washington,
and Mm hoys will souii watch Stephens cancelling your
meal tickets.

"

"Do you fear so. Will?" polite!} asked Han Ryan, whose
fears were aroused.

Vis." It's a cinih. Why. I'd almost he lor Uolph for

gover agalnsl Stephens," went on Willie,

"Don't worry about Stephens, boys. We will be thru
with him soon." counselled Mickullcli, while Archie looked

it i he release of state secrets.

"Archie," said Lin Merle, "I heard a good one on you."

"Yes," nervously grinned Archie "Spring it."

"Well, Pete Kellj (who sweeps the water front only
with voles i. told me that he saw you in Petaluma at a
Bool 'ling, and sonic one introduced you as Booth's
son. because you had a wrist watch,"

"It's a big lie," insisted Archie.

"Maybe it is. but what Pete Kelly said about your polo
club isn't." shot in Harry Cosgriff.

'Yes," went on Harry, "they tell me, Archie, thai you
couldn't get a vote in the polo set because they all owed
Crocker money."

"Oh. pshaw." figured Archie. I'm off that polo set.

.Mr- for the Chevy Chase Golf Club Washington. I). C—
address my mail after this." And Rill .Mickulich looked
in utter astonishment.

THE HOTEL SAUSALITO
Is situated just within a stone's throw of the ferry at

Sausalito. In fact, it's almost in the Sausalito ferry build-

ing.

It takes thirty minutes to make the trip from San Fran-
cisco.

The accommodations are new and complete in every

particular.

An excellent chef will care for you at all hours.

When you want a little sea breeze, a quiet, pleasant

evening, or when you've got a moment's time, come over
and say-"Hello." D/WE SULLIVAN .

Proprietor and Manager.
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THE MENACE OF THE MOVIES.

Acting on the advice ol the Police Committee of the

Board of Supervisors, the latter favors the abolition of the

Board of Censors, and has acted accordingly.
The Movies" may win their tight and may hereafter

proceed pretty much as they have hitherto. They will be

unmolested in their productions no matter what they may
be, how indecent, or how corruptive of the minds of the

youth of this city.

With the price of admission placed within the reach of

the poorest youngster, there Isn't any reason why the

nickelodeon may not flourish as herein! ore on the projec-

tion of pictures photographing tin- dregs of humanity and
revealing vice and crime for the edification of the imma-
ture, under such compelling titles as "The Horrors of the

in Traffic"; "Dangers in Drug Dealing"; "Why Young
• litis Sin." and other similarly "educational" captions.

rse. If parents do not want their children

such vicious spectacles as arc every week projected, even
ime of tlic best of local screens, they may keep their

children home if they can.

It is merely an incident thai some children have no
parents

But the freedom of the producer to impose lie. lascn s

emulations of evil minds on the community must not be in-

fringed, curtailed or jeopardized'
The Board of Supervisors have so willed and so it will

probably be.
Liberty must not be curtailed no matter how much

license is extended.
The ignorant output of Europe's sea-port towns may

Btand in front ol" your place of business, built up by your

industry. Intelligence and enterprise, and bawl bis impre-

cations at the heads of those who have the temerity to

patronize an American institution To interfere with such

a process would he to curtail liberty. The anarchist must

also have his say!

So he is protected by the authorities and yells his head
off in a half-successful effort to murder the language of

this country. He may intimidate citizens at their meal
hours, but no one must stand before the doors of the

nickelodeon to protect our youth
The "movie men" plead for freedom from censorship be-

cause they only want to produce clean pictures.

That is the logic of their stand. But, if their produc-
tions are decent, why fear censorship"

The fact that they are not clean and do not propose
to be decent is proven by the products of the studios—not

all, of course, but many.
It is not the best of the reputable producers who are to

to be feared. If wise, they know that permanency of profit

can only be predicated in the "real thing." They must
deliver the goods which the majority want most of the

time; and the history of the theater as well as of the
motion picture industry is that most of the time most
of the patrons desire clean copy. But there is the upstart

producer, the man looking for quick returns and careless

of the interests of the business into which, for the time
being, he is dipping his dirty hands. He is the one who
"goes as far as the law allows," who makes his pictures

as vile as he can. and whose productions rind their way
into the cheaper houses there to do their evil in the dark-

ness of the ill-smelling places.

By the time the machinery, which is now left where-
with to deal with such a situation, is set in motion the
picture has fulfilled its run and the irreparable harm has
been accomplished.
Many families, especially in the residential sections, have

taken a warning from the recent stand of the Board ol

Supervisors, and their children are kept away from the
"neighborhood" picture bouses. In the long run, it may
be, the action of the Supervisors will have done more
damage to the picture industry than the most rigid censor-
ship could possibly have achieved. Decent folks will fear
them all.

Supervisor Deasy said in his address favoring the aboli-
tion of the censorship board, that "it has not censored
enough pictures to make it worth while talking about."
The censorship has cost the city nothing.
If it has done nothing more than it accomplished when

it made tlie producers of "The Clansman" eliminate some
of its vilest scenes, it earned its board and keep, and should
be retained against the likelihood of another such outrage
on the decency of a self-respecting community.

GRAPE JUICE VS. WINE.

By Arthur 11. Dutton.

It seems easy to tell the mowers of wine grapes that
in case of the state going "dry" they can make grape juice
instead of wine. To the layman this seems a perfectly
simple solution of the problem of what to do with our
'.vim grape vineyards, but to any one at all acquainted
with the business it is an absurdity.

l.ct us examine the subject for a moment.
In the first place, grape juice cannot be shipped in

bulk, like wine, for the tiniest hole in a cask, the most
minute admission ol air, would start fermentation at once
.in! the whole contents would be spoiled in 48 hours.

Accordinglj ice has to be bottled. The wine
grape vineyards of California cover 170000 acres, produc-
Ing about 510, ti ns of grapes annually. Adding to this

the Inn, tons of table and raisin grapes that go each
year to the wineries for use in making sweet wines, it is

found that 610,000 tons of grapes would have to be made
into grape juice. This would make between ihl. Ollll, out) and
70, gallons of grape juice. To be conservative, let

is iin ept the lower figure.

\i twelve bottles t.> a case. 60,000, gallons would
make at t 20, :ases. The average weight of a

is 55 pounds, meaning 1,100 000 pounds of grape
Juice to be handled. With 30,000 pounds to a carload,
::t;,titu; cars would be required to transport this quantity.
Assuming 40 cars to a train, this would take MB', trains, or
iii in three trains a day every day in the year, excluding
Sundays, to move California's grape juice output!
Where would the glass come from to make all these

bottles? Where could the money for it be obtained?
Kven if the bottles and the cars could be obtained,

when- would tiie -rape juice be sent? Who would drink
it" Every attempt to manufacture grape juice in Califor-

nia has failed. The present supply of the whole country,
from eastern factories, exceeds the demand, which is less

than 2. .000 gallons annually. Imagine fin.000 000 gal-

lons being added to that!
The grape juice theory is ridiculous.

PAGEANT PRODUCTION OF "AIDA."

For the benefit of Father Crowley's deeply loved Youth's
Directory there is soon to be given at Ewing Field a

pageant performance ol Verdi's biggest opera, "Aida." with
Madame Kninia Destinn and other world famous opera stars
in the leading roles and a chorus ami ensemble throng of

1000. The date is fixed for September 30 on which day of

the year according to meteorological reports running back
for fifteen years there has never been any fog. If the
weather runs true to form, a serene night is thus certain.
The only other question besides that of the weather

which disturbed the thousands of well wishers of the en-
terprise was whether the acoustic properties of Ewing Field
would be favorable to the presentation of Verdi's lovely
music An experiment recently tried, has settled that

question favorably in the presence of upwards of two hun-
dred witnesses invited to the Field to find out whether
the place was fit acoustically or not.

It was.
A chorus of about 150 voices was heard from a point in

the field identical with that on winch the huge stage will

he placed and every shade and. nuance of the music, or-

i hestrally support -d. was effectively heard by occupants
of the farthest seats in the grandstand. Phonographic
records of the voice of the great soprano who will sing the
role of A ida were put on the machine and the needle
picked out every curve and every dynamic variation of

the noble voice, making the beauty audible throughout
the entire area of the field and grand-stand.
When "Aida" was recently staged out of doors in Phil-

adelphia. Polocco who had the musical direction, instructed
his singers to pay no attention to any of the marks of

expression, but to sing as lustily as possible throughout
tin score. In other words, in order to make the music
leard it was first necessary to rob it of all distinction and
to injure it beyond the recognition of its composer had he
been unhappy enough to be alive to listen.

\t Ewing Field, judging from the experiment of i week
ago. Josiah Zuro. the energetic director of the forthcoming
production, will be forced to no such outrage on Verdi
but will be able to bring from the music its delicacy as
well as its vigor, and its tenderness as well as its passion
and martial vigor.
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FROM HEADQUARTERS ILLUMINATION CARNIVAL.

New attractions are being added daily to the great cycle
of events already arranged for San Francisco's Humilia-
tion Carnival, to be held October 4 and 5, in conjunction
with Home Coming Week, which begins Monday, October 2.

The festival has been arranged to celebrate the comple-
tion of the new lighting system that will transform Market
street, San Francisco's main thoroughfare, into a veritable
"Path of Gold," making it the best lighted street in the
world.
From every part of California advices are coming to the

general committee that San Francisco will be crowded
with visitors during Home Coming Week and the Illumina-
tion Carnival. Keen interest in the coming celebration
prevails throughout the state, and people everywhere are
preparing, to come.
Arrangements have been made with the various rail-

road lines for reduced rates from all interior points in
California to San Francisco during Home Coming Week.
Special rates, such as were in effect during the Exposition,
will be made for the carnival crowds.
Under this arrangement, reduced rates of one and one-

third fare for round trip passage to San Francisco from
all points in California will be in effect from the begin-
ning of Home Coming Week to the end of the festival.

Hotels are expecting large crowds, and already are
making extensive preparations for the visitors.

Meanwhile arrangements for the celebration are pro-
gressing rapidly. The new arc lamps extending along
Market street from the ferry to Van Ness avenue will be
lighted for the first time Wednesday evening, October 4.

The gleam of the lights will herald the opening of the
carnival.

Then a great electrical pageant will move over Market
street, with scores of brilliant floats, Some representing
various cities in California, and others mercantile con-
cerns and civic organizations.
An entire division of floats will be an allegorical por-

trayal of the evolution of illumination from the days of
the cave man and his wood fire to the present illumina-
tion triumph in Market street, which serves as the motif
for the celebration.
Two spectacular fireworks displays also will be given,

and the subcommittees in charge promise that the pyro-
technics will excel anything of the kind ever seen at the
Exposition.
The first display will be given in Union Square on

Wednesday evening, October 4, the first nir;iit oj the
carnival. The other will be given on the second night in

the Civic Center.
Another feature of Thursday night's program will be

the official housewarming of San Francisco's colossal new
city hall. Mayor James Rolph. Jr., and other members "i

the official family will hold open house for the people of
San Francisco and their visitors from every part of Call
fornia.

Downtown merchants are busy arranging for a fashion
show which promises to be the greatest of its kind ever
held in the West. The fashion marts of Europe and
America are being combed for the latest creations, which
are to be shown in the windows and arcades of downtown
stores.

Market street and all of the other downtown streets will
he in holiday dress. At night they will be bright with
the light of myriads of* incandescents. while pennants.
bunting and evergreens will add to the beauty of the
decorative scheme.

I DON'T MEAN TO.

There is no one so tall that he couldn't be taller;
There is no one so small that he couldn't be smaller;
There is no one so thin that he couldn't be thinner;
There is no one so fat that he needn't have dinner;
There is no one so mild that he couldn't be milder;
There is no one so wild that he couldn't be wilder;
And so on and so forth, this, that and the other.
But, Just for the fun of it. here goes another:
There is no one so keen that he could't be keener—
But there are folks so mean that they couldn't be meaner,

—Life.

INDOOR YACHT CLUB

MEMBERS ATTENTION

The Committee appointed to arrange for the

— BIG EVENT
(ailed to make an announce-

ment in this issue, but the plans

have not yet been entirely com-

pleted—so you will be mailed

a notice shortly, containing in

full the details of the . . .

BIG EVENT
I. Y. C.

WHEN YOU NEED A
SAFE DEPOSIT BOX

CALL AND

JOHN F. CUNNINGHAM
MANAGER

Crocker
Safe Deposit Vaults

Crocker

This paper

Building. Toil and Market Sti.

heartily recommends thii institution.
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Indoor Yacht Club
Club Rooms and Office. 4 Eddy Street. Telephone (Private

Exchange connecting all departments). Sutter 5386.

Board of Pilot*.

Frank J Hennessy. Commodore. M. W. Allmayer. Steward
William H. McCarthy. Keeper-of-the-Log.

Thomas S. Mulvey Joseph A. Watta
James W. Coffroth Joa. Lewi*.
Samuel Berger Geo. Symon.
Joseph H. Hutchinson Wm. Chappell

Harry F Sullivan. Assistant Secretary.
Criticize and suggest for the Improvement of our service

Complaint and suggestion box in lobby.

la your address correct and your name properly spelled
on our records, evidenced by your bills and the envelopes
from the Club? If not. as a great assistance to this office
we would suggest that you correct the same yourself when
mailing your check to the office. It is very important that
we have our records in this respect authentic and we ask
your hearty co-operation with us. Moral: If you change
your mailing address, let us know and we will see that
the possibility of your mall from this office going astray Is

eliminated.

INDOOR YACHT CLUB FINANCIAL STATEMENT.

GREENHOOD & JANSEN,
Certified Public Accountants.

519 California Street.

San Francisco. August 30, 1916.

To the Commodore and Board of Pilots.

Indoor Yacht Club.

San Francisco, Cal.

Dear Sirs:

We herebj certifj that the annexed schedules,
No. 1. Balance sheet of the Indoor Yacht Club as on

31, 1916,

No. 2. Statement of operations showing results of the
Club's business for the period May 22, 1914, to

May ::i, 1916,

No. :: Details of furniture and fixtures ami of construc-

tion and improvement accounts.
as drawn from your books of account, are a correct ex-

position of the Cliilis financial standing on May 31, 19

It will be noted that the transactions ol the Club since

its removal to its present quarters show net earnings
amounting lo $9467 !0

The Indebtedness to tin- s. F. Alaska Club lias Bince

been reduced from tin- Figures on the balance sheet to

IS

Schedule No '' shows in detail the (lull's Investment in

furniture and Improvements sine :cupying it- present
quartet-, i II as « hat was taken over from Hie S P
Alaska Club.

Yours faithfully.

GREENHOOD a JANSEN,
Certified Public Accountants.

Schedule No. 1.

Balance Sheet as of May 31, 11116.

Assets.

Assets —
Bank $3,133.75

Office Fund 100.00

Register 50 00

$ 3.2SI.::. $ :

Inventory ol Supplies.. 2,8 II I

Construction & Improve-
ments 5,894.16

Furniture & Equipment. 8,432

$11 327.11

Less Depreciation 3,792.56

I'ook Value $10,534.55 $10

Club Pins 11:: I"

Deferred Assets

P r & Periodicals. . 148.94

Printing tt Stationer]
Insurance < unexpired i 1

\' units Receivable. . 92

$ 1.281.35 $ 1

Liabilities

due

I. Y. C. HOCKEY
I. Y. C. vs. Olympic Club. Tuesday. Sepl. 12th. 1916. 8:30 p.m.

Tickets at Club Office. Admission 50c.

Liabilities. Members
San Francisco Alaska

5 2,487.6:

2.260.26

2,656
iiTT.1'::

196 03

Kiddies' Fund Account..
Art Fund Account

Total Assets $lV"44 4s

Total Liabilities

Surplus on May 31, 1916.

per Statement of

i

i.'

S..-.77.1S

9,467.30

$18,044.48 $1S.»44. 4^

Schedule No. 2.

Statement of Operations. May 23. 1914, to May

Income

—

Income.
Prom Profll on Buffet $16,987 34
Prom Profit on Cigars & Cigarettes. 2,327 >;::

From Profit on Candy 71.93

From Profit on Cards 1,571.09

From Profit on Lunch (discontinued) 5.18

Profil on Billiards
i from Members 24,215.75

From the above deduct the overlie. ol

running expenses:
Kent. Net
Light. Heat & Power
Insurance

Rei air- & Replacement ;

Entertainments
I ' > its £ Periodicals

Printing & Stationery
Suniir. Expense
General Wages (Ex. Bar)
Interest

Reserves for Depreciation

Total Income $4.".. 412
'!

i ta! Expenditures 35,9 I I

31, 1916.

Expendi-
tures.

$ 4,803.07

1,495.70
477,::.;

1,344 96

2,192.76
2f,7.17

781 67
.-...-,(12 83

14,798 15

1:1:121

3,792.56

:..4 12.77

,."..'.14:, 47 35,94 4,'

Profll M ij 23 i'ii i to May 31,

I See Balance Sheet I

1916,

.$ 9.4(17. ::u

Schedule No. 3.

Construction and Improvement Accounts.

i i -i of San Francisco Alaska Club Improvements
as Per Agreement $

III ivator (hanging to Automatic, New Ixicks and
Reinforcing Door

Marquise, Labor and Furnishing Materials for

changes and improvements Made to May 31,

1916
Installing Heating System
Electric Fan. Ventilating System, Electric Wiring
and Painting

Furniture Purchased from May 23, 1914, to May 31,

1916
Piano taken over from S. F. Alaska Club
Bar and Kitchen Sundries Small I. Y. C. Tables

anil Repairs to Bar
Billiard Table
Pool Table
Cash Register

$1

I..I21 96

130.00

386 20

1,662 85
.",12.ii'i

684.10
'

250.00
is

4.227.11

club nights held March 31si and April 1st were for

the purpose of obtaining funds sufficient to remodel and
ili, club rooms; the receipts were kept in a sep-

arate fund and expended in panelling, painting decorating.

\n itemized account will he given in the .lune to

November, 1916, statement.
M. W. AL.TMAYER, Treas

Dipsea race will be run Sunday, September 1 7th. A
number of Indoor Yachtsmen will act as officials. Big Chief

Tim Fitzpatrick will direct affairs. A large flock of Indoor

Sailors will participate and journey to Willow Camp in autos.
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EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT, SPECIAL BAR CREW FROM

MEMBERS, 5 to 7:30 P. M.

M.One Dollar Dinner at 7:30 P.

Sept 14th will be Mike Heyfron night.

Sept 21st will be Charles J. Vail night.

Sept. 2Sth will be Murph Hirschberg night.

Oct 5th will be Keegan Schober night.

Oct 13th will be John F. Cunningham night.

Other nights to follow in the next issue of Main Sheet.

The object o£ these dinners is to get the members better

acquainted.
Each one of these Sailors will appoint a special bar crew

and waiters, and will also appoint a crew to take charge

of the dinner which will follow at 7:30 P. M. sharp. The

number of members that can be accommodated at each

dinner is limited to fifty. Sign book at club office, at the

same time depositing one dollar. If the list exceeds fifty

one week, those who could not attend that week will be

the first to be taken care of the following week.

DECEASED.
Robert C. Bailey N.ug. 1 :!.

Clarence W. Taylor Aug. 2:;,

1916
L916

Pilot Geo. Symon returned from Honolulu where he went

to regain his health. He will be able in a short time to

resume his business.

One of those informal ceremonies which lighten life

and sweeten work was held Saturday afternoon, August 19,

when Sid Hester, for several years chief clerk of the main-

tenance and repair department of the Board of Public Works,

was presented with a gold star as a token of the esteem

in which he is held by his fellow workers in the Hoard of

Public Works. Intrinsically the gift is valuable, but the

sentiment it expresses is worth far more than a dollar

sign can indicate; for it shows that in the difficult rela-

tions of strenuous life it is possible for a man to make
and keep gccd friends, maintain their respect anil con-

serve their good will.

LETTER TO MEMBERS WHO HAVE NOT PAID THEIR
DUES.

This is Our Final Notice!

By every means in our power we have as courteously and

as considerately as possible called your attention to your
delinquency in the sum of three dollars for dues to the I.

Y. C.

Your persistent refusal to honor these oft repeated re-

quests leaves us no other alternative than to assume that

you no longer desire to continue as a member. Regret fully

presuming this to be the fact, most men would like to leave

with a clean score. Few men care to be expelled.

Your name will be posted for non-payment of dues and
you will be suspended from membership on September
loth. Fifteen days thereafter you will be expelled if the

amount has not been paid.

That we regret sending yen this final notice must be
evident. That we regret even more severing our very
friendly and pleasant companionship must also be ap-

parent. But the decision is up to you and we can only
hcpe that you will save us both the embarrassment that

must surely follow your refusal to honor this request.

THE BOARD OF PILOTS.
Indoor Yacht Club. September 4, 1916.

SMOKE
"Ccrina
QUEEN of HAVANA

Shapes and Sizes to sviit

All Tastes & JZ> &
M. BlasKower, Distributer

YACHTMAN WILL RUN TO WIN.

A likely entrant in the Oakland Tribune's fourth annual
Merritt Marathon was Edward .1. Martinez who upheld
the distinction of enter-

ing the race flying the

colors of the Indoor
Yacht Club.
"Martinez and the

Tribune are "' says the

Tribune, "events that

go hand in hand. This
year he entered under
the colors of the Indoor
Yacht Club. In the past
Martinez has always
been an unat t a c h e d

runner."
For three years Mar-

tinez has been winning
bars for finishing

side the time limit,

which is one hour. Last

year he \\ on a gold bar.

About 10,1100 specta-

tors come to see these
events, and this year,

on the morning of Sep-
tember 7. some sur-

prises were offered be-

sides the excitement
that arose from the re-

gal race.

Martinez has a record which includes these accomplish-

ments:
At the Exposition Marathon of .Inly a, 1915, he finished

Hth.
At the Tamalpals race in tin- same year lie finished loth.

At the Dipsea race of the same year he finished 11th.

For three times he was a winner of the Tribunes mara-

thon for finishing within the limit, and at the last Bulle-

tin cross-city contest he was in the list of those who
finished strong.

The first great star of the current musical season to visit

San Francisco will be the peerless pianist, Paderewski,

who will give two concerts in the Cort theater on tin'

Sunday afternoons of September 21th and October 1st,

under the management of Will L. Greenbaum.
Paderewski is now in the full development of his ma

turity. As he was In the beginning of his astonishing

career, so be Is now—a solitary figure in the world of

music. His hold on the public, professional and laity alike,

has never been firmer. Mentally, physically and temper-

amentally, he has been fitted for his life's work so that he

stands out in high relief from all the artists of blfl

generation. Popular fancy has so woven legends about him

that in a less prosaic, materialistic age he would be a figure

in myth. Even as it is, the mystery of his art so enshrouds

him that before he strikes < chord on his instrument he

has his listeners bound to him, as if by a spell.

Paderewski concerts take on the nature of great civic

affairs, and this visit promises to be no exception to the

usual enormous crowds that go to hear his super-art. Tick-

ets will be on sale at Sherman. Clay & Co.'s mi and alter

Wednesday, September 20th. Paderewski will appear in

Oakland on Saturday afternoon, September 30th in I he

Municipal Opera House.

NAME. PLEASE?
Walter Anthony, for many years the well-known dri

critic has a real tale of woe. I will give il to yob as

he tells it himself. Mr. Anthony went recently to the Ba

hemian Grove to see the "Gold" play, just as he has every

year since 1908 or thereabouts. After he had been at the

Grove an hour or so a well-known Bohemian accosted him
with the remark, "This is Mr. Anthony, isn't it?" Walter

assured him that "it" was, and thereupon he continued:

"You have been coming up regularly each year, haven't

you? And you have said very nice things that we greatly

appreciate. Now. I want you to feel perfectly at home, and

as you can not sign any tags here, I want you to sign my
name to as many of them as you want for anything from a

bottle of wine to a box cf cigars. Now just make yourself

thoroughly at home." Thereupon he strode away, and, says

Walter. The trouble was I didn't know who in ell he

was!"—San Francisco Hotel .News.
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SAN DIEGO EXPOSITION
MORE BEAUTIFUL THAN EVER

MANY FOREIGN EXHIBITS AND ADDITIONAL ATTRACTIONS
OPEN ALL THE YEAR

Round Trip Excursion Daily from

San Francisco to San Diego

Return Limit, 3 Months

$22^
Fridays and Saturdays. Return Limn 15 Days

Frequent Trains SKortest Time
For Schedules and Pullman Reservation

Ash SOUTHERN PACIFIC AGENT

«FrER mid-NIGHT
AT O FARRELL

Sr POWELL

COFFEE

DANS

— notKing but ClotKes

A great Suit at Jp20
Sole Agents

A dler-Rochester Clothes
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ST. FRANCIS IMPORTATION CO.

350 deary Street

WINES AND LIQUORS AT RETAIL
FINEST GOODS - LOWEST PRICES

PROMPT DELIVERIES

DEL MONTE AUTO RENTAL CO.

phone SUTTER 215
LIMOUSINES
LAUNDAULETS

- WEDDINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

CABS
TOURINd CARS

OFFICE. K>5 POWELL STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

BUILDERS' EXCHANGE. ISO Jesale Street BOX '

VINCENT J. DONOVAN
PAINTINQ, DECORATING

and POLISHING

729-31 MINNA STREET, San Francisco, Ca

Phone Park 5156

AnHeuser-BuscH
Brewing .Ass'n

Brewers of

Fine Beer

Exclusively

-ST. LOUIS, MO.

Draught

and

Bottled Beer

*»vj*

San Francisco Branch

1300 BRYANT STREET
Phone Pai-K 306

I am a power for great good if you do

not abuse my use.

In cases of need— I do my work well.

I am a builder up of health and strength

—in the hospital or in the home.

For the invalid or the convalescent

—

for the tired or overworked I offer a

great help.

A little of me goes a long way.

I have been among you for three

generations.

I'm known as Cyrus Noble throughout the world.

H TIPO red was awarded the

Grand Prix at the P. P. I. E.
©

Another famous
ITALIAN SWISS
COLONY
PRODUCT

H

M
rWHITE

f\ WINE OF
SUPERB QUALITY

THE FINEST
PRODUCED1N
CALIFORNIA

Al all

rst-Class Restaurants,

Cifes and Wine Dealers

m

t i .,h„„ ' Sutter 40JO
Telephones

j „„„,,„ S0S3
Formerly

228 SUT1ER STREET

GOBEY'S GRILL
140 UNION SQUARE AVE.

Bet. Grant Ave. and Stockton Sts., San Pranclaco. Cal.

101
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REVEREND RICHARD COLLINS—
Chaplain L. C. C.

Fellow Indoor Yachtsmen. Olympians. Klks. Native Sons and Daughters, Knights of Columbus. Daughters ot

[sabelle, Dipsea Indians, Young ladies' and Young Men's Institute, individually and collectively—in a word—Fellow
San Franciscans—Father Collins needs your help.

He's a splendid priest, this Chaplain of the League of the Cross Cadets and a priest in every sense of the

word. Kind, earnest, generous, sympathetic, active and athletic, he goes smiling about his great work modestly.

unselfishly and untiringly.

And it is a ^reat work! Guiding the footsteps of boys until they have passed the cross roads that lead to

destruction; teaching them to he temperate— until they have learned to tei tselves; moulding them Into

men who must realize that fundamentally each must think for hlmsell and thai he who is temperate in all things

has the battle won.

There are six thousand hoys in the league of the Cross and about one thousand in the Cadets. The equipment

of each company costs about fifteen hundred dollars—too big a burden for boys of limited earning capacity and for

the most part with their little help needed at home. So the Cadets are in debt and Father Collins has sounded

"The Call of the Cadets."

On October 31. 1916. at the Civic Auditorium the debt will be paid. There will be the greatest show that the

combined efforts of Olympians. Indoor Sailors. Elks and all the rest can produce. An Indoor Parade Pageant and Ball!

Just think that over' There will be over six thousand participants in the show. Tickets? Only fifty cents a

person. You'll be there, won't you? You'll spend the best night in your life and you'll help Father Collins, too.
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I OLD I

I
KIRft

j

! WHISKEY S

A. P. liotaling & Co. 1

Established 1852

• • •:•:•:•:• « • • ••••:* • • • • • •

i •:• ••_»:•;•:• • • •*»:•••• • • • • •

Buy your Groceries

&C0.
Pioneers in the Grocery Business since 1850

P. VINCENT MATRAIA, Pre.. JUUUS EPPSTEIN. S«rr

&rt floral Co.
Incorporated

HOTEL ST. FRANCIS

2 55 POWELL STREET

T,^-] KEARNY 3524

SAN FRANCISCO

SHIPMATES HAVE YOU DANCED AT THE

tarnation %ah
S. E. Cor. Fillmore and Ellis

GEO. L. DEALEY, Proprietor

EHRMAN BROS.

"EL ROI-TAN
PERFECT
CIGARS

Remember thai

Cresta Blanca Wines
Are the STANDARD WINES of California

Try a Bottle of CRESTA BLANCA CHAMPAONE
(Green Label) Equal to the Imported

PAUL MASSON CHAMPAGNE VINTAGE 1908

Wielands
i.

The Home Beer
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william h. McCarthys tribute to a friend

I would that this sad duty had been given into other

hands than mine. I would that other tongue might speak
the short, the all too short, farewell. 1 would that other

voice than mine might choke its sobs and whisper through

the solemn silence that surrounds us the words of comfort,

of hope, of consolation and of cheer, which mine can only

falteringly tell. But I would be untrue to him who sleeps

here today were 1 to hesitate to say for him in death the

things that he has said for me. for you. for all of us

in life

—

"Leaves have their time to fall.

And flowers to wither at the night wind's call.

And stars to set. But all.

Thou hast all seasons for thine. Oh. Death!
We know when moons will lab-.

When summer birds from far shall cross the sea.

. When autumn hues shall tinge the golden grain.

But who can teach us when to look for Thee?"

Death is no stranger to us. Too often, and more often,

as the years roll by, we've seen the flags flutter at half

mast. Too often, and more often, as the days are num-
bered, we've followed some slowly moving cortege to ' God's

Own Arte" on the "Silent Hills of Eternity," Too olten

and more often, as the days grow short and the nights

long, we've stood with bared heads and aching hearts

i.y some new made grave of some old time friend. So
Death is no stranger to us!

"There is no flock, however watched and tend d.

But one dead lamb i9 there.

There is no fireside, howso'ver defended,
Hut has one vacant chair."

And Death is always t rrible to those it leaves behind.

Whether it comes to the babe clutched to its mothers
breast, or to the old as their footsteps falter down the

Western slope of Life's mountain, death is always terrible.

But when it comes to the young in the lull Hush and vigor

cf early manhood or womanhood; when it steals like a

thief in the night; when its cold, chilly hand grasps one
with the life blood warm within him; when it takes the

sunshine and leaves the shadow the strong and leaves

the weak; when it steals the smiles and leaves the tears;

vi' n it takes the good and leaves the bad, then it's hard
for our rebellious hearts to understand. Yet meekly must
we bow to that Great Master of the Universe Who Know el h

All and Doeth all things well, si ill crying in our sorrow
and out grief— Why. Oh! Lord, why?" And frcm afar

the answer comes "There is no Death' The stars go
out to shine upon another shore."

Then what is this that we call Life? A pendulum thai

swings between a smile and a tear. A fire that kindles
and sparkles but leaves the mouldering ashes soon A hall

in the waste, then back to that from which we sprung A
child blown bubble. A poor player that struts his hour
upon the stage and then is heard no more. And each cf

us know with lngersoll that "Whether in midocean or by

the shore, or midst the breakers at the mast, a wrick must
mark the end of one and all!"

Then why come we here; we who know the tragedy of

death and the travesty of lite'' Win come we heri throng*
ing this death chamber, crowding the ante-chamber the
stairs and out into the streets!* Win- do men speak soft

and sorrowful? Why are eyes wet that were never known
to shed a tear? Why must we strain to keep back the

bursting sobs? What man is this who lies here sleeping
silently, scarcely out cf his teens who has like tie ivy

crept so closely to our hearts; who has so entwined him-
self about our affections as to do all this?

Vim ve seen the sun at morning rise above the Eastern

hills and sweeping back the curtain of night, come pranc-
ing across the landscape, kissing the silver dewdrops in

his flight and flooding the world with the golden effulgence
Of his rays. You've seen the flowers open wide their folded
leaves to greet him. You've heard the birds chirp and
sing and all the world awaken to warmth and joy and
buoyant happiness. And we are here with heavy hearts
and trembling lips for here sleeps our ray of sunshine;
here lies our Michael Sunlocks.
And laughter: The smile that soothes the wrinkle from

the brow of care, that turns the sob into a song and
crystallizes the tear of sorrow until it sparkles with the
gleam of joy. Oh, smiles and laughter that make the
whole world kin! And we are here with tearful eyes and
smothered sobs for here sleeps the Prince of Laughter!

And kindness! That helps the weary along the heavy-
way, that cheers and comforts and hopes and endures.
The hands that ever stretch out to help and the feet that
ever travel on mercy's way and the heart that is always
responsive. And we are here today, for here lies one in

whose rich red blood was 'born the milk of human kindness.
And friendship! Better than riches, better than honor,

better than position, is the friendship of a true man. No
book, nor ritual, nor race binds true friends together save
that common feeling and affection for one another. To
help, to sympathize, to pity, to encourage, to condone

—

these are the attributes that make for friendship. And
friendship is akin to love. And we are here because our
golden chain is broken; one link is severed and here he
lies—a friend who was a friend.

And we shall miss him. Miss him in our work and
miss him in our play and many will miss him with us. I

remember well but two short years ago when the Asso-
ciated Charities sent forth their plea for assistance. They
told of the babies who would starve, of the old who would
die and of the sick who would suffer unless funds were
provided. I remember how the Olympic Club came to its

rescue and one who donned a fool's coat and played a

fool's part, so that the balbies might be fed and the old
might not die and the sick might not suffer, was Jack Hunt.

1 remember when the Indoor Yacht Club gav? its Kiddies'
Day and thirty thousand children—the children of the poor
- thronged the Civic Auditorium. There was a band of
clowns and twice thirty thousand baby eyes followed their

antics and thirty thousand baby laughs and baby smiles
echoed to the lofty dome. The man who led them in their

play was .lack Hunt. And on our summer vacations and
only a fortnight ago over the winding hills to Willow

,:: ip, along the Iupsea trail, his was always the laugh
that was loudest. Tomorrow night his feet would have
play I'd along the Path of (".old; tonight they rest at God's
golden footstool.

Ami so we come today to testify our love, our affection

and our esteem; to tell of our sorrow and grief. And
would !|

l lift the heavy burden from the backs of

t e poor lather, the sisters and brother he left behind.
Oh. could we but find for them the silver lining that is

hard to find in this dark cloud! Oh, could we but point

to Hint bright star that shines somewhere in the dark
night oi' their grief and despair!
We knew him with his smiles and laughter. \Ye knew

him as he radiatfd sunshine and hope and gladness. Like
the rose that buds and blooms and fades he had com-
pleted his all too short existence and the Creator called.

Across the Great Divide he has gone into that unknown
and unexplored land of "Tomorrow." He'll be waiting
there with the smile that we all loved but you loved best.

He'll be longing there, for they must long even in that

Land of Eternal Sunshine, and he'll be happy and we'll

be happy, too. when we are all reunited with our loved

ones who have gone before, in "Our Father's Home."
where sickness and sorrow—tears and tragedy—are un-

known. Pity 'tis that death should come to him who has
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done so much to cheer the path and sooth the other

fellow's tears and sorrows. Pity 'tis that his should be

the heart to break when his has been the helping hand

and his sympathetic heart that has helped and cheered

us all. Perhaps the angels saw his smiles and another

angel is smiling now.
Oh, it is hard to take to heart the lesson that such

deaths teach; but it is one that all must learn; a universal

truth. When death strikes down the innocent and young,

tor every fragile form from which he lets the panting

spirit free, a hundred virtues rise, in shapes of Mercy,

Charity and Love, to walk the world, and bless it. Of

every tear that sorrowing mortals shed on such green

graves, some good is born, some gentler nature comes.

And Death's dark path becomes the light to lead us on

to Heaven and God.
And now it's time to say good-night. The shadows

have gathered and the dark is upon us. I cannot trust my
lips to speak the words my heart would utter. Let then

these flowers from loving friends, roses, lilies of th<

valley, carnations and violets, wedding their petaled lips

and blending their perfumed breaths, speak in beauty and

in fragrance the sentiments too sacred for words. Good-

night—old pal—good-night!

IT NEVER RAINS, BUT IT POURS.

By Walter Anthony.
For sixty-seven years, beginning with the pioneer's

natal da.e, September 30, 1S49, the last day in the ninth

month of the year has been unpopular with ducks—at

least in San Francisco. Rain has never fallen on that

day; not in the memory of the oldest inhabitant, nor on

the records of Uncle Samuel's meterological reports. The
day has always been as dry as a prohibitionist's palate

and as arid as his dreams.
And it took a grand opera from Egypt to break the

rule, attract the clouds and draw the deluge.

Poor "Aida," from the hot sands before Thebes, had to

swim or drown.
She drowned. And with "Aida" were submerged the

hopes of that large coterie which believes in entertain-

ment al fresco and who looked upon Ewing Field as the

sacred spot whence would emerge huge festivals of music,

multitudinously attended and starred over by the great

cnes of the Earth; who in common with English brothers,

must have their music en masse, or not at all. "Gotter-

dammerung," given with the hero's body carried anachro-
nistically up Lone Mountain, where a Cross is hung;
"Aida." with 500 "supers" providing the army of victorious

Egyptians and the latter's horde of unhappy Ethiopians
in captive, clanking chains; "II Trovatore," with Ewing's
outfield for Biscay and the infield for Arragon:
"I'agliacei," with a procession of donkey carts bearing an
army of naughty Neddas and crying Canios to their fate;

or "Salome," with thirty cisterns and a ballet of salacious

Salomes undressing together—these were some of the
possibilities for the future had "Aida" not been swamped.

Alas, as it turned out, only one opera in the literature

of the art would have fitted the dampness of the circum-
stances and the setting; and it hadn't been prepared.
"Die Walkure," not "Aida," should have been staged on
Fwing Field's wind-swept and fog-hung flat, for "Die
Walkure" opens murkily in a storm and closes tragically
in a tempest.
Perhaps the most sardonic circumstance concerning the

ill-fated production of "Aida," aside from its final presen-
tation for tbe benefit of the Lloyds, by the Lloyds, who
incidentally were not benefited at all. but sunk deeper in

the hole of their $25,000 loss on the policy they issued--
perhaps, I say, tbe most bitter sarcasm suggested by nature
thrashing us critics and storming grand opera, was inno-
cently located in the articles we were inspired to write in

advance of the event. In the light of the affair, or in its

darkness, rather, as it turned out, our editorial approvals
of the weather now read like the choicest satire. I de-
liberately choose some of tbe remarks written by my
learned brother and better in the field of musical criti-

cism. Mr. Redfern Mason, and this I do because of tbeir
superior eloquence in the official programme of the pro-
duction.

Of course, the programme was compiled in advance and
why should any critic, even the most conservative and
constructive, hesitate at venturing a little ink and rhetoric
on a proposition which the Lloyds wagered upon at odds
of nearly 39 to 1.—$25,000 to $650?

So here is some of the unintentional irony:

"Here in the West the weather has acquired tbe virtue

of regularity. For example, the experience of half a cen-

tury shows us that fair weather on September 30, the date
set for the giving of 'Aida,' is a thing assured.

"Seeing that many thousands of dollars are invested in

such a production; that artists like Destinn and Claussen.
Whitehill and Zinovieff, are coming thousands of miles
in order to take part; that Artura Spelta, the producer, is

the man who gave the historic performance at the Pyra-
mids in 1911, it is manifest that San Francisco's weather is

an artistic and financial asset of immense value."

My friend. Mr. Alfred Metzger, editor of the live and
energetic "Pacific Coast Musical Review," also contributed
his compliments to the stability and propriety of tbe ele-

ments hereabouts, and my own copy would have out-

distanced them all in enthusiasm, for when I rave, I cer-

tainly rave, and besides, being a native son. it is as much
my duty to endorse my home-made climate as it is lor a

Middle Westerner to lie about Los Angeles.
But it is egotistical for one to quote himself, and I

refrain in deference to that well-established reputation for

modesty with which my genius is garbed.
And after all. the collapse of the "Aida" enterprise is a

tragedy the results of which cannot be measured now.
Every probability upon which mere human judgment could
base a single hope was overwhelmingly in favor of the
assumption of clear skies and a balmy night. Months of

energy on the part of the promoters; weeks upon weeks
of rehearsals, attendance at which was the gratuity of

hundreds of the best of our musical amateurs; thousands
of dollars in advance expenses, and tbe best musical

genius and producing skill available—all were lavished

without interrogation or qualm of doubt upon what prom-
ised to be the most stupendous scheme of public enter-

tainment ever heard of in the West—a scheme which made
small the previous al fresco productions of "Aida" in Egypt,
Buenos Ayres, London, and Philadelphia.
And all this came to nothing, or next to nothing, lor

excellent as was tbe subsequent performance given in the

Exposition Auditorium, it was scarcely more than a pale

hint of the glories that were flooded when the rain plun-

dered us of our rights.

Moreover, it cannot be but that the disaster will, lor a

time at least, have a deterring effect upon" those who
announced their intention of proceeding with similar big

plans for musical festivals.

If nature so ruthlessly reverses herself, repudiates a

reputation of 67 years' Standing and gives tbe lie to her

besl friends and most consistent "boosters," who shall

tempt fate again in an enterprise ol like magnitude likely

to i' similarly swamped?
It would seem that only one man in our community lias

the entire confidence and approbation of tbe weather, and
that is "Sunny Jim" himself.

N"o one besides James Coftroth has ever tested sin

fully the forbearance and the "stability" of the skies, and
• \ ii he was duped one night when Mr. Ritchie and Mr.

Mnruhy were to have met in the Eighth street arena for

a little two-part counterpoint iu the presence of a multi-

tude of lovers of dissonance.

Cliff House
The Wonder Spot

oj the World

A

=Dinner—
A PRIX FIXE

$1.50

Every Evening

Exceptional Dance Music
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EXPLORING THE GREAT PATH OF GOLD

By Harry Keegan Monahan.

The morning papers used up all the adjectives there were
to describe the Path of <;<iM Parade, and if they overlooked

descriptive expressions the afternoon papers picked
'em up. so there's nothing left for the Main Sheet but to

belly out its canvas and sail into hitherto unfound tides

of rhetoric.

For the I. V. ('. did itself proud.

Even the Examiner noticed us, for a paragraph.

The Path of Gold was worth every ounce of heavy pres-

sure eloquence that was stamped, journalistically, upon it

by tlie press. And all who had to do with its fruition in

a Maze of light, deserve more credit than it is likely they
will get.

We put Market street on the illuminative map, anil here-

when am puffed up New Yorker refers to "the great
white way, "_we will be entitled to ask him "which one?"

The Lincoln highway begins lor ends I in San Francisco
anil ends i or begins i in New York. Our two "white ways."
light up the Western and the Eastern horizon. A person
should easily find his way to either place in the dark. Let
him follow the line of light that blazes into the sky.

But to return.

The Indoor Yacht Club participated, and though we say

it ourselves, we were some feature. In fact we were four
features, to be exact.

First, as dry-land pilot came Freddie Coustette in an
automobile with such small dimensions and big ambitions
that we had to charge the car with gasoline five times In

the course of the march. Freddie's car was about
the size of a grand-son of one of Art Smith's i aby racers.

It was so sm. ill that he could make two round trips under-
neath a Ford without scaring the brute at all.

Following Freddie, but cutting out his side trips came
a miniature yacht, loaned to the club through the courtesy

of Roth & Company, the auctioneers. The yacht was
mounted on an automobile and carried its own ocean
in the shape of draperies, along with it. Incidentally.

if anybody could read, it must have been clear to him that

this was an I. Y. C. contribution to the pageant.
Following Freddie and the model yacht came the model

tars of the I. Y. C, marching, though they seemed not to

be. They were not as happy as they appeared, either,

ami that is a fact which has lead to some discussion since
the event.

They thought they were going to ride in a yacht down
Market street, from Van Ness to the Ferry, but it couldn't

be done, save at Ewing Field with Ai.Ia The huge yacht
was really on wheels and the supposedly "jolly tars " with
their heads poked through holes in the imitation deck, had
the job of trundling this exhibit along. It won them all

kinds of plaudiis. but when a man is sweating and the per-

iiion is bursting from every possible pore, he is not
susceptible to the gentle influences of encouragement, so it

wasn't until afterwards that the martyrs discovered how
popular they wen. As ui onlooker, the writer assures
them that they looked fine.

And, before the event is forgotten, let it be said that

mutiny arose in the crew, and after the parade down Mar-
ket street was over, and they had counter-marched up
(mind you it was up) Posl street, they abandoned the craft
on the rocks of a vacant lot somewhere S. S. E. od Leaven-
worth street.

The fourth feature of the indoor Yacht Club's entry was
the most notable and effective, for it bore along the evi-

dence of the club's most cherished activity—"all for the
kiddies."

Two trucks, lashed together anil extending a platform
seventy feet long and eighteen feet wide, motored along
The rear of the last truck was transversed by a stage, cur-
tain hung and invested with scenery. On the stage a
vaudeville performance was given to the two truckloads ot
youngsters who sat on benches, their backs in the direction
of the line of march and their faces beaming with the
mixed joy that comes to 'those who are audiences and

performers alike. It was Senator "Bill" Scott who assem-
bled the youngsters from the Richmond District. He
brought them down in a United Railroads car and took
them home by the same route. Meanwhile they had had
the time of their lives, for Willie Kid Nelson sang for
them in his best voice. When the parade stopped at Fifth
street, this clarion tenor's voice rang out in melody till he
could Ibe heard to Third street. It was the talk of the
town, this Irish tenor's voice. Clarence L. Martin busied
himself on the stage with "strong arm" work and William
L'Herieux was a host in entertainment, as a Ring Master.
There were other acts, too many to mention, offered the
youngsters, and the public, too. This feature was easily
one of the most effective and popular of the entire parade.
It completed the Indoor Yacht Club's contribution to the
celebration, but the mention of it does not dispose of the
club's obligation to those who helped to make it a suc-
cess.

For instance, though fine instruments might have been
ruined in case an "Aida" night was encountered, Sherman
& Clay did not hesitate at all when asked to donate the
piano which was placed on the stage of the Indoor Yacht
Club's float. The instrument was provided gratis and
without strings of advertising advantage to the givers. As
in other events which the Indoor Y'acht Club has pro-

moted, Sherman & Clay gave freely in a good and generous
cause.

Belated gratitude to the tars who dressed up for the
ision and then had to push their craft by the sweat

of their sundry brows, is due. and it is hereby given. The
roll of honor shall be called, though it is true that the
mutinous members should be indicated.
However, the good ship wasn't abandoned until the

parade was over, so they didn't mutiny in action, which
fact saves them.

Here, then, is the list of the gallant crew which manned
the boat and walked down Market street and up Post
street with it, to the loss of their last drop of perspira-
tion:

R. A. Edwards, C. J. Vail, A. E, Eleaser, M. Hirschberg,
A. Freedman. M. Davis, Ed Kenny. James Kenny. Have Bres-
lauer, Dave Symon. George Bogan, I. Crack, George Love-
jnv. Glen Stephens, Bart Burke, S. M. Montgomery. C. I).

Rassmussen, R. L. Molloy, W. L. Crayton, Joe Sturm,
Ralph Langlls, Al Morrison, Steve Dabovich, G. L. Faulk-
ner. I. H. Davidson. Dr. ,7. Gumrille, Ed Hallanan, John
Hughes. Sam Markowitz, Mike Heyfron, George Symon.
The electrical work in the floats was in the care of Ed.

Lynch, whose efficiency w-as a big factor in the success
of the occasion.
Following the abandonment of the good ship, the crew

had many adventures, some of which may here be told.

They found their way to the St Francis which institution

they visited with the express intention of paying their
respects to James Woods, and to tell him what they
thought of navigating as a dry land sport. Failing to se-

cure an audience, they repaired to Tait's, and there
marched around the establishment in state. They marched
around three times, and then, happy in the evidence that
it could be done, they gave three cheers for John Tait
and took their leave in fine formation, in which order they
came to Herbert's where a similar ceremony was held,
after which they tacked to the Portola and did a California
Gray stunt upon the ice. which was an excellent test of
their seamanship. From the Portola it was as easy getting
to the Tavern as it is for a Native Daugher to cross the
Golden Gate in a bathing suit, and thither they gathered,
for a brief celefbration upon the conclusion of which, they
marched up the back stairs and found themselves in the
Indoor Y'acht Club at 11:15 p. m,. which was much too
early.

And for all this success which was achieved by the
I. Y. C, let us not forget the three principals who first

thought of the scheme and then went to work to make
it real. The committee of volunteers consisted of Moe
Altmayer, George Symon and Sam Berger.

EL SIDELO CIGARS
Will Suit Your Taste
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HELPING A GOOD CAUSE

By One Who Was There.

It is a far cry from Sodom to Eden, from wine to grape
juice, from the easy, latter-day life, taking a drink as we
want it (and another as we don't want it), to the days
when we carried the banner of temperance and tipped

shoulders in the march against inebriety as Cadets of the

League of the Cross.
The "grape," of course, is the modern goat for prohibi-

tion. All crimes are ascribed by our prohibitive brethren

to Its lethal influence, ignoring, of course, that an apple
was the medium of the first fall and the consequent
calamities to mankind, and that it is usually where the
"temperate" apple flourishes, in the hard-cider communities,
that criminal procedure finds its most prolific exercise.

But the grape is the goat, and so we bridged principles

as easily as the airship annihilates distance, when we
gathered the other night at Bill McCarthy's appeal for

Father Collins and his temperance band, as loyally as the
same gathering will put in a plug against Amendments 1

and 2 when the sovereign people declare themselves at
the impending election.

Like the old year, the League was dying. In the absence
of financial support, it was losing its power to direct and
stabilize boys and young men at the critical time when
parental influence is frequently insufficient, and a manly,
sober control such as the League exercises is the best
guidance to their future caneer. It lacked money, head-
quarters, everything but a leader. So, unlike Mahomet
and the mountain, each too proud to come to the other,
Father Collins came to Bill McCarthy—and the campaign
was on.

Bill "chaired" the first meeting, as well as the others
thereafter, with such dynamic energy, that inside of a
week more dollars were pledged than Andy Gallagher's
"complimentary" votes when he ran for .Mayor.
Reviewing its work the first night. "Look at the youths

the League yearly steers safely past the shoals of iniqui-

tous opportunity!" gurgled Bill. "Are you unmindful, loo,

of this same guide to the hesitant steps of our own
younger days? See what it has made of us! Look about
you tonight and note with pride the result of this benevo-
lent influence we are gathered here to commemorate and
to perpetuate."

1 bit.

The glance gave thought that if the future wrought no
better than the past, the League of the Cross might do
better to continue its decline than to renew its existence
for an unworthy propagation.
Can you figure, for instance, Joe Watts, who was once

a major, or a drummer, or something on the staff? Joe's
emancipation from short trousers, we remember .marked
the accession of a hair-lip (singed weekly), and tin red
striped pantaloons (his first long trousers by the way I and
the tin saber are honored heirlooms in the "cobble stone

front" on Twenty-second avenue, near California. Joe
made a motion the other night that the "old boys" wear
their old uniforms at the entertainment and ball. Arala
asked if he realized how much he looked and measured
like Fatty Blodes. and that he probably couldn't get the
uniform over his ears, not to mind his carcass.

Colonel Savage loyally supported his law partner, and
offered, if enough old suits were obtainable, to parade his
Eleventh Kentucky Volunteers. This brought a Stafford
pleasantry to the effect that such a "misfit outfit" would
offer a spectacle not unlike a school of whales out for a
"tubbing."
Dave Sullivan closed up Sausalito and came over. After

listening to the McCarthy lung-demonstration awhile, he
remarked: "If that guy could peddle his own goods like
he can other people's troubles he'd have Hanan working
out in his Bartlett street factory, and be wearing his own
shoes instead of Johnston and Murphy's."

In the mean time Bill was flourishing a figurative brush
describing the worthiness of the cause, the magnificence of
the coming entertainment and the anticipated munificence
of his auditors.
He "word-painted" Ruskin clean off the board. "If any

o' them eight-hour investigators busted in here and got a
whiff o' this fresh paint,' continued Sullivan, "they'd 'jug
the mob' for violation o' the 'ordiance.' Grab me' Not on
y'r life! The only thing I'll fatten for one o' them fly cops
is his eye with a hay-maker, not his record of arrests "

Under the spell of the chairman's magnetic persuasion

Jack Tait kicked the dust off the floor to announce a sub-
scription of $250.

Right after him, Andy Mahony crowded his neighbor's
corns to hark a similar cover.
And so it went on.

The Irish, as usual, "done nobly." Sid Grauman, $50;
Leon Greenbaum. $50; Moe Altmayer, $25; Joe Lewis, $50
(advertising account J. Lewis & Co.); Julius Eppstein, $25.

Charlie Boas' voice was husky, so McCarthy interpreted
him for $50.

Marty Brandenstein rose, which prompted Luke Flynn's
remark: "M. J. B. Why? Because—the less booze, the
more coffee."

Marty was speechless with excitement, so McCarthy,
taking silence for consent, plastered him with $50.

I tried to sneak out the door, and the galvanic chairman
fined me $25.

No one was overlooked.
It wasn't an appeal for funds. It was a series of assaults.

Some one offered a dollar, and they put the sergeant-al-

arms to work.
Rockefeller might have more money, but no more re-

sourceful ideas about milking an empty well.

.Many a man. under the impulse of generosity or (more
likely I humiliation, went for a subscription that night,

who "as afraid to go home and tell the truth to his wile
afterwords.
Somebody hollered, "George James, leu!"
George jumped up and denied the philanthropy, but I he

chairman ruled withdrawals were out of order.
James protested he would take it up with the P. A. A.

S e "Harp" thought he said "A. P. A." and it looked for

a minute as though James would get immediate action on
his protest.

Harry Stafford volunteered "twenty," and a voice ques-
tioned, "Where's the other nineteen thousand nine hun-
dred and eighty?"

.In.' Ilk-key sent word that the fund had his moral (If

not financial) support, but the tire business at present
was Hal.

"It hasn't anything on the most of those present," com-
mented the chairman. "If (he pledges you have just

given, gentlemen, are as well kept as the one you took
years ago as cadets, it'll take more than Lloyd's to get
Father Collins out of the hole lie's stepping into.

Mr. McFadden, undertaker, donated $25, subject to his

wife's concurrence. Mrs. McFadden, who was present,

said just for the crack she'd punish her chief by making It

$50. Mae flopped back in his chair looking like one of his

charges.
George MacKay offered to buy 50 cents worth of tickets.

The chairman asked if he expected trading stamps with
thrill, or an option on the grand prize in the Honduras.
Mac said he would of course accept any customary gra-

tuity or premium, but that he hadn'l had much experience
in charitable affairs, believing generally that charily
should begin at home!

"Yes," says Dill, "and evidently also, that it should slay

there." They might have been at it yet. only Harry Staf-

ford moved in to suggest that Red Jack Sullivan be made
custodian of the funds.

The chorus of "noes" shook the building.

Oscar Turnhlad said he represented the Swedish singing
societies and the neighborhood of the Embarcadero. that
he was in sympathy with the League of the Cross move-

nt, also that he had known Father Collins a long time,
and

Father Collins interrupted to say he hadn't profited any
from that acquaintanceship.
The chairman concurred, reminding Oscar that he was

not addressing the Royal Arch, and that he would lie re-

cused from further remarks. He also cautioned the door-
keeper to check invitations and entrants more closely here-
after.

Otto Walfisch rose to state that although he had not
been fortunate enough to belong to the League in his
earlier youth, he had always admired its purpose, and so
thoroughly imbibed its principles, that he followed them
unconsciously still.

The chair advised him to imbibe something else and
remain unconscious.
Frank Mawisch rose to offer his mite, and as usual,
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waxed voluble. He quoted, interspersed with many "nows".

Sydney Carton's immortal "Echo from the Scaffold."

"It's a far (now i far better thing (now) that I do now
than I have ever done."

'A far, far better (now) place that I go (now) to than

I have ever known.''

"A Ear, far, hotter place, you mean, Frank!" interrupted

Stafford.

The chairman suggested that Frank's .Mantel'' needed

dusting and urged him to sit down, which he finally did

after the audience had seconded the chairman's sugges-

tion with much vocal support.

The chair closed the meeting with thanks, assuring the

assembled that the night's effort for such a noble cause

would go down into history as one of the greatest "clean-

ups" in charitable annals.

It was. Even surer than the race-track.

After the milking, the 'lowing kine went home, or else-

where.
Willie Lynch borrowed half a buck and took his mob up

to Coffee Dan's.

I went to Billy Roeder's.

'"Been to the cleaners?" he asked.

He guessed me. So I nodded.
• You look it. YVhaUl you have?"
"A shot of Bushmill's, and make it high. I'm gonna

take a pledge."
Against booze?"

"No! Against financial intemperance. I just t<- ed

quarter of a century for the support of a lot of future
prohibitionists.
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THE NEW AND GREATER

CHANDLER
LIGHT SIX

Come in and see the New Type "17"

Four-Passenger Roadster, and the Seven-

Passenger Touring Car.

Price, $1445 at San Francisco

PEACOCK

MOTORSALESCO
1350 VAN NESS AVENUE

PHONE PROSPECT 431

MISSION
STREET

Some Store

We have added 200 feel of fronlage on Mission and

Sixteenth Streets, making this one of the largest Furni-

ture Establishments west of Chicago — three buildings,

comprising ten floors, filled with Dependable Home

Furnishings, at Lowest Prices. The new

addition will be divided into 32 rooms, furnished com-

pletely as living-rooms, dining-rooms, bed • rooms, etc.

With these handsome show - rooms there will be no

guesswork about selecting furnishings here. You will

be able to see just how ihe furniture would look in

the rooms in your home, and besides, get valuable

suggestions for harmonizing draperies and carpets.
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Anything Taft and Roosevelt agree upon must be wrong.

Max, the Nut, got an awful butt.

It seems that the Billings alibi was not as strong as

his bomb.

Harris Weinstock is more of a nuisance than the alleged

Fish Trust.

Weinstock's shark proclivities naturally draw him to

the fish markets.

Did the cessation of the publishing of Harris Wein-
stock's fish recipes in local newspaper have anything to

do with the attack on Paladini?

Judge Lawlor drafted the proposed Police Court amend-
ment. He would do better to get some Police Judge to

write his opinions.

Every citizen of San Francisco having the good of the

city at heart should vote "NO" on every constitutional and
charter amendment except the Good Roads Bonds.

The so-called anti-dance ordinance will meet the fate it

richly deserves. Organized labor seems to have lost its

common sense.

What's <become of Red Jack Sullivan? We don't even
hear him kicking.

The Grand Jury should not have called the Board of

Education at night. The night air might hurt the delicate
Sally Jones.

What a pretty spectacle Mrs. Elizabeth Gerberding and
her silly women followers are making of themselves in

their attack on Wilson. And these are the "prominent
club women" who seek to do so much reforming.

Burlingame's gone and Aked's away. No wonder the
town is shouting hooray!

Perhaps our "club women" want night police courts so
they will have an excuse to get out.

Hughes is against the eight-hour law for everybody
but barbers.

Vote for the Two-Platoon. It will not increase taxes
and it will help the fire-laddies.

Why a municipal aquarium? We have crabs, sharks,
lobsters and flounders enough in the City Hall. Let us
start a Zoo and put some of the rats away.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS.

District Attorney Fickert and Jim Brennan are entitled

to a great deal of credit in the bomb cases. The news-
papers, which in the beginning devoted hours of bombast
to the prosecution of the guilty ones, suddenly changed
front. They seemed to revel in the bilious attack which
McNutt, a discharged employe, made upon Fickert. But
Fickert didn't lose sight of the issue and chance his victory.

We do not criticise the press for being fair, for surely

that opportunity is altogether too rare; but it is strange

that they do not give credit where it is due.

How are you going to vote on the prohibition question in

November? Remember that Amendment No. 2 is just as

dangerous to the California industries as is No. 1. Vote

NO on both propositions.

POLISHING AN EDUCATION.

Arthur L. Price, a newspaper man of this city, has been
examining figures and co-eds. This statistician has

searched the records of the fair alumna and has come to

the unexpected discovery that feminine college graduates,

when they seek a mate, prefer the less enlightened to the

more learned. They marry non-gradutes, as a rule; at

least three college women marry men who hold no degrees

to one college woman who falls for a high-brow. Probably

like others of her sex, the college woman prefers to put

the finishing touches on her husband's education herself.

KEEP THE FOUR INCUMBENTS ON THE BENCH.

Judges Murasky, Seawell, Cabanlss and Troutt, these

are the four judicial officers who were nominated by over-

whelming votes at the election of last August and who,
from all indications, are going to he returned to office by
decisive votes November 7.

The returns of the August election prove that the voters

are really thinking, and as long as any degree of mental
effort is being exerted by the Toting public the re-election

of the incumbent Superior Judges is absolutely assured.

There are some who believed earlier in the year that the
voters could be stampeded for certain candidates through
the organization of whirlwind campaigns and frenzied ap-

peals, but when the thousands or votes came rolling in

on primary election night lor the four incumbent Superior
Judges, these erstwhile political wiseacres found that their

prognostications were hardly In accord with the eventual-

ities. The men and women of San Francisco apparently
are not to be stampeded.
The Main Sheet doesn't believe that judicial officers

who have made good, and who have had long and honor-
able careers on the bench, should lie summarily kicked
out of office just because they are not as good at glad-

handing as the men who want to sneered them. While
our judges are performing their public duties we demand
that they shall not participate in politics. When they
run for office we require that they shall not participate in

partisan politics. In view of these restraints placed upon
judicial officers not only by the nature of the positions
which they hold, but also through express enactment of

the people whom they represent, it is neither logical nor
fair for the voters on election day to overlook the judicial

officer who refuses to Ibe a practical politician and to

remember the men who, not occupying judicial positions,

are free to make a partisan campaign.
Judges Murasky, Cabanlss, Seawell and Troutt. have

made good, one and all. They are not strangers to the
people of San Francisco. They have been on the bench
for many years and they know the law and how to bring
about its prompt and equitable adiministration. There
isn't any question that they are individually, and col-

lectively, too, the most competent, the most experienced
and the most learned of the candidates for the Superior
Judgeship now before the people of San Francisco. The
real question is whether or not the people of San Fran-
cisco are going to keep in mind the names of Murasky,
Seawell, Cabaniss and Troutt on general election day.

Let San Francisco on November 7 repeat her action of

August 29 and roll up a tremendous vote for

JUDGE FRANK .1. MURASKY,
JUDGE JAMES M. SEAWELL,
JUDGE JAMES M. TROUTT and
JUDGE GEORGE II. CABANISS.
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RANDOM THOUGHTS

Pity a Poor Old Man.
Jack Hunt is dead! His murderer lives and apparently

under the law will continue on this mundane sphere in-

definitely. Just at present his attorney is endeavoring to

establish first that the man was acting in self defense and
secondly that he was not responsible at the time the crime
was committed. What the jury will determine is problem-

atical. Certainly no less offensive or no kinder man lived

than Hunt. Any person who stops to reason, must know
that with his splendid athletic build and bis youth, his

natural agility and knowledge of boxing and wrestling
had Hunt been the aggressor, there would be a different

tale to tell. There is every reason to believe that Fain
went to his daughter's hotel with a fixed determination in

his drink befuddled brain to kill her or to kill some one.

Hunt was the good Samaritan who tried to persuade him
to go away and Hunt gave up his life because he was not

the aggressor. Evidently "knifing" people, was a popular
pastime with Fain and he simply waited Ins time and the
blade went true to the mark. Anil now we hear the molly-

coddles and the weeping ninnies crying "the poor old man."
Why should there be any sympathy for even assuming that

he was or is a poor old man? Is this deliberate, cold
blooded murder to In- condoned and slohbed over and
lionized? And is there no sympathy lor the "poor old
man" that Jack Hunt left behind, left poor, indeed'.' Poor
old man! A strong, husky miner who had worked all his

lite with a pick and shovel, is neither old nor feeble at sixty.

The hand that drove the knife that killed lack Hunt and
the arm behind it lacked neither strength nor precision.

For Heaven's sake let's have done with what Ned Hamilton
calls the "slobber slobbers" and give this poor old man''
what he has richly earned and at least put him where the
public will be safe from his knife and his drunken assaults.

* * • *

Olympic Generosity.
What a wonderful tribute the Olympic Club paid itself

when in a few short hours less than two hundred mein
subscribed over two thousand dollars for the family of
the late John A. Hunt. It was a free, spontaneous, gener-

. sympathetic act and it proves far better than winds
that Olympians are united by even stronger bonds than
most organizations. There are few organizations, fra-

ternal, social, benevolent or anything else, that would do
or could do the same. And bear In mind that not a day
passes that these self same men are not doing some char-
ity. They are the shining marks for every appeal. Though
a dubious compliment, the Police Department has to de-

tail an officer at frequent intervals to keep the vagrants
from the Olympic doors and the vags know where to go.

So with all the response was the more magnanlnn
Just one dissenting voice: just one who said no. Doctor

Dolman when asked to contribute remarked that if

the family were in need "those steaks that were taken to

the apartment might have helped to relieve their distri

The contemptible mind that could think of such a thing
at such a lime only shows the in. ire contemptible In con-
trast with tie- kind sympathy and generosity of the other
fellows \nii of those who gave, of the real Olympians, we
an- proud. Proud that there are so many purses that are
opened, so many hearts that are responsive, so many men
whom neither time nor years nor experience has calloused
or hardened enrolled beneath the winged O. Good luck
to them and may they always have the plenty from which
to give.

• • • •

Where Free Is and Freedom Is Not.
Mown in Santa Clara County there is a gentleman nan ,

Arthur M. Free, who. b> m-ace of an indulgent community,
occupies the position of District Attorney. The same i

munity is also blessed, by appointment of Governor John-
son, with a Superior Judge, named William A, Beasley.
Hoth Free and Beasley should have lived during the In-

quisition. They are five centuries behind their time and
belong to the age of the rack and thumb screw They are
two by fours who prostitute their positions and drag their
bellies in the mud for the small town clamor of the pop-
ulace and who hope to drive their families to social promi-
nence on the cushioned seats of Mrs. Francis Carolan's
limousine over the prostrate form of the unfortunate Tony
Fodera. A young hoy riding a motorcycle crushed into
the rear fender of Fodera's machine on the night of Au-
gust ,11st of last year on the State Highway near Mayfleld

n.l was instantly killed. Fodera claims that the acci-
dent occurred without his knowledge. Mrs. Francis Caro-
lan, the Burlingame society leader, who hadn't done any-
thing particularly sensational for a week or two, pursued
Fodera's car, had him arrested and insisted on his prose-
cution. He was prosecuted and persecuted. The first juiy
disagreed and it looked as both Free and Beasley would
not find the welcome sign on the mat at Burlingame. A
new trial and a new jury found Fodera guilty. One whole
day was given over to character witnesses who went to
Han Jose to testify for Fodera. Supreme Justice Melvin,
District Attorney Fickert. William M. Abbott. Superior
Judge Van Nostrand were only a few of those called.
Fries plea to the jury, composed for the most part of
farmers, was, "Don't let them city fellers influence you.
Give this man life and teach them a lesson." And then
Judge Beasley. with that kind benevolence so character-
istic of country justice, denied the plea for probation and
sentenced Fodera to five years, remarking that had he
been prosecuted for manslaughter, he would have been
found guilty and he might have added, given lite. An

ii al will be taken to the Appellate Court. It is to be
hoped that the Court will take cognizance of the unfair,
prejudiced and bitter prosecution; of the sop that the
smiles of Ilurlingame's Society Matron holds for the

ky prosecutor and the ungainly Judge and wijl order a
new trial, where at least the case may be determined on
its merits. Fortunately mob law and country justice
have but little sway with the Appellate Court and Mrs.
Carolan's smiles or her pretty chauffeur won't carry a whole
lot of weight either. And we hope that little Arthur
Money Free and his lick-spittle Judge Measley will come
up on one of their orgies to a real town and. perhaps, real
justice may be meted to them.

* * * #

Be Sure and Vote.
At the coming election the good people of San Francisco

have some serious problems confronting them. The
ballot will contain referendums, the decision of which
means much for the welfare of the community. The total
registration Is large and very gratifying and it is to be
Imped that the electorate will analyze the various propo-
sitions and then vote. The important thing is to vote.

First, and foremost, of course, is the State-wide refer-
im on Prohibition. Much depends on San Francisco.

If our personal liberties are not to be curtailed and cir-

cumscribed; if the old spirit is to live, if we are to be
Californians and not Iowans or Missourians; if California
hopes to grow anil expand and continue to be loved, then
she must, and we must, vote No on amendments Number
One anil Two.
Time will not permit a discussion of each of the other

amendments, but we hope to go to press in sufficient time
in November to voice our sentiments on all if possible,
or on the more important at least. Meanwhile, we sin-

i) ist i hat the people will not vote for appointive
judges and that they will not put the obnoxious jitneys

11 Market Street.
* * * *

Elective Judges are Best.

Speaking m' Police Judges, one is almost tempted to
vote for any change, if it would change some of the judges.
We saj some, we should say one, because we have one
particular gentleman in mind, but out of consideration for
some of his friends, and not for himself, we will allow the
matter to rest. In case any one should be in doubt as to
what is meant or who the particular judge may be. we
suggest that they see Sam Berger. However, appointing
judges will not remedy conditions. Whether elective or
appointive, a sardine is still a sardine and neither the one
nor the other will put backbone into mush. The elected
judge is responsible only to his constituency. The ap-
pointed must be responsible to the power that appoints.
The one makes for independence; the other for servile
obedience to the master's voice. One man rule is un-
American, unfair and unjust. Today the Mayor has abso-
lute control and domination over all departments. Eithe*
his bidding must be done or out go the Commissioners, as
in the Fire Department. Already the dictatorship is being
questioned. Admitting Mayor Rolph to be all that his most
enthusiastic admirer can claim for him. still it is doubtful
whether any man should be made supreme. And give
him the courts and be is supreme. There are a hundred
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and one reasons why the change should not be made. A
whole lot is charged against the Police Court that instead

o£ being condemned should be at least condoned. One
ot the most ardent enthusiasts over appointive judges had

his son arrested some few weeks ago on the technical

charge of rape. Father distracted; mother hysterical and

the boy in tears. It was the old, old story of the worldly-

wise girl under legal age and the inexperienced youth.

The Police Judge cautioned the boy and with a warning

let him go. Now the father is equally enthusiastic over

an elective judiciary. So it all depends on whose ox is

gored and when the chickens come home to roost, the

police court isn't really as bad as it's painted.

* * * *

The Two Platoon.

Amendment Xumber Thirty-Three is proposed by the

Fire Laddies and provides for a double platoon system
without additional cost to the taxpayers. It is the last of

the charter amendments and we trust the Scriptural admo-
nition will be true in this instance. The change is to be

effected by the complete motorization of apparatus and a

consolidation of companies and will not be effective until

this has been done or until January 1, 1919. In a neat

little pamphlet entitled "Why the Two Platoon System
Means Efficiency and Economy in the San Francisco Fire

Department," every argument pro and con is presented.

It certainly reasons logically and intelligently that motor-
ization has come to stay and that being true there is

neither the necessity for the same number of men or com-
panies as under the old horse-drawn system. The bugaboo
of hills is done away with. Companies can cover ground
with ten times the speed. No expensive and costly stables

need be maintained. Gasoline doesn't cost as much as

hay and barley and oats. In a word, the firemen have
presented a plan which on its face will be an economical
investment for the taxpayer, a greater protection for the

home and a direct and progressive benefit to themselves.
The appeal is based on reason, not on sentiment, but sen-

timent tempts us to suggest that men are entitled to fair

hours and to see their families occasionally and the fire-

man alone is deprived of this. We hope the amendment
carries and carries big.

WHEN YOU NEED A
SAFE DEPOSIT BOX

CALL AND= SEE =
JOHN F. CUNNINGHAM

MANAGER

Crocker
Safe Deposit Vaults

Crocker Building, *Posl and Market Sts.

This paper heartily recommends thia institution.

SMOKE

QUEEN of HAVANA

Shapea and Sizes to suit
All Tastes £> & &
M. BlasKower, Distributer

CONDENSED SPEECHES.
While the palatial chambers of the Supervisors in our

City Hall were being dedicated, the Main Sheet reporter
caught the following speeches:

Mayor Rolph: "We come today to make history. We
hospitable Californians and you good people of San Fran-
cisco, with your good hearts throbbing," etc.

Then John O. Walsh: "Well, ye have all been talkin'
about the taxpayers, and the Sinitors, an' the Mayor's
archytects, an' the colyums, but think of the mechanics
who put them big rafters up in this pretty ceiling," etc.

Then Charley Nelson: "We have solved the solution of

a place to meet where we can be seen, and I want to tell

you, Mr. Mayor, just where I am at, and I will give my
word to whoever will take it, that I won't vote for no
garage permits in the new City Hall."

Then Ralph McLeran: "This place is all right, but you
ought to see the new Pavilion Rink."

Then J. Emmet Hayden: "Mrs. Rolph. Mr. Mayor, Sen-
ator Phelan. Congressman Nolan, Brother Supervisors,
Former Supervisors, Taxpayers. Citizens, Indies and Gen-
tlemen, and the little folks with you: 1 want to say that
I only got into this room by a few votes, and if you had it

to do over again, I wouldn't get in at all, so I don't thank
any one."

Then Johnny Hynes: "I might as well make a sp iech.

I can't talk about the pearly waters of the Pacific or the
sequoia-capped Sierras, but 1 won't work any harder for

Billy than Billy did for me."

Oscar Hocks was then introduced as the man who had
served under five Mayors; the oldest Supervisor on the
board, and whose conscience was his lantern, even though
it sometimes lacked oil.

"Veil," said Oscar, "dis is my fifth movement since I

haf been a Supervisor."

This was the crowning effort of the day, and when the
taxpayers got through their laugh, they wondered why the
Supervisors don't meet in a primary school and leave their
new quarters to the intelligent janitors.

TOO MUCH HINDU.
It's singular and singularly sad how the hysterical fair

fall for mystical Hindus.
Just now Rablndranatb Tagore is the hero.
lie won the Notiel prize in England's gift for bis poetry;

but that doesn't amount to much since a glance at the
rhymes ot England's Poet laureate is enough to show
what little respect for poetry the land of Shakespeare now
entertains.

But Tagore is the hero of the hour, and the ladies (lock

to hear him though they fall asleep under the listless

drone of effeminate drawl, and haven't the remotest idea
what it is all about.
Tagore is full brother of Yeats and Maeterlinck and the

other non-moral mystics who mistake a feeling of luxurious
ease for the inspiration of the Holy Spirit. Tagore has done
some delicately pretty things, hut with the daily news of

Europe's desperate need and the world's evil ringing in

the ears of humanity one wearies of his gentle reveries,

and is irritated by his spinelessness. The world though
its women go to worship, will not repair to this Hindu
seer for courage or faith in the spirit that wars with
things evil.

Of these things. Tagore has been aptly described as hav-

ing as little consciousness as a child playing with a top.

OTEL g)AUSALITO
DAVE SULLIVAN, Proprietor

PERFECTION OF EQUIPMENT

EVERYTHING NEW
EXPERT CHEF IDEAL ACCOMMODATIONS

Only 30 Minutes from San Francisco, and

Only a Step from the Sausalito Ferry
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"AND WHEN THE

Archie Watson.

BREEZES BLOW."
Sir \V. S. Gilbert's "Ruler of the Queen's Naves" has

i en held by some to have been the original progenitor of

all Indoor Yachtsmen, and that he and the Pinafore's

caplain, models in seamanship, have exerted an influence

on Tars of the Club unto this very day. In short, it has
b< hi scandalously whispered in unfriendly quarters that

no Indoor Yachtsman could possibly keep either his equi-

librium or his dinner at sea.

We have with us, however, a regular Tar, who gives the

lie to such scurrilous accusations—one of the name of

Archie Watson, who, while he wasn't born on the rolling

,;i. lias been plowing the "unharvested furrows of the

deep" for. lo. these many years. For six years he was
with the Pacific Mail Steamship Company, and for three
years and a half has been the purser on the good ship

Fale, now of the Admiral Line of the Pacific-Alaskan Navi-

gation Company, which, if you read the papers, you know
has recently taken over the Yale and the Harvard in a

ten million dollar merger, the new concern having for vice-

l
:• anient and manager R. J. Ringwootl.
Watson was recently married, and so is no member of

that worthy crowd of sailor men who "have sweethearts
in every port."

The purser on a largely populated steamer Ion the last

tri|i out i'f San Francisco there were more than three hun-
dred souls on board! is like the chief clerk in a great
hotel. The position is one which calls for tact, quick
decision, affability without servility, and vigor of character
without aggressiveness. And that is the kind of a man
Archie Watson happens to be—a valuable asset in the
U>v* es of the new and wideawake organization which is

helping to keep our flag a-flying on the Pacific.

Besides being a loyal Yachtsman, Archie Watson is a
mi mlier of the Elks.

AND HE SAID "NO."

Here are some things to think of in making up your

mind on the ubjeel ,,f Intendments No. i and No -.

figure out for yourself where Uncle Sam I SO
in. imiii to make up the enormous sum of from $100

i
, to {200.000.u00 ior which bonds must be issued in

order to provide revenue i" meet tin- enormous appro-

,i,ns mad by Congress ii Hi' Income from liquor

sources is not available or become more seriously cur-

tailed by prohibition cranks?
Official figures show that tin- people "I industrial states

and cities are paying a larger pari of the cost of gen -

eminent than are the prohibition states, and paying ii in

emergency and income taxes, as well as in liquor taxes.

Is this discrepancy to Increase, and is California in enter

the ranks of the renegade stati - whin' fanatics rule?

In other words, is California to Join the ranks of the

nineteen prohibition commonwealths which are now the

poor relations" nf Uncle Sam?
The effect 01' prohibition in the distribution of wealth

1 , learlj disclosi d In Hi
i facl that of the (68,1 ,000 which

Into the coffers of Uncle Sam through the income

tax, only $:',.ui IO of Ibis sum was collected in the 19

states where prohibition has been in force.

ii. above are [acts which have not been nor can be re-

futed, and which were recentlj announced, with man]
more of equal significance by Joseph Debar, president of

the National Win, I, 'sale Liquor Dealers' Association.

Annum other tilings contained in Debar's pithj state-

ment, the following is significant:

"The revenue law enacted at the last session ,,t Con-

gress, with the Underwood law and the Emergency revenue
1 of October 22, 191 I, placed more kinds of Federal taxes

on the people than they have ever borne before, even in

time of war; but tins, taxes will not furnish enough
revenue to meet the enormous appropriations made by

gress. II is estimated that bonds for from (100,

to $21111.1 will have to be issued to make up the deficit.

The chairman of the Senate Finance Committee estimates
that the new law will increase the internal revenues by
$2(Mi.iiilii,i and most political economists believe that we
have reached the limit of internal revenue taxation,
i! now .minimis to more than $:'..(" 10, 1. or (30 per
capita, for the support of the Federal. Slate and municipal
go\ernments.

Cities Pay the Bill.

it has been the claim of those who advocated the corpor
;.t!,,n lax. the income tax. and the inheritance tax and the
stamp taxes, that tin' would equalize the taxation. Inn

the report of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue [or

the last fiscal year shows that this theory was in error.

These taxes have fallen upon the industrial states and
cities, and the rural districts have paid but insignificant
taxes to the Federal government under these new laws.

"One cause of the extraordinary demands upon Con-
gn ss has been the effort of rural states and communities
to lighten their local taxes. The demands for large ap-

propriations for rural sanitation came [rom rural districts

and small cities that had been subject to epidemics of
typhoid fever, and the argument was that these towns and
communities had no revenues to maintain proper sanita-
tion A number of the towns admitted that they had
maintained proper sanitation measures when they were
permitted to license saloons, but prohibition laws cut nil

that source of revenue and. with no other means of se-

curing additional revenue, sanitation failed and epidemics
in' disease followed. 1'nder prohibition laws many stiles
and communities cut off revenue from the sale of liquors
and instead of assessing new local taxes, they turned to
Congress for aid. and Congress assessed new taxes on the
industrial states and cities to secure the revenue to carry
out these projects and aid the people in the prohibition

Dry States Are Stingy.
"There are 10 states which are now under prohibiten

law; they have 30,000,000 population and $46,000,1

of wealth; they received larger per capita appropriation
from Congress last year than did the licensed states. Inn
they paid less than $50,000,000 of the $513,000 which the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue collected in the fiscal

year ended June 30, 1916. In other words, these 19 pro-
hibition states, with nearly one-third of the population and
one-fourth of the total wealth of the United States, paid less
than one-tenth of the revenue for the support of the Fed-
eral government. The other 70.000,000 people in ^0 stales
which do not have prohibition, paid $4611.(100,000, or nine-
tentbs of the total revenue.
The new taxes now imposed by Congress are paid in

the same proportion The II) prohibition states paid
$8.000 of the $84,000,000 emergency revenue raised bj

Btamp taxes, taxes on business and amusements.
"The prohibition states paid $3,000,000 of the $6N. 1.

collected under the head of income tax. That was 10
cuts per capita, or 7 cents on each $luon of wealth. The
I people in the 23 non-prohibition states paid
$1;."., 000,000 income tax. which was 93 cents per capita, or
IT cents ,,n each $l(n'u of wealth.

Speaking of "Poor Relations."
In other words, these 1:1 prohibition states are the poor

relations of Uncle Sam. and whoever heard of a poor
relation desiring somebody else to get the benefit of his
uncle's revenue, or to see his uncle's revenue reduced to
the point of necessary curtailment of his benefactions?"
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The Big Event
Annual

Adlloween

Halloween
Banquet

Saturday, November Fourth
Dinner at 7.30

Sketch
by

I.Y.C.

Actors

Vaudeville

Dancing

Reservations may be made after Oct. lo at Club Office

Members only. Five Dollars

IndoorYacht Club



Indoor Yacht Club
Club Rooms and Office. 4 Eddy Street Telephone (Private

Exchange connecting all departments). Sutter 5386.

the main sheet

Board of Pilots.

Frank J. Hennessy, Commodore. M. W
William H

Thomas S MuUev
Jarr.es W. Coffroth
Samuel Berger
Joseph H Hutchlneon

Harry F. Sullivan

Altmayer. Steward
McCarthy. K^eper-of-the-Log.

Joseph A Watts
Jos. Lewi*
Geo. Symon.
Wm. Chappell

Assistant Secretary
Criticize and suggest for the improvement of our service

Complaint and suggestion box In lobby.

la your address correct and your name properly spelled
on our records, evidenced by your bills and the envelopes
from the Club? If not. as a great assistance to this office
we would suggest that you correct the same yourself when
mailing your check to the office. It is very Important that
we have our records in this respect authentic and we ask
your hearty co-operation with us. Moral: If you change
your mailing address, let us know and we will see thai
the possibility of your mall from this office going astray 1?

•llmlnnf ort

GOODBYE! SHIPMATE.

G in from ill" friends who'd have gone for you
Though the price of the debt was high.

Was it fair thai the hand that struck shall live

And that you in your strength shall die.

None came but you mel with a friendlj clasp

To the gasp of your latest breath.
Yon fell when your hand stretched out to help,

Closed grips with the hand of Death.

We'll keep your place at th oom board,
We'll watch where your moorings ride.

Since you've shipped with Heath to the never land
At tiif end of the tossing tide

I. Y. C. NOTES.

Dinner nights, Thursday. October 19 and 26;
October 13

Members i xpelled for non-paj menl ol m i

Stated only upon filing a new application and being passed
upon by Hoard of Pilots.

Hearts tournament, 'Soiled Sadie." [ay Oc-
fci ber 25th Committee, Gov. J. H. Hutchinson, Stev)
rich, John Hug Entries close October 24th. Valuable
prizes.

.links dinner. Friday. October 13th. All fish.

The annual Hallowe'en banquet of the Indoor Yacht club
viii take place Saturday November 4th. Sam Bergei will

i lie show. Nut" sed. Tickets ready after
16th Kh > dollars per plate

Menu.
-:-.!

1 t i
I HO

Toke Point Oysters, Cocktail Sauce.
I : ,.

: -si'.

Ten apln, Maryland.
I

': CO I

'

One Squab Chicken, Valennclemito.
' told Asparagus, Ma o
Bouquet Torton i.

Assorted < 'a kes.
i

I '.in j -T.

Bkerrj
i nsin Blanca
< "re nta ItlitiH'ii

MnitiTiM- Souvenir
Creafa IIIjiik-ii

M. JulU-ii SoDvrnlr
I'illll Himou
Vintage umis
Extra Dry

A CLIFF HOUSE DINNER.

A pleasant dinner-dance of the m.ormai sort was
h3 a t 65 members of the 1. Y. C. and their ladli 3, at the
Cliff House Thursday night. September 2s. Places were
laid for 130 and after the splendid BUPper which was

i under the personal supervision of our host. Julius
Rosenfield. had b en enjoyed, an informal program was
offered and then the dancing began which lasted merrily
until Fridaj began to make Itself known.

Willie Kid Nelson and .lack Mahon were tin- star per-
f" rim-is in the program.

Annual Frolic of Indoor Sailors November 4.

A VERSATILE BOOSTER.

Nearly everbody who is anybody in town knows George
Dealej

If he isn't known in one way. he is in another, for he is
a person of many activ-

ities, social and i om
mercial, and in all a

constru< tli e force in

the community.
B member of the

of diri ctors of

the Fillmore Stree l Im-

provement Association

tas been active in

:

which that live section
of the city has made.
As a member of the

Indoor Yacht Club he
is a constant soul
i" ngth in all of its

efforts, and as a wid
awake realty dealer he is one of the vigorous forces
constantly 'boosting" San Francisco.

Ait r the lire there wasn't a big real estate auction sale
in San Francisco which lie did not have charge of. and he
is recognized as one of the most accurate observers and
efficient experts in this city on realty subjects.
As proprietor Of the lamed Tarnation Cafe. 1358 Fillmore

Street, he conies in pleasant social contact with the
0l >'an Francisco life, and as a host he is ideal a?

everybody knows who ventures within the radius of his
expansive smile and the reach of his hospitality.

II tl.l.ott i:*i:\ COMMITTEE.

Sam
M i tfurasky
i P Healy
ii

i bo

i i . .i • lonstette
Phil n Llvin;
Hon i: i' M
II. mi B .) I

: i

Hon I..- M Tl outl
il irown

HI ha< l Hannan
• 'apt Jo

k. Ilj
'

: '

Ho J Van Nost rand
Pet* r Moreno.
M.k. He> fron l

R« n Sellg
Ed I.;. .1

I \ V.

aley
.1 hi iua Rppsl •hi

r McRlrny
A. I Griffith

Master i i" i lie Revels.
\\ in r ;.i Haulier
J, A :

John I
i

'

!:i«-har.i Quarg
i

;
i:

vl'm Wobber
\'. .i. I tonovan
E. -I. Brandon
Ra Iph McLaren

i
.
v <-«• 1 1 \ i- t < Ittee.

,\f W. Mtn
Frank Bsken i oth
R Iwln -i O'l
.1 il. Hutchinson
S Bei ger
Selb i i

A I

Co man
.i r Shea
M M Lowenthal
Tom Dillon
Al Herbert
< hi.. Jungblut

"A WORLD OF PLEASURE."
The Cort theater is keeping irs promise and is opening

lis season on schedule time with the first of a string of
Eastern attractions which will follow each other in un-
broken line.

"A World of Pleasure" may not be of the loftiest "high-
brow" description, hut it is the kind of entertainment
calculated to shake the most jaded to attention and to

bring to the theater every night a holiday throng of amuse-
ment seekers who will not have come in vain.

The production is gorgeous.
That melting pot scene, and the armies of all nations

while of the "give-me-your-kind-applause" character, is

certainly one of the must stupendous episodes ever staged,
and its attractiveness is beyond question or criticism. The
Toy Shop scene is another specially designed and copy-
righted effort. The Oriental Ball Room is a dream by
Baksl come true, and these are only a few of the luxurious
scenes of the mammoth production, while the beauties of
the chorus are the first real Broadway girls that have
ome out to cause the West to sit up and take notice.

A gay program has been arranged for I. V. <\ Hallo.-
i i n

Tarty November 4.

RETAIN THE INCUMBENT JUDGES OF THE SUPERIOR
COURT.

JAMES M. SEAWELL. fJEORGE H. CABANISS.
FRANK .1. IfTJRASKY, JAMES M. TROI'TT.
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If Either Prohibition

Amendment Is Adopted
No Hotel, Cafe or Restaurant could serve

•wine or liquor, not even with meals.

No Social or Fraternal organization or

Club could offer wine or liquor to

guests or members.

No grocery or family liquor store could
sell wine or liquor in sealed pacKag'es.

No summer resort could serve or g'ive

away wines or liquors to visitor or

g'uests.

No wine or liquor could be served at pic-

nics or gathering's in any parK or

public place.

No tourist visiting' tbe state could pur-
chase wine or other liquor.

, -Vote "NO"" .

ON BOTH AMENDMENTS 1 AND 2

"NOVEMBER 7, 1916^

ALLIED INTERESTS of SAN FRANCISCO
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Yosemite

Avi
IN

tumn!
Mild "Indian Summer" days—Cool, delightful
Foliage taKing' on a thousand shades of color-
Most beautiful season in the year

—

Just the time and place to spend your belated

nig'hts

—

vacation

.An Easy Trip
By Pvail to El Portal, via M
Auto Stage into the "Valley
Round Trip Excursions on

erced,

Sale Daily.

Ash Any Agent

Southern Paci fie

Overcoats
a forest of them

Easy to pick

and within the

reach of all.

A beauty for $20

Headquarters for Overcoats
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ST. FRANCIS IMPORTATION CO.

350 deary Street

WINES AND LIQUORS AT RETAIL
FINEST GOODS - LOWEST PRICES

PROMPT DELIVERIES

DEL MONTE AUTO RENTAL CO.

"hoke SUTTER 215
LIMOUSINES
LAUNDAULBTS

WEDDINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

CABS
TOURINd CARS

I am a power for great good if you do

not abuse my use.

In cases of need— I do my work well.

I am a builder up of health and strength

—in the hospital or in the home.

For the invalid or the convalescent

—

for the tired or overworked I offer a

great help.

A little of me goes a long way.

I have been among you for three

generations.

I'm known as Cyrus Noble throughout the world.

OFFICE. K>5 POWELL STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

BUILDERS' BXCMAN0& 180 Jeute Street BOX 95

VINCENT J. DONOVAN
PA1NTINCI, DECORATINO

and POLISHING

729-31 MINNA STREET, San Francisco, Cal.

Phone Park 5156

AnKeuser-B\xscK
Brewing Ass'n

ST. LOUIS. MO.

Brewers of "^^^jfaJL Draught

Fine Beer
k
<*J*aH ^\ and

Exclusively ^rffl&SS&v% Bottled Beer

vjfvj»

San Francisco Branch

1300 BRYANT STREET
Phone ParK 306

m

m

TIPO red was awarded the

Grand Prix ut the P. P. I. E.

Another fhmous
ITALIAN SWISS
COLONY
PRODUCT

*T&&

f\ WINE OF
SUPERB QUALITV

THE FINEST
PRODUCED IN

CALIFORNIA
At all

^ J
1 First-Class Restauranls,

Giles tni Wine Driers

11

d

I Sutter 4039
1

I IhueIu 5683
Formerly

228 SUTIER STREET

GOBEY'S GRILL
140 UNION SQUARE AVE.

Bet. Grant Ave. and Stockton Sin., San Franc. ico, Cal.

101
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E. G. McMlCnEN
On November 1. when the Pacific Steamship Company's circular letter, No. 2. at the beginning of the new

regime, bore announcement of the appointment of a new general passenger agent, the fruition of many years of

hard and competent work was reached by E. Q. McMlCken. He had been with the Pacific Alaska Navigation Company
for several months when it took over the Vale and Harvard recently, and in the merging and absorbing process which

was going on, the available and efficient material of 'both organizations were brought into view with the result that

McMicken took his earned place in the new organization which controls and operates twenty.five steamers.

In 1899 McMicken's genius in transportation affairs switched itself from railroading to steamship interests, and

he went from the Great Northern Railroad to the North American Transportation and Trading Company, which
practically controlled the Alaskan Bhipping in the ,la > s of the Klomlyke excitement, and during his incumbency he

handled the largest single shipment 01 gold thai has ever come out of Alaska—$3,600,000. After a year Mc.Micken

was engaged bj the Pacific Clipper line and with E. B. Calne. This organization, after various stages of evolu-

tions, became the Northwestern Steamship Company, and is now the Alaska Steamship Company, of which he was
general freight and passenger agent.

As though to fit himself tor his present duties. McMicken next went to South America, where he represented

the Mexican Pacific Company, and where he was initiated into the difficulties of the tropical fruit business. This

ii 1908. He returned to litis city a year later and represented the Pacific Alaska Navigation Company, the

Northern Pacific Steam hip Company, the White Pass and Yukon Route and the Alaska Steamship Company. In

August of this year he associated himself with the Pacific Alaska Navigation Company.
This varied experience, which has brought him in contact and acquaintance with every phase of coast shipping

position of prominence which he has earned by his fidelity to the interests of his various organizations and faith and
from Alaska to Peru, his native business acumen, and keen judgment have peculiarly fitted E. G. McMicken for the

belief in the great future of tile Pacific Coast.

Vote NO on Amendments 1, 2 and lO
Vote YES on Amendment 33
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Never Mind the 3iern;

$ust Slow it cm

XOarren

Shannon
"Zcmmereial

tfpcrting

(SHANNON-CONMY PRINTING CCMPANYi -Legal

9\ ft 9elilieal

dceielq and

9rinter
and

Publisher

Magazine

printing

509 tfanxome $t. A xeamt 1093
*^/ AT CLAY >5s.

Buy your Groceries
from

BOWEN C
©xCO.

Pioneers inthe Grocery Busineas since 1850

P. VINCENT MATRAIA. Pr«. JUUUS EPPSTE1N. Sec'rr

&tt Jflorai Co,
Incorporated

HOTEL ST. FRANCS

255 POWELL STREET

Tdmhoon.) KEARNY 3524,deBh™"*1 SUTTER 1372

SAN FRANCISCO

SHIPMATES HAVE YOU DANCED AT THE

"Carnaticn 'Cafe
S. E. Cor. Fillmore and Ellis

GEO. L. DEALEY, Proprietor

EHRMAN BROS.

"EL ROI-TAN
PERFECT
CIGARS

Remember that

Cresta Blanca Wines
Are the STANDARD WINES of California

Try a Bottle of CRESTA BLANCA CHAMPAONE
(Green Label) Equal to the Imported

PAUL MASSON CHAMPAONE VINTAGE 1908

WielandS The Home Beer
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FOOD, FOLLY AND THE FAIR
MURDERS SLEEP AND CARE.

An account of an I- V. C. Hallowe'en feast and jollifica-

tion is bound to read like a press agent's advance notice

of his own shows, for each one is better than the last.

Every year brings in new ideas, develops more originality

and discloses more talent.

The show and banquet last Saturday night at Blanco's

wasn't any exception.

It was gayer, merrier, bigger, brighter, wittier and it

would have been longer, too. if that had been possible, but

there are. after all. only just so many hours between sun

down and sunup, and they were all filled.

And the dancing girls arrived at 10:30

Hut before then there had been a show—and some show-

it was!
Impresario Sam Berger had evidently been on the job

with a corps of live assistants, and the result was a show-

so fast and furious that some of the most confirmed epi-

cures at table forgot all about the food before them in

favor of the folly that w-as turned loose.

The acts were of all kinds, from the most staid and cir-

cumspect to the most hilarious and farcical. And in the

latter be sure that few of the members of the I. Y. C.

escaped their shafts of good-natured but pointed wit; some
of it was so pointed that its authorship was loudly charged
to Harry Stafford, who. of course, was innocent!

Otto Wallfisch's sketch, for instance, left hardly any
one unhit. and another issue of the Main Sheet will In-

required to tell all about it. for the affair Saturday nigh)

feli out so soon before this honest paper went to press

that there is neither time nor space left to go into all ttie

details of a night full of highly important details

Suffice it for the time being to say of this sketch, which
might have been called "Restaurant Sans Yiande" or
"Toasting and Roasting a la I. Y. C," gave its rol-

licking farceurs the chance of their young lives to

sail into their mends and have the fun of finding every-

body's pet weakness or cherished foible, and holding it up
quivering, for the delighted laughter of everybody except
the one immediately referred to. As nearly everybody in

the club was hit sooner or later, nearly everybody had a
chance, sooner or later, to laugh with and at nearly every
one else

Here was the cast: Otto Wallhsch, Elmer Gallagher,
Charles Mahar. Harry McKenzie, "Denny" Jordan, Gus
Aguirre and William J. L'Hieurex.

Walltisch was the corpulent and healthy restaurant
keeper and cook of Teutonic persuasion and agreement.
-McKenzie was the Japanese waiter in partnership with
his strange ally. "Denny" Jordan w-as an Italian patron
willing to eat anything flavored with sarlic; Charles Mahar
was an Irish patron eager to devour an Irish stew or start

an argument; Gallagher was a tough little newsboy, who
sang for his supper; (Ins Aguirre was another patron who
helped mincing the club members after L'Hieurex, as a
health officer sent to inspect the place, had helped to
grill 'em.

If there was no food for the stomach in this fabulous
and funny cafe there was plenty of food for laughter, and
the net result was no stomach, but a side, a< lit-.

And Willie K. Nelson sang his heart out in some new
songs and some old ones, too, which exquisite feat was like-

wise performed by Jack Mahon, who has suddenly become
one of the I. Y. C. regulars and as willing to help as he
is competent.

Miss Lou Smith sang some songs delightfully, Miss Vera
Burgess and Miss Louise Francis offered some neat vau-
deville specialties, specializing effectively in songs and
dances; Miss Leslie Taylor, of "The Lure of Venus" fame.

was there too, "altogether" there, oue might say in com-
plimentary and quite justified terms. A tiny little lady,

Miss Cavanaugh, surprised the tars with a professional
brand of piano playing, and another tiny little lady sur-

prised them with an adult brand of dancing.
To these acts must be added the pretentious offerings

that came gaily and gratuitously from Tait's, from the
Portola Louvre, from the Hippodrome, from the Paris-

Louvre, from Maximes, from the Black Cat, not to forget

the beautiful act sent over by Alaxender Pantages, and
which appeared before the I. Y. C. in advance of their

debut at Pantages—Nestor's "Sweethearts." and they make
Nestor's job look more like a vacation than mere work.
Any number of tars are willing to take his place on Pan-
tages on their own time.
Of course William M. McCarthy made a speech.
He is the only man in the world who can make a suc-

cessful speech on an I. Y. C. gala night, for he knows just

how long to talk and. better still, he knows just what to

say. He takes the curse off of speechmaking. Unfortun-
ately there aren't any imitators of his brief, trenchent.
witty and cogent manner.

\fttr the show was over and the feasting was finished,

the night being young yet. the members took the floor

with their Invited quests i feminine and fair, of course i.

and the hours sped by. and by. and by. and nobody knew
it or cared or would be reminded of it. "for." they said,

"what's the difference, you can always get breakfast at

Coffee Dan's."

\nd indebtedness for the great success of the sixth

Hallowe'en feast and show was the result of the co-

operation of many members and Pilots of the I. Y. C.

The list of their names has a familiar ring, for to them
is due the success of many other of the biggest of

club's undertakings.
Frank J. Hennessy was the Commodore of the party. His

flag flew high, gaily and authoritatively.
The Hallowe'en Captain was Charles J. Vail.
The Master of the Revels was Samuel Berger whose

name is here spelled ceremoniously and is "short" for Sam.
The Keeper of the Log was William H. McCarthy.
The Chief of the Greeters was Hon. Bernard J. Flood.
The Usher in Chief was James S. Mulvey.
The Floor Director was James P. Hea'ey who enjoyed the

assistance of Gus Schonning.
The Musical Director was Sam Walltisch, who directs,

like Alfred Hertz, without a score.
The Refreshment Committee was composed of Moe W.

Utmayer and A. W. Schroeter, and well indeed did they
' complisfa their duties.

Joseph S. Lewis was in charge of the tickets.
And the Feast Stewards qualified for house service in

Elysium and were as follows:
John T. Dolan Hon. J. J. Van Nostrand, Hon. George H.

Cabaniss, Hon. E. P. Shortall, Hon. E. P. Mogan. George
Lovejoy, Charles McClain. Michael Heyfron. Richard
Quarg, Ed. J. Brandon, William Wobber. Ed. .7. O'Brien.
Gov. J. H. Hutchinson, Con. Collonan. Daniel M. Angluin.
Hon. James M. Troutt. Tom Dillon, John F. Shea, Al Herbert
and Otto Jungblut.
Sam Bergers Show Committee, which disclosed so much

ability that it merits more than this mere paragraph of
merit was composed of Joseph S. Lewis. Fred P. Cousette.
Charles J. Vail. Gus Schonning. William J. Lynch iwho
hasn't been permitted the privilege of editing this men-
tion I. Selby Oppenheimer. Otto Walltisch. William J.

L'Hieurex. Howard De Coursey. James P. Healey. Charles
McClain. James J. Griffin, Al. F. Andrews and William H.
McCarthy.

Vote YES on Amendment No. 33
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MARKET STREET MOODS.

By Jean Tone.

The Market street throngs suffer and enjoy moods. It

is a strange thing to assert, hut it is true. Go out and

watch them-the throngs and the moods. Get a bird's-eye

view of Market street. It is an artery filled with human

corpuscles. It pulsates like the artery in your arm. Some-

times it is feverish; again it is serene; later on it may be

depressed. Perhaps the weather has something to do

with it It this is so, then Market street is a barometer

as well as an artery. Personally I believe it is both.

There are times when the sidewalk crowds move with

unusual rapidity. There does not seem to be any particu-

lar reason for the speed, but the speed is there. It is not

an individual phenomenon or a multiplicity of individual

activities. It is collective. It is something that seems to

envelop the whole mass, causing each to partake of the

desire to get there. Everybody seems to be intent on

reaching some place in the quickest time possible. You

can almost tell by the general expression that there is no

real reason for hurry. If you should stop one of the cor-

puscles and ask him, "Why so fast?" I have uo doubt he

would reply: "Why, fast? I thought I was crawling."

You discover that you also must accelerate your pace.

Otherwise you will be kicked on the heel by the corpuscle

behind you, who is more in harmony with the mass. So,

without knowing the reason why, you lengthen your stride

and put more "pep" into your gait. The less sensitive

corpuscles who are not obedient to the "mood" are jostled

into doorways and soon take refuge down a side street.

Again will occur a period when the crowds move slug-

gishly, one might almost say, stickily. They seem to be

like a swarm of lazy flies' on the rim of a butter bowl.

They congregate in stupid, unnecessary bunches and leth-

argically resolve. If you happen to be in a real hurry

at such a time, take Mission street, for otherwise you will

find yourself behind some human caterpillar and you will

jockey in vain for an opening ahead.

Times come when every face you meet is sour. It would
apear that something very disagreeable has happened a

block or so farther up the street and that this irritated a

large section of the human current. Do not carelessly

bump into one of these cross corpuscles. If you do you
will have to fight or apologize. It sometimes happens that

a few of these angry floaters on the Market street current

will wheel aside to an elevator or to a car. If they enter

the elevator they will persist in standing in the front of

the cage so that, you cannot pass them to take your usual

humble position against the rear grating. If they enter

a car they will hog a whole seat. It is probably not their

fault; they caught the disease from Market street.

But to the credit of Market street be it said, very often

falls a beautiful benignant peace which wreathes whole
platoons of the marching thousands with smiles. When
you enter one of these moving zones you experience a
thrill of pleasure. Make the best of it. Fine thoughts will

enter your head at such times. If you are not too en-

grossed with affairs the chances are that you will begin
building castles in Spain. It is these benevolent sections

of the throng that distribute nickels and dimes in blind

men's cups, that pick fallen babies up and assist timid
ladies across the street.

Odd as it may seem, this same happy throng is liable to

move into the shadow of an ugly mood and become in a

few minutes as ugly as it was lovely before. When storms
are brewing the unlovely moods are more numerous along
the thoroughfare than on clear days.

BEST—WORST.

In speaking of a home talent show, a Kansas paper says:

"The Wurse brothers' stunt was the best of the evening."
This looks like overcoming a big handicap.

"Explain," said the teacher to the class, "the difference

between 'the quick' and 'the dead'!" "Please, ma'am,"
answered Johnnie, "the quick is them as gets out of the

way of motor cars, and the dead is them that does not."

Misery loves mystery—and company.

DON'T!

Don't
Drink the drinks you want to drink.
Nor think the thoughts you want to think!

Don't
Eat the food you want to eat,

Nor meet the folks you want to meet!

Don't
Smoke the smokes you want to smoke,
Nor joke the jokes you want to joke!

Don't
Swear the way you want to swear,
Nor air the views you want to air!

Don't
Spend the cash you want to spend,
Nor bend the ways you want to bend

!

Don't
Go the pace you want to go,

Xor know the things you want to know!

Don't
Get tlie stuff you want to get.

Nor bet the wad you want to bet!

Don't
See the sights you want to see,

Nor be the sort you want to be!

Don't
Die as you would want to die,

And you'll be happy by and by!
—W. .1. Lampton, in "Life.'

VOTE "NO" ON AMENDMENT ID.

HOTEL g)AUSALITO
DAVE SULLIVAN. Proprietor

PERFECTION OF EQUIPMENT

EVERYTHING NEW
EXPERT CHEF IDEAL ACCOMMODATIONS

Only 30 Minutes (rom San Francisco, and

Only a Strp (rom the Sausalito Ferry

Cliff House
The Wonder Spot

oj the World

A

—Dinner=
A PRIX FIXE
——— $1.50——

=

Every Evening

exceptional Dance Music

Vote NO on Amendment No. lO
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THE DUAL STANDARD
By Walter

Eva Tanguay isn't the first artist out of the east to prove
the lively existence of a "dual standard" in theatricals.
though we must give to Eva the credit of demonstrating
its existence in a manner quite in keeping with her repu-
tation for "cyclonic" performances. In this respect as
in all others, she has and is the last word.

Bj dual standard," it must not he misunderstood that
I mean anything disrespectful of the lady who was re-

cently in our midst, hut refer rather to the maintenance
of a dual standard of judgment by the terms of which the
public in the East and the public in the West, measure
the merit of artists and dole out to them their meed of

popularity.

How often do stars of the east leave their orbits on the
horizon of Broadway to become comets only to go to pieces
in San Francisco. How often does the fixed star in the
popularity of .New York find only oblivion in the fog of
San Francisco's indifference or come to grief in the clouds
of her actual displeasure.

And what is true of the players is likewise true of plays.

This has often been remarked— that New York's approval
of a play, or New York's disapproval of a play, means little

or nothing in this city, save to affect, to a degree, the open-
ing sale. After the piece itself is set, all the heralding
In the world, with New York date lines, will not move
the San Francisco public to buy at the box office, and
neither will the well-known fact of the play's Broadway
failure necessarily affect a repetition of such disaster in

San Francisco.
The management of the Alcazar had to repeat "The

Miracle Man" for its clientile because it was such a

favorite, though it was New York's indifference to the piece
which was the caues of its early release to the stock the-

aters of the country.
And it will be seen that this "dual standard" works both

ways. We like plays that New York disapproves, and we
disapprove plays that New York likes just as we treat

New York stars—greatly to their consternation and indig-

nation. "Why." thej ask "must I travel " miles from
home in order to be roasted?"
Why Indeed?
Vacbell'a "Searchlights" after being a failure at the

Columbia was taken to New York where it was approved.
Oliver ftforosco's fine production of Louis Vnspacher's
"The Unchastened Woman.' with Emily Stevens in a

notable performance of the leading role left San Fran
Cisco cold Ito our shame 1* it said) while New York took
the play and the players to its heartiest affections. All

the scolding of critics and the praise of advance heralding
from New York did the play no good whatever in this

town, and a reasonable sense of producing econom;
directed that the play he "closed" which disaster happened
in Portland to which city on our north "The Unchastened
Woman" limped after the chastisement she had been given
here; but New York wants her. even if we don't, and will

have her again this season.
Thus, it Is apparent that the difference between the

standards of the Kast and the standards of the West is

not always a creditable difference in our favor, though
usually it is.

"Sweet Kitty McKay," probably one of the silliest plays

that a silly woman ever gushed was given its due Inn
after a big New York success. Dick Tully's two plays,

"Omar the Tentmaker" and "The Bird of Paradise" were
treated to an opposite fate. Both remain favorites here.

though neither has ever been cordially received in Gotham.
"Omar the Tentmaker" being particularly unfortunate in its

New York reception, though why this excellent story of

Omar Khayyam, drawn almost bodily, but with its spirit

unhurt front the "Rubaiyat" should fail of recognition any-
where. I shall not attempt to say.
William A. Brady sent his great Itrury Lane melodrama

"Sinners." hot from its Broadway killing to slaughter
us with the gore of old-time cheap horrors, and his enter-

prise is rebuked with such pitiless and Bcornful Indiffer-

Anthony.

ence. that it. too. "closed" for want of that sustaining nour-
ishment which is fed to productions theatrical at the box-
office by an anomalously greedy public.

Holbrook Blinn's superior company of Princess Plavers.
in a mess of nasty drama which had excited Broadway
into a temporary fit of madness wherein it plunged into
profligate ticket buying at speculators' most pictures
prices, was hardly more than a weeks continued siccess
here. The engagement in fait at the Columbia was killed
dead by the very playlet which lifted Broadway into an
ccstacy of titillation "Any Night."

in such productions as the Shuberts" Winter Garden
shows, it isn't necessary to speak, since most of them
have for their basis so much of New York life, doings and
colloquial affairs, that their success outside of Gotham
must be due to elements of universal appeal—the human
form divine, meaning of course the feminine chorus. But
even in shows of this kind San Francisco's taste is much
less avid than New York's. And in respect of this variety
of stage entertainment, it is to be noted that George M.
Cohan who has recently produced a highly successful
"Revue" on Broadway, announces that he has no intention
whatever of sending the piece and its big company out
on the road, for the comedy success of the melange is alto-
gether due to its aptness to local New York concerns—its
latest successful plays not yet vouchsafed the road, its
latest foibles, its latest follies, its latest gossip and its

latest sensations. Like the Revues which reach us. only
the girls would be understood, and Cohan is too clever a
humorist to stake his reputation as the nation's brightest
boj on the relative symmetry of a lot of girls in tights.
And that brings us back to Eve— I mean Eva,
Like many others of high favor in New York she was

lonesome here, having for company in her isolation only
those who distantly sent their sympathy. Marie Lloyd
recurs to our mind as another idol of New York who
became Idle here. Evelyn Nesbit is a more recent sample
and Anna Held, save for her first appearance seasons ago,
has been but a perfunctory success in her vaudeville efforts
to please us.

It is well known, however, that Harry Lauder's popularity
in San Francisco exceeds his popularity in New York.
William Morris, whose astute managerial ability hit it

right with Lauder and wrong with Eva, says that Lauder
isn't sensational enough to be a tremendous "hit" on Broad-
way. He is a headliner. of course, and one of the highest.
I ut his popularit] reaches its due and proper mark only
after he leaves New York.
The rase is the other way around with Welter and Fields

and Sam Bernard. The latter expressed himself in all man-
ners of hateful way for the treatment which he considered
cold and which was accorded to him here. Like ubiquitous,

keen, clever and generous George M. Cohan, he was dis-

appoint ed I hat San Francisco didn't echo to the last

vibration, the favoritism which New York had given, and
in the case of Mr. Cohan, there were many unfortunate con-

sequences, for he who had heen so dear a friend to San
PrancisCO when it was prone in its own ashes, cannot he
accused of having heen unreasonable in the expectation of

a wide-open-arms greeting.

Perhaps all this may be due to the inherent desire on
part of each self-supporting and independent community to

make its own friends elect its own favorites and blink in

the beams of its own home-made stars.

Remember what indifference New York doled out to Kolh
and Hill at a time when they were this town's favorite cut-

tips.

There isn't any use trying to reconcile these differences

of opinion. It can't be done.

It is pleasing to reflect that while one touch of nature

makes the whole world kin. a touch of art sometimes
"spills the beans" so to say, and produces those differences

Which Mark Twain says are the making of horse races.

and which we know are sometimes the undoing of the tern-

permental darlings of a distant stage.

EL SIDELO CIGARS
Will Suit Your Taste
Vote YES on Amendment No: 33
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THE ROUST AS A REMEDY.

By Mountford Carr.

This is a nutty world. Over four hundred years ago

Columbus went to jail after proving the world was round,

and today they're likely to sentence a man it he tries

to prove it's square.

Between the privateers and the pulpiteers, the trim-

mers, reformers, faith-jugglers and all the other varieties

Mr. Heinz has not yet canned, a regular fellow stands as

much chance as a newsboy without a gun in the feud be-

tween the newspaper tongs. Mr. Hearst evidently wants

to give his boys some first-hand practice before dispatching

them to the defense of his ranch in Mexico, but the Chinese

here are making an awful uproar to protect their patents.

Man, anyhow, is an animal, if we rightly recollect the

teachings of philosophy. An animal "with a soul." he is

in theory superior to the "brute." But experience shows

it doesn't take long to change places. In proof, there are

many expressions which have become accepted vernacular.

A man who heats his wife is a dog. A girl is a chicken.

A fat man a whale. A gross female is an elephant. A
"fall guv" is a goat. A fellow who embowels his food

with orchestral accompaniment is a bog. And so on. The
character of man and beast, therefore, is interchangeable

and the comparison is less jocular than imagined.

No wonder we're nutty 1 The one who isn't these days

doesn't figure. It's hard to say who lead, the women or

the men. The former fall largely for politics, new thought,

higher education, social unlift. birth control and aesthetic

dancing.
It must take considerable delusion of the will to imagine

anything elevating in the sight of a number of young cows
with large calves, bare limbs and a notable absence of

drapery, tripping carelessly over the boards in imitation

of modest flowers, falling stars and the other affectations

of Olympus.
I sometimes think a splinter, if it did do a little harm,

would also do a lot of good.

The Greeks, of course, danced thusly, and today they

evidently fight as they used to dance—like a lot of women.
But the woman falls hardest of all for the coppery Singa-

lese in the linen duster, with the Hananless "dogs." the sin-

gular headgear, the high voice and the rash of chin-fungus.

He comes with the mystery of India, the magic of the

Orient, the theosophy and uncleanliness of the Ganges.

He probably knows no more what he is talking about than

his auditors, but they hang on his words like mongols at a

punk shrine and patter over the teacups late with the riotous

exaltation of having pressed the button, and, lo! beheld

the light.

And the funny thing is, the blacker the preacher, the

brighter the spiritual illumination.

Yet fair woman has a rival—her brother nut, man.
The average latter is a strange composition. He eats

praise like one of our well-known members devours beef-

steak, and crumples under the iron of criticism.

One prefers a positive obscurity to a negative notoriety.

Barnum couldn't fool 'em, and we can't please 'em all.

Remember, a very small spot-light represents the world's

opinion, and there's always a million trying to crowd
into it.

Those who haven't the virtues which entitle them to the

calcium frame some or appropriate somebody else's. And
it isn't always the politician that needs the kalsomine,
though some of the products of statesmanship we are ac-

customed to would win medals from the most aromatic of

fertilizers.

The trouble is each individual takes himself too seri-

ously.

The Chamber of Commerce man would "law and order"
the town from California street. The Insurance and Real
Estater from Montgomery wants to regulate our police,

fire and civic departments according to the standards of
New York experts. According to reports, a considerable
course of municipal research would not be amiss in the
little, old metropolis itself.

The newspapers would reform everything except news-
papers, and the labor man "strike" industry out of ex-
istence.

If not all wrong, at least they can't all be right. Why
not clean up the inside of the house, although we recog-
nize this is neither popular nor profitable.

Over the body of Caesar, Antony laments: "The evil

men do lives after them,—the good is oft interred with
their bones."

That's the bunk. Most of the boys we know would
hardly permit the little good they do to be interred when
a little judicious publicity might produce a present and
substantial result.

The "evil" is a far likelier subject for interment. In

fact, some we are certain would make a gun the medium
of insurance, were there any doubt of the effectiveness of

a shovel.

But the toughest bird in the lot is the lad who can't

stand the "roust."

Usually he is of the hard-boiled variety, who loves to

pan some poor devil with no come-back.

It gives him a lot of pleasure to pick on some weakness
or characteristic whose recollection is offensive, and his

enjoyment is regulated only by the size of his audience
and particularly of his victim.

When you immortalize such a one by publicity, or im-
molate him in cold print, whichever you will, you are
inviting an early interview with the undertaker. At least

you are so informed privately, anonymously and unani-

mously, by word and by letter, by individuals and by dele-

gations when you roust the rouster. You are advised to

multiply your insurance and your addresses, and to circu-

late only under bodyguard. If you're open to nightmares,
you have enough material to kill you.

But don't worry! The hound usually turns out to be
a dachshund, with a heart like a liver, useful only for the

manufacture of sausage.

Editor's Note.—The Main Sheet presents its recommen-
dations on the different amendments to be voted at the
election November 7th. They represent a careful and ex-

haustive study and are printed here in concrete form so
that those who wish may cut them out for guidance at the
polls. To this we add the old admonition. "When in doubt,
vote NO!"
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Prohibition Vote NO
Prohibition in disguise Vote NO
Good roads. $15,000,000 bond issue Vote YES
Declaration of party amendment Vote NO
Modified single tax on land Vote NO
Preventing Senators and Assemblymen from
holding more than one position Vote YES

Relieving counties from unjust good road
taxation Vote YIOS

Anti-picketing Vote YKS
Anti-street speaking Vote YES
Giving jitneys the indiscriminate and uncon-

trolled use of Market street Vote NO
.Making City Attorney appointive by Mayor
and doubling present salary Vote NO

Simplyfying present election laws Vote YKS
Making Police Judges appointive Vote NO
Police Judges' salaries Vote NO
More taxes Vote NO
Minimum wage of $3.00 per diem
on all contracts No recommendation

Maintainance of aquarium Vote YKS
Firemen's pension fund No recommendation
Policemen's pension fund No recommendation
Tax levy for poliec pension fund.. No recommendation
Treasurer's salary increase Vote YIOS

More taxes Vote NO
Sale of school lands Vote NO
Initiative petitions Vote Y KS
Contractors' bonds , . ,

',

Street grade changes '
Asl

\f,
good contractor.

Street work procedure \
Uedont know

Public moneys A'ote NO
Civil service extension Vote YKS
Civil service for Sealer of Weights and
Measures Vote YES

Police Judge amendment Vote NO
Police Judges' salaries Vote NO
The two platoon system, giving firemen hu-

man hours without additional cost to the

department Vote YKS

Vote YES on Amendment No. 33
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EDUCATION'S MAIN EVENT.

Football is the outstanding feature of college life Mcm-
ones of Horace anil Newton come back to most of us

blurred and dusty; but the picture of the white-lined cam-

pus never grows dim. We can hear today, ringing with

all their old-time vim the cheers and songs that told tin-

glories of Lady Pigskin and the prowess of her valiant

wooers.
That is probably why none of us can tell off-hand the

date of the next intercollegiate debate, or the name of

the honor man of the college in physics; but there's not

a man, woman or child of us who don't know what's going

to happen on November 11th. Other dates may fade from

our mind, but the date of the big rugby classic between

Stanford and Santa Clara is outlined in a nice, flaring red.

Stanford and Santa Clara" isn't Stanford and Califor-

nia" 'tis true; but in the quality of rugby played, in the

color and spirit of the spectacle presented by the bleachers.

In the sizzling "pep" of the student bodies at the two

colleges, the Stanford-Santa Clara struggle, yields but little

to the Stanford-California game. If ever a so-called smaller

college took its place beside the big varsities as gracefully,

as convincingly, or successfully as Santa Clara, we haven't

heard of it.

What adds hugely to the keenness of this year's contest

is the new aspect that the game is assuming. With the

regularity of Connie Mack's sure-fire repeaters in the hunt

for the pennant in the American League. Stanford has been

winning the big game. California fell before the attack

of the red-jerseyed giants with wearisome sameness; and

last year Santa Clara, after a heart-breaking battle, did

likewise. The element of variety so spicy, has therefore,

been effectually removed from the big game. It has been

simply Stanford from the barrier to the wire—a top-heavy

favorite always true to form.

This year it is different. The varsity fifteen at the

farm, idol of the campus, seems tottering to a fall. Not

a single expert who has seen Santa Clara ami Stanford in

action this year will give the Paly boys more than an out-

ilde chance to pull their old stuff of grabbing off the bacon

mi November llth. The Mission Varsity is a wonderful
Oigantlc young forwards, brimful of dash and

wlerdly skillful both in attack and defense; a wing-forward

in the person of Jimmy Winston who would look at home
even with the All-Blacks, a backfield or exceptional speed

and deadly tackling propensities, with two young whirl

winds in Fowler and Milburn. Group these in your mind
and you will have a true-to-nature conception of that Prune
Town Varsity.

There's nothing that the public loves more than to see
the downfall of a too-long champ and the rising of a new
hero to wear the laurels of the fallen foe. That spectacle,

80 the wise ones tell us will be staged on Noveml^er llth

at Ewing Field, during the "World's Series" of Rugbydom.
Anyhow, whether the prophets are right or wrong, the

game is sure to be one grand little old battle worth the

one dollar and a half that it will cost to get by the turnstile,

and worth the rather lengthy journey that not a few of the

old faithful college men will make to see it.

Naturally, this being only their second taste of the

delirious thrills of a real "big game," the Santa Clara con-

tingent Is doini; a ureal deal of joyous rah rah stuff. And
maybe those Santa Clarans don't know how to put a thing

over with a real kick' That rally alone of Thursday i

ing, October 26th at the St. Francis Hotel was the greatest

show of its kind that this live old town has ever looked at.

lietween six and seven hundred guests were there and the

amount and quality of the entertainment provided were ah

soluiely astonishing. There wasn't a dull minute in the

whole show; refreshments were served "sine fine"; every-

body had a bully time and it cost each guest just—nothing!
And now these unbeatable Prune belters are right back

on the job. This lime it's a cabaret dinner set for Wednes-
evening. November 8th. at 6:30 o'clock at the St

Francis, covers to be laid for 400. This will be followed

by an automobile parade with the college band and a hun-

dred or so rooters in the lead. Then, had, to the hotel,

where the rest of the evening will be devoted to dancing.
The committee, headed by Joe Murphy, which ran the other
affair, is looking after this, so ladies and gentlemen, you
may all look for Some Show! !

!

THE NEW AND GREATER

CHANDLER
LIGHT SIX

Come in and see the New Type "17"

Four-Passenger Roadster, and the Seven-

Passenger Touring Car.

Price, $1445 at San Francisco

PEACOCK

MOTOR SALES CO
1350 VAN NESS AVENUE

Phone prospect 431

ACHMAN
MISSION
STREET

NEAR
16™

PRICE comparison will prove lo you that you

can buy dependable furniture here— all the year

round, at prices below the average "bargain'

offer. And you know that when it is bought at

Lachman's that it is not only the price, but ihe

quality that is satisfactory. At this time

reductions of 10 to 35
per cent, from usual

lowest, prices on fur-

nishings for the home.

WE are adding 200 feel of frontage to our

store, at the corner of Mission and 1 6th

streets, and during the confusion of building

operations, we make it well worth your while to

overlook the noise and confusion and buy your

furniture at Lachman Bros.

Vote NO on Amendments Nos. 1 and 2
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Although the Baron Von Schroeder is in the trenches,
poor Aida isn't safe here.

Oh, the truthful press!
"Hearst gunman murders boy!"—Bulletin.

"Bulletin thug kills innocent lad."—Call.

Too bad the editors are not doing the shooting instead
of the newsies.

The League of the Cross wants to make Major Mc-
Carthy—"General."

We hope Patton won't be silly enough to thank (he
Democrats for their "loyal" support.

Isn't it about time some one put the crusher on "pro-
fessional" charity?

Who will aid Aida?

The supervisors didn't get that $50,000. Several of then
wouldn't take it.

Will Johnson win by l.'.O.niiu or- I'liii.niiii?

By the way. what has become of Election Commissioner
McDevitt's case?

Maybe Fred Suhr wants to kill taxpayers with the high
cost of bricks and help his business.

Keep the police court as It is. Vote against Amendment
No, 13.

VOTE NO ON AMENDMENT NO. 10.

VOTE YES ON AMENDMENT NO. 33.

VOTE NO ON AMENDMENTS NOS. 1 AND 2.

Fred Suhr should have embalmed the reporters before
he moved in the bricks.

Harry Mulcrevy had the right idea—he kept the New
York gentlemen outside the rail. Publicity John Mc-
Dougald wishes he had done the same.

We like to see Hiram going to Washington, but we hate
to see Stephens move to Sacramento!

One suggestion of the New Yorkers ought to be adopted

—

abolish the Board of Health.

Chief Murphy is against the two platoon. That is an
argument for it.

Will Greenbaum and Gatti-Cazazza and other noted im-
presario persons must look to their laurels. Our Board of
Supervisors are competitors, and they have some opera-
house. They are going in for a series of "municipal con-
certs" at prices to please the most penurious, and the

Exposition Auditorium is to be the place where these
events will be given. But the idea isn't bad at that, even
if it does inspire the wayward smile, for there isn't any
reason why San Francisco shouldn't give its masses good
music since Houston, Texas does, whether the public
wants it or not. However, it does appear to the casual
observer that the paternal form of government is getting
stronger every day, since the city proposes to run not
only the street railroad business, but concerts as well!

When will the municipal fathers open a saloon, we wonder?

Poor little old Los Angeles, they are trying to forget the
regulation habit; but it seems pretty hard for them to

break. Some time during this month they are going to

vote upon the proposition of allowing dancing in the cafes
and restaurants. It seems as though they are straining at

the. leash and striving to break out as regular human be-

ings; but still the old regulation habit hangs on, and it is

hard for them to throw it off. For instance, recently the
license of a well-known cafe was suspended for four d:iys

because it was discovered that taxi drivers who were in

the habit of bringing the patrons of the cafe, had lists of
women of the underworld in their possession and the cafe
owner was penalized as a result. Of course, he was solely
responsible for the taxi men, just as much so as the mayor
is for the actions of his milkman, or you or I are for the
actions of the lad from whom we buy our paper. Mayor
Woodman seems to be making a sincere effort to run the
town las long as these practices are in evidence It can
never be classed as a city) along common-sense lines. He
told a Hock of long-hairs the other day, when they pro-

tested against a liquor license for a social club, that a
possible violation was no ground lor protest; (but when
I he law was violated the police commission was competent
to handle the situation. A few more speeches like that
and tin- long-hairs may lose some of their ardor.— S. F.
Hotel Xews.

The selection of four superior judges Is one of the most
important duties to be performed by tin- people of San
Francisco at the polls on election day.
By every test the men who are most entitled to be

elected to sit in judgment in the local superior bench for
the next six years are the men who are now occupying
the position of superior Judges with so much credit to
themselves and with so much distinction to the people of
the city.

Judges Muraslty, Troutt, Seawell and Cabaniss are the
judges who ought to be unanimously re-elected to the
superior bench. There isn't any conceivable reason for

failing to re-elect every one of these distinguished jurists.
They have had long and honorable careers. Their i 1 1 1

, u

rity is unimpeached and unimpeachable. They know Un-
law. They are acquainted with the procedure of the su-

perior courts of this county. They are acquainted with
the ways of counsel and litigants. They have secured
during their long years on the bench a mass of knowledge
which new men will not possess.

If. as the old saying goes. It Is not wise to swap horses
in the middle of the stream, so also is it unwise to change
our superior judges when no good reason can be given for
the change. The Main Sheet believes that the people
should choose their Judges and believes that the people
are well qualified to make good selections in the matter ol

securing men for judicial office.

The lour incumbents who are up for re-election are well
known to the people of San Francisco. They have been
in the eyes of the voters for many years. Their records
are well known. They have all made good.

After all, it is the people who stand to lose by this
election of superior judges. Electing a superior Judge
isn't merely a matter of voting a certain man into a <

i I

tain position. It is a matter of setting up a man In a
tribunal before which any man or woman in San Francisco
is likely to appear. It is to the interest of the people
that the best men available be secured for the positions.
There is little or no likelihood of getting our best lawyers
and our best citizens to accept the position of superior
judge if the voters are going to be guided by whims and
not by judgment on election day.

If merit is deserving of reward, then Superior Judges
Murasky, Seawell, Troutt and Cabaniss should be re-elected

by a big vote on November 7th.
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RANDOM THOUGHTS
The Fears of the Real Estate Board.

The real estate board is making itself conspicuously
ridiculous In its frantic fight against the "two platoon
amendment." Jusl win the Fire Department should be
the onus of their attack, the bugaboo of their dreams, is

Btrange, particularly when their own experts from Nev,
York ha\e pointed out that almost every department in
the municipality presents excellent opportunities for re-
trenchment and reform. Some of the reasons given to
influence the public are that under the double shift system,
Bremen report for work in an unlit condition, that thej
sometimes hold other jobs in the daytime, and that disci-
pline becomes absolutely lax. Just analyze these reasons.
Why should firemen report lor duty In an unfit condition
any more than policemen or teamsters or school teachers
or the thousand and one other city employes? Do the
clerks in the real estate offices appear in the morning
unfit because they only work eight or nine or ten hours
a day? What job could a fireman hold where he could
work one week on and one week off? And isn"t discipline
under any scheme of hours an absolute matter of regula-
tion, dependent entirely upon the officials in charge? A
good chief will enforce good discipline, two platoon or no.
A poor chief will do the opposite. The rules of the de-
partment provide that a member may not hold another
position, and that rule has been and can be easily en-
forced. The whole question resolves itself Into this: "Will
Amendment :::: increase taxes'" \v e say no! And the
Bremen have pointed the way. Their argument is clear.
concise and logical, and with proper guidance and proper
management, accompanied bj complete motorization, the
Fire Department can be maintained under humane and
human living conditions without one penny additional.
The same old hue and cry was raised when women wire

m the eight-hour day. The reactionaries still want to
stand still. Bui men who can see beyond the ends of
their noses Know thai the future must provide Letter living
conditions for tie- employed, and that is why we hope
Amendment 11 ! carrii

The Arithmetical Chief Murphy.

It is amusing to note the attitude of the chief of the
Fire Department in the present controversy lie has com-
piled a list of figures that show that the cost of tiie de-
partment will increase from four hundred thousand to six
hundred thousand dollars annually if the two platoon

ndment carries. And the real estate board, composed
ome excellent gentlemen, have squandered a great deal

of good mone) giving publlcitj to Chief Murphy's argu-
ment. In the first place, the figures are. as usual, incor-
rect. Murphy is no Burroughs when it comes to addition.
Bui arguing from a wrong hypothesis, be natural!) comes
to at sound conclusion. Without taking the time to
analyze his tiKurcs, we would like to have tin- real est

d ask th,- supervisors to show them the budget esti-
> 'i bj the chief of the Fire Dep ti tmenl for

the
|

or lour years. There they will find that
the gentleman who now is so much concerned over an

csed lax rate, has recommended Increases which In
lour or live years would increase the m-.t of tie- depart-
ment by a million instead of a u-w hundred thousand
dollars. Then we would ask them to no over his figures
When in nineteen twelve he asked a I I issi I three
million dollars I, torlze tie- depart nl Yes. the chief
who is now alraid thai the cost of the two platoon system

| xcessive, al that time wanted I nmll the
cltj to an Interesl charge of one hundred ami mtv thou-
and dollars annually and a redemption charge of the
same amount covering a period of twenty vears Vnd
ihis r.,r motor apparatus which a lew years ago was only in
its infamy, and even toda. i ui,,olete in from Ave to ten

Vnd then we would be pleased to have them
lit. Architect's office and ask to see the plans thai were
being or have been prepared under chief Murphy's In-

structions for the Mint avenue flrehouse. A foul

\ building, with a living Boor foi the chief, a whole
01 the commissioners, and Lord only knows what

else or what it would cost, And after the gentlemen of
estate hoard have seen all this, perhaps, in fu-

ture they will find some other and some better authority
to use when they wani to cry "Low Taxes."

Keep the No in November.
The anti-prohibition right has been conducted in vigorous

fashion and will, we believe, defeat the obnoxious Amend-
ments 1 and 2. There is little danger of No. 1 carrying,
but No. 2 is still apparently misunderstood in some quar-
ters. In our humble judgment, the second amendment is

by far the more dangerous of the two. Its enactment
would bring about a condition nothing short of chaos. It

would vitiate every personal right, and its enforcement
would he ruinous. Every cafe, every hotel, every club
would of necessity close. "Think of the 293.000 people
who would be thrown out of work," say the bill posters,
and heaven knows it is not a pleasant thing to contem-
plate. But think of the ten million and odd people who
couldn't get a drink on a bet. Just imagine if a party
drove up to your house in a machine and you happened
to serve them a drink in front of your home; you would
be liable to a heavy fine for offense number one and to
both a fine and imprisonment for offense number two.
Offense number three would probably mean electrocution.
And this in a land which justifies its existence by saying
"That all men are created equally free and independent.
That they possess certain inalienable rights and that
among them are the preservation of life and the pursuit
of happiness." Whatever you do. by all means vote
Tuesday, early and often, and be sure there is a great big
NO opposite Amendments Xos. 1 and 2.

The Jitney Nuisance.
And just in passing, we trust that the No will extend

and be placed opposite several other amendments, notably
the so-called Jitney Referendum Number 10. It took a
whole lot of work and effort to secure even a partial abate-
ment of this unmitigated nuisance on lower Market street.
It required a whole lot of hammering to stiffen the back
cartileges oi some of oar oily fathers. And now it would
In- shamefully wrong to undo the little good that has been
done. The amendment gives to jitney drivers the indis-
criminate and uncontrolled use of Market street and every
other street at any hour and time. It absolutely and com-
pletely deprives the Police Department of any right, ex
cept the enforcement Oi the ordinary traffic regulations.
Its passage will send the jitneys with their careless and
unconcerned drivers tecklesslv along .Market street and
once again the carnival of death and disaster will l>egin.

Ami who suffers? Not the rich, but the poor, for they
are the ones who must cross Market street. They have
to use lie- streets and theirs are the lives that are endan-
gered. If San Francisco is ever going to be something
more than a village; if its people are hopeful and earnest
in its development, then it's high time that all these out-

rageous abuses oi ihe past be buried once and for all.

Vote No on Number 10,

The Call of the Cadets.
Father Collins is certainly to he congratulated upon the

successful outcome of the "Call of the Cadets" at the

Exposition Auditorium last Tuesday night. It's a long
time since San Francisco saw such a gathering. It will

be a longer time before San Francisco will again see such
,i how. From the time the Archbishop entered with 1 Is

Plug Hat escort of sword drawn Knights of Columbus until

old Qlory, somewhat hesitatingly, dropped before the stand-
ing, singing, flag-waving crowd there was neve,' an idle

moment. The acts, under the direction of Sid Grauman,
moved in and out and the different uniformed companies
i -up i tin- keen eye of Florence McAuliffe passed in re-

v i. w before His Grace and Grand Marshal Colonel James
I-!. Power, with clock like precision. Meanwhile, hundred
oi uniformed nurses from St. Mary's and St. Francis Hos-
pitals sold their flags and pretty maids, bedecked as

Hallowe'en witches, sold emblematic apples. It was a riot

of color. ICven the Auditorium, where Jim Fennell, Judge
Shortall and Andy Mahoney did the work, smiled beneath
the volunteered decorations. The whole affair was a
credit to the men and women who handled it. There was
noi a single Incident to mar a wonderful performance and
no wonder Archbishop Hanna beamed. It was a testimonial

to one of San Francisco's best loved priests and better

than all. it has taken the League of the Cross out of debt

ami left a nice surplus for coming emergencies. Good
luck to you, Father Collins, and may the same men and
women always be with you to help in your great work.
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Solomon Comes Back.

All freak religious are not confined to Los Angeles, nor

even to the south in general.

There's a nice comfortable religion, besides Christian

Science, in Boston, and it houses itself in a "Temple of

Truth," from whence, a few days ago its high priest, a

renegade Presbyterian preacher, was dragged to the

courts. He had eleven wives on his belt; thus proving

he could practice as well as preach, for the principal doc-

trine of the joint was "free love," and "marriages made
in heaven."
The "pastor" preferred his from 17 to 20, thus proving

himself most devout.
Anyway, it came out in court that the Rev. Arthur

Worthington began his King Solomon stunt a couple of

years ago when he was "converted" to the new faith by
John Plunkett. He got religion so hard that he imme-
diately wanted to marry Mrs. Plunkett, the wife of the

man who converted him, and Plunkett, being as devout as

self-sacrificing, said, "All right, my son; take her; she's

you'r's." And they had a heavenly wedding at the cere-

monies of which Papa Plunkett was the best man. and the

—no doubt—willing witness.

What became of the twelve discarded wives, when the

heavenly marriages failed to "take," so to say, we are
not informed; but it's singular, isn't it, how these new
religions appeal to women—some women, we mean!

On the Wings of Song.

And so there isn't any money in the "Aida" treasury at

all, hut only hopes, and these are faint indeed.
How much did the promoters expect to realize from the

performance, even if it had been given? Already the ex-

penses are found to have mounted up to the neighborhood
of $40,000 with more counties to be heard from later, per-

haps. The advance sale of seats was under $15,000 three
days before the affair was to have taken place in [Swing
Field. That means that $25,000 more would have to be
passed into the box offices within two days in order to

play even; a feat which, under the circumstances would
have been impossible to accomplish.

It looks as though the rain were the most fortunate of

accidents, for with the Lloyds assistance more money will

be collected on the rain policy, even though the lesser
sum involved—$13,000—is paid by the underwriters, than
would have drifted into the treasury of the ill-starred

enterprise had the weather been unkindly fair.

Immutable Law of Gravity.

Pettirossi has fallen from the skies.

Only to the kindness of a sometimes partial providence
attempted the clouds during our Exposition period; and Art
Smith is so badly hurt by his last fall in Japan that rumors
are persistent he will never fly again.

Perhaps it is better so.

Pettirossi fell while doing bis famous "falling leaf" stunt.

It was seen several times by San Francisco sky gazers,
but like the pitcher which went to the well, so even was
Pettirossi broken. He fell a thousand feet at La Plata,

Argentina, a few days ago while giving a thrilling exhibi-
tion.

The roll of death of Exposition aviators now includes
Lincoln Beachy, the first to fall; Charles Niles. Silas
Christofferson, and Silvia Pettirossi.

Only to the kidness of a sometimes partial providence
does Art Smith owe his life.

Exhibition aviation seems more perilous than volplaning
in a French machine over Teuton trenches.
A bullet may miss its mark, but the law of gravity is on

the job all the time.

The Big* Game BacK in San Francisco

MAY THE BEST MAN WIN.

INTERCOLLEGIATE
RUGBY FOOTBALL

Stanford vs. Santa Clara
Ewing Field—Sat., Nov. 11

Jill Seats Ttescriled Tickets. $1.50

By Politicus.

The future is imperiled by Hughes; the past was im-

periled by Wilson; the nation was put on the rocks of

disaster by YVoodrow, and will be rushed to its doom by
Charles.

Hearst would save us and so would everybody else, but
there isn't any chance of salvation at all. The democracy
lor which our forefathers fought and died, the unity of

the land for which Lincoln, and unknown and untried

lawyer from a small town, did the greatest and finest dis-

sembling the world of statesmanship has ever known, is

foredoomed. Nothing that can happen will suffice. For
it is certain that Wilson or Hughes is bound to be elected.

In the former case his past will overtake him. and, as
James Russell Lowell once pointed out in a speech about
Lincoln, we will have soil, climate, trees, rivers, bays,

harbors—all but Los Angeles—but we will have no country.

It will he disrupted. There isn't any doubt about it.

Roosevelt says so.

On the other hand, if Hughes is elected, we will wallow
in the glut of war. We will light Germany, or .Mexico or
Japan or somebody or other by reason of the passionate
zeal of this youthful jurist to make a reputation as a

fighter.

How often, oh, how often!

Every presidential election sees the same thing—

a

country in such dire straits that only one man can .sue ii

and he is usually defeated!
Yet the nation survives, pursues its way towards higher

ideals, and when the election returns are all in, the de-

feated candidate writes a nice message of congratulation
to his opponent and relieves an uneasy world concerning
his future activities, which usually relate themselves to

the industry with which most Americans are familiar
chasing the elusive coin of the realm in make a living and
provide for that period of Inactivity which invariaMy fel-

inws :> busy life, whether spent in alternately saving aiul

damning the nation or merely providing table provender
and a roof for a beloved Utile circle at home.
We are nol SO sure that Wilson is a liar, a renegade anil

:i miscreant, ami we do not believe thai Hughes Is an
Incompetent humbug, We do have our choice and shall

yote for him ami hope he will win; but we shall nol resign

hope in the future of the race if either is defeated.
'the American people is greater than any single man,

and though the mob acts in an extravagant manner with
its enthusiasms quickly aroused and quickly cooled, the

current of human, American common sense will not desert

us permanently, even though it be temporarily suspended
during the hectic period ol pre-election days.

Father Time merely strokes his long, white whiskers,

smiles indulgently, and agrees with Puck. "What fools

these mortals be," he murmurs, indulgently.

WHEN YOU NEED A
SAFE DEPOSIT BOX

CALL AND

JOHN F. CUNNINGHAM
MANAGER

Crocker
Safe Deposit Vaults

Crocker

This paper

Building

heartily

Tost and Market Sts.

recommends this institution.
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AMPHIBIOUS MAIDS AT BEACH AND BATHS
"In the saltv wavelets splashing where the nymphs delight

to play,

With their sr;inty garments Bashing on a brilliant summer
day.

Whether at beach or bath house on sand on boarded walk,
Oh, see the beach boys ogle and hear the skinnv women

talk!"

Fragments from the Hindu "TJautOseeum."

Fashions in all ages have tended to the extremes.
In different ages the extremes are peculiar to the
age. In the earliest English epoch, after the .Nor-

man conquest, the language of the aristocracy went
court would make a cab driver blush in envy. For
variety and obscenity they had a mule skinner beaten
a6 bad as a three card (lush compared to a royal Hush.
Advancing seven centuries to the time of Dean Brummel
and his ilk. we have the extreme of fashion amongst the
Bucks. A certain Duke of Dorset was taken to his bed
with lung fever because lie ventured on in the Loudon
mist robed in furs and swathed in woolens, but carried
a thin tortoise shell snuff box. So it goes. The linos
change, the fashions change and the extre s become
more acute.

Let us consider the bathing girls. A new sect has
sprung up—the amphibious specie of bathing maids. In
sunshine or rain somewhere on the shores of San Fran-
cisco Bay. whether at the ('lift' House or tin Beaches of
Sleepy Hollow I Alameda I, from one to one hundred do
of these water sprites are disporting in the water.
Golden Gate has been polished to a high degree by the
passing and repassing of the seekers after records. The
contestants vary in age and si/e and beauty, but are all

alike in one respect. This is costume, Tin- National
Hoard of Censorship has been struck dumb. The conster-
nation their costumes have caused has placed lis

body on the shelf for all time. However, in some small
localities, Sleepy Hollow, for example, the citizens have
risen to the call of necessity. They have enacted laws to

govern costumes of the amphibious bathers to protect
against the growing evil oi Ism. There are among
these residents certain men who, imbued with that tinh
independent spirit of freedom, have enacted an amend
ment which nullified the drastic ordinance. Now those
who delight in the gambols of the mermaids are supplied
with blinders and smoked glasses. There is a fly in the
ointment. Instead of astigmatism there has developed
hyperopia in its most virulent form.
The pageant is best on a sunny day. The peacock parade

of bathing girls occurs on an> siram!
pollution combine to make the ideal possible. Here one
may select a front row seat, providing that he come early
and is sufficiently robust to wedge his way thn
crowd. The most desirable places are those ai the edge of
the water, facing the beach. To the uninitiated B bal

suit would seem to be an article that is nol to be Wi

in any circumstance. The colors ar i - varied and appar-
ently the wearers have been cautioned as to the danger of
running. Fast colors are not to be depended upon, due to
the scarcity of foreign dyes. Arrayed in ihing
garments of rainbow hues, they strut or stroll

anon the sand A daini\ parasol of becon and
in harmony with the bathing suit prevents the sun from
ravaging the wearer's tendi inns Added to this

precaution are little pockets in the garment, which are
crowded full with powder puff, rouge, lip slick, eyebrow
pencil, powder and perfumed sachet. At intervals of every
three minutes each commodity is used in its turn,accom-
panied with gentle pattings Of stray ringlets of carefully
curled hair. A tiny mirror suffices to guide these delicate
maneuvers. In fact, the mirror is in most hands super-
fluous and is used merely to the necessity of tune
ing one's head to see how great the effect is upon the

tators and at the same time to BurreptitiQusl] ob-

serve other contenders for the public
Were it not for the bathing caps, v. mild imagine

that these garments was some extremist's idea of a sum-
mer girl's street garment. In Hose linos of short skirts

and scanty clothes the only daring Id be
the short stockings or Ho- absence ot them i ntiri 1}

is the specie of the bathing girl who from one season to

another frequents the bathing beaches and who so far
neglects the rudiments of swimming that she is obliged

to buckle on a life preserver and fill the tub but quarter
full when she ventures to bathe in the prosaic tub at home.
But for the amazon, or better still, the amphibious maid

of mermaid, minus the encumbrance of scales, who swings
like a fish and dives like a hell diver, there is nothing
like her in all times previous. She is a product of the
twentieth century and the acme of the period. She is un-
like her beach lounging sister as the lily is to a sheaf
of wheat. She disdains cosmetics of any kind. Her skin
is tanned to the hue of an aborigine of the Hawaiian
Islands. Her costume is a faded bathing suit of scanty
proportions. She wears a cap to keep her hair out of her

and the cap matches the suit in faded dejection. Her
re is east in tie- dreadnaught type. She swims in a
hion that puts a torpedo boat to shame for speed and

grace, and outgames a striped bass for endurance. She is

rarely found at the tame bathing beaches. Her habitat is

in the waters of the Golden Gate or at ports of call, such
as the Seal Rocks and Parallone Islands. Upon occasion
when competition is at hand, she may be found within
the confines of the bath house at the topmost platform
of the high dive, where she hovers but an instant and

cefully plunges into the tank below, she is the ex-

nt of the crawl and trudgeon, and looks like a turbine
destroyer plunging through the brine.

There is one thing noticeable in the amphibious maids.
There are amongst tins large division no thin or unde-
el, ped physiques. Either the fresh air or salt water

or a combination of both are a specific for the cure of

ness or the exercise has obviated the defect in the
tribe

You may depend that the critics who frequent the bath-

ing beaches and vent their thoughts audibly and caustic-

all) never venture in the accepted costume for swimming.
Perhaps they have a very '-

I but not visible reason for

disinclination.

SMOKE
YZerina
QUEEN of HAVANA

Shapes and Sizes to suit
\11 Tastes £> & £>

M. BlasKower, Distributer

GIFT SEEKERS

Looking for objects of unusual

artistic individuality, will fhid it

an easy problem to make a

selection from the slock of ...

.

HARRY BEHREND
Watchmaker, Jeweler and Optician

1551 Fillmore Street

LOOK FOR THE BIG CLOCK
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THE JITNEY AMENDMENT
Democrats, Republicans, Socialists. Prohibitionists

—

whatever our partisan sympathies may be on the national

issues before the voters next Tuesday—there is one propo-

sition on the ballot that we all ought to agree upon. We
should go to our polling places and unanimously vote "NO"
on Amendment No. 10, known as the "Jitney Amendment."

By emblazoning certain catch-phrases on their banners
and advertisements, the jitney men have endeavored to

becloud the issue by an appeal to the sympathies of the
large mass of people who have not given serious thought
to the effect this amendment would really have. One of

their favorite slogans is, "Market Street for the Poor as
well as the Rich."

Let us analyze the provisions of this amendment and see
just who would be benefited and who would be injured by
its passage. Let us see if it is a measure designed to help
the "Common People."

To begin with, nobody is attacking the jitneys. The de-

feat of this amendment will not take away from the jitney

men one single privilege they now enjoy, nor add a single

restriction to the regulations under which they operate.
The measure was proposed and placed on the ballot by the
jitney men themselves in an effort to do away wpitb all

control over their operations and give them a monopoly
of every street in the city free of cost to them.

It will be remembered that for some months there was a
decided movement in the city to follow the lead taken by
practically every other big city in the country and pass

legislation that would exterminate the jitneys entirely.

After weeks of careful investigation and innumerable
hearings, the Board of Supervisors finally passed an ordi-

nance prohibiting the jitneys on Market Street from 10:30

in the morning until 4 in the afternoon, except on Sundays
and holidays.
This ordinance was adopted as a compromise, to which

the jitney men themselves, fearful of being regulated off

Market Street entirely, gave their assent. The measure
was signed by Mayor Rolph. but no sooner did it go into

effect than the jitney men. utterly ignoring their compro-
mise agreement, retaliated 'by bringing forward their pro-

posed amendment.
According to the jitney men, the amendment is intended

only to permit them to return to Market Street, but its

wording gives the lie to any such construction. The pro-

posed change provides that the jitney busses "may operate
on all streets within the city and county of San Francisco
at all times, subject, however, to such traffic regulation

as the police department by law exercises OVER ALL
OTHER VEHICULAR TRAFFIC."

In other words, no special police regulations could be
applied to the jitneys which could not also be applied to

"all other vehicular traffic." The police would have no
more control over the jitney than over the private pleasure
automobile. The jitneys could operate without payment
of any license fee, such as is required of all passenger
carrying vehicles. The police could no longer enforce the
examination of jitney operators as to their ability to drive.

There would be no police inspection of cars to determine
whether they were safe or unsafe. The jitneys could
operate on any and all streets at will. The bonds which
the jitney men now furnish to protect persons who may
be injured, and without which no injured person would
have any chance of financial recovery, would no longer be
required.

These are the restrictions which the jitney men are
really seeking to nullify.

The claim of the jitney men that they merely wish to

return to Market Street is absurd on its face. They are
now denied the use of Market Street during only five and
a half hours in the middle of the week days, and those
are the hours when traffic is lightest. It is doubtful if

any jitney man has ever lost a dollar through the enforce-
ment of this rule. The jitneys are allowed the free use of
Market Street during the morning and evening hours when
traffic bound to and from the business section is at its

height, and these are the only hours when their business
can be really profitable.

What the jitney men are seeking is not the return lo
Market Street, but the willing out of every regulation and
restriction that has been adopted to promote public safety
and convenience.

Since the ordinance was passed that keeps the iitnevs
off Market Street during the mid-day hours, police records
show that the number of automobile accidents on .Market
Street has been reduced by one-half. If this is a result
of a few hours of freedom from the jitney menace, a vote
to permit the return of the jitneys to Market Street and to
all other streets without regulation of any kind is a
in favor of more accidents and more business lor the
ambulances and emergency hospitals.
Denying the jitneys the use of Market Street during a

few hours on week days is not a matter of discrimination.
It is merely a somewhat meagre application of the prin-
cipal of "Safety First" to our most important thorough-
fare. It is a step to lessen the danger that confronts our
wives and our children during the shopping hours, when.
if they use the downtown streets at all, they must face the
peril of accidental injury alone.
Our answer to the jitney man's hypocritical wail re-

garding the rights of the "poor man" must lip just this:
That the man or the woman who uses our streets is more
entitled to fair regulations that will make for the safety
of pedestrians than is the jitney man entitled to an un-
licensed freedom that gives him a monopoly of the sin
If any "poor man" suffers from jitney operation it is the
"poor man" who is forced to walk, and who sooner or
later finds himself in the hospital, of bis child's body
in the morgue, the victim of the criminal carelessness of
some irresponsible jitney driver.
These are the results that the jitney men would have

us bring about by the passage of their ordinance, No. 1".

And just who are these jitney men? Are they, as a
class, stable citizens, hard working men of family, own
of homes, payers ot taxes-m short, men that we are
proud to find in our midst?
The records show that only ::u per cenl ol I be licensed

jitney drivers are citizens, that onlj _'i per cenl of them
are voters and that less than I :. per cenl ol them an- tax-
payers. Tin- records rurther show that the average time
any jitney man remains in the business is less than four
months.
Arc we going lo give our streets away to lies.' men?
Let as give OUT answer al (lie polls.

VOTE NO ON AMENDMENT NO. 1".
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Vote NO on Amendment No. lO
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Indoor Yacht Club
Club Rooms and Office, 4 Eddy Street. Telephone (Private

Exchange connecting all departments). Sutter 6386.

Board of Pilot.

Frank J. Henneasv, Commodore. M. W. Altmay er. Steward
William H. McCarthy. Keeper-of-the-L*og.

Thomas S. Mulvey Joseph A. Watta
James W. Coffroth Job. Lewis.
Samuel Berger Geo. Symoa.
Joseph H. Hutchinson Wm. Chappell

Harry F. Sullivan. Assistant Secretary.
Criticize and suggest for the improvement of our service.

Complaint and suggestion box In lobby.

la your address correct and your name properly r-pelled
on our records, evidenced by your bills and the envelopes
from the Club? If not, as a great assistance to this office
we would suggest that you correct the same yourself when
mailing your check to the office. It is very Important that
we have our records In this respect authentic and we ask
your hearty co-operation with us. Moral: If you change
your mailing address, let us know and we will see that
the possibility of your mall from this office going astray Is

eliminated

DECEASED.

George Dixon October 19, 1916

SPECIAL TRAIN TO AUTO RACES.

A special train will be run by the local automobile
dealers to Los Angeles on the occasion of the Vanderbilt
Cup and Grand Prix races, which take place Thursday
and Saturday, November 16th and 18th, at Santa Monica.
A number of Indoor Yachtsmen have signed up for this

trip, intending to witness the auto races November 14th
and 16th, then journeying to San Diego in time to take in

the Tiajuana races Sunday.
Those desiring to join this excursion may communicate

with Joseph A. Watts. Indoor Yacht Club. The special
leaves Wednesday. November loth, 4 P. M., and the round-
trip fare to Los Angeles, good for thirty days, will l*e

118-75, and to San Diego, $22 75.

TIAJUANA OPENING.

Commodore Hennessy will head a party of Indoor and
Olympic Clubmen, leaving San Francisco Thursday, No-
vember 9th. for San Diego. The excursionists contemplate
attending the opening of the Tiajuana racetrack, for the
winter meeting, Saturday, November 11th.

VOTE NO ON AMENDMENT NO. 10.

VOTE YES ON AMENDMENT NO. 33.

VOTE NO ON AMENDMENTS NOS. 1 AND 2.

DANIEL IN THE HALL OF FAME.

And now comes a feature film bringing more lame to

"Coffee Dan's!"
First, the Orpheum began it when its performers, remem-

bering kindly the aroma of the "ham an" " of the night
lor may be it was the morning) before, dragged Coffee
Dan's from the modest niche it had made for itself on
O'Farrell street, and blazoned its peculiar virtures to the
multitude that gathers at the feet of Mademoiselle Variety
every week.
Next came the curious ones from society's inner sanc-

tum, eager to learn wherein "Coffee Dan's" was different

from any other eating place, and perhaps also a little

eager in the search for a new experience in rubbing shoul-
ders with "the other half."

Next same Sid Grauman, alert to discern the trend of
public favor in things theatrical. He capitalized the pop-
ularity of "Coffee Dan's" by putting that institution in a
one-act playlet, which, of all his subsequent efforts in that
direction, has been the most successful and popular.
And now comes the announcement from Los Angeles thai

a five-reel photodrama has been completed with "Coffee
Dan's" as the center and home of the plot, and that the
production will shortly be seen at the Savoy Theater.
And it has the name "Coffee Dan's" right up in its

title, too!

ATTENTION
I. Y. C.

DUES FOR HALF YEAR, DECEMBER 1, 1916,

TO MAY 31, 1917, DUE DECEMBER 1, 1916. DE-

LINQUENT DECEMBER 5. 1916. NEW CARDS

WILL BE READY NOVEMBER 15.

The brightest spot in town-- the I. Y. C. rooms, Election

Day and Night.

RUBE GOLDBERG

When God creates a man and presents him with a sense
of humor, it becomes a ten-to-one bet that that man. when
the time, the place and ttie girl synchronize, will marry.

.hist why this should be so has puzzled the present writer

and all the other great philosophers.

Most likely it is so 'because a humorist must have some-
body to whom he may confide his choicest jokes and before
whom he may be serious if he chooses.

And so it happens that our good pal, our genial, jovial

shipmate and one of the merriest of any crew that ever
sailed down Market street and into fame. "Rube" L. Gold-
berg, is about to take unto himself a wife.

And may that kind Providence which particularly con-

cerns itself with the fate of Benedicts give to "Rube"
pnd his dear wife a long and happy voyage on Matrimonial
Seas and a long and placid anchorage in the Harbor of

('(intent.

Mr. Siegel \V. Seeman of New York announced the

betrothal of his daughter Irma to R. I.. Goldberg on the

17th day of October.

So Mr. Siegel Seeman and Mr Max Goldberg of San
Francisco in their late age. like Abraham, have an addi-

tion to the family. The former wins a boy. our shipmate.
and the latter wins a daughter whom, though the Main
Sheet knows her not, has the advantage of our highest

faith and confidence, since "Rube" never picked a loser

in any of his life's best activities, and he cannot have done
so now in this his most important step.

And so. in securest confidence the Main Sheet, as spokes-
man for the I. Y. C. congratulates the bridegroom-to-be

in all sincerity and heartiness, and wishes the bride joy
and happiness. Amen.

A year ago it was when the inimitable Rube" was with
us and joined in a banquet given in his honor. He was
here renewing old acquaintances and reminding himself
of the days when like "Bud" Fisher he was "just one of
the boys," doing cartoons on a daily paper. Rube's was
the Bulletin.

Now he is one of the biggest income-earning artists

in the world, his name casts a household spell in every
family in the land where a sense of humor plays a part,

and—well, there's one thing his wife will be spared worry-
ing about, but which might have caused her some anxiety
in the old days—the rent.

Many souvenirs of the genius of Goldberg are dear to

mem'bers of the I. Y. (*.. not the least of which is a copy
of his first cartoon, presented to the club by his father.

Ask Harry Sullivan to show it to you.

But the pleasantest souvenirs of Rube's stay in our
midst are the memories of the I. Y. C. activities which hi

assisted with his time and energy and money, and recol-

lections of the many pleasant times, in the not distant past,

we have spent in the company of this big but modest
"Rube" Goldberg, whose success could never be so great
as to require a change in the size of his hat-band.

Vote NO on Amendments 1 and 2
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SOME TRUTHS GLEANED FROM A BUSY LIFE.

It does not cost anything to be civil at all times, and
many times civility brings back a return that means a

lot in dollars and cents.

Let us make up our minds to get along pleasantly with
people in our business life, no matter how much of a task

it may be at times.

The man who comes out boldly asserting that his knowl-
edge is superior to that of someone else, will never be
taken at his word. Let the other fellow tell about our
superiority. If it is worth telling, it will soon go the
rounds.
Let us be faithful to whatever interests us. It is one

of the best traits in man, and, as he grows older, develops
into one of his greatest assets.

Sometimes a man will feel himself becoming indifferent

to his employer and to his work. That is just the time
for him to find other employment, because he is no good
where he is, and he is wasting his own and his employer's
time.
There is no use being anything hut natural. A bluffer

is rarely accepted at his face value. No sane man should
try to pretend he is something he is not.

There is nothing in being too independent. No matter
how high a man goes in business life, he is. to a great
extent, dependent on others.

One of the greatest guides in going through business
life, and one that will assist us always, is self-control. It

is pretty hard work to swallow our pride at times, but
most times everything is all right—at least, better—after
we have swallowed it.

Watching the clock will not get a man anywhere. Hard
work and the average amount of common sense will shove
us along quicker than anything else.

Doing things in a limpy, listless way is not really doing
them. Things are only done well when there is plenty of

heart behind the effort.

In every game of sport there is a penalty prescribed
for every kind of foul. Every man who has been in busi-

ness many years will tell you it pays to play fair in all

dealings. Let us play a little every day, if it's only a good
laugh or enjoying a good story at luncheon with some of

our friends. It holds the capacity for play in good con-

dition and keeps a man in better shape for work.—William
.1. Barker in "Rio Grande Service Gazette."

WHO AM I?

The following was originated by the Southern Pacific
Company, and is receiving wide currency in Safety First
campaigns:

"I am more powerful than the combined armies of the
world.

"I have destroyed more men than all the wars of the
nations.

"I am more deadly than bullets, and I have wrecked
more homes than the mightiest of siege guns.

"I steal, in the Vnited States alone, over $500,000,000
each year.

"I spare no one, and I Bnd my victims among the rich
and the poor alike, the young and old, the strong and weak.
Widows and orphans know me.

"I loom up to such proportions that I cast my shadow
over every field of labor, from the turning of the grindstone
to the moving of every railroad train.

"I massacre thousands of wage earners in a year.

"I lurk in unseen places, and do most of my work silently.
You are warned against me. but you heed not.

"I am relentless.

"I am everywhere—in the home, on the streets, in the
factory, at railroad crossings, and on the sea.

"I bring sickness, degradation and death, yet few seek
to avoid me.

"I destroy, crush, or maim; I give nothing, nothing, but
take all.

"1 am vour worst enemy.
I am CARELESSNESS."

SAFE.
Don't be alarmed when looking at some of those wild

Charlie Chaplin narrow escapes; his life has recently been
insured for $250.000—here's hoping twill he an age "before
any one collects.

Little dabs of powder,
Little pots of paint .

.Make a girl's complexion
Look like what it ain't.

The INew
ANHEUSER= BUSCH

iHtctnlob

America's Best Beer

TEN OUNCE GLASS, TEN CENTS
Drawn the Direct Way

JTerbert's
A Good Place to Eat 151=159 Powell Street

Vote YES on Amendment No, 33
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Frequent and Comfortable

Write for Folder
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Apache Trail

of Arizona

DAILY TRAIN SERVICE
San Francisco

(Ferry Station)

To Sacramento
IVlary-sville
Oroville
Qridley
Chico
Woodland

Aho to Williams
With Direct Auto-Stage Connection to

COLUSA

Southern Pacific

Overcoats
a forest of them

Easy to pick
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reach of all.

A beauty for $20

Headquarters for Overcoats
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ST. FRANCIS IMPORTATION CO.
350 deary Street

WINES AND LIQUORS AT RETAIL
FINEST GOODS - LOWEST PRICES

PROMPT DELIVERIES

DEL MONTE AUTO RENTAL CO.

phone SUTTER 215
LIMOUSINES
LAUNDAULBTS

WEDDINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

CABS
TOURINO CARS

I am a power for great good if you do
not abuse my use.

In cases of need— I do my work well.

I am a builder up of health and strength

—in the hospital or in the home.

For the invalid or the convalescent

—

for the tired or overworked I offer a

great help.

A little of me goes a long way.

I have been among you for three

generations.

I'm known as Cyrus Noble throughout the world.

OFFICE. 105 POWELL STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

BUILDERS - EXCHANGE, 180 Jcmle Street BOX 95

VINCENT J. DONOVAN
PAINTINQ, DECORATING

and POLISHING

729-31 MINNA STREET, San Francisco, Cal.
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A.nHeuser-B\iscH
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-ST. LOUIS. MO.-
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San Francisco Branch

1300 BRYANT STREET
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GOBEY'S GRILL
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Bet. Grant Ave. and Stockton Sta., San Franclaca, Cal
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ANDREW J. BUERR
It is not too much to -say that if all business of his class had been operated with the candor and discretion

that have characterized the activities of Mine Host Andrew J. Buerk for the past score of years, fanaticism in the

shape of Prohibition would now have had no teeth wherewith to bite and no arguments wherewith to mislead.

For twelve years his has been the cordial countenance at Uncle Tom's Cabin, greeting you and bringing the
sauce of cordiality to the material things of food and drink to refresh you on your way and mutely invite you
back again.

"By their fruits ye shall know them," is a saying of the Man who made wine of water. It applies to the

subject of this tooJbrief notice. His proudest possession is the firm ownership of the esteem and good-will of

hundreds who for two decades have been guests of "Buerk."
The children of the folk who used to foregather at the Cliff House when Host Buerk was there during twelve

light-hearted years before the tire, are still his visitors, as confident as were their daddies and their mothers—before

ever the marriage ring prophesied another generation—that decorum sits with bounty, merriment with propriety,

and hilarity with discretion, when Buerk is the host.

The visiting notables of the world single out his picturesque place on their way to and from more distant

points "down the peninsula." A small stock of souvenirs and photographs, unsolicited, with famed names in auto-

graph, attest the reality of the friendships of which Host Buerk may hut does not boast, from Teddy Roosevelt,

human, vigorous, principled and belligerent, to Admiral "Hob" Evans, puissant and brave, and from Ger-
tni.l,. Atherton to humble scribes of daily journalism— they all know Buerk to their great advantage.

A policy of rigid propriety, established twelve years ago, when he and the late Harry Corbett took over the

resort, has kept its fame clean in the land, and an ass-! in the social life of San Francisco's neighbor county of

I iteo.

Here rules do not tighten into prudery, nor freedom into license, but everything conspires to establish a feelin?

ul'ortable and luxurious ease, social pleasantry, delightful companionship with the men whose station may be

exalted or humble, and women who may be wives, sisters or sweethearts in such fame or humbleness, but who fare

Hike in the discretional management of Uncle Tom's Cabin, which may it live as long as appetite waits on good
digesticn. and good food on both!
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BETWEEN YOU AND ME AND THE BARTENDER
By Bullard Durham

"Yes." he said, positively, as for the thousandth time he

mopped off the already immaculate bar. "A bartender's

gotta be on to his business. He's gotta be able to know
em. mix em, and sell 'em."

"Some profession ,"
I kidded.

'It's more'n that. In a profession, you lose one to win

one. but in this game the first time you lose they 'gate'

you. An' glvln' advice to these business men is like pinch-

hittiu' for Ty Cobb.
"Advice?" I laughed.
"Yes! advice. They come in here, gargle a coupli 11

then they want to shoot across everything but the price.

I get all the new stuff on marriages, divorces, elopements,

family troubles, who's square and who's suspecteil s>

If I opened up with everything I know, there'd be a lotta

guys movin'.

"But why should they give you the low-down?" 1 per-

sisted, "why shouldn't they hire a lawyer for that Inside

stuff"''

"A lawyer!" he crabbed, "would you hire a lawyer?"

I waived. What do you know about lawyers?" I asked.

"What do I know about em? Take a look at that mob
in the back room. Them's lawyers. They trough' here

every day. and believe me they cook up more stuff than the

chef."

"Lawyer!" he snorted again "Y -

hire one o' them birds

to handle somethin' tor you, and then y' gotta hire another

one to find out if the first one is gonna throw the case."

"A sort cf re-insurance." I encouraged.

"Put em over' Put 'em over' Never mind curvln' em'"
"In other words." I explained, "one makes sure he'll get

a square deal."

A square deal," he sneered. "Ten to one both them
shysters frame on you and sell y' out together.''

rgely.upholstered gentleman swung the door in.

"Io Harry!" greeted the bartender.

The newcomer spun a new dime on the bar and ordered

'Hermitage with a layer of White Rock."

He Bipped the rye. at the same time, under heavy brows.

ambushing me with a pair of steel pellet- tl like

drills.

I shifted uncomfortabl) and tried to appear nonchalant.

"Who's the bar-fly?" he queried Indicating me with a

twist of his head. "Common or preferred?"

immon. lies pur though. Lei 'lm alone."

"He looks like one o' White's skull-crackers small i

tion." continued the obese one. "He ought to be able to

trade that red face in for a star, any old time."

Before 1 could unthrottle a come-back he was gone.

After he left I had everything.
" I'd like to work on that big hound.'" I bragged '

I

could clean a room full of his kind

Yah!" he jeered. "You poor little runt' Why, you
wouldn't be more'n a warm-up for him."

' Who's the Baby Grand?" I asked venomously.
Stafford. I guess he's no gnat

"

"Gno," I guessed with him. "Physically he's very much
to ihe avoirdujxjis; mentally, I suppose he's troy."

"Lay off "im!" he warned. He looks like a lunch, but

he's Inedible. Say' ihe leaned forward im-

pressively i that guy's tongue could shave
Properly impressed by the tonsorial incredibility. 1

looked at li is head and thought of Stafford's.

"Looks to me like he's worked on both of you," 1

cracked.
However. 1 assured the bartender that I respected

strength as well as intelligence and had no desire to band)
either cuffs or verbiage with the lately-departed -

i
erman.

"Hello, Oscar"' how's real estate"''

The object of the hail, just filtered in through the swing-

ing doors, coolly answered.
"If you mean the real estate' in hack of your ears, I

should say it's flourishing."
Mel reddened, rather than darkened, in the region re-

ferred to. Oscar beat him to the retort.

Giv mig en sup of finkel branvin.
" If that's the stuff they slip them Swede's up in Alaska,

it's no wonder Doc Cook thought he had discovered the
Pole."

"Never mind the argument, produce the nectar," ordered
Oscar.

"They fill them prescriptions at Steuart and Folsom,"
returned Mel, thumbing a direction over his shoulder.
Oscar tacked.
"la Mr. Nugget in?"

"No, He's out!"
"I know he'll be out a lot more if he doesn't fire you. or

else put a burglar alarm on that cash register."

Mel's chin sagged. "You gotta bright head." he said.

weakly.
es!" was the return "That's a clever little

dome you've got."

Mel slid a horny palm over his winter garden.
" Why don't you grass' it?"

"Aw! Them barbers can't do nothin' with it. I've tried

cm all."

Why don't you try Kid Blue? He can do anything
with a skinned diamond."
"Gwan! You're takin' up floor space for a regular cus-

I glanced at the dogs and figured he wouldn't he wrong
if he doubled the calculation.

Oscar continued:
"Do they pay you here, Mel?"
"No, at ihe Mint," was the sarcastic response. "Do I look

like Rockefeller?"
"You've got hair like him. Gee! What a crust you got.

takin' money for this. If I had your armor I'd peddle it

to the Allies

"Say. everything you got is peddled to Caesar Attel. An'
I wanna tell you." said Mel, "It's only smart men that are

ade I."

Y.-li"" grinned Oscar. "11 you weren't hard boiled you
could trade your self in as a fresh egg. Say. why don't you
try one of those patent fertilizers?"

But the infuriated dram -mixer could stand no more. He
opened up with a variety of profane literature that ma le

Shakespeare look like a parody, and the average blasphemer
as dumb as Rodin's statue He knew more about Hell than
I ante, and wished Oscar into everything he knew.

Flnall bed for a bottle and the Swede submerged.
Come up'" he growled. "I ain't gonna sink you."
\ tr.-sh entry gave Oscar an out. while Mel mixed one

lor the prot Identlal arrival.

A tough Ole!" I sympathized presently,

'Tough!" he snarled. "I'd like to feed him to a rock-

crushi i

Alter a moment's silence he continued. "They gave
Ishi's trunk to a museum. If they'd send that Swede's
head to a reduction works they'd have material for a lot

of new buildings."

I interned a pretzel from the lunch bowl and tried to

assist the excitement by remarking, "The Swedes are not
a very illustrious race. Why, I see in the paper that four
American athletes just cleaned up the whole of Sweden."

' That's nothing." was the unexpected reply. "Arata
sais. witli them there new garbage incinerators, one Dago
cou'd (lean up the whole United States."

"Speaking of Alaska." I diverted, "that ought to be a

great country for your business."

t
'" he sighed, "where the nights only last 23 out of
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24 hours? Say, Tiv Kreling told me he lived two years

in Alaska, and all he remembers of it is gettin' oft the train

here with the 'makin's' for a street full of flats."

We chinned music.

"Did you hear McCormack?" I asked.

Xo! I couldn't get in. There were too many Super-

visors.'

"Tco many? Eighteen couldn't fill a building."

'.Maybe vou never seen some o' these eighteen, especially

Hocks and Gallagher. And they gotta lot o' friends,

ain't they?"
"I thought only the manager of the Auditorium could

take in friends."

Sure! The Mayor appointed ONE and the Board fired

him. Now they're all MANAGERS."
"Anyhow," I defended, "there are some really public-

spirited men on that Board."
'The 'spirit is willin' but the flesh is weak.' " he quoted.

"The 'public' is great sport. Vanderbilt damned 'em: Bar-

num fooled em; but it takes a Supervisor to do both and
repeat."

"I saw Tom O'Connor at the concert," I remarked.

"I bet he took up two seats," he shot back.

"No, but at that he was using some poor little guy for

an elbow rest. I think it was Emmy Hayden.
"I hear McCormack's gettin' fat,' he continued.

I explained that the unusual vocal exertion developed an
extraordinary lung expansion in singers which was some-

times mistaken for obesity.

"I don't follow you over the last hurdle " he commented,
"but if that's his lungs, he ought to have 'em shaved up.

They're gettin' pretty close to his knees."
"How're you Jack?"
A lean one breasted the rail, loaded a slug and shot it

into the depths.

"Yet?" mysteriously inquired the bar-keep.

"Soon," nodded the other gloomily. "I go in with the New
Year."
He unfolded the doors, gave the strasse the four points

and faded.

"What is it—a parole or a movie?" I asked.
"Heffernan," he grinned, "He's gonna do the Lohengrin

in a couple of months and after that he gets his buna from
the family bakery."
He mopped the bar thoughtfully. I sounded a new note.
"Well, how goes it the next time—wet or dry.'
"I don't care much. I'm tired fightin' 'em. If they dry

us, though, they'll have to put meters on some o' them
psalm-singers. Anyhow we'll both be lookin' for Jol

"Who's both?"
"The saloons and the long-hairs."

"How's that?"
"Well, what're y' goin' to do with the reformers when

there ain't no more to reform—pension "em?"
"The way the reform stuff's been paying," I returned,

"they won't need pensions. But what do you suppose Billy
Sunday, Aked, Burlingame and Los Angeles would do
if California dried?"

"Don't ycu know?" I asked.
"No!"
Neither do I. If I could guess 'em that close, I wouldn't

have to tend bar for a livin'. I'd be down there nickin' 'em
at Tijuana."

IT'S NOT ALWAYS EASY-
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CRITICISING A CRITIC

By Walter Anthony.

If you read theatrical news and attempt to post your-

self in matters concerning "the movies." you know what a

row Walter Pritchard Eaton has stirred up.

Eaton as dramatic critic occupies a high place in the

literature of the drama. If his ideals were sometimes stub-

bornly maintained in t he face of Broadway's frivolity and
commercialized "art." and if. on that account, he got him-

self "in bad" with certain producers and managers so

that they would no longer permit him to enter their

theaters, it bespeaks a rigidity of attitude on his part and
a no-compromise maintenance of ideals which do Mr. Eaton
credit in an age of lax standards.

But the diatribes and the assaults of Mr. Eaton on cur-

rent and. in his opinion unworthy drama, caused nothing

like the sensation which has resulted from his wholesale
assaults on "the movies."

It is true that here anil there, and sem {-occasionally,

there has risen up a voice protesting against the Influence

of the irresponsible film. George Ade has paid his re-

ts to the new "art," and Mr. Brisbane in a speech ad-

dressed to motion picture builders likewise told some
truths forcibly and as he saw thorn; but Eaton has not

contented himself with a single utterance.

He keeps after 'em.

Not long ago ho wrote an article, "Arc the Movies'
a Menace?" for the Chronicle. Other contributions have
been published by the Atlantic Monthly, the Boston Tran-

' and various journals devoted in part or entirely to

the serious contemplation of facts

I want to be fair." says Baton, "to 'the movies.' They
offer geographical pictures of educational value, as well

as pictures illustrating current events and natural history

Occasionally a film has some real historical worth, like

Tabiria,' or, like tin- same film, some real pictorial charm.
iThis was written prior to the production by Griffith of

"Intolerance"!. But when that is said, you have said

nearly all possible. The) are capable of expressing more
personality, of course, than a static photograph (a "still")

hut please try to imagine Die princely quality of Forbes
Robertson's Hamlet, that concrete emination of a lol

ideal, in a motion picture' They have a cruel real

which at once dulls the Imagination and destroys th,

Illusive -I art.

"There can be no Shakespeare in the movies, no Shaw
no Booth, no Jefferson, no Gilbert and Sullivan, no Johann
Strauss, no Julia Marlowe ion- Mrs. Fiske. What due
it matter if such as these latter players acl before the
screen? Mrs. Fiske in Toss" is announced in the motion
picture houses, but you almost weep when you witness
that travesty on her poignant art. that reduction of a
soul gripping play to a poor pantomimic skeleton

Baton's claim in the Boston Transcript is that scenarios
are manufactured, not written, and that the material there-
lore is gathered b leading principally.

The speakers for the motion picture art' have not quite
ring Mr. Eaton's criticisms, and that

fact naturally adds to the bitterness of the attempted
replies.

One champion of the screen intimates that Eaton's atti-

tude toward motion pictures is due to his having wiii

nnaccepted scenarios. That is the easiest 1 most handy
argument to ding at a disapproving critic, anil itself

i or authentii argumentative ma-
terial Were tie OllOW that
all others who do not find art" in the a n,,,

picture have also written scenarios ami have them returned
—an absurd claim!
Xo thoughtful person will deny the truth thai

of teii value drama, wherein soul-states and not action
are treated and uttered, elude tl ye of the camera; that
dramas like Tess" or "Camille" or Ibsen's "Ghosts" when
attenuated for the screen lose almost every vestige of
their original character, and if they achieve any sm, ess
whatever on the screen it is through elements imposed
en the pictured presentation, but foreign to the pla>
wright's purpose. "Camille" becomes for instance merel]
a sensational picture, and "Ghosts" but a wraith of Ibsen's
original horror. Soul struggles on the screen are but
overwrought pantomimic exercises; the eyes roll, tears
of glycerine flow down cheeks revealed "close-up." and
muscular contortions convey as best they may an agony

which in the drama finds expression in the g'ory of
trained and beautiful voices and gestures too adroit to
register on a quickly moving screen. A picture of an
actor in a role may be graceful, lifelike and animated;
hut it must be soul-less; and soul is the estate of the real
drama!
Can one imagine Flaubert's "Madame Bovary" in the

movies? Could any picture relate the story of the disin-
tegration of the character of the heroine? Would not the
story told by the great French master be unspeakably vul-
gar if reduced to its merely pictorial aspects?
Thus far the best answer to Eaton's objections consists

Of this sort of feeble abuse:
"Will someone kindly inform us whether Walter Pritch-

ird latim oas written motion picture scenarios which
have been turned down?' There is every indication that
some such experience is responsible for his article in the
Bo "a Transcript entitled 'Making Scenarios for the
Movies.' If it isn't because of a disgruntled state of mind
resulting from a disappointed effort of this character, it is

difficult to timl a cause. In anl event the jaundiced view
of the been reflected in the lengthy diatribe

put forth in an effort to prove that there is no
Mich thing as art' in the films; that the manufacturers of
pictures are a gang of plagiarists' (with a few- exceptions)
ami that there is nothing but lolly in an attempt to term
motion pictures artistic until there is some honor and
decency and intelligence among motion picture makers so
how, in six months' work In which they turned out tour-
that real artists can have a try at it.

"Mr. Baton quotes ('banning Bollock who recently gave
an account of an attempt that he and Rennold Wolf made
'" become picture authors. This article was. in a way. a
tine bit of advertising for the collaborators,! since it told
Hen scenarios, they made $." i less than in any similar
time devoted to. presumably, ordinary play writing.
Think,' continues the opponent of Mr. Eaton, "think what
the public may have lost while they l Bollock and Wolf I

concocting motion picture plots'

"The thing is this," sums up the picture champion:
"Mr, Eaton is disgruntled. Why. he himself can prob-

t explain His dark hints of the alleged habit
of film makers to steal material, is one of the oldest com-

of the amateur scenarloist whosi si iff i n
a ing biblical as well as wrathy. the picture en-

thusiast winds up thus:
iliini a man wise in his own conceit? There is

more hope for a fool than of him."
All of which argument is quite on a par with the master-

il repartee h irled wittily by a defeated disciple of
error, you're a liai

'

The vies are in need of champions as well as of
! material. The latter, coming first, will create a

[i iii", oi the on nier.

the most important dealers in motion picture
ml a buj 'i o tati righl se< ond in importance

to few in the United States, told me a few weeks ago
that all thinking motion picture men were disturbed by the

ii "the motion picture game" On the one
hand were the harpies in the business who were sucking
the blood of its energies, exploiting pictures normally inno-
cent enough, hut bringing out the sensational ami inde-
cent qualities thai might be imagined in them. The bus-
iness aspects of tin game" were in a transitory state,

:. and many managers and producers, in a panic to

make mem' do ma hesitate at any means no matter how
destructive thej might he to the morals of the common-
wealth; while those who were producing worthy products

hidden in the dust raised by noisier and more evil
competitors Tlie coming of the big productions such as
Intolerance," the Fox pictures and "The Crisis. "Civ-

ilization
1' and the like, might reasonably be expected to

lessen the demand for smaller productions in the making
of which millions of dollars have been invested.
The writer believes that the motion picture has come to

stay. Xo critical judgments against it will avail; but if

its presence in civilization is to be of benefit and not evil,

and if it is to be placed on a secure basis of public re-

spect, there will have to come a raising of standards and
the injection of originality, something of which has been
foreshadowed in Griffith's latest spectacle.
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SOUVENIRS OF HALF-CENTURY TO BE CELEBRATED at CLIFF HOUSE

To restore to the Cliff House its heritage of tradition, its

atmosphere of cordial, California freedom, its ancient right

to the central position in the gay, social life of the city

and state, has been the undertaking of valiant Mrs. Doug-

lass Crane since her advent as hostess in chief of that

famous caravansary.

That she is on the highway to success in her ambitions

must be evident to the most casual visitor to this famed

landmark with which the celebrity of the city by the

Golden Gate is inextricably entwined.

Few San Franciscans know that this year of Grace.

1916, marks the mid-century anniversary of the establish-

ment of the Cliff House.

For fifty years save during such periods as were ren-

dered blank in its history' through the impudent interfer-

ence of fires and one regular earthquake, the Cliff House

has shown itself white against the extra-mural barriers

which front the waves and fence our city. For fifty years,

during most of which this hostelry was the celebrated

center of all hospitable centers, the Cliff House has been

institutional'—an identifying "landmark" quite as essen-

tial and salient in any comprehensive vision of San Fran-

cisco as her guardian and eternal Twin Peaks.

Far off folks who little dreamed they would ever be

blessed to see this city, grew to know San Francisco bv

its pictured Cliff House, and with the arrival of th.>

ubiquitous potal photograph, its likeness has girdled

the world, so that in the mind of the foreigner when San
Francisco is named, there rises a picture of the Cliff

House, with its seal rocks in a wet front yard

Mrs. Crane herself, as a pretty little kiddie in ocean
hugged Australia, knew about our Cliff House, and now
that she has charge of it, she says she proposes to do her
utmost to keep its fame as green and fresh and clean

in the estimation of San Franciscans as it is in the minds
of those afar.

Accordingly, Mrs Crane is arranging a celebration In

commemoration of the fiftieth year of the life of the Cliff

House, which indeed may easily be personified, so ani-

mated it is with the spirit of days gone by and with the
spirit of optimism for the days that are to romp.
This Fiftieth Anniversary is to be "some party," says

Mrs. Crane, than whose there could not be a more authori-

tative voice.

Everything in connection with the celebration, which
will be held Friday evening, December 15, will be in keep-
ing with the event celebrated. Everything will be typical
of California—the dinner, the wine, the dances, the co»-

tumery and the music—and the throng.
Believing that nobody quite so well understands how tc

enjoy himself as does a real Californian, heir as he is to
the spirit of days far passed, Mrs. Crane announces that
the following kinds of costumery will be appropriate,
proper and correct on Friday night, December 15, viz,

to wit:

Full dress.
Dinner clothes.
Any old kind cf dress.
The clothes you wore all day.
Your other suit.

Garments appropriately 50 years old or less.
Costumes suggestive of the period being commemorated.
If nothing in the list fits your particular wardrobe cr

tastes, use your discretion and come anyway, says Mrs.
Crane, for clothes never did make the man in California.
but deeds and heart and spirit.

The entertainment which is being prepared will fostei
the spirit of California's early days.
A musical program by Bob's famous orchestra will pre-

sent the ditties that our grandfathers used to love- aud
our fathers and mothers, too. There will be "The Little
Brown Jug" of hallowed memories; "The Old Oaken
Bucket," source of one knows not how many "chasers";
"The Last of the Dandies," a story song from local his-
tory; "The Last Rose of Summer," without which no cer-
emony such as this could be complete; "Sallv in Our
Alley," with one verse left out, and a medley of Na-

tional airs which were fresh and new and meaningful

about fifty years ago.

Then at 10 o'clock the drums will beat and a toast will

be drunk to the memory of one of Bohemia's choicest

sports, Frank Unger, whose famous song (which was so

good that it was stolen to make fame for others) will be

sung.

Do you ask the name of the song?
If you really do not know, it's a clear sign you are no

Bohemian clubman, for they all know Unger's "Towsee

Mongalay," which is Mongolian, or Chinese, or Tartar or

Turanian for "Good Luck and Goodbye."

This song was written by Unger nearly if not quite,

a quarter of a century ago. and Bohemia the world over

is richer for it. We of San Francisco know who wrote it

even if others draw royalties and claim it.

But do not run away with the idea that this Cliff House
celebration is to be in the nature of a commemoration of

the past merely.

It will be the brightest, gayest, merriest party of the

vear. It will link up the present with the past and each

will reflect on the other its brilliance—the brilliance of

yellow gold from other days, and the brilliance of estah

iished position, stability of fortune and brighter hopes,

all of which characterize the present.

As for the food.

It has already been said that everything connected with

the celebration is to be Californian.

Nothing will be cooked nor served which does not come
from the nutritious cornucopia of California's ample horn

of plenty; but this doesn't indicate a restrictive diet, for

what is there that this State doesn't furnish, which man
craves at table?
And then the dancing.
Mrs. Crane is naturally attending to that, and who 8C

well qualified as she for this expert attention.

There will be a creation of her special designing called

"The Dance of the Western Plains," all buoyancy, and free

and fine, and there will be another dance—among man
less surprising— which will have its climax in a scene

never before effected. It will he "The Dance of the Cali-

fornia Poppy." an idea of the beauty of which may be had

in the memory of those who saw the great Pavlowa in her

own "Poppy Dance," dedicated to California. This ere;

Hon of Mrs. Crane's, however, will be no slavish Imitation,

be sure, nor yet a careful variation on the Pavlowa offer-

ing, but something quite new, altogether original and cli-

maxed with a startling and exqusite surprise. The prin-

cipal will be a little girl.

It isn't pretended by Mrs. Crane that December lath

is the date when, fifty years ago, the Cliff House first

opened Its hospitable doors. She does not know the da)

of the month, nor has she been able to locate any one

who does; hut that it was opened some time during the

year 1866 is a fact amply attested In history and verified

by many who remember the auspicious occasion.

Friday. December 15, was selected as the date lo he

honored because It was reasonably long enough be

the Christmas holidays not to be interfered with by yuletide

plans, and far enough in the future to permit Mrs ('ran '

to mature and realize all of her projects for the enter-

tainment of the hosts of friends who will make their waj
to the Cliff House to join the jubilation.

Fifty years ago they used to travel out to the Cliff

House in coaching parties.

Now they go out in automobiles which would not

only have frightened the "spanking teams" of other days
into fits, but their drivers Into a convulsion of dread and
awe.

Mrs. Crane proposes to demonstrate that the difi

between the "now" and the "then" is merely a difference

of externals, and that the spirit of loyal good-fellowship.

the sentiment of charity and tolerance, the impulses of

generosity and the freedom from stifling convention, re-

main quite unchanged and in this respect are like the

waves that beat forever at the base of the Cliff House

—

eternally buoyant, green, brilliant, strong and embracing.
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A MOVING PICTURE THAT SLIPPED

By Mount ford Carr.

It happened ;ii last

!

\ local theatrical management tempted fate too olten and

the censorship of good opinion, rinding that it was impossi-

k» overlook the crimes that were being committed on

decency by the Empress theater I which we hear baa learned

its lesson and will be good in futun

stopped the show.
The climax to the situation came when "The Lure ol

Venus" was about to be perpetrated.

This was the unsavor) picture in some of the

of which Oakland society women took pari The partit-

ion of the said societ; women of Oakland and Berkeley
was it itself innocent enough, and when they saw with

their own eyes that they had been made party to the

duction of a picture which exploited the mule and
designed solely for the purpose of exciting in youthful

minds bestial contemplations, they (the society maids
and matrons who had merely been asked I" pose around
in their fashionable garb in certain episodes of the pic-

ture) raised a terrible row. which was. of course, precisely

what the promoters of the picture sought. Every story

published in the daily papers was so much exploitation of

a nature and value which no money could buy. When
preliminary quarrel was over, and the society folk

shown that they couldn't stop the picture, another row was
added to keep "The Lure vi Venus

nst the time when some theater, abandoned sufficient-

ly In Its policy, could be found to project it on its scr<

play-pbture went Into the courts through quarrels
between its owners, and thus the court reporters followed

the society reporters in press-agenting "The Lure of

bus." Then when the suit was decided the Empress
mod it would be shown.

Whenever a picture has been too evil In sug

or too or vile for others to handle, II has found a

welcome home at the Empress, which has come as near to

being frankly a pandering place as the nature of th latrl

at their worst, wou'd permit.

To the town's disgrace the streets were billed in sickly,

decadent yellow and sinister black-face lettered announce-
ments of the coming of the "Lure of Venus" to the Kmpress.
It was asserted that society girls might here be seen i

pletely undressed. Everything lascivious in the nature of

the picture was brought out with diabolical daring to

offend the sense of decency resident in hearts not I

leesly vile.

It was a city's scandal.

Imagine the Impression created on tljr minds ol

people, worthy folks, visitors in our midst. If they tied our
streets and entrained for Mexico or took ship for C
for the sake of the morals of their young, no one could
blame them.

After this outrage had been perpetrated on a merry,
light-hearted town by traitorous hands, came the acl

of the police authorities. A few of them Including Corporal
ion of the police censor-board had a private view of the

picture up in the loft above the Rialto theater—which
cleanly picture house harbored the showing reluctantly

even in its isolated attic—and the "show" a as condemned.
It proved to be the exception to that tradional rule enun-
ciated in "Polly of the Circus," by the poor old clown of

the sawdust ring. "The show has got to go on'" This show
lit least did not go on.

The pit tore was shown to th< ci nsor tie police

on Friday night. On Saturday the Empress was looking

for another picture which would not blast the thoughts of

immaturity for the sake of the nickels and dimes taken
from youth

But meanwhile, there being little publicity given to the
action of the <ensors the great mass of the public knew
nothing of the change because the billing" continue I to

i, its evil tidings from the dead walls of our town—
and still does at this writing.

It may even be true that there is more injury worked to

the city by these standing signs of managerial infamy, than
there would have resulted from a week's exhibition of the

picture. It is almost inconceivable that anything could
be worse than the signs which blazoned the Iniquitous

quality alleged to be In the picture with Its society girls

posing in the nude.
If there could possibly be a better evidence of the

iniquity of managerial influence when it happens to be of
evil nature and uncurbed by censorship, the writer is un-
aware of it.

This episode of the Empress' enterprise is the best proof
thai censorship is a crying necessity; for the evil that is

i by such conditions is done before the slowly-
moving police authorities can. in the nature of the case.
handle the situation.

The police department cannct arrest a man merely
he might commit a crime. The monitory author-

ities must wait until there is evidence either that a crime
has been committed or is being contemplated

i pri eeed against the evil doers.

The police are penal rather than pre-
ventive.

guilty are arrested when they have done wrong.
But in the circumstances at present "confronting us, the
police department is powerless to act until harm has been
irretrievably wrought—in this case, until the notoriety
of the picture has spread its slime of vice up and down
our streets and contaminated our fences and dead walls
like e\ il minded immaturity scratching and scrawling ob-

scenities thereupon.

It was Interesting; to observe that the Examiner, frankly
isorsliip. and favoring present methods,

was the most outspoken in condemnation of the manage-
ment of the Kmpress for foisting this evil upon the city.

Such vigor of denunciation as eminated from the Ex-
aminers editorial page leaves nothing to be desired by

outraged virtue; but it seems to this writer, that the

Examiner might save itself its just indignation, by help-

ing rather than hindering methods whereby such injury

to the youth of the city shall never be possible. If pic-

tures were censored in advance of their being taken by
theaters for projection, .mil if the authorities would indi-

cate on the arrival of films whether they were indecent and
i theater would have tin temerity to "book" the

Offending photo-play, knowing in advance that it would
lied and that the heavy preliminary costs of ex-

ploiting, billing, advertisements and programs, would be
so much money thrown away; and this is about the only

nt which some men in the theatrical as well as
ins of business can thoroughly assimilate—argu-

ments which touch, not the heart, nor the reason, nor the

nation, but the hank account and the pocket book.

Xor is the episode of "The Lure of Venus" yet com-
pleted. Action is being taken by the owners of the film-

inspired let us :<t once say, by a woman's imagination

—

to "(tit out" all of the ofTending feet of lewd posturings and
pictures.

When this is accomplished, the product we are in-

f< rmed, will again be submitted to the censor-board of the

police department, and permission be asked for its pro-

lectlon at a theater yet to he named. Assuming that there

will be enough of tin- film left to make a picture suffl-

long to last out a show of necessary length, the

in tine will be disclosed, deleted, and the investors in the

film will have a chance to "get their money back." in

which human aspirations the police censors are su]

to take an interest.

Why?
The nut bod of exploiting the picture shows clearly

enough that its promotors understood its nature and knew
perfectly well that what they had set about to accomplish

il,- attack upon youth and decency. They should

be made to suffer such pangs as throb in their pocket
hooks.

\s tor correcting such a picture, it is quite impossible.

Everything relating to it is vile, suggestive, obscene. It

emits a stench.

The purient minded will seek its remains as jackalls and
vultures do a skeleton or half wasted carcass to feast upon

lies of what was once the decadent hulk of their

The picture should be destroyed and the man-
., in .in that wi old now attempt to foist it upon a public

I,
..1,1 be spewed fiom our city as unclean.

Such a sentiment of indignation should be set up
,,i. i

- Is s of this kind, as that no theatrical man-

pgement would dan- incur the wrath of an outraged city

—

thrice outraged and insulted by the Empress management.
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A professional juror is one who won't Tall for an ama-

teur defense.

Only "twenty bucks" on twenty men in the Pacific-Union

Club. They evidently won't trust each other, let alone

bandits.

So Judge Deasy is a police court politician! For good-

ness sake let's get some more with the same character and
ability.

"Bully." said the Colonel as Hughes was elected. "I

won't dictate any appointments to Hughes." We gui BS lie

won't.

George Connolly got his picture in before the job was In.

Wild Bill Scott. Warren Tiger Fat Shannon, Flat Foot

Marston, Two Step Lange and Bill Hynes all want
first search at next year's dead.

It's a good thing there are not two Jack Cunninghams
in California or we might have been troubled with Hughes.

We haven't heard the Police Courts denounced for turn-

ing the newspaper murderers loose!

Johnson's win was so big that two or three can claim
they elected him.

The Police Commission has again been attacked by news-
paperitis.

We propose a real reform. Prohibit judges from reading
newspapers.

Don't follow your inclinations unless you first have rea-
soned out where they are leading you.

The Board of Supervisors is putting the Esplanade in
the same class with the Church street railway; it starts
nowhere and leads nowhere.

"Shop Early." There is going to be some crush on the
24th of December, so do it now.

This boycotting of food when the prices soar may be a
good scheme, but what are we going to do when ail food
prices rise? As our Governor has hitherto remarked, 'a
man must eat."

And then there is the Spring Valley with its meters. Even
water is running up. 'Tis a blessing the State didn't make
us dependent upon the house taps for a drink. Meanwhile
the railroad commission, supposed to know everything
about corporations from how much it costs to run a freight

train or a mud scow to Petaluma, to the cost of raising

the ante, is perplexed with the question of the bashful
suitor, "to meter, or not to meter."

To quote our friend the "Little Old Croney" of Western
Hotels and Travels. "Von Hindenberg is an optimist; he
sees the end of the war, for he says that the French will

exterminate themselves." According to the Allies the
Germans are exhausting their man-power on many fronts.

Looks like the story of the two snakes. There won't be
anything left at all when the fight is over except the war
correspondents.

Perhaps there is no business which is transacted in the

financial world of such immediate importance as that of

insurance. Delays in the settlement of claims frequently
nullify, to a great degree, the very purposes for which the

policy- was bought, and the desires of the policy holder are
thus frustrated, it is pleasant to observe the facility which
in well organized corporations characterizes their methods.
Whin the late John Arthur Hunt was foully stabbed

to death, he held an accident policy with the Standard
Accident Insurance Company In the sum of $3750.

"The papers." writes Jeanette Hunt, sister of our hue
shipmate, and beneficiary named in the policy, "were com-
pleted and delivered to the office in San Francisco Octobet
28. The draft for $:'.7.".o was delivered to me today (No-
vember 14) in settlement. I thank the San Francisco office

for the courtesy extended to me as beneficiary and also
for the promptness in disposing of the case."

Success rarely hounds the footsteps of the brag, the big-

head, the bumptious. "Chucking a bluff" seems to be the

most natural occupation of some men, but take it as truth

that it is many million miles from being the most profit1

able.

Shall We Meter?
The Chronicle's fight for an open hearing in the ques-

tion of meter rates seems to have had more results than
most agitations, journalistically prosecuted, achieve.

At hast we are to find out what is being taught by

Spring Valley to its students in meter problems and water
rates.

It would be a pity indeed if in its eagerness to extract

the ultimate penny from the emptying purse of the peer!

the water company should also rob this city of its beauty.

The destruction of lawns and neglect of gardens, the aban-
donment of sidewalk areas to the entire encroachments of

concrete pavements, and the disappearance of flowers from
the little yards of the town, would be a blow to the city

which it is difficult to estimate in terms of dollars and
cents.

It is certain that with the added cost of living in all

directions, thousands of households would rip out their

gardens or suffer them to run to weed and decay, If the

cost of the garden's upkeep should he increased materially.

This would be a disaster indeed to add to our troubles in

a time when the call of the home exerts such a potent,

alluring influence that commuters continue to leave us

every night to spend their leisure beyond the confines of

the city which gives them their living.

A Cause for Thanksgiving.
We nearly had him again.

Who?
Dr. Aked!
But Providence was kind, and this man, who is presumed

by the cut of his clothes to be a disciple of the Man of

Peace, will carry his talent for discord to other places.

His name was nearly sufficient to wreck the repose of a
whole congregation, bring the "brothers" together In ex-

pressions of animosity approaching hatred, and to call to

lips, lately murmuring prayer, the harsh epithet of angry
dissension and recrimination.
The church which "missed" his services is to be con-

gratulated, provided there is enough left to accept our fe-

licitations.
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RANDOM THOUGHTS
In the first place—and in the last, too

—

"Merry Christmas!"
Random Thoughts might indulge itselt the usual felicitous

observations of the season, but shall be content to suggest

a few reflections which may be as pertinent to the occasion

as tinsel angels on green Christmas boughs.
Happiness cannot be born of itself nor live alone.

Happiness is biological.

It must be begat and conceived.
It takes two to create it— at least two.

Something must be given and something received.
There must be a mutuality of interests—a giving and a

taking, and in that interchange is born happiness or sor-

row—according to the thing given and the spirit mani-
fested in the transaction.

It is a hollow phrase. "Merry Christmas." on the lips oi

the selfish, the stingy, the miserly or the hopelessly self-

centered; and it is an equally futile salutation when ad-

dressed to such by. no matter whom.
But how meaningful is "Merry Christmas" to the soul

that generously gives and gratefully takes—to the heart

that beats for others, to the ones, be their race and creed
what it may, in whom reside something of the spirit of

Him whose birth upon the Natal Christmas Day brought
new conceptions of "Peace and Good Will Towards Men,"
and whose Influence no age war-tilled though it be—can
ever escape.

So. Merry Christmas. Shipmates.
May your day be happy with kind deeds performed and

more kind aspirations projected into a New Year so that,

too. shall be hnppy.

The Evil Th3t Is Whispered.

There are many ways in which to be kind. By the same
token are there many, many ways to be unkind.
One of the latter, which is most in favor with little,

stingy souls, is to traduce their fellows by a sneer, a scan-

dal, or Ihe imposition of a doubt; and in this lattei manner
Is perhaps the most evil wrought in the world.
The passing along of a scandalous report, the peddling

of vicious rumors, the "somebody-told mo" stuff which
poured into "the porches of the ear" poisons not the body
of a King, but the mind of a people.

By dint of much repetition of an evil report it conies to

be believed, and from non-existance, 8 "fictitious fact" is

created as hideous, as dangerous and as difficult to kill as

anv other horrid Frankenstein which stalks through the
land

• • • *

John McCormack. the greatest artist on the concert stage
and one of the finest souls that ever came from anywhere.
is a continual victim of such false witness as envy plus

malice, and maybe prejudice, can invent.

Perhaps his liberality of action, his freedom of bet
his Celtic cordiality and congenial habits help to provide
the opportunity for his enemies to traduce him. If ever

there was a nobleman of song, a minstr.l who uoos about
doing good, a presence that blesses by its mere existence,

that man. that minstrel and that presence Is personified in

the great Irish tenor. John McCormack.
• * • •

So subtle are the slanders against him -consisting of

vague rumors, softly breathed questions and raised eye-

brows—that even to answer them, or defend the man
against whom they are directed from their baleful exist-

ence, is to admit the existence of something worthy of an
answer and important enough to be denied; and this is

isely what is not true. Thus the position of a would-
be champion for John McCormack is particularly dlfficull

and graceless.

To constitute oneself the defender of a man is to admit
tacitlv that he needs one. which of all men in the world
John McCormack does not.

• • * *

John McCormack was engaged to sing two recitals i" the

Exposition Auditorium on consecutive Sunday afternoons.

November 12 and 19. When he arrived in San Francisco,
November 7th or 8th. he was still suffering from the result

nf a vocal strain incurred in St. I^ouis.

Prior to his appearance in that city he had an engage-
ment in a small town, the largest building in which was
an armory or establishment of that kind, rather than a

theater or opera house.

As even the largest buildings are too small for McCor-
mack audiences, this armory was selected as nearest in

size to the necessities, and thither the tenor went to sing.

There were no dressing rooms, but a small apartment at

one end of the structure was swept out and made to serve.

A pane or two of glass missing in the window sash was
a mere detail.

It was there that McCormack caught his cold, with which
he returned to St. Louis and sang against the advice of his

doctor.

Followed then the Chicago engagement, for which great

preparations had been made, and which McCormack.
against his better judgment, filled, singing through a throat

badly inflamed.
His vocal cords were affected, and he left Chicago under

the doctor's care.

Had he come direct to San Francisco and spent the
intervening time resting, he would have been able to fill

his first engagement at the Auditorium, but his manager
was eager for him to keep faith with the bookings en route,

and so he went to Butte City, where the altitude caused
a relapse, which prevented him from singing there, and
rendered his condition more precarious for his San Fran-
cisco, and most trying and difficult, engagement.
On the Wednesday prior to the concert of November 12

ithe one that didn't happen), he went with Will Green-

baum, his local Impresario, and McSweeney. his manager,
to the Exposition Auditorium.

It frightened him.
With an impaired throat, vocal cords not yet fully re-

stored to normality and a stubborn cold, he felt that he

could never make himself heard to the multitude in that

vast place, and he was unwilling to take money, no matter
how many thousands of dollars, when he felt he could not

render an adequate return in song.

For the protection of ticket buyers, and against the fran-

tic wires from his Eastern booking agents, the pleadings of

his manager, McSweeney, and against the interests of his

own finances, McCormack, at the last minute, when he was
certain his throat was too inflamed, declared the concert

off. and the money, in the sum of thousands and thousands
of dollars, was returned.

A week's rest, a visit to the doctors nearly every day.

and freedom from vocal exertion, brought him nearly back
to his normal state of health again. It is true that as

late as Friday, preceding the concert at which he appeared.

McCormack was for returning the money to music lovers

and re-booking bis concert into a smaller building, where
he felt that his voice, in its still impaired condition, would

be more likely to give bis hearers "the worth of their

money."

He was willing, in other words, to restore to original

i
ts the sum of $12,000. which was the "gross" sale of

the seats for the concert, and take $3000 instead—that sum
being the limit which could be taken in at any of the the-

aters available.

His managers. Greenbaum and representatives of flip

talked McCormack out of this view, and
, lui the concert reluctantly, for he was jealous of bis

reputation for living value received, and was eager that no

man could ever accuse him of "grabbing the coin" for the

mere, tnendai ions pleasure of taking it from a defrauded

public
* * • *

No sooner were delays suggested in the giving of these

roposed concerts than evil tongues began to wag.

Vein know what they said. McCormack was careless

t his obligations to the world, bad gone off on a "good
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time" and was in no condition to sing. That was what was

reported of the man whose only anxiety was that ticket

buvers and concert goers should not he cheated by him.

The rumors were spread softly, but the first one that

started got as far as Los Angeles, and the newspapers

down there, eager for a scandal story, wired to their local

correspondents "send thousand words on McCormaek's 'fall-

ing down.' Rush copy!"

Each "query" was followed up by eager reporters, and

each one had to wire back to incredulous southern editors:

"No truth in story. McCormaek's all right, except for a

sore throat."

And so it kept up Even to the last, and after the con-

cert had been sung, inquiries came from Los Angeles to

local journalistic correspondents, "wire thousand on Mc-

Cormack fiasco!" _
Can you heat it?

The rumors persisted in the face of the superb concert

which McCormack gave, in spite of a throat far from

normal.

The next time McCormack has an engagement to sing,

and there is $12,000 waiting for him in the house, I would

advise him to take it. even if he can't sing above a whis-

per. A public so ungrateful as to malign the man whose

only thought is to protect it, should not be protected, and

the tenor would he justified in behaving as others do in

the commercial world
—"grab all he can get." and join

the sentiment of the individual who said "damn the

public!"

Female Logic.

The spectacle of women defying the laws of the land in

a zeal to secure a part in their making, is not very reas-

suring of their right to such participation.

The females who invade public places to do violence

to custom, precedent, legislative procedure and propriety

stand discredited before the very lawmakers whom they

insult, and they deserve just as hearty condemnation as

ordinary malefactors.

The question of Federal dispensation of the right to vote

for women may or may not be within their proper and legal

powers of the Federal Government to bestow.

It is easily a debatable question whether the government
at Washington has the right to impose on the State of Ten-

nessee, for example, and against the will of that common-
wealth, the right of woman suffrage in which every dusky
daughter from Africa will participate to the further con-

fusion of law and order in the South.

In any event, it isn't at all likely that President Wilson
will permit his equilibrium to be upset by the childish

tricks of overzealous women, more eager to get their names
in the paper and their pictures in the public print than to

conserve the institutions of this land and protect their

names from infamy.

Supervisors in New Role.

We wonder what the theatrical, operatic and other amuse-
ment impresarios of this town are going to say about
the Board of Supervisors' ambitions to shine as showmen.

A series of six concerts in the Auditrium is being out-

lined by the Auditorium committee of the board, the said
committee consisting of Gallagher, Brandon and Hynes.
A nominal price of admission (ten cents for adults and

five cents for children) is to be imposed, and the concerts
are to be orchestral in character with soloists secured
from time to time.

The concerts are to be given on Sunday afternoon and
will inevitably interfere with the concerts given by the
San Francisco Symphony Orchestra in the Cort Theater.
As there are behind this latter enterprise the "biggest"
men in the city, it is likely that something will he heard
from in that quarter, for though competition is scorned
as a possibility, it is nevertheless plainly in sight.
There are only so many music lovers in San Francisco

on a Sunday afternoon.

At present they have only two places to go to, the park
and the Cort Theater. If the Supervisors pull' off their
proposed orchestral concerts there will he three places for

music enthusiasts to attend, and the symphony audiences
at the Cort Treater will be touched in consequence.

The aim of the managers of the San Francisco Sym-
phony Orchestra has been to provide music for the masses
at such a price on Sunday afternoon that any earnest
music lover can afford to go—twenty-five cents being the
minimum.

In order to provide this music at this money, vast losses

are entailed, and these losses are shouldered gratuitously

by the San Francisco Musical Association, which guaran-
tees all the expenses and subsidizes the symphony orches-
tra. The imposition of another series of orchestral con-
certs on Sunday afternoons will unquestionably add to these
losses, already great.

In still another sense will the municipal concerts inter-

fere with the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra.

It is the aim of the promoters of the Hertz Orchestra
to centralize in this organization the musical impulses and
aims and hopes of the community. By the bigness of the
man at the head of the symphony, by his reputation and
skill, it was hoped to reassemble under one banner the
music forces of the city. The organization of another or-

chestra will have the effect of dissipating musical energies,
and thus is discord once more made the partner of music.

Cliff Hcmse
The Wonder Spot

oj the World

<£

Diner
A PRIX FIXE
= , $1.50 =^=^=

Every Evening

Exceptional Dance Music

The

Quality

Mild

Havana

pALo

MILD

MILDER
MILDEST

JOSEPH RINALDO, Distributor

507 MISSION STREET, Room 301 KEARNY 1648
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PROHIBITION ATTACKS STATISTICS TOO.

Showing How Figures May Be Manipulated When a Purp >se Is to Be Served, or An Axe to'Be Ground.

Reformers are not always too careful in their employ-

ment of statistics, especially when their own deep seated

prejudices and crank convictions are concerned. That
the representatives of the Prohibition fanaticism are not

overscrupulous in the handling of figures, when they may
be twisted to serve a purpose, is plainly disclosed in the

following answer which Joseph Debar, president of the

National Wholesale Liquor Dealers' Association of

America, makes to the utterances recently given to the

press by the Rev. Purley A. Baker, national superintend-

ent of the Anti-Saloon League.
"The statement made by the Rev. Baker that twenty-

four States have outlawed the drink traffic, is misleading
and untrue.

"Only twenty-three States are 'dry'—many of these by
act of legislature and not by vote of the people. In

March of this year Vermont repudiated prohibition by a

two to one vote. The population of the twenty-three dry'

States is only 32,306,341, while the population of the wet
States is 59.665,926. The population of the States voting

'dry' last Tuesday is only 4,962,328. The population of the
States voting 'wet' is 7,352,186. These States are Mis-

souri. California and Maryland All of these figures tell

their own story and show that on Tuesday over 2,0

more people voted 'wet' than dry,' while there Is still

twice as many people living in licensed States as in so-

called prohibition States.

Protect Individual Rights.

"The States referred to have not outlawed the drink
traffic. On the contrary, they have in various ways ar-

ranged to protect and perpetuate the right to use wine,
beer and whisky by securing laws which designate the
quantity that an individual may buy or receive for personal
use.

"The further statement by the Rev. Baker that most of
the territory in the remaining States has abolished drink
through the instrumentality of local option is not tri. In

any sense.
"Some districts have voted against licensing the saloon,

but in all instances the right of the Individual to secure
wine, beer and whisky for personal use has been protected
by the efforts of Mr. Baker and his colleagues of the uiti

Saloon I-eague.

"The Rev. Baker complains that nelthei
I party

was willing to declare for national prohibition, No national
party can in honor afford to do this without providing
compensation to the interests destroyed.

"No national party can go before the people favoring
confiscation of property.

Only 350 000 Prohibition Votes.
"As to the claims of the Prohibitionists, Chairman Olivi r

\V. Stewart of the Prohibition National Campaign Com-
mittee, in ?n official statement says he does not bo
more than .".aO.OOO votes with the final count in the 1916
election. When this is contrasted with a total of more
than seventeen million votes just cast, its insignificance is

apparent.
'Any and all attempts of the Anti-Saloon l-ea-

ghow suppression of the liquor traffic and reduction of the
consumption of alcoholic beverages, through the addition
of 'dry' territory, are absolutely controverted hy the official
statements of the United States Internal Revenue Depart-
ment.
"While it is true that four States. Michigan. Nebraska.

Montana and South Dakota, voted out the saloons in recent
elections, in each and every instance no attempt was made
to prevent the consumption of alcoholic beverages for
personal use. Indeed, the Anti-Saloon League fully recos
nizes the impossibility of voting any territory dry.' in fact,
that organization simply urges upon the people tile closing
of the main channels of distribution, operated under license.
regulation and control. Before attempting to do even this
much, it substitutes for the main channel another avenue
of distribution, namely individual shipments for home con-
sumption and personal use. The two effects resulting
from these Anti-Saloon League methods have been to great-
ly increase the price of wines, beers and liquors tor per
sonal use. and to cut out a revenue received by the states,
cities, towns and counties.

People Didn't Vote.

"As before indicated in many of these 'dry' States, state-

wide prohibition was enacted by the legislatures and not by
vote of the people. Efforts to secure a direct vote on this

question by those favoring individual liberty in these 'dry'

States have been constantly suppressed.
"As for the country at large, it is rapidly approaching the

same condition which existed a little more than half a
century ago.

"If history repeats itself, the reaction against sumptuary
legislation is about due and every indication points to the
fact that states now 'dry' in name will repudiate present
laws for exactly the same reason that so many States
repudiated prohibition back in the 50's. Many of these
States are suffering not alone from the loss of revenue
formerly derived from license, but from a general contempt
for all laws that seem to invariably follow in the wake
of 'dry' legislation.

"While four of the States recently voted dry.' it is well

to remember that in many other States— those under pro-

hibition as well as under license laws1—elected avowedly
liberal candidates over nominees whose utterances and
records were strongly in favor of prohibition.

Use of Liquor Increasing.

"According to the monthly reports of the Internal Rev-
enue Commissioner, for the fiscal year, increases in taxes
on whisky, wine and beer have been such as to indicate

the largest output in the entire history of these industries.

"Indeed, not only history teaches, but long experience
proves that license, regulation and control offer the only
practical solution to the so-called liquor problem That this

truth is becoming more and more universally recognized
is best evidenced by the fact that not only great cities,

but the large industrial States as well, refuse to again
try the experiment that proved so costly in the 50's."

The New
Anheuser = Busch

jUtctjeloi)

America's Best Beer

lOoz. GLASS, lOc
Drawn the Direct Way

jfcerbert's

A. Good Place to Eat.

151 = 159 Powell Street
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BEING DONE EARLY.
By H. Keegan Monahan.

On every billboard and In all the papers are solemn

injunctions to do your Christmas shopping early. The
conventional representation ot the ruddy faced obese

mythical personal called Santa Claus leers at you with a

knowing scrutiny. He, or rather the inventors and per-

petuators ot this oldest form of strong arming, know full

well the outcome of the raid upon your pocket book. His

popular slogan is to come early and shop long. The

longer the purse the longer you shop. If at times your

purse is not as deep as your inclination to purchase would

like this smiling red faced burlar will whisper into the

ear of the man in the glass encased office and the sym-

bolistic O.K. will be placed upon any credit you may seek.

Every establishment is thronged with purchasers. Se-

lect any store in town from the 5 and 10 on the south

side of Market street, to that exclusive establishment sev-

eral blocks north where the prices are never discussed.

In fact, it is not done. You submit to the strangle hold

upon your purse strings and smile as though you enjoyed

the operation. Let it here be confessed that this smile is

a blood brother to that grin which has flitted over the

terribly strained and blanched countenance of some early

martyr whose ear lobes were being slowly twisted off.

With the persistency of one possessed of the evil blight

you wander from store to store seeking something for

Bill or Joe and all the relatives near and far. Your brain

is wearied. You have taxed your memory to its limit

of endurance in trying to remember those that had been
left off your list last year and to whom you are beholden
because they did not leave you off their list. You will

send them something this year and the tortuous
cycle is resumed. They have no doubt been seeking some
"out" to scratch your name from the list that each year
grows larger. Your lapse of memory last time assisted

them in their resolve. Now it is started over again. They
no doubt have left you out this year and will experience
the same feelings as were your lot a year ago.

The greatest of all Christmas trials is selecting some-
thing appropriate for the lady who is the recipient of your
attentions. This condition exists for those who are still

untrammeled and unscotched by the riata of matrimony.
In my experience I have known many of the boys in the
thrall of wrorry and each year at this time I hear on all

sides the same plaint. The eternal query is "What will I

give her for Christmas?" If one had no such troubles
of his own the effort to assist would be trifling but as the
condition more or less affects me also and 1 answer In-

questioning "What did you give her last year?" This
shou'd suffice, but the gloom is deepened when the ques-
tioner answers blithely that with a different girl it must
be a different gift. Perhaps this is the case with you and
you are also worried. What ideas you have on the sub-
ject you are unwilling to share with the chance querist
and besides you may pride yourself upon a semblance of
originality. You suggest the obvious merchandise or
glove order. This is rejected before it is half uttered.
The orders show on the face in unmistakable figures the
valuation to the cent. This has no place in gifts. Com-
mercialism is tabboo. You run through the entire cate-
gory of conventional gifts from candy to flowers and
finally in desperation and to rid yourself of this pest you
give up your own cherished secret. To escape the inquisi-
tion you have given up your idea. You hope that this
will be rejected but with dismay you see him grasp it

with glee. He tells you that you have saved his life or some
other extravagant thing. Mentally you are damning yourself
as the most rattled brained idiot extant for thus yielding up
the idea that has caused you so much worry to think out.
You picture to yourself that on Christmas day there will be
hundreds of gifts in exact replica of yours adorning the
Christmas Tree of every girl in the far-reaching confines of
this friend's and his friends' and friends' friends' acquaint-
ances. You hope that he will keep it for himself alone and
in fact you urge him out of regard to maintain this idea
inviolate. He promises; with misgiving you leave him
knowing that he is as safe to gamble on as the political
complexion of California.
The more time you give to these thoughts the deeper is

the gloom and doubt. You resolve that you will change

your own gift. That would be the obvious thing to do.

All you have to do is to think up another idea. Yes, that

is ALL. Before you hit upon this one idea hundreds of

others had presented themselves to you. Of course they
were inferior to the chosen one but now they will do as
suitable substitutes. What were they? Your mind be-

comes a blank. It refuses to act. The only thing you
can think of are the ones which your inquiring friends
have rejected with scorn. Xot a new thought will strug-

gle up through that mirky muddle called your brain. The
only thing that repeats itself with persistent monotony
is the one that was given up for respite to the question-

ing of that idiot that never would have an idea of his own.
Rage at your own folly and inability to stir your jaded
imagination gets you
The only open course for you is to sneak up and strangle

the man who has wrested your idea from you. This is

not within the bounds of reason and so you fret and worry
and finally give up and purchase the article with the silly

hope that the supply will run out before everybody in

town is supplied.

Thus for two or three weeks you are worn thin with
worry for fear that someone will be overlooked or for-

gotten, that your cash will be depleted, that your judg-
ment is faulty and a million and one other trifling doubts.

At the end of this purgatory called the holiday season
you are a wreck mentally, physically and financially.

But on Christmas morning when all the worry has
passed, when the delightful relief of not having made a

faux pas or forgotten anyone, when the messages of friends
and the gifts of relatives are spread out before you, you
realize that you are not only happy and contented but you
thank your guardian angel that yon are not one of those
poor deluded misanthropes called a Sl'l'i',.

THE NEW AND GREATER

CHANDLER
SI X

Conforming to their well-known profit sharing

policy, the Chandler Motor Car Company in spite

of the war prices of materials, has raised the

price of the Chandler Car but $ 1 00

TOURING ROADSTER $1545 f.o.li, San Francisco

PEACOCK

MOTOR SALES CO
1350 VAN NESS AVENUE

Phone Prospect 431



Dues for half year ending May 31, 1917, amounting to $3, now delinquent.
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Indoor Yacht Club
Club F ! Office, t Eddj Street. Telephone [Private

Ex %e connecting all departments). Sutter 5386

llunrtl of pllota
Prank ! Uennessy, Commodore M W Altmayer, Steward

William H McCarthy, Keeper-of-thc-Log

a s Mulvey Joseph A. Watts
James w Coffroth roseph s Lewis
Samuel Bei - i Otto Waiitis. n

h H. Hutchinson G S> ~

les .1 Vail

Harry P. Sullivan, Assistant
Criticize .in.) suggest t"i the Improvement of our -

Complaint and suggestion box in lo

Is youi addri cl an.] your name properl] apt

our records, evidenced by your Kills an.l the envelopes from
the Club? If not. as a great assistance to this office we

that >"ii correct l!.-- same yourself when
office II is .lint that

we have your records in tins respect authi
earl co-operation with us. Moral

uldress, let us Know and w - will see that
ill, possibility of y..ur mail from this going astray is

eliminated.

Mr. Chas. .1. Vail, elected a member of the Board of

Pilots to take the place of Wm. Chappell, resigned.

Otto Wallnsch, made member of Board of Pilots and will

be tlie Master of Revels to take the place of Sam Berger,

Who asked to be relieved.

Lived in Sao Francisco for the past 23 years; educated
here in public schools, and due to necessity was com-
pelled to go out and work for a living at the age of 14.

Took active part in athletics all through life and partici-

pated in every known sport on this coast—track, football,

baseball, wrestling, boxing, swimming, etc. Held several

championships.
He did all his training nights and Sundays, due to the

i a cl that he was compelled to work daily.

In later years he was connected with a large oil com-
pany and held quite a good position. However, he was
always on the lookout for something for himself and in Jan-
nary, 1915, he severed his connections with the oil company
and started In the oil business for himself Needless to

say he has made a success of his new venture an
is a formidable competitor of his old company in 1

1

of lubricating oils or greases.
He has retained all the friends and customers with whom

he did business for his previous employers and
uuently is on the road to building up a fine business for

himself. On the first of the year 1917 lie will be all for

himself, as he has made arrangements to purchase the in-

terest of his partners in the concern of WallflsCh, Castor Co.

SHOW FOR WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER, 13, 1916.

Direction Otto Wallflsch. Lee Lewis at pianc
"Ten Minutes in a Barber Shop." Otto Wallflsch, Pat

I^aRue. Elmer Gallagher. Dennv Jordan, Harry McKenzie,
Qeo. Murphy. Joe Eckstein and ("has. Fogarty.

Willie Kidd Nelson with some new songs.

Victor Doyle with son^s.
Denny Jordan, stori'

Hawaiian Quartette with songs and dances Ml
Heel, (has. Rego. Joseph lx>pez and Peter Davison.

Mr. lack Taylor, the (lancing violinist.
'•' k Roberts and his girls.

Miss Jane Lewis, cornet solo.

Motion pictures.

ALWAYS FAIR WEATHER.
The flood Fellows' Club provided themselves and their

ladies a merry evening recently at the Hut Bra
I

to I- exact it was Monday evening. November 20, 1916
and did hearty justice to a menu of the Hof Brail's tot
Professional, financial and social lights twinkled brightly
around the table and wit flowed freely to the accompani-
ment of encouraging humor from Dr. Jackson, Sheriff Frank
Barnet, Captain Brown. Tom Mulvey. Hill Thomally. "Dave''

Jones. Bill Schoening and a host more of "good fellows."
This was the official toast of the evening:

"Here's to Good Fellows in this world and the next;
I drink to you a toast tonight Goodfellowship's my text —

Not the fellow who takes your hand in an idling hour, you
know;

Shipmates:

We are going to have a Club Night on next Wednesday
evening. December 13th, in the Club Rooms at 8:30 o'clock.

The show will consist of a sketch under the direction of

Otto Wallnsch and his troupe, some of the best acts of

the various local theatres, together with our own high-

class performers; Willie Kidd Nelson. Victor Doyle, and
Denny Jordan. This program should constitute an en-

joyable evening's entertainment.
It is the intention of the Board of Pilots to hold shows

in club rooms, at frequent intervals during the winter, and
Quid like to have as many members attend as pos-

sible.

I a not forget the date—Wednesday. December 13th,

instead of Friday, December Sth, as previously an-

nounced.
FRANK .1. HKNNESSY, Commodore.

Not the fellow that sbps voir back as long as the high
balls How;

But the chap that speaks a kindly word when the worl 1 is

running wrong
The one that grips your hand like hell and tells you life's

a son;;.

What if we know the fellow lies'" What if he knows
There are times in life when the friend that lies is the

the only friend that's true.

Cavil and rant ye prudes who will, of the evils of wiue and
gin

—

3i .n w. the real true tilings we feel leaif cut when
wine l.aks in

—

I he fool is a fool and the cat! is a cad, whichever God meant
him ti

Bui the tnan that's i man won't forget he's a man, thouga
he's out on a hell of a spree.

Po, drink to this toast from your heart, friends,

a heart to a heart, let it run.

Here's to Good Fellows all over the world.
Their Health 'God bless every one.'

"

SEE the RACES at TIJUANA
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EVERY DAY, 4 p. m
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LOS ANGELES
Seattle - Tacoraa

Tuesdays. Thursdays, Saturdays, Noon

AlasKa
Southeastern--Nome— Southwestern

PACIFIC STEAMSHIP CO.
653 Marhet Street

Telephone Sutter 7SOO
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EXPENSIVE TO REMAIN ON EARTH.

By Jean Tone.

It is getting almost too expensive to remain on earth.

Even the employers are beginning to admit that the only

thing which has not gone up in price is salary. It our

grocer should put eggs down on the bill at $5 per dozen

it would cause no protest upon our part. We would sigh

a little deeper than usual and still call for "Two poached

and they must be soft." at the lunch counter the next day.

It is a mystery to some of us how we manage to eat. Our

clothes get thinner every day. There are some statis-

ticians who believe that the salaried class will soon be

extinct, that it will fade out entirely for lack of suste-

nance. This ought to make the money barons sit up and

observe. If they don't look out there won't be anybody to

keep track of their profits.

If Governor Johnson wants to wind up his gubernatorial

career with a fine pyrotechnical finale, why don't he add
one more commission to the list and appoint a State Salary

Commission? This commission would have jurisdiction

over salaries paid to the unprotected majority who occupy
that dismal gray zone between the surfeited capitalists and
the swashbuckling unions. If such a commission were ap-

pointed before December 25 and should on December 24

render a decision and issue an order compelling retail and
wholesale merchants to raise the salaries of their clerks

10 per cent and present them with this year's raise on
Christmas eve, then Governor Johnson could be Senator
from both the northern and the southern senatorial dis-

tricts of California and still retain his job as Governor.
How can a grocery clerk sell eggs at $10 a dozen if he

has had nothing to eat for a week? What good is a clerk

to any employer if the clerk can't afford to buy clothes

to cover his nakedness or to buy food sufficient to keep
him upright on his feet? It would seem as though employ-
ers would begin to recognize these elementary facts and
raise the salaries of their employes without compulsion.
Often during election times we hear the "great, silent

vote" spoken of in awed tones. It is generally conceded
that this silent vote decides the political fate of the coun-
try. So far no person has undertaken to reveal to the
entire public what kind of voters constitute this potent
portion of our population.

The time has c.ome when the revelation should he made.
I am going to reveal who the silent voters are. They are
the men and women who earn salaries. They make a
vast army. They are very little known. They seldom
make their voices heard in the noisy assemblies where
politicians rant. They go on day after day quietly, faith-

fully, industriously shouldering the burdens of their rich

employers on top of their own individual burdens. They
make no threats. They are meek, perhaps too meek; they
try to carry out the wishes of their superiors; they try to

give happiness to the little circle at home. They grow
gray in toil.

Now in the period of abnormal prosperity, when gold is

flowing like a river into the coffers of the rich, they are
compelled to stand aside and watch the light glitter on
the gold. If they actually touch the gold_ it is to facilitate

its flow into somebody else's coffers.

Still they do not exactly complain. All that they can
do, potent as they are, when it comes to affairs that affect

the nation as a whole, is to watch with a sort of pitiful

wonder the advance of prices of staples in the market col-

umns of the daily press and confide sometimes in their
wives the remarkable discovery they have made that their
salary today is not one cent higher than it was ten years
ago, and yet the cost of living has increased at least three
times. And ten chances to one their wives will say: "Well,
if it keeps on I don't see how people can afford to stay
on earth."

NOT HIS JOB.

(By Edgar A. Guest in Detroit Free Press.)
"I'm not supposed to do that," said he
When an extra task he chanced to see;
"That's not my job, and it's not my care,
So I'll pass it by and leave it there."
And the boss who gave him his weekly pay
Lost more than his wages on him that day.

"I'm not supposed to do that." he said,

"That duty belongs to Jim or Fred."
So a little task that was in his way
That he could have handled without delay
Was left unfinished; the way was paved
For a heavy loss that he could have saved.

And time went on and he kept his place
But he never altered his easy pace,
And folks remarked on how well he knew
The line of the tasks he was hired to do;
For never once was he known to turn
His hand to things not of his concern.

But there in his foolish rut he stayed
And for all he did he was fairly paid.
Hut he never was worth a dollar more
That he got for his toil when the week was o'er;
For he knew too well when his work was through
\n I he'd done all he was hired to do.

If you want to grow in this world, young man,
You must do every day all the work you can;
If you find a task, though it's not your bit.

Ami it should be done, take care of it;

And you'll never conquer or rise if you
Do only the things you're supposed to do.

SMOKE
%crina
QUEEN of HAVANA

Shapes and Sizes to suit
Ml Tastes <& £? *?

M. BlasKower, Distribute

When you rent a boi

in our safe depoiil

vaults, your valuables

are guarded against I..

through theft, (ire or

carelessness. You can

rent a box for $4 per

year.

CROCKER SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS
CrocKer Building Post CQ. Market Sts.

John F. Cunningham, Manager.

EL SIDELO CIGARS
Will Suit, Your Taste
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Frequent and Comfortable
DAILY TRAIN SERVICE

Write for Folder
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Apache Trail

of Arizona

San Francisco
(Ferry Station)

To Sacramento
Marysville
Oroville
Qridley
Chico
Woodland
WilliamsAlso to

With Direct Auto-Stage Connection to

COLUSA

Southern Pacific

Overcoat Days
at Berger's

The smartest dressers in San Fran-

cisco are "overcoated" by us. Just

received a beautiful quarter silh lined

belted bacK and double breasted grey

Ash to see the "Philpo"cassimere.

Specially Priced $20
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ST. FRANCIS IMPORTATION CO.
350 deary Street

WINES AND LIQUORS AT RETAIL
FINEST GOODS - LOWEST PRICES

PROMPT DELIVERIES

DEL MONTE AUTO RENTAL CO.

phone SUTTER 215
LIMOUSINES
LAUNDAULBTS

WEDDINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

CABS
TOURINQ CARS

OFFICE. K>5 POWELL STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

BUILDERS' EXCHANdE, 180 Jenle Street BOX 93

VINCENT J. DONOVAN
PAINTINQ, DECORATING

and POLISHINO

729-31 MINNA STREET, San Francisco, Cal.

Phone Park 5150

Anheuser-Busch
Brewing Ass'n

Brewers of

Fine Beer

Exclusively

-ST. LOUIS. MO.

Draught

and

Bottled Beer

San Francisco Branch

1300 BRYANT STREET
Phone ParK 306

I am a power for great good if you do
not abuse my use.

In cases of need— I do my work well.

I am a builder up of health and strength

—in the hospital or in the home.

For the invalid or the convalescent

—

for the tired or overworked I offer a

great help.

A little of me goes a long way.

I have been among you for three

generations.

I'm blown as Cyrus Noble throughout the world.

THE ONLY
WHITE CHAMPAGNE

Awarded the "ORAND PRIX"
at the P. P. I. E.

I

Another famous
ITALIAN SWISS
COLONY
PRODUCT

FbR
DISCRIMINATIVE
PEOPLE WHO
PREFER BOUQUET
FLAVOR AND
QUALITY COMBINED

*T ALL FIRST CUSS

RESTAURANTS i. CAFES

I

) Sutter 4039
I Douriu 5683

Formerly
228 SUTTER STREET

GOBEY'S GRILL
140 UNION SQUARE AVE.

Bet. Oram Ave. and Stockton St.. San Franclaco, Cat

101
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SAM BURGER
To think of "the kiddies," their needs and their joys, la to think of Sam Berger. To think of the I. Y. C. is to

envizage the stalwart form of Sam Berger, who. perhaps more than any member, lias been responsible for the

gentle fame won by this organization through its benefactions to the needy outside its doors.

Va Mast, i in chief of the I. Y. ('. revels. Sam Berger his I n a host «hnse experience has been aa broad

as his ability, and whose willingness to serve has been on a par with his capacity to do so.

Nothing in the form of an entertainment, whether for. the innocence of the kiddies and consisting of a circus.

or for the matured tastes of grownups and taking the form "I an after-dinner Hallowe'en show, embarrassed Sam
Berger. who. if need were, might easily and successfully undertake to produce a show, exploit it, sell tickets, take

'em. stage-manage the entire affair, and count up.

exploits in big showmanship are registered deep in the gratitude of all Yachtsmen. The Kiddies' Ball of

1914, ami of February 12. 1915; Kiddies l>a> at the Beach and Stadium, the Indoor Circus put on in the Exposition

Auditorium with all the eclact oi an established organization, and as though giving indoor circuses was the one

ami i i his busy life these are but a lew of 'he accomp Isbments of genial, competent and energetic Sam Berger.

The Main Sheet regrets the expedience of devoting this front page to Sam Berger. Its reluctance is due to

the fact that it is a tribute Inadequate, of course, paid on the eve of Mr. Berger's retirement as "Master of I. Y. C.

I>\ els."

This retirement from the burden of such responsibilities, involving unestimated energy, patience, tact and

time, is necessitated by his growing business affairs and concerns. He feels that he can no longer, in justice to

himself and his enterprises, relinquish the time from his financial interests, and that, in any event, he has earned

a rest.

It dees not mean, fortunately, that Sam Berger ceases active participation in the Club's affairs, hut it does

unfortunately mean that he lays aside the heavy burden of their large responsibilities which he has so long and
-i) enuipetently shouldered.

He will find much satisfaction in those moments when memory creeps in front of life's active concerns, for

the faces of dear children will smile on him. They will be the faces of those whose lives have been given happy

and happy thoughts and happy recollections by one who has been busy doing good to those of whom one of

his race once said: "Inasmuch as ye have done it unto the least of these my children, ye have done it unto me."
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OWNING RAILROADS AND THE LITERARY GIFT
By Jean Tone.

"Of all the wild asses that roam the plain." once wrote
Ambrose Bierce. "the wildest wild ass that roams the p'ain
is indubitably the one that lifts his voice and heel against
that socialism known as p iblic ownership of public utili-

on the ground of principle. There may be honest,
and in some degree intelligent opposition on the ground of
expediency. Many persons whom it is a pleasure to re-

spect believe that a government railway, for example, would
l>e less efficiently managed (ban the same raiiwav in pri-

vate hands, and that political dangers lurk in the proposal
so enormously to increase the number 01 Federal em-
ployes as government ownership of railways would entail.

They think, in other words, that the policy is inexpedient."

H was a long time ago when the American Juvenal wrote
those lines

Since then the conflict of opinion which was an old sub-
ject of debate twentj fears ago. has never ceased, and
here and there the experiment of municipal ownership has
been tried, with varying results.

One questions the wisdom of too much paternalism in

governmental afTnirs, for the very excellent reason that
the government is the majority, anil the majority is usually
wrong.

However, in San Francisco's little sally into the realm
of Socialism— which assuredly is what government own-
ership" is—there have been added economic to the political
doubts which Ambrose Bierce indii

Not only on account of the peril that exists in the pro-

posal so enormously to increase the number of federal (off

municipal', employes as public ownership entails is there
grave danger, but disastrous economic waste may incur
heavy tax burdens on the public, adding to those burdens
which now are sufficiently heavy. Heaven knows

In respect to this economic point of view I beg to quote
fully from a letter signed "Missionite," and round in tie-

Chronicle's Safety Valve, recently.

However, before I do, and like the speech-maker at a
banquet who has lost his way though in this. I

you I haven't— permit me to "make a few remarks" about
this fascinating section of the chronicle.
One is surprised in perusing it to find so much literary

ability in the land No one would suspect it from a casual
or even a careful search for literary genius in town. The
average of literary finish is high I am told that the con-
tributions are printed, mainly, as they stand, and are sub-
jected to but little, or no. professional "editing" at the
hands of the Chronicle's editorial staff.

Whence and why this continued stream of eloquence on
all manner of subjects? Nothing is overlooked by its con-
tributors. Letters on economics are sandwiched between
letters on "Humor in Shakespeare" and protests against
feeding our jailed-guests. turkey on Christmas day.
The reason why the letters are of such uniform excel-

lence and highly entertaining quality is due. I verily be-
lieve, to that quality which some experts on art say is

of the first importance—sincerity and feeling
"Literature does not begin." says Arnold Bennett, until

emotion has begun."
Before these gratuitous contributors to the columns of

the Chronicle, have achieved the exalted state which
they yearn for. of expression, they have gone through a
period of "fussing." This one has worried over the high
cost of living; that one has exercised herself over the
injustices of the ubiquitous street-sweeping machine; an-
other has worried for weeks over the proportion of sugar,
shortening and milk in a five-cent loaf of bread, while still

another—this one is real—writes to tell of the vile outrage

perpetrated on her by a beast with his mouth fall of to-

bacco and his mind at ease on all questions, including what
became of 'lie juice. If the subject is a burning one, such
as the last, and a ruined "own one of the net results, little

time for literary gestation is required; ii the subject is

abstruse and full of figures and aberrations like a water-

meter, then more time is required before the soul springs

to the pen and the ink begins to fly; in either case the

product is alike in point of power, poignancy and vigor.

Even Johnson, you know, who wrote a dictionary, strug-

gled with it lor so long, that when he came to write its

preface, he glowed in impassioned prose.

So, with this commendation of the unknown authors of

the Chronicle, we shall return to Mr. Missionite and his

sound reflections on municipal ownership of railways.

(Incidentally, it is onlv lair to say that under no circum-

stance is Mr. Missionite supposed to be Mr. Rolph Jr. or

Senior, either, for that matter). This Missionite may live

in the same physical environs but mentally he moves, at

least in this regard, on quite a different plane.

This is the letter:

Superintendent Cashin's report on the business of the

Municipal Railways for the past fiscal >ear is very inter-

esting, in so tar as it does not show an actual loss in the
duct of the municipal system. Great stress is placed on

tin- lac i that the municipal roads have earned $7-". "'in net.

r making allowance for depreciation and taxes i the
same as u the mail were under private ownership).

ii"« poor an investment this has proved is apparent
when it is considered that it is only P. per cent on the
capital investment of $r,,500.000 bonds issued to build the
svstem. In view ot sonic- of the information contained in

the report, it is really marvelous that a loss has not
occurred. The one item of interest on an investment of

$.".1111.
I

ai 5 per cent, $25,000 a year, for the Church-street
line would never be tolerated by a private concern.

"Every effort would be made to make this branch line

productive, but all the- ritv has now to show for its invest-

ment is four streaks of rust and a lawsuit which has been
forgotten. II the city waits for the controversy with the
1*. H. It. as to use of Market street to be settled it will

probabi] take three or four years more at $25,000 a year
Interest, which would add another $11111.0110 to the cost of

this line. In the meantime the city has contracted for

live auto busses to be used in connecting the Geary-street
line across the Park with the uninhabited sand dunes of

the Sunset district, which it is expected will not pay their

own way and be another drain on the profits of the city

lines

"On the other hand, if these auto busses were used to

connect the Church-street line with the Van N'ess-avenue

line the patronage of the populous Noe and Eureka valleys,

and Liberty and Fairmount Heights would transform an
actual loss of $2.1.000 a year for interest into a substantial

surplus for the entire system.
A private corporation would have seen the wisdom of

this long ago. but it would not be good policy for a munici-

pality, as it might be considered inefficiency if profits be
Increased or taxes decreased. It is far better to run empty
cars along Chestnut street to the exposition grounds and
to hook up the Geary-street lines with the wind-swept
sand dunes than to give service' (on which Mr. Cashin
dwells extensively! to a crowded section of the city, which
has been clamoring for years for relief by the municipal
system. The time seems ripe for concerted action on the

part of the people in Mission sections, such as they showed
when the city officials attempted to divert the funds voted
under bond issue from use for a car line in the Mission

district."
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THE WILD BRAYING CEASES NOT
By Mountford Can.

In the absence of Aked, the Reverend Paul Smith has

aspirations not new to his sort.

He seeks to find, through the newspapers, that audience

which he and his kind have alienated from their churches.

Since congregations will not come to him. he will go to

them with the friendly assistance of the daily press.

Standing on his head as a means of enticing the public

to his church is superseded in the Reverend Smith's system

by the more efficacious and (to him) more comfortable

process of standing on some other fellow's. He picked

Theodore Roche.
That was the most natural thing to do. When religious

fanatics and long-bearded ladies go out for an orgy they,

like others, encounter the police. Their idea of a good time

is to "roast" the department, since that sorely tried and

thankless service is forever up against the problem of

doing its duty in accord with the world as it is. and "stall-

ing" the impractical reformers who understand the task

just about as clearly as Mayor Taylor understood a board

of supervisors.

But it is amusing that Aked's ardent successor should

have selected the very department for censure which he

and his confreres in their innocence have handicapped.

The reverend gentleman complains that young men leaving

his church have been accosted and solicited by young
women who have not ever enjoyed the benefit of clergy.

If it is a fact, and Theodore Roche says he has been
passing through the same neighborhood lO'Farrell and
Leavenworth streets) for fifteen years without such unwel-

come attentions, but if it is true, then the persons whom
Dr. Smith should blame for the conditions are exactly those

persons who are responsible for them—himself and his co-

reformers!
They would have it that civilization was ripe for a rip-

ping out of the oldest profession in the world; that, a time

when sex existence is more self-conscious than it ever was
in the history of the world, when early marriages are few
and youth "knows everything," should be the period when
its manifestations should be most effectually stayed.

What rubbish!
Everybody, except a reformer living in a world without

a waist line, knows the truth about this. It is only anemic
masculinity which dares to contradict it shrilly. The fact

is most unfortunate. It is desperately had. It is a crying

evil, and civilization has a hard time progressing upwards
and against the results of the sex instinct. That it does
so progress is a circumstance not even slightly related to

the activities of the Paul Smiths of the land, but in spite

of them. Every practical, sensible and possible effort to

ailay the evil meets with a storm of their indignation.

Every' possible move made by the enlightened and reason-
able is blocked by the blind rage of would-be reformers,
who leave out of their calculations seeking the betterment
of humanity, the principal factors which actuate it in the
mass. They would, if left alone, breed a race of Harry
Thaws.

It is impossible that they can even understand their own
Bibles, wherein another Paul, whose name seems somehow'
belittled by its frequent usurpation at the hands of those
who understand him not, deals with this question. St. Paul
knew the truth about this subject; he knew that an im-
pulsive power was not easily controlled by a frail humanity.
But these canting persons gaily ignore the facts of their

subject and proceed to deal with it with that air of finality

which always accompanies the efforts of purility.

After causing a condition they blame the results on the
police department. Has Mr. Roche the power to nullify

the laws of nature or stay their operation in individuals in

whom the power of self-control is not abnormally or at
least acutely developed? Is humanity made up of men
who possess complete control over themselves in an age
when sex influences are exerted as they never were before?

Verily, the Reverend Paul Smith flatters Theodore Roche,
who possesses a fine intelligence, high moral character and
a zeal in behalf of this city which only the misdirected
righteousness of Paul Smith and his kind can offset.

If the festering sore of civilization is to be healed it

must be centralized. At least one may then know where

to find it, how to treat it and where to operate; but if

the virus is to be scattered by those who pretend to ignore
its existence, who is to blame when it shows itself in many
places and breaks through the cuticle of respectability?

Is Theodore Roche to blame and the Police Department?
We think not. We think that the Reverend Paul Smith

is proving the immutable truth of the words pronounced by
Him whose words seem not too well remembered by the
would-be-expounder thereof:

"What ye sow, that will ye also reap."
As a mailer of fact, demonstrable to any one not

mentally befogged, San Francisco is, in respect of the mat-
ter of Dr. Paul Smith's protest, the cleanest city of its

type and size in the United States, and if the would-be
reformers would leave the present administration of police

affairs to their betters, it would be still further improved;
but these hysterical persons, running true to their ancient
form, will have decency only one way—their way. If it

isn't done that way. it shall not be done at all; and since

it isn't possible that way, it is perpetually estopped.
Whi'n a socialist or a political reformer shakes his ears

and lifts his heels, he generally directs his attentions to

a public service corporation, that being the easiest to hit

because the largest. The mob yells loudest at the on-

slaught, too. When a moral or a religious reformer shakes
his longer ears and lifts his heavier heels, he generally

directs such attention as it is within his mental capacity

to concentrate, upon the police department. That is be-

cause ho who understands everything imperfectly suffers

a total eclipse of reason when the police department is

mentioned. And again the mob applauds loudest. Mean-
while the police department, actuated in this cas-e by Ideals

rendered conformable to facts, proceeds with difficulty to

do its duty.
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SOME REFLECTIONS FROM THE SCREEN.

By Walter Anthony.
William Fox has added his tribute of ingenuity and

money to the motion picture craft and the result is An-
nette Kellermann—all of her.

The picture is called "A Daughter of the Gods," the
euphony of which title is not disturbed by its similarity
to "A Darling of the Gods." which otherwise Mr. Fox' pro-
duction resembles not at all.

Everything that it is possible to make the heroine of a
motion picture do. or seem to do, is accomplished in the
production of "A Daughter of the Gods." In the expres-
sion of one keen critic whom I overheard one night at the
Savoy, "There's only one thins left—she must be run over
by a jitney."

In preparing his perils for this new and aquatic
Pauline, Mr. Fox had the advantage of all the experiments
of his predecessors in that direction. He selected the
best and most thrilling. Miss Kellermann in the role of
the daughter of the gods leaps from the top of a high
tower towards the rocks that line the sea. She misses
them by a narrow margin, lands gracefully in the ocean
and then strikes out for the open. A band of husky
blacks strike out after her, and an exciting race is begun,
the excitement of which, however, is not so great as to
render forgetfulness possible. The beholder remembers
that no matter how fast and far Into the deep she bears
herself on her own strong arms, she is still followed by
an equally swift camera man and crew, not to mention
the negroes, and somehow the dangers seem lessened be-
cause shared.
For getting in the way of the witch of the plot and

annoying her, the heroine is several times condemned to
death, the most unpleasant mode of which is that which
brings about the greatest adventure of the picture play.

She is to be done to death via the several alimentary
canals of as many crocodiles as can participate in dis-

patching her. After being divested of all her clothes
except a pocket handkerchief, she is led to the edge of

a tank. Floodgates are opened and a half dozen large
crocodiles take their dank places in the water beneath
her feet. Her hands are tied behind her back and she is

pushed, unceremoniously, Into the midst of the hungry
amphibians. Lo, they are changed Into swans. They and
the intended victim are then swept out through the re-

opened floodgates into a rapid torrent, down which, her
hands visibly tied behind her, she floats or swims or is

carried through narrow channels conflnlng raging waters,
perilously close to rocks which jut out of the tumbling
stream, over waterfalls and into their churning pools below,
thence onward—ever, one remembers uncomfortably, ac-

companied by the camera man—to the open sea, out into

the broad bosom of which she swims until overtaken by
a storm, which, apparently, bears her back to land—or
rocks, rather. Here she is seen tumbled about in the
waves which dash themselves and would dash her, too,

were she not a miraculous swimmer, against the cruel

rocks.

Finally, after a long season of suspense, during which
you might expect her to be broken against the cliffs, she
is rescued by a band of mermaids—visibly, ladles with
their legs and feet done up in mermaid style. Perhaps
this was a dramatic error, for until their appearance one
might easily suppose Miss Kellermann the only woman
living who could approach such perils of waves and rocks
with fortitude and emerge with her life. But the picture
proves that there must be many as excellent swimmers
as she on the pay roll of Mr. Fox. The difference be-

tween their stunts Is that the mermaids have their feet

and legs bound, but swim fluently, while Miss Kellermann
has her hands bound—which is the more difficult stunt
the writer Isn't prepared to say, though I suppose that
Miss Kellermann's is a shade the more hazardous. How-
ever, the heroine is rescued, only to be plunged into more
dangers, not the least of which is a burning at the stake,

from which she is rescued in the nick of time once more.
One can readily believe that the production of this pic-

ture cost every cent of the million dollars alleged to have
been spent. No one will withhold from Fox full credit
for his mighty effort to produce with a camera the great-

est fairy picture In the world, and I, for one, believe that
he has achieved that fame. It is the greatest fantasy
in photographs, but put this fact down as final:

Fantasy may be painted, it may be sung, it may be
played upon a great orchestra, or it may be conveyed
exquisitely in the terms of delicate prose or exquisite
poetry; even the sculptor dealing with the least plastic

of substances may, if he be a genius, catch and imprison
the laughing or grotesque spirit of fantasy. But you can-
not photograph it. Photography is the most matter-of-fact
and least imaginative of the arts, and the better, i. e., the
more exact it is. the less of art it exhibits. In the work
of an artist such as Arnold Genthe, for instance, the pro-
portion of art to mechanics is about 10 to 1, Ten per
cent of the product is photograph, 90 per cent is Genthe.
And that is about the limit to which an artist can go in
regulating, arranging, redistributing and destroying the
work of the camera. Each picture product is subjected
to that individual and special process whereby the photo-
graph disappears under the touch and art of the man who
uses the camera merely as a point of departure. Each
product is thus a separate picture to be hung on the walls
and admired—not as a photographic likeness of the per-
son pictured, but as an idealized portrait, comparable
indeed to the work of an artist with brush or pencil. But
such a process is inconceivable in a motion picture.
Civilization isn't destined to endure long enough to per-
mit a similar treatment of each minute image on the
miles of film which constitute such a product as "A Daugh-
ter of the Gods," and even if it were possible to do so,

it is doubtful if the result would be pleasing to the "movie
fan." The pictures in "A Daughter of the Gods" which
obviously give the greatest pleasure and realize best their

mission are not the shadowy, almost fantastical images
of the maidens disporting on the beach under a hazy moon,
but the pictures wherein black and white and frank dis-

closures show them in their symmetry.
And in this connection it should be said that the aim

of the producer, I suspect, has been less bent on making
"a fairy story for children," as is announced in the pro-

gramme, as to gather such attention as is always paid to

a Zlegfeld Follies show when the girls find a tank of

water.
The point of these aspersions is not directed against "A

Daughter of the Gods" in particular, but against motion
pictures in general for their failure to achieve artistic

ends, and this failure is attributable easily and directly

to their lack of imaginative appeal. A famous critic of
the films has recently said:

"All the moving picture amounts to today is that it is

an amusement. Its success is based upon the stupidity

and lack of Intellectual development of the human race.

The movie, in other words, saves humans the intellectual

effort of making their own pictures as they must when
reading a book or listening to the spoken drama. Based
for its success on stupidity and the lack of intellectual

development, a man who will not read Shakespeare now
sits for an hour and a half in front of a screen ruining

his eyes."

Them's harsh words, and perhaps the speaker didn't

entirely mean them, or all of them, though the element
of their truth must be conceded by any one candid enough
to examine his own mind before and after a period of

picture seeking.

Perhaps some genius will succeed again as Griffith did

in his "Intolerance" in bringing the element of imagina-

tion to the realm of the picture play, but it is to be noted

that whereas Fox has deliberately taken a fantastic or

highly imaginative subject for treatment, viz., a fairy

story, Griffith went to history for his inspiration. Fox in

his effort to photograph a fantasy has succeeded in pho-

tographing women and men in obviously plain, if some-

times abhorrent, relations, the which he has surrounded

with every product of trick, device and ingenuity known
to the craft. And he has failed to make a fantasy, how-

ever effective and popular his product undoubtedly will be.

He has not photographed an idea, and his camera has not

boxed a fantasy. Griffith, on the other hand, going to

the solid facts of history, has lifted them from their set-

ting and placed them in imaginative relation, thus achiev-

ing the unique feat—that is to say, unique, thus far—of

producing a motion picture with an idea which stirs the

imagination.
The principles operative in this are those same prin-

ciples which provide no necessity for illustrations of a

fairy story: no pictures in a fable book. Else how comes

it that the Grimm Brothers were able to gather from

Hanau. In Prussia, and Hesse. Austria and Switzerland

the folk stories which had been conveyed from mouth to

mouth through the centuries, and which will still delight

you and your children and their childrens' children, too,

if your imagination and theirs becomes not blunted nor

atrophied by the realism of motion photography, its frank

realities and its unintellectual qualities.
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"When the Shoe Pinches and the Galled Jade Winces.

By Monntford Cart

"Anarchy is our worst evil, brings our commonwealth
To utter ruin, lays whole houses low,
In battle strife hurls men in shameful flight."—Sophocles.

Occasionally life yields a pleasure so refined, complete and
unalloyed that for the moment existence seems justified

and we forgive our parents. "The slings and arrows o£ out-

rageous fortune" lose their force and direction, the bill-

collector has no terrors, rent-day seems a year away and
creation is as joyful as though Casey had not struck out.

For one such pleasure we are eternally indebted to our
beloved District Attorney, Charles M. Fickert. May he
have a happy new year! May his powers never wane nor
his fortune nor shadow grow less!

He has had the courage to invoke common sense to the
aid of law in the presence of which it is seldom permitted
to stand. He has had the fortitude to treat anarchistrical

persons to a dose of their own medicine. His worthy ex-

ample shines brightly in a dreary world of inconsistency,

loudly pleading for imitation and eloquently begging for

widespread emulation.
If the District Attorney's methods of dealing with an-

archists, were ever to become—which it isn't likely they
ever will— of general employment, this whole rotten,

wicked, shadow-lurking gang of law-defying cut-throats,

together with all their gibbering "principles" and still

more hideous practices, would be blown up as with one
of their own bombs or burnt like one of their innocent
victims. Life, then, in a civilized commonwealth would
resume something of the security enjoyed by our parents
crossing the plains before we took away the life and lands
of the naturally indignant Redmen.

Mr. Fickert treated Citizen Berkman of "The Blast" in

a most unceremonious manner—according to Mr. Berkman.
who (shall we laugh or weep?) : threatens to have the law
upon him. Berkman, editor of "The Blast"—sweet, reassur-
ance of that title!—appealing to the law for succor, is a
spectacle which would move even an anarchist to laughter
if so much of grace as a grin were left in him.

Personally, I hope it will be found that Mr. Fickert's
actions in violating the sanctity of an anarchist's office,

rummaging his papers and opening his correspondence for
evidence in the' bomb plot, in which Thomas J. Mooney is

implicated, will be found to be without "order of the
court." If, for once, the legal (?) complications which law-
yers, but not laws, throw around malefactors and their
malevolences, have been swept aside by the vigor of an
honest official, not looking to convict, but to find evidence
wherewith to convict, it seems to me that all good citi-

zens and all men and women who abide the laws will have
cause for rejoicing.
With joy almost pious, one must read the account of

the raid on the Guerrero street center of lawlessness. What
sweet pleasure there is to be found in the account of the
protesting secretary whose private correspondence was
seized, whose hands were held and whose preventive efforts
were restrained while search was made of the anarchistic
hot-bed. And all this without legal processes which could
have been enjoined, or summons to appear, which might
have been evaded and eluded, or anything else invoked
save the strong physical arms of officers of a government
which is outraged, insulted, belittled and derided by the
mere existence of such as Berkman and the publication of
such a rag as this sheet of hell, "The Blast."

If these breeders of outrage of whom Miss Fitzgerald,
Berkman's secretary, is a fecund sample, and of which
Thomas J. Mooney (whether guilty of this specific bomb
crime or not) and his ghastly fellow tradesmen in death,
are the hateful offspring, choose to set aside the law
urge its abrogation and hold up the flag of "privative"
government, let them suffer. Those who live by the sword
have been told what to expect. Those who assert that
every man is himself accuser, jury, prosecuting attorney,
judge and executioner, let them not expect that the nicities
of legal procedure are for them.
What jury sat in the case of the execution of the ten

innocent persons and the maiming of fifty others when the
Preparedness Day bomb plot was hatched? It isn't shown

yet that the vile deed was planned in the offices of "The
Blast," but it is demonstrable that it might have been.
It was expedient that District Attorney find out, and ho
did.

To put it in his own terse language:
"The office of 'The Blast' is the place where the bomb

plot was hatched. They had some information there that
we wanted and we went and got it."

Miss Fitzgerald objects to the treatment accorded her
and says the officers behaved in a most high-handed and
unlawful manner. She complains that they produced no
warrant whatever for the proceeding. And that is the
finest bit of satire that the modern world has yet dis-

closed!
On what compulsion should an officer of the law show

a legal process to an anarchist?
Does one shake a copy of the Vedas in the face of a dog

bent upon biting?

What does an anarchist know of law? What suasive
or mandatory influence has that which does not exist in

the mind of a person have on that person's mind? Is It

that law only has an existence, in Berkman's opinion,

when it is protective in its operation? Is it conceivable
that the power to save is not also the power to slay? If

Berkman's invocation of the law isn't typical of all his

breed, then I don't know a syllogism from a radish. The
hand that pushes aside the authority of law cannot summon
its aid, and there is no presumption so silly as to believe
that an anarchist would respect a summons if he saw one
or yield to a warrant either if the summons or the war-
rant were unsupported by force. Ergo the summons is su-

perfluous and the warrant unnecessary. Force Is all that

is required, since it is all that is respected.

Fickert took the necessary force and I hope he secured
competent legal evidence to support the moral presump-
tion of guilt that runs against this hideous crew of daily

swelling and growing murderers of society.

The men who incite and the half-witted dupes who are
incited, alike, are one in the eyes of the outraged law.

They are frothing visibly at the mouth, and the ichor of

their hideous madness is spreading dangerously.

Society has achieved erudition sufficiently profound to

dictate the manner of treating mad-dogs.
But these hounds that lust for innocent blood of babes

and women—we permit them to spout their hydrophobic
venom in safety and spread their devilishness in "The
Blast!"
For such weakness and inconsistency, civilization is

likely to pay and pay and pay as it did at Market and Steu.irt

streets, until more men like Fickert have the courage and
the manliness to take the fighting where it belongs—in

vile quarters of these red enemies of society.

Cliff House
The Wonder Spot

oj the World

<£
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"This is Mine Own, My Native Land"

Kathleen Xorris. a former member of the old Morning
Call staff and a special writer on the Examiner, went East
some years ago. retracing the steps that her parents had
made toward the Golden Gate, and she won fame there
as they won a home and happiness here. Miss Norris
writes about her native state with a feeling rare in these
days of superficial 'copy," and her article in the American
Magazine is addressed with equal confidence to the Califor-
nian and to the unfortunate one who happens to have been
born elsewhere. The article, as gentle a tribute as ever
even an Irishman addressed to his beloved Erin, follows
in part:

"It was only after I came away from California, a few
years ago, that I realized in my provincial heart that she
does not mean to all the world what she means to us who
love her, and belong to her. That there are Kentuckians,
for example, and Texans, and even Europeans, who do not
keenly regret the accident of birth that prevents them from
claiming her smote me with a naive and puzzled surprise.
Even now, the very name, the very word "California,"
falls upon my ears with an exquisite appeal; it is like a
strain of familiar and poignantly touching music. I < -an
hear it across the noisiest tea room or distinguish it under
the murmuring darkness of the theatre. The motor
licenses, with the little bear guarding the number, look
like friendly faces when one meets them on Eastern road-
ways, and when the railroad companies plaster fences
with the alluring suggestion "Five Days and Severn '. Do!
lars to California!" I feel a tug at my heart.

"And Fifth avenue vanishes, and the ever-green fields.

and the panting, moist heat, and the piled snow. It is

California again, with the burned hills lying like leopards
under the blue, soft sky, and gulls wheeling and crying
over the buoyant waters of the bay, and tar-weed and
poppies tangling the alfalfa, and scenting the warm dry
air. It is California, where three hundred days a year are
picnic days, and where the sunshine even now is falling

unnoticed in golden spokes through miles of stately virgin
redwoods, and where roses and daisies and heliotrope and
wallflowers and stock and potted pansies and primroses and
a hundred others, are massed on the curb about Lotta's
fountain, waiting for you to buy them—at ten cents or fif-

teen cents a great armful—and carry them home.
"We are raised on superlatives, we second-generation

Californians. Our fathers fought a bitter light to reach the
farthest frontier, and they loved it because they suffered
for it. Whether they came "around the Horn" in sailing
vessels, or across the endless prairies in the familiar
hooped, dusty wagons, they learned the worth of their
home before they found it. My own grandmother, with
my mother at her breast, looked up through the velvet
dark of night, through that same hooped covering, and
watched the camp fires of hostile Indians on the hills.

Her own fate was the fate of California. She sat in tie
jolting wagon, beside another woman in the party, when
a baby was born. She saw a priceless team of cattle fall

upon an unexpected water hole and drink themselves to

death. She knew one of the company, a girl, gently raised. like

herself, who was widowed, and who left the scalped body
of her young husband behind her on the plains. And bis

brother took her. without benefit of clergy, because (here
were no clergy, and because she had young children, and
needed a man.

* * *

"Even the dispassionate outsider must admit that Cali-

fornia is economically the least dependent of the States, a
fact that one happy memory of mine substantiates. For,

years ago, I was a small visitor on a thousand-acre ranch
which supplied every human need, "except." the mistress
used to laugh, "the bones for my corsets." Oysters, honey,
leather kerosene, cheeses, homespun, wine, raisins, bricks
and flour were all placidly produced at need; there were
clear water springs, and even a delicious geyser of what
we called "soda water."
"San Francisco, dragging its trunks over miles of hot

pavement, moving its cooking stoves to the windy edge
Of the sidewalk, crashing and tumbling in a smother of

dust and ashes about its own ears, was still laughing and
confident San Francisco. She was no more than laughing

and confident when, only nine years later, she flung her
doors open to the world, and close to the blue edge of the
bay and under the incessant blue of the approving skies
was hostess at the most beautiful of all the great fairs.
For ten months the cream and blue and apricot and crim-
son buildings swarmed with visitors, the flags of all the
countries in the world blew in the sun, the Tower of JeweTs
twinkled and glowed, and the great transplanted trees
threw a delicious shade across the white roadways. And
when the Fair was over California was not tired, not dis-
couraged, not even in debt. She found that her fair was
the first that had ever paid for itself, and so she had
another celebration for that."—Reprinted from "The Ameri-
can Magazine."

A WINTER GARDEN COMFORTABLE IN THE HEART
OF SUMMER LAND.

The quickness with which the Winter Garden found
favor with this city and drew to its smooth floor old and
young, rich and poor, society lights and folk of humbler
station, is one of the most extraordinary facts in the his-
tory of local amusements.
The town has gone a "skating." What began as a fad

has become a habit and the city where ice and snow are
the veriest strangers, has suddenly become the abiding
place of experts in hockey, fancy skating and whacking the
elusive "puck."
For this success there are many explanations traceable

to the Winter Garden Kink, its management and its policy.
Not only is it the largest of its kind in the West, but one
of the largest in the United States. For the game of
hockey which has leaped into a popularity challenging
that of the .National Game, the Winter Garden Rink is
ideally designed and the games that are played every
Tuesday night are the magnet which draws thousands to
the great Rink. At first they are spectators and then
they are participants, if not in the exciting and expert
game of hockey, at least in the exhilerating sport of skat-
ing. Though It seems difficult, it is not, and the prelimi-
nary stages of learning are quickly and delightfully passed
under the assistance of a corps of qualified and courteous
instructors.

The city's health is receiving a definite betterment in

this sport which is as invigorating as sledding or sleigh-
ing in Toronto, as comfortable as a chat in your club's
luxuriously appointed reception room and as alluring and
sociable as two-stepping with your lady at a cabaret dance.
The music is excellent and the crowds, inspired by the

healthfulness of the exercise, the congeniality of the
throngs and the excitement of the sport, attest the per-
manent popularity of this unique addition to the menu
of the city's pleasures.

The Winter Garden in short brings to the city's posses-
sion the delights of Switzerland in winter, minus the dis-

comforts of travel, the expense of transportation and ex-

posure to the dangers of pneumonia. The greatest city of

a State of Summerland has, through the ingenuity,, enter-

prise and sportsmanship of a few of its citizens, secured
from the frozen East its greatest sport, minus all its dis-

comforts.
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The high cost of living is about to bring about the intro-

duction of paper clothes. Some, already, are "baggy" at

the knees.
After all, our ladies dressed in Sunday supplements

wouldn't appear so badly. The artist Bakst, who designed
what clothes there were in the Ballet Russe. had this ef-

fect in mind, and when the conversation ran out, we could
entertain ourselves by looking at the pictures or reading
the stories, restraining such natural embarrassment as
might ensue if a story we were perusing came to a stop on
page 1 with the word, "Continued on Column 7, Page 16."

It looks as though England's apprehension that Peace,
if served to the belligerents just now would not be last-

ing, is a nedless alarm. This dose of war should be com-
petent to cure combativeness in Europe for two centuries
and leave only Mexico in the arms of Mars.

And speaking about the war, isn't there something a
trifle suspicious about the Kaiser's new-found solicitude
for the human race? "In the name of humanity," he
says, and would in the moment of his greatest success
name the brand of Peace that looks best to him.

In what name was Belgium invaded, the Lusitania sunk,
and American lives by hundreds destroyed by the im-
petuous submarine?

Soldiering, like any other kind of hazardous employ-
ment, has a tendency to bring to the surface the hidden
philosophy of life which all men entertain, according to
their natures or their training or both. The character of
the philosophy will be pretty certainly characteristic of
the race which crystalizes it into utterance. A sergeant-
at-arms in the French army recently returned to Paris
from the trenches, brought back the following articles of
faith as expressive of the French soldier's point of view

—

an optimistic summary, to be sure. This is it:

"You have two alternatives: either you are mobilized
or you are not. If not, you have nothing to worry about.

"If you are you have two alternatives: either you are
in camp or at the front. If you are in camp you have
nothing to worry about.

"If you are at the front you have two alternatives:
either you are in reserve or you are on the fighting line.
If in reserve you have nothing to worry about.

"If you are on the fighting line you have two alterna-
tives: either you scrap or you don't. If you don't you have
nothing to worry about.

"If you scrap you have two alternatives: either you
get hurt or you don't. If you don't you have nothing to
worry about.

"If you get hurt you have two alternatives: either you
get slightly hurt or you get badly hurt. If slightly hurt
you have nothing to worry about.

"If you get badly hurt you have two alternatives: either
you recover or you don't. If you recover you have nothing
to worry about.

"If you don't you have done with worry forever."

Kaiser William, Emperor of all the Germans, may get
his wish, and Emperor Charles of the Dual Monarchy of
Austria-Hungary may get his, too; but the hope for peace
seems still too distant for neutrals to have much hope.
About the answer of the Allies to the Teutonic invitation
to meet 'round the festive board of Peace there is nothing
evasive. They will meet, not in conference, but in con-
flict, and the price of living here will continue to match
the difficulty of living there.

Somebody with a pretty taste for conundrums asks:
"If it takes fourteen months to build the Fourth street

bridge with its span of 100 feet, how long will it take to

build the proposed bay bridge, with its span of 5 miles?
That's easy. 304 years.

The tunnel would take a trifle longer, perhaps sixty

days, or so, to allow for the difference in the resistance
of the bay's bottom mud and the channel's ozone.

CONCERNING CRITICISM.

Criticism is inevitable if not welcome. It may be en-

durable when it is sincere and its object not unfriendly.

But endurable or not, it is as certain to follow the quarry
of effort as a bird dog is certain to be at the heels of his

betters.

To be above criticism is to be lonesome and useless; to

be beneath it is to be contemptible and dangerous, to

be immune is to be dead and burled.

The Main Sheet does not hope to belong to any of the
three classes enumerated. Whatever joys may await dis-

solution in Journalism will be with fortitude foregone as
long as may be.

Being neither above, beneath nor immune from criticism,

the Main Sheet expects Its share of it; an expectation not
unmingled with pleasure, since criticism is* the evidence
of things read.

On the staff of its regular writers—and Its irregular con-

tributors, too, for that matter—are persons with Ideas.

These are permitted space In the columns of this paper
and represent one side of a subject, the capacity to handle
which is assumed in the publication. If the idea Is good and
right, it justifies itself and needs no commentary, eulogy
nor protagonist to urge it; If wrong, It achieves its pur-

pose if it causes the reader to think, reflect and assemble
his own contrary opinions. If hurtful, it is open to con-

tradition, in the interests of which these pages are gratui-

tously open to any reader who feels himself aggrieved or

wronged.
Not every article has the distinction to merit or achieve

the approbation of the editor, but the latter Is so far from
feeling the nimbus of Infallibility about him that he will-

ingly publishes articles which he believes readable though
their substance may not square with his own ideas. Per-

haps the latter may be wrong.
Nothing gives him greater pleasure than to print two

sides of a story, for in so doing he accomplishes that

miracle in journalism—he pleases everybody; and if an
injustice has been done any innocent person, w"io, smart-
ing under a sense of injury, feels disposed to take issue,

he cordially and sincerely begs such a one to point out
the transgression and indicate the error. The injured
person will not have to ask for the publication of his story.

It will be eagerly undertaken.
However, if the shoe fits, the foot-gear may be worn, and

welcome.

Mayor Woodman, of Los Angeles, is quite some pro-

moter. He is behind the "State Division" movement In

the hope that he can become Governor of "Southern Cali-

fornia." Why not get a hen and have her lay some eggs,

before you commence to count your chickens, Mr. Mayor?

"Greater San Francisco" don't seem to appeal to Oak-
land. Awhile back they had the "greater" bee and an-

nexed everything within reach, but lacked the nerve to

reach out across the bay.
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RANDOM THOUGHTS
With Arthur Arlett ready to run for the Governor's job

and the Reverend Aked planning a descent upon San
Francisco, it looks as though this poor, dear commonwealth
is going to have a h— 1 of a Happy New Year.

Dr. Aked's salary to save us is $7500 per annum.
It seems to be a profitable business to follow the Lowly

Nazarene these days!
One wonders what kind of a sermon the reverend gentle-

man would expound on the words:
"Lay not up for themselves treasures on earth," or
"Sell all thou hast and give to the poor."
I suppose he would say that these be figurative words;

yet they seem clear enough if you look at them without
the aid of a word-juggling, apologist preacher.
Anyway, if it's worth $7500 per year to save San Fran-

cisco, it should be worth $15,000 to save Los Angeles, so
if we are as wise as we boast that we are generous, we'll

raise the money and send him there.
* • • «

It has been said that "as many fools leave college as
enter it." Stanford is evidently making an effort to min-
imize the number at both ends. Seventy-three students
were dropped because they couldn't prove themselves
worthy in even half of their studies. It wouldn't however,
be a safe bet to lay odds that all of the seventy-three were
fools, because the law of averages is against such an
assumption. Some, no doubt, were football players. Oth-
ers, maybe, had foolish parents.
Why waste a $5000 education on a fifty-cent kid?

• • * *

The trouble with education is that it is presumed by
those who haven't it to be the one thing needed to place

them at the pinnacle of success. In other cases it is

looked upon as an asset immediately convertible into coin
of the realm.

It is out of this last mentioned, silly notion that the

'.'industrial," or "vocational" school has won such popu-
larity with the supervisors and parents. They see in the

years of a youngster's education nothing but the storing

up of wisdom out of the reservoir of which is to flow
the ability to earn more money than the lad or the girl

who had no such advantage. Or else they see in

school training those preparatory steps which shall fit the
student for some trade. All in all, education thus comes
to mean something far different from what it is, and the

pleasures of learning, the expanded sympathies, the de-

veloped tastes and the capacity to enjoy a thousand pleas-

ures denied less fortunate ones, are not given any thought
at all. They say that this is a world of fierce competition;

that the struggle of life is keen and hard, and all the
rest of it.

And when wasn't the struggle for existence hard? When
was the time when mankind was free from pauperism?
Whenever was the day of universal gratuities and for-

bearance?
If the lad has capacity for success in letters, a trade will

do him no good.
Poor Frank R. Stockton, afflicted with ill-health all his

short life, wasted many years of it being a woodcarver,
which useful and decorative trade he was taught when
others who should have advised him must have been blind

to his native gifts of humor.
How many who read these lines are in the work for

which their early, youthful studies were presumed to fit

them, or being in that work, do not wish they were well

out of if
Even Aesop was brought up to be a slave; Goethe was

educated for the bar; Oliver Goldsmith was destined to

be a doctor; Ambroise Pare was trained to be a barber;
Shelley was intended for scientific pursuits; Charles Lamb
was first a bookkeeper; Macklyn Arbuckle was aimed at

the ministry, and Andy Gallagher at photo engraving.
It is by no means true that "the way the twig is bent

the tree inclines" when the twig is a boy, the influence
an education, and the tree far in the future.
The value of education is its general character to give

direction to the native gifts and energy of a youth. With
such native gifts and energy, the world is his. Without
them, education has but the faculty of making him dis-

contented, without the power to remedy his misfortune.
There is such a thing as a learned fool.

As for education adding money to a bank account, that
is one of the most amusing of errors. Education merely
teaches the possessor how to add up what his force and
energy have put there.

The most successful business men, many of whom spend
some of their valuable time telling the youth of the public
schools how to make two dollars grow where only one
was before, are ignorant of everything essential to a nice
education. The capacity to buy low and sell high is a gift

which the God of Mammon reserves for a chosen few,
and is unrelated either to educational or intellectual quali-
ties. Its possessor has the ability to sell inferior pianos
to musicians, poor books to literary persons, bad whisky
to those who are not thirsty and perambulators to virgins.

* • * *

I wouldn't be surprised if my friend who writes "The
Crony's Corner" was right and that "the army officials

who are doing their utmost to bring about universal mili-

tary service" are engaged laudibly. "A year spent in the
open air. doing military duty for a country well worth
fighting for, and at that period of a youth's life when he
is in the vital stage of his physical development, is far

better than putting him in an office or a factory."
* * * »

It is impossible for the well-to-do to do well.

Whatever it is, it is wrong.
Are they generous? Well, their philanthropy is the re-

sult of a troublesome conscience.
Are they considerate? Well, it is merely preliminary to

the next turn of the screw, like the dentist who smiles
with the forceps in his right hand.
Do they give money to the poor? Well, it was about

time.

Do they buy boxes at charity functions where the en-
tertainment would bore a ten-year-old? Well, they want
to parade themselves.
Do they raise their employees wages without waiting

for them to disrupt the community with a strike? Well,
they didn't increase the wages enough.
Do they found a college, subvention a library, build a

technical school, endow a chair for the study of human-
ity's malignant maladies? WT

ell, they do but return a
fraction of that which they have stolen.

I sometimes wonder why they take the pains to do
anything decent at all. I'm sure their critics wouldn't in

their places, so much of malice, mendacity, selfishness

and envy is contained in their odious reception of un-
forced benefactions.
That well-directed criticism might be aimed at some

of the well-to-do for the infrequency or the total eclipse

of their generous impulses may be reasonably granted,
but that some should be scolded for their tangible expres-

sions of undemanded generosity is wicked.
It is like scolding an audience because it is small.

The reproach falls precisely upon those who least de-

serve it.

* * * *

"If employers paid an honest wage," said one strife pro-

moter recently, "there wouldn't be any need of bonuses.
If they had paid honest wages for years there would have
been no Jabor troubles. The hard treatment of labor by
grasping employers has given such strength to the labor

movement that employers now vie with each other in

giving bonuses and are anxious to arbitrate," etc.

It would be difficult again to string so many words to-

gether coherently and produce less truth or more mis-

statement than is contained in the above little gem of

"what ain't so."

In the first place, the employers didnt' give the bonuses
because there was a need of them. That probably was
the last consideration to enter anybody's mind. They
gave the bonuses because a period of unprecedented pros-

perity had so inflated their bank accounts that they chose
to divide—however unevenly. But it should be borne in

mind by the psychologist and the Socialist that the em-
ployers were under no compulsion to divide. If they were
paying union wages, by the terms of the agreements under
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which union men worked, they were under no necessity,

obligation nor pressure to give a bonus; if the men were
not working under a trades union regime, they were being

paid in accordance with that damnably inescapable law o£

supply and demand, and had no more reason to expect

from their employers a present than their employers had
a right to expect a present from them. In either case the

bonus was a gratuity for which the least that could be

said was that it was unforced either by expedience or

necessity.

Before one may determine what is signified in the term
"honest wage," there will have to be many points of eco-

nomics cleared up.

Honest from whose point of view? Is it honest to ex-

act, because you have the power, more than the employer
can afford to pay, and close him up if he doesn't come
through? Is it honest to impose conditions upon his en-

gagement of labor wThich, were the positions reversed,

and labor was the employer, would not be tolerated for a

moment? Is it honest to dictate to a man that he shall

hire six men when he only needs and wants one?

Verily, it is just as honest as it is for the employer,
when he has the chance, to grind the faces of the poor,

exploit their helplessness and cash the sweat of women
and children in factories and mills.

Who shall determine an honest wage? The employer
or the employed? I had rather trust the former, since,

at least, he will do nothing willingly to jeopardize the en-

terprise he heads and which employs labor.

The next sentence is a gem. "The hard treatment of
labor by grasping employers has given such strength to

the labor movement that employers are now vieing with
each other in giving bonuses and are anxious to arbitrate."

Were the heads of the railroads of the United States
eager to arbitrate?

Every one knows, who knows anything of the subject
at all, that the labor movement, never before so weakened
by internal dissensions and outside losses, is experiencing
just now the period of its smallest influence, a danger
which it seeks to avert by more than customary modera-
tion and forbearance.
As the only bumper between the reasonless exactions of

what might easily become the tyranny of wealth, it is to
be hoped that the labor movement will save itself through
amendments of its future operations to render them com-
formable to the spirit of Americanism. The cooks' and
waiters' strikes of this city, which nearly ended in the
disruption of those bodies and imperiled the Musicians'
Union as well, is a case in point. The threatened strike
of the White Rats, in many of whose demands, uncoupled
from others not so reasonable, there was and is much
justice, is another case in point.

Finally, let us see, in our own fair city, who gave
the bonuses, and to whom.
The United Railroads was one. Did the Municipal Rail-

road give any bonuses to its platform men, whose maximum
earning capacity is $18 per week? We haven't heard of it.

The United Railroads' platform men are not union men, at
least not so any one can notice it. By the terms of the
new salary list it is possible for conductors and motormen
to earn upwards of $100 per month, which in any land is
a healthy earning capacity for comparatively "unskilled
labor.

The Southern Pacific's ten per cent bonus to its em-
ployes was based not upon union membership but on the
condition that the recipient had been employed for two
years preceding the dispensation. More non-union than
union men were affected by such distribution. The reason
assigned was the increased cost of living, not union mem-
bership cards nor threatened strikes with which the
bonus could not possibly have had anything to do.
When the Crocker National Bank gave a handsome bonus

to all its employes was it endeavoring to square itself
with the labor movement to the affairs of which its finan-
cial experts, its cashiers, its tellers, its clerks, its office
boys and its watchmen and detective force bear about
the same relation as one of its stockholders does to the
aurora borealis?
This much is generally true of the eternal tangle of

employer and employe: the latter wants to get as much as
he can without particular concern whether he earns it or
not.. The former wants to get as much as he can without

particular concern how it's done. If, in the latter situa-

tion he chooses to give up, of his own volition, without in-

timidation, and for an instant to consider his employers
in the light of partners, let us be as gratetul as we may be
certain that when he loses money his employes have never
been notable for the alacrity with which they come to his

rescue. Hardly. The part that labor desires to play in

the world of finance and industry is to be a partner in

the profits, but under no circumstances in the losses.
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BOSTON (MASS.) VOTES WET BY RECORD-BREAKING
MAJORITY.

Big Victory Is a Slap at "Billy" Sunday, the "Sawdust
Evangelist," Who Tried to "Save the Hub City—Church
People Rebuke Vulgar Methods—Cast Ballots for License,

Regulation and Control After Hearing Tirades Against
Rum

—

New York World Declares Liquor Is Not a Vital

Religious Question.

Abraham Lincoln's famous remark which ended with

the statement, "but you can't fool all of the people all the
time," is recalled by the following story wired from Boston
I.Mass. ) to the Cincinnati Enquirer:
"Boston decided at its election today to remain wet by

one of the largest majorities it ever has given for license.

"The final figures—53,459 for license and 29,977 against

—

amazed even the liquor men, who have spent close to

$500,000 in the campaign, and charges are being made to-

night by members of the Massachusetts Anti-License
League that religious organizations from which they hoped
for support worked against them.

Sunday Fails Down.

"Until early this evening Rev. Billy Sunday, who has
been making a vigorous no-license campaign, aided by
thousands of members of Protestant churches, believed
that the license vote would at least be cut in two, but
instead it was more than 7000 more than it was last year,

and the no-license vote fell off. Last year the vote was
46,115 for and 31,877 against.

"Among the liquor men the vote today Is accepted as a
rebuke to Billy Sunday and his methods.
"He has received a blow, they declare, that has robbed

him of much of his prestige, and they look for a falling

off in the attendance at his tabernacle during the remain-
ing weeks of his Boston revival.

"Sunday realizes, and it Is admitted among the liquor

forces, that the religious issue which has figured In many
recent Boston campaigns played its part today. Thou-
sands who ordinarily vote no-license voted for legalized

saloons simply because had the city gone dry most of the
credit for the victory would have gone to Sunday.

Business Aids "Wets."

"The liquor men were aided in their campaign by many
of the wealthiest real estate owners of the city, and it is

known that large contributions to their fund were made
by leading business men who stipulated though, when they
made their contributions, that the public be kept in ignor-

ance of their support of license, as they fear the state-

wide boycott which the foes of liquor are to inaugurate
against all individuals and firms who have been prominent
en the side of the brewers and liquor dealers.

"Pastors of various Protestant churches have promised
to aid in the direction of the boycott, and they and their
parishioners will join in the fight that is to be made in

the coming year's liquor legislation."

The New York World Says.

An editorial in the New York World, entitled "Boston's
Reply to Mr. Sunday," says:
"On the day that Boston was rolling up a great popular

majority in favor of licensing the liquor trade for another
year, the United States Senate, by a tie vote, the Vice-
President being absent, refused to submit the question to
a referendum in the City of Washington. Thus Boston,
whether wisely or unwisely, continues to regulate its own
household, while the national capital must bow to an
authority beyond its control.
"The fact that Boston is more emphatic than usual at

this time, in the presence of Mr. Sunday's great revival,
will cause astonishment in some quarters, but it was what
might have been expected. He conducted the campaign on
religious lines, and the more profoundly he stirred the
town the more certain became his defeat. A large vote
meant disaster to his cause, and he succeeded in arousing
much interest in the balloting.

"Different tactics might have produced another result.
The traffic in liquor and the use of liquor are not such
vital religious questions as many people suppose. If total
abstinence were to be enforced in the churches, most con-
gregations would shrink perceptibly. It is where so-called

prohibition has been aimed chiefly at the saloon that it

has won its most notable victories.

"While Mr. Sunday was making the matter an issue of
religion and salvation, his opponents presented it as a
social, political and business problem. No doubt thousands
of men who are neither purveyors nor consumers of intoxi-

cants voted for license on these grounds and rejected the
religious appeal altogether."

The

Quality

Mild

Havana

^> AL»o

»W>lMCWl<t»0M

MILD

MILDER

MILDEST

JOSEPH RINALDO, Distributor

507 MISSION STREET. Room 301 KEARNY 1646

The INew
Anheuser = Busch

jHtcfjelob

America's Best Beer

lOoz. GLASS, IOc
Drawn the Direct Way

Jrferbert's

A. Good Place to Bat.

151 = 159 Powell Street
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THE "GREAT I AMS."

A simple grocer, a modest lad,

Once wrote a play, (what a crust he had)
With a vapid, vampire sort of a part,

A woman, whose loves were a la carte,

And he pictured how the thing would go
With Helen Ware to "star" the show.
In fancy's clouds, he saw their name,
Just "him and her" in the hall of fame.
And everybody in playerland
Took a backward seat and gave him the hand.
But when to his star one night he read
The play expected to knock 'em dead,

"I guess you're due for a blast," said she,

"Why hang this 'Vampire' thing on me?
I've heard—and let it be understood,
As garbage goes, your stuff is good;
Some dope does anything but harm,
Try another needle on the other arm."
She gently firm, gave him the gate,

He came to earth no longer "great";
And the play with its cherished memories
Now wraps up some of his father's cheese.

He's through. Instead of theatric lore

He's writing ads in the grocery store:

"If you're IN all day and you don't feel right.

Try a shot of our 'gow' and you'll be OUT all night.

Smoke our stogies, smoke our hams
And you'll smoke 'in the hereafter' with the 'great I ams

I am the king of detectives,—

I

Am M. J. B. of the "Coffee." Why?
I know why it is the Coffee bean
Goes in there dirty and comes out clean.

Hawkshaw, Holmes and them "keyhole" champs,
Compared with me are a lot of tramps.
No! there ain't nothin' that don't go on
That I ain't "jerry at the rat-hole" on.

You think I ain't! Well, listen here.
Lean over and give this stuff your ear.

There's a certain attorney, known as "Fat,"
Who doesn't exactly use a "gat"
To gather an income, pulled a "boob"
When he tumbled a "trance," a "psycho" rube.
This bird was a daffy, and as for coin,

Why, he was as loose as the Tenderloin.
But he slips. Fat saves him the trip across,
Which meant a divorce from a lot of dross.
Fat gives him the Bradstreet third degree
And a lot of advice, sympathizingly!
"It costs," he said, "to maintain one's self,"

As he curled his flappers around the pelf.

"I'll take your roll. Here's what you do,
Put a lot of towns between here and you,
And don't turn back! Keep on your way.
If you're broke—here's a card to the Y. M. C. A,
But after awhile, now that's the joke,
Fat decided to return the poke.
Which was harder than you'd think at that,
Because he don't know where the guy's went at.

What was the matter? Well, you see,
The trouble was "phony currency."
Them bills haven't passed since they was new
In Dixieland in '62.

So long! I gotta grab one o' these trams,
I'll tell you again about the "great I ams!"

Our "Hall of Justice,"—we call it that,
Where many a jurist hangs his hat,
Secured by a padlock or ball and chain
If he ever expects to wear it again.
Where Brennan argues and pounds his fist,

Unstrands his string and unclocks his wrist;
While he gives the jurors a verbal ride,
They're stealing his automobiles outside.
Five of them gone, now his overcoat,

How soon before they'll have grabbed his goat?
Where Justice looks in the glass to find
There isn't a chance,—she'll be always blind.
But they've bulled the "old girl" wrong is right,
The result is trials proceed at night,
And instead of a "day's work" we'll have soon
Courts, like the firemen, two-platoon.
The expense! O, the Budget will cover that,

We'll meter taxes or raise the flat.

Or the "club's" that want every bum and thug
Released at night from the old town jug,

And "flopless," hungry, roam the street,

To bust some head for the price to eat,

Perhaps they will invite these "rescued lambs"
To their homes with them, the "great I ams."

And so we play at "touch and go"

While filling space in the "here below,"

And you, citizen and citizeness,

Who want to clean up the civic mess,

Don't hold your nose! I'll wager you

Have a lot of cleaning at home to do.

In your small line you're a great big "gun,"

But to everyone else you're a lot of fun.

You prop your pride on its four by two.

Till someone kicks it from under you.

You're great in your castle of straws and shams,

Let's go! We're ALL of us "great I ams."

SKATE
... AT THE . . .

Winter Garden
Sutter and Pierce Sts.

<J HERE you have one of the largest and finest Ice

Rinks in tne West ~ a straight way of 70 yards of solid

smooth and well frozen ice scraped three times daily.

<J INSTRUCTION is very complete and reasonable
-

50c per half hour. I] One of the finest orchestras in

the city furnishes music from 3 to 5 in the afternoons

and every evening, fl A fine organ, costing $ 1 0,000
has just been installed for use in the mornings and from

2 to 3 in the afternoons.

Q The house skates are kept in excellent condition and

locker space may be procured for your own skates at

50c per month thus relieving you of carrying them and

enabling expert hands to keep them sharpened and in

good condition.

<J Refreshments may be had, and spectators may be

comfortable in steam heated space. ^ Once having

learned this fascinating sport so enjoyable and so healthful

in so large and such a well ventilated rink you will be

even more interested in the special features
— hockey

games and exhibitions. Admission 25 c. Special Race

Track.

Enjoy the new sport. Learn to skate now.
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Indoor Yacht Club
Club Rooms and Office, 4 Eddy Street. Telephone (Private

Exchange connecting all departments). Sutter 5386.

Board <>f Pilot*.
Prank J. Hennessy. Commodore M. W. AHmayer, Steu

William II McCarthy, Keeper-of-the-Log*.
Thomas S. Mulvey ph A Watts
James \v Coffroth nh S. Lewis

' M t" \V:illtls h

Joseph H. Hutchinson <; *•* Symon
Charles .1 Vail

llarrv I-'. Sullivan, Assistant Secretary.
7.<- and suggest for the Imi tent of our Bervlce.

iint and suggestion box m lo

Is you' address correct ai
our i i ills and the envelopes ft

the Club? If not as a great asslstanci to this office we
would thai "

I ou rseli when
mail 1

1
- check I ;

i tant that
we ha is iii rii- respect authentic and we ask

tlon with us. Moral : If you cha
your mailing address, let us know and w, v. ni see that
the possibility of your mail from this solus astray is

eliminated.

DECEASED.
Fred Thorel December 12. 191«
nomas Kins January .'.. in 1 7

GOOD-BYE. NINETEEN SIXTEEN.
They were glorious nights, whether you remember them

or not—those nights which taw oM Nlneteen-Sixt.-.u tol

ter backward into Time's withered arms
Pleasures, all too fleeting, take their way, and at best,

celebrations are over much too soon. Precipitately joys
null, and so the I. Y. ('. wisely concluded to begin the

1916-191" frolic early, as early as possible, and keep it up
late. Two dances were thus arranged to flourish in-

stead of only one. The night of December 30 ami the
night of December 31 Ito say nothias of the mornings
thereafter! were set aside for our New Year's ceremou
and ttie ladies' God bless 'em. were invited in to perform
their congenial part in the services which preceded the
birth of the husky, smiling and merry infant, yclept,
N'inteen-Seventeen.

It were impossible to describe the jovial and light-

hearted celebration, even if it had been for but one night.
It is doubly impossible to indicate the joy of two cele-

brations; but it isn't impossible to refer to the Yachtsmen
who were responsible for the success, and such acknowl-
edgment is herewith sincerely and gratefully made.
the busy workers on the leading committee of enter-

tainment were George Symon. Gus Schonning. Harry
Guinnane. Arthur Crowley, Arthur Granfield and J. G.
Rapheld.
On both Saturday and Sunday nights, Willie Kidd Nel-

son came to the clubrooms to delight everyone with his

silvery voice. It is the province of the artist to give
pleasure with his gifts; and this our tenor does with
a liberality only equalled by his effectiveness. Singers,
called great, may come and go, but no one lifts his voice
in song in this man's town, who robs Willie Kidd Nelson
of his prestige or power.

And. while we are on the subject of Club entertainments,
the thirteenth of December was a lucky night. It will be
remembered that it was a sort of an "at home" or "family
affair." which, fur want of a better name was called

"Club Night." It proved to be an evening of good cheer,

congenial companionship and hilarious entertainment.
The show was tinder the direction of Otto Wallfisch

who not only managed that portion of the evenings
pleasure but assembled the acts and presented them, fur

all of which he deserves the Clubs heartiest thanks.
Thanks are due to Victor Doyle for his excellent vocal

numbers; to Denny Jordan, for his monologue and stories

told with Orpheum "big-time" finish; W. W. Hopkins for

his Hawaiian quartette; to the pretty girls from the "Mid
night Follies." to Fred Brown for his fine songs and to

Hob Mitchell for his humor and his yarns.

Special i li:< ii ire also due to .Tim Scheroni, secretary

of Miles Brothers for the motion picture machine, to Earl
Miles for the film, and to both for the completed product
of the screen entertainment.

WATCH OUT—. FOR

BRET HART
NIGHTS
February 2nd & 3rd

I. Y. C . Celebration
of Western PlucK and Luch

OTEL g>AUSALITO
DAVE SULLIVAN. Proprietor

PERFECTION OF EQUIPMENT

EVERYTHING NEW
EXPERT CHEF IDEAL ACCOMMODATIONS

Only 30 Minutes from San Francisco, and

Only a Step from the Sausalito Ferry

SEE the RACES at TIJUANA
CO VIA

San Diego
on a big' sHip

"Yale" "Harvard"
"Governor" "President"
Mondays, Thursdays, Saturdays, 4 p. m.

BertK and Meals Included
In Low Fares

EVERY DAY, 4 p. m.

(Except Sunday)

LOS ANGELES
Seattle - Tacoma

Tuesdays, Thursdays, Saturdays, Noon

AlasKa
Southeastern—Nome—Southwestern

PACIFIC STEAMSHIP CO.
653 Marhet Street

Telephone Sutter 7800
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SPORT OF KINGS STRIVING TO "COME BACK."

California the famed rival of Kentucky as the home of
great race horses!

Great were those days in the dim past when stock farms
boomed throughout the several counties of the state.
Those were the days when our wealthiest and most promi-
nent citizens considered it the proper and elite thing to
engage in the art of raising blue-blooded horses and seeing
their silks flying through space before assembled multi-
tudes of spectators.
They refer to this pastime as the "Sport of Kings."

Many claim that it is the "King of Sports." Whichever you
prefer, it is a matter of record that it is a wonderful game,
and is beiug enjoyed now by the citizens of many states
in the Union. The time came when racing, like many
sporting competition and even business ventures, was
subjected to abuses. The promoters as well as the book-
makers, jockeys and horsemen were guilty of perpetrating
practices that brought even the "Sport of Kings" into
bad repute.
The evil of the ways have been detected, however, and

such vast domains as New York, Kentucky, Maryland and
others found that a correction could be made than by the
remedy of total prohibition. The objectionable elements
were eliminated and now King Horse is coming back into
his own again.
Be you butcher, baker or candlestick maker, you must

agree that there is nothing more exciting or beautiful to
witness than a match of speed, stamina and class between
man's best friend, the Horse. If you have ever studied
blood lines or raised a horse, it only adds to the interest
and attractiveness.
For a period of six years the lawmakers of California

have decreed that it is unlawful to follow this roval
sport. Our legislators cannot be held to blame or censure
for the course they took. The same thing happened inmany sections of the country. The contention is set
forth, however, that the thoroughbred horse should not
be legislated out of existence simplv because of the fact
that he fell into bad hands.

Placing obstacles in the way of breeding horses is far
more serious than simply depriving the people of their
pleasure of watching horse races. If you recall the mobili-
zation of troops on the Mexican border, there was a dis-
tressing lack of suitable mounts for the cavairv It is
estimated that 10,000,000 horses were shipped from this
country in the last two years to be used in the European
conflict.

United States army olflcials agree that the thorough-
bred makes an ideal type for remount purposes of the
cavalry. That there is a shortage of horses is well known
and it seems a shortsighted policy to cut down the sources
trom which horses can be secured.
With the breeding farms prosperous, it means horses for

the cavalry; but the men who invest their money in blue-
blooded stock must have some inducement and it is the
racing game. Only the fastest and best developed of the
foals are taken, and the others go to the market and tend
to improve the standard of the horse. The breeders canmane both ends meet under such an arrangement

This brief review of the racing game and the breeding
industry, with their past evils and advances, brings forth
the announcement that at the present session of the
legislature there will be introduced a bill creating a State

Racing Commission, with the pari mutuel form of wager-

ing. The measure was drafted at the instance of the

Golden Gate Thoroughbred Breeders' Association, an or-

ganization of some of the most prominent and influential

men in California.

James C. Nealon, State Senator from the Twenty-first

District in San Francisco, is going to introduce the bill.

It was framed with an idea to embody the best points

in the bill that has worked so successfully in Kentucky
for the past seven years. A commission composed of

three members, appointed by the Governor, is provided

so that the state will control and regulate the sport.

In providing the pari mutuel form of wagering, the bill

specifies that a percentage of the money secured from this

course shall go into the state school fund. Harmful con-

tinuous racing has been done away with through a section

that sets forth that meetings in any one county shall be

limited to thirty days in the spring and fall.

Bribing jockeys or endeavoring to contaminate clean
racing in any way is made a felony with imprisonment in

the state prison. State fairs or meetings where state or

county aid are given are relieved of the necessity of tak-

ing out a license or abiding by the rules of the act.

Little criticism can be directed at the bill. It was con-

scientiously drafted with a view of bringing back the
game on a clean and sound basis. Of course, the reform
element will set up a protest, as it will on any suggestion'

that allows freedom and enjoyment to the people.

The bill aims to bring back the horse, and that is the

main issue. It has the backing of men of integrity and
reputation, and it is to be hoped that our legislators will

see that it has some merit in it.

JAMES P. DUNNE.

For over forty years as boy and man James P. Dunne
catered to the thirsty souls of San Francisco. He just

escaped being a Native Son, having been born in Philadel-

phia; but he was brought by his family to San Francisco
while yet a baby and lived here all his life. His father

was a man of character and a shoemaker of note in his

day, but the family was large and young Jim Dunne had
to go to work to add to the household finances.

He quickly found a job as a bartender down in Paupei
Alley in the days when that was the Wall street of San
Francisco, the financial center of the Pacific Coast, and
when men drank their appetizers out of the mixing glass.

lie was about eighteen years old then, and he stuck to

the saloon business In this city until he died a fortnight

ago at the age of fifty-nine.

Dunne's best reminiscences were of Pauper Alley and
its habitues in the bonanza days. He knew all the men
of the Coasl who were noted at that time, and in the

course of business became well acquainted with "Boss"

Higgins, who I'reqirented the place where young Dunne
worked.

When the era of frenzied milling stock finance pa <

away. Dunne moved uptown, and for thirty years or more
conducted the cafe at No 1 Stockton street, comer of

Ellis. For several years the late John Gall of Stockton
was his partner In the business, but Dunne bought him
out for $11.mm twenty-live years ago. and from aboill 1890

conducted the business alone. His place quickly becami
popular, and particularly was the resort of common lal

travelers. Dunne had personal acquaintance with almo I

ever) drummer in California. Nevada. Oregon and Wash-
in ton, and for that reason his place was a clearing hou

ror various kinds of news. It was always a mine for news-

paper men.

Dunne's place was also often visited by many ol the

old-time actors and theatrical men, such as Wilton Lackaj e

William Crane. W. II. MacDonald of the Bostonians and

others.
Dunne had his own ideas about the management of a

saloon. He would not sell liquor to an intoxicated man.

and it' all bars had been conducted according to the rules

he laid down lor his, there would be little agitation for

prohibition today.

Jim Dunne and his brother, Peter, who conducted an-

other saloon at Eddy and Market streets from the early

'90s until he died shortly before the big fire, were devoted

to the political fortunes of their younger brother. Frank,

now one of the Judges of the Superior Court. They worked

unremittingly for his first election in the days when both

had some political Influence, and also to return him to the

bench. Jim Dunne told his friends that the only drink he

had taken in twenty years was a pint of champagne when

his brother was first elected.

Here is an incident that indicates the kind of man Jim

Dunne was: At the time of the fire in 1906 one of his bar-

keepers, a voung man with a wife and baby, but no money,

had no place to live. Dunne took the three Into his own

small apartments and kept them there for three months.

On another occasion this same barkeeper was sick for

many weeks, and Dunne paid him $20 a week during all

his illness. Another, who was attacked by tuberculosis,

was sent on a long vacation in Arizona, and Dunne paid

all his expenses. Another—but incidents In this category

would All a page of the Main Sheet. It is enough to say

that Jim Dunne was a good deal of a real man.
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Winter Sports at Truckee
Annual Fiesta of the
Snows more popular than
ever.

Tobogganing
SKi-Pvunning'
SKating'
Sleig'hing'
AlasKa Dog Teams

Novel amusement and
Keen out-of-door recrea-
tion.

Spend a day or two in
California's "Arctic Re-
gion," in the Hig'h Sierras
and enjoy these exhilara-

ting' sports. Only a nig'ht's
ride from San Francisco.

Round - trip Excursion
ticKets, "with 8-day return
limit, on sale every Mon-
day and "Wednesday dur-
ing' the season.

Greater reduction for tic-
Kets sold Fridays and
Saturdays, with return
limit following' Tuesday.
Comfortable rooms and
good meals at reasonable
prices at Southern Pacific
Hotel.

Write for Folder
on the
Apache Trail

of Arizona

ASK AGENT

Southern Pacific

Overcoat Days
at Berger's

The smartest dressers in San Fran-

cisco are " overcoated " by us. Just

received a beautiful quarter silK lined

belted bacK and double breasted grey

cassimere. Ash to see the "Philpo"

Specially Priced ^^ ^1 1
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ST. FRANCIS IMPORTATION CO.

350 Qeary Street

WINES AND LIQUORS AT RETAIL
FINEST GOODS - LOWEST PRICES

PROMPT DELIVERIES

DEL MONTE AUTO RENTAL CO.

phone SUTTER 215
LIMOUSINES
LAUNDAULETS

WEDDINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

CABS
TOURING CARS

OfITCE. 105 POWELL STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

I am a power for great good if you do

not abuse my use.

In cases of need— I do my work well.

I am a builder up of health and strength

—in the hospital or in the home.

For the invalid or the convalescent

—

for the tired or overworked I offer a

great help.

A little of me goes a long way.

I have been among you for three

generations.

I'm known as Cyrus Noble throughout the world.

AnHeuser-BuscH
Brewing Ass'n

Brewers of

Fine Beer

Exclusively

-ST. LOUIS. MO.-

Draught

and

Bottled Beer

San Francisco Branch

1300 BRYANT STREET
Phone Pai-K 306

I

THE ONLY
\vnrre CHAMPAGNE

A» Rrdcd the "(IRANI) PRIX"
at the >. P. 1. E

Another fhmous
ITALIAN SWISS
COLONY
PRODUCT fit

I

FbR
DISCRIMINATIVE
PEOPLE WHO
PREFER BOUQUET
FLAVOR AND
QUALITY COMBINED

AT »LL FIRST CLASS

RESTAURANTS & CAFES

I

EL SIDELO CIGARS
Will Suit, Your Taste

101
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FRANK H. ECHENROTH
Man} persons have mam reasons tor joining a club l'"rank ll Eckenroth has his. lie joined the I. Y. C.

sum, five years ago because be believed it would afford him pleasure. And pleasure is no! always related to profit.

as you know.

' tiip activities of the I. Y. ('..' says Fellow Yachtsman Eckenroth, "appealed to me as being practical evidences

of a Tightness in motive. 1 liked, to pul it in a word, the work you were doing for the kiddies."

Accordingly in 1!H4. when he was in charge of a battalion on Kiddies' Hay, he arranged lor 85 automobiles to

be on hand for the convenience of some •"•" ll little ones of the Mount St. Joseph Orphan Asylum in South San

Francisco. The youngest ol the thron needed a bottle every two hours, and found in one of its new acquaintances

of the day a guardian who adopted the babe Several more found homes and fathers and mothers. It is this sort

of work that appeals to yachtsman Eckenroth.

For something like 20 years be has been connected as man and boy with Goldberg, Bowen & Co. He is now

lartment manager, and has made so many friends for his concern that it would be as hard to number them

., s it would be difficult to list the y tgstera whom he has helped to make happy in the course of his avocation-

being a good fellow to the little folk
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XOe earrq a complete line of tftationerq

and 'tiffiee dupplies—
9hene for a Representative

Shannon = %o>nm\(

printing t>ompani{

Printers
and

Publishers

MCI 6amome 6t.
/ AT CLAY

"Commercial

dperting

Xegal

9olUieal

6oeietn and

Vtlaaazine

Printing

Piearnij W}3

Buy your Groceries
' from ^^=^^

BOWEN C
&C0.

Pioneers in the Grocery Business since 1850

P. VINCENT MATRAIA, P*«.

art jfiorai Co.
Incorporated

HOTEL ST. FRANCIS

255 POWELL STREET

T**~jKEA~JV3 5«

BUILDERS' l:\CIIAMili, 180 Jeule Street BOX 95

VINCENT J. DONOVAN
PAINTING, DECORATINQ

and POLISHINQ

729-31 MINNA STREET, San Francisco, Cal.

Phone Park 5156

EHRMAN BROS.

"EL ROI-TAN
P E R F E CT
CIGARS

SAN FRANCISCO

Remember that

Cresta Blanca Wines
Are the STANDARD WINES of California

Try a Bottle of CRESTA BLANCA CHAMPAQNE
(Green Label) Equal to the Imported

PAUL MASSON CHAMPAGNE VINTAGE 1908
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'MOVIE" ACTORS ARE MOVING BACK
By Walter Anthony.

There is an old adage which declares that "it is darkest
just before the dawn."

I do not know if this he true, but it is certain that it is

dark before the dawn, and that when things are as bad as
they can be. they cannot be any worse.

That's why one should be optimistic about the theater.
just now. because conditions have reached the limit ol

stupidity and quietude.
In all San Francisco there is. at this writing, only one

playhouse which remains addicted to the spoken drama,
and that is the Wigwam theater. Elsewhere there isn't

any spoken drama at all. though some comic opera efforts

are discernable at the C'ort theater.
Though they will not willingly admit it, the fact is that

of all classes who would rejoice at a rejuvenation of the
Spoken word on the stage the actor is the most enthusi-
astic. He more than his high salaries and steady employ-
mem in tin- movies, can hide, would be the first to desert
the screen lor the stage.

Landers Stevens, the Wigwam's reading man. indicated
this fact in a speech which he made on one of the open-
ing nights at the Wigwam a week ago, when "The Great

was being given a big production.
What the legitimate actor misses, however big his salary

in the movies may be. is that immediacy of applause which
is his when he does his role well or enacts a scene with
unusual character and perfection.

When he follows the injunction to "suit the action to
the word, the word to the action," doing this with elo-

quence of voice and modesty and proportion in gesture
then he hears from delighted auditors that sigh of satisfac-

tion, or that burst of applause which repays him for his

hours of study, many unprofitable seasons and for his
itinerant and laborious life. For I he good actor, like

any other good workman, finds not the entire pay lor his

labor in the weekly envelope, but in the satisfaction which
comes of witnessing the effect of his excellence on tho
to whom it is addressed.
And it is this which the motion picture player never

enjoys. Even the unique tame that may come to him.
as .Matt Snyder's in "The crisis' alter the player has
ceased this sphere of labor, cannot repay him any more
than tears for his Pathetique Symphony helps a Tschaikow-
skv. It is lh< immediate reward of endorsement and ap-

plause which the actor needs and craves and will be
pleased to have even at a reduction in the price which
he is paid by producers for his tall at
During the period when .Max Figman was in Los Angeles,

and from all accounts doing profitably well in the movies,
he visited San Francisco on some errand connected with
his work in the "movies." The writer of this article met
him casually on the street. Hut it wasn't the same Max
Figman. who delighted with his first bin success as the
hero in "The Man on the Box." played to enthusiastic
San Francisco audiences. At that time he walked our
streets with exhilaration in his soul and the consciousness,
perfectly modest and proper in the circumstances, that he.

Max Figman. had made a big success. The Max Figman
of the movies was morose, dejected, restless and ill at

ease. 1 asked him how he was "getting along" and he said,

"fine, financially." and then interjected a "but."
But—he didn't enjoy his work. He yearned for the grease

paint . the glare of the footlights, t he contact at first hand
with those audiences whose presence with him in the
theater shut out the rest of the world and made it insig-

nificant, petty and unimportant, compared with the per-

sonages before him and his work at hand. What solace
to the soul of Max Figman was there in the knowledge

that a million persons in darkened theaters all over the
country had laughed "at" his pictured woes of the "man
on the box," when he. the one who produced the mirth,
was in Hollywood or Los Angeles or somewhere else
equally distant and could only know of his success by
the continuance of the play on the screens of the picture
theaters of the land?

He lei! like a blind man looking at pictures or a deaf
man at a concert. He bad no positive part in the proceed-
ings, and actor that he was, he resented the conditions
which divorced him from his audiences.
He confided to me then, that he was going to step back

on the stage again at the earliest possible moment. I see
that he has recently identified himself with the staged en-
terprises of John Cort and will soon be "out on the road"
once more, struggling for that tangible recognition which
should and will be his in view of his eminent talents.

Kolb and Dill's recent return to articulated play produc-
tions is another and closer illustration of the same thing.

Never have I seen comedians more eager to please than
were these two on the recent opening of their new vehicle.

"The High Cost of Loving." They gave to a Petaluma
audience the final ounce of their comic energies. Liter-
ally, they worked their heads off. and with each burst of
hilarity and peal of laughter which echoed in the crowded
theater in the Petaluma town, they redoubled their efforts
to please—so gratified were they to find that they had not
lost the capacity to please personal audiences.

Rather, they said, the discomforts of "one night stands."
the terrors of country hotels, and the indigestion that
awaits at strange lunch counters, if with these unpleas-
ant features, might come the delights of hearing the
sounds of approval eminating once more from tangible, vis-
ible audiences.
You may call this vanity, but I do not.
I call it the evidence of the actorial quality.
Without this desire to please and persuade, the actor or

the actress is impossible. He craves it because it is the
only means of measuring his success and the only evidence
that his judgment was correct in selecting the art of act-

Ing is a means of livelihood. Otherwise, and but for this
kind of evidence, the player has no means of feeling the
truth of bis work, of witnessing its effect and of know-
ing its effectiveness. Besides, as lenders Stevens ex-

aed it in his little speech at the Wigwam between the
acts of The Creat Divide." the play is incomplete until the
audience is assembled.

In all dramatic performances a circle is implied, and a
goodly segment of that circle is provided by the audience
against whose sensibilities the drama is made to react
in the presence of the player.

The latter stands in behalf of the author, whose pres-

ence in the theater is not only unnecessary but sometimes
a disadvantage. The author may be dead with Sophocles
lol three thousand years but as long as he has a capable
band of players to represent him. his presence in the play-

house is a matter of inconsequence. The actor MUST
be there, and so must the audience too, for the latter

alone can determine whether the mirror is well held up
to nature. Indeed, the audience IS the mirror in which
it sees itself and whether the reflection be true or dis-

torted, only the audience itself can truthfully declare.

So the actor yearns for his audience.
In fact it seems to me just now that the actor longs

for audiences more than the latter yearns for actors. The
modesty of the prices, the comfort and conveniences of

the picture theaters, the proximity to the supply have
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exerted a powerful hold on the amusement seeking world

so that audiences still remain indifferent to the presence

in the flesh of the actors. Only one stock theater in our

city is demonstrating the truth that the divorce between
actors and audiences is not really final, for the Wigwam's
popularity is quite unprecedented and proves that there is

still a big public for the spoken drama.
As the limitations inherent in "the movies" become

more and more clearly marked in the public consciousness,

I expect to see this audience for the spoken drama grow.

It may be slow but it will be sure, and it is certain that

when the desire on the part of the public to meet the

actor himself on the stage, becomes half as eager as the

actor's is to meet the public, the period of separation will

be over and misunderstandings brought about by "the

movies" will be allayed in a renewed and closer union of

audience and player.

THE MAKING OF A JOURNALIST.

There is an error, very prevalent with the public regard-

ing newspaper men. You frequently hear the expression

that Jones would make a good newspaper man. This is

a mistake, in the general acceptance of the sentence.
The newspaper man is born. To be successful, he must

have all the ear-marks to the manor born in his line. As
a rule, newspaper men have sporting blood in their veins.

They take all sorts of chances and do stunts that would
make an ordinary business man have cold feet at once. It

is a fact that the newspaper profession offers an educa-
tion that no other line of business affords. But the suc-

cessful man in this line must be "Johnny on the spot."

There are no half-way measures in newspaper work, lie

has to get in and dig up what he's after, in the shortest
time possible.

All the college education in the world will not make a
successful newspaper man. As an illustration of this, it

is cited that some years ago two graduates of a prominent
college applied to the city editor of a leading Chicago
paper for a job.

"What experience have you had?" queried the city editor.

"None," they replied, but proudly exhibited their "sheep-

skins" as credentials. Not wishing to turn them down
cold the editor told them to call again. Next day the
college men called, just at a time when he was reading a
telegram informing him that the insane asylum at Bloom-
ington was on fire. None of the old reporters being pres-

ent, the two embryo newspaper men were sent out. Ar-

riving on the scene, they were appalled and bewildered by
the scenes presented to their view. In their distress and
lack of knowledge how to proceed they sent a wire asking
what they should do. "Jump into the fire!" promptly wired
the city editor, and he sent out his trained reporters to cover
the event.

Then there is the story of the reporter sent out of

town to "wire" a story about a fashionable wedding. No
wire came from the errant journalist so one was sent him
asking for an explanation why he had failed to turn in

any copy. His reply was that there was nothing to report
as there hadn't been any wedding. The bridegroom-to-be
had changed his mind at the last minute and had refused
to show up in consequence of which fact the would-be
bride had died in a fit of hysteria!

MAY MAD DOGS BE SHOT?

Some irresponsible wit has called attention to the climax
scene in the Ince picture "Civilization," in which the hero
pulls a gun and shoots a half dozen fellow men with the
best of reasons, but thereby proving what the picture sets
out to disprove, that there is any occasion in life which
justifies a nation in declaring war. Suppose you had heard
of a man who had invented a plan to set the atmosphere
on fire, would it be a crime to murder him before he could
do his hideous work? Ambrose Bierce asked that ques-
tion long before mankind had found a way in comparative
safety to pierce the sides of defenseless ships to engulf
them and women and children passengers in the ocean.

MEMBERS' INITIATION AND BIG SHOW, MARCH 8th.
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PROSPECTS OF PEACE.

\ : i :ii deal of water Hows under the b

It may he that the changing currents will leave my words
high and dry on the bank Inns before they can be printed.

For the moment the most notable fact is the call for

irl of the 1'remier of Germany. As he

makes no definite proposition to the allies and as his

words are obscured by the conventional trivialities about

"victories" in the "war which has been forced upon us."

the whole pronouncement, with the proclamation of the

Kingdom of Poland, must be taken as a war move intended

to divide the enemy and to hearten the people at home.

Hut we may read 1 hues. All rational and

honest men the world over yearn for peace and above all

which shall he permanent, not a mere true-.

and which shall put an end to armament rivalry, the "Dry
id over Europe from 1908, comin

natural head in Red War" in 1914.

In securing this peace, military operations can have
very small i art. Victory sows thi

All war tends to bring to the front m every nation its

elfish, b n barous and re;.' < air. its, ami

is to keep them in power.

If the peace, which follows this war. is to he lasting.

it will he one in which no nation gains anything, territory.

.ii y nor privilege. To get rid of war we mus
onstrate its futility.

Yet the ..Her of the German government is a step in the

right direction ami one whi. tck. It

sets the world to thinking ol iblllty, which
now. without the deal 1 her mil-

lion of of the lite earnings of

another million. This thought will cr>

mine and thi governments mil ' And
the pee: ear hence will

materially different, from the terms of today. The
,.,,,1 of tie- war '! lyimate the "status (]

the beginnii

But Germany has offered no terms at all. This seems to

he i in. in spite of the optimistic first dispatches. But

eertaic tern rent in the natun of things. Ger-

lon Belgium, with no string a i

ml her .i". r afl Irs. If neutralized states

unfortified, with their pot i

to all the world, so much the better for them and for every

one else.

Germany must evacuate the territory of Frame and
Germany oughl to ove autonomy to

Lorraine, not as a re te war but as a

man. r of common sense. Tl al unrest ol

i more than

munes, is due ipathetic Prussian domination over

a people eager to look after themselves. They would

rather be French, for France respected their liberties,

but more than that

Germans" .Deutsche zweiter Classe"), living on imperial

, without rights of their own. Bui it would be

a calamity to have Alsace-Lorraine restored to France as

a result of war. This would give the incentive of an-

other war, and the hills of Alsace and the plains o

raine have been already over-drenched with brothers'

blood.

The "colonies" of Germany, worthless save as part of

the "Mirage returned, with pi

exchanges in the Pacific and in South Africa. To T.~

i Germany had no valid claim, neither

and the adjustment concerns mainlj China David Starr

Jordan in February "Sunset."

EPPSTEIN AT THE ST. FRANCIS.

Julius Eppstein. whose ministrations in the cause of hap-

piness or grief have been, for many ye. rant fac-

tor in the club life and the private life of our members,
has moved, lie has mine higher, and lei us hope to his

mean thai he has gone higher up on
!

is no longei ated

with tie .any. but is doing business at the

flower stand in the Hotel Si where all orders

will receive prompt and careful attention.

The new regime began on the first day of February,
and that his launching out all by himself may prove a
profitable venture is at once the prophesy and the wish
of his associates of the I. Y. C.

Incidentally the phone number is Sutter S76. the place
must be familiar, and the destination of his fragrant

Is is anywhere you say from the footlights of the
playhouse to the footstones of those who have finished
reading the Main Sheet and all their other cares.

"TT y
•
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OPENING THE FLOOD GATE

The zeal of the reformer carries with it more responsi-

bility than the reformer is ever willing to shoulder.

Even the Reverend Paul Smith is staggered at the reach

to which his experimental energy has extended and would

be happy, no doubt, to repudiate the whole affair if he

were permitted.

That is the result invariably produced when immaturity

and ignorance tampers with forces the complicated springs

of which they do not understand. The small boy takes

the family clock to pieces, but cannot put it together again;

the baby thrusts her Angers into the flames, and the unwise
Reformer "monkeys with the buzz saw." The lad is

whipped, the baby suffers severe burns, and the Reformer,

too, laments his temerity. The difference in the simile

grows out of the fact that the boy will take no more
clocks apart, the baby will keep her fingers out of flames,

but the Reformer will gayly sail into new adventures and
continue spreading consternation and creating more mis-

chief than he can set right during the rest of his life

even if he spent that fraction of his existence in minding
his own business and attending to the affairs with which
he is most intimately concerned and best posted.

In the first place the Reverend Paul Smith insists with
others of his kind that "segregation" means governmental
complicity in Vice, and-they insist so hard ou this silly

point that they finally get what they demand from a too

subservient legislature. This accomplished they are soon
aghast to discover what any practical man in the world
could have told them about in advance. They would not

have Vice segregated, so they get it scattered. They have
turned the sewers loose and are shocked at the smell.

To one whose capacity for logic is not entirely consumed
in his zeal to ignore it, the fact that Vice exists leads

to the agreement that it must exist somewhere. Either
it is regulated and controlled, awkwardly perhaps as is the
habit of things that are human, but still controlled; or it is

uncontrolled. In the former case it will be segregated,
so that those who seek it will be able to find it as unerring-
ly as those who seek the Reverend Paul Smith's church
will also be able to find it. But. if it isn't segregated —
Vice, we mean—will be scattered. Instead of being located
in some section where it may be watched and controlled
it will loose itself and disport itself even at the doors of

the Reverend Paul Smith's church. Which, as you know,
was what happened. Immediately the Reverend Paul and
a lot of others equally good were scandalized. They were
as horrified at their own work as the baby with burned
fingers and as bewildered as the boy with the scattered
clock.

Incidentally this situation gives rise to others. The
Reformer is taken bodily into the camp of wiser poli-

ticians to be exploited by influences which do not care
whether vice or virtue rules but who seek merely their
own ends in a most complicated world. The good people
squirm and wriggle and cry "I didn't mean to," but all

their efforts to extricate themselves are futile, for they are
playing at a game the rudiments of which they do not
understand; they have set in motion forces, the origin
and energy of which they do not know anything about.

They have unlocked a Pandora box and the damage goes
on.

They prove an ancient saying that most of the time of
the wise is consumed in correcting the blunders of the
merely good.

Another thing they have done which could hardly have
been reckoned on by them. They have turned the daily
journalism of the city into a boiling, seething pot of
nastiness.

The paper which sought most vigorously to keep itself
free of the muck was the Chronicle, but even this journal,
so avid was the demand of purient seekers for salacious-
ness, was forced to publish much of the evil matter. Into
every home there was poured this stream of literature
whose subject was the bagnio and whose heroines were
the harlots. How much of injury this factor has brought
about in the minds of immaturity no one ever will know
and no man can ever estimate; but it is safe to wager
that all the good which the Reformers have affected
will be offset in the harm its exploitation has spread.

No cancer was ever cured by showing it. That is about
all the Reformers have been able to accomplish through
their meddling and officious offers to assist the police
in regulating a condition which was the legitimate result
of their own ignorance in spreading what wiser folks would
keep segregated and so far as it is possible, hidden from
those who still stand a chance to escape contamination.
They have uncovered a sore to spread it.

As far as the harm wrought to San Fraucisco is con-
cerned it is quite incalculable. Probably no city in the
world was ever so persistently annoyed, irritated and hurt
by its "friends r" as San Francisco has been and is.

One would imagine, to listen to some of the rot which
we have been forced to read, that, in the opinion of many.
Vice was unique in San Francisco, an -exceptional discov-

ery if not actually the creation of this city, outside of the
confines of which, virtue rules and the good is forever
triumphant.
The world has been advised carefully and the advertise-

ments have been entirely free—the offerings of our
"friends."

Is Vice really not to be found in New York. Chicago,
Los Angeles. Podunk and Petaluma? Or is Vice the bawd;
creature of San Francisco's invention and original produc-
tion?

Those who know about such things are responsible for

the assertion that this city is and has been remarkably
clean in all such matters when compared with all other
cities of like situation and importance in the wide world.

The trouble with the Reformers is that they prefer to

hang the dirty linen in the front yard because the buck
yard must not be segregated!

Ed. M. Lind
old
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GOOD BYE, MR. COCHRAN!
I racticing law is verj much Like charity.

It ought to Ijegiu at home. At least that's probably how
W. Bourke Cockran, New York attorney and expert in

the business of defense, feels about it.

Whether it is right or not the fact remains that juries

resent i in' importation of outside talent. If the dozen

men have to be lied to. they prefer it to be done b\ a

iihor. and if the) have to listen to the puffed up elo

quence of rhetorical suasion they like it better when it

wears a local brand.

You remember how our D. M. Delmas ran into a con-

spiracy when he travelled to New York and how he was

handled h> the newspapers of Gotham. They all resented

the orator from California and the resentment was made
at in a thousand different ways.

Delmas and his "Dementia Americana" theories have
i Mr. Cockran "got his" in San Francisco

just as Mr. Delmas "got his" in New York—dementia we
mean.
The Main Sheet isn't making any comment on the jus-

i i the injustice of the situation, it is merely recording

the fact.

One is reminded of the old story about the man who
convicted of murder alter his case had been handled

by a youth who was making his debut in a court room
The young disciple of Blackstone had done his best l> it

had failed to secun ttal ten- his client. The
. asked the defendant n he had anything to

was pronounced, and he said that he had.

In extenuation of his crime he said he hoped that the

court would take into consideration "the extreme youth

of his lawyer."
* • *

In spite of the efforts of Cockran to free Mr. \i

the latter was convicted. In extenuation of his bomb out-

rage Mr. Mooney may reasonably implore the court to

the extreme distance of ins attorney's residence.
* • *

Incidentally it is pleasant to record that in sp

some newspaper merriment over a parallel between Daniel

Webster and Charles Fickert in the peroration of their

our District Utorney need not feel chagrined

credit on a mans taste when be discloses the

fact that he knows where to go to lind what he wants

per.. rations. The old world has endured too long to

.^estion that there is anything new undi i

the -.mi. I an Webster gol his language from Noah and

ill are indebted t.i Adam for the existence of that sin

which gives lawyers a reason for existence and eloquence
* • *

Ini Mentally, too. the Main Sheet rises in the current

to remark that Assistant District Attornej Edward Cunha
made a deep Impression in bis closing o the jury.

twelve good men and true had been regaled bj the

emotionalism of Mr. Cockran and were ripe for the

-and it was facts which Cunha brought

heir attention. He made no efforts at rhetorical Hi

but figured that a jury is more with getting at

the t ruth than being thrilled by an emotional appeal Mr

Cockran had given them all of that kind of tor.

fireworks It was up to Mr Cunha to assemble some
facts and with what -kill he marsh. .lied them into the

intrj of truth I
inlmltj ol the

i favor of his assertions.
* • *

Many persons are unable to reconcile themselves to the

bleu of convicting on circumstantial evidence,

no evidence so trustworthy.

In the net of eir< criminal invariably en-

limself. If subsequent to Ills a
|

.prehension Uhll

i he displays those qualities which are usually asso-

ciated with the presumption of innocence it is merelj

another evidence of the facl thai I has the

itial faculty of dee, -it. it i

i in. one by one,

i In San Quentin, whether they were convicted un-

justly, thej will answer one by one that they weri

Innocent as unborn babes.
* • *

Only outside of the walls of the penitentiary do the

Inside they are
i

a the eloqueni i

of lawyers or they are the victims of a "frame-up."
And if it were not for the value of circumstantial evidence.

man of them would be upon the streets continuing
his violent pursuits.

If one were to be asked whether, indeed, it were better
for one hundred guilty men to escape than for one inno-
cent man to be punished, it is a defensible theory to
advance that it were really better for the one innocent
man to be condemned if in the course of that disaster
the hundred guilty wretches might be properly punished.

Society has to pay for the privilege of living in its own
civilization, and the hundred guilty wretches, were they
to be released on any theory of mercy, would at once
create more disaster for hundreds of the innocent.
There seems to be no reasonable doubt of the guilt of

Mooney. There is only some reasonable question as to the
quality of the evidence Mr. Cockran is the eloquent
author of that doubt.

SKATE
... AT THE . . .

Winter Garden
Sutter and Pierce Sts.

<I HERE you have one of the largest and finest Ice

Rinks in tne West a straight way of 70 yards of solid

smooth and well frozen ice scraped three times daily.

«I INSTRUCTION is very complete and reasonable^

50c per half hour. 4J One of the finest orchestras in
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comfortable in steam heated space. <J Once having

learned this fascinating sport so enjoyable and so healthful
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games and exhibitions. Admission 25c. Special Race
Track.

Enjoy the new sport. Learn to skate now.
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John F. Cunningham. Manager.
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" Can you imagine Father McQuaide, Doctor Clarupett.

•Frederick J. Koster, P. H. McCarthy and Doctor Giannini

in a room with paulsmith?

* * *

, After all, gray hair and a private car doesn't malic a

defense.
* * *

Milpitas can now lie printed on the map. Ed. Cunha
comes from there.

* * *

Looks like a professional jury is kinder than an amateur

one.
* * *

If Taft read our vice expose do you think lie would
repeat "San Francisco knows how?"

* * $

We bury the dead, put covers on garbage cans, remove
dead cats from the street and prevent vice. It's enough
to make an intellectual anarchist.

* * *

Has Paul Smith taken the frosting off his study windows?
* * *

Cunha is pronounced "eoon-yer."
* * :;:

i It's all right to quote Daniel Webster, but no one will

quote Cockran.

The Rominger bill isn't so bad. Look what the Boas
boys do on two per cent.

* * *

Vice is the expose of private virtue.

* * *

After all, wasn't it better to get Mooney than cbase but-

terflies with Paul Smith?

Don't go to a movie to see "Where Are My Children."
See Paul Smith.

Paul is gradually getting on the back page. He is due
for the "Jobs Wanted" column.

,;: * *

We ought to, but we won't mention W. Broke Cockran
in the obituary column.

:fc * *

Maybe Rolph could get Max the Nut to take the city
attorneyship.

The Vice Committee will probably be known as the
Nice Committee.

With all our vice, Long Beach is still in first place.

:|: * *

Our definition of a sucker is a candidate for the city
attorney appointment.

Edward Cunha reflects credit upon the melting pot in

economics and genealogy. His father was born in Por-
tugal and his mother was born in Ireland.

In respect of parentage Cunha is thus a peer of John
Phillip Sousa who also chose his paternal parent in

Portugal and his mother from Ireland—or was it Ger-
many? In any event there is eloquence in both. Sousa's
runs in the form of deathless marches. Cunba's after facts
and truth, the quality of which is apt to be a funeral
march for Mooney.

MORE PROHIBITION.

A woman in Chicago is circulating a petition for the pass-
age of a law compelling men who smoke cigarettes to walk
in the middle of the streets, and some cf the men are cir-

culating a petition in favor of the passage of a law com-
pelling girls whose dresses are over six inches from the
ground to walk in the middle of the street also. Let the
people rule! — Leslie's Weekly.

THE VIRUS OF REFORM.

When the virus of intolerance begins to work, its victims,

the infected ones, may be identified on the run with ease.

They are known by the blatant violence of their fanati-

cism. There isn't anything which they would not under-

take to correct, from the laws of man to the laws of God.

and everything comes under their censorship.

The latest expression of this dangerous spirit in America
is the Randall advertising bill now pending in Congress.

The measure, if it becomes enacted into law, will withhold

from the mails any publication or printed matter advertis-

ing Intoxicating liquors for sale. This will mean a pre-

cedent which may easily lead to governmental censor-

ship of all printed matter, and cranks who believe thai

stockings shouldn't be worn, will be al liberty to intro-

duce a bill precluding the publication of printed matter

regarding hosiery, or soap, or underwear; but most llkelj

the second step would be in the direction of tobacco. A
law so drastic in iis operation would be in contravention ol

constitutional rights, so not because (lie bill in question

relates to the advertising of alcohol, bin for the broader

reason thai it impinges upon personal rights, it should be

overwhelmed with negative votes.

MORE GUIDES TO HAPPINESS

The Christian Science Monitor, which neither Chris-

tianity nor science litis been responsible for its excellent

circulation, comes forth with this:

"In saying that 'the besl thing thai could happen to tha

American people would be the closing of every theater and
place of amusement in the rniieii states for ten years,'

Senator Porter J. McCumber of .North Dakota, goes too
far.

"He is too sweeping in his remedy for theatrical and
genera] amusement evils. If he would only say that some
of the theaters, and other amusement places, in the United
States might be closed forever with benefit to the country
and its people, an overwhelming majority of the latter

would agree with him."
The sentiments of both the Senator from North Dakota

and the Monitor from Boston may not be related to the

possibility that the former runs a Cabaret and the latter

a show of its own on Wednesday night, but their eager-

ness to interfere with others who enjoy that which they do
not is a conspicuous proof of the dangers of intolerance.

With the Senator dying of a fractured skull while giving

a testimony of a Wednesday night how he was cured, and
the Christian Science fiddle-faddle journal murdering the

English language and vitiating its thought, we still have
ideas of our own on the subject of what constitutes a "place

of amusement." The Scientist "doctor" who prayed for a

patient who died with a gangrene leg is not our idea of an
entertainer, and the senator who has forgotten how to

enjoy himself is not our ideal for a guide on a night off.
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RANDOM THOUGHTS

Another Moses!

And now it's our turn to sa] something of the Ri

Paul Smith. To date he has had entire)) too much pub-

liclty. It's been a heavy rain, a deluge, a Hood, until he 's

simply over his head and submerged but, like a bi

in the sea, be romes gurgling to the top, spouting his bub-

bles of wisdom and reform. And it seems almost wrong to

prolong the agony or to keep the bottle atloat. However.
we are entitled to voice our opinion of this moral w

which the Kevereud Paul started, and even at the ri li

of resurrecting an almost, or soon to be forgotten issue,

we humbly must record our views. For we happen to

know the species from which the Doctor originates though

we thought the tribe, which has been growing Bmaller and
smaller all the time, was al si extinct The Reverend
Paul Smith is simply a lineal descendant of the Reverend
Doctor Brown and the Reverend Doctor This and That, not

t ting our dear departed, but nearly returned, Doctor
Aked. who have been trying to run this town for jreai

You can tell the tribe by many, many characteristic pecu-

liarities. The protruding ears, the squint] eyes, the beetle

brow and most pronounced of all the loud guffaw. Only a

few years back and the predecessors of Paul Smith and

his ilk were organized into a benevolenl and protective

association known to fame antl Hell as the A. P. A. 1

work at that time was to rescue the poor ignorant Catholl

and their slogan "Put none but Americans on guard."
That's their specialty. They are continually trying to res-

some one and everlastingly guarding this thing or

other. Doctor Aked had hardlj
i

ized in.- Rockefeller
oil from his shoes when, at the Chamber of Commerce din-

ner, he started to rescue the com nity from the Barbary
Coast. The Reverend George Burlingame was intent upon
the rescue of "The Outcast at the Christian Door.'' And
so they come and go. these loud mouthed pulpiteers, whose
only religion is bigotry and hatred, whos tlj hope Is to

stand bathed in the lii publicity.

The Scavengers of the Ministry.

In every home there is a garbage can. Somewhere in

the yard or the cellar or tie porch it stands. Usually it

is not very ornamental and yet decidedlj necessary, lis

odors are unpleasant di id so the lid

is carefully and quickly fastened down Every town, every

city. has its garbage can. There the rel • .,i the city

It isn't ornamental, its odors are offensive

good people avoid it. One has to look to find it. It doesn't

runt for you; you must search for it. And those who love

light and air and sunshine and Bowers and tl

are beautiful, avoid it. But there is a class of peop
do love to rummage in the arbage can and they usually

find that for which they are looking. They want tilth ami
dirt and refuse and the) I. now where to hunt tor it And
not content with reveling in the muck themselves, the)

must drag it forth, to offend the nostrils and sti D

ople. And thi arbage can preach-
ers. They cannot speak of the rose, but rather of the
manure from which it grew. Thej cannot preach of Chrial

and the lessons lie taught. The le I
Lazai

are more beautiful than the Madonnas eyes, The-.

truth the scavengers of the ministry and of such is Rev-
erend Paul Smith.

• * •

A Monopolist of Virtue.

One hesitai lie old cry of religious

hatred and intolerance. Yet almost any one who can put

two and two together, can detect that H

and prohibition crusades are invariabh started bv tie-

same old warriors, who, a tew years back, were meeting in

darkened rooms, behind mnlj boycol
ting those of different religiot ould take
the roll-call of the Church Federation o tnd com-
pare it with tie roll-call of the A. P. A. id' the past, it

would be Interesting to note the similaVit)

Strange is it not. that the form should
come from the one religious elemen he community?

mi ever heard of a Catholic vice- crusade? Or a

prohibition campaign? Or did you ever read of

the more modern Christian Science Church noisily .1

standing that this or that should be suppressed or abated?
Is the Reverend Paul Smith more virtuous, more learned.
more devoted to the welfare of the people than is Arch-

nina? Is the Reverend Paul Smith more prai

-

3 in the teachings of religion or truer to the cloth he
weals than is Doctor Clampett? How long did it take
Rabbi N'ieto to retire when he found the character and
purpose of his associates in the vice crusade? And the
analyst must conclude that the one set of men have a
mission to perform and they teach the inspired word as
they see it. To the old and to the young, day in and day
nut. quietly they tell and teach and help and warn. The
Paul Smiths are religious misfits who can only make up
for their short comings by sensationalism in one form or
ma her. When they try to preach the gospel, they talk

tnpty benches and earn an empty plate. When they
talk of the tilth and the rot and the sewers of a great

i le speak to packed houses and the plate is tilled.

And this. Cod save the mark, is religion! Hence, the
vice crusade.

Invest gator Number One.

Xo one knew much about Paul Smith a few months back.
No one will know much of him a few months from now.
\s s one said, he begau on the front page, but soon
won'l be given i he obituary column. Meanwhile, it would

ear thai lie has started more than he can fin-

ish. Paul discovered that a woman of the streets
had solicited one of the unfledged youths of his congre-

ii tin duet- ,,i ibe church. In virtuous in-
iiiiui he ti.w tu tin- "Examiner." He wrote an open

i' n. i in Theodore Roche, the President of the Police Com-
mission, and the Honorable Theodore wrote a note to
Reverend Paul telling him to produce his evidence. To
procure this, or perhaps, t,> discover where street walkers

from, le mail. ,, personal tour of the tenderloin
and visited each known and some heretofore unknown

nation. In the one he asked for a blonde,
in the next for a brunette. Some even offered to send

n- other ^irls when the inmates didn't please. Paul
looked tin in all over, young and old. over many a glass

i seltzer sour" and imbibed all that was told him and
let his Imagination do the rest. And having provided him-
self with sufficient material for any number of sermons

to cinch the information by hiring paid in-

vestigators, so that the succulent details of their prowl-
ings and conquests might be read to an attentive and over-
How int' congregation. The crusade originally had for its

the cleaning up of the so-called "Up-Town Tender-
loin.'' It was financed b] a charitable old lady, who in
ill I" believed and still believes, she was doing
a great work. But vice crusades, without publicity, are
like beer without foam, decidedly flat. And the "Ex-
aminer" was happy t.i give the- latter, but diverted the

k from Mas, in street in the cafe life all over town,
and to saloons and restaurants in

general. Paul, if Paul is t,. In- believed, was made to say
a whole hit of things that he never said, but the work of
Paul was supplemented by untold investigators, who
daily related for the edification and moral advancement
of thi s thai would put to shame "The

. Fannie Hill."
* * *

Mice or Men?
l'p and down tin- Stat.-. San Francisco has been pic-

tured as a community "I sin. Up and down the State and
all over the country the word has gone that San Fran-

is a pit-fill for the young and innocent. Here vice
walks unchecked and unhindered. Here Hell begins and
ends. Thousands of glittering doors open wide to swallow
the unwary and drink and debauchment and depravity
reign supreme. And the slogan "San Francisco invites the
Win-Id. has been changed to read "All hope Abandon. Ye

here V splendid advertisement, is it not?
en. calculated to bring thousands to visit us; to make the

ited lather and the loving mother yearn to send their
and girls to see for themselves—to lure the tourist

to our Golden Shores. San Francisco the plague spot!
whal are you going to do about it you San Fran

a as. who love the old town? And what an- you going
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to do, you merchants who are suffering and will continue

to suffer, in your business. We are told that business

downtown has" fallen off from twenty-five to fifty per cent

since the vice crusade started. Are you going to leave

it all up to the Mayor and let him shoulder the burden

alone? Are you going to wait for it to blow over? Are

you going to be mice or men? If you are men. if you

have red blood in your veins, if you care one tiny bit

for the old town, if you don't want to be traduced and

vilified and ruined, then for Heaven's sake fight back.

The "Examiner" or any other paper counts the shekels

first. You merchants sustain it by your advertising. You

San Franciscans, you vice loving, villainous San Fran-

ciscans support it with your subscriptions. Stop the one

or the other or both and watch the result. Do what they

did in Los Angeles and forever end this lying, this endless,

continual defamation of a people's good name, of the good

name of a city, new horn and resurrected that has with-

stood fire and earthquake and sorrow and suffering

—

that has earned a world's admiration only to see it de-

stroyed by the hand it feeds.
* * *

The Vice Committee.

With happy humor the Mayor has added to the situation

by appointing a group of very estimable ladies and gen-

tlemen on a "Vice Committee." Certainly the selection

should suit the most fastidious. Incidentally, he has given

the Reverend Paul a new position. He is to be the Mur-

ray and Ready of the Tenderloin and will, perhaps, he

quite busy from now on. But what is our Vice Committee
to do? Are they, as in Chicago, to delve into the entire

question of prostitution, to tell us the why and wherefor

of it and to find the remedy and the cure? Are they to

be the whips who will drive the unfortunates of the street

from door to door and from street to street? Frankly,

we cannot see that any particular good can be accom-
plished, except to stop the incessant bellowing ol the

Smith ilk. Prostitution is nothing new. For years the

world has labored for a cure, but labored In vain. All

the cant and hypocrisy about the Mary Magdalenes means
nothing and yet these women of the street are the out-

growth of our social system and the cure must go to the

root. Segregation and medical supervision are the only

sane solutions, or perhaps, not solutions, but the only

sane method of controlling a necessary evil. It is too early

to know what San Francisco's "Vice Committee" will do.

but we hope that they will pursue their investigations and
make their report without crying from the house tops

the story that were better left untold.

The Prosecution.

The District Attorney's office is entitled to every credit

for the manner in which the Mooney trial was conducted,
as well as for its successful conclusion. To the observer
there was but little doubt of the guilt of the quintet -

due unquestionably to the fact that the evidence was
gathered and presented in a most clever and callable way
and under conditions which were unusually difficult. Cer-
tainly the defense did not suffer from lack of funds and
the same influences that supplied them worked in every
channel to make the task of Fickert the more difficult. In

the midst of the trial, the District Attorney was assailed
in a scurrilous circular, which was distributed at the mass
meeting called by the Reverend Paul Smith in Dream-
land Rink. Ostensibly it came from the "Purity League"
but was really edited in the Mooney defense quarters in

the Russ Building. Evidently Paul had not been over par-
ticular in the selection of his associates. Opposed to
Bourke Cockran, healded across the continent as the most
famous criminal lawyer of the day, was Assistant District
Attorney Edward Cunha and it was his clear, clever, log-

ical closing that brushed aside the oratory and rhetoric
of Cockran and showed the defendant's guilt beyond the
peradventure of reasonable doubt. Cunha's speech was
masterful, the best effort of many a day, and we congrat-
ulate the District Attorney and his able, intelligent as-
sistant.

* * *

Looking Backward.
The Chamber of Commerce has not announced the re-

sult of its recent referendum on eight different propo-
sitions, favoring in various ways the regulation of the
liquor traffic. It is to be hoped that the result will never
be announced. The circular letter which accompanied the

ballot, explained that unless some one of these measures,
or all of them, were put into effect, the writer. Mr. George
B. Boardman, feared that total prohibition in California
might be the result. All of the members were, therefore,
requested to suggest which sop would be the more desirable
or, perhaps, the less objectionable. Mr. Boardman could
not have given the matter very serious thought, or else
Mr. Boardman is endeavoring to accomplish the end which
he, himself, professes he is anxious to avoid. The people
of California, but more particularly the people of San
Francisco, have spoken positively on both the question
of total prohibition and partial prohibition. That the
subject will come up again goes without saying. Mean-
while, your bone dry Prohibitionist is lending every effort
toward dividing the opposing forces. San Francisco on
both occasions saved t,he day, so the task is to kill off

as much of the,, "wet" vote as possible, particularly here.
Any of the eight propositions would estrange a certain
number of votes, some more than others and in that pro-
portion. Prohibition has moved another step forward. Your
"dry" is quite willing to advance inch by inch. Enact all

the legislation suggested and you still will not satisfy the
Prohibitionist. He will never desist until California, like

her sister States, is "bone dry." So the Chamber of Com-
merce proposes to antagonize a portion of the "wet" sup-

port to appease an element, which cannot and will not
be satisfied. All wrong, gentlemen! The Police Com-
mission and the liquor traffic may voluntarily agree to

certain regulations and restrictions and. perhaps, this

should and can be done. But compulsory regulation of
any kind is "Examineresque" and only leads along the road
that San Francisco at least does not want to go.

3|OTEL §)AUSALITO
DAVE SULLIVAN. Proprietor

PERFECTION OF EQUIPMENT

EVERYTHING NEW .

EXPERT CHFF IDEAL ACCOMMODATIONS

Only 30 Minutes from San Francisco, and

Only a Strp from the Sausalito Ferry

T. 1.„h „„.. I Sutter 4030
Telephone!

( DouiI„ 5683
Formerly

228 SUTTER STREET

GOBEY'S GRILL
140 UNION SQUARE AVE.

Bt. Qrant Av. and Stockton St».. San Francisco. Cal.

SMOKE

QUEEN of HAVANA

Cigars
Shapes and Sizes to suit
-Ml Tastes & & &
M. BlasKoWei", Distributer
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PRESERVING A SENSE OF HUMOR.

By Mountford Can'.

Truly we are a cosmopolitan people, and we don't know.

exactly, where to locate our sympathies.

For instance, when Yvette Guilbert. unique artiste and

splendid woman, gave her last recital, or whatever it is

that she calls her singular admixtures of bad singing and

superb art. she sang the •Marseillaise." The audience to

the last man and woman rose and cheered. It has been

many years since a demonstration ot equal enthusiasm

has been witnessed in this city.

One saw a vision through the singing of this plucky,

vigorous, artistic race in the death throes of its mightiest

struggle, and one wept for its danger and thrilled with

thoughts of its fortitude and cour:

And the audience which cheered was Anglo-Saxon in

origin, speaking the English language, scarcely under-

ling the speech of the great artist on the platform

and more indebted to Germanic or Anglo-Saxon institutions

than to Latin.

A week later, or so, Alfred Hertz stood before a throng
that crammed the <»rt Theater and played a Wagnerian
programme in memory of the great Teutonic composer,

e death occurred just :i4 years ami. Vibrant and
pulsating with Teutonic vigor, this programme was as
wildly applauded as was Yvette Guilbert's. There seemed
something of patriotic fervor in the reception accorded
the music by the big audience igh the beat

would be glad to associate themselves with the sentlmenti

and achievements of the race which had produced a Rich-

ard Wagner.
Coming shortly is a grand opera company, the principals

of which are Italian. Russian and German and they will

be heard in operas by Frenchmen, Teutons. Italians and
Spaniards.
One wonders whether i> wouldn't be possible for all

these horrible differences between the nations to be ad-

justed by the genius of the Belgian Ysaye playing the

French 'Marseillaise" on an^Italian tiddle to a Berlin audi-

ence, and with an Australian pianist, like Percy Grail
playing the accompaniment!
There is a voice now being raised In Switzerland. The

speaker—or writer, rather— is the Frenchman Komaiu Hol-

land, who has been expatriated on account of certain

antes of his while in Paris. He was bold enough to a

certain truths, one of which was the deathlessness of the

genius of Goethe, who he denied he could ever bring him-
self to hate even though the poet were German, and he,

the writer, a Frenchman. Other expressions of hie ol

moderate tone, but of equal sincerity, led to his being sus-

pected "f treasonable indifference to his beloved France,
and he was invited to take himself from her borders.

which he did; but he still writes and addresses his heart -

beliefs back to the people which should and will honor
blm when the smoke of battle and the flames of hatred
have been blown away cm tin wings of time.

Meanwhile his book. "Above the Battle." has recently

been given to the press, and if you know good reac

when you see it. get it. It is as patriotically Fren
Yvette Guilbert's rendering of the "Marseillaise," and it is

as vigorous as the German guns which Romain Holland's

homeland is so heroically resisting It brings the question

o the mind. "Why should all these unhappj things be?"

and it answers the query by asserting that it is up to the
artists, the musicians, the thinkers, and the "elite" of all

races to leash the dogs of war and hold them forever more.
\hove all things he urges his fellow countrymen to

retain their sense of humor. He bids them remi
when Caesar -returned <" Rome after the conquest of Gaul,

and while beiny carried through the streets of the ancienl

city and being acclaimed by an adoring multitude, a soldier

walked at his side. He had been with the great Caesar
in all of that mighty man's battles, and he begged his

master to remember that he—Caesar—was bald.

OPERA CONTRACTS RAISE QUESTION.

Artists Must Get Consent of Management Before Appear-
ing in Pictures.

The new engagement contracts of the Metropolitan Opera
Company contain a clause which states that all artists

are forbidden to appear in motion pictures or sing for

phonograph firms, or other enterprises without first ob-

taining the consent of the company. There is no restraint

placed upon the outside activities of the artists; the only
condition imposed is that the consent of the company
must be obtained before any artist is at liberty to accept
an outside engagement.

Thus, the report that gained circulation early in the
week to the effect that the Metropolitan Opera Company
was seeking some means of curbing the motion picture
activities of Geraldine Farrar, is not substantiated.

In a talk with a high official of the company, a Mirror
representative learned that no restriction has ever been
placed upon Miss Farrar or any other artist, and that
none is contemplated.

"Our new contract with Miss Farrar went into effect

before her appearance in the films," he said. "We have
always been ready to extend opportunities to our artists to

make what is termed 'outside money.' and we only include
the 'consent' clause in our contracts to protect our own
dignity.

You will appreciate our position when you understand
that it is we who make the artists famous. We exploit
t hem. give them publicity, pay them larger salaries than
they can obtain in any other opera house in the world.
and, naturally, we feel we have a right to control, to some
extent, their activities. We have tried to be fair and
equitable with them, and be sure you will find that in
every case they appreciate our attitude.

'Not long ago one of our leading singers asked per-
mission to accept an offer in another enterprise for a
brief period. We refused on the grounds that his adver-
tising value to us. upon his return to the company, would

.reatlv depreciated. He quickly recognized the logic
of our argument."—New York Dramatic Mirror.

JULIUS EPPSTEIN
Formerly of tKe Art Floral Company

NOW AT THE

ST. FRANCIS HOTEL

jflotocr r%tant)

MEMBERS' INITIATION AND BIG SHOW. MARCH 8th.

C*
DELIVERY ANYWHERE ORDER ANYTIME

Telephone SUTTER 876

' 'Fragrant Blossoms make glad the Heart in any Garden

Mr. Eppstein wishes to announce that he is no longer

associated with the Art Flora] Company.
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Indoor Yacht Club
Club Rooms and Office, 4 Eddy Street. Telephone (Private

Exchange connecting all departments). Sutter 53S6.

Board of Pilots.

Frank J. Hennessv. Commodore. M. W. Altmayer. Steward.
William H. McCarthy, Keeper-of-the-Log.

Thomas S. Mulvev Joseph A. Watts
James W. Coffroth Joseph S. Lewis
Samuel Berger Otto Wallnsch
Joseph H. Hutchinson George Symon

Charles J. Vail

Harry F. Sullivan. Assistant Secretary.

Criticize and suggest for the improvement of our service.

Complaint and suggestion box in lobby.

Is your address correct and your name properly spelled on

our records, evidenced by your bills and the envelopes from
the Club? If not, as a great assistance to this office we
would suggest that you correct the same yourself when
mailing your check to the office. It is very important that

we have your records in this respect authentic and w< a.^k

your hearty co-operation with us. Moral: If you change
your mailing address, let us know and we will so that

the possibility of your mail from this going astray is

eliminated.

IN MEMORIAM.

A VOICE FROM THE EAST.

Peter Marino, one of the first members of the I. Y. C.
and for many years associated with Wredeu's Brewery,

passed over the great horizon last month. His death cam.'

after a long period of illness but its shock to his friends

was not lessened by that fact. Death is always in a hurry;

it took our friend and shipmate, one of the rarest Bo-

hemian souls, long before his time.

A CLUB SCHEDULE.

February 13. ROAST BEEP DINNER under the direc-

tion of Charles J. Vail. Reservations are limited to fifty.

Price, $1. Sign the book at the club office—first come, first

served.

February 13. PROGRESSIVE WHIST TOURNAMENT.
The committee consists of P. .1. Healy. Al Posener and
William Larkin. Please sign the entry book at the club

office. An entrance fee of fifty cents is charged and this

will go into a fund which will be distributed to the win-

ners in the contest.

February 19. ROTATION POOL TOURNAMENT. The
committee consists of Harry Weiss, Dr. Joseph Gunville

and Mel H. Coakley. If you want to participate in tbis

schedule of events, sign the entry book al the club office.

An entrance lee of fifty cents will be collected and this

aggregate of initial fees will be distributed anions the
first, second and third men in the score and one prize

for the player making the highest "break."

INITIATION SUSPENDED UNTIL MARCH 5.

February 6, 1917.
Dear Shipmate:

Will you join us in increasing the club membership?
The initiation fee of five dollars has been suspended until

March 5th and anyone desiring to join the club, can do
so contingent upon the approval of the membership com-
mittee by properly filling out one of the enclosed member-
ship blanks and accompanying same with five dollars
which will pay their dues until November 30, 1917.
We are counting on you bringing in at least one new

member.
On March 8th, we will hold an initiation for members

only, in the club rooms, at which time all new members
with their proposers and seconds will be present. The
initiation will be followed by a show under the direction
of Otto Wallfisch, and a lunch under the direction of
Moe Altmayer.
Do not fail to attend as you will enjoy a good evening's

entertainment.
,

Yours truly.

FRANK J. HENNESSY, Commodore.
Initiation and Show March Sth, 8:30 p. m.

Shipmate James J. Buckley writes up from New York

and encloses a check which seems to ray his dues for many
months to come. Incidentally he writes a nifty letter in

which he declares that there isn't any place in the world

like San Francisco and no club like the I. Y. C. It is pleas-

ant to reflect that our friends do not forget us and that

a check from New York is as reasonable as a fifty-dollar

hill.

Mike Heyfron is going to be the guide of a personally

conducted tour to Tijuana where, on Washington's birth-

day meed we say. February 22?) Jim Coffroth proffers

his handicap for a J5000 purse. The distance is H4 miles
(the race, not the trip I and the personally conducted
tour will leave this town February ^n with what promises
to be a big thron .

-WARUM,"

Selbj Oppenheimer, our fellow Yatchsman, was visible

of course during the Yvette Guilhert recitals at Scottish

Rite Auditorium. What time Selby wasn't counting HE
the gratifying receipts, he was engaged in listening to the

French genius upon the stage. Somebody asked him how
he liked her. "She's wonderful." said Selby, with more than

press agenl truthfulness. "Do you understand French?"
he was asked. "I understood 'pourquoi' fluently," said

Selby.

MEMBERS' INITIATION AND BIG SHOW, MARCH 8th.

SEE the RACES at TIJUANA
GO VIA

San Diego
on a big snip

"Yale" "Harvard"
"Governor" "President"
Mondays, Thursdays, Saturdays, 4 p. m.

BertH and Meals Included
In Low Fares

EVERY DAY, 4 p. m.

(Except Sunday)

LOS ANGELES
Seattle - Tacoma

Tuesdays. Thursdays, Saturdays, Noon

AlasKa
Southeastern—Nome—Southwestern

PACIFIC STEAMSHIP CO.
653 Marhet Street

Telephone Sutter 7SOO
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ART SMITH BACK WITH BOTH FEET.

LIEUTENANT MICHAEL GRIFFIN CHAIRMAN OF
POLICEMEN'S BALL.

ns and the final details for staging tile i . * i T

Police Ball have been set by the Executive Comi tte

the San Francisco Police Widows and Orphans' \s-

tion. and the 20th ol February will see Hie civic Audi-
ts sel lor the biggesl charity ei enl of the

ill will go into the Widows'
and Orphans' fund of the Police Department Lleutenanl
Michael Griffin is director of the chairmanship and
many sub-committees are doing their best to make this

ball the banner one ol I he a

During the last year thi organization b

in death benefits.

Captain Al Wright has charg the hall committer
and las man) i del istrate on the evening
the ball. This year's affair is expected to be th i ;rai

given by the policemen. A number of specie i

tures will he Included In the program. The music tor
the dancing will be furnished by the Coast Artillery hand
of more than forty pi*

THE AUTOMOBILE SHOW.
In presenting its first National Automobile Show to the

the latter dist nguished Itself in a signal wav. There
was the real exposition spirit to the affair, and its presen-
tatlon of innumerable makes on the floor of the Exposition
Auditorium is one of the most notable events ever shown
by and in the city which "knows how." Leon .1, Pinkson.
mt mobile editor of the Chronicle, says that at the close
of the season of 1916 there were registered 230.068 auto-
mobiles in the stilt.- of California, or one car to every l:'.:,

persons in the state
This total placed California fourth on the list of states

in the number of motor cars owned and second in the list

of number of cars per capita. Iowa leads in the latter
list with one c.-ir to every H.2 persons
Of course, this includes Fords.

While our President Wilson is darting about in the fog
of diplomacy and we all are bewildered but confident, it

be interesting to know that Art Smith is back in
town with his tiny automobiles and his hopes of heaven,

isn'l riding towards the sun just now but says he
will be in the near future. He is soon going to try his
wings against the red spot of the sun that sets over
Japan

Wednesday he came to our town from Fort Wayne
participated in a drill at the Auditorium. Of course

Art wasn't one of the competitors. He was one of the
audience, while Company A of the League of the Cross
Cadets, and the Nationals struggled for supremacy as
prelude to Company A's winning.
When our friend Art Smith took his seat he nearly

1 srupted the meeting. Though there was just a bit of a
limp in his leg there wasn't any limp in his soul and if he
had been asked to fly around the room it is quite probable
thai he would have undertaken the task.

hn identall) his mother was with him and appeared to
be as proud as she las a right to be of this lad whom
vre all love.

On February 21, Art Smith leaves lor Honolulu with his

tier. He expects to fly athwart the "land of the
rising sun." and will be occupied in this pursuit for at

our months.
His first and only public appearance in this city was

as tie honor at the competitive drill last Wednes-
dav nig.it at the Exposition Auditorium.

iwnile he has spent a great deal of his time at his
workshop, B05 Mc Mlister street, where he has struggled
with motors and made other observations which may, sub-
sequently, be of value to the United States of America.

Mt Smith is a member of the Reserve Corps of the
United States' aerial forces and is likely to be "called
out" In any event of difficulty with a neighbor or un-

orly nation.

Art owns twenty-eight medals which have been given to
him by various individuals and governments. His proud-
est possession is a small badge which discloses the fact

he is entitled to an officership In the Reserve Force
of the Aviatl lorps of the United States Army.

So, whatever happens In the war torn situation, you may
rfeel el hat \rt Smith will be on hand is case

and that our President will turn no dizzy
In the mid-air of difficult politics which our Mend

\it cannot follow in a bi-plane.

WHEN MOTHER READS ALOUD.

aloud, the past
Seems real as every day.

I hear the tramp of armies vast.
pears and lances cast.

I Join the thrilling ft

knights a n i ladies tali and i
i

I meet, when mother read! all "i

When :.ii- .i ion,!, far landa
Seem i erj neai a nd true:

i ; ng sa mis.
rids,

' >r '-an blue;
Par heights, whose peaks the cold mists shroud,

cale, when mol aloud.

When mother reada aloud, 1 long:
For in, Pi.- deeds to do

—

Ip tin- right, redress th.- wrong;
uong.

So simple t.. be true
'.ii, thick a a. i fast ill. t>wd
My •> es, when mol her

. eada al 1

'

—Author Unknown.

AN EARNED SUCCESS.
Another step upwards has been accomplished in his

.1 by a fellow Yachtsman. Walter Hood,
who has become associated with James O. Sully in the
practice of accountancy. The firm name is Sully and
Hood, Certified and Public Accountants, and their head-
quarters are in the Crocker Building.

Walter Hood. C. P. A. is admittedly one of the most bril-

liant of local accountants and his success is as ii.

as it was certain.
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NOTICE TO DELINQUENT MEMBERS

Those vvho have not paid their dues

months, ending May 31, 19I7, will be

for the

"posted'

six

on

February l 5th and dropped for

dues, February 26th. J*

non-payment of their

«5* J* vF1

\ /

Tijuana
Race TracK

S£
Feb. 22nd

Coffroth Handicap

V/i Miles. $5000 "Purse

• .

March 4-th

Coronado Selling Stake

$1500

\/
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Four Routes East!
Sunset Route : Along the Mission

Trail, and through the Dixieland of

song and story. To New Oileans via

Los Angeles, El Paso, Houston and

San Antonio. Southern Pacific Atlantic

Steamship Line, sailings Wednesdays and

Saturdays, New Orleans to New York.

Ogden Route: Across the Sierras

and over the Great Salt Lake Cut-off.

To Chicago via Ogden and Omaha; also

to St. Louis via Ogden Denver and

Kansas City.

Shasta Route: Skirting majestic

Mount Shasta and crossing the Siskiyous.

To Portland, Tacoma and Seattle.

El Paso Route: 1 he "Golden State

Route" through the Southwest. To
Chicago and St. Louis via Los Angeles.

Tucson, El Paso, and Kansas City.

Oil Burning Locomotives.

No Cinders, No Smudge, No Annoying
Smoke.

Unexcelled Dining Car Service..

Write for Folder
on the
Apache Trail
of Ari/.ona

For Fares and Train Service Ask Any Agent

Southern Pacific

Ovlercoats

B
EVERYONE "A BEAR"

EARS in the wearable hug of Warmh-
EARS for Style, Tailoring and Wear.

Adler—Rochester $
Society Brand te 25°°

et's

fPfr^y 856 MARKET
yfr EAST OF POWELL
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ST. FRANCIS IMPORTATION CO.

350 deary Street

WINES AND LIQUORS AT RETAIL

FINEST GOODS - LOWEST PRICES

PROMPT DELIVERIES

DEL MONTE AUTO RENTAL CO.

phone SUTTER 215
LIMOUSINES
LAUNDAULBTS

WEDDING?
OUR SPECIALTY

CABS
TOURINQ CARS

OFFICE. 105 POWELL STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

AnKeuser-BuscK
Brewing A.ss'n

Brewers of

Fine Beer

Exclusively

-ST. LOUIS. MO.-

Draught

and

Bottled Beer

^>JJ

San Francisco Branch

1300 BRYANT STREET
Phone Pai-K 306

I am a power for great good if you do
not abuse my use.

In cases of need— I do my work well.

I am a builder up of health and strength

—in the hospital or in the home.

For the invalid or the convalescent

—

for the tired or overworked I offer a

great help.

A little of me goes a long way.

I have been among you for three

generations.

I'm known as Cyrus Noble throughout the world.

I] XI PO red was awarded the

Grand Prix at the P. P. I. E.
LU

Another famous
ITALIAN SWISS
COLONY
PRODUCT

H

w
rwHITE

f\ WINE OF
SUPERB QUALITV

THE FINEST
PRODUCED IN

CALIFORNIA
Al all

lass Restaurants,

Cafes and Wine Dealers m

EL SIDELO CIGARS
Will Suit, Your Taste

101
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JUDGE MATTHEW BRADY
He was born here not so verj long ago; just where or just when needn't matter.

Bui when sprites or whatevei they are that hover around cradles to imbed virtues stopped at Matt's cradle

they left an overplus of honor and sunshine. Si'nce Matt has been a .Judge we venture the opinion that he has

never rendered an unmerciful decision. He is all soul and kindness and when publicity or newspaper threats

interfere with duty Matt does his duty.

Such a man will stay on the Police Bench only until the time in- chooses to go higher. The Police Bench is

no sinecure.

There is the melt inn pot of good men and bad women. Mud pastors and vaudeville clergymen, well intentioned

but silly ladies, honest and dishonest policemen, truthful and untruthful witnesses, and the Judge must handle

these and a thousand like difficulties and though he be apostolfc in his conscience he will probably end up in

irilous editorial drivelled by some reporter who drinks rye and writes Rominger.
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We earrii a eemplete line cf dtatienerif

and *$ffiee dupplies—
9kene for a Representative

Manncn = %cnmii
9rinting "Cempanif

_a s_

9rinters
and

Publishers

y *

Yjemmereial

tfperting

Xegal

ffelitieal

detielq and

%.a%anne

Sprinting

509 $an#me $t. *& Xeami 7093V / AT CLAY 'SB,

Buy y0ur Groceries
from ^^^^=

BOWEN G
&C0.

Pioneers inthe Grocery Business since 1850

P. VINCENT MATRA1A. Pr«.

&rt Jfiorai Co.
Incorpora led

255 POWELL STREET

SAN FRANOSCO

SEE the RACES at TIJUANA
CO VIA

San Diego
on u big sHip

"Yale" "Harvard"
"Governor" "President"
Mondays, Thursdays, Saturdays, 4 p. m.

Berth and Meals Included
In Low Fares

EVERY DAY, 4 p. m.
(Except Sunday)

LOS ANGELES
Seattle - Tacoma

Tuesdays, Thursdays, Saturdays, Noon

AlasKa
Southea stern --Nome--Southwestern

PACIFIC STEAMSHIP CO.
653 Market Street

Telephone Suiter 7600
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THE BUSINESS OF ENTERTAINING
By Walter Anthony.

Some one has asked my reason for the springing up of

so many theaters in our midst and the constant activity
in all lines of theatrical entertainment.
There are three almost inexhaustible fields for the ex-

ploitation of energy and capital in ministering to the pub-
lic. The demand is coincident with lffe itself, and the need
is coexistant with humanity.
The three activities are feeding man, entertaining him

and burying him.

As to the last there is some reluctance to enter
so lugubrious a profession—an unworthy and cowardly hes-

itance, no doubt, but not entirely unreasonable. In Egypt
they used to throw rocks at the embalmers, and perhaps
that's why the latter, becoming peeved at so much of in-

consistency on the part of man who insisted on dying
with regularity if not haste, kept their secret to them-
selves and. risking an unembalmed hereafter, died without
disclosfng the processes of making a mummy.
However, that's merely an aside.

The point is that the field of the undertaker is not likely

to be overcrowded by reason of this sensitiveness whlcfa
leads promising young men into other professions like

those of medicine and surgery, living thus in neighborly
proximity to the less esteemed vocation.

As for the business of feeding man, it is already so over-
crowded with middle men that the wonder is we get any-
thing to eat at all. Every angle of that vast scheme of
food enterprise, from the farmer to the grocery-store
keeper, is already occupied If not crowded, and in their

zeal to get into business, ingenious gentlemen have cre-

ated new jobs for themselves until that which costs a
penny to produce on the farm reaches the consumer at

prices so admirable that we pause in our domestic tracks
to shoo the stork away.

The farmer, the railroad, the express and delivery com-
panies, the hired buyers counting the apples on the trees.

the commission men charging the farmer with decayed
specimens, the buyers for the wholesale houses, the sales-

men thereof, the distributors, the warehouse men, the

storekeepers and finally the clerk in the little shop on the
corner, all add their living to the price of a potato. Really
there seems no room for any more to crowd into the busi-

ness of seeing that we are fed.

That leaves us with the business of entertainment to

account for. and as there isn't any way in the world to

measure the consuming power of the public in this direc-

tion, there is always the temptation to the producer to

proffer more.

For after all, even assume we could get all we wanted, a

man may eat only so much, and the measure of the busi-

ness of the undertaker is precisely the count of the com-
munity. There is not much elasticity in these two lines

of enterprise. But the business of providing entertain-

ment—Ah, that is impossible to measure!
For instance a few Sundays ago there was a Muratore-

Cavalleri concert in the Municipal Auditorium. It was one
of the biggest musical affairs of the season. About 7000

persons were in the place. That same afternoon the Cort
theater was crowded to the doors with other music lovers

eager to listen to a symphony concert. The Orpheum
turned ticket buyers away that same day; there were the

regular attractions at the other theaters, all well attended
and seventeen or more motion picture houses enjoyed the

usual Sunday throngs, not to forget Rev. Paul Smith's
lecture on "New Developments in the Vice Situation,"

which no doubt attracted the attention it aimed at.

In addition to this drain on the capacity for entertain-

ment in the community, it must also be remembered that

the Sunday in question was the eve of a grand opera sea-

son in the proposed patronage of which a sum of not less

than $15,000 had already been paid In at the box office;

and the Kolb and Dill opening at the Alcazar had secured
coin in advance from a multitude which crowded the

theater to the doors on the following night.
Apparently, then, no theatrical entertainment competes

with any other. Indeed it is the theory of some, that one
helps another. If a man, for instance, bent on going to
the theater, finds he can't get a ticket or two from one box
office, he selects another which probably he otherwise
wouldn't visit at all and goes to the first on another night.

Theaters are complimenting, self and mutually inter-

ested, and they all conspire to induce that habit of the-
ater-going which only a long series of disappointing even-
ings Is competent to cure. The inability to stay home at night
is gradually evolved in a nervous, energetic people and the
theaters do not care how often you venture forth in search
of dramatic fare.

I am told, incredible though it may seem, that some
persons go to a movie every day, and sometimes twice a
day.
With these facts, analyzed or only sub-consciously re-

cognized, the temptation to go into the "show-business"
is ever present in the manipulations and schemes of those
who have money to invest and the spfrit of sport.
There is another factor not usually taken into account.
The man who would go into some mercantile line must

know a lot about the business.
If he opens a shoe-store he must stock it with shoes

and he must know where and how to buy. He must make
up his mind that there will be certain loss through left-

over goods forgotten in the progress of the styles, and
he must accept fn advance the fact that a certain per
cent, of his customers will never pay him. He must hire
expert buyers and cleverly importunate salesmen and
they must know leather, makes, and a lot of other things
which they may or may not tell you about.

But the man who builds a theater feels that all he has
to do is to buy a lot of tickets and put/ 'em in the rack.
They cost perhaps a tenth of a cent per hundred and' he
will sell them for a dollar or may be two. What a profit!

As for the show he proposes to put in as excuse to sell

his highly profitable tickets, he need not give himself much
concern about that. He looks around and sees a lot of

successful shows which are about as bad as they can be,

and he figures that lie at least can get performances as bad
—.he doesn't understand that there is a kind of bad show
which the public wants just as there is a kind of good
show that it doesn't want.
The history of theatricals Is full of the successes of theat-

rical enterprises launched by the inexperienced, whose very
inexperience, indeed, caused them to accept for production
and presentation a work which veterans, from their experi-

ence figured to lose. A firm in the east entered the business
with such a play and made a fortune. They are back in the
harness again. One is at his old job as advance man. and the
other in a secondary position working for another firm.

They made one good guess. Eugene Walter's experience
with "Paid in Full" is an oft-told story. The comparatively
inexperienced took it while the wise ones turned it down.
Henry Miller was the only New York manager that saw
success in "The Servant in the House " and if that astute
manager had refused it, inevitably ft would have come
into the producing hands of an amateur. The gauge of

success is too tangible for use in theatrical affairs and so
it happens that recruits in the business are continually
being made by the ephermeral success of other recruits.

Charles Frohman, one of the best judges that American
theatricals has produced, once said to a producing friend

who had written a staggering loss against one of his

enterprises that looked like a sure winner, "Our's is the
only profession in the world where experience seems to be
a disadvantage."
And so the game is open to the new comer who produces

his play or builds his theater or establishes his camera
quarters. If he succeeds his judgment was good; if he
fails he can always blame it onto the weather, the press

agent or the critics.
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MUSIC AND THE POTATO BUG.

With the city already in the business of selling music

and threatening to deal in potatoes, it looks as though the

era of socialism were surely upon us, and that from own-

ing a line of cars to hiring fiddlers to play on Sundays or

peddling potatoes and onions at the city hall, is
.
but a

step in the evolution of our progress.

There is Supervisor Edward L. Xolan.

One can imagine him asking himself in the face of Su-

pervisor Andrew J Gallagher's successful advent into the

difficult realm of the Impresario, what he could do to

show the people he was for 'em, too; and Supervisor

John O. Walsh eager to take a hand.

If Supervisor Gallagher had succeeded in reducing the

high cost of music so that a symphony and soloists could

be heard for ten cents, why couldn't Nolan and Walsh

invade the field of potatoes and public benefactions and

reduce the price of vegetables?

No- sooner said than attempted. Now. the city threat-

ens to buy $10,000 worth of potatoes and deal 'em out at

cost (or thereabouts) to all-comers.

It may seem uncertain to students of domestic economy

how the entrance of another purchaser in the field of po-

tatoes is goi'ng to reduce the price. The trouble would

seem to be that already there are too many buyers, con-

sidering the limited supply. If the law of supply and de-

mand operates in spite of Supervisor Nolan's laudible

desire to the contrary, when the city begins to bid-

look out!

But perhaps it is the intention to force the dealers into

selling cheaper to the city than to private concerns. This,

indeed, opens new possibilities, staggering to the mind

which had always somehow been led to believe that the

city i's the easy mark of all those who have anything

to sell from potatoes to concrete.

Meanwhile Supervisor Nolan is apparently earning his

salary by counting all the potatoes fn town, pausing now
and then long enough to have his picture taken with one

of the precious tubers in his hand.

BACK ON O'FARRELL STREET

THE NEW AND GREATER

CHANDLER
SIX

Conforming to their well-known profit sharing

policy, the Chandler Motor Car Company in spite

of the war prices of materials, has raised the

price of the Chandler Car but $ 1 00.

TOURING ROADSTER $1545 l,o. b, Sin Francises

PEACOCK

MOTOR SALES CO,
1350 VAN NESS AVENUE

phone prospect 431

That Kolb and Dill have become just as much a part of
San Francisco as the Union Iron Works, Golden Gate Park,
the Mission or the Coast of Barbary has been significantly

evidenced at the Alcazar Theater for the past two weeks.
Anxious to pay homage to a pair of their adopted children,

loyal San Franciscans have been cramming the little

O'Farrell street showhouse at every evening and matinee
performance and present indications point to a record-
breaking run of the Kolb-Dill offering.

When theatrical records are broken in this or any other
city, there must necessarily be a lot of good reasons for

the thing happening, but in this instance, should the for-

mer high mark for attendance or duration of run be shat-

tered, the achievement must be attributed to the personal
popularity of Kolb and Dill themselves.

This does not mean that their present vehicle Is at all

lacking. On the contrary, critics are unanimous fn de-

claring the "High Cost of Ivoving" by far the most hilar-

iously rollicking of all the Kolb and Dill presentations.
Nor is there intended any slight to the members of the
supporting company for a more evenly balanced organiza-

tion couldn't be assembled if a world of money were of-

fered for types. Besides, more than a couple of the per
formers with the two dialect comedians enjoy a healthy
share of popularity on their own particular hooks.

The fact remains, however, that the firm name "Kol'r

and Dill" done in brightly beaming electric lights fn front

of any show-shop, does the business at the box office re-

gardless of what they are playing or who is playing with
them. Their names are synonymous with laughter. Since
making their homes in Californfa. Kolb and Dill have de-

voted almost their entire time to making other people
happy through their unctuous art. Their success in this

effort brought about their tremendous popularity. When
the laughter loving public of this cfty found that the

long, whip-like Kolb and the short, rotund Dill could sup-

ply the merriment demand for a period of thirteen years,

without failing in a single Instance, what else could ensue
but popularity?

Now, the boys are on the local boards once more and
they're right back at their old tricks. While Paul. He
pious, is bending every endeavor to make more difficult

the way of the wanton woman; while the Holler Thau
Thou brigade howls out sixty-eight additional "Thou Shalt

Nots"; while the murderfest abroad continues unabated
and onions soar to $2 a karat, Kolb and Dill are manu-
facturing laughs at the rate of two to the mfnute at tie

Alcazar,—laughs that rock a perfectly Class A building

and escape through the doors Into the street beyond.

They'll be here for some few weeks yet, will Clarence
and Max and while they're in town, it's a copper-riveted
pipe you can exchange a sob for a smile at the Alcazar.

April 14th—Kiddies Ball.

Ed, M. Lind
old

Whiskey
Aged 10 Years in Wood

Ed. M. Lind & Co.
San Francisco
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THE BUSINESS OF ENTERTAINING
By Walter Anthony.

Some one has asked my reason for the springing up of

so many theaters in our midst and the constant activity

in all lines of theatrical entertainment.
There are three almost inexhaustible fields for the ex-

ploitation of energy and capital in ministering to the pub-
lic. The demand is coincident with li'fe itself, and the need
is coexistant with humanity.
The three activities are feeding man. entertaining him

and burying him.

As to the last there is some reluctance to enter
so lugubrious a profession—an unworthy and cowardly hes-

itance, no doubt, but not entirely unreasonable. In Egypt
they used to throw rocks at the embalmers. and perhaps
that's why the latter, becoming peeved at so much of in-

consistency on the part of man who insisted on dying
with regularity if not haste, kept their secret to them-
selves and, risking an unembalmed hereafter, died without
disclosing the processes of making a mummy.
However, that's merely an aside.

The point is that the field of the undertaker Is not likely

to be overcrowded by reason of this sensitiveness which
leads promising young men into other professions like

those of medicine and surgery, living thus in neighborly
proximity to the less esteemed vocation.

As for the business of feeding man, it is already so over-

crowded with middle men that the wonder is we get any-
thing to eat at all. Every angle of that vast scheme of

food enterprise, from the farmer to the grocery-store
keeper, is already occupied if not crowded, and in their

zeal to get into business, ingenious gentlemen have cre-

ated new jobs for themselves until that which costs a

penny to produce on the farm reaches the consumer at

prices so admirable that we pause in our domestic tracks

to shoo the stork away.

The farmer, the railroad, the express and delivery com-
panies, the hired buyers counting the apples on the trees.

the commission men charging the farmer with decayed
specimens, the buyers for the wholesale houses, the sales-

men thereof, the distributors, the warehouse men. the

storekeepers and finally the clerk in the little shop on the
corner, all add their living to the price of a potato. Really
there seems no room for any more to crowd into the busi-

ness of seeing that we are fed.

That leaves us with the business of entertainment to

account for, and as there isn't any way in the world to

measure the consuming power of the public in this direc-

tion, there is always the temptation to the producer to

proffer more.

For after all, even assume we could get all we wanted, a

man may eat only so much, and the measure of the busi-

ness of the undertaker is precisely the count of the com-
munity. There is not much elasticity in these two lines

of enterprise. But the business of providing entertain-

ment—Ah, that is impossible to measure!
For instance a few Sundays ago there was a Muratore-

Cavalferi concert in the Municipal Auditorium. It was one
of the biggest musical affairs of the season. About 7000

persons were in the place. That same afternoon the Cort
theater was crowded to the doors with other music lovers

eager to listen to a symphony concert. The Orpheum
turned ticket buyers away that same day; there were the

regular attractions at the other theaters, all well attended
and seventeen or more motion picture houses enjoyed the

usual Sunday throngs, not to forget Rev. Paul Smith's
lecture on "New Developments In the Vice Situation,"

which no doubt attracted the attention it aimed at.

In addition to this drain on the capacity for entertain-

ment in the community, it must also be remembered that

the Sunday in question was the eve of a grand opera sea-

son in the proposed patronage of which a sum of not less

than $15,000 had already been paid in at the box office;

and the Kolb and Dill opening at the Alcazar had secured

coin in advance from a multitude which crowded the

theater to the doors on the following night.

Apparently, then, no theatrical entertainment competes
with any other. Indeed it is the theory of some, that one
helps another. If a man, for instance, bent on going to
the theater, finds he can't get a ticket or two from one box
office, he selects another which probably he otherwise
wouldn't visit at all and goes to the first on another night.

Theaters are complimenting, self and mutually inter-

ested, and they all conspire to induce that habit of the-
ater-going which only a long series of disappointing even-
ings is competent to cure. The inability to stay home at night
is gradually evolved in a nervous, energetic people and the
theaters do not care how often you venture forth in search
of dramatic fare.

I am told, incredible though it may seem, that some
persons go to a movie every day, and sometimes twice a
day.

With these facts, analyzed or only sub-consciously re-

cognized, the temptation to go into the "show-business"
is ever present in the manipulations and schemes of those
who have money to invest and the spirit of sport.
There is another factor not usually taken into account.
The man who would go into some mercantile line must

know a lot about the business.
If he opens a shoe-store he must stock it with shoes

and he must know where and how to buy. He must make
up his mind that there will be certain loss through left-

over goods forgotten in the progress of the styles, and
he must accept m advance the fact that a certain per
cent, of his customers) will never pay him. He must hire
expert buyers and cleverly importunate salesmen and
they must know leather, makes, and a lot of other things
which they may or may not tell you about.
But the man who builds a theater feels that all he has

to do is to buy a lot of tickets and put em in the rack.
They cost perhaps a tenth of a cent per hundred and' he
will sell them for a dollar or may be two. What a profit!

As for the show he proposes to put in as excuse to sell

his highly profitable tickets, he need not give himself much
concern about that. He looks around and sees a lot of

successful shows which are about as bad as they can be,

and he figures that he at least can get performances as bad
— he doesn't understand that there is a kind of bad show
which the public wants just as there is a kind of good
show that it doesn't want.
The history of theatricals is full of the successes of theat-

rical enterprises launched by the inexperienced, whose very
inexperience, indeed, caused them to accept for production
and presentation a work which veterans, from their experi-

ence figured to lose. A firm in the east entered the business
with such a play and made a fortune. They are back in the

harness again. One is at his old job as advance man. and the

other in a secondary position working for another firm.

They made one good guess. Eugene Walter's experience
with "Paid in Full" is an oft-told story. The comparatively
inexperienced took it while the wise ones turned it down.
Henry Miller was the only New York manager that saw
success in "The Servant in the House " and if that astute

manager had refused it, inevitably ft would have come
into the producing hands of an amateur. The gauge of

success is too tangible for use in theatrical affairs and so

it happens that recruits in the business are continually

being made by the ephermeral success of other recruits.

Charles Frohman, one of the best judges that American
theatricals has produced, once said to a producing friend

who had written a staggering loss against one of his

enterprises that looked like a sure winner. "Our's is the

only profession in the world where experience seems to be
a disadvantage."
And so the game is open to the new comer who produces

his play or builds his theater or establishes his camera
quarters. If he succeeds his judgment was good; if he
fails he can always blame it onto the weather, the press

agent or the critics.
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MUSIC AND THE POTATO BUG.

With the city already in the business of selling music

and threatening to deal in potatoes, it looks as though the

era of socialism were surely upon us, and that from own-

tog a line of cars to hiring fiddlers to play on Sundays or

peddling potatoes and onions at the city hall, is but a

step in the evolution of our progress.

There is Supervisor Edward L. Nolan.

One can imagine him asking himself in the face of Su-

pervisor Andrew J Gallagher's successful advent into the

difficult realm of the impresario, what he could do to

show the people he was for 'em, too; and Supervisor

John O. Walsh eager to take a hand.

If Supervisor Gallagher had succeeded in reducing the

high cost of music so that a symphony and soloists could

be heard for ten cents, why couldn't Nolan and Walsh
invade the field of potatoes and public benefactions and

reduce the price of vegetables?

No sooner said than attempted. Now, the city threat-

ens to buy $10,000 worth of potatoes and deal 'em out at

cost (or thereabouts) to all-comers.

It may seem uncertain to students of domestic economy
how the entrance of another purchaser in the field of po-

tatoes is goi'ng to reduce the price. The trouble would
seem to be that already there are too many buyers, con-

sidering the limited supply. If the law of supply and de-

mand operates in spite of Supervisor Nolan's laudible

desire to the contrary, when the city begins to bid

—

look out!

But perhaps it is the intention to force the dealers into

selling cheaper to the city than to private concerns. This,

indeed, opens new possibilities, staggering to the mind
which had always somehow been led to believe that the

city i's the easy mark of all those who have anything

to sell from potatoes to concrete.

Meanwhile Supervisor Nolan is apparently earning his

salary by counting all the potatoes fn town, pausing now
and then long enough to have his picture taken with one

of the precious tubers in his hand.

THE NEW AND GREATER

CHANDLER
SIX

Conforming to their well-known profit sharing

policy, the Chandler Motor Car Company in spite

of the war prices of materials, has raised the

price of the Chandler Car but $ 1 00.

TOURING ROADSTER $1545 f.o.b. San Francisco

PEACOCK

MOTOR SALES CO,
1350 VAN NESS AVENUE

phone Prospect 431

BACK ON O'FARRELL STREET

That Kolb and Dill have become just as much a part of
San Francisco as the Union Iron Works, Golden Gate Park,
the Mission or the Coast of Barbary has been significantly
evidenced at the Alcazar Theater for the past two weeks.
Anxious to pay homage to a pair of their adopted children,
loyal San Franciscans have been cramming the little

O'Farrell street showhouse at every evening and matinee
performance and present indications point to a record-
breaking run of the Kolb-Dill offering.

When theatrical records are broken in this or any other-
city, there must necessarily be a lot of good reasons for
the thing happening, but in this instance, should the for-
mer high mark for attendance or duration of run be shat-
tered, the achievement must be attributed to the personal
popularity of Kolb and Dill themselves.

This does not mean that their present vehicle is at all.

lacking. On the contrary, critics are unanimous fn de-
claring the "High Cost of Loving" by far the most hilar-
iously rollicking of all the Kolb and Dill presentations.
Nor is there intended any slight to the members of the
supporting company for a more evenly balanced organiza-
tion couldn't be assembled if a world of money were of-

fered for types. Besides, more than a couple of the per
formers with the two dialect comedians enjoy a health}
share of popularity on their own particular hooks.

The fact remains, however, that the firm name "Kol'v
and Dill" done in brightly beaming electric lights fn front
of any show-shop, does the business at the box office re-
gardless of what they are playing or who is playing with
them. Their names are synonymous with laughter. Since-
making their homes in California, Kolb and Dill have de-
voted almost their entire time to making other people
happy through their unctuous art. Their success in thfe
effort brought about their tremendous popularity. When
the laughter loving public of this city found that 1 he-

long, whip-like Kolb and the short, rotund Dill could sup-
ply the merriment demand for a period of thirteen years,
without failing in a single instance, what else could ensue
but popularity?

Now, the boys are on the local boards once more and
they're right back at their old trfcks. While Paul, the
pious, is bending every -endeavor to make more difficult

the way of the wanton woman; while the Holler Than
Thou brigade howls out sixty-eight additional "Thou Shalr
Mots"; while the murderfest abroad continues unabated
and onions soar to $2 a karat, Kolb and Dill are manu-
facturing laughs at the rate of two to the mmute at the
Alcazar,—laughs that rock a perfectly Class A building
and escape through the doors into the street beyond.

They'll be here for some few weeks yet, will Clarence-
and Max and while they're in town, it's a copper-riveted
pipe you can exchange a sob for a smile at the Alcazar.

April 14th—Kiddies Ball.

Ed. M. Lind
old

Whiskey
Aged 10 Years in Wood

Ed. M. Lind & Co.
San Francisco
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THEY ASSUME A FEARFUL RESPONSIBILITY.

If one had ever become addicted to hope for "American
institutions,'' whatever they may have the distinction to

be, he would undoubtedly renounce his confidence an'l

weep over the spectacle of a minority ruling a democracy.
Everybody knows that a minority DOES rule; but BUCh

a mfnority is usually hidden behind office windows, bank-
ers' rooms and other ante chambers of Wall street. It is

seldom that a minority has the audacity to show itself and
its power in the very 'Halls of Justice." as has been tin-

case recently when LaFollette and Senator Gronna, of the
inexhaustible capacity for words; N'orris, our own Senator
Works and a few other spineless filibusters, blocked the
expression of the will of the majority and held up action

on President Wflson's request that he be granted Congres-
sional authority for the employment of such measures as

might be necessary for the protection of the lives of Ameri-
can citfzens on the high seas.

No question of the rights of such a bill to pass was in-

volved in the action of the blockading minds; there wns
no disposition to permit the Senate to come to any under-
standing with itself. There was just a stubborn effort

to prevent the expression of that will. In hopes of bring-

ing about such a deadlock, not only the cheapest but the

most painful means were taken; Senator Gronna was per-

mitted to talk to the Senate for hours on agriculture. The
listeners might mercifully have been given gas and uhcod
sciousness.
Even a mind as uncertain of its own meanderfngs as

Works' was persuaded that should the measure be sub-

mitted to a vote, the filibustering instruments of a spine-

less minority would lose, for he admitted that an over-

whelming majority of the Senate was ready for action and
that the bill had passed the House by one of the most over-

whelming majorities ever recorded there. Bui said Sen-
ator Works, suddenly possessed of a clairvoyant insight

into the aspirations, hopes and fears of the entire Ameri-
can people, while a Senate majority undoubtedly favors
the bill, a majority of the American people oppose any
step which may lead to war.

In other words, the President, an overwhelming ma-
jority in the House, and a large majority of the Senate,
were all wrong in their conception of what American dutv
consists of. A divine right hedges Works. LaFollette and
a few of their kind, who are permitted to estop the action

of their superiors and who are bringing the name "f Amer-
ican to signify something between ;i Jellj fish and an at

In view of such timidity, indecision and cheap politics

it isn't any wonder that Germany's high officials in Amer-
ica played with us and laughed at us and secretly iiisinsnl

us. As against Teutonfc decision, implacable determina-
tion and unsw-erving patriotism, our own behavioi > BOD
temptfble, purile and invitational to slander, abuse and
attack, and the truth will appear some day that the friends

of peace—that peace of Works and LaFollette which in-

deed passeth understanding— will have been the "friends'"

who after encouraging invasfon and attack have traitor-

ously tied the hands of the nation the better that it may
turn its other cheek for another wallop.
But American grit and determination are not dead

yet, nor smothered in the flowery beds of ease upon
which the LaFollettes hope to reach the Haven of in

national peace.
Note what Senator Brandegee of Connecticut sa

"Shall we sit supinely and allow the ukase of a for-

eign potentate to clear the ocean of American shipping
and blockade our ports? Are we obliged to wait for the
slaughter to be accomplished before we defend ourselves.'

I trust that neither Congress nor the Ai ople
have fallen to such depths of degradation that they are
willing to furl the American flag and withdraw from the
high seas as the misguided band of pacifists seem to

wish. There is no use to issue a moral homily or a Sal-

vation Army tract, or to repeat the sermon on the .Mount
to a nation that has gone mad and acts through its mili-

tary autocracy like a homicidal maniac. Must we get off

the face of the earth—lie down and curl up?"
If George Washington had been a LaFollette there

would have been no American nation. If Lincoln had been
damned with the mind of a Works, there would have
been two. and if the traditions of Washington and Lincoln
have slendered out to the tenuous line of the wit of the

pacifist we shall finally be a bone to be pfeked by the
first important power which responds to our cordial invi-

tation to come over and get us—as Germany took weaker
Belgium in the face of treaty and humanity.
The burden of responsibility assumed by Senator

Works in an arbitary interpretation of the will of the
American people in the terms of his own feebleness and
cowardice would stun a man if he were capable of experi-
encing anything so profound as a sensation.

April 14th— I. Y. C. Fete in Fairyland.

YOUR DOCTOR SMOKES

PALO
Quality-Mildness=PALO

The New I9I7 Crop is the Best Yet

Make a Pal of PALO

3 for 25^— I0V straight -2 (or 25/

FOR SALE EVERYWHERE

JOSEPH RINALDO, Distributor

>07 MISSION STREET SAN FRANCISCO

The New
Anheuser= Busch

jfluI)eloI)

America's Best Beer

lOoz. GLASS, IOc
Drawn the Direct Way

jrferhert's

A. Good Place to Eat.

151 = 159 Powell Street
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THE ROUND

Tie Round Table was debating the Mooney case and
the ability of the prosecution to turn up vital evidence.

"Who is the greatest detective in the world?" some one
asked.

"I am," sai'd Marty Brandenstein, modestly.

"You!" snorted the President of the St. Anthony's So-

ciety, interrupting a noisy discussion with his soup; "you
couldn't even detect a flavor from your old man's coffee."

"Well, I don't need any samples to make you," retorted
the Tea Merchant. "If you and Foran go to war. you'll

kill more people with the odor of talcum and bay rum than
the Germans with their gas bombs."

"Zasso," indignantly returned the Saw Bones, agaiu
pulling his head out of the trough. "Lemme tell you! It'

the Pure Food people ever put the chemicals on that com-
bination of black-lead and chickory you're peddling, you'll

be doing the 'lock-step' instead of the 'goose-step' with
that bum dog o' yours."

But Marty had blown his intellectual ammunition and
was shy a return.

"Goot evenink. chentlemens!" butted in Schroder.

No one responded to the libel.

"Can I do somedinks, Meester Feetspatrick?" persisted
the Moose.

"Yes!" returned the night-court promoter, disappointed
at the interruption to what might have been a fatal dis-
cussion. "If you'd stick your nose into the stew-
pots in the galley out there as often as you do into dis-
cussions at the Round Table, the directors would have
fewer kicks about the grub and the service to worry
over."

Schroder nearly tripped over his tail on the way out.

"I see where 'Welch' County pulled a roar over our send-
ing a Supervisors' committee to Washington to lobby for
the naval base," commented Tom Settle, the rotund hop
baron.

"You refer to Alameda County, I take it." suspiciously
inquired Phil Heuer.
"Take it or leave it," retorted Tom. Everybody over

there takes something. The county defaulted a million
and a half obligation, hoping the San Francisco Fair would
be a failure, and now they'd spend that much to keep the
Government's naval selection away from us. No use talk-
ing," he wound up. disgustedly, "the bay's the gate, and
they need a barrier between the broad and the narrow-
gaugers."

"I admit there's been considerable misunderstanding
between the two communities." began Phil, "which most
of our prominent citizens over there deplore. At least
that is true in Piedmont, where I and the best people live,
although most of us work or do business in San Francisco."
"And bring your lunch over in a paper hag," finished

Watts.
Ignoring the interruption, Phil continued: "I can

safely say I am as loyal to the city where I make my liv-
ing as to that in which I make my home."
"How much rent do you pay. Phil?" questioned Walter

Sullivan, with the real estater's idea of speculative com-
parison.

"I know no landlord!" dramatically exclaimed Heuer
"That's what some of my tenants say," echoed Kreli'ng.

sadly. "One woman slammed the door on my fingers a
few days ago, when I tried to hand her the rent bill. I
hung around till her husband came home from work and
he told me if I bothered his old woman again he'd decorate
my dome with a brick poultice, and the next day I re-
ceived a notice from Charlie Goff that if they caught me
out in that neighborhood again they'd prosecute me
under the Red-Light Abatement Act. Can vou beat that
for the tribulations of a landlord?"
"Why don't you sell it, Tiv, or trade it. like the Sixth

Street Capitalist?" asked Dinny Sessions, whose ideas are
as vague as his knowledge of mechanics.

"Sell it! I'd give it away," said Tiv, "only I'd be afraid
the tenants would prove a liability, and after the first col-
lection day the new owners would sue me for industrial
insurance."
"Gang-way! Gang-way!" came Andv Gallagher's loud

voice, and his 'safety-first' neighbors got up while he sat

TABLE.
down. After the room stopped rocking, Frank Sutton
asked how his civic harmonics were making out.

"Fine!" said Andy, enthusiastically. "We had ten thou-
sand there for the opener. That's a whole lot more than
they packed in for that Moriarity, the French tenor, and
Madame Caviar O'Leary."

"Well, you don't figure your 'free-for-all' with the regu-
lar 'brows,' do you?" queried Frank, with a view to a rise.

"Where do you get that?" exploded Andy, taking the
hook. "Two bucks a chair for a couple of hwong hwongs'
from a pair of Frogs? Say, we put on three hundred peo-
ple, the best orchestra in the country, good, old U. S.

American songs and music, and every one in the house a
voter, for a DIME. None o' that parley-voo or Graeco-
Roman for me."

"What did you think of my automobile show?" asked Joe
Hickey.

"Your show," said Charlie Peary, sneeringly polite. "I

thought from the way Frank Carroll talked that he ran the

show."

"Oh, no!" said Joe, quickly. "He's behind the big, six-

day, sleep-walking contest."

"Yen!" grunted Harry Goldberg. "And I'm behind him.

And if thi's winds up like all the other 'promotions' I've

been behind Carroll in, I'll be so far behind financially

they'll have to back to catch up with me."

"How's the vegetable stand these days?" Harry asked
the rival grocer, Louie McLean.

"Our fruit and vegetable staples are progressively suc-

cessful," answered Harry, with his mind on a new advertise-

ment. "I'm oft Bill Larzalere and his spuds, though."

"Why?" asked Louie.

"Well. Plover told me confidentially Bill gave the news-
papers an interview the other day as President of the Po-
tato Dealers' Association, in which he denied he was get-

ting an exorbitant price for his 'tubers.' I've seen 'tubers'

before—down in Los Angeles, and believe me, if Bill's

on: ninptive spuds look like them, he can't slip 'em to me
any more than I can to my customers."

"You're right," declared Dr. McElroy, soberly. "The
interest of his clients should be the merchant's first con-
sideration. By the way. I suppose you've heard that Ford
intends to move his factory to Los Angeles after 1917?"

"No," said Harry. "Why?"
"Because it'll feel more at home there with the rest of

the one-lungers."

Even the gullible grocer got that one and thereafter wa3
silent.

.lust then Ferrari jumped up and left half his dinner
behind him. with the remark that his wife had telephoned
him a few hours before to be sure to bring home three
non-skid nursing bottles. After that Cunningham and
some of the other married men began to make their ex-

cuses.

"Say." said Kreling, "before you all drag your feet into

the carpet-slippers, don't forget our big show—the Bird
and Animal Dansant we're going to run."

"What's the occasion, Tfv?" asked Pinkson.

"Something unique." went on Tiv, in the monotone of a
spieler. "Every entry a natural. In other words, com-
petitors qualify according to characteristics. We show
Fred Hollman in the St. Vitus dance; Joe Watts in the
duck waddle; George James in the coon-can; Harry Gold-
berg in the goose-step, and Marty Brandenstein in walkin'

the dog. There will be other features."
"Who's running the show, Tiv?"
"Me and Smith."
"What's the split?"

"Fifty-fifty. I take the proceeds—he gets the advertis-

ing."

"Who's going to judge the competition?"
"The Vice Commission."
"You mean Rolla V. Warts, Paul Smith and the Reverend

Chalmers-Overland? What do they know about vice?"
"You cant' tell. Who suspected Slaughter? The way

some of the newspapers have been running the stuff for the

past few weeks there's no excuse for ignorance. Besides,
if they ever get the commission together they'll probably
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go down to Long Beach to complete their education. The
only thing worrying me is they might stay there and spoil

our show."
"Gee! That'll be a pip." mused Jim Brennan, facetiously.

"You certafnly declared in all the defectives, didn't you
Tiv?"

"Yes." said Kreling; "I forgot to say we pegged you for

"the grizzly bear."

First ante-Lenten affair I. Y. C. Ball.

Saturday. April 14th—Civic Auditorium.

Cliff House
The Wonder Spot

oj the World

Every Evening

Exceptional Dance Music

SKATE
... AT THE . . .

Winter Garden
Sutter and Pierce Sts.

fl HERE you have one of the largest and finest Ice

Rinks in tne West ~ a straight way of 70 yards of solid

smooth and well frozen ice scraped three times daily.

<J INSTRUCTION is very complete and reasonable-

50c per half hour. <J One of the finest orchestras in

the city furnishes music from 3 to 5 in the afternoons

and evfry evening. ^ A fine organ, costing $10,000
has just been installed for use in the mornings and from

2 to 3 in the afternoons.

fl The house skates are kept in excellent condition and

locker space may be procured for your own skates at

50c per month thus relieving you of carrying them and

enabling expert hands to keep them sharpened and in

good condition.

<] Refreshments may be had. and spectators may be

comfortable m steam heated space. ij Once having

learned this fascinating sport so enjoyable and so healthful

in so large and such a well ventilated rink you will be

even more interested in the special features hockey

games and exhibitions. Admission 25c. Special Race
Track.

Enjoy the new sport. Learn to skate now.

SPELL "STAR" BACKWARDS.

Frank Fogarty will soon be back in town, but not over
the Orpheum circuit. He is booked this year as a Pan-
tages star, and thereby hangs a tale—the tale of "The
White Rats" of which protective organization Fogarty.
with his immeasurable enthusiasm, has been a president,
a director and always an animated impulse.

.lames William Fitzpatrick, the present international
president of the White Rats Actors' Union, has comm-
uted the following article to explain the relations of his
organization with the theater-going public which this year
will see one of the most celebrated of vaudeville stars at
the Pantages instead of at the Orpheum:
"What is the meanfng of all the talk about the war in

vaudeville between the managers and the While Rats'.'

What is a White Rat? Are the theaters being overrun by
long-tailed, four-legg-ed rodents of the color and variety
that had to be kept in the woodshed when you were a
boy? The White Rats are a labor union made up of all

(lasses of men and women who earn their living in the
vaudeville theaters of all classes on the American conti-
nent This union, affiliated and doing its part in the
American Federation of Labor and the universal labor
movement, has for its purpose the protection of the men
and women in the entertainment world, the preserving and

loping of the vaudeville business, and the wi'ping out
of abuses which are bound to destroy both actors and busi-
ness if left uncontrolled, as they will be if managers suc-
i eed in destroying the White Rats Actors' Union.

"The wind rats' is simply the word 'star' spelled back-
wards, and the White Rats really means the white stars
that shine in the vaudeville sky. They got thefr name from
across the ocean, where in England there has been for a
long time a society of actors known as the "Water Rats."
This society was christened out of regard for a racing
pony whose successes on the track made possible little

celebrations for the actors who owned him and their friends
who backed hfm. Started for social purposes only at
first, the Water Rats grew into a powerful organization
which sought to guard the rights of the English vaude-
ville actor against the attacks of dishonest managers. An
American actor, the late George Fuller Golden, became
a member of the English order, and. filled with enthusiasm
over the good he had seen it do, when he returned to this
country he founded a society of American artists which
has grown fnto the present White Rats Actors' Union.
"The White Rats are the white stars whose steady glow

in the theater chases away the shadows of doubt and sor-
row and worry from the hearts of those who sit in the au-
dience. You are the ones who are most affected if the

8 are smothered or dirtied or quenched, and the
mpt to do all three things is being made by the man.
s who look only to the money you pay for tickets anil

what they can steal from the actor in the form of exor-
bitant commissions, reduced salaries and general graft.

"If the managers have their way the White Rats will be
HO longer the white stars of vaudeville, but the white slaves
of it. In more ways than one they are even now slaves
to a system so corrupt that it threatens the very existence
of the vaudeville theater, and by so doing deprives you
of means of happiness."

DON'T FORGET THE KIDDIES.

By Jack Burroughs, of the San Francisco Bulletin.

The grownups have days of pomp and of praise.

Which they are forever observing.

Right roundly they prate and wildly orate,

While the tables they pound and their chests they inflate

In a manner that seems quite unnerving,

But once every year, the season draws near

Of pinafores, "knickers" and "middies."

Then the kids have the fun, as the big folks have done
i in all other days since the world has begun

—

It's the I. Y. C. days for the Kiddies!
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If they send all the Magdalenes to jail our convicted
preachers may corrupt their morals.

A boost among the knocks, we must commend Peter
Kelly as under sheriff. He has the right idea and does
more charity in a day than most preachers do in a year.
More power, Pete! You're a big success.

That old statue of Justice is the bunk. The old girl has
taken off the eye bandage, dropped the scales, sold the
sword and is reading a newspaper.

Empty barrels and poor preachers make the most noise.

Our high tension magneto, Jack Cunningham, rushes
out of Colliers into the birth column. She's a dandy girl
with a very proud dad. Our best. Jack!

This won't be such a bad year. The terms of nine su-
pervisors expire.

Joseph A. Rock. is quietly preparing a grand fall drive
on the trenches of the Public Administrator's office.

Frank J. Hennessy is an avowed candidate for city at-
torney. Comment on his integrity or ability is useless.
Frank is in the fight and we are all with him. Boost it

day and night. He is in a soft spot and will pull up
number one under wraps.

A new crime! Eight newspaper reporters and seven-
teen busybody dames hanging all over a Poli'ce Judge's
desk.

At last Rolph found an honest lawyer for $5000 a year-

By the way, LaFolIette, who led the disgraceful fili-

buster against the President is a reformer and Progres-
sive.

Could Boies Penrose, Joe Cannon, Czar Reed and Smoot
combined ever have been as viciously un-American as La
Follette?

Thank Providence that March 4th brought to an end
the term of that political blunder called Senator Works.

Poor Stephens thought he left the lemons at home when
he went to Sacramento.

If we do have war let's send Colonel Roosevelt to pro-
tect Denver against submarines.

A headline: "Moving picture men occupy City Hall

'

That is nothing new!

For citizens who want to do some real reforming. Find
out how the insurance combine made a fizzle of the high
pressure.

San Francisco has expended nearly six million on the
high pressure system which is 22 miles short and has
been used in four out of 1637 fires. Can this be explained
away by bows, smiles and banquets?

The onion and potato robbers are petty larcenists com-
pared with the insurance pirates who are robbing us day
and night.

Three cheers for Wilson and the Spy Bill which will put
editorial curs in the federal pound.

Now that the Mooney case is history. Judge Griffin
looms up as a fearless and impartial judge, whose rectf-
tude others might well try to emulate.

When Judge Sturtevant makes his will let us hope he
distributes his backbone to some of his confreres who
so sorely need it. You can't inherit a brain, but vou do
fall heir to a spfne.

The only freckle on Fickert's fair and able administra-
tive complexion is the praise of paulsmlth. You cannot
blame a man just because a dog wags bis tail at him.

Tempora Mores! Joe Dwyer, the genial and lovable ex-
Harbor Commissioner, refused a political job.

If Wilson were running today he would carry Califor-
nia by 300,000.

K. C. Leebrfck, who for two years has been in Spain
doing research work connected with early California hls-
to.-y, and who is known to his friends as a conservative
type, given to the pleasures of research and reflection
rather than to the immediate foolishnesses of current poli-
tics, says that everybody who knew anything of interna-
tional affairs In Spafn has been aware for two years that
Germany was preparing for trouble with America, antici-
pating it and sowing it in Castile.
^The United States has an alert diplomatic corps, hasn't

We are like the outraged husband—the last to learn the
most important fact.

Of course one can he sure of nothing fn the world par-
ticularly in Sacramento, where anything mav and has hap-
pened; but if there is hope in heaven, balm in Gilead
sermons In stones, and stupidity in the Senate, there is
reason for the belief that the Rominger liquor measure will
be defeated. That this will be the result rs not so much
to the credit of our Solons at the Capitol as to their con-
viction that since the whole question is likely to come up
again at the next general election, there isn't any need for
Sacramento to rule on It at present—which may not be
exactly clear, but if it satisfies the lawmakers it should
suffice.

Logically carried forth, such a theory would prevent
action on any measure which might subsequently be put
before the voters. In that case every voter would become
an Assemblyman or a Senator, which kind heaven forbid'

In spite of their filibustering and blockading tactics, the
minority senators got nowhere. Wilson, following an illus-
trious example in a time of grave emergency, took the
situation in his own hands and wisely empowered Ameri-
cans on the high seas with the needed authority to save
their own lives. There is abundant precedent, as Wilson
says, for the belief that America can very well take care
of itself on the Atlantic—or the Pacific, either.
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RANDOM THOUGHTS
All Together for the Kiddies Ball.

Once upon a time a few good men resolved that thev
would do something for their fellow-men and for those
less fortunate than themselves. That was years and
ago. And they banded together and worked hand in hand
so that each successive year some little good was done,
some little sorrow softened, some aching heart made glad
And they became known throughout the land as laugh-
makers, which is the direct antithesis of joy-killers, an 1

the world smiled with them and sunshine and happiness
and laughter followed in their wake.
Which i's what some future Grim, when he writes the

"Fairy Tales" of this day, will have to write of the Indoor
Yacht Club!
Once again the I. Y. C. is getting ready. Once again

the year has rolled by till it's time for the annual Kiddies'
Ball." Once again coats are off, everything is hustle and
bustle, and all are making ready for the great night <>.

April 14th at the Civic Auditori'um. Committees are being
formed, suggestions considered and acted upon and details
being whipped Into shape as only the I. Y. t'. knows how.
There is not produced in the entire country a show and

dance of the magnitude and splendor of the Indoor
Pageant. Go to the Mardi Gras at Xew Orleans, to the
"Ball of All Nations" in our own city, to our nun Mardi
Gras, which by no means is to be despised, to Madison
Square Garden, yes—even to the Presidential Inaugural B;

and you will tind a richness and magnificence of costume,
a mingling of a thousand colors and of many, many peo-

ple, but not comparable either in attendance, in decora-
tion or in production to the "Fete in Fairyland."

Picture again to your minds the Auditorium of a year
ago. The soft, mellow lights playing from a hundred hid-

den searchlights on interlaced green and yellow, and, it

seemed, a million incandescent s. Do you remember the
stage standing amidst a forest of green? Do you recall

the arbors groaning beneath their burden of chrysanthe-
mum, geranium and carnation, and supporetd by pa

that Nature itself seemed to have planted there? And do
you remember the huge centerpiece, with its lights flutter-

tag from the hearts of a thousand multicolored poppies?
And the show?

All that and more will be repeated on the night of April

14th. It i's unfair, perhaps, in advance to outline the
plans of the committees. It seems wrong to even hint what
is in preparation, but the Auditorium will never look agafo

as it will at the coming "Kiddies' Ball," The decorations

alone will be worth the price of admission. Moe Mtmayer
and George Symon have put a wonderful scheme
on paper. Have you ever walked in a forest when
the moon shone through the branches above with

its soft, mellow, gentle light, and as you looked you coal I

peer through the foliage at a blue sky above, where a mil-

lion twfnkling stars, like sparkling diamonds, scintillated

and reflected the warm caress of the moon's golden Ughl

Well! On the 14th of April you'll walk and you'll smile,

and mayhap Dame Cupid will dance beside you at tins

"Forest Fete in Fairyland."

Otto Wallflsch will handle the show. Of course, Sam
Berger and Selby Oppenheimer and Sid Grauman and Tom
O'Dea and Al. Katschinski and all the other impresarios

will assist. The show will be as good as the decorations.

And here's another secret: It is to be replete with patriotic

numbers. The sort of a celebration we should have when
the "Old Flag" means more today to all of us than ever

before. Immense choruses, spectacular acts and for the

finale a pantomime that will bring every man and woman
with blood in their veins, or a tiny bit of patriotism ting-

ling in their hearts, right off their feet. Just watch

and see!

And now, Fellow Yachtsman, what are you going to do?

Just stick around like some old Crustacean and wait for

the night to come without ever a helping band? doing

to wear a big badge that night and stand around the front

entrance and tell how "we did it"? No! That wont do.

That will not get us anywhere. We need every bit of help

and enthusiasm and assistance that the Indoor Yacht Club
possesses. We need workers, not shirkers-bees not
drones. There are only four weeks, four short weeks and
that means redoubled effort for all. There are a thou-

iys in whfch to help. If you can't do anything
else, come to the meetings. The first will be next Mon-
day night at the club room. Get out and talk anting your
friends. Smoke up and just as sure as you become en-
thused, so sure will that enthusiasm spread and become
contagious and when the night comes and you look into
that sea of laces, you will be all the more compensated and
the night all the more enjoyable because you have done
your part. Get the spirit that made the I. Y. C. famous
with "a long pull, and a strong pull, and a pull together,"
let's make this "Kiddies' Ball" the crowning success of
the organization's career.

Recommerciaiized Vice.

"You don't hear so much talk nowadays of the vice
crusade." remarked one of our oldest clubmates the other
night. "No," replied his listener, "and you'll hear less
while other communities are being regaled with the story

in Francisco's shame at a penny a person." And that
covers the story in a nutshell. The Reverend Paul and the
Reverend Stidger, having stirred up an awful fuss over our
deplorable morals and our debased mentality, are about to
heed the beckoning of the California Chautauqua and ven-
ture forth to lecture on our sins of omission and commis-
3ion, Commercial Christianity. Tiv Krelfng calls it in
his interview with Eddie O'Dea in Town Talk. The jingle
ol the coin in the plate is the lure that tempts, and so from
Weed l,i National City, the Reverend Paul will tell or'

"The Relation of Prostitution to the Liquor Traffic," "The
k Hole of San Francisco" and "The Fallacy of the

Segregated District." Bright, interesting topics these and
calculated not alone to draw good crowds, but to prove
both Instructive, edifying and entertaining, particularly
to the young. Can you imagine the audience at Puukville
listening with bated breaths and open mouths to the story
of Paul's midnight prowlings in the Tenderloin? Can
you conceive with what infinite enjoyment the "Hi, ,,

will hear the succulent, intimate details of how he was
received at this house and that house of ill-fame? And
once again, we are forced to remark, "What a splendid
advertisement for San Francisco!" And this from the
purist, the holy, the immaculate, who but a few short
weeks ago became the self-constituted moral whip of the
community. This must be closed at his bidding, and that

must be closed, and the Mayor, and the Chief of Police,

and the District Attorney, and the four Police Judges must
all he soundly spanked for failing to jump when Paul

cracked the lash. If there be laws to stop the libeling

of Individuals, why is there no law to prevent the libel

of a community? If there be laws to prevent prostitution,

why is there no law to prevent the prostitution of the

pulpit? And if a woman cannot sell herself for gold, with-

out becoming a moral outcast, why is it that he, who pro-

lesses to a disciple of Christ, can sell the livery of

the God he swore to serve can preach filth and rot and
dirt, can try to ruin the city that fed and housed him,

without incurring a community's wrath?

Good-Bye, Hiram, Good-Bye.

On Thursday of this week Hiram W. Johnson cease?

to be the Governor of California. From henceforth it will

be Senator Johnson. There are some who will rejoice at

his departure and will be glad that he i's out of the way.

These are the decided minority, the reactionaries, who
hope to resurrect themselves to power. There are others

who will rejoice, because of the belief that his service to

California in his natural talents and ability to entitle him

to sit in the highest legislative body of the National Gov-

ernment, where he can give the whole people the same
m,s he has to California. And there will be some who

are sincerely sorry to see him go. Men like Johnson are

tew to the generation. Even his most bitter opponent, his
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worst enemy, must concede this. Clear-sighted, level-

headed, a deep thinker, a profound student ot conditions,

both politi'cal and economical, an orator, a statesman, a

natural leader of men—small wonder that California will

miss him. And when all is said and done, what harm has

come to capital, for capital seems to have been his prin-

cipal adversary during his term. That the economic con-

dition of the worker, of the laborer, of the farmer, of the

employe has Improved, none will deny. But is not capital

proportionately more prosperous and our industries more

thriving as a result? Has the State Railroad Commission

interrupted or disorganized our quasi public service cor-

porations? If so, why do they now voluntarily select this

body as the referee in their disputes? Has the State

Board of Control, reaching out to every merchant who
supplies the multifold wants of the state, done aught but

to relieve him from the thralldom of graft? Has the State

Accident Commission done more than to adjust disputes

between employer and injured employe, which heretofore

have been adjudicated in court? And so throughout the

progressive and advanced legislation that has been en-

acted. When Hiram W. Johnson leaves the Governor's

chair, California loses her best asset, but California's loss

is the nation's gain. And so, "Good Luck, Hiram, Good
Luck."

The Ape With the Grape.

The California Grape Protective Association has suc-

ceeded in making itself ridiculous in the eyes of a great

many people. Of course, we do not know just who these

self-constituted protectors of the grape may be or their

origin or number or what one must be to join this august

body. Perhaps they favor the plain emasculation of the

grape and not the imbibing of its fermented juice. Pro-

motors of appendicitis, rather than of intoxication. Any-
way, they met somewhere and by a vote of live to one, so

the Examiner tells us editorially, endorsed the Rominger
bill. The attendance Is not of record, so in kindness let

us presume that but six were present. And this is how
their action is interpreted: "First, they are against the

sale of high alcoholic liquors—even their own brandy

—

for beverage purposes; secondly, they are against the si-

loon; thirdly, they favor the sale of beer and light wines

with meals in hotels, restaurants and clubs and to fami-

lies." Now. could anything be more unselfish, more phil-

anthropic, more generous? Just imagine a body in all

seriousness denouncing one of its products as injurious

and advising its elimination! If the Rominger bill be-

comes a law and the saloon a thing of the past, how long,

gentlemen of the C. G. P. A„ do you imagine the Prohi-

bitionist will wait before your light wines are denounced
as your brandy Is now condemned? Do you think that

this silly sop will stop the "drys"? With the saloon

abolished and strong liquors denied and light wines and
beers sold only at meals, your professional Prohibitionist

will sit back on his hind legs, in supreme contentment and
satisfaction. No, it's the saloon today and the grape to-

morrow. So instead of presenting a solid front to the

enemy, you have with assinine stupidity divided your
forces and "every house divided against Itself must fall"

Your name is a misnomer. Destructive should be substi-

tuted for "Protective."

For Ornament Only.

Commissioner Frank Sykes of the Fire Department has
been trying to discover whether the High Pressure Water
System, which cost close to five and a half million plus

accumulating interest, was constructed for purely orna-
mental purposes. His investigations show that it has been
used three times in as many years and that it has really

become an auxiliary to increase the earnings of that most
beneficent of all corporations "The Spring Valley Water
Company." And Commissioner Sykes is to be congratu-
lated. It is a shame to see this system, lying idle with its

huge dally maintenance cost. It's an outrage to see en-
gines pumping at Spring Valley hydrants, when across the
street the H. P. hydrant stands unused, with a pressure
that can be utilized, without an engine, and reduced to

safety at will. Even the light horse drawn hose wagons
will beat the cumbersome engine to a fire by blocks, but
there the company must stand until the engine arrives.

With the motor driven, It is a matter of minutes saved

and minutes mean millions in fire fighting. In connection
with the investigations of Commissioner Sykes, the Daily
News published a remarkable and interesting editorial.

The Daily News, it must be recalled, led the fight for the
"Double Platoon." And from it we gather that those who
rule the Fire Department and the Fire Underwriters, who
deminate our system of fire fighting are determined that

there shall be no "Double Platoon." Of course, it doesn't
matter that the people voted over two to one for the Two
Platoon. Of course, it isn't of interest that by every right

the firemen are entitled to eight hours at home in twenty-
four. No! Chief Murphy, the Pooh Bah of Firedom, and
Chris Buckley Fogarty, of the Underwriters, have decreed
otherwise. By dilly-dallying with the purchase of the
motor driven apparatus, by delay on the part of the Ameri-
can La-France Fire Engine Company, and by neglect
of the High Pressure System, the Fire Under-
writers and those who sympathize with them hope
that when the time comes for the installation of

the new system, the Department will be absolutely un-
prepared. This will give the opportunity for a new refer-

endum at which again they hope the "Double Platoon"
will be defeated. Perhaps, the Daily News is right. Our
suspicions lead us to believe that they have found the
Nubian in the wood pile, but we hope that Commissioner
Sj kes. assisted by the firemen and their friends, will swat
the black head in its most vulnerable point and not per-

mit the will of the people to be thwarted.

IF.

If you will only help.

If you will only advise and suggest,
if you will only enthuse,
If you will only sacrifice a little time,

If you older members of the I. Y. C, will work once
again,

If you younger members will take off your coats,

If we all hurrah and smoke.
If we act like men with red blood,

Then the "Kiddles' Ball" of Nineteen Seventeen
Will lie the star attraction of the year.

And the Indoor Yacht Club will have added
Hue more to Hie successes of the past.

And we'll all be happy with the thought

Of a good work well done.
Will you—yes, you who read—do your part?

Remember that

Cresta Blanca Wines
Are the STANDARD WINES of California

Try a Bottle of CRESTA BLANCA CHAMPAQNE
(Green Label) Equal to the Imported

PAUL MASSON CHAMPAGNE Vintage 1908

SMOKE
Merino,
QUEEN of HAVANA

Shapes and Sires to suit
Ml Tastes & & *
M. BlasKoWer, Distributer
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A CLUE-PERHAPS

(Carveth.)

Old Father Hubbard,
He went to the cupboard.
Just after the State had gone dry;
But his old demijohn
Had departed and gone
Then he thought he would choke up and die.

He went to the cellar

And lifted the lid.

He had a suspicion
The thing had been hid.

He went to the corner
Where Mike used to keep,
'Twas empty and silent—
This caused him to weep.

!!• went to the grocer,

And looked on the shelf.

The grocer said, "Wish
I could find some myself."

He went to the club house.
As meek as a lamb,
And all he could hear was
"Oh, how dry I am."

He went to the drug store
And winked at the clerk;
Detectives were there, so
The trick didn't work.

He hired a taxi

To take a long rld<

He had a wild notion
He'd try suicide.

He paid the chauffeur.
Then he walked down the road;
He came to a dug-out,
A humble al

The honest old farmer
Said '"Enter. I pray."

"My buttermilk drives
Human troubles away."

He entered and found
'Twas just as he'd said.

He drank of the buttermilk,
Sparkling and red.

Now old Father Hubbard
Ne'er goes to his cupboard.
But straight to the dug-out when dry.

For good, old buttermilk
Is much finer than silk,

When It's flavored like old Hock and Rye.

When you rent a box

in our safe deposit

vaults, your valuables

are guarded against loss

through theft, fire or

carelessness. You can

rent a box (or $4 per

year.

CROCKER SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS
CrocKer Building Post CgX MarKet Sts.

John F. Cunningham, Manager.

AND DOROTHY JARDON WAS ALSO PRESENT.

It was certainly "some show." wasn't it? We mean the
show of last week, when Commodore Frank J. Hennessy
introduced William H. McCarthy and William H. McCarthy
introduced the revpauljones, who wasn't there, and every-

in'al. good time and nobody worried about
the sej negated district nor felt remorseful over the time
spent in good company.
The club rooms were crowded. At least 600 members

and friends made their way into the place and stayed so
late that there wasn't anybody there in the morning except
the elevator man—and you know what that means.
Commodore Hennessy in his opening remarks, as pre-

liminary to the show, had some things to say of municipal

The brain of the Commodore is placed in 'his head. It

is not located in other and less noble quarters. He doesn't

think with his left foot, for instance. In his preliminary
rks lie prepared the way for William H. McCarthy,

who. taking eloquent advantage of the opportunity, had
some interesting things to say about the vice crusade.
That there is sfn in this community neither Hennessy
nor McCarthy denied, but that it is possible to correct

als by law was somewhat vigorously denied. One
may be immoral in the mind and never break a single law
thai nam has been clumsy enough t < » formulate.

However, that isn't what this story was purported to be
about.

Winn William H McCarthy bad finished his eloquence
he Introduced two young ladies from the Kolb and Dill

any.
One was Miss Ruth Williams, who sang "Since Maggie

Dooley Learned the Hooley," and did the song with unction
and grace and with a spirit which denied the existence
of vulgarity. The other singer from the Kolb and Dill

rhe Alcazar was Miss Eva Seiger. who happens
in be tie wife of the drummer boy at the Alcazar. He,
too. would have come If he hadn't been too busy in tin-

ore lustra] pit of the Belasco and Mayer playhouse, and so
would C. William Kolb and Mas M Dill, had they not

D busy with a matinee in the afternoon (it was
Thursday) and concerned with a performance in the even
ing. tOO. Miss S. iuer's voice is mellow and beautiful.

Following the Kolb and Dill girls came a bevy of love-

liness from the Techau Tavern, sent by and through the
.> of a. C, Mori I

Then appeared Hob Fftzslmmons.
b Is a veteran he Is still as compel. nt and youthful

as Kddie Koy. In any event. Hob brought Rob. junior, and
tgb they didn't spar, the daddy put up a monologue in

Whfcb pep and humor were delightfully mixed.
Shipmate Jack Holland offered a ctevef schedule of

s and Willie Kidd Nelson not only filled out one
t ft'ective sectfon on the pro ramme, but took two as easily

as a Frenchman takes a trench. Harry Dudley and his

rls from Solari's tilled in some bappy moments.
and Frankie Jones, from the Mission, told some stories

which may or may not be repeated (leorge Murphy, who
is also a shipmate, offered a clever melange of songs and
corned >. and the honored guest of the evening, to

whom the club lifts its hat. was Dorothy Jardon, who is

not only a sfnger, but a charming lady. The organization

as honored by her presence Thursday night. If she was
discreet about singing, it was only because the Orpheum
is jealous of the genius of its stars.

And speaking about stars, we nearly forgot Sam Love-
rich, who provided, as preliminary to the entire show, a

les of motion pictures which were effective, educa-
and evocative of much interest.

I.. , Lewis, at (he piano, earned much applause and
?ed the music that was set before him suddenly am!

with spirit, and understanding^ also.

The last-named person should perhaps have been men-
tioned Mrst. Otto Walfisch designed, adapted, arranged and

I teed the show, and proved himself a regular im-

presario. Even our Shipm lerj er could not have
better. The acts followed one another with regu-

larity, decorum waiters do in a

properly regulated pi
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Indoor Yacht Club
Club Rooms and Office, 4 Eddy Street. Telephone (Private

Exchange connecting all departments). Sutter 53S6.

Board of Pilots.

Frank J. Hennessy. Commodore. M. W. Altmayer, Steward.
William H. McCarthy. Keeper-of-the-Log.

Thomas S. Mulvey Joseph A. Watts
James W. Coffroth Joseph S. Lewis
Samuel Berger Otto Wallfisch
Joseph H. Hutchinson George Symon

Charles J. Vail

Harry F. Sullivan. Assistant Secretary.
Criticize and suggest for the improvement of our service.

Complaint and suggestion box in lobby.

Is your address correct and your name properly spelled on
our records, evidenced by your bills and the envelopes from
the Club? If not, as a great assistance to this office we
would suggest that you correct the same yourself when
mailing your check to the office. It is very important that
we have your records in this respect authentic and we ask
your hearty co-operation with us. Moral: If you change
your mailing address, let us know and we will see that
the possibility of your mail from this going astray is

eliminated.

ROTATION POOL TOURNAMENT.

Results -Monday Evening, February 19th.

124 C. L. MartinAI. Gait
Arthur Crowley 227 Elmer Mero 110
M. Selig 213 N. Wolfe 117
S. Harris ISO Ed. Deutoh 157
R. Langlais IS.j J. Edelman 1

.":

B.Jacobs 294 Dr. Gunrille 4S

R. Selig 179 D. A. Howard 164
H. Keeler 233
Jas. Healey 182

Aitken 162
Hutchinson 162

Mel. Coakley 217 Ed. Bordc-n i::i

C. Cougblin 174 C. Berry 1S6
Ray Seli'g 249 Gene Aureguy 96
L. Livingston 241 A. Ellsworth 10S
Ed. Bernhard 225 Al. Posener 55
H. Weiss. 181 C. Harris 163

Results—Tuesday Evening, February 20th.

Ray Selig 237 C. Harris 107
Rube Selig 263 Ralph Langlais 85
Ed. Bernnard 288 L. Livingston 61
Al. Gait 233 M. Selig 121
S. Harris 174 Ben Jacobs 17::

Final Results—Wednesday Evening February 21.

Al. Gait 212 Rav Selfg i 25
Rube Selig 204 H. A. Keeler 135
Ed. Bernhard 176 Mel. Coakley 172
S. Harris Default Jas. Healev
Al. Gait 220 Rube Selig 131
Ed. Bernhard 204
Ed. Bernhard 246 Al. Gait
S. Harris 189 Rube Selig

Harris 9.")

106
169

Tournament won by Ed. Bernhard; A. Gait second;
S. Harris third.

DR. JOS. GUNVILLE,
HARRY WEISS.
MEL. D. COAKLEY,

Committee.

The following members participated in the whi'st tourna-
ment: C. I. Berry, A. S. Ellsworth, Milton Xewhouse,
W. M. Larkin, Thos. McElroy, Dr. Ben Apple, Geo. Lovejov,
Jas. P. Healey, Al. Conniff, C. W. Harris, Wm. Nossen',
Leland Korper, C. Rasmussen, S. Kuhn, Eugene Aureguy,
Horace Theall, L. Livingston, N. K. Herzog, M. Altmayer
Leon Goldman. H. J. Schober, Ralph Langlais, Max Mever,'
Dave Symon, Chas. J. Vail, Jos. Rinaldo, Ed. Borden, 'Dr!
Jos. Gunville, Harry Guinnane, L. H. Voight, Jos. Michaels,
D. L. Breslauer.

AL. POSENER,
WM. LARKIN,
STEVE DABOVICH,

Committee.

MEMBERS' MEETING
Indoor Yacht, Club

Monday, MarcH 19tK
8.30 P. M.

All SHipmates are urged to attend --

Arrangements for Hiddies' Ball -will be
discussed. Music.

FRANK J. HENNESSY.
Commodore.

APRIL FOURTEENTH!

Just mark that date down in red ink and set it aside
for "The Kiddie's Ball."

Seems a long time since the last, but you must remem-
ber it as the greatest success of the I. Y. C. and that
means it was the most magnificent spectacle ever pre-

sented in San Francisco.

One of our guests that ni'ght—a prominent society leader
of New York remarked that he had attended similar

affairs far a great many years, but that the I. Y. C. in

color, in decoration, in production and in the class of

attendance had out-ri'valed anything he had witnessed in

the country.

And these successes are hard to duplicate and repro-

duce. It requires ceaseless energy and untiring effort.

It takes every ounce of persistent perseverance that we
possess. But above all, It demands co-operation. It

means standing shoulder to shoulder with each man doing
his part. And if every one helps Just a little, how easy
the task becomes.

You will receive tickets in the mail. You will keep
them, we hope. Make returns at the club rooms, or, if

you prefer, mail your check to the Indoor Yacht Club at

i Eddy Street. Try and use as many more tickets as

you can. Talk the event up among your friends and your
associates. And please make the resolution now that

whatever work is assigned to you, whatever your task,

you'll be there and when your committees meet don't

be absent.

If each member of the Indoor Yacht Club will help,

the "Kiddles Ball" of Nineteen Seventeen will exceed
the success of the past. That's our goal and that's why
we need you now more than ever.

FRANK J. HENNESSY, Commodore.

WHAT DID YOU SAY?

The fact that gentlemen meet in a club is the fact which
keeps the club alive.

The I. Y. C. compliments i'lself on the circumstance thai

it is the most cosmopolitan organization in San Francisco.

Its membership includes gentlemen from every walk of

life, from the cloth to law and back again.

This is merely a suggestion that we remember who we
are and continue to keep our club free from the reproach
which was recently urged against another club in this

city, the reproach being couched in the following terms:

"The other day I had occasion to enter the club rooms
when I overheard one of the members using language
that did not appeal to me as being welcome to the ears

of the average member.

"Of course, the member who was offensive did not

realize that his language was repulsive to others, but I

would suggest that a member indulging1 in such language
should be consfderate of those about him.

"OLD TIMER"
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THE I. Y. C. AND THE KIDDIES.

The Kiddies' Ball has become an institution in San
Francisco, rivaling in importance any commercial or indus-
trial affair. It is an event which means happiness to the
youngsters, and that appeal fs not to be ignored.

Of course, "the kiddies" are not at the ball.

They are safely tucked in bed at the time, but they
awaken later to a realization of their dreams when the
Indoor Yacht Club takes care of them for a day and pro-

vides them with memories which mingle in their subse-
quent happy dreams.

The next Kiddies' Ball will lie given Saturday nfghf,
April 14. and, naturally, it will be in the Exposition Audi-
torium.
The only reason for going to the civic house of attrac-

tions is that there isn't any larger place fn town.
A number of wideawake committees are at work on the

preliminaries to the event. There will be entertainers,
bands of music and a decorative scheme which will sur-

prise even G. Albert Landsbugh, who planned the canopy
and the mural decorations for the automobile show.
Prank J. Hennessy is chafrman of the executive com-

mittee and William H. McCarthy, whose activities in be-
half of "the kiddies" have divided his attention from his

own advantages in politics and business, will be a chief in

this important committee of executives. Gov, .1. .7. Hutch-
inson will be the third, but not the last, member of this

committee.
On the show committee there will be Otto Wallnsch.

chairman; Joseph Basch, Sam Berger. E. .1. Brandon.
Selby Oppenhelmer, George Symon, Ralph McLaren. Con
Deasy, Moe Altmayer. Julius Eppstein, Clarence Morn's.
William J. L'Heureux, Thomas O'Day, Senator William
Scott, Warren Shannon, Jack Merritt. Nat. A. Magnir.
J. J. Davis and Peter J. Kelly.
The publicity committee will be composed of Tom Dil-

lon, chairman; Harold H. Hoeber. Thomas S. Mulvey, Sam
Loverich. William P. Wobber, Sam Markowitz. William J.

Lynch. Edward F. O'Day, Walter Anthony, A. N. Clark,
M. J. Buckley and Leon Pinkson.
The floor committee will consist of William II. .McCarthy.

director; William J. Hynes, William F. Dunphy, Harry M.
Weiss, Eugene Aureguy, Gus Schonning and A. J. Griffith.

Judge Bernard J. Flood fa the chairman of the general
ball committee, and will be assisted by Judges John J.

Van Nostrand, Matt Brady, E. P. Shortall, Dr. Joseph
Gunville, J. H. Handlon, Captain Thorvald Brown. Gregory
Vitiach and others.

|^OTEL g>AUSALITO
DAVE SULLIVAN. Proprietor

PERFECTION OF EQUIPMENT

EVERYTHING NEW
EXPERT CHFF IDEAL ACCOMMODATIONS

Only 30 Minutes (rom San Francisco, and

Only a Step [rom the Sausalito Ferry

I Sutter 4039
1

I Douglas 56K3
Formerly

228 SUTTER STREET

GOBEY'S GRILL
140 UNION SQUARE AVE.

Hi Grant Av. and Stockton St*., San Francisco. Cal.

A REAL ENTERTAINER.

Tom Cronn belongs to that rare type of entertainer who
is in the business because he is normally an entertainer.

His vocation keeps him busy with the Cresta Blanca Wine
Company, but his avocation is entertainment. He is an
honorary member of the Ancient Order of Minstrels, and
takes his spiritual origin way back in the middle ages
with Che trouveres and troubadours who went from castle

to castle on thefr mission of entertainment.
But he didn't learn his burlesque hula-hula dance from

that era. He owes it, indirectly, to Captain Cook.

I. Y. C. Dansant—April 14th.

The Saturday night after Easter— I. Y. C. Ball, April 14

JULIUS EPPSTEIN
Formerly of the Art Floral Company

NOW AT THE

ST. FRANCIS HOTEL

jflotoer g>tanb

CO
DELIVERY ANYWHERE ORDER ANYTIME

Telephone SUTTER 876

"Fragrant Blossoms make glad the Heart in any Garden"

Mr. Eppslein wishes to announce that he is no longer

associated with the Art Floral Company.
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Indoor Yacht
. . Club .

.

Annual Dansant

CIVIC AUDITORIUM
Saturday, April I4th

MONSTER PAGEANT! TABLEAUX VIVANTS!

Chorus of One Thousand Orchestra of One Hundred Musicians

Direction OTTO WALLFISCH

Assisted by Sam Berger, Sam Loverich H. I. Mulcrevy, Peter J. Kelly

Wm. H. McCarthy, Chas, J. Vail
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THE I. Y. C. AND THE KIDDIES.

The Kiddies' Ball has become an institution in San
Francisco, rivaling in importance any commercial or indus-
trial affair. It is an event which means happiness to the
youngsters, and that appeal fs not to be ignored.

Of course, "the kiddies" are not at the ball.

They are safely tucked in bed at the time, but they
awaken later to a realization of their dreams when the
Indoor Yacht Club takes care of them for a day and pro-

vides them with memories which mingle in their subse-
quent happy dreams.

The next Kiddies' Ball will be given Saturday night,
April 14, and, naturally, it will be in the Exposition Audi-
torium.
The only reason for going to the civic house of attrac-

tions is that there isn't any larger place fn town.
A number of wideawake committees are at work on the

preliminaries to the event. There will be entertainers,
bands of music and a decorative scheme which will sur-

prise even G. Albert Landsbugh, who planned the canopy
and the mural decorations for the automobile show.
Frank J. Hennessy is chafrman of the executive com-

mittee and William H. McCarthy, whose activities in be-

half of "the kiddies" have divided his attention from his
own advantages in politics and busfness, will be a chief in

this important committee of executives. Gov. J. J. Hutch-
inson will be the third, but not the last, member of this

committee.
On the show committee there will be Otto YVallfiscli,

chairman; Joseph Basch, Sam Berger. E. J. Brandon.
Selby Oppenheimer, George Symon, Ralph .McLaren, Con
Deasy. Moe Altmayer, Julius Eppeteln, Clarence Morn's.
William J. L'Heureux, Thomas O'Day, Senator William
Scott, Warren Shannon, Jack Merritt. Nat A Magner.
J. J. Davis and Peter J. Kelly.
The publicity committee will he composed of Tom Dil-

lon, chairman; Harold H. Hoeber, Thomas S. Mulvey, Sam
Loverieh. William P. Wobber, Sam Markowitz, Wflliani I

Lynch. Edward F. O'Day. Walter Anthony. A. X. Clark.
M. J. Buckley and Leon Pinkson.
The floor committee will consist of William II. McCarthy,

director; William J. Hynes. William F. Dunphy, Harry M.
Weiss, Eugene Aureguy, Gus Schonning and A. J. Griffith.

Judge Bernard J. Flood fs the chairman of the general
ball committee, and will be assisted by Judges John J.

Van Xostrand, Matt Brady, E. P. Shortall. Dr. Joseph
Gunville, J. H. Handlon, Captain Thorvald Brown. Gregory
Vitiach and others.

f^OTEL g)AUSALITO
DAVE SULLIVAN. Propria,

PERFECTION OF EQUIPMENT

EVERYTHING NEW
EXPERT CHEF IDEAL ACCOMMODATIONS

Only 30 Minutes from San Francisco, and

Only a Step from the Sausalito Ferry

T.i.„t,„„.. ' Sutter 4030
Telephone!

| Dou ,|.. S6H3
Formerly

228 SUTTER STREET

GOBEY'S GRILL
140 UNION SQUARE AVE.

Bt. Qrant Av. and Stockton St*., San Francisco. Cat.

A REAL ENTERTAINER.

Tom Cronn belongs to that rare type of entertainer who
is in the business because he is normally an entertainer.

His vocation keeps him busy with the Cresta Blanca Wine
Company, but his avocation is entertainment. He is an
honorary member of the Ancient Order of Minstrels, and
takes bis spiritual origin way back in the middle ages
with the trouveres and troubadours who went from castle

to castle on thefr mission of entertainment.
Hut he didn't learn his burlesque hula-hula dance from

t hut era. He owes it, indirectly, to Captain Cook.

I. Y. C. Dansant—April 14th.

The Saturday night after Easter— I. Y. C. Bafl, April 14.

JULIUS EPPSTEIN
Formerly of the Art Floral Company

NOW AT THE

ST. FRANCIS HOTEL

jflotoer g>tanb

c*
DELIVERY ANYWHERE ORDER ANYTIME

Telephone SUTTER 876

' 'Fragrant Blossoms maJrc glad the Heart in any Garden

Mr. Eppstein wishes to announce that he is no longer

associated with the Art Floral Company.
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Indoor Yacht
. . Club .

.

Annual Dansant

CIVIC AUDITORIUM
Saturday, April 14th

MONSTER PAGEANT! TABLEAUX VIVANTS!

Chorus of One Thousand Orchestra of One Hundred Musicians

Direction OTTO WALLFISCH

Assisted by Sam Berger, Sam Loverich H. I. Mulcrevy, Peter J. Kelly

Wm. H. McCarthy, Chas. J. Vail
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Four Routes East!
Sunset Route : Along the Mission

Trail, and through the Dixieland o(

song and story. To New Orleans via

Los Angeles, El Paso, Houston and

San Antonio. Southern Pacific Atlantic

Steamship Line, sailings Wednesdays and

Saturdays, New Orleans to New York.

Ogden Route: Across the Sierras

and over the Great Salt Lake Cut-off.

To Chicago via Ogden and Omaha; also

to St. Louis via Ogden Denver and

Kansas City.

Shasta Route: skirting majestic

Mount Shasta and crossing the Siskiyous.

To Portland, Tacoma and Seattle.

El PaSO Route: The "Golden State

Route" through the Southwest. To
Chicago and St. Louis via Los Angeles,

1 ucson, El Paso, and Kansas City.

Oil Burning Locomotives.

No Cinders, No Smudge, No Annoying
Smoke.

Unexcelled Dining Car Service..

Write for Folder
on the
Apache Trail

of Arizona

For Fares and Train Service Ask Any Agent

Southern Pacific

Overcoats
EVERYONE "A BEAR"

EARS in the wearable hug of Warmth-

EARS for Style, Tailoring and Wear.

Adler—Rochester $«
Society Brand
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ST. FRANCIS IMPORTATION CO.

350 deary Street

WINES AND LIQUORS AT RETAIL

FINEST GOODS - LOWEST PRICES

PROMPT DELIVERIES

DEL MONTE AUTO RENTAL CO.

phone SUTTER 215
LIMOUSINES
LAUNDAULBTS

WEDDINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

CABS
TOURINQ CARS

OFFICE. 105 POWELL STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

AnHeuser-Busch
Brewing Ass'n

Brewers of

Fine Beer

Exclusively

-ST. LOUIS. MO,

Draught

and

Bottled Beer

San Francisco Branch

1300 BRYANT STREET
Phone Fai-K 306

I am a power for great good if you do

not abuse my use.

In cases of need— I do my work well.

I am a builder up of health and strength

—in the hospital or in the home.

For the invalid or the convalescent

—

for the tired or overworked I offer a

great help.

A little of me goes a long way.

I have been among you for three

generations.

I'm known as Cyrus Noble throughout the world.

ACHMAN
MISSION
STREET

NEAR
16th

Low Prices and

A Year to Pay
at> Lachman Bros.

Get acquainted with this big store of three

buildings and ten floors—filled to overflowing

with the right kind of furniture. You'll be

surprised what a d fference ten minutes' ride

from the high rent district makes in prices.

Our 24 Rooms Completely Furnished

will prove interesting and highly instructive.

EL SIDELO CIGARS
Will Suit. Your Taste
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We earrii a eamplete line ef dtatienerif

and *$ffiee dupplies—
ffhcne for a SleprMentatice

Shannon = "Cenmii

&rinting "Gempanii

* *

Printers
ana

Publishers

y *

%ummercial

dperting

%eqal

9ditieal

6eeietu and

Magazine

printing

509 danzome 3t. Ji pieamH 1093
/ AT CLAY >§£

Buy your Groceries
= from - =

BOWEN G
&CO.

Pioneers inthe Grocery Business since 1850

P. VINCENT MATRAIA. Pt«.

art floral Co,
Incorporated

2 55 POWELL STREET

TdeohooaJ KEARNY 3524,dcph°°a
1 SUTTER 1372

SAN FRANCISCO

Travel by Sea!
Wit delicious mea ortablt 1

1
Included

in rai

$18 Los Angeles & Return
Sailings E\ ER1 i lW bul Sunday, IP M

$22 San Diego and Return
Ha ,'..', - ,i

I P. M

$37 Seattle,Tacoma &. Return
Sailings Tuesdays, Th aturdays :ii 1

AlasKa Excursions
.1 mi. - .1 itl;. \

10-Day Cruise J 66 up

20-Da Ci ulse $100 up
Prom Seattle

Frequenl sailings Seattle to Juneau, Skagway,
Valdez, Cordova, Seward, Knfk Anchorage

PACIFIC STEAMSHIP CO.
City Ticket Office - 683 MARKET ST.

Telephone Sutler 7800 SAN FRANCISCO

Wielands
i.

The Home Beer
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BY THEIR LAUGH YE SHALL KNOW EM
By Walter Anthony.

I have heard a deal of discussion over the ethics of

"The High Cost of Loving," and rmich contention that the
play at the Alcazar is highly immoral.
The answer to that is that no play, highly immoral, could

possibly endure in San Francisco lor a period of sign!
weeks and still show the same vitality that the Kolb and
Dill production discloses.

However, if that statement isn't conclusive, I would re-

spectfully submit another.
The character of a comedy—whether it be evil or whole-

some—is to be determined by the nature of the laughtei
it provokes. The quality of the humor is discovered in

the quality of the response to it. and in the kind of mer-
riment that a farce excites may be located the kind of a

comedy we are listening to. If it were possible for an
auditor to be oblivious to every word spoken on the si

yet, alert to every response of the audience, sucb an I

itor would he in no doubt as to the decency of the per-
formance. The audience unwittingly would inform him.
Assume tiiat a Frenchman or a no. we'll stick
to the Frenchman—were in the audience and were utterlv
ignorant of the meaning of the smallest English word, and
besides were as blind as a bat, and so could see nothing
of the performance, he could tell, at the Alcazar these
days and nights, that nothing unwholesome was going on
behind the footlights, so hearty and open-throated is the
laughter that greets the humor of Kolb and Dill and U

any in the lively plot.

Of ail the singular letters I ever saw, the most i

dinary was one written in a feminine hand and which
"roasted'' Kolb and Dill for improprities which she though!

saw in the show She said "it was so tmpropei
I could hardly sit through the performance
One wonders upon what compulsion she was forced to

remain in a playhouse where she thought she was offended.
Other folks when they don't like a performance ~-et up
and go out. Is it possible that site enjoyed the alleged
improprieties?

If she was distressed by them, why did
• • •

The fact of the matter is that "The High Cost of Loving"
ks a peculiar problem, farcii ill it neve a mo

ment takes it seriously, and it never deals with it lasei.-

iously or with evil in mind. The consciousness of the
writer of it was on the humor of the situation, and not
upon any related coarseness. It is the point of view ol

the author of a play that determines its legitimacy, ami
upon the point of view of the players will depend its suc-
cessful presentation in accordance \ ith the initial si u

of its being.
In the case at present both Kolb and Dili handle them-

selves on the occasionally thin Ice xxith the greatest Frank-
ness and discretion. Neither of them ex'er winks or at-

tempts to "put over the thought of an evil mind." The
whole thing is much more innocent than most of the songs
that are sung every night and afternoon on the vaudeville
stage. It is never suggestive; never evocative of vile or
salacious thoughts, never pleading immoral principals un-
making wrong seem right. It is as free from moral app I-

cation as a gamboling lamb. Its whole being is centered
on the comical discomfiture of four old hypocrite., who In

their youth were no better than they should have been
and who. in their later age are pacing for their folly.

"Wisdom and goodness to the vile seem vile" says
Albany to Generil in "King Lear."
Frank humor and hearty fun may be twisted by tile

purlent into strange significances foreign to the author's
intent and far from the thought of the players.

But tie- test of comedy will revert to the quality of the
laughter it provokes.
One doesn't have to hear the story if he hears the mirth

it creates to know whether the tale is tit for polite society.

And that is the point of the Kolb and Dill performance.

I have never heard such shrieks of unrestricted mirth

—

mirth that is utterly oblivious to every thought but the
humor of the situation—as is to be heard matinees and
nights at the Alcazar.

I do not deny that the farce might be made into some-
thing which would he offensive to good taste, but this

could only be accomplished by actors bent upon making
evil out of humor. Neither Kolb nor Dill has ever been
accused of such behaviour on the stage. On the contrary,
though they have been identified for many years with the
lighter forms of entertainment and have played noth-
ing but musical shows, save for their brief deflection to

the "movies." Kolb and Dill have always been notable for

cleanliness of their dialogue on the stage; for the
discretion of the songs they introduce, and for the de-

cency of their hilarity.

It seems to me that to find fault with their present
vehicle, "The High Cost of Loving"— a phrase, by the way
which never once is brought into the dialogue—is to seek
deliberately for that which is not even a by-product of

the play. The finder, in this case, is the loser. He, or she,
loses the joy of a plot with a Rabalasian heartiness but
void of offense.

• • •

Tin- trouble xxith Anglo Saxon audiences, it seems to

me, is usually that they will stand for the outrageously
indecent just as long as it isn't witty. I was reminded of

this by the success or a song recently sung at a vaude-
ville house in this city t he refrain of which was "Oh,
Johnny."

x.is nothing left to the imagination. It was so
1 orribly vile that I didn't believe my ears. If you were to

invite some one to your house and he'd dare to sing it with
its accompanying gestures to your wife and family you
rould kick him into the middle of the street or murder
him with a parlor chair. Yet, so far as I know. I was the
only <me who ever complained publicly about the song. I

have never seen a photo-play up for censorship which re-

. (iiired deletion as this song did.

The singer refused to permit any meaning, hut the one
intended, to be taken by the audience. Its coarseness
was thrust upon you. and you were hit between the eyes.

Kolb and Dill wouldn't tolerate the song nor any part

of it, not even if the success of their own show depended
upon it

I hold no brief for Kolb and Dill. As a matter of fact
they don't need my assistance. I do hold a brief for the
proprieties of the theater, and would feel sorry indeed if

the time came when hearty fun were to be mistaken for

that which is unclean.
Luckily there seems no chance of such a catastrophe

overtaking "The High Cost of Loving," which in its

eighth week shows no signs of abating its hilarious appeal
to the risibilities of a public not yet robbed of its power
h> laugh heartily, and I imagine that in the days of stress
that are yet to come, many a man and woman, seeking
to forget the poignant present will find complete surcease
from sorrow in this production and will thank the Gods
of mirth that Kolb and Dill have found their voices once
mere and a vehicle worthy of their extraordinary talents.

The continued success of Kolb and Dill in "The High Cost
of Loving" at the Alcazar is a considerable factor in keep-
ing local money in circulation in these stirring times.
The Kolb and Dill Company differs from the average

theatrical organization in one veryessential point as far as
Sats'Fraicisco is concerned. The average troupe corner into

a town like a circus intent on taking as much money out of

that town as can be gathered in the shortest space of

time. In the case of the Dutch dialecticians, every dime
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that goes through the Alcazar box office window rolls right

back into local banks, bakeries and butcher shops, hotels

and restaurants.

Kolb and Dill both have their homes here, own property

here and do their banking here. The same may be said of

seventy per cent of the members of their company. Their

checks all go through local banks and help swell the

enormous sums in bank clearings of which San Franciscans

are so pardonably proud. When on the road, it is the cus-

tom of the company to purchase drafts which are sent to

and deposited in local banking institutions. All in all,

Kolb and Dill comprise a distinctly local enterprise.

Adding a little further sunshine to the situation, it is

interesting to consider that during their long run in their

present vehicle, whatever portion of the receipts that the

comedians have not taken themselves has gone to the

Alcazar Theater, the owners of which have lived and
banked here for considerably over a quarter of a century.

All of which goes to show that any time you spend a

dollar to see Kolb and Dill, you stand a reasonably good
show of getting part of the same dollar back.

A GIRL'S SONG.
The Meuse and Marne have little waves.
The slender poplars o'er them lean.

One day they will forget the graves
That give the grass its living green.

Some brown French girl the rose will wear
That springs above her comely head;

Will twine it in her russet hair.
Nor wonder why it is so red.

His blood is in the rose's veins,
His hair in the yellow corn;

My grief is in the weeping rains
And in the keening wind forlorn.

Flow softly, softly, Maine and Meuse;
Tread lightly, all ye browsing sheep;

Fall tenderly, O silver dews.
For here my dear Lqve lies asleep.

The earth is on his sealed eyes,
The beauty marred that was my pride;

Would I were lying where he lies,

And sleeping sweetly by his side!

The spring will come by Meuse and Maine.
The birds be blitbsome in the m >.

I heap the stones to make his cairn
Where many sleep as sr.un,] as he.

-Katheiine Tynan in "A Little Book of Irish Verse

THE NEW AND GREATER

CHANDLER— SIX —
Conforming to their well-known profit sharing

policy, the Chandler Motor Car Company in spite

of the war prices of materials, has raised the

price of the Chandler Car but $ 1 00.

TOURING ROADSTER $1545 f.o.b, San Francisco

PEACOCK
MOTOR SALES CO.

1350 VAN NESS AVENUE
PHONE PROSPECT 431

IN GRATEFUL APPRECIATION.

The Indoor Yacht Club is to be congratulated upon hav-
ing secured the assistance of so eminent a pageant builder
as Garnet Holme, tor its Kiddies' Ball.

Holme is an authority of world-wide reputation in stag-
ing al fresco entertainmenis. pageantry and commemora-
tive celebrations. Nothing Is too big for him to handle, as
was evidenced on Tamalpais where he gave the famous
Mountain P^s involving the participation of thousands
of performers, principals and musicians.
Holme received his early dramatic training under P. K.

Benson, famous English actor and producer of Shakespeare
plays. Later, coming to this country he was stage director
for Forbes-Robertson and stag'ed a mammoth performance
in the southern part of the state for the late Madame
Mndjeska. the celebrated Polish actress and patriot. He
then took up his residence in Central California and was
the first one to make a success of the famous Forest playi
given annually at Canuel.

In addition to the expert services of Mr. Holme, the
Club owes a debt of lively gratitude to Mrs. I). K. I'. Kaston
with whom Mr. Holme has consulted in the plans for the
pageantry on Saturday night, April 14, and whose ability

in this connection has been demonstrated on many occa-
sions, notably on Columbus day when she arranged and
staged the entire Tele with tremendous success.

KIDDIES BALL APRIL 14th

EA M. Lind
old

Whiskey
Aged 10 Years in Wood

Ed. M. Lind & Co.
San Francisco
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GEORGE WINGFIELD AND

By MountforU Carr.
HIS FLAG.

Just where the patriotic impulse comes from, nobodv
seems to know. But. neither does anybody know where
the paternal instinct comes from, tor that matter.
Probably both are implanted paternally and nursed ma-

ternally.

In any event, there you are.

Just as the man without a father is pitiable, forlorn

and discredited, so the man without a country is wretched.
But the man with a country and a genealogy has red

blood, in the estimation of his peers and needs no further
recommendation than his own presence.
Afterwards, his fellows appraise him and make up their

minds about him and say whether he is worthy or not.

The man with a land to call his own, a nation to which
he ascribes his allegiance and would devote his life, if

need be. is. indeed, happy. He justly values the high
importance of living. He lives 1 loves and goes his

way down the narrowing corridors of time, and enjoys
the steps he unwittingly takes towards Eternity, nor fears
the end of the journey, since he believes there isn't any
end.

• • •

lint what your correspondent intended to write about was
George Wingfield and his flag.

Neither needs an introduction. Both have waved in

this land of the free and this home of the brave—Wingfield
has waved success to his side and the Bag has waved re-

collections of Washington. Lincoln. Farragnt, and Wilson.
Just now it is the latter person to whom we pay homage

—

Woodrow Wilson, the academic; Wilson, the cautious;
Wilson, the judicial; Wilson, the just, and Wilson
warrior!
And that brings us back to George Wingfield.

He presented a Hag to the Indoor Yacht Club. Monday
night.

The presentation was the expression of a deep and an
abiding love for his native land, and though the gift itself

was pretentious and must have cost much money, the
giving was unostentatious.

The giver, like the man who gives his life for his

country, wasn't "present" when the offering took place.

Fortunately the iul was still in immediate con-

tart with his body, hut his material
![< was too modest to appear when his Bag v. as unfurled
Somebody else had to make the presentation speech.

Wingfield threatened lie wouldn't be present at the time,

and he kept his word, like the true sou of the West that

he is.

Thus warned in advance, mi" Wallflsch who had charge
of the program Monday night. April '.t, had secured a rep-

Btative for the Nevada genius, and the substitute was
Thomas .1. Hickey.
There was inspiration before, during and after Mr

Hickey 's eloquent address.
The inspiration thai came before was provided by the

Major, i.e.. William II. .McCarthy, lie pulled a string

and the Hag behind the speaker unrolled its brilliant folds

while the crowd stood up and chei

if I say that a dumb man. under these circumstances, could
have made a speech, I hope I am not discounting Brother
Mickey's. The inspiration of the moment, whicb would
have made the dumb to speak, urged the representative
of George Wingfield to so splendid a rhetorical effort that

it seems a pity there was no stenographer to take a com-
plete an dcorrect transcription of the address. I doubt
If .Mr. Hickey now knows what he said. His remarks had
the glow of spontaneity, the freshness of the extempo-
raneous, and the thrill of inspiration.

This isn't idle flattery. It is the truth. It is only a pity-

that the boundaries of the club room's walls were not ex-

tended until they embraced the entire city.

What did he say?
I cannot tell you.
But. maybe. I can give you an idea.

He related Valley Forge with the unfarrowed hollows
of the sea. He connoted in a breath the dignity of Wash-
ington and his wisdom, with the humor and the pathos and
majesty of Lincoln. Washington refusing to be king.

Lincoln refusing to be less than man, Jefferson refusing

to be less than humbly great and Wilson refusing to be
afraid were related in a masterly address the like of which
San Francisco has seldom heard.

Loyalty of all to the principles upon which this nation
is founded was articulated by the speaker. Eagerness to

and a

when Mr.

follow where Wilson may lead was indicated in passion-
ate sentences, love of life but fearlessness of death
sounded like a fundamental note in an orchestra ot many
voices, and his fervor and eloquence never carried the

tker into the land of mixed metaphors or inse,
logic.

If I do not quote from the speech it is because it was
too musical, too foundational, too subtly stirring ami toe
vehement to lend itself to the pale white of this p
ami the unyielding black of this ink.

But I will say that preceding the speech,
quiet had been restored to the club rooms
McCarthy unfolded the flag. Mr. Hickey said:

I am making this speech for George Wingfield who is

too modest to be here himself."
And that was a pity.

Mr Wingfield, who is now a life-honorary member of the
I. Y. C. missed the greatest speech of his lite. His loss
is irreparable. He was something in the position of
Antony who never heard what Shakespeare "made him sa:

• • •

But the flag presentation wasn't the only element of
importance in the meeting. The Yachtsmen were gath-
ered together, it is true, to accept officially, the gift front

George Wingfield. but they were invited to an entertain-
ment of such varied qualities that the first part of the pre-
ceedings seemed more like a vaudeville show of the high-
est type.
There was Mr. Watts, for instance, who came over from

the Orpheum and regaled the audience with clever com-
edy, full of "pep," ginger and real humor.

Mr. Al Morrison from the Techau Tavern sent up a
petty, agile and graceful chorus of girls wdio appeared
daintily and effectively in a Flower number.
Joe Eckstein presented a melange of comedy ami song

ami, as is always tlte ease at a successful I 1 C enter-
tainment anywhere. William Kidd Nelson was present
.and sang thrillingly.

John Tait. as usual, generous in his activities in behalf
of the club's welfare, sent over a bevy of pretty girls who

fr his cafe to sing "My Own United states';

Harry Dudley and his girls from Solari's, head by
beautiful La Valera, offered Bongs and dames ami Al

Brown, of the Whitmark Publishing C pany, prea nted
two new songs. "The Story of Old Glory,' and tie Flag
We Le
Then Commodore Frank .1 made a few in

troductory remarks concerning the forthcoming Kiddies'
Call, and the Immediate reason for the meeting which

tccept from tit.- generous hands of George Wingfield the
beautiful silk flag wtblch hung undisclosed against the north
wall of the club rooms, which ceremonial was tntrodut
eloquently by Wm. II. McCarthy who introduced Thomas I

Hickej

.

Col. Herbert Choynski, in behalf of the club, accepted,
in well chosen words, the gift of Mr. Wingfield, via Broth' r

And this story would now be over hut for the fact that

: portant person has met I d mentioned. I mean
the- man who played all the accompaniments on the i

who was 'there r he hail seen the music before

or not. and who followed the singers and the dancers with
pathy. His name—but it rises in

to your lips- it is Lee Lewis.

New ST. FRANCIS Size

OPTIMO
2 for 25c

of Exceptional Mildness, and Flavor

EHRMAN BROS. & CO
Distributors
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The anti-cigarette bill, which proposes to prohibit the

sale or the giving away of cigarettes, has been up for its

third reading in the Halls of the State Capitol. The author

of this masterpiece of Massachusetts literature is Mr. J. W.
Johnston, of Sacramento, who, it cannot be imagined,

smokes even so much as a pipe. A pipe is conducive of

thought.

We wonder to what petty vice Mr. Johnston is addicted;

but whatever it is there should be a law against it. Per-

haps he chews gum.
There should also be a law against Johnston.

We note the generous offer of the Aero Club of America

to provide Uncle Sam with 1.750,000 auto cars wherewith

to fight the Germans. It is a liberal offer indeed, but a

couple of boats would be more practical.

In spite of the presence of Count Leo Tolstoy's son on

the stage at the Orpheum recently, we can still find it

easy to rejoice that 160,000,000 Russians whom his father

championed are free and belong to a democracy. Tolstoy's

grown-up boy is also free, which colors our joy somewhat,

since he was free to come over here and invade vaudeville.

Now, the Czar would be a real attraction, and the Main
Sheet recommends that the Orpheum management secure

him. It should not be difficult to do, since he's out of a

job at present and has made quite a record for himself as

a public entertainer.

Think of all those he has entertained for years in Si-

beria!

EDITOR IS HONORED.

The staff and business office forces of the Chronicle re-

cently paid a nice tribute to John P. Young, on the occa-

sion of the fortieth anniversary of his relations with the

paper as its managing editor. The celebration was given
an intimate and official color by the presence of M. H.
DeYoung, the Chronicle proprietor, who joined with "the

boys" in honoring the veteran editor. Gifts were made
and speeches uttered, and underneath the addresses and
the presents was a deep respect for the man who has done
so much to maintain the Chronicle's prestige on the

Pacific Coast and to add to its editorial fame and weight
abroad.

Let us hope at this writing that Mexico did not transport
the German submarines in pieces from her eastern to her
western shore, there to set them up and thrust them into

the ocean called Pacific. If she did, it is probable that she
will regret it, but not probable that she will be per-

mitted to send them back in pieces. The United States
Navy has never been found wanting in any emergency,
and it isn't likely that the traditions of Farragut will be
forgotten. He shouted, "Damn the torpedoes; full speed
ahead." That was near New Orleans. We well believe
that when Uncle Sam is through with them, the German
U-boats will be in more pieces than ever they were on the
overland voyage to the West.

HONORING OUR OWN.

Miss Maude Fay exhibits or illustrated the dangers of

coming back home.

She is a singer who has triumphed in Munich, Brussels,

Paris, Vienna, London, Berlin, Amsterdam, Zurich and a

hundred other places where folks are pretty critical when
it comes to opera; but she was greeted by a small house

at the Columbia a few Sundays ago.

Like Albert Spalding, she should have changed her

name to something with a foreign sound, as Riccardo

Martin changed his Richard, given to him in Kentucky,

where he was born, to "Riccardo." He no doubt would

have altered his other name, only he probably didn't feel

like advertising a cocktail.

Miss Fay might have done better had she followed such

an example, denied her splendid natal State of California,

disguised the fact that she was Postmaster Charles W.
Fay's sister, and pretended she came direct from the heart

of Hungaria, the outskirts of Bavaria, or the Ural Moun-

tins.

However, the impression she created with her sinpin^

was such that her manager, Frank W. Healy, announced a

return engagement and says that he believes the word-of-

mouth praise which the native singer was given will

persuade the doubting musical public of her high merits

as a singer, and that they will come to hear her and per-

haps to forgive her for having had the exquisite discretion

of being born right here in San Francisco.

Though the processes are slow, there is apparent a

change in lespect of singers and instrumentalists bom in

this country.

They are gradually coming into their own. The native

actor and actress have long enjoyed distinction, when

they could earn it, in their own country; but the opera

singer, when worthy, was forced to remain abroad, as

Miss Fay did, for fifteen years or more, the while othera
paved the way for home recognition, but at the expense
of their own tears, their money and ilieir pro. ions en-

ergies.

They tell of a man in Boston who paid $5000 for the

first ticket sold when Jenny Llnd came to that city for

the first time in 1850. Had the Swedisli Nightingale not

been born in Stockholm, but in Painted Post, N. Y.,

would have had a different experience—look at the years
of struggle that Nordica went through before she came
into that recognition which she long merited at the hands
of her own home-folk.

Verily, a prophet (or prophetess) is not without honor
save in his (or her) own country.

A rose may smell as sweet by any other name, but the

fragrance of song is smothered with indifference when
the name of the singer is that of a neighbor of our town.

It is quite as though we believed that nothing excellent

can come from our own neighborhood, that beauty is born

abroad, art is rooted in another land, to he transplanted
only under the most difficult and expensive conditions, anil

that song is a stranger to California's productivities.

Fortunately for California singers, the wide world out-

side our doors has not thought so, and until the war. Ca]

fornia singers could be heard in any opera bouse of im-

portance in Europe.

But the war is driving them home.

It is also driving to these shores some of the greatest

of foreign-born artists, who never before visited us. We
shall in due time have the best of opportunities of seeing

and hearing how well our own singers match with those of

other lands.

Miss Fay is one of the first.

Few will be found to excel her.

KIDDIES BALL APRIL 14th
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To the Members Indoor Yacht Club:
On next Saturday night. April 14th. at the Civic Audi-

torium, the Indoor Yacht Club presents to the public ot

San Francisco its annual Pageant ami Ball. The net
proceeds will be devoted to the entertainment of the
"Kiddies" of our city or maybe, should the necessity be
more urgent, to their actual relief. That is for future de-
termination.
What particularly interests me at this time and whal

should be of equal interest to you, is to make the affair

a financial success.
I have no fear that the show will not be the equal or

even superior to any that to date has been produced under
the club auspices. I know that the Auditorium will never,
or at least for a gTeat many years, be transformed as it

will he that night. I can promise that every committee
has done its part and more and that our guests will be
received and entertained and cared for as only "Indoor
Yachtsmen" know how.

But we are living in troublesome times. The public
mind is distracted. War. with its pulsations anil activi

tics—its hopes and its fears is logically and naturally the
center of all our thoughts and words. Press space, which
heretofore has been contributed generously, is now at a
premium. So between such distractions and the lack

of publicity, I must make a personal and direct appeal
to each individual member of the Indoor Yacht Club to try

and offset this by talking "Kiddies' Ball" during the few
days that intervene.
You can be of immense service. .lust imagine a thou-

sand men representative of every calling and walk of life,

concentrating for two days on one subject. You can real-

ize what would happen. Even war would be forgotten and
so I repeat the hope that you will help in this respect. It

is really necessary and ot the utmost importance.
I want Saturday night's affair to provide a nice little

surplus in our "Kiddies' Fund." Perhaps, it may be used
for their pleasure. Perhaps, it may be needed for neces-

sities. Launched into a bitter conflict, none can tell what
the future may bring, but whether for weal or woe, let's all

do what we can now. The tomorrow that never comes will

be too late. We have made ourselves the "Daddy Long-
Legs" of San Francisco and Daddy Long-Legs must not

—will not—fail.

FRANK J. HKNNESSY, Commodore.

The Main Sheet, in behalf of the Indoor Yacht Club,

cannot hope to render individual thanks to every member
who has been of assistance in these days of preparation for

the Kiddies' Ball. Such a list of names as would require,

in justice, a liberal mention, would crowd our journal's

columns and leave room for little else.

But it does give us pleasure to print herewith the like-

nesses of a few of the many who have given of their time,

their money and their energies, to make "A Fete in Fairy-

land the fabulous success it promises to be.

J. H.nUr S<Hd Capt. Mike Hannah Michael HeyIron

f

W>. F. Dunphy

H. J. Mulcrevy

Roland Braly

Don.Id O'H.ir
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LEST WE FORGET.

Triangle has watched for an entire year to see whether

or not an effort would be made in any branch o£ the indus-

try to commemorate the achievement of Edward Muy-

bridge, the father of motion pictures. Now that the year

is well over and apparently no such effort has been made,

Triangle may review briefly the circumstances that gave

birth to one of the most popular arts the world has ever

known.
It is strange that chroniclers have neglected to record

the precise month and day of the year in which Muybridge

made his epoch-making photographs of a racehorse on the

private track of the late Leland Stanford, then Governor

of the State of California, the state incidentally, which

was due to become the producing center of the industry;

hut they have generally agreed on the year itself as 1872.

Doubtless the exact time would not be difficult to trace, for

the event is within living memory, and there must have

been contemporary documents to establish beyond ques-

tion of dispute.

Of course, the idea of recording motion was not new,
even with Muybridge; but he is credited with instituting

the first practical method.
Among other precedents. Muybridge had the interesting

experiment by Sir John Herschel, the astronomer, and
Charles Babbage, the mathematician, which gave to the

world what then was regarded as just an amusing toy.

This was in 1826. Herschel had proposed to Babbage
the problem of showing both sides of a shilling at once.

Babbage was ingenious and held the shilling before a

mirror. But this was not the solution Herschel had hoped
for. He pointed out that in order to see the mirror re-

flection one had to view the coin from an angle; he wanted
to view the shilling at eye level. His own solution was
to spin the coin on the table.

Babbage described the experiment to his friend, a Dr.

Fitton, who constructed a rotating disc, conforming with
the principle involved, with a drawing of a bird on one
side and that of an empty cage on the other. When the
disc was rotated the bird apparently sat in the cage.

From this it was a short step to the zoetrope. or "wheel
of life," such as the good captain in Gilbert's 'The Bab
Ballads" provided for entertainment of his crew. This was
a revolving cylinder containing continuous bands of sil-

houettes in successive stages of motion, inside. When
this was spun around on a vertical axis and the band was
viewed through vertical slots in the sides, the black figures

had the appearance of motion.
In 1S72 Edward Muybridge. an English photographer, living

in Oakland, as some say. or as other say, in San Francisco,
conceived the idea that rapid photographs taken of a mov-
ing object at short distances would record it in every po-

sition. It was at a time when there was much discussion
in art circles over the work of Meissonier, and incidentally
of ancient Greek sculpture, the issue being as to

whether or not a running horse ever had all four feet
simultaneously off the ground during his progress.
Muybridge received permission to experiment with the

horses of Leland Stanford as they exercised upon the
private track. With twenty-four cameras placed at inter-

vals for about a tenth of a mile, the shutter being snapped
ccnsecutively by a thread being broken by the passing
horse, he succeeded in getting a very fair analysis of
movement.
Most important, when these pictures were placed in

sequence, one upon another, and sprung smartly from be-
tween forefinger and thumb, the action of the subject
vas seemingly reproduced.—The Triangle Magazine.

Remember that

Cresta Blanca Wines
Are the STANDARD WINES of California

Try a Bottle of CRESTA BLANCA CHAMPAQNE
(Green Label) Equal to ike Imported

PAUL MASSON CHAMPAQNE Vintage 1908

HENRY BERRY'S NEW DIAMOND

Yes, indeed, it was some opening.
We refer of course to that wonderful event which took

place last Tuesday afternoon at Henry Berry's new ball

yard at Valencia and Fifteenth streets.

To say that it was the greatest diamond event in the
history of San Francisco would be putting it mildly in-

deed, for everybody who reported (and there were more
than 16.000) was unanimous in saying that no opening
battle could have been conducted in a more satisfactory
manner than Hen Berry and his associates conducted the
initial scrap for the pennant of 1917.

If you have a bit of the real red sporting blood cours-
ing through your veins, you cannot but admire and praise
Berry. Alone, unaided and unassisted, he sallied forth

and gave the people of San Francisco what they have been
longing for for the past eleven years—a real ball park.
He took a long chance and he landed, and it is to be sin-

cerely hoped that success crowns his effort.

Xow that Berry has supplied the ball park, it will be
directly up to Harry Wolverton to supply the hall team
that tan win games enough to gain for it t lie admiration
of the fans. Wolverton says that he has the goods. The
majority of his friends hack him up, so it really does look
as though we are in for a baseball season that will be
second to none that we ever have known.
Running a bail club is no snap for anybody. The man-

ager who can keep his team out in front and show his
opponents up is a hero, hut the poor unfortunate who is

unlucky enough to slip or falter must make up his mind
to stand for the jeers and the sneers of the multitude.

"Go ahead and get me a ball club" said Berry to Wolver-
ton. "I'm too busy with this hall park and it won't be
any good to me unless you can sign up the men who know
how to win games."

Wolverton, being a conservative man of very few words
took another bite out of his cigar and replied as follows:
"Leave it to me."
Hen therefore left the hall playing end of the deal to

Harry and proceeded to get busy with his carpenters.

architects, plumbers and laborers and others whom he had
hired to have thai plant of his set and ready for action
on the third day of April.

Now that we have tile ball park, we will naturally watch
the doings of our ball players, who by the way look to

be right there and equal to the task of giving us the very
sort of stuff which we crave.

While the San Francisco opening was without doubt
the most auspicious of the circuit, still 'tis worthy ol

that the Los Angeles rooters rallied nobly to the support
of the An els against the Oaks and that everybody in

Salt Lake who could sneak a few hours was there to cheer
the Bees on to victory oyer lie- Heavers from Portland.

We look to be in for a season that will set a high water
mark from a sporting as well as an attendance stand-
point. Magnates and managers alike have done their duty,

so just leave it to the patrons of the grandest old game
of them all to do theirs.

Long live kink baseball. Long live that old Reach cork
center sphere. It should live long at that, tor genial

Henry Nelson showed speed enough to sign up the Coast
League to a contract of twenty years for the use of the

diamond thriller.

SMOKE
%orina
QUEEN of HAVANA

Shapes and Sizes to suit
Ml Tastes & £> &
M. BlasKower, Distributer
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SOME ADVICE TO OAKLAND.

THE PRESS CLUB NIGHT

If our trans-bay neighbor of the peaceful name of Oak-
land will listen to a bit of advice she will be wise indeed
and re-elect Harry S. Anderson to his position as Commis-
sioner of Public Works.

It isn't necessary, probably, to make this suggestion,
and. our recommendation may be regarded as a gratuitous
piece of impudence, as one who recommends an em-
ployer to recognize the value of an already highly-esteemed
employe; for Harry S. Anderson has already filled out
the measure of six years' activity on the Board of Oak-
land's Public Works.
Oakland knows his value.

The primaries of April 17 will probably demonstrate that

there will be no need of further voting on the merits of
a man whose capacity has already been tested in the
crucible of sir years' hard service in behalf of his beau-
tiful city.

Incidentally, Anderson's activities as one of the directors
of the Oakland baseball team have proven him to be that
kind of a citizen who alone is valuable to a community

—

the citizen who is a square and honorable gentleman in

sport as well as in the more serious affairs of life.

When you rent a box

in our safe deposit

vaults, your valuables

are guarded against loss

through theft, tire or

carelessness. You can

rent a box for $4 per

year.

CROCKER SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS
Crocher Building Post (EL. Marhet Sts.

John F. Cunningham, Manager.

KIDDIES BALL APRIL 14th

In keeping with the usual custom, the San Francisco

Press Club will celebrate the rehabilitation of this city on

April 21. when the members of the Powell street organiza-

tion will stage a midnight show. The club members this

Tear will be seen in a two-act musical comedy, entithil

"Getting Goat Island's Goat," written by Al C. Joy, the
well-known sporting writer. It will be staged at the Tivoli
Theater.
For eleven years the Press Club boys have given the

pleasure-loving public an annual show that has won for

them much admiration, and these performances in the
past have been enjoyed by large and fashionable audiences.
The plays presented are written by members of the c

and the actors are bona fide Press Club members. The
chili has unlimited talent to put on these shows, for among
the members are performers who are well known in the
amateur and professional theatrical field.

This year's show promises to s irpass those of the past,

for Mr. Al C. Joy, the author, who is well known as a

Inn 1st. seems to have hit on a comedy that should
please all. It is abounding with local flavor and color, and
people of the bay cities who attend the performance should
find it a pleasing night's entertainment.
The play touches on some of the delightful trips made

by the club members en Captain W. ('.. l.eale's good river
strainer Caroline, wh1 tarried them on cruises to

all parts of our bay. Joy has built his comedy on some
of these cruises, and has elaborated to the extent of having
the Caroline wrecked on Goat Island. There are many
amusing situations and incidents in his plot.

The music for "Getting Goat Island's Goat" has been
written by Herman Heller, the local musical leader. He
has supplied some catchy and tuneful numbers that should
find favor.

The rehearsals for the coming eleven years after show-

are now under way at the Press Club. They are bi

supervised under the direction of W. Russell Cole,

has directed former shows held by the club.

The Hibernia Savings and Loan Society

HIBERNIA BANK
Incorporated 1664

COR. MARKET. McALLISTER and JONES STS.

ASSETS $68,213,480.52

RESERVE FUND $ 3,584,573.83

NUMBER OF DEPOSITORS, 88,605

OPEN DAILY FROM 10 A.M. TO 3 P.M.

SATURDAYS FROM 10 A. M. TO 12 M.

OPEN SATURDAY EVENING FROM 6 TO 8

O'CLOCK FOR DEPOSITORS ONLY
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Fete in Fairyland
Indoor Yacht Club

Annual Dansant
L I

Civic Auditorium Saturday, April 14th

MONSTER PAGEANT! TABLEAUX V1VANTS!
Chorus of One Thousand Orchestra of One Hundred Musicians

Direction OTTO WALLFISCH

Assisted by Sam Berger, Sam Loverich H. I. Mulcrevy, Pettr J. Kelly
Wm. H. McCarthy, Chas. J. Vail

SKATE
... AT THE . .

.

Winter Garden
Sutter and Pierce Sts.

<J HERE you have one of [he largest and finest Ice

Rinks in tne West a straight way of 70 yards of solid

smooth and well frozen ice scraped three times daily.

(ft INSTRUCTION is very complete and reasonable
-

50c per half hour, <]j One of the finest orchestras in

the city furnishes music from 3 to 5 in the afternoons

and every evening. <} A fine organ, costing $10,000
has just been installed for use in the mornings and from

2 to 3 in the afternoons.

<J The house skates are kept in excellent condition and

locker space may be procured for your own skates at

50c per month thus relieving you of carrying them and
enabling expert hands to keep them sharpened and in

good condition.

<J Refreshments may be had, and spectators may be
comfortable in steam heated space. <J Once having

learned this fascinating sport so enjoyable and so healthful

in so large and such a well ventilated rink you will be
even more interested in the special features— hockey
games and exhibitions. Admission 25 c. Special Race
Track.

Enjoy the new sport. Learn to skate now.

JULIUS EPPSTEIN
Formerly of the Art Floral Company

NOW AT THE

ST. FRANCIS HOTEL

Jflotocr fetanti

o*
DELIVERY ANYWHERE ORDER ANYTIME

Telephone SUTTER 876
' 'Fragrant Blossoms make glad the Heart in any Garden

Mr. Eppstein wishes to announce that he is no longer

associated with the Art Floral Company.

BUILDERS' EXCHANOE, 180 Jeaile Street BOX °3

VINCENT J. DONOVAN
PAINTINQ, DECORATING

and POLISHINQ

729-31 MINNA STREET, San Francisco, Cal.

Phone Park 5IS6
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Indoor Yacht Club
Club Rooms and Office. 4 Eddy Street. Telephone (Private

Exchange connecting all departments). Sutter 5386.

Board of Pilots.
Frank J. H< ommodore. M W, Altmayer. Steward.

William II McCarthy, Keeper-of-the-Log.
Thomas S. Mulvey Joseph A Watts
James W. Coffroth Joseph S. Lewis
Samuel Berger nao Wallflsch
Joseph H. Hutch!:. Qeorge Symon

Charles J. Vail

Harry F. Sullivan, Assistant Secretary.
Criticise ami BUggest for the improvement of our service

lint and suggestion box in lo

Is your address correct
our records, evidenced by
(lie i"lub? If not. as a
would suggest that yen
mailing, your check to th
we have your rei

your hearty co-operation
your mailing
the possibility of your
eliminated.

and your name properly spelled on
your bills and the envel
greal Bee we

It Is very important that
this respect authentic and w
with us. Moral: If you ehange

t us know and we will see that
mail from this going astray Is

SOME CORRESPONDENCE.

These three letters speak lor themselves, and need no
comment other than the editorial expression that the I. V.

C letter was dictated in a spirit of deep sincerity and the
reply was couched, as you will see for yourself, in a spirit

of 1'iank appreciation.

•Major General .1. F. Hell.

Commanding Western Department.
United States Army. City.

"Dear Sir:— With a deep sense <>i the seriousness of the
situation which impends and with an eagerness I" he of

the utmost service i ir beloved country, the Indoor Yacht
Club tenders, in all sincerity, its services to .'.mi in anv

i possible.

"We offer the activities of our office and staff to be used
by you in any connection you may desli

"Our location is centra] and if you deem it advisable a
room will be assigned to you as a recruiting station, and
should you think it .vise, in the matter of extending your
publicity campaign, we shall be pleased to screen the <

of our building and you may project pictures and stereop-
lides designed to promote the cause of recruiting.

"We shall feel honored in the use of our hi

in any rapacity you est and are confident thai

from our membership tlieie will come a ready response to
any call for help that Uncle Sam may utter.

"Please be so good as to command us in any relation
which suggests itself to you.

"Respectfully yours.
"THK INDOOR Yacht CLUB,

"Signed: Frank .1. Hennessy, Commodore."

War Department.
quarters Western Department.

San Francisco.
March :'.". 1917.

Mr Frank .1. Hennessy,
Commodore, Indoor Yacht Club,

Four, Eddy, San Francisco. California,

"Dear Sir:—Your letter of the L'Tth instant is acknowl
edged with thanks. Your offer of service and assistance
cannot at this time tie accepted to advantage, but the

spirit in which your offer is made is highly appreciated
and it is not improbable tiiat future developments ma.
be such that we will be glad to accept your services and
facilities which you so kindly place at our disposal.

"Very truly vours.
"Signed: .1, F. BELL,

"Major General. U. S. Army."

State of California.

The Adjutant General., Office,

Sacramento.
April 7. 1H17.

Mr. Frank .1. Hennessy,
Commodore. Indoor Yacht Club.

San Francisco. California.

"Dear Sir:—Your communication of the L'Tth ultimo, ad-

dressed to His Excellency. The Governor, has been referred
to this office for consideration.
"We note with pleasure the expressions contained in copy

of letter from the 'Indoor Yacht Club' to Major General
Bell. Commanding General Western Department. U. S. A.
"Your offer is a credit to your organization and its mem-

bership, and should subsequent developments of a military

nature be such that this office rating the military service
of the State of California should want to accept of your

es, we will further communicate with you.
"Very respectfully.

"J. J. BORREE, Brig. Gen, N. G. C..

"The Adjutant General.
"By Herbert R. Fav,

"Lt. Col., N. G. C,
"Asst. to the Adjt. General."

A REVERED. YET GOLDEN VOICE.

Dear Mr. McCarthy:—Please send me. $100 worth of

tickets for the Kiddies' Ball of April 14. If the Cadets can
help in any way please let me know.

"We cannot adequately thank you and your fellow

Yachtsmen for lately rendered assistance, but we can
show that we remember and that we are not ungrateful.

Yours sincerely.

"(Signed! (Rev.) JOHN J. HUNT,
"1025 Masonic Ave

The words of our friends are grateful indeed to our ears
whether they chide or whether they praise: but when they
are kind and accompanied by the tangil le evidence of

iatlon, they are beyond discussion. We can but say:
less and keep you. Father Hunt."

THANK YOU, MADAME KRISTOFFY.

I. gratitude of the Indoor Yacht Club goes out
lo Madame Johanna Kristoffy, the exceptionally gifted
dramatic soprano whose voice lias been heard with in-

onal success, anil who has given her services to the
Kiddies' Hall.

Mme. Kristoffy will Bing the role ,ii Columbia at the
Exposition luditorlum, Saturday night in the patriotic

arranged and designed by Garnet Holme and
Mrs 11, E. F. Easton.

It is a pleasant coincidence that the singer and one
Easton) were recently associated

in one of the city's big productions—San Francisco's
Pageant, the soloist of which was Madame
Qd the producer of which was Mrs. Easton,

assisted by Ralph Pjncus and .lames M, Barry.

THE YACHTS GOVERNOR IS ALL RIGHT.

'Harry Sullivan, Secretary I. Y. C„
Xo. I Eddy Street, San Francisco.

"The Indoor Yachl Club is the re-d-blooded Democrat in

the Circle of Humanity's fraternities. San Francisco
should therefore lead all other cities in patriotic fervor
anil practical devotion. Absence, unfortunately prevents

ticipation with you tonight in the ceremonial accept-
i George Wingfield's majestic sift of beautiful Old

Glory to the club. Success to all Shipmates, and Long
Life to our Republic.

Sr-nedl JOSEPH HUTCHINSON."
Thai was the wide-awake wire that came from Kansas

City April '.i. and just an hour before the club celebrated
ii of Mr. Wingfleld.
nor Hutchinson and Thomas J. Hickey run close

in rhetoric, and this is because the spirit of sincerity ani-

iheir eloquence.

THE END OF THE CRUISE.

lanes A Sciaroni. one of the mest gallant of Yachtsmen
and line of the most efficient of men. has ended his cruise
and touched the harbor from whence no traveller returns.

The end came suddenly, unexpectedly, like a reef thrust

through the waves and struck in the dark. March 31 was
Die date of this very genuine disaster in the crew of the

Indoor Yacht Club.

Captain H. H. Norwood who transferred his activities

the \laska Club to the I. Y. C. is another name to

go into the lengthening log book of those who have gone.

April r. saw the end of his journey after many months of

ill health.
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AN S.O.S. FOR THE KIDDIES' BALL

The date is April 14.

It is Saturday night we're speaking of.

The place is the Exposition, sometimes called the Civic,

Auditorium.

You are expected to be there because Indoor Yachtsmen
are always found present when a good cause is being con-

served or a good time enjoyed.

The cause is Kiddies' Day and the event is the Kiddies'

Ball.

But, of course you know all about it.

This is merely a reminder.
Sometimes we get our dates confused, and, besides the

Main Sheet would be remiss in its duty if it failed to make
mention of the big event in the most important place of

its most important self, or neglect to pay tribute to some of

the members of the I. Y. C. who are working so hard to

make the Kiddies' Ball a success commensurate with the

traditions of the Indoor Yacht Club.

For the Kiddies' Ball is going to be a success. It is

giving promise of being the biggest thing ever staged by
the club. It will be a ball, a pageant, a patriotic celebra-

tion, befitting the times; it will be a social event rivalling

the Mardi Gras, it will be a "Fete in Fairyland," and it

will be revel of congenial friends under a bower of lights

and flowers. You will not know, after it is over, whether
you were in the audience or a part of the show.
And over and above all this, you will have the unusual

pleasure of contributing to a charity, the nature of which
must appeal to everyone, and at the same time you will

be contributing to your own -entertainment and gaiety.

The pencils you buy in fair charity's name have no
standing* in the opinion of those who try to sharpen them;
the tags you purchase from importunate, and sometimes
pretty, girls are but protection against further solicita-

tions, and the tickets you buy for amateur musieales are
but the preliminaries to an unhappy, dissonantal evening.

But, when you buy a pair of tickets (or the Kiddi
you know you are doing a lot of good for the kiddies and
yourself.

Even if you buy more tickets than you need, you'll be
ahead on the investment when you take an inventory of
your joys after the ' Fets in Fairyland" has passed into
the domain of memory.

OTEL §5>AUSALITO
DAVE SULLIVAN. Proprietor

PERFECTION OF EQUIPMENT

EVERYTHING NEW
EXPERT CHEF IDEAL ACCOMMODATIONS

Ooly 30 Minutes from San Francisco, and

Only a Step from the Sausalilo Ferry

.-.„,, I Sutter 403O
Telephones

j Dou2,as 5683
Formerly

28 SUTTER STREET

GOBEY'S GRILL
140 UNION SQUARE AVE.

Bt. Grant Av. and Stockton Sis., San Francisco, Cal.

AN ADVENTURE AT THE WHITCOMB

She wras an elderly woman, plainly and respectably
dressed. The first man she met when the door had re-

volved for her was genial "Billy" Glynn, Indoor tar. She
held out to him a tax bill and six silver dollars.

"I wish to pay my taxes," she said.

"But I am not the tax collector," said "Billy." doffing

Lis hat and smiling.

"I beg your pardon," she answered. "Which is the tax

collector's office?"

"You will find it in the City Hall, madam," said "Billy."

"But this is the City Hall," she answered.
"It used to be." explained the presiding genius of the

news and cigar stand in the marble lobby, "but it is now
the "Hotel Whitcomb."
And "Billy" gallantly escorted her across Market street

and directed her to the city hall.

The beautiful new hostelry has been seen by so many
since it threw open its register on the last day of March,
and it has been talked of so much by those who know
of it so far only by description, that not many in San
Francisco would make the mistake of the elderly woman.
The very fact that a hotel de luxe should be opened in the

building which was once the temporary city hall excited
r.eneral interest; the enterprise of the Whitcomb heirs in

bidding lor first-class hotel patronage so far up Market
street commanded the attention of thousands who would
not ordinarily bother their heads about such a business
venture.
Judging by its patronage thus far the Hotel Whitcomb

is not to have an experimental stage at all. Travelers
made their way to it from the very first day; and San
Franciscans wedded to hotel life have taken permanent
apartments in gratifying numbers. The Whitcomb appar-
ently, is to be a social force that may not be left oul ol

any reckoning. It seems destined to have a large influence

in making the Civic Center the social focus o! the city.

Manager J. H. van Home is a shrewd hotel man. lie

was net content to attract prospective guests bj the lure

of lour hundred outside rooms at remarkably moderate
rates, and to sel a table of entiling merit. He recog-

nized that a hotel must be distinctive in these days ol the

acting traveler. So he built on top of the seventh Btorj

of the new hostelry a sun lounge which is nol paralleled

by anything else in the equipment of our other besl

hotels. Unique in itself, this room con Is the besl

view .if the city accessible to the general public. And In-

offered to motorists the advantage of a garage Immediatelj
in back of the hotel—and free of charge. If these fea-

tlo not attract sufficiently he has a marble lobbj to

boast of— its marbles cut from the famous quarries "I

France. Italy, the .Mediterranean and Africa: and he lis

a dining room decorated by Albert Herter. Also, be ha

staff of men who know the business. And there Is "Billy"

Glynn whom no devotee of the weed would mistake for the
tax collector.

Cliff House
The Wonder Spot

oj the World

Diner
A PRIX FIXE
^=^= $1.50——

=

Every Evening

Exceptional Dance Music
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1 C Trains Daily to Sacramento
Leave

San Francisco

(Farcy) VIA BENICIA
6:20 A. M
7:20 A. M.

9:00 A. M.

10:20 A. M.

11:40 A. M.

1:40 P. M.

3:00 P. M.

5:00 P. M.

6:40 P. M.

8:20 P. M.

1:20 A. M
7:20 A. M.

10:00 A. M.

10:40 A. M.

4:00 P. M.

VIA STOCKTON

Arrive

Sacramento

10:30 A. M.

10:35 A.M.
12:30 P. M.

1:40 P. M.

3:30 P. M.

5:15 P. M.

6:55 P.M.

8:15 P. M.

10:25 P. M.

12:10 A. M.

6:44 A. M.

12:45 P. M.

4:20 P. M.

4:20 P. M.

9:05 P. M.

Dining room on Ferry boats open all the time.

Meals leaving or arriving San Francisco local trains

without loss of time.

The '"Statesman" al 7:20 t. M carries Reclining

Chair Care.

"Pacific Limited" 20 A VI cs

Reclining Chair l

and Diner.

"El Dorado" al 5 P. M .aims Buffel Car, Re-

i

. Dinei

The "Newsboy" ai 1:20 A M in Stands

Sleeper, ready for occupancy 9:00 P. M.

FAST SCHEDULES—CHOICE OF ROUTES

DAYLIGHT STEAMER TRIP — up thi

mento River. Leave PaciSt St, Whari - 30 \ M
- Hi laj Arrive 3a J :00 P. M

Write for Holder
on the
Apache Trail

of Arizona Southern Pacific

Overcoats
EVERYONE "A BEAR"

EARS in the wearable hug of Warm h

EARS for Style, Tailoring and Wear.

Adler—Rochester $
Society Brand 25 OO

et's*8
856 MARKET
EAST OF POWELL
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ST. FRANCIS IMPORTATION CO.

350 Qeary Street

WINES AND LIQUORS AT RETAIL

FINEST GOODS - LOWEST PRICES

PROMPT DELIVERIES

DEL MONTE AUTO RENTAL CO.

phone SUTTER 215
UMOUSINBS
LAUNDAULBTS

WEDDINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

CABS
TOURING CARS

OFFICE. 105 POWELL STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

I am a power for great good if you do
not abuse my use.

In cases of need— I do my work well.

I am a builder up of health and strength

—in the hospital or in the home.

For the invalid or the convalescent

—

for the tired or overworked I offer a

great help.

A little of me goes a long way.

I have been among you for three

generations.

I'm known ai Cyrus Noble throughout the world.

Anheuser-BuscK
Brewing Ass'n

Brewers of

Fine Beer

Exclusively

-ST. LOUIS. MO.

Draught

and

Bottled Beer

**

San Francisco Branch

1300 BRYANT STREET
Phone Farh 306

ACHMAN
MISSION
STREET

NEAR
16™

Give Time on
Furniture

THE appeal of Lachman Furniture is

quality, long service and low price.

Two reasons for the low prices: Our location

(saving thousands of dollars annually in rent),

and our large volume of business. Liberal
Terms — A year to pay. Ten floors are

filled with furniture awaiting your selection.

Our 24 Rooms Completely Furnished,

Showing how the Furniture would look

in Your Own Home, will be a Qreat

Help in Making Harmonious Selections.

EL SIDELO CIGARS
Will Suit* Your Taste

101
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E. WHITEHEAD
E. ("Nick"! Whitehead probably requires no introduction to Indoor Yacht Club members. Indeed few men

in San Francisco enjoy and cultivate a larger circle of loyal friends than does this expert in the traffic sciences,

former president of the Transportation Club, member ol the I. Y. C, Olympic Club and Islam Temple. Oriental
Lodge No. 144. He is that type of citizen who 'mixes" well, and in business hours earns and retains the trust

and esteem which a genial, generous and hearty character wins In Boclal hours of friendly relaxation.

That Mr. Whitehead is athletic Is attested in a record which sonic declare goes back to the days when Comiskey
was a brilliant star of the diamond, though this aspersion on his ace is refuted by the subject of our article. He
says and proves that be was born in the young month o February on Its fifth day in the year of our Lord, 1873,
which would put him. if his maligners tell the truth, in the field of sports with Comiskey at the tender age of seven
years.

Though his birth place was Kansas City, Mo., this slight mistake was Quickly corrected by his indulgent
parents who moved to San Francisco as soon as possible, making the trip in 1879. Their son went to the Lincoln
school which has turned out so many other men of prominence and consequence in the professional and business
life of this great city. He completed his schooling in the University of Southern California, and made his debut
in the world of rails and trains when in 1890 he went into the service of the Santa Fe. Later he entered the
employ of the C. C. C. & St. U I Bin Koto I System In the tl rtment and then re-entered the Santa Fe
service with riper and rounder experience. In 19u2 he Identified himself with the Associated Oil Company, of

which Immense concern he is sales manager, a position ol grave and large responsibilities and trust.

The finalities by which Mr. Whitehead has made hi fill way in the world are the qualities which in-

spire confidence, make friends and keep them. Sincerity ,s coupled with suavity and a genial manner; candor is

coupled with courtesy and a vigorous nature expresses itself in making friends and making sales. And those are
qualities natural and to be expected in the equipment of the best Yachtsmen.
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We earrif a eemplete line ef dtathnerif

and Office Supplies—
ffkone fer a Siepreaentatice

Shannon = *Genmi(

9rintinq^empanii „«* * * \iemmereial

^parting

Xegal

9elitieal

deeietii and

Magazine

Printing

* V

509 ^an^me &•
flf

%™rni{ 1093

* fi

Printers
and

Publishers

Buy your Groceries
from

°B0WEV G
&CO.

Pioneers inthe Grocery Business since 1850

P. VINCENT MATRA1A. Pr«.

art floral Co.
Incorporated

2 55 POWELL STREET

Td™h<»«J KEARNY 3524
1 •>«*'"«

1 SUTTER 1372

SAN FRANCISCO

/jmkand

O'FarfO
Opp. Orpheutn

lb.Show Place ofSan Francisco

IF
you have ever met them, you'll

meet (hem again al 1 ait's.

li» the place of thorough enjoyment

—

beat of loods— beat of entertainment —
peilecl service and always different.

Travel by Sea!
Lellcloua moils and comfortable berths included

in faros.

$18 Los Angeles & Return
Salllnge EVERY DAT but S lay. i P M

$22 San Diego and Return
Hoi I rtesdn n

i
1

1
I a Sal

1 i' M

$37 Seattle,Tacoma & Return
Sailings Tuesdays, Thursdays, Saturdays at noon.

AlasKa Excursions
During June—July—Auguil

10-Day Cruise $ 88 up

20-Day CtuIbo $100 up
Prom Seattle

Frequent Bailings Seattle to Junoau, Skagway,
Valdez, Cordova, Seward, Knlk Anchorage.

PACIFIC STEAMSHIP CO.
City Ticket Office - 653 MARKET ST.

Telephone Sutter 7800 SAN FRANCISCO

WielandS The Home Beer
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WESTERN ENERGY IN THE RACING GAME
By Leon \Y

In the vernacular of the turf, the wise nn, hetter known
as the heap of coke," is particularly prominent in the

sport of kings From track to track be Hits about. From
track l.i track he preaches his same sermon. And lie would
not he so bad if he uttered that knowledge" to the native.

Hut be does no) He pii ks tl e higher individual with th.-

same willingness with which he plucks the newcomer. In

that respect he mlgbl be termed a disease.
- Wood Coffroth, like the rest of us. was one of

that chosen varietj Only they knew Inn I

had met him before, mel him In a different line. He was
a greenhorn in the new business, thej were the roviDg

deciples of kins horse \h pes thi bad round a listener.

For a month they gathered about him. On every corner
the heap" would divulge what was heaviest upon

chest. "Listen, Jim. I know, they would tell him. I have

been in the tame thirl years, I have, and I know what

Tm talking al out." \n ! to make n more binding hi » ould

draw J. W to one side and I W. would listen. Th
also typical of James Wood He listens.

We said the "heap" was prevalent lor a month. Th,'

chances are he never was with with the inner J

Wood Coffroth Jim might ha I some of his

preaching. The chances are he did. But slowly he rid

himself of the "heap." In four days of racing he

ahead of him. He put the copper" on mark all bis

philosophy and they drifted awaj to I i native and flnallj

Fell the hand of our own track law, anil moved to Other

parts.

ii pi ei ideu.1 oi a Jockej club

teen months. He is j iger in the game than the

B i the 1 1 1 ii has fell the wisdom of Col

frothi n so early He lias soiled the

problems that were ever placed before a racing heel

and toda | thi racing assoi ial loi a mu - Folio ) In his

tracks The gray-haired men of New York must I

while the moguls down that" m Kentuckj i

away Horn the wisdom tint I a W, Coffroth bj

into the by-law s of racing

The Tijuana impresario Bhocked the il! in n of the

le when In- postponed th.- San Diego Buslni

Handicap, valued at (2500, Ever since tin history of the

stake, conditions were followed to Ho- list loir II II

rained then thi' mud horse would profit, an lam
of the inferior kind of animal w.mid be i ntered In I

rich races for just such a chani
raine r of fact, II bad

rained for several da is \s u i ra e ea ol

i nd the

le chuckled to himself, lint on tint dark morn
i

the day befi i*

struck tie track like a cyclone.

Horsemen grouped about like madmen. I

hratcd arguments among (he 'sufferers." On all hand}
they blasted at -ike."

Others threatened that they would ni heir horses.

We all phoned to thi lul it made no d iffen a I

d irr his train at the gate.

"Do you realize that what you hava done is precedent

for the turf." I alnms. pleaded.

"I know it. What is mote there will be considerable

precedents set before I am finished with Tijuana." And b

i i
<• an na to face thi enra men.

id be found a quiet, smiling set of men. all greel

Ing his arrival with a comment cf the dark clouds that

hovered on yonder mountains. The besi could have
thong' t we were n sponsible for ail the agitation ourselves,

Anihow, the stake went over fcr a week. Today the po i

ponement of a lug event is a common occurrence which
should lift the worries from the brow of racing managers
who offer thousands on a day that will not allow a hand-

ful of the keenest enthusiasts to make their way to a race

track.

The claiming rule, something which has caused more
dissension in racing than any other part of the business

ing.

found its solution at Tijuana. All bids for a horse in a

race must be filed fifteen minutes before the said race.

It is protection for a poor man with one horse who has
worked for days to conceal the ability of his animal. He
wins that particular race and because his fellow brethren
did not realize the good horse the "old man" had. they
did not claim hini. And it is likely he will b» able to

win some more bread and butter before his horse has
stamped himself as public property.
Whether New York or Kentucky accepts this rule this
ii Hill-, remains to be seen. There is no question but that

they will be driven to it. The chances are that they will

hold out as long as possible because the "new" western
man was its sponsor.

Fet, the big thing James Wood Coffroth did came at

the finish. He ordered the erection of a breeding estab-
lishment. It will be run by the Jockey Club. Ten per cent
of the horses bred will go to the Mexican government.
The other ninety will lie sold at cost. You see. the boss
has the horse at heart. It will prove encouragement for
i In- western breeder who might believe Tijuana to be
nothing more than a money-making scheme. Goodness
knows, he needs this encouragement

Did you ever know that thoroughbred breeding ranked
third in the industries of our State? Did you ever know-
that a California gentleman, W. OI!, .Macdonough gave
(150,000 for Ormonde, the highest price ever paid by an
American purchaser for a thoroughbred? Well, it is so,

mil it begins to look as though the horse is coming back
In out our way.

Not so long ago. Charles W ('lark, the El Palomar mil-
lionaire, gave a luncheon to a few of us at the St. Francis,
Ii came in the nature of rejoicing at the closing of tin

Exposition meeting. Everyone was enthused.
me where I can race my horses after I breed then.

and I will go into the game on an extensive basis." said
i in McKittriCk. I love the horse and I will go a

tor him. but I am still a business man and a
inian. as well."

That was the keynote in the themes of these rich men
Tijuana has brought about that confidence and there is

more activity among the state's breeders and better prices
elved for their stock than they over experieno

Aside from A. Ik Spreckels, I,aurence and Comstock,
George Van Gorden. Charles T. Hoots and one or two
others, we had no breeders. Hut all is different now
Mill like Clark. Cebrian. .Macomber. Rossiter, Wingl
and Mackenzie are bound on resurrecting the industry
until it reaches its former dimensions.

A. K. Macomber of Son Mateo is tin- greatest boostel
I in a decad He v enl ea -t a m>\ in-. Todaj

lis the greatest stable or horse flesh thai « - ever
gathered together. Thi .. ng Californlan slop, ed lot

no ninn. If be liked a iiorse he bought him. He pai I

fabulous i rices lor his sti ck. Mo sent to Eng; iad and to
, and in one season pu< California on the map again.

Gecrge W. Wlngfleld can almost be termed a Califor-
nlan. He. too has not let money stand in the way ol his
hobby. He paid $25,000 for Honeywood in England and
half (hat svm for a mare which he will use only lor
breeding. .Mr. Wingfield is sending some of his stock
east. Not to win. he says, but to awaken the folk

that he will breed horses in this counl
C, E. Cobrian is another young man to spend thou-

. anils for the horse. The first of his colts are in the east
today. All are by the California horse. Vim Tromp, and
Mr. Cebrian has seventy-five mans of his own which
In will breed.
Only the other day. Mr. Clark sent his good, old mare,

Cluny, to some farm in Kentucky to he bred to the horse.
Sweep. And so it is all the way down the line with Mr'
Spreckels and the rest doing all they can for the return
of the horse.

No Tijuana and James Wood Coffroth are not in Califor-
nia racing, hut they are only three minutes away. Thai
not much, is it?
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THE NEW AND GREATER

CHANDLER— SIX —
Conforming to their well-known profit sharing

policy, the Chandler Motor Car Company in spite

of the war prices of materials, has raised the

price of the Chandler Car but $100.

TOURING ROADSTER $1545 f.o.b. San Francisco

PEACOCK
MOTOR SALES CO,
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AN ACTOR MANAGER'S "CREDO."

By Henry Miller.

I believe in good luck. But I don't believe in it as
many folk do. Good luck is of a spiritual essence, and
to be tbe genuine article "good luck" must answer to a
spiritual appeal. I should not consider myself especially

lucky if. by some accident. I found a pearl necklace lying

at my feet. Such things are not of my seeking or my
desire. It would not fit into the links I have been forging
year after year, with all the intensity of my being, to

attain the realization of a cherished dream.
For many years it has been my dream to be a factor

in the 'bringing together of a dramatic company housed
and modeled on the type and ideals of the Comedie Fran-
caise. I do not believe in a subsidized theatre for

America. The country is too young in art. too irreverent
of traditions. There is no one man, or indeed no body of

men, whose verdict would be accepted as irrevocable on
the American stage. We are not built in that mold.
The subsidized theatres of Europe are evolved from
centuries of traditions—they are the natural fruitage of
a mature art at whose feet we, the scions of tbe new
and virile, should make our obeisance, and then go on our
own way about our own business, without any attempt at
servile imitation.

It has been the earnest desire of my professional life

to form a company of selected artists who. working to-

gether for years with the same object in view, would in

the course of time become so exquisitely attuned as 10

make it possible to produce the best works with a finish

and subtlety unknown at the present day in this country
because of our crude methods and material standards.
This small body of actors would, by continued training.

develop in power, volume and tone. It would learn to

assimilate values, and a drama would be given as an
entire canvas, and not to frame tbe personality of a
single star. The work would go on without petty malice
or friction. The actor is a creature of imagination. His
environment, once he has entered the portals of his arl

world, should be one of absolute serenity. No artist can
do his best work playing with another who is a source
of continual irritation.

In this theatre of which I dream, the great classics as
well as the lighter and more modern dramas should be
recognized. Too much repetition of one kind gives mental
indigestion. I should like the public to grow accusti d

to seeing my theatrical company one week In a Shake-
spearean tragedy, and the next week in a comedy. Why
should an actor or actress be doomed to a one-sided an
development because audiences are trained to identify cer-

tain personalities with certain roles?

I believe in good luck. My dreams are aibout to be real
ized. But one meets good luck not by waiting, nor by sil-

ting down and passively expecting good luck to chance
along; good luck is met by those who seek it, who mount
long bills painfully, and when good luck is finally met
face to face, one finds, strangely enough, it is one's own
soul that is seen.

Ed. M. Lind
old

Whiskey
Aged 10 Years in Wood

Ed. M. Lind & Co.
San Franci sco

—
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YACHTSMAN ON MATRIMONIAL SEAS

After man] years during which he battered poor Cupid
with distinguished and unremittant success, Sam Berger
has been hit; alter many years of successful evasion of

the call of domesticity, the Clubman has heard and heeded
a gentler and sweeter voice than the hat boy's and the

yachtsman has now but a single sweetheart in a single

port.

By all of which vaguery you are to infer correctly thai

Sam Berger, ring general of yore, is general now no more
but most particularly married.

The event took on its climacteric period last Saturday
at high noon when, in the Blue Room I but "blue" no
more for Samuel) of the St. Francis Hotel, she whose
maiden name was Etta Friedman became Mrs. Samuel
Berger in the presence of the families of the happy pair,

and i witnessed the ceremonies pronounced by
Rabbi Nieto assert that Sam was as unafraid within the
wedding ring's boundaries as formerly he was unabashed
in the roped affair which is i ailed a ring because, perhaps,
it is so seldom square.

However, it happened that the first round of the encoun-
ter with Cupid took place near Tahoe, whither our brother
went with his Yachtsmen on an annual tour of adventure.
Mr. Berger, indeed, was one of the pilots on the occaBloa,
but evidently knew not whither he was steering his hark.
for there is no thought of a haven of domesticity when
Sam or anyone e'se starts out on an I. Y. C. pilgrimage.
He went up. fancy free. lie came back doubtful, per-

il at unusual sentiments and altogether in that mental
state described by Wm. S.

:

"And then the lover,

urnai e, with a woeful ballad
.Made to his mistress' eyebrow."

The Main Sheet cannot of its own knowledge vouch for

the < I i i id, nor indeed of the sighs, but
takes them for granted the more willingly since it isn't of

reconl that Sam ever .linked a responsibility, and since
sighs and woeful ballads are the dues of lovers to be paid
by thi in a ler their Joy, it is certain Sam
met his obligations. At leasl 11 is known that lie quoted
poetry to an interviewer.

The fact is he had met his fate but wouldn't admit it.

He was happy hut embarrassed at Me- news he must Deeds
some day imparl He was troubled at the thought of the
confession he was destined t" have to make to bachelor
frietui mini feels that way, though nobody knows
why. Perhaps it is because <>t a reasonable reluctance to

indicate to others the fact which al once renders you a

superior being. A millionaire, you know, will seldom
admit it. The accepted lover is even more superior, be-

cause he knows it and realizes his advantage over the
male bein of the universe. To announce
such superiority is to . manner which must strike
the perplexed one as being entirely obnoxious to all those
multitudes who cannot in the very nature of the case be
so fortunate. It is like shaking a million-dollar bank note
in the faces of a starving multitude, or taking proud
parents to an orphan asylum. A modest man like Sam
would be reluctant to press his superior position. One
may feel that the sun is brighter, that the moon is larger,

that the birds sing sweeti r. the Rowers more fragrant and
the stars more brilliant than the> are to anyone else, hut

one should not boast about it. Since the rest of the world
doesn't know it, why add a needless anguish? That's the
reason a lover holds And thus Sam said noth-
ing about it for such time as it escaped the attention of
gossips. He kept his sec ret as long as he could, but mar-
riage is like murder, for both "will out." and thus the
harpies of the press, whose pleasater and more usual
function is to boost the genial Sam and be-devil him for

Is" published the bans and named the day and the truth
was known abroad upon the Rialto.

The Main Sheet wishes Mr. and Mrs. Sam Berger a lont;

life of happiness.
The Indoor Yacht Club, whose indebtedness to Sam
ger is of a nature not calculable on maternal standards

of weights and measures, rejoices in his happiness and
will not cease wishing continued prosperity to his matri-
monial bark.

It is pleasant to record the fact that the Indoor Yacht
Club, in an effort to express some measure of its appre-
ciation for the activities of its former "Master of the
Revels." dined and wined the smiling bridegroom, and
made him a little gift in the form of some silverware, to
the securing of which the following members subscribed
themselves:

A. U Wilde
L. B. Woodard
Jos. S. Lewis
Wm. P. Kyne
Geo. Synion
Julius Eppstein
Chas. J. Vail
F. A. Mizner
I. Laventhal
Harry K. Mona-
han

Ed. Alirams
H. J. Nance
Miko Levy
Geo. Harting
Gov. J. H. Hutch-

inson
Steve Dabovich
Geno Aureguy
Harry Guinnane
Horace Theall
Bert McCuIlougb
II A. Keeler
Dr. Jos. Gunville
N. K. Herzog
II. M. Weiss
Geo. Lovejoy
Edward Kenney
Louis Davis
Jos. Michael
M. ISrodv

NTeilT. Duffy
U'm. I.. Craytou
Jos. Cohen
A. J. Crowley
I.. X Faulkner
Fred Coustette
Louis Newroth
J. Rosenthal
C. W. Isaacs

Irwin Silverstein
Leon Goldman
Harry Moss
D. Rinaldo
Wm. Baumgarten
M. H. Quinn
Phil Simon
J. Selig

J. L. Rapheld
L. H Voight
J. Hoole
B. B. Burke
C. I. Berry
Michael Heyfron
H. Redlick
Leon Wing
A. Katschinski
J. S. Mulvey
R. O. Latum
A. S. Ellsworth
C. B. Mish
Gus Flanagan
Al. C. Posener
Jos. L. Pearl
Milton N'ewhouse
M. Wagner
Geo. Perasso
John J. Coughlin
David 'Symon
Al. Conniff
Max Mever
Win. J. Lynch
Moo Selig

H. T. Donaldson
I. P, Healey
John J. Hughes
John S. Mackay
So! Tichner
Dr. Harris Klein
\ I Granfield

YOUR DOCTOR SMOKES

PALO
Q^M = P

The New 1917 Crop is the Best Yet

Make a Pal of PALO

3 foi 25< — IGV straight— 2 for 25<

FOR SALE EVERYWHERE

JOSEPH RINALDO, Distributor

507 MISSION STREET SAN FRANCISCO
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THE MUSES IN THE TRENCHES

By Walter Anthony.

Battles affect many things beyond the area of the guns
When Mars wakes up, puts on his paint and strikes out

on the war-path, he stirs up the entire family of Dieties

from Chaos to Demeter and from household gods to

Venus.
The question is how much and in what manner is Mars

going to affect Thespis, Terpsichore and Polyhymnia. I

mean how is the war going to work its influences in favor

of or against the theater, the dance, the opera and sym-
phony.
Without going deeply in a subject the data on which

is not at hand wherewith to substantiate any theory, and
which only the future can demonstrate; there are certain

obvious facts standing out like salients and which seem to

have the contour of significance.

In New York, where the war has had its quickest re-

actions since August, 1914, when the hell-deluge burst, the
Metropolitan Grand Opera, closed recently with the record
of a $2,000,000 season, and while it is the policy (mistaken
I think) of the Metropolitan management to withhold
from the public information concerning the profit and loss

account, it has been authoritatively stated that the season
just ended yielded the first profit in many years. This
last fact must be considered in the light of another fact
and that is that the Metropolitan management does not
figure to make money in grand opera but underwrites
every season's ventures for its prospective and usually in-

evitable loss—just as our own Symphony organization
anticipates in advance a loss on the season of upwards
of $50,000; so it is clear that extraordinary influences must
have been at work to turn into a profit what was con-
fidently unwritten in advance as a loss.

Incidentally the close of the Metropolitan opera sea-
son coincided with the declaration of war. Indeed the
final night, devoted to the De Koven-Mackaye opera "The
Canterbury Tales," was the scene of the noisiest of dem-
onstrations when the announcement of the President's
message filtered into the crowded opera house and the
extras followed and were eagerly read.

Smaller but still pretentious organizations offering grand
opera traveled extensively and profitably through the east-
ern and middle western states. One was headed by our
old friend Fortune Gallo. In a recent statement signed
by Mm, he asserted that his organization had ended its

tour with a handsome profit in the coffers of his treasury.
His season, too, ended just prior to the participation of
the United States in the war.

Max Rabinoff's Boston National Grand Opera Com pan',
which visited this city with profit to itself and pleasure
to us, also made money on the tour, but lost some of it

during the last weeks—a fact attributed by Max Hirsch.
the treasurer to the excitement attending the entrance
o£ the United States into the War. The Rabinoff organ-
ization had a few weeks of bookings to fill subsequent t,)

the publication of the President's message, and all of these
weeks were losing ones to Rabinoff. who, however, gamelv
kept his engagements and played out the string of his
obligations in spite of financial disadvantage. It is impor-
tant to remember that this Rabinoff opera company was
the only one whose dates happened to extend into the
period inaugurated by the President's ringing, noble mes-
sage.

If any conclusion may be drawn from all this it is that
the war, as long as it was outside our borders stimulated
the higher class of musical enterprise, and set at liberty
the money to pay for its rather expensive ministrations;
but that in the transitional stage of America's prepara-
tions to enter into the war and thence on into its active
participation, the results were disastrous, and the only
losses of the long season were sustained. War involving
ourselves has already had a disastrous effect on grand
opera enterprises and I believe it will continue to exer-
cise a depressing influence just as long as our country
persists in its participation to the measure of our obliga-
tion and honor so to do.

Sustaining this contention is the fact that in activities
kindred to grand opera the war has already manifested
a quieting if not a deadly influence. The rumors of the
forthcoming suspension of the Boston Symphony orches-
tra are too many and too well authenticated to permit of

reassuring denial, and they all point to a discontinuance
of that veteran institution which has had a continued and
glorious artistic existence since its still surviving founder
Henry L. Higginson established it out of his own funds
in 1881. These rumors assert the resignation of its

director, Karl Muck. Indeed many months ago Muck was
quoted as saying (and his denial has yet to be published)
that in the event of war between the United States and
Germany he would resign. He is an officer in the German
army, and his directorship of America's most character-
istic orchestral organization would become clearly an
anomalous position from which a gentleman of tact would
be likely to recede. In spite of the alleged "neutrality" of

art and the assertion that "music is the universal lan-

guage" (both of which popular ideas being erroneous,
since all good music is essentially a National essence)
in spite of these assertions it must be clear that a cap-
tain in a German regiment could hardly be expected to be
retained in so essentially an American institution as that
which Higginson's generosity has established and main-
tained for more than 35 years. In confirmation of these
rumors is another, equally persistent, that Higginson has
declared he will discontinue the orchestra until such time
as it can be directed by a pro-ally and its membership
be deleted of its preponderating Teuton influence, the
largest proportion of the players remaining unnaturalized,
therefore alien, and probably enemy.

In view of Higginson's intense Americanism, it is not
unreasonable to entertain a belief in the truth of this
rumor; for it will be remembered that the Boston Sym-
phony orchestra represents the results of Higginson's
vows made on the battle fields of the Civil War when he
promised himself, should he live through the struggle and
the North be victorious that he would do something with
his wealth which would better tods homeland, help restore
its inter-harmonies and be the medium, perhaps, of cre-

ating a deeper feeling of national unity.

The orchestra of Boston was thus conceived in the
blood of the 60's.

The uncertainty of the resumption ocf the activities

of the San Francisco Symphony orchestra next year is

directly attributed by its president, William Sproule, to

the war and the consequent diversion of interest to things
more immediately fortifying and essential than even so
splendid a thing as symphony.

If the above facts are valid and reliable, the indications
at present point to a quiet season next year in the realms
of the higher types of musical entertainment—to less r,f

symphony and elss of opera grande—both of which would
additionally be affected by the preponderance of German
instrumentalists and artists, most of whom, it Is probable,
remain alien.

Relatively it is reasonable to suppose that what is true
in grand opera and symphony will be true in the drama,
and that pretentious or serious offerings the dramatic
stage will be withdrawn in favor of the less portentous
if not frivolous forms of theatrical diversion.

Morris Meyerfeld. Jr., president of the Orpheum. con-
firms this assumption in a statement recently published
in the Chronicle in which he said that New York was
revealing a remarkable and almost overwhelming growth
in the demand for amusement, that vaudeville houses were
packed and musical shows and light comedies "sold out"
for weeks and weeks in advance.

Locally it was seen that during the week of the declara-
tion of war and the week of anxiety which preceded this

momentous decision, while La Follette was holding up the
Express of public intent like a babbling baby between the
rails, there was a falling off in attendance at nearly all

the theaters of the city. This was most easily marked at
the Alcazar, where an unbroken series of sold out houses
would reveal, in the dropping off of a single patron, the
resultant and unique vacant chair. For the first time in
the history of the record-breaking run, empty seats emerged
into view in the two rows farthest from the footlights.
Immediately, however, when the suspense of uncertainty
and indecision was over and the big and inevitable move
was made, the rule of "standing room only" was restored.
The war has had no effect on light, frothy entertainment
except to stimulate it. Uncertainty about the war did
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an effect, as we have seen.

Still further Fortifying the assertion that the war will

quicken the demand for diversion in the gayer variety o£

dramatic fare, is the registered experience of the countries
alieady deep in the struggle, and also in the impulses
westward hound from New York, where only the merriest
survive.

John Colt, feeling these impulses, has organized a mu-
sical comedy company which is due shortly at the Oort
Theater; Myers and Shapiro are bringing to San Francisco
for the first time one of the spokes of an Eastern Burlesque
Wheel; it is rumored that a theater already established

in motion plctuers is arranging for a transference of its

film activities to musical shows as soon as existant con-
tracts with picture producers expire, and a residential
theater is making similar plans.

Myers ami Shapiro will take over the Savoy Theater,
opening it Saturday night. May 19. witli a .lunie McCree
burlesque. "The Circus Girl," after which will follow other
productions which it is promised will give to San Fran-
cisco the highest and cleanest kind of burlesque.
The success of the conre'dy efforts of producers and

players on the purely legitimate stage has discouraged
managers from any deeper appeal than that which sug-
gests a little sentiment as contrasted to comedy and farce.

The records of the popularity here and east of "Grumpy,"
"Come Out of the Kitchen," "The Boomerang," "Anthony
in Wonderland," and others of like genre are potent proof
that the wisest producers will be the merriest, these days.
and the most successful offerings will be the gayest if

they would attract the patronage of a people rapidly turn-

ing their attention to the stern affairs of war—an attention
which may best be relaxed in contemplation of a "little

nonsense now and then."

We have installed an entire new line of 1917 Hudson
Super-Six Limousines. We earnestly solicit your patron-
age, and sincerely thank you for your past i

Limousines at taxi rates. By the hour. $" ."».

Yours respectfully.

DEL MONTE At'To RENTAL CO.,
Stand and Office. 105 Powell St.

Phone Sutter 215.

The New
Anheuser= Busch

jtttcljelou

America's Best Beer

lOoz. GLASS, IOc
Drawn the Direct Way

Herbert's
A Good Place to Eat.

151 = 159 Powell Street

SPARKS FROM THE WHITCOMB.

I've just been talking to Superior Judge 'Joe' Bardin
of Salinas," remarked Billy Glynn to a group of friends in

the marble lobby of the beautiful new Hotel Whitcomb, the
other afternoon. "The judge is in town for a meeting of
the Council of State Defense called by Governor Stephens.
But I didn't talk war to Judge Bardin; I talked about the
time I gold-mined at Jolon down in his county."

Indoor Yachtsman Billy Glynn is not only the cigar and
news stand concessionaire of our latest hostelry, he is its

premier raconteur. And when he harks back to the past
his friends gather closer round him, hoping for a good
Btory. In this instance John H. van Home, the manager
of the Whitcomb, Loring Doe who makes his nome there,

Ed Kelly, Sam Greene and one or two others scented an
anei dote.

'Didn't know you ever mined in Monterey County," re-

maiked Doe, lighting a fresh cigar.

"I not only mined there, but made money at the ven-
ture.' said Billy. "There's an old mine down near Jolon
called the Cruikshank. I got an option on it from the
Hank of California for ten thousand dollars. It didn't take
me long to discover that it was what we experts—ahem!
what we mineralogical experts "

We heard you the first time," said Sam Greene.
To discover that it was a pocket mine," went on Billy.

And just as I was digesting this discovery—if any one
may he said to digest a discovery—along came a bunch of

moneyed men from Watsonville who were just crazy to
work that Cruikshank mine. They took over my option
i mm the Bank of California and paid me ten thousand dol-

lars to boot in good golden coin of the realm. And they
thought 1 was doing myself an injustice at that."

What did they ever do with the mine?" asked Ed.
Kelly.

I diui't think they could have done much," replied Billy

Glynn, because not long afterwards I met a man on
California street who wanted to know if I'd consider a
gilt-edge mining proposition. I was agreeable, and he
tried to sell me an option on the Cruikshank!"

At this point a bunch from the City Hall came in to trim
Billy at the "twenty-six" game, and anecdotery was sus-

pended "for the nonce" as the novelists say.

When you rent box

in our tale deposit

vaults, your valuables

ate guarded against loss

through theft, fire or

carelessness. You can

rent a box for $4 pei

year.

CROCnER SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS
Crocher Building Post CO. MarKet Sts.

John F. Cunningham. Manager.

New ST. FRANCIS Size

OPTIMO
2 for 25c

of Exceptional Mildness, and Flavor

EHRMAN BROS. & CO
Distributors
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A DATE NOT TO BE FORGOTTEN—COME AND
CELEBRATE.

The third anniversary of the Indoor Yacht Club's en-

trance to its present headquarters will be fittingly cele-

brated according to an enthusiastic announcement by Com-
modore Frank J. Hennessy. who calls attention to the

fact that the function will have a double distinction. It

will be at once a jubilation and a ceremonial. The Club
cile, and it will be a ceremonial in honor of those domi-

cile, and it will be a eeremonal in honor of those Ship-

mates who have heard the call of Uncle Sam and who
may some day be "somewhere in France.*' or anywhere
else that the Flag may be carried in this big fight Tor

democracy.
The date of this momentous event is set for Saturday

night, June 16.

"Some show" is promised.
A big "send-off" is to be given those members who soon

will leave for some belligerent front.

Particularly are the new members, recently taken into

the Club, invited. The I. Y. C. is eager that they shall feel

the quality of the I. Y. C. spirit, and so they are especiall v

urged to be present. The veteran members will need no
urging because they know from happy memories what an
I. Y. C. celebration means—and this is to be a double
celebration.

The Club's Roll of Honors-its honored guests on the
night of the forthcoming celebration—are: Joseph Sturm,
Eugene Aureguy. G. M, Brazer. C. iSteinbring and Walter

Nuttmann.

A SPRINGTIME XMAS.
In these days of stirring events, of patriotism and prep-

aration, there are many things which slip by with little

more than bare notice.

So right here we want to speak a word of praise for the
fellows, who with so many things upon their daily cal-

endar, can take time to bring Christmas more than once n

year to the children of the poor.
A few days the Elks took several hundred kiddies on

an outing to Paradise park.
They were poor kiddies. The very poorest that could

be found. In order to make certain that they were getting
those youngsters who could best appreciate such an out-
ing the teachers of each school class were asked to pick
out the three poorest youngsters in the room.
These were the guests. They were feasted and given

every joy, and when the day had clased they were given
toys and clothing by these springtime Santa Clauses.
The other night San Franciscans spent freely that the

IndoorYacht Club might give its annual springtime Christ-
mas to the youngsters.
We've had our little chances at the role of 'Santa, and

we know just bow it feels to see the kiddies made happy.—'San Francisco Daily News, April 30, 1917.

The Rev. Paul Smith impends again. He threatens to

deliver a series of "pen pictures" of San Francisco as
preludes to his sermons. Apparently he hasn't yet satis-

fied his grudge against the city which gives him protection
and a living." His "pictures" spread broadcast over the

nation have already libelled San Francisco sufficiently to

satisfy even a friend from Los Angeles, but he hasn't
yet paid his respects to the slaughter house section of the
town. Perhaps he will secure there his material for "pen"
pictures.

"Badly punished, but not yet beaten," is what the press
reports say of the double hammer blows on the Hinden-
burg line. The line is bent but not broken; but it will be
or else one may not look for justice in a world where
Luxemburg was debauched and Belgium was violated and
outraged against the solemn agreement of the nations to

hold them inviolate.

Chicago must have a comic opera mayor. He didn't

think it was polite to invite the allies of French and Brit-

ish commissions to visit the windy city for fear some of

the German population might be offended. What kind
of a flag does that mayor wear in bis button hole, anyway?

The poor Russians are badly off and nearly in a state
of anarchy. They are without a national hymn. Some-
body will have to write one for Petrograd and one for

Washington. The present Russian hymn is singularly
ironical as the matter stands tor what Russian can sin^

or play a hymn beginning "God save our noble Czar?" It

can't be done—with impunity.

Professor Thomas F. A. Smith, late lecturer on English
at a big university in Bavaria where he lived lor more
than a decade lias, of course, come home, anil has spent
some valuable time writing a book called "The Soul of tier-

many."
He undertakes to explain to bis fellow citizens oi Amer-

ica how it comes thai the German government can be guilty

of the Lusitania outrage, the deportations from Prance,
the murders of the Guards Clvique of Belgium, tie- de-

portations therefrom, the Cathedral wrecking, ttie hland
compliance with the Armenian horrors, the sink!) I

hospital ships and the other evidences which Ger is

piling up against herself for posterity's horrified readers.

Professor Smith has to "go some."
Me explains it. however, rather neatly by saying thai the

German genius for organization has dehuneiiM/.il 1 1 ,
, Her

man people which have been subjected i" it, leaving tin m
strangers to their brothers in America,

"In all German literature." Bays Smith, "there is no
writer who stands out as a Bupreme lover of humanity.
Their literature contains no 'Song of the Shirt,' no Itiui

of Sighs.' no Cry of the Children' German literature for

more than a century has reflected nothing else hut self,

and the personal woes of a hundred Werthers."

Since the submarine which threatens us is an American
invention, it is most fitting that the United states should
provide from its ingeniuB genius, something to defeat the
i t-boat.

The Merrlmac was champion of American waters until

it met, another American product called the Monitor.

Indeed the history of the "art" of warfare, edu ed dp

a few words is, first the invention of a weapon which will

penetrate any denfense and then Hie invention of a defense
which will defeat the latest weapon. Alter the battering
ram met walls too stout, the petard was Invented, ami the

walls were thickened.
So. it is not unreasonable to believe the latest news

paper accounts of a product of American genius which i*

destined to allay the horrors of the submarine, and render
even hospital ships carrying wounded to treatment, and
relie*" ships carrying food to starving non-combalants in

Belgium reasonably sure to escape the ruthless torpedoes
of Prussia, the mad dog of civilization.

Mrs. Fritz Kreisler, the American wife of the Austrian
lieutenant who plays the violin, has apologized for re-

fusing to rise when the "Star Spangled Banner was

played recently at the Palace Hotel.
That was nice of her.

Sbe spent three days in a hospital recovering from the
nervous anxiety which followed the exhibition of her
wretched taste, but was much improved in health when it

was seen that her boorish manners had not affected the
size of her husband's audiences wlien he played.

We are a long-suffering tribe!
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RANDOM THOUGHTS
There is a lull in the Oxman case and even though it

be the calm that precedes the storm, it at least has given
public an opportunity to reflect upon the happenings

of the past few weeks. Sober, calm reflection is needed
and it can be safely prophesied that through this and this

alone will public opinion be directed into proper channels.
What between the distractions and developments of the

war situation; the crimination and recrimination of an-

tagonistic newspapers; the charges and counter-charges
of conflicting attorneys; the Law and Order" advertise-

ments of the Chamber of Commerce and the Labor
Unions; the inquiry and investigation of the Spreckels
Grand jury; the opinions pro and con freely expressed by
the Courts; the Fickert recall and the hundred and one
other contributing and confusing causes, it is small won-
der that thi- public mind is both befogged and bewildered.
And one who thinks cannot but help reflecting that the
nigger in the woodpile—the black, curie; headed Ethi-

opian— has been more securely hidden and concealed and
the profuseness of publicity and deluge of denunciation has
made him all the more difficult to discover. Why all this

furore ami conflict? Why all this sudden and unexpected
bitterness? Why. assuming Oxman lied and Rigall is an
itnconsecrated saint, should this bring about a conflict be-

tween capital and labor?

It is no easy situation to analyze. It is the more dif-

liiiilt for us. because we happen to know intimately, the

contending parties. Fremont Older is one man in the

communit3 Dor whom we have the highest respect and re-

gard. We like him and we like his paper as cordially as

we detest and he detests the opposing sheet. So also have
we the ureatest admiration for District Attorney Pickett

iiis ti rs; and most able assistant. Cunha. who with

their natural abilit} possess a sameness that must im-

s red blooded men. Outs tias always been the hand to

I ndge Frank Dunne, even when others abused
and slotted. We have never had reason or cause to regret

it. the more so now than ever. Yet we have had equal

praise tor Judge Frank Griffin and even though we can-

not or do not agree with him. we do believe that he
is prompted at all times by his conscience alone and that

not afraid to do tin right as he sees it. For Judge
Matt Brady ami for John D. Spreckels Jr., we entertain

the same r igard. Ami we might go on with Jim Brennan,
the McKenzies ami the rest.

And last, hut not hast, we know of no more capable

and likeable, almost we »
.
rot» lovable, fellow than the

brains ol ih. defense, Tom O'Connor. So were we to write

with the personality of defense and prosecution in mind,
we surely would find ourselves betwixt the devil and the

deep sea.

And that in our opinion is the exact sin of the Mooney
trial ami the subsequent division of public opinion inci-

dent to the so-called Oxman exposure. It has developed a

Bquabble, Instead of a trial. It has become a personal

contest, with the friends of both sides arrayed against each
other and the real issue, clouded ami obscured. It has
become a conflict between capital and labor, where there

is no reason for conflict. It has called forth criticism;

abuse, denunciation and villitication. such as scarcely
characterized the old 'Graft Prosecution." It has brought
forth an attempted recall for which there is no justifica-

tion or riuht. It is a general and promiscuous free for

all. with attorneys punching right ami left, judges shout-

ing and ranting above the din. newspapers rioting in a

deluge of printer's ink and both capital and labor once
again exhausting then- finances to prove the supremacy of

their might.

.hat of Mooney? Individually. Mooney counts
for naught. A- Hooney has set the town by ears.

Even fiction of the awful crime committed
omen and children in the Preparedness Day

a. , he was disowned and denounced by organized
labor. But Mooney now is a martyr to a great cause. The
man who denounced God and Has and country; the man
who damned labor and its leaders; the man to whom every
indication points as at least an accomplice in the hellish

work 01 bomb throwing; the hero of the reds, has in a

moment reunited labor and surrounded himself by a for-

midable array of jurists, lawyers and publicists, each cry-

ing for his release. And instead of Mooney or his accom-

plices going to trial, the District Attorney and his assist-
ant are on trial Funds are raised to free Mooney and
the same funds are being used to recall Fickert. Resolu-
tions are adopted nightly in almost every Union through-
out the land, sending offers of sympathy and assistance to
Mooney and in the same breath excoriating the District
Attorney's office. Some of the very men who were first

to denounce Mooney. as an arch enemy of organized labor,
signed the "Law and Order" proclamation for his release.
And even the astute Captain of Detectives, he who
achieved such glory and fame and promotion as the head
of the Bomb Bureau, is now trying to prove an alibi for
himself.

The one man who has fought his ground and fought
with two good hands is Fickert. What crime he has com-
mitted against the commonwealth or against labor or
against the "Bulletin" or Tom O'Connor or Ed. MeKenzie
is hard for us to discover. If knowingly he used perjured
testimony in the conviction of Mooney, then there might
be some reason for this Hellofahullabaloo. But that at
best is only hinted. The main objection seems to be that
lie will not agree on the face of Rigall's statement, to
take Mooney from the shadow of the gallows and turn
him loose. That is what is hoped if a new trial were
granted. But Mooney stands convicted and it should re-
quire some better testimony than that supplied by the un-
speakable Rigall. before he breathes free air. We admit
to no false sympathy for .Mooney. To us Oxman is but
an incident, for Billings was convicted without his testi-
mony and no doubt Mooney would have shared a like fate.
But it strikes us that if Oxman is the perjurer and the
suborner of perjusy that is claimed the burden of the
proof is on the defense and it will take or should take
more conclusive evidence than that yet adduced to show
this. Just as soon as one remarks this, the inquiry comes
"Well, how can you explain the Oxman letters?" And
we admit that we cannot. Maybe Oxman can. Time will
tell. Meanwhile, we can find no motive for Oxman's en-
deavor to persuade Rigall to testify falsely, neither hope
of reward or desire for revenge. His sanity is unques-
tioned. And if he were the crook he is painted, it does
seem strange that the pal he would look for and wire for
is one whom he had not seen for twenty-five years. Crooks
do not work that way.

If Mooney was convicted as a result of Oxman's testi-
mony and if Oxman perjured himself and if Oxman at-
tempted to persuade Rigall to corroborate his perjury, then
indeed should Mooney be given a new trial and Oxman
punished. But not until this is shown conclusively. By
no means is the cry of perjury a new one. McN'utt tried
it in the beginning and before Judge Dunne in the Bil-
lings case. He was not as clever as O'Connor and he had
no Older to lend a listening and sympathetic ear. so the
cry fell flat. But O'Connor knew where to get the pub-
licity and MeKenzie knew how to incite labor and they
both succeeded admirably. They were retained to defend
their clients and unquestionably were entitled to use
every legitimate means in their defense, but there is no
justification, so far as we can see, for their manner of
procedure and the reprimand of Judge Dunne, while se-
vere was merited and richly deserved.

We repeat our respect for Tom O'Connor. If our im-
pressions are correct, the developments outgrew his an-
ticipations. Certainly he has nothing to do with the pro-
posed recall, although doubtless his name is being used.
What a travesty on law and order is the mere threat of
a recall under such circumstances. Because a District At-
torney, in the discharge of his sworn duty, prosecutes suc-
cessfully a gang of murderous, blasphemous, debased and
degraded cut-throats, a thousand times more vile than the
lowest murderer that ever swung from a gallows, he is to
be recalled in the name of law and justice. What if Ox-
man lied? No one yet has had the temerity to suggest that
either Fickert or Cunha had knowledge of it. What if

everything the defense contends is true? Will the recall
of Fickert make Mooney the less guilty and must he who
opposes Fickert in the election, assuming the necessary
number of signatures are secured, pledge himself to the
unconditional release or pardon of those accused. The
inference is at least justified by the proceedings to date.

Rut what of the people? What of the men who marched
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in tlie Preparedness Day Parade? What of the women and

children who marched? What of the outraged community
shocked by a crime unequalled in the city? Do they, who
are urging the recall, think that the people so soon forget?

No! Fickert need have no fear. If the expressions we
hear mean anything, if the public votes as it speaks, then

Fickert cannot, will not, be recalled.

Anniversary Show, Saturday Night, June 16.

Hats off, and raise your glasses! Now, altogether, a

toast:

"Here's to you, men of the Officers' Reserve Training

Camp! Here's to every mother's son of you twenty-five

hundred lads at the Presidio who have responded so nob'y

to the first whisper of your nation's call; who have made
each your personal sacrifice, whether of business, of family

ties, or of a personal nature that none but yourself can
know, that your country's honor shall be upheld!

"May all your deeds and may each of your individual

records be unblemished and commensurate with the lofty

impulse that prompted you to join the colors; may the

sacrifices you have made and those that you may yet be
called upon to make be not in vain; may you be given the

strength to triumph over your enemies; may you go un-

scathed through whatever ordeals and perils lie before

you; and may you, in the end, return safe, unharmed, to

your homes, your friends and your loved ones!"
For now, at last, we know that war is here. The meet-

ing with many friends in the olive drab of service has
brought the personal realization home to us as nothing
else could have done.

It has been a tremendous metamorphosis that has come
over us all within the last few days—over those of us who
are lelt behind as well as those who have been among the
first to go.

Of course, we have known for weeks that our nation is

at war. We have thought of little else and have talked

of little else; we have pored over newspaper accounts of
huge preparedness plans; we have noted in a hazy, general
way the unusual activity in military and naval circles;

our attention has been called almost daily to new recruit-

ing depots that have opened overnight; we have been
close students of the trend of Federal legislation ; we have
seen the stars and stripes floating more continuously than
ever before from countless staffs; we have told ourselves
that all this was war, and yet, after all, how little have
any of us felt the personal touch of its actuality!
But yesterday or the day before we missed one of our

boon companions from a customary haunt. We looked
around for that quiet, unostentatious chap in whose com-
pany we delight to spend a leisure hour. We made in-

quiries, and finally someone told us that he had gone to
the training camp out at the Presidio. It was a little

shock, this information, for suddenly it made the war
seem close and very real.

And then on those days when the candidates for com-
missions were ordered to report, we were hailed on the
streets by men in uniform, and found them to be our
friends from offices and stores and clubs—seeming
strangely out of place in uniform, and stopping only for a
handshake and a goodbye. We found them in groups in
the cafes and clubs, full of enthusiasm over the immediate
future and with little of attention or interest for the com-
monplace affairs of everyday life.

And it was this element of personal contact that brought
the real fact of the war home to us. Here were the men
of the training camp, the gallant first contingent, ready
for the grim work ahead. These, the men we have known
so intimately, the ones among whom we number some of
our warmest friends, are the ones who now are studying
and drilling long hours daily to the end that Uncle Sam's
first field army shall be properly officered.
Are they not entitled to all honor? We know that not

a man who has entered the training camp has gone with-
out some sacrifice. Some have broken the closest of home
ties; others have thrown away in a day business porspects
or opportunities for advancement that have been years in
the building. They have gone because their country called
and because they beileved it their duty. And are there
any of us who do not envy them, even while we know
that many of them are doomed to bitter disappointment
in the end in securing the coveted commissions, and that

only a small percentage of those now in camp, possibly,
will see active service?
No one can foretell the developments of the next few

months, yet if the war continues it is almost a certainty
that many of those now in the Presidio training camp will

be battling against foes on a foreign soil. To some of

them may come high honors of war and eventually a safe
return; to others may come a last terrible hour of agony
among the barbed-wire entanglements of Flanders. This
is the fortune of war. Whichever it may be—or whatever
else it may be—we know that these, our friends, will meet
the call of duty just as they have met this first call of the
nation, cheerfully, fearlessly and striving to do whatever
they may be called upon to do in the name of humanity.
The Indoor Yacht Club is proud to be represented in

this first camp. From its membership have gone Ship-

mates Joseph Sturm, G. M, Brazer, Eugene Aureguy, Gus
Schonning, J. Steinbring and Walter Nuttman. To them,
especially, we extend a warm handclasp of fellowship, and
wish them God-speed. To all of the members of the

Reserve Officers' Training Camp we once more say,

"Here's to you'"
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'OUR COUNTRY."

From a Speech Delivered by William H. McCarthy at the
Banquet of San Francisco Lodge No. 3. B. P. O. E.,

at St. Francis Hotel, April 25, 1917.

Into a bitter conflict, which has scourged humanity such
as no war or famine or pestilence has ever done; into a
war which has brought Europe to its knees, crushed and
bowed and broken for the millions whose lives have been
sacrificed, for the land that has been pillaged and sacked
and ruined, for the homes that have been destroyed; into

the greatest, and please God, the last of the world wars
with more pain, more suffering and death, more heart-

aches and grief, more pitiless woe to mankind ; into a
World's Gethsemene of anguish and sorrow and up the
steep slopes of a new Calvary, where Liberty and Hu-
manity hang crucified, this land of ours— this great United
States—has at last been drawn.

Patiently have we endured the crimes and indignities.

Our property destroyed, the lives of our citizens sacrificed,

our flag dishonored, our treaties broken, the free use of

the seas denied us, until at least entreat] gave way with
endurance tried beyond bounds. The German government
had issued its challenge to mankind and civilization itself

trembled in the balance Then, just as in '7t» Jefferson

wrote his Declaration of Independence, declaring "We hold
these truths to be self evident; that all men are created
equally free and independent; that they possess certain

inalienable rights and that amongst them are the preserva-

tion of life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness." Ami
even as in '81 Lincoln proclaimed his Doctrine of Eman-
cipation to prove that the government of the people, for

the people and by the people should not perish from the

face of the earth, so in Nineteen Seventeen it was given

to Woodrow Wilson to take up the gauntlet and accept the
challenge for "Liberty and Humanity," I believe that if

there be one man. the luster and glory of whose name, the
power of whose position commands the confidence of his

people, who can bring forth our loyalty and faith to cling

to the flag in the dark hours, to work for ii ftghl tor it,

pray for it— if there be one man of this generation whom
Americans treasure In their hearts, that man is he who
sits a silent, sorrowful sentinel in the White House. Wood-
row Wilson. And along side the words of Jefferson and
Lincoln, future generations will read from bis message to

Congress.
"It is a fearful thing to lead this great country into

war. into the most terrible and disastrous of all wars,
civilization itself seeming to be in the balance, Bui the
right is more pre. ions than peace, and we shall fight for

the things which we have always carried nearest our
hearts, for democracy, for the right of those who submit
to authoritv to have a voice in their own government, for

the rights and liberties of small nations, for a universal
dominion of ri^ht by such a concert of free peoples as
shall bring peace and safety to all nations and make the
world itself at last

To such a task we can dedicate our lives and our for-

tunes, everything that we are and everything that we have,
with the pride of those who know that the day has come
when America Is privileged to spend her blood and her
might for the principles that gave her birth and happiness
and the peace which she has treasured, God helping her,

she can do no other."

And tonight, we stand "as the heirs of a priceless and
imperiled birthright, the defenders of our endangered na-

tion." "We have no selfish ends to serve We desire no
conquest, no dominion. We seek no indemnities for our-

selves, no material compensation for the sacrifices we
shall freely make." Our task is but to embalm into the

hearts of the world, those institutions of freedom, of lib-

erty and of humanity, in which the freest and best ele-

ments of existing systems are blended with the revela-

tions and experience of buried ages and epochs.
List Wednesday we commemorated the one hundredth

and forty-s*. r»nd anniversary of the Battle of Lexington.
One hundred and forty-two years ago our forefathers

braved for seven years the greatest power on earth and
endured all the hardships and pangs of civilized war. with
the added horrors of the tomahawk and scalping knife.

They were sustained by an unfaltering purpose. What
was it? It was to plant the tree of constitutional liberty

for all It was planted at Bunker Hill and the a^orn has
grown to the nak Through the years it has stood, brav-

ing the storm and winds, sticking its roots more deeply
in the soil, its lofty head exalted and its arms ever broad-
ening out. and beneath its sheltering branches a great
people has grown and thrived and prospered. Beneath it

too, a homogeneous and harmonious republic, based upon
human rights and human liberties, was established, its

people strong in their self forgetfulness. self sacrifice and
lofty patriotism.

For their ideals, for the rights of free men and free
government, the American people have ever contended.
From the Minute Men of Concord to the men of our day.
the cry has ever been the same. This, it is now our
peculiar privilege to remember. In distant generations, in

conflicts great and small, by land and sea, we have played
our part and played it nobly. But whether with the bare-

footed Continentals of Washington, trailing their blood
prints on the snows of Valley Forge, with Crockett at the
Alamo, with Taylor at Buena Vista, with Grant at Vicks-
hurg or with Lee at Appomatox. the battle was not for

conquest or territorial aggrandizement, but that the fun-

damental principles, upon which this great experiment of a
tree government were founded, might be preserved And
In our own day, the men who stormed the hills of San
Juan and bore our flag with honor to the forbidden city of
Pekin and the Jungles of Luzon, have followed the ideals,

the hopes and the ambitions of their progenitors. The
unfailing cry of every American Army that has ever an-
swered the bugle call or stepped to the tap of a drum.
has been "Liberty and Humanity*' and the Stars and
Stripes have never floated in any region, or over any peo-
ple, but in benediction.
The men of today are as good as the Americans of yes-

terday and the men of tomorrow will be the same. They
tell us now that we are unprepared and unfortunately they
tell us the truth. But when will we be prepared? Will
it be when Prussian Militarism has crushed Europe and
civilization and "Der Tag" has dawned? Will it be when
the Hindenburgs and the Hapsburgs and the Hohenzol-
lerns have unloosened their hell in America? We are not,

but we will be prepared and prepared with money, men
and arms, for here every citizen is a soldier and here each
is or should be willing to give his all. Sometimes, when
I read of what can happen or what may happen. I go back
to a speech that I read as a boy and I think of what Lord
Chatham William Pitt said to the House of Lords, one year
after the commencement of the revolution. "I love and I

honor the English troops. No man thinks more highly
of them than I do. I know they can achieve anything,
> icept impossibilities and I know that the conquest of

English America is an impossibility • • • You may
swell every expense and effort, still more extravagantly
pile and accumulate every assistance you can buy or bor-

row . traffic and barter with every little pitiful German
prince who will sell his subjects to the shambles for a for-

eign power, but you cannot, my lords, I repeat it. you
cannot conquer America."

I do not fear the outcome of the war. It may be months
or it may be years, but the potential power of a great
people fortified by right, must and will ultimately pre-

vail. That there will be dark hours. I fear. Already some
of our own boys have marched away. Others must follow
and some may not return. Of they some future poet shall

write again:
"On Fame's Eternal Camping Ground
Their silent tents are spread
While Glory guards with solemn round
The Bivouac of the dead."

But if this be the supreme test of our existence, then
must we be prepared to make the supreme sacrifice. Each
must do his part, each must give of the best that is in

him. Daily from the White House come the appeals to

the people and patriotism consists of deeds and not
of words. You have read them all and repetition would
be more than idle. I have the most abiding faith in the
American people. I know that they are slow to act but
when once aroused, they are invincible. So I repeat that

this is the time for each man to ask himself, what can I

do. From my heart, I hope the universal conscription bill.

or the selective draft bill will be passed by Congress.
It was magnificent to see with what unanimity Con-

gress passed the appropriation bill of seven thousand mil-

lions of dollars, a larger sum than it took to financier the
entire Civil War. If they are willing to vote dollars, with-

out a single dissenting vote, why not vote men with the

-:i*r- .naniTt'tv, The volunteer system never did and
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never could produce any other result than to sacrifice the

best Under this new bill all would be drawn and I would
not limit the age to twenty-five or thirty-five or forty-five.

Some will be sent to the front and some to the forge,

but each will be detailed to that particular duty for which
he is best fitted. Then, with our armies in the field and
our armies in industry can we hope to make up for the

delays of the past. I have no patience with the patriots

whose war cry is "Let George do it." I have, I hope,

sufficient love for my country and sufficient veneration

and respect for my flag, not to want to whisk a broom
while others shoulder the musket. I do not believe in

the kind of patriotism that pictures Patria and hides

itself in the colors of the Star Spangled Banner just as it

drinks rum and preaches Remminger. And I have only

the most profound contempt for the men whose sole idea

of sacrifice is to act as wet nurses for the war brides at

home.
But I believe in that sort of patriotism that thrills and

hopes and sacrfices. Like James Whitcomb Riley's

—

"Old Glory; the story we're wanting to hear
Is what the plain facts of your christening were.

For your name—just to hear it

Repeat it and cheer it 's a tang to the spirit

As salt as a tear
And seeing you fly, and the boys marching by
There's a shout in the throat and a blur in the eye
And an aching to live for you always, or die
If dying we still keep you waving on high."

Do you remember 11 years ago tonight? San Francisco
in dust and ashes and ruin. And can you tell me that the
men who had the courage, the pride and the patriotism

to rebuild out of the sorrow and ashes, this great, new
magnificent city, will fail the nation now? Never, no
never! And that is the patriotism we need now.
There can be, there will be, there must be but one out-

come to this war. And when Peace comes—a long last-

ing world Peace—each ship that sails, like a white cap
messenger to distant lands and foreign seas, shall pro-

claim again that here, in This land of freedom and aspir-

ing hopes, the ideals for which our fathers fought, have
been preserved and within our hospitable confines, the ex-

ile from every land may still find a home, where his days
may be spent in peace, in plenty and in prosperity.

ARE YOU IN THIS FIGHT OR JUST A BYSTANDER.'
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It is true that Luxembourg is taken in the face of treaty

and her rulers and people insulted; it is true that Belgium
is outraged in the face of neutrality; it is true that tiny
Montenegro, reliant Roumania, Serbia, accused of a crime
which was probably hatched in Vienna, and France are
supporting the heels of a host of modern Huns; but it is

also true that the United States—our country—is now in
this war.
What are you going to do about it?

If you are over thirty or under twenty-one. the chances
are that you'll do little except to benefit by the increased
income due to increased productiveness—unless you wake
up!

In other words, unless you are aroused by some sort of
appeal, perhaps more eloquent than this journal can urge,
you will be a SLACKER!
That is a hated word, isn't it?

It doesn't seem, somehow, to fit the masculinity of this
big, broad country—this puissant West!

Yet, unless you do something more than wear a pretty
emblem of red, white and blue in your buttonhole, you
will merit no better title than that of "Slacker."
Every day you are given an opportunity to help.
Recently—last Saturday—if you met a lady with a basket

and a plea for Belgium's kiddies, you must have given tier

at least seven cents, for that is the price which it costs to
feed a starving child in the land where the Kaiser's hosts
killed the youngster's father, perhaps, because he was a
member of the Guarde Civique, and where the Kaiser's
guns are trained upon age-old churches.

Today, you are asked to contribute something to a cause
nearer home.

It is the cause of the Red Cross.

Sanguinary emblem—a cross in rid!
It means sacrifice with its outstretched arms. It means

suffering and death in its blood; color.

Whether you subscribe to the annua] membersbip and
donate a dollar or whether you give yourself the honor of
becoming a sustaining member at a cost of $10. you may
feel the singular distinction of having done a duty to th$
land which protects you, the government which guaranl es
you life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness, and to the
soldiers who are fighting for the cause of democra and
freedom, you will send, indirectly, a message of encourage-
ment and cheer.

If ever you played baseball or football you will know
what "rooting" means, and how much better you play
when "the gang" is behind you.

Since you are not called to the front to fight, at least

you can join the growing crowd of "rooters" of the Red
Cross who show by the deed of gift that they are with the
boys at the front whose gifts sometimes are paid wlrt
their lives—lives which may be saved by the attention
which your subscription is destined to provide.

So, if you please, cut this out and put your name on the
line.

Let the Red Cross emblem be as popular and ;is fre-

quently seen in the clubrooms of the I. Y. C. as is our
emblem of the boat which nothing can submarine save
our own indifference!

Uncle Sam is about to "sit in" the game.
Ante up!
Fifty per cent of your subscription goes to Washington

and thence to the channels of National activities. Fifty

per cent of your subscription stays in California for pos-

sible future needs. Nothing is wasted in transit. There
are no commissions—not even any money for this very
inadequate "ad."
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Board of Pilot*.
Frank J. Hennessy, Commodore. M. W. Altmayer, Steward.

William M McCarthy, Keeper of- the-Log
• S. Mulvey Joseph a Watts

\ I "n (Truth Joseph S. Lewis
Samuel Berger Wall fisen

II. Hutchinson mon
Charles J, Vail

I" Sullivan, As- retary.
?gest for the improvement of our

Complali t am ion box In lobby.

Is you and your na
our i" ed by your bills and the ei

the Club? If not. as .» gr* a nee to this of flc

would suggest that you correct the same yourself when
mailing j our chei k to the off! I

we h:i\»- your records In 1 tnd we .isk

your it Ion with us, Moral: I f \ i

your mailing address, let us know and we will see that
the

i mail from this going astray is

n i ted.

The following members passed away since the last Malo
Sheet:
James A. Sciaroni, March 31, 1917.

Dr. Nathan Rosencrantz, April IT. 1917.

\. C. Schow, April 21, 1917
Adolph Steffens. April 24, 1917.

U U .lames, April 27, 1917

Initiation fee of |5.00 has been suspended.
New members entering the club wl 1 pay the Following

.Months of June or December $3.00 or $6.00
" July or Januan 5.50
" August or February 5.00
" September or March 4.50
" October or April
• November or May

Dues for half year, June 1st to November 3Cth. 1917.

amounting to $3.00, will be delinquent June 5th. Members
wishing to pay dues to May 31st, 1918, or one year, will

send $6.00.

The following people should be thanked for tl

took in the Klddii a' Ball:

Mrs. Jack Merrltt, Mr. -lack Merritt, Mis D I

Mr. Garnet Holme, Mr Pelton Taylor. Mr. a. 3. Jarvle,
Mr. Charles Fog II and Natii i

tain Green and i i Miss Dorrls De Flddes
and children from ber dam iffee.

Harry Fowler, Dar< Bros, through the kindm
Hippodrome, Willie Kidd kelson, Lee Lewis, Mrs. Lovell

I idles of the Y. L. i.. William L'Herieux, Ma :

Krisioffy. Capitol Deci S Ol Mr.
Vowinkei). l Riegel.

Anniversary Show, Saturday Ni^ht, June 16.

Members who have not made returns for their Kiddles'

Ball tickets will do so as soon as possible so that

plete statement can be given to the members of the

returns from the ball.

Owing to increased cost of all goods and the ?dded war
tax on some, the minimum price of refreshments at th~

I. Y. C. will be 12' 2 c, except beer, the price of which
remains 10c.

Commodore Frank .1. Hennessy announces the
lion of our third anniversary in the present clubrooms, to

be I'M Saturday night, June 16tn. Commodore Hennessy
request that all members attend, particulai i-

joining recently. A good show is promised and ;•

big Bend-off is to be given our shipmates who taai rec< ntl

f the colors. Don't fail to be present!

GEORGE SYMON HONORED BY CLUB.

The Main Sheet records with pleasure the fact that the
tables have been turned" on George Symon.
Not that he has been given his just dues, for that 'rans-

action, under the circumstances would be impossible; but
some slight effort has succeeded in measuring obligations
with him. and the success of the effort rises from the spirit

which was manifested.
The Indoor Yacht Club honored itself in honoring one

of its most effective, energetic and consistent workers

—

• Symon.
At a little gathering at which Shipmate Symon was the

surprised guest of honor (he Club presented him with ,.

aond emblem of the club.
'I he intrinsic value of Me bauble was nothing" compared

with the sj ,irit of gratitude and the sense of obligation
which lay hack of the giving. No task was too hard, no
problem in mechanics too awkward or difficult, no compli-

ii of service was too involved tor George Symon in

the recent preparations for the Kiddies' Ball. But the
Kiddies' Ball was no different from scores of I. Y. C. efforts
in the past, to all of which George Symon has brought

construi live brain and an energy equal to the horse-
. ol a couple of locomotives and a Dreadnought.

I to his willingness of service in the best of the
I. Y. c. activities there has always been a Symon-pure op-

in of spirit, believing that through all the struggles
and the labor there would come s lecess. and it is and has
been this faith which has brought the successes which

bees antici] al

Never say die.'' seems to be George Symon's motto.
Nothing abashes him, amazes him or perplexes him.
If something ^<>ts wrong, t he disaster has hardly mani-

1 itself be'ore he is at work correcting it or substi-

tuting s< mething for the item which "went wrong."
And one "i the mosl singular things about George Symon

is that with all this genius for construction he is in the
winking business," which, he says is nothing but con-

StruCtiveness the other way around.

The Indoor Yacht Club, possessed of a dozen such mem-
i us George Symon, would be a force for constructive

good in this community that nothing could stay nor stop.MM
I. Y.

ANNIVERSARY

Saturday Night, June 16, J 9 17

[Novel Entertainment
For Membe»-s Only

WE WILL ALSO SAY GOOD BY TO
OUR SHIPMATES WHO LEAVE SOON
FOR "SOMEWHERE IN FRANCE"

Anniversary Show. Saturday Night. June 16.
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KIDDIES' BALL.

At a time when every influence was adverse, this year's

Kiddies' Ball—a Fete in Fairyland—was a success, never-

theless. Though the financial returns were not what it

was hoped they would he, a goodly profit was rolled up
for the cause, and this in spite of discouraging trials and
obstacles of all kinds.

In the single element of publicity, though everything

was done that could have been accomplished, the news-
papers, usually so generous with space, were forced to

limit items concerning the I. Y. C. enterprise for the actual
want of space consumed mainly by war news which just

then was coming in so frauglit with import and public

interest as not to be denied column inches. The distinc-

tion of the public mind, just then agitated first over ^he
new fact that the United States was actually at war with
Germany diverted attention to many other things, and
many persons who had been staunch supporters of the
possibility of Uncle Sam's participation, and later over the
Indoor Yacht Club's Kiddies' Ball were dubious and wrote
letters explaining their attitude, which was that possiMv
every energy should just now be conserved for war. war
sufferers, Red Cross claims and the multitude of other
claims that will undoubtedly soon arise.

In connection with this matter, it is under consideration
to employ the profits of the ball for some such purpose,
in which case due notification will be publicly made.

Meanwhile, the success of the Kiddies' Ball becomes
the more significant, and in this success many influenci
were at work, but none more effectively than was the
decoration committee's efforts to keep down expenses.
Whoever will undertake the task of dressing the huge

Auditorium and succeed in making it homelike, cozy,
and yet tasteful will quickly come to an adequate appn
ciation of what was accomplished by the decoration com-
mittee on which George Symon, Moe Altmayer. Julius
Eppstein and a few others were hosts of importance and
efficiency. The hall was indeed a bower, and fit to house
a "fete in fairyland."
The entertainment committee, headed by 'in,, Wall-

fisch, who was master of the revels, deserves the highest
commendation, not only for the excellence of the pro-
gramme, but the economy with which it was assembled
and presented. Particularly effective was the singing of
Willie Kidd Nelson, the dances by the DeFidde* young
sters and the ballet presentations by the Anita Peters
Wright aggregation of vouth and beauty, one of the mo
notable of whom was Miss Dorothy Balthaser.
Garnet Holme's work in staging the pageantry ami (lie

pantomimes was masterful and this leature provided the
patriotic touch to the programme which was most appro
priate and timely. In staging these spectacles Mr. Huh

i

was effectively assisted by Mrs. D. E. F. Easton, and bot >

of them worked with a zeal which could not have been
greater had they had a personal concern in the success
of the occasion and a big salary appropriation—they volun-
teered their services, as did also Madame Johanna Kris-
toffy, whose singing of "The Star Spangled Banner"
the big thrilling event of the evenins.
The presence of the boys in blue frcm Yerba Bui a

helped materially in developing the patriotic sp :

rir cf the
occasion, and the drill by the Nationals was another b le -

ta.cu.Iar and enjoj able feature of the programme whi h
was begun and carried through with strict attention to
schedule and without delays.
Harry Dudley and his pretty girls from Solari's crmc in

for a number and went away with the drncing honors of
the evening, their act being professional in its manner
r.nd full of ' ginger."
The dance after the programme was ccmplstad extended

away into the wee hours, and ended as merrily as it began.
with no unhappy features to mar the evening of mingieJ
pleasure and duty.
The audience was as "classy" an affair as has ever been

assembled under the spacious roof of the city's great Audi-
torium, and the presence cf the IV'ayo, and his wife was an
appreciated compliment to the club.

Owing to increased cost of all goods and the added war
tax on some, the minimum price of refreshments at the
I. Y. C. will be 12 !/2 c, except beer, the price of which
remains 10c.

He said when first he saw me
Life seemed at once divine;

Each night he dreamed of angels,
And every face was mine;

Sometimes a voice in sleeping
Would all his hopes forbid,

And then he'd waken weeping

—

Do you really think he did?

Fill, fill your slender goblets
A -brim with blood -red wine,

And drink to a toast with laughter
To maids with eyes ashine;

Aye, toast your absent sweethearts
With laugh and lilt and swing;

Fill high the brimming goblets
And let your accents ring.

Aye, till the brimming beakers,
And think of gold-crowned head;

And think of blue eyes shining.
A n d curving l i ps a n d red

;

And toast, each one, his sweetheart
And drink the bumper down,

To maida with blue or gray eyes.
Or maids with eyes of brown.

OTEL |§)AUSALiTO
D WE SULLIVAN, Proprietor

PERFECTION OF EQUIPMENT

EVERYTHING NEW
EXPERT CHEF IDEAL ACCOMMODATIONS

Only 30 Minules (rom San Francisco, and

Only a Strp (rom the Sausalito Ferry

-r . u I Sutter 4030
Telephone,

, „„„„,.„ ,„s .,

Formerly
228 SUT'IER STREET

GOBEY'S GRILL
MO UNION SQUARE AVE.

lit. Oram Av. and Stockton Sts., Son Francisco, Cut.

Cliff House
The Wonder Spot

oj the World
A

Diner =
A PRIX FIXE=_=_ $1.50——

—

Every Evening
exceptional Dance Music /
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Your
Vacation

Should Mean
Rest
Health
Pleasure

There are hundreds of Mountain and

Seaside resorts only a lew hours away

SUGGESTIONS

Alameda Beaches

Monterey Bay Points

Santa Cruz Mountain Resorts

Shasta Resorts— Siena Resorts

Yosemite—Lake Tahoe

Lake County Resorts

Klamath Lake Region

Crater Lake—Huntington Lake

Los Angeles and its Beaches

Write (or Free Booklet— state region you

prefer. We will gladly assist you in arranging

a delightful trip. ASK ANY AGENT.

Write for Folder
on the
Apache Trail

of Arizona Southern Pacific

Overcoats
EVERYONE "A BEAR"

EARS in the wearable hug of Warm'.h-

EARS (or Style, Tailoring and Wear.

Adler—Rochester $
Society Brand

.OO

856 MARKET
EAST OF POWELL
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ST. FRANCIS IMPORTATION CO.

350 Oeary Street

WINES AND LIQUORS AT RETAIL
FINEST GOODS - LOWEST PRICES

PROMPT DELrVERTES

DEL MONTE AUTO RENTAL CO.

phone SUTTER 215
LIMOUSINES
LAVNDAUL8TS

WEDDINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

CABS
TOURINO CARS

OmCE. 105 POWELL STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

Anheviser-BuscK
Brewing Ass'n

Brewers of

Fine Beer

Exclusively

-ST. LOUIS. MO.

~3§K
*m%i

Draught

and

Bottled Beer

San Francisco Branch

1300 BRYANT STREET
Phone P.i-K 306

I am a power for great good if you do

not abuse my use.

In cases of need— I do my work well.

I am a builder up of health and strength

—in the hospital or in the home.

For the invalid or the convalescent

—

for the tired or overworked I offer a

great help.

A little of me goes a long way.

I have been among you for three

generations.

I'm known u Cyrus Noble throughout the world.

ACHMAN
MISSION
STREET

NEAR
16 th

Give Time on
Furniture

Our ten large floors filled with good
furniture, contain a wealth of suggestions

for freshening up the home before Summer

Immense Assortments
Lowest Prices

Most Liberal Terms
You are cordially invited lo come in and

examine the great variety of suites and

single pieces. To see the 46 styles of Buck's

Stoves from $ I 5 up. You may trade in your

old stove as part payment on a new Bucks.

EL SIDELO CIGARS
Will Suit Your Taste

o

o

• 101
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ARTHUR MARTINEZ

.Marly" Martinez has Tun the gamut of human emotions." as the bright newspaper reporter would say. He
has graduated from running races to running 132 rooms at the Motel Holland. From the task of engineering horses
around a track, he has passed to the much more difficult job of handling the human race.

It has been said of many puissant men, from Napoleon to President Wilson, that if their work lay in a field far

from their accepted occupation, they would be as successful as history relates they were. Napoleon might have
been a clever dramatic critic, if one may judge of his utterances on the subject of the drama, and Wilson might
be a Napoleon if he had been brought to the point of military maneuvers in his youth.

Not that the Main Sheet would attempt to couple "Marty" with Napoleon or President Wilson. We only men-
tion the matter to point a moral. "Marty" was a great jockey, as everybody knows who remembers the old Bay
District or the curves at ancient Ingleside. At the latter place he fell from a horse whose name was appropriate.
It was Virago. That was in 1897, and it marked the end of Martinez' career as a jockey.

Meanwhile he does not regret the fall. "One cannot be a jockey all his life," says "Marty." and that is a fact,

you'll agree. So he took to doini< other things, and is now managing proprietor of the Hotel Holland where the
friends of many years and from all over the world look him up to discuss the days of 1S89 in Santa Barbara when
he was thirteen years old and was employed by "IiUcKy" Baldwin, as exercise boy, or to the later days when he
went with Marcus Daly through the tracks of Montana and won many a race in '96 with a four-footed beast called

St. Jacobs, It may also he remembered here that he took the said beast to New York and made a "killing," and
that with St. Jacobs he beat all the best jumpers in Cincinnati. A year later. "Marty" was hurt at Ingleside and
since then has run no races nor lost any. He retains the spirit of those days, however, and looks upon "the game"
as destined to "come back" through the high class agencies of such men as James W. Coffroth; but "Marty" will

not ride again. He prefers automobiles as a means of personal locomotion for himself, and running 132 rooms in

a high class manner to running races around a tra< k Which meant for him fame, a fortune, and a broken leg.
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We earrii a eemplete line cf $tatieneri{

and *€ffiee Supplies—
9hcne fer a Representative

Shannon = %cntmi
ffrintingHempanif

* *

9rinters
and

Publishers

509 -tfaiweme 3t.
*^/ AT CLAY

Hemmercial

dperting

%egal

9ditieal

deeietti and

Viloxazine

Printing

Xearnii 1Q<)3

Buy your Groceries
frc

BOWEN G
&CO.

Pioneers inthe Grocery Business since 1850

P. VINCENT MATRAIA, Pr«.

art Jftotal Co,
Incorporated

255 POWELL STREET

TJmUoaJ KEARNY 3524ldcpb~'c
'1 SUTTER 1372

SAN FRANCISCO

/Xinkand

thv Show Place ofSan Francisco

IF you have ever met them, you'll

meet them again at Tart's.

It s the place of thorough enjoyment

—

beft of toocU— befl of entertainment —
perfect service and always different..

Travel hy Sea!
With delicious meals ami comfortable berths Included

in fares.

$18 Los Angeles & Return
Sailings KVKUY DAT but Sunday, 4 P. M.

$22 San Diego and Return
Sailings Mondays, Wednesdays. Thursdays, Saturdays,

4 P. M.

$37 Seattle,Tacoma & Return
Sailings Tuesdays, Thursdays. Saturdays at noon.

.AlasKa Excursions
During June—July—August

in-Lay Cruise % 66 up
20-Day Cruise ?100 up

From Sonttle

Frequent sailings Seattle to Juneau, Skagway,
Valdez, Cordova, Seward, Knik Anchorage.

PACIFIC STEAMSHIP CO.
City Ticket Office - 653 MARKET ST.

Telephone Sutter 7800 SAN FRANCISCO
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SPORT SQUIBS
By Leon Wing

The generally corpulent sporting editor, who in the days
of yore made his swivel chair screech in agony, is no
longer so corpulent. Not since the war began, at- least

There is a reason. His brave "subjects" have left him
fiat, as it were. Where once he fought with the higher
powers for extra space, today he is willing to be forced
into oblivion by the mighty news from the front.

In truth, here is the situation. But one sport, racing,

is prospering today. Baseball is far behind its record-
breaking seasons of 1913-14. Boxing, what was left of it,

received its last crushing blow from the pen of the New
York governor not so long ago. Wrestling really never
was and if it had a chance to supplant the glove game it

crushed its own spirit out this way after apparently in-

teresting a new public in California. The patriotism of

our collegians makes the stirring university sports out of

question, while tenns and swimming will suffer accord-
ingly by the recent draft.

* • •

Racing is enjoying its greatest season since the halcyon
days. Kentucky has outdone itself, while tbe his metro-
politan game is lietter than it has ever been since the

Morton Law went into effect. In Kentucky the stakes
were responsible for new attendance records and some
remarkable performances, while the Suburban and other
New York stakes swelled the Belmont receipts into fabu-

lous proportions.

A. K. Macomber. the young California millionaire, who
spent a fortune in collecting a remarkable stable of thor-

oughbreds, finally achieved one of his ambitions. His

borse, Boots, won the Suburban. Macomber has not met
with good fortune in the racing game. With his marvel-

ous string he appeared to have America's greatest stakes

at his mercy, but for unaccountable reasons something
would always set in that brought about disappointment.
His imported >o!t. North Star 111. was looked upon as a

sure winner of the Kentucky Derby, but a few days be-

fore the classic he bowed a tendon. Boots did not run his

race in the rich Kentucky Handicap as was proved later

when he defeated the greatest horses of America in lb''

Suburban.
The big chain of fall meets promises to be even greater,

than these of the summer, while the winter meeting at

Tijuana will likely even surpass the good old days in Cali-

fornia when the great horses of Ami sent out

this way to compete in the big stakes and handicaps,

• * *

Aside from the winning of the world's lightweight cham-
pionship by Benny Leonard, boxing hardly raised a stir

during the past year. 'Big purses," says .lames Wood Cof-

froth, former dean of boxing impresarios. killed the

game. Working men who labor year in and year out for

$:i per day continually read where champions refused to

show for an hour or so cheaper than %X5, and they

finally became so enraged as to cry for anti-legislation

that brought about the undoing of the Queensberry game."
No doubt, such was the case. Now there will be no

more dickering. New York was the last stand of the

boxer If he is to get any more (30,1 purses he will

have to find new lands. We hope he does for the sake

of the sport, but we doubt if they will stand for it more
than once. Unfortunately something always comes about
at the termination of these bis matches that leaves fan-

dom in an uproar and the cry goes out "We don't want

any more of it."

Jess Willard is hardly heard of nowadays unless it is in

connection with a cirrus, while men like Mike Gibbons!
Johnny Kilhane and the other champions are forced to

go out of their classes in order to even get a crack at the

money. Leonard is pursuing a wise course in making hay-

while the sun shines. A week after he defeated" Wetsti for

the title he met some novice in the ring arid gave him a

lacing. He likely would have made a fortune around New

York had the game continued there for Leonard is idol-

ized in Gotham.
* * *

Baseball has felt the pressure of money in these war
times. Fortunately for the game it has had great contests
for the pennant so far. In both the major leagues the
clubs have been tightly bunched in the race for the flag,

while out here on the Coast the clubs have fluctuated back
and forth so as to cause some enthusiasm. But Portland
continues to he a drain on the game, while Los Angeles
has been woefully weak in support with a pair of trailing

(dubs. Unless Los Angeles and Vernon get into the front

running, the diamond magnates are sure to have a losing

* * *

Wrestling suddenly loomed as the big game out West
until declarations of scandal by the men inside squelched
it quicker than it blossomed. And since it is on its wav
'. Blight as well give it a good kick. A hippodromed
wrestling match is more spectacular than a real contest,

i-chmidt first told us that. Like Abie Attell spared
his few opponents in the boxing game, so Hack, the Rus-
sian I. ion, saved his wrestling foes. Only more so. There
wore times on his world tour when Hack would get his

shoulders within an inch of being pinned and then turn

over to squash his opponent. The fans would go wild with
ill. effort" and cried for more. Certainly Hack gave
them what they cried for.

Tin- men out this way may have been on the squire so

i heir matches here were concerned, but the scandal
ib 'i las since eked out regarding the condition of the

lis left little doubt in the minds nf the contestants

ng tlie outcome of these matches. Santell admitted
to bis mates that he did not train for Stecher because he

knew down deep that he had no chance with the then

i h i Million, which is not easy to take by the fans who dug
deep i" Bee the n

Then there were the promoters who squabbled among
themselves to Anally hammer the game down for good.

The last effort found the promoters refusing to stand bV

what they guaranteed. This feature was never known in

s of boxing. Many a promoter was crushed with

v. but the case was rare, in leed. where the prin-

i |pal did not set what they were promised.
• » *

Harness racing will likely have a fair season. Promo-

ters on the Grand Circuit are already complaining of the

scarcity of horses. This is strictly a rich man's game and

Line rich man has tired of the heavy expense of the

trotter and pacer. Men like Billings, Mackenzie, Considine

and others threw up their hands after purchasing stock

and going into the business the cheapest wav. It

and sport, but like the other horse game it needs

tion to exist. It takes a follower to pay his wav
through the gates for the love of the sport and these fol-

lowers are becoming scarcer every year.
» « •

Tennis, golf, swimming, football, track and field and

Hne amateur sports will suffer through the loss of

athletes thai have gone to the front. Tennis, in particu-

lar, has already felt the loss of its stars for men like

Williams. McLoughlin. Strachan, Johnston. Davis and tbe

"lunteered under different parts of the service,

while Anthony Wilding, the mightv New Zealander. died

,i hero during the first stages of the war.
• « *

Locally the four-round boxing game, outside of baseball.

all that is left for the professional sport lover. But it

needs adjusting. Possibly the advent of some new men in

the game might bring it back to its old proportions. A
four-round bout is not so bad from a standpoint of action,

but it will take a reputable promoter, a promoter who is

-willing" to bring it back slowly and not grasp for the big

gates that you have read about
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MARTIN BECK ENGAGES MARGARET ANGLIN

VAUDEVILLE
FOR

Margaret Anglin will make her debut in vaudeville with-

in a few weeks. Mr. Martin Beck, managing director of

the Orpheum Circuit, will present Miss Anglin under his

personal management.
That the legitimate yields its greatest to the two-a-day

has been proved so often that it is indisputable. Its truth

was established for all time when Mr. Beck presented

Mme. Sarah Bernhardt in the Orpheum theaters. Since

then, Mr. Beck has made numerous acquisitions of the

world's greatest stars for two-a-day patrons, but Miss
Anglin is the most notable capture from the legitimate

field he has announced for some time.

Although it has been definitely agreed that Miss Anglin
will appear in vaudeville under Mr. Beck's management,
the medium in which she will be seen has not yet been
positively decided upon. It is considered likely, however,
that it will be the patriotic spectacle. "Liberty Aflame,"

by Roland Burke Hennessy. This timely production is

now being presented in the East with Julia Arthur. Mr.

Beck may make arrangements whereby Miss Anglin will

be seen in "Liberty Aflame" in the West, while Miss
Arthur fills engagements in the Atlantic states. "Liberty

Aflame" is an unusual offering, even for vaudeville. For
its proper presentation it requires an actress of the high-

est calibre, one whose dramatic reading of lines assures

intense appeal, and Miss Anglin's qualifications make her
perfectly equipped for the role. In the event that this

tentative scheme is abandoned, Mr. Beck has other vehi-

cles in view, any one of which would enable vaudeville-

goers to see Miss Anglin at her best.

PARTING AND DEPARTING
"Speaking of that mysterious concatenation of circum-

stances which the vulgar populice calls chance," began
Billv Glynn, the popular cigarero of the Hotel Whitcomb.
The genial tar of the only Indoor addressed his remark

lo the little group of serious thinkers which gathers of an
afternoon in the marble lobby of the new hostelry at the

Civic Center.
"Prior to th's moment when you intruded upon our medi-

CHANDLER
Chandler prices will advance $200 on

June 30th. An opportunity is afforded a

limifed number of buyers to secure a

Chandler Roadster or Touring Car at the

present price of

$1545
delivered here.

PEACOCK

MOTOR SALES CO,
1350 VAN NESS AVENUE

phone prospect 431

tations," said Loring Doe, sliding the band off another
weed, "we were not speaking or thinking of that subject."

"But I was," said Billy, "and for the very good reason
that yonder departing stranger shook thirty-two sixes on
a quarter's investment."
"Do I scent a story or a peeve?" demanded John van

Home, the Whitcomb manager.

"Speaking of chance," continued Bill with proper dig-

nity, "there was once upon a time an undesirable citizen
who accepted the hospitality of my home in Seattle for
an indefinite period and then hornswoggled me out of a
hundred coins of the realm. Then he departed posthaste
—whatever that is—and was seen no more,- at least for c,

considerable time."
"Is this a story or a polysyllabic exercise?" asked Sam

Greene in his best butter tones.

ne was seen no more—vanished like tire smoke of a
cigar." continued Raconteur Glynn, ignoring the insult.

"Years passed, as they usually do, and one day I was visit-

ing the head of a big mercantile establishment in his prin-

cipal office at Portland. Judge of my surprise when Mr.
Hornswoggle came into the office, and was introduced to
me as the auditor of the company. I accepted the intro-

duction and his preferred hand, but I was troubled. My
almost forgotten experience with him told me that he WHS
not the man to be auditor of such a concern. I decided to

think the matter over before acting.

"As I was leaving the establishment Mr. Hornswoggle
tapped me on the arm and led me to a secluded nook.

" Billy,' he said, 'you have it in your power to ruin me.
A word from you, and I lose my job. I swear to you
that I've been going straight for years. As an evidence of

my good faith, take this in part payment of what I owe
you,' and he handed me twenty-five dollars.

"We had some more talk, and he convinced me that
he was on the level. I promised to say nothing of his past
and left him blessing me."

Hilly paused.
"Well?" said Doe.
"Mr. Hornswoggle departed that night from Portland,

taking $110,000 of the company's funds with him."

Remember that

Cresta Blanca Wines
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Ed. M. Lind
old

Whiskey
Aged 10 Years in Wood

Ed. M. Lind & Co.
San Francisco



RAY COX COMMENTS ON THE WAR

1'HE MAIN SHEET

(By Walter Anthony)
Ray Cox, one of the most humorous of women, can be

c ne of the most solemn. From playing at horseback riding
on the Orpheum stage and throwing throngs into hysteria
she steps easily into a posture of the greatest gravity
wherein she speaks of things as they are and not of things
as they should be.

She has just returned from a seven months' residence in
London where she went, impelled, she said, by an Impulse,
and where she was held close to the hearts of those
amusement-hungry folk.

During those seven months she learned to know her au-
diences, and some of her reflections concerning the war-
character of the London public make interesting reading,
perhaps.
One of the most important conclusions she came to with

reference to the tastes of London audiences was that they
were clean.

The war has had that effect. The public, particularly
that portion of it which is back from the front for a rest
for their nerves, is seeking merry entertainment but in-

sisting that it be clean and wholesome. Burlesque has
perished.
Not even performances of the type made familiar to

American theater-goers by Ziegfeld and the Shuberts is in

demand. The Quest for that type of entertainment seemed,
she says, to have died with the birth of a new and deeper
seriousness on the part of the public which is sacrificing
of its blood and treasure to the end that the western Ideals
of democracy lie perpetuated.
What the I»ndoner wants in the shape of theatrical en-

tertainment is the English brand of "Revue." which re-

sembles the American type only in name and in the cir-

cumstance that nothing which happens on the stage has
anything to do with anything else. It is nothing but a
great vaudeville show on a large scale with hilarious acts
in the ascendency. That is one reason in Miss Cox' esti-

mation, for the success of her offering.

Miss Cox came as something new to the London stage.
She was a funny woman. The English have had funny
women on the stage before Miss Cox ventured over there,
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151 = 159 Powell Street

but the English comedienne is funny because she has a
tunny make-up and because of her angularity of manner
or her grotesque appeal—the type of funny women who are
female Charlie Chaplins is what the English understand
by "comedienne." That's why .Miss Cox brought them
something new even though Marie Dressier had preceded
her to the Court of King James—so to say. The appeal
of her humor though hilarious is independent of make-up.
& tribute, at once shocking and eloquent, made to the

comedy genius of Miss Cox, was proffered unintentionally
by an officer of the English army who was home on a
prolonged furlough. He had been hurt at the front. He
had mixed with a Teutonic bayonet, with the result that
his jaw required repairing.
He laughed so hard at Miss Cox that he had to go back

to the hospital, from whence he wrote her a letter apologi-
zing for the slight commotion ho had created in getting
out of the theater.
That was some compliment!
The imminence of the war was brought home to Miss

Cox, she said, as it had never been before. From a high
s te on the golf links where she took her afternoon exer-
cise on calm, clear days it was possible, she said, to hear
a distant murmur. It was the sound of far-off guns at
the front, across the English channel.

Miss Cox makes the interesting assertion that in the
i aae uf the present war the issues had been bigger than
the men involved in the struggle, and that it was our own
President Wilson who envizaged them, just as President
Lincoln had seen through the superficial but pressing
Issues of the Civil War. the facts which lay far down at
the bottom of the conflict.

France's fight was self-preservation and to regain lost
territory and pride; England's was self-preservation; Bel-
gium's was the fight of a mother for her children, or the
fight of a father for the integrity of his home. It remained
for America to point clearly the issues as those which lay
alongside of humanity's desire for freedom and her pro-
gress towards and in democracy.
At least those are some of the conclusions arrived at

by this singularly funny woman of the Orpheum circuit
who bears truly the tradition that the obverse [ace oi
comedy Is serious if not tearful.

She feels that she did a good work in London. She re-

maned there for seven months and made them forget
temporarily the sorrows of war.
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NO HELP FOR THE "SLACKER."
There seems no haven for the "Slacker."
If he prefers a jail sentence to service for his country

he gets his jail sentence as a matter of accommodation,
and then he is liable to service just the same.

If, in view of that service being distasteful, he seeks to

surrender at the earliest opportunity, he will be put to

work on the front somewhere with Hindenburg and will

be prodded with Teuton bayonets if he works too slowly.

After that, he can console himself with the reflection

that only one more move is left him.
He can go to H—1.

SUNDAY'S CRUSADE TO CLOSE; COLLECTIONS BAD

During all the time when the people who believed that

Billy Sunday would do New York a lot of good were get-

ting 'round and raising money to bring him here, the un-

derstanding was conveyed that his campaign was to last

at least three months. The announcement is now made
that his meetings will be discontinued at the end of ten
weeks. The evangelist indignantly denies that his cam-
paign has been cut short to lessen the financial deficit

which will remain when he is finished. "If anybody got
the understanding that I came here for three months,"
he said, "that's his fault and not mine. Goodness knows
it's hot enough by June 17, and anyway, that's as late as
I ever work. I came here to stay ten weeks, and that is

what I'm doing."
At a meeting of the committee of clergymen who have

supported Billy's campaign the announcement which was
made was that by "a change of plan," the meetings would
end June 17. Up to date the collections at the meetings
have amounted to $41,451.56, which establishes a ratio

of about one dollar for each 22 persons attending the
meetings. The advance subscriptions which went to make
up the fund required by the evangelist before he would
come to New York amounted to $53,963.43. Offerings and
advance subscriptions, together, now total $96,415.02. The
total expense of ten weeks of the meetings will be
$150,000.—James M. Allison, in "New York Day by Day"
Column, Cincinnati Times-Star.

FOR THE TIME BEING.

It is one of the anomalies of the present situation be-

tween the nations that the United States in order to fight

autocracy must necessarily assume, for the time being,
autocratic means.
That is the price paid, and the price should be under-

stood and paid willingly.

War in its procedure is essentially autocratic.
The soldiers and sailors have no vote on the measures

taken either for their safety or for their employment in

offensive operations. It is silly to imagine that the prin-
ciples of democracy can be operative in an army. That
is a condition of an army, and it is well to understand
it and concede it for the purposes to which our army
is dedicated.
Those who would interfere with the progress of the

United States in this war and who urge all kinds of ham-
pering restrictions, may think themselves good friends of
democracy, but they are its worst enemies; for only by
and through the success of American arms in conjunction
with those of England, France, Italy and Russia, can de-
mocracy find a safe place in the world.
The means wherewith to crush autocracy must them-

selves be autocratic.

Steel must clash with steel. The fight must be won,
and then it will be time enough to resume the democratic
pursuit from which we have been diverted by the auto-
cratic madmen of Prussia.

WHO'S GUILTY?

From Brann's Iconoclast.
Either Clinton Howard, or Bill Sunday is a literary thief,

proof of this fact, examine the followingIf you want
parallel

From Clinton Howard's
Prohibition Speech;
What is the traffic in

rum? "The devil in solu-

tion." said Sir Wilfred Law-
son, and he was right.

"Distilled Damnation." said
Robert Hall, and he was
rii;lit. "An artist in human
slaughter," said Lord Ches-
terfield, and he was right.

"Poisoner's General, driving
men to Hell," said Wesley,
and he was right. "More
destructive than war, pesti-

lence and famine," said
Gladstone, and he was
right. "A cancer in human
society, eating out its vitals

and threatening destruc-
tion," said Abraham Lin-
coln, and he was right.

From Bill Sunday's
Copyrighted Booze Sermon:
What is the traffic in

rum? "The devil in solu-

tion," said Sir Wilfred Law-
son, and he was right.

"Distilled Damnation," said
Robert Hall, and he was
right. "An artist in human
slaughter," said Lord Ches-
terfield, and he was right.

"Poisoner's General, driving
men to Hell," said Wesley,
and he was right. "More
destructive than war, pesti-

lence and famine," said
Gladstone, and he was
right. "A cancer in human
society, eating out its vitals

and threatening destruc-
tion." said Abraham Lin-
coln, and he was right.

I am not prepared to assert that some of these men did
not use the language accredited to them, but I am certain
(it three things:

First. The sentence ascribed to Lincoln is a brazen
forgery, lie never siid it. I agree to contribute $1000
to the Anti-Saloon League If any man can show that the
language used is found in any authentic speech of utter-

ance of Abraham Lincoln.
Second. If the others used the language ascribed to

them they littered nothing but ridiculous fallacies. The
beverage liquor traffic consists in making beer, wine and
whisky; selling to people who want these liquors and iSi

livoring the goods by freight or express. This Is ALL there
is to the TRAFFIC. How could the art or act of manu-
facture be called the "devil in solution"? By what stretcn

of imagination can a sane man regard purchase and sale

as "distilled damnation," or "an artist in human slaugh-
ter?" Could any thinking man look upon the act ot trans-

portation as "more destructive than war. pestilence and
famine?" Manufacture, sale, transportation is the sum
total of the liquor traffic. The evil is not in the traffic,

but consists of excess and can be found only under the hat
of the man who is intemperate.

Third. Somebody is a thief. Did Sunday steal this

phony gem from Clinton Howard, or did Howard steal it

from Bill? Ask Howard. If he cannot convict Bill I can.

What would the great newspapers do to a politician of

Bill's prominence who stole his speeches? How long wilt

they permit this mutt to make monkeys of them?

The sword has no feeling.

A torpedo cannot reason.

There is no logic in gatling guns.

Beware the patriot who does all his fighting with his

mouth. When war is declared he never fails to trot out

his particular hobby and preach his patent panacea for all

human ills. In his opinion, the country must accept his

dictum, act upon his advice, or go to Hell.
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RANDOM THOUGHTS
So the St. Francis bar is now closed on Sundays. And

it is announced that the period of the dry Sabbaths will
run indefinitely. Henry T. Scott, who is the board of
directors of the hotel, representing the Crocker interests,
did it, so 'tis said. James Woods, the manager, was 01

course, present, although the mine host-police commis-
sioner, was on his way east when the annovincement was
made known to the public. What actuated the manage-
ment of the big hotel in this bar against booze on Sunday
was not given out. The war cry against liquid grain, mil-
itaristic or Prohibitionistic, was not mentioned in the
edict. It is enough to say however, that the (St. Francis
hotel bar did a lucrative business on the first day of the
week holiday, how much it is hard to guess, but if as 'tis

said, the St. Francis sells in all its various bars, lounges,
cafes and tea rooms $G<H),O0u worth of grog a year, why
these 52 Sundays sec must rob the tills of a pretty snug
sum of profit.

And speaking of bars Do you know that the St. Francis
bar, under the management of Ted Grethen, is aping the
manners of the big moguls of baseball. All the big leagues
have their farming out circuits; also the minors have such
an arrangement. Such, for instance, is the agreement with
Detroit and the Seals and the other way down the column,
San Francisco with Des .Moines and Dallas.

So the St. Francis farms out its bartenders. Stockton
is the principal rendezvous, although we And Pat Kilkenny.
for ten years with Woods, now at the Plaza. But Stockton
gets the prize. Up on the slough there are now gathered
Fred Martin, chief for a long period when the new hotel

opened after the fire, Jim Crean, who once aspired to be
the light heavyweight champion of the world and last of

all "Mac" in full Edward Gallagher McGettigan. Mac was
behind the bar at the St. Francis lor nearly ten years and
his wit and humor made big business for the hotel. In

lact, many travelers mad'' their reservations for apart
ments through him. His is a face that will be missed.
When it was learned that he was no longer with the house,
a petition was rushed and in a few minutes there were
fllty names of the best known frequenters of the bar at-

tached to it. It was for some reason or another never pre-

sented to Mr. Woods.

Stockton gains by the presence of these stalwarts and
the men who have taken their places get a holiday on Sun-
day, so they should worry. Besides the Crockers and the
Scotts do not need the Sunday change. The boys can put
it on the plate on .Sunday morning or give it to Hen Berry
on Sunday afternoon.

And speaking of Hen Berry, W. II. Berry to be correct.
Do you know that he still claims to be the heavyweight
pugilistic champion of Alaska? Well he does. He won it

many years ago, back in 1898, in the Klondike. It was not
until his brother Frank, alias Side-Hill Sandy, came along
with his brother Clarence that he dropped his title.

In the match in the frozen regions Clarence was referee
in the brothers" combat. Hen says he was jobbed and that
his brothers, hearing of his prowess were jealous of his
laurels. He admits in the tussle that he slipped twice
because of the wetted canvas, but that his toupee-covered
relative never put a glove on him. He was counted out in

one of these tumbles.

Recently in the St. Francis bar, Side-Hill Sandy kidded
him about losing the championship, and although the battle

had been lost nearly twenty years ago Hen was up with
the old argument of a frame. The argument seemed to

be friendly and we suppose it was, but anyway, Hen
swung on Frank, caught him on the jaw. and the big fellow
slipped between the foot rail and the bar and in a tumbled
up condition, stayed down while he was counted out.

So the baseball magnate again claims he is the title

holder of the heavyweight division of the far north.

Don't tell this to Tom McC'ann, who was once a cham
pagne agent and who is now a financier associated with
Hutton and Company. Eddie Lind told Ponton D'Arcy
that every time he saw Mrs. Rena Mooney's face, he
thought of this same Thomas.

Now it is said that pursuing a certain Belasco study
in psychological effects that Thomas O'Connor, of counsel
in the bomb murder cases, has contrived to keep the wom-
an defendant in the background, for in his judgment, the
story runs, her features are hard and unfair to look upon.
The attorneys for the State would have the woman sit with
her counsel within continuous view of the jury, but Judge
Seawell has ruled that she need not be in such a conspicu-
ous a position always. Presence in court, anywhere in the
room, is all that is required. But no room would be big
enough for the fellow who told Tom McCann that he looked
like this same lady.

Of Mrs. Mooney's counsel it is said further that Max-
well McNutt would be one of the greatest lawyers on
earth, if the jury system was abolished. But, they say,

Max lacks tact. In the Billings case McNutt regaled the
jurors with stories he said he had heard his father's hos-

tlers recite when they were getting ready to take the youth-
ful patrician Max for an afternoon airing in the park.
Brennan took this sort of appealing for his cue. He said

to the jury that his father was a hostler, that he himself
had worked in a stable and when there wasn't anybody
else around to shoe the nags, he did the job himself. More
power to him. The jurymen liked it. Just like my boy
Jimmy. And the hostler's son won his case.

Is there not some field for speculation how Tom O'Con-
nor, who acquitted Leah Alexander, will get along with

McNutt as associate counsel. Max, the lawypr through
and through, hard and thorough, and Thomas, tempera-
mental and eloquent?

John Francis Neylan, Jack Neylan he is called, has quit

his job of $5000 a year as chairman of the State Board of

Control, to practice law in .San Francisco. Neylan was
admitted to the bar last summer and stood at the head of

his class.

Observers say that Neylan did not warm up to Governor
Stephens. Everybody knows the devotion he had for

Hiram W. now in Washington but to his successor in the

gubernatorial chair, fighting, peppery Jack, it is said,

remained lukewarm.
In the last Presidential race Stephens and Neylan cam-

paigned the southern part of the State together. It must
have been disconcerting to the former Congressman and
the then Lieutenant Governor and heir apparent, to have
the youth in his company get all the applause, all the press

notices and all the requests for come-back speeches.

A fellow who disliked Neylan. and there are lots of them,

almost as many, we nearly said, as his friends, once said

to him, "Why I knew you when you were a poor news-

paper reporter, getting $35 a week." And Neylan answered.

"Great Gods, that wasn't my fault, that's all they would
give me."

The other day we read that Frank Maskey, the candj

man of Kearny street, was going to the Hawaiian Islands

to look over the sugar plantations. We wonder if he trav-

eled on the same boat on which George Roberts is the

purser.

In the old days, thirty years ago, Maskey used to be the

candy maker in George Roberts' father's shop. The candy

maked prospered and the merchant fell on hard times.

His son took to the seas and Maskey went abroad too, as

far as the sugar plantations and into the big coin.

When Arthur Maitland brought his unique one act plays

to the St. Francis for the benefit of the Red Cross Fund, he

was fortunate in meeting our old comrade Julius Eppstein.

The hotel management had donated the use of the ball

room, but in the opening plays there were brides and

bridesmaids and all the accoutrements of a fashionable

wedding. But where the flowers to do this scene nicely.

"How many orange blossoms do you want and what will

the bridesmaids wear?" asked Eppstein. And they were

sent fresh for every performance without more chatter

or without pretense of doing something.

Don't fail to attend I. Y. C. Anniversary June 16.
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LIBERTY BONDS

The final drive for the Liberty Bonds is on in San
Francisco just as The Main Sheet is going- to press and
every loyal member of the Indoor Yacht Club and every
true American is doing what he can to swell the subscrip-
tion in this city. Millions have been subscribed and more
millions are going to be subscribed. The people through-
out the land realize the importance of supplying the gov-
ernment with the money necessary for carrying on the war
and when the final accounts come to be tabulated it will

be found, undoubtedly, that the bond issue has been fully

subscribed for.

Putting your money into liberty bonds is the' same th'ng
as putting your money into the bank—only it is a whole
lot better. The bonds may be secured on the payment of
a small installment with deferred payments and banks
throughout the city are offering their services in nego-
tiating sales and purchases. The bonds carry three and a
half per cent interest and they are as readily transferable
as the currency issued by the United States Government.
You can turn them in at the corner grocery for cash if the
occasion should require.

One point that The Main Sheet believes to be worthy
of emphasis is that the prompt and full subscription of the
Liberty Bond issue means a shortening of the war. Per-
haps the prompt subscription will mean a shortening of
the war for a period of months, perhaps for a period of
weeks, perhaps for a period of only days, but it will mean
a -shortening nevertheless. Any American who ran cur-
tail the war even for a few days through an immediate
subscription to the Liberty Loan will be performing pa-
triotic service.

The whole city is behind Mayor Rolph in boosting the
subscription for the loan. Each branch of the city gov-
ernment is securing subscriptions. Particularly notabl
among the subscribers to the loan are the members and
workers of the Playground Commission of this city. The
members and workers of the commission held a special
meeting in the assembly room of the Playground Board
Tuesday evening. June 12th, with the Rev. Father 1). 0.
Crowley presiding. Father Crowley, whose splendid work
in the interest of the state and nation is known throughout
the United States and even abroad made a stirring appeal
for the bonds and introduced Mr. Angelo Rossi, another
of the playground commissioners, who explained the legal
and financial assets of the Liberty Loan. Mr. E. .1. De
Groot of the Playground Commission also spoke. An effect-
ive speech was made by Mr. Joseph Ebert, swimming
instructor at the Mission Swimming Pool. He spoke on
behalf of the employes of the Playground Commission and
gave an interesting discussion of the desirability of the
Liberty Bonds.
When all had been said and done the subscriptions to

the loan by members of the Playground Commission and
by the workers of the commission aggregated $4000. which
is no small amount indeed.

Indoor Yachtsmen have taken a prominent part in se-
curing subscriptions and making subscriptions to the loan—let us hope that when the list of subscribers is made
public that the name of the Indoor Yacht Club and the
names of its members will be near the head of the list.

PROHIBITION A SHAM.

By Edward Moray.
All prohibition is a sham and bound to be a sham, be-

cause it is impossible, and because it is based on impossi-
bilities.

You can prohibit one man in the State of New York
from drinking because it is possible to watch that one
man and keep him from drinking.
You can prohibit ten men, a hundred men. or a thous-

and men in that state from drinking, because it is possible
to hire enough men to watch them and enforce the pro-
hibition.

But you can't possibly prohibit eight million people in
the state from drinking, because you can neither watch
them all yourself nor hire enough other people to watch
them, and therefore, you cannot possibly enforce the pro-
hibition.

When prohibition can't be enforced it is not prohibition—it is merely discouragement.
WT

orse. than that, it is hypocrisy.
Without prohibition men drink openly without shame

and without pretense.

With prohibition they go down cellar to drink, or out in

the stable, or in a dark corner.
They go to more trouble to get the drink, therefore they

are inclined to drink a larger quantity when taey have the
opportunity.

Prohibition, therefore, is a discouragement that eventu-
ally becomes an encouragement.
Why not be honest about it? Why not change the name

from Prohibition party to 'Discouragement party?
Even then, admitting that most of the discouragement is

that which precedes the location of the proposed drink.

End that in most cases what is discouragement at the
start, becomes encouragement when the drink is finally

located, why not call it the Dis-and-en-couragement party?
That is, if Prohibs want to he strictly honest about

their appel'ation.

I.Y. C. ANNIVERSARY THIS SATURDAY NIGHT; Show for I. embers Only.

ANNOUNCEMENT

L. A. KELLY & CO.
Real Estate and Insurance

HOBART BUILDING
I beg (o announce thai I will continue the business of my

late husband with the same strict attention to techn-cal detail,

and ask your renewals and confidence.

New business solicited and appreciated.

MRS. L. A. KELLY

JULIUS EPPSTEIN
Formerly of the Art Floral Company

NOW AT THE

ST. FRANCIS HOTEL

jflotucr i^tant)

www
DELIVERY ANYWHERE OPOER ANYTIME

Telephone SUTTER 876
"Fragrant Blossoms ma£c glad the Heart in any Garden"

*
Mr. Eppstein wishes to announce that he is no longer

associated with the Art Floral Company.

SMOKE
Hcrina
QUEEN of HAVANA

Shapes and Sizes to suit
Ml Tastes £> & j£>

M. BlasKower, Distributer

Don't fail to attend I. Y. C. Anniversary June 16.
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Indoor Yacht Club
Club Rooms and Office. 4 Eddy Street. Telephone (Private

Exchange connecting all departments). Sutter 53S6.

Hoard of riloto.
Frank J. Hennessy. Commodore. M. W. AJtmayer, Steward.

William II. McCarthy, Keeper-of-thc-I.
Thomas S. Hulvey Josepli A. Walts
James W. Coffroth Joseph S. Lewis
S&muel Berger Otto Wallfisch
Joseph H. Hutchinson George Symon

Charles J. Vail
Harry F. SuUival >tary.

Criticise and BOggest for the Improvement of our b

Complaint and suggestion box in lobby.

K. Herzog. M. Altmayer. Dr. Harris Klein. Harry Weiss,
J. J. Hughes. Frank E. Powers, Al Conniff. M. Rrody, R.
Munson, Win. Morrison. L. Livingston. Milton Newhouse,
Wm. Larkin. Dave Simmons, P. Shaen, E. G. Fisher,
Leland Korper. C. W. Harris, Max Rosenstein. H. Lewin.
W. P. Kyne. Henry Redlick. C. W. Whitney. .1. S. Lewis.

Theall, Dr. G. F. Leek. Jr., .1. Kenealy. J. Slver-
stein, C. B. Mish. Al Furley. Ben Jacobs.

The foliow-ing members deceased during month of May:
Louis A. Kelly. May 24th. 1917.

John F Holland, May 27th. 1917.

Is your address correct and your name properly spelled on
our records, evidenced by your hills and the envelop)
the Club? If not. aa as, Bt&nce to this oftire we
would suggest that you correct tiie same yourself when
mailing your check to the office. It is very important that
we have your records in this I we ;isk
your hearty co-operation with us. Moral: If you change
your mailing address, let us know and we l

the possibility of your mail from this going astray Is

eliminated.

On June 7th the Progressive Whist Tournament under
(he following committee. Steve Dabovich, Tom McElroy
and Moe Selig. the prizes were won by the following

members:

1st Prize—Tom McElroy, 126.

2nd Prize— A. ('. I'osener. 123.

3rd Prize—Jos. S. Lewis, 121

4th Prize— .1. Michaels, 117.

r.th Prize—Robt. Munson and II Donaldson. 113, tied.

The following members took part: I. II. Voight. L. H.
Anixter. Phil Simon. L. Davis, Job. Cohen. H. Baumgarii-n.
Wm. Baumgarten. A. J. Crowley. II. Niacs, Jos. Pearl.

C. Vrterna, W. M. Dixon. Harry Wallach. C. I. Berry. W.

lnit ation fee of $5.00 has been suspended.
New members entering the club will pay the following

dues:
Mi nths of June or December. $3.00 or $6.00.

Months of July or January, $5.50.

Months of August or February. $5.00.

Months of September or March. $4.">".

Months of October or April. $4.00.

Months of November or May, $3. an

Dues for half year, June 1st to November 30th, 1917.

amounting to $3.00, were delinquent June .">th- Members
wishing to pay dues to May 31st, 1918, or one year, will

send $1

The monthly whist tournament will be held in the Club
rooms on luly 11th, 8:15 p. m. sharp. The following com-
mitter has been appointed to take charge: L. H. Anixter,

Ca| t. Milton Newhouse and Hi Donaldson. Sign book at
ifflce.

The monthly rotation pool tournament will be held in

t'le club rooms on July 16th. S p. m. sharp. The following

committee lias been appointed to take charge: Chis. J.

Vail. Harry A. Keeler and Fred C. Hawes.

Owing to increased cost of all goods and the added war
tax on seme, the minimum price of refreshments at the

I Y. C. will be 12' 2c, except beer, the price cf which
remains 10c.

I. V. c.

ANNIVERSARY

Saturday Night, June 16, 1917

Novel Entertainment
For Members Only

WE WILL ALSO SAY GOOD BY TO
OUR SHIPMATES WHO LEAVE SOON
FOR "SOMEWHERE IN FRANCE"

Don't fail to attend I. Y. C. Anniversary June 16.
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Welcome Home to a Traveled

Shipmate From Los Catos.

Paul Dunphy, one of the I. Y. C.

veterans, is back home again
where he belongs. For three years
he has been a resident of Los
Gatos, where at the Linden Hotel
he has been a worthy, though very
ill, representative of the club's

spirit of optimism. Though at

times desperately sick, he knew he
was going to get well—and he did,

and that's why he is back amongst
us once more, recovered, hearty
and neartily welcome. He says
that the combination of optimism
and the care he received at the
Hotel Linden woult cure a more
desperate case even than his.

Three years is a long time, but
short and profitable when health
waits at the end of the thirty-sixth

month, and what is the Hotel Lin-
den's loss is the Indoor Yacht
Club's very definite gain.

SLACKERS.

When war was declared many victims of Cupid who
had planned a honeymoon this spring rushed to take
out a license for fear the iron hand of sumptuary legis-

lation would forbid them to marry during Mars' regime.
A few men went with the intention of escaping the first

draft and in so doing assumed a heavier obligation than
a soldier's uniform.
As soon as the authorities in charge of our volunteer

system in Chicago heard of the crush in matrimony
they made a desperate drive on the prospective bride-

grooms. When the usual sweet words failed to produce
results the recruiting sergeants cast discretion to the winds
and insulted and bullyragged every man in the lovers'

squad. They pinned yellow ribbons on some of them (by
selective draft) and in other ways made a general nuisance
of themselves. Naturally they were not very successful.
Eventually it began to dawn upon the authorities that they
were making a mistake—that you cannot win recruits to

any cause by insulting the prospect first. The dogs of war
were withdrawn from the county building, but the stench
they raised has not been forgotten.

The principle of the volunteer system was violated by
the strong arm methods. The yellow ribbon appeal should
be beneath the greatest nation in the world. The man
who would join the army to avoid the yellow ribbon is a
coward and the army is a very poor place for a coward.
He would be a menace to every brave man in the ranks.
Our army would be more efficient if the. men who wanted
to get married to avoid service were encouraged to do so.

The rumpus at the county building gave several small
time politicians whose names seldom appear even "among
those present" in the newspapers a chance to fatten their

batting average in the publicity league. They were not
slow to come to bat with some gracious words about
"slackers and cowards." One judge was particularly ve-
hement and the press paraded his enthusiasm on the first

page. The recruiting officers may have some excuse in

their zeal for overstepping the bounds, but there was no
call for a hymn of hate from the civilians. If those gen-
tlemen were sincere in what they said, I do not see how
they could be satisfied to let somebody else do their fight-

ing. If my appetite called for seven buckets of blood
before breakfast every morning I would at least be man
enough to do my own killing. The man who howls for

blood and wants somebody else to shed it for him is more
of a slacker in my estimation than the man who has no
such appetite.—TAL, in Iconoclast.

War is the last word in the philosophy of FORCE. Until
mankind is controlled by intellect we will continue to be
subjects of Mars.
So long as individuals need policemen to protect them

from criminal aggression, nations will need standing armies
to protect them against the greed and ambition of their

neighbors.

YOUR DOCTOR SMOKES

PALO
Q^M = P

The New 1917 Crop is the Best Yet

Make a Pal of PALO

3 for 25c— 10c straight— 2 for 25f

FOR SALE EVERYWHERE

JOSEPH RINALDO, Distributor

507 MISSION STREET SAN FRANCISCC

OTEL g)AUSALITO
DAVE SULLIVAN, Proprietor

PERFECTION OF EQUIPMENT

EVERYTHING NEW
EXPERT CHEF 101- \I V (MMMOOATIONS

Only 30 Minutes from San Francisco, and

Only a StCj, from the Sausalito Fern'

...„,,„„. I Sutter 40.10
Telephone.

, Uoutlm , 568J
Formerly

22X SUTlliR STREF.1

GOBEY'S GRILL
140 UNION SQUARE AVE.

Bt. Qrant Av. and Stockton St» San Francisco, Cal.

Cliff House
The Wonder Spot

of (he World
A

Diner =
A PRIX FIXE
=^=^= $1.50——=

—

Every Evening'

Exceptional Dance Music
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Excursions
<^AI F nATF<s' SOME FARES:Ur\L,L. lSr\ I I .. J . (Direct Routes)

. , . ._ . „ . . ., „ Denrer, Pueblo $ 62.50
June I. 2, II. 12, 16, 17, 26, 27, 30. 0maha Kansas G ,y 6? 5Q
July I, 2, 16, 17, 24, 25, 31. Dallas. Houston, San Antonio 70.00
August I, 14, IS, 28, 29. New Orleans, Memphis, St. Louis. . 77.50

September 4, 5. Chicago 80.00
Minneapolis, St. Paul 84.45
Washington, D. C, Baltimore 11 6.00

_o New York. Philadelphia 118.20

s fcO^"
b Boston 120.20

. lO^fti * Proportionately low (ares to many other points.

i-r ^0^*^ Going Limit— 1 5 days; Return Limit— 3 mos.

. , ^0^" trom ^ate ot sa 'e (but not later 'ban Oct. 3 1 .)

ttN\£
^ STOPOVERS: Going— east of Calif, state"

line; Returning at all points. See Agents.

Write for Folder *^ . g -m—^ • /% •

sSfcr Southern Pacific

LIBERTY STRIPES
THE LATEST IN SUITS
FROM ^MANHATTAN

Unfinished Worsted a durable jabric—
in blue, brown and green grounds—
single and double breasted.

SPECIALLY PRICED
856 MARKET
EAST OF POWELL
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ST. FRANCIS IMPORTATION CO.
350 Geary Street

WINES AND LIQUORS AT RETAIL
FINEST GOODS - LOWEST PRICES

PROMPT DELIVERIES

DEL MONTE AUTO RENTAL CO.

phone SUTTER 215

UMOUSINBS
LAUNDAULSTS

WEDDINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

CABS
TOURING CARS

OFFICE. 05 POWELL STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

AnHeuser-BuscH
Brewing Ass'n

Brewers of

Fine Beer

Exclusively

-ST. LOUIS. MO.

Draught

and

Bottled Beer

San Francisco Branch

1300 BRYANT STREET
Phone ParK 306

I am a power for great good if you do
not abuse my use.

In cases of need— I do my work well.

I am a builderup of health and strength

—in the hospital or in the home.

For the invalid or the convalescent

—

for the tired or overworked I offer a

great help.

A little of me goes a long way.

I have been among you for three

generations.

I'm known u Cyru« Noble throughout the world.

ACHMAN
MISSION
STREET

NEAP
16™

Furniture at Lowest Prices—
On Easy Terms—AYearto Pay

For twenty years we have been outfitting

June Brides
hundreds of whom are still our pleased and

satisfied customers. Lachman Service is

based on making customers, and holding
them. It is doubly our pleasure to serve the

June Eride to win her friendship with "qua-

lity" merchandise, widest variety, most court-

eous service, low prices, liberal credit— to

make her, in fact, our customer for life.

Ten large floors filled with,
dependable home furnishings.
Special terms to June Brides.

EL SIDELO CIGARS
Will Suit, Your Taste

• 101
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JOSEPH H. HUTCHINSON

Ever since June 1 1». 1914, Joseph 11. Hutchinson has been a member of the Indoor Yacht Club, and during almost
thi' entire time since then he has been an efficient, ardent and active member of the Board of Pilots, sharing fully
in the responsibilities of his confreres on the Board and doing more than merely his share of the work.

If for no other reason than that the I. Y. C. secured the fellowship of Governor Hutchinson, the absorption of
the Alaska Club by the I. Y. ('. would be fully and ampl} lusttfled. He was an honored member of many years'
standing in the, Alaska organization.

Our Pilot's title was earned during a term which Hutch'' sexved as Lieutenant Governor of the State of Idaho;
but be has been farther north than that. He. was one of the first to pioneer in the blazing of the Yukon trail; for
he. Ifas the big spirit and the fearlessness of the frontiersman, ami was successful In many mining ventures in
Dawson during the days when only the fittest survived in that northern land of adventure.

The personality of Governor Hutchinson is that of .< -Irene man who has not forsaken his faith in fine things
nor in his fellows. It is a typical Western individuality, and it is an open secret, though "Hutch" denies it

vehemently, that he provided Robert \V. Serviss with many an inspiration and characterization for the virile

poetry of that songster of life as it is.

It is in the possession of such names as his that tie- Indoor Yacht Club is helped mightily in maintaining its

unique position among the. clubs and fraternities of the world. He. as well as any other member, and more than
most, is a standard of masculinity, force and independence, which qualities the Club seeks to promote in an
atmosphere, of congenial, hearty and unconventional BUrroundln

One of the qualifications lor membership in a club should be the ability to argue without quarrelling; to differ

without animosities; to hold different views without haired and to maintain divergent theories without rancor.
Xo one feels more keenly the truths of life and politics, is he sees them than does Governor Hutchinson; no one.

"1 of Pilots is more firm in his convictions concerning the Club's welfare, but through all such discus-

sions as naturally arise, there is no dissention when "Hutch" is involved, nor bittejness of feeling, nor animosities.

Long may Governor Joseph H. Hutchinson lend power, dignity and easy comradejie to the membership of

the Indoor Yacht Club.
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CHANDLER
SIX

THE CHANDLER CAR IS

EXCEEDING IN NUMBER
OF SALES ALL OF ITS

DIRECT COMPETITORS

"WatcH the State Registrations

PEACOCK

MOTOR SALES CO.
1350 VAN NESS AVENUE

Phone Prospect 431

BUILDERS' BXCHANOE. 180 Jt.ik Street BOX 05

VINCENT J. DONOVAN
PAINTINQ, DECORATING

and POLISMINO

729-31 MINNA STREET, San Francisco, Cal.

Phone Park 5156

P. VINCENT MATRAIA. Pre..

art Jflorai Co.
Incorporated

2 55 POWELL STREET

T^HsK5fr&V ,

3

3
5

7

2
2

4

SAN FRANCISCO

Travel by Sea!
With delicious mea:

in i i

$18 Los Angeles & Return
Sailing! EVERT DAT but Sunday, i P. M.

$22 San Diego and Return
I Wednesdays, Thursda j

I p. M.

$35 Seattle,Tacoma &. Return
Sailing's Tuesdays, Thu > p. m.

AlasKa Excursions
During June—July—August

1

i $ 66 up
$100 up

From Seattle

Frequent sailings Seattle to Juneau. Skagway,
Valdez, Cordova, Seward, Knlk Anchorage.

PACIFIC STEAMSHIP CO.
City Ticket Office - 653 MARKET ST.

Telephone Sutter 7800 SAN FRANCISCO
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SOME LITERARY PRESIDENTS

By Mountford Carr.

Among the many adverse things said about our President,

Woodrow Wilson, one of the silliest and most frequently
repeated is that he is a "literary man," or. if you please, a
"college professor," and not a statesman, as though it were
impossible, for a man to be wise and tactful, educated and
cultured, and a statesman into the bargain.

As a matter of singular fact, it happens that during the

three periods of this country's life when its existence and
its ideals have been most endangered, there, has sat in

the White House chair a man of letters.

First it was George Washington, then it was Lincoln
and now it is Woodrow Wilson.

The ability to write well presupposes the capacity to

think clearly.

Not all men who have the advantage of a logical and
well ordered mind have the artful capacity to express
themselves in terms of letters, though it is a fact that

most men who write well do so merely because they have
the capacity to think well.

In any event the coincidence of the country's peril and
the presence of a man of letters in the White House Is

interesting.

Indeed there, is no lack of experts on literary polish who
maintain that the ability to think ;it all is founded on the

ability to articulate the thought—or in other words, that

the capacity to think presupposes and inspires the capacity

to write.

P. M. Roget, the great author of one of the most monu-
mental works in English, the Roget Thesaurus, says:

"The use of language is not confined to its being the

medium through which we communicate our Ideas to one
another: it fulfills a no less important function as an in-

strument of thought; not merely being its vehicle, but

giving it wings for flight. Scarcely any of our Intellectual

operations could be carried on to any considerable extent

without the agency of words.

"It is of the utmost consequence that strict ai

should regulate our use of language, and that every one

should acquire the power and the habit of expressing his

thoughts with perspicuity and correctness."

It is a form of vulgar snobbishness and of ignorant

arrogance to complain because we have at the head of our

government a man who thinks so highly of his messages

and the importance of his utterances that he takes the

pains to clothe them in language of elegance and clarity.

To he, a literary man does not mean necessarily to be

a great reader. It is of common knowledge that our first

president was no bookman—no great reader of other men's

thoughts, lie achieved his knowledge at first hand; he ac-

complished his education in sterner fields than those im-

aginary spaces of the library. He. wrote the Articles of

Capitulation in the trenches before Yorktown, Virginia.

His own experiences in life and his relations with his fel-

lows found in his expressions their felicitous and exact

representation.

"Though," said he in his historic final address, "in re-

viewing the incidents of my administration, I am uncon-

i intentional error. I am nevertheless too sensible

of mv defects not to think it probable thai I may have

committed many errors. Whatever they be, I fervent].

seech the Almighty to avert or mitigate the evils to which

they maj tend i shall also carry with me the hope that my
ry will n< ver cease to view them with indulgence; and

that, after fortv-five years of my life dedicated to its serv-

ice with an upright zeal, the faults of incompetent abilities

will ! ed t" oblivion, as myself must soon be to

the mansions of rest."

Or, Washington's opening paragraph of his first inau-

gural address provides another nice sample of his literary
clarity, and a certain lofty distinction of manner.

"Among the vicissitudes incident to life, no event could
have filled me with greater anxieties, than that of which
the notification was transmitted by your order and re-

ceived on the 14th day of the present month. On the one
hand I was summoned by my country whose voice I can
never hear but with veneration and love, from a retreat
which I had chosen with the fondest predilection, and, in

my flattering hopes, with an immutable decision, as the
asylum of my declining years; a retreat which was ren-

dered every day more necessary as well as more dear to

me, by the. addition of habit to inclination, and of frequent
interruptions in my health to the gradual waste committed
on it by time."

Who can fail to perceive in the periodic flow of these
sentences the sincerity and the bigness of the man who
after winning a war wanted rest.

Lincoln's capacity for letters amounts to genius. His
great, throbbing heart found in a vocabulary of richness
and purity, the materials wherein he worked on the emo-
tions of the hearer on the reader the while he bared his

own tortured and lonely soul.

Who is there that can read Lincoln's letter to Mrs.

Blxby of Boston and fail to feel a thrill of warm emotion
as Lincoln penned these words which have made immortal
In American history the name of "Bixby."

"I have been shown in the tiles of the. War Department
i, .lit of the Adjutant General of Massachusetts, that

you are the mother of five sons who have died gloriously

on the field of battle. I feel how weak and fruitless must

be any word Of mine which should attempt to beguile you

from the grief of a loss so overwhelming. But I cannot

from tendering you the consolation that may be

found in the thanks of the republic they died to save. I

pray that our Heavenly Father may assuage the anguish

of your bereavement and leave you only the cherished

memory of the loved and lost and the solemn pride that

must be yours to have laid so costly a sacrifice upon the

altar of freedom.
Yours very sincerely and respectfully.

"A. LINCOLN."

There are phrases in this letter that the. choicest prose

from Robert Louis Stevenson and Walter
in Poe. could not better in point of euphony and sig-

nificance. For instance, "beguile you from the. grief of a

loss so overwhelming," or "solemn pride that must be

yours."
These are phrases of solid gold minted in a soul full of

svmpathy and compassion.

As for his Gettysburg address, the most pregnant of his

utterances, not even the butchery of grammar school

reciting this masterwork of puissant prose, ever

can roh ii of its glory as literature, and truth.

So, beware the man who complains against Wilson that

he is' literary. Remember that in this country's historical

nts. the message, of our president will take place

along-side- that of the most artfully worded expressions of

and the most human and hearty utterances of

Lincoln.

It should be pleasant to reflect that we have at the White

House a man who can think and then present his thought

in the glory of the best English that is being written now-

adays.
And the Main Sheet makes no apology for consuming

space with reflections tending to give us all pause and

aging us to take stock of our Americanism which,

though young, has already experienced a distinguished and

a glorious past.
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THE ROUND TABLE

"Pipe the lamp!" chirped Stafford as the handsome Jose

entered the club diner.

"Some decoration! Some decoration!" returned the new
waiter, gabby, friendly and evidently a tough egg.

"I hear Joe took a dive through a wind-shield," continued

the fat attorney.

"Dive, through nothin'," came back the food-relayer. "I

betcha that big muff-chaser was buzzin' some fellow's moll

and he kissed his blinker against the guy's fast one."

"You evidently have something in storage for Big Joe."

"Sure!" was the response. "The other night I'm in here
herdin' the soup and hash to them round-table philanthro-

pists when an argument starts between Doc Pockwitz
and Cash Miller as to who started the war and who's
goin' to finish it. As usual the Doc bets a million with
no takers. In the, excitement he plants a dime on the table-

cloth. Nobody covers the bet so I cover the dime, with a
plate and the Doc forgets it when he gets up. I goes out
with the licked platters and when I gets back the dime is

gone,—so is Maellroy."
"But why pick Joe. as the absconder?" asked Stafford.

"I wouldn't put it past some of the other round-tablers."

"I wouldn' put it in front of them that's sure. The
reason I think Joe glued the coin is because I seen him
rattlin' money in his pocket afterwards. Say! talkin' about
black eyes, did you hear about the joke they hung on
this guy Stafford down at the round up'?"

"No," said Fat, relieved that he wasn't recognized.
"Well, this is under cover, but I'll blow it to you if you

keep it subroser."
Fat promised to keep it to himself, which was fair.

"Well, it se.ems the Sat'dy night before the wind-up, all

the round-uppers are over at Ben Lomond puttin' on a
show for the jarvies and Stafford and the Irish Baron Keg
Monahan, who'd been cuppin' the vino, is in there as stiff

as the back-drops. They're hangin' on to each other to

keep the floor away from 'em and after a lot of rum chat-
ter they commences to scuffle. Fat slams Keeg on one of
his harbor lights and Keeg covers his map with his hooks
like his face is caved, and does a Nance O'Neil out the
back door. The next mornin', with the, gang all jugglln'
the grub tools at the breakfast table, Keeg comes in and
he's got a lamp you couldn't match in Gump's window.
Fat tries to apologize and glooms up the breakfasters
when Keeg refuses to e.ven sit near him and says he'll

work on him after breakfast. It took the heart out of the
meal alright, and Fat ducks a few eggs and some bacon
so's he won't have so much under his belt to take to tin-

floor with him when he gets one on the point, when Keeg
sticks his napkin in the glass and washes off his -eye.

Sure it was a phony. Tait and Bill McCarthy had done
the job with some putty, grease paint and chimney dust
and Zavvy Martinez couldn't 'a turned out a better decor-
ation. But believe me Fat wasn't very happy when it

was over. It takes some time to get over the shock of
imaginin' yourself all over the floor after some wild Irish-

man has busted into your luncher, and you gotta have a
spine less like a soft boiled egg for a shock absorber.
Anyhow that's the way they give it to me."

Fat hastened to change the subject. "Why do you say
Round-table philanthropists? Aren't the bovs liberal with
you?"

"Yeh! with the bull. If Josephs and them other guys
circulated change, like they do air, a garsong'd cripple
himself liftin' the tips."

"Well don't you know it's against the Club's regula-
tions to give tips to the help?"

"Sure! that's why so many o' them guys eat here. I

betcha the Round table got up that rule."
"What's that?" asked Stafford suddenly, startled by a

strange noise.
"Nothin'! Nothin'!" Soothed the waiter, "that's Horri-

gan strainin' the noodles through his lip fringe."
After the soup strangulation has subsided Fat continued.

"I guess you get lots of scandal behind the chairs here?"
"You heard some kid" was the response. "If I could

write like I can listen, I could blackmail my way to a
million."

"Why don't you join the Black Hand?" asked Stafford
hopeful for clrents.

"Too crude! Too crude!" emphasized the waiter. "I

can blast more in a week outa guys lettin' 'em live than
them wops divide in a year outa dead ones. Believe me,
them shysters down at the Hall o' Justice ain't goin' to
measure me for no hemp necktie."
"There are others besides shysters down at the Hall

of Justice" said Stafford with some heat.
"Sure!" was the grinning reply. "The other day I went

down to see a Copper friend of mine. I thought I saw
him in the corridor so I yelled 'Oh Mike!' Aboui a hun-
dred guys answered me."

"Probably Cops" commented Fat.

"Not probably—certainly. I was just thinkin' if they
ever clean out them ulcerites and divides up the land
when Ireland goes free, 'Frisco will look like Emigrants
Gap when you figure what'll be left o' Gus White's Gren-
adiers."

"Hey hasher!" yelled Charlie Hyman from the next
table. "Can't I get some service? Get me some hot soup
and a combination salad."

The offended waiter grudgingly departed.
Charlie got his order, reversed—ice in his soup and

cayenne instead of paprika in Irs salad. Moral! Never
roust a waiter till the meal's over.

"I see the Red Cross drive was very successful" re-

marked Stafford when the waiter returned.
"Yeh!" was the reply, "I took an earful o' that here

too."

"What did the boys say?"
"Oh they was sayin' Bill McCarthy, Joe Murphy and

Lieutenant Casey done a. lot o' work and they was won-
derin' how much stuck to the bell-strap. Some o' them
figured they was a three-way cut—ten, ten an' nothin'."

Who got the short straw.'"
"I dunno. The opinion was the Red Cross.'

"I hear the Automobile Association of California is

going to protest the hold-up in the Park and on the High-
'

. tlif Sunday they finished the drive."

"Say!" exploded the waiter. "The.v's more hold-up
in them automobile joints on Van Ness avenue, every da;
in the week than the coppers cleaned up during the whole
rush."

"Well, was that why Joe Murphy was sore?"
"No! Joe Watts and McCarthy framed him. They kej

'im up all night shellin' peas for the '49 Camp, and the V.x-

amlner moved in and stopped the show."

JUSTA
When you rent a box

in our tafe deposit

vaults, your valuable*

are guarded against Ion

through theft, fire or

carelessness. You can

rent a box for $4 per

year.

CROCKER SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS
Crocher Building Post (EL MarKet Sts.

John F. Cunningham, Manager.

New ST. FRANCIS Size

OPTIMO
2 for 25c

of Exceptional Mildness, and Flavor

EHRMAN BROS. & CO
Distribute
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STARS OF A SUMMER NIGHT

The Indoor Yacht Club celebrated the third anniver-
sary of its entrance to its new quarters at Eddy and
Powell street. Saturday night. June 16, with all possible

eclat, ceremony and hilarity.

mbling the program was particularly difficult at

that time since the professional entertainers of this city

had been called upon so many, many times immediatejy
preceding, to assist in Red Cross drives and a score of

other benefits related to the necessities of the. war, that

it seemed an imposition to beg of them further.

Besides t he show was on Saturday night at the ejid of a
long day during which at some of the theaters, the best
acts, (and the club wants and gets nothing but the best),

had appeared four or five tj

This statement is made for two purposes.

One is to disclose to the members the good will in

ii tli. a 1 1 anization is held by the profession gen-

erally, for in spite of all the excuses that might have
been proffered, the. response was generous, willing and
hearty; and the other is to indicate once more a fact

too seldom remembered—that of all professions in the
world, members of the theatrical and the musical professions

are the most liberal in their willingness to give of their

time en.-ri;:. and talents.

That tin- show was excellent need not be assumed.
ii be proved by any one \ crowd that came,

and the night ended in spirit of keen optimism concern-
ruture of tiic club which made it* first !>ig step

•i it moved into its present luxurious and beautiful

quarters— a step, i; does no harm now to say. which was
prophesied to lie fraught witli clanger and a step into dis-

aster.

Among those who assisted on the long program were
Bern! who sang sweetly and looked the part;

Harry Dudley who came over from Solari's with his

troupe of trim and vocal girls; Anderson with his bevj

of loveliness, then lively and located at the Pantages;
a number from Tail mble of melody and dance
from i Morgan sisters in neat stepping

uly ,lr.. who has the dis-

tinctl lanager's son. and a clever

and adept manipulator of magic' into the bargain, and
others, not to forget .Vat C Coodwin who honored and
pleased the club with his tragic and effective reading

of Kipling's "Gunga Din," in which he again proves the

remote statement that every comedian is at heart- a

tragedian; Ray \V. Snow, whose clever monologistic

stunts at the Orpheum were pleasing big audiences that

week at the big show house and who came over to the

to give willingly the cream of his material and much
was new to the Yachtsmen; and Robert Carter and

Katbryn Waters who came from the Casino.

This hilarious pair ol givers of fun are mentioned
last for the reason that they introduce at once a painful

and a pleas lect which requires some very careful

lopment.
The which I shall tell yon about, in case you were not

present on the festive night which is the sc.liject 01 these

irks.

Robere.t Carter am] Kathryn Waters had the stellar com-
asino during the week ending, as the press

t says. June 16. I knew it was the Stellar act because
ternoon through tears of glee. Mr. Carter,

among other things gives a lecture on "The Hun-
ger S it with deep feeling and vi-

vacity of expression and action. The only difficulty was
that he employed two supers- stage hands they were

—

from the Casino stage, and of course the club couldn't

borrow them. One might get the stars for a brief period,

but—the stage hands, humble though they be in compari-

son with the effulgence of stars, cannot be loaned at all.

but must be on the job at the theater all the while

—

especially Saturday ni

Modestly I say it, but I had an idea.

I told Mr. Carter that I could secure him at least one
assistant for his act and this was more surprising than

you may think unless you saw the show, because the

ii ni in tain- a lot of abuse. So I named Bill

b for the role of the First Super-Super. I flattered

myself that in this little job, at least, I had done a big
thing as member of the entertainment committee.
But things do not always turn out the way they were

intended, and another member of the entertainment com-
mittee to whom Mr. Carter addressed himself for the
Second Super-Super promised faithfully to secure him one.
And he named me. Bill Lynch was that traitor.

However, I don't mind telling you that I, just the
same as you, have always harbored a discomforting belief
that the fates were unkind when they set me at the job
of criticising the drama when as a matter of fact, it has
seemed to me I should have been an actor if for no other
reason than for the sake of the other actors.
anyway you can't say no" to Bill Lynch, and—there you

are.

We made our debut that memorable night.

If you think I should spend more time and space in

telling you how good the stars were, I answer that I

couldn't do that, because I didn't get a chance to see
them from the. front. I was on the stage, myself, and
remembered in an embarrassing way at the last minute
that I needed a shave and many other things. However.
with a knowledge of the act, which helped in the dire
emergency, I managed to stage-manage the affair properly
and the treasonable member of the entertainment commit-
tee was thus within reach of those things with which Mr.
Carter in his oration emphasized the point of his various
climaxes. It was on the devoted dome, of the First Super-
Super, my friend and editor, Mr. Lynch, who, however, in-

ferior he may really be to the Second Super-Super as an
actor, revealed that night what must be conceded, was
an ability to stand punishment which reached the point of

spiritual exaltation at times.
As a critic I can truthfully say that never in my life

have I ever seen a more natural fall executed on the
stage than that which was accomplished when Mr. Carter
tapped Mr. Lynch upon the head with a book the size of
three congressional records.

I assure you. moreover, there had been no rehearsal.

If we had had a rehearsal there wouldn't have been any
show—you must know that. It was just one. of those sud-
den inspirations, I imagine, which sometimes come to us
in the very midst and center of a difficult situation and
wherein we disclose, as in a flash, the genius which has
been slumbering and accumulating for years to find ex-

pression in that single act.

It was beautiful, and I acknowledge, however reluctantly,

yet with a feeling for justice, that of the Super-Supers,
the. honors were all with the First and not with the Second,
who subscribes feelingly to the sentiment "Never Again,"
and signs himself.

Humbly yours, W. A.
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A SPIRITUAL DISCUSSION.

A recent sojourner of importance and affairs in Wash-
ington has returned to town after mingling on social terms
with Senators, Congressmen and others of those who make
all our laws and many of our troubles.

He says that Washington, D. C, isn't yet awake to the

fact that we are at war. He declares that California

(Northern and Central California presumably he means)
is much more alert to the dangers of the militant Situa-

tion. Washington, he says, is too much concerned just now
with warring on certain enterprises and big interests of

this country, to have taken the. time, thus far, to acquaint
itself with the issues that Germany through her submar-
ines hopes to bring about.

"Why," said he, "if a bill were presented on the floor

of the House of Representatives, providing for the recogni-
tion of the valor of a soldier or a sailor, or the rewarding
with a medal some officer who had done a deed of hero-
ism in action, some solon would immediately arise to

tmend the bill with a clause "providing it is demonstrated
beyond the peradventure of a doubt that the said person
was a prohibitionist and sober at the time.'

"

-'But we see," as Dooly would say, "by the papers,"
that Washington is going to try to withdraw from con-
sumption 300.000,000 gallons of spirituous beverages from
the market, plus that which shall have been manufactured
from this time until the passage of the proposed bill.

To buy this from the owners, the government will have,
lo spend something like $1,000,000,000.
This sum, however, represents but a slight fraction of

(he cost which the "drys" wiill lay upon the country to

liay, since, on the liquors so taken over and on all the rest
that will not be distilled, the government will, naturally,
receive no revenue tax. That staggering sum will have to
lie raised some other way. How?

In addition to all this, there is a further disadvantage

—

and one that may well be regarded as perhaps the most
dangerous of all. Arguments on the part of the "dry" and
the "wet" side of the "hauls" of legislation, will postpone
Interminably the passage of the war tax bill and a quite
Indefinite postponement of the passage of the food control
bill, the while that other menace—a continuance of the
special session—will add to the disadvantages which even
the "drys" themselves must admit are onerous and danger-
ous. The war tax bill ought to be. a law this minute.
For these menacing conditions, perhaps, those most to

blame are the dealers, in all kinds of alcoholic liquors, them-
selves. Jealous one of another, they have fought each
other in an effort to corral the fickle favor of the "drys"
who are no more favorable to the consumption of beer
.and wine than they are of whisky and brandy, and who
are no more to be reconciled by the abolition of the saloon
while the retail and wholesale, dealers can pack the goods
to your door, than they would be contented lif things were
permitted to remain as they are.
The liquor interests instead of standing or falling togeth-

er, are hopelessly split.

Moreover—in individual cases, and these fortunately in-
frequent—dealers, some degenerate representatives of the
saloon business, have damned their honorable confreres
by flagrant violations of the federal regulation providing
that no liquor be sold to soldiers or sailors.
Now, soldiers and sailors are human beings, and indeed

they are the strength and the hope of a nation just now.
Left by themselves in the streets of a strange city, freed,
perhaps for the first time, of obligations which reputable
positions of recognized standing in society impose on the
best of us, some of them—a proportion so slight as to be
negligible—have fallen into the hands of the unscrupulous
who not only have not been contented to sell them decent
whisky but have plied them with the stuff that evil dreams
are made of, and ruined stomachs are incurred, with the
result that the whole of the liquor traffic has been hurt in
the spectacle, too unmistakable, which has imposed on a
saddened if belated public at 2 a. m.

If the, liquor industry of this country is not killed; if
Uncle Sam continues in that mammoth revenue which till

now was, and still is, his, it will be through the co-operation
of those most deeply concerned, and the influence they will
bring to bear on malefactors and violators of the law to
see to it that they are brought swiftly to the bar of justice

and there given the punishment which triple-traitors merit.
In which connection the following article from one of

California's suburban and regenerate journals is significant
and pertinant:
The Instinct implanted by Nature in the animal is to

fight when attacked.
Every human being, every animal down to the worm will

fight when its life is in danger.
On a higher plane, the human being foresees attack and

takes steps to thwart the attack of its enemy.
But the California Grape Protective Association is about

to attack the retailing of liquor as a business because it

would save its own hide, and the hides of its members.
Chacum pour soi.

But "God hates a coward."
The California Grape Protective Association has called

a meeting for Saturday, July 21st, to be held in Lodli with
the view of taking steps to initiate the provisions of the
Rominger bill so that the voters of the. State may decide
in favor of the Grape Association and in so deciding de-
stroy all other branches of the liquor business.

In short, the California Grape Protective Association
would sacrifice all its partners in the liquor business so
that it, itself, might live and continue to enoy the fruits of
its labor.

The Anti-Saloon League, working under a cognomen
foreign to its purpose, is no more hypocritical or selfish
than the California Grape Protective Association.

It should be borne in mind, however, that the Grape
Protective Association as known in the past, does not in-

clude all the growers of grapes and none of the wine grape
growers of the State.

It is dominated and controlled mostly by table grape
growers, raisin growers and others who care nothing about
the wine grape grower nor any other branch of the liquor
business.

The Rominger bill is just as good as any other thing
to be defeated by the people, in 1918. It is inconsistent,
Impractical and Impossible of fulfillment and when prop-
erly explained to the voters of the, State will stand less

chance than Amendments Nos. 1 and 2 did in 1310.

The. detrimental element in these liquor agitations is the
cost which they saddle on the shoulders of the taxpayers
and which is increasing as time goes on.

Eventually. In open rebellion, the voters will throw these
agitators out to make room for common sense and good
judgment.

Remember that
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"DIFFERENCE OF OPINION MARES HORSE RACES

By Leon Wing.

Early mornings on a race track are productive of much
food for the fictionist. There you will find a different
species of human, a human who lives solely for the horse.
For many years he has known no other life. Wherever
the races ma" take him, he is still the same slave for the
thoroughbred.

The track is a sce.no of hustling activity. Hundreds of

horses are put through their paces each morning. Secrecy
prevails in mosl I only the despised clocker. him-
self, is able to delve into the mysteries of the said ani-

mal. They work early, do these denizens of the race
track. By ten o'clock the watches are put away and
until post time comes to pass the hours are generally
spent in reminiscences.

These days were no different at Tijuana than elsewhere.
One morning we ran across Barney Schreiber basking in

the sun with fixed gaze on the green hills of Mexico. The
old master of Woodlawn is no longer the bustling, pros-

perous man of a tew years back. They pat a "Bradstn
of two million on the man in those days. When the horse
was crushed by anti-legislation, Barney was crushed, too.

No longer does he own the million in horse flesh. No
longer does he possess the vast expanse of blue grass
land in Kentucky.

Schreiber, the genial German, does not regret his mis-

fortune. But he does miss his health that made him a
towering figure on the turf. We talked on about the horse
in general and finally we put the. old question up to the
old master who bred as many great American horses as
any man in the land.

"Barney, which do you think was the greatest horse
we ever had in this country"."' we asked him and then sat

back expectantly. We had asked this question before, but
scarcely e.ver received the same answer. It was lik<' asking

about the greatest boxer, the greatest wrestler, the great-

est footballer. After all It only proves food tor discussion.

In my mind," answered Barney, without a moment's
hesitation, ".lark At kin was tin- greatest horse ot all

times in America. From track to track, in a dozen dif-

ferent climatic belts, on mountains or in valleys. Jack
was the same great horse. As a three-year-old he an-

nexed a half dozen derbies. In his more aged career he

would pack a ton for new track records. When right,

he was unbeatable, lie had the, heart of Hie greatest thor-

oughbred and the spied and stamina that only COS
with a champion. Yes, .lark Atkin is my choice.

"

Barney Schreiber bred and raised Jack Atkin. He was
by Barney's wonderful sire, Sain, tor which he is said to

have refused a quart) r million. On the dam side he was by

one of Barney's own mares.

"But what about Sysonby. Colin. Artful, llermis. Ho-

rella, Beldame, Ormondale, Ballot, Broomstick, Dr. Beggo.

Dick Welles, ort Welles, King James, Roseben, Salvator,

Africander, .Maim Dangerfleld, and a dozen others not in-

cluding the wizards of today," we asked.

"They were all great," said he, "but I still believe Jack
Atkin was the greatest."

And there you are. We are now back to where we
started.

If a straw ballot were taken among the men of the turf

the chances are the. Keene pair. Colin and Sysonby, would

lead in vote. Colin was never beaten. Sysonby was in

a dead heat once with Rate King and was trimmed on the

other hand by Artful, queen of the turf. Colin was retired

before he completed his full derby year, while Sysonby

died while in the height of his career. His bones now
re.pose in a monster museum where they are inspected by

wondering eyes.

Those who do not think Colin was as mighty as his

stable mate will argue that his time came about when the

caliber of stock was not so powerful as in the years which

preceded or came after him. But his record and perform-

ances were so powerful they immediately hold one from

criticism.

Artful is still looked upon by many as the true Queen
of all our stock. On October 15, 1904 at Morris Park, this

wonderful mare as a two-year-old, packed 130 pounds and
ran six furlongs in 1:08. Scan the records of the turf
and there has never been so impressive a performance.
It stands out. What is more it will likely stand until
some freak sort of critter with a remarkable burst of
speed will come along to rival it.

Gorge Berry, a man who spent his life in the business,
saw Artful prepped for her victory over Sysonoy. She
would make one's watch appear out of order and he caught
her in a few quarters and halves that prompted him into
causing Mr. A. B. Spreckels to make a tremendous wager
against the. unbeaten Sysonby. Artful raced the heart
out of Sysonby that day and heat him so badly that Tra-
dition, another good colt, came along and trimmed hitn
for second money.
To go into the records of the others would be nothing

more than a rehash of turf history Alt the above men-
tioned horses were, wonderful. On certain days they
would run so fast as to almost fie classed as frea
I in they kept it up for the must part, ran back to their

"us and erased the possible cry "luck" from their
marks.

But we have great horses right now. We are inclined
to believe that they are just as mighty today as in the
halcyon days. And why not? Has not sport progressed
in every way? Have not the athletes of today broken
every track and field record of years ago? Do not our
ball players engage in a superior game? Does not the
present day boxer stand out the superior of the old ring
man? Ha, we have an argument now. For every young-
ster who will tell you that Johnny Kilbane was a better
man than Qeorge Dixon, there is an old man who will

tight for the record of the little negro. And so it is with
horse racing.

We believe that the mare., Regret, is one of the greatest
animals of all time. She went unbeaten into the Ken-
tucky Derby and set a record as a mare, lor winning that
classic. Only the other day in the Brooklyn Handicap
they had to swing her fo get her beaten by her stable mate,
Borrow, in world's record time. She has done everything
asked of her and tin- chances are that if she remains
sound she will have established herself as the greatest
bundle of thoroughbred that every sprung away from a
barrier.

Then there is Roamer, The Finn, Borrow, Stromboli,

Boots, Spur. Old Rosebud, Friar Rock and a half dozen
other wizards. Tiny are all grand hoi thai pack
their high weights in ramarkable time. Friar Rock
is now in the stud. His owner. Mr. Belmont, sold the

horse for $50,000, just for the sake of breeding. One of

the provisions of the sale insisted that Friar Rock should
never be raced again. Yet, Friar Rock was still a coll in

the racing game, a colt by Rock Sand that stands a picture

of the blue-blooded horse.

Andrew Millers Roamer, when at tin' height ol b

glory, was unbeatable. He is only a little fellow, but in 1915

he swept all before, him at a series of distances that en-

graves his name in the hall of fame. Last year it was
The Finn that was the big horse. And this year it will

likely be Regret or her stable male. Borrow, should he.

retain the form that brought about a new world's record

for a mile and an eighth.

Breeding has profited greatly by these successful horses

in many cases, while on the other hand they have proved

flat failures. Probably the most successful sire of the

mighty is Broomstick. He is Harry Payne Whitney's great

horse and his products have added to turf history. Regret.

Whisk Broom II and several other big money winners are

by Broomstick and were he at public stud the chances

are, that he would even surpass the leading sire. Star

Shoot.

Ballot, Dr. Leggo, Jack Atkin. Ormondale and other

great horses are now represented by a younger generation.

There have been others that are derided disappointments

and there is no more glaring example than Colin, which

has produced Col. Matt and another palter or two.
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SOMETHING FROM BRITAIN'S SIDE.

No intelligent comment on the world-struggle can pos-

sibly lack interest and immediacy in these days when
the world is wallowing in the war and we are involved
in issues on which democracy is at stake.

To a friend in this city George. H. Farmer of London
has recently addressed a letter, the contents of which, so
far as they relate to the struggle must be of interest

to all those who seek to be informed on the spirit which
is now animating the Allies of Uncle Sam and whose, sons
will fight shoulder to shoulder with ours.

George H. Farmer is the vice-president and general ad-

vertising manager of the Imperial Tobacco Company of

Bristol, which organization bears something the same rela-

tion to Great Britain that the American Tobacco Company
does to this country. He is a man of enormous influence
in London and is closely in touch, naturally, with all the
affairs—state, commercial and industrial—of his native
land.

This is what he has to say on the subject of the war:
There appears to be no end of the war in sight, and

we don't want to see any end until Germany has been
brought to see that she can not be the top dog, but must
take her place in the family of nations. It is all very
horrible, but those who are alive in 50 years' time will

realize it is the best thing that could have happened for
the world at large.

Evolution is slow, but natural laws must in the end
prevail.

No one nation can endure unless it is founded on such
a constitution as that of the United States—liberty and
freedom. One could have no quarrel with those decent
chaps you and I met at Freibourg who only wanted to
live their own lives even as you and I do. It is the Ger-
man government and its system that is at fault. If the
people of Germany act as the Russian people and France
have done, ft will be the last of war brought about by the
ambition and lust for power of a ruling dynasty. Auto-
cracy will and must end. It is a survival of the middle
ages, and the declaration by America for right and free-
dom sounded the death knell for Germanism.

I think it is going to be a long job, but the writing is

on the wall and the outcome inevitable.

We here could not understand the difficulties America
had to contend with; it looked to us like a strong man
sitting still, watching a bully punching and kicking a
woman, but he wasn't going to take any notice as the
woman did not happen to be his wife or his sister. How-
ever, America has done the right thing at last, and all

decent people here rejoice. It is hardly possible at pres-
ent to realize what it means for the security of the world.

I am so glad as it will put backbone into some of our
flabby pro-German politicians when settlements have to
be decided.
Through its present President. America will set an ob-

ject lesson that will last through the ages. It is very
glorious to think of the greatest nation and the greatest
empire being joined together to the common end of right-
eousness for righteousness sake.
The world should thank Germany for bringing about

this stupendous combination of right against which thepowers of darkness can not prevail, for showing howpuny is the might of man against God's purpose and for themanner in which she has hastened the destruction of evil
Blessings on America for all that her action means tothe cause of right.

HOW OUR BOYS SHOULD GO TO WAR

By Sam Berger.
Without the feeling of hatred—of malice—or revenge.
Without a desire to step over a human body, to grasp

a badge of bravery or personal honor.
Without a hope that from the wilderness of war, our

self-interest to advance.

Knowing that buried with every boy who sinks into the
trenches are the hopes of a mother—a sister—a sweet-
heart.

Realizing that war ds man's poor but only means which
civilization's stunted vision has produced to combat a mis-
led, war-mad people.
Knowing that each—all of us—Russians, French, Eng-

lish, Germans, and Americans are but the creatures of
the environments that surround us. That the institutions
that control the masses mold the public character.
That if from our infancy we were taught that we must

rule—and in our manhood directed that we must tight to
maintain. That we too, would follow—just as blindly—just
as firmly—just as ferociously, to uphold that wrong we
thought was right. Knowing that we are basically not a
better people but have been taught in a more enlightened
school.

That we, too, can be cruel when passion sways our im-
pulse. That we support many things as cruel as war
though not as deadly. That each man be he. unrestrained
kits things he hates—and often that which he loves.
Let us remember that war is not the thing we are light-

ing for, but the ideals—the desire to live our way—
not a perfect way by any means, but something better
than that which it is sought to impose.
That war should be a thing to be despised and deplored
That killing can only be justified when there is no other

way, and that we hope to fight some das—some otherway—without killing—without maiming the phvsical man
knowing full well that hurting the hearts of men andwomen In every day existence is full measure of punish-
ment to mankind.
And when the conflict is over let us not look hack on

deeds of butchery and killing with exultation and pride-
let us not compose historical eulogies of war's destruction.
Let us not embitter our judgment and our impulsea that
we may fall to help our misguided brothers who have suf-
fered as well as we. But let us bind their wounds, restore
their homes, and so erect from the wilderness of destruc-
tion a better understanding between men.
When we shed the khaki uniforms from our war-sick

bodies let us return home and teach our brothers and
sons to extol peace as the world has been taught to glorify
war. Let us teach them that there is no superior family,
no ruling class; that there is nothing worth fighting for
but a chance to do a kindness. That love is the only
spring from which flows mighty deeds. That love Is the
only thing that can permanently maintain the condition it

creates.

And that war Is but the brutal instinct overcoming
the reason of man—feeding the vanity—and fanning the
flame of hate. Let us teach them that the peoples of the
world are one human family, separated around the globe,
only pupils of different teachers and that no man chooses
the schoolroom where he's born. So we will teach him to
understand the causes that produce the effect.
Then, and only then, may we look to the future to attain

that ideal we fought for.

Then, and only then, will we not worship the thing
we did—not the means we used—the destruction we
wrought—but will sing the song of praise for that good
which was attained with sympathy, with kindness, and
love towards Him whom in our fight against oppression
we did destroy the brother who was our enemy only be-
cause he was taught that we were Ms.
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RANDOM THOUGHTS
ARCHITECT LIKES PUBLICITY.

Willis Polk, architect, gets into the newspapers more

frequently than any other man in his profession because

he knows how. Willis says that he received his idea of

personal publicity as a small boy when he. was a news-

vender in the streets of St. Louis and helped support there-

by a family of fine gentility.

K C. B. has used Willis' communications as often as

maybe those of Harry Mulcreevy. Willis writes letters to

Beaton, rather complimentary, and K. C. B. usually ack-

nowledges them in the columns of his sheet. As Taft

said of this good old city, "Willis knows how.'' But this

self same little Napoleon of architects, idealist, newsboy,

stone cutter, pamphleteer and publicist and other things,

wrote a letter to the grand jury the other day. He told

Jack Spreckels, foreman of the grand jury, that he was

going to do it, and both being perfectly good members of

the Pacific Union Club. Jack dared Willis to come down

in person and read it himself. Well, the bet was taken,

and this is what Willis said, sure and honest. This is the

,etter:
July 5, 1917.

To the Foreman and Gentlemen of the Grand Jury:

1 presume that 1 may. without offense, say

things to you this evening. Whatever I may say 1 tl

will be worthy of note. I have no special matter to bl

before you, nor any special complaint to make, but it has

occurred to me that the world-wide war has advanced

issues, so grave to the world in general, that smaller and

less important matters, even in this community, might

verv properlv be relegated to the background.

if societv and civilization are to be preserved, is it not

now more important that big principles be given first con-

sideration? Is it not now time to reserve for later con-

sideration all small and trivial matters? I hope thai you

will think so. Therefore you, our grand Jurors, should,

in. my opinion, set a pace for our people to follow in the

upbuilding of our community. You should, if possible,

discountenance

—

Low politics.

Hysterical preachers.

Vile journalism.

Class prejudice.

Dynamiting and anarchism.

You should encourage

—

Clean living.

Liberty and freedom.

You should not even, in semblance, assist the misguided,

the ignorant and the vicious elements in our communitj

to achieve any of their aims and I do not believe that you

would knowingly do so—but the time has arrived when,

during a world fire of war. the searing of wounds is every

man's duty. It Is your duty.

Why not. in vour official capacity, tak*- such a position.'

Why not say that war must stop! Why not say that peace

must prevail! Why not tell this to the kaisers, the pro

bibitionists, the anarchists and the Paul Smiths!

HOTELS AND UNIFORMS.

Seeking the patronage of the members of the Officers'

Reserve Corps has developed into a nice little fight be

tween the big hotels of the town. The St. Francis grabbed

the business pronto and as soon as the boys in khaki went

out to the Presidio, they were told that they could make

themselves comfortable in specially arranged wril

rooms etc. in the hotel. Through this quick stroke James

Woods managed to steal the big trade away from his com-

petitors When the citizen soldi. rs are off on leavi

is a tough job squeezing through the lobby and hallways

of the St. Francis because, of the multitude of uniformed

men.
. , .

Now comes Mr. Roy Bishop, or Mr. Linnard. the resident

manager and offers to the soldiers in the officers' brigade

a room and bath for fifty cents a night, breakfast for thirty

cents, better than that Coffee. Dan could serve, and other

meals in proportion.

The other hotel men of the city, who have received a

portion of the patronage, are vehement in saying that the.

Fairmont has moved from Nob Hill to Fifth street and 13

trying to establish nothing but a rooming house rate to

pet by
Some see in the cut the old flare-up between James

Woods and Rov Carruthers, manager of the Palace, but the

smaller hotel men are paying more attention to the low

rates on the. hill than is the St. Francis management.
It is said that the Fairmont says it is merely a patriotic

move and that they are doing their "bit" in this way. But
it is understood that the point astutely considered in the
counting room is, "If we can get the soldiers, we can get
the. fair folks, too."

And so there is a war on, even before the boys get to

the trenches.

Louis Ghiradelli has a habit of getting in fights and not
winning any of them. You have heard of lots of his en-

counters. Recently he, had a serious squabble with "Bromo
Bob" Walton In the lobby of the St. Francis. Bob is a
member of the National Guard of New York and holds a
commission of captain under the governor. An officer of

the regular army witnessed the scrap and interjecting his

authority reprimanded particularly the man in uniform,
Louis Ghiradelli, a member of the chocolate-making firm.

And so the story went around the Olympic club that Louis
had been "canned."

It went this way:
"Did you hear Ghiradelli had been dismissed from the

Officers' Reserve camp?"
"No. What for?"
Why, they found something wrong with his coco."

If Thomas F. Boyle, the auditor of the city and county,
e.ver retires or is retired from public life, he will still have
a nice business interest to fall back upon. Boyle, was in

the old days business manager of the Bulletin. As one
passes down Ellis street these days he can see a drug
store at Jones street with the name of Thomas F. Boyle on
the window and going further to Mason find another with
the same gold lettering on the window pane. When the
first store was opened the Hamilton apartments were In

full blast across the. street and when the next was taken,
Mason street was not entirely dead.

As Frank Kelly I Dr. Kelly, who is fat and retired) said,

you know Frank Kelly, who used to run the drug store

next to Dal Hawkins' saloon on Eddy street above Mason:
"If I want to make any money in the drug store, busi-

I want a tenderloin location."

Spike Slattery is now doing publicity for the San Fran-
cisco baseball club. He was the last of the old crowd of

the Morning Call staff to remain under the F. W. Kellogg
regime. It did not take, long to get rid of the big staff and
to make ridiculous the statement of Kellogg when he took
over the paper:

"And one of the most pleasing circumstances of this

change in management is that all the old boys will be. re-

tained."
Bull! But all he old boys are not unhappy.

A great many men who dislike him socially and politi-

cally call him "Mike" derisively. But if you would be of

the inner circle and curry favor with the owner of the

Chronicle, call Mm "Harry," that's what the boys at the

Pacific Union say when they meet Michel Henri. Don't
i Mike Harry. Just plain Harry. He likes it.

Oftentimes it is hard to analyze the reason for nicknames
applied to a popular fellow. For instance, why do the boys
in Peacock Alley of the St. Francis hail Big Bill Lange as

the 'Square Guy"?
When the war broke out many of the men in the news-

paper craft looked for jobs on the board of censors. Some
of them landed, although, it is said, that some of the

censors of news and cablegrams never saw a newspaper
editorial room, or a telegraph room either.

Al Porter, who used to be assistant city editor of the

Chronicle, after he had covered the water front for years,

drifted into the Examiner shop the other evening, all

bound round with a uniform. He seemed to be on his

dignity and as he presented his credentials, the office

boy whispered to the city editor. "Introducing the Annette

Kellerman of the board of censors."

Quite different is the attitude of Patsy Carolan. He was
a newspaper reporter, too, before he enlisted with the

Officers' Reserve and was sent to American Lake with

the Engineers' Corps. He witnessed the above told epi-

sode and remarked:
"Thank God I am neither a slacker nor a censor."

But Ensign Porter is studying hard and hopes soon to be

"afloat" hunting submarines.
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When the Goldsmith Brothers leave the St. Francis

newsstand, Jimmy McCullough will take over the reins.

The Golddust twins sought their pound of flesh even from

the hotel employes and their unpopularity with the large

organization that could daily help their trade has con-

stantly waned.
jimmy may not ever have been a newsboy. Doubtless

if he was born in this good old city he took a chance one

occasion, even for the opportunity it offered to jump on

and off a street car. It used to be a great exercise, that,

in the old days, and we would go back to those days our-

selves, if we could be ten years of age and yell "Extra"

and jump off a swift moving car backwards. We very

likely would not be so fat. Of course, there are a lot of

fat people who can still jump back, just like a crab can

walk backwards. We are not speaking of local newspapers

whose business is run by the psychology (they like to

use a nice word even in a porcine publishers' crib) of the

times.

THE PASSING OF THE HORSE.

Nothing could provide greater evidence, of the passing

of the horse in favor of the automobile than the exploit

of W. J. Benson at the San Jose Rodeo on the Fourth

of July.

He provided a Maxwell car to take the. place of a mus-

tang in an encounter with a wild steer. The problem

was to catch the beast, rope him and subdue him and in

the performance to employ a Maxwell car—that being the.

commodity in which Mr. Benson is interesting himself in

San Jose. The car was driven by Al Kennedy. "Skeeter"

Bill Robbins was the roper and ridej.

That steer couldn't make turns any quicker than a

Maxwell and of course he couldn't possibly run as faslj

The result was that as quickly as the feat could have

been achieved on the upper deck of a mustang, Robbins.

from the running board, caught and roped the gallavant-

ing steer to the great entertainment of the throng whicb

witnessed the mobility and speed of the Maxwell car.

CONGRATULATIONS, MR. LOUIS COHEN!

What is regarded by automobile authorities as a record

has been hung up by Shipmate Louis Cohen whose suc-

cess in the month of June achieved the sale of 25 Chand-
ler cars, representing a volume of business reaching be-

yond the forty-thousand dollar mark.
Of course, you may say that it is easy to sell Chandler

cars, and no doubt it is easier than selling certain other

and less superior machines, but to dispose of 25 of them
within the limits of a single month is "going some."
Shipmate Cohen is wise to every angle of the automo-

bile business, and he knows his car from its front to its

tail light. There is always eloquence wheje there is sin-

cerity and Louis can talk about Chandlers with "the feel-

ing and the understanding also," because he knows their

merit and how to establish that fact in the mind of the
one he proposes to sell a car to. There is in his talk
the candor and the honesty of a sincere admirer of his
own wares; conviction rests with the man to whom he
addresses himself, and good will and gratitude after the
sale is made, for Mr. Cohen believes that no sale is ever
complete until the satisfaction of the buyer is also com-
plete.

Thus his patrons become, his friends and unpaid but
enthusiastic assistant salesmen and boosters for the
Chandler.

Russia, inspired by democracy, the United States han-
dling war with autocratic methods—there can be no other
in war times—and some ingenuity on the part of a Yankee
to submerge with finality the submersibles, are a trilogy
of influences to add to the amazing, soul-stirring pluck
of France, and the dcgged perseverance of England, and
win the war. And until that is done, let there be no talk
of peace. There can be no peace with Prussianism victor-

ious. There can only be a silence like, that in crushed
Belgium.

JULUIS EPPSTEIN
Formerly of trie Art Floral Company

NOW AT THE

ST. FRANCIS HOTEL

jFlolner g>tant>

MftrW

DELIVERY ANYWHERE ORDER ANYTIME

Telephone SUTTER 876

"Fragrant Blossoms make glad the Heart in any Garden"

Mr. Eppstein wishes to announce that he is no longer

associated with the Art Floral Company.

f^OTEL g)AUSALITO
DAVE SULLIVAN, Proprietor

PERFECTION OF EQUIPMENT

EVERYTHING NEW
EXPERT CHEF IDEAL ACCOMMODATIONS

Only 30 Minutes from San Francisco, and

Only a Step from the Sausalito Ferry

Phone Park 2467 Midrona A. K. C. No. 207695
Reentered

2037-2039 NINETEENTH AVE.
Between P and Q Str«eU

MODERN KENNELS LARGE RUNWAYS
PLENTY SUNSHINE EXPERT ATTENTION

Dogs bought, sold, boarded aud cared for
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THE PASSING OF AN ARGONAUT

In a busy world Death rides silently ami like a traffic
cop gives the signal, "This way, if you pies

Anil there can be no argument.

Sometimes dee.p is the re
sentment. Sometimes the
road and direction indicated
seem the Inevitable and only
road and way.
When the age is ST there

no quarrel with fate.

When the life that has been
lived has been in candor and
clean relations with the world,
then there isn't anything to
fear tor the soul thai a
Charon rows across the river,
or Death, the immutable traf-

fic cop waves this way, II

you please."

Coffee Dan" is dead.

The original proprietor of •'Coffee Dan's" which in 1879
was located under the resonant floors of Sherman and
Clay's at the corner of Sutter and Kearny streets, and
who reduced the price of coffee and cake in the i

a hungry world from 2 bits to 10 cents, has passed away.
Do not misunderstand the service this man who

around the Horn in 1849 has rend ty It is to
the lunch counter—whether we call it that or a banquet
—that we go to stoke up the fuel that keeps our bodies
upstanding and competent for the work at hand
The world just now is learning what the cost of food

means. "Coffee Dan" devised a way to provide fur the
hungry that which they needed to sustain them. B
a profit out of their needs and they took a profit out of
his shrewdness. Ami if you have evi r been hungry, with
a dime in your pocket you will know what that means.
When Chris Buckley tended bar and took paj toi the

drinks in sold dust: when the Hook and 1

pany, Xo. 1 faced Portsmouth square in the old, old days,
and its means of locomotion were the sinews of big, brave
men. when San Francisco was in the makings, Daniel S
Davis was here, helping t.i m ike robust history.

It isn't always the outward evidence of tame thai counts
in that book which time's finger s writlrj sometimes
against our wills. It is that which we are thafl matters.
And sometimes, doesn't it strike you that the present gen-
eration is slightly in arrears with the 1 s of ts
itors?

Sometime since, the, Main Sheet published an
about this big man who did his duty In his own
and hence became big, and said, concerning the
"Coffee Dan's" on O'Farrell street and 1'ov
"Meanwhle, old San Francisco, pi -onng looks

on indulgently from the walls. Something of the piril
of '49 extends itself, the pre-fire era smiles, and the post-
fire misfortunes recall themselves gently.
"The spirit of the past mingles, bu1 misses the eggs.
"Above your head is a picture of Woodward's Gardens,

where the stuffed birds, the seals, the bear pit ami the
balloon ascensions used to be: the queer little Claj street
dummy give.s a feeble imitation of a mode of i

the old Baldwin Hotel of 1874 presents its pretentious
facade and one notices a picture of a pioneer tvpe—an
old man, rugged of features, hearing the mark of struggles
and of success. That, some, one tells you, is the original
Coffee Dan, wdio till about a year ago, and tl

old. came to the establishment every day lust to see that
everything was right, and to pretend to himself that his
period of usefulness in the world had not entirely lapsed
into that state where it is the privilege of youth to render
protection and care unto agi

Daniel S. Davis was born in London in 1830.
Think of that, ye spendthrifts of life!

lie died, peacefully, at ease, .Inly :.. 1917.

It Is probable that his passing to the great beyond was
less painful to him than his ..nun.' from H'" eighty-
seven years ago. The Fi the Hook ami Ladder
Company. No. 1. Veteran Fireman, and charter member of
the Society of Pion pioneer who made several
fortunes and died rich in honor, friends and the love of

those most dear to him, has carried out of this dear town
a deal of history, a volume of traditions, and left behind
him a gallant array of memories and a splendid wallet
of respect.

But when the original Coffee Dan began to do business
in '79, no woman was permitted to come into his place.
It was not that their presence was improper; but it was
the custom of the times, and Coffee Dan was a stickler
for the proprieties. The promiscuous mingling of the
sexes in a new country did not approve itself to the mind
of Dan el S. Davis, ami thus he. was, in a sense, the orig-
inal of the Bachelor Restaurant idea.

But time marches and things change and the glory of
evolution waves progress along. Coffee Dan kept himself
young and viewed without temerity the invasion which
society made on his precincts after about thirty years of

existence.

Dp to the age of S."> be kept himself in touch with his
affairs and took a more or less active interest in the
business which his sagacity and shrewdness had estab-
lished. That was about two years ago. Those, who loved
him most persuaded him to give himself that vacation
which time exacts of us all and he retired from the ac-
tivities which his efforts of years before had stirred in

rcles of profitable, inflii

Coffee Dan's son, John Davis, has been the guiding
l'i nius of the affairs of his father sine the latter pui
aside the active cares of life. But John will keep the.

name "Dan" above tin- door with more eagerness now
than ever. For

;
t stands tor a democracy which his father

i from Kngland—the home of European democracy
—and will be much better than a cold tomb-stone to re-

mind the visiting world, however unconsciously, that the
past lives in us and that we are. as Emerson
the omnibusses in which our ancestors ride."

Meanwhile, we like to think that the gen al. jovial

throng will continue to clatter their knives and forks and
give greetings to the later arrivals as they pass into the
place; that conviviality will lie promoted over the steam-
ing cups of coffee— the original of which Coffee Dan roast-
eil thirty-eight years ago— that the eggs will remain as
fresh as they were at thai distant period when they fried

in the pan or congealed under the Influence of hot water,
and that there will be an occasional—not a morbid, nor
an unhappy—thought of the man who among others of his
stalwart kind began and ended his act vities in this city
ami helped to instill into it that spirit which makes it

unique among all the cities of the world as Coffee, Dan's
is unique anion;: all tie- eating places in the world.
To complete this story which it were a pity if it sug-

gested unhappiness to anyone, let us say that Daniel S.

Davis left behind him to think of him with tenderest
thoughts, Mrs. Esther Davis, his widow; a daughter, Mrs.

loch, and two sons, John J. and Samuel D. Davis
Save for the widow, there must be no mourning over

a life like this that has ended. She has her memories
to assuage her sorrow and her stalwart sons to comfort
her.

The Main Sheet, in behalf of the Indoor Yacht Club, re-

spectfully offers that consolation which friends proffer

eagerly, hut which mean little in the face of those othej
influences which memory and a deeper love provide.

Buy your Groceries
- from =^^=

BOWEN G
&CO.

Pioneers in the Grocery Business since 1850
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SOFT SOUTHERN BREEZES.

iSan Francisco has done her full share in the Liberty

Bond matter. She has dona more than was asked of her
in the Red Cross Drive, and finally she has provided more
than her quota of volunteers, asked for by President Wil-

son; but alas, it isn't always enough to have done one's

share. Sometimes the indifference of others has to be eked
out by the zeal of those who understand their responsibil-

ities in keener degrees of appreciation.

And so it has happened that the northern part of the.

State must come forward and make up the numbers
which the southern part of the State has thus far failed

to provide in response to the President's pressing request.

In short, to put the matter as bluntly and as truly as

possible, it is up to San Francisco or the northern portion

of California to make up for the delinquency of Los An-
geles in its failure to provide the number of recruits neces-

sary to place California in the ranks of those States that

see their duty and then do it.

Not that the obligation longer rests with this city. San
Francisco has more than responded with the full number
asked; but if the fair name of California is to be, saved
and her reputation, secure since Civil War days for doing
her whole duty loyally and gladly, is to be saved, it is up
to the northern part of the 'State to accomplish the fact,

for it seems that the, south has no intention of meeting
its obligation imposed fairly and justly by our President.
That San Francisco will do this seems certain.

Incidental to this situation a story, well authenticated
and true comes to us from the peaceful southland where
Kolb and Dill were nourishing in the City of the Angels,
offering their delectable, "The High Cost of Loving."
At the time of the, Red Cross Drive in Los Angeles

recently, it occurred to Messrs. Kolb and Dill that they
might help in doing their bit by turning over the Majestic
theater to the cause on some chosen night and by giving

the Red Cross fund the entire earnings of the playhouse.
This was no small matter either, since Kolb and Dill were

playing to the same kind of business in Los Angeles that

they attracted at the Alcazar in this city, viz; capacity
houses.

In order still further to swell the sum for the noble
cause Kolb suggested that the boxes and the best orchestra
seats be auctioned off.

For this purpose the parlors of the Alexandria hotel were
secured, and due and ample publicity was given the event.

Kolb was the auctioneer, and he is some salesman when
he stands on the block heading his way into money for a

good cause.
The choicest of the boxes was put up for sale.

The net result of fifteen minutes of haranguing the
crowd stirred up a bid of $13, or three dollars more
than the regular price. That didn't suit Kolb at all, and
with characteristic enthusiasm he made up his mind to

instill a little fervor into the meeting. He bid $50 him-
self, and then tried to make it $51, but the Los Angeleno
couldn't see it in the light of a safe investment and so

the box went to Mr. Kolb, the co-partner with Dill in

his own show, for fifty dollars. He paid his fifty dollars

for the box, and said:

"Now, I'll give it back and we'll auction it off again."

This time he got $12 for it. The man who had bid $13

had fled.

BILL AND HIS NEW FORD.

Cliff House
The Wonder Spot

oj the World
A= Diner =

A PRIX FIXE__ $1.50 ==^=
Every Evening

Exceptional Dance Music

It is not at all probable that you know Corporal Bill

Flynn in his professional capacity.

How should you?

He is acting Desk Sergeant at the City Prison, and thus
is not on the beaten track of your social dalliance, nor in
the line of your professional activities—probably.

But you should cultivate Bill Flynn, just the same, and
as he is a member of the Indoor Yacht Club—a baby
member, it is true, but Yachtsmen mature quickly—it is

likely that you will come to know him fraternally. And
that will be to your very soul's good, since Bill is all man
and a hunioriist since he is a Celt.

Against the probability of such a mee.ting, the M»in
Sheet takes pleasure in giving you some things which may
help start a conversation.

For instance, if you meet him. ask him casually how he
likes his Ford; or if you want to make a good start, just
say "How much gasoline has your Ford consumed?" Or,
"How far will your Ford run wiith a full tank?"

You see it started this way: Bill took his family with
him (as all wise men should), on his annual fifteen days'
vacation.

They went to Forest Knoll and Bill tells how he took
his Ford along. On his return to this drear sphere of
labor, dimly lighted by an occasional pay-day, Corporal
Bill undertook to tell his friends in the City Prison—

J

me^in those on the right side of the cylindrical iron bars—;
about the time he and the mlissus and the kids had en-
joyed together at Forest Knoll where only the tre.es defy
the law, and only brooks steal by, and only the gentle
breeze is a robber of time. Bill was talking in bunches,
full of the enthusiasm of a rested, rejuvenated human
being. He couldn't understand the surprised look on the
countenances of his hearers. He was talking about his

Ford, how he carried it upstairs in their little cottage on
the Knoll and put it to bed, and got up in the, night to

tend to its wants, and how in the morning it was as fine

and lively as ever.

Corporal Bill Ins three sons: Tom and Bill, Jr., and
Forde. And the youngest—and hence the greatest—of

these is Forde.

The INew
Anheuser= Busch

jfltcfjelob
America's Best Beer

^=^=
lO oz. GLASS, IOC
Drawn the Direct Way

jfcerberfs
A. Good Place to Eat.

151 = 159 Powell Street
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Indoor Yacht Club
Club Rooms and Office. 4 Eddy street. Telephone (PrlvalExchange connecting all departments). Sutter 5386.

Bonrcl of Pilot*.
Frank J. Hennessy. Commodore. M. w. Altmaver Steward

William H. McCarthy, Keeper-of-the-Log.
Thomas S. Mulvey
James W. Cuffroth
Samuel Berger
Joseph H. Hutchinson

Joseph A. Watts
Joseph S. Lewis
Otto Wallflsch
George Symon
Charles J. Vail

Harry F. Sullivan. Assistant Secretary.
Criticize and suggest for the improvement of "our BervlceComplaint and suggestion box in lobby.

Is your address correct and your name properly spelled onour records, evidenced by your bills and the envelopes from
tne Club? If not. as a great assistance to this office wewould suggest that you correct the same yourself whenmailing your check to the office. It Is very Important thatwe have your records in this respect authentic and we askyour hearty co-operation with us. Moral: If you changeyour mailing address, let us know and we will see thatthe possibility of your mail from this going astray iseliminated.

The followimg members passed away since the last Main
Sheet

:

H. A. Shields June 3ll ]91?
George Connor ,„ne ls 1917

The Master of revels and his predecessor have inmind a mid-summer show to be held in the Clubrooms, date to be announced later.

From present indications it will be a hummer
However, the members will receive a special notice of
date when this big event will take place. The enter-
tainment as outlined, promises to eclipse any jinks we
ever had before.

Shipmates Moe Altmeyer. Thos. S. Mulvey Wm H
McCarthy and Harry I. Stafford will head a party of
vacationists who leave on August 10th for a motor trip
to Tallac. where they will spend a week, returning by
the Feather River Canyon, making a few days' stop
at Feather River Inn. A great number of shipmates
are contemplating joining the party.

All members of the Club who are called to the
colors, will have their dues remitted during their en-
listment.

We would ask the members affected to notify the
Club office as to change of address so notices can be
forwarded.

ROTATION POOL TOURNAMENT.

Dr. Harris Klein. Wm. P. Dunphy,Harry M. Weiss.

committee.

Results. Monday Evening, June 11.

Dr. C. A. Sherman (225) vs. Steve Dabovich (120)
S. Long (180) vs. Harry Meyers (153).

Wm. JJunphy f 222) vs. Harry' RaphaeJ (107).

Harry M. Weiss (197) vs. Leland Korper (139).

Jos. Soldanels (259) vs. Dr. Jos. Gunville (92).

Jos. Cohan (191) vs. Ben Jacobs (153).

Dr. Harris Klein (171) vs. Dave Symon (61).

Wm. P. Kyne (200) vs. Herbert Isaacs (174).

Jack Purviance (206) vs. Les. Livingston (144).

Raymond Selig (232) vs. Carl Eddy (161).

Max Brody (173) vs. Chas. Mish (168).

Horace Seaman (176) vs. Fred Hawes (163).

John Hoole (230) vs. Jos. Pexasso (1131.

Rube Selig (186) vs. Chas. Viterna (148).

Henry Coughlin (186) vs. H. J. Nance (131).

Moe Selig (211) vs. Sam Wunderlich (133).

C. W. Harris, by default.

Results, Tuesday Evening, June 12.

Raymond Selig (221) vs. Henry Coughlin (125).

Horace Seaman (218) vs. H. M. Weiss (131).

Max Brody (229) vs. Jos. Cohan (112).

John Hoole. (198) vs. Harry Keeler (1441.

Dr. C. A. Sherman (208) vs. Moe Selig (136).

Rube Selig (202) vs. Jack Purviance (144).

Jos. Soldanels (210) vs. C. W. Harris (165).

Final Results, Wednesday, June 13.

Dr. C. A. Sherman (1S2) vs. Max Brody (161).

Raymond Selig (198) vs. Jos. Soldanels (147).

John Hoole, by default.

Raymond Selig (227) vs. Rube Sejig (126).

Dr. C. A. Sherman (207) vs. Wm. Dunphy (138).

Raymond Selig (227) vs. John Hoole (121).

Raymond Selig (186) vs. Dr. C. A. Sherman (173).

Dr. C. A. Sherman (214) vs. John Hoole (122).

Tournament won by Raymond Selig. Second, Dr. C.

Sherman. Third, John Hoole.

GREETINGS AND SALUTATIONS.

Al Jolson. Yachtsman and good fellow, was visited en
masse Monday night, June 9, by the Indoor Yacht Club.
There were about two hundred of them and their wives
and sisters and sweethearts at the reception. It took
place at the Cort theater, and jovial Jolson was the host.
lie disguised his membership under the usual coat of

black-face and appeared as Good Friday, a kind of mod-
ern rendering of the role of Robinson Crusoe's faithful ser-

\;mi on tin- island of San Fernandez in the South Seas.
In honor of the return to San Francisco of one of the

world's most popular comedians, and one of the most or-

Iginal humorists on the stage, the Club took a large
"slice" of the house and repaired there to give their

fellow Yachtsman a cordial greeting.

If there is any one in the world who has mastered the

gentle art of kidding it is Al Jolson. He is the original

"ad lib kid.'' a fact to which this brief narrative. I which
hasn't anything to do with Monday night's reception) will

testify.

Just before "Robinson Crusoe Jr." was to be presented
for the first time at the Winter Garden in New York, the
censor board sent around a deputation to look at the
hook, read the lyrics and comment upon the costumery
of the forthcoming show. Everything appeared perfectly
satisfactory and the party was about to leave when one
of the number suddenly remembered something.
"We haven't seen Mr. Jolson's role," said he. "We par-

ticularly want to look at his part."

'But," said one of the Brothers Shubert, Jolson never
has any manuscript."
"How does he know, what he is going to say when he
is his cue?" insisted the busy little censor.

'"God only knows," said the Messrs. Shubert, despair-

ingly in chorus.
Among those who participated in the I. Y. C. reprer

sentation were:
Moe W. Altmayer and party; T. S. Mulvey and wife;

Sam Berger and wife; Julius Eppstein and party; Harry
Weiss and party of six; Cassie Harris, Moe Selig, Harold
Selig, Clarence Berry, Charles Vail, C. H. Whitney, Wil-
liam F. Gorman, E. A. Daley, Louis Cohen, Joe Pearl, J. T.
Furness. Joseph Basch, Joseph Soldanels, Ed. Gallegos, F.
Schwartz, Hi Donaldson, Mike Heyfron Robert Munson.
Leon Wing, Mike Levy, William Dunphy, Harold Hart,
Ix>uis Cohen, William J. Lynch, C. Jankelson, Max Gold-
berg, George Symon, Donald O'Hair, Judge B. J. Flood
R. K-eh'er. Joe O'Brien, J. Korper. Sam Friedlander and
Thomas Bel lew.
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BASEBALL UPS AND DOWNS.

"Give us this day our daily baseball" is the prayer of

the diamond patrons of the city of San Francisco. They
love the pastime of the nation because it's a clean-cut,

honest-to-goodness, exhilerating and entertaining sport and

so long as their beloved home team manages to do its duty

in the way of winning its share of the games, the people

who are responsible for baseball are willing to keep on

supporting St.

Much has been said of late regarding the sudden dis-

missal of Harry Wolverton by Henry Berry. Factions at

cnce took sides when the veteran leader was summarily
dismissed by the owner of the club a month ago and the

hot-headed, dyed-in-the-wool Wolverton followers even

went as far as to predict ruin and destruction for the

Seals with Wolverton removed as their guiding spirit and
directing genius.

But. strangely enough, the Seals have prospered during

the enforced absence of Wolverton. The prosperity en-

joyed by this club served to prove once more that no man
is indispensable; that his place always can be filled by
another and that sooner or later the world will completely
forget him who once was heralded as one whom the world
could not possibly do without.

Harry Wolverton proved himself a popular as well as

an able and efficient diamond manipulator during his many
years of service in the. Pacific Coast League. He managed
contending teams in Oakland and Sacramento in years
gone by and he won a pennant for San Francisco during
Exposition year. He also was in a fair way toward re-

peating this triumph when Berry suddenly decided to re-

lieve him of the responsibility of longer handling the

managerial reins.

Now. the controversy between Berry and Wolverton was
of a business nature pure and simple. Nobody in San
Francisco had more admiration for the baseball ability of

his manager than did the Seal manager. But, alas and
unfortunately, Wolverton simply could not be persuaded
to live up to the business policy which Berry outlined for

him.
Plead as he might with his manager. Magnate Hen railed

utterly in his efforts to induce Wolverton to follow Instruc-

tions. Finally, in a fit bordering close to desperation,
Berry, after carefully weighing the situation in tin' bal-

ance, took the step which he had contemplated for many
months.
There is no doubt but that Berry regretted this drastic

measure far more than many of those who criticized him
for it. But when a man has something like $300,000 in-

vested in a big business, should he not be allowed to run
the business according to his own ideas?

Baseball is a big business as well as a popular form of

amusement. Unless it is conducted along business lines,

it won't prove, a success and the fans as well as the men
financially interested will suffer.

The passing of Wolverton in San Francisco marked the
advent of Jerry Downs as a playing manager. The honor
was thrust upon the veteran second baseman entirely
against hlis will, yet when he saw that it was his duty to

go to the front as an executive, he jumped right into the
breach and the standing of the San Francisco club today
is the very best evidence that Downs has done his work
thoroughly and well.
Here's to the success of baseball in San Francisco.

Here's to Hen Berry, the gamest of the game; here's to
Harry Wolverton for success in his next venture, and
here's to Jerry Downs, the man who so game.ly shouldered
the heavy burden of responsibility.

RECEPTION A LA AMERICAN.

A spirit of patriotism being rife everywhere, it was a

pretty idea on the part of Thomas F. Croon of the Cresta
Blanca Wine Company to use the nation's emblematic
colors, spread in flowers, on the occasion of a reception
which he recently tendered to Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Culling
and daughter on their return to their home city recently
after an absence of six months in New York.
The affair took place at Mr. Croon's residence, 38 Lyons

street, and the table decorations were red and white
carnations and blue corn flowers, while the spacious ban-
quet hall was draped with flags and hung with red, white
and blue bunting.
Many of Mr. Croon's hosts of friends were present to

enjoy the reception and make or renew a pleasant ac-

quaintance with his guests of honor.

YES, MOTHER, I CAN DANCE.

The Arcadia is restored unto its own again, only bigger
and better and more beautiful than ever, at the corner of

Jones and Eddy streets. It is easily and by far the, largest,

best equipped, best managed dance hall in the West, and
Mike Fisher is its boss.

Fisher, who doesn't ever do anything by halves, has
provided his patrons with surroundings of luxurious fit-

tings. He has secured Musical Director Paul Asch who
in turn has assembled the liveliest "Jazz" orchestra to be
heard, and as for the floor and the service, the attendants
and the management—they are all in the class of things
superior. Lighting effects, visiting dancing soloists of

renown and an air of decorum and festivity add to the
pleasures of a visit to this ballroom which is fit for the
slipper of a Cinderella.

We venture to say that there is not another club in town
that is giving the same, service in its bar room, the same
excellence of booze for the same price, as the Indoor is

doing today.
This is not a plea for patronage. But where a man's

heart is there is his desire. Only the fool can forever ob-

stinately support the bunk.
Take a look at our stuff, or better choke at the thought

of the last highball you had in one of the other clubs
you may have run into, and then—well, what's the, good
of drawing a parson's or a pleader's conclusion—You
know the whole answer already.

You may have noticed a slieht increase in tile cost of,

goods sent over the mahogany of the entertainment room.
Very little you will allow, for the. policy of the club has
always been to give the boys the very best for the money
that circumstances will allow.

The club bar is not a gouging institution. In t lie old

days it was possible to sell fur- ten cents straight. Later
it was found necessary to raise the price to a "bit." No
other increases in price are contemplated. Moo Altmayer,
our benevolent and even-tempered steward, will mark his

course, according to the exigencies of the situation.

In the meantime it is fair to ourselves to say that the
stock is still the best that can be procured, even in Iheau
days when importers of liquors are voluntarily going out
of business because there are no goods on the market,
When the Germans hit Northern France and devastated

the Champagne district, we remember that the flock of
wine agents we used to see dolled up every evening for

dinner suddenly put on sack, for the pay check was burned
up and there was nobody else's money to splurge on.

Today it is the same case, with imported whiskies and
gins and their little, cousins of myriad nomenclature. Hut
still Moe Altmayer sticks to the real stuff. THERE IS

NOT A FILLED BOTTLE IX THE CLUB HOUSE. THERE
IS NOT A SINGLE BOTTLE OF NEW GROG IN AN OLD
BOTTLE IN' OUR STORES.
The spirit of the Indoor is squareness. When we speak

of bunk, we refer to him, like the war correspondents, as
"the enemy."

Down in Los Angeles there is an old friend of the club
doing her bit lor the American Red Star Animal Relief.

She is Mrs. Katharine Avant. She is working under the
drection of Mrs. Anita Baldwin, whose father, were he.

living today, and there had not been a fire before the big
one, would he our neighbor across the street.

The American Red Star Animal Relief does the .same
work, practically, as the elder institution, the Red Cross,
only that it ministers to the horse, instead of the soldier.

In the Southern Iowan metropolis Mrs. Avant has been
raising a neat little sum for the wounded horse. She
sells carnations made of paper, white and blue, with a
red star in the center, for ten cents apiece. Every time
you buy, it is a horse on you. But, alas, there are many
who hoof by, unboned, unbadged and unstung.

Query: Are you from Los Angeles, or have you a Lib-
erty Bond?

Softer and softer.
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Excursions
CAI P DATF^' SOME PARES:UlAUU LSr\ I l_. «J • (Direct Routes)

Denver, Pueblo $ 62.50

July 16, 17, 24. 25, 31.
Omaha Kansas City .... 67.50
Uallas. Houston, San Antonio 70.00

August I, 14, IS, 28, 29. New Orleans, Memphis, St. Louis 77.50

September 4, 5. Chicago 80.00
Minneapolis, St. Paul 84.45
Washington, D. C, Baltimore .... II 6.00
New York. Philadelphia I 18.20
Boston 1 20.20
Proportionately low fares to many other points.

Going Limit— I 5 days; Return Limit— 3 mos.

(rom date of sale (but not later than Oct. 3 I .)

STOPOVERS: Going— east of Calif, state

line; Returning—at all points. See Agents.

Write for Folder ^-^ . g -m—^ • ,-* •

Sir Southern Pacific

LIBERTY STRIPES
THE LATEST IN SUITS
FROM ^MANHATTAN

<&

Unfinished Worsted a durable jabric—
in blue, brown and green grounds—
single and double breasted

SPECIALLY PRICED

$25 fff&*
^y 856 MARKET

" ^^ EAST OF POWELL
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ST. FRANCIS IMPORTATION CO.

350 deary Street

WINES AND LIQUORS AT RETAIL
FINEST GOODS - LOWEST PRICES

PROMPT DELIVERIES

DEL MONTE AUTO RENTAL CO.

phone SUTTER 215

LIMOUSINES
LAUNDAULBTS

WEDDINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

CABS
TOUHINO CARS

OFFICE, 105 POWELL STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

AnKeuser-B\iscK
Brewing Ass'n

Brewers of

Fine Beer

Exclusively

-ST. LOUIS. MO.-

Draught

and

Bottled Beer

San Francisco Branch

1300 BRYANT STREET
Fhone PorK 306

I am a power for great good if you do

not abuse my use.

In cases of need— I do my work well.

I am a builder up of health and strength

—in the hospital or in the home.

For the invalid or the convalescent

—

for the tired or overworked I offer a

great help.

A little of me goes a long way.

I have been among you for three

generations.

I'm known at Cyrui Noble throughout the world.

ACHMAN
MISSION
STREET

NEAR
16 th

Your Liberty Bond
better than cash, with us

We Will Qive You—

$56.25 Worth of Furniture
for a $50.00 Liberty Bond

$112.50 Worth of. Furniture

for a $100.00 Libert], Bond

Furniture in same proportion lor larger bonds. Bonds

taken on same terms as first payment on time accounts.

Lowest Prices — Always
Liberal Credit Terms

EL SIDELO CIGARS
Will Suit* Your Taste

>K)I
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J. A. MURPHY M. J. BUCKLEY

A brand new lirm has just been launched on the commercial sea of San Francisco's industries, and the Indoor

Yacht Club officially welcomes the organization and wishes it God Speed.

The firm is composed of M. J. Huckiey and J. A. Murphy.

Mr. Buckley has been associated with the Pacific Coast shipping business for nearly twenty ye?.rs. during the
most of which time he has been devoting his energies to the Pacific Mail Steamship Company for which he has been
the general freight agent.

Mr Murphy has been act ng as the confidential secretary to the chief of police for the past four years. Both
are graduates from the University of St. Ignatius and at the. present time Mr. Murphy is president of the univer-
sity alumni.

Murphy has been identified with many activities along publicity lines, amongst which were the reorganization
of the basis between Stanford and Santa Clara Universities and the succeasful handling of their football arrange-
ments. He recently represented Mr. Roche In the successful handling of the second highest team in the Red Cross
drive and has been active In the formation of the new regiment of California Field Artillery.

The new firm will devote its energies exclusively to the shipping and foreign trade which their experience and
the favorable conditions prevailing at the present time should make, most successful.
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CHANDLER
SIX

THE CHANDLER CAR IS

EXCEEDING IN NUMBER
OF SALES ALL OF ITS

DIRECT COMPETITORS

"Watch tKe State Registrations

PEACOCK

MOTOR SALES CO.
1350 VAN NESS AVENUE

phone prospect 431

BUILDERS' EXCHANGE, 180 Je.ile Street BOX 93

VINCENT J. DONOVAN
PAINTINO, DECORATINQ

and POLISHING

719-31 MINNA STREET, San Francisco, Cal.

Phone Park 3156

P. VINCENT MATRA1A. Pre.

&rt jfloral Co,
[ncofpanied

2 55 POWELL STREET

TJeoUoeJ KEARNY 3524
1 ***""•

1 SUTTER 1372

SAN FRANCISCO

Travel hy Sea!
With delicious meals and comfortable berths Included

In fares.

$ 18 Los Angeles & Return
Sailing! EVERY DAT l>ut Sunday, 4 P M

$22 San Diego and Return
Sailings Mondays. Wednesdays, Thursdays, Saturdays,

4 P. M.

$35 Seattle,Tacoma &. Return
Sailings Tuesdays, Thursdays, Saturdays at 5 p.m.

AlasKa Excursions
During June—July—August

10-Day Cruise $ *>« up
20-Day Cruise $100 up

From Seattle

Ft »quent sailings Seattle to Juneau, Skagway,
Valdez. Cordova. Seward, Knlk Anchorage.

PACIFIC STEAMSHIP CO.
City Ticket Office - 653 MARKET ST.

Telephone Sutler 7800 SAN FRANCISCO
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SHIFTING SANDS OF SPORT
By Leon Wing.

The other evening in Philadelphia another champion of

fisticuffs was crushed. Johnny Kilbane was knocked out

on his feet by Benny Leonard. Now they are comparing
I>eonard with the immortal Gans.

Strange, isn't it. how the voice of the sporting public

shifts? Not so long ago they looked upon Leonard as

but a good boxex. now they step clear over the heads of

Nelson, Wolgast, Ritchie and Welsh to acclaim Leonard
the master of all time. And why not? We are among
those who claim the runner, ball player, tennis star, swim-
mer, boxer and horseman surpasses the champions of old-

en days
No result of a sporting event that we recall was mote

surprising than this same knockout cor i bj Leonard.

Were a straw opinion taken ot boxing fans throughout the

country before the battle, II is llkelj 11 would have re-

sulted in a victory for Kilbane. His decisive defeat of

the the champion, Freddie Welsh, a month before hail

elevated the Cleveland phan in to the highest rung on
the pugilistic ladder. He was granted the palm over the

world's historic featherweights.

Kilbane was regarded as altogether too clever and to >

fast to suffer a knockout in a limited round I t at the

hands of any living gloveman. Had he not outbi

cra (f 1? Had lie in. i outfought the reclining

still marvelous Freddie Welsh? He had And no« co

along a new champion thai beats him flow three

rounds, outhoxes. outfights and outgenerals him No
doubt. Leonard must lie a marvel. But wait, let him do

a uttle i
i fore we forget the old mas er, doe Gans.

Little Karl Pool, favorite with Tijuan i racing fandol

is back In the saddle once more. During the middli

the past Tijuana season Pool had been set down bj

own contract employer, the San Francisco million I

George P. Fuller. No reason was given lor the action,

but the troubles between Jockej ind employer soon be-

came public gossip an ners.

Master Pool was something more than a rider with Mr.

Fuller. He was his pal. Wherever Mr Fuller went. Karl

was sure to go. They had a suite ot rooms together In

the, aristocratic Hotel del C'oronado. He was the pel ol

the Fuller family. lie was the reclpli ut of countless

hi Thej liutiglit him a big touring ear Thej wined

and dined him. Rumor has it that he was to be mad
Fuller heir by adoption.

And Buddenly Pool went wrong. He violated, 'tl

the rules of raring as well as friendship of his guides He
was -et down They could have kept him on the ground

had i sired, for four more yens as they held a

five-year contract on him. They could ha 1 mini his

career, for in four years he would not only have

broken in spirit but would likely have outgrown his

fulness as a rider. But he was reinstated ami did some

ig toward the close of Canada.

Should Pool revise his methods ami attend I i b

he win hi i

' establish himself once more as a c* impion.

Naturally light and able to evade the daily grind on the

roa( | i,, reduce Pool has his full strength dining riding

hours. He is daring, strong and a marvelous whip rider.

He ai ^es the faculty of making horses go furthe.r

than th. n in the habit of doing. His victory

on F.d Cudlhee in the San Diego Businessmen's Handicap

When fa ide the crafty Roscoe Troxler with a beaten

horse, was one of the mightiest exhibitions ever displayed

on a race track.

Jockevs more so than any other persons before the

sporting public, are wont to fall for temptations. They

are continually followed by the hero worshiped, showered

with money and the recipient of no few perfumed mash

notes Being vouthful and longing for excitement, many

leave their opportunities behind on the primrose path.
Take, jockeys, as a whole, and we believe their careers
are shorter lived than any sporting celebrity we know
about.

Norman Ross, called by his mates of the Olympic Club
as the "human tuna," has brought more glory to California
athletics. Ross stands today as the greatest living swim-
mer and he is only in the beginning of his career right

now, Possibly before he is finished he will have estah-

lished himself into more than half of the world's aquatic
records.

Ross is swimming in the greatest water era of all time.

In Kahanamoku, McDermitt, Langer and the rest he is

meeting with world's champions. But so far he has brok-
en through their records with apparent ease.

It is not so long ago when California was rather mocked
as a home of real champion athletes, but today it repre-

sents the greatest athletic state in the world. California

hoys have won world's laurels in track and field, tennis.

swimming, boxing, wrestling, baseball and wdiat not.

Guess it's the climate, boys; the climate.

The Tijuana Jockey Club recently engaged in contro-

versy with the chain of county fairs and racing associa-

tions. What the Tijuana Jockey Club asked for was that

these minor associations get sanctions and employ one of

One club's stewards. The Golden Gale Thoroughbred
Breeders' Association, organized for the promotion ol

racing at San Francisco's Exposition, supported the Fair

Association in their fight against the Tijuana Jockey Club

There must be a personal objection behind the action of

the Golden Gate Thoroughbred Breeders' Association.

No sane body of men could not see the necessity of the

action by the Tijuana Jockey Club. During the past and
present season the thoroughbred has suffered in no small

measure at these county fairs. The stable boys who ride

the bad horses and the owners have run wild in scandal

without a guiding voice from the Golden Gate Breeders'

or the home associations. The latter have openly declared

I hat thej have no feeling for the. running horse and con-

sequently the so-called races are little more than a series

of Jack pots with the scattering hundred-dollar purses cut

up by the. "gypsy."
There is no question but that the bush racing should

be handled the same as the Amateur Athletic Union
handles its athletes. Why should the ruled-off rider and
the ruled-off owner and trainer be allowed to display his

where men in good standing contest. There is no

reason why a body of horsemen should not be forced to

race |U8t as they do on recognized race tracks. Instead,

ill find that these bush races are nothing more than

a series of "pots." in cold truth, arranged with the idea

of trimming a few small bookmakers who follow the

circuit-

And still the. the Golden Gate "Breeders" say, let 'em go.

These same "Breeders" claim that they are going ahead

slowly with a view of reviving the thoroughbred in Cali-

fornia. If they let the "gypsy" run wild much longer they

will have their troubles finding a person up countrv who
will not condemn the blue-blooded horse.

The Tijuana Jockey Club has announced the opening of

niter meeting for Thanksgiving Day. Ten stakes,

headed bv the Coffroth Handicap, valued at $6,025, will

be the outstanding features of a meeting that will run

one. hundred days or more. President James Wood Cof-

froth is sanguine that the game will be the biggest known

to an American winter plant in many years. Millionaires
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of the East who have never participated in winter racing

have already applied for stall room.

So, in less than two years Tijuana has been developed

into a monster racing proposition.

President Coffroth is now touring the East in his work.

not to get horses and jockeys, for there will be a plethora

of both, but to get the greatest horses and most renowned
jockeys of the American turf.

MORE TEUTON INTRIGUE

The organization of the California regiment of field ar-

tillery is on a par with the enlistment en masse of the

Citizens' Cavalry troupe, the enlistment of a very consid-

erable portion of the League of Cross Cadets and other

peculiarly western declarations of patriotism and courage.

It is also a manifestation of a spirit which will not be
mislead by the, insinuating voice of Czerim. who cries

"peace, peace," when there is no peace; this spirit will

not lessen in zeal to heed the equally crafty voices of Ger-
many's Chancellor Michaelis and Dr. Erzberger, the pro-

fessional pacifist.

Just why the daily press is paying so much attention
to these voices is not at all clear, unless it is that much
of it is inspired, not by pro-Germanism but by anti-

Britishism, of which, unfortunately there still is too much
in this country which owes its very institutions and its

language to England.

Such misled persons as heed the voice of these Ger-
man singers, because they find a responsive cord ready to
vibrate acutely at any anti-British propaganda, are merely
going to handicap the efforts of the government to bring
the, war to a close in such a decisive manner as will for-

ever crush Prussianism, and make a repetition of this hola-
caust an impossibility for a thousand years.

With France and England—hereditary enemies as they
against Germanic invading foes; with the descendants of
against Germanic invading foes; with the decendents of
the soldiers of Wellington and Napoleon fighting for and
with -each other; wTith the sons of those religious warriors
who clashed at Bearn, struggling for and with each
other against the ruthless destroyers of the Cathedral of
Rheims, it would seem that America might generously
forget its own struggles with England, particularly as
they provide us with nothing to be ashamed of and with
a history of glorious deeds headed by Washington.

Far better and more, to be heeded are the press accounts
of England's alleged agreement with France to stand by
her until the restoration to France of Alsace-Lorraine is

completed and assured, permanently.
It were unwise to lapse for a single second in the prep-

arations now going on in this country, for the war which
is over there in Europe is our war; the struggle has
become our struggle, and the outcome will affect for all

time the status of America in the galaxy of nations. In
the last analysis this is a war of autocracy upon democ-
racy and it must be settled right ; for we are told that no
trouble between nations is ever settled until it is settled
right.

It sometimes seems that Labor Unionism is bent upon
destroying itself. Take the case of the strike in the Oakland
canneries. Because of the refusal of the employes to work
and their threatening attitude towards those who took their
places, 50 tons of fruit had to be "dumped." It had spoiled;
then when women of the State Council of Defense went to
the rescue and assembled a force of workers from their
yhen women of the State Council of Defense went to the
rescue and assembled a force of workers from their own
own organization, threats of death were made to them from
the comparatively safe and remote receiver of a distant
'phone.

The country is in no condition to be. injured by squab-
bles just now and food of all kinds must be conserved. In-
stead of that, however, misguided leaders of labor are
selecting this moment to impose one knows not what kind
of conditions on employers, and making threats of violence
and death to those who in a free country insist upon the
primary privilege of working.

A NEW LEGAL LIGHT IS SHINING.

Edward W. Parkej. for many years one of the most
Important members of the "Chronicle" editorial staff, is

blanching out in the world of Hlackstone, briefs and
legal controversy. In short, alter having passed the liar

examinations with highest honors, he is associating hlmsell

In a law partnej-ship with former District Attorney James
F. Brennan and Is now located in the Mills building.

Since 190G, Parker has been a "Chronicle" employe,

beginning at the bottom of the ladder and climbing se-

curely to the top of the. journalistic profession. His repor-

tonal duties brought him in contact with the law, when
he was a police reporter, and his natural gifts of Inves-

tigation and sympathy led him to study the science of

jurisprudence, at first without any conscious desire, to

become a lawyer; but his aptitude for the study encour-

aged him to regard the possibilities of a legal career with

seriousness; he became interested in the larger affairs of

sociology, taking an active Interest In public utilities and

the problems related thereto, and four years ago took the

high honors in the law examination imposed on the am-

bitious by the District Court of Appeals.

In his new vocation the "Main Sheet" wishes him that

success which will surely be his for the sincerity of his

manner, the intelligence of his mind and the candor and

honor of his deportment.

Remember thai

Cresta Blanca Wines
Are the STANDARD WINES of California

Try a Bottle of CRESTA BLANCA CHAMPAQNE

(Green Label) Equal to the Imported

PAUL MASSON CHAMPAQNE Vintage 1908
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THE CAUSE OF THE WAR
By Sidney Coryn.

To understand whj lb present war
was brought against Serbia it is necessary to glance at

the two lines of national policy, the Austrian and the
German, that converged upon this one little. Balkan state.
Those two lines of policy originated in the definite and
distinctive greeds, ambitions and [ears of the Teutonic
empires, but they approach each other and gradually be-
come entwined In thi event ol the tateful iding
the war. It is to them, and to them alone, that we must
look for an explanation of the war which thus loses the
quality of the unforeseen and the unpremeditated ascrihed
to it in i he popular mind. In that light it becomes the
intended and the calculated culmination of forty years of
sinister diplomacy and intrigue.
of the war which thus loses the quality of the unfore-
seen and the unpremeditated ascribed to it in the popu-
lar mind. In that light it becomes the intended and the
calculated culmination of forty years of sinister

macy and intrigue.

Let us look first at t, \uslra in the produc-
tion of this world calamity that has now engulfed \meri-
ca. Serbia is the leader of the great Slav movement of
Southern Europe. To the 28.000,000 of Slavs of the Aus-
trian empire she appeals as the representative of their
nationality and as the hope of their coming enfranchise-
ment and independence.
The Austrian empire consists of four races. Thi

manic people in Austria number 12,000, The Latin races
are represented by 1.000.000 people. There are lu.non.OOO

Magyars, and there are 28,000,000 Slavs, sometimes
known as Czechs. She des, Ruthencs. Slovenes and
Serbo-Croat s. These Slavs are substantially the same in

language, tradition. sympath3 and aspiration. They are
not acquiescent, parts of the Austrian empire. On the
contrary they are. enemies of the Austrian empire and its

victims, hating the yoke that binds them to that empire
and looking forward with unquenchable hope to their ulti-

mate union with Serbia into one unified Southern Slav
St te. The Slavs of the Austrian empire represent a

mered but still dangerous people, dangerous by their
numbers and by the steady perseverance of their hopes
of liberation, and of an independent union with Serbia.
Small wonder then that Serbia should be an object of

1 and suspicion to the dominant Teutonic and Magyar
elements of the Austrian empire. The continuing sover-

nty of Serbia meant the perpetual proclamation of free
ideals, the perpetual contagion of democratic institutions.
The Slavs of Austria could never become abject or acqui-
escent to tyranny so long as Serbia held aloft the banner
of national life as a summons and an inspiration to her
brethren under the Austrian scourge.
The obliteration of Serbia as a sovereign state thus

became, the cardinal principle of Austrian policies. At
once we begin to understand the events that followed the

assination of the archduke and which we are now
ised to regard as a pretext rather than as a cause.

Again and asain we find the expression of the malignant
and destructive hue borne by Austria toward Serbia. We
find Austria intervening at the end of the first Balkan
war in order to deprive Serbia of her legitimate gains
and in order to rehabilitate the Turk. The direct and in-

tended result of Austria's action was to alienate Serbia
ti'l Bulgaria, to deprive Serbia of the advantages of her

victory ever the Turks, to break up the hegemony of the
Balkan states, and to isolate Serbia within a circle, of
enemies It was Austria, and Austria alone, that pro-
duced the second Balkan war, with its revival of Turkish
misrule in Europe and the resulting conflagration of rival

passions in the Balkans. It was a step in the. undeviating
policy thai has been outlined, an integral part of the plan
by which Austria intended to relieve herself from the
mena< • and the contagion of Serlran liberty and of the
Slav ideal. It was a link in the chain that led inevitably

to the war— that was intended to lead to the war.

We now come to a point immediately preceding the
cut break of the war. and to a secret page of history that.

but for tie war. might never have been divulged. It is

sufficiently outlined by the speech made in- the Italian

premier before the. Italian parliament. Austria, he safd
in effect, had pleaded the assassination of the archduke
as the reason for her ultimatum to Serbia, and lor her
hostile acts against Serbia. But. as a matter of fact.

Austria had proposed a war aeainst Serbia a year before
that assassination had occurred, ami Italy, as a member
of the Triple Alliance, had refused to sanction it. Aus-

tria had advanced no valid reason for such an act of

aggression against Serbia who was wholly innocent of any
provocation or offence. The veto of Italy withheld Aus-

tria from the accomplishment of her designs at that time
ami she was compelled to await a new opportunity.

The new opportunity was not for long delayed. It was
furnished by the assassination of the archduke, a crime
"t which Serbia was as completely innocent as California.

It was committed by Austrian subjects, and upon Aus-
trian soil. Serbia disavowed all complicity in the crime.

and Austria was unable, to advance any valid evidence of

h< r responsibility or connivance. But innocence was of

no avail against such accusers as these. It was the old

story of the wolf and the lamb. Serbia had already lain

under sentence of death for forty years, and now at last

had come the pretext for its execution. If that pretext

had failed, some other would have been found. Austria

would wait no longer. Moreover. Germany was now hail-

iiiK the dawn of "Der Tag." She, too. was ready for the

assault upon Serbia in pursuance of her own distinctive

policy that was now inextricably blended with that of the

r Teutonic empire. No wonder Karl Liebknecht.

should say in the German Reichstag that the, assassina-

tion of the archduke was hailed in high German circles

as a providential act.

Let us glance now for a moment at the policy of Ger-

many which thus found itself in full accord with that of

Austria. If Serbia was a threat to \ustrian domination
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of the, Slav peoples at home and abroad she was no less

a threat to the German hope of an Asiatic empire and

o£ world power. The German emperor soon after his

accession to the throne had effected an alliance with the

Sultan of Turkey, and had declared himself the protector

and the friend of all Mohammedan peoples throughout

the world. He. had obtained from the Sultan a concession

for a railroad that was to run from Constantinople

through Asia Minor and Mesopotamia to Bagdad, to the

frontiers of Egypt, and to the shores of the Persian Gulf.

It was to be a military railroad. There was no conceal-

ment about that, no attempt to hide the purpose to which
it was to be put. Connecting at Constantinople with the

great International Railroad through Europe it was to

enable Germany to send her armed legions, almost with-

out change of train, from Hamburg to Egypt and India.

That a war for the conquest of As-'a meant also a war
for the conquest of Europe was fully recognized in the

German scheme.
Trace the map of that railroad for yourselves. Leaving

Germany it passes through Vienna and Buda Pesth. and
thus becomes a knot in the Pan-German union between
Germany and Austria. And then it traverses Northern
Serbia, and through the Serbian city of Nish. Thence
it passes through Bulgaria, and through Turkey to Adri-

anople and Constantinople, and so into Asia Minor. It

was to be the broad military highroad over which the Teu-

ton armie.s were to march to world dominion. That the

Bagdad railroad was actually intended for such a purpose
is not a matter of speculation. The intention was trumpet-

ed forth to the world. Germany in this respect had at

least the merit of a certain tremendous frankness. Cer-

tain of her strength she made no effort to hide the uses

to which it was to be put.

But there was a weak link in that railroad chain, and
that weak link was Serbia, and in such a railroad chain

as that, and one dedicated to such ends, there must be
no weak link. A hostile Serbia might mean the cutting

of that chain at the moment of its greatest tension. And
Serbia was certain to be hostile to any Teutonic scheme
which involved the further extension of Austrian power
ever the Slav peoples. Austria had already seized Bosnia
and Herzegovina with their Serbian populations. Her de-

signs against Serbia herself were hardly matters of doubt.
Serbia would never tolerate the, passage through her ter-

ritories, through her city of Nish, of Teuton armies bound
on a mission of .Asiatic, and then of world, domination.
Her reputation as the champion of freedom and of nation-

al independence was to be fatal to her. Germany knew
well that the Bagdad railroad would be no more than a

rope of sand in her grasp so long as any portion of that
ra :lroad was in Serbian hands. And so Germany had
decreed the extinction of Serbia, and she found a ready
accomplice in Austria, whose schemes thus ran parallel
with her own.

Such, in brief outline, was the position occupied by
Serbia in the broad stream of Teutonic policies that ran
straight on to the precipice of war. On the one hand we
have the Teutonic intention to dominate the world. On
the other hand we have the tiny kingdom of Serbia block-
ing the Teutonic path to Asia, a perpetual menace to
tyranny, and with the record of five hundred years to
sustain that menace. It was a picture as dramatic as any
picture that the world has ever seen, and the world is

now paying in blood and anguish for its blindness to a
drama that was ostentatiously unfolded before her eyes for
forty years.
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IT'S A BEAR, THIS REGIMENT

Four members of the Indoor Yacht Club have joined the
Grizzlies and will follow the bear flag to France. They
are Sam Markowitz, R. S. Bassett, Lloyd M. Lyons and
Irving Barnes, and all of them speak with enthusiastic ad-
miration of their new environment. In no other branch
of the service would they have, more previous acquaint-
ances among officers and men. They will be separated
from San Francisco, but not severed from San Francis-
cans. Markowitz. Lyons and Barnes are in Battery B,
which includes all the. men enlisted from the Olympic
Club, and Bassett has east his lot with Company A, nine-
tenths of whom were recruited from the League of the
Cross Cadets. The boys are now in training at Tanforan
Park, where they will be. glad to meet any friends who
visit the camp, which can be reached in less than an hour
Via the Tnited Railroads San Mateo line.

When he started recruitment lor the Grizzlies, Thorn-
well Mullally, who has been commissioned lieutenant-
colonel of the regiment, promised quick action for those
who joined, and he. has lived up to his word. While the
first one-third of the men accepted by the. draft boards will

not be called to the colors until September 1. the Grizz-
lies are already under canvas and actively preparing
themselves for foreign service, which is sure to come very
soon, for field artillery is greatly in demand by the. allied
armies in France.
Meantime about 200 more men are needed to fill the regi-

ment to war strength— 1200 men—and recruitment is car-
ried on at Sin Montgomery street. No better opening is

offered for the fellow who wants lo serve Uncle Sam as a

soldier. While, good conditions will be provided lor all

who are called upon to fight hn- their country, exceptional
advantages will naturally attach to a regiment composed
entirely of men belonging lo California and having such
excellent opportunities of becoming personally known to

one another. Comraderie counts for a big thing in bat-

tle. Americans who have fought in France have testified

to the stimulus and to the soothing consolation of being
thrown annum schoolboy friends and men of their own
home town. Separated from America by thousands of
miles of ocean, living under strange skies, among strange
people speaking an unfamiliar tongue., and with all the
knowledge of that great uncertainty ahead and behind
that ridge, it must be a great help to feel that one Is

witlrn call of a comrade from one's native state.

This inestimable advantage will belong to all the boys
who join the California Artillery, and it is therefore small
wonder that recruiting is proceeding rapidly. The eyes
nt the world are on the war; the eyes of America will be
on the United States armies, and the eyes of the State,
will be upon the boys trom California— particularly upon
those who will be the more readily distinguished by virtue
of carrying the Bear Flag into battle.
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A NEW ERA BRIGHTENS IN WAR TIME

i Bj Walter Anthony.)

San Francisco is witnessing at the present time a most
unusual revival of interest in things theatrical. The unique
spectacle of four legitimate theaters playing to "capacity
business." is the answer to the question. "What effect is

the war going to have on amusement enterprises?"

The Columbia Theater, with the Wiiiih.ll Smith-Victor
Mapea comedy. "The Boomerang;" the Cort with Oliver
Morosco's revised version of "So Long Letty," the Alcazar
with Kolb and Dill renewing their perennial popularity in

"The. High Cost of Loving." and the Wigwam with a series
of stock presentations headed by Cleo Madison and Howard
Russell, are some of the evidences adduced to prove the
contention that San Francisco in war-time remains one of
the greatest show-towns in the world.

The popularity of light entertainment is also significant

at this time. It seems to indicate the fact that in a world
full of trouble and strife, the. populace looks to the theater
for that relaxation which comes of corned]

And in this connection two important facts are about to
be developed theatrically. Tin- Columbia Theater is to
become the. home of Klaw and Erlanger's producing ener-
gies. Following "The Boomerang," the New York mag-
nates will take an active part with Qottlob and Marx and
will offer a series of productions presented here, simul-
taneously with their New York presentations.

According to advance notices ol the enterprise the fol-

lowing from the New York office of Klaw and Erlanger
may be of interest:

"When the Klaw and Erlanger company offers the West-
ern premiere of the new Roy At well Ma i Harcin three-act

farce. Here Comes the Bride,' at the Columbia Theater
on the 27th inst., it will be simultaneously with the Eastern
presentation of the piece, atwell and Marcin are the
co-authors of the succi 3sful play 'Cheating Cheaters,' one
of the season's hits in New York.

"Further interest in the forthcoming production is in-

spired by the announcement of the special engagement
of Bertha Mann as leading woman of the Klaw and Er-

langer company under the direction of Joseph Montrose.
"Local theatergoers will recall that Miss .Mann appeared

in this city two seasons ago in the principal feminine role

of Today.'
"Last season she portrayed the only feminine role in

John Galsworthy's Justice' with John Barrymore during
its New York run.

"Few actresses at twenty-three have achieved the suc-

cess attributed to Miss Mann. Klaw and Erlanger are
enthusiastic over the prospects of the forthcoming pro-

duction.
"Besides Miss Mann the cast of Here Comes the Bride'

includes Harrison Ford. Beatrice Nichols. Thomas Mac-
Larnie. Grace Travel's. Sussane Morgan, William G. Quinn,
A. Burt Wesner. Marie Davis, George L. Spaulding. Edward
J. Gastrock and others."

* * *

Coincidentally with the announcement of Klaw and Er-

langer comes a state nt from George Davis, business

manager of the Alcazar. At the conclusion of the. present
. nuagement of Kolb and Dill—the end of which is not yet

in sight—the Belasco and Mayer playhouse in O'Farrell

street will be devoted to a string of musical comedy pro-

ductions, the stars of which will be brought specially from
the East, and the first one will be. it is expected, our old

friend Richard Carle, who. without a doubt is one of the

funniest of men—on or off thi

George Eby. for many years associated with the Oakland
Orpheum. is at present in New York assembling the first

company and acquiring the rights to various musical com-
edy productions. These will be given in a style which
will maintain, says Mr. Davis, tin best of Alcazar tra-

ditions. It is believed tiiat the Kolb and Dill run will

extend itself profitably for about four weeks, at the end
of which time the new regime at the Alcazar Theater will

be inaugurated.
Nor is this all.

The New Garrick Theater is opened once more and Izzy

Monte Carter is the Hebraic star shining brightly with

and through a galaxy of feminine loveliness and at popu-
lar prices.

Musically the town is also wide-awake. Manager Frank
Healy has just returned from New York and announces
the fact that he has secured for the coming season. Mat-
zenhauer, Ornstein, John MacCormack and other stars of
the first magnitude in the musical constellation of lumi-
naries.

So there appears little reason to doubt the fact that San
ico will enjoy a period of unprecedented success in

lines dramatic and musical.
* * *

"Under Pressure" will be, the second of the Klaw and
Erlanger offerings at the Columbia Theater and promises
to be further reassurance that San Francisco, instead of
having to endure in the future, the second and third grade
productions that have been sent, heretofore, out of New
York, will enjoy the, privileges of a producing center from
which will radiate road shows which will carry local suc-
cesses up and down the Pacific Coast.

Indeed it was this condition of uncertainty concerning
theatrical attractions for the West that inspired Klaw and
Erlanger with the idea of making San Francisco a pro-
ducing center and relating us to the West as New York is

rejated to the East.
That there will be a hearty response to the K fi E,

offerings can hardly be doubted. The most expert direc-
tion of the enterprise, is assured; the theater is ideal and
the company excellent.
Klaw and Erlanger promise to merit our most distin-

guished consideration.
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THE LAWLESS AND THE LAW.

By Mountford Carr.

If anarchists have any sense of humor other than a

diabolical, they must be laughing their red-heads off in

secret meetings these days. Successfully invoking the law

which it is their aim to circumvent and destroy, they es-

cape the doom to which they, without the law, condemn
the innocent and the law-abiding.

That which is contemptible in their estimation is, in

short, appealed to by them to help them destroy it. The
courts which they would throw into the discard, are. in-

vaded by them, lawyers are hired and the machinery of

that civilization which they are bent upon wrecking, is

set to work for them and by them. The law, held to be.

a curse, is called upon and blesses them. It is as though

the devil were to confound the Diety and as though hell

were, to invade heaven for the halo of security.

The murderer who in a fit of passion does a horrid

crime is haled into court, tried by his peers and is con-

demned to the punishment which the law provides. Even
the commission of the. act itself is a tacit recognition of

the law, for it is a violation—not a denial—of it and the

violation brings its own reaction according to the logic

of life. The violated law avenges itself through the in-

strumentality of human energies.

But the anarchist who blows up property, who murders
disinterested women and children, begins his horrible

activities by denying the right of the law itself to exist.

That is his plea, his creed and his faith. "A has la loi,"

he shrieks and then, whe.n he has accomplished his fell

deed he turns around, hires expensive legal talent and after

hiding behind every technicality that the. law provides for

the innocent he comes forth from the courts, blessed and
free to proceed to another crime, the. commission of which
is guaranteed by a past filled with crime.

Is it not time that those who deny the existence of the
law, whose utterances, private and public, whispered and
printed, are evidence, of their anarchistic beliefs, be re-

fused the right to invoke that which they hate and seek
to overthrow?

Twenty-five years ago a great thinker and philosopher
said:

"It is difficult to say whether the bomb thrower, actual
or potential, is greater as a scoundrel or fool. Suppose
his aim is to compel concession by terror. Cannot the
brute observe at each of his exploits a tightening of 'the

reins of power'? Through the necessity of guarding
against him, the mildest governments are becoming des-
potic, the most despotic, more despotic. Does he suppose
'the rulers of the earth' are silly enough to make con-
cessions that will not insure, their safety? Can HE give
them security?"

Since those words were written, following the assassin-
ation of three presidents, a Russian czar, "who, against
the will and work of his own powerful nobles had freed
their serfs; a French president from whom the French
people had received nothing but good; a powerless Aus-
trian empress, whose weight of sorrow touched the world
to tears; a blameless Italian, king, beloved of his people

" since these words of a quarter of a century ago, the

march of democracy has been pronounced, and it will soon

be no longer czars and kings and empresses to whom
the anarchists will address their hatred and their knives
and bombs. Indeed, already we have seen how from re-

sentment of kingly authority, the anarchists have passed
to the resentment of the people's sovereignty. The prob-

lem has passed or is passing from the councils of the
rulers to the congresses of the people. Formerly the
anarchists killed rulers as representatives of law. Now
they are attacking the people who live in the insecure
shadow of the. law. From a career in retail crime they
have branched out as wholesalers. And we shall hear
more from them, for they will be more difficult to catch
and condemn. A ruler would make short work of them.
His sense of self-preservation would see to that, and
precious little chance had the anarchist to escape when
he levelled a bomb at a throne. But he is moving freely

now among the people, and the women and babes whom
he murders have no appeal to "the divine right of kings"
by virtue of which appeal, quick and adequate justice

might be had. Powerful organizations hedge the criminal
around; courts, jealous of the.ir technicalities; lawyers,
eager to win fame for shrewdness, and judges powerless
to protect the law in the feeble faces of wrangling;
jurors whose sympathies, maybe, have been craftily

worked upon—all conspire lo find security for the anar-
chist and give it to him and send him out to continue his

deadly work.
The murder of the women and children on the Lusitania

called forth the reproach of the civilized world, and
America's entrance into the war will in future be largely

attributed lo her sense of violated neutrality in the case
of the. Lusilania. Thousands of nun will yield up their

lives to punish Prussia for her red-handed ruthlessness-

The crime will be aven]
Bui meanwhile we permit tire "ruthlessness" of madmen

in our midst, \\v wipe a stain from the skirts of Colum-
bia while we permit a cancer to gnaw at her heart.

SLACKERS. AND THEIR PUNISHMENT.

We not'' tl .xpressed intention of the Government to
punish tin- slackers bj selecting them first to fill the
places of thos n nil Mini who are exempted on ac-

count of physical disability, If the first number, 238, for
instance, found in San Francisco. Los Angeles, and else-

where, a holder of that number who did not pass the phys-
ical examination, it is planned that a slacker be given that
number arbitrarily and sent to the front as a penalty for

having failed to register.

That slackers should be punished, all ought to agree.
That the punishment should fit the crime is likewise de-
sirable, as always it is. but what will be the moral or
psychological effect of the proposed code, of "punishment"
is a debatable question.

It suggests, for instance, that "being called" Is in the
nature of a governmentally imposed penalty for being a
young man and an eligible, sound-bodied individual. The
draft is not an imposition, a penalty nor a punishment.
In a certain sense it is a privilege and the only reasonable
mode of properly distributing the duty of protecting our
democracy. That it is a punishment should not even be
suggested or implied by any governmental act. It may
by some be deemed parallel with the proposal to enlist
criminals by force, if the. government adopts this method
of punishing slackers.
On the other hand, the plan has this to commend it:

It will help to raise the required number for our first

army without disturbing the living arrangements and civil

duties of many men who have shown their willingness to
perform their national duty.
Against this, however, is the suggestion that "Slackers,"

in the very nature of the case, are not likely to make good
soldiers. They are not apt to perform well those cour-
ageous duties which they have already proven themselves
afraid or at least unwilling to undertake.
They might be "punished" by being sent to the front

to act as valets for our brave boys, and carry an extra
gun for the, men who are willing and eager to fight for
their country in her hour of peril.
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RANDOM THOUGHTS

Why Fickert?
It seems to me. that, if it were not for the, war and its

ramifications and distractions, the public of San Fran-

Cisco would rise in its wrath against the men and the influ-

ences, that are shouting to recall Fickert. Of all the out-

rageous, damnable trevestfes on justice this it about the
worst. It may be personal bul I have tried impartially to

analyze the situation and can discover no sane reason for

even the threat of a recall. Of course, the. referendum is

one of the undisguised 1 ol our pro-progressive
government. The moment a public official, in the per-

formance of bis sworn duties, pursues a course inimical or
antagonistic to certain individuals or influence, the bugle
blows the recall. Every day we read where judges are
cajoled and threatened. Each successive meeting of the
Supervisors brings the same threats. .lust a few months
ago it was the City Attorney, it memory s<-r\.

rect, the Mayor only escaped by a hair's breadth. Now
fitteen thousand residents of Sao Francisco have
a petition for the recall of the District ft doesn't
matter that five thousand names were either forged, or

were not registered. It doesn't matter that tie- names
were procured by a corps of hut

per name. It doesn't matter that there exists a doubt as

to the legality of the petition. The essential fact remains
that in a community which -an Francisco knov
how," which subscribed a million dollars to a law and
order fund, which in the old days embossed upon the
walls of the courts hat justitia. mat caelum.'' the Dis-

trict Attorney is threatened with a recall for having more,
rather than less, successfully prosecuted a gai
throats, without respect either for Goi hose
principal enjoyment was to sit and cheer and applaud, as

some foul-mouthed disciple of I-'.tnina Goldman shrieked
and yelled and vomited "To Bell with the flag."

On With the Recall.

I do not know how Mr. I'
I
have never

discussed 'be matter with him. but from my heart 1 hope
that, whether by perjury, or forgery or lying, the neces-
sary number oi names are secured, This is one time I

want to see a vote 'I'hi- I am anxious to see

what San Francisco will do. There is tiger

than a suspicion thai prompts me to i the Tom
Mooneys and the Warren Billings', and those who sym-
pathize with them and their bl 1 retl flair, ate

get an awful shock. If the eli ill come
at the psychological moment. It will come v.

will be another less parade, and thousands of our
best will march to the defense of th .vender if

ttie fathers and mothers who will have made tie

sacrifice that war demand . I wondet i
and

tathers who will have reluctantly, tearfully, prayfully

given the blood of their blood to fight, that the .-tars and
Stripes may prevail, will go to tie polls to recall the man
whose only crime was that he prosecuted those who. with

dynamite and blood, proved their I the cry.

"To Hell with the flag." This is one time that I do not

fear the result. There will be no splitting of hairs in

this campaign. There will be hut o! and when
that is brought home to the people, it needs no prophet to

foretell the result: and I want to see thai used.

It looks to me like a new alignment in the community
It seems to me that San Francisco should right itself in

the eyes of the world, and this ehction is the best possible

method. It will separate the lambs from the wolves, and
it will be a splendid to watch the rats run to

cover. So let's to the recall.

Another Daniel Come to Judgment.

It would be but useless repetition to tin the

circumstances leading to the arrest, the conviction of

Warren K. Hillings and Tom Mooney, ami. finally, to the

acquittal of Mi P.tit, while on the sub-

ject, I want to pay my respects to the astute lawyer who
occupies the position of Attorney General of the State of

California. In the pasl week he has climb and
injected himself into the Mooney matter, the reason for

which shall lie apparent presently. I refer to Ulysses S.

Webb. The oat sited "Ulysses," hut pronounced
"Useless." It Is unfortunate that California should be
cursed with such an incompetent, particularly in an office

where men like Ray Benjamin and John T. Nourse occupy
ositions. But Webb, while intellectually as

ighty and strong as h's name, nevertheless is politically
versatile and as persitent a the animal which weaves it.

nominated by the Santa Cruz Convention of 1905,
[lks to one Abraham Ruef. That was the historic con-

vention dominated by the Southern Pacific and kindred
interests, and none but the "old gans" were favored. But
times change and men change, with them. Ulysses soon
turned to the Progressives and under Johnson's leadership
was re-elected. Now. I am informed. Mr. Webb aspires to
the office of Supreme Judge—Heaven save the mark—and
it has been promised that certain support would be given
him tmpaign, provided he interested himself and
his office in the Mooney and Billings cases, and secured
both a new trial. I have the best of authority for this

Mr. Webb's actions bear me out. Without
going mto the ethics of the question, because ethics can-
not I red where Mr. Webb is concerned, the public
should knoxv that the gentleman in question is a lawyer
in name only. To the best of my knowledge he has nevi
publicly appeared in court and bis experience and ability

lie most obscure country shyster.
ertheless he tiled a brief petitioning for a new trial

lor Tom Moon red unquestionably by someone
i hui himself, but to the author's credit, disowned by

him. Th- - parently cognizant both of
Webb's ambitions and political trades, as well as the law.
promptly denied the petition. In the Billings matter it is

hinted that a motion is to be made, or a petition filed,

requesting that the application for a new trial go over
Just think—one year's delay so tint a two-by-

four pettifogger mity of advancing his
ambitions while justice waits, both blind and halt and
lame. This is outrageous. It is simply a part of the

concocted in certain sympathetic minds to turn
the whole crowd of anarchists and dynamiters loose, free
to pursue their damnable, cowardly, murderous ways ami

to spread their treasonable, destructive, bias-

rhi are the people that tire

\tt is trying to serve and for

Service lie is to be rewarded with a seat on the
Supreme Bench of California. Perhap

A Line of Discouragement.

'the. new preferenti i method of ballot'n?, voted by the
:• at the last charter eleei aatcd the

old-time primary, will, at last in its inception, nulif. til

med : onsoi to effe

Air- j are being distributed and each.

fOl I
new list ol uassibiH

liti evident that despite the disappointments ot

- ulty will be d m procuring candi-

the different Somehow the Supervisorial
bus Inoculate most of the number, so we shall

choosing nine from a list as long as
the exemption list. I often wonder who it is. or what it

is ti. prosperous saloon keeper.

.-nod health:, coal dealer in become a candidate
isor. It is not by any means an easy position to

win because th larly under the prefer-

' Then, too, he
usually hat 'unity of securing endorsements

ventions naturally like to nominate
miliar to the voters; and again,

the powers thai be. in one camp or the. other, are ordi-

ii quite frequently obligated to the in-

cumbent. My recollection is that the terms of McLaren,
Powei Gallagher, Suhr, Hilmer, Walsh. Nolan and
Nelson expire. Vly impression is that all will seek re-

tion. Pica tin* weakest of tin 1 nine and you win hive

a hard man to beat; and yet, day after day. you will find

men who. without mini or endorsements and, quite fre-

, lv. with i ed number of acquaintances,

elected. I am not saying th it

incumbents will be re-elected. On the contrary.

ie who should be defeated. But the indi-

viduals who will beat them will be those endorsed by

ions on some issue or other. I have bi

ipal Conference intends to organize

ommend a complete ticket to the voters.
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That endorsement may mean much or little, but in the

past, at least at the primaries, where, the "Good Govern-

ment" forces turned out in numbers, the conference candi-

dates ran high. I have also been informed that the, "Cham-
ber of Commerce" intends to take a hand and this will

mean a new element in the field and will probably draw
a sharp line between the candidates of the merchants and
those of "Union Labor." The report will not down that

the Mayor contemplates appointing former Mayor P. H.

McCarthy to succeed Supervisor Kortick, who is to resign

and in turn be appointed to the Board of Public Works,
vice Judell. If this is done, it will mean a new alignment
of the labor forces with Rolph and McCarthy on one side

and Gallagher and Power on the other. I would rather
try to foretell the end of the war, than speculate politically

on the outcome of the November election, but, off hand,
I would advise those who do not figure on the endorse-
ment either of Labor or the Chamber of Commerce to save
their money, their friends, and their pride.

The Poll-prys of San Jose.

In the city of San Jose there lives a self annointed and
divinely appointed mentor of the community's morals. He,

is associated with the Reverend Paul Smith, former Sen-
ator Edwin Grant and the Hayes brothers, who own or

control the "San Jose Mercury-Herald." The name of the
gentleman is Stidger—Reverend William Stidger—and he
manages to keep the town, where Sam Rucker was once
Mayor, up in arms by frequent denunciations of vice in

its many and varied forms. As an example of the Doctor's
methods, the only Senator ever recalled in the State of

California, E. Grant, was sent to the only French restau-
rant in the towTn, and a famous one, to gather evidence of

the crimes there committed. Grant, who was recalled in

San Francisco because of his ladylike tendencies, was
unable to find much that was wrong and not even a girl

to entertain him. Of course, no reformer could believe
this, so he called the driver of a taxicab from his stand
outside the hotel and asked if he couldn't get a girl for

him. The driver said he would try and went to the 'phone
booth and called several numbers. Meanwhile Grant, with
ear to the key-hole, noted the numbers and upon investi-

gation found that they belonged to women whose husbands
were more or less prominent. Without waiting for more,
Grant hied himself to Stidger and then there was Hellto-
pay in the old town. Down in Bisbee they would probably
have, treated ex-Senator Grant to a coat of tar and feathers
and they might not have spared the Reverend Doctor
either. There are communities where even to breathe a
woman's name disrespectfully, even though she sin, is not
considered the best of form and sometimes resented with
buckshot. But in San Jose—well, this really wasn't what
I started to tell.

The Desirable and the Undesirable.

It seems that about the time the reformers were going
at their best, San Jose gave a Rodeo for the benefit of
the Red Cross. Louis Oneal, who was in charge, invited
John Tait and his guests at the Whoopee Ranch to come
from Ben Lomond and attend the Round-up. The invita-

tion was given some publicity and afforded Willie Stidger
the opportunity of doing another imitation of Bill Sunday.
In an open letter to the Editor of the "Mercury Herald"
he accused Sam Berger, John Tait and Jim Coffroth of
lacking respectability and spanked Oneal soundly for dar-
ing to invite them and their associates to San Jose.
According to Stidger's ideas, San Jose was to be a sort
of a walled Pekin and only those, whom he annointed and
elected, might enter therein. Coffroth only smiled and
remarked "that the Doctor was entirely right, but he
preferred to keep unsullied such respectability as he had
and would therefore be pleased to remain away from a
community which could tolerate a Stidger." Berger took
the matter more seriously and compelled both the Rev-
erend Doctor and the San Jose "Mercury Herald" to pub-
licly apologize: and now I learn that Mr. John Tait has
made the same demand. Inasmuch as Sam Berger's letters
were given publicity in both the "Bulletin" and "Town
Talk," I shall only quote excerpts from Tait's, in which,
in the. language of the judiciary, "we concur."

Will the San Jose Papers Publish This?

Writing to the Editor of the "Mercury Herald," he says
in part:

"I have only heard of the Reverend Stidger on one for-

mer occasion. The succulent facts of his attempt to

besmirch the reputation of the St. Francis Hotel of San
Francisco during the so-called 'Anti-Vice Crusade' are told
in several issues of the San Francisco 'Bulletin.' You
should publish the stor> . I am sure, that Mr. Fremont
Older will supply the issues and I promise that it will make
excellent reading for the good people of San Jose. You
can add that the detective sent and paid by Stidger was
kicked out of the hotel, and permit me to suggest that the
same treatment, generously applied to the Doctor himself,
will be extremely beneficial to the good name of your
community."

"I repeat that I do not know the Reverend Stidger, but
I do know the breed. They are the moral scavengers that

to a greater or less degree infest every community. The
warmth of the sun, the good fresh air, the buds, the
flowers, the beauties, they neither see nor enjoy: but in

the blackness of night, they wander and grope in the back
alleys and ash cans for the foul, sickening refuse of city

life. And not content with befouling themselves, they
must bring forth the reeking rot and filth to lay on your
breakfast table for your sons and daughters, or to tell on
Sunday in the temples of Him, Who said

—'My House is a
House of Prayer." The pulpit and the cloth are prosti-

tuted for cheap publicity and truth is an unknown word
with tiiese disciples of Ananias."

"If San Jose intends to do all that is claimed, you have
indeed undertaken a great task. Centuries and philoso-
phers and reformers and economists and statesmen—yes,
and even the church itself have tailed to solve the prob-
lem. Perhaps you may be more fortunate. Hut the bray-
ing ass. or the bitter word, or the stone, or the rack and
the torture, will not end it. Kindness and education and
humane legislation ultimately may. Anyway, kindness will

belli. For the outcasts of the. street, the poor wayward
unfortunates, I have only pity: for the men who exploil
them and their sins, irrespective of what coat or collar
they wear. I have only the most profound contempt."

The INew
Anheuser= Busch

^Itcljelol)
America's Best Beer

lO oz. GLASS, lOc
Drawn the Direct Way

Jrferbert's

A Good Place to Eat.

151 = 159 Powell Stret
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WHAT'S SAUCE FOR THE GOOSE
oli Cafeteria! Promised Land
or i lie South with its milk and honey
Where the wry-necks from the Middle Wi
Take a look at their first piece of money.
Where Gringo, Pongo and Black and Tan
Blend into a melting-pot,

A whale ol a place, the very thing

I another big town is not.

(i Cafeteria! You tor me
You are the consumptive boast

Of every guy who's one lung shy
You're a regular town—almost.

Yon have your beaches and city stri

A park and a city hall

But whoever w si. ii i name on you

Had. believe me, a helluva gall.

The above represents, concretely our normal, we might

sa> our 'chip on the shoulder' opinion of Los Angeles.

Because we don't like her lor didn'ti, it is the usual i

torn heje at the slightest excuse to pull out our 1!

"billy" and rap the Ansel City. There seems no particular

reason for it except that remanifestation ol human frailty.

the opposition of individual to individual and community
to community, especially when related.

We are generously tolerant or New York, Chicago and

other cities to which our atlitude of patron;

very amusing. We have "nutive-sonned" ourselves into

every corner of tin land, super-aggressivelj as It were, ami

i.illy with more conceit than wisdom Self-conferred,

>ve wear more decorations than a European field marshal).

We call ourselves the "city loved around the world.''

"the city that knows how." 'the city of smiles and tears.''

"the city by the Golden Gate,' the Queen Citj ol thi

Pacific Coast." Occasionally wo inti ome visitor

into agreeing with us. probably through diplomacy, and

then we have another round-robin of hysterical B I

proval. Years ago Kipling wrote that lev, ot San
Francis.,,, passing Its water front on a dt was
the dlsmalest, most forlorn spectacle ii had over been his

misfortune, to contemplate bul the w n were beauti-

ful. The last portion onh ol his remarks we have i

talized. n is ven today here.

Bul if our prime affection, sometimes unwisely mani-

fested, is San Francisco, our prime, antagonism seems to

lie Ixis Angeles. Why? Isn't il because our avei

dent l|is not seen our fair Southern neighbor, or that his

view is splenetic, and that he consequently knows or ap-

preciates nothing of the wonderful she pos-

les or the progress made? Uoes our beai lough,

but with a surf cold and as treacherous a

pare with Redondo. Santa Monica. Ocean Beach, Venice

or any of the clear stretches where hundreds of the

ands sun and air themselves in the. neighborhood of the

Southern metropolis?
llow lonel) would our pigmy Tamalpais be in the com-

pany of the towering ranges just beyond the citj

Ingel is ii reasonable that our greatest pinto,

would spend millions for artistic estates and exalt

their efforts in an unbeautlful or unrespoi slve communit] '

Wb.re else in this fairest of states can we match the

San Fernando I 1th its miles of rose-bordered, ar-

Ustlcally-Hghted loulevard and scrupulously-maint
ranches'* If as wo were brought up to believe, Los An-

geles was nothing, is nothing, and prospects nothing, then

—more power to the wonder-workers. For some Aladdin

has surely rubbed here his magic lamp and—behold! truly

a miracle. It took pluck, perseverence and capital to en-

ergize a sand-heap into a garden, a desert into an empire
And San Francisco! tl you're the Mistress of the

Western Sea, why don't you mother instead of "murd
your fellow lalifornians. boost instead of ridiculing Oak-
land as a cheap commuter. Berkeley for its academics,
Stockton for its nuts. Fresno it raisins and Los \i.

its long haired sycophants? If you're the Big Town, why
don't you act lug'' Gel off your pedestal of Beif-apprecla

Hon. if yon honor your pioneers for their hustling to

keep from starving to death and turning Mark 'i street

sandlots into tall buildings, don't barm or beliltle Los An-
for doing the same thin-; with their lin I. de ,-i i

San Francisco! When you were, just plain "Frisco" you

were the "city loved." You had no false frills.

'ill Sutter—not Sooter. Vallyayho ran for proud
but not for South of Market. The prodig n in

Bombay, Juneau or Monte Carlo saw you through a tear.

and the stranger, once, a guest, longed to come back. Your
our door open and no

: sought the welcome.
mi grew up. With new-fangled correctness you

ii famous. Frisco, who
her growing neighbors and grew up with them is no

newer San Francisco, querelous. oblivious, a little

nccessful and a great deal more forgetful, the biu

small puddle tt wd out the little

I
: off' You're awkward in your masquerade.

-n't look natural at the hammer. You're not neigh-
boring an eru] i cancer. If Los Angeles lias some-

i -ell. hi i i customer. If she has some-
thing too hea n go. We're

erejy San I I laliforn-

ians—for California and the D. S. A.

Cliff House
The Wonder Spot

oj the World
A

v
Diner ——=

A PRIX FIXE
$1.50 =^=^—

Every Evening
Exceptional Dance Music

JULUIS EPPSTEIN
Formerly of the Art Floral Company

>. AT THE

ST. FRANCIS HOTEL

rffiotuer ;%tant>

MMW

DELIVERY ANYWHERE ORDER ANYTIME

Telephone SUTTER 876

"Fragrant Blossoms mat^e glad the Heart in any Garden"

Mr. Eppstein wishes to announce that he is no longer

associated with the Art Floral Company.
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UTTERINGS OF A CHATTERBOX
Tempora Mutantur et nos nautarnur in illis. So sang

the Roman bard. The times are changing and we are

changing with them, it goes in our own tongue.

We saw the Very Rev. Charles A. Ramn ,
rector of St.

Mary's Cathedral driving his auto the other day. speed'ng

very likely to a sick bed or to comfort the dying. The
automobile led him speedily to his mission.

But would a gentleman of the cloth of the the old school

think of doing anything so modern as driving an auto-

mobile? The world do move.
Frank Maskey, the candy man, who passed away recent-

ly, was very proud of his hair. Maskey was from Nash-

ville and was known to his intimates as "The Colonel."

Travelling in Naples some years ago, he passed a barber

shop and the tonsorial artist remarked. "Have a shave?"

Maskey went in and said, "Give me a haircut."

He made directions with his hands as to how he wished
the operation performed. The barber grabbed his clip-

pers and before the traveler could object, he had run a

wide swath from neck to poll. .Maskey was furious.

The barber shrugged his shoulders, smiled and said,

"Have a shave?"
That was all the English lie knew. Maskey went out of

the shop looking like No. 7T,8fi4 under Jimmy Johnson's
care.

In his travels he never cared to learn the value of

foreign money. His habit was to spread a large, amount
of change in his palm and allow the waiter or other ser-

vitor to take as much as he thought coming to him.
Once in Paris he turned to a fellow American and asked.

"How do you say No in French?"
"The same, as in English," he was told. "Just the same,

no difference?" he further queried. Then I'll know how
to stop the fellow the next time when he is taking too
much."

Step up gentlemen and salute Captain Chris, our old

friend Chris of the Pal ce boti
I

j

I i ll

Captain Sven Christensen of the U. S. A.. Quart xmaster
Department. He is go'rr torses and muli
Government. It is said that Senator Newlands
vada was instrumental in getting the commission for his
former buffet manager. Maybe so. but others say thai

Chris really does kiiow horse flesh.

Jim Blaine does not admit this and Wait Brown la

dead, but Chris is there all right, dressed up in a Williams
and Berg's creation and the bill was not sent to Charles
Clark either.

It is said that a popular subscription is being taken up
to supply the doughty Swe.de with a sword. The earl esl

contributors, it was reported were:
Tom McCann. Fred Mr-Williams, Plu'l Bekheart, Ivo

Bozan, Jack Hoag, George Wingfield. Ted Grethen, Dr.
Carlton Smith, Tom Bellew and Walter Sode.rberg.

S'koll!!

The Devil can quote Scripture for his purpose.
Witness the eight column line every morning cm the

editorial page of Hearst's Examiner. But we wonder what
does Father Yorke think of a manag Tng editor named
Justin McGrath using a Protestant Bible. Of course, the
average layman does not ken of a King James version
or the, Douai, a Catholic translation.
And then maybe it is Edmond Coblentz, the assistant

managing editor, who picks out the texts and he is neu-
tral.

"The Land of Happiness," the grove play of the Bo-
hemian club this year was attended by many notables
local and from afar. Bill Blake of Chicago did not come.
Bill used to go to Stanford, play football and all that, and
since he has made his home in the east has heretofore
never failed to run out to the jinks. This year Blake
was against the show. He enlisted as an able bodied
seaman on millionaire Borden's yacht now in. the gov-
ernment service somewhere, in the Atlantic. But before
he went into the service he wrote hundreds of letters pro-
testing against the show, advocating the. turning over of
the money incident to production to the, Red Cross or to
the poor of Europe through some other channel. But he
lost his plea.

Templeton Crocker wrote to the. libretto of the play and
it is said that it was so excellent that if some of the bell

boys of the St. Francis had witnessed it, they would not
refer to him as "Simpleton Cracker."

A nice little conceit of the florists, the making of a
boutonniere out of a slip of a red and white carnation
and a slip of blue cornflower, in its completement a pretty
ensemble of the national colors, is frowned upon by many,
because, it is asserted, the cornflower is the Kaiser's fa-

vorite blossom and is therefore anathema.

Why the Kaiser, in his dream of monopolizing the earth,
should include in the invasion, the flowery kingdom, or

place on a wee flower of the field the stigma of his name,
is hard to understand, and it is even more inscrutable that
some Americans should help him along;, by acknowledging
by their scorn that Wilhelm has their goat.

For the cornflower is known by many names. The corn
belt states give it different appelations. The botanist will

tell you it is the Centaurea Cyanus. Then it is the bachelor
button and again the blue bottle. Old English writers
tell us that the nam.' bachelor button came from "their
similitude, to the jagged cloathe buttons, anciently worn
in this kingdom," ami another says that it received its

name "from a habit ol country fellows to carry them in

ickets i" divine their success with their sweet-
beat t

So, we suppose, that while we may not wear a Kaiser
Blume, the young men ol drafl age uia> properly wear
: corn Bower, a blue bottle or a bachelor button.

Poetry, they tell us, is the music of waters, the whs-
pering of winds, the glory of stars, the breath of Rowers.

iliis is why our Shipmate Julius Eppstein soine-
strlngs his Ij re.

The following was written by Julius and dedicated to a
I

i ling woman of whom, it is said.

i' i mam I, ll Is acrostic in form and was Intended
to be act i ni d bj a bunch of American beauty roses.

All nations boa -l of 1" a Hies rare.

.Men sing aloud their praise,

Each bard to her without compare,
i roudly strings his lays.

i ace Us tin-
: Idened i

Comi tellei Biles of Prance
A lligbl md It It Scotland's prize,

Nov. rrli lance.

But when !s of foreign Strand,

ch to liis pride has played
\ ii-.i-i I i ais to our own bind

i fair ami glorli n a Id

Tell ni" ome 'in
i . you'll I

> queen,
Yours, every throb, "Julie Eppstein."

THE Francis-Valentine Co.

PRINTERS
POSTERS

777 Mission Street

Phone Sutter 1534 r$&5t*> san francisco
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Indoor Yacht Club
Club Rooms and Office, 4 Eddy
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\

Joseph H. Hutchinson

Harry P Sullli
Criticize and suggest for the
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Pilots.
M W, Altmayer, Steward.

Joseph A. W;iits
Joseph ^ Lewis
OttO Wallflsch
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les J. Vail

I
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Is your address correct and your name propel
our records. *\ idenced by your bills and the envelopes from
the Club? If not. as a great assistance to this office we
would suggest that you correct the same yourself when
mailing jour check to the office. It is very Important that
we have your records in this respect authentic and we ask
your hearty co-operation with us. Moral: If you change
your mailing address, lei us know and we will see that
the possibility of your mail from thla -•;;-: astray is

eliminated.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

Mr. Sidney Coryn will deliver a lecture on the war at
the Club Kooms at S:4">

I'. M. on Wednesday. August 1"'.

Wednesday, August 22, and Wednesday, August 29. Notice
of further lectures hereaiu-r.

PROGRESSIVE WHIST TOURNAMENT.

There will be a progressive whist tournament at the
Club Rooms on Thursday, August 23. The committer:

Dabovlch, William I.arkin and Dr. Jos. Gunville.

WORD FROM CAMP KELLY, TEXAS.

The 'Main Sheet" is in receipt of an eloquent ietter

irom W. I. Nuttman, who writes from Camp Kelly. Texas.
This is the letter:

' \m enclosing two pictures of myself which were taken
just after 1 alighted from my first flight alone. Got orders
to be fully equipped and ready to leave by Thursday night
We are going to New York by train, and then across the

I ond to France. You could not buy my chance for $1,000.

All the boys are looking good and feeling fine. Don't

\hetber 1 will have another opportunity to corre-

spond with you. If I don't, I will have to make this one
good-bye.

Give my best regards to Bill, and all the boys, and lots

k to you. As ever, your friend,

"W. I. NUTTMAN."

SIDNEY CORYN
£> £f IN £> £>

More Discussions of trie World War
LANTERN SLIDES

TO INCLUDE: Views Illustrating the Strategy of the

BATTLE of THE MARNE
The Suffering of the Slavs in Eastern Europe, and ot' ers.

A LECTURE EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT

Come and Learn Your Country's Causes for Participation
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AN S. O. S. FROM A SHIPMATE.

If you have any message for Maurice Boisieux, please

address it care of the Postmaster, San Francisco, for our
shipmate is aboard the U. S. S. Nero, on which gallant
vessel he has the, distinction to be an Ensign, and he
sends out this S. O. S. call, from "somewhere afloat":

"The best place in the world is. after all. the Indoor
Yacht Club, and the place I am at the present time is

120° in the shade.'

"I wish you would address your paper. The Main Sheet.'

in care of the Postmaster, San Francisco, because In this

forsaken place, we have no news, and no prospect of get-

ting any for some tinre to come.
"I hope to be back in San Francisco in about three

months (maybe more or less), and believe me it will be
some treat to see the boys again. Sincerely.

"MAURICE BOISIEUX,
"Ensign U. S. S. Nero.

' 'Care Postmaster, San Francisco."

n.w ST. FRANCIS Size

OPTIMO
2 for 25c

of Exceptional Mildness, and Fla vor

CO.EHRMAN BROS. &
Distributo rs

NEWSPAPERMEN IN NEW ROLES.

It's a far cry from yachting—even the "indoor" kind—to

broncho-busting and wild-bull riding, but both indoor and
outdoor yachtsmen will don their sombreros and "chaps"
on September 8, 9 and 10 to help the newspapermen of

San Francisco ride the "wild ones."

On those dates the Newspapermen's Club will stage the

California Cowboys' Roundup at Ewing Field and the big

show gives promise of being one of the most spectacular
of its character that has ever been attempted in the West.
By special arrangement, the Cowboys' Roundup will in-

clude the majority of the best features of the California

Rodeo, recently held at Salinas, and the Roundup, which
drew thousands of visitors to San Jose last month. In

addition to these, there will be scores of other thrilling

events, many of which have never beiore been included
in any roundup, rodeo or wild west spectacle that has
been seen on the Pacific Coast.
Arrangements for the big affair are. already well under

way and some of the most daring riders and bulldoggers
from the "cow" districts of the West have signed up entry

blanks for the various events. Included among those who
have already signified their intentions to participate are
the Melricks. of Sonoma County; "Happy .lack Hawn," star

of both the Salinas and San Jose, shows, and "Skeeter Bill"

Robbins, champion fancy roper of the world.

The Cowboys' Roundup will be managed by L. A. "Butch"
Beevers. for years rodeo boss at Salinas and a veteran
cattleman of the Salinas Valley. Beevers, accompanied
by a number of Monterey County cowpunchers, is now
combing the ranges of the Salinas and Santa Clara valleys

in search of bovine and equine outlaws to be used in

the show.
Ewing Field, with a seating capacity of 18,000, has been

secured through the kind offices of the Olympic Club and
it is the expectation of the newspapermen that tin' full

seating capacity will be sold out for the three days long
bdfoie the gates are thrown open.

SMOKE
Horina
QUEEN of HAVANA

Shapes end Sizes to suit
Ml Tastes *> & *>

M. BlasKoWer, Distribute

Phone Park 2467 Madrona A. K. C. No. 207695
Registered

M cCORMICK'S
KIN N ELS

2037-2039 NINETEENTH AVE.
Between P and Q StraeU

MODERN KENNELS LARGE RUNVAYS
PLENTY SUNSHINE EXPERT ATTENTION

Dogs bought, sold, boarded and cared for
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Excursions
^Al F nATF^' SOME PARES:
»-''»*-»-' Ur\ L^J, (Direct Roulet)

Denver, Pueblo $ 62.50

August I. 14. IS, 28, 29.
Qm«ha. K»hm» City 67.50
Dallas. Houston, San Antonio 70.00

September 4. 5. New Orleans, Memphis, St. Louis 77.50
Chicago 80.00
Minneapolis, St. Paul 84.45
Washington, D. C, Baltimore II 6.00
New York. Philadelphia I 18.20
Boston 1 20.20
Proportionately low fares to many other points.

Going Limit— 15 days; Return Limit—3 mos.
from date of sale (but not later than Oct. 3 1 .)

STOPOVERS : Going—east of Calif, state

line; Returning—at all points. See Agents.

Write for Folder f-+ . - «-^ • /• •

»:: Southern Pacific

LIBERTY STRIPES
THE LATEST IN SUITS
FROM ^MANHATTAN

Unfinished Worsted a durable fabric—
in blue, brown and green grounds—
single and double breasted.

SPECIALLY PRICED
856 MARKET
EAST Or POWELL
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ST. FRANCIS IMPORTATION CO.
350 deary Street

WINES AND LIQUORS AT RETAIL
FINEST GOODS - LOWEST PRICES

PROMPT DELIVERIES

DEL MONTE AUTO RENTAL CO.

phone SUTTER 215
LIMOUSIMBS
LAUWDAULBTS

WEDDINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

CABS
TOURINQ CARS

MICE. 105 POWELL STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

AnKeuser-BuscK
Brewing Ass'n

Brewers of

Fine Beer

Exclusively

-ST. LOUIS. MO.-

^4kZrm
Draught

and

Bottled Beer

San Francisco Branch

1300 BRYANT STREET
Phone ParK S06

I am a power for great good if you do

not abuse my use.

In cases of need— I do my work well.

I am a builder up of health and strength

—in the hospital or in the home.

For the invalid or the convalescent

—

for the tired or overworked I offer a

great help.

A little of me goes a long way.

I have been among you for three

generations.

I'm known u Cynu Noble throughout the world.

ACHMAN
MISSION
STREET

NEAR
16™

In war time, as in peace time, we must live

our lives. Our homes must radiate good cheer

and optimism. It is in the home we must look (or

courage and inspiration to (ace our daily duties.

The first requisite to a contented (rame of mind

is home influence and house attractiveness.

Lacbman !7}ros. stand ready to

help you to have an attractive

house. Selection of the necessary

furnishing can easily be accom-

plished from our ten floors

filled with dependable furniture.

Lowest prices - a year to pay.

Free Auto- - Renting Bureau
Courteous Service to all.

EL SIDELO CIGARS
Will Suit Your Taste

•Ml
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CHANDLER
SIX

THE CHANDLER CAR IS

EXCEEDING IN NUMBER
OF SALES ALL OF ITS

DIRECT COMPETITORS

Watch the State Registrations

PEACOCK

MOTOR SALES CO
1350 VAN NESS AVENUE

PHONE PROSPECT 4 31

Cliff House
The Wonder Spot

oj the World
A= Diner =

A PRIX FIXE_^ $1.50—

—

Every Evening
exceptional Dance Music

Z'-
1 1mkand

lw'

O'Farre
Opp. Orpheum

iht Show Place ofSan Francisco

IF you have ever met them, you'll

meet ihem again at Tait'i.

It's the place of thorough enjoyment

—

best of foods— best of enterUinmeot —
perfecl service and always different..

Phone Sunset 3378 REGISTERED

M'

2037-2039 NINETEENTH AVE.
Between P and Q Streets

MODERN KENNELS LARGE RUNWAYS
PLENTY SUNSHINE EXPERT ATTENTION

Dogs bought, sold, boarded and cared for

The ONE
BRIGHT in

q D f± qp Los Angeles

3Baron3Long'0

Demon Country
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"HOW LONG, O LORD, HOW LONG?"
If Darwin had Billy Sunday in mind when he produced

his theory of evolution he only half finished the picture.

We admit there has been some development to the "quad-
niminous mammal," but Sunday to our mind has never
experienced even an elementary progression. What a

pitiful spectacle that municipalities and congregations
open their doors and their pockets to this jumping frog

of religious animality, this vaudeville pulpit performer
who disgraces the name of God and religion by his roaring
blasphemies and simian antics every time he steps on the
platform to startle people by his conception of religious

conviction.

No one paid much attention to him originally because they

figured him at his worth—an uncouth, uneducated bum, who
has exhumed and outrivaled the campmeeting grotes-

queries long ago abandoned even by the niggers of the

South. People once disgusted at the gyrations and ex-

cesses of the simple blacks, today affect ecstasy and exal-

tation at the same stuff pulled by this religious caricature

who rates above the niggers only in his own opinion.

For years, like National Prohibition and Suffrage. Billy

Sunday was a joke. But jokes boomerang, as witness Suf-

frage and Prohibition. These arrived because they had
their good points. Sunday, because people wanted variety

In their vaudeville. They have tired of the circus clown
who clowned for fun's sake, and chosen this clerical

nomad, who clowns (God forbid' I for Christ's sake, of-

fending even Hell with fire, brimstone, and damnation for

everybody, including his auditors, to accelerate the liber-

ality of their contributions. He talks of Satan and the

booze wagon, lie has known both, perhaps more Inti-

mately than we wot of. If we professed the theory ot

transmigration or could accept with easy tolerance the
trance mummeries and second sight of the devotees of the
Slate and the Ouija Board, it would not be hard to imagine
this- professional damner holding seances with the Black
Prince and splitting the proceeds of their mutual publicity.

Thus witti religion today. People are not satisfied with
conservative doctrines, and codified opinions are discarded
by the rabble to follow the fakers who have given up the
circus for the more lucrative evangelistic field. Preachers
and churches that lack doctrine, function or sincerity to

attract communicants, such as Godfree Barney and his Big
church, compete avidly for this false trumpeter to give
them standing and livelihood. Where clap-trap, movies
and cafeteria diversions lure curiosity-mongers inside

churches and sawdust-floored tabernacles, can anyone reas-
onably expect sincerity either from the delirious convert
or the shouting ranter kicking the chairs and the English
language around the platform?

You have read Mark Twain's "Huckleberry Finn" and
the story of the Phony Duke and the Phonier Dauphin.
Maybe you do not recall so well the camp meeting incident

featuring the King ithe now-ancient Dauphin I and Huck:
" You couldn't make out what the preacher said, any

more, on account of the shouting and crying. Folks go*

up, everywhere in the crowd, and worked their way, just

by main strength to the mourner's bench, with the tears

running down their faces: and when all the mourners had
got up there to the front benches in a crowd, they sung,
and shouted, and flung themselves down on the straw, jusl

crazy and wild.

"Well, the first I knowed, the king got going; and you
could hear him over everybody; and next he went a-charg
ing up on the platform and the preacher he begged him
to speak to the people and he done it. He told them he
was a pirate—been a pirate for thirty years, out in the
Indian Ocean, and his crew was thinned out considerable
last spring, in a fight, and he was home now, to take out
some fresh men, and thanks to goodness he'd been robbed

last night, and put ashore off of a steamboat without a

cent, and he was glad of it, it was the blessedest thing
that ever happened to him. because he was a changed man
now, and happy for the first time in his life; and poor
as he was, he was going to start right off and work his

way back to the Indian Ocean and put in the rest of his

life trying to turn the pirates into the true path; for he
could do it better than anybody else, being acquainted
with all the pirate crews in that ocean; and though it

would take him a long time to get there without money,
he would get there anyway, and every time he convinced
a pirate he would say to him, "Don't you thank me, don't
you give me no credit, it all belongs to them dear people
in Pokeville campmeeting, natural brothers and benefac-
tors of the race—and that dear preacher there, the truest
friend a pirate ever had!"
"And then he busted into tears, and so did everybody.

Then somebody sings out, "Take up a collection for him,
take up a collection!" Well, a half a dozen made a jump
to do it, but somebody sings out "Let HIM pass the hat
around'" Then everybody said it, the preacher too.

"So the king went all through the crowd with his hat,
swabbing his eyes, and blessing the people and praising
them and thanking them for being so good to the poor
pirates away off there; and every little while the pret-
tiest kind of girls, with the tears running down their
cheeks, would up and ask him would he let them kiss
him, for to remember him by; and he always done it; and
some of them he hugged and kissed as many as five or
s ; x times—and he was invited to stay a week and every-
body wanted him to live in their houses, and said they'd
think it was an honour; but he said as this was the last

day of the camp-meeting he couldn't do no good and
besides he was in a sweat to get to the Indian Ocean
right off and go to work on the pirates.

"When we got back to the raft he come to count up, he
found he had collected eighty-seven dollars and seventy-
five cents. And then he had fetched away a three-gallou
jug of whisky, too, that he found under a wagon when he
was starting home through the woods. The king said,
take it all around, it laid over any day he'd ever put in in
the missionarying line. He said it warn't no use talking,
heathens don't amount to shucks, alongside of pirates, to
work a camp-meeting with."
Which is preferable—the shambling, whiskered parasite,

who after all missionaried only enough for a bottle of gin
meal, or the surnamed parody of the Lord's Day,

shaming Shylock by his love for the coin?
The trouble is with the people. They're so green you

could shell em. Spring with them is perpetual, the birds,
the buds, the gentle showers, the warm sunlight, the soft
conscience—as easy as an open safe for this spiritual
burglar.
But why wish him on San Francisco?
With Martin Kelly telling in one paper how he cleaned

the town and Paul Revered Smith in another describing
his efforts with the mop. one can appreciate the municipal
extravagance which permits the maintenance of white
wings, idle brooms and empty garbage cans intended for
a task seemingly only too well taken care of otherwise.

If ever a town was clean physically or socially, that city-

is San Francisco. If ever a town was cleric-ridden, ditto.
It is hardly straining fact to say there is more potential
sin attending the services of a single church in some of
the chemically-purified cities which have been holding us
up as a horrible example, than actual remission in this
entire community.

Yet, with Chinatown as dead as Goldsmith's lovely
Auburn

; the Barbary Coast strangling on near-beer, the
tenderloin about as tender as a dried rhinoceros hide, and
hardly a single soc al defect for the devil to fasten his
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fork into, the brethren of the cloth were never so active

here.
Blackened, maligned, and driven under the lash of "spir-

itual force majeure" how long will this Gulliver lay down
to the pesty gnats with their imported clerical-heelers?

In another day there was a solution for such situations.

Mark Twain's bush missionary eventually took the tar

and feather degree and "traveled by rail."

What of Billy Sunday, the Pied Piper, leading the simple

mice? Where'll he go and how fast when the mice get

wise—and the rats are after him?
Maybe he'll go to hell like the rest of his perdition-

directed prospects.

Heaven? Who knows? It'll be a hard day, though,

if he has to decide between that and his cash register.

JULIUS EPPSTEIN
Formerly of the Art Floral Company

NOW AT THE

ST. FRANCIS HOTEL

jflotoer gtant)
mm

DELIVERY ANYWHERE ORDER ANYTIME

Telephone SUTTER 876

"Fragrant Blossoms Triage glad the Heart in any Garden"

Mr. Eppstein wishes to announce that he is no longer

associated with the Art Floral Company.

W^gteamship Q.
TELEPHONE SUTTER 7800

DAY AND NIGHT SERVICE

tT,

lr>I^i7TQ &53 MarKet St. (Pal.ce Hotel)

1 lV^rVI-, 1 >J 16&112 Market St. Piers 16-18-20

OaKland 1226 Broadway Phone Oah. 56&0

Service to

Los Angeles
San Diego

Seattle
Tacoma

"CAMP LEWIS" (American Lake) is reached

easily, quickly and cheaply by sea via Tacoma.

Sailing's Every 4- Days for Eureha
Service to all .AlasKan Points

TicKets to all points East

BERTH AND MEALS INCLUDED
AT SEA

Big SKips-Fast Time-Low Fares

"̂They're Off" at Del Monte

-?

FIRST ANNUAL AUTUMN
MEETING of the

MontereyJockey Club
Over the Racing Course at Del Monte.

Five days of racing within the period of

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 27th to SAT-
URDAY, NOVEMBER 3rd.

Renewal of the Stanford Memorial Stakes,

The Haggin Tankard, 1 he President's Cup, and

the Military Steeplechase.

FOUR HOUR MOTOR TRIP from

San Francisco over perfect roads. Five S. P. Co.

trains daily.

For the Book of the Meeting and full

information address the undersigned.

Opening Day, Saturday, October 27th, at 2 O'clock

Monterey Jockey Club
J. S. A. MACDONALD. SrcreUry.

Hotel del Monte, California.

The New
Anheuser= Busch

jfttcfjelob
America's Best Beer

IO oz. GLASS, 15c
2 for 2Sc

Drawn the Direct Way

JTerbert's
A. Good Place to Eat.

151 = 159 Powell Stret
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THE THREAD OF STRATEGY

By Sidney Coryn,

The casual reader of the war news as ii appears in our

daily newspapers can hardly he expected to identify the

thread of strategy that connects the various fields of war

or to recognize the extent to which those fields are mutual-

ly dependent. It is true that in the earlier days of the

struggle there was no such helpful relationship. Each of

the allied countries made war upon its own account, and
without much reference to what was being done elsewhere.

But all this has changed under the exigencies of a dire

necessity. Germany had the supreme advantage of occu-

pying the center of the war circle. She could reach every

part of the field by the transport of her troops across her

own territory. The east and the west were connected by

her strategic railroads. If there was a lull upon the eastern

front she could turn it to her advantage by transferring

her troops to the west or to the south. If there was a

period of quiescence in the west she could utilize it by
switching her armies across Europe and dealing a blow at

her Russian foe. Co-ordination among the Allies

almost unknown, and Germany profited by their neglect.

But all this has now been changed, although too late to

include Russia in the new plan of campaign. If Russia
were able to strike heavily at the present moment she
could win the war. Her armies are immeasurably superior

to the Teuton forces that are facing them. But the Rus-
sian armies have been corroded by a false democracy and
a false pacifism. Their discipline has been 1, and
their effectiveness is a thing of the past. It is true that

Germany has not been able to lessen the forces that she
is maintaining on the eastern front, and to that extent
Russia is playing a useful if a passive part. But if Russia
could now do her share of the a< tual fighting she could
overwhelm the German army and invade Germany. Once
more we find that pacifism has prolonged the struggle and
at the cost of innumerable lives.

Bui co-ordination has now been fully established between
the French, the British, and the Italian armies. In other
words they play into each other's hands When Austria ap-

pealed to Germany for assistance against Italy she
told that no aid could be sent to her because the pressure
of the British and the French was too severe to allow of

a weakening of the German armies in Flanders anil in

France. The Allied offensives are so timed as mutually
to support each other.

The most perfect example of co-operation is to be found
now between the French and the British armies. Here we
find that every activity is so timed and so arranged as not
only to attain its own immediate objective but to react to

the advantage of the ally. Thus we find that the heavy
fighting by the British in the north enables the French to

win victories at Verdun. But it enables the French to do
more than this, since they are undoubtedly piling up their

forces behind Verdun for an advance upon Metz and so

into German territory, and they are enabled to do this

practically without interference from the Germans who
are harrassed almost beyond their strength by the British

before Ypres. Nonetheless when we hear of a German
attack upon Verdun, as we did a few days ago. it is in-

tended not as a mere blow at random, but in order to in-

terfere with French preparations, of which the Germans
are of course fully informed.

The great battle of Verdun could have been ended almost
at any time if the French commander in chief had so
willed. It would hardly be an exaggeration to say that
Verdun was never in actual danger of capture. It was
eventually stopped by the Rattle of the Somme, which
called away every available man to the defense of the
German lines in the north. But the Battle of the Sommt-
could have been begun at an earlier date if Verdun had
actually been in extremities, it was not until it was con-

sidered desirable to end the struggle around Verdun that

the British army was called upon to make the necessary
diversion. The Battle of Verdun and the Battle of

Somme were actually parts of the same colossal

and supplementary to each other.

A glance at the map will show at once why the Ger-

mans attacked Verdun with such extraordinary energy.

Verdun lies on the shortest and the most direct highroad
that connects Germany with France. If the Germans had
advanced into France by way of Verdun at the beginning
of the war they would probably have overwhelmed the
French armies with ease. By all the rules of strategy
they should have done so. But they believed they could
trap the French armies in Belgium and destroy them
there. Their strategy failed, and they were compelled to

invade France, to follow the lead of the retreating French
armies, and to accept battle wherever it pleased the
French to offer it. They had already lost the initiative,

and as a result they were routed on the banks of the
Marne. Then followed the "race to the North Sea" and
the ensuing deadlock.

That the Germans would attack Verdun was evident.

They must now do what they should have done at the

Qg of the war. They must capture the direct and
short highway from Germany into the heart of France.
.Moreover there was now a double incentive to such a step.

If they could force the French back from Verdun they
would tear a gap between them and the British, who were
necessarily compelled to maintain their position in com-
mand of the North Sea ports. Verdun marks the road
for a German invasion of France, or for a French in-

vasion of Germany. Joffre would have invaded Germany
bj way of Verdun and Metz if he had been strong enough
to do so. but he was short of heavy artillery, and so the
Germans struck first. They hoped to force the French
lack irom Verdun, to separate them from their British

support, and to invade the middle of France. Joffre al-

lowed the siege to continue so long as it was productive
of enormous German losses. At the right moment he gave
the signal for the opening of the Battle of the Somme and
the sie^e of Verdun ended.

It is by no means likely that we have heard the last
of Verdun. The French are almost sure to use Verdun
as tiie "point de depart" for an invasion of Germany by way
of Metz. They are probably massing their men at this

i for that purpose, and that the Germans are afraid
of this very thing is shown by their renewed attacks. But
those attacks can not be very forceful so long as the
British are continuing their great battle to the east of the

and the British fighting may therefore be regarded
a cover for the French preparations at Verdun, and

lor a French advance northeast from Verdun. The Brit-

ish have, of course, their own objectives. They are try-

ing to cut the road that runs through Roulers, and per-

to reach Bruges, and so put an end to the sub-
marine excursions from Zeebrugge. But their activities

also serve to facilitate whatever the French are intending
to do in the southeast.

It may be impossible for the French to make a move
toward Metz before winter sets in. But I believe that they
are hoping to do so. And we may hear of a co-operation
to this end that will interest us greatly.

New ST. FRANCIS si

OPTIMO
2 for 25c

of Exceptional Mildness, and Flavor

ze

EHRMAN BROS. & CO
Distributors
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TAXEATERS' HANDICAP

November 6, 1917. Track Sloppy.

City Attorr ey's Race.

Horse Jockey Odds

Hennessy Bedford 1-4

Lull "Stew" Masters 4-1

Tip

A talented and consistent per-
former will win pulling up.

Has not raced or voted in
ten years. Popular in Sau-

Mateo.

Tax Collector.

Bryant Tom Finn In

Public Administrator.

Hynes Cullinan and Hickey 1-30 A great horse can win even
with these jockeys.

Godeau No Rider I'M Insists on his own funeral.

Police Judges.

Sullivan Joe Rock Coupled with Brady Like Brady, should be and is

a cinch.

Brady Jack Tyrrell Coupled with Su'livan On past performances a cinch.

Eatk Kid I. ui'. 1000-1 Will run worse than before.

No jockey No nothing,

Recorder.

Loughery Joi Watts 1-2 A good finisher. Plenty of

friends.

Godchaux rlcy Sto'.tz 8 i Too old to race. Public wants
B change.

Supervisors.

Power [•"rank M A prince. Finance Committee
record will help.

McLeran Ja< k 1
-•'<> A good performer.

Shannon Jim Brennan I BO Will run faster than his print-

ing presses.

Deasy of his own Everybody wants him. One
of the neighbor's children.

Gallagher Pete 70 A loud voice and a warm
heart. He goes for us.

Corbett Also nine jockeys of his own 1-60 Will surprise and win.

Nelson Harry Harris 1-50 Better than bis record shows.

Schmitz Hyland Doesn't mind the mud.

Suhr Himself .1 i get under wire.

Hilmer Good 1-29 Very hard race.

Grilfin Eppstcin 1-25 Tired out. Might win.

McSheehy Bill Kelly 1-20 A good horse. Julius has the

wreath ready.

Kuttner Promoter Sullivan 1-20 Clocks well, will surprise.

Taylor Cook 1-17 A dark horse. Much class.

Atkins Max Cool 1 L5 Will remain on Sutter St.

Guide Me Caglieri Doc Giannini L-13 See no improvement over

last race.

Dutton Fireman's Fund 1-10 A rank outsider.

Also ran: Frank Carroll. Charles H. Cassasa. Albert E. Castle. Thomas J. Code. Louis Francis Compton,
Thom?s Conway, Thomas Francis Feeley,' Robert Haight, George Hampton. Fred L. Hansen, William F. Heinze,
Jerry E. Hunsicker, Louis Lagomarsino, Frank X. Lintne, Robert J. Loughery, Patrick McKay, Nat T. Messer, David
Milder, Charles Edward Moehrle, Thomas F. Mulcahy. Edward Nolan, Eugene E. Pfaeffle. Andrew D. Porter. Mill-

ard Price, Oscar Rosberg, John F. Ryan, Hermann F. Sahlander, William T. Sesuou. Lillian Bishop Symej. Percy
E. Towne, Walter E. Walker, John O. Walsh,
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ONLY NINE MAY BE ELECTED -- TOO BAD.
JAMES E. POWER—head of the Power Rubber Company

18 one of San Francisco's favorite sons. He graduated with
honors from the old Lincoln high school and his first

employment was in the postoffice where he began as a
clerk, later was raised to foreman and at the time of his
leaving, after eleven years' service, was inspector of sta-

tions.

Appointd on the Board of Education, from which he re-

signed after three years, upon his election to the Board
of Supervisors three years ago. He is chairman of the
Finance Committee, is father of the school children's sav-
ings bank system which has deposited over $450,000 for

them.
Hie connection with the League of the Cross, in which

he rose from private to colonel is world known, as is his

service In the volunteer army in the Spanish-American
War.
His greatest achievements on the Board are:
The compromised Spring Valley water rates;
Extension of the water service to all districts;

Extended franchise of telephone company to cover the
life of the Home company franchise.

Received 20 per cent of its earnings for the city, which
will total over $2,000,000.

WARREN SHANNON—member and business manager of

the Shannon-Conmy Printing Company.
During several previous election periods Shannon's le-

gion of friends have prevailed upon him in vain to con-

sent to run for public office. Each time he has withheld
his name from the voters, urging that his business interests

precluded him from giving the attention he believed was
required for the affairs of the public.

But now Shannon has arranged his private affairs an.l

has capitulated to the pleas of the people in general and
announced today that he "is in the fight, prepared to win."

CON DEASY—with a bracket of six years' service during

which time he has served as a supervisor on the Public

Utilities, Supplies, Police, and chairman of the Fire Com-
mittees he has won the admiration of those who supported

him to his high office on the Board.

He is liked by all, is a father of seven, a member of the

Hibernians, Native Sons, Eagles and Woodmen of the

World, and a desirable candidate for continuance in offlco.

CHARLES A. NELSON—a legislator in the halls of the

Assembly In Sacramento before becoming a member of the

Board of Supervisors six years ago.

His committees included the chairmanship of the

Judiciary Committee, and membership on the Public Build-

ing. Fire and State Laws and Legislation Committees.

His particular function has been the handling of Irs

parades, celebrations and festivals, which have made the

name of San Francisco famous.

RALPH McLERAN—a contractor, senior member of the

firm of McLeran & Peterson. He stands on his records

of the past ten years in the Board of Supervisors.

The colossal structures that make up the Civic Center

were erected under his supervision, for he had the direct

charge of the $10,000,000 appropriated for their building.

As chairman of the Building Committee of the Board he

Is responsible for over $8,000,000 in schools built and the

beautifying of the new city in artistic down-town struc-

tures are monuments to his ability.

ANDREW J. GALLAGHER—labor leader, one who has

really and truly fought his way through life and whose

voice In the halls of the Board of Supervisors is forever

championing the cause of justice for his fellowmen, a

great future for the Pacific Coast and ready to give the

best In him for the good and glory of his native town—the
city of San Francisco.

JOE CORBETT— in the County Clerk's office, a son and

father of San Francisco, for he is the proud possessor of a

family of seven.

He needs no Introduction to either the voters ot San

Francisco or to the residents of this great country, for his
ability as a baseball pitcher is known in the four corners
of the globe.

He declares that the athletic life he has led has kepi
him in fine trim, kept his mind active and able to cope
with the many duties as a Supervisor of the City and
County of San Francisco.

FRED L. HILMER—has a sextet of years of service to
offer as evidence of his fitness for the office to which he
aspires to succeed himself.
He has been identified with almost all the more im-

portant committees included in the Board of Supervisors,
including the Supplies. Public Utilities and Legislation]
Lands and Tunnels and Police.
Like many of his co-workers for the city's welfare he

is a married man with a large family which include six
children and two grandchildren.

FRED H. SUHR, JR.—society man, that is, he belongs to
all societies in San Francisco; is the banner-bearer of the
Board, for he was elected by the highest vote cast for
Supervisor four years ago.
He is on the Street, Parks and Playgrounds and Public

Health Committees and is confident that his record will

place him banner bearer once again.

JAMES B. McSHEEHY—builder; he favors all measures
of public betterment, public ownership of all street car
systems, fair and just wages for all employes, both public
and private.

He has never had cause for controversy with the men
whom he has employed and his home life is ideal as he
loves to spend his hours in the company of his children.

He is a San Franciscan educated in the city's schools.

EUGENE E. SCHMITZ—twice elected mayor of Sau
Francisco, needs no introduction to the voters of today.
His claims for election to the Board of Supervisors are
based on his knowledge of the city's affairs, his interests

in civic improvement, and his faith in the future great-

ness of the city, if directed by a Board of Supervisors
Familiar with the needs of the metropolis of the West.

JOHNNY GRIFFIN—hotel man, night manager of the St.

Francis hotel.

He is wonderfully popular among the men with whom he
has been a contact for many years, especially among the

members of "The Greeters." the hotel men's association of

which he is a prominent member.
He Is a lawyer, a splendid talker and a profound thinker,

and a thorough believer in not only the future greatness, but

also the present greatness of San Francisco.

LOUIS KUTTNER—Optometrist; was born in San
Francisco over 50 years ago; he is past officer of the Na-

tive Sons of the Golden West, the Foresters of America,
Redmen, treasurer of the Loyal Order of Moose, the Moose
Hall Association and Bnai B'rith, the Grizzly Bear Club,

Park-Presidio Improvement Association, chairman of the

Street Committee of the California State Auto Associa-

tion; Past President California State Assocation of Optom-

etrists, formerly Secretary of North Bea< h Promotion As-

sociation, and former President of Golden Gate Avenue Im-

provement Club.

FELTON TAYLOR-Insurance; booster for the big.

big San Francisco; author of the now famous pamphlet,

"See San Francisco First;" suggested t Gs

planade" as it is being built now; coined thi Live

here, work here;" went to school here; was a well known

full back in school, high school and university elevens, and

on the Olympic Team; has a son who when dratted was

sent to American Lake as a private raised to corporal, and

is now a sergeant.

His father was a '49er and one of the biggest probate

lawyers in the state.
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NINETY-EIGHT AND SEVENTEEN.

By A Veteran.
They went in ninety-eight and they are going in seven-
teen!

Perhaps the line sounds enigmatical.
It means that Colonel "Jim" Smith in ninety-eight headed

the thousand who piled aboard the good old Peking and
went to the Philippines, and the other half of the line, "and
they are going in seventeen," means that even now San
Francisco is sending to the trenches clean, healthy and
sturdy young men for whom at each hearth hearts will

throb until the stalwarts return.
Some there will be who never will come back, for war is

war and even what William Tecumseh Sherman said about
it doesn't at all express what the clash of steel again*!
flesh means.
Some marching away these days will be among the

thousands mowed from earth into the earth and so God
only knows how many who, these days, are being cheered as
they take their leave again, will know the embrace of a
mother, the caress of a wife or the kiss of the girl who
was left behind.

"Jim" [Smith steered his steed through a Van Ness ave-
nue that was in danger of caving in under the strain of
the throng that packed pavement, sidewalks and dwell-
ings. From curb and housetops the goodbyes were shouted
and waved.
The Springfield of each volunteer carried its roses or its

carnations. There was no such thing as military precision.
The populace was too persistent for that.
The same seethe turned Market street into just a mam-

moth mass of mad humanity. There was color and anima-
tion everywhere. But for all the disorder and all the
hearty farwells and all the pausing to toss off a bottle
pressed upon a fighting man who might have become in
need of a cooling draught, the column moved steadily to the
dock where the Peking awaited its burden of hearties hurry-
ing down to complete the work Dewey started and the
regiment was on board and on its way through the Golden
Gate on time.
This flock of willing fellows did all and more than they

were called upon to do. Their achievements are on record
and there is no need here for telling it again.

Just as those boys marched away and, beside thrilling
the city, made the city weep, the Boys of Seventeen now
tire moving steadily towards days of danger and nights of
waiting.

It is too bad they have no Van Ness avenue like the
Van Ness avenue of ninety-eight and that the Market street
that patters to their marching cadence isn't the Market
street that bubbled and roared for "Jim" Smith and his
battalions.

Isn't it a pity that the change in the times, the lids that
have been clamped on, take from the people now the priv-
ilege of letting the Boys of Seventeen know emphatically
that hearts are with them?
Who of the throng that in ninety-eight saw San Francisco

proudly pat the backs of her sons going to battle-fields who

does not regret now that he is deprived of the right to

bestow a boquet where he pleases or crack a bottle for a
departing "pal?"
The Boys of Seventeen have the same nerve ond the

same blood that made real men out of the Boys of Ninety-
Eight but the manacles put upon the hands of the people
keep San Francisco from doing all for the troops of today
that San Francisco did for the troops that twenty years
ago swayed down Market street offering their lives to the
Star Spangled Banner.
The boys who now are "vets," the boys of "the First,"

are the men who know what the spirit of San Francisco
used to be. They won't ever be able to forget the gauntlet
of good cheer they had to run. They won't ever be able
to forget the spontaneous kisses smacked upon their lips

by pretty girls they never saw before. They won't ever
be able to forget strange women weeping over them and
they wont ever be able to forget strange men offering them
the good cheer that San Francisco always knew and al-

ways will know how to offer.

But they got to their transport intact and they felt they
had more to fight for, after all the handshaking and "Give
them hell!" was shouted.

iSan Francisco has had glorious holidays and San Fran-
cisco right now would be having more glorious holidays
but for restrictions that in many instances do more to hurt
than to help.

The Libert; Boys, heading for the battle sectors, already
made the graves of thousands, are starting their uncertain
journeys with the God Be With You of every true San
Franciscan and there are women, old and young, and men.
too, who are going to pass sleepless nights until the Kaiser
is subdued.
The point being made here is that some preachers have

preached and some black-frocked folk who generally wear
the look and the expression of sick crows have by their

cawings made the differences indicated in what haB been
set down.

Ami who is going to contend that the showers of blooms,
the hugs and the kisses and the shattered glass that made

i
ill street a Highway of Happiness for men leaving

behind all their happiness did not make more joyful jour-

in viiii; lor the heroes of Ninety-Eight than the rather sub-

dued demonstrations for the Heroes of Seventeen?
The case is submitted.
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Frank J

Frank J. Hennessey for City Attorney! That's the
slogan of the campaign now in progress by the many,
many friends of a man who has earned and deserved and
retained many, many friends. And by the way, of greate-
importanee to the municipality even than the selection of
Supervisors or Police Judges or any of the other offices
to be balloted for at the coming election, is the selection
of a City Attorney. He is the legal adviser of all city
officials. Upon his interpretation of the law, frequently
in advance of the possibility of any determination by the
courts, depends the policy of the city. It is an office to
which a multitude of vexatious questions must be referred.
Has the city the risht to do this or that; is it elgal to do
one thing or another; are the rates fixed for this public
utility or that correct; is this claim, valid? In a word,
it is the legal clearing house of the municipality and upon
its care and judgment rests the safe conduct of the gov-
ernment. Therefore, the office is all-important.

Hennessey should be elected, first, because, to quote a
distinguished Senator from California, he is a "he-man."
able, fearless and independent. He is experienced, with
a splendid education and with a mind capable of analyzing
whatever problems or vexatious questions of law may be
referred to him. He has practiced in the courts of San
Francisco for a great many years, and while still a young
man, is generally acknowledged as a leader in his profes-
sion. Hennessey is clean—in mind, in body and in asso-
ciation. N'or would the many questions that must arise
or that have arisen be entirely new to him. He has played
his part in civic affairs and has kept in close touch with
them. Me has been and is a keen student of the modern
municipal government and would without doubt inaugurate
reforms and initiate improvements, which, perhaps, are
needed in the office of City Attorney as well as in other
offices. And above all. he would enter the office without
owing allegiance to any individual or set of individuals
in the community. It strikes us as rather peculiar when
men leave their employment in the City Attorney's office

and secure more lucrative positions with the public serv-

ice corporations, which presumably they have been op-

posing. That may be ethical, but to the uninitiated it

would appear rather strange. If attorneys in private prac-
ticec pursued such tactics one would expect disbarment
proceedings or worse. There will be none of this if Hen-
nessey is elected. While neither a rabid anti or a cor-

l>oration hater or baiter, he knows his duty and has
sufficient red blood to fight with both hands when the

occasion demands.
And Hennessey Is kind. In a thousand and one ways

he has shown his big-heartedness, his kindness and his
generosity. Tni><, kindness is not an essential qualifica-
tion for this or any other office, but kindness always helps.
There never was a time in the activity of our many, many
charities thai Frank Hensessey was not to the fore with
words and with money, too. He led. while we were glad
to follow. He gave freely, unhesitatingly and generously.
He stretched out always the hand to help and never the
hand to hurt.

Frank J. Hennessey typifies the young man in Ameri-
can politics. Clean, intelligent and progressive; able,

courteous and kind, he aspires for the first time to public
office in San Francisco. And San Francisco should be
proud to receive him. After all, the day of the profes-
sional is gone and a better, cleaner day is upon us. We
must look to the young, the coming men for guidance.
So we repeat, "Frank J. Hennessey for City Attorney-''

It his friends will rally to his colors— if they will fight

Hennessey.

lor one who is worth fighting for—then Frank J. Hennes-
Bey will be City Attorney, and San Francisco and we who
helped can well be proud.

In Memoriam.

There is a note of sorrow and sadness in the com-
munity; there's crape on each firehouse door and there
are three darkened homes where death has taken a kind,
loving and devoted father. Once again three stout-
hearted fire laddies have braved danger once too often and
have answered the last call. First Assistant Chief Stephen
D. Russell, Hoseman Joseph Allen and Truckman Timothy
Collins have "done their bit" and death found them fight-

ing in the first line trenches. It is usual to say kind
words of the dead. It is usual, too, unfortunately, to wait
until the candles are lighted and the curtains drawn before
the kind words are said. It is unusually difficult to find

words to pay fitting tribute to the memory of Steve Rus-
sell. Xo man was nearer and closer to the members of

the Fire Department than was he. Sharing their hopes,
encouraging them always, cheering, helping, he went his

daily way. And there was no man in the department who
wouldnt go where Russell led, because every man knew
and every man knows now that Steve Russell was a born
fire-fighter, with the heart of a lion, and not afraid to go
in where he expected others to follow. We did not know
Allen. We did know Collins. He was one of those whom
Nature has blessed with a smile and a heart that brought

happiness everywhere. Troubles faded from him and
men loved him and his whole-hearted laugh. Big and

kind and tender, he, too, leaves a vacancy that Time will

find hard to fill. Three brave firemen have given their

lives to duty's call and sleep in heroes' graves. Three
brave firemen have left sorrowing, breaking hearts at

home, and to them the iMain Sheet tenders this expression
of sympathy and regret. Two of these firemen left fam-
ilies. Chief Russell's family have generously, in their

hour of sorrow, asked that whatever moneys might be

collected should be given to the more needy families of

Collins and Allen. But the city should see that these

families are placed beyond all need or want. San Fran-

ciscans should give generously to those they left behind

and show to them and to the world that bravery is both

appreciated and remembered.

Buy a Bond.

Have you bought your Liberty Bond? Have you done

your bit? Have you given your individual answer to the

common enemy? If you haven't, do it today! A few dol-

lars down buys a bond. Any bank will assist and carry

you—most employers have arranged plans which make it

exceedingly easy. Just think! The richest government,

in the world offers you its securities and promises you

interest at the rate of 4 per cent Financially the invest-

ment is better than any institution, banking or otherwise,

can offer. It's safe. Then, too, there is the patriotic side.

If the government, in the fight for human rights and lib-

erties, asked this gift, it would be your duty to give.

But it only asks to borrow—to borrow that the war may
be prosecuted to a quick and successful end. To borrow

so that when we strike, we strike effectively. To borrow

so that this war, with its sin and sorrow and suffering,

may soon be ended. To borrow so that your son and

brother may soon return victorious from the embattled

fields of France. To borrow so that your rights and the

rights and liberties of all men and all nations may for-

ever and finally be held sacred and preserved. To do

this the United States must raise billions— billions from

the millions. Every, man should own a Liberty Bond.
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Every soul should at least own a fifty-dollar bond. Five

dollars a month will get one. And how much better you'll

feel and what an inward satisfaction to know in your

heart that you have done something, just a little, for the

land and the cause that has done so much for you. Buy,

buy, buy, and just as the English and French are break-

ing through into No Man's Land, we'll send our financial

barage in billions and billions across the waters to let

the Enemy know that this war will be won by us "if it

takes the last dollar of American money and the last drop

of American blood."

For Supervisor.

Can you imagine a speech like this? The speaker is

Harry Zemansky, Registrar of Voters. The audience is

the electorate of San Francisco: "And now, ladies and

gentlemen, it becomes my pleasure to introduce to you

and to offer for your selection and election a most varied

and assorted group of gentlemen who desire to serve you

as Supervisors at the flat rate of two hundred per. I say

most varied, and you will find almost as many varieties

as Heinz has pickles. Some are fat and some are lean

—

some are short and some are tall. One is 'tried and true.'

Another is the friend of 'all the people.' Over here we

have 'labor's champion.' Over yonder 'let efficiency be

the watchword.' Here is a grog seller—here a printer

—

here a builder—here an undertaker—here a shirtmaker

—

here a porter—here a retired capitalist. All anxious, very

anxious, all most anxious to be your humble and obedient

servants. They pledge you that taxes will be lowered.

They guarantee economy in government—good roads

—

good government—good Lord!" This speech sug- si i

itself when someone asked if we would not recommend
nine candidates for Supervisors. We certainly will not.

Let the Democrats or the Republicans or the Municipal

Conference or the Labor Party do it. They like it. We
don't. And besides we are going to have a very hard time

marking our own ballot.

'TIS BETTER TO GIVE, ETC.

The following was taken from the Chronicle "Safety

Valve":
Editor The Chronicle—Sir; Mr. Faulty of Chicago,

whose letter in the "Safety Valve" you headed "The Com-
plaint of an Optimist." has not been in the city quite long

enough to understand all things, more especially the San
Francisco spirit.

San Franciscans are givers. Our professional beggars
have their place. We are not fooled. Faulty misunder-
stands.

A young fellow once returned for a visit to his former
home in Chicago, and when asked why he chose San Fran
Cisco as a permanent residence, explained that the gener-

osity of local inhabitants was entirely responsible. He
said:

"One evening soon after arriving I drank a little too

much, became confused and sat in a doorway pondering
upon the directions and ruminating upon the depravity of

the West. With my derby in my lap, I soon fell asleep. I

was awakened by the offer of some kind citizen to help
me to my bed. Imagine my astonishment when I found
my derby nearly filled with quarters and dimes donated by
happy San Franciscans, who, passing by. perhaps thought
me paralyzed."
And now Mr. Faulty wants us to set the officers on these

pests." N'o, please, Mr. Faulty, don't "Paul Smith" us
my more. HAYWARD WELSH.
San Francisco. September 7, 1917.

WELCOME HOME.
Thomas S. Mulvey has returned from a pilgrimage after

an absence from this city of two long and busy months.
The secretary of the Superior Courts was appointed Jury
Commissioner and visited New York, Chicago. St. Louis,
Detroit, Cleveland, Cincinnati and other of the larger cities

to the east of us, where he spent valuable time in assem-
bling valuable information concerning the "jury problem"
as treated or solved in the respective cities. He has re-

turned full of information and pleasant recollections of an
extended visit which Mrs. Mulvey shared with him.

"THEY'RE OFF" DOWN AT DEL MONTE LIST THE MUSIC OF THE QUARTER STRETCH.

By John R
Here he comes swinging and smiling up the Path. Our

own Jamie. Front and. abreast of the biggest New Drift

in the sporting destiny of California is James W. Coffroth.

I refer to the institution of racing at Del Monte. One slanl

at the box score and you realize what a really important
epoch in the Life and Gayety of the Commonwealth is

this iounding of racing down there in the Cypress country.

It is going to make us feel "metropolitan"—ah, there is

a new one—going to make us feel like we have the fin'sli

enjoyed by the more effete communities of these United
States and above all a twice yearly contact with Nature
Adorned at Del Monte is going to make us better Men an!
Women with our Viewpoint of Human Life smoothed off into

a more kindly conception of People and Things for that is

the way we are influenced by our Half Brothers of Nature
—the Trees, the Flowers, the Health yielding Surf, and
the gamey Thoroughbred. The coming meeting
will be for Five Days within the period of iSaturdav,
October 27th, to Saturday, November 3rd. The opening
day, Saturday, October 27th will be followed by a layoff
on Sunday. Then on Monday there will be racing. On
Tuesday and Wednesday another intermission comes for
Polo and Golf while racing will be resumed on Thursday.
Friday, and the concluding day, Saturday. November 3rd.
For a long time James W. Coffroth bethought himself of
Del Monte as a Saratoga for California.
And here is some of the quick fire dope. The Monterey

Jockey Club is to be patterned after the Piping Rock Club
on Long Island where the charming Fetes and the Racing
Meetings, the Golf Tournaments, the Polo Series, and the
attending Social Fetes carry a charm and satisfaction
known and relished among Sportsmen and Sportswomen
the World Over. The Monterey Jockey Club will race for
the pure zest of the sport and not so much for the money
the Club will make. Most of it will go right back into
increasing the value of purses, stakes, and handicaps, and
to the improvement of the Club's racing facilities down at
Monterey. It is planned to race twice yearly—spring and

R. J.

F. n.

Thornby.
autumn, for ten day periods. For this first meeting Coff-

roth. the nestor, recommended a five day run and so it will

be. No purse will be less than $2T>0 while some handicaps
and special events will have much greater value.

Here is the line-up for the Monterey Jockey Club's first

ual Autumn meeting :

Monterey Jockey Club.

Honorary Presidents—W. H. Crocker, A. K. Macomber,
C. W. Clark, L. J. Rose, A. B. Spreckels, August Belmont,
.1. R. deLong.

President—John H. Rosseter.
Vice-Presidents— D. C. Jackling, Edward Cebrian

Mackenzie, Walter H. Du.
Treasurer—S. F. B. Morse.
Secretary—J. S. A. Macdonald.
Board of Directors—William Mayo Newhall, S. .

Morse, George Wingfield, James W. Coffroth, John It. Cole-
man, J. R. St Cyr.

Racing Officials.

stewards at Large—Malcolm W. Whitman. W. B. Bourn,
W. H. Crocker, Henry E. Oxnard, Frank S. Drum, John H.
Rosseter, Capt. W. H. McKittrick.

Active Stewards—Thomas Driscoll. Leon H. Wing, John
B. Coleman. R. Porter Ashe.

Presiding Judne— Fred A. Purner.
Associate Judges—Walter B. Jennings, E. G. B. Fitz-

hamon.
Racing Committee—S. F. B. Morse. J. O. Tobin, John C.

Cowdin.
Starter—Richard Dwyer.
Patrol Judges—H. T. Griiffin, George H. Straite.
Timer—Marion Salazar. Fred W. Goodcell.
Paddock Judges—H. T. Griffin. Edward J. Molera.
Clerk of Scales and Entry—13. J. Rothert.
Racing Secretary—S. J. McGibbon.
Track Superintendent—John H. Curry.
Official Physician—Dr. Arthur Beardslee.
Official Veterinarian—Dr. Owen O'Sullivan.
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GUESSING IS EXPENSIVE.
I alter Anthony.

What is it that the public wants in the way of entertain-

ment? Theater managers, produi re are ask-

ing the question, tor the people are like a great spoiled

child, that must be given what he yells for

The only trouble in finding the kind of theatrical £a

which the public wants is that it makes no clamor lor

am particular kind. It doesn't say. I want comedy," or
•| want farce," or "I want tragedy," or "1 want mu
comedy." It waits until a prci ers something,
and then takes it or leaves it. to wh'm. of

the moment. It will not say in advance what it wants,

and the only way to find out is to take a chance," and
provide what it is thought Will please. If the guess is

good the producer makes money; if the guess be bad

—

well, he need make but a few bad guesses and the pu

will "break" him though he be the richest gambler in

public amusements.

It is only AFTER the I the public will ex-

press its likes and dislikes.

No producer has ever lived who could invariablj 'pick"

a winner. Experience is no lide cither, for that which
the public paid for in one decade is scorned in the next;

Hoyt gives way to George M. i Pinafore" is

ceeded by "Follies," and Eugene Walter follows Ibsen.

The public wanted "So Ixmg Letty" but even the

r is unable to put his linger on the secret of the

success of his of;

The local theatrical men are in a state of nervous
citement over the present situation and are at sea on th i

subject of "What the Public Wants."

It is easy to tell what the public doesn't want, after the

enterprise has failed, but no known rules have ever yet

been deduced b] an; limlnation to tell the

positive side of the situation and produce that kind of

entertainment which will phase the masses who wail to

be fed but do not know themselves what to

That the public il i tn the San Franc; co public)

doesn't want "The Knife" itablished fact The
ene Walter drama, splendid!)' cod admit m

literate and Intensely compelling-, was not successful at

the Con. and it wouldn't he true to say that the

response to the Tort's offering was at all come
with the merit of the play, considered Indtf

fereuce to "The Knife" was Impossible in its prese
and few could witness its performance without I

foundly stirred emotionally. Its scenes gripped the heart

shuddertngly, and its characterizations were fraught
the realism of melodrama at its very Pest;

Knife' didn't draw well. Those who were stirred most
profoundly were those

I in-

dustrious in keepinc others away with their acco
the play's horrid theme. If "The Knife" explain
ure to attract large audiences the explanation will

found in its almost hideous suggestiveness -in Its

heroine, its fiendish "dope" victims and in the me;
pursued by the Burgeon to revenge himself on the wretel
who had debased and foully used his gentle south
sweetheart.

So. though wi ly what the public (fanl

c-<n. in the case of 'The Knife," assert with positives
that San Francisco's public does not want to contempl
stage presentments of dreadful themes or foulness unc

no matter how well the play be built nor how
from the taint of the merely lascivious.

Klaw and Frlanger came, saw and d in
twee efforts to locate a success. The first. "Hen
the Bride." wasn't wanted because it was badly written
though this explanation isn't adequate, since other plays
equally badly written, hav ul. The public
didn't want "Here feme.- the Bride' because i

falsely conceived; it held infirmly up to ridicule, its

sodes stretched the' faith of tic most credulous an. I it

'll le.glie WaS BOt I t": til"

structural and esthetic bit nden
which was too weak tee ,n tali e\ ti the mildest concern.
The second and last of the K. £ B. is bette*

and worse. It was an attempt at sophistication with

George Bernard Shaw in the mind's eye of the playwright,

who wrote the alleged comedy. It was a variation of

Shaw's "Man and Superman," which it resembled as

as a rush light looks like a golden sunbeam. The
wit was forced, the situations artificial, the philosophy a

lie and the morals rotten. In turning it down, the San
Francisco public denoted to the producers that suggestive-

ness and impropriety on the stage were not desired for

themselves alone, no matter how many plays may have
succeeded in spite of those undesirable qualities.

So. unfortunately for us, Klaw and Erlanger made two
blunders in their selection of material for local consump-
tion, ami I have no doubt that loth of those New York

. of the theater blame us severely for our lack of

ii for their efforts to give us new productions.

Had they chosen better plays, a season of many weeks
each year would have been devoted to us by Klaw and
Erlangei not responsive to their mistaken
guesses as to our wants, and we will be punished by their

nee.

The public doesnt go to the theati r from a sense of

duty nor to reward adventurous producers for taking great

financial risks. The public goi 3 when il is entertained,

and it -a farthing about the business equation

in drama giving.

By the process of elimination thus far set forth it would
that San Francisco doesn't want horrible plots, it

il doesn't want imitation: of

Shaw nor plots deliberately evil in suggestion.

The Alcazar has been doing some experimenting. t.eo.

ami in the case of the Alcazar it isn't so easy to formulate
a conclusion about what don't want. The pub-

-'an Francisco wanted Richard Carle, but whether
i' wanted George M. Cohan's Revue I am not so e

I am certain it ought to have wanted it, because it was
crisp, ga iden c! ei and lively. If we didn't tare
more for it here the reason may be found in the fact that

it was a travesty on many pla of which have met

n here, and so the subject-matter w:es un-
ii point of much of i he fun

lichard Carle in a stra

show, full of humor and garnished with pretty
a ill fill the bill, and this guess is based partly on

I show at the Columbia,
ii Your Step," and partly on the failure of the Al-

cazar's second production, "A Mix Dp." The latter is

straight farce, but
i
what shopworn character, so

en the genial gifts of Stella Mayhew do not suffice
to rescue "A Mix Up" from disaster. Besides, since thi
Alcazar adv. season of musical plays the public

I under the delusion that "A Mix Up" was a musical
show, and patrons went to the theater in a musical com-

is what they were served was farce with-

out music.

lolumbia's success with "Watch Your Step"
seems to vindicate my belief that straight musical shows
with lots of gingery girls and syncopated songs are about
.what tl til pay its good money to witness, and

elf amply repaid for the time and the dollars
spent.

is much mi are troublous times
ahead and there is the steady tramp, tramp, tramp of the

er friends and brothers am oing north or
east or west to fight or prepare to fight a still powerful
and relentless foe. There are the woes induced by mi
enlarged incomes, succumbing feebly to inflated prices,

and uncertainty is all 'round in the air. We are not in

iter, nor to esteem
g which only horrify us or cause

us p. I
I

ss of vaudeville proves that light, ii

ntertaiament and frothy, tuneful songs are what
I. and wise is the manager who will provide the

teiie. ami serve it with class.
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r
NOTICE!

MEMBERS OF THE

Indoor Yacht Club
REMEMBER

Halloween
c
Uhere will he a great Party. The Committee is wording out

plans ana' the time and place will be duly indicated in the near

future— ip Post Cards to Members Only.

44 55

-J)

Spend Your Sundays
and Holidays

%aniion J'tin

Dublin Boulevard - - Hayward

SMost Beautiful Ride in the State

FIRST CLASS GRILL CO. BUFFET
Automobile Parties CEL Banquets

a Specialty

A. D. PETERSEN
Proprietor Phone Hayward 251

j^ENT A BOX ^?safe deposit
* ^ VAULTS

$40 a Tear

CROCKER BUILDING
JUNCTION

Post CBL Marhet Sts.

JOHN F. CUNNINGHAM
MANAGER SAN FRANCISCO

SMOKE

QUEEN of HAVANA

Shapes and Sizes to suit
All Tastes & .*? *
M. Blashower, Distributer
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Indoor Yacht Club
Club Room9 and Office. 4 Eddy Street. Telephone (Private

Exchange connecting all departments). Sutter 53S6.

Board of I'll. .In

Frank J. Hennessy, Commodore. M. W. Altmayer. Steward.
William H. McCarthy, Keeper-of-the-Log.

Thomas S. Mulvey Joseph A. Watts
James W. Coffroth Joseph S. Lewis
Samuel Berger Otto Wallflsch
Joseph H. Hutchinson George Symon

Charles J. Vail

Harry F. Sullivan. Assistant Secretary.
Criticize and suggest for the improvement of our service.

Complaint and suggestion box in lobby.

Io your address correct and your name properly spelled or
our records, evidenced by your bills and the envelopes from
the Club? If not. as a great assistance to this office we
would suggest that you correct the same yourself when
mailing your check to the office. It Is very Important that
we have your records in this respect authentic and we ask
your hearty co-operation with us. Moral: If you change
your mailing addrtss, let us know and we will see that
the possibility of your mall from this going astray is

eliminated.

MjiiIi-w Brady John J. Sulliv.n

REBUKE THEIR ENEMIES.

The Indoor Yacht Club believes that this city owes it to

Matthew Brady and John J. Sullivan to give them an over-

whelming vote in their candidacy for the Police Judgeship.

By so doing San Francis™ will demonstrate its approval

of fearlessness on the bench, honor in public life and

candor and courtesy in private affairs.

And the more enemies a judge makes in the fearless

prosecution of his duty as he sees it from the bench, the

more should he be upheld and fortified in his determina-

tion to dispense justice without fear or favor.

Woe unto ye. when all men shall speak well of ye,"

said the great St. Paul. He knew that no man could do

and fail to make enemies. In fact, it sometimes
• these enemies will be the more numerous in

proportion as the man is courageous and honest. In other

•words the capacity to make bitter enemies is the result

of virtuous behavior, and the enemies that Judge Brady

and Judge Sullivan have made are the greatest recom-

mendations to the suffrance of the public which when it

pate a man in office expects him to do his duty.

Give Judges Sullivan and Brady am h a rousing vote

as will be a crushing rebuke to the influences which seek

their political downfall.

IN MEMORIAM.
Leon Greenberg. past the biblical ' three-seore-years and

ten. will appear no more at his invariable rendezvous in

the club to meet his friends in the social game of pinochle.

For many years he has been "taking his ease in his inn.','

the club's caravansary, and has been a genial, welcomo

figure in the club's life. He has gone to that other cara-

vansary from whence no registered visitant ever departs.

His death occurred October 3.

SHIPMATES YO-HOM
Camp Lewis, T p. m., Tuesday, Sept. 25, 1917.

To the Shipmates of the I. Y. C:
Since I have promised to write, I might as well get this

off my system at once, and to begin with, tell you how we
are getting along in this new life with Uncle Sam. You
will note that the paper on which I am writing this is

I. Y. C. stationery. I figured that since I was supplying
the news you could provide the materials, and besides I

like the looks of these sheets, for they make me feel at

home.
We left 'San Francisco at 9 o'clock Sunday morning.

The scenes at the Ferry and at the Oakland mole were very
trying and unnecessary—women fainting or having hys-

terics are not likely to cheer up a bunch of lads going
into a very serious line of business hunting Germans, and
1 think in future the authorities should prevent these need-
less shrieks and spasms. Naturally most of the boys were
a little blue after such demonstrations and the feeling

didn't wear off entirely during the first day out. But yes-

terday and today everybody is in the best of spirits and
getting along fine. Our special train has fifteen coaches
and the boys circulate freely from one to another so that
by now we are pretty well acquainted all around. The
car to which I was assigned was pretty well crowded when
we pulled out, but for a sum no bigger than fifty cents the
porter discovered an empty car and moved me in with three
other boys. It was the best car on the train, more mod-
ern than the others, most of which were of the tourist

sleeper vintage of '71. I grabbed a couple of sections and
so had a berth fit for anybody. Other boys drifted in

and soon we had a car comfortably filled with a lot of

good fellows. Of course, the "rough-neck" is everywhere
and our train was no exception to the rule. We had
occasion to be grateful that we had moved for, though
most of the fellows were all right, when the booze began
to circulate—well, some of the cars were not comfortable
places nor filled with repose.

After leaving Benicia tne only stops we made were in

towns that were either "dry" or had orders to close the

saloons, so by night time everything was quiet along the

Potomac, so to say, except for the occasional snore of a

distant slumberer.
We had a box lunch on board. It was served when we

were somewhere near Davis. We went up the west side

of the valley and arrived at Redding in time for dinner.

We were given a great reception at Redding. There wag
a band at the station to greet us and the people of the

town were cordial and enthusiastic. The crowd was split

up in such a way as to be taken care of at the various
hotels and restaurants in the town and it was quite a job
believe me. to take care of us for we numbered about 500
and everybody was hungry.
The night was spent traveling through the mountains.

We reached Ashland early in the morning and had our
breakfast there. We all sat down together in the Elks'

auditorium and the townspeople waited on the tables and
treated us splendidly. The government, it seems, pays the

Southern Pacific 60 cents per meal, and the railroad makes
arrangements with the people of the various towns to han-
dle the food. From two to six train loads per day are
passing through as we did, so you can see it is some job
these .people have shoved onto them, but they are doing
it splendidly and with the finest kind of spirit and en-

thusiasm.
I may say in passing that we lunched at Roseburg and

there we were served with the toughest cow that ever
was killed in advance of her death from old age.

8 p. m.
Was called away from this letter to do some clerical

work which a lieutenant needed.
Have had the finest kind of a reception at Albany where

there was a band to meet us and the Red Cross served
the dinner. The food was fine and there was plenty of

it, too. The ladies of the town set the table with their

own china from their own pantries, their cut-glass and
silverware were thought none too good for us. There was
home-made jellies, home-made bread and home-made pies
and cakes. It was like being home once more, and the
only unfortunate thing about it was that we could only
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stay an hour. There were so many pretty girls, too.

However most of the boys are busy right now writing

postals (which we were provided by our hostesses) to the

girls we have left behind us.
Camp Lewis.

We arrived here at 6:30 In the morning, but by the time

we had checked in and had gone through another physical

examination, it was nearly 10 o'clock. Then we had

breakfast, and believe me, we needed it. Perhaps you

will be interested to know what the menu was like. Well,

here it is:

Breakfast.

One piece of bacon.

One ladle of beets.

One ladle of tomatoes.

One cup of coffee.

Two slices of bread (very good, too).

Lunch.

Pork and Beans.

Macaroni with tomato sauce.

Two slices of bread.

One dill pickle.

Ice water.
Dinner.

Salad of salmon, potatoes and other vegetables.

Rice and tomatoes.

Bread.
Coffee.

It is not exactly what you would call a banquet that

Uncle Sam is giving us, but it is wholesome food and there

is plenty of it.

Some of the boys were inclined to kick at first, especially

those who have been "gently reared," but they will get

accustomed to the food in a little while, especially after

they have had a few days of our-door work to whet their

appetites.

The camp is not completed yet, but when it is, it will

be a great place. They expect it to accommodate about

50,000 men. It is quite like a city now, with its barracks

and its smaller buildings stretching away as far as the eye

can see. Our barracks are about a mile and a half from

the center of the camp—that is from the place where the

trains arrive and depart.

Our mess was not ready today, but will start tomorrow.

We haven't any beds yet, either, but are sleeping on can-

vas bags until the beds arrive in a few days. The bags are

filled with straw and are laid on the floor. We have our

mess kit which consists of one plate and cover, one knife,

one fork, one spoon and a large enamelled cup. We have

been provided with three blankets, two towels, a comb
and a tooth brush. Other things are being distributed as

rapidly as they arrive and we expect to he fully equipped

in the course of a very few days.

As you will see by the address at the end of this letter,

we are assigned to the heavy artillery in a special detail.

We have a temporary top sergeant, mess, supply and cler-

ical sergeants. We form our company tomorrow and begin

drilling at once. The only commissioned officer we have

at present is a second lieutenant, Foulston, a graduate of

the O. R. T. C. at the Presidio. He is a regular fellow

and a good officer. The boys are working like beavers

for him, because he is not a slave driver. He has the pa-

tience of Job, too. He says we will have infantry drill

for two or three weeks and then cavalry drill.

So far it is more like a vacation to me. Some think it is

like prison life, but those who say so are the fellows who
have never had discipline and have never learned how to

obey anybody or anything. They will get used to it before

they are done, I hope.

If any of the boys around the club have any old sporting
goods they don't want, please send them along, for they
will be greatly appreciated—baseballs, gloves, footballs,

boxing gloves, etc.

I guess I have told you about all there is to tell for the
present, and besides I feel like getting into the hay (real

hay, this time).
With best regards to all my pals,

FABIAN SCHWARTZ.
316 Trains and Military Police, Camp Lewis, American

Lake, Wash.
P. S.—Taps at 10 p. m> Reveille at 6 a. m.
Please forward my mail and the Main Sheet. Martin

Breslauer and Sammy Windreich are neighbors of mine in
the next Barracks.

TWO PAIR IN A FULL HOUSE.

A grave injustice was done last month in the Main

Sheet, and the seriousness of the injury can only be miti-

gated by the most abject, fulsome and complete of apolo-

gies, the which are herewith tendered feelingly to Lieu-

tenant Jack Casey.

The Main Sheet's error was the more deplorable because

not only was the handsome leading man of the city's police

maligned, but his charming wife was disturbed and dis-

tressed in the tenderest of her feminine sentiments.
You see, the Lieutenant was celebrating last month the

arrival at his home of a son—a stalwart, husky youngster,
whose indisposition to sleep already denotes his capacity
to labor in the vigilant service of his city with a star
upon his chest some day.
Now, the Main Sheet in its eagerness to felicitate the

Lieutenant on the arrival in his household of this youth,
and to congratulate his dear lady in her hour of supremest
happiness, the Main Sheet, we repeat, didn't inform itself

properly and made the blunder to set which right these
lines are being written feelingly.

We said in last month's issue that the event was the
more happy since in three previous affairs of the kind the
visitor was a girl. That statement was deplorably and
stupidly inaccurate. There had been three events of sim-
ilarly vital interest, it is true, but the visitants had not
all been girls. One was a boy—all boy, too, and Jack by
name and nature. That fact was borne in upon our con-
sciousness by a protest from the father, and believe us,
you can hear Lieutenant Jack Casey when he utters a
protest.

Indeed, yes.

"It's two girls and two boys we have," says he, "in the
Casey household, and don't you forget it!"
With which humble admission and statement of our

error, the Main Sheet repeats Its apologies and assures
the Lieutenant that we'll never make such a grievous
blunder again, no matter how often the opportunity arises.

THE CREATOR AT SHORT RANGE.

When Elsie Janls was here at the Orpheum she told a
good story about a visit she made with Eleanor Gates,
the playwright, to the sanctum of the great Martin Beck.
Miss Gates is a celebrated writer and one of the most suc-
cessful of present playwrights. Miss Janis is not unknown
to fame, either; but they had to run the gauntlet of a
thousand watchmen, clerks, door tenders and office boys
before ever they were admitted to the presence of the man
who creates and operates the Orpheum circuit.

Finally, it was accomplished, however, and the twain of
attractive young women stood before the magnate, who
waved them to their chairs and turning to his massive
desk, pressed selections on the hundred buttons where-
with his desk was lined. Quiet-footed individuals opened
mysterious doors, stepped knee deep in the luxurious car-

pet, salaamed, took a paper or a brief verbal message from
their master, and as quietly disappeared to do his bidding.
Finally the mogul of the vaudeville stage turned to his

visitors who, tremblingly announced their desire to provide
him—the one with a playlet and the other with the dispo-
sition and genius to play It.

When the interview was over, Eleanor said to Elsie, once
the heavy door had closed:

"We have been in the presence of God!"

Remember that

Cresta Blanca Wines
Are the STANDARD WINES of California

Try a Bottle of CRESTA BLANCA CHAMPAONE
(Green Label) Equal to tbe Imported

PAUL MASSON CHAMPAGNE Vintage 1908
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Pour Routes
Sunset Route: Along the Mission Trail, and through the Dixieland o( song and

story. To New Orleans via Los Angeles, El Paso. Houston, and San Antonio. Southern
Pacific Atlantic Steamship Line, sailings Wednesdays and Saturdays, New Orleans to

New York.

Ogden Route: Across the Sierras and over the Great Salt Lake Cut-off. To Chi-

cago via Ogden and Omaha; also to St. Louis via Ogden, Denver and Kansas City.

Shasta Route: Skirting majestic Mount Shasta and crossing the Siskiyous. To
Portland, Tacoma and Seattle.

El Paso Route: The "Golden State Route" through the Southwest. To Chicago
and St. Louis via Los Angeles, Tucson, El Paso, and Kansas City.

Oil Burning Locomotives. No Cinders. No Smudge, No Annoying Smoke. Unexcelled Dining Car Service.

FOR FARES AND TRAIN SERVICE ASK ANY AGENT
Write for Folder
on the
Apache Trail
of Arizona Southern Pacific

HEADQUARTERS
FOR

OVERCOATS
TRENCH COATS-ULSTERS

RAGLANS-DRESS COATS

TO FLT THE TURSE
AND THE 'PERSON
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ST. FRANCIS IMPORTATION CO.

350 deary Street

WINES AND LIQUORS AT RETAIL

FINEST GOODS - LOWEST PRICES

PROMPT DELIVERIES

DEL MONTE AUTO RENTAL CO.

phone SUTTER 215

L1MOUSMBS
LAUHDAULBTI

WEDDINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

CABS
T0URINQ CAR*

OFFICE. K» POWELL STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

AnKeuser-B\ascK
Brewing Ass'n

Brewers of

Fine Beer

Exclusively

-ST. LOUIS, MO.

Draught

and

Bottled Beer

**

>an I rancisco Br.

1300 BRYANT STREET
Phone P.iK 306

I am a power for great good if you do

not abuse my use.

In cases of need— I do my work well.

I am a builder up of health and strength

—in the hospital or in the home.

For the invalid or the convalescent

—

for the tired or overworked I offer a

great help.

A little of me goes a long way.

I have been among you for three

generations.

I'm known u Cyrtu Noble throughout the world.

ACHMAN
IS

MISSION
STREET

NEAR
16 th

GiveTime on Furniture
When you think of Furniture, you just

naturally think of Lachman's—the big

10-floor store out in the expense-saving

Mission district—for 2 I years the store

of Dependable Furniture°at low prices

SERVICE AND SATISFACTION are
two tests that every piece of Lachman
Furniture musL'pass. Liberal Credit..

Liberty Bonds Better

than Cash with Us.
We allow $112.50 for $100 Liberty Bonds

We allow $56.25 for $50 Liberty Bonds

and take them as full or partial payment for

any furniture bought of us. Your certi-

ficate or Liberty Bond will be accepted.

EL SIDELO CIGARS
Will Suit, Your Taste

101
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HANDLER
six

The Chandler Car is exceeding

in number of sales all

of its direct

competitors

vie

Wateh the State ftegixtratiens

PEACOCK MOTOR SALES CO.
1350 VAN NESS AVENUE

Phone Prospect 431
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\fiieamstep O.
TELEPHONE SUTTER 7B00
PAY AND NIGHT SERVICE

TIPITTC 653 MarKet St. (Palace Hotel)

1 lL>JVIli ID 16 & 112 Market St. Piers 16-18-20

Oakland 1226 Broadway Phone OaK. 5680

Service to

Los Angeles
San Diego

Seattle
Tacoma

"CAMP LEWIS" (American Lake) is reached

easily, quickly and cheaply by sea via Tacoma.

Sailings Every 4 Days for Eureha
Service to all AlasKan Points

TicKets to all points East

BERTH AND MEALS INCLUDED
AT SEA

Big' Ships -Fast Time-Low Fares

Cliff House
The Wonder Spot

of the World
A= Diner =

A PRIX FIXE—_ $1.50__
Every Evening

Exceptional Dance Music

Phone Sunset 337S REGISTERED

McCORMICft'S
KENNELS

2037-2039 NINETEENTH AVE.
Between P And Q Su-acti

MODERN KENNELS LARGE RUNWAYS
PLENTY SUNSHINE EXPERT ATTENTION

Dogs bought, sold, boarded and cared for

TEe ONE
BRIGHT
q n /\ m Los Angeles

3&aronHongs
Vernon Country

Club
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WHAT MANNER OF MAN IS THIS?

siest lorm of abuse when you wish to attack ;i

man is to impugn his motives and assert that which only

he knows is true or false—to say that he is insiii'

On the other hand, men who are sincere in truth rarely

find themselves attacked with that weapon, because sin-

cerity manifests itself, like beauty. The man who is sin-

cere radiates the tact Hence the suggestion that the

Rev. Paul Smith is lacking in that element may be true

or it may not. The fact that he is exploiting a motion
picture which appeals to the morbid, the sex-curious and
the sensational, and the fac( thai he is making money
out of the venture Ifor whateve it doesn't mat-
ter much) would seem to Indicate thai If he is sincere in

his alleged "up-llft" efforts. ">ing the mi thod of

the cheapest kind of sensational picture producers. In ad-

dition to this fact is the one of supreme egotism which dis-

closes the preacher iu the picture play in what one
must believe is self Imposed grandeur—that of "the

fighting preacher'' whose crusade is against \

if he has to spread it:

He is like the ho would cure a local malady
Ming the system with the scattered molecules of dis-

spread it until

shall be po

through every artery of the body.

if the Rev. Paul Sr
he Is certainly I ion his success as a

• his churcl

to repudiate
find

ihe
i

-

I of it would flatter ! ths ubiquitous gentle-

man of the I

To one v. ho . -e that the bus

the

•St of the

.'no. finally,

n ,.„, horn

the minds of the thou

Sullivan

irtly respon
ii at the hands <ors at the polls

lib! his vicious attack div

. votes ti > i idge Sullivan, it n

il should be grati

>hrewd observer of

lumanity. so the blame of the Rev. Paul Smith m
as inspirin the wise

ning the i< '
' to the

i

iUo» that no thanks are due site e

motive of friendliness towards the Judge bui o

and hatred -charming finalities for exhibition

who "preaches the gospel of peace."

Note again what the Chronicle in its ever-present spirit

of fairness printed concerning the attacks inspired by

malice, bj Paul Smith and addressed to Judge

John J. Sullivan:

DOMINIE CAN'T SUBSTANTIATE
GRAFT CHARGE

Judge John J. Sullivan Forces Preacher Crusader

Belore Grand Jury.

OFFERS ONLY "HEARSAY"

- s Kev. Paul Smith's Pet Detective

Him Handsom-

Paul Smith's thirty hired sleuths
Frank Worthington with so much liquor during his
moral crusade that Worthington aiak-

iiarges against Police .Judge John .1. Sullivan, it w -

night. In a se-
which began last night and worked its way along :

this morning, the inquisitors delved into the cha
during ampaigi icher-

ider and u. cture impressario involving the
I to

San Francisco.
- called before the Grand Jury

request ol ivan to make

: effort to substantiate his alleg.. all is

in '.lie police courts, and especially h
presided over by .lung,- Sullivan, Smith told

i bribe he had heard jed. It involved $1".

and Policeman Perc) McPartland and former Deputv
Harry Mel 01 part of it. he ex-

regulation
:ion.

Has Only Hearsay,

ry was hearsay based on a statement
nker in the i

itched to briim Wor-
before the Grand Jury. He was' four

inquisitors and sworn to tell the trutl

orted ii
| iery of a pol gi itrate.

Worthington floored h th tlie [rank SU
that he had never seen Judge Sullivan, knew nothing

nd had not told any one he knew anything about

a bri

planation. he sail en lured to a south-ol-
i smith's sleuths—and Sn

later admitted he had thirty in his employ at one t:

and there plied with liquor in th ,i morality

the sleuth to Rev. Smith's house, where he

ome sort of a paper under the in

spell cas- nth. aided anil abetted by his whi

After arriving at Smith's house. Worthington said, he

Smith and - name he said was
eg-, conferred, after which Smith turned to

writer and wrote a statement which he i for

Worthington's signature.

Only Election Dodge.

It was said that Rev Smith, under the gruelling

'I want you to undei en. that I

ask you to* indict .ludge Sullivan. All I wanted to do
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was to defeat him. I sought to indict him in the court of

public opinion."

Several of the jurors, it was said, made no secret of

their attitude toward the crusader and his policies.

As they were leaving the Hall of Justice, Wortington

and the preacher met in the corridor.

"What are you trying to do to me, anyway?" Worthing-

ton demanded angrily. Smith turned away without re-

plying.

"I signed a statement for Smith," said Worthington.

"But nothing like this. My statement concerned the time

I was in Judge Fitzpatrick's court on a charge of damag-
ing another automobile, in which I paid an attorney $3.

I was never in Judge Sullivan's court in my life and I

have never seen McKenzie before tonight.

Booze for Moral's Sake.

"The night I signed th,e statement one of Smith's de-

tectives took me into a saloon on Mission street and
bought a good many drinks. Later the detective and
I called on Smith, and we were both pretty well intoxi-

cated."

As Worthington came from the juryroom lie faced Sul-

livan and McKenzie.
"Did you ever pay me any money for anything?" asked

Judge Sullivan.

"Never," answered Worthington.

"Did you ever pay me any money or even talk to me?"
asked McKenzie.

"I never saw you before," was Worthington's answer.

Tries to Renig.

While Smith was waiting in the anteroom before enter-

ing the Grand Jury room heated words were exchanged
by him and Judge Sullivan. Smith had made some dis-

paraging remarks about Sullivan, who was present, but

whom Smith did not recognize. When Smith was told that

Sullivan was present he started to apologize.

"I don't want anything to do with you," said Sullivan,

walking away.

"But I didn't know it was you," said Smith.

"That's what I contend." retorted Sullivan. "You go
about taking liberties with my reputation and you don't

even know me. In spite of this you recently said in a
sermon that you had sat three days in my courtroom and
that I was unfit to be a Police Judge."

Smith started to explain.

"Go about your business," said Sullivan, walking away.

"Well, I'm here," said Smith.

That ended the argument.

Since when has it become the province of gentlemen of

the pulpit to assail, on hearsay the characters of public
servants? Where is the spirit of the Founder whose gos-
pel they are presumed to preach and whose life they are
supposed to reflect in their conduct towards their fel-

lows? What is the estimation of Him who said more
things that humanity should remember than any hundred
men whose books are upon the shelves of the wise? "And
the greatest of these is Charity." Charity and mercy are
kindred impulses. They are twin emotions. He who has
one must have the other. They ::re as related as the
voice to its breath. Charity believeth good until evil is

proven. Charity permits itself to be imposed upon, and
insists till the end in believing the best and not the worst
of men. Yet here is a representative of religion who is

so eager to believe evil that he has it manufactured!
A grand jury7 rebukes him by implication in exonerating

Judge Sullivan. If the pastor has a conscience the rebuke
must be but an echo of accusing voices sinking in his
ears which aer long for scandal but short for charity.

Dues half year, Nov. 30, 1917, to May 31. 1918, now
payable. Delinquent December 5th.

JULIUS EPPSTEIN
Formerly of the Art Floral Company

NOW AT THE

ST. FRANCIS HOTEL

jflotocr g>tanti

mm
DELIVERY ANYWHERE ORDER ANYTIME

Telephone SUTTER 876

'Fragrant Blossoms mafre glad the Heart in any Garden

Mr. Eppstein wishes lo announce that he is no longer

associated with the Art Floral Company.

The INew
Anheuser= Busch

jfltctnlob
America's Best Beer

IO oz. GLASS, ISc
2 for 25c

Drawn the Direct Way

Jrerbert's
A. Good Place to Eat.
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ITALY AND OUR PIPE ORGAN.

There's a fine line of harmony
tion Auditorium and all concerning our great big

organ, whether it stall be played or mute when the un-

folding of the Italian ban!- fri at
| akes place

.November 24.

Mr. Edwin H. Lemare, the city's HO, ,

~ 'ear munic-
ipal organist, says a hearty ' No."

Andrew J. Gallagher. Edward J. Brandon and
say "Yes."

And there you are.

The question is:

"Would the pipes and the ki

the rest of the interior mechanism of the $50,000 pipe
on;an be ruined, contaminated, dislocated or spraini
the organ were to be played while the picture ol iti

Struggle against the invading Huns were revelled?

Edwin H. Lemare says "Yes."

Edward J. Brandon, John Hynes and Andrew Gi
believe to the contrary. They, as

I the
Auditorium committee are certain

I

would emerge from the ordeal as sound
And they have an exi

the fact that the music to bo ]
was

written by two of Italy's most promising composers, viz.

Pietro Mascagni, who wrote "Cavalleria" and who put
the popular "Intermezzo'' in it. B who
wrote "Madame Butterfly." "La Boheme,"
other cuch fragments. Also when tltese two have
themselves faltering in their inspiration for I

which they wrote as a token of their love of their
land, they have had recourse to the priceli rtpta

of Verdi, idol of th/9 whole world of music.

Now, I ask you, would this music dent the
organ and give its bellows the asthma?

I think not.

Anyway, the Auditorium committee is Bra in

to permit the use of the organ, and Lemare lirm

in maintaining the clause in Ms contract which
that the organ shall be heard only uinl>

musical auspices as he ma>
But. since this contract has already been broU

that the whole matter is ahn.it up to to

The eagerness of the supervisora] memb
Auditorium committee to employ tin

which would not disturb its dignity, is due to i

desire of that body to make the Auditorium a paying in-

vestment.
The Auditorium should be run like a show-hot

the people and by the people.
The same elements of showmanship which make su<

-

cesses of operatic, concert and other entertainment proj-

ects, should be employed in the handling of I

building.
It is a fact that the organ recitals, to play which the

city pays Lemare $10,000 per year, have been "rui

behind," and this, not because of the organ
or inability, but merely because with one rei

and playing to a city not yet wide-awake to the mas
pieces of organ literature, or responsive thereto, it is in-

evitable that they should not "pay." Hence the desire of

the Auditorium committee to employ such means us may
overcome the shortage accruing, and to rent the organ vvith-

the hall whenever it is deemed vise That they would
exercise the greatest care in Belectin th functions to be
honored by the organ's voice, is already evident. It

has been played but twice since its installation, for

events not intrinsically musical. One was when the lied

Cross drive was on and once for the benefit given to

families of the firemen who perished in the Third-street hotel

fire.

Now comes the Italian Battle Front Pictures which
were taken by and for the Italian government which is

read propaganda in
lavor of the allies, and to help to raise funds for the Ital-

ian Red Cross.
A mi could hardly commend itself

to the public.

It is uic i tie.

goes through the hinds of the Italian am-
ir in Washington, and already the larger Eastern

cities have thronged to see the pictures of the fighting
the prowess and persistence of the

aled iti inspiring of heroism.
In addition to the authentic quality of the pictures and

is the fact, already alluded to,

that tie i possible to attain,

livtl stands higher than Puccini with
ti is "La Tosra" and Mascagni with his "Cavalleria Rusti-

eana." These men wrol on as a tribute to the

ildiei i and without compensation of any
What time their music

isn't h , ster of them all—Verdi
- will

Any attempt to u of such music
i to be the result

stupidity. The tacl that Mr.

Snglishman with an ancestral estate

back home proves hint an ally. That he should stand

n the waj of tli erve the integrity

tight litt]. difficult to believe or under-

stand.

As chairman Brandon of th in committee well

a of I matter for the daily press.

If ltnl hipped The allies are all

through perilous

lust now. [tal i ur u Ip and our sympathy.
moans of in the United States

le Italian governm-nt. The
and if opposition is offered,

of aid and comfort to the enemy
just now."
What. the result, however, the enterprise will

irehestra or a band will

lerpret the [| j desirable to

additional expense, hov the less ex-

the more l will How into the coffers of

mi orchestra, to be

lid have to in-

trumentalie a gri itly to diminish the

It w Isted that Lemare himself should play,

. that, he

;l. uinl permit some other competent

the music.
at through bad advice or poor judg-

n eni b I
willingly permit either himself or an-

most import:
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JUDAISM IN THE WAR.

It begins to look indeed as though the biblical assertion,

"He who lives by the sword shall die by the sword," is

again to prove true in Germany, which pulled its steel on

hapless Servia to overwhelm the world in red.

And in the reckoning which will follow some day soon to

dawn, we hope, the United States will have been a factor

in the justice then to be distributed.

The word "United States," however, is vague, for it is

neither significantly English, French, Italian, Irish, Dutch,

nor Slav.

In fact, if the names of three of our shipmates men-
tioned in a letter printed in this issue of the Main Sheet,

as of those who are learning to fight at American Lake
be significant, neither is the term United States right now
without a strong suggestion of German loyalty.

The United 'States assuredly is a melting pot, and much
of the raw material we have with us is still more Slav,

or Latin, or Celt, or Teuton than "American," and in that

condition the war finds us.

There is fortunately a firm foundation of Americanism

—

the Americanism, of those whose fathers came from abroad,

perhaps, or maybe it was their grandfathers or their great-

grandfathers—but their descendants of today have been
assimilated and are American. There are others who are
in various stages of evolution, some still strongly foreign,
speaking our language haltingly and understanding our in-

stitutions but dimly, and there are others, alas, still full of
the undemocratic spirit of the old world from whence they
have come with "all their imperfections on their heads."
It is the business of the government to find these, weed
them, out or lock them up. It is our business to proceed
with the evolution of the best of us into the fullness of
real American manhood.
But the loyalty of any particular class of citizens to

this, the land of their birth or adoption.—that is, their
loyalty as an entirety—has not nor can be questioned.
A prejudiced few, inheriting hatreds from Germany, Rus-

sia, England or Spain, have expressed themselves as doubt-
ful of the patriotic loyalty of the Jew.
Nothing could be more unjust nor false.
The prejudicial assertion is based upon a large number

of exemption claims made by East Side Jews in New
York. But an investigation will show that they were no
more numerous nor flimsy than the claims of Russians and
other recently arrived foreigners in that section of New
Fork.

Since David and Christ there has been no reasonable
slander possible against the personal courage of the Jew.

If he became crafty in the Middle Ages, he was rendered
so by the force of the impulse of self-preservation.

If he was so in England three and a half centuries ago.
it was for the same reason.

On a dismal December day three hundred and fifty-two
years ago, to be exact, a body of men assembled in thb
long gallery of Whitehall, London, to discuss the darkest,
topic which the stolid wit of the Roundhead trooper and
the Puritan had ever encountered. Oliver Cromwell sat in
the chair of state. Below him were the lord chief justices,
not to mention many preachers of fame. They had their
bibles with them. Also there were tomes and tomes of
ancient volumes, manuscripts, acts of Parliament, court
records, chronicles, etc., etc. All of them had' been
searched for evidence. Lawyers had been engaged to
state the case, and those who were wise in Talmud lore
had likewise been subpoenaed.
What do you suppose all these ceremonies were about'
Cromwell and his "court" were trying to find in the

scriptures or elsewhere what the duties of English states-men were to the Jew.
They would have liked to have avoided the subject but

could not. A learned Jew, Manaaseh ben Israel, had coma
over from freer Amsterdam to lay the cause of his people

before Cromwell and his council, and the Lord Protector,

even in the midst of his big schemes, took up the task

of settling the status of the Jew iu England.

For in that day no Jew could openly live and trade in

England. Occasionally a Jew came over into the land, but

he came as a court physician, a princely traveler, a wealthy

goldsmith, or a plutocratic broker, and, in order to evade

the law and deceive a dangerous mob, he had to pass him-

self off as an Arab, an Italian, or a Portuguese. Spain

herself had not been more severe and cruel in her treat-

ment of the People of Israel than was the island where
in happier days the Jew had asylum and liberty.

No one knows when they first came to England. They
were there before the Norman conquest. It is probable

they were there when Caesar lauded, for one of the edicts

of Augustus speaks of "the Jews in Britain." and a Roman
brick dug up in England has the hoary story of Samson
and the Foxes stamped upon it. A Saxon kins' forbade

his subjects to attend Jewish feasts for fear they would

cease to be Christian, and that edict implies the presence

in England at that almost prehistoric time, of synagogues

and of cordial relations between the Jew and Gentile.

The first storm of persecution struck them when the
pagan Danes overwhelmed the island. The Jews accept
as true the legend that King Canute drove them from
Britain. It isn't likely that all were driven out. and those
who remained were no longer free. They were deprived
of the right to hold land; they could not appeal to the
courts, and only iu :i position closely akin to slavery were
they permitted to drag out an existence, and this only
if they had money which the Christian could take away
from them. "The Jew and all that he has belongs to the
king," runs the law of Edward the Confessor.

Later they were invited to return to the Island—the ex-

patriated .lews—but only the rich were allowed to land
Most of these came from France. They brought culture
as well as money with them, but it was the latter, not
the former, that was coveted. They were still called "tlic

king's men" because they enjoyed life only under his pro-

tection. When the king was strong they were sit and
prospered in art, trade and science; when the king was
weak, they escaped the fury ol the fanatical mobs by flee-

ing to the tower. Policy sometimes persuaded the kings
to protect the Jews against the mobs and the rlmrrhl)
fanatics. (Sometimes this protection sufficed and seine-
times it didn't. When it did, the Jews prospered; when
it didn't they died. But if they lived, they were alive by
sufferance. For even in those far-off days the hideottfj
charge was raised against the Jews that Christian blood
was used upon their altars.

No page in the long story of popular delusions is more
striking than that which tells of the widely-spread con-
viction that Jews put men—especially boys and young
men—to death to get their blood. This belief was found
in Paris and in Saville, in Alexandria and in Damascus,
just as it was found in Oxford and in London and later in
Kishineff, and it is still to be found in Russia. Many per-
sons in Rome and yet more in Jerusalem will assure you
to this day that the Passover cannot be properly kept
unless the cakes are mixed with Christian blood. No
Easter ever passes by without quarrels in Zion provoker!
by this superstition, which in Russia led recently to such
horrid massacres that the mind revolts in their contem-
plation.

And so, harassed, persecuted, defiled, set upon and mur-
dered, the Jew lived uneasily, if at all. in England until
the Puritan came with Cromwell and attempted his rescue.
That was the occasion of the meeting of Cromwell and
his council. They were determined if possible to find
some way to provide for security of the Jew in England.
The Puritan liked the Jew. He talked the language of
the old Testament. He named his children David and
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Abner. Miriam and Hephzebah. Ruth and Naomi. They
regarded Cromwell's Commonwealth as a new Israel and
Oliver as a modern Joshua.

So Cromwell sat in his chair of state and read the peti-

tion of the learned Jew from Holland. It was an adroit

i and it showed that no government had ever yet

been stable nor any king firm in his kingdom when that

state and that kingdom were enemies of the Jew.

Rut the petition was refused, for policy's sake. The
public's prejudice was too keen and the weight of centuries

of hate was not to be lifted so lightly. It was to be many
centuries before the most enlightened of civilized nations

founded on Christianity accepted in deed the Christian

dogma that all men are created equal.

The point of all this is merely this:

It the Jew as a race (I say, "if") is less martial, less

given to soldiering than other races, it is because Chris-

tianity or at least civilization has forced him to be so.

The fact is the Jew, who by n;iture and originally was a

shepherd and a wine-grower—a man whose delights were
in tli" pasture and the garden, and whose national poetry

breathes of the tt-nt, the Hock and the watercourse—had
Iriven by ab<> ws from the courses he loved

into the practices of arts which were originally foreign to

When tin- Hebrew could hold land of his own
he was neither a peddler nor a money lender. He sheared

liis own sheep, planted his own corn, and. as in olden days,

he defended his household gods with courage and tenacity.

But under the Roman law which went throughout Europe,

he wa9 forbidden to hold land, and be was driven into

trade, which his genius developed into a profitable calling.

And since his right to trade was subject to the whims of

princely favor, be was forced into the business of buying

and selling money, to lending on interest and security, a

vocation for which few men are naturally fit. Then when
all the prodigals and princes of the court and the king

himself were deeply in debt, the Jew became an infidel, a

cargot, a leper, a thing unclean, and the debt was wiped
out with his blood.

If in the comparatively few centuries which have
elapsed, and the comparatively few generations which
have passed, the Jew has not, as a race, acquired the mili-

tary fitness "i tin 1 descendants of the Druids, the Norse-

men, the Franks, the Cauls and the Romans, it would not

be a matter of great surprise.

But if ever the test is applied to the loyalty of the Jews
In the I'nited States, and their gratitude for the freedom
which has recently been wrested from their ancient de-

spoilers be expressed, it will find ample utterance in the

trenches and in the banks. .1 A F.

"TO THE FELLOW WHO'LL TAKE MY PLACE
WHEN I AM GONE."

TACT.

Tact is a combination of good temper, ready wit, quick-

ness of perception and ability to take in the exigency

of the occasion instantly. It Is never offensive, but it is a

balm allaying suspicion, and soothing. It is appreciated.

It is plausible without being dishonest, apparently consults

the welfare of the second party, and does not manifest any
selfishness. It is never antagonistic, never opposes, never
strokes the hair the wrong way and never irritates. Tact,

like a fine manner eases the way. takes the jar out of

the jolts, oils the bearings, opens the doors barred to

others, sits in the drawing room when others must wait
In the reception hall. Tact is a great manager; it easily

controls people, even when combined with small ability,

where genius cannot get along —E. G. M.

BUILDERS' EXCHANQa 180 Jeule Street

VINCENT J. DONOVAN
PAINTINO, DECORATING

and POLISHING

PbMie P»rk 515c.

720-31 MINNA STREET, San Francisco, Cal.

Here is a toast that I want to drink to a fellow I'll never
know

—

To the fellow who's going to take my place when it's tima
for me to go.

I've wondered what kind of a chap he'll be and I've wished
I could take his hand.

Just to whisper. "I wish you well, old man," in a way that
he'd understand.

I'd like to give him the cheering word that I've longed
at times to bear;

I'd like to give him the warm handclasp when never a
friend seems near.

I've learned my knowledge by sheer hard work, and I wish
I could pass it on

To the fellow who'll come to take my place some day
when I am gone.

Will he see all sad mistakes I've made and note all the
battles lost?

Will he ever guess of the tears they caused or the heart-
ai lies which they cost?

Will he gaze through the failures and fruitless toil to the
underlying plan.

And catch a glimpse of the real intent and the heart of the
vanquished man?

I clare to hope he may pause some day as he toils as I

have wrought,
And gains some strength for his weary task from the

battles which I have fought.

But I've only the task itself to leave with the cares for
him to face.

And never a cheering wrord may speak to the fellow who'll
take my place.

Then here's to your health, old chap; I drink as a bride-
groom to his bride;

I leave an unfinished task for you. but God knows how
I tried.

I've dreamed my dreams, as all men do. but never a one
came true.

And my prayer to-day is that all the dreams may be
realized by you.

\,.l we'll meet some day in the great unknown—out in

the realm of space;
You'll know my clasp as I take your hand and gaze in

your tired face.

Then all failures will be success in the light of the new-
found dawn

—

So I'm drinking your health, old chap, who'll tike my
place when I am gone.

Remember that
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Vintage J908
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SHRAPNEL AND SUGGESTION.

Germany must still lose man-power in Russia. Think

of the army of spies which will be kept busy from the

Black Sea to the North teaching the Rusisans' the beau-

ties of the Hun's concept of liberty.

San Francisco was destroyed in 1906. She arose

beautiful than ever. It is a hideous thought to think,

but it is true that the entire physical manifestation of

Civilization in North America might be destroyed and

yet restored in a form more regal than before—except,

for the loss of such trophies of our brief existence as

are bound up in the Liberty Bell, the original of the De-

claration of Independence, the Farewell Letter of Wash-

ington to Congress, the letters of Lincoln to the world,

the messages of Wilson and other priceless souvenirs. But

the buildings, the art works, the musical scores and the

books might all be annihilated and a century from now

restored in finer structures, great tires, more elo-

quent music and truer .books.

But who shall ever restore to the world the landmarks

of a thousand years of struggle upward in Europe? Who
will build the Cathedrals, who restore the original paint-

ings, who will replace the ancient manuscripts ruthlessly

destroyed by the madness of the Prussian and the un-

leashed hatred of the Hun?

"German aviators last night dropped bombs on a French

hospital at Zuydcoote, killing seven persons and wound-

ing nine.'*—Extract from a recent press report from

Paris. The frequency with which this sort of hideous

thing is done suggests the hope that most of the pa-

tients were wounded German prisoners.

Haig's persistence in battering back the Germans in-

spires the hope that with additional help from America

we may be able ultimately to drive the Prussians into

Russia, there they may be safely left to the treachery

of the Bolsheviki.

However, no matter what happens in Russia, even if

she never fires another shot for the Allies, the latter

should not forget that while England was preparing her

magnificent army; while France was tottering under the

weight which she just managed to resist, while Italy was
neutral and America was busy with just waiting and
making money, the Russians were invading the enemy's

country, sacrificing millions of men and keeping such an
army of Teutons busy in the East that the West was
saved.

WHO SHALL WE SEND TO SAN JOSE?

The trouble with the Christian Scientist is that in deny-

ing the shadow he repudiates the sun.

There must be darkness or there couldn't be any light.

Health is disease right-side-up.

The brighter the light the denser the blackness it sub-

dues and the darker the shadow that is cast.

A nice little bit of ironical philosophy in tune with this

thought was written by the sparkling wit who manages
some of the brightest of contemporaneous editorials. It is

tive of the fact that if there were no such thing

as poverty there couldn't be charity; that comfort is a

by-product of tinhappiness and philanthropy the child of

misery.

This is the Bulletin's editorial on "The Perfect City:"

In one of his charming essays, the late William James
drew the picture of a perfect town, in which no one would

or discontented—a perpetual Chautauqua and Sun.

Bool combined. Such a heaven of the rtalized hopes

of reformers would be, he thought, a perfect hell of bore-

dome for the majority of the human race. It is as im-

to realiz." perfection as it is to realize infinite

space or infinite time, but any conceivable approach to it

would take away all incentive to effort and leave the un-

happy victims of it with nothing to hope for and nothing

to do.

i our little sister city of San Jose approaching this

ideal of unendurable felicity? San Jose has just voted to

loons, which fulfills one requirement of a per-

Rev. Stldger, City Manager Reed and other stal-

ne eliminated vice; the Lamolle house

is doing time for its past sins, standing vacant and gloom-

miii on a busy corner on Santa Clara street, and

the alert city m.inager is keeping a sharp eye on every

park and hillside to keep young men from hugging their

ml mi the theaters to see that no girls dance

without stockings. Vice and sin are out and the trenches

are being manned night and day to keep them out. San

Jose is perfect. Its inhabitants may overreach each other

a little in business, may make occasional private profits

expense of the community, and may gossip more or

less about each other, but they are no longer Immoral,

atter how much thpy may want to be; or If they do

wish to be immoral they pay a visit to some less chaste

So completely reforomed is San Jose that little remains

i keep a reforming temperament from rusting in

disus/\ The good people of San Jose no longer enjoy the

t. in which Mr. Pecksniff would have rejoiced, be-

tween themselves and the bad people, for there are no

bad people. Is there not in this situation a danger that

Koodness. lacking standards of comparison, will graudally

decay? Self-consciousness is perhaps the principal req-

uisite, not of all goodness, but of the sort of goodness in

which San Jose is now specializing. Without the con-

tinual reminder furnished by the bad the good cannot be

self-conscious; without self-consciousness they cannot

know for certain that they are good. As the' San Jose con-

ception of goodness is an absence of badness it needs a

standard of badness by which to be judged, just as the

purity of milk has to be determined by the number of

bacteria, never wholly absent, that a given quantity con-

tains. It might be well if San Jose had at least one

bad man, or, better still, a whole bad family,, who could

be domiciled in the Lamolle house and required, in the

moving picture phrase, to register badness during certain

hours out of each twenty-four. San Francisco still has a

number of bad people. Possibly arrangements could be

made to lend some of them to San Jose.
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RANDOM THOUGHTS
Up at the St. Francis the lobby has been enlarged and

beautified. And to give a personal touch, three chairs
have been labeled as reserved as the exclusive resting
places for Charles Josselyn, Mose Gunst and Silas Simon.
a wool grower of Hanford.

In the old days, before the war of 1914. there was but
one conspicuous chair in the hotel and that belonged to

Baron Von Schroeder, who lived comfortably on a share
of the Donohoe millions. The Baron is at the front now.
Delphine M. Delmas tried to send him there several years
ago after the publication in the Call of certain alleged
occurrences in and about the Hotel Rafael.

But speaking of the chair. It was square at the end of

the hallway leading along the ladies' entrance to their retire

ment parlor and nobody dared occupy it, while the Baron
was on the job.

The new chairs are not really institutional. The Baron's

There was a Forty-Nine Camp party at the Press Club
the other nght and along with club members there mingled
the boys of the night and som° girls from the cafes as

entertainers. Anna Held showed and really exhibited a

wonderful gift of serious recitation. Later she played

at 'the games. At the Klondyke table she was unlucky.

Anna knows poker, but is not familiar with the bones.

"Ah." she exclaimed, "I have shaken a straight."

"Nix." the dealer added, "you pulled a stiff."

"What is the difference," the lady asked, "between a

straight and a stiff, and which one did I pull?"

Billy Mikulich, insurance broker, was last week appointed
a Fire Commissioner by James Rolph, Jr. Billy has had
office room in the Mills Buildiing with Hiram W. Johnson,

Jr.. for several years. So the wiseacres immediately saw
in the appointment a continuance of good relations between
Mayor Rolph and Senator Johnson.

But the wise men are likely to be fooled. The strength

of the Johnson machine is to be swung to Stephens, if it

can be done. Al McCabe. former private secretary' of

Hiram, will direct the campaign of Stephens, with Mar-

tin Madsen helping. Jack Neylan will not help. It is

said that he would take the nomination himself if he was
assured of support. But he and Governor Stephens are

of different types and different brands of Progressivism.

It looks as if Rolph will have to get the Democratic nomi-

nation to win, and on the face of it Senator Hiram is not

going to help him.

When Roy Carruthers was made manager of the Palace

Hotel, many were the doubters mingling their direful prog-

nostications that the erstwhile manager of the Cliff House

wasn't big enough for the job. But the Palace Hotel has

been doing an increasing amount of business since Roy

took charge and post facto arguing would lead one to

point the finger to Carruthers.

They said, that is the scandal mongers and the mockers

said. "Why. I knew him when h" was an elevator boy in

New Orleans, when he was a call boy for Riley Grannan,

after he advanced to be a sheet writer on the track,

as a wine agent and all that sort of thing. It isn't in the

cardf that he can succeed Colonel Kirkpatrick and Oba-

dlah Rich."
But Roy upset the dope. He is marvelously "making

good." Who likes a knocker anyhow?

When Eddie O'Day of Town Talk saw Chef Victor Hirtz-

ler with his whiskers shorn, he said, "Here is a chance for

a great scenario." "The mystery of the sunken chin re-

vealed " Alvah Wilson laughed at the pleasantry and told

the chef about it. HIrtzler is growing the Van Dyke once

again.

These are woeful days for the cops and dramatic critics

and friends of the amusement houses. For with the com-

plimentary pass comes the instruction that the bearer must

pay the war tax. The privilege of being courtesied has

never been so sorely stricken. To level on your guest
is surely the height of impropriety. "It's a dam shame,"
said Patrolman Casey. "I've lost faith in the Democratic
party."

Liquor is going up faster these days than it is going
down. In fact, if the prohibition preachers do not close
the doors against the Demon, the upward trend of prices
will. It is rather tough on those with a meager allowance
for grog to get fairly started in the big hotels and cafes
these evenings.
"At last the bartender has come into his own." a certain

bar manager said the other day. "Any time you see a man
drunk, you know he is either a millionaire or a worker
on the inside of the mahogany."

"Cabbages and Kings," wrote O. Henry' and Julius Epp-
Bteio tighs "Cabbages and Violets." For down Colma
way. the growers have pulled out their violet beds and are
planting corn beef's emerald cushion. The Italian field

worker used to get about $30 a month and found. Now
lie wants $60 a month. And many of these laborers have

b ck to tight under Cadorna's banners. They do net
relish violet picking in these red war days. And the
growers can make more money raising cabbages. So the
scent of the Colma roadways is no longer violet laden.
It's cabbages the autoist whiffs, in long serried rows as
far as the eye can see.

There will be fewer corsages this winter, says Eppstein,
and more corn and.

Lilly McGulre, capitalist, mining magnate and light of
Powell street, is at loggerheads with the club and cafe
stewards over what he terms their discourtesy in serving
California wines.
Order a bottle of imported vintage and the waiter ten-

derly deposits it in a basket or silver bucket and fondles
it with immaculate linen. The home product is derisively

dished up nude and neglected, as if the diner were to be
mocked at for his taste. With the importation of the
wines of other lands at a halt, McGuire sees an opportunity
for lifting our own vintages to that distinction of service
w Inch is their due.

Hector McKenzie, Pommery man. returned recently from
Los Ani:eUs "It's a louse town," commented Hecttr.

"I ran into ? Mexican who had a pinch of Durham in his

vest pocket and wanted to sting me for a brown paper.

And right on top of him, I was button-holed by a flat-

chested long-hair from Kansas who had a thimble full of

tea in a side pocket and he inquired where he could bor-

row a cup of hot water."

"Where re wood i-i. there the fire goe'h out. so whtire

there is no tale-bearer the strife ceaseth." so quotes The
Examiner" < r. the editorial page from Proverbs XXVI. 20.

And if its editors and news-gatherers followed out the

implied injunction, there wouldn't be any strife and no

newspapers of the Hearst type.

The newspapers did not do much with the story expos-

ing Gordon Edwards and his press agent's claims that Ed-

waul:: v.ps the discc-.erer of Nikalgia, an anaesthetic that

kills all pain. Collier's Weekly lauded Edwards in a nan

seating, saccharine style, and had all the crowned heads

of Europe tumbling at his feet, while the medical world

wondered.
And .'11 'be whiie the discoverer of Nikalgin was right

in our midst. Powell street knows him well and in the

haunts of men. his quick wit and fund of good stories have

made him one of the most sought fellows at a party.

Nothing good can come, out of Salinas you may say. but

that is where Dr. W. Carlton Smith was born and reared.

The town butcher said he was a fine large boy. The com-

pliment must have been uttered in a lean year, for Smith

went away and studied dentistry and after years of clinical

oxperiment. evolved Nikalgin. Edwards was a bond sales-

r an knew nothing of medicine or chemistry, and got the

job of floating the product of Smith's inventive genius.
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Now that the French army and the English army are
using the anaesthetic in all their hospitals Edwards claims
all the credit and Colliers gives it to him by the yard.
But the young fellow from the cow country is genuine

and time will accord him the distinction which is his

desert. And after being so serious in his behalf, we might
as well say he is a regular fellow also. Draw one, Eddie.

We have two Little Theatres in our midst, and each dis-

likes the other in most cordial fashion. In the old days
there was the Players Club, made up of gifted amateurs,
producing short one act plays. Then came Arthur Mait-
land, an actor of fine training and experience, and gave
us one act plays in the St. Francis Hotel for the benefit

ol the Red Cross. That was last spring.

Now the Players announce themselves as the Little

Theatre and the Maitland players are the St. Francis Little

Theatre Club. Both aim at the same purpose, giving the
best the world offers in unusual playlets, before a limited
audience of the esoteric. The Maitland players are all

professional, the erstwhile Players' Club are amateurs.
There is a glamour of social distinction thrown about the
Maitland audiences, the Players appeal to those who love
art, iiis'h. or low they be on the social ladder.

The one thing that strikes us as senseless is this: the
insistence of calling such a movement a Little Theater
association or club. The aims of both institutions seem
to be the same, and their appeal is to a varying clientele.

Why can't they go about their separate ways without quar-
reling about a name.

Spend Your Sundays
and Holidays

Dublin Boulevard - - Hayward

SMost Beautiful Ride in (he State

FIRST CLASS GRILL CQ. BUFFET
Automobile Parties (Q. Banquets

a Specialty

A. B. PETERSEN
Proprietor Phone Hayward 251

j^ENT A BOX <& SAFE DEPOSIT*^ — VAULTS
$4.00 a Year

CROCftFR BUILDING
JUNCTION

Post CO. Market Sts.

JOHN F. CUNNINGHAM
MANAGER SAN FRANCISCO

The

Francis-

Valentine

Co* i^ci

Show
Printers

777 Mission Street
Near Fourth „* SAN FRANCISCO

A. A. U.

BOXING CONTEST

Auspices Olympic Club

CIVIC AUDITORIUM

Nov. 22nd and 23rd

Entire proceeds to be given to

the RED CROSS

Leave Orders at Club Office for Tickets
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LETTERS FROM DEMOCRACY'S HEROES

The Main Sheet believes that its members are not pas-
sive];, but vitally interested in the welfare, the comfort anil
the safety of all the boys who are going or have already

to that jagged front somewhere in France." We are
naturally interested with particularly personal regard for
those of our members who have joined the colors.
Hence we do not apologize for reprinting certain letters

or portions of letters received by our members from our
members.

Here is a letter addressed to Shipmate Harry Sullivan,
and it is well worth reading as you can see for yourself:

'THE GRIZZLl:

144th Field Artillery.

Camp Kearny, I

Octo > 17.

Hear Harry:—
are so many tilings 1 would like to tell you of

regarding our new home. Camp Kearny, that I don't quite
know where to begin. So I will start with our trip down
here.

We left Tanforan Tuesday evening, October 23 at G
ck, starting San .lose,

where the boys wire served with hot coffee and sand-
wiches Bj eight " ' re on our way once more
and arrived in s mta Barbara by eight o'clock the next

tiling. And believe me that one ol the prettiest sights
a Grizzly ever enjoyed was awaiting us. There were Ave
rows ol tables each about a city block long in front of the
depot. The tables were decorated as though it were a

net (which in fact it was), and Bftj young girls

(pretty) waiting to serve us breakfast. And what a bn
it was' Everything that goes to make a real breakfast
was on those beautiful!} 361 I ibl At each plate was a
package of Bull Durham and a cigar. Also two postals,
stamped and ready for such me a: we wanted to
write "back home." As the tram pulled out of the sta-

tion a band played "Th- Star Span I
I Banner." The

boys joined in three rousing cheers for Santa Barbara and
its tine spirit of patriotic hospitality, lor the whole affair

Wis ari.in t bj the people of the city. Believe
me the hoys appreciated the kindness and the spirit in
.. ii li b it was done.
We arrived ia Los aaageles at Ave o'clock that after-

noon and storied then- tor an hour. We ha i orders not
to go lar to most of us spent the time in the depot and
vicinity. By 8:30 we were at Linda Vista and at tamp
Kearny a very few minutes later. We mob' one mad
rush for the hay. and paid no attention to anything hut
Sll'op

Winn 1 woke up in the earl, morning I can assure you
I had a surprise. The size ol the place nearly knocked
me over. One can stand any place md for miles it

as and on all four sides, nothing but endless lines of
tents and halls are to be seen. The camp is about six

miles square. Already there are 15,000 soldiers here and
I'm told that they haven't really begun to arrive. There
is no doubt about it for surely there are accommodations
here for at least 50, t men, If the Boches anil the Huns
think this is just a bluff this entrance of Uncle Sain into

the war for democracy, they would chance their tune

to a sad mournful melod3 if they could see what is

being done in the way of giving them Moll

Our parade ground would o< ice that

in San Francisco is hounded by Eddy street. Sutter street.

Powell st roe! and Divisadero. It isn't possible to exag-
gerate about this Camp. It is really hard to grasp any
idea of its immensity —oven after you have seen it with
your own eyes.

So far we have been treated wonderfully by the other
regiments here, thou ii they have dubbed us 'the mil-

lionaire regiment" Some Hatter] for some of us, h,ey?

However, all the bis seem to be more than willing to

meet us half wi we are more than glad

to reciprocate. All over the place there are little car-

toons of a soldier dressed to beat the hand with fine

ehoes and the best of everything, and underneath the

picture is the line. "Oh. how I'd like to be a Grizzly."
The Y. M C. A. gave a boxing show the other evening

before a crowd of 15,000 soldiers all standing up around
a ring which was erected in the open so we all could see.
Leach Cross boxed a fellow by the name of Horan. Sam
Pelsinger boxed George Guyer. There were in all about
eight bouts.

Tell Kid Xelson the first time he comes up to the
Club that the boys are still talking about him and about
that last night in camp. It was a great sight to see the Kid
standing up in John Tait's automobile singing to a bunch
of thirteen hundred Grizzlies while the great bonfire
lit up the scene.
Give my regards to all the boys of the good old I. Y. C.

and believe me as ever,

Your Pal,

IRVING BARNES (Murphy).
Supply Co. 114th F. A., Camp Kearny, Cal.

llore is a letter from one of the boys who is already in
France getting ready to go to the front. Part only of the
letter is reproduced and that because it sei worthy
of keeping as a piece of vivid writing rather than inti-

mately personal:
Somewhere in France.

"There are times when we seem to be off on a great
lark and that there is no such thing as war. When the
water is blue beneath and the sky is bluer above; when the
sea is dotted with the red, and the blue a id yellow sails
of the fisher craft and the sky is rilled with lleecy white
clouds, then you could ask for no prettier and no more
peaceful spot than the valley of the .......... and th°
Hay of When the gang lays around in
the twilight on the piles of straw that serve as beds,
and sing the old songs, or when we fare forth in our
jeans to "stevedore" for the gray ships of L'ncle Sam.

' ms that it's all a big party and that tomorrow, or
next week, or next month we'll be hack in Sunny Cali-

fornia.

"But at other times we most certain!] know that we
have come to a war-torn country. When we watch tin

faces of the raw levies as they drill on the country roads;
when we see the women in their trim white caps of
Breton lace performing unfamiliar tasks about the town,
and above all, when the troops 'Americaine' pass along
the street and we watch the expression on the faces of
the town-folk—then we know that France is at war.
"My picture of this district is a little white, thatch

roofed cottage with the inevitable grape vine over the
door and a careworn mother dressed in black with the
little white breton-lace cap sitting on the stone door-
step and clasping her little son (or perhaps her grand-
son I and smiling as the Americans pass by. She seems
to symbolize the reception of France—;lad for the relief

brought from over-seas, and grateful for the aid, yet she
knows better than we where we are going and to what, so
she smiles, as only a mother can, through her tears. Thus
we know that France is at war. And when the big guns
awake the echoes, when the enemy aeroplanes buzz like

angry wasps and you realize that your own safety de-

pends upon the accuracy of a gunner's aim or the swift-

ness of a helmsman's hand—then we know that this is

our war and that we are in it for whatever the future

may hold.

"I often wonder what these people think of the new
creatures from over the sea. The sea has always moulded
their lives. Before Columbus, they had visited the Banks
of Newfoundland. The fleets of Colbert and Louis
brought Strang" trophies from America. And now the
big bellied ships from America bring a new cargo.

YOUNG soldiers, contrasting strangely with the patched
and tattered armies of France—soldiers who have money
to spend—soldiers who have white bread and sometimes
Jam to eat—soldiers always interested in everything and
amazing In their versatility."

Signed Sergeant H, H., American Expeditionary Forces.
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N̂EW YEAR'S EVE
^ CELEBRATION and ^
«* LADIES' NIGHT ^

INDOOR YACHT CLUBROOMS

Sun. Dec. 30-Mon. Dec. 3

1

Dancing, 'Vaudeville and Refreshments

^Members and Ladies Only

Admission by card to members in good standing only

Reservations upon application

n^

^d
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIB™ .! h::!JIDIIII!ll!l!!IIIilII!l!»J|i|ill!l<|[| UIIIDIilllllllllllllllllllllllillllflnilllllllll 'Iligil!illillli:illi;illi:nil|l

J^eto Dears €Mt
December SOtH and 31st
©prnD fic\s Vme €\>t at 3nDoor |}act)t Club

MENS NIGHT December 8th
announcement Later

STAG NIGHT December 8th
I. Y. C Clubrooms

SMOKER - - December 8th
1. Y. C Clubrooms

Xmas Tree, Dec. 8th, Clubrooms

I
i

I
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Indoor Yacht Club
Club Rooms and Office. 4 Eddy Street. Telephone (Private

Exchange connecting all departments). Sutter 5386.

Board or Pllota.
Frank J. Hennessy. Commodore. M. W. Altmayer. Steward.

William H. McCarthy. Keeper-of-the-Log.
Thomas S. Mulvey Joseph A. Watts
James W. Coffroth Joseph S. Lewis
Samuel Berger Otto Wallflsch
Joseph H. Hutchinson George Symon

Charles J. Vail

Harry P. Sullivan. Assistant Secretary.
Criticize and suggest for the improvement of our service.

Complaint and suggestion box in lobby.

IB your address correct and your name properly spelled or
our records, evidenced by your bills and the envelopes from
the Club? If not. as a great assistance to this office we
would suggest that you correct the same yourself when
mailing your check to the office. It is very important that
we have your records in this respect authentic and we ask
your hearty co-operation with us. Moral: If you change
your mailing address, let us know and we will see that
the possibility of your mail from this going astray Is

eliminated.

NO SLACKERS HERE.

The entire membership of the indoor Yacht Club should
be informed o»' a fact, particularly pertinent at this time
when our organization is the center of an extraordinary

vatron and scrutiny.

We should not like to "protest too much." but feel that

the world at large is entitled just now to a glimpse at

even- man's colors and a view of the pennant that flies at

the roof of every organization from church to club.

Out of the entire membership of the Indoor Yacht Club
Iwo hundred boys have put on the khaki, shouldered the

ad said good-bye to old associates, friends and horn"

to go to the front and fight for Uncle 5am.
The Indoor Yacht Club has th° honor to doubt that an

other organization in this community of a similar]

nature can boast of such an exhibition of loyalty to our
flag. If there be such a club, we will doff our bate to it

and metaphoricillv grasp its hand.
Here is a list of names of I. Y. C. lads who will give

a good account of themselves when they go "over the

top' and who. w- pray may return from that land which
is 'no man's:"

SOME OF THE INDOOR YACHT CLUB MEMBERS
WHO HAVE GONE TO JOIN THE COLORS

('apt. A X. Clark
Dr. N. D. Morgan
Capt. G. M. Brazer
Ensign Maurice Baisieau

Q Steinbring
Louis Ghiradelli
Lieut. Joseph Strum
Chief Master at Arms
Gus Scbonning

Paymaster V. S. S. Albany
C. W. Roy

E. R. McKenzie
J, Zimmermann
C. T Furlong
Frederick Lowroth
Dr. Frank Emmal
W. R. Weally
San ford Harris

W. I. J. Sterrett

Frank Nelson
E. D. Birkholtz
Stewart Hynes
('. F. McKay
Harry A. Ebner
Elmer Mero
Harry Schwartz

Leland Korper
\Vm. Waters
James Kenny
Sam Markowitz
Irwin Barens
Dr. C. A. Glover
Bernard Ross
W. R. Wolfe
S. Shuman
M. Breslauer
J. T. Wallace
Eugene Kelly
John O'Shea
Harry W^iss
Rube Selig

L. R. Wertheimer
Win. Nuttman
E. F. Jackson
Sam Winderich
Ralph Langlis
Ira S. Solomon
R. R. Bryany
L. R. Shelton
W. J. Hunt
Louis A. Burrouni
Dr. F. E. Derham
W. G. Gordon
Lloyd Jacobs
S. L. Loupe
.1. E Thompinson
A. R Waelly
R. S. Bassett
Tom O'Hara
S. Floathe
Frank Hyland
Wm. H. Roth
Frank Dealey
Horace Seaman
Major B. L. Calwalder

iie Harris

Moe Selig

Robt. Munson
Bart Burke
Harry Raphael
G. J. Concannon
Ed. Hallinan
M. S. Cohen
.!. M. Downie
H. R. Gleeson
John Hoole
H. E. Miller

GRATEFULLY ACKNOWLEDGED IS THIS LETTER.

The following letter from Judge Matthew Brady is self-

explanatory. It is reprinted proudly by this paper which
represents the Indoor Yacht Club and is. with the emi-

nent jurist proud of its affiliations, its membership and
i ord:

San Francisco. Cal.. November 10. 1917,

To the Membership of the Indoor Yacht Club,

No. 4 Eddy Street.

San Francisco.
Gentlemen:

I would indeed feel remiss in the performance of duty

were 1 to neglect to express to your organization, at the

earliest possible moment, my gratitude for the loyal and
manful work you accomplished in my behalf and to assure

you that my appreciation is keen for the vital part you
took in my re-election.

I am not vain enough to believe that this assistance

was rendered for purely personal reasons. I accept it as

an expression of the spirit of fair-play which has long

been one of this city's most characteristic qualities and
which is found in its most potent measure in your organiz-

ation a membership card in which is oae of my most
cherished possessions.

Sincerely Y'ours,

I Signed I MATTHEW BRADY".
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ARE YOU ONE OF MARTHA'S SONS?

A Poem Which Should Be Preserved.

Here is an early verse by Rudyard Kipling.

It was printed about fifteen years ago but was never

included in any of his bound or collected works, the reason

being, it is said, that Kipling feared he might be accused

of irreverence and that his poem might be misunder-

stood.

It is based on the episode of Mary and Martha. Mary,

you remember, was the one who listened. Martha did

the work, and complained to the visitor that she was

not assisted by her sister who neglected the household

duties while listening to the words of the Master.

This is the poem:

The Sons of Martha.

The Sons of Mary seldom bother, for they ha

that good part;

But the Sons of Martini favor their mother of the careful

soul and the troubled heart;

And because she lost her if

was rude to the Lord, her -

Her sons must wait upon Mary's Sons, world without end,

reprieve or vest.

It is their care through all thi

cushion the shock.

It is their care that the gear engages; it is theli care that

the switches lock.

It is their care that the wheels ran truly; it i

to embark and entrain.

Tally, transport and deliver dul; the -

land and a

say to the h say to

the lesser floods "Run dry."

Under their rods are the i
'^ not

afraid of that which is high.

Then do the hilltops sha'l 'he bed

of the deep laid

That the Sons of Mary may oven

ing and unaw.

They finger death at their gloves end

repiece the living wires.

He rears against the gates they tend; the

hungry behind their fires.

Early Eit dawa. ere men see i stumble il

terrible stalls.

And hale him forth liki red steer, and goad and

turn him till evenfall.

The secret fountain to follow' up, waters withdrawn to re-

store at the mouth

—

Yea, and gather the floods as in a cup, and pour them

again at a city's drouth,

They do not preach that their God will rouse them a

little before the nuts work loose;

They do not teach that His pity allows them to leave their

work whenever they choose.

As in the thronged and lightened ways, so in the dark and

desert they stand.

Wary and watchful all their days, that their brethren's

- may be lo Ig in the land.

the stone or cleave the wood, to make a path more

fair or flat

—

Lo. it is biack already with blood some Son of .Martha

spilled for that

Not as a ladder from Earth to Heaven, not as an altar to

any creed.

But simple service, simply given, to his own kind in their

common need.

And tio ire blessed

the angels are on their side.

They kl -
: •! for them

ill,- feet, and they hear the word; they know
.us;

laid tin in he Lord

an

Dues half year,

payable.

Nov. 30. 1917. to May 3
Delinquent December

. 1918. now
Sth.

Illlllllllllllllllllll illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllili

SMOKE

^crina
QUEEN of HAVANA

Cigars
Shapes and Sizes to suit

Ml Tastes £> -& *>

M. Blsshower, Distributer

To these from birth is belief forbidden; from t":;

death is relief afar;

They are concerned with matters hidden—unde

line their altars, are—
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Pour Routes
t

Sunset KOUte: Along the Mission Trail, and through the Dixieland of song and
story. To New Orleans via Los Angeles, El Paso, Houston, and San Antonio. Southern
Pacific Atlantic Steamship Line, sailings Wednesdays and Saturdays, New Orleans to

New York.

Og'den Route: Across the Sierras and over the Great Salt Lake Cut-off. To Chi-

cago via Ogden and Omaha; also to St. Louis via Ogden, Denver and Kansas City.

Shasta KOUte: Skirting majestic Mount Shasta and crossing the Siskiyous. To
Portland, Tacoma and Seattle.

El Paso Route: The "Golden State Route" through the Southwest. To Chicago
and St. Louis via Los Angeles, Tucson, El Paso, and Kansas City.

Oil Burning Locomotives. No Cinders, No Smudge, No Annoying Smoke. UnexceJIed Dining Car Service.

Write for Folder
on the
Apache Trait
of Arizona

FOR FARES AND TRAIN SERVICE ASK ANY AGENT

Southern Pacific

HEADQUARTERS
FOR

OVERCOATS
TRENCH COATS- ULSTERS

RAGLANS- DRESS COA TS

TO FIT THE TURSE
AND THE "PERSON

856 MARKET
EAST OF POWELL
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ST. FRANCIS IMPORTATION CO.

MO deary Street

WINES AND LIQUORS AT RETAIL
nrcsr goods lowest prices

PROMPT DELIVERIES

DEL MONTE AUTO RENTAL CO.

phone SUTTER 215

LIMOUSINBS
LAUMDAULBTS

WEDDINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

CABS
TOURINQ CARS

OFFICE. 105 POWELL STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

Anheuser-BuscK
Brewing A.ss'n

Brewer* of

Pine Beer

Exclusively

-ST. LOUIS. MO.

Draufht

and

Bottled Beer

San Francisco Branch

1300 BRYANT STREET
Phone P»rK 306

I am a power for great good if you do

not abuse my use.

In cases of need— I do my work well.

I am a builderup of health and strength

—in the hospital or in the home.

For the invalid or the convalescent

—

for the tired or overworked I offer a

great help.

A little of me goes a long way.

I have been among you for three

generations.

I'm known «i Cynu Noble throughout the world.

$C/:.25 for a $50JO Liberty Bond
or $l 12.50 ror a $100 bond and larger

amounts in proportion, in any house fur-

nishings that you may selerit from our ten

floors of household goods. We take

Liberty Bonds at this big premium in

either full or partial payment for furniture.

LIBERAL CREDIT TERMS
The Lachman Store offers dependable

furniture at the lowest prices. Our
service is prompt, efficient, courteous.

Our Renting Bureau Auto is at your

service, free of expense, to help you

to find a suitable flat or aparment.

ACHMAN
MISSION
STREET nrxr NEAR

16™

EL SIDELO CIGARS
Will Suit Your Taste

ft - 101
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A DREAM COMING TRUE
Here is a glimpse of the possibilities for entertainment held forth perpetually by the city's wonderful beach

-the beai b which is (he marvel and admiration of tourists- and which should have frequent carnivals such as is here

shown. It is more imp"! taut to provide playgrounds than jails, bathing spots are of more civic utility than sk>-

scrapers. It nai tood thai makes a community, not buildings, and manhood derives from happy, healthy, play-

lovttg youth.

The Main Sheet takes pride in reproducing the picture of its first Beach celebration which was given in April,

ind which inspired the late Jack London to the comment:
"When the last surviving member of the Indoor Vacbt C ub wends his way to his niche in God's Acre, no

greater solace can he find than the reiterated cries of those left behind: 'He once played host to the people of a

Ity.'
"

The .Main Sheet is happy to renew its efforts in behalf of an Esplanade along the beach, the more particu-

as it has nom found In M H. Di Young rnal, The Chronicle, champions of the cause likely to

bring It to a successful termination and to give to San Francisco a realization ot an 1. Y. C. vision, to which it

h?s ever remained steadfastly devoted.

be shown in an inside article how the money tor at least a partial realization of the dream is al

Supervisors remember (heir pledges and turn to this use moneys lotm unemployed though dedi

purpose.

lea had San Francisco's beach, we would hear her bragging about it, clear up to the tip of Twin

t San Francis.,,, as 'Uncle Bill" Xanghton piinted out, i?- favored with s<> many blessings that shi

and stupidly overli '>ked this, which should be one of her widest advertised and most Cherished ad-

I

^V\
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TELEPHONE SUTTER 7800
DAY AND NIGHT SERVICE

TI/°l/CTC 653 Market St. (Palace Hotel)

1 H_fS.il, 1 D 16 & 112 Market St. Piers 16-18-20

OaKland 1226 Broadway FhoneOaK. 56SO

Service to

Los Angeles
San Diego

Seattle
Tacoma

"CAMP LEWIS" (American Lake) is reached

easily, quickly and cheaply by sea via Tacoma.

Sailing's Every 4- Days for EureKa
Service to all AlasKan Points

TicKets to all points East

BERTH AND MEALS INCLUDED
AT SEA

Big Ships -Fast Time-Low Fares

Cliff House
The Wonder Spot

oj the World
A= Diner =

A PRIX FIXE— $1.50^——
Every Evening

Exceptional Dance Music

JULIUS EPPSTEIN
Formerly of the Art Floral Company

NOW AT THE

ST. FRANCIS HOTEL

flotoer g>tanti

fWM
DELIVERY ANYWHERE ORDER ANYTIME

Telephone SUTTER 8?6

"Fragrant Blossoms make glad the Heart in any Garden'

Mr. Eppstein wishes lo announce that he is no longer

associated with the Art Floral Company.

Phone Sunset 3378 REGISTERED
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BY THE NEGLECTED SEA WAVES
''

of the Indoor Yacht Club's scheme for
having a breakwatei built at the Ocean Bead) in order
thai bathers might enjoj a roll in the surf without being
harassed bj the ract that they might be snatched out to

tlit* undertow
Was it merel) a passing thought or an idle dream? r

so the writer, lor one. is genuinely sorry and he knows of
"any ethers who are similarly affected.

• Let ns hope that agitation of the project will be n
for it must appear to any thinking m n thai an affair of
that kind would be one of the greatest is that could
'"' conferred n the residents of this favored community
"As it is, the n are miles and miles ol Heecj I reakers an i

ht blue water literally going to waste, for although
rtain di gree «.' pleasure m ,> be obtained from the con-

temn! (tkm of the ocean, what we need is the assurance
that it is ons to lave and tumble In without the dread of
being sucked under by the treacherous current when we
are at the height of our enjoyment.

Tie fact that the Indoor Va lit Club actively promul-
gated the scheme and then seemingly dropped it' with the

S with which it
, up is a reproach to

our organization, for since lite period of lirst mention, the
undertow has been 1 mentably active in takiim its toll
of human life. On one occasion not so very lun ago at
that- two lads Here whisked away and drowned in full
view of then companious and there have been other -

of fatalities of a like nat ire

'if anything is to be done it is high time the ball
W s set rolling and the Indoor Yacht Club having made the
suggestion, it would seem that it should take the Initiative
and earn for itself the credit for such a praiseworthy un-
dertaking.

San Franciscans while enterprising, enegetie and alert
are prone to slight their opportunities in many directions.
When they flnallj recognize that they have overlooked
certain things, however, they display feverish haste in
making up for lost time For years, untold sea-view home-
sites which are always the first to be snapped up in cities
situated as ours is, have gone begging. Now the revers
the case and whole blocks are being graded and laid out
in the vicinity of Sutro Heights and Lincoln Hark

In like manner I am sure that when the advantages o'
surf bathing at Ocean beach are duly extolled the scheme
will gain champions by the tens of thousands and the
breakwater become an assured fact.

'One of the greatest incentives to organized effort along
the lines mentioned should be the reflection that a roll in
the purest of sea water is one of the greatest of all health
tonics.

This is, penned in total ignorance as to whether the
ie is practical from an engineering standpoint, hut

from the fact that a spidery construction such as the
Olympic Company's pier, can hold its own with the tum-
bling breakers, it seems to me that there is no question
as to the stability of the style ol breakwater originally sug-
gested by the Indoor Yacht Club.

"It is time to be up and doing. Let us get an opinion
from somebody like Willis Polk or Clarence Ward. I do
not know how tar distant the date of the Indoor Yacht
Club dinner Is I hope not far—but the occasion would be
an excellent tne on which to devote one-half hour to the
reading of such a report, or opinion and the launching of

the scheme either by subscription or petition to what-
evi r governmental department or municipal source is con-
sidered the rightful one to furnish the sinews of war.

'Think it over, yachtsmen, and let us get together on
the biggest proposition that was ever sprung so far as
San Francisco is concerned."
Who do you suppose wrote the foregoing?
The late W. W. N'aughton who addressed 't to the public

-h the medium of the Main Sheet.
It was the second article appearing in this journal urging

attention to the needs of our city to nuke a playground"
of our marvellous beach, which is so grand in prospect that
it takes the tourist to tell us how really wonderful it is.

We accept it as we do the sun-set—as a matter of fact,
and let it go at that; but the project was dear to the
heart of "Uncle Bill." His appeal was published in Oc-

1 1913 He died just six months later, and still his
dream, caught from the Indoor Yacht Club original vision,
is unrealized, and our marvellous surf is still pounding
at our front doors to inattentive ears.
The article in the Main Sheet to which the N uighton

communication referred was printed in the August issue
of HM", and urged, among other things that an oiled
macadam road be constructed from the Cliff House to
Merced Lakes, skirted by a broad cement sidewalk and
set off with an Italian balustrade. The cost was esti-
mated at a half-million dollars.

In May of 1913 the Indoor Yacht Club held its first Beach
I a] and entertained a crowd of 411,000 youngsters and their
friends This was the beginning—and it was a glorious
beginning, too—of the active beach propaganda promoted
by the I Y C. to ( all attention to the wonderful asset the
City enjoyed in its neg'ected ocean front.

'nether Leach Day was celebrated by the I. Y. C. July
:'". 1914. a crowd of kiddies even larger than the first of

year before, fared forth under the care of Yachtsmen
and had the time of their young lives. And this was the
omment of hundreds of adults who came from the east
and happened out to the ocean that day:

,

"If that beach were anywhere else it would be the great-
est playground on earth." meaning of course, if other cities

enjoyed such a blessing they would improve what San
Isco In it- manifold blessings, blandly overlooks.

And so it has gone; the I. Y. C. urging against the in-

difference of supervisors and public the advisability of de-
veloping in one way or another this magnificent asset of

a great eitj

Thank h ven relief ha omi M H. De Yo'ng has
opened up the heavy artillery of his editorial space in the
Chronicle and* has begun a campaigjD lor the Esplanade—

a

campaign which cannot fail. The Indoor Yacht Club compli-
ments Mr. De Young on this, another evidence of his pub-
lic spirited activities, and felicitates itself on having found

neb a stalwart champion in a cause long since espoused
and fathered by the I. Y ('.

Financing the project shcu ! d not he difficult.

If the Main Sheet is not inaccurately informed and its

memory unimpaired, there was a sum something like $392,-

paid by the Southern Pacific Company to the city as
a i

art of the compensation involved in transferring by the
the city to the railroad certain Channel street properties.

The railroad gave lor this tract its Van Ness avenue prop-

rty for an aquatic park and $392,000 to "boot." This money
remains somewhere unspent. The present Board of Super-
visors are pledged to the Esplanade enterprise, yet they
have done nothing.

Suppose that out of the $391',000 available for public use,

the sum of $92,000 be required for the Aquatic Park, the
remaining $300,000 would go far towards realizing the de-

sires ot the city al the Beach. Expert evidence asserts the
proposed esplanade might cost a thousand dollars a foot.

Very well. There is enough money in sight to provide for
: feet, or more than half a mile. That is a start. Let
us get to work on in. Let the Supervisors do the thing
to which they are pledged; the city will rise up and call

them blessed, and posterity will remember their names with
fondness and gratitude.

That the Supervisors are awake to a realization that
money may profitably be spent for esthetic things is shown
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in the musical budget—the organ recitals, the orchestra
ccncerts and the municipal band. All these are very fine.

Not every cent that is spent for material things returns
value received, but money spent for purposes artistic,

esthetic and beautiful leaves a lasting impress, exercises in-

ifluences of culture, breeds refinement, elevates taste and
adds materially to the sum total of the world's pleasure and
to life's happiness. Witness the raised standards caused
by the memory of that vision of color, form and beauty
which once was our exposition.

So with the Esplanade for which Mr. De Young is now
fighting valiantly and successfully. It will be a permanent
influence in this city for good, it will add to the attract-

iveness of San Francisco as a tourist' center; it will in-

evitably lead the way in further Beach improvements and
perhaps to the realization of the dream of "Uncle Bill,''

and the consummation of the vision of the I. Y. C. which
organization while it boasts no yachts is fond of the

water—even when it's salt.

Finally from the Chronicle Safety Valve, perennial de-

light, comes a communication which" hits the nail and
the supervisors squarely on the head:

Would Stir Up the Supervisors.

Editor The Chronicle—Sir: The completion of the
Ocean Beach esplanade is still a matter of uncertainty.
The Board of Supervisors at a meeting held on November
26th postponed action on the matter and failed to appro-
priate any portion of the $392,000 secured from the South-
ern Pacific Land Exchange. The residents of both the
Sunset and Richmond districts should take a lively inter-

est in these proceedings, for to them the completion of
the esplanade means a great deal. The residents of these
two districts should take it upon themselves to either
write the Supervisors they know best or address a com-
munication to the Board, advocating the immediate com-
pletion of the esplanade at the beach, and. if possible,
attend in person next Monday afternoon, December ::.

This is not a question of increasing taxes in any way,
for this money is already there, and it is only a question
of how the $392,000 is to be appropriated. To the resi-

dents of these two districts there could be no more useful
and beneficial manner of spending this money than in

completing the esplsnade. I urgently advise, and strongly
recommend, every resident of these two districts to do
all in their power to have this beautiful and necessary
work completed.

X. .7. PRENDERGAST.
San Francisco. November 27. 1917.

CHARITY BEGINS AT HOME.

Spend Your Sundays
and Holidays

^aniion Jnn
Dublin Boulevard - - Hay-ward

SMost Beautiful Ride in the State

FIRST CLASS GRILL (EL BUFFET
Automobile Parties CH. Banquets

a Specialty

A. B PETERSEN
Proprietor Phone HaywardJ251

The Associated Charities needs $120,000.
While we are doing much, and must do more for hu-

manity abroad, it is not well to forget humanity at home.
Like any other quasi-public organization, the Associated

Charities comes in for criticism.
The stingy find fault in order to locate reason for not

helping. The selfish and self-centered eagerlv look for
things to criticise in the management of the humanitarian
association, because, by so doing they blandly explain
their failure to help to their own consciences. Any ex-
cuse will serve if one looks anxiously for it, and so the
Associated Charities, doing the grandest work done in this
city, has been and will be the target for the cruel criticism
of the unkind, the unwilling and the miserly who are
anxious to avoid helping.

But to those who take the pains to find out about things
before discussing them, the Associated Charities is known
as a noble organization of unselfish men and women who
follow the Master's injunction and example bv going about
doing good.
To those motherless and fatherless children who have

been made happy by the ministrations of the Associate.
Charities, that organization is thrice blessed.

To abandoned wives and mothers, yoked to profligate
brutes, the Associated Charities is a big brother, to brlog
back the neglectful parent, hale him before the law and
make him do bis duty by those dependent upon him.
To the officers of the law, the police department, the

police and superior judges, the Associated Charities
known as a guardian of the bodies and souls of hundreds
of children, otherwise abandoned to the precarious educa-
tion of the streets and the certain evil of corrupt com-
panionship.

But it Isn't always iiosslble, wise or expedient to adver-
tise its deeds of charity and its acts of mercy. Something.
after all. is owed to the unfortunates, many of whom
are not to blame for the condition from which the Ass.

-

dated Charities rescues them. Let not your lefl hand
know what your right hand doeth. Is a good saying, for

.
liarity ceases to be charity when it becomes sell conscious,

puffed up and vain of Itself. So. the Associated Chan
is not exploiting its acts. It points to the fact that of a'l
moneys received for service In the cause ol the submerged.
S7 per cent finds its way to the needy Only 13 per cent
is paid In salaries and other needful expenses. No slmll I]

organization can show a better record nor Is there
in which expenditures are made with greater care to see
that the worthy are helped and the unworthy ignored.

So. In your giving do not forget this organization whi
dispenses aid without regard to race or creed or color b
which only knows need and worth.
The Chronicle's support of this organization Is a credil

to that journal and an honor to the Associated Charitii
This is a portion of an editorial utterance recently made
in Mr. De Young's Journal:

Th.- Associated charities bandies substantially all the
ireel private relict" of poverty. It occupies the twilight
me between families which can sustain themselves -after a
ashion and the hopeless Ineflfectlves. whose only refuge

is the public poorhouse. whose character we of late years
1 1 n [fully try to conceal by names which sound homelike.
"The work in this twilight zone is peculiarly the field of

private benevolence it Investigates, encourages, uplifts
fnd restores to manhood and womanhood those who without
aid would become human derelicts. In the course of thai
work it does give much actual monetary relief, always In-

tended to be temporary. And there is great need of it.

Regardless of general prosperity there is always an irre-

ducible minimum of actual poverty which must have mon-
etary relief. The unfortunate who cannot be restored to
seir-support is eventually passed to the care of the tax-
payers. It is the work of the Associated Charities to save
es many as possible from that abyss, extending temporary
relief while so doing.

The actual requirements of the Associated Charities of
this city for the direct relief of poverty and for conducting
its irany auxiliary services in connection with the Juvenile
Court and other public and semi-public agencies is not less
f-an $100,000 a year."
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THE DEVIL AND THE KAISER-SYNONYMOUS
li passetb the mind of normality to locate a reason for

I stic pro-Germanism in this country.
That there are such persons entertaining what they are

pleased to believe are rational ideas, is a melancholy fact.

And that fact constitutes the worm in the core of our
nation's life.

Do such persons remember the Lusitania? Do they for-

Ihe rape of Luxemburg, and the ravishment of Bel-
gium? Ho they think the reports of authenticated, com-
patent witnesses of deeds done in Flanders are perjuries?
Do they know the story of Bohemia's suppression—a sup-

I ression and tyranny that has lasted for a score of years
and finds its fruits in the presence of the Czech in the
armies of the Teutons on whom they would gladly turn
their suns? Ho they know anything about the frigbtfulness
d[ German methods in Northern France?

All those agencies which keep these facts before the
minds of the people are good agencies and are to be fos-

tered.

\n unknown satirist in Creston. Iowa, recently secured
something like immortality by a piece of satire, published
in the form of an open letter to Kaiser Hill. It was pub-
lished in the Creston newspaper, and thence it spread
and Ixjuis Syberkrop awakened to find himself famous.

the article were called for so rapidly that the
limited edition was soon exhausted, and then mimeographic
copiea were made. Ex-President Roosevelt, Tumulty, Sec-
retary Daniels and other notables saw it. and as the Main

t has been asked to republish it by many of our sub-
scribers who v ant to keep it in permanent print, here goes:

"To William inn Hohenzoilern, King of Prussia, Emperor
of all Germany, and Envoy Extraordinary of Almighty

i

My Dear Wilhelm: I can call you that familiar name,
for I havi always been very close to you; much closer than
"i! could ever know.
"From the time that you were yet an undeveloped being

air mother's womb 1 have shaped your destiny for my
own purpose.

"In the days of Home I created a roughneck known in

hostory as Nero, He was a vulgar person and suited my
purpose at that particular time. In those modern days a

sic demon and efficient super-criminal was needed,
and as I know the Hohenzoilern blood, 1 picked you as

my special instrument to pit earth an annex to hell.

"I gave you abnormal ambition, likewise an oversupplv
of egotism that von mighl nol discover your own failings.

I twisted your mind to that of a madman, with certain

normal tendencies to earn you by—a most dangerous
character placed in power. I gave you the power of a
hynotist ami a certain magnetic force that you might sway
your people.

"I am responsible for the deformed arm that hangs help-
less on your le!t. for your crippled condition embitters
your life and destroys all noble impulses that might other-
wise cause no anxiety; but your strong arm is driven by
your ambition thai squelches all sentiment and pity. I

placed in your soul a deep haired for all things English,
for of all nations on earth I hate England most. Wherever
England plants her flag she brings order out of chaos,
and the hated Cross In ion Jack. Under her
rule wild tribes become tillers of the soil and in due time
practical citizens. she j s iae great civilizer of the globe
and I HATE HICK I planted in your soul a cruel hatred

mother, because SHE was English, and left my
good friend, Bismarck, to fan the flame I had kindled. Re-
cent history proves how well our work was done. It broke
your royal mother's hpart. but I gained my purpose.

"The inherited disease of the Hohenzollerns killed your
lather, just as it will kill yon. and you became the ruler

of Germany and a tool of mine sooner than I expected.

"To assist you and further hasten my work I sent you
three evil spirits—Nietszshe. Treitszhe anl later Bern-

hardi—whose teachings inflamed the youths of Germany,
who in good time would be willing and loyal subjects and
eager to spill their blood and pull your chestnuts, yours

and mine. The spell has been perfect—you cast your am-
bitious eyes tow aril the Mediterranean, Egypt, India and

the Dardanelles, and you began your Great railway to

Bagdad, but the ambitious archduke and his more ambi-
tious wife stood in your way. It was then that I sowed
the seed in your heart that blossomed into the assassination

of the Duke and his wife, and all hell smiled when it saw
how cleverly you saddled the crime on to Serbia. I saw
you set sail for the fjords of Norway, and I knew you
would prove an alibi.

"How cleverly done; so much like your noble grand-
father, who also secured an assassin to remove old King
Frederick of Denmark, and later robbed that country of

two provinces that gave Germany an opportunity to become
a naval power. Murder is dirty work, but it takes a Ho-
henzoilern to make away and get by.

"Your opportunity was at hand; you set the world on
fire and bells of hell were ringing; your rape of Belgium
caused much joy—it was the beginning, the foundation of

a perfect hell on earth, the destruction of noble cathedrals
and other infinite works of art was hailed with joy in the
infernal regions. You made war on friend and foe alike,

and the murder of civilians showed my teachings had
borne fruit. Your treachery toward neutral nations has-

tened a universal upheaval—the thing I most desired.

Your under-sea warfare is a masterstroke; from the small-

est mackerel pot to the great Lusitania you show no
favorites. As a war lord you stand supreme, for you have
no mercy; you have no consideration for the baby, cling-

ing to its mother's breast, as they both go down into the

deep together, only to be torn apart and leisurely devoured
by sharks down among the corals.

"I have strolled over the battlefields of Belgium and
France. I have seen your hand of destruction everywhere;
it's all your work, superfiend that I made you. I have
seen the fields of Poland, now a wilderness tit for prowl-

ing beasts only; no merry children in Poland now; they

all succumbed to frost and starvation. I drifted down into

Galicia, where formerly Jews and Gentiles lived happily

together; I found but ruins and ashes. I felt a curious pride

in my pupil, for it was all above my expectations. I was
in Belgium when you drove the peaceful population before

you like cattle into slavery; you separated husband and
wife and forced them to hard labor in trenches. I have

seen the most fiendish rape committed on young women, ami

those who are forced into maternity are cursing the

father of their offspring, and I have begun to doubt if

my own inferno is really up-to-date

You have taken millions of dollars from innocent Vil-

nius and called it indemnity; you have lived fat on the

land you usurped and sent the real owners away to at r

vation. You have strayed away from all legalized war-

methods and introduced a code of your own. You have

killed and robbed the people of friendly nations and de-

stroyed their property. You are a liar, a hypocrite and a

bluffer of the highest magnitude. You are a part of mine

and yet you pose as a personal friend of God. Ah, Wilhelm,

you are a wonder. You wantonly destroy all things in

your path and leave nothing for coming generations. !

was amazed when I saw you form a partnership with the

impossible Turk, the chronic killer of Christians, and you

a devout worshiper in the Lutheran Church. I confess.

Wilhelm, you are a puzzle at times. A Mohammedan
army, commanded by German officers, assisting one an-

other in massacreing Christians is a new line of warfare.

When a Prussian officer can witness a nude women
being disemboweled by a swarthy Turk, committing a dou-

ble murder with one cut of his saber, and calmly stand

by and see a house full of innocent Armenians locked up.

the house saturated with oil and fired, then my teachings did

not stop with you, but have been extended to tin

German nation. I confess my Satanic soul grew sick,

and then and there I knew the pupil had become a mastei

I am a back number, and. my dear Wilhelm. I abdn

in vour favor. The great key of hell will be turned over

to you The gavel that has struck the doom of da nine,

1

souls since time began is yours. I am satisfied with what

I have done; that my abdication in your favor is for the

very best interests of hell. In the future I am at your

majesty's service. Affectionately and sincerely

"LUCIFER H. SATAN.'

Big Night on Klondike. Saturday. Dec 8
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SOME REFLECTIONS ON THE "RIGHTEOUS.'

By Isaac Cowper.
Suppose she is impure.

Is there no such sin as hypocrisy?

Who is worse, the frankly evil or the secretly vicious?

Society unwittingly fosters vice, promotes it, encour-

ages it, embraces it. It covertly creates the filth which

it openly shudders at. It chides the product of its evil

forces. Society itself is largely to blame for the direlicts

in its midst: but that doesn't prevent hypocrisy from jeer-

ing at them aud burdening them with more weights to

carry them further down hill to Hell.

Circumstances create conditions. Conditions create cir-'

sumstance. They are introactive, complementary and mu-
tually stimulating. The woman who is snared in the cir-

cumstances which makes for guilt, may go Scott free if

she be not found out. But let society scent the sin, and

hounds on a trail are not so eager to tear and destroy

as are the smug ones who have not sinned and the hypo-

crites who have escaped detection.

The very ones who point the finger of scorn at the unfor-

tunate, might in many instances, themselves be singled

out for reprobation were the secrets of their own hearts

laid bare on the Altar of Justice. Those who really are

honest and just, are those who are willing to make allow-

ances for the sinner—'not for the sin; who are alert to

help, eager to give of their helpful sympathy; to lilt up,

restore, bind again and forgive.

A fallen soul will find nourishment in kindness. It is

dew to the flower; manna to the empty. The gentleness

of a kind word has been known to melt the hardest heart,

fortified with hate and till then nourished on derision and
contempt.
Who is it that enjoys the right to thrust mortals oai :

into the mud from whence a kind, strong hand might
help them? By what right do you push a mortal into a

tangled pathway and then revile him for walking in the

downward direction whither he is impelled by your merci-
less hands? Who has the right to refuse help to the vilest

of human beings, and then to scorn him?
"Am I my brother's keeper?" You are.

Who among us has the right to cast the first stone?
Who is there who shall say "I am clean?"
Take a good look into your own heart and And out

what motives have actuated you, what impure impulses
have animated you, what evil has found cherished lodg-
ment there.

You who build the Houses of God hut give not the
Mortar thereof to strengthen those who are impure, I

say unto you, that the loftiest spires of your churches, the
wonderful harmony of your organs and the beautiful
thoughts in your psalms will not bring unto you a single
blessing from the Power you believe in.

Acts, not words are your only salvation. Deeds bring
results while the music of your psalms but render pleasing
sounds to your own ears.
The real good upon earth springs sometimes from the

dregs of civilization and you who preach it but fear to go
where the stagnation thrives, and give your efforts to
purify, will never receive that which you pray for and be-
lieve in.

The best of us have sinned and you who are quick to
judge and quick to condemn, I say it is you who cause
much misery and suffering in this world, for you have
naught but evil lurking upon your tongues.
To help; that is the meaning of Life. To strive for the

benefit of each one and of all. Kind words and a smile
for all. A helping hand where it is needed even though
it be needed where vermin thrives; that is the true philos-
ophy of life and that is why we are all of us placed in this
world.

CITY'S ORGANIST CHANGES HIS MIND.

BUILDERS' EXCHANGE, 180 Jen.ie Street BOX 95

VINCENT J. DONOVAN
PAINTING, DECORATING

and POLISHINQ
Phone Park 5156

729-31 MINNA STREET, Sari Francisco, Cal.

Mr. Edwin H. Lemare has written a letter to the .Main
Sheet requesting a retraction of a story published in our
last issue, and the Main Sheet regrets that the retraction
will be incomplete, since it would seem that our city's
organist is guilty of some "hedging."
That he objected strenuously to the employment of the

organ for any use other than its stipulated recitals played
In him. is sufficiently evident in the telegram he sent
to the Mayor (the mayor and Lemare both being in the
city at the time I in which telegraphic protest Lemare
"vetoed" the use of the organ for purposes other than
recital. While he did not specifically name the Italian
Battlet'ront pictures, he covered them adequately in his
wire to the Mayor. Later, it would appear from the evi-
dence, when Lemare found that his action had created
such a stir, he tried to recede from his position, and he
might have done so gracefully, had it not been for the
damning telegram which in his haste he addressed to the
Mayor protesting against the use of the organ for the Ital-

ian Battlefront pictures. The fact is, Lemare DID ohje
to the use of the organ, he DID refuse to play and he DID
"veto" anybody else playing it. as the transcript of bis

wire to tin- Mayor proves. What caused him to change
bis mind, the .Main Sheet does not pretend to know, but
that he did change his mind is evident, and tor that
change in Ins attitude the Main Sheet compliments him.
regret! ul ouh that like the message to the sheriff in the
song, "the pardon came too late."

Here Is Mr. Lemare's letter to the Main Sheet, after
which we reproduce the telegram to the Mayor, which
telegram was given to the daily press of San Francisco
lor publication after the proposal had been made to use
the organ for the exhibition of Italy's magnificent war
pictures.

Wednesday Night, Nov. 21, 1917,

To the Editor "The Main Sheet,"
777 Mission Street,

San Francisco, Cal.

Sir: My attention lias ju.sl been called to an article
l ublished in your issue of November 12, concerning my atti-
tude In regard to the use of the organ In Exposition Audi-
torium for the Italian War films.

I wish to Btate thai I had never been approached by
any official connected with this project—that no offer
wbb made me to play nor did I refuse permission for
ethers to do so.

I trust yon will adjusl lliis matter In your next Issue.
fours sincerely,

EDWIN H. LEMARE,
And Ibis is the message which Mr. Lemare was so

eager to get to the M lyor that he sent It from the Hotel
Whitcomb in the Mission by telegraph;

In the inte rour musical city I BEG TO AT ONCE
VETO THE DECISION OF YOUR AUDITORIUM COM
MITTEE TO ALLOW 01 R GREAT AND WONDERFUL
RECITAL ORGAN TO HE USED FOR PICTURE SHOWS.
HOWEVER EXCEPTIONAL THEY MAY HE OR FOR
WHATEVER CAUSE TIIEY MAY BE GIVEN. Such a
decision musl of necessity open the doors for a further
use of the organ for similar and other purposes. It is

simply in the interests of the musical welfare of your
city that I urge this. My objection is not personal regard-
ing the organists whom Mr. Brandon just informs me have
already been engaged lor this purpose, but it is made pure-
ly in regard for the future of our organ, which is or
ought to be, one of the greatest educational factors in San
Francisco, if its true vocation and dignity are upheld.

Yours faithfully,

ISigned) EDWIN II. LEMARE.
The larger letters are our own. They are picked out as

evidence that Mr. Lemare, no matter what his later judg-

ment might have been was irreconcilably opposed to the

use of the organ; that he well knew about the affair, and
that if he was not "officially" invited to play on the organ,

he took a stand which would not only preclude the possi-

bility of his own playing, but the playing of anybody else

It would be better if he were to say, frankly, that at first

he was opposed to the use of the organ for the Italian

Battlefront pictures, but that later, for reasons of policy,

he withdrew his objections.
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TOWN TALK THAT SHOULD BE HEARD
The Maiu Sheet has had its little say anent the "opera-

tions" of the Rev. Paul Smith and basks delighted in that
person's disesteem; but Paul it seems has done some
good. He has inspired an editorial. The Spectator wrote
it for his 'Town Talk" of December 1. The favorable at-
tention of the Spectator is something to be proud of,

hence the Main Sheet reprints it in its broad-minded en-
tirety, and hopes you will read it for the good it will do
your soul.

Fearlessness has not yet departed from the sound of the
printing press:

McCarthy the Driver.

lal talent and a big supply of enthusiasm were
required last week to start the ball a-rolling in the Cath-
OllC drive for the benefit of the soldiers at the front, Mr
W 11. .McCarthy was selected for the task. A heart of
ordinary fibre would certainly have been appalled at the
prospect, so many drives had taken place hereabouts In
preceding drives nobody had been overlooked, and there
were many thousands who had found it difficult to be of
good i thy had given often and bountifully. .Nev-

ertheless McCarthy was willing to lead another drive in

the interest ol his brave countrymen and he did, going
the top without the slightest hesitation. It was a

high top. too. for notwithstanding the vast sums previ-
ously contributed another bis sum had been requested. It

was not big enough to satisfy McCarthy. He tried for
more, and such was the enthusiasm he awakened that he
met with a ready response. To the McCarthy achieve-
ment I am calling attention because by reason of certain

is worthy of note; because, indeed,
it may do the public some good to he informed in order
that it might ponder certain matters about which there
is too much indifference. At the outset it would be well
to be informed of the fact that this man McCarthy is

one of the chief pilots of the much abused Indoo." Yacht
Club.

A Dual Personality.
Hess there are some folk who have never identi-

this man McCarthy with the Indoor Yacht Club, for he
is known as one of our public-spirited citizens, lie has
played a prominent part in many charitable enterprises.

and there are clergymen who have publicly paid tribute

to his genius and his zeal in raising money by his spirited

public appeals for some very worthy objects. Hence it

would be hardly reasonable for folk to suspect him of

official relations with the club against which the most
eminent Examiner editors have a grievance, the very

club againsl which the Rev Paul Smith has frequently in-

veighed with much vehemence Bui McCarthy
does beat those relations. Surely it might seem to be
a case of Jekyll and Hyde. Here is a leader of the most
virtuous activities, a man who enjoys the confidence of

Archbishop Manna, a companion in their leisure moments
of several prominent priests and at the same time an
associate of Indoor Yacht Club men. How remarkable!

of the man's personality—if we take

the muckraking Paul and the Kaiser's Examiner seriously

—that he is not only a pilot of the club that no Hearst
editor would visit but be is also one of our prominent man-
ufacturers; and some time ago when he was a member

rvisots he was above suspicion. Xow
a Supervisor above suspicion throughout his term in a city

where a free press thrives on calumny is a rara avis in-

deed. All things considered the psychology of the Mc-
Carthy personality would stump the ordinary student were

to accept all that he hears from some
of our presu i citizens.

Why Tolerate Him?
"As I have said, the case ot -McCarthy is worth consid-

i lead us to consider other cases with a view

to improving the community. Consider the case of Paul

the moralist who was bloviating a lit-

tle while ago about a libel suit that he was going to start.

, strikes mi handy man hereabouts, so

often has he seemed either to echo The Examiner's senti-

ments or to have his own sentiments echoed by The Ex-
aminer. Since his advent Paul has made an awful lot of
noise and trouble in San Francisco, and it doesn't seem
to be all for the benefit of the community to encourage
him in his uncompromising attitude toward sin and worldly
ways. He is a little too uproarious and reckless, and
he hurts the feelings of individuals with such little show
of intelligent discrimination that he awakens our sys-
pathy for them and gets us into a rage against all reform-
ers. It really doesn't seem to be fair to the community
at large to tolerate him, or, at least, to compel men to

suffer his abuse. We owe a certain protection to our citi-

zens, and certainly we don't owe anything in particular

to the ineffective moralist who, when McCarthy was
raising money for the soldiers, was engaged in giving aid
and encouragement to the anarchists who are fighting Dis-

trict Attorney Fickert."
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The results have shown pretty clearly that the country
was in no mood, just now, lor the threatened strike of the

four "big brotherhoods." This country, it turns out. was
not disposed to encourage the "holdup" of the country's
transportation corporations in the sum of nearly $110,000.-

000; for the public, learning slowly from past experience,
was quite aware that the said $110,000,000 was not destined
to come out of the coffers of the corporations, nor from the
purses of the stock and bond holders thereof, but from the
poor, patient, long-suffering people, to whom be glory, II

not honor,

An interesting angle to the recent efforts made in England
to take from Premier Lloyd-George the reins of power is

plainly visible to the clear sighted. It was, in the first

place a "Tory" move, and its impulses were found in tin 4

fact that the privileged classes of Britain are fearful

of post-war results should this democratic Welshman retain

the saddle after a successful issuance from the struggle.

It looks to the Main Sheet as though Lloyd-George pro-

posed to give to the men in the trenches—the men who
will have sustained British honor in the field—the rights

which their valor and their sacrifices entitle them to; and
this is not palatable to the "gentry" and the "nobility,"
some of whom, we suspect, would rather see Britain lose

than win at their expense.

The Russian Bear needs a trainer and a whip. Kaiser
Bill holds the lash behind his back the while he is offering
a lump of sugar.

NEWS ITEM—Revolution breaks out in Mexico!

Ladies kissed Weinberg on his acquittal. Dead are the
violets they used to bring to Durrant.

Is Fritz Kreisler an enemy?
The Austrian Lieutenant certainly is, no matter how well

he plays the fiddle in our midst.
While we are not officially at war with Austria, practi-

cally we are. For what difference is there between Austria
and Germany? Only the difference of power, and the fact
that Austria is composed of many enemy states which hate
Austrian rule as much as Alsace hates German.
While we may not send troops to Italy to stem the tide

of Hun fGerman-Austrian) invasion, we are sending troops
to Northern France and Flanders, whereupon Frenchmen
and Englishmen are released, or will be, to fly to the succor
of needy, gallant Italy. We do not go ourselves, but we
make it possible for our allies to go. Virtually, then, we
are at war with Austria, and an Austrian Lieutenant is an
alien enemy, no matter whether he plays the fiddle or
makes bologne sausages.

Von Hertling tells the German people they are winnin"
the war. The information will have a strange sound for
future readers. At that, he may be telling the truth lor
the overthrow of the Hohenzollern House means a victory
for the German people—or of that portion of it which sur-
vives the coming spring.

TWO IN THE SAME BOAT.

The board should pass at once an ordinance for the
settlement of all matters between the city and the United
Railways. It may not provide an ideal settlement but it

will save the street car company from bankruptcy and it

will secure for the city better service. The valuation of
the company's physical properties may he high, but hardly
too high if we consider all the money put into the roads
in the course of their evolution from horse-drawn cars,
through the cable age and in the costly experimentation pre-
cedent to the present electric system. It were better to
settle the issues by passing the ordinance in quesion than
to prolong them in such a way as to afflict us with years of
demagogic politics. The United Railways is not sinless,
but it is paying well for its privileges if w'e consider
all the conditions and compare its tax contributions with
those of even the railway system of Cleveland. The city

should buy the system or make peace with it upon fair

terms. There has been too much of blithering blather
on this subject lately. II" we can't and won't take over
the lines, let somebody run them for his company and let

him do so with fair prospect of improving the service and
earning some dividends. A "busted" railway system would
be as rotten an advertisement as a free bridge that carries
no traffic into or out of the cltj

The above paragraph is from Reedy's bright "Mirror,"

published in St. Louis. It's strange how the editorial Is

serviceable here.

There is. after all. a sympathetic tie between the Bolshev-
II i in Russia and Hie Kaiser in Germany. The former wanl
land, and the latter wants the earth.

Good reading: Try Maupassant's short story, Two
Friends." It tells a tale of the days when Paris wa

A Prussian officer is the hero.

The appointment of John T. Nourse, as Judge of the Su-
perlor Court to succeed the late Judge Sewell, will give

tion i.i everybody, and particular satisfac-
tion to the wide circle of his friends who know his worth
nol only as jurist but as a man. As a prominent member

i lie Attorney General's office, Noui -

popular membei bj reason of his abilitj ami his
•• of justice which knows no friend nor enemv when

he dons the ermine.

lodge Thomas F. Graham is meriting oven more than
his usual share of gratitude these days for Hie services he

rendered to those mothers and families bereft of their
sens who have gone forth to do battle tor Uncle Sam

n has frequently happened thai the -

of patriotism has called lads to the colors when thej were
reallj and badly needed Si home In these cases.' .lodge
Graham has been alert to help ami to invoke aid where
otherwise there would have been gaunt want. His self-
imposed duties have kepi hin, at work night and day, bur
he has the reward of the consciousness that comes of
work well done.

The attitude of the Rev. Paul Smith towards would-be
District Attorney Sweigert is to be exported ami a com-
mentary on that gentleman's right for the position. What-

Paul is for. the community should he against, because
he is. first and last for Paul. He has taken himself seri-
ously ever since he has seen how heroic he can be in a
motion picture where the "foe" consists of the unfortunates
of the underworld whom it is easy for Paul to kick since
they are down.

\ righteous man would rather meet defeat than win
office if the assistance of Paul is needed. In other words,
Paul's enmitv to District Attorney Ficki n is a high com-
pliment in the estimation of the prudent and wise. Paul
announces in his stand for Sweigert his sympathy with
the "reds." and his opposition to law and order—yet be
pretends to preach the gospel of One who said, "render
under Caesar the things that are Caesar's."
This modern Paul—an affront against the name—would

render all unto Paul -even motion picture receipts from
a dirty film.

Big Night on Klondike, Saturday, December 8th New Year's Eve Celebration, Sun. Dec. 30, Mon. Dec. 31
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RANDOM THOUGHTS
AMERICANISM VS. ANARCHY.

The Fight Against Fickert.

"Americans—Wake Up!" You have
the street corners It is an appeal from toe Uni
Government, sounding tbe doctrine of patriotism and calling

ill to aid in the titanic struggle against a rul

And 1 ask you "A]

There is to be a special election on December is. It i-

known as a. Recall Election. Tbi yen in the n

petition is t ha t I have not acted fairly and impartially in

the conduct of cases coming to my office D riet A1

torney. Xo particular instance ol unfairness is mentioned
in this petition, bu( it is generally conceded that the re-

callers have in mind the bomh is on Prep
ness Day. July 22, 1916, when ten inm
were killed and sixty others seriously Injur

Five persons, Warren K. Hillings, Thomas J. Mooney.
Mrs. Rena Mooney. Israel Weinberg and Edward D. Nolan,

Bted by the police as guilty of this

heino"
On the evli i police I in" i

:o the trial ol four of these defendants. Convictions have
been obtained in two rases, acquittals in two.

This in brief is the I rials.

History of Recall.

Signatures asking for mj recall ware obtained on the
plea thai 1 have no( irtially. it took

supporters six months to ge:

enough signatures to Hie, although they stai I prop-

aganda for raising defense funds immediately after
crime was laid at the feel of the Billings and Mooi
crowd.
My opponents have mad sue and I am willing to

stand on it

In its review of the Hillings cas. mirt of

Appeals, made up of Justices' Lennon, Kerrigin and H
ards. said:

"Concluding this discussion of each and every point made
in support of the appeal, we are constrained to say that

a perusal of the record before us which contains the ar-

gument of counsel of defendant compels the conclusion
that the defendant was accorded a fair trial, before a fair

judge and a fair jury, and this conclusion is confirmed by
the concession of counsel for the defendant made in his

closing argument to the jury wherein he said: 'We have
had a fair trial—we've had our trial and must needs say
a noble one.' We have had our trial and we proclaim to

the world that it has been a fair and a noble one. The
jury was impanelled by a member of the district attor-

ney's staff with absolute fairness and impartiality—A man
who asked only what we asked, and only what we ask
now—justice."

"The judgment and order denying a new trial are
affirmed."

The lawyer referred to In this opinion is Maxwell Mc-
Nutt, chief counsel for the bomb defenders.

Judge Dunne Speaks.

Anil Judge Frank H. Dunne, who with Judge William I
1

.

I.awlor. now a member d the Supremi Court, sat in the
famous so-called graft cases, said in open i l

"Billings was justly and properly convicted: he was
convicted not only by the case of the state put in through
its district attorney, but by his own statement, which
was perjury so palpable and so plain it would not have
deceived a jury of children. He was convicted properly and
that conviction should stand.

"I speak of things that I know of, because I tried the
case."
And in the Thou Griffin in impos-

ing the death sentence said:

"In the court's opinion, your trial was fairly had and
ycu were represented by able counsel and all matters in

this trial were ably presented by your counsel to the jury

and the jury in this case returned a verdict of murder in

the first degree."

Roosevelt Supports.
And wlie:.

I ; heard there was being
the District Attorney because -

his prosecii' ases he said:
"I am informed that an effort is being made to recall

you because you have successfully prosecuted the anarch-
ists who during the Preparedness Day Parade killed te.l

persons and wounded fifty others. If such be the fact, I

not only feel that the issue between you and your oppo
nents is that between patriotism ard anarchy, but I also
feel that all who directly or indirectly assail you for any
such reason should be promptly deprived of citizenship."

'led that if I were recalled, "every Red Shirt
and every I. W. W. wojld consider it a victory."
Ami as Samuel Gompers, President of the American Fed-

.. of Labor said:

"When I find there is a band of murderers abroad and
I fail to defend my children, I am not a pacific, I am a

coward."
re never declared in public speech or in personal

conversation that then- is any connection between honest
,sional dynamiters: any connei

tion between l b ir recognition and the con-

viction of Billings ii'i Mooney. The record of the case?
tried art or any ol my assistants

to fasten the b an ol the bomb outrages on Union Labor.
In truth the whole investigation proves that the Mooneys
and Hillings and theti ederates in dealing death

plotting '• ire the Perparedness outrage to

economic, social, civil or

religious. Labor is just as much interested in seeing

guilty punished organization. Certain

promoters of anarchy, who deifj dynamiters and canonize

crimlm I -I the bomb You don't believe.

that, i know, but it shows bow far men. Irascible and in-

fill go to win the unthinking t" their cause.

Fickert Fearless.

I have done my duty in these oises as I have understood

my duty, justly, fearlessly and without favor.
Tim:

I
I. every Anarchist aud every I. W. W.

ee me renu-
linst their propaganda, tell them at the

poll- i ernment, properly administered,
for Ami I

\narrhy.
Goto i mil'- liiinr 18 and keep in office

the District Attorney who uses his powers m protect your
l-ome. your peace and your

It is significant that since tin- arrest ol the five defend-
in the bomb explosion, destruction by dynamite has

When : money for their defensi
got Emma Goldman to go ..ut and lecture to the Reds

t it.

As Hi- wed, they had five or six or seven men
clever in > defend them. They did

roper legal protection.

When .ailing President Wilson "the weather-
of the While llmise" ami ssina-

tion. I called upon the Federal Government to aid me
in running down (he criminals and I requested tins aid on
the very afternoon of tin- Pr iredness Daj explosion.

Three Times Elected.

I was elected t,> tl Mire of District Attorney three

by iln- people ol San Francisco. In 1915 I won by
more in ' 23, votes over the same Charles A. Sweigen
who is now seeking to capture my office through the recall.

The arguments of the anarchists and their sympathizers
are so deliberately and viciously false that no sane man
can listen to them.
Wake up Americans—Think—Vote.

The Handwriting: on the Wall

It is couragi " difficult to look facts in tb

when pulsive and the facts are unpleasant;
Inn i' done. .Napoleon always proceed
on the basis of the beliel tint the enemy will do the

right (meaning the correct) thing." is evidence of the

[ ir importance of ta< ii is they are.
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We may be sure that the saloons are doomed in this

city. Of that fact there can be no question. Why this is

true and what part the saloon men—at least some ot them

—have played in bringing about their own downfall, it

were needless now to investigate or discuss. The fact is.

the handwriting is on the wall, and he who runs, though a

fool may read.

The Rominger bill with its provisions will not only auto-

matically close the doors of every saloon in this city, but

will likely close up our cafes and many of our restaurants as

well, to say nothing of the effect it will have on the various

iigitimate clubs in this city.

Therefore the Rominger bill should be defeated, or rather
a substitute must take its place, less drastic, yet giving
satisfaction to the dry element which is now in the saddle
of the camel. The Rominger bill provides that no liquor

containing more than 14 per cent, alcohol shall be sold
anywhere—wines and beers are thus indicated as the
future drinks under the Rominger bill which also provides
that such liquors shall be sold only between the hours of

12 noon and 9 o'clock p. m., and then only with meals. This
we maintain would also automatically close most of our
cafes and restaurants where after theater parties congre-
gate and keep alive something of the fiesta spirit of a city

which was wont not to be beholden to the far-fetched and
far-flung scruples of our sister cities to the south.
An anti-saloon bill would probably satisfy the mad desire

of the "drys" for a time—perhaps until this fanatical wave
with its impulses growing out of public policy shall have
passed with the passing of the war. So let the anti-saloon
bill pass. It is inevitable anyway, but in the name of sweet
concord and congenial good fellowship substitute a measure
which shall permit legitimate, properly conducted and re-

spectable restaurants and clubs to provide drinks with
meals and otherwise during the evening when the demand
is normal and greatest. What else will become of our
city's boasted and genial night life—this city's pride and
other cities' envy.

In Los Angeles and in San Diego when the fight was
squarely between the wets and the drys— with no compro-
mise the wets won in both places. When the Rominger
bill, or one like it, was up, it carried Los Angeles by
20,000 and a condition was created almost as intolerable as
though the sainted city had gone dry entirely. It is up to
San Francisco to benefit by others' experience, and in
pacify the "drys" by an anti-saloon bill while saving the
restaurants, clubs and reputable cafe's from insolvency.

The supervisors estimate that already there is a short-
age of at least $150,000 due to the closing up of saloons al-
ready done for by conditions imposed which render profits
precarious if not impossible. The liquor licenses for the
first quarter of the year 191G showed $235,875. For the
first quarter in 1917 they were 5219,000, or a decrease of
$16,875. Imagine the falling off when the drys have their
way with all the saloons. The months of October and No-
vember, 1916, show a liquor income to the city of $175,750.
The same period in 1917. shows an income of $14,50
Add to these decreases in the city's revenue, the falling off
of rentals for properties formerly rented by saloons and
the consequent decrease in property values lessening the
tax income to the city, and still further disaster is worked
in the treasury of this commonwealth. As property values
decrease, which they do when stores are vacant, taxes re-
cede and the tax rate advances with fewer prosperous per-
sons to pay it, the ultimate burden thus falls where always
it does, on the already stooped shoulders of the workers
who comprise the vast army of consumers.

The Season's Felicitations

Merry Christmas, and a Happy New Year to you.
It is, indeed, a strange Christmas season, if "you choose

to think it so. There is a world lull of misery to place
against the word "merry."

Is it not true that the old earth on which we spin our
brief days of mingled happiness and sorrow, is in its most
dismal times?
Has the sun which will rise on Christmas morn ever

illumined a world so fraught with danger, death and woe
and the fear of all these three?

How, then, shall we say, "Merry Christmas?"
We should say it with more cheer, more sympathy,

more feeling, and more truth than ever before.

Hopefulness, optimism, faith and confidence are "catch-

ing." They are -as infectious as a baby's smile. And the
world needs to smile now more than ever it needed since

He who brought Christmas to a dark world was born in

Pethlehem.
If we say "Merry Christmas" and mean it, we shall be

on the way to the help of those less fortunate than we,
lor the words are not empty nor devoid of meaning. They
are freighted with good-will and are as a prelude to good
deeds.

This old world stands in great need of good deeds, kind
thoughts, solicitous sympathy and eagerness to comfort
and to help.

Generosity begets its kind.
Smiles sow smiles which are reaped in happiness.
Misery is out when good will sits in the heart, and your

Christmas will only be merry when you wish it may be
merry in others' hearts and homes.
No doubt you have done something for the boys who

will have Christmas only in the memory. Probably a box
is on its way to some one, somewhere in France, or is
being assembled for shipment to shipmates or other
friends and relatives in our training camps. If not, it

is never too late to mend a bad deed by a good deed. For-
- i fulness oft is overcome by thoughtfulness. and a kind
deed quickly obliterates neglect, because the human heart
ever seeks to fly from pain, and eagerly forgets negligence
end neglect when atoned for by care and consideration.

So, do something for somebody else, and then see how
easy it will be to say to the next one you meet, as the
Main Sheet says to you

A Merry Christmas, and a Happy New Year to you
and all who are dear to you."

CHANDLER
SIX

THE CHANDLER CAR IS

EXCEEDING IN NUMBER
OF SALES ALL OF ITS

DIRECT COMPETITORS

"Watch the State Registrations

PEACOCK

MOTOR SALES CO
1350 VAN NESS AVENUE

PHONE PBOSPECT 4 31
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•THE ROUND TABLE."

"The Hard boiled eggs are yearning.
To keep the ham-tats burning.
There won't be many of either left when the boys come

home."
Sang Willie Kid as he slipped into one vacant chair. 'A

sir," lie went on, "they've gone to do their duty. Far, far

better men than I have sat at this board.
You don't have to make that vocal to prove it, Willie,

"

suggested Major McCarthy, and the Kid looked hurl.

"What do you mean, they've gone to do their duty'?'

asked Louie Ferrari.

"Well," replied the Kid, "there's Milt Haley. Louie de
Cocoa, .lee Hickey

—

"S'nuf," said the bomb prosecutor. "1 hear ,Ioe resigned
as soon as he had enough pictures taken. And they tell

me Milt and Louie joined the service to keep away from
each other."

"Tell that to the Mafia," exclaimed Connie
"Here's what. After the Germane fooled the Italians into

marching towards Rome under the impression they were
on their way to Vienna, Louie decid est way to

keep out of the war was to join the navy. And besides
it's safer retreating at 25 knots than ducking shells behind

a trench.

"Anyhow," slid .lames, "them boys have- camouflaged them-

selves in Uncle Sam's livery and I'm for 'em. If 1 was as

young as them I'd be over there myself even if I had to

ilie water bucket."

"If any soap went with it, George, I guess you'd rather

carry than use it." said Araie kindly.

The Kid chipped in again. "Well, you bo;,

big party the other night.'

"What part> ?"

"The fare..... Boh Moody. It seems Ti

got up the dinner and ipso facto elected himself to

master. Well, when the boys gathered at
I

Watts. Tait. Joe Murphy, etc., ring in Hill McCarth]
chairman i\ their end of the table. With both i

masters taking advice and abuse simultaneously from the
resp. cl "Is. it sounded like some ol Hie denomi-
national Factions trying oul opponents for Fickert, You
should have heard the stuff thej pulled on each ol

Say, a detective with a note book and a kno
short-hand could've got enough on them boys to Ea

himself for life as well as provide for a lot ol his relations.

Whatever one didn't know about another's old man or
it his own family, he very soon learned. Even

made a speech. That is everyone rose in turn ami

the motions, and the gang made the speech. When Vic

Carthy said to take the hull by the horns. Dave Sullivan

got sore and defied the crowd

During a lull. Arata was telling how long a walk it was
from Cincinnati to the Coast, and the I

wasn't very happy. Poor old Jack Cunningham was ner-
vously lingering his watch on the table to keep lie' teal

.lames grabbed the ticker and dribbled it a la Rugby
into Anita's hand and Chunky slammed it across tin

i

Sam ducked his head into his Master's soup plate and the
watch missed the concrete and split the plaster. II rico-

chetted from the wall, and dumped a shower of m
crystal, busted hands, split seconds, smashed springs, and

-liter variety of watch entrails on the floor. .lack and
ge followed the watch, a tangled wrap-up of salmon

and black cod.
They floundered all over the carpel until exit

and kindly hands land feet) pried them apart, Cunningham
picked up the vacated watch case and tapped it mournfully
against his head. Hoc McKlroy quoted something about

pty nothings" and Cunningham wauled to start a new
light.

.lack said the watch was a relic and also vain:

an antique Arata replied if destruction helped age. it

was pi w. Harry Cosgriff thought that tngersoll
or not, it had some movement. Everybody else ma le

similar observations, and in a few minutes they bail ex-

changed a Happy Jack into a Frowning Gibraltar, Thej
gathered the intestines together with a crumb tray, and
poured them into the gold filler, and Joe Watts, the

Iry undertaker, took charge of the remains for J.

Lewis. Inc.

A tunny coincidence is that Schwartz had just been say-
ing this was the first dinner he had attended, (and he
had helped a lot of 'em into the pages of history i at
which .1. Lewis. Inc., had not distributed, for a pro rata
consideration, a lot of loving cups and farewell souvenirs.
That was before Watts gave James the office.

The Kid lapsed into a more or less silent dis<

of his evening meal.
"Ja hear that one about the virtuous jurist? asked

Turnhlad.
"No!" said the whole table, evidently with reference to

the adjective.
Well, you know .lack Suits got a prize spitz some time

ago which he rather appropriately called 'cuspidor.' One
day little Cuspy disappeared and after a week's search
Jack lo' ted i 'i and demanded his return. It seemed the
'finders-keepers' insisted on certain restitutional conditions
which lack declined and the upshot was Suits brought
suit for his own pup. After the usual legal circumlocution,

i was called in a certain Justice of the Peace's
court. Suits was# present with a gang of his pals, and his

apparently believed that what is tru

of onions also applies to numbers. His honor looked
around and wauled to know which was the hound. To
save i! iiiii vent out and brought in

the di Phei s the strange part.

The ludge advised thai before proceeding with thi

he wanted to lay his cards on the table. It seems thai
liter the matter "as referred lo his jurisdiction he had

tpproached in a certain prominenl club by two cer-

tain equally prominenl gentlemen, the one a mil known
commissioner, il ther a banker. Tin- approaches had

ipproachee with intent to influence or
persuade him to a decision favorable to one John Suits

i restoration of his canine, and he (the judgei
it distinctly understood that in as much as never,

never bail anybody ever spoken to him in advance abonl
e which he was about to try, it was an insult to

Qtegrity, to have in this instance presumed to influence
the direction of hi lie wound up by saying thai

with lite cards on the table, if both sides wished
trust He decision to him he would endeavor to do the

King Solomon with the dog With one breath the oppos-

ttomey said "Yes." They had to say something
quick to keep from laughing. The trial didn't take long.

The jury retired in 'en minutes, returned in two and Suits

got his dog

It's pretty tough, alright," said Charlie Brennan, who
doesn'l know much al ' legal matters. ''.\hen one has

"i recover one's own dog."
shot Eddj Cunha, and it's tougher when one

i law and can't get Justice. Besides they're not all

atts."

What about Joe?" asked Dick Dannemyer.
"Why. his house was robbed about a month ago I

burglars Joe knew the number because they took four
pair of shoes, hats, suits, and the most of the silverware
and other valuables. The next day Joe put tin ad in the

papers advising the burglars they had overlooked a half

coal in the basement.

"Wl I v. as Joe going to do if the burglars came back
i. a- ii "" asked the simple Dick.

"Put salt on their tails, you fathead." was the ironic

n ii -.iiider. I'd be afraid to tell you what else he'd do. you
lay the same as Charlie Sweigert."

"What's that?" asked Clarence Stafford, who could take

told Charlie a story lately and Charlie said

'that's a good one, really. I'll have to tell it to Mr. Spreckels.

Rudolph will enjo) that one.'"

Phone Douglas 3833 LIBERAL credit

WATCHES. JEWELRY. D1AMOMDS. SILVERWARE

BRILLIANT JEWELRY CO.
INCOBPO ATED

6th Floor Mutual Bank Building
TAKC CttVATOR

704 Market St. at Kearny San Francisco, Cal.
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Big Night on the Saturday

J
KLONDYKE DEC. 8th

BIG PROGRAMME
Everything from the days of '97 that made

life exciting along the Klondyke will be

depicted and lived over again. : : : :

At the Club Rooms rE^ST^Si

;<iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii>iiiii!iiii:iiiiiiiiiii:iiiiiW

NEW YEAR'S EVE
^ CELEBRATION and ^«* LADIES' NIGHT ^

INDOOR YACHT CLUBROOMS

Sun.Dec.30~Mon.Dec.31

r^

vO^P-

'Dancing, 'Vaudeville and Refreshments

^Members and Ladies Only

Admission by card to members in good standing only

Reservations upon application

Applicants for guests courtesy cards may be made at Club office before Dec.
30th. 6 p. m.
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Indoor Yacht Club
Club Roams and Office, 4 Eddy Street Telephone (Private

Exchange connecting all departments). Sutter 53S6.

Harry F. Sullivan, Secretary,
.criticize and suggest for the improvement of our service.

Complaint and suggestion box in lobby.

Is your address correct and your name properly spelled or
our records, evidenced by your bills and the envelopes from
the Club? If not. as a great assistance to this office we
would suggest that you correct the same yourself when
mailing your check to the office. It Is very important that
we have your records In this respect authentic and we ask
your hearty co-operation with us. Moral: If you change
your mailing address, let us know and we will see that
the possibility of your mail from this going astray Is

eliminated.

A LETTER IN COLORS—RED, WHITE AND BLUE.

Shipmate, and now Comrade Sam Markowitz, spends a

little space in his epistle to Harry Sullivan explaining why
be hadn't written sooner from Camp Kearny. The letter

self is the best proof of what we have missed in not hav-

ing had the privilege of reading more like it—ruddy with

red. serene with blue, and optimistic with white.

' This is a wonderful camp/1 he goes on to say, "and I

certainly wish you hoys could see it. There are at this

time more than 110,000 men here i including Murphi ami all

of them itching and anxious to get over on the other side.

While we expect to stop over for awhile in Paris, and visit

Northern France, we are determined to eat lunch unter

der Linden right in Berlin. And the Kaiser will be our

waiter.

' You may think we are letting our patriotic enthusiasm

run away with us; but really, the men here are wonderful

in their enthusiasm and spirit. You couldn't help but no;i> ••

it. the moment you stepped into the camp.

"It is in the air we breithe.

"You can observe it in the way every man goes about

hie duties, no matter what they are or how humble or mean.

whether it is "drill" or such a task as peeling what seems

to be a million spuds— it's all the same to us We love it.

"Before enlisting. I always felt that it was right thai I

should be proud of the land of my birth, that in fact I

ought to be With the rest of them. I always sang the

three lines that I knew of The Star Spangled Banner."

i likewise grunted in a bored kind of way when the Na-

tional anthem was plaved in a theater and I had to stand

up, I let my patriotic duties end with thai and felt I

had done inv Patrick Henry service like any other patriot

Bui i
',.. learned something here—a whole lot. and more-

over I am learning more every day about what really con-

stitutes 8 true American, and what his behavior ought to

be if he would really call himself a true blue American

litizen.
• Personally. I am leeling fine, and the hard work is doing

me good.

"It is a pleasure just to live.

In spite of the work 1 am getting fat. but I attribute

that to the good fresh air. and the early to-bed an. I
early-to-

rise habits, not to forget the joy of having little Murphy

around to hand us all a laugh whenever we need one.

I have been appointed regimental Supply Sergeant and

in sure .vol king hard to make good on the job. The work

is most interesting and there's a lot of it. Say. wherever

did that phrase "soldiering if come from—meaning ol

course, being lazy and unoccupied?

'Murphy lias blossomed oul into a real manager now He s

got'nis champion I Pelsingen matched for next week at

San Diego Jack Kearna hasn't anything on Murph for

nerve He 'Murphi says he'll send his mau against

Leonard if they'll bring the latter down here. Anyhow, you

, ,rt shoot him for trying, and he's sure doing that.

•We g-' Into 3an Diego every Wednesday, Saturday and

Sunday, and while there is nothing particular to do there,
the boys enjoy the change and the break it makes in our
camp life which otherwise might become monotonous in

the regularity of hard work
"And now I'm going to comment on the way we are

treated down here and the patriotic merchants from whom
we buy such things as soft drinks. They are certainly
filled with the spirit of generosity down here—these bur-
glars who charge us from twenty cents to thirty-five and
forty for drinks that cheer but do not inebriate, and on
other trifles they raise the ante from 20 to 50 per cent on
everything. They are certainly giving the soldiers the best
of it tl don't think I. and Congress should congratulate them
on the way they are trying to make the lives of their de-
fenders happy, gay and bright. Such generosity as is

shown in this suburb of Los Angeles persuades me that
any one of these ten-cent merchants would slip you a dol-

lar just as quickly as he would give you his right eye.
Still we can have the comfort of knowing that we are
taking care of the said merchants' families, and providing
them with automobiles.

"In closing I would say that everybody here is in the
best of health. Dr. Apple would starve to death in our
midst And now. with a promise to bring you at least three
buttons from the Kaiser's coat. I will close.

Always your friend, (Signed I SAM.
Address. Sergeant S. Markowitz. No 144 Field Artv

Camp Kearny. Cal.

TWO NIGHTS OF UNALLOYED DELIGHT.
The ladies will be with us again.

It will be the third time they have graced the quarte -

of the Indoor Yacht Club
Once we invited our wives, mothers, sisters and sweet-

hearts so they could visualize the place when we
phoned to tell them we "were at the club." and then we
again enjoyed their company last New Year's eve.

The latter set a fine precedent. We are repeating the

experiment this New Year's eve. In fact the ladies will

be welcomed and entertained on two consecutive nights,

namely. Sunday night. December 30 and Monday night

New Year's eve. December 31.

There will be dancing, a programme of well selected vau-

deville acts, numbers provided by the rich tilent found

among our members, and there will be refreshments

—

plenty of them.
it will not be needful to inform the ladies about the

excellence of the dancing floor, since they admired it

when they wer>> first invited here to see our club rooms

In their new furnishings, and again last year, its spacious

ness and smoothness were enjoyed by the dancing couples.

For music, the Club will provide the best rhythmic ar-

tists available.

The I Y. C. plans that the Spirit of San Francisco shall

be released and allowed its fullest sway on the occasion of

San Francisco's universal celebration—a celebration

which has made this city unique in all the world for the

spontaneity of its rejoicing and the joy of its unrestrained

but decorous delight.

The affair will be strictly a club fiesta, only its mem-

bers and their invited ladies will be entertained So

brins aloni; your ladies, your capacity to enjoy a night or

- unalloyed pleasure and your membership cards.

Sunday Night. December 30 and Monday night. Decern

her 31.
, „ .

Put those dates in your memorandum book and tell tne

ladies about it.

ANOTHER STAR ON OUR SERVICE FLAG.

.lames B Rvall. formerly an automobile racer, head sales

man for the Jeffrey's Truck Company, and honored and

valiant member of the Indoor Yacht Club has wired

Thomas Murrey, secretary of the County Council of De-

tense that he has received a Captain's Commission in

the United States Aviation Service. At the time he made

his application he was an expert mechanic in an Eastern

automobile factory which had been taken over by the gov-

ernment and his commission is a practical proof of his

value and valor, of which the I. Y. C. ought indeed to be

proud Its another and a bright star on the big field of

our glittering Service Flag
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UNCLE SAM IS A FATHER NOW.

Here s a letter which the Main Sheet has been requested
to publish for the benefit of its members who have enlisted

or contemplate such action or are liable to the drait. The
letter was given scant attention in the daily press of the
country, and the government is eager that it shall have
the widest possible publicity, for, not only does it assure
the soldiers of protection against disability and aid for

their dependents in case the final price of their patriotism
is paid on the battle-field, but it is the first instance of a
government assuming such paternal regard for the boys
and the men who are willing to lay down their lives that
their homeland be made and kept secure.

This is the letter

The Secretary of the Treasury,
Washington.

To the Officers and Enlisted Men and Women of the Army
and Navy of the United States and Their Relatives:

The Secretary of the Treasury, through the Bureau of

War Risk Insurance, has been charged with the administra-
tion of the War Insurance Law enacted by the Congress
as a measure of justice to the men and women who have
been called to give their lives, if need be, in the service
of their country.

I wish to acquaint you with the benefits and privileges
which your Government has placed at your disposal. It is

essential that you and your families at home should know
of your and their rights under this law in order that full

advantage may be taken.
To care for the wife and children of the enlisted man

during his service, the War Insurance Law compels him
to contribute up to one-half of his pay for their support.
The Government, on application, will generously add to this

an allowance of from $5 to $50 a month, according to the
size of the family. Moreover, if the enlisted man will make
some further provision himself for a dependent parent,
brother, sister, or grandchild, they may be included in

the Government allowance.
If, as a result of injuries incurred or disease contracted

in the line o'f duty, an officer or enlisted man or an Army
or Navy nurse should be disabled, provision is made for

compensation of from $30 to $100 a month to him. and
should he die, compensation of from $20 to $75 a month
will be paid to his wife, his child, or his widowed mother.

In order, however, fully to protect each person and fam-
ily, Congress has made it possible for every soldier, sailor,

and nurse to obtain life and total-disability insurance. This
insurance applies to injuries received while he or she is in

the service or after he or she shall have left it.

Exposure to the extra dangers of war makes the cost
of life insurance in private life insurance companies pro-

hibitive. It was, therefore, a plain duty and obligation
for the Government to assume the risk of insuring hundreds
of thousands of our soldiers and sailors who are making
the supreme sacrifice. Under this law, every soldier and
sailor and nurse, commissioned and enlisted, and of any
age, has the right, between now and February 12, 1918,

to take out life and total disability insurance up to $10,000
at very low cost, with the Government without medical ex-

amination. This right is purely optional. The soldiers

and sailors are not compelled to take insurance, but if they
desire to exercise the right they must do so before the
12th of February, 1918. The cost ranges from 65 cents
monthly, at the age of 21, to $1.20 monthly, at the age
of 51. for each $1,000 of insurance. This is a small charge
on a man's pay—small in proportion to the benefits it may
bring. The premiums will be deducted from his pay, if he
desires, thus eliminating trouble on his part.

To provide adequate protection until February 12, 1918,
during the period when the soldiers and sailors are learning
the details of this law, the Government automatically in-

sures each man and woman, commissioned or enlisted in

the military service of the United States. It pays the man
$25 a month during total permanent disability; if he dies
within 20 years, it pays the rest of 240 monthly install-

ments of $25 each to his wife, child, or widowed mother.
I desire to call the provisions of this just and generous

law to the attention of our officers and enlisted men and
women so that they may not be deprived of their rignts
through lack of knowledge. Full information may be ob-
tained from the Bureau of War Risk Insurance of the
Treasury Department. Washington. D. C. I earnestly urge
that the officers of the Army and Navy give to tin inerj

under their command all possible aid in helping them m
understand fully the benefits that this insurance may bring
to their families and the small cosl at which it may be
obtained.
Th's is the greatest measure of protection ever offered

to its fighting forces by any nation in the history of the
world. It is not charity; it is simply justice to the enlisted
men and women and to their loved ones at home, and
each and every one of them should promptly take tin ben-
efits of this meat law.

W. 6. McADOO,
Secretary of the Treasury

New ST. FRANCIS si

OPTIMO
2 for 25c

of Exceptional Mildness, and Flavor

ze

EHRMAN BROS. & CO
Distributors

Remember thai

Cresta Blanca Wines
Are the STANDARD WINES of Califomia

Try a Bottle of CRESTA BLANCA CHAMPAQNE
(Green Label) Equal to ifce Imported

PAUL MASSON CHAMPAQNE Vintage 1908

SMOKE
"Cerina
QUEEN of HAVANA

Shapes and Sizes to suit

Ml Tastes £> & -*>

M. BlasKc-Wer, Distributer
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XMAS—
Is one day in the year that our recollections take us

back to the time when the old folks played Santa Claus.

Don t miss the joys this Xmas can bring, you know they would be glad to

see you at home this year, why not give the old folks or your long time friends

a treat By be ng present at their home this Xmas.

Write them today that you will be there.

Reduced Round Trip Excursion Fares between all

points in California.

Sale Dates Dec 21, 22, 23, 24, 25th. Return Limit January 7th.

ASK AGENT
Write for Folder
on the
Apache Trail

of Arizona Southern Pacific

flrrER

AT O FARRELL
St POWELL

mid-NIGHT
COFFEE

DANS

HEADQUARTERS
FOR

OVERCOATS
TRENCH COATS- ULSTERS

RAGLANS- DRESS COATS

TO FIT THE "PURSE

AND THE PERSON
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ST. FRANCIS IMPORTATION CO.

350 deary Street

WINES AND LIQUORS AT RETAIL

FINEST GOODS - LOWEST PRICES

PROMPT DELIVERIES

3Bel fflontt Caxtcab Co.

Excellent

Service

PHONE
SUTTER

215

Stand

105 Powel St.

Fine
Equipmeqt

HUDSON SUPER-SIX LIMOUSINES

AT

TAXI RATES San Francisco'

I am a power for great good if you do

not abuse my use.

In cases of need— I do my work well.

I am a builder up of health and strength

—in the hospital or in the home.

For the invalid or the convalescent

—

for the tired or overworked I offer a

great help.

A little of me goes a long way.

I have been among you for three

generations.

I'm known as Cyrus Noble throughout the world.

3_J

AnHe-aser-BuscH
Brewing Ass'n

ST. LOUIS. MO.

Brewers of "^^JfMlL^ Draught

Fine Beer '^Bm ^k and

Exclusively T®/«§P>«V % Bottled Beer

San Francisco Branch

1300 BRYANT STREET
Phone ParK 306

$C/1.25 for a $50JP Liberty Bond
or $1 1-2.50 ror a«$IOO bond and larger

amounts in proportion, in any house fur-

nishings that you may select from our ten

floors of household goods. We take

Liberty Bonds at this big premium in

either full or partial payment for furniture.

LIBERAL CREDIT TERMS
The Lachman Store offers dependable

furniture at the lowest prices. Our
service is prompt, efficient, courteous.

Our Renting Bureau Auto is at your

serice, free of expense, to help you

lo find a suitable flat or apariment.

ACHMAN
MISSION
STREET

NEAR

EL SIDELO CIGARS
Will Suit, Your Taste

101
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